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Message from the CSA 2014 General Chairs

International Conference on Computer Science and its Applications (CSA 2014) is the
FTRA 6th event of the series of international scientific conference. This conference
takes place Guam, USA, Dec. 17–19, 2014. CSA-14 will be the most comprehensive
conference focused on the various aspects of advances in computer science and its ap-
plications. CSA-14 will provide an opportunity for academic and industry professionals
to discuss the latest issues and progress in the area of CSA. In addition, the conference
will publish high quality papers which are closely related to the various theories and
practical applications in CSA. Furthermore, we expect that the conference and its pub-
lications will be a trigger for further related research and technology improvements in
this important subject. CSA-14 is the next event in a series of highly successful In-
ternational Conference on Computer Science and its Applications, previously held as
CSA-13 (5th Edition: Danang, December, 2013), CSA-12 (4th Edition: Jeju, Novem-
ber, 2012), 1CSA-11 (3rd Edition: Jeju, December, 2011), CSA-09 (2nd Edition: Jeju,
December, 2009), and CSA-08 (1st Edition: Australia, October, 2008).

The papers included in the proceedings cover the following topics: Mobile and
ubiquitous computing, Dependable, reliable and autonomic computing, Security and
trust management, Multimedia systems and services, Networking and communications,
Database and data mining, Game and software engineering, Grid and scalable comput-
ing, Embedded system and software, Artificial intelligence, Distributed and parallel
algorithms, Web and internet computing and IT policy and business management.

Accepted and presented papers highlight new trends and challenges of Computer
Science and its Applications. The presenters showed how new research could lead to
novel and innovative applications. We hope you will find these results useful and inspir-
ing for your future research.

We would like to express our sincere thanks to Steering Chairs: James J. (Jong Hyuk)
Park (SeoulTech, Korea), Han-Chieh Chao(National Ilan University, Taiwan) and Mo-
hammad S. Obaidat(Monmouth University, USA). Our special thanks go to the Program
Chairs: Deok-Gyu Lee(Seowon University, Korea), Yu Chen(State University of New
York, USA), Robert C.H. Hsu(Chung Hua University, Taiwan), and Neil Y. Yen(The
University of Aizu, Japan), all Program Committee members and all the additional



VI Message from the CSA 2014 General Chairs

reviewers for their valuable efforts in the review process, which helped us to guarantee
the highest quality of the selected papers for the conference.

We cordially thank all the authors for their valuable contributions and the other par-
ticipants of this conference. The conference would not have been possible without their
support. Thanks are also due to the many experts who contributed to making the event
a success.

December 2014 Doo-soon Park, SoonChunHyang University, Korea
Hamid R. Arabnia, The University of Georgia, USA

Ivan Stojmenovic, University of Ottawa, Canada
Michael Hwa Young Jeong, Kyung Hee University, Korea



Message from the CSA 2014 Program Chairs

Welcome to the 6th FTRA International Conference on Computer Science and its Ap-
plications (CSA 2014) which will be held in Guam, USA, Dec. 17–19, 2014. CSA 2014
will be the most comprehensive conference focused on the various aspects of advances
in computer science and its applications.

CSA 2014 provides an opportunity for academic and industry professionals to dis-
cuss the latest issues and progress in the area of Computer Science. In addition, the
conference contains high quality papers which are closely related to the various the-
ories and practical applications in Computer Science. Furthermore, we expect that the
conference and its publications will be a trigger for further related research and technol-
ogy improvements in this important subject. CSA 2014 is the next event in a series of
highly successful International Conference on Computer Science and its Applications,
previously held as CSA 2012 (4th Edition: Jeju, November, 2012), CSA 2013 (5th Edi-
tion: Danang, December, 2013), CSA 2011 (3rd Edition: Jeju, December, 2011), CSA
2009 (2nd Edition: Jeju, December, 2009), and CSA 2008 (1st Edition: Australia, Oc-
tober, 2008).

CSA 2014 contains high quality research papers submitted by researchers from all
over the world. Each submitted paper was peer-reviewed by reviewers who are experts
in the subject area of the paper. Based on the review results, the Program Committee
accepted papers.

For organizing an International Conference, the support and help of many people is
needed. First, we would like to thank all authors for submitting their papers. We also
appreciate the support from program committee members and reviewers who carried
out the most difficult work of carefully evaluating the submitted papers.

We would like to give my special thanks to Prof. James J. (Jong Hyuk) Park, Prof.
Han-Chieh Chao, and Prof. Mohammad S. Obaidat, the Steering Committee Chairs
of CSA for their strong encouragement and guidance to organize the symposium. We
would like to thank CSA 2014 General Co-Chairs, Prof. Young-Sik Jeong, Prof. Jason
C. Hung, and Prof. Gangman Yi for their advices to make possible organization of
CSA 2014. We also thank the Workshops Chairs, Prof. Byung-Gyu Kim, Prof. Weili
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Han, and Prof. Amiya Nayak, for organizing CSA-2014 workshops. We would like to
express special thanks to FTRA members for their timely unlimited support.

CSA 2014 Program Chairs

Deok-Gyu Lee, Seowon University, Korea
Yu Chen, State University of New York, USA

Robert C.H. Hsu, Chung Hua University, Taiwan
Neil Y. Yen, The University of Aizu, Japan
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Message from the CUTE 2014 General Chairs

On behalf of the organizing committees, it is our pleasure to welcome you to the 9th
International Conference on Ubiquitous Information Technologies and Applications
(CUTE 2014), will be held in GUAM, USA on December 17–19, 2014.

This conference provides an international forum for the presentation and show-
case of recent advances on various aspects of ubiquitous computing. It will reflect the
state-of-the-art of the computational methods, involving theory, algorithm, numerical
simulation, error and uncertainty analysis and/or novel application of new processing
techniques in engineering, science, and other disciplines related to ubiquitous comput-
ing.

The papers included in the proceedings cover the following topics: Ubiquitous Com-
munication and Networking, Ubiquitous Software Technology, Ubiquitous Systems and
Applications, Ubiquitous Security, Cloud Computing, Database, Big Data, E-learning,
Mobile Computing, Smartphone Applications, Image Processing, Privacy and Trust.
Accepted papers highlight new trends and challenges in the field of ubiquitous com-
puting technologies. We hope you will find these results useful and inspiring for your
future research.

We would like to express our sincere thanks to Steering Chairs: Doo-soon Park
(SoonChungHyang University, Korea), Young-Sik Jeong (Dongguk University, Korea),
Laurence T. Yang (St. Francis Xavier University, Canada), Hai Jin (Huangzhong Uni-
versity of Science and Technology, China), Chan-Hyun Youn (KAIST, Korea), Jianhua
Ma (Hosei University, Japan), Minyi Guo (Shanghai Jiao Tong University, Japan), Wei-
jia Jia (City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong). We would also like to express our
cordial thanks to the Program Committee members for their valuable efforts in the re-
view process, which helped us to guarantee the highest quality of the selected papers
for the conference.
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Finally, we would thank all the authors for their valuable contributions and the other
participants of this conference. The conference would not have been possible without
their support. Thanks are also due to the many experts who contributed to making the
event a success.

Jong Hyuk Park, SeoulTech, Korea
Hamid R. Arabnia, The University of Georgia, USA

Victor Leung, University of British Columbia, Canada
Jiannong Cao, Hong Kong Polytechnic University

CUTE 2014 General Chairs



Message from the CUTE 2014 Program Chairs

Welcome to the 9th International Conference on Ubiquitous Information Technologies
and Applications (CUTE 2014), will be held in GUAM, USA on December 17–19,
2014.

The purpose of the CUTE 2014 conference is to promote discussion and interaction
among academics, researchers and professionals in the field of ubiquitous computing
technologies. This year the value, breadth, and depth of the CUTE 2014 conference
continues to strengthen and grow in importance for both the academic and industrial
communities. This strength is evidenced this year by having the highest number of
submissions made to the conference.

For CUTE 2014, we received a lot of paper submissions from various countries.
Out of these, after a rigorous peer review process, we accepted only 72 high-quality
papers for CUTE 2014 proceeding, published by the Springer. All submitted papers
have undergone blind reviews by at least two reviewers from the technical program
committee, which consists of leading researchers around the globe. Without their hard
work, achieving such a high-quality proceeding would not have been possible. We take
this opportunity to thank them for their great support and cooperation.

We would also like to sincerely thank the following invited speakers who kindly ac-
cepted our invitations, and, in this way, helped to meet the objectives of the conference:

Hamid R. Arabnia, The University of Georgia, USA
Jong Uk Choi, SangMyung University, South Korea

Finally, we would like to thank all of you for your participation in our conference,
and also thank all the authors, reviewers, and organizing committee members. Thank
you and enjoy the conference!

Min Choi, Chungbuk National University, South Korea
Xin Chen, University of Hawaii, USA

Praveen Koduru, Kansas State University, USA

CUTE 2014 Program Chairs
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Abstract. Aiming at the irrationality of the given value of observation noise 
variance in maneuvering target tracking, and based on the idea of the right 
selection filtering, the author proposes a new observed abnormal quantity of 
using interest-identify. The author then takes the idea of right selection filtering 
into consideration, timely adjusting the observation noise variance of filtering, 
changing the trust level from system to corresponding observation information in 
rejector so as to adjust the filter’s gains and improve the matching degree 
between motor model and system mode. The experimental results illustrate that 
the improvement on filtering algorithm to some extent improves the tracking 
performance from the system to target as non-maneuverable or 
weak-maneuverable, as well as better control the error effect of outliers.  

Keywords: Maneuvering Target Tracking, Adaptive Estimation, adaptive 
filtering, matrix. 

1 Introduction 

For maneuvering target tracking, the current adaptive filtering method is mainly 
focused on the state of the system noise covariance matrix [1,3], that the observations 
are accurate. In fact, owing to the reasons like nature interference or equipment 
precision, errors are easily accumulated in filtering process if unstable presence of 
randomness appears in observation of noise variance estimation, which will result in 
reduction in tracking accuracy. This essay refers to the idea that selection weights 
filtering could distinguish between parameters, based on the “current” statistical model 
of adaptive filtering algorithm, taking use of innovation structure to introduce variance 
inflation factor, so as to realize the online adaptive estimation of observation noise 
variance. The results of simulation experiments demonstrate the feasibility and 
effectiveness of this algorithm. 

2 The “Current” Statistical Model of Adaptive Filtering 
Algorithm 

Set the equation of target moving discrete state and measurement: 
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )X k +1 = F k X k +G k a +W K              (1) 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )Z k = H k X k +V k                     (2) 

In this equation: ( )Z k is two-dimensional observation vector, ( )X k  is first epoch 

K state vector, ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]TX k = X k X k X k , its covariance matrix is 

marked as ( )P k ; ( )F k is state transition matrix， ( )G k is input control matrix； the 

mean value of ( )W k is zero, and its variance being the white noise of 

( )Q k ； ( )H k is the coefficient matrix of observation equation； the mean value of 

( )V k  is zero ， and its variance being the white noise of ( )R k , 

( )W k and ( )V k are irrelevant to each other. Here is the classic CS-KF filtering 

algorithm: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 1 1 1X k k F k X k k G k a
∧ ∧

− = − − − +
             

   (3) 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 1 1 1 1 1TP k k F k P k k F k Q k− = − − − − + −
       

   (4) 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 1
1 1T TK k P k k H k H k P k k H k R k

−
⎡ ⎤= − − +⎣ ⎦   (5) 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 1X k k X k k K k Z k H k X k k
∧ ∧ ∧⎡ ⎤= − + − −⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦       (6) 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1P k k I K k H k P k k= − −⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦                    (7) 

The gain matrix ( )K k and the expression innovation ( )v k are as follows, 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 1' 'T TK k P k H k H k P k H k R k
−

⎡ ⎤= +⎣ ⎦         (8) 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )'v k Z k H k X k= −                        (9) 

The statistics of ( )V k should satisfier: 

( ) ( )( )0,V k N R k∼                          (10) 

The statistics of ( )v k  should satisfier:  

( )v k ～ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )'0, TN H k P k H k R k+                 (11) 
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In formula (8) and (9), “ ' ”indicates the forecast value. The formula (11) shows that 
the innovation vector contains the prediction error and observation error. After 
excluding the impact of forecast error, it can be used to test whether the exception exists 
in the observations. 

In the classic filter model theory, observation noise is assumed as Gaussian white 
noise, its variance is artificially set to a fixed value. However, taking into account the 
impact of nature interference and equipment accuracy and so on, the estimation of 
variance must contain some randomness. The observation abnormal should be prevented, 
which leads to the occurrence of improper setting of inter-relationships between 
parameters that result in filtering divergence (just as the condition in formula (8)). 

3 An Adaptive Estimation Based on the Innovation Adjustment 

If observation error could be relatively well corrected in the previous moment, the 
tracking accuracy would remain relatively high in a short period of time. Based on this, 

if you set threshold value ( )a k  , to the time K as to inspect whether the prior 

information contain large errors or abnormal disturbance, then the observed value can 

be characterized into two groups based on the innovation rate ( ),v k i  for the first 

time k, the first to be category of normal, that is, when the absolute value of the I 

observation value corresponding to innovation ( ),v k i is less than the observation 

value ( ),a k i ,then this observation value is considered to be normal without many 

errors; the second category is the abnormal value, that is, when the absolute value of the 

I observation value corresponding to innovation ( ),v k i is much than ( ),a k i ,then 

considering this observation value contains much errors and is abnormal. 

Correspondingly, constructing variance inflation factor ( )[ ]5
,k iμ based on the value 

of innovation ( ),v k i  

( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

1, , ,
,

, / , , , ,

v k i a k i
k i

v k i a k i v k i a k i
μ

⎧ ≤⎪= ⎨
≥⎪⎩            

(12) 

Thinking that ( ),a k i reflects the previous measuring accuracy， so the selection of 

( ),a k i  is of great importance。 In the dynamic environment of maneuvering target 

tracking, owing to the limited observation values and abnormal impact of the 

equipment, ( ),v k i   is not the ideal normal distribution, ( ),v k i often appears to be 

beyond previous observation value two or three times. These large errors are not to be a 
gross error in the dynamic environment of limited number of maneuvering target 
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tracking. In this case, ( ),a k i  needs to select a proper value based on the real 

condition. In maneuvering target tracking, ( ),a k i selects the error of one to two times 

( if selected solely on the basis of the theory of error of two to three times, it will make 
adaptive adjustment effect not so obvious). Under the same condition of equipment and 

observation, ( ),a k i can be selected as a constant. Put ( ),k iμ （i=1～2）of 2 X 2 

matrix constituted as follows, 

( ) ( )1, 2N k diag μ μ=                        (13) 

Make ( )N k effect on both sides of the observation noise covariance matrix, the gain 

matri (8)could be adapted into: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 1' 'T T TK k P k H k H k P k H k N k R k N k
−

⎡ ⎤= +⎣ ⎦   
(14) 

This adjustment only can be activated to adjust observation noise covariance matrix 
only in testing abnormality. The method is relatively simple, making no significant 
impact on the speed of operation and can be easily implemented. 

4 Simulation Results and Analysis 

In order to verify the feasibility and effectiveness of the improved statistical model 
algorithm proposed in this essay, the following part compares the results from 
“current” classic statistical model algorithm with ones from improved algorithm for 
maneuvering target tracking through Monte Carlo’s simulation, the times of which are 
100. In the experiment, the author considers the case of one-dimensional Cartesian 
coordinates, making the sampling period is T=1s. Based on dynamic background and 
experimental statistics, assuming that the distribution of the observation noise variance 

is ( )R k = ( )( ) 2 21abs C rand m⎡ ⎤∗⎣ ⎦ ( C is an empirical constant, in the 

experiment, C =100), the target maneuvering frequency is 
0 1 / 20f = , the maximum 

motor acceleration is 2
max 100 /a m s± = ± ,threshold value ( ) 2150a k m= . Assume that the 

initial state of the target is: 2
0 0 300 / 0 /X m m s m s⎡ ⎤= ⎣ ⎦，analog tracking process 

is: moving 300m/s in the sampling cycle from 0 to 50；at 30m/s uniformly accelerated 
motion in the sampling period from 50～100；at 1800m/s uniform motion in the 

sampling period from 100 to 150；at -30 2/m s  uniformly retarded motion from 150 
to 200 in the sampling period. Figure 1 to 4 is RMSE of estimation on displacement, 
velocity, displacement and velocity. 
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Fig. 1. Comparison in displacement estimation
 

Fig. 2. Comparison in speed estimation    

Figure 1 and Figure 2 are the trajectory curve of direction and speed of target on 
X-axis, from which we can see that both the “current” classic statistical model and the 
improved model of maneuvering target tracking performance are good, almost in 
consistent with the real trajectory. However, as can be seen from the enlarged icon of 
simulation, the improved model better matched with the real one with less errors and 
better tracking performance. 

In Figure 3, Figure 4, the dashed and solid lines respectively represent the filtered 
results of improved algorithm and "current" classic statistical model. They separately 
compare these two algorithms on their RMSE from the displacement and velocity 
components. From the simulation results, the improved filtering algorithm is slightly 
better than the classic ones in tracking performance on the target as non-maneuverable 
or weak-maneuverable. Additionally, the improved algorithm also plays a certain role 
in controlling error impact from the abnormal point, which shows that the improved 
filtering algorithm impacts tracking performance on the algorithm from its setting to 
observation noise variance and its introduction to expansion factor.  

From the above, it can be concluded that the improved algorithm in this essay 
possesses its feasibility and effectiveness. 

Fig. 3. RMSE on displacement estimation 

 

Fig. 4. RMSE on speed estimation 
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5 Conclusion 

In this essay, considering the factors like nature interference and equipment accuracy, the 
author assume that the randomness exist in the randomness of measuring noise variance 
estimation, and subjects to average random distribution. Based on the idea of the right 
selection filtering, the author proposes a new adaptive method for maneuvering target 
tracking in estimation of observation noise variance matrix. It takes into account the 
impact of observation noise variance on maneuvering target tracking, simply but 
effective. Since the new method is adjusting mainly to abnormal observation noise 
variance, it will produce no impact on the overall observation noise variance matrix, as 
well as no impact on filtering divergence. Therefore, this method makes estimation of 
observation noise variance more effective and obtains more ideal filtering results on some 
abnormal points so as to enhance the tracking performance on the whole. 
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Abstract. Digital watermarking techniques have been developed to protect the 
copyright of multimedia objects such as text, audio, video. In this paper, we 
propose a digital watermarking algorithm with a gray image based on  two 
dimensions discrete cosine transform (DCT) and singular value decomposition 
(SVD) for robust watermarking of digital images in order to protect digital 
media copyright. The performance of hybrid watermarking technique has 
presented, including imperceptibility (such as PSNR, NC) and robustness (such 
as Filtering, Gaussian noise, Rotation and Salt and Pepper). Experimental 
results demonstrate that the proposed scheme shows superior performance in 
the presence of signal processing attracks.   

Keywords: Grayscale Image, Blind Watermarking, DCT, SVD, PSNR. 

1 Introduction 

In the present globalization, the availability of the Internet and various image 
processing tools opens up to a greater degree, the possibility of downloading an image 
from the Internet, manupulating it without the permission of the rightful owner. For 
reason, such as this and many others, image authentication has become not only an 
active but also vital research area. Embedding watermarks [1- 4] in both audio signals 
and images can degrade the quality of original data.  

In general, a successful watermarking scheme should satisfy the some common 
fundamental requirements. Firstly, Imperceptibility that implies the perceptual 
difference between the watermarked and the original documents should be 
unnoticeable to the human eye, i.e. watermarks should not interfere with the media 
being protected. Secondly, Robustness that indicate an unauthorized person should 
not be able to destroy the watermark without also making the document useless [5-8], 
i.e., watermarks should be robust to signal processing and intentional attacks. In 
particular, after common signal processing operations have been applied to the 
watermarked image like filtering, re-sampling, cropping, scaling, digital-to-analog, 
analog-to-digital conversions, compression, geometric transformation, rotation, etc., 
they should still be detectable. Thirdly, Trustworthiness [9-12] a satisfactory 
watermarking scheme should also guarantee that it is impossible to generate forged 
watermarks and should provide trustworthy proof to protect the lawful ownership. 
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Generally, watermarking can be classified into two groups: spatial domain methods 
and transform domain methods. In spatial domain approaches, the watermark is 
embedded directly to the pixel locations [13-14]. In transform domain approaches, a 
mathematical transform is applied to the original image to embed watermark into the 
transform coefficients, then apply the inverse transform to get the embedded image. 
This makes particularly robust against robust signal processing attacks [16]. The most 
frequently used methods are discrete cosine transform (DCT) domain [16-17], 
discrete wavelet transforms (DWT) domain [18], singular value decomposition (SVD) 
domain [19].   

In this paper the performance of hybrid watermarking technique based on DCT and 
SVD has presented. It can proof the imperceptibility (such as PSNR, NC) and 
robustness (such as Filtering, Gaussian noise, Rotation and Salt and Pepper) very 
well.The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In section II, we briefly 
describe the literature of   Discrete Cosine Transform, Discrete Wavelet Transform 
and  Singular Value Decomposition related to watermarking. Section III presents our 
proposed algorithm while the simulations and data analysis are described in section 
IV. Finally, we make  conclusions. 

2 Literature Review 

2.1 Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) 

The Discrete Cosine Transform is a very popular transform function that transforms a 
signal from the spatial domain to frequency domain and it has been used in the JPEG 
standard for image compression due to good performance. The DCT transforms real 
data into real spectrum avoiding the problem of redundancy. The popular block-based 
DCT transform segments an image non-overlapping blocks and applies DCT to each 
block. These results in giving three frequency sub-bands: low frequency sub band, 
mid-frequency sub-band and high frequency sub-band.  

The two-dimensional DCT is usually used in digital image processing. Given an 
image A of size NxN, the DCT of the image is defined as: 
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2.2 Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) 

We describe a watermark casting and detection scheme based on the SVD. We can 
observe that a discrete image is an array of nonnegative scalar entries, which may be 
regarded as a matrix. Let such an image be denoted by A. Without loss of generality, 
we assume in the subsequent discussions that Α  is a square image, denoted by 

NN×Ε∈Α  , where Ε  represents either the real number domain or the complex 
number domain. The SVD of Α  is defined as 

ΗΧΣΤ=Α  

Where NN×Ε∈Χ  and NN×Ε∈Τ are unitary matrices and NN×Ε∈Σ is a 
diagonal matrix with nonnegative numbers on the diagonal and zeros on the off 
diagonal. The nonnegative components of  Σ represent the luminance value of the 
image. Changing them slightly does not change the image quality. 

3 Proposed DCT-SVD Watermarking Method 

This section presents the methods for our watermarking embedding and extraction 
schemes in detail and emphasize the novel ideas we propose. In this paper a DCT 
SVD based blind watermarking technique has been used for embedding watermark. 
The flow chart of the watermark embedding algorithm is shown in figure 2 and Figure 
3 illustrates the watermark extraction procedures. 

 
Fig. 1. Diagram of proposed watermark embedding procedure   

 
Fig. 2. Diagram of proposed watermark extraction procedure 
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3.1 Watermark Embedding Process 

The original carrier image is set as C, the watermark image is W. The DCT-SVD 
based embedded process is divided into 7 steps and briefly described by the following 
steps: 

Step 1 The cover image (original image) is first divided into 8×8 square blocks, 
then perform 2D DCT to each block. 

Step 2 Collect the DC value of each DCT coefficient matrix D (x, y) together to 
get a new matrix M. 

Step 3  Perform SVD on the matrix M and obtain M=UCSCVC
T. 

Step 4 Using SVD to watermark image W= UWSWVW
T. 

Step 5 Modify the singular values S1 with S2 and apply SVD:  SC+α SW= 
U*S*V*T. 

Step 6 For the coefficient matrix D (x, y) in step 2, change each DC value to 
M* (x, y), obtain new coefficient matrix D* (x, y).  

Step 7 Apply inverse DCT to each D* (x, y) to produce the watermarked image. 

3.2 Watermark Extraction Process 

The extraction algorithm of watermark is actually the reverse process of the 
embedding algorithm of watermark. The watermark extraction procedure is simple as 
follows: 

 
Step 1 Divide the watermark image into 8×8 square blocks, and then apply DCT to 

each block. 
Step 2 Collect the DC value to get matrix M** (x, y). 
Step 3 Apply SVD to the M**= U**S**V**T. 
Step 4 Compute SW*= (S**- SC) /α, where SW* is the distorted singular matrix of 

extracts watermark. 
Step 5 Now compute the extracted watermark W* i.e.  W*=  UWSW

*VW
T 

4 Simulation Results 

In order to test the robustness of the proposed algorithm, substantial testing is 
performed. In the simulation, we test different manipulations on the four well-known 
and standard grayscale images that are "Lenna",  "Boat", "Opera House" and 
"Pepper". The original images (cover images) are shown in figure  3 and 
corresponding the watermarked images are shown in figure 4. The watermark, as 
shown in figure 9 (a), is used in our simulation and the extracted watermark image is  
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shown in figure 9 (b). To test for the robustness of our watermarking algorithm, the 
watermarked image is attacked by  Gaussian Noise, Filtering, Rotation and Salt and 
Pepper. These are shown in figure 5, 6, 7 and 8. 

  

Fig. 3. Cover (Original) Image Fig. 4. Watermarked Image 

 

Fig. 5. Watermarked images under Rotation
attacks 

Fig. 6. Watermarked images under Salt and 
Pepper attacks 

Table 1. Values of Peak Signal to Noise Ratio 

Image 
 

Rotation Salt and pepper Filtering Gaussian noise Average 

Lena 50.926 52.015 51.907 52.813 51.915 
Boat 50.923 50.748 49.159 51.006 50.459 

Baboon 52.024 50.662 51.961 52.622 51.817 
Opera House 51.682 51.487 50.615 51.925 51.427 
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Fig. 7. Watermarked images under Filtering
attacks 

Fig. 8. Watermarked images under Gaussian
Noise attacks 

 

 
(a)  

 
(b)  

Fig. 9. (a) Original Watermark Image and (b) Extracted Watermark Image 
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Fig. 10. Variation of Average NC value under 
various signal processing attacking 

Fig. 11. Variation of average PSNR value 
under various signal processing attacking 

To test for Imperceptibility and Similarity of our watermarking algorithm,  we 
consider PSNR and NC. The invisibility of the embedded watermark is measured by 
Peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR). It indicates the quality of the watermarked image 
since it takes the signal strength into consideration. Imperceptibility of the 
watermarked image should be higher to make the watermark data invisible. The 
quality of Retrieved watermark or the degree of similarity can be determined by 
Normalized Correlation (NC), between the original watermark W and the extracted  
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watermark W*. The higher the Normalized Correlation value implies a more accurate 
of the retrieved watermark bit. Table 1 and Table 2 illustrate the PSNR and NC value 
of different watermark images under various attacking. The average PSNR and NC 
values are shown in figure 10 and figure 11 respectively. 

Table 2. Values of Normalized Correlation 

Image Rotation Salt and pepper Filtering Gaussian noise Average 
Lena 0.8825 0.9352 0.8996 0.9905 0.9269 
Boat 0.7532 0.9112 0.8902 0.9826 0.8843 

Baboon 0.8238 0.9288 0.9012 0.9902 0.9110 
Opera House 0.8327 0.9206 0.9012 0.9897 0.9108 

5 Conclusions 

In this paper, a novel watermarking method based on DCT-SVD is proposed. The 
watermark extraction is also efficient and blind. This novel method gives successful 
results comparing to methods using different cover images.  Results show that the 
new method is very robust against  different attacks like Gaussian Noise, Salt and 
Pepper, filtering and Rotation. Therefore, the proposed algorithm is a good method 
for authentication of image materials. 
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Abstract. In this paper, the hybrid navigation system using Kalman filter is 
suggested. The hybrid navigation system consists of GPS to measure the 
position and the velocity of the mobile robot, and IMU to measure the posture 
and acceleration. The location of the mobile robot is calculated by applying 
Kalman filter, using the received data of the position and the velocity of the 
mobile robot from GPS when GPS signal is received, and the data of the 
acceleration which is received from IMU. The Hybrid navigation system 
calculates the position of a mobile robot by using acceleration and posture of 
IMU, and former velocity data of GPS until next the GPS signal is received. 
The performance of the hybrid navigation system was confirmed through  
the experiment comparing the actual route and the calculated route, where the 
calculated route of the simplified hybrid navigation system is the same with the 
actual route.  

Keywords: hybrid navigation, IMU, GPS, Kalman filter. 

1 Introduction 

Since the navigation system has the ability to recognize the position, the posture, and 
the motion state of the vehicle, it is essential for the manned and unmanned vehicle 
such as the aviation, the ground and the ocean, to have the navigation function. In the 
recent ocean field, the hybrid navigation has been utilized for diverse tasks such as 
detecting and removing underwater mines or exploring the underwater topography by 
using the underwater robots [1], [2]. 

The navigation system is classified into the global positioning system using GPS 
and the inertial navigation system using IMU. Because the global positioning system 
is the positioning system calculating the precise position of the vehicle by 
triangulation method using satellite signals, it has the advantage which has no the 
error divergence in accordance with operation hours. However, in case of the area of 
the weak reception strength of the signal or the area where the reception is impossible 
like a tunnel, the global positioning system has a disadvantage, which cannot gain the 
position information of the vehicle. On the other hand, because the inertial navigation 
system is a stand-alone system offering the position, the posture, and the velocity by 
utilizing the measured inertia information from the gyro and the accelerometer, it has 
the advantage which maintains the high accuracy for a short time, since the measured 
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sampling frequency is high. However, it has a disadvantage that the error is 
accumulated as the time passes by, during the process of calculation of the velocity by 
integrating accelerations and the process of calculation of the posture by angular 
velocity.  Therefore, by combining the global positioning system and the inertial 
navigation system, a hybrid navigation system complements each fault and creates a 
synergy effect [3], [4]. 

In the paper, the simplified hybrid navigation system is designed, where 
calculation is easy because only 9 state variables such as the position, the posture, and 
the velocity of the vehicle are used. The proposed hybrid navigation system combines 
the inertial navigation system and the global positioning system, by using a Kalman 
filter to them.  

2 Development of Hybrid Navigation System 

The hybrid navigation system combines the IMU sensor of the inertial navigation 
system and the GPS sensor of the global positioning system by applying Kalman filter 
implemented in DSP.  
The IMU sensor is 3DM-GX25 model of Micro Strain, and the GPS sensor is GPS641 

model of Ascen GPS. DSP processor is TMS320F28335 of Texas Instruments. 

2.1 The State Equation 

As shown in eq. (1), the state equation in order to recognize the position of the mobile 
robot is expressed as the simple discrete time linear system. In eq. (1), 9 state 

variables of the state equation are the estimated position ˆ ˆ ˆ( , , )x y zP P P , the 

velocity ˆ ˆ ˆ( , , )x y zV V V , and the acceleration ˆ ˆ ˆ( , , )x y zA A A  of the mobile robot in the NED 

(north east down) coordinate system. The system variables, (0, )xH σ  and (0, )rQ σ  

are the covariance matrix.  They are the system noise and measurement noise in 
which the averages are 0  and the variances are ,x rσ σ , respectively. 
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⎝ ⎠ ⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠

  

(1) 
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2.2 Kalman Filter and Hybrid Navigation 

Kalman filter is the recursive filter to track the status of the linear and nonlinear 
system including noise. By using the probabilistic expectation from the model 
equation and the measured value of the system, Kalman filter tracks the optimal  
values of the system. In other words, it is the algorithm minimizing the error 
covariance between the measured value and the estimated value [6]. Fig. 1 shows the 
integrated system of the hybrid navigation system using a Kalman filter. 

 

Fig. 1. Structure of hybrid navigation system using Kalman filter with IMU/GPS 

Generally, the sampling frequency of the GPS is as low as 1 Hz and that of IMU is 
much faster than GPS.  During the interval before the next GPS signal is received, 
the position of the robot is decided through the dead reckoning in which the current 
acceleration and posture from IMU are calculated with the previous velocity and 
position from GPS. The position error is corrected through Kalman filter when the 
next GPS signal is received.  The steps of the Kalman filter to apply to the hybrid 
navigation system is classified into four stages and is designed as eq. (2).  

First stage is the prediction. This stage predicts the estimated value ( )px  and the 

error covariance ( )pP from the modeling. The second stage calculates the Kalman 

gain ( )K , and the third stage corrects the estimated value ( )x  by using the measured 

value ( )z  from GPS and IMU. The last stage calculates the error covariance ( )P  [5].  

1 1

1.

2. ( )

3. ( )

4.

p

T
p

p p

p p

p p

stage x A x

P A P A Q

stage K P H H P H R

stage x x K z H x

stage P P K H P

− −

= ×

= × × +

= × × × × +

= + × − ×
= − × ×

  

(2)

Eq. (3)-(6) indicates the measured value ( )z , the estimated value ( )x , and the system 

model variables , , ,A H Q R , which are used for Kalman filter. The measured value of 

Kalman filter is the acceleration data measured from the IMU sensor, and the velocity 
and the position data from a GPS receiver. The estimated values of Kalman filter are 
the position, the acceleration, and the velocity data of the mobile robot. The system 
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model variables, ,Q R  are the covariance of noise. Q  is set up through the trial and 

errors, and R  is the measured value or the noted value in specifications. Initial value 
of P  is a design parameter, and it is decided through the trial and errors [6]. 

( )T

x y z x y z x y zz P P P V V V A A A=   

(1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1)H diag=  

(1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1)Q q diag= ⋅  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9( , , , , , , , , )R diag R R R R R R R R R=   

7 7
1 2 3

2 2 2
4 5 6

1 1 1
7 8 9

8.86844 10 , 1.35094 10 , R 1.6540699 10,

1.9244 10 , 2.1373 10 , 2.0102 10 ,

3.585 10 , 2.854 10 , 3.585 10

R R

R R R

R R R

− −

− − −

− − −

= × = × = ×

= × = × = ×

= × = × = ×

 

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

3 Result 

The performance of the hybrid navigation system is confirmed through the 
experiment comparing the actual route and the calculated route from the hybrid 
navigation system. The developed device is installed in a car. In case of the GPS 
sensor of the hybrid navigation system, the data sampling frequency was 1Hz, and the 
IMU sensor was sampled by 25Hz. In other words, 0.04dt = . The initial value of the 
error covariance ( )P  was 1510 and the route was chosen as the Daeyeon campus of 

Pukyong National University.  
 

 

Fig. 2. The results of experiment when 0.0001q =   

Fig. 2 is the result of the experiment when the test route was a polygon shape and the 
system variable, 0.0001q = , which was shown in eq. (5).  
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Fig. 3. Comparison between the actual route and the route of the hybrid navigation system 

  

Fig. 4. Acceleration, velocity, and position of the mobile robot in the x-axis and y-axis 

Fig. 3 shows the comparison between the actual route of the mobile robot and the 
calculated route of the hybrid navigation system. Fig. 4 indicates the acceleration, 
velocity, and position of the mobile robot, which are calculated through the hybrid 
navigation system while the experiment of Fig. 3 was performed. 

4 Conclusion  

In this paper, a simplified hybrid navigation system in order to recognize the position 
of the mobile robot is proposed and implemented. The hybrid navigation system 
combines the inertial navigation system and global positioning system by using 
Kalman filter. By comparing the actual route and the calculated route of the mobile 
robot, the performance of the hybrid navigation system was tested. Through the result 
of the experiment, it was confirmed that the simplified hybrid navigation system can 
calculate the route of the mobile robot. 

In the future, the proposed hybrid navigation system will apply to the mobile 
robots operated in diverse environments including unmanned underwater vehicles.  
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Abstract. This paper proposes an easily attachable/detachable proxy that helps 
ordinary computer users detect their personal information leakage caused by 
malicious software. This proxy can behave as a stealth proxy or as a transparent 
proxy, meaning that the proxy can be placed at any point in a TCP/IP network. 
Users of this proxy can detect and stop any suspicious TCP/IP connections by 
placing the proxy at any appropriate point in their network and by using the 
bundled controller Web application that controls behavior of the proxy. We 
have used a Raspberry Pi and HTML5 for the proxy implementation, thus 
making this method affordable and portable. We evaluated the proxy by placing 
it at several places in the network, and confirmed that the proxy properly works 
and helps users detect suspicious TCP/IP connections by visualizing them 
between their computers and the Internet. 

Keywords: security, information leakage, proxy, bridge, HTML5, Raspberry 
Pi. 

1 Introduction 

As the number of the Internet users has increased, the importance of protection 
against information leakage caused by malicious software has become one of our 
great concerns. For example, some popular software products are considered that they 
(used to) send some kind of their users' personal information to their servers. 

Although a large number of security software products exist, it is difficult to detect 
such information leakage because if an OS (Operating System) has already been 
infected with malicious software, any installed security software on the OS can no 
longer be trusted that it properly works. 

To prevent such information leakage without heavily depending on security 
software, a hardware-based firewall is required to be placed between users' computers 
and the Internet. Fortunately, most broadband routers for personal use have such 
functionality, meaning that users might stop suspicious TCP/IP connections if they 
understand the usage of their routers. 

However, we believe that it is difficult for ordinary computer users to detect 
suspicious TCP/IP connections by using their routers, even if they know how to stop 
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some specific TCP/IP connections by changing firewall rules of their routers, by the 
following reasons:  

(1) Most broadband routers are not designed to output user-friendly, easy-to-
understand TCP/IP logging messages, which means that users can hardly distinguish 
suspicious TCP/IP connections from many other non-suspicious TCP/IP connections. 
(2) Most broadband routers require users to reboot themselves when firewall rules are 
changed, which means that users are required to spend not a small amount of time 
because they may be required to reboot their routers several times until they finish the 
configuration. 
(3) When using a broadband router, a user can only detect and stop suspicious TCP/IP 
connections at the fixed location where the router exists, which makes it difficult to 
detect computers that have already been infected with malicious software if the user 
has more than one computer in the network. 

To help ordinary computer users prevent such information leakage, we propose an 
affordable and portable solution that consists of an easily attachable/detachable 
proxy 1  and a controller Web application, both of which are implemented on a 
Raspberry Pi, a small, single-board computer, which costs approximately 50 US 
dollars at most. The proxy is designed to behave as a stealth proxy, which does not 
require any IP address, and as a transparent proxy, which requires an IP address. This 
design enables users to place the proxy at any point in their network. The controller 
Web application is implemented as an HTML5 Web application, which enables users 
to easily change behavior of the proxy on their Web browsers without the detailed 
knowledge of TCP/IP. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 and 3 describe the design and 
the implementation of our proposed method, respectively. Section 4 reports the result of 
our evaluation. Section 5 introduces related work. Section 6 gives our conclusion. 

2 Design of Proposed Method 

This section describes the design of our proposed method: its requirements (2.1), its 
supported protocols (2.2), an overview of the proxy (2.3), and an overview of the 
controller Web application (2.4). 

2.1 Requirements 

The requirements of our proposed method are as follows: 

(1) Target users of this system are ordinary computer users who are good at using 
Web browsers and who know an overview, but not the details, of TCP/IP. 
(2) Each of the users uses his/her computers in a LAN that is connected to the Internet 
through a broadband router. 
(3) The users use IPv4, not IPv6. 

                                                           
1  Technically, this is a layer 2 bridge rather than a proxy. In this paper, however, we use 

“proxy” instead of “bridge” for the sake of simplicity.  
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(4) Each of the target users has at least one computer with two Ethernet ports or two 
computers with one Ethernet port. 

2.2 Supported Protocols 

Our proposed method supports TCP, UDP, and ICMP, especially focusing on TCP. 

2.3 Overview of Stealth/Transparent Proxy 

Figure 1 shows possible installation locations in a network for the proxy of our 
proposed method. The proxy can be placed any of the locations because the proxy is 
designed to behave as a stealth proxy or as a transparent proxy. Users of the proxy can 
choose one of the two proxy types according to their needs and/or purposes. When 
acting as a transparent proxy, the proxy requires an IP address by using DHCP service. 
On the other hand, when acting as a stealth proxy, the proxy does not require any IP 
address. It is important to provide stealth proxy functionality in addition to transparent 
proxy functionality because it enables monitoring of TCP/IP traffic between two 
network nodes where a dedicated IP address for the proxy is not available. 

 
Fig. 1. Possible installation locations for the proposed stealth/transparent proxy 

 

Fig. 2. Usage of the proposed method 

Figure 2 shows the usage of our proposed method. As the figure shows, the proxy 
has three Ethernet ports; two of them are connected to each other as a bridge, and the 
rest is used by users to control the proxy via a controller Web application on which 
users can control TCP/IP connections between the two bridged Ethernet ports. 
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2.4 Overview of Controller Web Application 

To help users easily change behavior of the proxy (to allow/deny network 
connections), we provide a controller Web application. Figure 3 shows a screenshot 
of the application. As the figure shows, the application supports three protocols: TCP, 
UDP, and ICMP. On the application, TCP/IP connections that have the same source 
IP address, source port, destination IP address, destination port, source MAC address, 
and destination MAC address are grouped into a single entry in descending order of 
the time. Users can easily accept or deny each connection by clicking each 
corresponding action button, “accept” or “deny”. When one of the action buttons is 
clicked, the change is applied immediately without rebooting the system, which 
enables users to rapidly allow/deny each connection on a trial-and-error basis. 

3 Implementation of Proposed Method 

3.1 Hardware Implementation 

Table 1 shows the used hardware for the proxy implementation. We have used a 
Raspberry Pi (Model B), which has 512MB RAM, two USB 2.0 ports, and a 100 
Mbps Ethernet port in combination with two USB 3.0 gigabit Ethernet network 
adapters because our proposed method requires three Ethernet ports, two for the 
bridge and one for the controller PC on which users use their Web browsers to access 
the controller Web application. 

Table 1. Used hardware for the proposed proxy implementation 

Hardware Description 

Raspberry Pi Single-board computer (Model B). 
Ethernet adapter USB 3.0 gigabit Ethernet adapter (AX88179 chip). 

 

Fig. 3. Screenshot of the proposed controller Web application 
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3.2 Software Implementation 

This subsection describes two main functionalities of our proposed method: core 
functionality and UI (User Interface) functionality. Table 2 shows the used software 
for the implementation. 

3.2.1   Core Functionality 
We have used iptables, a user space application program that configures rules of the 
Linux kernel firewall, and ulogd, a user space application program that logs messages 
from iptables, to implement the proxy core functionality. Although users of iptables 
can change rules of the firewall by using itself directly, it is difficult for ordinary 
computer users to do so because its CUI (character-based user interface) is too simple 
for them. 

Accordingly, we have implemented the controller Web application that enables 
users to easily change rules of iptables on their Web browsers. Since changing rules 
of iptables is applied immediately, this implementation does not require any rebooting 
of the system when rules are changed. 

When a TCP/IP packet reaches the proxy, a notification event is fired from iptables 
to ulogd. Since ulogd can write logged events to a SQLite database, ulogd writes fired 
events from iptables to the SQLite database of the controller Web application. 

3.2.2   UI Functionality 
The client side of the controller Web application is implemented by using HTML5 
with jQuery and jQuery UI, and the server side of the application is implemented by 
using PHP and SQLite. The application keeps watching on the database written by 
ulogd, and when a new network connection is about to start, it notifies Web browsers 
that are connected to the application, by using the Server-Sent Events of HTML5, to 
refresh the revised information of network connections. 

Table 2. Used software for the proposed proxy implementation 

Software Version Description 

jQuery UI 1.10.4 UI library for jQuery. 
jQuery 2.1.1 JavaScript library. 
PHP 5.4.4 Script language for Web applications. 
Apache HTTPD 2.2.22 Web server. 
SQLite 3.7.13 File-based database. 
ulogd 1.24 Netfilter userspace logging daemon. 
iptables 1.4.14 Administration tools for packet filtering. 
kernel 3.12.22+ Linux kernel of Raspbian. 
Raspbian January 2014 Debian-based operating system. 
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3.3 Limitations 

The following two limitations exist in this implementation. 
First, although two USB 3.0 gigabit Ethernet adapters are used in the proxy, the 

bandwidth of the proxy is limited to 480 Mbps at best because the two USB ports of 
Raspberry Pi support USB 2.0, whose maximum speed is 480 Mbps. 

Second, when the proxy behaves as a stealth proxy, the proxy cannot resolve a host 
name to an IP address or vice versa because a stealth proxy does not have an IP 
address, which means the proxy cannot send any query to DNS servers.  

4 Evaluation of Proposed Method 

To evaluate our proposed method, we conducted the following two experiments. 
First, we evaluated the proxy by placing it to several places in our network, and the 

result shows that the proxy properly works in any place in the network. 
Second, we measured bandwidths of the proxy by using three operating systems 

(Raspbian ver. June 2014, Pidora ver. 20, and Arch Linux ver. June 2014) and two 
types of Ethernet adapters (100Mbps and 1Gbps). The experimental procedure is as 
follows: (1) a 10 Mbytes file is placed on a test server located in the same network, 
(2) wget is used to obtain the test file by using HTTP and FTP, and (3) the trial is 
repeated 10 times. Table 3 shows the average bandwidths between the proposed proxy 
and the test server, and Table 4 shows the average bandwidths through the proposed 
proxy to the test server. Although the bandwidth of the proxy is not sufficient for 
regular use, we consider that it is acceptable because the proxy is intended to use 
temporarily to detect suspicious TCP/IP connections at any point in users' network, 
and once a suspicious source/destination is identified, connections from/to the 
source/destination should permanently be dropped by routers, not by this proxy. 

Table 3. Average bandwidths (Mbps) between the proposed proxy and a test server 

 Raspbian Pidora Arch Linux 
 HTTP FTP HTTP FTP HTTP FTP 

(USB 2.0) 100 Mbps 
Ethernet Adapter 

46 45 43 42 29 28 

(USB 3.0) 1 Gbps 
Ethernet Adapter 

70 71 64 63 70 71 

Table 4. Average bandwidths (Mbps) through the proposed proxy to a test server 

 Raspbian Pidora Arch Linux 
 HTTP FTP HTTP FTP HTTP FTP 

(USB 2.0) 100 Mbps 
Ethernet Adapter 

8 7 8 7 7 6 

(USB 3.0) 1 Gbps 
Ethernet Adapter 

8 7 8 6 8 6 
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5 Related Work 

Although there seem few affordable and portable solutions for the personal 
information leakage detection, we introduce some relatively related works. 

Liu et al. [1] proposed a framework that detects sensitive data exfiltration by an 
inside attacker. Their and our methods are similar in that both are realized as a 
transparent network bridge. However, the two methods differ in the usage. Their 
system aims to detect sensitive information leakage by an inside attacker and is 
required to be located at the edge of the target network. Our system aims to detect 
personal information leakage by malicious software and can be placed at any point in 
the target network. 

Maeta et al. [2] proposed a system that traces sensitive information on Linux, 
whose tracing targets are file operation and IPC (inter-process communication), 
especially socket communication. Their and our proposed methods differ in the 
following: their method requires Linux because their system hooks system calls, but 
our method does not require any specific OS because our system works as a network 
proxy. 

6 Conclusion 

In this paper, we have proposed a method that helps ordinary computer users to detect 
their personal information leakage caused by malicious software. As a result, we 
conclude that the proposed method is useful for the detection because it can be placed 
at any point in users' network. We plan to enhance the controller Web application to 
increase usability and functionality. 
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Abstract. Various types of smart devices including smartphones, smart pads, 
and smart TVs are being introduced to the market but have different size and 
capabilities. Thus, it is crucial to consider device capabilities to provide 
seamless multi-screen services in conjunction with these devices. In this paper, 
we present an adaptive transformation engine to efficiently support smooth 
multi-screen services using smart devices. The proposed engine dynamically 
adapts user interfaces to make it suitable for smart devices. In addition, it 
supports real-time media transcoding and streaming so as to provide these 
devices with suitable media contents.  

Keywords: ATE, SUITE, MTSE, Multi-Screen Services, Smart Devices. 

1 Introduction 

A wide range of smart devices such as smart TVs, smartphones, and smart pads are 
being deployed with different performance and capabilities. That is, they have 
different specification in terms of screen resolution, screen size, DPI (dots-per-inch), 
supported codes, network protocols, and so on. Hence, it is highly important to 
provide optimal user interfaces and media contents suitable for these smart devices to 
support seamless multi-screen services. 

However, there are some considerations when considering multi-screen services 
using smart devices. In other words, most of smart devices support a full-screen web 
browsing based on the HTML5 [1], but it is a possibility of occurring a blurriness or a 
distortion in the process of screen scaling. Moreover, the responsive web design 
(RWD) [2] supports adaptation of layout, content, and appearance according to screen 
resolution by using CSS3 media queries [3], but it still has performance issues about 
media queries. Furthermore, the Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) [4] supports a 
seamless scaling, but it is not appropriate for smart devices because it requires high 
performance to handle SVG data. Moreover, since smart devices support different 
media codecs and network protocols, it is also crucial to provide smart devices with 
suitable media contents through real-time media transcoding and streaming 
considering device capabilities. 

Meanwhile, acceptance-diffusion strategies [5] describe the acceptance model for 
tablet-PCs revealed that playability, cost level, functionality, and complexity 
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significantly affect user acceptance. Especially, in the diffusion model, it showed that 
playability and user interface have a significant influence on satisfaction, trust and 
positive behavioral intention. Besides, a new framework for context-aware service 
composition [6] describes mechanisms for context-aware service discovery, 
composition, and provisioning in an adaptive manner in order to easily accommodate 
new services. 

Therefore, in this paper, we propose an adaptive transformation engine (ATE) to 
efficiently support multi-screen services using smart devices. The proposed adaptive 
transformation engine dynamically adapts user interfaces to make suitable for smart 
devices using not only device profiles about size and capabilities of smart devices, but 
also transformation policies to adapt layout, content, and appearance of user 
interfaces. In addition, the proposed engine supports real-time media transcoding and 
streaming to transfer suitable media contents for smart devices considering device 
profiles. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents system 
architecture of the adaptive transformation engine that adaptively transforms user 
interfaces and media contents in order to support multi-screen services using smart 
devices. Section 3 describes ATE-enabled remote home control service to verify 
feasibility of the adaptive transformation engine regarding multi-screen services in 
home networks. The implementation and result is then described in Section 4. Finally, 
we summarize and conclude this paper in Section 5. 

2 Adaptive Transformation Engine (ATE) 

In this section, we describe system architecture of the ATE to support multi-screen 
services using smart devices. The ATE adaptively transforms user interfaces and 
media contents according to capabilities of smart devices. It consists of two 
transformation components. The former is an engine for scalable user interface and 
the latter is an engine for media transcoding and streaming. 

2.1 Scalable User Interface Transformation Engine (SUITE) 

Fig. 1 shows architecture of the SUITE that adaptively transforms user interfaces for 
smart devices to support multi-screen services. 

The Parser Module interprets device profiles and transformation policies necessary 
to transform original UI contents. The Screen Module sets actions of devices such as 
screen rotation or hiding of UI contents. The CSS Module and JavaScript Module 
dynamically generate CSS and JavaScript codes based on the transformation polices 
as well as device profiles. The UI Transformation Module dynamically creates 
adapted UI contents by performing adaptive transformation that converts original UI 
contents considering not only device profiles such as screen resolution, screen size, 
orientation, and DPI, but also transformation policies to adapt layout, content, and 
appearances. 
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Fig. 1. SUITE Architecture 

Table 1 shows the details of fields included in a transformation policy for adaptive 
transformation. 

Table 1. Details of transformation policy 

Property Description Example 
Class UI class name UI2 
Priority Priority of the class 2 
scaleWidth Scale ratio of width 50% 
scaleHeight Scale ratio of height 50% 
scaleCount Number of contents to scale 2 
inputCSS CSS file defined by user Phone.css 
scaleRule Transformation rule (Hidden, Page, Top-down) Page 

 
A class is the name of UI class to apply an adaptive transformation and is defined 

as a HTML div element. A priority means the priority order of the class in the UI 
page. The scaleWidth and scaleHeight is the properties for scale ratio about width and 
height. The scaleCount is the number of contents to scale. The inputCSS is the name 
of the user-defined CSS. The adaptive transformation defines three kinds of 
transformation rules: Hidden, Page, and Top-down. The Hidden rule is used for 
hiding UI contents and the Top-down rule is used for displaying UI contents using 
top-down sequencing according to the priority order. Finally, the Page rule is used for 
displaying UI contents through separate pages according to the priority order. 

2.2 Media Transcoding and Streaming Engine (MTSE) 

Fig. 2 shows architecture of the MTSE that supports real-time media transcoding and 
streaming to provide smart devices with suitable media contents for multi-screen 
services. 

 

Fig. 2. MTSE Architecture 
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The MTSE provides two kinds of interfaces such as a transcoding interface for 
real-time media transcoding and a session interface for managing streaming sessions. 
The Transcoding Manager analyzes transmission protocol and codes of input media 
and transcodes media contents with the help of Profile Manger. The Profile Manager 
manages device profiles for media transcoding. The Session Manager manages 
streaming sessions to deliver transformed media to smart devices and Buffer Manager 
provides buffering mechanism for robust and smooth streaming of video data. 

3 ATE-Enabled Remote Home Control Service 

Fig. 3 illustrates the overall configuration of the ATE-enabled remote home control 
service in order to testify feasibility of the ATE concerning multi-screen services 
using smart devices in home networks. 

 

Fig. 3. Overall configuration of the ATE-enabled Remote Home Control Service 

The Home Portal Server (HPS) is an intermediate gateway that delivers request and 
response messages among the ATE, smart devices, IP camera, and the smart home 
gateway (SHG). In addition, the SHG manages home network devices such as a smart 
door lock, a gas valve and sensors using ZigBee wireless communication protocol. 
The SHG not only controls home network devices, but also transfers events from 
home network devices to the HPS. Thus, smart devices based on the Android platform 
are capable of controlling remote home network devices and monitoring status of 
them through the HPS and the SHG. Moreover, the SUITE in the ATE creates 
adaptive UI contents by performing transformation about original UI contents 
according to both capabilities of smart devices and transformation policies. Likewise, 
the MTSE in the ATE transforms media contents of IP camera considering device 
capabilities. 

4 Implementation and Result 

In order to demonstrate the feasibility of the ATE supporting multi-screen services for 
smart devices, we constructed a test bed including smart devices and home network 
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devices, and the ATE. In addition, we implemented the ATE components such as the 
SUITE and the MTSE for adaptive transformation on the Linux operating system, and 
developed the HPS for controlling home networks. Moreover, we developed a service 
application on Android platform to remotely control home networks via the HPS and 
defined transformation policies for smart devices. 

The SUITE dynamically generates adaptive UI contents for a remote home control 
service using the PHP [7] and the jQuery [8] according to device profiles and 
transformation policies. The MTSE utilizes the FFmpeg [9] to transcode video data 
received from the IP camera using RTSP protocol and transfers transformed video to 
smart devices using the HLS (HTTP Live Streaming) protocol. 

Fig. 4 shows screenshots of the ATE-enabled remote home control service 
including a series of actions such as adaptive UI transformation, media transcoding, 
and streaming.  
 

 
(a)                                            (b) 

Fig. 4. Screenshot of the ATE-enabled remote home control service 

In Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b), each smart device renders adaptive UI contents for 
controlling and monitoring home networks remotely as well as plays live video 
streaming data of the IP camera. Each smart device receives adaptive UI contents 
from the SUITE and video streaming data from the MTSE respectively. Meanwhile, 
the MTSE receives and transforms live video stream data from the IP camera when a 
sensor detects a strange event in home networks or a user selects IP camera service. 
The MTSE also transfers transformed video contents to smart devices using the HLS 
protocol. In the experiment, smart devices have about 6 seconds of latency to play 
live streaming video of IP camera because the IP camera needs a waiting time of 3 
seconds to access video streaming data initially and a buffering time of 3 seconds is 
set for smooth streaming. 

Table 2 shows a brief comparison table between our approach using adaptive UI 
transformation and the RWD in terms of scalable user interfaces. 

Table 2. Comparison table 

Case Our approach RWD 
Message Overhead High Low 
Device Overhead Low High 
Flexibility High Low 
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Our approach converts original UI contents in the SUITE considering 
transformation policies as well as device profiles, whereas the RWD self-adapts UI 
layout within each device. Thus, our approach’s message overhead is partially 
increased but device overhead is less than the RWD to parse and render UI contents. 
Moreover, our approach is more flexible than the RWD to support multi-screen 
services because both device profiles and transformation policies are described as 
XML documents and can be easily extended according to capabilities of smart 
devices. As a result, our approach shows it is effective to provide multi-screen 
services using smart devices. 

5 Conclusions 

In this paper, we have presented the ATE supporting multi-screen services using 
smart devices. The SUITE provides a flexible architecture to dynamically adapt 
layout, content, and appearance according to transformation policies as well as device 
profiles. In addition, the MTSE transcodes video data in real-time according to device 
profiles and smoothly transfers them to smart devices. In future work, we will 
continue further research to reduce message overhead and minimize latency for real-
time media streaming. 
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Abstract. We study the improved 16th-order differential attack on 10-round 
variant of PRESENT that is a 64-bit block cipher supporting 80-bit and 128-bit 
secret keys proposed by Bogdanov et al. in 2007. Higher-order differential 
attack is one of the cryptanalytic techniques exploiting a low algebraic degree 
of an encryption/decryption function. In 2013 Wu et al. reported the 16th-order 
differential attack on 10-round variant of PRESENT, which requires 222.4 pairs 
of plaintext and ciphertext, and 299.3 times of encryption operation. In this 
article we adopt partial sum technique to solve an attack equation, which leads 
to low computational complexity. As a result we show that 10-round variant of 
PRESENT can be attacked with 222.3 pairs of plaintext and ciphertext, and 281.3 
times of encryption operation. 

Keywords: higher-order differential attack, integral attack, saturation attack, 
algebraic cryptanalysis, block cipher PRESENT, partial sum technique. 

1 Introduction 

We study the improved 16th-order differential attack on 10-round variant of 
PRESENT [1]. PRESENT is a 64-bit block cipher with originally 31-round iteration, 
80/128-bit secret keys proposed by Bogdanov et al. in 2007. Higher-order differential 
attack [2] is one of the cryptanalytic techniques exploiting a low algebraic degree of 
an encryption/decryption function, which is also referred to as integral attack [3] or 
saturation attack [4]. In 2013 Wu et al. reported the 16th-order differential attack on 
10 rounds of PRESENT, which requires 222.4 sets of plaintext and ciphertext and 299.3 
times of encryption operation [5]. 

In this article we improve their attack, and reduce time complexity of the attack. 
We adopt partial sum technique [6] to solve an attack equation, which leads to low 
computational complexity. As a result we show that 10 rounds of PRESENT can be 
attacked with 222.3 sets of plaintext and ciphertext and 281.3 times of encryption 
operation. 
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2 Specification Outline of PRESENT 

In this section we show the specification outline of PRESENT [1] related to this 
study. 

The data mixing part of PRESENT consists of 31 pieces of round function 
connected in series. Fig. 1 shows the round function consisting of XOR and S-boxes 
where i=1, 2, …, 31. The bit size of each data line is 1 bit. W(i) and Z(i) represent the 
64-bit input and output of the round function, respectively, where W(i+1)=Z(i). W(1) 

represents a plaintext. X(i) and Y(i) represent the 64-bit input and output of S-boxes, 
respectively. S-box is a bijective nonlinear function with 4-bit input and output. K(i) 
represents a 64-bit round key, where X(i)=W(i)⊕K(i). A 64-bit ciphertext is given by 
W(32)⊕K(32). K(i) is derived from a key schedule function as follows. First a 128-bit 
secret key is stored in a key register K, which is represented as K=k127k126 … k1k0 

where ki (i=0,1, …, 127) represents a single bit of the key. On round i, the most 
significant 64 bits of K are extracted as K(i), that is, K(i)=k127k126 … k65k64. Then key 
register is updated as follows for i=1, 2, …, 32: 

1. K=K<<<61, 
2. k127k126k125k124=S[k127k126k125k124], 
3. k123k122k121k120=S[k123k122k121k120], 
4. k66k65k64k63k62= k66k65k64k63k62⊕i 

where <<<x represents a rotated left shift by x bit positions. S[⋅] represents S-box 
operation. Because the S-box is a bijective function, the key schedule function is also 
bijective function. 
 

 

Fig. 1. Round function of PRESENT (i=1, 2, …, 31) 

3 The 16th-Order Differential Property and Attack Equation 

In this section we show the 16th-order differential property of PRESENT and the 
attack equations exploiting this property. 

Bogdanov et al. theoretically derived the 16th-order differential property with 
respect to the rightmost (least significant) bit of the 8th-round input given by 
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where the symbol “⊕” denotes a summation in XOR. )( j
iX represents the bit position i 

of the state X(j). P represents a 64-bit arbitrary plaintext. )()( PX j
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represents the 

state )( j
iX when a plaintext P is input. (1) holds regardless of the values of K(i) (i=1,2, 

…, 8) and P. By exploiting this property we attack 10 rounds of PRESENT, that is, 
we analyze a part of K(9), K(10), and K(11) by inversely deriving )8(

0X from ciphertexts. 

The attack equations are as follows: 
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C(P⊕ΔP) represents a ciphertext corresponding to the plaintext (P⊕ΔP). )( j
iZ , )( j

iW , 

and )( j
iK represent the ith bit of )( jZ , )( jW , and )( jK , respectively. ][1 ⋅−

iS  represents the ith 

(i=0, 1, 2, 3) output bit of inverse S-box, that is the ith input bit of S-box. We operate 
(3), (4), and (5) for j=8, 9, 10, and derive )8(

0X  in (6). In the operations of (2)--(6), we 

guess all the 64 bits of K(11), 16 bits of )10(
4iK  (i=0, 1, 2, …, 15), and 4 bits of )9(

16iK  (i=0, 

1, 2, 3). On this occasion, 4 bits of )10(
0K , )9(

16K , )9(
32K , and )9(

48K are derived from K(11) 

through the following equations because the key schedule function is invertible. 
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Therefore the total number of bits we have to guess is 80 (=64+16+4-4). Because (6) 
is a single Boolean equation, (6) holds with probability 0.5 when a guess of key is 
wrong. So we require 80 different sets of (6) to identify a true key. To prepare 80 sets 
of (6) we need 80×216 ≈222.3 pairs of plaintext and ciphertext. 

To reduce time complexity of operations of (2)--(6), we use partial sum technique. 
The advantage of partial sum technique is as follows. Even number of times of XOR 
operations of a certain variable x is zero, while odd number of times of them is x. 
Therefore even number of XOR operations of x becomes unnecessary, and odd 
number of them can be substituted with x by using a modulo 2 occurrence distribution 
table (MODT) of variable x. The detail of operation algorithm using partial sum 
technique is as follows: 
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Operation Algorithm 

1. Guess 4 bits of )11(
iK  (i=0, 16, 32, 48) and make MODT of 61 bits of )10(

0X , )11(
iX  for i= 

1--15, 17--31, 33--47, 49--63, which table we refer to as MODT1, from 216 blocks of 
ciphertext C(P⊕ΔP) via (2), (3) for i=0, 16, 32, 48, (4) for i=0, 1, 2, 3, and (5) for i=0. 

2. Guess 4 bits of )11(
iK  (i=1, 17, 33, 49) and make MODT of 58 bits of )10(

0X , )10(
4X , )11(

iX  

for i= 2--15, 18--31, 34--47, 50--63, referred to as MODT2, from MODT1 via (3) for i=1, 
17, 33, 49, (4) for i=4, 5, 6, 7, and (5) for i=4. 

3. Guess 4 bits of )11(
iK  (i=2, 18, 34, 50) and make MODT of 55 bits of )10(

iX for i=0, 4, 8, 
)11(

iX  for i= 3--15, 19--31, 35--47, 51--63, referred to as MODT3, from MODT2 via (3) 

for i=2, 18, 34, 50, (4) for i=8, 9, 10, 11, and (5) for i=8. 
4. Guess 4 bits of )11(

iK  (i=3, 19, 35, 51) and make MODT of 52 bits of )10(
4iX for i=0, 1, 2, 

3, )11(
iX  for i= 4--15, 20--31, 36--47, 52--63, referred to as MODT4, from MODT3 via (3) 

for i=3, 19, 35, 51, (4) for i=12, 13, 14, 15, and (5) for i=12. 
5. Guess 4 bits of )11(

iK  (i=4, 20, 36, 52) and make MODT of 49 bits of )10(
4iX for i=0--4, 

)11(
iX  for i=5--15, 21--31, 37--47, 53--63, referred to as MODT5, from MODT4 via (3) for 

i=4, 20, 36, 52, (4) for i=16, 17, 18, 19, and (5) for i=16. 
6. Guess 4 bits of )11(

iK  (i=5, 21, 37, 53) and make MODT of 46 bits of )10(
4iX for i=0--5, 

)11(
iX  for i=6--15, 22--31, 38--47, 54--63, referred to as MODT6, from MODT5 via (3) for 

i=5, 21, 37, 53, (4) for i=20, 21, 22, 23, and (5) for i=20. 
7. Guess 4 bits of )11(

iK  (i=6, 22, 38, 54) and make MODT of 43 bits of )10(
4iX for i=0--6, 

)11(
iX  for i=7--15, 23--31, 39--47, 55--63, referred to as MODT7, from MODT6 via (3) for 

i=6, 22, 38, 54, (4) for i=24, 25, 26, 27, and (5) for i=24. 
8. Guess 4 bits of )11(

iK  (i=7, 23, 39, 55) and make MODT of 40 bits of )10(
4iX for i=0--7, 

)11(
iX  for i=8--15, 24--31, 40--47, 56--63, referred to as MODT8, from MODT7 via (3) for 

i=7, 23, 39, 55, (4) for i=28, 29, 30, 31, and (5) for i=28. 
9. Guess 4 bits of )11(

iK  (i=8, 24, 40, 56) and make MODT of 37 bits of )10(
4iX for i=0--8, 

)11(
iX  for i= 9--15, 25--31, 41--47, 57--63, referred to as MODT9, from MODT8 via (3) 

for i=8, 24, 40, 56, (4) for i=32, 33, 34, 35, and (5) for i=32. 
10. Guess 4 bits of )11(

iK  (i=9, 25, 41, 57) and make MODT of 34 bits of )10(
4iX for i=0--9, 

)11(
iX  for i= 10--15, 26--31, 42--47, 58--63, referred to as MODT10, from MODT9 via (3) 

for i=9, 25, 41, 57, (4) for i=36, 37, 38, 39, and (5) for i=36. 
11. Guess 4 bits of )11(

iK  (i=10, 26, 42, 58) and make MODT of 31 bits of )10(
4iX for i=0--10, 

)11(
iX  for i= 11--15, 27--31, 43--47, 59--63, referred to as MODT11, from MODT10 via 

(3) for i=10, 26, 42, 58, (4) for i=40, 41, 42, 43, and (5) for i=40. 
12. Guess 4 bits of )11(

iK  (i=11, 27, 43, 59) and make MODT of 28 bits of )10(
4iX for i=0--11, 

)11(
iX  for i= 12--15, 28--31, 44--47, 60--63, referred to as MODT12, from MODT11 via 

(3) for i=11, 27, 43, 59, (4) for i=44, 45, 46, 47, and (5) for i=44. 
13. Guess 4 bits of )11(

iK  (i=12, 28, 44, 60) and make MODT of 25 bits of )10(
4iX for i=0--12, 

)11(
iX  for i= 13--15, 29--31, 45--47, 61--63, referred to as MODT13, from MODT12 via 

(3) for i=12, 28, 44, 60, (4) for i=48, 49, 50, 51, and (5) for i=48. 
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14. Guess 4 bits of )11(
iK  (i=13, 29, 45, 61) and make MODT of 22 bits of )10(

4iX for i=0--13, 
)11(

iX  for i= 14, 15, 30, 31, 46, 47, 62, 63, referred to as MODT14, from MODT13 via (3) 

for i=13, 29, 45, 61, (4) for i=52, 53, 54, 55, and (5) for i=52. 
15. Guess 4 bits of )11(

iK  (i=14, 30, 46, 62) and make MODT of 19 bits of )10(
4iX for i=0--14, 

)11(
iX  for i= 15, 31, 47, 63, referred to as MODT15, from MODT14 via (3) for i=14, 30, 

46, 62, (4) for i=56, 57, 58, 59, and (5) for i=56. 
16. Guess 4 bits of )11(

iK  (i=15, 31, 47, 63) and make MODT of 16 bits of )10(
4iX for i=0--15, 

referred to as MODT16, from MODT15 via (3) for i=15, 31, 47, 63, (4) for i=60, 61, 62, 
63, and (5) for i=60. And then, derive 4 bits of )10(

0K , )9(
16K , )9(

32K , )9(
48K  from (7), (8). 

17. Guess 4 bits of )10(
iK  (i=12, 28, 44, 60) and make MODT of 13 bits of )8(

3Y , )10(
4iX for 

i=0--2, 4--6, 8--10, 12--14, referred to as MODT17, from MODT16 via (3) for i=12, 28, 
44, 60, (4) for i=48, 49, 50, 51, and (5) for i=48, when j=9, and (3) for i=48, (4) for i=3, 
when j=8. 

18. Guess 4 bits of )10(
iK  (i=8, 24, 40, 56) and make MODT of 10 bits of )8(

iY  i=2, 3, 
)10(

4iX for i=0, 1, 4, 5, 8, 9, 12, 13, referred to as MODT18, from MODT17 via (3) for i=8, 

24, 40, 56, (4) for i=32, 33, 34, 35, and (5) for i=32, when j=9, and (3) for i=32, (4) for 
i=2, when j=8. 

19. Guess 4 bits of )10(
iK  (i=4, 20, 36, 52) and make MODT of 7 bits of )8(

iY  i=1, 2, 3, 
)10(

4iX for i=0, 4, 8, 12, referred to as MODT19, from MODT18 via (3) for i=4, 20, 36, 52, 

(4) for i=16, 17, 18, 19, and (5) for i=16, when j=9, and (3) for i=16, (4) for i=1, when j=8. 
20. Guess 3 bits of )10(

iK  (i=16, 32, 48) and make MODT of 4 bits of )8(
iY  i=1, 2, 3, )9(

0X , 

referred to as MODT20, from MODT19 via (3) for i=0, 16, 32, 48, (4) for i=0, 1, 2, 3, and 
(5) for i=0. 

21. Guess 1 bit of )9(
0K  and derive (6) from MODT20 via (3) for i=0, (4) for i=0, and (5) for 

i=0. And then check if (6) holds. If so a guessed key is a candidate of true key. Otherwise 
it is a wrong key. 

Steps 1--21 are executed by using a nested structure of loop iterations. Step 1 is the 
outermost loop, and step 21 is the innermost loop. We apply this algorithm for all the 
candidate keys, and confirm its authenticity by (6). We first confirm the authenticity 
of the total 280 candidates of the guessed key by computing (6). And then, the number 
of candidate keys is reduced to 279 (= 280 × 2-1) because (6) is a single Boolean 
equation. Second, we confirm the authenticity of 279 sets of the guessed keys by 
computing (6) again where the plain text P is different from the one at the first time. 
And then, the number of candidate keys is reduced to 278. We repeat this confirmation 
80 times, and then the average number of candidate keys is reduced to 1 (= 280 × (2-

1)80) where the last key shall be a correct key. 
The maximum number of times of S-box operation for our attack algorithm is 

given by T1 as shown below. And, the maximum number of times of encryption 
operation, which includes 160 pieces of S-box, is given by T as follows. 
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Ti (i = 1, 2, …, 21) represents the number of times of S-box operation for the nested 
loops from step i to step 21. 

4 Conclusions 

We have studied the improved 16th-order differential attack on 10-round variant of 
PRESENT. By using partial sum technique, we show that the 10-round variant can be 
attacked with 222.3 pairs of plaintext and ciphertext, and 281.3 times of encryption 
operation. We reduced data complexity slightly and time complexity to 1/218 
compared to the conventional attack. 
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Abstract. This paper presents the hardware and software co-design and 
implementation of stereo camera module consisting of two image sensor 
modules and DSP(Digital Signal Processor) for recognizing hand gestures. The 
DSP based stereo camera module with high resolution and wide angle lens was 
developed for the hand gesture recognition. In addition, a hand gesture 
recognition system was developed with the camera module and PC based 
application. It recognizes the movement and click gesture by analyzing the 
location and shape change of fingertips in real time  

Keywords: Stereo camera module, Natural User Inteface, Gestue recognition, 
DSP(Digital Signal Processor), Image sensor. 

1 Introduction 

Cameras are becoming more popular in human computer interaction (HCI). One of 
HCI research areas, natural user interface (NUI) allows user to interact with a 
computer by using his or her natural communication modalities, such as gestures, eye 
gaze, and facial expression [1]. However, image recognition processing has many 
problems with the variation of light and camera characteristics. Especially one digital 
camera does not work well in the dark and complex environments. The stereo camera 
having two high resolution camera modules has become a very stable tool for image 
processing. In this paper, we present our work in progress in developing DSP based 
stereo camera module with high resolution wide angle lens for hand gesture 
recognition. It captures depth data up to 30 frames per second. The PC based 
application uses the stereo camera module to extract hand and fingertips from the 
acquired depth image. It recognizes the movement and click gesture by analyzing the 
location and shape change of fingertips in real time. 

2 Stereo Camera Module Design and Implementation  

A hand gesture recognition system consists of two high resolution image sensor 
modules, image data processing module on a DSP, and PC application software. The 
block diagram of the system is shown in Fig. 1.  
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the hand gesture recognition system 

For the image sensor module, the Micron MT9D111 is used [2]. It is a 1/3.2 inch 
2-megapixel CMOS image sensor with an integrated advanced camera system.  Table 
1 shows the some key features of the MT9D111. The TI's TMS320C6748 is used as 
the DSP processor [3]. It includes a high-performance 32bit DSP core(Up to 3648 
MIPS) running at 375MHz, a USB 2.0 device, a high-speed Universal parallel 
port(uPP) and other useful communication peripherals. Fig 2 shows the block diagram 
of the DSP. The DSP process real-time image data from two image sensor modules 
using uPP interface. It also generate depth map from two image data and calculate the 
distance of object from depth map. 

Table 1. Key features of image sensor module 

Parameter Value  

Full resolution 1,600 x 1,200 pixels 
Maximum frame 
rate 

15fps at full resolution, 
30fps in 800x600 

Maximum data rate 80MB/s 
Optical format 1/3.2 inch(4:3) 

 

Fig. 2. Block diagram of the DSP  

The PC software handles the stereo camera module control, detection of hands, 
gesture recognition, and test application 
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Fig. 3. Implemented stereo camera module  

3 Implementation of Hand Gesture Recognition  

Many different methods are used for hand detection and gesture recognition. In this 
paper, an effective hand detection method based on the depth information from a 
stereo camera module is presented. The detected hand and fingertips are used to 
provide a mouse-like interface that controls the cursor on the screen. 

Fig. 2 show the hand gesture recognition process  

  

Fig. 4. Hand gesture recognition process  

Blob labeling is a well known method used in hand detection. It is a detection 
method that can be used not only with depth image but also with color video. 
However, hand detection using color images is not reliable when there is not enough 
illumination in the surrounding environment. If poor quality color is acquired then the 
detection rate drops as well. Therefore, depth image is used because it is not 
influenced by the surroundings. The data obtained from the stereo camera module 
undergoes blob labeling and the center of the hand area is inferred. The hand area is 
then extracted using area expansion method based on depth difference. The depth 
value is used as the criteria for area expansion. If the depth value is similar, the area is 
expanded. In order to avoid drastic area expansion, a global threshold value is used to 
limit area expansion. 
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The depth image information and blob labeling were used to determine the center 
point and area expansion was used to determine the area of the hand. CAM-Shift is 
used for hand area tracking and center point acquisition. CAM-Shift is similar to 
Mean-Shift but it can track objects at high speed. By using the distribution of hue 
values, it can predict and determine the position to be changed. It then searches the 
center to track the object. CAM-Shift shows poor performance in environments where 
illumination varies greatly and in noisy backgrounds. However, since the hand area 
detected using the area expansion method has the same color and no background 
noise, the use of CAM-Shift algorithm is suitable. 

Using the previous area expansion, the border of the hand area can be detected but 
it contains a lot of noise. The noise can affect the computation of K-cosine and 
generate errors. Therefore, diverse methods such as first order differentiation, second 
order differentiation, Laplacian, etc., should be used as contour extraction methods to 
renew the contour and perform smoothing of the contour on its respective coordinates. 

Fig. 5 shows the output image using K-cosine excluding 0 values and the output 
image with the largest cosθi values as the hand endpoints. 

 

Fig. 5. Output of hand endpoints 

In this paper, we intend to implement touch gesture using the fingers over a table 
surface. Therefore, the stereo camera module is positioned in such a way so that it is 
facing downwards towards the ground. Determining the touch gesture on the surface 
of the table relying only on fingertip information is not useful because of the big 
margin of error.  

Using the fingertip as the base a set area is created. Using the center point of the 
area created, the center of the finger is determined.  Using the hand endpoint 
obtained by K-cosine as the center, a circle is formed depending on the hand area 
depth data. The information of the image created and the existing hand area 
information is binary encoded and the AND operation is performed on the two 
images. A new image is then created using only the intersecting parts. Find Contour is 
used on the new image to determine how many divided pixels are there for each hand 
area object in order to find the center point of each group pixel. The center coordinate 
obtained is located approximately in the middle of the fingernail.  

Fig. 6 shows the creation of the circle around the hand endpoint (b), results after 
performing AND operation with the binary image of the hand (c), and the center 
coordinates of the output pixels (d). 
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Fig. 6. Obtaining finger center points through AND operation  

4 Control of the Mouse Cursor 

Using the method from previous section, we will use the finger center point to control 
the mouse cursor and test the operation of the touch gesture at the location moved. 
Since the touch gesture system is still in its early stages of development we were able 
to test the movement portion only. The actual operation of the gesture will be further 
developed during the later stages. At this time, we have coordinated the movement of 
the finger with the movement of the mouse pointer on the screen. GetSystemMetrics 
is used to get the screen resolution currently used. Dividing this by the depth image 
generation window size and multiplying the result to the finger center point, we can 
make the cursor from the screen move proportional to the depth image (1). 

centercoord * (screenSize / DepthSize) (1)

 

Fig. 7. Depth image and its corresponding cursor location on PC 

Fig. 7 shows the how the finger center point from the depth image can be used to 
set the coordinates obtained from (1) to mouse coordinates. It can be seen that the 
location of the depth image resembles the Windows coordinates. For touch 
recognition, the object’s height information saved is used. The depth value at the 
finger coordinates is compared with this information. If the difference is under a 
certain value, then it is in touch state. Otherwise, it is not. The mouse_event can be 
used to apply the UP, DOWN status of the mouse button. 

5 Conclusion 

A DSP based stereo camera module with high resolution and wide angle lens was 
developed for the hand gesture recognition system. In addition, a hand gesture 
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recognition system was developed with the camera module and PC based application. 
For hand gesture recognition, hand area detection method using depth image which 
increases the recognition rate in hand gesture recognition systems is discussed. A 
method for determining fingertips from the hand area detected is also discussed. A 
preliminary discussion on its application for touch-based systems is also carried out. 
The method developed does not use skin color information from color images but 
relies solely on depth image information to detect the hand area. Therefore, it can 
detect the hand area in dark places, and it is not influenced by the surroundings, 
enabling robust detection. The fingertips are determined from the hand area. The 
centers of the fingertips are determined and their position converted to real 
coordinates to be used in a touch-based system. It recognizes the movement and click 
gesture by analyzing the location and shape change of fingertips in real time.  
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Interaction and Real-Time data Sharing Among Remote Table Surfaces]. 
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Abstract. Comparing to the ordinary text analysis and recommendation, the 
contents on Social Network Services (SNS) are observably more distinct and less 
redundant. Content-based recommendation has become the main method on SNSs. 
Because the limited contents are occurred in SNSs, a considerable effect can’t be 
reached by using ordinary cluster algorithms. In this paper, we propose a two-phase 
hybrid clustering algorithm based on Suffix Tree Clustering (STC), which not only 
uses the words themselves, but relations between them as well. Evaluation 
experiment and analysis confirm that our techniques have better recommendation 
results and effects on cold-start scenarios. 

Keywords: hybrid clustering, social network, user relation, Suffix Tree. 

1 Introduction 

With the recent development in WEB 2.0, the number of users on social networking 
services (SNSs) is increasing rapidly. Sina micro-blog users have reached 556 million 
at the end of March 2013. Therefore, SNS-related technologies are worth studying. 

The core part of SNSs is the relationships between users [1-2]. Sina micro-blog is a 
typical weak-tie SNS product. There are two main recommendation objects: contents 
and users. Collaborative filtering algorithm [3] and content-based recommendation 
[4] are commonly used. Current researchers are mainly focus on text-based content 
recommendation. Zamir et al. [5] introduced the idea of Suffix Tree Clustering (STC) 
[6-7] algorithm, using suffix tree for clustering by merging nodes on suffix tree as 
clusters. However, not previous works use STC in SNS. Because less information can 
be extracted from keywords, we designed an appropriate hybrid recommendation 
algorithm based on Suffix-Tree Clustering (STC).  

STC algorithm makes use of not only the words themselves but their orders as 
well. Therefore we can make full use of the limited information by using this method. 
We applied this method to process our candidate data sets. The data sets are enlarged 
through iterating the graph in breadth-first on sparse points. In addition, user 
relationship is considering. The recommendation accuracy has been significantly 
improved. The aim of the proposed algorithm is to recommend contents for user. 

                                                           
* Corresponding author. 
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2 STC Based Hybrid Clustering Algorithm Structure 

Our STC based Hybrid Clustering Recommendation uses the relationship between 
users to obtain an initial data set, then apply STC to the data set according to its 
content. The usual clustering algorithm we used is too slow to process the huge data 
like K-means. But STC algorithm can solve the problem in linear time. Obviously it 
can deal with the huge data faster. The problem of cold-start could be solved through 
the first step. In the second part, the performance of the whole algorithm is guaranteed 
by choosing the appropriate clustering algorithm like suffix tree clustering algorithm. 
Corresponding summary of the whole process is shown in Fig.1. The main steps of 
the algorithm contain preprocessing stage, STC algorithm stage, recommend stage. 

 

Fig. 1. The algorithm flowchart 

After obtaining the following list of the users of the recommendation system, we 
ensure to have a Min (size (the following list), K) direct follows/friends in the user set. 
A suffix tree is constructed from the data set, in which each node represents a group of 
tweets. And resulting clusters is gained through traversing the graph. Nodes with a 
certain amount of contents are considered as active nodes and added to a graph. Some 
contents are deleted from direct follows/friends through comparing the resulting clusters 
with the user set, then the rest of the contents are used for the recommending. 

3 Hybrid STC Based Social Network Recommendation  

We define three user sets for the recommended user U0: UN = {UN1, UN2,…, 
UNn},which stands for the direct follows/friends of U0; UM = {UM1, UM2, …, UMn } 
which stands for the indirect follows/friends of U0;UT stands for the result of user set 
of preprocessing. For the common recommended users, the size of UN is always 
limited, but in most cases larger than the coefficient K. Through iterating on the 
relationship graph, the size of UM is infinite. The final recommendation result comes 
from the contents generated by the members of UM. 

We also define the distance between user UA and UB as the smallest number of 
users passed from the UA and UB on the relationship graph, including UB itself but 
excluding UA.  

The result of our preprocessing based on user relationship has come out: firstly, 
give the value of the coefficient K according to the specific applied platform, choose 
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Min (size (UN), K) users and put them into UT; then choose 2*K - Min (size (UN), K) 
users from UM and put them into UT too. Choice among users with the same distance 
to U0 is made randomly. Therefore, we come up with the definition of UT: 

UT = {UN1, UN2, ……, UNi, UM1, UM2, ……, UM(2K-i)} 

The cold-start problem in SNSs is solved by iteration on the graph until the size of 
UT is large enough. With this method, we can get a satisfying candidate data set for 
clustering even if the recommended user U0 has less direct follows/friends. Because 
the algorithm is relationship-based, it has no effect for the users presenting as isolated 
nodes in the relationship graph. 

After getting UT, their contents in the past 72 hours are fetched, and the raw data 
set is collected. 

Table 1. Relation-based user selecting algorithm 

Input: The relationship graph G of U0

Output: Result user set UT  

1. u := U0; 
2. For each edge from U0 do 
3.   add i to UN; 
4.   If size of UN >= K then 
5.     break; 
6. end 
7. queue q; 
8. For i in UN do 
9.   add i to q; 
10. end 
11. While q is not empty do 
12.   v := the front of q; 
13.   For each edge from v do 
14.     add i to UT; 
15.     add i to q; 
16.     if size of UT >= 2*K then 
17.       return; 
18.   end 
19. End 

 
A suffix tree has several properties as follows: 1) A suffix tree is a tree with a 

constant root nodes and directions; 2) Every internal node has at least two children, 
except for the tree only with root; 3) Each edge is labeled with a non-empty string; 
each node is labeled with a string joined by the labels on the path from root to this 
node sequentially; 4) Two edges from a node always have different labels; 5) Every 
suffix from a string can be found a corresponding node on the tree. 

The processed data from above is used to construct a suffix tree, and the segmented 
texts are inserted into the suffix tree individually. After the construction, explicit 
nodes can be divided into two kinds according to whether there is a terminal label on 
it or not, in other words, whether a sentence ends here. Nodes with more than two 
labels on the sub-tree are labeled as a base cluster, on the contrary, every base cluster 
can be found on the suffix tree as a node. After this identification, we come up with a 
base cluster table, for example “I go(我我)” and “go(我)” are both belong to sentences, 
so there are two different clusters as shown in Tab.2. 
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Table 2. Two nodes and their corresponding base clusters  

The number of cluster Phrase The number of test 
1 I go(我我) 1，2 
2 go(我) 1，2 

 
The table reflects each base cluster, the sentences belongs to the base cluster and 

the phrases in the cluster. A score S (B) is assigned to each base cluster through the 
following equation. 

 S (B) = |B| * f (|P|) * τ   (1) 

where |B| stands for the number of sentences in the cluster B, and f (|P|) is the number 
of phrases in the cluster that have a non-zero score. The score of a word is defined by 
building a dictionary containing common stop-words and words appear in more than 
50% of the sentences. Words in the dictionary get a score of zero, while others get a 
score of one. τ is the proportion of contents in the data set coming from the 
recommended user U0. The effect of score S will be explained in detail in 4.2.4. 

After getting the base cluster table, we need to combine these base clusters. 
Assume there’s two base clusters CA and CB, we define |CA| and |CB| as the phrases 
in the base clusters. With each base cluster as a node in the graph, when 
(|CA|∩|CB|)/|CA| > 0.2 and (|CA|∩|CB|)/|CB| > 0.2, an edge is added between CA and 
CB. Therefore, an undirected graph is constructed. Each connected components of the 
graph is a result cluster. 

The algorithm’s incrementality is implemented by the incrementality of the suffix 
tree. But when this happens, the combination graph should be updated. If the whole 
graph is re-constructed, it could cost O (n2) in worst cases which are intolerable in a 
linear-time algorithm. In this case, we only update base clusters with the top T scores, 
to lower the complexity. 

We now have some result clusters, each of whom contains some contents our 
recommended user might be interested in. Every clusters is  scanned， analyzed  and 
given a score defines as: 

 SN(B) = |B - UN’|  (2) 

where B is the feature vector of the cluster and UN’ is the feature vector of the content 
generated by users from the UN and U0.  

In practice, the amount of contents the recommended user needs is far less than the 
amount of contents given in the result cluster. Considering that, we choose the 
contents from UM∩Bmax, where Bmax is the result cluster with highest SN(B) and come 
up with the final recommendation. 

4 Evaluation Experiment and Analysis 

Our research is based on SNSs and we choose Sina Micro-blog as our data source. 
The Twitter-like service is one of the most representative Chinese SNSs. To avoid 
invalid experiment, we added the judgment of whether the recommended user is 
isolated node in the relationship graph. First, a typical user is chosen as U0, Algorithm 
1 is applied on U0 with K=50. This process makes the user set. Tweets from members 
of the user set in the past 72 hours are fetched as the data set. 
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Considering the diversity of SNS users, we choose multiple users at positions with 
different sparseness on the relationship graph. About 50 users, average 3,284 tweets 
in each experimental group and 150 users, 9,854 tweets in total.  

As a control and comparison, we implement a content-similarity based K-Means 
algorithm. The K-Means implementation is based on open-source science calculating 
library Scipy. Feature vector of the content is extracted according to TF-IDF value. 
Result clusters are sorted by its similarity to the user’s original content, and the cluster 
with highest similarity is the final result of the algorithm. 

From the Tab.3 we can see that after breadth-first order iteration on the relationship 
graph, we solved the cold-start problem in SNS recommendation. In the first group of 
experiments, the initial user node has only 7 edges, being a typical cold-start 
circumstance. In that case, our algorithm succeeds to construct a data set with 1,980 
tweets and to get a favorable result. For the typical average user and dense user, the 
result of relationship-based process is also favorable. 

Table 3. Experimental Group  

Number of user follows User type Number of tweets to be 
recommended 

Number of tweets in total 

7 sparse (cold-start) 1745 1980 
123 average 3321 4998 
1998 dense 2054 2876 

 
To make better measurement, we extract the feature vector from the recommend 

candidate. With the candidate data set as the dictionary, for each word, we define: 

 S (W) = Tf * IDF  (3) 

The words are sorted according to the above score. Considering the apparent 
phenomenon of polysemy in single Chinese characters, words with only one Chinese 
character is excluded here. We define A as the accuracy of recommendation which is 
given by: 

 A = |VT ∩ VN’|/ |VN’|  (4) 

Where VN’ is the feature vector of the tweets from U0 and user from UN, VT is the 
feature of recommendation result. 

 

  

Fig. 2. The comparison of STC and K-means   Fig. 3. The accuracy comparison of STC 
                                             and K-Means with preprocessing 
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In the sparse group the referring content from the UN is less. It is evident in the 
figure that in such cases, STC achieved the expected effect of making use of orders 
between words and extracting more information, and got significantly better result. In 
other groups, accuracy of STC is also better than the accuracy of K-Means. 

         

Fig. 4. The accuracy under different depth         Fig. 5. The relationship between the number 
                                             of nodes in suffix tree and depth 

 
We also picked 3 users, constructed user set UN and built corresponding data set 

from the UN, but use some latest tweets to substitute the tweets from UM in our 
algorithm, in order to make comparison between the same cluster method with and 
without relationship-based preprocessing.  

Figure 4 below shows that accuracy is relevant with depth, when we choose deeper 
base clusters, the accuracy drops. The problem is that when using a depth of 2, the 
result contains more than several thousands of tweets. Although the accuracy looks 
better, user cannot read so many twitters actually. Therefore, we chose the depth of 3. 
Fig.8 shows the relationship between the number of nodes in suffix tree and depth. It 
reveals that it is very important to choose the proper depth. 

5 Conclusion 

In this work we designed the suffix tree based hybrid clustering recommendation 
algorithm on social networking services, which not only be able to fit modern SNSs’ 
features of real-time update, but solved the problems of data sparseness and cold-start 
as well. Content-based algorithm in Chinese is greatly affected by the process of word 
segmentation. In our experiment, we use an open-source library to finish the process. 
With the development of internet, many fashion words appear. We are considering an 
approach of developing our own word segmentation algorithms and tools, maintaining 
a dictionary to further improve the accuracy of our recommendation. 
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Abstract. Advances in vehicular networks, embedded devices and cloud 
computing will enable the formation of vehicular clouds of computing, 
communication, sensing, power and physical resources. Owing to the dynamic 
nature of the vehicular cloud, continuous monitoring on trust attributes in 
necessary to enforce service-level agreement, This paper proposes RA-VTrust, 
Reputation-based Adaptive Vehicular Trust model for efficiently evaluating the 
competence of a vehicular cloud service based on its multiple trust attributes. In 
RA-VTrust, an adaptive trust and a reputation managements based on variable 
precision rough sets are suggested to trust data mining and reputation 
knowledge discovery. The adaptive trust management provides cloud 
consumers with the most suitable trust for vehicular services because it is 
performed by considering vehicular service level agreement (VSLA) documents 
and reputation services. The performance of RA-VTrust is evaluated through a 
simulation. 

Keywords: Cloud computing, reputation, rough sets, service level agreement, 
trust, vehicular cloud. 

1 Introduction 

The vehicle of 2020 will be a core element of a Smarter Planet. The vehicle of the 
future will be a communications wonder and as yet another node on the Internet 
cloud, it will connect with other vehicles, the transportation infrastructure, homes, 
businesses and other sources. This connection will happen through a convergence of 
different electronic technologies and telematics that range from infotainment, speech 
recognition and linguistics, to thermal, power train and safety systems. Innovation 
will emerge mostly from software, electrical systems, sensors and driver-assistance 
services that will improve safety and the overall driving experience. At the same time, 
a new level of owner/vehicle personalization and customization will be delivered by 
leveraging a mobility framework over the cloud [1]. 

The trust mechanism provides a good way for improving the system security. It is a 
new and emerging security mode to provide security states, access control, reliability 
and polices for decision making by identifying and distributing the malicious entities 
based on converting and extracting the detected results from security mechanisms in 
different systems and collecting feedback assessments continually. Before interaction 
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occurs between cloud providers and consumers, trust in the vehicular cloud 
relationship is very important to minimize the security risk and malicious attacks. 
Accordingly, we propose an RA-VTrust model for efficiently evaluating the 
competence of a vehicular cloud service based on its multiple trust attributes. The 
RA-VTrust is designed on the VSLA model which supports the effective execution of 
automotive services in vehicular clouds, and evaluates the trustworthiness of the 
services of vehicular clouds through the collection of monitored evidence and the 
trust mining from the evidence using rough sets on the base of trust information 
system. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 surveys related work. 
Section 3 proposes VSLA model. Section 4 designs RA-VTrust system for vehicular 
clouds. Performance of RA-VTrust is described in Section 5. Section 6 concludes this 
paper. 

2 Related Works 

2.1 Vehicular Cloud 

Cloud computing combines these two drivers: both usage and costs change based on 
user needs. Because of the flexible nature of cloud computing, it can meet user needs 
from an availability and performance perspective and still keep operating costs low 
because expenses are based on services that are actually used, as opposed to a capital 
investment that is based on projections of potential needs [1]. 

With the advent of smart phone in recent years, more and more intelligent vehicle 
services with cloud computing technique support can be easily implemented. This 
trend will become more obvious in the future as various types of sensors are 
embedded into the smart phone such as audio, video, accelerometer, GPS and 
biomedical sensors. Taking smart phone as an interface between human and internet 
as well as network, more and more customized services can be implemented in the 
future for vehicle users [2]. 

Advances in vehicular networks, embedded devices and cloud computing will 
enable the formation of vehicular clouds (VCs) of computing, communication, 
sensing, power and physical resources. There are two types of VCs. In the first type 
called Infrastructure-based VC, drivers will be able to access services by network 
communications involving the roadside infrastructure. In the second type called 
Autonomous VC (AVC), vehicles can be organized on-the-fly to form VC in support 
of emergences and other ad hoc events [3]. 

2.2 Cloud Service Level Agreement (CSLA) 

As consumers move towards adopting such as a service-oriented architecture (SOA), 
the quality and reliability of the services become important aspects. However the 
demands of the service consumers vary significantly. It is not possible to fulfill all 
consumer expectations from the service provider perspective and hence a balance 
needs to be made via negotiation process. At the end of the negotiation process, 
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provider and consumer commit to an agreement. In SOA terms, this agreement is 
referred to as a service level agreement (SLA). This SLA serves as the foundation for 
the expected level of service between the consumer and the provider. The QoS 
attributes that are generally part of SLA (such as response time and throughput) 
however change constantly and to enforce the agreement, these parameters need to be 
closely monitored [4]. 

 

Fig. 1. Vehicular cloud services 

Vehicular cloud services (VCSs) that are illustrated Fig. 1 include many IT 
infrastructures, mobile devices, cloud services, traffic infrastructure, home network, 
and vehicles [5]. They interact with one another in vehicle-centric manner everywhere 
at anytime. The key challenges of the VCSs are discussed. 

• Guarantee of Real-time Performance 
The vehicular service needs to assure the strict time constrains. If the specified 
timing is not met, controllability may be diminished or the system failure to work 
in the worst case. Accordingly, the guarantee of real-time performance in VCSs 
becomes a challenge. 

• Assurance of Safety, Reliability and Security 
The automotive software must be safety-critical. Therefore safety and reliability are 
the critical requirements in the development of the vehicular software systems. 
Even if the information devices outside of vehicle are failed, the automotive ECU 
needs some mechanism to tolerate the impact of the failure. 

2.3 Trust Models 

Trust models have been proven useful for decision making in numerous service 
environments. The concepts have also been adapted in grid computing, cloud 
computing environments, and web services. In recent years, many scholars have made 
a lot of research on trust model for cloud computing. Alhamad et al. [6] developed a 
model for each of the dimensions for IaaS using fuzzy-set theory. Li, X. and Du, J. [7] 
represented Cloud-Trust, an adaptive trust management model for efficiently 
evaluating the competence of a cloud service based on its multiple trust attributes. 
Noor et al. [8] proposed a framework to improve ways on trust management in cloud 
environments. This framework helps distinguish between credible trust feedbacks and 
malicious trust feedbacks through a credibility model. 
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Also, a lot of trust and reputation management approaches for VANETs have been 
presented. Abumansoor et al. [9] proposed a trust evaluation model based on location 
information and verification in a NLOS (None Line Of Sight) condition. The model 
provides a trust attribute for applications and services to evaluate their own trust 
levels. Ding et al. [10] proposed an event-based reputation model to filter bogus 
warning messages, where a dynamic role-dependent reputation evaluation mechanism 
is presented to determine whether an incoming traffic message is significant and 
trustworthy to the driver. Yang, N. [11] proposed a trust and reputation management 
framework for VANETs. In the framework, a similarity mining technique is used for 
identifying similar message and similar vehicles, and a reputation evaluation 
algorithm is proposed for evaluating a new vehicle’s reputation based on the 
similarity theory. 

3 RA-VTrust System 

A vehicular cloud with the function of trust management is implemented by three 
layers: trust management layer, VSLA management layer and resource management 
layer (Fig. 2). The trust management layer is used to evaluate the trustworthiness of 
service provider through the collection of monitored evidence and the trust mining 
from the evidence using rough sets on the base of trust information system. The 
VSLA management layer is used to negotiate an agreement between two parties, 
where one is the user and another is the service provider. The resource management 
layer is charged by the service provider, and it provides a set of virtual machines that 
are configured according to user request and user reputation. 

Specifically, each layer consists of several modules and databases. Theses modules 
and databases are listed as follows: 

• Adaptive trust mechanism: This mechanism is the core of trust evaluation. Based 
on the following information bases, a cloud system maintains a ATM to guide 
itself in evaluating cloud services through its direct interactions with these services. 

− User reputation information system: This information contains the vehicle 
reputation that is constructed from valid actions of moving nodes in VANETs 
and the user reputation that is based on outlier in voting of the satisfaction for 
vehicular services. 

− Evidence base: The measured and assessed information through service 
monitoring module is stored in evidence base. 

− Trust information system: The trust information system contains data on the 
objects of interested characterized in terms of some trust attributes. 

• Service monitoring mechanism: This mechanism is needed to continuously 
measure and assess infrastructure or application behavior in terms of performance, 
reliability, power usage, ability to meet VSLAs, security, etc [14]. 

• VSLA manager: The service provider registers its services on VSLA management 
system. The service user negotiates with service provider about the VSLA details; 
they finally make an VSLA contract. 
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• Log information: This mechanism is managed by the cloud manager. Cloud 
manager sort high-performance cloud services for providing highly trusted 
resources when there are user requests. 

 

Fig. 2. RA-VTrust architecture 

Trust decision task for vehicular services is a multi-attribute decision-making 
problems based on monitored evidences by the service monitoring agent. Monitored 
trust evidence acts as initial input data. Each input data is m-dimensional vector, and 
it consists of m input evidences. We construct the trust information system (Table 1) 
for a vehicular service, use it to initiate trusted knowledge discovery. The trust 
information system contains data on the objects of interested characterized in terms of 
some trust attributes and trust value according to the attribute data. 

Table 1. The structure of trust information system 

U Th Av RT Se Sc Trust 
x1 H VH VH VH H VG 
x2 H H H H H G 
x3 H H H M M E 
x4 M M M M M P 
x5 L L M M L VP 
x6 M H H H M E 
x7 H H VH H M G 
x8 H H VH VH VH VG 
x9 M VH H VH M G 
x10 H M M H M P 
x11 H M H H M E 
x12 M M H H M E 

The trust information system consists of condition and decision attributes. The 
information system is denoted by S=(U, C, D), where U is a non-empty finite set of 
objects called universe of discourse, C and D represent conditional attributes and 
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decision attributes of trust measurement, respectively. The information system uses 
five fuzzy sets for the input value of condition attributes and five fuzzy sets for the 
output value of decision attribute. In Table 1, C={Th, Av, RT, Se, Sc} denote the 
condition attribute, and D={Trust} denotes the decision attribute. 

To enforce VSLA for a service, the RA-VTrust mechanism evaluates appropriate 
trusts in consideration of specified trust of VSLA, trust information system, the 
measured information of evidence base and user reputation. The relative classification 
error between the trust information system and the VSLA is computed by equation (1). 

( ) ( )( )
1

( , )
n

i i i
i

e X Y x y wμ μ
=

⎡ ⎤= − ×⎣ ⎦∑                      (1) 

In equation (1), X and Y are the conditional attribute vectors of trust information 
system and VSLA, respectively. μ(xi) and μ(yi) represent the defuzzified values for 
the i-th elements of the conditional attributes of trust information system and VSLA, 
respectively. Also, n is the number of conditional attributes, and wi is the relative 
weight of i-th conditional attribute. Therefore, the similarity between the trust 
information system and the VSLA is as follows: 

( , ) 1 ( , )s X Y e X Y= −                       (2)  

We classify user reputation information into five fuzzy sets: VH, H, M, L, VL. 
Table 2 shows the allowable values of error, β, in the relative classification of user 
reputation information in case the trust degree of VSLA is E (excellent).  

Table 2. Allowable classification error values for fuzzy reputation sets 

Fuzzy reputation set Allowable classification error value (β) 
VH [0.2, 0.3)
H [0.1, 0.2)
M [0.0. 0.1)
L [-0.1, 0.0)

VL Service suspension

Adaptive trust mechanism selects feasible trust objects from the trust information 
system through use of the specified trust of VSLA and the allowable classification 
error that depends on user reputation information. Then, it also selects the best trust 
that has the minimum classification error as the most suitable VSLA. The adaptive 
trust mechanism submits the best trust to VSLA manager. The VSLA manager 
submits the best trust to management services. The management services schedule 
and allocate the resources according to the best trust VSLA. The service monitoring 
mechanism is needed to continuously measure and assess infrastructure or application 
behavior regarding the execution of the service, and also forwards the values of trust 
attributes to evidence base. If these values of trust attributes of evidence base are 
different from the values of best trust attributes, the adaptive trust mechanism stores 
these values of trust attributes of evidence base in the trust information system. 

To illustrate our idea, an example is used. Assume that the VSLA of the user who 
requests a vehicular service is (M, M, H, H, M, E), wi=(0.15, 0.2, 0.25, 0.25, 0.15), 
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μ(VH)=1.0, μ(H)=0.8, μ(M)=0.6, μ(L)=0.4 and μ(VL)=0.2. Firstly, if the user 
reputation is H, the feasible trust objects are computed as follows: 

2( , ) 0.2 (0.15 0.2 0.15) 0.1,e x VSLA = × + + =   

7( , ) 0.2 (0.15 0.2 0.25) 0.12,e x VSLA = × + + =   

9( , ) 0.2 (0.4 0.25) 0.13.e x VSLA = × + =   

Accordingly, x2=(H, H, H, H, H, G) is selected as the best trust for the requested 
vehicular service. 

Secondly, if the user reputation is L, the feasible trust objects are computed as 
follows: 

4( , ) 0.2 ( 0.25 0.25) 0.1.e x VSLA = × − − = −   

Accordingly, x4=(M, M, M, M, M, P) is selected as the best trust for the requested 
vehicular service. Therefore, the adaptive trust mechanism sends the best trust to 
VSLA manager and management services. 

4 Performance Evaluation 

The performance of proposed scheme is evaluated with the variation of reputation and 
trust values. The performance of RA-VTrust is compared with that of Alhamad [6]. 
Reputation and trust values are computed as follows: 

• Reputation value variation 
The reputation value of each vehicle or its driver can be calculated by equation (3). 

( 1) ( )
( ) Rep (1 ) , 1

Rep
0.5, 1

n n
n i i

i

r n

n

α α−⎧ + − >
= ⎨

=⎩
            (3) 

Where 0 ≤α ≤1 and  ( )n
ir  is the reputation value for the user i after confirming the 

n-th event message. 

   
( )
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0.7,

0.3,
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n
i

if the n th event message is rational behavor

if the n th satisfaction message is normal
r

if the n th satisfaction message is outlier

if the n th event message is misbehavior

−⎧
⎪ −⎪= ⎨ −⎪
⎪ −⎩

 

• Trust value variation 
The trust value for each vehicular service can be calculated by equation (4). 

1

( ),
n

val i i
i

Trust w xμ
=

=∑     (4) 

where 0≤wi≤1 and  the summation of wi is 1. . 

We evaluate the performance of RA-Trust in the MATLAB [12] by applying the 
parameters and values of Table 3. 
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Table 3. Simulation parameters 

Parameter Value
Number of service requests 50

Number of vehicles 10
Probability that abnormal event is occurred 0.1~0.7

μ(VH, H, M, L, VL) 1.0, 0.8, 0.6, 0.4, 0.2
wi (0.15, 0.2, 0.25, 0.25, 0.15) 

Interval-valued for reputation fuzzy sets, 
{VH, H, M, L, VL} 

{[1.0, 0.8], (0.8, 0.6], (0.6, 0.4], (0.4, 0.2], 
(0.2, 0.0]}

Interval-valued for trust fuzzy sets, 
{VG, G, E, P, VP} 

{[1.0, 0.9], (0.9, 0.8], (0.8, 0.7], (0.7, 0.6], 
(0.6, 0.0]}

Initial value of reputation 0.5
Initial trust of VSLA E

Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show the evaluation results for reputation. Fig. 3 shows average 
reputation value according to the probability that abnormal event is occurred, where 
the larger abnormal probability, the smaller average reputation value. But, Alhamad 
model has a fixed reputation value even if abnormal events are occurred. Also, Fig. 4 
shows the number of occurrences for reputation fuzzy sets according to the abnormal 
probability. The smaller abnormal probability has, the more high reputations (VH and 
H) are occurred, while the larger abnormal probability has, the more low reputations (L 
and VL) as compared with other abnormal probabilities are occurred. Additionally, we 
know that 8 service requests are suspended in case that abnormal probability is 0.7, but 
2 service request is suspended in case that abnormal probability is 0.3 from Fig. 4. 

 

Fig. 3. Average reputation value with 
abnormal probability 

 

Fig. 4. The frequency of reputation fuzzy 
sets with abnormal probability 

 

Fig. 5. Average trust value with abnormal 
probability 

 

Fig. 6. The frequency of trust fuzzy sets with 
abnormal probability 
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Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show the evaluation results for trust. Fig. 5 shows average trust 
value according to the probability that abnormal event is occurred. Similarly to 
reputation values, the larger abnormal probability, the smaller average trust value. 
But, Alhamad model has a fixed trust value even if abnormal events are occurred. 
Also, Fig. 6 shows the number of occurrences for trust fuzzy sets according to the 
abnormal probability. The smaller abnormal probability has, the more good trusts 
(VG and G) are occurred, while the larger abnormal probability has, the more poor 
trusts (P) are occurred. From the results of our simulation, we hereby confirm that our 
RA-VTrust is efficient adaptive trust management model for vehicular clouds 
regarding VSLA and reputation. 

5 Conclusion 

To development of efficient trust management model for the services of vehicular 
clouds, we propose firstly the VSLA which supports the effective execution of 
automotive services in vehicular clouds, and design next the RA-VTrust which 
evaluates the trustworthiness of service provider through the collection of monitored 
evidence and the trust mining from the evidence using trust information system. The 
performance of RA-VTrust is evaluated through a simulation. As a result, our RA-
VTrust has proven to handle adaptively trust management for vehicular clouds 
regarding VSLA and reputation. 

Our future work includes RA-VTrust extension which not only considers user and 
service reputations, but also has the service recommendation function that takes 
account of user service reputation. 
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Abstract. A named entity (NE) dictionary is an important resource to affect the 
performance of NE recognition, but it is not easy to construct the NE dictionary 
manually, because human annotation is time-consuming and labor-intensive. 
We propose a semi-automatic model to construct an NE dictionary from the 
free online resource DBpedia. The proposed model expands and purifies an NE 
dictionary based on an active learning technique. In the experiments, the 
proposed model classified 99.99% (180,008 out of 180,020 entries) of DBpedia 
entries into 18 NE categories with macro-averaging F1-measures of 0.6980 for 
18 NE categories (0.7519 for 17 NE categories). 

Keywords: Named entity dictionary, semi-automatic model, active learning. 

1 Introduction 

Named entity recognition (NER) is a task that finds atomic elements in text and 
classifies them into predefined categories such as names of persons, organizations, 
and locations. Because named entities (NEs) contain useful information, NER 
systems are widely used for information extraction and question-answering. 
Generally, NER methods are divided into two types: rule-based methods and 
statistical methods. The rule-based methods use regular-expression-like patterns and 
NE dictionaries. If the NE dictionaries are large enough and patterns are generated by 
referring to a large corpus, the performance of a rule-based method may be good. 
Statistical methods collect statistical knowledge from a large annotated corpus and 
determine NE categories based on the statistical knowledge. To increase the 
performance of a statistical method, various features are used as input values: word-
level features (e.g., case, morphology, or part-of-speech), list-lookup features (e.g., 
list of entities or list of entity cues), and document features (e.g., multiple 
occurrences, local syntax, or corpus frequency). It is well-known that list-lookup 
features based on an NE dictionary contribute greatly to the improvements of NER 
performance [1,2]. In both the rule-based and the statistical methods, an NE 
dictionary is an important resource to affect the performance of NER, but it is not 
easy to collect a large number of NE entities and to classify them into predefined 
categories manually. In this paper, we propose a semi-automatic model to construct 
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an NE dictionary from the free on-line resource DBpedia (http://www.dbpedia.org), a 
database version of Wikipedia.  

Previous methods for NE dictionary construction have been studied as a part of 
information extraction. They mainly used linguistic patterns based on statistical 
information [3,4,5]. The initial systems based on linguistic patterns required special 
training corpus to be manually annotated with domain-specific tags. To reduce the 
time-consuming job of manual annotation, Riloff and Jones [6] proposed a mutual 
bootstrapping method that generates both a lexicon and extraction patterns for an NE 
category. Although the method of Riloff and Jones [6] reduces annotation labor, it has 
a drawback that the extraction patterns depend on a specific language. Extraction 
patterns without considering syntactic information may not perform well, particularly 
in languages with partially free word orders (e.g., Korean and Japanese). 

2 Semi-automatic Construction of a Named Entity Dictionary 

The proposed model consists of three parts: a seed collection part, dictionary 
expansion part, and dictionary purification part. Fig.1 shows the overall architecture 
of the proposed model.  
 

 

DBpedia
Obtaining some seed NEs per NE 

category

Classifying seed NEs
into NE categories by hand

Obtaining Wiki category 
names of seed NEs

Human-annotated seed NEs

NE 
dictionary

Calculating MI scores between 
DBpedia entries and NE categories

Seed NEsWiki category names

Re-classifying 0.1% of NEs with low 
standard deviations by hand

Classifying DBpedia entries into NE 
categories based on MI scores

Initial NEs

Updated and expanded NEs

New DBpedia entries and
their Wiki category names

Expanded NEs

Already-added NEs and
their Wiki category names

Selecting target NEs of human-
annotation based on standard 

deviations

Seed collection

Dictionary expansionDictionary purification
 

Fig. 1. Overall architecture of a semi-automatic NE dictionary construction model 

2.1 Construction of an Initial Named Entity Dictionary 

The first NE categories were defined in a Message Understanding Conference (MUC) 
[7] and were extended by the International Research and Exchanges Board (IREX) 
[8]. Tkachenko et al. [9] studied classifying Wikipedia articles into an extended set of 
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NE categories. By referring to Tkachenko’s study [9], we defined 18 NE categories; 
PERSON, GPE, LOCATION, FACILITY, ORGANIZATION, VEHICLE, 
WORK_OF_ART, GAME, ANIMAL, PLANT, INSECT, PERIOD, LANGUAGE, 
COMPUTER, FOOD, EVENT, THEORY, ETC. 

To construct an initial NE dictionary semi-automatically, 20 seed NEs per NE 
category (total of 360 seed NEs) are first selected by hand from entry names in 
DBpedia. Second, the proposed model collects the Wiki category names of seed NEs 
which can be automatically obtained from DBpedia. If a seed NE has only one Wiki 
category name, upper category names of the Wiki category name are added. Fig. 2 
shows an example of seed NEs and their Wiki category names. 
 

 

PERSON
Albert Einstein

American agnostics,
American physicists,
Cosmologists, …

Psy
Living people,
21st-century singers,
Republic records artists, …

…

LOCATION
Niagara Falls

Populated places
on the Great Lakes,
Canadian border cities, …

New York
Former British colonies,
States of the United States,
Mid-Atlantic, …

…

ORGANIZATION
FIFA

International sports bodies
Based in Switzerland,
Organizations based …

Teachers Union

Union,
Education, …

…

NE category

DBpedia entry

Wiki category names

 

Fig. 2. An example of seed NEs and their Wiki category names 

Third, the proposed model calculates MI scores between DBpedia entries and NE 
categories, as shown in Equation (1): 
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E  is the kth Wiki category name of the ith DBpedia entry 
i

E , and 
jl

C  is 

the lth Wiki category name of the jth entry 
j

C  among 18 NE categories. Finally, the 

proposed model assigns 
i

E  and its Wiki category names to the NE category with the 

maximum MI score, as shown in Equation (2): 
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2.2 Expansion of a Named Entity Dictionary Based on Active Learning 

After constructing the initial NE dictionary, the proposed model expands and purifies 
the NE dictionary by using an active learning technique as follows: 
 

1. Calculate MI scores between DBpedia entries and NE categories by using 
Equation (1). 
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2. Assign DBpedia entries and their Wiki category names to NE categories 
with maximum MI scores by using Equation (2). 

3. Calculate standard deviations of MI scores between each DBpedia entry 
and NE categories by using Equation (3). 

4. Select DBpedia entries with the lowest 0.1% of standard deviations. 
5. Assign the selected DBpedia entries and their Wiki category names to 

correct NE categories by hand. 
6. Repeat Steps 1–5 until the performances of Step 2 converge. 
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where
iEσ  is a standard deviation of the ith DBpedia entry 

i
E , and μ  is the mean 

value of MI scores between 
i

E  and n NE categories. 

3 Experiments 

3.1 Data Set and Experimental Settings 

We collected 186,520 entries and their Wiki category names from the Korean 
DBpedia 3.8. The average number of Wiki category names per DBpedia entry was 
3.08. We divided the data into training data (180,020 entries) and testing data (6,500 
entries). The testing data was randomly selected from the collected data, and each 
entry in the testing data was manually annotated with correct NE categories. To 
evaluate the proposed model, we used macro-average precision (MAP; the average 
value of precisions per NE category), macro-average recall rate (MAR; the average 
value of recall rates per NE category), and macro-average F1-measure (MAF1; the 
average value of F1-measures per NE category) as performance measures. The all 
evaluations were performed on the testing data. 

3.2 Experimental Results 

To evaluate the effectiveness of active learning, we computed the performance 
variations of the proposed model according to the number of iterations of active 
learning as shown in Table 1. The parenthesized values are MAP, MAR, and MAF1 
when the ETC category is excluded, respectively. 

Table 1. Performances at various iterations 

# of iterations MAP MAR MAF1 # of entries 
0 0.7220 (0.7934) 0.5545 (0.6634) 0.6272 (0.7226) 142,375 

10 0.6754 (0.7312) 0.6285 (0.6881) 0.6511 (0.7090) 173,444 

20 0.6869 (0.7385) 0.6591 (0.7164) 0.6727 (0.7273) 176,916 

35 0.7061 (0.7562) 0.6900 (0.7476) 0.6980 (0.7519) 180,008 
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As shown in Table 1, when we iterated 35 times, 99.99% (180,008 out of 180,020 
entries) of DBpedia entries were classified into 18 NE categories. The proposed 
model showed better performances when ETC was excluded. The reason is that Wiki 
category names of entries in ETC do not have specific meanings because ETC is too 
broad. 

In the second experiment, we computed the performances of the proposed model 
for each NE category after 35 iterations as shown in Fig. 3. The parenthesized values 
are percentages of collected NEs. 
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Fig. 3. Performances at each NE category 

As shown in Fig. 3, the performances for LOCATION and ETC were relatively 
low. The performance for LOCATION was low because Wiki category names of 
entries in LOCATION and GPE were very similar as GPE could be included in 
LOCATION. The low performance for ETC can be attributed to the broad meaning of 
ETC as mentioned above. 

4 Conclusion 

We proposed a semi-automatic model to construct an NE dictionary from DBpedia. 
The proposed model expands some seed NEs, which are randomly selected from 
DBpedia and manually annotated with proper NE categories, by automatically 
classifying DBpedia entries into NE categories based on MI scores between the 
DBpedia entries and NE categories. Then, NEs with high possibilities of 
misclassification are selected based on standard deviations and are manually 
classified into correct NE categories. The expansion process and the purification 
process are iterated until the classification performances converge. In the 
experiments, the proposed model showed macro-averaging F1-measures of 0.6980 for 
18 NE categories (0.7519 for 17 NE categories) and classified 99.99% (180,008 out 
of 180,020 entries) of DBpedia entries into 18 NE categories. 
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Abstract. WHOIS service allows people to ask the current registrant some In-
ternet resources. WHOIS service has become an indispensable information ser-
vice in the DNS. Unfortunately, WHOIS information is often available by the 
malicious third party. In this paper, we first analyzed the whole process of the 
WHOIS protocol. And then the process of the WHOIS privacy collection is 
analyzed through the clustering method. Several methods of protection of the 
WHOIS privacy are proposed in this paper.  Through the experimental results 
it can be seen that the protection method can better protect the privacy of 
WHOIS information in DNS. 

Keywords: WHOIS, DNS, Privacy Protection.  

1 Introduction 

The Internet is regarded as an extensive information space. The development of the 
complex structure is involving all kinds of technology, organization and social as-
pects. Not only affect the computer science or communication technology, but also 
the whole society. Domain Name System (DNS) is a hierarchical distributed naming 
system that translates alphanumeric domain names into IP addresses. DNS makes it 
possible to use a Uniform Resource Locator (URL) to address a host in the Internet. 
DNS forms the logical backbone of the World Wide Web, and the service it provides 
is used on the order of a trillion times a day [1]. WHOIS service has become an indis-
pensable information service in the DNS. WHOIS was originally called NicName.  
WHOIS service is a simple text-based query-response protocol, allowing people to 
ask the current registrant some Internet resources. The information may include a 
domain name or network address space, which we now call the registration data. 

Unfortunately, WHOIS information is often available by the malicious third party. 
And the privacy information may be used for a series of malicious activities like fraud 
and etc. In this paper, we first analyzed the whole process of the WHOIS protocol. 
And then the process of the WHOIS privacy collection is analyzed through the clus-
tering method. Through some examples, several methods of protection of the WHOIS 
privacy are proposed in this paper.   
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2 WHOIS Protocol 

WHOIS protocol is a very simple Internet information query protocol. Its basic con-
tent is: 1) It is established that a TCP socket from the client to the server by the port 
43; 2) The client sends the request to the server; 3) The client receives the results 
from the server [2]. User can use the WHOIS service to get the detailed information 
of the domain names and the name servers. All the Internet Registries in the world set 
up many WHOIS servers to provide the WHOIS service. 

 
Fig. 1. Relationships in the WHOIS database 

Regional Internet Registry (RIR) is the organization who manages the Internet re-
sources in the every region of the world. The Internet resources include the IP infor-
mation and Autonomous System Number. Right now there are five RIRs in the world. 
And APNIC is the RIR which manages the Internet resources in Asia and the Pacific. 
WHOIS database is linked to the domain name search engine, it usually services pro-
vided by the Internet registration management institutions and maintain the data up-
date. WHOIS service is provided by the WHOIS system. Commonly WHOIS system 
is a C/S system. The client is responsible for: 1) The user interface provides access to 
the WHOIS system; 2) Query generation and its transmission in the appropriate for-
mat to Server; 3) Receiving Serve, back to the response, and output in the form of the 
user to read. The server side is mainly responsible for receiving the request and sends 
back the response data to the clients. Table 1 shows the object type in the WHOIS 
database. And Fig.1 shows the relationship between objects in the WHOIS database. 
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Table 1. The Object Types in WHOIS Database 

Object Description 
Person Contacting person 
Role Liaison groups or roles 
Inetnum IPv4 address distribution and assignment 
Inet6num IPv6 address distribution and assignment 
Aut-num Autonomous system number 
Domain Reverse domain name 
rout Notice the address prefix 
mnter Maintainers 

3 WHOIS Privacy Collection 

3.1 Information Acquisition 

RIRs have corresponding records which show that we can refer to record documents 
to understand the original information. IP registration information is very detailed, 
convenient for users to view information, head of the modified time and contact in-
formation, with the format of the specification. Here, we select several more repre-
sentative objects to introduce. 

1) inetnum: It means the IPv4 addresses, e.g. 202.100.0.0 – 202.100.31.255. 
2) description: It includes company full name and address, e.g. deser: China Inter-

net Network Information Center.  deser: 4 Road, Haidian Distrie, Beijing. 
3)  person: the names of the people who submit the domain name request. 
4) changed: the email of the person who submit the domain, and the updating time, 

e.g. wzhang@sdas.org20130506. 

3.2 Information Processing 

The information processing in this paper is through the cluster analysis method. First 
of all, the right variables are selected. In this paper, we chose the 4 variables de-
scribed in last section. The correlation coefficient is used to describe the similarity 
degree between two indicators variables. If the Vs = (v1s, v2s, … , vns) is the s-th index 
variable, and the Vt = (v1t, v2t, … , vnt) is the t-th index variable, the correlation be-
tween the index variables Vs and Vt  can be represented by the equation 1. 
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The Euclidean Distance between the index variables Vs and Vt can be represented 
by the equation 2. 
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Through the above calculation, we can get the Gower Coefficient by the equation 3. 
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In equation 3, Cstk means the scoring in the similarity between the variables Vs and 
Vt  , and the wstk means the weighted variable. In our examples, if Vs=Vt , Cstk =1 and 
wstk=0. Else, Cstk =0 and wstk=1. 

Through the above information processing, we can get the correlation domain pri-
vacy information, this information includes the domain name and the IP addresses 
which belong to a company, also includes the contact and address information. In 
addition, we also can get some information implied by data mining, such as the do-
main name which belongs to the actual owner company, or the relationship between 
these domain names. 

4 WHOIS Privacy Protection 

It can be seen from the above analysis that it is very easy to get the privacy through 
the WHOIS information. With the content of the privacy, it is easy to direct mail, 
telephone sales harassed. At the same time it is easy to identity theft and vulnerable to 
fraud. Also the domain may be malicious transferred out and be traded. Through the 
process of information acquisition and processing, we can see that, the main infor-
mation can be hidden for protection with hiding the important information. In es-
sence, this method also belongs to adding noises.  

There are two basic methods to protect the privacy of WHOIS information. First is 
changing the query displayed in the WHOIS system. For example, the true email ad-
dress will be replaced as a random changes every week's email address 
(z820fd83d8343nb@i-now.cn), so that spammers do not know your real email ad-
dress, reduce the exposure was forced to receive spam email address.  

Another method for protecting the privacy of WHOIS information is adding noises. 
For example, the true email is wzhang@keylab.org, and we can add many different 
emails to the same query, like zhangw@keylab.net,  zwang@keylab.org, 
zwang@keylab.com,etc. So that spammers do not know which one the real email 
address is. 
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If there need be a more security requirements, two method of above can be used to-
gether. For example, the true email is wzhang@keylab.org, and will be replaced as 
fd432nfw34tcd@kfds.net,  89043nfrew@kfdb.org, zfdsefdsa@kg4.com,etc.  

5 The Experimental Results 

The experiment process is divided into three parts. The first part of the experiment 
named NP is that we collect the WHOIS information which is not protected by any 
methods. The second part named CH is that we collect the WHOIS information which 
is replaced as random changes. The third part named AN is that we collect the 
WHOIS information which is added many noises. The experimental data are random-
ly selected from the whole WHOIS information provided by APNIC. Three parts of 
the experiment have the same experimental data. For comparison, the sample data 
quantity is 100, 200, 300, 400, and 500, respectively. At the same time, in order to get 
a better effectiveness of the algorithm, we have introduced the recall rate E and the 
accuracy rate F to evaluate the two indicators. 
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Where Nc is the number of the testing records which belongs to the category Ci; Np 
is the number of the testing records which be classified as category Ci by the collec-
tion process; Ncp is the number of the testing records which be classified as category 
correctly by the collection process. Recall and precision are the two different profiles 
of the classification, so they must be considered as a whole. 

The results of the experiment are shown in Fig. 2. Through the experimental results 
it can be seen that through information protection, both the recall rate E and the accu-
racy rate F can get lower precision. And using CH method can better protect the pri-
vacy information. 

 
Fig. 2. The results of the Experiment 
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6 Conclusion 

WHOIS service has become an indispensable information service in the DNS. How-
ever WHOIS information is often available by the malicious third party. The protec-
tion of the WHOIS privacy should be paid more attention to. In this paper, we first 
analyzed the whole process of the WHOIS protocol. And then the process of the 
WHOIS privacy collection is analyzed through the clustering method. Several meth-
ods of protection of the WHOIS privacy are proposed in this paper.  Through the 
experimental results it can be seen that the protection method can better protect the 
privacy of WHOIS information in DNS. The protection of the WHOIS privacy should 
be paid more attention to. 
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Abstract. Distributed environment has been utilizing to handle a massive data. 
And a major concern of a distributed system is a management method for 
resource allocation and task. In order to improve a performance, the scheduling 
may consider a resource evaluation. However, a resources state shows an 
uncertainty to evaluate the subject. In this paper, we propose of fuzzy logic-
drive resource evaluation to solve this uncertainty for automated negotiation 
with resource allocation. The FLRE evaluates and manages the resource with 
fuzzy logic. The proposed method shows the high throughput and performance. 

Keywords: Distributed Computing, Resource Evaluation, Fuzzy Logic, 
Resource Allocation, FLRE. 

1 Introduction 

A massive data processing has an interest in the parallel and distributed computing. A 
distributed environment is a reasonable solution to handle the massive data. In order 
to improve the efficiency, the processing system requires an integrated management 
of distributed resources [1]. However, some resource may experience a workload 
inequality during the processing. This "bottleneck" is a major trouble of the 
management for distributed resources. Thus, the distributed system demands the 
solution to avoid the bottleneck. The proper solution is the task allocation with the 
resource evaluation [2]. However, the evaluation method may deal with the 
uncertainty of the resource's conditions. A fuzzy logic [3] has the advantage over this 
uncertainty problem.  

This paper proposes a fuzzy logic-drive resource evaluation (FLRE). The FLRE 
builds fuzzy functions with the CPU, RAM, Net I/O, and Queue size of the resource. 
And the FLRE estimates the resource availability with the fuzzy inference. The 
estimated availability is to automated allocate the task for distributed resource. 

2 Related Works 

The distributed system requires the resource allocation technique to manage the 
resource. The logical or vague measurement is not a clear solution for this problem. 
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There is a need to predict the resource state with the simulation-based approach. [4] 
And much study has been done in the topic of the resource allocation. First case is the 
resource reliability measurement algorithm (RRMA) [5]. The RRMA is the task 
allocation method, which measures the reliability of each resource. The "reliability" 
represents the functional and processing ability of each resource. The RRMA 
allocates the task to the most reliable resource. Second case is the optimization-based 
resource management scheduling (RORMS) [6]. The RORMS is based on the 
queuing theory, and compares the processing time of each resource. And then, the 
scheduler allocates the task to the fastest resource. This approach reduces the waiting 
time for task, and improves the availability for resource. Our study presents the new 
method and mechanism for task scheduling. We adopt the fuzzy logic to evaluate the 
resource on the distributed environment. 

3 Fuzzy-Based Distributed Resource Allocation Management 

3.1 Job Processing Structure 

The job processing structure is an essential to design the resource allocation method. 
And, this paper proposes the scheduling method on the queuing model-based 
structure. Figure 1 shows the detailed structure for job processing. 

 

Fig. 1. Queuing-Model based Job Processing Structure 

The physical computing is the subject of the virtual machine (VM), and process the 
allocated job. The job is waiting in the queue for processing. And the queue is based 
on the first-come first-served (FCFS) policy. The application allocation determines 
the VM with the task scheduling. Since there is the difference in the terms of 
processing time and VM's status, the application allocation is m/m/∞. The system 
updates the VM's current status after the job processing. And then, the workload 
prediction takes the renewed information of the VM. 
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3.2 Resource Evaluate Method 

Our proposed method evaluates the resource, and builds the task scheduling. Table 1 
shows the VM's statics parameter to describe the VM's status. The "i" in Table 1 
means the total number of the VM. Both the processing time and the queue size 
represent the VM's performance. The VM available is the parameter to evaluate the 
resource. 

Table 1. Virtual machine parameter 

Parameter name Value Type Unit 
VM ID Integer 1 ~ i 
CPU Utilization Float % 
RAM Utilization Float % 
Net I/O Float Mbps 
Processing Time Float  
Queue Size Integer Job 
VM Status Float  
VM Available Float  

 
The VM's static parameter is to evaluate the resource. The allocation scheduling 

utilizes the evaluation result, and makes the processing plan. Figure 2 describes the 
structure for our proposed algorithm. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Resource evaluate method 

The VM processes the allocated job, and sends the status to the fuzzy logic. The 
sending information includes the CPU, RAM, Net I/O, processing time and the queue 
size. The fuzzy logic is the module to evaluate the resource. The logic consists of the 
rule base and the membership function. The fuzzy engine infers the VM's state, and 
determines the available weight. The available weight is used to evaluate the resource. 
And, the job scheduling algorithm calculates and selects the next available VM. By 
using this process, the scheduler allocates the job to the most available VM. Equation 
(1) shows the calculation for VM's availability to allocate the job. The scheduling 
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algorithm calculates every VM's availability based on the processing time and the 
queue size. 
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3.3 Fuzzy Logic 

The FLRE evaluates the resource with the fuzzy logic. Figure 3 shows the fuzzy 
model for FLRE. 

 

Fig. 3. Fuzzy model for FLRE 

We define total five fuzzy input parameters to evaluate the resource. In this paper, 
we infer the VM available over the two phases. For this, the fuzzy logic utilizes an 
input and output variable and an additional output variable. In the input parameters, 
CPU, RAM and Net I/O are the essential parameter to grasp the resource's 
performance. The processing time is the parameter to indicate the average speed of 
the resource. And the queue size is the parameter to show the available factor for 
FIFO queue. Both the VM state and the VM available are fuzzy output parameters. 
Both parameters are based on the general performance for resource, processing time 
and the number of waiting task. The first-phase logic infers the VM state, which 
shows the general performance for resource. And the second-phase logic infers the 
VM available with the VM state, processing time and the queue size. More detailed is 
as follows: 

The first phase infers the VM state by using the performance of the CPU, RAM 
and Net I/O. And the second phase infers the VM available with the measured VM's 
performance, processing power, and the number of job on the queue. And the 
scheduler evaluates the resource with the VM available. μA, μB and μC organizes the 
fuzzy for current state. 
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The first-phase logic utilizes total 125 rules to infer the μF (VM status). And the every 
input parameter has AND operational relationship. The second-phase logic also 
utilizes total 125 rules to get the μG (VM available). The μG is calculated by the μD, 
μE, and inferred result μF from the first phase. Both logics adopt the center of gravity 
(COG) [7]  for defuzzifier. Like this, the scheduler judges the VM available, and 
applies that for job scheduling. Hence, the scheduler may select the most available 
resource to allocate the job. 

4 Simulation 

4.1 Simulation Design 

We design the simulation environment to prove the efficiency of our proposed FLRE. 
We build the distributed processing environment with the DEVS methodology. The 
simulation system includes total 10 distributed resource, and sets an observation timer 
for 1,000 simulation seconds. We measure the system performance with the average 
of turn-around time and the throughput. In order to compare the performance, the 
simulation includes total three algorithms. First is the resource reliability 
measurement algorithm (RRMA)[5]. Second is the response-optimized resource 
management scheduling (RORMS)[6]. And the last is our proposed FLRE. 

4.2 Simulation Result 

As mentioned above, we measure the average of turn-around time and throughput for 
RRMA, RORMS, and FLRE. Simulation measures the throughput, which represents 
the processing performance of the distributed resources. As presented in Figure 4, 
RRMA shows 0.488, RORMS shows 0.494, and FLRE shows 0.495. Therefore, the 
FLRE shows better performance than other control group. 

 

 

Fig. 4. Simluation Result(Throughput) 
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5 Conclusion 

The distributed resource management demands the efficient method for scheduling 
and resource evaluation. This paper proposes the FLRE, which evaluates the 
resources condition with the fuzzy logic. And the automated negotiation with FLRE 
allocates the task with the evaluation result. In order to prove the performance of 
FLRE, we build the model and simulation environment. The result demonstrates that, 
our FLRE shows high throughput and lower turn-around time than another control 
group. Future work will include the handling method to consider the change of the 
task request. 
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Abstract. Wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs) are the robust and flexible 
networks having redundant links. These networks have some fixed nodes 
(gateways) providing the internet connectivity and having some static or mobile 
clients. However, WMNs has some security issues that have not been addressed 
by the existing standards. We proposed an enhanced authentication mechanism 
for the security of group heads in group communication. We propose and 
analyze an enhanced reliable authenticated group head communication 
(ERAGHC) architecture for secure reliable group head communication and to 
increase the overall efficiency and performance of architecture. The scenario 
has been developed and implemented in OMnet++ simulator. The simulation 
results reveal that the ERAGHC is better than the previous schemes in term of 
packet delivery ratio, packet delay and overall efficiency.  

Keywords: WMNs, authentication, security, group head. 

1 Introduction 

Wireless mesh networks (WMNs) are popular due to its self-configuration property. 
All nodes in the network is dynamically connected to its wireless nodes. WMNs 
consist of mesh routers and mesh clients. WMNs use multi-hop communication for 
larger area coverage. Mesh routers increase the flexibility of mesh network to provide 
multiple wireless interfaces. One feature is same in Mesh routers and traditional 
wireless routers that both have the same hardware platform. 

Mesh clients can also serve as a mesh router. A single wireless interface is required 
in a mesh client and they are light weight. Most common type of this network is the 
backbone-based WMNs. In backbone-based WMNs, route form the network 
backbone which are easily accessed by the mesh clients (which may be cell phones, 
laptops, PDAs etc).  

WMNs use multi-hop communication for larger area coverage. WMN offers low-
cost and it can be easily deployed. WMNs consist of some fixed nodes which provide 
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the internet connectivity on one hand and some wireless nodes which may be mobile 
on the other hand. 

WMNs became popular due to commercial application scenarios such as building 
automation, high speed metropolitan area networks, enterprise networking, and 
community networking. WMNs need proactive discovery of routes to minimize the 
packet delay whereas in mobile ad-hoc networks reactive routing strategy is mostly 
used. 

In wireless mesh network reliable secure group head communication is important. 
Security of group heads is the major and hot issue in group applications. Security is 
essential in group communication for authorization of group heads and to provide 
authentic data to different group heads in wireless mesh networks [1]. 

A reliable authenticated and secure architecture is proposed for group head 
communication in WMNs [1].  In group head communication, any malicious node 
tries to be a group head and hack all information. The malicious node may be insider 
or outsider node. In paper [1] authentication mechanism is simple, local manager 
maintains a list of all the group heads and authenticates them. No proper 
authentication mechanism was used. 

In group communication user identity is confirmed and ensured through 
authentication mechanism for the security purposes. Authentication is important pillar 
of assuring information. When a user tries to access the information then 
authentication process starts. User proves his identity and then has the right to reach 
the desired information.  

Authentication is important in group communication. Secure and reliable group 
communication need a proper authentication mechanism. When a group head want to 
communicate, it verifies its identity and after authentication it can share data.  

This paper proposes an authentication mechanism in which a chain of local 
managers authenticate group heads to make the communication secure. Literature 
survey is discussed in section 2, design and topology in section 3, section 4 describes 
the performance evolution and in the last conclusion. 

2 Literature Survey 

The Group head communication in wireless mesh network and wired network is an 
important issue; some related work is as follows; 

Reliable authenticated group head communication RAGHC [1] architecture is 
proposed for group head authentication. Authentication mechanism is simple, proper 
authentication mechanism or algorithm is used for the authentication of group heads.   

A model [2] presented for authentication of users and nodes. Authentication is the 
major issue for accessing data. The model improved the security constraints but inter 
group communication issue is still pending. 

A hierarchical cluster based approach is used in wireless mesh networks [3] to 
overcome the bandwidth and congestion. The proposed idea is reliable but security 
issues like authentication of group heads are ignored.  
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The paper [4] reviewed different attacks at different layers. New security 
techniques are effective and efficient. These can overcome some attacks in some 
layers. Still, security of group heads and their authentication is a hot issue. 

A bilateral authentication protocol [5] proposed for wireless mesh networks. This 
improves the user security issues by bilateral authentication logic. Authentication of 
group heads is not discussed. 

An authorization schemes are used in sensor networks for secure group 
communication [6]. The proposed scheme does not deal with the group head 
communication. 

In WAN environment, Secure Group Layer SGL [7] deals with data security and 
inter-group communication. SGL does not deal with the intra group communication. 

In WAN a scalable distributed model for group communication is presented [8]. 
Security issues like authenticity of data and group heads are totally ignored in inter 
group communication.   

Tree parity machines [9] are used in group communication; these are not useful in 
ad-hoc networks. Group head authentication, inter group and intra group 
communication issues are not highlighted.  

Group communication uses a sliding window protocol [10] which minimizes the 
entering and leaving time of different nodes in a group, used in ad-hoc networks. 
Security issues are not considered properly, scalability issue is ignored and also group 
head authentication is not discussed. 

Secure group communication [11] uses a broadcast encryption scenario. Data 
authenticity and confidentiality is an important issue in group communication. The 
paper presented an authenticated scheme but active, passive attacks are not 
considered. Group head authentication is also missing in this scenario. 

A reliable, efficient and secure agreement protocol [12] is used in group 
communication. Group head joining, leaving and sharing information between them is 
not considered. The protocol does not deal with the group head authentication, 
authenticity and scalability. 

Data confidentiality [13] in group communication is discussed. Data is distributed 
to different group heads. Group head authentication is a still a problem and how these 
group heads securely communicate with each other. 

Wireless mesh networks use an election protocol for the selection of cluster heads 
[14]. An authentication algorithm is used for the election of different cluster heads, 
but the authentication of cluster heads is ignored and different cluster heads cannot 
communicate with each other. 

The paper [15] proposed an authentication scheme, authentication parameters of 
the system and a system shared master key. This improves the authorization 
mechanism. Group communication via group heads is still a issue.   

Smesh [16] is presented that supports interactive voice over IP. DHCP with ARP 
messages are used with a protocol for creating an access point in mesh network. The 
proposed technique can be used for the authentication of group heads in group 
communication. 
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A protocol is introduced for handoff identification and re-authentication [17]. This 
reduced the handoff latency and loss rate. This protocol can be checked on multiple 
scenarios. Security issues like authentication of group heads are not considered. 

Multicast protocols [18] are compared with each other to achieve data 
confidentiality for different application scenarios in mesh networks but source group 
communication for data authenticity is not experimented in multicast protocols. 

A secure authentication technique [19] is introduced that form the ad-hoc nodes; 
they achieve inter-operability between mesh clients. Security of group heads is still a 
problem. 

A multicast architecture [20] is proposed to achieve the data confidentiality. This is 
efficient and scalable architecture. The issue of authenticity of group head is ignored 
in group applications. 

A key agreement protocol Diffie-Hellman [21] was a practical and a secure 
approach for communication. This protocol is reliable and is still widely used. Group 
head communication is still a major security issue. 

The Research [22] provides some better encryption algorithms for email services 
and other web services. The algorithm provides both online and offline email security 
services. However, this lacks in the security issues like authenticity of data and group 
heads. 

Phan's scheme [23] was presented to make better improvements in forward secrecy 
in Diffie-Hellman key exchanged protocols which are integrated with Digital 
Signature. Backward secrecy issue still needs to improve and also authentication of 
group heads. 

A simple authenticated key agreement algorithm [24] is proposed which is based 
on Diffe-Hellman algorithm. The proposed algorithm cannot guess the vulnerable 
attacks in group communication scenarios.  

Diffie-Hellman approach [25] checked on some mathematical equations that how it 
will be more effective to intruders. The proposed system does not deal with complex 
equations to achieve better security services for secure group head communication.  

Group head communication and authentication is very essential and important 
factor in wireless mesh network. In group head communication, authentication of all 
the group heads is very important for secure, reliable and efficient communication in 
the network and for group applications. If group heads are not properly secured 
through a proper authentication mechanism then any intruder node pretend to be a 
group head and hack secure and sensitive data. In simple authentication there may be 
the chances of attacks whereas proper authentication mechanism is much more secure 
and reliable.  

3 Design and Topology 

The topology of fig.1 consists of one gateway and many nodes with 30 local 
managers. All nodes communicate with the internet through the gateway. Local 
managers have a list of all the nodes in the network as well as the group heads. A 
chain of local managers are placed at different levels in the network. Local managers 
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can share their responsibilities to exchange their information between each other. 
Group head is the node that makes all communication possible between different 
nodes in a group. Group head can share information with other group heads. 

Group head security is very crucial for secure reliable group communication 
because any intruder node outside or inside the group tries to be a group head. The 
proposed topology is based upon the field based routing and routing nodes are 
assumed that they are secure. In Field Based Routing (FBR) [26] a fixed value is 
given to every node in the group. Destination node has the largest hot value. When 
gateway sends the packet, it checks its value and then forwards it through the steepest 
gradient. FBR is simple routing and it based on heat values. A chain of local 
managers authenticate group heads to make the communication secure. In the first 
step local manager maintains a database of all the groups along with their group 
heads. Each group has an id known as GID.   

A secret key is shared between the local manager and the attached group heads. 
Similarly, secret key is exchanged between local managers of various levels to 
establish an authentication chain through Diffie-Hellman algorithm [24]. When a group 
head want to be authenticated then it send an authentication request to local manager. 
Local manager replies with GID and nonce encrypted with a secret key. The group 
head decrypt the nonce and send it back to the local manager with its GID. Local 
manager confirms the nonce and GID and send authentication successful message to 
the group head. With this process a secure channel is established between the two 
entities. Similar process is initiated to authenticate local managers at various levels. 

 

Fig. 1. Design and Topology 
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The authentication process shown in fig.2 shows that the group heads can 
communicate with other group heads and share information. When one group head 
want to share information to other it checks its authenticity from the nearest local 
manager. Local manager send the verification message to group head. Group head can 
now share the data with other group heads. 

 
Fig. 2. Authentication mechanism 

4 Performance Evaluation 

The OMNET++ [27] a network simulation tool is used for implementation. This 
network is consisted of one gateway, many nodes and a chain of local managers.  

Enhanced reliable authenticated group head communication ERAGHC are 
compared in fig3.with reliable authenticated group head communication RAGHC, 
secure field based routing SFBR and normal routing NR. Fig3.shows the packet 
delivery ratio that how different packets are send through the network and delivered.  
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When we send 20 packets through the network then 68% are delivered in 
ERAGHC, 47% are delivered in RAGHC whereas in SFBR 40% and 30% packets are 
delivered through NR.  When the no. of packets are increased to 320 then 98% are 
delivered in ERAGHC, 58% in RAGHC,54% in SFBR and 35% in NR.  

As compared to other three techniques ERAGHC delivered more packets and is 
more efficient, secure and reliable. 
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Fig. 3. Packet Delivery Ratio 

Fig4. shows the packet delay when different packets are sent through the network 
and local managers are placed at various levels in the network. When local manager is 
in level one then packets are delivered easily and efficiently with less delay in 
ERAGHC as compared to other techniques.  

ERAGHC delay is less as compared to other techniques when local manager level 
increases. At level one there is less delay as compared to level five because local 
manager at the nearest level delivered the packet more quickly. As the local manger 
level increases it takes more time to deliver packets. 
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Fig. 4. Packet Delay 
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Fig5. describes overall efficiency of data packets and routing packets. When 20 
packets are sent through ERAGHC its packet delivery ratio is more as compared to 
RAGHC, SFBR and NR. 

When we send more packets then the overall efficiency of ERAGHC is enhanced 
and it delivered more as compared to others.  

ERAGHC is better in terms of efficiency as compared to other three techniques. 
The proposed authentication architecture is more secure, effective, efficient and 
reliable. 
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Fig. 5. Overall Efficiency 

5 Conclusion 

In this paper we have extended our previously proposed reliable authenticated group 
head communication (RAGHC) to enhanced reliable authenticated group head 
communication (ERAGHC). ERAGHC introduced a novel mechanism to enhance the 
security against the internal and external attacks by introducing multiple local 
managers. The simulations results proved that it outperform the existing techniques in 
term of packet delivery ratio, packet delay and overall efficiency of data packets. 
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Abstract. Conducting financial transactions over the Internet has been widely 
adopted due to the convenience and usability. However, conducting financial 
transactions via the Internet may be subjected to many types of attacks 
including password attacks, malware, phishing, and other unauthorized 
activities. Many banks have enhanced their security by using One-Time 
Password (OTP) as another authentication method in addition to traditional 
username and password. The OTP may be sent to the mobile phone number of 
the account owner via SMS. Even with the enhanced security measure, internet 
banking is still vulnerable to different types of attacks such as online phishing. 
We propose, design, and implement a transaction authentication scheme using 
HMAC-based mobile OTP and QR Code. Our scheme is resilient to known 
attacks including, but not limited to, eavesdropping, replay, message 
modification, and phishing. 

Keywords: OTP, HMAC, QR Code, authentication, mobile phone. 

1 Introduction 

Conducting financial transactions over the Internet has been widely adopted due to the 
convenience and usability. The user simply logs into the account using the username 
and password as the credentials through a secure connection. When the user requests a 
financial transaction such as money transfer, and goods and services payment, the 
bank may require the user to confirm the transaction using another form of 
authentication. For example, the bank sends an SMS One-Time Password (OTP) [1] 
to the user’s previously registered mobile phone. To commit the transaction, the user 
must submit the OTP through the web page. When the bank receives the valid OTP, 
the transaction is completed. 

The GSM network has several security vulnerabilities. Only the airway traffic 
between the mobile station and the base transceiver station is optionally encrypted 
with a weak and broken stream cipher [2] [3]. The attacker can listen to telephone 
conversions and secretly read SMS messages to commit online crimes.  
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The SMS OTP is also vulnerable to online phishing attacks. The attacker may 
coerce the victim to log into the phishing site masquerading as the victim’s bank site. 
The phishing site captures the username and the password of the victim and prompts 
the victim to submit the OTP. Meanwhile, the attacker uses the victim’s credentials to 
log into the victim’s bank account and makes a financial transaction. The bank 
generates an OTP and sends it to the victim’s mobile phone. Unaware of the 
fraudulent activity, the victim enters the OTP and submits it to the attacker. 
Subsequently, the attack submits the received OTP to confirm the transaction to the 
bank. Since the OTP is identical to the one sent from the bank, the OTP validation is 
valid and the transaction is authenticated.  

2 Background and Related Work  

2.1 One-Time Password via SMS 

A one-time password is a unique and time sensitive password that is valid for a single 
use only. The OTP is normally used as an additional factor in authorization and 
authentication [4][5]. A simple method of delivering the OTP is text messaging. The 
SMS OTP is commonly used as an additional authentication or authorization factor in 
a web-based service that would normally use only the password. The user logs into 
the account using the password. The OTP is required in order to prove the identity of 
the person and to allow an access to the website or the company’s network, rather 
than using the password alone. Furthermore, the OTP can be used as a confirmation 
for a particular task. The server sends the OTP to the user and the user submits it back 
to the server. The validity of the OTP can be limited for short period of time and 
cannot be recycled. Hence, it is difficult to attack the OTP authentication. An 
application of the OTP is internet banking confirmation. The user needs to verify his 
username and password to enter the stage of the transaction. When the user submits 
the transaction information, the server sends an SMS OTP to the user. To commit the 
transaction, the user must enter the OTP and submit to the server. Mulliner et al. [6] 
analyze the security architecture of SMS OTP system and conclude that SMS OTP 
system cannot be considered secure.  

2.2 Authentication Using QR Code 

Dodson et al. [7] propose a challenge-response authentication system for web 
application using the QR Code which contains the challenge and website address. To 
log into the system, the user scans the QR Code, and software on the mobile phone 
calculates the response using the user’s credentials. The response is then submitted 
through the mobile phone network. However, this technique is vulnerable to online 
phishing attacks. 

Lee et al. [8] present an authentication method using the mobile OTP with the QR 
Code. The proposed system relies on the certificate authority to verify the OTP. 
However, the proposed authentication system does not protect the user from online 
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phishing attacks. Comparing the random number that appears on the computer screen 
with the one obtained from scanning the QR Code does not add any security since the 
attacker can modify both values. The OTP is calculated from the transaction 
information, the perceived time, and the hash of the serial number of the user’s mobile 
device. These values are not secret. Therefore, the generation of the OTP is insecure. 
Moreover, there is no explanation how the mobile device reads the transaction 
information and the perceived time since these values are not in the QR Code. 

3 Proposed Authentication Scheme 

The proposed schemes enhance the security of the typical environment where the user 
enters username and password to log into the account. The connection between the 
client and the server is done through HTTPS. After the user logs into the system, a 
finance transaction can be done by entering the transaction into the web browser and 
submitting to the bank’s server. The bank’s server replies with a QR Code which 
contains relevant information regarding to the transaction and requests the user to 
enter an OTP. The user can use a mobile phone to obtain the transaction information. 
The software on the mobile phone processes the information stored in the QR Code 
and presents it to the user. After verifying the information, the user may confirm the 
transaction by entering the OTP into the web browser and submitting it. When the 
server receives the OTP, it verifies whether or not the OTP is valid. The transaction is 
committed if the OTP is valid and a confirmation is sent to the user. Otherwise, an 
error message is displayed on the web browser.  

HMAC is a message authentication code based on a cryptographic hash 
function [9]. In other words, the authentication code is derived from a secret key and 
the message using a cryptographic hash function. The length of the authentication 
code is fixed. Only the parties, who have the knowledge of the secret key, can 
produce a valid message authentication code. The advantage of using HMAC is that 
the cryptographic hash function generally executes more quickly in software than 
symmetric and asymmetric ciphers. The user must register for the mobile OTP service 
in order to use this method. Registering can be done using the ATM. The bank 
generates a secret key and sends the QR Code containing the secret key to the ATM. 
The user may scan the QR Code to obtain the secret key. Alternatively, the bank can 
send print out of the QR Code via postal mail. This secret key is shared between the 
bank and the user. The secret key is saved on the user mobile phone. This secret key 
can be protected by using password-based encryption. The user supplies a password 
which is used to derive a key to encrypt the shared secret key. Before using the shared 
secret key, the user must enter the correct password.  

To make a transaction, the user enters the transaction information into the web 
browser and submits the transaction information to the bank. The bank randomly 
generates a nonce N1 and computes HMAC of the transaction information TI and N1 
using the secret key KA. The resulting HMAC value serves as an authenticator. The 
bank then sends the QR Code of TI, N1, and the authenticator to the user. The time 
when the bank issues the confirmation request is recorded. After the QR Code appears 
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on the user’s web browser, the user scans the QR Code using a mobile phone with the 
secret key to obtain the transmitted information. The software on the mobile phone 
verifies the authenticator by computing the HMAC of the received transaction 
information and the received nonce using the shared secret key and comparing the 
calculated value with the received HMAC value. The received information has not 
been altered if both values are equal.  

After the information is authenticated, the HMAC of TI and f1(N1) using KA is 
calculated, resulting the value X. The function f1 is used to transform the nonce N1. 
The OTP can be generated by transforming the value X to be suitable for the user to 
manually enter the OTP into the web browser. The user must verify that the 
transaction information is accurate before submitting the OTP. The confirmation 
process is shown in Fig. 1. 

User A Bank

generate nonce N1
compute HMAC(KA, TI || N1)

QR[ TI || N1 || HMAC(KA,TI || N1) ]

TI

KA=secret key
TI = Transaction Information KA=secret key

read and decode QR Code
verify HMAC
calculate  X= HMAC(KA, TI || f1(N1))
compute OTP = f2(X)

OTP

check if the OTP has not been expired
calculate  X= HMAC(KA, TI || f1(N1))
compute f2(X)
verify if f2(X) is equal to OTP

comfirmation

 

Fig. 1. Transaction confirmation using HMAC 

When the bank receives the OTP, the server checks whether or not the OTP has not 
yet been expired. This limits the window of vulnerability. The bank computes the 
HMAC of the transaction information and the transformed nonce f1(N1) using the 
shared secret key. Then, the bank derives the OTP from the resulting value. Next, the 
OTP is compared to the one received. If they are the same, the received OTP is valid. 

4 Security Analysis 

The proposed schemes use two-factor authentication in which the password is used to 
enter the transaction and the key is used to create an OTP to commit the transaction. 
We assume that the key distribution step is done securely. The communication 
between the bank and the user’s web browser is secure using HTTPS protocol.  
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4.1 Eavesdropping 

Eavesdropping is an unauthorized real-time listening to private communication. The 
objective is to obtain information that is being transmitted. An attacker may be able to 
capture the QR Code from the user’s computer screen. However, the attacker will not 
be able to obtain the secret key or the private key information since there is no 
information regarding the key. Without the knowledge of the secret key, the attacker 
will not be able to derive the OTP.  

4.2 Message Modification 

A message modification attack is an assault on the integrity of a security system in 
which the attacker intercepts messages, then alters or reorders them to produce an 
unauthorized effect. There are two scenarios where the attacker could modify the 
transaction information for personal gain. The first scenario involves modifying the 
transaction information sent to the bank and the second scenario involves modifying 
the QR Code. For the first scenario, the attacker intercepts the transaction request and 
modifies it. For instance, the attacker changes the receiving account to another 
account. After transaction information has been modified, it is submitted to the bank. 
Correspondingly, the bank generates the QR code and sends it to the user requesting 
the OTP confirmation. Automatic validation by the software would be deemed valid. 
However, when the user inspects the transaction information, it would be different 
from the actual request. For the second scenario, if the attacker could intercept the 
communication and could modify the QR Code, the information contained in the QR 
Code would be different from the one submitted by the user. However, the integrity 
check would fail. Each message contains an integrity check using HMAC.  

4.3 Replay 

The scheme employs the use of the randomly generated number or the nonce. 
Therefore, the OTP is unique to the transaction. Furthermore, the OTP can be used 
only once within a time limit. When the user requests a financial transaction, the bank 
saves the requested transaction. A nonce and the transaction request time are also 
recorded. The transaction is open awaiting the OTP. If the OTP is received, the 
transaction is completed. A replayed confirmation that arrives after the transaction is 
closed does not have an effect. On the other hand, a replayed OTP that arrives during 
the transaction period does not match the one calculated by the bank. Hence, the 
replay attack is infeasible. 

4.4 Phishing and Man-in-the-Middle 

Phishing is a type of internet fraud that attempts to acquire a user’s credentials by 
deception. The attacker sets up a website that masquerades as a trustworthy site. 
Phishing messages are sent to lure to the user to visit the site. Unknowingly, the user 
enters the username and password which are captured by the phisher.  
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Consider the phishing attack scenario where the attacker entices the user to log into 
the bank’s site through the attacker’s site. The attacker may be able to obtain the 
user’s password. However, the attacker should not be able to make a transaction since 
it requires the valid OTP which was derived from the nonce using the key or protected 
by the key. 

Suppose that the user also performs a transaction through the attacker’s website. 
For example, the user transfers some money to another account, and the attacker 
modifies the transaction information to transfer the money to the attacker’s account 
and sends the transaction request to the bank. The bank sends the QR Code to the 
attacker and the attacker presents the QR Code to the user on the computer screen. 
When the user scans the QR Code using the mobile phone, the verification will pass. 
However, the user will notice that the transaction information is different from the one 
previously requested. The user will decline to enter the OTP. Without the OTP 
confirmation, the transaction is incomplete. 

5 Conclusions 

The transaction authentication using mobile OTP and QR Code can be implemented 
in a secure manner. We presented an authentication scheme that can be securely used 
to authenticate the user’s transaction. Our scheme can prevent attacks such as 
eavesdropping, message modification, replay, and phishing. For preventing online 
phishing attacks, the user must also inspect the transaction information to ensure its 
integrity before submitting the OTP.   
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Abstract. Sensor nodes used for constructing a wireless sensor network 
consume a small amount of electrical power and resources, and should be used 
efficiently in terms of energy consumption. LEACH (low energy adaptive 
clustering hierarchy), a protocol that periodically changes the cluster head, 
averages the power consumption of all nodes. Some researchers have suggested 
the use of a security system for LEACH, but such systems create a possibility in 
which certain nodes no longer connect with other nodes in the network. In this 
paper, we propose a new LEACH protocol that improves on these problems 
using a hierarchical-structured key-sharing scheme. Our method offers greater 
security than other related methods. 

Keywords: LEACH, Hierarchical-structured key sharing scheme, Key 
Individualization. 

1 Introduction 

Sensor nodes are small and have a simple structure where each node has a limited 
amount of resources. In addition, high-performance CPUs are not used in sensor 
nodes owing to their low-cost requirements. It is therefore undesirable to conduct 
advanced calculations at sensor nodes. In addition, we need to minimize the data, 
which is memorized in sensors and this done because the capacity of sensor's memory 
is low. Moreover, the nodes have a short battery life, and consequently, it is important 
to research methods for the energy efficiency of sensor networks. 

The use of LEACH[1][2] (low energy adaptive clustering hierarchy), a cluster-
based protocol, has been proposed by Heinzelman et al. LEACH has a feature 
that  cluster heads change periodically and averaging their overall energy 
consumption. This leads to a longer network lifetime because all nodes can randomly 
become cluster heads, allowing the energy consumption to be distributed. In addition, 
cluster heads compress the data received from ordinary nodes to reduce the amount of 
data needed to send to the base station, as well as the energy required. 

The original LEACH protocol does not consider the issue of security. Certain 
LEACH protocols with security features, such as SLEACH [3], SecLEACH [4],  
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3 Key Individualization 

In the hierarchical-structured key-sharing scheme described in the previous section, 
only by exchanging node IDs is a node permitted to generate the hierarchical key 
(common key) of every other node. However, the problem of a leaking key may arise 
if an attacker compromises a node. We therefore propose that the nodes exchange and 
share the number with their neighbors to individualize their key because there are 
only several tens of neighbors around each node at most. 

We suggest that each link share a random number and that two nodes use the key 
resulting from XORing the hierarchical key and the random number. For example, 
nodes A and B in Figure 1 share the hierarchical key kAB. Next, node A generates the 
random number rB and sends this value in encrypted form through the encryption key 
kAB to node B. Node B similarly generates rA and sends it to node A. The encryption 

key is kAB⊕ΣrAB, henceforth (rAB = rA + rB ). ΣrAB indicates the total number of random 

numbers used in past communication. The link key is renewed during every setup 
phase. The process of creating and renewing an encryption key is simple. The 
hierarchical key is generated by XORing the factor key, and thus the encryption key is 
generated by simply XORing all of the keys. Although a hierarchical key can be 
leaked by compromising a node, an attacker cannot obtain the random number. Thus, 
the link keys can never be leaked when a node is stolen. 

4 H-LEACH Protocol 

We will next describe the details of our protocol, H-LEACH. When a factory ships 
out the sensor nodes, the key arrays, the last key chain for μTESLA (that was 
proposed by Perrig et al. in SPINS [7]), and the unique key for the cluster head 
authentication are all assigned to the nodes. We assume that the base station knows 
the unique keys, correspondent nodes, and key chain {k0, k1, k2, ..., kj}. The sensor 
nodes are then set in the target area. 

Each node in the order of its node ID broadcasts its ID to its neighbors. A neighbor 
that receives the node ID generates a random number and sends this number, 
encrypted by the hierarchical key, back to the node with the broadcasted ID. In this 
way, the random value is shared along the link. 

After all nodes have finished sharing the random number, the setup phase starts. 
Figure 2 shows the H-LEACH protocol. First, the cluster heads are determined. The 
cluster head broadcasts the message adv, its ID idH, nonce, and MAC, which are made 
using a unique key (see 1.1), at a consistent signal strength. The base station also 
receives them and verifies the MAC. If the MAC is valid, the base station adds its 
node ID to the list of proper cluster heads. After all cluster heads finish broadcasting, 
the base station sends the list to the ordinary nodes using μTESLA (see 1.2 and 1.3). 
Because the signal strength can be considered dependent on the distance between the 
sender and receiver, an ordinary node selects from the list the cluster head with the 
highest signal strength. The ordinary node then generates a new random number and 
the link key link_kn-1 using the hierarchical key and the total number of past random 
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Fig. 2. H-LEACH protocol 

numbers. In addition, the new link key link_kn is made by renewing the link key 
link_kn-1 with the new random number. The ordinary node then generates a MAC 
using the new link key, link_kn-1, and sends the node ID, idAi; the cluster head ID, idH; 
the new random number, rand, encrypted by link_kn-1; and the MAC. This 
communication indicates that the node has become a cluster member of the cluster 
head. The MAC generated by the nonce prevents an attacker from replying with an 
attack. The cluster head receives the information, decrypts it, and renews the link key 
and authenticates the MAC using the key, link_kn. After the key renewal and MAC 
authentication of all cluster members, the cluster head makes the TDMA schedules 
and broadcast them to its cluster members.  

During the steady-state phase, an ordinary node begins to transmit the observed 
data. At this time, the ordinary node encrypts the data using the link key, link_kn, and 
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generates the MAC with the same key. H-LEACH is operated during multiple steady-
state phases. The MAC input therefore includes a nonce plus the number of repeated 
steady-state phases. After the cluster head receives the data, it verifies the MAC, and 
then decrypts and combines or compresses the data. Next, the compressed data are 
encrypted using the unique key of the cluster head and transmitted to the base station. 
When this phase is finished, the steady-state phase or setup phase begins. 

5 Security Analysis 

5.1 Target of an Attacker  

We assume that the intention of an attacker is to eavesdrop on or tamper with 
information on the network to break the confidentiality and integrity, and that the 
attacker is not performing an attack using a large-scale facility such as a jamming. In 
addition, as a prerequisite, there are no malicious nodes during node deployment, and 
the attacker can eavesdrop on the communication in a portion of the network but 
cannot listen in on the entire network. 

5.2 Confidentiality and Robustness  

We next describe the confidentiality at a link. In SLEACH, nodes have only a unique 
key for MAC generation. They are therefore unable to conduct cryptographic 
communication. In SecLEACH, the pre-distribution of a random key allows 
cryptographic communication between nodes. However, a link key can be leaked if an 
attacker compromises a node. This affects the other encrypted links because the 
leaked key may be used by the other nodes. In MS-LEACH, the nodes generate an 
encryption key using the key generation function. However, there is a possibility that 
all encryption keys may be leaked if an attacker succeeds in compromising a node 
before the node deletes the initial and master keys. In H-LEACH, encrypted 
communication is realized using the hierarchical-structured key-sharing scheme 
including key individualization. Given that the encryption method is secure, the 
confidentiality of the network information depends on the link key, which is the result 
of XORing the hierarchical key and the number of past random numbers. The 
hierarchical key can be leaked by compromising a node. However, the total number of 
past random numbers cannot be obtained by an attacker unless the attacker 
eavesdrops on the communication at the link from the beginning. As previously 
discussed, there is an assumption that it is difficult for an attacker to eavesdrop on all 
links. It is therefore only possible for a particular link key targeted by the attacker to 
be leaked. Therefore, there is no chance that all network information can be leaked by 
compromising only some of the nodes. 

5.3 Integrity  

A message from the nodes and base station is attached to the MAC through which the 
sender can be authenticated. If the MAC is secure, the integrity of the message is 
secure. 
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5.4 Availability (Probability of Sharing Keys)  

We next discuss the probability of sharing keys. In SecLEACH, the probability 
depends on the number of assigned keys and the pool size. A node cannot always 
share a key with the cluster head. In addition, the probability of sharing a key 
increases based on how many of the same keys the nodes share. Therefore, a stolen 
node has an influence on all of the other nodes.  

In H-LEACH, the probability of sharing keys remains constantly at 1. The 
hierarchical-structured key-sharing scheme makes it possible for a node to share a 
common key (hierarchical key) with every node. In addition, when the H-LEACH 
protocol starts, key individualization is first executed to share the random number 
between a node and its neighbors. The link key, which indicates the encryption key in 
the link, is composed by XORing the hierarchical key and the total number of past 
random numbers. Therefore, H-ELACH allows every node to share a common key. 

5.5 Validity of Sending Nodes  

A MAC generated from a unique key guarantees the validity of the message sender. 
The broadcast message includes the MAC when a node becomes a cluster head. The 
inputs of the generated MAC are its cluster head ID, message adv, and counter. A 
unique key is used, which includes secret information that the attacker cannot know 
unless the node is compromised. A valid MAC can therefore be created from a valid 
cluster head. Additionally, the base station authenticates the MAC. From the sent 
message, the base station knows the cluster head ID and MAC, whereas the message 
adv is a fixed form. The counter is synchronized with that of the base station. 
Therefore, the base station has all necessary information regarding the MAC 
authentication. The base station can verify a node declaring that it has become a 
cluster head, and can evaluate whether the node should be added to the valid cluster 
head list.  

When an ordinary node sends a message notifying that it has become a cluster 
head, a MAC is generated using some inputs and a key based on the hierarchical-
structured key-sharing scheme with key individualization. The inputs include the node 
ID, cluster head ID, new random number, and nonce. As previously discussed, the 
MAC key remains secret under the cluster head and node, and thus an attacker cannot 
create the same MAC. The cluster head that receives the message from the cluster 
head knows the secret information and obtains the needed information from its 
message. The nonce is known because the cluster head initially sent it. Thus, the 
cluster head can verify the MAC and exclude any malicious nodes.  

During steady-state phase communication, the MAC can be verified between the 
node and the cluster head, and between the cluster head and the base station, using the 
same method. A malicious node added by an attacker can be cleared away.  

A message with a TDMA schedule does not include the MAC, and thus the validity 
cannot be guaranteed. An attacker can pretend to be a cluster head and send a 
malicious schedule, resulting in network interference. However, such an attack 
requires advanced techniques and an intricate operation. We consider that an attacker 
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will use a jamming technique, which can achieve the same goal more easily. 
Therefore, this type of communication does not utilize a MAC. 

5.6 Robustness of a Reply Attack  

We next analyze the possibility of a reply attack. For the prevention of this type of 
attack, we use a counter and nonce. Each node has a counter synchronized with the 
base station so the counter value does not need to be sent. The counter is used as the 
MAC generation input when the node becomes a cluster head. In addition, the counter 
is incremented when the cluster head sends a message to the base station. The counter 
is not sent and remains the internal information of the node. An attacker therefore 
cannot obtain the value unless the node is compromised. In addition, an attacker 
cannot create the correct MAC, and we can therefore prevent the occurrence of a 
reply attack.  

On the other hand, a nonce, which is also called a one-time token, is used only once 
for communication. A nonce is broadcasted when a node becomes a cluster head. A 
nonce is also used as the input of the MAC generation when a node sends a message 
to the cluster head notifying that is has become a cluster member. The MAC 
generated by this nonce is valid only once in this round. If an attacker has 
eavesdropped on the message and sends it in a later round, the message, which 
includes the past nonce, is invalid, and the attacker cannot interfere with the network. 
In addition, a nonce is used during a steady-state phase. In the case of multiple steady-
state phases, a nonce added to the number of steady-state phases is used to generate a 
MAC. For the same reason described above, a reply attack can thus be prevented. 

Table 1. Security comparison of different LEACH methods 

 SLEACH[3] SecLEACH[4] MS-LEACH[6] H-LEACH 
(proposed) 

confidentiality bad good good good 

robust of burglar n/a not good not good good 

integrity good good good good 

availability good not good good good 

validation of 
sending node 

good good good good 

robustness of 
reply attack 

good good good good 

6 Conclusion 

In this paper, we proposed a new LEACH protocol , i.e., H-LEACH. The proposed 
protocol improves on existing research. The former makes it possible for all nodes to 
generate a common key with every other node. The latter prevents an attacker from 
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obtaining other link keys when compromising a node. In addition, the ability of every 
node to make a common key results in no limitations in selecting a cluster head. As in 
LEACH, the nodes can therefore communicate with the nearest cluster head. In 
addition, we considered security of H-LEACH by comparing other LEACH protocols. 

As future work, we need to analyze the security of H-LEACH when nodes die and 
their number decreases. In addition, our scheme is currently intolerable to internal 
attacks. Our next task is to consider a scheme that can guarantee network security, 
including attacks from the use of malicious nodes. 
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Abstract. In Shamir's (k, n)-threshold secret-sharing scheme, a secret is divided 
into n shares, and the secret is recovered from k shares. When this scheme is 
applied to a server system, the n shares are distributed to n servers. Therefore, 
the secret can be restored by collecting the shares from k servers. In the case of 
two secrets, the latter are distributed over n servers such that each server 
consists of one share of each secret. Secrecy addition is performed by the 
addition of the two shares on each server. The combined secret can be restored 
through the added shares from k servers. Therefore, secrecy addition is realized 
by using k servers. However, secrecy multiplication requires a multiplication 
result from 2k-1 servers. In this paper, we propose a secrecy multiplication 
based on Shamir’s (k, n)-threshold secret-sharing scheme that uses only k 
servers. Through this scheme, the system can realize secrecy calculation 
without altering the threshold level. 

Keywords: Secret-sharing scheme, secret calculation, multiplication, Shamir 
(k,n)-threshold secret-sharing scheme. 

1 Introduction 

In recent years, the concept of big data has attracted considerable attention. Big data 
is a term used to describe vast quantities of unstructured and semistructured data. 
Analyzing big data allows researchers to extract major statistical information that is 
effective in business. However, big data includes extensive private information. 
Therefore, balancing the effective use of big data with the need for privacy protection 
is a considerable technical matter. 

To address this matter, secrecy calculation is often used, in which a calculation 
result is obtained that allows the input value to remain secret. For example, when 
User A possesses a secret a and User B has a secret b, the secrets are encrypted to 
produce E(a) and E(b), respectively, where E represents the encryption. The users 
send their encrypted secrets to a calculator that calculates E(a+b), E(ab), or a 
combination of these. It performs the calculation according to a predetermined 
scheme but without knowing Secrets a and b. When User C, a user who is authorized 
to access the secrets, obtains the result, he or she decrypts E(a+b), E(ab), or their 
combination to, respectively, obtain a+b, ab, or the result of the combination . 
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Schemes that conduct secrecy calculations based on Shamir’s (k, n)-threshold 
secret-sharing scheme are well known. Shamir’s scheme divides a secret into n shares 
and recovers that secret from k shares. This means that no secret is revealed if k shares 
are not revealed. In addition, a secret can be restored even when n-k shares are lost. 
Furthermore, a secrecy calculation based on Shamir’s scheme offers high speeds. 

When this scheme is applied to a server system such as a cloud system, n shares are 
distributed to n servers, and the secret can be restored by collecting the shares from k 
servers. In the case of two secrets, the latter are distributed over n servers such that 
one share of each secret is present on each server. Then, secrecy addition of the two 
secrets is performed by the addition of the two shares on each sever. k added shares 
are sufficient to restore the combined secret. Therefore, secrecy addition is realized by 
using k servers. However, secrecy multiplication requires a multiplication result from 
2k-1 servers. For example, the schemes of M. Ben-Or et al. [6] and R. Gennaro et al. 
[7] require 2k-1 servers for multiplication. If k=3, n must be greater than or equal to 5. 
Therefore, we cannot construct a secrecy calculation system based on Shamir’s (3, 4)- 
or (3, 3)-threshold secret-sharing scheme. In addition, secrecy multiplication cannot 
be performed even if the system restores or adds secrets. Therefore, the conventional 
secrecy calculation system is unsatisfactory. 

In this paper, we propose a secrecy multiplication based on Shamir’s (k, n)-
threshold secret-sharing scheme that employs only k servers. This reduces restrictions 
on the secrecy calculation system. Moreover, by this scheme, the system can realize 
secrecy calculations without altering the threshold level.  

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce 
related studies. In Sections 3 and 4, we describe and evaluate our scheme, 
respectively. Finally, in Section 5, we present concluding remarks. 

2 Related works 

In this section, we describe Shamir’s (k, n)-threshold secret-sharing scheme and 
multiplications as used in M. Ben-Or et al. [6] and R. Gennaro et al. [7]. 

2.1 Shamir’s (k,n) -Threshold Secret-Sharing Scheme 

Let s denote a secret, n denote the number of servers that store shares, and p denote 
the prime numbers that satisfy s < p and n < p. All calculations in this paper are 
processed in Z/pZ and servers are assigned a unique server ID of xi(i = 1,…,n). 

2.1.1   [Distribution] 

1. Select a prime number p that satisfies s < p and n < p. 
2. Assign a server ID from n elements of Z/pZ to each server. Server IDs are denoted 
by  (i=1,… , n). 
3. Generate (1) from secret s and k-1 pieces of random numbers  (l = 1, 2,…,k-1) 
chosen from elements of Z/pZ. 
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               (1) 

4. Add server IDs xand shares Wwhich are obtained using (1), to each server. 

2.1.2 [Reconstruction] 
1. Shares that are used for reconstruction are assumed to be Wif (if = 1, 2,…,k), and 
server IDs corresponding to the servers that include these shares are xif . 
2. A user who reconstructs a secret calculates s by solving k in simultaneous 
equations. In these calculations, using Lagrange’s interpolation is convenient.  

2.2 Multiplications Based on Shamir’s Scheme  

Let a and b be two secrets. Shares Wai and Wbi (i = 1,…,n) are produced by Shamir’s (k, 
n)-threshold secret-sharing scheme shown in (2) and (3) and are distributed to n 
servers. Each server computes Wai×Wbi as below. 

                 (2) 

                  (3) 

        (4) 

Although (2) and (3) are k-1 polynomials, (4) is a 2k-2-degree polynomial. Therefore, 
the number of shares required to solve (4) is 2k-1. 

3 Proposed Scheme 

3.1 Summary 

In general, in a (k, n)-threshold secret-sharing scheme, a server possesses only one 
share. However, in our scheme, a server has two shares. 

The results of secrecy multiplication conducted in our scheme are restored by 
collecting 2k shares from k servers. However, if an attacker can obtain k shares from 
k/2 server, the secret is revealed. Therefore, our main objective is to include two 
secrets in a server and allow one share to remain secret. 

3.2 Algorithm 

Consider User A, who possesses a secret a, and User B, who possesses a secret b, in 
which  , ϵ Z/pZ  and the calculation is performed in Z/qZ 

. User C can then restore the 
calculation result. 
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3.2.1 [Distribution] 
User A generates 2n shares, which are ψ ψψ (i = 1, 2,…, 2n),from Secret a, and User B 
generates 2n shares, ψ ψψ (ψψ=1ψψ2ψψψψ2ψ), from Secret b.  

                (5) 

               (6) 

1. A distribut Useres WiA (i = 1, 2,…, n) to n servers and User B distributes WiB (i = 1, 
2,…, n) to n servers.  
2. User A generates a random number rA and User B generates a random number rB. 
3.User A calculates WiA’= rAWiA (i = n+1, n+2,…, 2n) and User B calculates WiB’= rBWiB (i 
= n+1, n+2,…, 2n). 
4. User A distributes WiA’ (i = n+1,n+ 2,…, 2n) to n servers and User B distributes WiB’(i 
= n+1, n+2,…, 2n) to n servers. 
5. User A produces n shares, RiA (i =1, 2, …,n), from rA, and User B produces n shares, 
RiB (i =1, 2, …,n), from rB. 
6. User A distributes RiA (i =1, 2, …,n) to n servers and User B distributes RiB (i =1, 2, 
…,n) to n servers. 

3.2.2 [Multiplication Step] 
1. Each server calculates WMi = WiAWiB (i =1, 2,… , n). 
2. Each server generates WMj’= WjA’WjB’ (i =n+1, n+2,… , 2n). 

3.2.3 [Multiplication Results] 
1. User C collects WMi (i = 1, 2,… , k) and WMi’(i = n+1,n+2,…, n+k) from k 
servers. 
2. User C collects RiA and RiB (i = 1, 2, … , k) from k servers, and restores rA and rB.  
3. User C divides WMi’(i = n+1,n+2,…, n+k) by rArB.  
4. User C obtains a multiplication result from WMi (i = 1, 2,… , k) and W′Mj/rArB (i 
= n+1,n+2,…, n+k).ψ

4 Security of the Proposed Scheme 

4.1 Security Against Factorization 

In our proposed scheme, shares ψ ψψ (ψψ=n+1ψψψψ 2ψψψψψψ)areconcealed
bymultiplyingarandomnumberψψ.Therefore,ifψ ψψ’ is factorized 
into ψ ψψψandψψψ, and an attacker obtains k shares from k/2 servers, he or she obtains 
Secret a. However, every number except for 0 has an inverse element in the modular 
operation on a prime number q. Therefore, ψ ψψ’ is factorized by every number 
except 0.  

Table 1 provides a case of factoring the prime number q=7 and shows that a 
combination of all numbers except 0 is realized for WiA’ = Wia×rA. In the proposed 
scheme, although 0 is not used, if a share becomes 0 during distribution, User A 
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reselects a1ψψψψψψψψ and recalculates a new share. In addition, when rA is 0 during 
Distribution (2), User A recalculates a new random number. Therefore, our scheme 
maintains information theoretic security.  

Table 1. Factoring table for prime number q=7 

 ψ ψψ’ψ ψ ψψ ψψ

 
 

Multiplication 

 
 

5 
 

6 2 
5 1 
4 3 
3 4 
2 6 
1 5 

4.2 Security Against Attack on the Server Less than the Threshold Value 

In this section, we show that the Secrets a and b do not leak from shares of the server 
that possesses a value less than the threshold value. Each server has shares ψ ψψ,ψψ ψψ, 
ψ ψψψ’,ψψ ψψψ’, and ψψψψψψψψψ For simplicity, we consider the threshold k=2 and 
observe ψ ψψ and ψ ψψ’ to obtain Secret a, because other shares are independent of 
Secret a. In this case, ψ ψψ and ψ ψψ’ are described as follows.  

WiA = a + a1xi                                              (7) 

W′jA = ra(a + a1xj)                             (8) 

Although two expressions are given, three unknown elements must be solved: a, a1, 
and rA. Therefore, Secret a cannot be revealed. This means that our scheme possesses 
information theoretic security. 

When threshold k is greater than or equal to 3, we consider a case in which an 
attacker collects shares from the k-1 server. He or she tries to solve 2(k-1) expressions 
using the Gauss elimination method. However, the last expression can result in the 
previous expressions given in (7) and (8). Therefore, when threshold k is greater than 
or equal to 3, our scheme has information theoretic security. In addition, Secret b is 
the same. 

4.3 Storage Capacity and Computational Complexity 

In the proposed scheme, a server requires a storage capacity three times that required 
in a conventional scheme because a server possesses three shares: WiA, WiA’, and RiA. 
However, a conventional scheme must employ a 2k-1 server to conduct secrecy 
multiplication. By contrast, our scheme requires only k servers. Therefore, the storage 
capacity of the server must increase by approximately 1.5 times. 

A comparison of the computational complexity of the two schemes is as follows. Our 
scheme requires 4k multiplication, whereas a conventional method requires 2k-1 
multiplication. However, because the number of servers required for the calculation 
differs, the total storage capacity for our proposed scheme is approximately twice that of 
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the conventional approach. In addition, our scheme requires the generation of a random 
number, distribution and reconstruction of that random number, and one division.  

However, only our method realizes multiplication by k servers using Shamir’s (k, 
n)-threshold secret-sharing scheme. 

5 Conclusion 

In this paper, we proposed a secrecy multiplication based on Shamir’s (k, n)-threshold 
secret-sharing scheme using only k servers. Through this scheme, the system can 
perform secrecy calculation without changing the threshold level. In addition, we 
showed that our scheme possesses information theoretic security.  
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Abstract. The data that flows through wireless sensor networks is often private. 
Although data encryption is required, the calculation ability of each sensor node 
is weak. Therefore, common key encryption systems are suitable for sensor 
networks. To encrypt data using a common key, a key exchange scheme is 
required. For large-scale mesh-type wireless sensor networks, Key Pre-
distribution Schemes have been used. However, this scheme involves some 
nodes that cannot perform key exchange. Moreover, as the number of stolen 
nodes increases, the analysis of the common key becomes easier. In this paper, 
we propose a novel key exchange scheme that does not include nodes that 
cannot perform key exchange. Even if many nodes are stolen, the proposed 
scheme ensures that the analysis of keys in other nodes is not possible, in the 
case where the attacker cannot intercept communication between any of them. 

Keywords: Wireless Sensor Network, key exchange scheme, Key Pre-
distribution Scheme. 

1 Introduction 

A wireless sensor network [1][2] is a network comprised of many sensor nodes. A 
sensor node is a small device with a sensing function that transmits and receives 
sensing data by wireless communication. The data that flows through a wireless 
sensor network is often private; therefore, data encryption is required. However, 
because a sensor node has a limited power supply, its calculation ability is weak. 
Consequently, common key encryption systems are often used in sensor networks. To 
encrypt data using a common key, a key exchange scheme is required. However, 
sensor nodes are physically installed in locations that may be insecure, which makes it 
easy for attackers to steal nodes. When many nodes have the same keys, the attacker 
can analyze the keys of other nodes by means of the stolen nodes.   

To address these problems, key exchange schemes have been studied [3-10]. Key 
Pre-distribution Schemes [3-8] store randomly selected keys, called element keys, 
before deploying sensor nodes. For encryption, the scheme generates a link key, 
which is a common key generated from the element keys. However, if a certain node 
is analyzed, the element key stored in the node will be revealed. Therefore, 
performing a key analysis of Key Pre-distribution Schemes is easy for attackers. 
Moreover, these schemes may be unable to exchange an encryption key. To improve 
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the probability that an encryption key is exchangeable, the number of preshared keys 
must be increased.  

On the other hand, the Lightweight Extensible Authentication Protocol (LEAP) [9] 
[10]can readily exchange an encryption key ; however, if a master key is analyzed, all 
keys are analyzable. If an attacker can stop the timer built into the node, he/she can 
have sufficient time to analyze the master key. 

To address the above issues, an exchange scheme suitable for a large-scale mesh-
type wireless sensor network should have the following features: 

(1) The ability to establish different keys for different paths between nodes with 
minimal communication. 

(2) Employs no nodes that cannot perform key exchange. 
(3) Makes it difficult to analyze the key of other nodes by means of the stolen nodes, 

even if many nodes are stolen. 

In this paper, we propose a new key exchange scheme that can satisfy the above 
requirements. The proposed scheme can exchange keys by exchanging only node IDs; 
moreover, the analysis of keys in other nodes is not performed if an attacker cannot 
intercept communication among all nodes.  

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce 
related works. In Section 3, we describe our scheme, and we evaluate it in Section 4. 
In Section 5, we provide concluding remarks.  

2 Related Works 

In this section, we describe two existing key exchange schemes that are typically used 
for wireless sensor networks. 

2.1 Key Pre-distribution Scheme 

The Key Pre-distribution Scheme [3] was proposed by Eschenauer et al. in 2002. The 
scheme includes a key pool in which numerous element keys are contained; each node 
randomly selects from the key pool the element keys to store. Accordingly, if the 
same element keys are chosen by certain nodes, those nodes can conduct encrypted 
communication. Each element key has a key ID. Therefore, when two nodes 
communicate, the key ID of each node is exchanged; each node verifies whether its 
key ID is the same as the sent key ID. When nodes do not share the same element 
key, they cannot perform a key exchange. 

Various studies have aimed to improve key exchange availability and robustness 
against key analysis [4-8]. The typical scheme proposed in [4] employs two or more 
key pools. Each node selects from the key pools the element keys to store. The size 
and number of key pools can be arbitrarily set. The smaller the size, the greater the 
availability of key exchange; however, the more the robustness against key analysis 
deteriorates. 

2.2 LEAP 

LEAP can readily exchange an encryption key. In basic LEAP schemes, a node 
generates a master key using initial key KIN and a node ID, which are initially stored 
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in each node. The key pair used for encryption with other nodes can be generated 
using the master key. Accordingly, the assumption exists that an attacker must 
analyze KIN and the master key within Tmin because the nodes delete KIN and the 
master key at Tmin, which is set by the timer in the node. However, if the attacker can 
stop the timer before it reaches Tmin, the keys are not deleted. Because the node 
structure is publicly accessible and the sensor node is not tamper resistant, the 
possibility that an attacker will succeed in key analysis is significant 

3 Proposed Scheme 

We propose a hierarchical-structured key exchange scheme and key individualization 
for large-scale wireless sensor networks. Our proposed scheme is a type of Key Pre-
distribution Scheme that reduces the number of element keys stored in each node. It is 
therefore highly robust against key analysis. 

3.1 Hierarchical-Structured Key Exchange Scheme 

First, we consider key sharing at n nodes. We provide a symmetric matrix, which is 
shown in the right-hand side of Figure 1. The node with IDn as the node ID has a set 
of element keys, Gn {gn1, gn2, ..., gnn}, which is called a key array. In this matrix, 
because key gij is the same as gji, node i and node j can be exchange the key. Only by 
using one matrix, however, the number of keys held by a node increases as the total 
number of nodes increases. Consequently, the nodes require a high memory capacity, 
which is not desirable in a resource-limited sensor network. The hierarchical-
structured key sharing scheme establishes the layers of this structure to decrease the 
number of keys that the nodes must have. 

In the hierarchical-structured key sharing scheme, we create key arrays, Gij, where i 
= 1, 2, 3, ..., h, and j = 1, 2, 3, ..., n. Here, h is the number of hierarchies and n is the 
number of branches. Gij includes ghj1, gij2, gij3, ..., gijn. These are defined as the element 
keys, and h and n are determined by considering the total number of nodes. Nodes are 
assigned to the terminal of the hierarchy and have a corresponding key array. 
Therefore, each node has h key arrays, and the number of element keys is h × n. A 
law states that ghjk = ghkj. When sharing the key, the node requests another node’s ID. 
The node refers to each hierarchical symmetric matrix to find a common element key. 

Figure 2 illustrates an example in which h = 3 and n = 2. Here, we make 23
 (8) 

nodes that have keys in this situation. First, all nodes are divided into two parts, and 
key arrays G31 and G32, are assigned to these parts. Each part is again separated for the 
two groups, and G21 and G22 are assigned to them. This process repeats until it 
terminates. Each entity then has three key arrays and thus six element keys. For 
example, node A in Figure 2 has G12, G21, and G31 as its key arrays. That is, it has the 
key element {g121, g122, g211, g212, g311, g312}. 

Nodes can obtain the common key of every other node using this scheme. Suppose 
that nodes A and B generate a common key. Node A has the element key {g121, g122, 
g211, g212, g311, g312}, and node B has { g111, g122, g211, g212, g321, g322}. The shared key 
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elements are {g121, g211, g212, g312}. This is known by a node receiving the ID of 
another node and by referring to the symmetric matrix at each hierarchy. Finally, the 
common key kAB between nodes A and B is 

312212211211111 gggggK ⊕⊕⊕⊕=                      (1) 

Note that "⊕ " indicates an exclusive OR, and that kAB obtained by this scheme is 
called a hierarchical key. 

 

Fig. 1. Key sharing at n nodes 

 
Fig. 2. Hierarchical-structure key-sharing scheme 

3.2 Key Individualization 

Key individualization refers to the key’s localization; that is, a new layer is added to 
the structure under the hierarchy described above, as shown in Figure 2. First, each 
node exchanges a common key using the scheme proposed in the previous section. 
Next, each node exchanges a random sequence of numbers and holds it in the new 
layer as the localized key. Because there are few nodes that can communicate, the 
node holds few localized keys. By applying this scheme, an attacker cannot identify 
all link keys unless the attacker eavesdrops on all communication from the beginning. 
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We suggest that each link shares a random number and that two nodes use the key 
resulting from XORing the hierarchical key and random number. For example, nodes 
A and B share link key kAB using the scheme described in Section 3.1. Next, node A 
generates random number rB and sends this value in encrypted form through key kAB to 
node B. Node B similarly generates rA and sends it to node A. The new link key is kAB 

⊕ ΣrAB, henceforth (rAB = rA + rB ). ΣrAB indicates the total number of random numbers 
used in past communication and it is stored in the localized layer. The link key is 
renewed during each setup phase. Although a hierarchical key can be leaked by 
compromising a node, an attacker cannot obtain the entire random number. Thus, the 
link keys can never be leaked when a node is stolen. 

4 Evaluation and Consideration 

As mentioned earlier, our proposed scheme is a type of Key Pre-distribution Scheme. 
Therefore, in this section, we evaluate and compare our scheme with a typical Key 
Pre-distribution Scheme [4]. 

4.1 Required Node Memory Size and Key Exchange Availability 

The typical Key Pre-distribution Scheme can establish the number of element keys to 
hold in a node regardless of the number of nodes. Key exchange availability is 
determined by the number of key pools and keys in a key pool, which determine the 
number of element keys. Key exchange availability pl in the typical scheme is 
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                          (2)

 

Note that m is the number of key pools, and t is the number of keys in the key pool. 
Key exchange availability is decided by probability. The relation of the number of 
element keys and key exchange availability is shown in Figure 3. 

  
Fig. 3. Key exchange availability in a typical scheme 
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In our scheme, the number of element keys is h × n. The number of hierarchies is h, 
and n is the number of branches. h and n are determined by considering the total number 
of nodes. For example, if it assigns the element keys to 10,000 nodes on 10 branches 
and 4 hierarchies at each node, it must hold 40 keys. The minimum is 28 keys in the 
case of 2 branches and 14 hierarchies. In this case, 6,384 nodes can be added.  

In our scheme, all nodes can exchange an encryption key with certainty because 
our scheme uses a symmetric matrix. In addition, our scheme is excellent for key 
exchange availability.  

4.2 Robustness against Key Analysis 

Robustness against key analysis is the most important feature for preserving the security 
of wireless sensor networks. It is assumed that an attacker steals c nodes and knows the 
element keys stored in the nodes. The attacker can obtain the link key between other 
nodes if the stolen nodes have those nodes’ element keys. In short, the probability that 
the attacker obtains the link key is given as the key leakage probability. 

In our scheme, key analysis is evidently difficult using key individualization if the 
attacker cannot intercept all communications from the beginning. 

  

Fig. 4. Leakage probability 

4.3 Power Consumption 

In this section, the power required for key exchange in a large-scale mesh-type 
network is measured. The QualNet network simulator [11] is used for measurement. 

4.3.1   Simulation 
Table 1(a) shows the simulation environment. Tables 1(b) and (c) show the preset 
value on the sensor network in the simulation, in which it is assumed that the time to 
exchange keys begins simultaneously. The data of 1,000 bytes cannot be transmitted 
at once; it is therefore divided into ten 100-byte pieces, which are each transmitted at 
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intervals of 1 ms. Because the number of element keys in the typical scheme can be 
arbitrarily set, some cases (in which the number of element keys is 8, 25, and 250) are 
assumed. Therefore, the sent data sizes are 32, 100, and 1,000 bytes as key ID, and 32 
bytes as node ID. 

Table 1. (a) Simulation environment; (b) preset value on sensor-network; (c) details of the node 
arrangement domain 

(a)       (b)  

 
(c) 

 
 

 
 
 
 

Simulation 
software 

OS CPU Memory 

QualNet 
5.2 

windows7 
professional 

Intel 
corei7-970 

12GB 

Number of nodes 1000 
Node arrangement domain Square domain 

Method of arrangement Random 
Node ID size[byte] 32 
Key ID size [bit] 32 

Send data size [byte] 32, 100, 1000 
Number of the element key 8, 25, 250 

Telecommunications standard IEEE 802.15.4 
Transmitting protocol MCBR 

Number 
of nodes 

Square Domain 

50 135m×135m 
100 195m×195m 

1000 600m×600m 
 

4.3.2   Simulation Results 
Simulation results of the transmitted power and received power are respectively 
shown in Tables 2 and 3. Our scheme transmitted only the node ID, whereas the 
typical scheme sent the key ID, which is possessed by the node. Therefore, in the 
latter scheme, the greater the number of element keys, the greater the power 
consumption. A node receives data from all surrounding nodes and transmits data 
only once. Therefore, received power is greater than transmitted power. In our 
scheme, power consumption was approximately only 3 μWh regardless of the number 
of element keys. This result is practical with consideration of driving by a dry cell. 

Table 2. Transmission power comparison (μWh) 

Data size[Byte](Number of element keys) 
Proposed Scheme Typical Scheme 

32 32(8) 100(25) 1000(250) 

0.437 0.437 0.877 2.997 

Table 3. Received power comparison (μWh) 

Data size[Byte](Number of element keys) 
Proposed Scheme Typical Scheme 

32 32(8) 100(25) 1000(250) 

2.217 2.217 4.658 15.21 
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5 Conclusion 

In this paper, we proposed a hierarchical-structured key exchange scheme that is 
suitable for large-scale mesh-type wireless sensor networks. Our scheme can establish 
different keys for different paths between nodes with minimal communication; 
moreover, it can exchange an encryption key with certainty. In addition, our scheme 
has high robustness against key analysis. 

We performed a simulation to compare our scheme with a typical Key Pre-
distribution Scheme. The superiority of our scheme was demonstrated in terms of 
memory size required for each node, key exchange availability, robustness against 
key analysis, and power consumption. 
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Abstract. SCADA systems have been upgraded from the standard serial bus 
systems to modern TCP/IP based systems. The Modbus protocol is one of the 
most widely used protocols in SCADA networks. However, it provides no 
inherent security mechanisms. Therefore, the Modbus protocol is susceptible to 
the type of attack that injects false Modbus commands by fabrication or 
modification. In this paper, we propose an abnormal behavior detection method 
by using normal traffic pattern learning on Modbus/TCP transactions. Our 
approach is based on the characteristics of SCADA networks that are likely to 
have a regular traffic pattern. Most of all, the proposed method is performed 
according to the analysis of only Modbus/TCP request messages. Therefore, it 
has the benefit of detecting abnormal behavior on even with the simple traffic 
pattern learning. 

Keywords: SCADA system, Modbus, Abnormal behavior, Pattern learning. 

1 Introduction 

The SCADA (Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition) network refers to a network 
needed to effectively monitor and control controllers in critical infrastructures, such 
as the power, gas and transportation facilities. In the past, the SCADA network had a 
closed environment that was separated from the external network. However, the use 
of faster and more efficient technologies such as the industrial Ethernet is becoming 
more widespread[1]. Furthermore, the SCADA network is evolving into an open 
environment that can connect to the Internet. However, although the advancement by 
applying IT (Information Technology) has many benefits in terms of efficiency, it 
also induces more security threats to a control system because of increased 
vulnerabilities. Moreover, industrial protocol standards such as Modbus (Modicon 
Communication Bus) and DNP3 (Distributed Network Protocol) have no inherent 
security controls[2, 3]. Therefore, attacks can be made in a much easier manipulation, 
and there is the possibility that unknown attack may be generated at any time[4]. 
Therefore, countermeasures to such attacks that can be induced by such 
vulnerabilities are required. 

This paper proposes an abnormal behavior detection method for responding to 
unknown security threats. In particular, the proposed method focuses on the Modbus 
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command that is one of the most widely used protocols in SCADA network. Most of 
all, it supports a simple detection mechanism by using normal traffic pattern learning 
based on traffic characteristics of SCADA network. 

This paper is organized as follows: Chapter 2 presents a brief description of the 
Modbus/TCP protocol and the traffic characteristics of SCADA networks. Chapter 3 
describes how the proposed method detects abnormal behavior. Lastly, Chapter 4 
presents the conclusion and future plan. 

2 Background 

2.1 Overview of Modbus/TCP 

Modbus is an industrial communication protocol and is now widely used worldwide 
as the communication standard by various control systems such as PLC 
(Programmable Logic Controller), RTU (Remote Terminal Unit) and HMI (Human 
Machine Interface). It is a client/server-based application layer communication 
protocol that uses a wide range of transfer media. Since the development of 
Modbus/TCP in particular, it has become the main communication method due to its 
superior communication speed and system operation. The existing Modbus Serial is 
generally converted to Modbus/TCP in the gateway to be connected to the higher 
level systems[5]. 
 

 

Fig. 1. Modbus/TCP Packet Frame and Transaction 

Fig. 1 shows the packet frame architecture and transaction of Modbus/TCP. As 
shown in the figure, the Modbus/TCP packet has the Modbus ADU (Application Data 
Unit) on top of the conventional TCP/IP header. It is divided into the MBAP (Modbus 
Application Protocol) Header and the Modbus PDU (Protocol Data Unit). Each field 
is described as follows: 

• Transaction ID separates the client and server message pair in a TCP session. 
• Protocol ID indicates the Modbus protocol (0). 
• Length indicates the byte count of the Modbus PDU. 
• Unit ID identifies the remote server not located in the TCP/IP network. 
• Function Code identifies the type of command issued by a client to a server. 
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As a conventional TCP application, the Modbus/TCP transaction connects a TCP 
session for the communication between a client and a server and transfers the 
messages on top of it, and uses service port no. 502 of the server side. 

2.2 The Characteristics of SCADA Networks 

The SCADA network has various control systems that consist of control devices such 
as sensor and actuator as well as the controller such as PLC and RTU that controls the 
devices. Besides, it may also have HMI and SCADA server to monitor efficiently 
many remote controllers as shown in the Fig. 2. 

 

Fig. 2. Example of the SCADA Network Environment 

Because the SCADA network is operated according to a pre-defined process for a 
special purpose, it is different from the Internet environment. Also, the initial 
installation environment has a high level of continuity, because almost no network 
topology or system is changed. In addition, the communication among control 
systems has a periodicity for control and monitoring from the operational standpoint. 
Therefore, the availability of application services can be predicted, because only a 
limited number of control systems are used. The characteristics of such a network 
have a high possibility of having a regular traffic pattern, based on the protocol 
standard. 

By applying IT, SCADA networks are now facing the new challenge posed by the 
need to reinforce cyber security. So, IT security technologies which are widely 
applied in the Internet environment have been applied. However, the SCADA 
network environment uses a specialized control protocol, and has a special 
requirement in that connection to the outside network should be minimized as much 
as possible. Therefore, existing security technologies have limitations in protecting 
control systems in SCADA networks. That is, security technologies that consider the 
SCADA environment are required[6, 7]. Furthermore, a network-based security 
technology is more required, because the availability is particularly essential for a 
control system. 
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3 Proposed Abnormal Behavior Detection Scheme 

This paper presents a technique for detecting the abnormal behavior on Modbus/TCP 
transactions. This is performed by learning the traffic patterns between control 
systems. Fig. 3 shows the overall processing architecture for detecting the abnormal 
behavior beyond normal traffic patterns by using normal traffic pattern learning. 
 

 

Fig. 3. Overall Architecture 

As shown in the figure, the proposed scheme mainly consists of three blocks and 
one repository. The description of each block is as follows: 

• Packet Monitoring Block monitors all packets on Modbus/TCP transactions and 
delivers only Modbus/TCP request packets to the high-level blocks. 

• Traffic Learning Block listens to the network traffic and generates Modbus/TCP 
communication patterns during learning phase. The generated patterns are used as 
normal patterns for detecting abnormal behavior after learning phase. 

• Abnormal Traffic Detection Block analyzes network packets one by one and raises 
an alert when the content of one packet is different from learned normal patterns. 

Next, the repository consists of two tables. Each table has information than can be 
collected from only Modbus/TCP request packet. Fig.4 shows the entries of each 
table. First, the Command Table is used for detecting the abnormal command that can 
be derived from supervisory zone. That is, the unregistered command patterns 
between a client and a server may be determined as an abnormal behavior. Next, the 
Controller Table is used for detecting the abnormal behavior in terms of controller 
zone, such as an invalid request from controller and a request to unknown controller. 
In addition, Modbus PDU can store up to 3bytes for identifying each command 
exactly, and Unit ID is used for identifying the controllers in serial line. 
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Fig. 4. Configuring the Communication Pattern Repository 

 

 

Fig. 5. Abnormal Behavior Detection 

Lastly, Fig. 5 shows the overall packet processing flow during the detection phase. 
As shown in the figure, only Modbus request packets with destination port 502 are 
analyzed, and an alert is raised when the content of the packet is different from 
normal patterns of each table. Here, the warning level of abnormal command consists 
of three levels, and the warning level 3 is classified as the most severe level. 
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Through the above mechanisms, the proposed technique can detect various types of 
abnormal behavior on Modbus/TCP transactions. Because the proposed method is 
performed according to the analysis of only Modbus/TCP request messages, it has the 
benefit of detecting abnormal traffic on even with the simple traffic pattern learning. 

4 Conclusion 

In this paper proposes an abnormal behavior detection method by learning normal 
traffic patterns on Modbus/TCP transactions. The proposed method enables the 
detection of various abnormal behaviors that can be generated via the message 
fabrication or modification on Modbus/TCP transactions. Our approach is based on 
the characteristics of SCADA networks such as continuity, periodicity and 
predictability. Most of all, the proposed method is performed with only Modbus/TCP 
request messages. Therefore, it has the benefit of detecting abnormal behavior on 
even with the simple traffic pattern learning. 

In the future, we plan to study to rectify the problems identified in the various tests 
and to develop further techniques for detecting the other types of abnormal traffic. 
Moreover, we plan to test the stability of the developed method by actually installing 
and operating it in SCADA networks. We also plan to expand its function to other 
control protocols such as DNP3 in addition to the Modbus/TCP protocol. 
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Abstract. Among the many health care issues for elder people, fall detection 
has shown up as primary focus. We propose a sensor fusion concept for elder 
fall monitoring and analysis. The idea is to integrate depth sensor and motion 
sensor. We illustrate the sensor fusion concept and implement the wireless fall 
detection sensor sub-system. We experiment with angular acceleration data in 
three limbs parts of human test target. Different life patterns of elderly are 
selected to test the motion monitoring system: walking and falling. Two 
methods are employed as diagnosis tool. The first is the energy expenditure 
method, while the second is the neural network method. The first tests the 
sensitivity of motion sensor, while the second filters out the noisy motion data 
for correct classification purpose. We discovered that the trained weights and 
bios from the neural network based on three limbs parts measurement data has 
allowed us to differentiate fall from regular walk motion with high accuracy.  

Keywords: three axis accelerometer, sensor network, elder fall pattern, high 
pass filter. 

1 Introduction 

Following the deployment of highly matured medical treatment equipment and 
techniques within the developed country, elder population has gained momentum in 
both quality of life and health conditions. However, many elderly face health 
monitoring problems alone with family members at work. Among the many health 
issues faced by elderly at home, the unexpected fall has been a major cause of severe 
body injuries.  The fall detection and monitoring has thus become a major challenge. 

This paper proposes an idea that integrated multiple sensors into one operating unit 
that can monitor and signal the occur of fall accidents. The system consists of an 
infrared depth sensor and angular acceleration sensor working together side by side.  
Fig. 1 illustrated the system information flow. The idea is to make use of these sensors 
working under the command of a central personal computer.  The PC is responsible of 
exercising proper sensors at right occasions for elder’s living environment.  Both 
sensor is popular and economy in cost. The infrared sensor is through a Kinect depth 
capture camera, while the angular sensor is based on a wireless sensor network running 
IEEE 802.15.4/Zigbee protocol. The wireless sensor is mounted on different limb 
parts of the test target, and depth sensor is mounted on higher region of the living 
environment.  We implemented the angular acceleration sensing capability using 
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wireless infrastructure of Zigbee.  The integration part with the depth sensor is shown 
as conceptual work, while the fall detection is physically tested with a complete 
wireless communication network. 

Khan and Habib [1] developed a fall detection system which uses a single camera 
to detect falls.  The system uses background subtraction to isolate the location of a 
person in the image. Motion gradient data is then used to determine if a fall has 
occurred. The drawback of this system is the light noise makes correct justification 
hard.  Rougier et al. [2] have developed a similar system which also uses the 
Microsoft Kinect sensor.  This system also implements both a position based and 
velocity based algorithm for detecting falls. However, they only use the centroid 
location.  G. Mastorakis et al [3] propose the similar system without motion sensor.  
They measure the velocity based on the contraction or expansion of the width, height 
and depth of the 3D bounding box. By explicitly using the 3D bounding box, their 
algorithm requires no pre-knowledge of the scene (i.e. floor).  However, once the 
subject is out of range, they are not able to sense falls. 

Some other systems[6, 7] enable the monitoring of activities of daily (ADL) 
living: life habits, movements, immobility, and restlessness.  In order to monitor 
ADLs, some systems use sound or video [4, 5].  They have often been criticized and 
described as an intrusion into personal privacy.  Some research teams use non-
invasive sensors such as infrared sensors [10], ultrasonic sensors [8] based on motion 
detection, or floors equipped with pressure sensors[8].  The major problem with these 
sensors is the difficulty of distinguishing between the monitored subject and other 
people nearby[11].  Thus, monitoring is limited to time slots when the person is alone 
in the bedroom, for example during the night.  None of above has made use of sensor 
fusion concept. 

2 System Description 

The  fall detection system is composed of two sub-systems working together.  The 
depth sensor keep monitoring the motion of the test target, and is the major source of 
the body figure information.  Once the test target moves out of the scope of the depth 
sensor, the system starts the Zigbee sensor and start to deliver the critical body posture 
information back to the server computer for analysis and monitoring. This paper 
focuses on the sub-system of Zigbee sensor. 

The angular acceleration sub-system is only activated when there is occlusion 
detected by the depth sensor as shown in the control flow of Fig. 1. The signal flow is 
then activated by the same server running depth sensor. This provides a benefit of 
energy saving for the wireless sensor as the acceleration sensor serves as clients 
running on battery power. While the Kinect sensor also consumes energy, it is based 
on a wired power cable connected to a constant power source. The motion sensor, on 
the other hand, takes the risk of dark out if battery power is gone. This is an intolerable 
situation when actual fall has occurred. Thus our proposed idea can compensate the 
pro/cons of the two types of sensor consistently.  

The Zigbee angular accelerator sensor works in client/server mode as shown in Fig. 
2. The right hand side of Fig. 2 is the client node attached to limbs of the test targets.  
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Battery is shown on top of the client chip set.  The server node is in charge of 
communication with all the client nodes mounting the acceleration sensor.  The tiny 
LCD displays on the server node left of the Fig. 2 shows a small circle in the middle, 
indicating the neutral state of the client node on the right. 

 

   
Fig. 1. Control flow of the integrated fall detection system    Fig. 2. Angular accelerator  
                                                                    sensor client/server node               

3 Research Methods 

We make use of three acceleration sensors mounted on the three different portions of 
the test target, one on the wrist, one on the waist, and third on the knee.  The goal is 
to enhance the diagnosis accuracy and sensor sensitivity.  The test target is asked to 
exercise falls in four directions: front, back, left and right.  The fall starts from a 
stand still configuration. The acceleration is recorded separately in three different files 
for further processing. 

To differentiate fall action from regular motion, two numerical procedures are 
taken to produce useful judge criteria. One makes use of energy consumption index, 
while the other makes use of Neural Network technique to further classify the 
accident events.  The energy expenditure method makes use of the square root of 
square of acceleration values at four different directions in a fixed window size of 0.5 
second. The purpose of this method is to find out the sensitivity of sensor node 
attached to different part of the test target.  The second method makes use of the 
neural network methodology to further classify the fall accident from normal activity 
taking into the measurements from all three parts of the human body.  Due to noise in 
the fall data typically encountered in the real world motion activity, it is necessary to 
account for these noises and generate a reliable database for verification and 
justification purpose.  We make use of the back propagation method of the neural 
network techniques(BPNN) for this purpose.  
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Eq.(1)~(3) describes the energy expenditure procedure taken to measure the 
severity of the fall with sensor mounted on different parts of the test target.  The fall 
acceleration values in four directions are first squared then summarized then square 
rooted to generate the energy items.  A window of 0.5 seconds on the time axis is 
used to level out the energy terms.  That is the average of two consecutive energy 
terms is calculated with the sliding window.   
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Eq.(4) gives the mathematical meaning of the BPNN method.  Y(t) stands for the 
output of the training process.  We use 0, 1 to stand for the fall/walk situation.  Xi(t) 
means the input to the training program.  Wi and θare the weighting factor and 
deviation value of the BPNN method.  Given proper values, we are able to justify if a 
set of motion data is fall or walk.   

We make use of the six set of test data in both fall and walk mode as training 
inputs. Each set of both modes contains data from motions on three limbs on the test 
target. The other two set in each mode is used as ground truth to compare the training 
accuracy. 

4 Experiment Results 

Fig. 3~5 shows the acceleration history data of fall motion in three different limbs 
parts.  The fall happens with the test target standing still in the beginning.  The test 
target exercise falls in four different directions.  That is fall forward, backward, left 
and right.  Fig. 6 is the results of applying eq. (1)~(3) to calculate the step function of 
the energy terms for sensor on the three limbs parts.  From this figure, we can 
observe the fall energy signal from the waist is lowest, while that from the knee if 
highest.  This indicates that fall motion bears largest angular turn on the test target.  
This phenomenon could indicate that the knee is experiencing the highest impact in 
momentum and causes severe damage to the elderly.  Another useful sign of this 
phenomenon is that angular sensor is rather sensitive to fall when mounted on the 
knee.  This is different from the observation of many other papers about sensor 
placement which use the axial linear acceleration sensor.  Their results indicate the 
axial sensor is more sensitive when mounted on the waist.  

Two separate data sets of walking and falling motion are stored for testing the 
training  accuracy.  The results in Fig. 9 shows walking data can generate the 
estimated output of 0.07516, while that of falling data can generate an estimated 
output of 0.99593.  This is a satisfactory performance of the BPNN in classifying the 
fall from regular walking motion.  The estimation errors measured in MSE and 
MAPE are all reasonable low as shown in Fig. 9. 
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Fig. 3. Angular acceleration data from wrist   Fig. 4. Angular acceleration data from waist 

      

Fig. 5. Angular acceleration data from knee   

 

        

Fig. 6. Energy expenditure data of falls from three limbs parts 

order of difference is in three.  This makes the selection of a threshold to differentiate 
the falling action from other actions an easy task.  A threshold value of 600(m/s2) 
becomes an arbitrarily reasonable option. 
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To further study the falling action, test user is asked to try falling action at 
different directions with different sensor placement on user body.  Two sensor 
locations are selected, one in the chest pocket, while the other in the waist location.  
The result is shown in Fig. 11 for sensor located in the chest.  The lowest impact 
value shows up in the northern direction with a 350(m/s2) value.  The maximum 
value shows up in the eastern direction with an 887(m/s2) value.  The lowest values 
among different direction are about in the same order of 300(m/s2), while the 
maximum value is around 700~800(m/s2).  This indicates that a threshold of 
350(m/s2) provides a reliable cutoff value to justify falling action with a chest sensor 
location.  The same procedure is repeated for sensor location on the waist.  The 
statistics is shown in Table 1 together with statistics of other actions between the two 
locations.  From this figure, it is interesting to notice that the fall action generate a 
much higher lowest impact than other actions for both sensor locations.  Moreover, 
the lower bound impact of waist location seems to be twice to that of chest location.  
This suggests that wearing sensor in the waist location can better differentiate the 
actions than wearing in the chest location.  However, given the lower bound of 
impact of 350(m/s2), it is still much higher than that of other actions regularly seen in 
everyday motions.  Thus this paper has developed and verified the reliable threshold 
values for justifying falling actions with two different sensor locations.  Both can 
differentiate from regular motions at home. 

Fig. 7 and 8 is the composite angular acceleration data from the walking motion 
and falling motion of the test target respectively.  The data from the three limb parts 
are again collected and fed into the BPNN training model as one single set.  Due to 
variation in each test exercise, the data in Fig. 7 and 8 show slight changes in their 
wave forms. 

 

Fig. 7. Composite angular acceleration data from the walking state 

 

Fig. 8. Composite angular acceleration data from the falling state 
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Fig. 9. BPNN training verification results 

5 Conclusion 

This paper propose a sensor fusion system for elder fall monitoring and analysis. The 
system consists of depth sensing sub-system and motion detection sub-system. The 
depth sensor keeps monitoring the elder at home alone.  Once the target moves out of 
the scope of the depth camera or gets occluded by home furniture, the wireless  
motion sensor takes over the monitoring responsibility. 

We illustrate the sensor fusion concept and implement the wireless fall detection 
sensor sub-system.  The wireless motion sensor measures angular acceleration 
motions. We have collected angular acceleration data in three limbs parts of human test 
target. Two fall diagnosis methods are used to first test the sensitivity of motion sensor, 
then filter out the noisy fall data for correct classification.  The energy expenditure 
method is used to rate motion data from sensor mounted on three limbs parts of test 
target. We discovered that knee sensor is most responsive to the fall action using 
angular acceleration detections. This is a new discovery different from other Zigbee 
fall sensor studies[12].   

Moreover, the use three limbs parts measurement data has allowed us to 
differentiate fall from regular walk motion with help of BPNN technique.  The trained 
weights and bios have successfully estimate fall action from only six set of input data. 

Future work will cover the fusion of depth sensor into the framework of fall 
detection.  Occlusion detection and power management will be included for 
sophisticated health management at home. 
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Abstract. Recent paradime for convergrnce technology between traditional 
maritime industry and ICT has spotlighted, especially applied for the prevention 
of accidents and for remedies. With the introduction of samrt ship and recent 
addvance in the communication technology, the accidents in coastal areas has 
not been reduced. The reason is that those accidents were caused by small 
vessels which have not fully eqipped with navigational and communication 
system. In this paper, we introduce a electronics chart system for mobile 
devices based on international standard, S-57, in small vessels. For this system, 
we propose a data transformation scheme applicable to mobile device. Finally, 
we illustrate some experiments and results of the system which is implemented 
with Android platform. 

Keywords: S-57, ENC, Mobile Device, Rendering. 

1 Introduction 

Due to the physical constraints, satellite and VHF communication is mainly used in in 
maritime environment[1]. As traffics in maritime is increased and various IT device 
gets popularity, the necessity of the broadband communications service is also 
increased[2][3][4]. Many broadband maritime services are based on the 
ENC(Electronic Navigational Chart) services. Maritime GIS(Geographic Information 
System) is required to comply with S-57, which is an ENC Specification of 
IHO(International Hydrographic Organization)[5]. Hydrographic Organization in 
each nation produce ENC based on S-57, and distribute and use it. Now all vessels 
over 300 tons are required to equipped with ECDIS (Electronic Chart Display and 
Information System) which displays ENC data[6]. However, smaller vessels have no 
such requirements at all and thus use other alternatives such as ENC Viewer, 
Electronic Chart System, Paper Chart. Recently, smart devices gets more popularity, 
some ENC products in mobile devices are introduced[7]. However, map in those apps 
is just simple extensions of land-based map services and is not suitable for the 
maritime GIS system which requires more accuracy. In this paper, we propose data 
transformation mechanisms and some experimental results for S-57 based ENC 
system for mobile devices.  
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2 Related Work 

2.1 S-57 

S-57 means IHO(International Hydrographic Organization) Transfer Standard for 
Digital Hydrographic Data. Hydrographic organizations produce ENC product 
specification by collecting geospatial characteristics, artificial objects, routes, depth 
information. S-57 is a data modeling standards which defines data set, structure and 
description used for the ENC product specification[8]. S-57 Standard document is 
divided into five parts, the part 1, part 2, part 3 describe structure of the standard, 
ISO/IEC 8211 encapsulation, theoretical data model, data structure. Appendix A  
concerns about IHO Object Catalogue. The featured object kinds can be categorized 
into a finite number of types, such as lights, beacons, wrecks, built up areas etc. they 
can be more precisely described by assigning to it a number of attributes and then 
specifying values for those attributes, therefore a particular object is encoded by 
specifying the appropriate feature object class, attributes and attribute values[9]. 
Appendix B specifies ENC product specification and IHO Object catalogue data 
dictionary product specification. 

2.2 ENC(Electronic Navigational Chart) Product Specification 

ENC product specification is rules to make ENC which is defined by Hydrographic 
organizations. ENC data shall be produced and distributed according to the encoding 
rules of ENC product specification. ENC data set makes use of object catalog which 
refers features and attributes in object catalog. All features in ENC shall be encoded 
as ENC data according to the specified attributes in the feature catalog while 
complying with rules specified in the product specification. Exchange set in ENC is 
encoded as ASCII or binary according to ISO/IEC 8211 standards[6].  

3 S-57 Data Translation 

S-57 cannot be used directly for ENC services in mobile devices with two reasons. 
The first is that mobile devices have resource constraints. By nature of mobile 
devices, S-57 data shall be optimized to be used in mobile devices. The second is the 
volume of map data in S-57 shall be reduced so as to meet the map services 
requirements in coastal area where needs only simple map information rather than full 
S-57 information 

3.1 Procedure 

Original S-57 ENC data(.000 file) is encapsulated with ISO/IEC 8211. So it need to 
decrypt and parsed before it is translated. Parsed data need to be stored in xml file 
format. This process can be performed in PC server not mobile devices. XML data 
with S-57 product specification is transferred from the server to the mobile device 
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over wireless networks. As illustrated in the figure, there are two mechanisms to the 
storage in mobile devices. The first is to store S-57 structure itself in database table. 
The second is to store in the file system after translating into rendering format at 
drawing engine.  

 

Fig. 1. S-57 ENC Data Translation Sequence 

3.2 S-57 ENC Data to Database Table in Mobile Device 

As illustrated in the figure, Structured S-57 ENC data from the server is stored in the 
database at mobile device. 
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4 Rendering Test in Mobile Device 

4.1 Test Environment 

ENC data which is used for the experiments is KR4F4C20(KR4 Approach) map 
which cell size is 30’ and scale is 1/30,000 ∼ 1/89,999. Object information used in the 
map is as follows.  

 

Fig. 2. Test Map (KR4F4C20) and Object Information in Map 

In this paper, we measured the data loading time and object creation time for land 
area obejcts which the number of points is the largest and which drawing complexity 
is highest, the number of land point is 132,244.  

4.2 Test Result 

The delay time between the load of the object information from SQLite DB and 
object generation is shown as following table. 

Table 1. Loading & Generating Object Time Using DB Table 

 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th Avg 

Loading Time(s) 14.621 14.616 14.245 14.066 14.6 14.429 

Generation Time(S) 0.479 0.503 0.482 0.477 0.459 0.48 
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Table 2. Loading & Generating Object Time Using File System 

 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th Avg 

Loading Time(s) 0.034 0.025 0.037 0.024 0.025 0.029 

Generation Time(S) 0.646 0.593 0.609 0.636 0.639 0.624 

 
Map Viewer App. services are shown in the below figure which makes use of S-57 

ENC data in Google Nexus 10 Mobile Device.  
 

 

Fig. 3. S-57 Data Viewer on Google Nexus 10 

5 Conclusion 

In this paper, we propose two mechanisms for displaying S-57 ENC data in mobile 
devices, which makes use of database and file system. Also, we analyzed the delay 
with two mechanisms with the experiments where compare loading time of land 
objects in specific sells. Our experiments illustrates that rendering with database takes 
more time to collect the information from several DB tables and thus require table re-
structuring and BLOB(Binary Large Object) processing for the optimization. On the 
other hand, rendering with file system enables faster rendering but it has the 
dependency between rendering program and data, and data update problem. These are 
left for the future study. 
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Abstract. Team sports tactics analysis systems often focus on game event 
detection, which are unable to analyze the tactics in detail and suggest better 
tactics for training. We introduce a novel tactics training system that is able to 
assess the state of the basketball game in detail, and find better defense tactics. 
Instead of tracking only player/ball positions, our system studies players’ 
attributes together with their court positions to accurately estimate each player’s 
offense threat or defense ability. We then formulate an optimization problem to 
find the defense tactics that could minimize the offense team’s threat. The 
optimal defense tactics found by our system have received favorable 
evaluations by three professional basketball coaches in Beijing Sports 
University from a professional point of view, and as opposed to some well 
known defense conventions, our system opens up new promising defense tactics 
and possibilities. 

Keywords: Tactics analysis, attribute vectors, optimal tactics, sports training. 

1 Introduction 

Team sports tactics training studies the current state of the game to determine a good 
tactic move such as where to attack or which player to defend. The most common 
method for tactics training is to study from past games videos. For example, we can 
study the opponent team’s offense tactics in the video and figure out the flaws in our 
own defense tactics. Traditionally, this requires the coach to watch numerous past 
matching replays, and the quality of training is limited by the coach’s available time. 

Many efforts have been made to assist tactics training [1-5]. For example, Fu et al. 
[1] developed a screen action detection system for a basketball game. They use 
Kalman filter to track the players’ trajectories, and the screen actions are detected 
based on players’ relative distances. Zhu et al. [2] developed a goal detection system 
in a soccer game. They extracted the goal events based on game time and web-casting 
text alignment. They further divided the soccer field into different regions to analyze 
if the opponent team is likely to initiate side-lane attacks or center attacks. 

Despite their good performances in screen detection, goal detection, or other type 
of event detections, the related systems provide only low level assistances in tactics 
training. They are able to capture certain events in the game to save the coach some 
analyzing time, but they provide little help towards finding a better tactics. For 
example, successful screen detections will help the coach to make a statistical 
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reference, but provide no insights on how to rotate defense to deal with the 
opponent’s screen actions. Also, being able to detect goal events and find out the 
opponent prefers side-lane attacks or center attacks will be helpful, but such 
information does not lead to any suggested defense tactics.  Moreover, the analysis 
provided in such systems is not enough and sometimes incomplete. For instance, the 
opponent team may prefer side-lane attacks because their star player roams to the 
side-lane or because there is a weak side-lane defender on our team. We need to build 
defense tactics around the opponent team’s star player or our weak defender based on 
different situations. 

It will not be sufficient for tactics analysis without considering players’ attributes. 
Players' attributes are vectors that able to reflect players’ mechanics in the target 
sports. For instance, in a basketball game, players’ attributes may consist of medium 
shot, block rate, ball handle, etc. Different offense players should be weighted 
differently in a defense tactics based on their attribute values. For example, when 
making defense decisions, star players are likely to be weighted higher because they 
have higher attribute values compare to normal players. 

Furthermore, players’ attributes should be combined with their positions when 
making defense decisions. Let us consider an example in a basketball game. An 
offense player in the opponent team is extremely good at inside shot and layup, but 
performs poorly outside the 3-point line. He will have a large scoring potential when 
inside the restricted area while having minimal threat outside of 3-point line. It will be 
the best to double-team the player inside the restricted area while leave him 
unattended outside the 3-point line. 

In this paper, we present a new tactic analysis system that is able to provide high 
level assistances in basketball tactics training. Our system is able to assess the state of 
the sports game, which considering players’ positions along with their attributes, and 
find out better defense tactics for the team, which is different from existing systems. 
We formulate an optimization problem, where the goal is to minimize the threat of the 
offense team after applying our defense tactics.  

2 Tracking and Calibration 

There are many object tracking methods in the literatures [6-11]. Wu et al. [12] 
presented a detailed evaluation of the state of the art tracking methods using various 
testing video sequences and evaluation metrics. Our target videos, the broadcast 
basketball videos, have some challenging aspects, such as illumination variation, 
player/ball occlusion, background clutters and non-rigid object deformation. Based on 
the performance comparison reported [13], we use Sparsity-based Collaborative 
Model (SCM) [6] as our tracker, as it performs fairly well in those challenging 
aspects. The tracking results are presented in Figure 1. 

Players’ positions derived from the tracker are 2D positions in the image 
coordinate system which is the projection coordinate system of the real basketball 
court coordinate system. Before conducting any tactic analysis, we need camera 
calibration to calculate the camera projection matrix to transform 2D image 
coordinates to 3D court coordinates. The transformation of 2D image coordinates 
(u,v) to the corresponding 3D court coordinates (x,y,z) can be described by the 
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      Fig. 1. Player and ball tracking                     Fig. 2. 6 reference points (a-f) 

Table 1. 6 reference points (in meters)           Table 2. Attributes correspondences 

Point x y z  IS BR + CR 
a 1.2 6.72 3.95  CS BR + CR 
b 1.2 8.52 3.95  MS BR + CR 
c 0 5.18 0  3PS BR + CR 

d 5.79 5.18 0  LU BR + CR 
e 5.79 10.06 0  BH SR 
f 0 10.06 0  DL + QK TC + QK 

 
following equation: ( , ,1) ' ( , , ,1) ',u v M x y z= where the projection matrix M has 11 

unknown parameters, which can be calculated from six non-coplanar reference points 
whose positions are known in both image and court coordinate systems [14,15]. We 
choose the two top corner points of the backboard and the four corner points of the 
restrict area as our reference points (named from a to f). The origin of the court 
coordinates system is set at the top left corner of the court with X axis overlapping 
with the sideline, Y axis overlapping with the baseline, and Z axis perpendicular to 
the court plane (Figure 2). The court positions of the 6 reference points (a-f) are listed 
in Table 1. The positions of reference points across frames can be located by SCM.  

3 Optimal Defense Tactic 

3.1 Player Attribute Vector 

Each player needs to have an attribute vector to represent the player’s in game 
mechanics so that the offense threat or defense ability can be accurately estimated. 
The attribute vectors are consisted of attributes related to fundamental basketball 
techniques, including Inside Shot (IS), Close Shot (CS), Medium Shot (MS), 3-Point 
Shot (3PS), Layup (LU), Ball Handle (BH), Drive the Lane (DL), Block Rating (BR), 
Contest shot Rating (CR), Steal Rating (SR), Take Charge (TC), and Quickness (QK). 
Some of the attributes are offensive attributes, and can be affected by their defensive 
counterparts. As an example, an offense player’s 3-Point Shot will be affected by a 
defender’s Block Rating or Contest shot Rating. In Table 2, we list the 
correspondences of offensive attributes (left column) and defensive attributes (right 
column). Offensive attributes will be effective only when the player is at a desired 
court position. For example, 3-Pointer Shot will only be effective when the player is  
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Table 3. The effective range (distance to the hoop in meters) 

Attr IS CS MS 3PS LU DL 

Range 0~1.5 1.5~3 3~6.75 6.75~8 0~1 3~10 

 
Defense player  Offense player

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5   
            Fig. 3. Defense distance (d) and angle (α).               Fig. 4. One Assignment 
 Left – Good d and α; Middle – Bad d, fine α; Right – Good d, bad α. 

 
around the 3-point line. Therefore, we introduce an effective range vector E (Table 3), 
which describes attributes’ effective range by the distance to the hoop. 

3.2 Player Offense Threat and Defense Ability   

The offense threat of a player depends on his/her offensive attributes and court 
position. We estimate the offense threat based on the effectiveness of offensive 
attributes. An offensive attribute will contribute a lot to the threat if the player is 
located within the effective range of that attribute. On the other hand, if the player is 
far away from the effective range of a certain offensive attribute, the attribute will be 
less important and attenuated by some decay function f. 

For an offender k, let Ak be its offensive attribute vector and Ai
k be the ith offensive 

attribute. Let E be the effective range vector and Ei be the effective range of the ith 
offensive attribute. The player’s offense threat Ok, which measures the effectiveness 
of Ak, can be calculated as the following equation set, where Hk is the distance from 
the player to the hoop, and f is the exponential decay function.  

. ( , ),k k k
i i iO A f H E= /

( , )
k

ia H Ek
if H E e

− −=   

Furthermore, we put some emphasis on ball procession by a player (player *) by an 
amplifier 1∂ > , because the player is able to initiate the attack directly. The offense 
threat for the ball procession by player * is estimated as: 

* * *. ( , )i i iO A f H E= ∂  

The defense ability of each player depends on its defensive attributes as well as its 
position relative to the assigned offender. An offender cannot be well defended if the 
defender is at a far away position. Moreover, if an offender possesses the ball, s/he 
cannot be well defended if the defender is at a bad defense angle (e.g. behind the 
offender). Therefore, we attenuate the defender’s attributes based on the relative 
distance and defense angle to the assigned offender with the decay function F. Figure 
3 shows different examples of defense distance d and angle α between an offender 
(red) and a defender (green). 
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Specifically, for a defender l with assigned offender k, let Bl be the defense 
attribute vector and Bi

l be the defensive attribute corresponding to the ith offensive 
attribute Ai

k. The player’s defense ability ( , )l kD , which is the attenuation of Bl, can be 
calculated as the following equation set, where ( , )l kd and ( , )l kα  are the relative 
distance and defense angle between defender l and offender k respectively. The form 
of decay function F depends on if the assigned offender k has the ball possession. 

( , ) ( , ) ( , )
where. ( , ),  l k l l k l k

i i dD B F α=
/

/ /

without ball possession 

 with ball possession

( )
( , )

( ). ( ) .

b d

b d c

k

k

d
d

d

f e
F

f f e e αα
α

−

− −

⎧ =
= ⎨

=⎩
 

3.3 Optimal Defensive Tactics  

In a basketball game, there are five different roles for the five players in a team, 
namely Point Guard (PG), Shooting Guard (SG), Small Forward (SF), Power Forward 
(PF), and Center (C). We will follow the convention and represent each role with a 
number from 1 to 5. A man-to-man defense tactic (defense assignment) can be 
abstracted by a set of connections between the defense and offense player, where 
multiple defenders can connect to a single offender (e.g. double team), but not vice 
versa (Figure 4). Therefore, we represent each defense tactic by a vector q, which 
contains the connections from each defender to its assigned offender. For example, 
the defense tactics in Figure 4 can be represented as q = [(1,1), (2,2), (3,2), (4,3), 
(5,5)]. Because each defender will have 5 different assignment options, the set of all 
possible defense tactics Q will have 55 different tactics in total. Our goal is to find the 
optimal q ∈  Q that could minimize the offense team’s remaining offense threat after 
apply the defense tactics. From the discussions in Section 3.2, we are able to estimate 
the offense threat kO of offender k, and the defense ability ( , )l kD of defender l to 
offender k. If we consider the entire offense team, the remaining offense threat after 
applying a defense tactics q can be represented by the following equation: 

( , )

( , )

( )k l k

k l k q

R O D
∈

= −∑ ∑ . Because an offender’s remaining offense threat should not be 

negative, we revise the equation to make sure every attribute in R is greater or equal 
to zero as the equation below, where abs(P) is the absolute value of vector P. The 
remaining threat of the offense team will be represented by the L1-norm 'R . Our 

optimization problem of finding the best defense tactic can be formulated as: 
 

Minimize ' ,R ( , ) ( , )

( , ) ( , )

Subject to   ' { ( )} / 2 and k l k k l k

k l k q l k q

R O D abs O D q Q
∈ ∈

= − + − ∈∑ ∑ ∑  

4 Experiment Results 

The video footages in our experiment are selected from 2012-2013 NBA playoffs 
finals, San Antonio Spurs (SAS) vs. Miami Heat (MIA). We compare the optimal 
tactics of our system and the tactics used in two of the selected footages. In addition, 
the tactics generated by our system have been evaluated and commented by three 
professional basketball coaches from Beijing Sports University. We report their 
opinions about our training system. 
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           5a                      5b                       5c                   5d 

Fig. 5. The defense tactic in the first footage (a-b) and our optimal defense tactic (c-d) 

Table 4. Players’ attributes 

Name # Team R IS CS MS 3PS LU BH DL BR CR SR TC QK 
Chalmers 15 MIA PG 70 67 69 89 69 85 57 31 31 78 86 90 

Wade 3 MIA SG 89 86 87 77 87 93 94 65 65 74 88 78 
James 6 MIA SF 89 88 82 83 87 84 81 57 57 74 88 78 
Miller 13 MIA PF 70 68 65 89 70 69 41 27 27 60 78 73 
Bosh 1 MIA C 82 82 76 25 87 66 60 60 60 54 80 64 

Andersen 11 MIA C 79 79 72 25 92 59 47 80 80 68 81 65 
Allen 34 MIA SG 78 77 80 97 86 86 69 34 34 63 82 70 
Parker 9 SAS PG 85 83 87 75 88 93 79 25 25 72 79 91 

Ginobili 20 SAS SG 80 78 78 89 78 89 84 44 44 79 85 77 
Green 4 SAS SF 78 77 74 91 86 54 36 44 44 54 67 72 

Leonard 2 SAS PF 78 78 66 85 83 65 45 65 65 65 70 78 
Duncan 21 SAS C 82 82 79 25 87 76 58 75 75 57 86 56 

 

 

 
            6a                       6b                       6c                    6d 

Fig. 6. Our optimal defense tactic (a-b) results in a successful defense (c-d) 
 

The first offense/defense footage can be summarized as follows. It starts off with 
offense team SAS’s Center player Duncan (#21) coming out of the restricted area to 
take screen action for the Point Guard Parker (#9), who has the ball procession. The 
current defense tactic for MIA is Chalmers (#15) on Parker, Wade (#3) on Green (#4), 
James (#6) on Ginobili (#20), Miller (#13) on Leonard (#2) and Bosh (#1) on Duncan. 
Because the screen action, Chalmers is in a bad angle to defend Parker. MIA uses 
Bosh as the backup defense of Parker to keep pressure on the ball, while rotating 
Miller to defend Duncan from attacking the rim (Figure 5a). When Chalmers has 
regained the defense position/angle for Parker, Bosh is in a bad position to defend 
anyone. The defense rotation ends up with an open shot opportunity for Leonard 
(Figure 5b). As opposed to MIA’s tactic in the footage, our system finds the defense 
tactic that minimizes the threat of the offense team. First, we initialize players’ 
attributes based on the statistics of past seasons [16], which include players’ name, 
number on the court (#), role (R), and players’ 12 basketball mechanics (Table 4). 
From players’ attributes, we can observe some flaws of the tactic used in the footage. 
For example, MIA uses Bosh to cover Parker when Chalmers is in a bad defense 
position/angle. Parker can perform a very fast dribble breakthrough (DL = 79, BH = 
93, QK = 91) while Bosh is a relatively slow moving Center (SR = 54, TC = 80, QK = 
64). It will be difficult for Bosh to follow the pace of Parker. Secondly, MIA rotates 
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Miller to defend Duncan from attacking the rim, where Duncan can either initiate a 
Medium Shot attack or a Close Shot attack after one dribble. His corresponding 
attribute values (MS = 79, CS = 82) are much higher than Miller’s Block Rating or 
Contest shot Rating (BR = 27, CR = 27). The defense tactic in the footage will not 
only result in an open shot opportunity for Leonard, but may also result in the 
extremely challenging match ups. Figure 5c-d demonstrates the optimal tactic we 
found. Instead of sending Bosh to cover Parker, the team should use him to defend 
Duncan and avoid the rotation of Miller. On the other hand, the team should send 
James to cover Parker until Chalmers regain his defense position/angle. This tactics 
avoids the challenging match up where Bosh defends Parker and Miller defends 
Duncan in the restricted area, and uses a quicker moving Small Forward James (SR = 
74, TC = 88, QK = 78) to cover Parker.  

All of the three coaches in Beijing Sports University showed their favorable 
evaluations in the optimal tactics provided by our system. They commented that when 
the offense team conducts a quick screen action (pick and roll) between the Center 
and the Point Guard, the defense team normally needs to send their Center to 
temporarily cover the opposite team’s Point Guard. This defense tactics is more 
predictable and is likely to result in defense switch between Center and Point Guard 
which creates more opportunities for the offense team, such as penetration by the 
Point Guard or attacking the rim directly by the Center. They feel the optimal tactics 
found by our system opens up promising defense possibilities. If a more agile player 
(e.g. a Small Forward like James) is near the pick and roll location, sending such a 
player will prevent the defense switch and boost the defense quality. 

The second footage starts off with offense team SAS’s Small Forward Green (#4) 
penetrates the MIA’s front line defense. Green’s corresponding defender Allen (#34) 
is at a bad defense position/angle and he is not able to mitigate the threat of Green 
effectively. The optimal defense tactic found by our system is that Andersen (#11) 
will help Allen to defend Green (#4) while James (#6) move back to defend Duncan 
(#21) as shown in Figure 6a-b. The rest of the clip shows that due to the pressure of 
Andersen, Green (#4) cannot attack the rim directly, and he ends up pass the ball to 
Duncan (#21). Because of the runback of James, MIA is able to mitigate the threat of 
Duncan and successfully defends this round (Figure 6c-d). 

5 Conclusion 

In team sports tactics training, the coach usually needs to watch the past matching 
replays in order to find a better tactics for the team. Many efforts have been made to 
assist tactics training, but without considering players’ attributes. Related tactic 
analysis systems provide only low-level assistances in tactics training such as game 
event detection, and are unable to find a better tactics. In this paper, we present a novel 
tactics training system that is able to assess the state of the game, which includes 
players’ attributes together with their court positions, and estimates the offense team’s 
threat as well as the defense team’s defense ability. We formulate an optimization 
problem that minimizes the offense team’s remaining threat, and the optimal tactics 
that results in the minimal remaining threat is suggested to the tactics training. 
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Abstract. To support a directional antenna, IEEE 802.15.3c specifies a high 
data transmission rate and short frequency range communication based on the 
characteristics of 60 GHz band. However, the contention-based protocol of 
IEEE 802.15.3c may cause channel collisions and throughput degradation as the 
number of stations in the network increases. In order to resolve this problem 
and reduce channel access latency, we propose an adaptive contention access 
period (CAP) assignment approach in which the contention window size for 
optimal transmission probability is derived after the directional information has 
been obtained by means of access point (AP) control procedures. Simulations 
demonstrate that the proposed algorithm outperforms the existing channel 
access scheme in IEEE 802.15.3c networks. 

Keywords: Contention access period, directional antenna, IEEE 802.15.3c, 
millimeter wave. 

1 Introduction  

Recently, spectrum utilization between 30 and 300 GHz has drawn considerable 
attention due to the possible high speeds. Because the wavelengths for these 
frequencies are between 1 and 10 mm, it is referred to as the millimetre wave 
(mmWave) band. There are currently two standards for mmWave networks, namely 
IEEE 802.15.3c wireless personal area networks (WPANs) and European Computer 
Manufacturers Association (ECMA)-387, which has been developed by the Technical 
Committee (TC)-48. The former is based on centralized networks [1], whereas the 
latter is based on distributed networks [2] aiming for more than 2 Gbps for a target 
data rate. 

The IEEE 802.15.3c MAC layer defines two distributed channel access 
mechanisms: a reservation channel access mechanism called the channel time access 
period (CTA) and a contention-based channel access mechanism called the contention 
access period (CAP). The CTA section is assigned to the same fixed-size period and 
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the same minCW value for each sector. Consequently, when the CTA section is 

allocated for the sector that does not exist on any stations, the system performance can 
suffer degradation. When using a directional antenna, CW should be applied to the 
number of stations and the type of application traffic in every sector. If a directional 
antenna is used, the communication space is supposed to be divided into several 
sectors according to the antenna element. 

In general, STA is not distributed uniformly in the space. Therefore, the number of 
STAs existing in each sector becomes different and the number of STAs used to 
communicate with the PNC also becomes different as a result. Though the number of 
STAs that exist in each sector is different, IEEE 802.15.3c allocates regular S-CAP 
(Sub CAP) to all sectors uniformly for the STAs to send commands to the PNC. 
Furthermore, initial minCW values per sector are fixed as value 7 uniformly. This is 

also supposed to make unnecessary the backoff phase. We propose algorithm which 
allocates regular S-CAP within dynamic CAP according to the number of STAs for 
each sector and dynamically allocates the required initial contention window size 
during the backoff procedure. 

In this paper, we propose the dynamic CAP assignment algorithm of minCW in 

CTA depending on the number of stations and the type of application traffic in each 
sector. To obtain the optimal performance, we first derive the optimal transmission 
probability by considering the number of stations and ACs. The corresponding CW 
size for the optimal transmission probability is then computed. Simulation results 
demonstrate that the proposed adaptive CAP assignment approach (A3) can reduce 
the channel access latency by 57 % to 78 %. 

2 Adaptive CAP Assignment Approach 

The proposed A3 consists of two phases. The first phase allocates regular S-CAP 
dynamically according to the number of STAs that exist in each sector. The second 
phase allocates initial CW values considering the number of STAs against allocated 
regular S-CAP. 

In the case of using a directional antenna in IEEE 802.15.3c, the PNC 
communicates per sector and can receive the table by checking the number of STAs 
that exist in each sector. The PNC can recognize the number of STAs for each sector 
up to the previous superframe through its own information table. Utilizing the 
information, the PNC allocates the regular S-CAP area out of CAP in proportion to 
the number of STAs, as in (1). 

= ⋅ _
j

j total CAP
total

m
S S

m
 (1)

where jS and _total CAPS mean size of jth sector and size of total regular S-CAP, 

respectively. In addition, jm and totalm are the number of STAs in jth sector and the 

number of total STAs. If there is no STA in a certain sector, regular S-CAP is not 
allocated in the sector. 
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Fig. 1. Example of network topology 

 

Fig. 2. Illustration of previous CTA allocation and proposed adaptive allocation 

Fig. 1 illustrates the activity of the proposed algorithm of dynamic regular S-CAP 
allocation. Fig. 2 indicates an example of co-existence of one PNC and 10 STAs in 
one piconet. At this time, the antenna elements of PNC are 8 and supposed to be 
divided into 8 sectors. There exists 4, 1, 2, 3 STAs in direction 1, 2, 3, 7 and no STAs 
exist in direction 4, 5, 6, 8. If the proposed algorithm is not applied in this 
circumstance, the area for sector 1~8 in regular S-CAP would exist as the same size 
altogether. On the other hand, if the proposed algorithm is applied, it can be 
recognized that regular S-CAP in CAP is allocated only for sectors 1, 2, 3, 7 in 
proportion to STAs and not allocated for sectors 4, 5, 6, 8 as in Fig. 1. Such that if the 
proposed algorithm is used, system efficiency can be increased by reducing the 
probability of conflict between commands of STAs along more allocation of regular 
S-CAP to more sectors, as well as prevention of unnecessary allocation of regular S-
CAP. 
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For STAs of the piconet to transmit data to other STAs, a command to obtain the 
CTA section has to be transmitted to the PNC first. While the procedure is 
implemented through CAP, the existing CSMA/CA mechanism allocates the same 
competing window initial value for each sector. In the case of a sector with a smaller 
number of STAs, system efficiency is reduced by an unnecessary back procedure. On 
the other hand, in the case of a sector with a greater number of STAs, the probability 
of conflict is increased in relation to the previous case. Therefore, an algorithm is 
proposed for controlling the competing window initial value considering the number 
of STAs which exist in each sector. 

In order to decide optimal initial value of the competing window, the method of 
applying approximation of p out of p-persistent MAC to contention window size of 
CSMA/CA mechanism [3] is used. If the value of backoff counter is selected from [0, 
CW-1],  

( )= −min 2 1TMCW P  (2)

where TMP can be found from = 1TMmP  as optimal transmission probability [4]. 

Here, m is the number of STAs that exist in the sector. 
Furthermore, we consider the ACs. In the 4-bit AC field, the ath bit represents that 

the STA has frames of AC a, where the indexes of VO, VI, BE and BK ACs are 1, 2, 
3, and 4, respectively. Let a

TMP and am be the transmission probability and the number 

of STAs with a non-empty queue for AC a, where ∈{ , , , },a VO VI BE BK  respectively. 
Thus, from [5, 6], it can be shown that the following condition should be satisfied to 
maximize the overall throughput: 

∈

=∑
{ , , , }

1a
a TM

a VO VI BE BK
m P  (3)

To determine ,TMP  we pay attention to the relative priority of different ACs. 

Furthermore, we derive the transmission probability by using (3) [6]. The 
transmission probability obtained can be easily matched to the CW value 

= −|2 / 2|a TMCW P  as described by [7]. The optimal contention window value for each 

AC is given by, 

( ){ }
( ){ }

( )

α β α

α β β

α β

⎧ + + + − =
⎪
⎪= + + + − =⎨
⎪

+ + + − =⎪⎩

2 2,

2 2,

2 2, ,

VO VI BE BK

j
a VO VI BE BK

VO VI BE BK

m m m m a VO

CW m m m m a VI

m m m m a BE BK

 (4)

We have = < < ,BE BK VI VOP P P P  because the transmission probability is affected by 

the CW value and a smaller CW represents higher transmission probability. 
Therefore, α β= =,VO BE VI BEP P P P and = ,BE BKP P  where α  and β are weight factors 

determined by backoff parameters. We have α = 8  and β = 4 . After deciding the 
CW value, each STA follows the CSMA/CA mechanism to access the channel as in 
CTA. In the CSMA/CA mechanism, if a frame incurs a collision, the CW value is 
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increased to + −2( 1) 1,CW  with the maximum value maxCW . By contrast, A3 does 

not change the CW value, even after the collision, and it uses the same j
aCW  to 

reduce the number of wasted time slots. The CW value in CTA increases 
exponentially, whereas the CW value of A3 increases linearly with the increase of the 
number of collisions. 

3 Performance Evaluation 

To define channel access parameters, VO AC has the packet size of 168 bytes 
including the RTP/UDP/IP headers. On the other hand, the packet size in BE and BK 
ACs is 1,540 bytes with TCP/IP headers. All the traffic sources are randomly 
activated and the packet arrival process is drawn from a Poisson distribution with rate 
λ , which is set to 250 packets/second for bursty situations. In the IEEE 802.15.3c 
standard, the superframe duration is 65 ms and data rate varies from 31.5 Mbps to 
4914 Mbps depending on the modulation scheme. Both the PNC and STA operate in 
directional antenna mode. One PNC exists for one piconet and STAs are positioned 
around it randomly. 

 

Fig. 3. Average latency and throughput 

From Fig. 3, it can be seen that the latency increases as the number of STAs 
present increases because STAs experience more channel collisions. In the proposed 
adaptive CAP assignment approach, each STA can adjust its CW value depending on 
the traffic load and therefore the latency can be markedly reduced when a large 
number of STAs are present. 
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Because the throughput is inversely proportional to the latency, the adaptive 
allocation algorithm can improve the throughput for each AC, as will be discussed. 
Fig. 3 shows the throughput when the same simulation parameter is used. As the 
number of STAs increases, the difference in throughput between the two protocols 
also gradually increases. In short, when the traffic load is high, the adaptive allocation 
algorithm outperforms CTA because the adaptive allocation algorithm can adjust 
backoff parameters depending on the traffic load. 

4 Conclusion 

In this paper, we proposed the use of the optimal contention window size and 
transmission probability by taking into consideration the number of stations and 
access categories in mmWave WPANs. The proposed algorithm allocates regular S-
CAP within CAP backoff competing window initial value dynamically based on the 
information after checking the existing number of STAs for each sector by the PNC. 
Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm can reduce the average 
latency and improve the throughput significantly when the number of contending 
stations is high. 
 
Acknowledgments. This work was supported by the ICT R&D program of 
MSIP/IITP [B0101-14-0059, Human Resource Development Program for Future 
Internet]. Moreover, an extended version of this paper appeared in [8]. 
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Abstract. Motion estimation part in video compression has high computational 
complexity. Still a lot of researches for fast scheme are in progress. In this 
paper, we propose an efficient motion search method based on content-
awareness. The proposed method consists of three steps. The first thing is the 
motion classification for using the center position distribution. The second step 
is the calculation of predictors according to motion classification. The last is to 
set the search pattern size by using between predictor and center position 
distance, adaptively. Due to not utilization of temporal-spatial information, the 
proposed algorithm can reduce the required memory requirement. Experimental 
results show that the proposed algorithm can achieve speed-up factor of up to 
30.66% on average with quite good bit rate performance, comparing to 
UMHexagonS and full search method and based on the H.264/AVC reference 
software (JM).   

Keywords: Motion estimation, motion classification, video compression, 
adaptive pattern size. 

1 Introduction 

Motion estimation and compensation is an essential part of several video-coding 
standards, such as MPEG-1/2/4 and ITU-T H.261/263/263+, since it can effectively 
exploit temporal correlation and reduce the redundancy that exists between frames of 
video sequences, which leads to high compression. Block matching algorithms 
(BMA) have been widely used in motion estimation for various video coding 
standards such as the H.26X series [1]. The most straightforward BMA is the FS, 
which exhaustively searches for the best matching block within the search window.  

However, full motion search (FS) is not suitable in the real-time video coding 
applications because it needs very high computational complexity. To overcome this 
problem in the FS, variable fast block matching algorithms (FBMA) have been 
proposed to speed up the Motion Estimation (ME) process by reducing the number of 
search point based on three approaches. First approach employed coarse-to-fine 
searching as the Three-Step-Search (TSS) [2], the 2-D logarithmic search (2-DLOG) 
[6] and Four Step Search (4SS) [3]. These algorithms reduced the number of search 
points and efficient for fast motion video sequences because in fast motion sequences 
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the motion vector (MV) far away from the center point, but not exactly find MV of 
center adjacent. Second approach employed center-biased characteristic of error 
distortion as the Block Based Gradient Descent Search algorithm (BBGDS [5], the 
Diamond Search algorithm (DS) [4]. BBGDS difficult to find in fast motion also 
simply fall local minimum. DS is efficient in find middle motion. However, much 
number of search point in slow motion and fast motion.  

Third approach used temporal and/or spatial correlation calculate the predicted MV 
as the adaptive rood pattern search (ARPS) [7], enhanced predictive zonal search for 
single and multiple frame motion estimation (EPZS) [9]. These algorithm used set 
pattern size or start position for previous frame or/and neighboring current block MV. 
The EPZS and ARPS preserve the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) like FS, at the 
same time, the consumed time is reduced and bitrate is kept. However, they made 
overhead because of using spatial-temporal information. 

In this paper, we propose an adaptive algorithm to estimate the motion vector by 
using of search pattern size, which classify the mean of absolute difference value of 
the original position.  

2 Proposed Work  

Generally most of the real world video sequences contain a substantial amount of 
background and motionless object, which has highly temporal correlation between 
successive frames. In order to estimate accurately movement, we use different pattern 
size according to each motion content. 

2.1 Motion Classification Based on Content-Awareness 

We analyze the distribution of mean absolute of difference (MAD) of the center 
position for the Akiyo, Foreman and Football sequences, which are typical 
representatives of slow, middle and fast motions, respectively. For this particular 
distribution, the mean and standard deviation can be calculated and we use these 
values to model the Gaussian distribution as shown in Fig. 1. We decompose only for 
inter mode and 16x16 macro block size. There should be 2 points of intersection, 
threshold 1(Th1) and threshold 2(Th2). The Th1 is to classify the slow motion content 
between slow and medium motion and Th2 can classify fast motion content. However 
this is just for motion classification.  

To effectively find the global minimum, we design the predictor using the motion 
content. Predictor designs in many ME algorithms have been proposed. Most of them 
used temporal and spatial information. Although they can find accurate predictor, but 
they cause some resource overhead and need much resource. In next section, we 
explain how to calculate the predictors to solve this problem. 

2.2 Calculate Predictors 

By the uni-modal error surface assumption, block distortion monotonically decreases 
towards the global minimum. We calculate a predictor as three steps. First, compare 
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distortion of the center point to threshold value. If the determined motion is slow not 
perform calculate predictor part. Otherwise calculate the distortions of its four 
adjacent points. Among the four points, the one which has the minimum distortion is 
recognized as the best point and not it as Min1; calculate the distortions of its four 
adjacent points exclusive of Min1, find the second minimum as Min2. If Min1 is the 
center position, we determine to terminate early the motion search as the zero motion 
for the current block. 

 
Fig. 1. Intersection of distribution from the Akiyo, Foreman and Soccer sequences 

From the above, we can get a minimum of two positions. Second step if the motion 

classify result is middle motion, then we set the jumping distance as × 2. If the 

motion of the current block is classified as fast one, then the jumping distance is set as × 3. Here, MBSize is the size of macro-block size. The minimum points of 

using Min1 and Min2 to find the direction are denoted as  and  
respectively, as shown in Fig. 2.  
  

 
Fig. 2. Candidates considering directional prediction 

In the last step, we use the found two predictors. These are representative of the 
direction of each movement. Eq. (1) shows to calculate the final predictor by using the 
above mentioned predictors. Figure 2 shows the process how to select the search points. 
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Predictor = { (x) + (x), (y) + (y)}    (1) 

In our algorithm, the search pattern sizes are adaptively determined using Eq. (2). The 
size of pattern is based on motion movement. size = Max(|predictor(x)|, |predictor(y)|)       (2) 

2.3 Overall Procedure 

The overall procedure can be divided into three sub-groups: initial find minimum 
positions calculate predictors and decide search patterns size. In the first step find 
minimum positions (Min1, Min2) between center position and adjacent center position. If 
in the initial step found Min1 is center position then early termination ME processing. 
Because determine type of zero motion. If the determined motion is slow not perform 
calculate predictor part, direct execution small square Search Pattern. Second step on the 
ground of minimum positions calculate candidate of predictor. Last step set the search 
pattern size. The proposed search patterns can be summarized as follows. 

Initial step 
Set A is {center, ,  , , , } 
Min1=the minimum(A) 
Min2=the second minimum(A) 
if Min1 is center position, then early terminated. 
else perform to find the predictor 

 
Find predictor 
if center position cost < ℎ  perform Small Square Search 

else if center position cost < ℎ  then set the distance × 2 

else then set the distance × 3 

while(i < search range) 
{ 
   if current position cost < next position cost   then  is current 
position 
   else  is next position 
   i+= distance 
} 
while(i < search range) 
{ 
   if current position cost < next position cost then is current position 
   else   is next position 
   i+= distance 
} 

 
Set search pattern size 
predictor = { ( ) + ( ), ( ) + ( )} 
pattern size = Max(|predictor(x)|,|predictor(y)|) 
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The proposed algorithm employs two search patterns as in Fig. 3. These  
represent adaptive square search points. Such pattern size is adaptively determined by 
a predictor. Addition small square search pattern like as in Fig. 3. . 
 

 

Fig. 3. Adaptive Square Search Pattern and Small Square Search Pattern 

Table 1. Performance comparison of the proposed algorithm with FS and UMHexagonS [8] 

Sequence Algorithms PSNR (db) Bit Rate ME Time 
News FS 40.019 105.42 1449.598 

UMHexagonS 38.231 213.46 2.437 

Proposed 38.215 213.46 2.172 

Foreman FS 37.009 416.17 360.762 

UMHexagonS 36.977 432.15 5.442 

Proposed 37.026 431.77 4.438 

Soccer FS 36.159 852.14 505.574 

UMHexagonS 36.146 870.36 10.095 

Proposed 36.191 861.97 5.523 

Stefan FS 36.246 1315.73 404.05 

UMHexagonS 36.248 1377.47 8.14 

Proposed 36.233 1363.94 4.23 

Table 2. Performance comparison between the proposed algorithm and UMHexagonS [8] 

Sequence PSNR (db) Bit Rate ME Time 

News -0.016 0.047%  -10.87% 

Foreman 0.049 -0.088% -18.45% 

Soccer 0.045 -0.964% -45.29% 

Stefan -0.015 -0.982% -48.03% 

Average 0.015 -0.606% -30.66% 
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3 Experimental Results 

The propose algorithm has implemented on the H.264 reference software JM18.5 [7] 
to compare with UMHexagonS [8] which has been known as fast scheme and adpoted 
in JM18.5. Hardware and software spec. are as follows: Win 7 OS platform, with an 
Intel i7-4770 @ 3.4 GHz CPU and 8GB RAM. Video sequences covering Akiyo, 
Foreman, Soccer and Stefan are typical representatives of slow motion, middle 
motion and fast motion respectively. The frame size is 352×288 (CIF). We tested 
only for integer motion estimation. The coding environment is IPPP frame structure 
and five reference frames.  

Experimental parameter settings are as follows: FramesToBeEncoded is 30, 
SearchRange is 32, QP-ISlice=28, QP-PSlice=28, FrameRate is 20, Entropy coding 
methos is CABAC,and the format of YUV is 4:2:0. We test it only integer motion 
estimation. The experimental results are shown separately in Table 1 and Table 2. 

Table 1 shows the comparison of the proposed algorithm with different algorithms. 
In this table, PSNR, bit rate and the motion estimation time are considered for the full 
search, UMHexagon search and proposed algorithms. It is quite clear from this table 
that the proposed algorithm is superior to result of UMHexagon method [8].  

To make this point more clear, the difference between the performance of the 
proposed and UMHexagon search are given in the Table 2. According to the this 
experiments, our proposed algorithm gives on average 30% of time reduction in 
motion estimation module with negligible PSNR and bit loss compared with the 
UMHexagon search [8]. Moreover, for some fast moving sequences like the Stefan 
and Soccer, it gives even more than 45% of time reduction for ME module than the 
UMHexagon search [8] (see Table 2).  

4 Conclusions  

In this paper, motion contents-based fast search algorithm has been proposed. Unlike 
other methods, the proposed algorithm has not memory overhead or requirement. 
Also according to motion classification, we used the predictor and set the search 
pattern size, adaptively. Experimental results show that the proposed algorithm can 
achieve speed-up factor of up to 30.66% on average comparing with UMHexagonS 
[8], while keeping quite good bit rate performance. Also in the middle motion and fast 
motion sequences, the proposed algorithm reduces bit rate and motion estimation time 
from the experimental results.  
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Abstract. This paper describes our efforts in developing real-time projection 
mapping system, effective technique available in the performance by combining 
costume and digital technology. Our system can project and align images on the 
surface of moving actor's costume by applying augmented reality based on pro-
jection mapping, and the images can change frequently during the performance. 
Therefore, this result can not only describe a particular character effectively, but 
also offer visual experience to audiences. We explain our result obtained by re-
hearsing the scenes1 applying our techniques in the real stage set installed in a 
wide theater.  

Keywords: Projection mapping, Flexible shape, Dynamic objects, Real-time 
masking, Performance arts. 

1 Introduction 

In contemporary performing art areas, such as play, dancing, and musical, numerous 
attempts have been made to shift away from existing analog esthetics to new para-
digm fused with digital technology. In fact, this convergence of performing arts and 
high technology is natural phenomenon, which dates back to decades ago. Since a 
genre called performance emerged, dramatic and aesthetic potential of new technolo-
gy has been realized and applied to the area. The technology applied to the perfor-
mance enhances space of stage and an actor's body, and helps audiences understand 
the intention of the performance [1]. Furthermore, it draws the audiences by offering 
extraordinary experience. However, simply applying technology to performance does 
not guarantee the success for creative and spectacular practices.  

Key point of the convergence is that technology should harmonize with the objects 
optimized for the performance, such as a stage set, props, costume, lighting, without 
damaging its story [2]. More importantly, the convergence should be realized by  
                                                           
1 The scene is a part of the performance, Korean original musical ‘Turandot’, that produced by 

DIMF (Daegu International Musical Festival) in Korea. It derived some idea from the opera 
‘Turandot’, but it shows a wholly different story, music, and choreography. This paper indi-
cates a part of various performing techniques for the musical. 
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performance, not technology. Because excessive exposure of technology disturbs 
audiences' concentration, we have to keep in mind that its indiscriminate abuse of 
technology may lower the quality of the performance.  

In this paper, we propose an approach, named Real-time Projection Mapping Sys-
tem, to meet the key point described above, illustrated in Fig. 1. The purpose of our 
research is to develop an effective performance technique which can be applied to the 
performance practically by combining costume with digital technology. The costume 
is an important component of a performance, which reflects the actor’s character in it. 
Real-time Projection Mapping System can change texture, patterns, and images on 
moving actor's costume frequently by using projection-based augmented reality (AR) 
techniques during the performance. The result was able not only to express specific 
character effectively, but also to provide interesting visual experience for the audi-
ence.  

2 Related Works and Motivation 

2.1 Projection-Based Augmented Reality 

Projection-based AR is described as video projection technique, which can extend and 
reinforce visual data by throwing images on the surface of 3D objects or space; this 
belongs to Spatial Augmented Reality in a broad sense [3, 4]. Using projection-based 
AR, it is easy to implement graphical representation that ordinary lighting techniques 
cannot express. Unlike general lighting technique, the technique can project high-
definition image or video, and change the object shape visually with the flow of time. 
Therefore, it can show visual images dynamically. This combination of imagery and 
real-object allows the audiences to recognize visually extended space. In addition, 
unlike conventional highly equipment-dependent AR which is restricting audience’s 
body, this technique can advantage to improve their immersion. These advantages are 
requirements for better audiences' experience in the performance [5, 6]. In media art 
field, the projection-based AR is called Projection Mapping; which covers smaller 
field than the Projection-based AR. 

2.2 Projection Mapping on Moving Objects 

Projection mapping is a technique which causes optical illusion by analyzing three-
dimensional object, projecting images, and then precisely aligning them. This tech-
nique is being widely used in various fields such as façade of building, plastic objet, 
and also in the performing art field. In these cases, it usually projects the images onto 
fixed objects by using manual alignment between the objects and projected images. 
On the other hand, there are a lot of recent researches trying to perform projection 
onto dynamic objects with automatic alignment, but these researches are applicable 
only to limited shapes and movement of objects, requiring huge computation for im-
age alignment [7]. This causes latency until the image is aligned with 3D objects. The 
more latency, the slower the movement of projected image following the movement 
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of object, consequently, it generates a visual error, which reduces the immersion of 
audiences [8, 9]. 

2.3 Feature of Costumes in Our System 

When projection mapping is applied to performing art, its purpose is augmenting the 
exterior of object or the interior environments in the theater, such as a set and objects 
in the stage. Unfortunately, we were unable to apply the existing method due to the 
characteristics of costume as follows.  

Flexible shape. 'Flexible shape' is a shape like actor's costume. The existing 
techniques can be applied only to the surface of 3D solid objects, such as 
polyhedrons, cylinders, or spheres. In general, the shape of stage objects may be 
complex or atypical, but they are not flexible. However, flexible objects have 
silhouettes which are difficult to predict, and their shapes change frequently. Besides, 
if part of the costume is covered by occluding objects, the existing method cannot be 
applied. 

Dynamic object. Similarly, when projection mapping is applied to dynamic object 
whose position is moving or shape is changing, this work also causes difficult 
problems. For example, when the actor performs simple movements like moving from 
side to side or lifting arms, it is difficult to apply projection mapping even in this easy 
case. To solve these problems, there have been various attempts; such as, showing the 
effect like projection mapping by merging certain pre-set motions with video contents 
through many exercises [10], or synchronizing pre-programmed robot's movement 
with video contents [11]. However, it is evident that the actor cannot perform the 
given motion according to the scenario exactly robot during live performance.  

3 Real-Time Projection Mapping System 

The problems discussed in chapter 2 are factors degrading performance quality by 
distracting the attention of the audience. Thus, we implemented Real-time Projection 
Mapping System using a masking technique, so that the images are automatically 
projected and aligned onto the dynamic object and actor's costume with flexible shape 
in real-time. The process of the system is as follows: 1) Tracking varying actor's sil-
houette, 2) Creating synthetic images by masking the silhouette and then compositing 
with video, 3) Aligning generated images with actor's costume on stage through the 
projection.  

3.1 Hardware Configuration 

Fig. 1 abstracts the hardware configuration of real-time projection mapping system. 
The main apparatuses of this system are composed of infrared(IR) camera and IR 
light equipment for the extraction of precise and natural actor’s silhouette; computing 
device with graphics processing for rapid and effective image processing, masking 
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images creation, and video contents synchronization; a high-lumens projector to pro-
ject the images onto the surface of the actor's costume. 

There have been previous attempts using depth camera, like Kinect from Mi-
crosoft, to extract dynamic object silhouette with flexible shape. This equipment can 
easily extract the masking image, with the help of the depth data in space. To produce 
high-quality result, the center line of the projector lamp and IR camera lens have to be 
set up as parallel and close as possible. However, in case of depth-camera, its effec-
tive-range is too short to be used in a big theater. To solve the problem, we used IR 
camera device with zoom function in order to capture the actor in large space as well. 
Capturing only particular area reflecting IR light, the IR camera is effective to sepa-
rate the background and the actor precisely. 

 

 

Fig. 1. The hardware configuration of real-time projection mapping system 

3.2 Projection Mapping Based on Real-Time Masking 

The purpose of Real-time masking technique is to project the images onto the certain 
part or the rest of the scene without delay. For instance, when we would like to aug-
ment an actor or his costume surface using projection mapping, we can select only his 
silhouette area excluding any other part, then project with exact alignment. While this 
masking technique needs less computation (as compared with 3D object tracking such 
as [7]), it is able to show relatively high quality result. In other words, it can respond 
rapidly to the actor’s movement and align precisely. We perform the process illustrat-
ed Fig. 2 to generate the masking images of the silhouette from IR camera and to 
merge the images with video contents made in advance. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Steps of our system process 
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First, an actor is captured at certain position by IR camera, with IR light projected 
over a wide range in the back side of the stage. Then, the masking image is generated 
from the silhouette by using binarization, morphology, and Gaussian blurring of the 
captured images. Finally, the masking images are combined with the frames of video 
contents. This process is presented in Fig. 2. These steps of the process are performed 
on GPU which enables parallel operation and computational speed-up. As a result, it 
can reduce time latency a lot in image processing.  

3.3 Precise Calibration of Mapping 

In order to handle unexpected problems directly on the stage, we made real-time 
mapping application with several adjustment functions. And, this can be used for 
quick and effective set up before the performance. This application is designed to deal 
with various problems happening under physical environment, lighting condition, or 
projector position, in the theater. In addition, it includes various functions which can 
directly control the parameters of image processing in real-time. The functions can be 
grouped into three categories. 

 

• Mask adjustment: adjusting brightness value of IR camera according to the light-
ing condition and modifying the parameter for morphology and blurring to extract 
accurate and natural actor’s silhouette. 

• Projection transform: adjusting the size and the location of projected image to 
minimize the errors of mapping in the case that it is hard to select optimal projec-
tor position because of the theater condition. 

• ROI area exclusion: excluding the unnecessary area from the projection when the 
projection mapping is applied to the actor in live performance. 

4 Implementation and Result 

We selected a theater, and installed stage set, stage objects, and the real-time projec-
tion mapping system, as illustrated in Fig. 3.  

 

Fig. 3. Installation of stage set, stage objects, and the real-time projection mapping system 
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Then, particular musical scenes applying our system were rehearsed. In this scene, 
two characters appeared, and one's dress was augmented to look like a ghost decorat-
ed by our system. Although the actress kept moving frequently, the images were pro-
jected onto and combined with her dress accurately in real-time, as shown in Fig. 4.  
 

 

Fig. 4. Projection mapping on moving actress in real-time 
 
To find out how fast our system can respond to the actor's movement, we checked 

the required time to align processed images with the actor's silhouette. Initially, while 
the actor was not moving, we aligned the images with the actor's costume. Then, the 
particular scene was rehearsed according to the planned direction while recording 
with a camera in front of the stage. Finally, the recorded video was analyzed. In the 
recording, we selected a portion with the largest actor's movement. When the actor 
stopped moving, we counted the frames until the images were aligned with the actor's 
costume. 

With this method, the result presented that the images are aligned exactly after 5 
frames; which means that approximately 0.167 seconds latency occurred. If we calcu-
late the aligning time for all the frames in the scene, our system shows lower average 
latency. Our system was tested on a PC with Intel core i7-3770 3.50GHz CPU, 
NVIDIA GTX680 GPU, 16GB RAM; Point Grey FIREFLY® MV IR camera; and 
EPSON EB-G5950 high-lumen projector. 

5 Limitation 

The limitation of this result is that the experimentation of our system is optimized to 
express the ghost in the scene of the musical. If the actor performs any extreme 
movements, such as running, jumping, or swinging arms, the visual errors may  
be more exposed to the audience due to larger latency. In addition, when the actor 
moves out of the projection area, the images cannot be projected onto her silhouette. 
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Nevertheless, the experts in the musical field gave the positive response that we can 
show a spectacle of the scene satisfying our intention under limited environment. 

6 Conclusion and Future Work 

In this paper, we presented the performance technique and real-time projection map-
ping system, which can be used effectively by merging performance suit and digital 
technology in performance. Additionally, we equipped sets for the performance in the 
theater, and showed the result implemented our system. Our research started in order 
to provide interesting visual experience to audiences. Our system augments dynamic 
object with flexible shape, which is actor's costume surface, and can change the imag-
es according to the narrative of a play in real-time. The mapping result of high quality 
is obtained from the application that corrects errors generated in the process of projec-
tion mapping on stage.  

In the future, our plan is to improve the performance of our system further to be 
performed robustly as well as the performances of multiple genres or various scenes. 
In order to improve our system further, in the viewpoint of reducing the aligning la-
tency, we are going to optimizing the GPU based algorithm and now researching the 
technique that generates the composed image beforehand at the calculated position by 
expecting an actor’s future movement from the previous frames. 
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Abstract. With the advent and growth of online bookstores, the importance of 
book reviews has been increased due to the difficulty to browse actual contents 
of books in advance. This has led to the necessity of adequate systems for 
retrieving useful book reviews. Recently, ranking algorithms have been 
proposed for this purpose. However, most of them cannot consider discussions 
among users through replies. User discussion is an essential factor in ranking 
book reviews since it provides additional information. Although a state-of-the-
art algorithm with consideration of the factor has been proposed, it deals with 
the discussions only in view of reviewers’ participation. In this paper, we 
propose a ranking algorithm of estimating discussion quality on the basis of all 
the users engaging in discussions. Experimental results show that our algorithm 
outperforms the state-of-the-art one in terms of precision, recall, and NDCG. 

Keywords: Book reviews, estimated discussion quality, information retrieval, 
ranking algorithm. 

1 Introduction 

Book reviews are opinions on book contents and also provide additional information 
such as conditions and designs of books. Therefore, reviews written by other users 
can play a significant role in the purchase of books. Especially, with the advent and 
growth of online bookstores, their importance has been increased due to the difficulty 
to browse actual contents of books in advance. This has led to the necessity of 
adequate systems for retrieving useful book reviews. In recent years, to address this 
issue, ranking algorithms [7, 9] that consider various characteristics of them have 
been proposed. The initial algorithms [10] reflect only estimated content quality of 
book reviews to ranking scores, not considering that of discussions between users 
through replies. User discussion is an essential factor in ranking book reviews since it 
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provides additional information and opinions of other users. That is, it can be utilized 
to determine whether a given review is useful or not. Although a state-of-the-art 
algorithm [8] with consideration of the factor has been proposed, it deals with the 
discussions only in view of reviewers’ participation. In this paper, we propose a 
ranking algorithm, called REDQ (Ranking book reviews based on Estimated 
Discussion Quality), for estimating discussion quality on the basis of all the users 
engaging in discussions and reflecting it to ranking scores. Moreover, we show that 
REDQ has better performance than the state-of-the-art algorithm in terms of 
precision, recall, and NDCG through experiments. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe 
some influential studies related to ranking book reviews. In Section 3, we present our 
ranking algorithm in detail. In Section 4, we evaluate performance of the proposed 
method compared to the state-of-the-art one. Finally, we give a conclusion of our 
contributions in Section 5. 

2 Related Work 

Ranking is one of the fundamental components in the information retrieval field [5], 
and various algorithms [3, 4, 6] were proposed. Ranking algorithms for book reviews 
can be classified into two categories: content-based [10] and user-based [8, 9] 
methods. The content-based algorithms consider the characteristics of review contents 
written by users. LengthRank and ReplyRank [10] measures the usefulness of a given 
review with its length and the number of replies to the review, respectively. The user-
based methods, meanwhile, reflect the characteristics of users or their activities to 
ranking scores. [9] assesses the quality of a certain reviewer, called ERQ (Estimated 
Reviewer Quality), on the basis of the total number of book reviews written by the 
reviewer. LRERQ and RRERQ [9] were proposed, where the ERQ is applied to 
LengthRank and ReplyRank, respectively. 

Even though the algorithms reflect the characteristics of reviews and reviewers to 
ranking scores, they cannot consider usefulness of additional information created by 
discussions among users through replies. To address this issue, RUD [8] with 
consideration of the reviewer participation rate to a given discussion, called involving 
rate, has been proposed in recent years. The rate becomes higher when the number of 
replies written by a reviewer is closer to that by other users. In other words, it has the 
highest value if the reviewer gives a reply to each one written by another user. 
However, other users involving the discussion are not a consideration to the 
algorithm. 

3 Ranking Book Reviews Based on Estimated Discussion Quality 

In this section, we propose a ranking algorithm based on estimated discussion quality 
with consideration of all users participating in discussions including reviewers, which 
is called REDQ (Ranking book reviews based on Estimated Discussion Quality). 
REDQ estimates the quality of a discussion on the basis of the diversity of other users 
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engaging in the discussion as well as the involving rate of a reviewer [8] and reflects 
it to ranking scores. 

3.1 Estimating Discussion Quality 

Online bookstores and book review sites allow users to discuss reviews through 
replies, where all the users including reviewers can participate in the discussions. 
Book reviews provide not only opinions on book contents but also additional 
information such as their conditions and designs. Through the discussions, 
furthermore, the users create supplementary information about books, reviews, and 
comments of others, which raises the usefulness of the corresponding reviews. For 
each review, REDQ computes the diversity rate of other users who engage in a 
discussion and are not a reviewer. Then, the algorithm assesses its quality by 
reflecting the diversity rate as well as the involving rate of a reviewer. 

Definition 1. Diversity rate of a discussion in a review, rv, is denoted as dvr(rv), and 
it refers to the rate of the number of users, except for a reviewer, to that of their 
replies in rv. Let repT(rv) be the total number of replies to review rv, repR(rv) be the 
number of replies written by the reviewer, and uo(rv) be the number of the users. 

Then, dvr(rv) is defined as 
( )( )  ( ). Note that dvr(rv) = 0 when repT(rv) = 0 

or repT(rv) = repR(rv). 

Definition 2. Estimated discussion quality of a discussion in a review, rv, is denoted 
as edq(rv) and defined as repT(rv) × (dvr(rv) + ivr(rv)), where ivr(rv) = 1 − 0.5 − ( )( )  and ivr(rv) = 0 when repT(rv) = 0. 

REDQ estimates discussion quality by using the sum of the diversity rate of other 
users and the involving rate of a reviewer as a weight on the total number of replies 
that represents how many replies there are in a discussion. 

3.2 Estimated Discussion Quality Based Ranking for Book Reviews 

The proposed ranking algorithm, REDQ computes a ranking score for each keyword, 
key, in a given review, rv, after estimating the quality of a discussion in rv. To 
calculate the importance of keywords in reviews, we employ TF-IDF (Term 
Frequency – Inverse Document Frequency) [1]. The TF-IDF importance of key in rv 
is computed as follows. 
 

tfIdf(key, rv) = tf(key, rv) × idf(key, D) = tf(key, rv) × ( −  + 1) 
 

In the formula, tf(key, rv) is the frequency of key in rv and idf(key, D) is the inverse 
document frequency of key included in dk reviews in a dataset, D, composed of N 
reviews. When the importance of key is calculated on the basis of the TF-IDF, REDQ  
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increases the obtained value with the sum of the diversity rate and the involving rate 
using the following equation. 

 
wtfIdf(key, rv) = tfIdf(key, rv) + tfIdf(key, rv) × (dvr(rv) + ivr(rv)) 

Then, our algorithm finally calculates a ranking score of key by reflecting 
estimated discussion quality. Definition 3 is used in computation of a final ranking 
score for each keyword, key, in a review, rv. 

Definition 3. Ranking score of a keyword, key, in a review, rv, is defined as 
wtfIdf(key, rv) + edq(rv), where wtfIdf(key, rv) is the weighted TF-IDF importance of 
key and edq(rv) is the estimated quality of a discussion in rv. 

After the ranking process for all of the keywords completes, an inverted index file 
is created for each keyword, where records for reviews including the keyword are 
sorted in a ranking score descending order. The inversed index files are used to search 
for useful book reviews for given user queries in a retrieval system. 

4 Performance Evaluation 

In this section, we evaluate performance of REDQ compared to the state-of-the-art 
algorithm [8], RUD. For the evaluation, we have collected 114,409 book reviews 
written by 1,823 users from the online bookstore, Amazon (http://www.amazon.com), 
and a review site, GoodReads (http://www.goodreads.com). Moreover, the average 
number of recommendations for each book review is 4.303. In experiments, we use 
the number as a criterion to check whether a given review is useful or not. That is, 
reviews with larger number of recommendations than the criterion are considered as 
useful. All of the compared algorithms were written in C++. The experiments were 
conducted on a PC with Microsoft Windows 7 OS, 3.3 GHz Intel Quad Core 
Processor, and 8 GB main memory. Furthermore, for the experiments, we employ 10 
keywords selected from a set of category names in the Amazon bookstore: 
biographies, economy, education, entertainment, families, fantasy, history, humor, 
photography, and relationships. 

We perform experiments in terms of precision, recall, and NDCG (Normalized 
Discounted Cumulative Gain) [2] in order to evaluate performance of the ranking 
book review algorithms with consideration of discussions among users. In the 
experiments, we set the total number of retrieved results to 50. The precision refers to 
the rate of the number of retrieved useful reviews to the total number of retrieved 
results. The recall is the rate of the number of retrieved useful reviews to the total 
number of all the useful ones in the dataset. The NDCG is a criterion to measure the 
effectiveness of ranking algorithm with graded relevance and ranking order based on 
the fact that users of information retrieval systems refer to the top results as 
significant, not the bottom ones, in general. 

Fig. 1 is the experimental result of the compared algorithms on the collected 
dataset in terms of the precision. Through the result, we can observe that REDQ has 
better performance than the state-of-the-art ranking algorithm, RUD, for all the 
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Abstract. Since frequent graph pattern mining was proposed, various ap-
proaches have been suggested by devising efficient techniques or integrating 
graph mining with other mining areas. However, previous methods have limita-
tions that cannot reflect the following important characteristics in the real world 
to their mining processes. First, elements in the real world have their own im-
portance as well as frequency, but traditional graph mining methods do not con-
sider such features. Second, various elements composing graph databases may 
need thresholds different from one another according to their characteristics. 
However, since traditional approaches mine graph patterns on the basis of only 
a single threshold, losses of important pattern information can be caused. Moti-
vated by these problems, we propose a new graph mining algorithm that can 
consider both different importance and multiple thresholds for each element of 
graphs. We also demonstrate outstanding performance of the proposed algo-
rithm by comparing ours with previous state-of-the-art approaches.  

Keywords: Frequent pattern mining, Graph mining, Graph enumeration, Multi-
ple minimum supports, Weight constraint. 

1 Introduction 

Since the concept of frequent graph pattern mining was proposed to overcome the 
limitations of traditional frequent pattern mining approaches that perform mining 
operations with respect to transaction databases composed of simple items only, a 
variety of methods have been devised [1, 3, 5, 6] by suggesting novel techniques for 
performance improvement or effectively integrating graph mining with other mining 
fields. However, previous graph mining methods have faced problems that cannot 
consider the following issues in the real world: 1) the rare item problem [4] that not 
only items or patterns with high supports but also ones with relatively low supports 
may have valuable information, and 2) the different importance problem [7, 8] that 
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elements obtained from the real world have their own importance or weights different 
from one another according to their characteristics. Motivated by these issues, we 
propose a new algorithm that can mine Weighted Rare Graph patterns (WRGs) con-
sidering both different importance and multiple thresholds depending on the features 
of elements, called WRG-Miner. In addition, we demonstrate that our algorithm out-
performs previous state-of-the-art ones through various performance evaluation tests. 

2 Related Work 

In frequent pattern mining, multiple minimum support threshold-based various re-
searches [1, 2, 3, 4] have been conducted to solve the rare item problem. MSApriori 
[4] is an initial solution based on a level-wise manner. After that, a tree search-based 
algorithm, CFP-growth [1], and its advanced version, CFP-growth++ [2], were pro-
posed. Although they are possible to mine rare patterns applying multiple minimum 
support thresholds, they cannot consider different importance characteristics and their 
coverages are limited to simple itemset-based databases. WFIM [8] and WIT [7] are 
tree-based frequent pattern mining algorithms considering importance of items’ own, 
but they cannot solve the rare item problem and process complex data such as graph 
databases. 

As one of the fundamental graph mining algorithms, Gaston [6] is known as the 
most efficient method in terms of runtime speed. The algorithm, which is an effective 
integration of multiple enumeration methods for path, free-tree, and cyclic graph 
forms, improves its mining performance by utilizing its own special techniques and 
list-based data structure. FGM-MMS [3] mines frequent and rare graph patterns by 
applying multiple minimum support constraints in a graph mining environment, but it 
still has a problem that cannot consider different importance or weights for each ele-
ment within graphs. 

3 Mining Weighted Rare Graph Patterns from Graph 
Databases with Multiple Minimum Support Thresholds 

In this section, we describe techniques for applying multiple minimum support 
thresholds and importance characteristics of graph elements into a frequent graph 
mining environment and explain strategies for preventing fatal problems such as pat-
tern losses that can be caused in the mining process. In addition, we also show how 
the proposed algorithm is performed through its overall operational procedure. 

3.1 Employing Element Importance and Multiple Minimum Support 
Thresholds in Frequent Graph Pattern Mining 

Fig. 1 shows an example of a graph database including the information of multiple 
minimum support thresholds and edge weights. To apply different importance for 
each element composing graphs, we consider mining graph patterns from graph data-
bases that assign a different weight value to each edge of graphs. As a result, we can 
obtain a set of graph patterns considering both supports and weights of edges con-
nected among nodes. The weighted support of a graph pattern is calculated as follows. 
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Fig. 1. Example of a graph database with weight and multiple minimum support information 

Definition 1. (Weighted support of a graph pattern) Let VG = {v1, v2, …, vm}, EG = 
{e1, e2, …, en}, and WG = {w1, w2, …, wn} be a set of vertices in a graph pattern, G, a 
set of edges in G, and a set of edge weights in G. Then, the weighted support of G, 
Wsup(G) is calculated as follows: Wsup(G) = Sup(G) * Avg(W), where Sup(G) is a 
support of G and Avg(W) is an average weight of W. If Wsup(G) is not lower than a 
given minimum support threshold, G is regarded as a weighted frequent graph pattern. 

In order to consider the rare item problem in the graph pattern mining area, we 
need multiple minimum support thresholds for each element (vertex and edge) com-
posing a given graph database. 

Definition 2. (Minimum element support threshold)) Let GDB = {Gtr1, Gtr2,…, Gtrk} 
be a given graph database composed of multiple graph transactions, Gtrs, VGDB = {v1, 
v2, …, vx} be a set of separate vertices included in GDB, and EGDB = {e1, e2, …, ey} be 
a set of separate edges in GDB. Then, a minimum element support threshold for each 
element (v or e), δi (1 ≤ i ≤ x + y) is set as a value specified by a user.  

If a weighted support of any element is lower than the corresponding δ value, it be-
comes a useless one. Consequently, the threshold of a graph pattern is determined as 
follows. 

Definition 3. (Minimum graph support threshold) Given a graph pattern, G, a set of 
vertices in G, VG = {v1, v2, …, vn}, and a set of edges in G, EG = {e1, e2, …, em}, a 
minimum graph support threshold for G, MGST(G), is set as the minimum value of all 
the δ values in G. Therefore, if Wsup(G) is lower than MGST(G), it becomes an inva-
lid graph pattern. 

By calculating the threshold for a graph pattern in the above manner, we can consider 
the rarity of the graph’s each element. In other words, only weighted frequent graph 
patterns satisfying their own MGST conditions are finally regarded as valid results. 

3.2 Maintaining the Correctness of the Proposed Algorithm 

Through the aforementioned conditions, we can obtain a set of graph patterns that 
completely consider both the weight and rarity of elements. However, if we simply 
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apply such conditions into the mining process without any additional considerations, 
fatal pattern losses can be caused since these conditions violate the anti-monotone 
property (or the downward closure property). Therefore, to guarantee not only the 
efficiency of the proposed algorithm but also its correctness, we employ 1) an overes-
timated weight method and 2) an underestimated minimum support method. In the 
first method, the maximum edge weight within a given graph database, called MaxW, 
is used instead of the real average weight factor used in Definition 1. That is, given a 
graph pattern, G, multiplying Sup(G) by MaxW, called Wsupover(G), is first applied in 
the mining process. Through such overestimation method, we can maintain the anti-
monotone property and prevent unintended pattern losses by the weight constraints. In 
the second method, among all the thresholds in Definition 2, we set the least value 
that does not violate the property and apply it into the mining process. Let L = {δ1, δ2, 
…, δx} be a list of all the elements’ δ values in GDB that are sorted in the descending 
order of their values. Then, starting from the last element in the list, we check whether 
or not the overestimated weighted support of the element is higher than its own δ 
value. If there is the first element satisfying this condition, its δ value becomes an 
underestimated minimum support threshold, called Least Minimum Support (LMS). 

If any graph pattern does not satisfy the LMS condition, the pattern and all of its 
possible supersets become useless ones; hence, it can permanently be pruned in ad-
vance. Note that graph patterns obtained through the above conditions are candidate 
patterns, not final results. Among them, only partial ones satisfying the corresponding 
MGST conditions in Definition 3 finally become valid results. 

Input : a graph database, GDB, a list of minimum element support thresholds, L 
Output : a set of WRGs, S 
Procedure: WRG-Miner 

01. a set of vertices, V  vertices such that each of their supports ≥ LMS; 
02. a set of edges, E  edges such that each of their supports * MaxW ≥ LMS; 
03. for each vertex, vi in V 
04.    a graph pattern, G  vi; a set of edges, E’  edges that can be attached to vi in E; 
05.    S  S ∪ call WRG-Growth(G, E’); 

Function: WRG-Growth(G,E) 
06. for each edge, ei, in E 
08.    if G is a path or free tree: an expanded graph of G, G’  G ∪ ei and the vertex in ei; 
09.    else if G is a cyclic graph: G’  G ∪ ei;  //only a cyclic edge 
10.    if Wsupover(G’) ≥ LMS 
11.        if Wsup(G’) ≥ MGST(G’), S  S ∪ G’; 
12.        a set of edges, E’  edges that can be attached to G’; 
13.        S  S ∪ call WRG-Growth(G’, E’); 

Fig. 2. Procedure of WRG-miner 

3.3 WRG-Miner Algorithm 

Fig. 2 shows the overall procedure of the proposed algorithm. After finding valid 
vertices and edges from a given graph database (lines 1-2), the algorithm performs 
graph pattern growth processes for mining WRGs with respect to each vertex (lines 3-
5). In this phase, WRG-Miner continues to expand graphs for each edge considering 
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their current states (lines 6-9). For each expanded graph, if the overestimated 
weighted support of the graph is smaller than LMS, it is permanently pruned (line 10). 
If the graph pattern’s real weighted support is not lower than its corresponding MGST 
value, it is regarded as a valid result and the algorithm outputs it (line 11). Once the 
graph pattern has an overestimated weighted support higher than or equal to LMS, 
growth operations for the pattern are recursively conducted regardless of whether it is 
really outputted or not (lines 12-13). 

4 Performance Evaluation 

In this section, the proposed algorithm is compared to FGM-MMS that is a state-of-
the-art graph mining algorithm based on multiple minimum support constraints, and 
Gaston that is a well-known fundamental graph mining algorithm, with respect to real 
datasets, DTP and PTE [5]. Edge weight ranges of the datasets were set between 0.5-
0.8. All the algorithms were written in C++ and executed in an environment with 
3.33GHz CPU, 3GB RAM, and Windows 7 OS. 

 

Fig. 3. Runtime results of DTP and PTE 

 

Fig. 4. Memory usage results of DTP and PTE 

To set the δ value for each element of graph datasets, the methodology employed 
in the literature [1, 2, 3, 4] was applied. That is, for each element, ei, δi = MAX(β * 
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Sup(ei), LS), where LS is the lowest one among all the δ values and is set to the same 
as the threshold of Gaston for reasonable comparisons. β = 1/α (0 < β ≤ 1, 1 ≤ α) is a 
variable that represents how closely the real support of each element is related to its 
own threshold value. That is, as β becomes closer to 1, δ is more likely to be assigned 
as a value more similar to Sup(ei) rather than LS.  

As shown in Figs. 3 and 4, the proposed algorithm guarantees the best runtime and 
memory usage performance regardless of the α settings because it can selectively 
mine more valuable graph patterns considering both rarity and importance of graph 
elements. Moreover, at lower α values, our WRG-Miner has better mining efficiency. 
Meanwhile, Gaston always shows the worst result that is the same regardless of α 
since it cannot consider the rarity of graph patterns. Although FGM-MMS has good 
performance at lower α values, it falls behind the proposed algorithm in every case 
since it does not consider element importance different from one another and has to 
mine all of the possible rare graph patterns regardless of their importance degrees. 

5 Conclusion 

In this paper, we proposed a new approach that mined useful graph patterns with high 
importance and rarity by considering multiple thresholds and weights different from 
each element of graphs. In addition, by devising the techniques for preventing unin-
tended graph pattern losses occurring in the process of applying such conditions, we 
also guaranteed the correctness of out algorithm. The result of performance evaluation 
in this paper reported that out method outperformed the previous state-of-the-art ones 
in terms or both runtime and memory usage. 
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Abstract. Vehicle-related engineers develop techniques for improving vehicle 
functions using vehicle data and test the performance of the devised techniques, 
where they need to secure vehicle data with various characteristics for more 
exact tests. However, it is actually hard to directly collect such vehicle data 
from the real world because of time and cost constraints. For this reason, we 
propose a method for generating vehicle data with various characteristics. Our 
approach can create vehicle data considering changes of vehicle attribute values 
such as increase or decrease in a linear form. Numerous types of vehicle data 
generated by the proposed method can be employed in a variety of data mining 
areas utilizing vehicle data such as clustering, monitoring, diagnosis, 
classification, and prognosis methods. 

Keywords: Data generator, Vehicle data, Growth function, Decline function, 
Linear alteration. 

1 Introduction 

The latest vehicles have one or more sensors for each vehicle component. Vehicle 
data measured by the sensors are used in ECU (Electronic Control Unit) or showed on 
a dashboard. In recent years, engineers have obtained meaningful information 
necessary for vehicle driving from vehicle data, using engineering techniques such as 
vehicle fault diagnosis [4], vehicle assistance technique using inter-vehicle 
communication [2], and vehicle collision detection [9]. After developing new 
techniques related to vehicles, engineers should evaluate their outputs with various 
types of vehicle data for more exact, reliable performance tests. It is natural that they 
had better secure various vehicle data as many as possible; in fact, only limited data 
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are allowed to engineers in general because of their time and cost constraints. As a 
solution of the problem, they can try to employ several methods for generating 
synthetic vehicle data with various characteristics in order to evaluate the 
performance of their outputs. First, they can use vehicle simulator approaches, which 
are divided into 1) a hardware-based method [3] that makes physical devices similar 
to those of real vehicles and generates data from them, and 2) a software-based 
method [1] that obtains vehicle data using virtual simulators. The second approach is 
the method proposed in this paper, which can generate vehicle data of which the 
values are changed on the basis of a growth or decline function. Through our 
technique, we can obtain various vehicle data similar to those of real vehicles. Such 
vehicle data can be utilized in vehicle-related data mining areas such as monitoring, 
clustering, classification, diagnosis, and prognosis works. 

2 Related Work 

Data generation techniques for performance evaluation have been actively studied as 
a way to demonstrate the performance of developed algorithms. k-simplex [7] is a 
data generation method used for evaluating pattern recognition techniques. The 
algorithm computes Bayes error values for sample data and creates data on the basis 
of the values. RTG [5] generates random graphs to evaluate graph analyzing systems. 
It randomly connects nodes and edges of graphs employing user-given input 
parameters. GA [6] tests its system in a path test manner, using data created by a 
genetic algorithm. SynTReN [8] is a method that makes virtual gene data for genetic 
structure learning algorithms. The method extracts characteristics from sample data 
and generates virtual genes using the obtained data characteristics. 

3 Generating Vehicle Data with Vehicle Characteristics 

In the real world, each of vehicle attribute data has its own threshold and normal 
values. The threshold is a border value distinguishing normal and abnormal states 
with respect to each attribute. It is also divided into maximum and minimum 
thresholds. The normal value is a figure when an attribute has a very normal state. 
Using the threshold and normal values, we can decide the degrees of data changes for 
each vehicle attribute, where data with values higher than the maximum threshold or 
lower than the minimum threshold are regarded as fault data. When generating 
vehicle data, our method makes each attribute value of vehicle data gradually changed 
from its normal value to the threshold at a certain location; after the specific point, it 
continues to create the data with values out of the threshold (higher than the 
maximum threshold when the values have been increasing or lower than the minimum 
threshold when they have been decreasing). 

Fig. 1 shows the overall architecture of our vehicle data generating method. In the 
figure, we first select data attribute types to be changed and choose a function type 
among the 2 manners. Thereafter, the proposed algorithm generates values of each 
user-selected attribute, where noise factors are applied into the values in order to 
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consider the characteristics of the real world. After merging these attributes into a 
database format, we can obtain a complete set of vehicle data. 

 

Fig. 1. Architecture of the proposed vehicle data generating algorithm 

3.1 Selecting Data Attributes 

For the evaluation of any vehicle-related development, we need to generate vehicle 
data of which the specific attributes have changeable values. For example, a vehicle 
fault “Poor starting” can occur when attributes, “Battery voltage” and “Air-
conditioner pressure”, have abnormal states. Therefore, if we want to evaluate the 
performance of diagnosis or prognosis methods for “Poor staring”, we need vehicle 
databases of which the two attributes, “Battery voltage” and “Air-conditioner 
pressure”, are abnormal. In the real world case scenario, it is rare that a certain vehicle 
attribute is suddenly changed from a normal state to an abnormal condition. For this 
reason, our method allows the values of attributes to be gradually changed toward 
their own abnormal states similarly to the case of the real world. 

3.2 Generating Attribute Values Considering Function Types and Noises 

Recall that our main focus is to generate vehicle data considering the characteristics 
of the real world. To do that, in the process of generating vehicle data, the algorithm 
gradually changes the values of each specific attribute in the data from normal to 
abnormal states and makes them exceed the corresponding threshold at a certain 
point. We consider the changes of the attribute values as two cases: 1) gradually 
increase from normal values to the maximum threshold or more, and 2) gradually 
decrease from normal ones to the minimum threshold or less. In the first case, given a 
time sequence number, x, the normal value of a selected attribute, N, and its 
maximum threshold, Max, a value of the chosen attribute, , is calculated as follows. = + ( − ) × ( ), ( ) > 0 (1)
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( ) is a variation function that follows a linear form. If ( ) = 0, =  (the 
case of generating normal attribute values); if ( ) = 1, =  (the case of 
generating the same attribute value as the threshold); if ( ) > 1, >  (the 
case of generating abnormal attribute values). 

On the other hand, in the second case, we consider decrease of values and the 
minimum threshold, Min, instead of increase of them and Max in Equation (1). = − ( − ) × ( ), ( ) > 0 (2)

If ( ) = 0, = ; if ( ) = 1, = ; if ( ) > 1, < . Let k be a 
certain time sequence number of which the attribute value is expected by a user to 
exceed the threshold. Then, if a current time sequence number, x, is equal to k, it is 
always true that ( ) ≅ 1. As mentioned above, ( ) is a linear function. 

Definition 1. (Linear function) A linear variation function computes the change 
degree of an attribute value as follows. ( ) =  (3)

By considering what attribute we choose to change and whether we increase the 
values of the chosen ones or not, we can generate numerous types of vehicle data. 

Based on Equations (1) to (3), the proposed algorithm can generate various vehicle 
data, but there is still one challenging issue in the vehicle data generation. In many 
vehicle data in the real world applications, there may be several unexpected factors 
such as noises. For this reason, we also consider such characteristics into our 
approach. Given a generated attribute value, , and a random real number between -
1 and 1, , a noise-based attribute value,  is obtained by the following equation. = + ( × ( − )/ ), (1)+ ( × ( − )/ ), ℎ  (4)

 is a variable deciding a range of the noise. For example, if  is 10, a random value 
assigned within 10 percent of the difference between the normal and threshold values 
is applied into the corresponding attribute value. After applying all of the 
considerations mentioned above, the algorithm merges the attributes and finally 
generates a complete vehicle database. 

4 Analyzing Generated Vehicle Data 

Table 1. Attribute information of vehicle data 

Attribute Unit Max 
threshold

Min
threshold

Normal 
value 

Accelerator pedal sensor mV 1250 250 750 
Air sensor kg/h 700 2.8 351.4 
Battery voltage V 14.7 12.4 13.55 
Oxygen sensor V 0.9 0.1 0.5 
Throttle position voltage V 4.85 0.14 2.49 
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values were increased or decreased in a linear form. Such vehicle data allowed 
engineers or experimenters to evaluate the performance of their own developments 
more exactly and reliably. 
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Abstract. A majority of researches for blog retrieval have only focused on a 
keyword-based search manner under consideration of fundamental blog 
characteristics. However, these keyword-based methods have limitations such 
as the limitation of keyword usage. Especially, use of irrelevant or ambiguous 
keywords leads to low quality of blog information retrieval. In this paper, we 
propose a blog ranking method considering blog pages instead of keywords as a 
search query. Consequently, the proposed method can solve the problem caused 
from the use of irrelevant keywords by efficiently selecting important keywords 
in accordance with the characteristics of blog pages. In addition, we present that 
our algorithm outperforms the previous blog retrieval algorithm in terms of 
Precision and Recall. 

Keywords: Blog, Information retrieval, Keyword classification, Page 
correlation, Ranking technique. 

1 Introduction 

A blog is a useful service possible to share the lifestyle and knowledge of internet 
users. In contrast to personal homepages requiring several professional skills, the blog 
service allows people to use its various functions without any expertise by providing a 
structural template composed of a title, body, tags, comments, etc. Such advantage 
has led to the explosive growth of both the number of blog users and the amount of 
information available in blogs. Consequently, by searching for blogs, we can obtain 
higher-quality information compared to traditional web page retrieval. In recent years, 
various ranking approaches [3, 4, 5, 7] have been studied to perform the efficient blog 
retrieval. However, the existing blog retrieval algorithms have only focused on 
keyword-based search [7]. Thus, all of them have the following irrelevant keyword 
problem. They may provide users with ranking results for unrelated blog pages 
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because they often utilize irrelevant keywords according to their abilities and the 
previous methods do not consider relative importance of keywords. For this reason, in 
this paper, we propose a new approach, called Ranking algorithm for discovering 
Correlated Blog pages (RCB), for comprehensively considering both a classification 
technique of important keywords in blog pages and a ranking method of related blog 
pages based on a blog page given by a user. The proposed algorithm conducts ranking 
processes starting from the selection of a certain blog page to discover other blog 
pages related to the selected one. As a result, our ranking method can solve the 
irrelevant keyword problem through the techniques considering the characteristics of 
blog pages. 

2 Related Work 

With the increase in the popularity of blogs, various blog search approaches [2, 7, 8] 
have been studied to efficiently perform blog search. There is a blog post retrieval 
algorithm based on two credibility-inspired indicators (i.e., post-level and blog-level) 
[7]. The indicators facilitate reliable ranking operations by utilizing fundamental blog 
characteristics such as posts’ lengths and the number of comments. PBR [8] performs 
the blog search through clustering analysis of blog pages by subjects. QUIQS [4] is an 
opinionated blog retrieval model based on user experiences. By analyzing user 
discussions such as comments and references written by other bloggers and readers, 
the algorithm considers the blog pages including a large numbers of positive 
discussions more important than the opposite ones. As other blog ranking methods, a 
ranking method [9] computes the proximity of blogs, and OWA [5] uses the linguistic 
aggregation. In particular, OWA shows the performance improvement when a given 
query is closer to the natural language. Another newest information retrieval method, 
RQ_Rank [2], searches for web pages related to a given query when the query is in 
the form of a webpage. However, the RQ_Rank approach has an important problem in 
ranking relevant blog pages as follows. All the keywords extracted for the ranking 
process have the same importance because the algorithm does not consider the 
characteristics of web pages. Thus, there can be low relevance between a given query 
and the web pages selected according to the extracted keywords. 

As a solution of the problem, we suggest a new blog ranking approach that 
considers different importance of keywords by using the structural characteristics of 
blogs. 

3 A Ranking Method for Correlated Blog Pages 

In this paper, we suggest a ranking method for discovering correlated blog pages. Fig. 
1 shows the overall process of our algorithm. First, a web crawler of RCB collects 
blog pages on World Wide Web (WWW). The proposed algorithm conducts 
morphological analysis for the collected blog pages and keyword classification 
processes for extracting important keywords in the pages without using unnecessary 
ones. RCB makes an inverted index file for each blog page after assigning a unique 
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pages are used to perform the ranking operation. To do that, RCB firstly computes the 
correlation score through the comparison between indexed blog pages and classified 
keywords in blog pages in terms of the keyword importance. Exceptively, RCB 
conducts the indexing process without the correlation score calculation when there are 
no indexed blog pages. In this regard, we suggest a new technique for estimating the 
correlation score of two blog pages to consider the difference importance of 
keywords. The correlation score is denoted as follows. 

Definition 1. Correlation score for blog page(CS) 

=  ℎ ( , )∈  (1)

RCB measures CS of two blog pages through Equation (1). Let w be a keyword, 
B={w1, w2, …, wn} be a set of n keywords included in a blog page, and C be a set of 
keywords of the indexed blog page. Then, CS between B and C is the sum of ℎ ( , ), which is the weight of w corresponding to C. ℎ ( , ) is 
calculated as follows. 

ℎ ( , ) =  ,  ∈,  ∈  0, ℎ  (2)

In Equation (2),  is a weight for an important keyword and  is a weight for an 
ordinary keyword. To assign a high weight to the important keyword,  is always set 
as a value larger than . As a result, RCB performs ID allocation operations by 
integrating the ID allocation technique of RQ_Rank and a new technique for 
computing CS. When the ID allocation processes of all the blogs are finished, RCB 
generates an inverted index file for each keyword contained in blog pages. The 
inverted index file consists of the frequency values of the keyword, URL, and ID for 
each blog page. In addition, for each blog page, RCB stores such two types of 
keywords (important or ordinary ones) into two separate files, respectively. By 
employing the inverted files and these files with the keywords of blog pages, RCB 
can conduct correlated blog search works. 

3.3 A Ranking Score of Correlated Blog Page 

In this section, we describe a ranking technique regarding how to search for blog 
pages closely related to a certain page selected by the user. Once the user select a blog 
page, RCB classifies the keywords of the page as important ones and the other 
ordinary ones; after that, it accesses the inverted files for all the keywords. Let P = 
{i1, i2, …, in} be a set of separate keywords, is, included in a blog page chosen by the 
user, and w be a blog page contained in the inverted files. Then, a ranking score of w 
is computed as follows.  ( ) =  × × _ ( ) × ℎ ( , ) (3)
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In this equation,  is a frequency value denoting how many the k-th keyword in P, 
, occurs in w;  is an inverse document frequency [1]; _ ( ) is a 

ranking score of RQ_Rank for w. After computing all the ranking scores for every 
blog page included in the inverted files, RCB sorts the pages in the descending order 
of their scores and shows a list of them to the user. 

4 Performance Evaluation 

In this section, we present experimental results of the proposed method in order to 
demonstrate the benefits of our method. All experiments were performed on 44,002 
blog pages which included two blog types, Wordpress and Blogger (Blogspot). 
Additionally, in all the experiments, we compared the performance of RCB with that 
of the existing ranking method, RQ_Rank [2]. These algorithms were implemented in 
the C++ language. Note that we set α=10 and β=1 in Equation (2) as the optimized 
values and utilized an open API, CLucene (http://clucene.sourceforge.net/), to 
separate keywords in the collected blog pages. For comparing the different ranking 
algorithms, we used Precision and Recall [6] as quality measures with the following 
10 keywords: {cup, apple, skin, stone, open, book, tree, world, car, and italy}. Here, 
since RCB and RQ_Rank used a blog page as a search query, they conducted an 
additional process for randomly selecting a blog page including a given keyword. =  |{  } ∩ { }||{ }|  (4)

First, we performed comparisons of the two algorithms in terms of Precision, which 
estimated the relevancy of retrieved results. Precision is computed as Equation (4). 

    

            Fig. 2. Precision test                        Fig. 3. Recall test 

Fig. 2 shows Precision of the top 50 results for each method using the 10 
keywords. In the figure, the Precision efficiency of our method is better than that of 
RP_Rank in every keyword. Especially, RCB shows a significant improvement when 
the search keyword is book. The reason is that our method selects blog titles as 
important keywords and assigns additional weights to the keywords. Accordingly, the 
proposed method discovered blog pages related to a given keyword more accurately. 
As a result, our method has more efficient Precision performance compared to 
RP_Rank. 
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=  |{  } ∩ { }||{ }|  (5)

Next, the Recall test was conducted in the same condition of the Precision test. Recall 
estimates how many relevant blog pages are retrieved among whole relevant entries. 
Equation (5) calculates Recall of retrieved results. The results of the Recall test for 
RCB and RQ_Rank are shown in Fig. 3. In the figure, we can observe that RCB 
performs better than RQ_Rank in searching blog pages since the Recall results of our 
method are always higher than those of RQ_Rank. That is, these results signify that 
the retrieved results of our method contain relevant blog pages larger than the 
previous algorithm. 

As a result, the proposed algorithm considering different importance according to 
structures extracting keywords conducts more efficient blog ranking operations than 
the existing algorithm in terms of Precision and Recall. 

5 Conclusion 

In this paper, we proposed an efficient blog ranking method, RCB, for discovering 
blog pages related to a given search keyword. Especially, the proposed algorithm 
utilized the page-based keyword ranking technique and a term classification strategy 
based on structural characteristics of blogs to extract important keywords. Use of 
these techniques enhanced the search effect of the algorithm since the high weight 
values were assigned to the important keywords. In addition, we performed empirical 
experiments describing that the proposed algorithm had more accurate results of 
relevant blog pages for the given keywords through Precision and Recall. 
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Abstract. Weblogs are used to express knowledge and thoughts of many 
internet users. With the explosion of information in the weblog space, problems 
of information retrieval efficiency on weblog posts have been addressed. To 
provide users with their desired information more precisely, we propose a 
weblog retrieval algorithm based on the analysis of weblog topics. The 
proposed algorithm focuses on the informativeness, which is one of the 
important characteristics in weblogs. Our method ranks weblog posts by using 
both interconnections of weblogs and relevance between weblog topics as well 
as a given user query in order to offer high-quality weblog information to users. 
In addition, we demonstrate that our method is more effective than the previous 
one for retrieving weblogs in terms of the real weblog dataset. 

Keywords: Blogosphere retrieval, topic extraction, weblog post retrieval, 
weblog mining. 

1 Introduction 

A weblog (or blog) is a special space that is possible to make social interaction based 
on the user interactivity [4]. In the weblog space, weblog users (or bloggers) can write 
posts on their weblogs and use various communication methods such as postings, 
scraps, comments, and trackbacks in order to maintain friendly relationships with 
other bloggers. Consequently, a set of weblog networks, called blogosphere, has been 
constructed; it is composed of weblogs’ connections. For retrieving the blogosphere, 
many algorithms [2, 5, 10] using weblog characteristics have been suggested. 
Especially, WCT [3] is a state-of-the-art algorithm utilizing additional weights for 
each blogger-blogger relationship including comments and trackbacks. However, the 
algorithm has a problem that posts connected to few numbers of weblogs are 
estimated as lower grades than ones with many relationships because it mainly 
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measures the links among weblogs although the posts contain high-quality 
information. To solve this problem, we propose a Weblog Post Retrieval algorithm 
(WPR) for considering the relevance between weblog topics and a given user query 
(or keywords). WPR aims to provide weblog post ranking results for the user 
keywords through the analysis with respect to multiple aspects of weblogs. In 
particular, the proposed algorithm assigns large weights to posts of weblogs that 
specialize in few topics by considering both interconnections among weblogs and 
various relationships such as weblog topics-user and posts-user queries. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide the core 
contents of previous studies related to the weblog ranking and topic extraction. 
Section 3 describes the details of ranking techniques for the proposed method. In 
Section 4, we present and analyze the experimental results on a real dataset. Finally, 
our contributions are summarized in Section 5. 

2 Related Work 

The WPR algorithm considers not only the general link-based ranking technique but 
also the relevance of weblog topics and user queries. Thus, we introduce various 
existing approaches of these fields in this section. 

2.1 Link-Based Rankings 

The early blogosphere was searched by traditional information retrieval methods such 
as PageRank [7], which uses the relative importance based on the link analysis. 
Blogrank [5] enhanced PageRank on the basis of a technique applying weblog 
characteristics with the link-graph. As another link-based algorithm, PTRank [2] is a 
weblog ranking framework utilizing RSS feed information and the neural network. In 
recent years, WCT [3] has been proposed in order to improve the fragmentary 
approach with respect to trackbacks by performing the analysis of comments and 
weblog structures. 

2.2 Topic-Based Methods 

Extracting weblog topics is one of fundamental weblog retrieval approaches, and such 
methods [9, 10] have been studied in the blogosphere. For example, the event mining 
algorithm [9] discovers topics through the analysis of action relations, and the tag-
topic model [10] is a variation of Latent Dirichlet Allocation. Recently, various 
algorithms [1, 11] for mining topics have been proposed as follows: the weblog 
ranking algorithm [1] based on topic consistency and topic extracting method [11] 
using the W2T methodology. 
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3 WPR: The Topic-Oriented Weblog Post Retrieval Algorithm 

To efficiently perform the weblog retrieval, the proposed algorithm conducts the 
ranking process in terms of different three aspects as follows. 1) weblog-weblog 
relationships: estimating weblogs’ reputations through the analysis of 
interconnections among weblogs, 2) weblog-query relationships: computing the 
relevance between weblog topics and query, and 3) the post-query relationships: 
examining the weblog posts based on the term frequency. 

3.1 Weblog-Weblog 

In contrast to the traditional internet users, bloggers can interact with other bloggers 
and increase their own knowledge through social interactions. In the blogosphere, 
weblogs are connected by various linkage functions such as links, comments, and 
trackbacks. Therefore, we can compute the reputation for each weblog by analyzing 
interconnections with the others. When D is a set of weblog documents and B is a 
weblog, the equation for calculating B’s reputation is as follows. ( , ) = ( , ) + ( , ) + ( , ) (1)

In Eq. (1), the result of the Link function is affected by the hyperlinks from all the 
weblogs except for B. Additionally, the result includes the analysis of the blogrolls of 
other weblogs. Note that a blogroll is a list of other interesting weblogs. The 
CommentLink function estimates the quantity of questions and opinions in B, which 
are written by bloggers. Contrary to the other functions, this result considers the 
relationships between B and general users (non-bloggers). The other function, 
TrackbackLink, measures the connection degree for trackbacks that allow bloggers to 
review released posts as the confidential message type. As a results, the sum of 
computed score results becomes B’s reputation. Thus, this reputation degree indicates 
how many other weblogs B is related to and demonstrates B’s popularity in D. 

3.2 Weblog-Query 

Let Q={q1, q2, …, qn} be a given user query consisting of specific keywords for 
retrieving weblogs and TPset be a set of topics sorted in frequency descending order. 
Here, a topic is a term include in a special weblog structure. Especially, the terms 
extracted from titles, tags, and highlight words (i.e., bold, italic, and hyperlink type) 
are considered as topics. Then, the proposed algorithm can estimate the relevance of 
weblog topics and Q in terms of the informativeness of weblogs through the following 
equation. 

( , ) = ( . , )( . ) (2)

That is, the relevance is the ratio of Q to the TPset of a weblog. The reason why the 
estimation of relevance is important is as follows. If a weblog is more related to a 
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given user query, the weblog is likely to have more accuracy and large information 
for the query. Since weblogs are the space where weblog posts written by bloggers 
continue to be accumulated, the proposed algorithm performs Eq. (2) to evaluate the 
quality of the collected information. Though this equation, we can provide users with 
weblogs including high-quality information related to a given query even though there 
are a few connections among weblogs. 

3.3 Post-Query 

In the search for weblog posts, a frequency value for each keyword within a post, 
called Term Frequency (TF), is used as a standard that represents the importance of 
the keyword. We calculate a score of each keyword using TF and PIDF [6], where the 
PIDF score can be obtained by the following formula: (#   /(| #    − 17 | + 1)). This formula measures the ratio of the 
number of posts with keyword K to the whole posts in a corpus. In addition, we 
analyze information regarding comments and trackbacks of posts in order to calculate 
the quality of the posts. For each post P, its score is estimated by the number of 
comments and trackbacks and TF-PIDF scores in P. 

( , , ) = ( , ) ∗ ( , ) + ( ) + ( ) (3)

Consequently, we can draw the following equation based on Eqs. (1), (2), and (3). ( , , , ) = ( , ) + ( , )+ ( , , ) (4)

Through Eq. (4), we can obtain the final score of each post P with respect to user-
given query Q. After that, the proposed algorithm sorts posts in the descending order 
of the final scores, thereby providing users with high-quality weblogs. 

4 Performance Evaluation 

4.1 Experimental Environment and Datasets 

In this section, we present the comparison between the proposed algorithm and the 
state-of-the-art algorithm, WCT [3], to demonstrate the retrieval efficiency of our 
method. The experiments were conducted on Windows 7 OS, i5-3570, and 8GB. In 
addition, we collected the real weblog dataset starting from Technorati 
(http://www.technorati.com). The following table shows the statistical information of 
the collected weblog dataset. For the performance evaluation, the quality of ranking 
results for each algorithm was measured by utilizing Normalized Discounted 
Cumulative Gain (NDCG) as in the previous algorithms [3, 8]. The NDCG tests were 
performed on the basis of the average length of the weblog posts. The NDCG result of 
an algorithm is a value between 0 and 1. If the NDCG result of an algorithm is 1, the 
ranking result of the algorithm is equal to the ideal result. 
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Table 1. Statistics of the real dataset 

Indicator Value 

# of weblogs 2,177 
# of posts 50,058 
# of weblog topics 46,686 
# of wordlist 246,408 
# of topics per weblog 21 

4.2 NDCG Tests 

Fig. 1 shows the comparison results of NDCG with respect to 4 queries (Art, Comedy, 
Death, and Style) while the rank is increased from 10 to 50. 

  
(a) Art and Comedy 

 
(b) Death and Style 

Fig. 1. NDCG result for each query 

Fig. 1 shows the NDCG results of compared algorithms with respect to 4 queries 
(Art, Comedy, Death, and Style) while the rank is increased from 10 to 50. On all of 
the results, the proposed algorithm always has higher NDCG results compared to 
WCT. In Fig. 1(a), especially, it is observed that the NDCG results of our method for 
Art are the best results between 0.99 and 1. On the other hand, WCT shows the worst 
NDCG performance in the same condition. In addition in Fig. 1(b), the NDCG results 
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of WPR have the steady difference to those of WCT when the rank is changed. As a 
result, our algorithm is better than the WCT algorithm in terms of ranking efficiency. 

5 Conclusion 

We proposed an effective weblog post retrieval algorithm for ranking weblog posts by 
using the computed rank scores of different three aspects. Especially, we described 
the analysis technique of interconnections among weblogs and the ranking technique 
for estimating the relevance between weblog topics and user keywords with the topic 
extraction in weblogs. Therefore, our algorithm could solve the problem of 
information losses in link-based ranking algorithms through the weblog topic-based 
technique. The retrieval effectiveness of our method was demonstrated by the 
performance results of the NDCG comparisons between the proposed algorithm and 
the state-of-the-art one. In future work, we are scheduled to extend the proposed 
algorithm to a time-sensitive ranking approach that assigns high weights into recent 
posts, and we are also under consideration with respect to applying various trends in 
the real world such as hot topic keyword approaches. 
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Abstract. HEVC (high efficiency video coding) achieves much higher coding 
efficiency compared with previous video coding standards at cost of significant 
computational complexity. This paper proposes a fast intra mode decision 
scheme, where a Bayesian classification framework using relative sum of 
absolute Hadamard transformed difference (SATD) is introduced and combined 
with conventional fast encoding methods. Experimental results show that this 
scheme reduces encoding run time by about 30% with a negligible coding loss 
of 0.9% BD-rate for the all intra coding scenario. 

Keywords: HEVC, video coding, fast encoder, intra mode decision. 

1 Introduction 

High efficiency video coding (HEVC) standard [1] has been developed through the 
efforts of the Joint Collaborative Team on Video Coding (JCT-VC). To achieve high 
coding efficiency with comparable image quality, several new coding tools have been 
adopted in HEVC. In particular, the number of intra prediction modes allowed in 
HEVC is 35, whereas it is maximally 9 in H.264/AVC. This increased number of intra 
prediction modes can bring higher coding efficiency in intra prediction coding, but 
require substantially higher computational complexity to select the best intra 
prediction mode by performing rate distortion optimization (RDO). To overcome this 
problem, fast intra mode decision schemes are being intensively studied. Y. Piao et al. 
[2] attained complexity reduction of the intra mode decision using a rough mode 
decision (RMD). RMD reduces the number of intra prediction mode candidates to be 
compared in RDO process, called as RDO candidates, according to mode bits and the 
sum of absolute Hadamard transformed difference (SATD). L. Zhao et al. [3] 
proposed a modified RMD which always includes the most probable mode (MPM) as 
well. The above two methods have been adopted in HEVC test model (HM) 12.0 [4]. 
M. Zhang et al. [5] introduced an adaptive fast intra mode decision method which 
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uses the mode with minimal SATD cost and finds relevance between the mode and 
the others in the candidate list to adaptively reduce the RDO candidates. S. Lee et al. 
[6] proposed a simple fast intra prediction mode decision method. In their work, when 
a mode having minimal SATD cost is one of MPMs, the mode is directly decided as 
the best mode. However, in RMD, only prediction unit (PU) size influences on the 
number of the RDO candidates. In other words, RMD is a fixed strategy not 
considering different characteristics of image blocks. In particular, the number of the 
RDO candidates is always fixed regardless of different SATD costs. 

In this paper, to take advantage of different characteristics of blocks, relative 
SATD of the subset obtained by RMD is utilized to reduce adaptively the number of 
the RDO candidates. For considering the relative SATD, a modified Bayesian 
classification framework is introduced. Moreover, to reduce further the computational 
complexity, a combined scheme with Zhang’s method [5], Lee’s method [6], and the 
Bayesian classification framework is also proposed. 

2 Proposed Method 

In HM 12.0, there are two stages to decide the best intra coding mode. Firstly, a 
subset of all intra prediction mode is obtained by calculate the SATD in RMD. The 
number of the subset is pre-determined to 8 for 4×4 and 8×8 PU, 3 for 16×16, 32×32, 
and 64×64 PUs. Furthermore, MPMs derived from neighboring blocks are added to 
the subset. Secondly, Rate-Distortion (RD) cost for each mode of the subset is 
computed. Then, the mode with minimal RD cost is identified to be the best mode. 
SATD and RDO are the key operations for selecting the best mode, while the SATD 
operation is briefly aimed to reduce the number of complex RDO times. However, the 
number of the subset is fixed for PUs with the same size in RMD and RD costs for all 
modes of the subset should be calculated in RDO. If the number of the RDO 
candidates is reduced, the encoding time can be accelerated. 

After RMD, a subset consisting of N modes is obtained and SATD costs for all 
modes of the subset are available. If a mode of the subset has a much higher SATD 
cost than others, this mode is likely not to be the best mode in the sense of RDO. 
Thus, instead of considering all modes of the subset as the RDO candidates, by 
discarding modes with a relatively higher SATD cost from the RDO candidates, the 
encoding time required to calculate RD costs for the modes can be saved. In this 
paper, the relative SATD is measured by the ratio to minimal SATD cost in the subset 
as (1) = / (2 ≤ ≤ ), (1)

where SATDi indicates the SATD cost for the ith mode in the subset. For all modes 
except the 1st mode, the SATD ratio, , is computed, followed by sorting SATD. 

To observe the relationship between the SATD ratio and the best mode, an 
experiment was conducted under the HEVC common test condition [7] for eight 
sequences including class A to class D. In Fig. 1, ( | ) is the probability density 
function (PDF) of the SATD ratio of the ith mode given that one of intra prediction 
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modes with index smaller than i is the best mode in the sense of RDO, . On the 
other hand, ( | ) is the PDF of the  given that the one is not the best mode, 

. By using these class conditional PDFs, a discriminant function to decide  or 
 can be established. If the decision is made as , removing the modes with index 

lager than or equal to i may achieve the computational complexity reduction, while 
keeping comparable coding efficiency. 

 

Fig. 1. PDFs of the SATD ratio of the ith mode given that one of intra modes with index 
smaller than i is and is not the best mode in the sense of RDO, respectively 

To decide the removing according to the SATD ratio, a modified Bayesian 
classification framework is introduced. Removing the modes with index lager than or 
equal to i means that one of modes with index smaller than i is the best mode. 
Therefore, removing the modes with index lager than or equal to i or not can be 
formulated into a binary classification problem, where one class is  and the other 
class is , respectively. Bayesian classifier [8] based on the optimization criterion of 
minimum Bayesian risk can be expressed as (2). 

( ) =  ( | )( | ) > λ , ( )λ ,  ( ) (0 ≤ ≤ 1)  , 
(2)

where ( )  ∈ { , }  is the prior probability of the two classes;  p( | )  ∈{ , }  is the class conditional PDF of the feature  given that the state of nature is 
, and λ ,   , ∈ { , } denotes the cost of making decision p while the ground 

truth is q. To simplify (2), ( | )/ ( | ) , ( )/ ( ) , and λ ,  / λ ,  are 
substituted with ( ), Κ, and λ, respectively. Thus, the decision rule of the proposed 
Bayesian classifier, ( ), can be interpreted as calling for deciding  if the ( ) 
exceeds a threshold value, λ ∙ Κ, that is independent of . 

The proposed fast intra prediction mode decision scheme combines efficiently the 
modified Bayesian classification framework based on the relative SATD cost, 
Zhang’s method [5], and Lee’s method [6]. Figure 2 shows the encoding procedure of 
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the proposed scheme. There are three stages; processes of RMD [2], RDO candidate 
reduction, and RDO. Followed by the RMD process, the proposed RDO candidate 
reduction reduces modes of a subset obtained by the RMD process, and then RD cost 
is computed only for the decreased modes in the RDO process.  

 

Fig. 2. The proposed fast intra prediction mode decision scheme 

First, in the RDO candidate reduction process, Lee’s method is applied because 
this method is very simple and reduces substantially modes of the subset by only one. 
If the mode with minimal SATD cost is equal to one of MPMs, only the mode is 
decided as the RDO candidate in Lee’s method and the RDO candidate reduction 
process is early terminated. Otherwise, the Bayesian classifier and Zhang’s method 
are conducted simultaneously. In the Bayesian classifier, the SATD ratio is a feature 
as described above. If the likelihood ratio of the ith mode, ( ) , exceeds the 
threshold that is computed by the decision cost, λ and the prior probability ratio, Κ, 
the modes with index smaller than i and MPMs are decided as a preliminary RDO 
candidate set, while the other modes are discarded from the RDO candidates. On the 
other hand, another preliminary RDO candidate set is obtained by Zhang’s method. 
Finally, the smaller one between the two preliminary RDO candidate sets is selected 
as the final RDO candidates to be computed in the RDO process. 

Stage 1. RMD Process 
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3 Experimental Results 

The proposed method is implemented on the top of HM 12.0. In experiments, encoder 
control follows the HEVC common test condition with Intra_Main configurations [7]. 
Table 1 shows training and test sequences that are used for training parameters of the 
Bayesian classifier and evaluating the performance of the proposed method, 
respectively. The class conditional PDFs of the Bayesian classifier are estimated by 
using the training sequences in Table 1 as shown in Fig. 1. To compare the 
computational complexity, encoding time ratio (ETR) is measured as ETR(%) =ET /ET × 100, where ETref and ETtest are encoding times of HM 12.0 and a test 
method, respectively.  

To evaluate individual performances of the Bayesian classifier, Zhang’s method, 
and Lee’s method, BD-rate relative to HM 12.0 is measured as shown in Table 2 for 
the test sequences in Table 1. The proposed Bayesian classifier has the lowest average 
coding loss with average complexity reduction of 12.33%. The reason for the lowest 
coding loss includes that the Bayesian classifier is based on a training process. Lee’s 
method has the largest complexity reduction, whereas it also has the largest coding 
loss. 

For the proposed fast intra prediction mode decision scheme combining the three 
methods, average coding efficiency and average encoding time ratio are evaluated. In 
this experiment, the same test sequences are used excluding the training sequences. 
Note that the Bayesian classifier has different performances according the decision 
cost, λ. Thus, experiments are conducted for various values of λ. As shown in the 
Fig. 3, the proposed scheme takes the encoding time of 70.18% relative to HM12.0 with 
a negligible coding loss of 0.95% BD-rate when λ is equal to 100. On the other hand, 
the computational complexity and the coding loss are 71.67% ETR and 0.79% BD-
rate, respectively. In this way, the proposed scheme can provide a useful advantage 
for controlling the trade-off between the computational complexity and the coding 
efficiency. 

Table 1. Training and test sequences 

Sequences Training Sequences Test Sequences 
Class A SteamLocomotiveTrain 

Traffic 
PeopleOnStreet 

Class B Cactus 
ParkScene 

Kimono 

Class C BQMall 
PartyScene 

BasketballDrill 

Class D BlowingBubbles 
BQSquare 

BasketballPass 
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Table 2. Individual performances of the Bayesian classifier, Zhang’s method, and Lee’s 
method 

Test sequence 
Lee [6] Zhang [5] 

Bayesian classifier 
( =150) 

BD-rate 
(%) 

ETR 
(%) 

BD-rate 
(%) 

ETR 
(%) 

BD-rate 
(%) 

ETR 
(%) 

PeopleOnStreet 0.45 83.75 0.28 83.63 0.28 87.04 
Kimono 0.42 80.13 0.32 83.51 0.05 88.84 
BasketballDrill 0.48 81.45 0.28 84.52 0.11 87.64 
BasketballPass 0.55 82.34 0.42 82.85 0.21 87.16 
Average 0.47 81.91 0.32 83.73 0.16 87.67 

 

Fig. 3. Performance of the proposed fast intra prediction mode decision according to the 
decision cost  

4 Conclusion 

This paper introduces a modified Bayesian classifier using the relative SATD cost and a 
fast intra prediction mode decision scheme to decrease the computational complexity of 
HEVC encoders. As shown in the experimental results, the encoding time of average 
70.18% is taken with a negligible coding loss of a BD-rate increase of 0.95% for 
Intra_Main case. In the current Bayesian classifier, only one feature is selected. 
Combining more features may lead to higher discrimination capacity, which is 
considered as one of the future work. 
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Abstract. Lately, Cloud Computing environment has been rising as a new IT 
paradigm beyond technology. While many issues are raised, however, different 
risks exist to convert actual IT service to SaaS-Cloud computing environment. 
To reduce such risks, a large party of the software development process must be 
remodeled. This study analyzes previous cases of converting toward SaaS-
Cloud computing environment, and proposes four new best practices in 
Software Development in which the cases’ success factors are reflected. The 
effectiveness of the practices will be verified in the future by being applied to 
software development project based on various SaaS-Cloud that is operated by 
Korean Software Engineering Center. 

Keywords: SaaS-Cloud computing, software development process, process 
improvement. 

1 Introduction 

SaaS-Cloud computing, one of the recent keywords in the software industry has a 
ripple effect that can change the manners of production and consumption of software. 
Due to expanded importation of SaaS-Cloud computing, software is no longer the 
subject of purchase but that of rent. Many consumers have already been using 
software in different cloud computing environment. As SNS has been invigorated and 
the stratum of M2M network has been enlarged through the spread of smart phone, 
data to be controlled by enterprises takes on the aspect of big data. According to 
Cisco [1], “Cloud applications will account for 90% of total mobile data traffic by 
2018, compared to 82% at the end of 2013. Mobile cloud traffic will grow 12-fold 
from 2013 to 2018, attaining a compound annual growth rate of 64%.  

Alike the software development environment has changed from client server 
environment after 90’s to web environment since the noughties, it is more proper to 
recognize SaaS-Cloud computing environment as a paradigm indicating a new 
software development and share environment of minor element technology. Such 
paradigm shift in IT environment requires a new change in the developing manners of 
software, as well. Therefore, this study proposes an applicable guideline about the 
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new paradigm shift for developers in software industry by suggesting considerable 
best practices along with existing best practices based on the analysis of cases of 
importing SaaS-Cloud computing announced so far. 

The remainder of this paper is as follows: in Chapter 2, the result of surveys on 
success stories of adopting SaaS-Cloud computing is discussed. Chapter 3 describes 
the challenges of software development process to support SaaS-Cloud computing 
based IT environments, and Chapter 4 consequently proposes additional Best 
Practices of software development. Finally, we discuss the conclusion of this work 
and future plan of further studies. 

2 Survey on Success Stories 

Above all, we collected importation cases of SaaS-Cloud computing as much as 
possible. When nine system cases were collected, as the result, we analyzed what 
potential success factor each case had when its IT environment is converted to SaaS-
Cloud computing.  

Through this success case analysis, it was able to sample following success factors 
(SF) of successful stabilization of SaaS-Cloud computing importation. 

SF1.Providing differentiated business model and professional service 
SF2. Ensuring high-reliability and high-quality of service 
SF3. Outstanding price policy  
SF4. Establishing broad strategy for insurance of potential customer 
SF5. Prompt transition to personal cloud environment 
SF6. Providing innovative hardware using the service 
SF7. Building organic cooperative relationship between related institutions and data 
sources 
SF8. Constantly expanding constructed bulk information and ensuring accumulation 
management technology 

Through the practical successful case analysis, ROI (Return On Investment) were also 
listed. ROI can be the factors of determination when a certain organization considers 
transition to SaaS-Cloud computing environment. Followings are expected benefits 
and risks of importing SaaS-Cloud computing.  

Expected Benefit from transition to SaaS-Cloud computing environment: 

- Increased service speed due to increased agility, adaptability, and flexibility 
of the service 

- Reduced service cost 
- Retainable bulk storage without additional facility investment  

Risks on transition to SaaS-Cloud computing environment: 

- Vulnerable security and privacy 
- Enterprise support and service maturity 
- Return on investment concerns 
- Possibility of performance decline 
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3 Challenges to Software Engineering Process 

As mentioned above, the IT environment transition toward SaaS-Cloud computing is 
to be recognized as a paradigm shift rather than minor technology change. 
Accordingly, many aspects are required to be changed as regards development and 
operation of software. In this chapter, it discusses what composes elements of change 
due to the importation of SaaS-Cloud computing. Followings are descriptions of each 
element. 

- Challenges in Service Management: In order to provide resilient and flexible 
service, one of the benefits of cloud-based system, a new service must be able to 
be created through compounding applications in the cloud. 

- Challenges in Service Level Management: Cloud computing-based services 
must provide different services depending on the amount of their users pay. 

- Challenges in Incident and Problem Management: A developed form of 
virtualization has a significant impact on the impact analysis of incidents and error. 
It results in changes in traditional 1st-2nd-3rd support organization structure. 

- Challenges in Change Management & Release/Deployment Management: 
Due to dynamics of cloud computing, risk and impact analysis becomes more 
complicated. It requires constructing mature change management and 
automatized release & deployment process. 

- Challenges in Capacity Management: Dynamics of Cloud computing may be 
the factor to complicate the process of predicting and provisioning the total 
service capacity. Therefore, the model predicts capacity itself needs to be 
changed to reflect cloud computing property. 

- Challenges in IT Financial Management: Due to flexible pricing policy of 
Cloud computing, more strategic decision making is necessary while pricing IT 
service. 

- Challenges in Capacity Management: Dynamics of cloud computing may be 
the factor to complicate the process of predicting and provisioning the total 
service capacity. Therefore, the model predicts capacity itself needs to be 
changed to reflect cloud computing property.  

- Challenges in Supplier Management: Whether the IT organization is combined 
with IT service inside and out or not, it is highly necessary to integrate different 
IT services according to defined SLA (Service Level Agreement). 

- Challenges in Supporting Common Operations: As the provisioning needs to 
be done much quicker than before, software service development process must 
be clearly defined and every process must be approved beforehand.  

- Challenges in Service Portfolio Management: Service portfolio management 
process is a new mechanism demonstrating the new business opportunity 
proposed by cloud computing. Presence of service portfolio is related to every 
risk. It means the service system must be able to react to every possible situation. 

- Challenges in Service Validation and Testing: It requires service validation 
and testing system that can support dynamics of cloud computing. However, 
prompt provisioning and flexible scale-up have made things easier. 
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4 Best Practices for SaaS-Cloud Environment 

In this chapter, we present best practices for software development in SaaS-Cloud 
environment, which is extracted from the prior survey and analysis of risks and 
challenges. Before presenting the explanation of each best practice, the related risks, 
success factors and challenges are denoted as rationales of the best practice. 

4.1 Best Practice 1: Transform Application to the Cloud Computing 
Environment Incrementally 

 Mitigate Risks by the Best Practice: Enterprise support and service maturity, 
return on investment concerns 

 Success Factors by the Best Practice: Building up an organic cooperative 
relationship between related institutions and data sources, and securing 
continuous expanding and accumulation & management technology for 
constructed bulk information 

 Solved Challenges by the Best Practice: Challenges in incident and problem 
management, challenges in capacity management, challenges in change 
management & release/deployment management 

Initial transiting existing applications to cloud environment requires high cost, 
obviously. Therefore, one must consider the gain by investment before the transit, 
also contemplating the maturity of the service to be converted and level of the 
enterprise. Through such analysis, even the cloudization has already been decided, a 
plan must be established for gradual cloudization to minimize the risk and verify 
potential incident and issue from multiple viewpoint.  

Pre-requisite solution sets in software engineering aspect to support this include re-
engineering methods for legacy application, cloudization method for application, 
supporting tools, and cloudization planning technique. 

4.2 Best Practice 2: Response Resiliently to Extended Changes 

 Mitigate Risks by the Best Practice: Enterprise support and service maturity, 
return on investment concerns 

 Success Factors by the Best Practice: Prompt transition toward personal Cloud 
environment and innovative hardware using the service 

 Solved Challenges by the Best Practice: Challenges in change management & 
release/deployment management, challenges in service portfolio management 

Cloud service is related to quite extensive stakeholders and concerned systems more 
closely than single application-based service. There are frequent requests of software 
change from stakeholders, many physical systems, and changes in virtual device. 
Such issue is one of quality factors required to cloud service to prove how fast cloud 
service can accept those external change elements.  
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Pre-requisite solution sets in software engineering aspect include domain 
engineering technology, service oriented software requirements traceability 
management, and service portfolio management process which integrates legacy 
application and cloud lifecycle. 

4.3 Best Practice 3: Consider Multi-tenants for an Application 

 Mitigate Risks by the Best Practice: Vulnerable security and privacy, enterprise 
support and service maturity, possibility of performance decline 

 Success Factors by the Best Practice: Providing differentiated business model 
and professional service, innovative price policy, high reliability and high quality 
of service, and establishing broad strategy to secure potential customers 

 Solved Challenges by the Best Practice: challenges in service management, 
challenges in Service Level Management, challenges in service portfolio 
management, challenges in service validation and testing, challenges in 
supporting common operations 

One of the major changes in cloud environment is many devices based on 
virtualization technology in the original physical infrastructure (VM, vDisk, vSwitch, 
vDesktop, etc.) compose another infra environment. Due to such change, software 
service must compose services which correspond with many tenants according to the 
contract terms even when they provide the same application functions. Though such 
requirement about multi-tenant forces to guarantee independent level and 
performance which were possible under the condition of the cloud service provider 
was subordinate to the single customer, it is not easy to satisfy this. Followings are the 
best subordinate practices to precede best practice.  

Based on the consistent policy of the organization, cloud resources shall be 
managed dynamically. 

Pre-requisite solution sets in software engineering aspect include SLA 
management per business service tenant and sharing service standardization method 
for operational cost saving. 

4.4 Best Practice 4: Manage Vulnerability of Software 

 Mitigate Risks by the Best Practice: Vulnerable security and privacy, possibility 
of performance decline 

 Success Factors by the Best Practice: Ensuring high reliability and high quality 
of service and establishing broad strategy to insure potential customers 

 Solved Challenges by the Best Practice: Challenges in incident and problem 
management, challenges in change management & release/deployment 
management, challenges in service validation and testing 

The wider the range of cloud service, the more related software is potentially 
vulnerable. Apart from security issues such as securing countless personal 
information scattered in the cloud and potential violation of privacy, solutions must be 
prepared to control vulnerability of software as an issue created by one tenant can be 
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escalated to be every tenant’s issue while they share the same service. Meanwhile, 
overcoming risks related to such vulnerability and providing more reliable and better 
service than competitors can be the biggest success factor. However, it is true that 
software vulnerability has not been significantly handled in Best Practice for 
traditional software development yet so that the technology is not mature enough to 
deal with weakness of cloud service. 

Pre-requisite solution sets in software engineering aspect include software 
vulnerability analysis method, software safety guarantee guideline per levels of 
software lifecycle, and verification technology for software architecture in various 
operational environments. 

5 Conclusion and Future Work 

We have presented a set of best practices for satisfying requirements on software 
development process against a new IT environment paradigm, SaaS-Cloud 
computing. The presented best practices are the result of analyzing prior success cases 
and various challenges required by the importation of SaaS-cloud computing 
environment. We hope that the presented best practices could be a guideline for 
organizations that are concerning transformation from legacy application systems to 
SaaS-Cloud services. In addition, the presented best practices will continue to be 
materialized, refined, and verified of their effectiveness by being applied to many 
projects by Korean Software Engineering Center. 
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Abstract. A comprehensive information systems (IS) literature found that there 
has been little empirical evidence on application users’ mental model that 
affects their behavioral intention in a smartphone context. The goals of this 
study are; 1) to suggest a theoretical research model to explain application 
users’ behavioral intention in a smartphone setting using mental model, and 2) 
to empirically validate the model and examine the relationships among the 
variables in the model. A survey of students and practitioners was conducted to 
collect data. Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) was used to analyze the data. 
The results showed that there is a direct effect of mental model on intention to 
use smartphone applications. In addition, there is also an indirect effect of 
mental model on intention to use applications through a mediating variable, 
perceived usability.  

Keywords: Mental, Model, Usability, Intention, Smartphone, Application. 

1 Introduction 

Since they emerged around 2000, smartphones have moved beyond their earlier status 
as supplements to computers [3, 8]. Today, it is not too much say that they become a 
portable multimedia computer that is essential in our daily lives. The smartphone 
market expanded rapidly with the launch of the Apple iPhone in 2007. At the same 
time, the increase of smartphone ownership facilitated a wider use of smartphone 
applications [19]. Currently, hundreds of thousands of smartphone applications are 
available in the market. They can be used for a variety of purposes in our lives 
including making phone calls, exchanging text messages, searching Web information, 
taking photos, listening music, watching TV shows, playing games, and purchasing 
goods and services [4, 13, 14].  

Even though smartphones are highly versatile in our daily lives, they still have less 
overall capabilities than their desktop counterparts. Especially, they have small 
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displays and low resolutions in general, which make smartphone applications difficult 
to have a usable interface. Because user interface is critical to any application, it 
should be carefully designed [18].  

User interface is the part of information system that users can see, hear and feel [9]. 
Moran [11] addressed that user interface consists of everything users can use to 
contact systems – physically, perceptually, and conceptually. Based on these views, 
user interface seems to play an important role in the creation of mental model.  

A mental model is a cognitive structure comprised of specific knowledge [15]. 
According to Johnson-Laird [7], a mental model is a kind of internal representation of 
external reality that is simpler than the entity it represents. Humans use mental models 
to explain and predict their surrounding world [15]. Based on these perspectives, it 
could be possible to infer that smartphone users also develop their own mental models 
regarding the user interface of applications. Furthermore, it seems also possible to 
infer that if the quality of the user interface of an application is high, then the users 
could create the mental model of the application more precisely.  

If a mental model of an application is well created, that is, consistent with the user 
interface of the application, it could enable users to be better able to not only 
understand the usage of the application, but also perceive the usability of the 
application, thereby leading to intention to use it. On the other hand, if the mental 
model is poorly developed, then users could be confused, which in turn, leads to their 
reluctance to use the application. If users are reluctant to use, then they could not 
perceive the usability of the application.  

Some researchers saw usability as an attribute to a systems acceptance. Shakel [16] 
defined a system’s acceptance as a function of perceived utility, usability, likeability, and 
a cost. Similarly, Nielsen [12] suggested that usability forms usefulness, which leads to 
practical acceptability of a system with other systems attributes, such as cost, 
compatibility, and reliability. Lu and Yeung [10] also supported Nielsen’s view. They 
proposed the perception of usability as one of the attributes for system acceptability. 
Based on these views, it seems possible to infer that the perceived usability of 
applications has an impact on application users’ intention to use in a smartphone context.  

However, a comprehensive IS literature review found that there has been little 
empirical research on the mental model of smartphone users. Specifically, there has been 
little understanding about the direct effect of the mental model of application users on 
their behavioral intention to use as well as the indirect effect of the mental model on the 
dependable variable through a behavioral belief, perceived usability. Thus, the research 
aims of this study are; 1) to suggest a theoretical research model to explain application 
users’ behavioral intention in a smartphone setting using mental model, and 2) to 
empirically validate the model and examine the relationships among the variables in the 
model. Based on the discussion above, the following hypotheses are proposed. 

H1: The mental model of application users positively affects their behavioural 
intention to use applications in a smartphone context. 

H2: The mental model of application users positively affects the perceived 
usability of applications in a smartphone context. 

H3: The perceived usability of applications positively affects application users’ 
behavioural intention to use applications in a smartphone context. 
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2 Data Analysis and Results 

A survey of students and practitioners was conducted to collect data. Based on 
previous research, a 9-item questionnaire was developed on a 5-point Likert-type 
scale. A total of 236 participants took the questionnaire, 66.9% of the respondents 
were undergraduates, 33.1% were practitioners (see Table 1). One hundred fifty eight 
students from various academic programs at three universities in Korea volunteered. 
Of the respondents, 50.4% were male; 49.6% were female.  

Table 1. Participant Characteristics 

 Characteristics Frequency Percent 

Gender Males 119 50.4 
Females 117 49.6 

Age 20-29 189 80.1 
30-39 35 14.8 

40 Above 12 5.1 
Job Students 158 66.9 

Practitioners 78 33.1 

 
Structural equation modeling (SEM) with AMOS ver. 18 was used to test the 

proposed research model. First, the loadings of the individual measurement items 
were examined to support the reliability of individual items. The loadings of the 
individual measurement items on their respective constructs should be above 0.60 or, 
ideally, 0.70 [1, 2]. All of the measurement items in the model had loadings greater 
than the recommended tolerance of 0.70 on their intended constructs, demonstrating 
adequate reliability (see Table 2).  

Table 2. Standardized Regression Weights of Observable Variables 

Variables Questions Est. Var. C.R. 

Mental 
Model 

The way to use the application that I used recently was 
predictable 

.873 7.819 

The application that I used recently worked in the same way 
that I predicted 

.941 4.372 

The application that I used recently worked in the same way 
that I know 

.849 8.509 

Perceived 
Usability 

The things that I tried to find in the application was found 
quickly 

.850 6.330 

The information that I tried to find in the application was found 
easily 

.824 7.126 

The application that I used recently provided information 
quickly 

.779 8.199 

Intention 
to Use 

I have an intention to use the application again in near future  .930 4.332 
I will use the application again whenever the chances are given .859 7.550 
I will use the application again to do my specific tasks .820 8.600 
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Second, the convergent validity of the constructs was assessed with two 
measurements: the composite reliability (CR) and average variance extracted (AVE) 
of latent variables [1]. Since AMOS Ver. 18 does not provide the values of CR and 
AVE, they were calculated manually with the formulas suggested by Fornell and 
Larcker [5] and Hair et al. [6].  

CR = (∑ Standardized Regression Weights)² / ( (∑ Standardized Regression 
Weights)² + (∑Variance)) 

(1) 

AVE = (∑ Standardized Regression Weights²) / N (2) 

The results showed that the estimates of CR for all constructs exceeded the 
recommended cutoff 0.7. The values of AVE for all constructs also were higher than 
the recommended level 0.5. Therefore, these test results demonstrated that convergent 
validity for all constructs was reasonably satisfactory (see Table 3). 

Table 3. Composit Reliability (CR) and Average Variance Extracted (AVE) 

Constructs C.R. AVE 

Mental Model .949 .789 
Usability .906 .691 

Intention to Use .928 .758 

 
Following that, discriminant validity was examined by comparing the square root 

of the AVE of any latent variable and the correlation between the particular latent 
variable and other latent variables. The results showed that the square roots of the 
AVE values were greater that the construct correlations (see Table 4). This rends 
support to discriminant validity. 

Table 4. Correlation Coefficient Value between Constructs and AVE 

Constructs AVE ø² ø² ø² 

Mental Model .789 .235 .326 1.000 
Usability .691 .197 1.000  

Intention to Use .758 1.000   

 
The goodness of fit of the model was evaluated using the x²/df, GFI, AGFI, NFI, 

TLI, CFI, and RMSEA. The results suggested the research model has a fairly good fit 
with the data (x²(236) = 50.484, p < 0.001, df = 24, x²/df = 2.103, GFI = .957, AGFI 
= .919, NFI = .966, TLI = .973, CFI = .982, and RMSEA = .069). 

Finally, in order to examine the significance of the relationships hypothesized, the 
structural model was analyzed. The results shown in Table 5 indicated that mental 
model positively influenced intention to use (β = .344; p < 0.001) and positively 
influenced perceived usability (β = .571; p < 0.001), which support H1 and H2. In 
addition, perceived usability positively influenced intention to use (β = .247; p < 
0.003), supporting H3. The structural model results are presented in the figure 1. 
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Table 5. Hypothesis Test 

 Paths Coeff
icient

Standardized 
Coefficient 

S.E. C.R. P Results 

H1 Mental Model -> Intention to 
Use 

.413 .344 .097 4.278 *** Accept 

H2 Mental Model -> Perceived 
Usability 

.534 .571 .068 7.831 *** Accept 

H3 Perceived Usability -> 
Intention to Use 

.317 .247 .106 2.982 .003 Accept 

R² for Intention to Use: .276 

Perceived
Usability

Mental
Model

Intention
To Use

H1 : .344***

H2 : .571***

Chi-square=50.484 (df=24) p=.001 

H3 : .247
.003

 

Fig. 1. Structural Model Results 

3 Discussion and Conclusion 

The results of this study revealed strongly significant relationships between the mental 
model of application users and the perceived usability of applications, and between the 
mental model of application users and their intention to use applications. These results 
mean that if the mental model of application users is congruent with the actual ways of 
using applications, then the users not only perceive the usability of the applications, but 
also have intention to use the applications. On the other hand, if the mental model of 
users is not consistent with the actual ways of using applications, then the users could 
experience disorientation, which leads to loss of interest and a decline in use. In 
addition, the results of this study also showed that there is a strong relationship between 
perceived usability and intention to use. That means, once the users perceive the 
usability of the applications, they will have intention to use the applications. All these 
findings indicate that mental model is critical to user IT adoption. 

This study contributes to the IS literature not only by examining the relationships 
among the variables in a smartphone application context that few studies brought 
together within a single study, but also by proposing a theoretical research model 
using mental model as an antecedent of behavioral attitude to predict user IT 
acceptance. This study provided some findings to researchers for understanding and 
assessing the influences of mental model as well as important guidance to the 
designers and developers of smartphone applications. The findings may attract 
practitioners’ attention in the fields of user interface design and human-computer 
interaction for smartphone and mobile devices. 

There are a number of limitations that should be considered in terms of methods 
when interpreting the findings. For example, the participants in the survey were 
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mostly university students in their 20s. In addition, the applications that the 
participants used for the survey were not highly diverse. The influence of all these 
potential extraneous variances was not controlled properly. A single study is not 
sufficient to validate the findings, so follow-up research will be required to address 
these limitations. 
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Abstract. Software Defined Networking (SDN), as an emerging Internet 
architecture, improves the scalability and programmability of the network by 
decoupling the control plane and the forwarding plane effectively. In the data 
plane, OpenFlow switch, that consists of a flow table and a set of actions 
associated with flow entries, works as the infrastructure. To deploy SDN for 
large-scale networks, improving the performance of flow recognition in 
OpenFlow switch is a challenge. This paper presents a trie-based approach to 
achieve efficient wildcard-aware search for flow recognition with reasonable 
cost of both memory and update. Depending on the experimental evaluation, the 
throughput of our approach is almost 48 times higher than the conventional 
approach. Meanwhile, our memory cost has been reduced by 500 MB, and the 
update speed is also improved by 7.5 KPPS. 

Keywords: OpenFlow, Forwarding Panel, Trie, Flow table, Wildcard, SDN, 
GPU. 

1 Introduction 

The ever-increasing network applications and requirements call for new network 
technologies and even new Internet architectures. Software Defined Networking 
(SDN) [2] is proposed to improve the scalability and programmability of the network 
for easier evaluation of innovations. In SDN, the control plane and the forwarding 
plane are separate. All forwarding information is distributed into a series of 
OpenFlow switches [6], which are controlled by a controller through some opening 
programmable interfaces according to the OpenFlow protocol [1]. 

The key function of the forwarding plane is to identify the corresponding action(s) 
for each input packet by matching the packet head against the flow table, which is 
also called flow recognition. Fast recognition speed means high packet throughput, 
and is thus important for high-performance forwarding plane. However, improving 
the speed of recognition while keeping reasonable cost, especially for large-scale flow 
tables, is a challenge. 

Fig. 1 shows a simple example of the flow table and two classical solutions for 
flow recognition. As depicted, there may be some wildcards in the flow entry. To find 
out the entry with the highest priority, a straightforward solution is scanning the flow 
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table in some order (e.g. top-down) and then selecting the final result from all 
matched entries. This solution is simple, can be easily implemented and will result in 
no additional memory cost. But its performance will decrease sharply as the size of 
flow table increases. By contrast, the exact-match solution can employ efficient hash 
techniques to enable faster and stable recognition with constant compute complexity. 
As the cost, a great number of entries will be expanded out to eliminate wildcards, 
resulting a large memory footprint. These two solutions are not applicable for large 
flow tables due to their crucial drawbacks. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Exact-match table based on hash and wildcard-aware table based on wildcards 

Mixture of both solutions improve the situation to some extent [5], but still cannot 
address the issue essentially. Besides, many techniques have been proposed to 
improve the performance of flow recognition by utilizing special accelerators, such as 
FPGA [7], many-core CPU [8][4], GPU [5] and so on. But in the context of large-
scale flow tables, the performance issue resulted from the core recognition algorithm 
will come out all the same. On the other hand, the Aggregated Bit Vector (ABV) 
algorithm [3] provides constant lookup on wildcard-aware entries by constructing an 
independent trie for each field. However, the use of bitmap in each leaf node also 
restricts its application in large-scale flow tables. 

In this paper, we concentrate on the context of large-scale tables, and pay major 
attention to the wildcard-aware solution. We employ the basic idea of ABV, but break 
its key memory constriction by eliminating the bitmap in each leaf node. Based on the 
optimized multi-trie structure, we propose a fast match algorithm with constant 
complexity that can further be parallel processed, as well as an efficient update 
algorithm. According to the experiments, our approach gains significant 
improvements on matching performance, update speed and memory consumption. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We review the ABV algorithm in 
Section 2. In Section 3, we present the core structure and corresponding algorithms of 
our approach. Then, we demonstrate the experimental methodology and evaluation 
results in Section 4. We discuss future works in Section 5. At last, we conclude in 
Section 6. 
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2 Related Work 

ABV [3] is a classical algorithm for high-performance packet classification. Multiple 
tries are constructed, each of which is corresponding to one field of the packet head. 
In each leaf node, a bit vector is employed to identify which rules are associated with 
this node. ABV is designed for packet classification, in which the rule table is 
relatively small and stable (the update is very infrequent). Nonetheless, for flow 
recognition in OpenFlow switch, especially in the context of large-scale tables, the 
design of bit vector results in two drawbacks. Firstly, the total memory consumption 
will be linearly increased with the size of the table, which is not applicable for large-
scale tables. Besides, as the flow table may be frequently updated, it’s not available to 
set a fixed-size bit vector for each node. In another word, ABV cannot be directly 
used for flow recognition. 

3 Our Approach 

3.1 Detail Structure 

Conventional method cannot perform well under the large network because of the 
scale issue in wildcard-aware table. The hash positioning cannot be practiced in 
wildcard-aware table because of the wildcards. Therefore, wildcard-aware table 
matching is linear matching in the current, thus the match algorithm’s time 
complexity will be O((1/n)*(1+2+…+n)) = O(n), and this is less desirable in actual 
application. To solve this problem fundamentally, this paper decides to use binary 
Trie to achieve wildcard-aware table, and upgrades its performance to O(1). 

Table 1. Case - Wildcard-aware table 

Priority 
OpenFlow match fields 

Action 
VLAN id IP src IP dst Port src Port dst 

2 0100 1011 1001 * * Forward 
1 1101 1000 * * * Drop 
1 * 1111 1001 101 001 Forward 
3 1101 1000 1110 001 000 Mod 

 
According to OpenFlow protocol, OpenFlow has multiple matching fields, which 

require a corresponding Trie to each matching field. Each root node of Trie collects 
all indexes of entries having wildcards in the corresponding matching field, and Leaf 
node collects all indexes of entries whose bits value of this corresponding matching 
field equal to its path. A small table keeps every entry’s priority and action. The 
intermediate node contains two pointers, and the left pointer represents bit “0”, right 
pointer represents bit “1”, and if the pointer pointing to NULL indicates the path is 
not available. Fig. 2 achieved Table 1 in Trie. 
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Fig. 2. Case - Trie implementation 

3.2 Matching Flow Table 

Based on this wildcard-aware table with Trie, we have figured out an algorithm to 
speed up the flow recognition by utilizing GPU. 

Step 1, Extract values in matching fields of the input packet flow, as showed in 
Table 2, assuming that there are five matching fields. 

Table 2. Case - Matching field in an input flow entry (Step 1) 

VLAN id IP src IP dst Port src Port dst Data 
1101 1000 1110 001 000 10101010 

 
Step 2, Compare the extracted values with the corresponding Trie of each fields. 

This step can make use of the GPU for parallel processing. If the path exists, the 
results return to a union of the index set both leaf and root nodes, otherwise it will just 
return to the root node’s index collection. 

Step 3, from Fig. 3, it locates intersections of the index sets after Trie matching 
thus getting a new collection. This step can also be reached by GPU parallel 
processing. 

 

Fig. 3. Case - Returns to the set of index (Step 2 & 3) 

Step 4, Select the matching entries with the highest priority from the above result, 
and do its action. And then add this flow entry to the exact-match table, if the result 
above is NULL, then send the input packet flow to the OpenFlow controller. 
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Fig. 4. Case - To find the entry with the highest priority (Step 4) 

3.3 Updating Flow Table 

Our update algorithm is described in following steps: 
Step 1, removing the old entry. First we remove the index from every Trie. Second 

we delete the entry’s priority and action from the small table, for example, if we want 
to delete the second entry in Table 1, the result of this step will be in Fig. 5. 

Table 3. Case - An entry to delete 

VLAN id IP src IP dst Port src Port dst Priority Action 
1101 1000 * * * 1 Drop 

 
Step 2, adding one new entry into the Trie wildcard table. This action is much 

similar to build a Trie so we don’t explain in details. 
Step 3, updating the exact-match table according the updating operation in 

wildcard-aware table. 

 

Fig. 5. Case - Result of deleting 

3.4 Intersection 

Generally, the time complexity of intersecting M (M is a constant) sets with n 
elements is O(n((M-1)n)) = O(n2). We work out an intersection algorithm as below: 

Step 1, quick-sort out each set. 
Step 2, ascending each set orderly, if one element exists in every set, then it will be 

in the result set. 
The time complexity of the intersecting algorithm is O(n*Log(n) + M*n) = 

O(n*Log(n)). Of course, intersection time complexity can reach O(1) by bitmap, but 
the data scale of the intersection process is very small, so there is no need to waste a 
lot of memory to win a little speed. 
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4 Evaluation Experiments 

To demonstrate our approach can achieve higher efficiency than the traditional 
method, this paper has conducted multiple groups of control experiments. 

The experimental platform is Ubuntu 13.10, RAM 4GB, CPU 3.4GHz. 
Firstly, we did an experiment according to the size of the wildcard-aware table. 

Experiments result can be seen in Fig. 6. The speed of our approach almost maintains 
the same level while the traditional method’s speed decreases rapidly with the 
increasing size of the table. When the table size is 10K entries, our approach’s 
efficiency is nearly 48 times (27.387 / 0.581) higher. Obviously our approach is more 
suitable for large networks. 

 

Fig. 6. Matching speed according to the different table sizes 

In the Fig. 7, the table size is 5K, it shows the required time for different scale of 
the input packet. Our approach uses much less time in the actual operation than the 
traditional method. So our approach has a huge advantage on time. 

Fig. 8 shows our approach has good compatibility under different amount of match 
fields. The speed will not be affected by the amount of match fields, if we use GPU, 
and the curve of speed will be a horizontal line ideally. But actually, the speed will be 
slowed down by intersecting while match fields increasing. 

 

 

Fig. 7. Matching speed according to the 
different amount of entries 

Fig. 8. Matching speed according to the 
different amount of match fields 
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In the Fig. 9, we will see the memory cost of recognition. ABV need too much 
memory (more than 1GB when table size is 25K), and it is undesirable in practice. 
Our approach has improved significantly on memory consumption, although our 
approach also needs more memory (under 200MB) than the classic, it is in a 
comprehensible range. 

Fig. 10 shows the results of updating according to different table size. Obviously, 
our update algorithm’s time complexity is also O(1), at almost 8.5 KPPS, and the time 
spent far less than the traditional method when updating 1 million entries. On the 
other hand, ABV did not tell us it’s details of updates. 

 

 

Fig. 9. Matching memory cost to the different 
table size 

Fig. 10. Updating speed according to the 
different table size

 
In addition, we also optimize intersecting process. We did an experiment before the 

optimization, this took 1.923% of the total time for intersecting accounts, while the 
result after optimization is 1.818%. In real situations, average intersecting time is only 
related to the classification of priority and the table size. Actually, finding the 
intersection takes very little time in the real switch. 

Experiments well proved the advantage of our approach in real application, 
especially in large networks. This makes it possible to implement OpenFlow in large 
networks. 

5 Discussions and Future Works 

Previously many scholars have studied the OpenFlow forwarding mechanism and 
process. This paper has made improvements on the basis of these researches. This 
paper cannot be well finished without the support of previous studies. 

In this paper, although this structure has improved the efficiency, the problem of 
comparatively loss of space still remains. But this is negligible in comparison to the 
cost in time efficiency. 

In addition, OpenFlow is actually a part of the SDN, and for the SDN, the 
challenges are not only in the forwarding panel but the control panel. Researches on 
the SDN controller will be more influential in the long run. 
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6 Conclusion 

In this paper, we have introduced a wildcard-aware table based on Trie, to replace the 
linear search. This contributes to the fundamental solution for properly addressing the 
OpenFlow performance issue in forwarding panel under some huge networks. The 
time complexity of matching consequently has been upgraded from O(n) to O(1). 
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Abstract. Packet classification, as one of the key functions of modern routers 
and firewalls, has confronted with serious challenge in performance due to the 
increasing link rate and traffic size. Recently, GPU’s massive parallelism has 
been proved valuable in supporting high-speed packet classification. However,  
the GPU-based approach that works on the whole router platform with real 
packet I/O is less clear. In this paper, we firstly study how to accelerate HiCuts 
on GPU for packet classification. Then, we deploy a simple router platform 
with an optimized packet I/O framework to evaluate the end-to-end 
performance. On this basis, we conduct a series of experiments to demonstrate 
how GPU-based approach works on the router platform. 

Keywords: Packet Classification, HiCuts, GPU, Packet I/O. 

1 Introduction 

In modern routers and firewalls, input packets should always be classified for priority 
routing or packet filtering. Although there are many techniques proposed to improve 
the performance of packet classification [1] [2], it’s still challenging to satisfy the 
ever-increasing link rate and traffic size while keeping reasonable scalability, 
especially in consideration of some new context (such as SDN [3]). 

Recently, massive parallelism of GPU has been successfully utilized in wide-range 
packet processing functions, in terms of IP address lookup [4], deep packet inspection 
[5], and also packet classification [6]. Although the process of classification can be 
sharply accelerated by GPU, how the GPU-based approach works on the whole router 
platform with real packet I/O is still less clear. 

In this paper, we focus on the HiCuts [7], a classical approach to high-performance 
packet classification, and study how to accelerate it on the GPU platform. Then, by 
utilizing an optimized packet I/O framework (netmap [8]), we deploy a simple router 
platform that consists of two key components: I/O framework and classification 
engine. Based on such platform, we evaluate the end-to-end performance of both  
the original HiCuts and the GPU-accelerated version. On the other hand, the 
configurations of the GPU’s computing resources are also important parameters to the 
system throughput. In view of this, we also conduct a series of experiments to 
demonstrate how these parameters affect the system throughput. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces some 
background knowledges and related works. Section 3 details the method to execute 
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HiCuts on GPU. Section 4 presents the whole construction of our platform. Section 5 
describes the evaluation and experimental results. Finally, Section 6 concludes the 
paper. 

2 Background and Related Work 

2.1 Hierarchical Intelligent Cuttings 

Hierarchical Intelligent Cuttings (HiCuts) is a tree-based algorithm in geometric view 
of packet classification problem. The author considers a multi-dimensional space 
where each rule defines a cube and each packet header defines a point. HiCuts cuts 
the space, one dimension per step, into smaller equal-sized sub-regions recursively 
until the number of rules in the region is less than a predetermined value. Therefore 
linear search can be used to find the best matched filter in the sub-region at a low 
cost. 

         

Fig. 1. An example of classifier in geometric view and its decision tree 

Table 1. An example classifier 

Rule X-range Y-range 
R1 0 ~ 31 0 ~ 255 
R2 0 ~ 255 128 ~ 131 
R3 64 ~ 71 128 ~ 255 
R4 67 ~ 67 0 ~ 127 
R5 64 ~ 71 0 ~ 15 
R6 128 ~ 191 4 ~ 131 
R7 192 ~ 192 0 ~ 255 

 
To illustrate the process of cutting, an example classifier is shown in Table 1. 

Figure 1 demonstrates this classifier in geometric view and its decision tree. At the 
first step, the space is cut along the x-axis to generate 4 sub-regions. All the sub-
region is small enough except the second region which contains 4 rules. At the second 
step, the second region is cut along the y-axis into 2 smaller regions. Finally, all of 
regions contains only 2 rules that is small enough for linear search. 
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2.2 Netmap 

Netmap is a very efficient framework for high speed packet I/O. In building netmap, 
Luigi Rizzo and other authors identified and successfully reduced or removed three 
main packet processing costs: per-packet dynamic memory allocations, removed by 
pre-allocating resources; system call overheads, amortized over large batches; and 
memory copies, eliminated by sharing buffers and metadata between kernel and user 
space, while still protecting access to device registers and other kernel memory areas. 

Implemented as a kernel module for FreeBSD and Linux, netmap gives user 
applications a very fast channel to exchange raw packets with the network adapter. A 
single core running at 900 MHz can send or receive 14.88 Mpps, that is theoretical 
peak packet rate on 10 Gbps links. Meanwhile, netmap is not dependent on special 
hardware features. 

3 Executing HiCuts on GPU 

To execute HiCuts on GPU, it is necessary to modify data structure of HiCuts and 
transfer it to GPU. The schematic of modification is shown in the figure 2. 

 

Fig. 2. Modified data structure of HiCuts 

Firstly, all nodes of the decision tree need to be reorganized and put in one-
dimensional array. We use BFS (Breadth First Search) algorithm to traverse the tree 
and put every node into one-dimensional array in sequence. It is worth mentioning 
that all child nodes of a father node are stored continuously in the array because of 
BFS’s property. For this reason, the index of every child node in the array can be 
computed if the first child node’s index is known.  

Secondly, the node of the decision tree on GPU has changed. Its structure has six 
members. Variable dim is the dimension which is cut in this node. If the node is a leaf 
node, no dimension is cut and dim is equal to -1. Variable np holds the number of 
children the node has. Range_low and range_high show the range of dimension in 
this node. We just need to keep only one dimension’s range because only one 
dimension is cut in this node. If the node is a leaf node, rulePt holds the index of first 
rule that this leaf node contains. If the node is not a leaf node, firstChildIdx is 
meaningful, which keeps the index of its first child-node in the node array. 
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Finally, for efficient execution on GPU, we put all indexes of rules in all leaf nodes 
into one-dimensional array while executing BFS. We assign a certain amount of space 
in the array for every leaf node, put all indexes of rules it holds into the space and add 
“-1” at the end of indexes.  

Before executing packet classification on GPU, the node array of decision tree, the 
array of rules’ indexes and all rules are copied from host memory to GPU’s global 
memory. The process of packet classification on GPU is similar to that on CPU, but 
not exactly the same. Every trace goes through the logical tree, which is one-
dimensional array physically, from the root node to a leaf node. The path that the 
trace follows is determined by the cutting of nodes. At last, the trace will be classified 
by linear search algorithm at the leaf node.  

 

Fig. 3. An example of packet classification 

To illustrate the process of packet classification, an example is shown in Figure 3. 
The trace is (64, 192) here. It starts from the root node which cuts x-axis (0-255) into 
4 parts: 0-63, 64-127, 128-191 and 192-255. The value of x-field in the trace is 64, so 
it transfers to the second child node (3rd node in the array) of the root node. This node 
cut y-axis (0-255) into 2 parts: 0-127 and 128-255. The value of y-field in the trace is 
192. Then it transfers to the second child node of this node (7th node in the array). The 
7th node is a leaf node because its dim is equal to -1. Linear search is used here and it 
calculates that rule 3 is final result. 

4 Construction of Platform 

The figure 4 shows the whole construction of our platform. There is one physical 
machine but two independent programs, server and client, running at the same time.  
 

 
Fig. 4. Construction of platform 
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In our platform, we use Intel ethernet converged network adapter X520-T2 which has 
two 10 Gbps ports. The server program sends and receives packets through port0 
while the client program sends and receives packets through port1. The two ports are 
connected by network cable. Our CPU is Intel Xeon E5-2630 which has 6 cores and 
GPU is NVIDIA Tesla K20m which has 2496 CUDA cores and 6 GB global memory. 
A PCIe 3.0 x16 link connected to GPU offers the theoretical bandwidth of 16 GB/s. 

For executing HiCuts correctly, the server program reads filter set from disk and 
finishes building the decision tree before receiving packets. Especially, if the device 
for packet classification is GPU, the server program needs to do extra preparatory 
work introduced in section 3. Meanwhile, the client program reads traces from disk 
and prepare plenty of packets for sending. 

Netmap provides a simple API for user applications to use. In our experiment, 
server program and client program puts two ports in netmap mode at the beginning. 
Then they can send and receive packets at high speed by calling netmap’s API. 

Packets are sent after client program prepares all packets. Server program receives 
packets and transfers them from netmap’s buffer to memory. When the number of 
packets server program receives reaches the threshold called batch size, server 
program starts getting traces from packets’ headers, executing HiCuts on CPU or 
GPU and sending them back to client. Copying traces from host’s memory to GPU’s 
global memory and copying results back is necessary if HiCuts is executed by GPU. 

There are three threads in client program, shown in Figure 5, receive thread for 
receiving packets, send thread for sending packets and report thread for calculating 
real-time throughput and report it once per second. 

 

 

Fig. 5. Threads in client program 

 

Fig. 6. Threads in server program 

In server program, receiving and sending (including HiCuts) being executed in 
parallel, shown in the figure 6, can greatly improve throughput. At the beginning, no 
packet needs being classified and only receive thread works. After receiving enough 
packets, the receive thread starts a new thread for HiCuts and sending packets back, 
then it continues receiving packets. Before starting a new thread and continue 
working, receive thread needs to synchronize with the HiCuts and send thread 
because the memory for receiving more packets is occupied by it. 
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5 Evaluation 

5.1 Data Set 

The filter sets and traces used in our experiments are publicly available [9]. There are 
three types of filter sets: Access Control List (ACL), Firewall (FW) and IP Chains 
(IPC). Three different sizes: 1K, 5K and 10K of each filter set type is used in our 
experiments. For example, fw_1k refers to Firewall filter set which contains about 
1000 rules. We only consider 5-tuple filters: source/destination IP address, 
source/destination port and protocol. In all of our experiments, size of packets is 64 
Bytes and 14.88 Mpps is the peak packet rate on 10 Gbps links. 

5.2 Performance of HiCuts on CPU and GPU 

As shown in Figure 7, we evaluated the performance of HiCuts on both CPU and 
GPU using different filter sets. The CUDA configuration has a tremendous impact on 
the performance of GPU. We evaluated the performance of HiCuts on GPU by a large 
number of times with different blocks and threads (will be discussed in Section 5.3) 
and record maximal throughput here. In experiment without packet I/O, CPU and 
GPU get traces from memory directly, therefore, the results are idealized. The results 
of this experiment shows clearly that the throughput by GPU is far greater than that 
performed by CPU.  

  

Fig. 7. Performance of HiCuts on CPU and GPU 

In the next experiment, we applied packet I/O which is introduced in Section 4. 
Batch size is a very important parameter in the experiment. By carrying on some extra 
experiments, we find the optimal batch size in our platform which is equal to 9216. 
The performance of GPU is still much greater than that on CPU but it is affected 
drastically by low rate of packet I/O. 

5.3 Throughput with Different CUDA Configurations 

We adopt acl_10k as filter set and evaluate throughput with different CUDA 
configurations to study influence of numbers of blocks and threads. Figure 8 reveals  
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Fig. 8. Throughput with different CUDA configurations 

that the throughput keep increasing with the numbers of blocks and threads. However, 
with low rate packet I/O, growth rate of throughput and maximum throughput is 
dramatically limited. It is particularly noteworthy that the throughput will fall when 
the number of blocks has an increase from 13 to 14. The reason is that there are 13 
multiprocessors in our GPU. When GPU is computing, blocks are assigned to 
multiprocessors by control unit [10]. If the number of blocks is not equal to 13, some 
multiprocessor with more blocks to compute are busy while others with less blocks 
are idle. This will cause the decrease of overall throughput. 

5.4 Memory Storage Usage 

In order to execute HiCuts on GPU, we modified data structure of HiCuts introduced 
in Section 3. We evaluate the memory usage of HiCuts both on CPU and GPU to 
inspect how many extra memory are needed to execute HiCuts on GPU. As shown in 
Figure 9, although the memory requirement for HiCuts increases rapidly with the size 
of filter, HiCuts executed on GPU requires a little more memory than that on CPU. It 
is negligible because GPU’s global memory is larger than 2GB in general. 

 

Fig. 9. Comparison of the memory requirement for HiCuts on CPU and GPU 
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6 Conclusion 

In this paper, we have introduced how to accelerate HiCuts by executing on GPU. 
Then, we construct a simple router platform with an optimized packet I/O framework 
to evaluate the end-to-end performance of HiCuts. A series of our experiments in 
different situation also demonstrate that performance of HiCuts executed on GPU is 
much greater than that on CPU. 
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Abstract. In this paper, we propose the time division broadcast scheme for 
congestion control in vehicle-to-vehicle communication. The proposed scheme 
is designed to distribute the beacon transmissions using time division schedul-
ing. It aims to prevent collisions due to simultaneous channel access. In addi-
tion, the proposed scheme reconfigures proper communication parameters 
based on the channel state measurement and was evaluated using different traf-
fic scenarios with simulations based on the IEEE 802.11p MAC/PHY. The re-
sults have shown that the proposed scheme performs better than the legacy 
scheme in terms of beacon reception ratio and the channel access time. 

Keywords: beacon, congestion control, broadcast, time division, VANET,  
vehicle-to-vehicle communication. 

1 Introduction 

Network congestion can occur frequently due to the huge broadcast traffic [2-4] 
caused by short beacon interval in the inter-vehicle communication. The message 
reception ratio may be decreased and any messages may not even be received from 
neighbor vehicles. Such a problem is called a broadcast storm [5]. Especially, network 
congestion which occurs due to beacons may obstruct the event-based emergency 
messages that are disseminated on high vehicle density.  

In this paper, we propose the time division broadcast scheme for congestion con-
trol in the vehicle-to-vehicle communication. We define the maximum time required 
to transmit a beacon message as the beacon slot time (BST). The proposed scheme is 
designed to distribute the beacon transmissions using a time division beacon schedul-
ing method based on the BSTs. It aims to prevent collisions due to simultaneous 
channel access. In addition, the proposed scheme reconfigures the communication 
range based on the result of the channel state measurement. The vehicle density 
would be to predict the congestion condition of the network when it assumes that 
every vehicle periodically transmits beacons. However, the vehicle density is able to 
be predicted precisely when beacons have to be received from every neighboring 
vehicle. Because a beacon is broadcasted without any feedback such as an 
acknowledge packet from a recipient, we suggest the channel state measurement 
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(CSM) algorithm based on the carrier sensing mechanism of IEEE 802.11 within a 
time division scheduling interval. To analyze performance of the proposed scheme, 
we have implemented the IEEE 802.11p [1] and IEEE 1609.4 based on the NS-2 sim-
ulator [6] and applied the proposed scheme into the simulator for more reliable per-
formance evaluation in vehicular communication environments. 

2 Time Division Broadcast Scheme for VANET 

2.1 Time Division Mechanism for the Proposed Scheme 

When beacons are frequently broadcasted to provide reliable safety related-services in 
high vehicle densities, applications of safety related-services could not receive bea-
cons from neighbor vehicles inversely. In this case, reliable safety related-services 
could hardly be provided. Such a problem is called a beaconing problem. 

The proposed scheme is TDMA-based beacon scheduling scheme. The efficiency 
of TDMA can be verified by a comparison of the pure aloha and the slotted aloha in 
[20]. We define the maximum time required to transmit a beacon message as the bea-
con slot time (BST) in the media access control (MAC) sub-layer. As shown in equa-
tion (1), a BST is composed of the maximum random back-off time and the beacon 
transmission time. 

 

  (1) 

BST: beacon slot time, S: message size, R: data rate 

The beacon transmission time is determined due to beacon size (S) and data rate 
(R). In this paper, we fix that the beacon size is 378 bytes and the default data rate is 6 
Mbps. Those are complied with the recommendation of VSC-A [2]. The maximum 
random back-off time is established by following criterions. The WAVE MAC is 
operated using the IEEE 802.11 random back-off mechanism based on the IEEE 
802.11e enhanced distributed channel access (EDCA). The EDCA parameter set of 
the IEEE 802.11p is denoted in table 1. 

Table 1. EDCA Parameter Set in IEEE 802.11p 

ACI AC CWmin CWmax AIFSN 
TXOP 
Limit 

1 AC_BK aCWmin aCWmax 9 0 
0 AC_BE (aCWmin+1)/2-1 aCWmax 6 0 
2 AC_VI (aCWmin+1)/2-1 aCWmax 3 0 
3 AC_VO (aCWmin+1)/4-1 (aCWmin+1)/2-1 2 0 

 
We fix that all beacon messages have the lowest priority as AC1 (i.e., AC_BK), and 

for the reason, the minimum contention window (CWmin) and the arbitration inter-
frame space number (AIFSN) of that AC1 are applied for back-off procedure.  
A SlotTime would be set to 13 µs as a default value of the IEEE 802.11p [1]. When a 

( )
R

S
SlotTimeAIFSNCWMinBST

⋅+⋅+= 8
]1[
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beacon size is 378 bytes with 6 Mbps data rate, for example, the beacon transmission 
time is calculated at 504 µs. The maximum random back-off time is computed at 312 µs 
because the value of an AIFSN[AC_BK] is 9, and the value of a CWmin is 15. There-
fore, a BST, the maximum time to a beaconing, is computed at 816 µs by the equation 
(1). A CCH interval except the GI is able to be divided into total 56 BSTs as shown in 
figure 1. The proposed scheme randomly assigns one of 56 BSTs to transmit a beacon. 

 

Fig. 1. Composition of the Beacon Slot Time in CCHI 

2.2 Self-configuring Communication Range Method 

Most beaconing-based vehicle safety services aim to make drivers aware potential 
risk factors. Representative services are the blind spot warning (BSW), the lane 
change warning (LCW), and the forward collision warning (FCW). The acquisition of 
the positional information of neighbor vehicles is emphasized on those services. 
Therefore, we concentrate on acquiring the neighbor’s information by reducing com-
munication range in high traffic density. 

The scheme conducts the channel state measurement in each CCHI and then re-
configures the communication range. The channel state measurement is to evaluate 
that the channel state of each BST is idle or busy using the carrier sensing. It then 
identifies what situation (i.e., transmission, reception, or collision) was occurred when 
the channel state is busy. A collision would be evaluated when any message is not 
transmitted or received in a BST while the channel state is busy. Figure 2 describes an 
example of the channel state measurements. The scheme judges that a channel state is 
congested when collision rate of the number of busy BSTs (Ncollision/Nbusy) during 
a CCHI exceeds the maximum collision rate (MCR). 

 

 

Fig. 2. Example of the Channel State Measurement; Tx: message transmission, Rx: message 
reception, C: message collision state, I: idle state, B: busy state 
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In case of the congestion, the scheme would shorten the communication range to 
decrease competition with neighbors because collisions are expected. In case of the 
non-congestion, on the other hand, the scheme would enlarge up to the maximum 
communication range. The current CSM is discarded if any channel busy state is not 
measured in the current CCHI. The detailed process is shown in algorithm 1. In order 
to simulate the scheme, a value of the MCR is set to 0.5 which means half of channel 
use fails beaconing. 

 
Algorithm 1. Communication Range Adjustment 

 

procedure CommunicationRangeAdjustment(CSMt-1) 
if Ncollision / NBusy > MCR then 

CRt = CRt-1 – d 
else 

CRt = CRt-1 + d 
end if 

    while (IsExpired(SIt)) do 
        SetCRA(CRt) 
    end while 
end procedure 

3 Simulations and Performance Evaluations 

In order to analyze performance of the proposed scheme, the NS-2.34 [6] has been 
used as a network simulator. We have added the NS 802.11Ext modules [7] that ena-
ble support functions (i.e., modulation schemes, Nakagami fading model, etc.) for the 
MAC and PHY layer of the IEEE 802.11p [1]. On the simulation scenarios, we as-
sume that a WAVE device is installed to all vehicles and it generally broadcasts bea-
cons at 10 Hz. 

Table 2. Simulation Parameters 

Parameters Values 
Number of lanes 4 
Street length [m] 1000 
Vehicle density [Cars/(km·lanes)] 5, 10, 20, 40, 80 
Frequency [GHz] 5.9 
Data Rate [Mbps] 6 
Packet size [byte] 378 
Beacon rate [Hz] 10, 5, 2 
Communication Range [m] 1000, 500, 250 
Propagation model Nakagami 
Minimum contention windows 15 
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In order to evaluate the proposed scheme’s performance we perform two types of 
simulation, STDB-Off and STDB-On. In STDB-Off simulations, beacons are sent by 
the distributed coordination function (DCF) which means the IEEE 802.11 basic ac-
cess mechanism since no time division beaconing is applied. On the other hand, for 
STDB-On, beacons are distributed by time division beaconing computed by the pro-
posed scheme. 

Figure 3 shows the beacon reception ratio for different vehicle density when using 
the STDB-Off and the STDB-On. Both STDB-Off and STDB-On show low beacon 
reception ratio when the vehicle density is increased. Especially, when the vehicle 
density exceeds 80 vehicles per km, the beacon reception ratio is rapidly decreased 
caused by network congestions. However, for the same CR, the proposed STDB 
scheme shows remarkably higher beacon reception ratio than the other. The beacon 
reception ratio of STDB-On is assessed as average 40.3 percent higher than the other. 
It shows that the proposed time division beaconing algorithm can effectively reduce 
the contention of the beacon messages and avoid packet collisions. In addition, in 
high density, when using a short CR, both schemes show higher beacon reception 
than using a large CR. The number of vehicles that exists within the CR might be 
decreased when the CR is short in equivalent vehicle density so that the contention 
between vehicles can be reduced. It shows that the CR adjustment is able to improve 
the beacon reception efficiency. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Beacon Reception Ratio under differ-
ent vehicle density with CR = 250, 500, 
1000m and STDB-On/Off 

Fig. 4. Channel Access Time under different 
vehicle density with CR = 250, 500, 1000m 
and STDB-On/Off 

As shown in figure 4, both STDB-Off and STDB-On show high channel access 
time when the vehicle density is increased. However, for the same CR, the proposed 
STDB scheme significantly shows rapid channel access than the other. It shows that 
the time division beaconing algorithm can efficiently reduce the channel load by dis-
tribution of the beaconing contentions. In addition, in high density, when using a short 
CR, both schemes show lower channel access time than using a large CR. A node can 
quickly access the channel due to low channel load when reducing low beaconing 
contention. It shows that the CR adjustment is able to improve an efficiency of the 
channel access time as well. 
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4 Conclusion 

In this paper, we explained recommendations for V2V safety services and a broadcast 
storm problem by beaconing. In order to cope with congestion by beaconing, we pro-
posed the self-configuring time division broadcasting scheme that assigns the time 
slot to the node by means of a TDMA-like transmission and adjusts a communication 
range depending on situations. To evaluate performance of the proposed scheme, it 
was simulated using suitable vehicular scenarios based on NS-2. The results have 
shown that the proposed scheme has better performance than the legacy scheme in 
terms of beacon reception ratio and the channel access time. The proposed scheme 
shows that it reduces the contention of the beacon messages effectively and takes 
advantage of wireless channel resources efficiently and stably. Further research will 
be necessary in that the performance of our scheme is analyzed in the impact of event-
driven safety messages. 
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Abstract. Multi-label feature selection is an important task that can be done 
before applying multi-label classification algorithms because the multi-label 
classification performance is naturally influenced by input features. To solve 
this problem, feature selection algorithm considers the dependency of each 
feature to labels as well as the dependency among features simultaneously. 
However, feature selection methods suffer from additional computational 
burden for calculating the dependency among features. In this paper, we 
propose an efficient feature selection algorithm extending quadratic 
programming feature selection for multi-label datasets and use the Nyström 
approximation. Experimental results demonstrated the proposed method 
reduces the computational cost for performing multi-label feature selection. 

Keywords: multi-label feature selection, quadratic programming, Nyström 
method, mutual information. 

1 Introduction 

Multi-label feature selection is useful for reducing the computational burden of 
learning, while possibly improving multi-label classification accuracy. It has been 
used widely in application areas that naturally involve many features [5]. Because the 
goal of multi-label feature selection is to find a feature subset that is dependent to 
multiple labels as much as possible with limited size, selected features must be 
independent to each other as much as possible. The conventional multi-label feature 
selection methods, however, do not consider the dependency among selected features 
[2, 5, 7], whereby multi-label classification performance may be limited due to 
redundant features [6, 10]. 

In this paper, we propose an efficient multi-label feature selection method. The 
proposed method extends the quadratic programming feature selection (QPFS) [8] for 
multi-label datasets and approximates the dependency among features based on 
efficient Nyström method. The experimental results demonstrated the proposed 
method reduces the computational cost for multi-label feature selection with 
acceptable multi-label classification performance. 
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2 Proposed Method 

2.1 Objective Function 

Our first purpose is to formulate an objective function that evaluates the feature. For 
this purpose, we adapt QPFS [8] for multi-label feature selection. We consider two 
concepts, (1) dependency among features, and (2) the dependency between features 
and labels. Two concepts should be incorporated in one objective function. 

Let ⊂ ℝ  denote input data constructed from a set  of features. Given  
features, input = { , ⋯ , } and the label set = { , ⋯ , }, multi-label feature 
selection aims to find a feature subset ⊂  with ≪  features. The proposed 
method solves this problem by 1) finding an -dimensional vector ∈ ℝ  that 
contains suitable feature weight and 2) selecting the  features with the highest 
weight values. Similar features should not be included in  because of the restricted 
number of features. Thus, dependency among the selected features in  should be 
minimized, whereas dependency between  and  should be maximized. We can 
naturally present these concepts as the objective function 

 ( ) = 12 −  

 
subject to , ⋯ , ≥ 0. 

Let symmetric positive semidefinite matrix ∈ ℝ ×  represent the dependency 
among the features in . In this work,  is filled with dependency between a feature 
and a feature. In , an element  means dependency between th feature and th 
feature. 

 = ( ; ) 
 

We used the mutual information for measuring dependency between two variables. 
 ( ; ) = ( ) + ( ) − ( , ) 
 

where ( ) = − ∑ ( )  ( )∈  is the joint entropy of . 
A non-negative vector ∈ ℝ  in ( )  represents the dependency between a 

feature  and the multiple labels in the set . An element  of  means how much 
th feature is relevant to label set. This can be computed using mutual information: 

 ( ; ) = ( ) + ( ) − ( , ) 
 

Because  is a set of labels, the number of joint states in  increases exponentially 
according to the size of . Therefore, the calculation of ( ) becomes prohibitive 
when  is a large value. Thus we calculate this value heuristically. 
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= ( ; ) 

 
To minimize ( ),  should be minimized and  should be maximized. 

After minimizing ( )  for the given  and , the elements of  represents the 
weight of each feature. Therefore, the selected feature subset  can be obtained by 
including the  features with the highest weight values . We call this method 
Multi-label Quadratic Programming Feature Selection (MLQPFS.) 

2.2 Approximating Q Matrix and Quadratic Programming 

When we use optimization approach based on mathematical model, the formulation of 
an objective function consumes much time. Thus we apply the formation to Nyström 
approximation. To approximate the  matrix, we assume that the rank of Q  is 
smaller than . Then the Nyström method can approximate eigenvalues and 
eigenvectors of  by solving a smaller eigenproblem using only a subset of rows and 
columns of  [8]. Suppose that <  is the rank of  which is represented as 

 =  

 
where ∈ ℝ × , ∈ ℝ ×( ) , and ∈ ℝ( )×( ) . When the Nyström 
approximation is used, only the [  ] submatrix of  is known and it is necessary to 
use the approximation  of the original matrix , 

 =  

 
In the Nyström approximation, selection of the [  ]  submatrix affects 

approximation error. Without any information of dataset, uniform random sampling is 

often used and sampling rate is . We again formulate the function using the 

approximation. 
 ( ) = 12 −  

 
When we solve the minimization problem, we can simplify ( )  using 

diagonalization and reduce the computational cost. Given the diagonalization = Λ  in decreasing order of eigenvalues. If we assume that the rank of  is ≪ , then the diagonalization = Λ  can be written as = Λ , where  
is a diagonal square matrix consisting of the highest  eigenvalues of  in 
decreasing order and  is a ×  matrix consisting of the first  eigenvectors of 

. Then function ( ) can be rewritten as 
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( ) = 12 −  

Let =  be a vector in ℝ . The optimization problem is reduced to 
minimizing a derived quadratic function in a -dimensional space: ( ) = 12 −  

under + 1 constraints: 

≤ 0, = 1 

We can approximate the original vector  as = . Proposed method 
(MLQPFS+Nyström) can be summarized as follows: 

1) Compute the  vector and [  ] submatrix of  
2) Calculate  matrix 
3) Diagonalize  and obtain  and  
4) Formulate the function ( ) and solve the minimization problem 
5) Approximate vector  using  
6) Rank the variables according to the weights of vector  

3 Experimental Results 

We conducted experiments on the performance of the MLQPFS on four multi-label 
datasets; Emotions, Scene, Enron and Genbase [1, 3, 5, 9]. To test the efficiency of 
Nyström approximation, we compared the execution time (in seconds) of MLQPFS 
without approximation and MLQPFS with Nyström approximation for obtaining an 
output feature subset consisting of 50 features, i.e., we set  = 50. All methods were 
carefully implemented in a Matlab 8.2 programming environment and tested on an 
Intel Core i5-750 (2.67 GHz) and 4 GB memory platform. 

Table 1 represents the execution time (in seconds) of multi-label feature selection 
methods for each data set. The number in bracket means sampling rate of Nyström 
approximation. On the other hand, sampling rate of MLQPFS means 100%. 
Experimental results indicate that the MLQPFS+Nyström outputs selected feature 
subsets significantly faster than MLQPFS. And we can see that sampling rate and 
computation time tend to be almost linear. 

Table 1. Execution time (seconds) of feature selection method for each dataset 

Datasets (Sampling rate) Emotions Scene Enron Genbase 
MLQPFS+Nyström (10%) 0.3602 8.7255 124.5916 1.4026 
MLQPFS+Nyström (20%) 0.5366 15.7812 184.6940 1.8072 
MLQPFS+Nyström (30%) 0.6880 22.4019 263.1045 2.3161 

MLQPFS 0.9191 33.8885 336.2696 2.7339 
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(a) Emotions                        (b) Scene 

 
(c) Enron                          (d) Genbase 

Fig. 1. Hamming loss performance of multi-label naive Bayes classification from one to 50 
features for each dataset 

To test the effectiveness of multi-label feature selection methods, we measured the 
multi-label classification performance based on selected feature subset. The 
classification performance of the multi-label feature selection methods is measured 
using the Multi-label Naïve Bayes classifier [11]. We evaluate the performance of the 
methods using a 20% holdout set. In particular, 80% of patterns randomly chosen 
from the data set used for training process, and the remaining 20% are used for 
measuring the performance of each feature selection method. Because the multi-label 
classification performance can be different depending on the number of input 
features, we obtain the classification performance by changing the size of the feature 
subset from one to 50. The experiments were repeated 30 times. We used Hamming 
loss as our evaluation measure [11]. The Hamming loss evaluates how many times a 
pattern-label pair is misclassified and indicates good classification performance when 
the Hamming loss values for classification results are low. 

Figure 1 shows the experimental results of two multi-label feature selection 
methods for (a) Emotions, (b) Scene, (c) Enron and (d) Genbase, respectively; the 
horizontal axis represents the number of input features, and the vertical axis 
represents the Hamming loss value for the corresponding feature subset. In each 
figure, blue line shows the result of MLQPFS and black line shows 
MLQPFS+Nyström (sampling 10%.) There are two lines representing Hamming loss 
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values of selected feature subsets. The experimental results indicate that the Hamming 
loss of selected feature subset is similar with different number of selected features. 
Therefore, the MLQPFS+Nyström outputs the selected feature subset faster than 
MLQPFS without significant degradation of multi-label classification performance. 

4 Conclusion 

We proposed an efficient multi-label feature selection method using Nystöm 
approximation. An effective feature subset for multi-label classification was 
determined using the mathematical model. Our comprehensive experiments 
demonstrated the improvement in execution time maintaining reasonable 
classification performance. 

Acknowledgement. This research is supported by Ministry of Culture, Sports and 
Tourism(MCST) and Korea Creative Content Agency(KOCCA) in the Culture 
Technology(CT) Research & Development Program 2014. 
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Abstract. Music emotion recognition is one of the best attractive researches in 
music information retrieval. To develop an efficient music information retrieval 
system, a music data set related to music emotion is required. In this paper, we 
released two music emotion data sets, and proposed a feature selection 
algorithm that can be useful to investigate the relation between musical property 
and multiple emotions. 

Keywords: Music Emotion Recognition, Multi-label classification. 

1 Introduction 

Music is one of the most common ingredients to encourage our daily life. To satisfy 
music listener's diverse interesting and favorite styles, explosive number of music is 
published almost every day. To categorize the large-scale music corpus, researchers 
focused on emotion, genre, theme and so on [1]. In this paper, we focus on the music 
emotion recognition (MER). The goal of MER is to recognize the internal emotion of 
music clip. Early researches on MER were mainly focused on the extraction of 
emotion-related musical properties. Juslin et al. [2] found that tempo, intensity, and 
spectrum are highly related to various emotional expressions. After extracting the 
musical properties, classifiers can be used to recognize the music emotion. Trohidis et 
al. [3] examined the performance of music emotion recognition in four multi-label 
music emotion settings. 

We summarize our contributions as follows. The first contribution is to create and 
release two music data sets that consist of musical features and multiple emotions; 
music can be assigned maximum four different music emotions. It would be helpful 
for researchers who have trouble of developing MER system due to the rarity of 
multi-emotion data. The second contribution is to devise a new multi-label feature 
selection algorithm that can be applied to MER problem in multi-labeled setting. 
From the hundreds of musical features, we tried to identify significant features that 
are highly dependent to emotions, along with minimizing inter-dependency among 
selected features. The last contribution is to investigate relations between musical 
audio features and emotions by employing an associative rule mining method to 
enhance model interpretability. 
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2 Proposed Method 

The procedure of constructing a MER data set is given below. First, musical 
properties were extracted from musical audio signals. Feature extraction was 
performed by using short-term Fourier transform and heuristic musical property 
detectors [4] and so on. Those signal transformation methods are applied to each 
music clip, and then musical properties were converted from audio signals to 
numerical values. Second step of forming the data set is to collect emotional 
responses for each music clip. To address the emotion, researchers employed the 
psychological theory related to the emotion in music [3]. In this paper, we exploit the 
Thayer's emotion model [5] because of its computational effectiveness [1]. 

We assembled two data sets; MusicEmo-A and MusicEmo-B. In the case of 
MusicEmo-A, we collected 100 music clips from popular five genres and had them 
labeled by approximately 500 times through an on-line annotation system. For each 
music clip, we used the MIR toolbox that offers integrated set of functions to extract 
musical audio features [4]. The extracted features fall into six types: dynamics, 
fluctuation, rhythm, spectral, timbre, and tonal features. At the ends, we obtained 
MusicEmo-A which is composed of 100 patterns and 864 features. For MusicEmo-
B, we collected 565 music clips from eleven genres, and annotated by approximately 
3,600 times. After having applied the MIR toolbox to music clips, we obtained 
MusicEmo-B that is composed of 565 patterns and 346 features; features in 
MusicEmo-B are put forth by the statistical viewpoint (Refer to [4]). 

In Thayer's emotion model, a state of human emotion is represented as a point 
(vector) in a two-dimensional emotion space; valence and arousal. For simple 
description of multiple emotions for each music clip, we used the four sub-planes 
(zones) in Thayer's model as emotion labels. The first plane, positive arousal and 
positive valence labeled by = {+, +}, represent Excitement feeling. Other three 
planes can be labeled as Distress = {+, −} , Depression = {−, −} , and 
Contentment = {−, +}. We assumed that the perceived emotion may distribute 
equally all of planes, if a music clip does not significantly evoke any emotion. Since 
each music clip is labeled by many participants who may perceive different emotions 
from it, we represent the multiple emotions of a music clip as a set of aggregated 
labels over the four emotion planes if an emotion is labeled by more than 33% of 
participants. Two data sets are publicly available from the Softwares section of 
http://ai.cau.ac.kr/. 

Hundreds of musical features are not typically of equal importance in the emotion 
classification; moreover irrelevant features may degrade the recognition performance. 
One straightforward way to select the significant features is to identify emotion-
relevant features and their interactions related to multiple emotions. 

Let  ⊂  denote an input space that is constructed from n features and patterns 
drawn from  are assigned to a certain label subset  ⊆ , where = { , … } is a 
finite set of labels with | | = . Suppose we already have = { , … , } ; the 
feature subset calculated from the -th step. The proposed method selects the next 
feature  from −  and add it to ; (1)  should have a high correlation 
to labels, (2)  should be mutually far away from pre-selected feature subset . 
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The first task can be achieved by selecting  that maximizes the mutual 
information (MI) between  and : ( ; ) = ( ; _1) + ( ; | ) + ⋯ + ( ; |{ , … , })Part (A) Part (B)  (1)

where the conditional mutual information (CMI) between  and , given { , … , }, is defined as: ( ; |{ , … , } = ( , … , , ) + ( , … , , )      − ( , … , , , ) − ( , … , ) (2)

The entropy ( ) = − ∑ ( ) log ( ) ∈  is the uncertainty measure of given 
variable set , and ( ) is a probabilistic mass function of . Eq. (2) indicates that if 
one of input variables,  or , is dependent to any of given variables, , … , , 
then it leads to a lower value of CMI. Thus, we can see that if  is the most 
relevant feature to  (the Part (A) in Eq. (1)), then the Part (B) should be minimized 
because  is given in all terms of (B). From this aspect, we approximate Eq. (1) as: ( ; | ) ≈ max∈ ( ; _ | ) (3)

Eq. (3) says that the feature  should be dependent to at least one of labels. 
Secondly, the feature  should be mutually independent to . This can be done 

by maximizing the CMI when  is given, i.e., ( ; | ) . However, it is 
computationally prohibitive to calculate an accurate value of high dimensional joint 
entropy owing to the growing size of . To circumvent this situation, we 
approximate the CMI as: ( ; | ) ≈ min∈ ;  (4)

Note that  can be considered as the Markov blanket for , provided that  is 
mutually dependent to  [6]. To find a feature  that is not covered by , in 
the present work we take the first order Markov blanket for  into account. The 
conditional dependency of  is reduced when  in  covers , so that we can 
approximate the ( ; | ) by using the minimum value among ( ; | ). By 
combining Eqs. (3) and (4), we can find the feature  that maximizes the 
optimization criterion : = max∈ max∈ min∈ ( ; _ | )  (5)

3 Experimental Results 

We compared the performance of the proposed method with that of conventional 
methods (LP+CHI, PPT+CHI and ELA+CHI [3,7,8]; LP, PPT, and ELA are the well-
known problem transformation methods in multi-label classification, and CHI denotes χ  statistics. The classification performances were evaluated using a Multi-Label 
Naive Bayes classifier [9]. The performance was assessed using two measures: 
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hamming loss and multi-label accuracy [9]. Low values of hamming loss and high 
values of multi-label accuracy indicate good classification performance. To make this 
study more informative, we employed an associative rule mining algorithm [10] to 
investigate relations between selected musical features and emotions. We examined 
the top-ranked features selected by the proposed method in order to preserve model 
interpretability. Due to the space limitations, we presented top-ranked confident rules 
obtained from MusicEmo-B data set. Through the analysis, we see that human-
readable rules can explain the relationship between musical audio features and 
emotions in music. 

 

 

(a) MusicEmo-A: Hamming loss 

 

(b) MusicEmo-B: Multi-label accuracy 

 

(c) MusicEmo-B: Hamming loss 

 

(d) MusicEmo-B: Multi-label accuracy 

Fig. 1. Classification performance of the MusicEmo-A data set (Top) and MusicEmo-B data 
set (Bottom) according to feature subsets obtained by the proposed method and three 
conventional feature selection methods 

Fig. 1 shows the classification performance of each feature selection method for 
MusicEmo-A data set and MusicEmo-B data set. The horizontal axis represents size 
of the selected feature subset according to each feature selection method, and the 
vertical axis indicates that hamming loss value (Left) and multi-label accuracy 
(Right). We see from Fig. 1(a) that the hamming loss of the proposed method 
improved with size of the selected feature subset. The best classification performance 
is achieved by the proposed method with 0.175 of hamming loss value when 42 
features are selected. Fig. 1(b) shows that multi-label accuracy was improved to a 
great extent by using the proposed method. Two bottom figures represent the 
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classification performance for MusicEmo-B data set. From Fig. 1(c), it is observed 
that the proposed method demonstrated superior performance to conventional 
methods. The hamming loss by LP+CHI, PPT+CHI, ELA+CHI, and the proposed 
method were 0.270, 0.270, 0.270, and 0.253 respectively for 10 selected features. In 
Fig. 1(d), the multi-label accuracy by the proposed method was 0.546 when 10 
features were selected, whereas LP+CHI, PPT+CHI, and ELA+CHI achieved multi-
label accuracies of 0.500, 0.514, and 0.514, respectively. In summary, it is evident 
from test results that the proposed method is superior to three conventional methods. 

Table 1. Top three associative relations between musical features and emotions for 
MusicEmo-B data set. The features employed werer TSM (Timbre Spectralflux Mean), TKM 
(Tonal Keyclarity Mean), TZM (Timbre Zerocross Mean), SCM (Spectral Centroid Mean), and 
SMS (Spectral Melfrequency cepstral coefficient STD). 

Emotion A/V Clips Top-rules 
Top Five Features 

TSM TKM TZM SCM SMS 
   Rule 1  high high  low 

Excitement +/+ 315 Rule 2  Low high  high 
   Rule 3   high low  

   Rule 1 Low Low high   
Distress +/- 85 Rule 2 Low  high high  

   Rule 3 Low  high   
   Rule 1  high low high high 

Depression -/- 135 Rule 2 Low high  high high 
   Rule 3  high high  high 
   Rule 1 Low high  high  

Contentment -/+ 195 Rule 2 Low   high high 
   Rule 3 Low Low  high high 

 
We analyzed relations between selected features and emotions by using the 

association rule mining method [10], after discretizing each feature according to its 
average; values of a feature over its average are assigned to high, otherwise values are 
assigned to low. By using the top five audio features selected by the proposed method 
from MusicEmo-B, the top three rules with high confidence were identified for each 
emotion. Table 1 shows the emotion, A/V status, the number of music clips, and the 
body of rules. Each rule is composed of five features and their assigned values, for 
example, Rule 1 in Excitement indicates that if TKM and TZM are given high values 
and SMS is assigned a low value, then emotion of a music clip is assigned to 
Excitement. Common features in the three rules are marked in bold text. Table 1 
indicates that a music clip is likely to be assigned to Excitement or Distress when 
TZM takes high values. In contrast, Depression is dominantly influenced by 
TKM(high) and SMS(high), while Contentment is affected by TSM(low) and 
SCM(high). It is interesting to note that Excitement and Distress belong to sub-
planes with positive arousal in Thayer's emotion model. Therefore, we can say that a 
high value of TZM in a music clip makes users feel a high value of arousal; TZM 
indicates the number of time domain zero crossings in the signal. Rock and Dance 
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music often contain a high value of TZM. In the Contentment, two features TSM and 
SCM are reported to be dominant; TSM measures the amount of local spectral change 
and SCM is a measure of spectral brightness. Thus, a low amount of local change and 
a high brightness determines the softness of music, which is agreed on by human 
experts. 

4 Conclusion 

In this study, we have released new, publicly available two music data sets that 
consist of musical features and multiple emotions. The superiority of the proposed 
method over other conventional methods was clearly demonstrated through several 
experiments. 

Acknowledgments. This research is supported by Ministry of Culture, Sports, and 
Tourism(MCST) and Korea Creative Content Agency(KOCCA) in the Culture 
Technology(CT) Research and Development Program 2014. 
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Abstract. Avionics software is safety-critical embedded software, so it has 
higher security and reliability requirements. How to effectively develop safe 
and reliable avionics software and control the development time and cost 
becomes a significant problem. An approach to develop the ARINC653-based 
software architecture is proposed. It converted the high-level requirements into 
the software architecture model, and then generated the source code of 
architecture from the software architecture model. The process helps to keep the 
consistency and traceability between requirements and architecture. 

Keywords: Avionics software, ARINC653, software architecture, code 
generation.  

1 Introduction 

Safety-critical systems are commonly used in the specific fields, such as aerospace, 
military and nuclear energy. Failure of these systems software could cause 
catastrophic consequences for human life or property. So safety-critical software must 
be certified and validated to make sure the quality of the software. Avionics system is 
a typical representative of the safety-critical system. Software architecture serves as a 
bridge from requirements to implementation [1]. It can control the complexity of 
software and improve the quality of software. For airworthiness certification of 
avionics software, DO-178C [2] (Software considerations in Airborne Systems and 
Equipment Certification) requires: (1) There is consistency and traceability between 
software high-level requirements and software architecture. (2) There is traceability 
between software architecture and source code of architecture. (3) Software 
architecture has verifiability. The modern avionics system tends to highly integrated 
and the architecture evolves from traditional federated architecture to Integrated 
Modular Avionics (IMA) [3]. The avionics software is becoming more complex. So it 
is a large challenge to develop safe and reliable avionics software. 

ARINC653 [4] is a current major industry standard, which supports the 
development of avionics software based on the IMA architecture. The AADL 
ARINC653 annex [5] supports modeling the ARINC653-based avionics software.  

                                                           
* Corresponding author. 
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But when we build the model manually, we can not guarantee that the model captures 
the requirements accurately. And different person may build the different model 
according to the same requirements. So it is not easy to keep the consistency and 
traceability between the software architecture model and the high-level requirements 
by building model manually.  In addition, the hand-written code is error-prone and it 
is hard to keep the traceability between the software architecture and source code of 
architecture [6].  

To address these problems, we proposed an approach which converted the high-
level requirements to the software architecture model and automatically generate the 
source code of architecture from the model. Tasks can describe the dynamic structure 
of avionics software [7]. But task structure is platform independent. It has not the 
feature of ARINC653. So we use the components of ARINC653 to refine the task 
structure and get the architecture model based on ARINC653. It is facility to generate 
the architecture code to the target platform. 

2 From the High-Level Requirements to the Architecture 

In order to keep the consistency and traceability between software high-level 
requirements and software architecture, we generate the software architecture model 
from the high-level requirements step by step. The generation process is shown in 
figure 1. The high-level requirements came from the system requirements [8]. Inputs 
and outputs of the system decided the system requirements. For avionics software 
system, we defined its high-level requirements is a set of math formulas. The input 
values of system will be transformed into the output values of the system by these 
formulas.   

 

 

Fig. 1. Convert the High-level Requirements to Software Architecture Model 

Firstly, we create the task and select formulas for it. It means the function of task is 
calculating its formula. And task can get its inputs and outputs from its formulas. 
Because every task only calculates a tiny part of formulas, all tasks must be 
collaboration to complete the whole calculation. So we can get the communication 
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structure of these tasks. Secondly, we introduce the partition feature of ARINC653. 
We create the application partitions and select tasks for it. It means tasks resided the 
application partition implement the application function of the partition. The 
communication between tasks which are in different partition is mapped to inter-
partition communication. We set the sample port or queue port for partition. The 
communication between tasks which are in the same partition is mapped to intra-
partition communication. We set the blackboard or buffer for partition. Last, we 
create a module contained these partitions and configure the schedule table of 
partitions and memory information. After this, we get the software architecture model 
which is described by the concept of ARINC653. The structure of software 
architecture model is shown in the figure 2. 

 

 

Fig. 2. The Structure of ARINC653-based Software Architecture Model 

3 From the Software Architecture to Code 

In this selection, we discuss how to generate the source code of architecture from the 
architectural model. We define the source code of ARINC653-based software 
architecture includes initializing and starting the partition, the communication of 
processes and the configuration of ARINC653 module. The function code in the 
process is not in it. The work of initializing partition is to establish the resources of 
partition, such as process and port. The communication of processes contains passing 
the data, synchronization and mutex. The function of configuration code is to 
configure the ARINC653 module. Next, we introduce the algorithm of generating 
code. 
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3.1 Partition Initialization Code Generation 

Algorithm 1 illustrates the process of generating the partition initialization code. For 
each partition, it gets tasks set, ports set and intra-partition resources set in this 
partition. Then it creates the process for each of task. Create_Process(T) (line 6) 
generates the code of creating process. It creates the partition port resource for each of 
port. Create_Port(Pt) (line 7) generates the code of creating sample port and queue 
port. It creates the intra-partition communication resource for each of intra-partition 
Communication. Create_IntraPar_ComResource(Ip) (line 8) generates the code  
of creating blackboard, buffer, semaphore and event. Last, it generates the code  
of setting the partition mode. The code SET_PARTITION_MODE(“NORMAL”) 
(line 9) set partition mode to normal. 

 
 

Algorithm 1. Partition Initialization Code Generation 
1 Input: P – Set of ARINC653 Partition p. 
2 Output: Partition Initialization Code. 
3 begin 
4     for all p ∈ P do 
5           T ←TaskSet(p); 
6           Pt ← PortSet(p); 
7           Ip ← IntraPartitionSet(p); 
8           Create_Process(T); 
9           Create_Port(Pt); 
10           Create_IntraPar_ComResource(Ip); 
11           Start_Process(T); 
12           Output: SET_PARTITION_MODE(“NORMAL”);  
13 end    

3.2 Process Communication Code Generation 

Algorithm 2 shows the process of generating process communication code. For each 
of partition, it gets tasks set, ports set and intra-partition resources set in this partition. 
Then for each of task in the partition, it creates a process entry function which 
contains the function and communication code of task. It gets the inputs set and 
outputs set of the task. For each of input of the task, Receive_Data(i, Pt, Ip) (line 10) 
generates the code of receiving data from inter-partition communication and intra-
partition communication resources. Then for each output of the task, Send_Data(o, Pt, 
Ip) (line 13) generates the code of sending data to inter-partition communication and 
intra-partition communication resources. 
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Algorithm 2. Process Communication Code Generation 
1 Input:  P – Set of ARINC653 Partition p. 
2 Output: Process Communication Code 
3 begin 
4     for all p ∈ P do 
5           T ←TaskSet(p); 
6           Pt ← PortSet(p); 
7           Ip ← IntraPartitionSet(p); 
8           for all t ∈ T do 
9                 I←TaskInputSet(t); 
10                O←TaskOutputSet(t); 
11                for all i ∈ I do 
12              Receive_Data(i, Pt, Ip); 
13                //space for function code 
14                for all o ∈ O do 
15                      Send_Data(o, Pt, Ip); 
16 end

3.3 ARINC653 Module Configuration Code Generation 

Algorithm 3 shows the process of generating ARINC653 module configuration code. 
First, it gets the partitions set, channels set, and schedule tables set. For each of 
partition, it configures the information of partition memory allocation and ports. 
Conf_Partition_Mem(p) (line 7) generates the configuration code of memory 
allocation. Conf_Partition_Port(Cp) (line 8) generates the configuration code of ports. 
Then it configures the connection of ports. Conf_Channel(C) (line 9) generates the 
configuration code of connection of ports. Last it configures the schedule of partitions 
in the module. Conf_Schedule(S) (line 10) generates the configuration code of 
schedule of partitions. 
 

Algorithm 3. ARINC653 module configuration code generation 
1 Input: m – ARINC653 Module 
2 Output: ARINC653 module configuration Code. 
3 begin 
4     P ←PartitionSet(m); 
5     C←ChannelSet(m); 
6     S←ScheduleTableSet(m); 
7     for all p ∈ P do 
8            Cp ← PortConnectionSet(p); 
9            Conf_Partition_Mem(p); 
10            Conf_Partition_Port(Cp); 
11     Conf_Channel(C); 
12     Conf_Schedule(S);    
13 end
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4 Conclusion 

In this paper, we propose an approach to develop the ARINC653-based software 
architecture. The approach implements the conversion from software high-level 
requirements to software architecture and the automatic genration from the software 
architecture to source code. The procedure of generating the software architecture 
model from the high-level requirements keeps requirements and architecture 
consistency and traceability. The code generation also makes the source code trace the 
architecture model. The approach makes the development of ARINC653-based 
avionic software more automated. It helps to improve the quality of software and save 
the development costs.  
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Abstract. NFC integrated payment service generates information such as user 
consumption-migration information by processing them through big-data 
technology after collecting personal information including credit card payment 
information, location information, electronic coupon usage history, etc. and also 
provides such service as advertising tailored to a specific user based on the 
pattern information. Since such sensitive personal information as consumption 
pattern in addition to simple personal information, only those authorized 
companies should be able to process the information thereof. Nonetheless, the 
cooperative relationship for sharing personal information among the companies 
based on TSM just like a mesh has been formed; thus, it is difficult to control 
access to personal information. Moreover, as for Hadoop that is the most 
prominent big-data technology, it has an access control function; however, it 
lacks a method to grant an authority to process personal information. As a 
result, it is not able to grant an authority to process information in accordance 
with the companies to provide simple services using the pattern information and 
the companies to process personal information for generating pattern 
information. Thus, this paper proposed a technique for key generation and 
distribution and a secure communication protocol in order to ensure that access 
control of personal information and personal information processing for each 
authority will be securely conducted in NFC integrated payment environment. 

Keywords: Access Control, Distributed File System, NFC eco-system, 
Personal-Information, Hadoop. 

1 Introduction 

NFC integrated payment service is a payment system to transmit all of credit card 
information, mileage card information, membership information, etc., which are 
stored in smartphone, to POS device at once through NFC technology and also allow 
users to verify the results through an application. [1] 
                                                           
*  First author 
**  Second author. 
*** Corresponding author. 
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When users use NFC integrated payment service, mobile carriers collect location 
information on a continuous basis. Also, credit card companies collect payment 
information, mileage providers collect payment item information and coupon 
providers collect personal information such as coupon usage information, etc. on a 
continuous basis. After then, they generate users’ purchase pattern information by 
analyzing all collected personal information. Thus, advertising, coupon, etc., which 
are tailored to the purchase pattern of a specific user, are being provided at a 
particular time or in a particular place where a user is located by utilizing the newly 
generated pattern information. This NFC integrated payment service not only 
generates and processes simple personal information but also sensitive personal 
information such as life, consumption and migration pattern information of users; 
therefore, it is required to have a secure access control when processing personal 
information. In addition, various companies share personal information through 
forming a cooperative relationship like a mesh; thus, it is necessary to provide access 
control for each group that shares personal information processing. [1] 

Since multiple companies collect a large amount of information having various 
types and formats in real time and provide services by analyzing it, NFC integrated 
payment service can be deemed as a service based on big data. However, the access 
authority technology provided by Hadoop is not able to control personal information 
processing in NFC eco-system that is formed as a mesh based on TSM when applying 
Hadoop, the most prominent big data technology, to NFC integrated payment service. 
Moreover, Hadoop has such vulnerabilities as authority setting issue for file, session 
key leakage issue, re-transmission attach issue, etc. 

Therefore, this paper proposes a secure access control measure when processing 
sensitive personal information such as life, consumption and migration pattern 
information of users in consideration of the characteristics of NFC eco-system that 
provides NFC integrated payment service. 

2 NFC Integrated Payment Service 

A variety of companies including mobile carriers, manufacturers, credit card 
companies, banks, stores, etc. cooperate to provide NFC integrated payment service 
based on TSM and also their respective interest. One single company cannot have an 
overlapping cooperative relationship and also there are various forms of personal 
information processing such as provision of simple personal information, viewing of 
simple pattern information, generation of pattern information, etc. [2] 

TSM is responsible for the role of sharing information transmitted between NFC 
stakeholders such as mobile carriers, financial companies, etc., managing SE and key, 
etc. at the center of NFC service eco-system based on security management solution [3]. 

3 Hadoop 

Hadoop is an open source based distributed processing technology; thus, it is 
currently the most preferred solution for processing a large amount of data. It includes 
NoS_HDFS, RSA_HDFS, Ker_HDFS and HC_HDFS, and it is vulnerable to 
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incomplete installation of authority setting as to information (file), security key 
leakage issue, disguise attack, etc. [4][5][6] 

4 Proposed Scheme 

The proposed personal information access control scheme is consisted of service 
providers, TSM and PIM. TSM conducts the role of information mediation and key 
distribution and verification in accordance with authority, whereas PIM means a 
distributed file system just like Hadoop. 

The proposed security scheme stipulates only the communication between service 
provider and PIM and assumes that the generation and distribution of session key 
based on open key before the initial communication were implemented. In addition, it 
is also assumed that Service Provider 1 and Service Provider 2 form a cooperative 
relationship, Service Provider 2 has only the authority to view personal information 
and pattern information and Service Provider 1 has the authority to even modify 
personal information in addition hereto. 

 

Fig. 1. Protocol for transmission of source information and generation access key 
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Upon completion of personal information transmission process of User A of 
Service Provider 1, TSM generates access authority key for personal information and 
pattern information. The first key to be generated is the authority key to modify 
personal information; it is consisted of the three points of ‘PI_A_MK_TSM’, 
‘PI_A_MK_SP1’, ‘PI_A_MK_PIM’ that pass through Formula (1) by treating 
‘PI_A_MK_S’ as secret. 

 
Y = aX2 + bX + S                        (1) 

Y = aX2 + bX + PI_A_MK_TSM                (2) 
 
The second key to be generated is the key for viewing personal information and 

pattern information; it is consisted of the four points of ‘PI_A_AK_TSM’, 
‘PI_A_AK_SP1’, ‘PI_A_AK_SP2’, ‘PI_A_AK_PIM’ that pass through Formula (2) 
by treating ‘PI_A_MK_TSM’ as secret. 

The authority key value to be generated through each formula is distributed to 
Service Provider 1, Service Provider 2 and PIM, and TSM deletes the original secret 
value and saves only the hashed secret value. 

 

Fig. 2. Protocol for verification access key and transmission personal information 
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TSM verifies Service Provider 2 through the session key that was used for the last 
time in the previous session when receiving a request for viewing personal 
information and pattern information. Upon completion of verification, TSM recovers 
and hashes the secret value by substituting the distributed authority key for viewing 
with Formula (2). When TSM and PIM succeed the verification, Service Provider 2 
can view personal information. 

Modification of personal information can be conducted only when the verification 
of authority for viewing of personal information and pattern information has been 
successful. TSM compares and verifies the saved hash value by recovering and 
hashing the secret value through substituting the recovered secret value for viewing 
and the distributed authority key with Formula (1). When TSM and PIM succeed the 
verification of hash value, Service Provider 1 can modify personal information. 

5 Security and Performance Analysis 

As appears by [Table 1], the proposed personal information access control scheme is 
safe to the known vulnerabilities of Hadoop. As appears by [Table 2], it can be 
utilized effectively as compared with the previous research since it has successfully 
implemented the weight lightening. 

Table 1. Comparative security analysis 

 
NoS_ 
HDFS 

RSA_ 
HDFS 

Ker_ 
HDFS 

HC_ 
HDFS 

Proposed 
scheme 

Authority management 
for information 

Not support Not support Not support Not support Support 

Leaked secret key Vulnerability VulnerabilityVulnerabilityVulnerability Safe 

Replay attack - - Vulnerability Safe Safe 

Impersonation attack 
at server 

Vulnerability Safe VulnerabilityVulnerability Safe 

Impersonation attack  
at Client 

Vulnerability Safe VulnerabilityVulnerability Safe 

Table 2. Comparative analysis with Kim’s scheme 

 Kim’s scheme [7] 
Proposed 
scheme 

Number of stored key 
for one user’s personal 

information at TSM 

3*(Number of relationship) + 
(Number of service provider) 

(Number of relationship) + 
(Number of service provider) 

Number of stored key 
for one user’s personal 

information at PIM 
3*(Number of relationship) Number of relationship 

Number of needed key for 
access a personal 

information 

3*(Number of service provider 
which is requested a personal 

information) + 2 

2*(Number of service provider 
which is requested a personal 

information) + 2 
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Moreover, as appears by [Figure 3], it is more effective to simply connect the 
proposed security scheme than implementing the generation and distribution of 
authority key in Hadoop. 

 

Fig. 3. Number of used key between Hadoop and proposed scheme 

6 Conclusion 

This paper proposed a communication security protocol based on the key 
management technique with the authority feature in order to secure that users’ 
personal information can be securely processed. The proposed security scheme 
demonstrated an outstanding security level and performance as compared with the 
previous studies. In addition, it is designed in consideration of NFC eco-system; thus, 
it can be practically applied to NFC integrated payment service. 
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Abstract. Wireless Sensor is used for military purpose, machine management, 
cultural properties management, etc. However, sensor being transmitted in 
wireless network channel, relay attack, eavesdropping, and replay attack have 
occurred. Also, because the sensor’s hardware arithmetic operation capacity is 
very limited (low cost), it has various security vulnerabilities for which a 
solution has not yet been developed. Thus, this paper proposed the light-weight 
distance-bounding mutual authentication security scheme based on the limited 
hardware computing capability. The proposed scheme is safe against all 
security vulnerabilities that could occur in sensor network and can be efficiently 
used for group sensor management because of its ability to authenticate 
multiple sensors simultaneously and to show efficient performance. 

Keywords: Distance-Bounding, Group Authentication, Light-Weight, Mutual 
Authentication, Sensor Network. 

1 Introduction 

Sensor network is consisted of a sensor node to transmit information detected through 
sensing to a sink, in other words, a server via cluster header or base station. It is used 
for various purposes including military purpose, cultural properties management, road 
management, etc. Also, it is able to perform such functions as temperature detection, 
motion detection, humidity detection, etc. 

Given the nature of communication based on wireless network, sensor node was 
easily exposed to such vulnerabilities as key leakage, eavesdropping, replay attack, 
etc. from the initial phase of commercialization. As a result, a variety of security 
techniques have been developed. To date, the sensor node to support even for RC5, 
open key, etc. was developed. 

However, as for the sensor node that has a very limited capability as compared with 
hardware arithmetic operation capacity such as smart dust, etc. and those sensor nodes 
having different energy sources, it is inappropriate to use the encryption and security 
communication, which are requiring a high arithmetic operation to be used in the 
existing studies. Moreover, those previous studies on the prevention of relay attack 
were focused on the detection of sensor node location through network topology, RF 
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signal analysis, etc.; thus, it is not suitable to use it for sensors that have mobility or 
limited capability as compared with sensors having different energy. 

On that account, in this paper proposes a group sensor communication protocol, 
which is safe to the security vulnerabilities in which the sensor node is exposed, by 
using only four fundamental arithmetic operation, logical arithmetic operation, etc. 
and prevent relay attack by measuring the distance between sensor nodes during the 
process of authentication. In addition, this paper proposes a measure to authenticate 
the group sensor simultaneously through the introduction of Yoking Proof concept. 

2 Sensor Network 

The techniques to manage group sensor nodes in a sensor network may be classified 
into the three types[1]. A variety of group sensor authentication and management 
measures, including Carlo Blundo[2], PCGR[3], etc., have been proposed; however, 
there are still such vulnerabilities as key leakage issue, session key duplication issue, 
replay attack, etc. 

Those methods that are safe to relay attack that succeeds authentication through 
simple information linkage between sensor nodes include the network topology of 
Guoqiang Mao[4], etc. and the technique to use distance verification proposed by 
Dave Singelee[5], etc. Distance verification technique has the advantage of being 
light-weight as compared with network topology or RF signal analysis based 
technique; however, the existing studies rely heavily on mere distance verification 
and the success rate of mafia attack, etc. is high. 

3 Light-Weight Distance-Bounding Mutual Authentication 
Security Scheme for Group Sensor 

In this paper, we propose a security communication scheme to mutually authenticate 
all sensor nodes included in the group simultaneously and verify the distance hereof 
by using only four fundamental arithmetic operation, logical arithmetic operation and 
substitution arithmetic operation. 

The proposed security scheme was designed to allow each group administrator to 
manage CH or sensor nodes within a group by generating a group for each class 
through leveraging the advantages of centralized-type management technique and 
centralized distribution type management technique as shown in (Figure 1). 

3.1 Management and Creation of Key 

This paper designed a hierarchical structure as shown in (Figure 2) for group 
management. Sensor nodes are bundled in a group and then managed by a single CH. 
CHs are also bundled in a group with the other CHs in the same layer and then 
managed by a single BS. BS generates Formula (1) with ‘S’ as secret value and 
distributes the secret distribution key to CHs by assigning those points passing 
through Formula (1) as many as the number of CHs within a group as secret 
distribution key. Those secret keys distributed to CHs are gathered in BS at the time 
of group authentication, and BS authenticates and verifies the group members by 
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recovering and verifying the secret value S through solving multidimensional 
equation. The method that CH authenticates and verifies the group members consisted 
of sensor nodes is also the same way as mentioned above. It is assumed that each 
entity distributes the secret shared keys with the exception of secret distribution key to 
BHs, CHs and sensor nodes in advance. 

 
 
 

 

Fig. 1. Network Topology Fig. 2. Management and Creation of Key 

3.2 Light-Weight Distance-Bounding Mutual Authentication Protocol 

(Figure 3) is the protocol that allows the group administrator CH to authenticate the 
group members, Node A and Node B, simultaneously. 

CH and Node A generate a series of bit stream by using random numbers, S-Box 
and Secret-Shared-Key and then separates the bit streams into four segments. Node A 
rapidly transmits the bit streams, which match the conditions among the bit streams in 
accordance with the challenge bit of CH, to CH. Herein, as shown in (Figure 2), DSK 
that is secretly distributed to the sensor node, is transmitted to CH and CH is able to 
check the distance by checking the arrival time of bit stream. 

The next step is to verify whether all the group members are authenticated 
simultaneously by using an unused bit stream for the authentication of Node B after 
the first authentication of Node A. Lastly, CH (Figure 2) recovers the secret value s1 
by using the secret distribution key transmitted from each sensor node and verifies the 
recovered s1 to complete the group authentication. 

3.3 Renewal of Secret Distribution Key 

(Figure 4) is the communication protocol for modifying the secret distribution key 
used as a group key; thus, it is used to perform such tasks as modification of a group 
member, etc. 

BS selects a secret distribution key from the multidimensional equation generated 
based on a new secret value for the renewal of a group key and then transmits it to 
CH. Herein, the group member authentication method is reversely applied to transmit 
the group key securely. After then, it verifies the distance of CH by receiving the 
schedule information and group key of bit stream that was used for the last time. 
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Fig. 3. Light-Weight Distance-Bounding Mutual Authentication Protocol 

4 Security and Performance Analysis 

The security scheme proposed in this paper generates a bit stream through the 
generation and use of random numbers that are mutually crossed. Those bit streams to 
be modified at each authentication and the subsequent modification of transmission 
conditions are safe to key leakage, replay attack, eavesdropping, etc. through 
changing the packet location value on a continuously basis when transmitting the 
group key. In addition, error detection allows for mutual authentication and it is safe 
to relay attach through distance verification. 

The comparative analysis on the existing verification studies for the authentication 
and distance of sensor network group is as shown in [Table 1]. Moreover, as appears 
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by [Table 2], the security scheme proposed by this thesis demonstrates a high degree 
of efficiency as compared with the previous studies through using four fundamental 
arithmetic operation, logical arithmetic operation and substitution. 

 

Fig. 4. Renewal of Secret Distribution Key 

Table 1. Comparative security analysis 

 
Blundo’s 
Protocol PCGR 

Dave’s 
Protocol 

Proposed 
scheme 

Relay attack Y Y N N 

Replay attack Y Y Y N 

Eavesdropping N N Y N 

Leaked key Y N N N 

Mutual authentication Not-support Support Not-support Support 

Error detection Not-support Support Support Support 
Mafia attack 

success probability 
- - (1/2)^n {1/(4*nth Node)}^n 

Terrorist attack 
success probability 

- - (3/4)^n 
{1/(4*nth 

Node)}^(n*nth 
Node) 
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Table 2. Comparative overhead analysis 

t: Degree of polynomial 

N: Number of node 

n: Number of group 

L: Length of coefficient 

Blundo’s 
Protocol 

PCGR 
Proposed 
scheme 

Stored overhead 
L*N*(t+1)(1+1/n

) bit 
L*N*(n+1)(t+1) 

bit 
L*(t-1)bit 

Initialization overhead N*L*(t+1) n*N*L*(t+1)/(n+1) - 

Key renewal overhead - 
2*(Length of 
Key)*N 

n*(Length of 
key) 

5 Conclusion 

In this paper, we proposed a security communication scheme to mutually authenticate 
all sensor nodes included in a group and verify the distance hereof by using only four 
fundamental arithmetic operation, logical arithmetic operation and substitution 
arithmetic operation. It was analyzed that the proposed security scheme was safe to all 
the security vulnerabilities that were analyzed in the existing sensor network and also 
demonstrated a higher degree of efficiency than the existing studies. On that account, 
the security scheme proposed in this paper is expected to be securely used in those 
sensors whose hardware capability is very limited, for instance, smart dust, etc. 
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Abstract. By analyzing brain waves, we can do scientific and objective 
judgment of human’s attention concentration, perception, stress level and active 
brain status. Our research results show the specific signal patterns in pupil 
movements in time domain and frequency domain. The entire system for 
detecting brain wave is implemented with an head set device and programming 
using Testbench software by Emotive Corp. This paper provides a possible 
application of direction control through brain wave using movement of pupil. 

Keywords: EEG, Pupil Movement, Brain Waves, Headset, Delta Wave. 

1 Introduction 

BCI(Brain Computer Interface) is an interface technology which directly connects the 
human brain to a computer to control it using brain waves. Brain waves were first 
recorded in 1929 by Hans Berger and have been used broadly for research ever since. If 
BCI research and technology accelerates, we expect it to develop to the level of future 
generation interface that follows after touch screen and virtual reality. This awaiting 
feature can be used to order a computer without using parts of body that leads out 
expectation to substitute current virtual reality and picture video recognition area [1]. 

We live in a sophisticated society, which means we need to generate SMR wave to 
solve problems and for high-concentration we need to manage to sustain enough level 
of beta wave. The human brain could be endangered or suffer disease from stress 
caused by not enough amount of wave generated in need. Just like improving physical 
status of body, the brain can be trained with neuron feedback similar to the body with 
cardiovascular exercise.  Via Mindset equipment, the user is able to detect brain 
wave that is processed by synthesized brain waves in recognizable values to train 
them. The eventual aim of this brain analysis is to measure brain waves in order to 
determine unusual activity to warn the user to anticipate any abnormality[2]. 

The brain wave can be classified into Delta wave(1~4Hz), Theta wave(4~8Hz), Alpha 
wave(8~12Hz), Beta wave(13~30Hz), and Gamma wave(30~120Hz). Delta wave can be 
found while deep sleep. Theta wave released while normal sleep with dream. Alpha wave 
is shown in strongest power when taking a rest with eyes closed. Beta wave comes from 
brain in action such like study. Gamma wave is emitted while recognition activity is on 
progress [3]. Brain wave is used to be diagnosing epilepsy or other sorts of brain 
cerebropathia and still broadly used with technology development [4-7].  

Pupillary measures have been linked to arousal and attention as well as activity in 
the brain stem’s locus coeruleus norepinephrine(LC-NE) system[8]. Pupillary 
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measure and EEG variability can be linked in a meaningful way to shed light on the 
nature of the LC-NE role in attention and arousal. Also they provide evidence for the 
tight coupling between attention state and evoked neural activity [8]. 

This research can be extended to application on direction control of machine when 
pupil movement and desired brain wave for direction change matches. Measuring 
method is adapted by 10/20 electrode system with EEG Emotive Headset [3].  

2 Description of Measurement Equipment 

2.1 Hardware Configuration 

For brain wave detection, an Emotiv EPOC EEG Headset made by Emotive Co. is 
used. The EEG Headset has 14 channels, 128 SPS by Sequential Sampling, 14 bits 
resolution bit, 0.2-45 Hz bandwidth with digital notch filters, Built in digital 5th order 
Sinc filter. Fig. 1 shows how it communicates with the computer. The user put Emotiv 
Headset on proper position then to get detected brain wave strength to computer, the 
switch must be on to activate both USB and Bluetooth communication. 
 

 

 

 
 

   

Fig. 1. Brain wave detecting hardware diagram 

2.2 Software Configuration 

Testbench Software with headset provided by Emotiv Co. is used for measuring the 
brain wave. This program shows 14 different collected data in graph by time domain 
to user after process received brain wave via Bluetooth and USB. As Fig 2 shows 
below, for selected channel, Fourier Transformed graph and congregated value for 
each wave type is shown.    

 
Fig. 2. Testbench FFT transform graph 
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3 Measurement and Analysis of Brain Waves 

3.1 Equipment Set Up 

The Emotiv EEG equipment is set up with 2 subjects and 14 channels(AF3, AF4, F3, 
F4, F7, F8, FC5, FC6, T7, T8, P7, P8, O1, O2) as shown Fig 3. The experiments were 
performed in the research lab at University of Ulsan. To reduce artifacts in EEG, all 
electronic equipment were turned off except necessary equipment.  

Electroencephalogram (EEG) was recorded by using 14 electrodes located 
according to the international 10-20 system with the reference electrode on the right 
earlobe (see Fig.3) and amplified for visuality. To reduce the contact impedance 
between EEG electrodes and cortex, surface of electrodes were cleaned with alcohol 
swab before recording electrodes were attached. To maximize the opportunities to get 
valuable data for our study, subjects could adapt to the new situation by sitting in a 
comfortable chair before experimentation 

3.2 Analysis of EEG 

3.2.1 Time Domain Analysis 
The measuring area of brain area is shown in Fig 3. For left frontal lobe AF3, F3, F7, 
FC5 channels are used. AF4, F4, F8, FC6 are for right frontal lobe. Table at left side 
of Fig 3 shows name of 14 channels that has exactly same order in time domain graph 
in Fig 4. 

 

Fig. 3. Measuring location for each channel 

First in Fig 4(a) time domain signals of AF3 and F7 channels increase and drop 
after when subject sees right then back to front. This also increase the signals of left 
four channels(FC6, F4, F8,AF4) and decrease after pupil comes back to original 
position. Fig. 4(b) shows the results mirrored from previous statement for staring at 
left. 
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      (a)  Staring at right and return                    (b) Staring at left and return 

Fig. 4. Measured EEG signals in Time domain  

Table 1 summarizes the brain waves change in time domain depending on pupil 
movements. 

Table 1. Brain wave change in time domain 

Fig 4(a) Fig 4(a) Fig 4(b) Fig 4(b) 

Left frontal 
lobe 

(AF3, F7) 

Decreased 
Then  Increased 

or no Change 

Increased 
Then 

Decreased 

Increased 
Then 

Decreased 

Decreased 
Then  Increased 

or no Change 

Right frontal 
lobe 

(FC6, F4, F8, 
AF4) 

Increased 
Then 

Decreased 

Decreased 
Then  Increased 

or no Change 

Decreased 
Then  Increased 

or no Change 

Increased 
Then 

Decreased 

3.2.2   Frequency Domain Analysis 
Frequency domain experiments are focused on each four left and right frontal lobe 
channels. Results only can be found from channel F7, F8 as following figures. Fig. 5 
represents signal size on frequency domain from channel F7 when pupil returns back to 
the middle point, Fig. 5(a) shows signal strength of frequency domain when looking to 
the left, Fig. 5(b) shows signal strength of frequency domain when pupil comes back to 
the middle. Staring from left to middle had no effects on signal change on frequency 
domain in F7 channel. Data from  subject 1 and 2 in Fig. 5  show great difference 
which is from personal difference. However from one direction to middle, for delta 
wave read, subjects 1 and 2 showed exactly similar phenomena with others. 
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Fig. 5. Subjects 1,2 staring left then return to the middle(F7 Channel) 

When the subject looks at right then to the middle again, Delta wave greatly 
changes in Fig 6. 

 

  

Fig. 6. Subjects 1, 2, looking at right then returns back to the middle (F7 Channel) 

Channel F8 that covers right frontal lobe shown in Fig 7 and Fig 8. Fig 7 shows 
delta wave clearly increased when pupil moves from left to middle. Figure 8 shows 
minimum change in delta wave from F8 channel when pupil moves from right to the 
middle. 

 

  

Fig. 7. Subjects 1, 2 when pupil moves left to middle (F8 Channel) 
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Fig. 8. Subjects 1, 2 when pupil moves from right to middle (F8 Channel) 

We can see that the signals of F7 channel is increased for looking at right in Fig. 6 
and the signals of F8 channel is increased for looking at right in Fig. 7.   

4 Conclusions and Future Researches 

This paper analyzed the brain wave upon pupil movement. The measured signals from 
Emotiv EEG head set were analyzed in frequency and time domain. The results 
showed the specific signal pattern by human’s pupil movements. This research using 
EEG analysis can be extended to industries which are automobile, robot, game and 
many others. This paper also provided a possible application of direction control 
through brain wave using movement of pupil. The research results showed the 
specific signal pattern by human’s pupil movements in time domain and frequency 
domain.  
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Abstract. The direct mode coding is widely used in the bi-predictive pictures 
(B-pictures). Because it has small overhead and it generates a predictive image 
from two reference pictures, it can efficiently improve the performance of bi-
predictive coding. The traditional temporal direct mode coding usually derives 
the motion vector of the current block by scaling the motion vector of the co-
located block in the subsequent reference picture. However, when the motion is 
irregular, the prediction efficiency of traditional direct mode is not very well. In 
this paper, we present a motion vector continuous tracking technique. With the 
technique, the motion trajectories of moving objects in temporally adjacent pic-
tures are exploited to get better motion vectors for direct mode macroblocks. 
The proposed method can accurately calculate the motion vectors for the direct 
mode macroblocks and enhance coding efficiency. 

Keywords: Direct mode, B Pictures, coding. 

1 Introduction 

Bi-directional prediction used for B-pictures is a very efficient tool to enhance coding 
efficiency. In the Bi-directional prediction, a considerably higher percentage of bits is 
needed for encoding motion information. This will decrease the coding efficiency 
even if the prediction efficiency is improved. To alleviate this problem, the direct 
mode has been utilized in B-pictures in MPEG-4, H.263 and H.264/AVC standard 
[1][2][3]. In the temporal direct mode, two motion vectors for bidirectional prediction 
are obtained by exploiting temporal correlation of the motion in adjacent pictures, 
thus not having to encode any additional motion data for a macroblock. Furthermore, 
considering the bi-predictive nature of B pictures, DIRECT mode could generates a 
predictive image from two reference pictures, then leading to even further perfor-
mance benefit. 

In temporal direct mode, the forward and backward motion vectors are derived 
from the motion vectors used in the co-located macroblock of the backward reference 
picture RL1[4]. At present, the forward motion vector MV0 and backward motion 
vector MV1 of direct mode block are calculated as follows: 

X = 16384 + abs(td / 2) /td                           (1) 

ScaleFactor = clip(−1024,1023,(td×X+32)>> 6)                   (2) 
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 MV0= (ScaleFactor ×MVc + 128) >> 8                (3) 

         MV1= MV0 – MVc                             (4) 

Where MVc represents the motion vector of the co-located block in the temporally 
subsequent reference picture, td is the temporal distance between the forward and the 
backward reference picture, and tb is the distance between the current B picture and the 
forward reference picture [5]. 

The temporal direct mode is effective whenever the region, which consists of mul-
tiple blocks, moves constantly from forward prediction picture RL0 to backward pre-
diction picture RL1, since the motion vector of the colocated block is used. However, 
when the motion is not constant, for instance, when the motion of an object is differ-
ent during pictures, it is not accurate enough to derive the motion vector of the current 
block from that of its co-located block in the backward reference picture. Especially 
when multiple reference picture prediction is in use [6], because of the long temporal 
distance between the forward reference picture and the backward reference picture, 
the time continuity of motion is even more irregular. 

To tackle the problem, in this paper, we propose a new method based on the com-
bination of the motion continuous tracking and spatial prediction techniques to further 
improve the accuracy of the derived motion vectors for direct mode coding. The rest 
of this paper is organized as follows: section 2 describes the details about how to de-
rive the motion vector for direct mode coding. The simulated results for evaluating 
the rate distortion performance of the proposed technique are presented in section 3. 
Section 4 gives conclusions and future works. 

2 The Proposed Direct Mode Coding 

2.1 Motion Vector Continuous Tracking 

Motion vector tracking technique was introduced to improve the interframe coding of 
motion vectors in [7], and reduce the match searching numbers for motion estimation 
in the motion estimation algorithm [8]. [9] adopts motion vector straight tracking 
technique in B pictures to get motion vectors for direct mode coding.  

We propose a motion vector continuous tracking technique. It first gets motion tra-
jectory from motion vector continuous tracking in the encoded pictures, then calculate 
the motion vector for direct mode block in B-pictures through the motion trajectory. 
After finishing encoding P-picture Pt+2, since we know the motion vector of block 
Mt+2 and the motion vector of its reference block Mt-x, motion vector continuous track-
ing technique can form a curve line l2 using the position and motion vectors of block 
Mt+2 and block Mt-x. The curve line l2 is the motion trajectory of the content in block 
Mt. By calculating the position of the intersection point CP(x, y)t between the motion 
trajectory l2 and the B-picture, more accurate motion vector for direct mode block Mt 
in B-pictures can be obtained. 

 

2 2(x, y) (x n/ 2, y n/ 2) MVt x t tCP CP− + += + + +                     (5) 
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(x, y) (x, y)m t x tMVF CP CP−= −                           (9) 

(x n/ 2, y n/ 2) CP(x, y)m t tMVB CP= + + −                   (10) 

In the motion vector continuous tracking, we generate the motion vector trajectory 
from the center of each block in the backward reference picture Pt+2. Accordingly, the 
intersection point CP(x, y)t and the motion vector for direct mode block Mt are calcu-
lated as follows: 

(x, y) (x, y)m t x tMVF CP CP−= −                       (11) 

(x n/ 2, / 2) (x, )m t tMVB CP y n CP y= + + −                 (12) 

where n×n is the block size , MVt+2 is the motion vector of the block Mt+2 in the back-
ward reference picture Pt+2, Mt+2(x, y) and Mt+2(x+n/2, y+n/2) denotes the up-left cor-
ner and center of the block Mt+2 respectively. CP(x, y)t-x is the pixel position of the 
intersection point between motion vector MVt+2 and the reference picture Pt-x. Mt-x is 
the block that CP(x, y)t-x located in. So block Mt-x located on the curve line L2, which 
is the motion trajectory of the content in block Mt+2. MVt-x is the motion vector of the 
block Mt-x. CP(x, y)t is the pixel position of the intersection point between motion 
trajectory L2 and the current B picture. Mt is the block that CP(x, y)t  located in, name-
ly block Mt located on the motion trajectory L2. MVFm is the forward motion vector of 
the block Mt, MVBm is the backward motion vector of the block Mt. Agt-x for p is the 
angle between reverse MVt-x and reverse MVt+2. Agt-x for B is the angle between reverse 
MVt-x and reverse MVFm.  

In the calculation process, we suppose CP(x, y)x is an intersection point between 
the motion trajectory L2 and B (or Pt+2) pictures. Block Mx is the block that CP(x, y)x 

located in, namely Mx is block Mt or Mt+2. MVx is the forward motion vector of block 
Mx, pointing from point CP(x, y)x to point CP(x, y) t-x. Agt-x for x is the angle between 
reverse MVt-x and reverse MVx. Our calculation is based on the foundation that the 
size of Agt-x for x is proportional to the temporal distance between  the two pictures 
where the two points CP(x, y)t-x and CP(x, y)x located in. Since the angle of Agt-x for p is 
known according to (6), with some temporal distance information, Agt-x for b can be 
calculated according to (7). After we know Agt-x for b, CP(x, y)t is calculated according 
to (8), and motion vector of block Mt is calculated according to (9) and (10). If Mt-x is 
an intra mode block, or it only has backward motion vector, its forward motion vector 
MVt-x will be looked as zero. 
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2.2 Spatial Prediction Technique 

In H.264/AVC, Spatial Direct Mode [10] is also utilized. In the Spatial Direct Mode, 
motion vectors of the current block are calculated from the motion vectors of the ad-
jacent blocks. The motion vector of a current block E is predicted from adjacent 
blocks A, B, C, and D. When the reference picture of block A, B, and C is the same as 
that of the current block, the predictive value of the motion vectors (pmvx, pmvy) is 
set to the median value of the motion vectors of block A, B, and C. The predictive 
value is calculated using (13) and (14), where (mvxi, mvyi) is the motion vector of 
block i: 

               Pmvx= MEDIAN(mvxA,mvxB,mvxC)                    (13) 

               Pmvy= MEDIAN(mvyA,mvyB,mvyC)                  (14) 

SDM can efficiently exploit the spatial correlation of neighbor blocks. It can 
achieve good performance for smooth sequences.  

2.3 Combination of Motion Continuous Tracking and Spatial Prediction 

For the motion vector continuous tracking technique, some block in B picture owns 
more than one motion trajectory tracking through it, and some blocks contain no mo-
tion trajectory tracking through it because of intra mode macroblock in backward 
reference picture. For the different cases, the details of the proposed methods can be 
depicted as follows: 

1) If only one motion trajectory tracks through the current block Mt in the B pic-
ture. For the direct mode block Mt, we can derive its forward motion vector MVFm 
and the backward motion vector MVBm according to (3)~ (10).  

2) If more than one motion trajectory tracks through the current block Mt in the B 
picture, we select the motion trajectory for the block Mt among different motion tra-
jectories according to (13).  

Li =  min(ref_num+0.68× (|CPt(x)–MPt(x+n/2)| 

+|CPt(y)–MPt(y+n/2)|))                          (15) 

where ref_num is the reference picture number, the more close to the current picture, 
the more smaller number the reference picture have. CPt(x), CPt(y) is the horizontal 
and vertical component of the intersection point CP(x,y)t. (MPt(x+n/2), MPt(y+n/2)) is 
the position of the center of Mt, which is the block that CP(x,y)t located in. 

After selecting the motion trajectory, the derivation of motion vector for the direct 
mode block Mt uses the same equation depicted in case 1. 

3) If no derivation motion vector track through the current block Mc in B picture, 
we can derive the forward and backward motion vectors by spatial motion vector 
prediction. The number of motion vectors in the adjacent blocks is counted for for-
ward and backward prediction respectively. When the number of motion vectors  
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for forward prediction and the number of motion vectors for backward prediction are 
equal to zero, the prediction direction of the current block is determined to the bidi-
rectional. Otherwise, the prediction direction is determined to the direction in which 
the number of motion vectors is the maximum. 

3 Experimental Results 

The proposed method is implemented based on the H.264/AVC reference software 
JM10.1 [11]. The test sequences with the CIF format include foreman, coastguard, 
paris and Mobile with 30fps. The GOP structure is IBBPBBP . To evaluate the average 
PSNR vs. bit-rate, we employ the method described in [12], which is widely used dur-
ing H.264/AVC development. 

The performance of our method is generally better than TDM in H.264/AVC. For 
sequences mobile, coastguard, foreman and paris, the bitrate reduction is separately 
4.731%, 2.951%, 2.632% and 1.684%.  

For sequences foreman, which is characterized by irregular motion, the PSNR of 
the proposed scheme is about 0.156 dB better than H.264/AVC. For sequences coast-
guard and paris, the PSNR of the proposed scheme is separately 0.137dB and 
0.132dB better than H.264/AVC. This justifies our approach for introducing motion 
continuous tracking within the B-pictures. For sequences Mobile, which are charac-
terized by relatively constant motion, the proposed scheme is about 0.207 dB better 
than H.264/AVC. It is because the motion is relative smooth and the motion trajecto-
ries in adjacent pictures are nearly straight. 

4 Conclusion  

In this paper, we firstly review the direct mode in B-pictures and other direct mode 
schemes proposed by researcher before. Then we propose a motion continuous track-
ing technique to improve the motion vector accuracy for direct mode coding in B-
pictures. With the proposed method, the coding efficiency was improved comparing 
traditional direct mode scheme and motion vector straight tracking scheme [6]. In the 
future, we will further study the combination between motion continuous tracking and 
multihypothesis motion compensation. 
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Abstract. In dual frame motion compensation (DFMC), one short-term  
reference frame and one long-term reference frame are utilized for motion com-
pensation. In this paper, an error resilient jump update dual frame motion com-
pensation (JU-DFMC) is proposed. In the error resilient JU-DFMC, a new error 
resilient prediction structure of DFMC is firstly presented. Then an end-to-end 
distortion model is applied for Macroblock level mode decision. Finally a frame 
level rate distortion cost scheme is proposed to determine how many times of 
the header information will be transmitted in a high quality frame. The experi-
mental results show that the proposed method can achieve better performance 
than the previous DFMC schemes. 

Keywords: DFMC, error, motion compensation. 

1 Introduction 

With the rapid development of wireless access technique, video transmission over 
wireless networks is becoming more and more popular. Although wireless networks 
are able to transmit high bit-rate video data, robust video transmission is still a chal-
lenging task due to the channel quality fluctuation. Thus error resilient video coding is 
necessary. 

 

Fig. 1. Jump update dual frame motion compensation 
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In jump update dual frame motion compensation (JU-DFMC) [1,2], two reference 
buffers are utilized for motion compensation, as shown in Fig. 1, the first reference 
buffer contains the most recently decoded frame, which is called short-term reference 
frame (STR), and the second one contains a reference frame from the past, which is 
named as long-term reference frame (LTR). The LTR is periodically updated. It re-
mains static for N frames, and jumps forward to be the frame at a distance 2 back 
from the frame to be encoded. An example is shown in Fig. 1, for the frames from 
time instant n-N+2 to n+1, the LTR is n-N. When the encoder moves on to encoding 
frame n+2, the STR will slide forward by one to frame n+1, and the LTR will jump 
forward by N, namely from frame n-N to frame n. After that, the LTR remains fixed 
for N frames, and then jumps forward again.  

In recent years, a number of DFMC related error resilience and error concealment 
techniques have been reported. In [3], the recursive optimal per-pixel estimate 
(ROPE) algorithm was utilized to provide mode decision in DFMC. In [4], the feed-
back was utilized in DFMC to control the drift errors. In our early work [5], a robust 
JU-DFMC was proposed. In the robust JU-DFMC, the reference frame for LQF is the 
same as that described in Fig. 1; but for HQF, the reference frame is only the previous 
LTR. Thus, when transmission errors occur in LQFs of the current GOP, the error will 
not be propagated to the following HQFs and GOPs.  

Some other error resilient works have also been done. In [6], an error propagation 
model of Multihypothesis motion compensated prediction (MHMCP) was analysed. To 
make the MHMCP-coded video more resilient to channel errors, the reference picture 
interleaving and data partitioning was utilized in [7]. In [8], a double-vector motion 
compensation scheme was proposed. Each block in a frame was predicted from the 
weighted superposition of two blocks in the previous two frames. In [9], the rate-
distortion performance was related to hypothesis number and hypothesis coefficient.  

In this paper, an error resilient JU-DFMC is proposed for video transmission over 
error-prone channels. In the proposed error resilient JU-DFMC, a new error resilient 
prediction structure of DFMC is firstly presented. Then an end-to-end distortion mod-
el is applied for macroblock (MB) level mode decision. Finally a frame level rate 
distortion cost scheme is proposed to determine how many times the header infor-
mation will be transmitted in a high quality frame (HQF). 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the proposed error resil-
ient JU-DFMC is described in detail. Section 3 gives the experimental results and 
discussions. Finally, the last Section concludes this paper. 

2 Error Resilient JU-DFMC 

2.1 Error Resilient Prediction Structure 

In JU-DFMC, with the coding of each current LQFs following LTR, the prediction 

performance from LTR will decrease, and the prediction error variance 2
eσ  from 

LTR will increase. In [5], when the prediction error variance  2
eσ  in the current 

LQF  
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(a) p = 0.05                        (b) p = 0.10          

Fig. 2. Error resilient LQF prediction structure 

from the previous LTR satisfies 
12 2 2

( )
2

ˆe e eσ σ σ+≥ ,                        (1) 

the LQFs coding will be terminated, and the next frame will be encoded as a HQF 

(will be utilized as LTR), where 2
eσ  is the prediction error variance in the second 

LQF after LTR when the reference frame is a LTR, 2ˆeσ  is the average prediction 

error variance in following encoded LQFs when the references frame are STRs. 
In order to reduce error propagation, a new error resilient prediction structure is 

proposed. For each HQF, the reference frames are the previous two HQFs (LTRs) 
instead of one LTR in our early work [5].  

To further reduce error propagation, an error resilient LQF prediction structure is 
proposed. Assume the channel packet loss rate is p. For the frame level aspect, the 
probability of a LQF being hit by transmission error is p. Suppose the previous GOPs 
are correct received. Then in the current GOP, the probability of the mth LQF being 
hit by temporal error propagation from previously coded STR is [7] 

1 (1 )m
mp p= − −                           (2)  

where m represents the frame number of LQFs following the previous HQF in the 
GOP. For the first LQF, m is 1, and m increases with the encoding following LQFs. 

The probability mp  in each LQF can not be too much since it will degrade the 

frame quality greatly, so it is restricted to less than a certain value P. The value of P is 
adaptively adjusted by the channel packet loss rate p as 

4 0 0.1

3 0.1 0.2

2 0.2

p if p

P p if p

p if p

× < <⎧
⎪⎪= × ≤ <⎨
⎪

× ≤⎪⎩

.                         (3)  

With the change of packet loss rate, the reference frame in LQF is adaptively  
adjusted. Some LQFs will not utilize STR as reference frame, therefore error propaga-
tion in LQFs is terminated. In every GOP, after the mth LQF is encoded, if the proba-
bility 1mp +  of the next LQF is larger than P, the next LQF will not utilized the STR 
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as reference frame, the error propagation in LQFs is terminated. An example is shown 
in Fig.2-(a), if channel packet loss rate p is 0.05, P will be 0.20. When error propaga-
tion is larger than 0.20, the error propagation in LQFs will be terminated by changing 
prediction structure. From (2), the successive prediction distance in LQFs is 4 frames. 
In the cases of p is 0.10, the successive prediction distance in LQFs is 3 frames, as 
shown in Fig. 2-(b). 

For the (m+1)th LQF, since it does not utilize STR as reference frame, its frame 
number m+1 is reset to 1 for the calculation error propagation value in (2). And then 
in following LQFs, frame number increases again. 

2.2 HQF Header Transmission Times Determination 

In the proposed error resilient JU-DFMC, lots of reference blocks in LQFs and HQF 
come from the previous HQF, so HQF is more important than LQFs. In the case, 
header information in HQF becomes a very important factor. If header information is 
not lost, even errors occur in HQF, the quality will not be influenced too much. 

In HQF, header transmission time is determined by frame level rate distortion cost 
decision, the overall distortion is described by 

( ) ( ) ( )HQFall infl
n n nD t t D t t D t t+ Δ = + Δ + + Δ ,              (4) 

   In calculating ( )infl
nD t t+ Δ , the following LQFs and the next HQF are not en-

coded. Since the current GOP is close to the previous GOP, ( )infl
nD t t+ Δ  brought 

by the current HQF is predicted from that brought by the previous HQF. The calcula-

tion of 
1
( )infl

n ND t t− + Δ  brought by the previous HQF ( 1n N−  is the time location 

of the previous HQF) is as follows. After encoding the previous HQF, the actual end-
to-end distortion in the previous HQF corresponding to the actual parameter t can be 
obtained. For different t t+ Δ , the different end-to-end distortion in the previous 
HQF can also be obtained and is called changed end-to-end distortion. For every fol-
lowing LQFs and HQF, an actual end-to-end distortion and different changed end-to-
end distortion are calculated and reserved respectively. In calculating the actual and 
different changed end-to-end distortion in each following frame, the error propagation 
value epd  separately comes from the actual and different changed end-to-end distor-

tions in the reference frame. After comparing the changed end-to-end distortion with 
the actual end-to-end distortion in LQFs and the next HQF, the influenced distortion 

1
( )infl

n ND t t− + Δ  can be calculated, 

    
1

1 1
( ) ( ( ) ( ))

ninfl
k kn N

k n N
D t t D t t D t−

= − +
+ Δ = + Δ −∑ ,             (5) 

where k is the temporal location of the influenced frame, ( )kD t  and ( )kD t t+ Δ  

are separately the actual distortion and changed distortions in the kth frame. 
After encoding the last MB in a HQF, the frame level rate distortion cost decision 

is performed to decide the final header transmission times in the current HQF, 
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( ) ( )
( ( ) )

HQF HQF

HQF

infl
n n n

header
n n

J D t t D t t
R t t Rλ

= + Δ + + Δ
+ × + Δ ×

,               (6) 

where t  is the initial header transmission time, tΔ  is the adjusted header transmis-

sion time, ( )HQF
nR t  is the bit rate in the current HQF at the initial header transmis-

sion time t, ( )infl
nD t t+ Δ  is predicted from the influenced distortion brought by the 

previous HQF, 

1
( ) ( )inflinfl

n n ND t t D t t−+ Δ ≈ + Δ .                 (7) 

header
nR  is the bit rate of the header information in the current HQF. With the 

change of tΔ , ( )infl
nD t t+ Δ  and ( )HQF

nD t t+ Δ  change as well, when HQF
nJ  is 

the smallest, the header transmission time t t+ Δ  is the best, then header transmis-
sion time in the HQF is obtained. 

The end-to-end distortion model is similar as that in [16]. Two data partitions: 
header information (A) and texture coefficients (B) are assumed. For both intra and 
inter modes, A contains the header information such as MB types, quantization pa-
rameters, and motion vectors (in inter mode). B contains texture coefficients. 

3 Experimental Results 

To evaluate the general performance of the proposed error resilient JU-DFMC, we 
integrated the proposed method into the H.264/AVC reference software JM10.2. The 
test sequences are all encoded at a frame rate of 30 fps and in the mode of IPPP struc-
ture. Each sequence has 300 frames. The header transmission time for LQFs is 1. In 
the work, for the first HQF, header transmission time t  is initialized as 3. 

The experimental results of the error resilient JU-DFMC in decoder are repeated 
100 times using the bit error sequences which are transmitted from the encoder via the 
error-prone channels [11]. CU-DFMC+ EDM [10] is utilized for performance com-
parison with the proposed scheme. The other scheme used for performance compari-
son is the previous proposed robust JU-DFMC [5]. In [5], the prediction structure is 
the traditional JU-DFMC structure, for each LQF, one STR and one LTR are utilized 
for motion compensation; for each HQF, only the previous HQF is utilized for motion 
compensation. For the proposed scheme, in determining HQF jump interval, the 
method is the same as that described in [5]. In determining bit allocation, for simplify-
ing calculation, bit allocation in HQF is set as four times the average bit allocation in 
the following LQFs. 

The experimental results of the proposed scheme, CU-DFMC+EDM [10], robust 
JU-DFMC in [5] are listed and compared. The bit-stream of each scheme has the 
same bit rates of 202.43, 85.48, 753.27, 443.36 and 115.37kbps in sequences Con-
tainer, News, Paris, Foreman and Silent respectively. In packet loss rate 10%, the 
proposed error resilient JU-DFMC can bring separately 2.94,3.78,3.37,3.40 and 
3.45dB gain than CU-DFMC+EDM [10]. 
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4 Conclusion 

In this paper, an error resilient JU-DFMC has been proposed. Firstly an error resilient 
prediction structure in DFMC was proposed. Then an end-to-end distortion model 
was used for MB level mode decision. Finally header transmission times in HQF were 
determined by frame level rate distortion cost decision. Experimental results show 
that the proposed method can achieve better performance than previous schemes. The 
proposed scheme can be widely used in wireless video communication.  
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Abstract. In dual frame motion compensation (DFMC), one short-term 
reference frame and one long-term reference frame are utilized for motion 
compensation. In this paper, firstly an extended DFMC Structure is proposed, 
then HQF jump period in extended DFMC is presented. Considering temporal-
view and interview prediction structure, HQF location is determined. Finally bit 
allocation in the proposed multi-view is proposed. Experimental results show 
that the proposed method can achieve better performance than the previous 
schemes. 

Keywords: Multi-view, dual frame, motion compensation, bit allocation. 

1 Introduction 

In multi-view video coding, several cameras simultaneously capture the video streams, 
thus multiple camera views of the same scene is created. This approach needs large 
amounts of data to transmit the video stream, so efficient compression techniques are 
essential for this kind of application. In temporal view, the frames relevance in a short 
period of time is high, the coding efficiency can be further improved. In inter-view, all 
cameras capture the same scene from different viewpoints. A large amount of inter-view 
statistical dependencies is existed. Improved temporal/inter-view motion compensation 
can greatly reduce prediction error, thus coding efficiency is improved [1-3]. 

A number of DFMC related work have been done. One important aspect is HQF 
jump period determination and bit allocation. In [4], bits were unevenly allocated 
among frames to periodically create a high-quality frame the serves as the long-term 
reference frame for some time. In the further work [1], the update period of the LTR 
was set to ten frames. The PSNR of nine frames that follow the LTR frame was 
utilized to determine the bit allocation in the LTR. In [2], LTR was selected with 
simulated annealing, but the computational complexity is relatively high. Some 
DFMC related error resilient work has also been done. In [5] and [6], the recursive 
optimal per-pixel estimate (ROPE) algorithm was utilized in DFMC. In [7], a binary 
decision tree was utilized in decoder to choose between LTR and STR for error 
concealment. It has better performance than just concealing using the short-term 
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median MV block. 
In recent years, some temporal/inter-view motion compensation schemes have 

been reported. In [8], a geometric prediction methodology for accurate disparity 
vector prediction was proposed to reduce the disparity compensation cost. In [9], view 
temporal prediction structures that are adjusted to various characteristics of general 
multi-view video were proposed. 

In the paper, a multi-view coding structure with extend DFMC is proposed. Firstly, 
the extend DFMC is proposed. Secondly, HQF jump period in temporal view and 
further adjustment for inter-view prediction are proposed. Thirdly, bit allocation in the 
proposed multi-view structure is determined.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the proposed prediction 
structure is given. In Section 3, bit allocation scheme are proposed. Experimental 
results are provided in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper. 

2 Multiview Prediction Structure 

2.1 Extended DFMC Structure 

In previous DFMC schemes, two previous frames are utilized for motion 
compensation, i.e., one STR one LTR. In the work, an extended DFMC scheme is 
proposed. For HQF, the reference frames are previous recently decoded two HQF. For 
LQFs, the STR is replaced by a LTR from the back, i.e., two LTR are utilized for 
motion prediction of the LQF, one is the forward HQF, the other is backward HQF. 
Furthermore, bi-prediction is allowed in the extended DFMC scheme. One MB in a 
LQF can be both predicted from the previous HQF and following HQF.  

2.2 HQF Jump Period in Extended DFMC 

In the extended DFMC, the HQF jump period is a further deduction from the HQF 
determination method proposed in [10]. After encoding a HQF, with the coding of 
each current LQF following HQF, the prediction performance from HQF (LTR) 

decreases, and the prediction error variance 2
eσ  from LTR increases. When the 

prediction error variance 2
eσ   in the LQF from the previous HQF (LTR) is 

12 2 2
( )

2
ˆe e eσ σ σ+≥ ,                          (1) 

the LQFs coding is terminated, and the next frame will be encoded as HQF, where 
2
eσ  is the prediction error variance in the second LQF after HQF when the reference 

frame is HQF, 2ˆeσ  is the average prediction error variance in following encoded 

LQFs when the reference frame is LQF. 
To obtain the prediction error variance 2

eσ  and 2
eσ , a motion prediction and 

estimation is performed in frames following the HQF when reference frame is HQF.  
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After the motion estimation performed in frames following the HQF when reference 
frame is HQF, the motion estimated motion vector are reserved and utilized in motion 
compensation in the coding of the frames. 2

eσ  can not be directly obtained because 

the LQF are not encoded and can not utilized as reference frame. Since the current 

GOP is close to the previous GOP, 2
eσ  is obtained from that in the previous GOP. 

To simplify calculation, in the previous GOP, a motion prediction and estimation is 
performed in the even number LQFs following the HQF when reference frames are 
previous decoded LQF, the prediction error variance 2

_e preσ  is obtained accordingly, 

then 
2 2

_e e preσ σ≈ .                           (2) 

The basic block size utilized for motion estimation for obtaining 2
eσ  and 2

eσ  is 

16 16× , so the extra complexity is not much. 

2.3 HQF Location Determination Considering Temporal-view and Interview 
Prediction Structure 

In determining the first HQF in each view, the temporal location is staggered. In view 
n, the first HQF is placed at temporal location n. The first HQF in the first view is 
encoded as intra mode frame. The other HQFs in the other views are all encoded as P 
frames. The LQFs in the first frame of each view are encoded as P frames (interview 
prediction). The LQFs in the other location are all encoded as B frames.  

In the same temporal location, if there is one HQF in a temporal location, all other 
views in the temporal location utilize the HQF as interview reference frame. In a 
temporal location, if no HQF existed, the middle view is bi-predicted from the other 
two views. 

After coding the first HQF in each view, the temporal position of the next HQF in 
each view can be located by (2). But in the same temporal location, perhaps there are 
several HQFs in the different view. To make the HQF plays the biggest role in 
interview prediction, the HQF which has a smaller view number is moved to the 
nearest temporal location which has no HQF. If previous and following temporal 
location all has no HQF, the HQF is moved to the forward temporal location in the 
work.  

3 Bit Allocation in the Proposed Multiview 

3.1 Performance Measure 

In the proposed multi-view coding structure, one HQF is utilized for motion 
prediction in three directions. In the temporal direction, MBs in LQF before and after 
the HQF utilize the HQF are reference frame; in the spatial direction, MBs in the 
other view also utilized the HQF as reference frame. After encoding a GOP, the 
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consumed bits of HQF and MBs in interview and temporal forward LQFs which 
utilized the HQF as reference frame can be obtained. The MBs in the temporal 
following LQFs which utilized the HQF as reference frame are not encoded. The 
number and mean squared error (MSE) in the kind of MBs is predicted from the MBs 
in LQFs before the HQF which utilize the previous HQF as reference frame. 

According to the traditional rate-distortion model 

2

2
1

( ) log ( )
2

eR D
D

σ
= .                              (3) 

With the change of bit rate, the MSE (D) variation can be predicted from the 
deviation of (3) as  

2

2 2

1 1 1
( )

2 ln 2 2ln 2
e

e

dR D

dD DD

σ
σ

= × × − = − ×  ,               (4) 

then  
2ln 2D D RΔ = − × ×Δ  ,                         (5) 

where DΔ  is the change of MSE, RΔ  is the bits variation, and D  is the average 
MSE in all included MBs. 

If bit allocation between the HQF and MBs in LQFs which utilize the HQF as 
reference frame changes, the MSE (D) in HQF and the kind of MBs in LQFs will also 
change. In the overall bit rate, with the change of bit allocation between HQF and the 
kind of MBs in LQFs, when 

( ( 1) ( 1) ( 1) )all H Lf Lb LtD D N D N D N DΔ = Δ + − ×Δ + − ×Δ + − ×Δ ,      (6) 

is the smallest, the overall MSE (D) is the smallest, the bit allocation bring the best 
coding efficiency. In (6), N-1 is number of LQFs before the HQF which utilize the 
HQF as reference frame, LfDΔ  and LbDΔ  are separately the changed MSEs in MBs 

of the LQFs before and after the HQF which utilized the HQF as reference frame. 

LtDΔ  is the changed MSEs in MB of interview which utilized the HQF as reference 

frame.  

3.2 Bit Allocation Determination 

Suppose the overall bit rate is R, and there are M views in the scheme, then the 
average bit rate in single view is /R M . Then the GOP level bit allocation in the 
current GOP (suppose the ith GOP) is calculated as 

( ) rR
R i

M N
=

×
                               (7) 
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where N  is the GOP length of the GOP,  rR

M N×
 is the GOP level bit allocation 

calculated from remaining bits. 
 
The HQF bit allocation in the ith GOP is calculated as 

( )
1H

Ra
R R i

Ra
= ×

+
.                             (8) 

The bits for LQFs are evenly allocated to every LQF of the GOP, then the bit 
allocation in each LQF can be calculated as 

1 1
( )

1 1LR R i
Ra N

= × ×
+ −

.                          (9) 

In (8) and (9), Ra  is the updated bit allocation ratio from the previous GOP. 

4 Experimental Results 

In the proposed multi-view scheme, for the first two HQFs in each view, bit allocation 
is initialized four times the average bit allocation in LQFs. For the following HQF 
location determination and bit allocation, the proposed method in section 2 and 3 are 
adopted. The coding order of HQF and LQFs in each current GOP of different view 
are determined by the condition of reference frame. If the previous HQF in a view has 
smaller temporal location, the HQF and LQFs of the GOP in the view is encoded 
firstly. Three multi-view sequence named Ballroom, Race1, Rena and Xmas are used 
to test the proposed algorithm. The test sequences are all encoded at a frame rate of 30 
fps. Each sequence has 450 frames (all views). In motion estimation, the search range 
is ±16. The entropy coder is context-adaptive binary arithmetic coding (CABAC). 

In the reference MVC scheme used for performance comparison, hierarchical B 
picture structure is adopted. The QP difference between P frame and the first layer B 
is 3. The QP difference between different layers B is 1. Performance of GOP length 8 
and 12 are given. In the proposed scheme, when only temporal prediction structure is 
used (temporal) and when both temporal and inter-view prediction structure 
(temporal+interivew) are used, the performance are given respectively. The proposed 
scheme (temporal+interivew) can bring performance gain of 0.38, 0.46, 0.41 and 
0.43dB compared with reference MVC solution in sequence Ballroom, Race1, Rena 
and Xmas. 

5 Conclusion 

In this paper, multi-view with extended DFMC is proposed. Firstly extended DFMC 
is presented, and then HQF location is determined, finally bit allocation in the 
proposed multi-view is proposed. Experimental results show that the proposed 
method can achieve better performance than previous schemes. The proposed scheme 
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can be widely used in multi-view video coding. In the future, multi-view with 
adaptive GOP length will be further exploited. 
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Abstract. In paper the method of a estimating of frequency of a harmonic trend 
in a measurement signal are presented. The method is based on calculation of 
“quasispectrum” by zero-crossing number and estimation of maxima 
quasispectrum’s component. Results of research of the proposed method on 
models of measuring signals with harmonic trends are submitted. It is shown, 
that the proposed method allows estimating frequency of a harmonic trend with 
a small error. The practical realization of the method is simple and does not re-
quire any appreciable computational costs, since only arithmetic operations of 
summation and subtraction are used. 

Keywords: zero-crossing, harmonic trend, quasispectrum. 

1 Introduction 

Procedure of detection of a trend in the measuring data allows reducing volumes of 
the data transmitted by communication lines of information and data-gathering sys-
tems. Ways of detection of the trends described by the linear equations are well-
known, but detection of other types of a trend is more difficult task. So, for the ap-
plied tasks, solved by microcontroller’s level, such ways frequently are too difficult 
because demand of big computational costs. Therefore development of methods of 
detection of a trend and an estimation of its parameters having low requirements to 
necessary computing capacity is actual. 

For estimation of parameters of a harmonious trend usually use one of methods of 
spectral estimation, for example, fast Fourier transform, periodogram calculation, etc. 
To such methods the big computing expenses are peculiar, especially for a 
periodogram’s method. It is obvious, that computational costs can be lowered essen-
tially if to have the aprioristic information about value of frequency of a harmonious 
trend. Such information can be not exact and can specify only frequency area in 
which it is necessary to search for a trend. 

To receive additional information about trend’s frequency it is possible to use a 
method of the analysis of a signal by numbers of zero-crossing. It is obvious, that the 
harmonious signal with frequency f during one second will cross a zero level exactly 2f 
time. Of cause, presence of noise will be to deform this value, therefore to judge about 
spectrum of a signal by one such number is incorrectly and we need more information.  
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2 “Quasispectrum” and Frequency Estimation 

As was shown in [1], zero-level crossing numbers (ZCN) can be used for the spectral 
analysis. So, if analyzed process have any prevails band of frequencies, then the ZCN 
will accept the values corresponding to this band, and if in a researched signal is pres-
ence of a dominating component with frequency fd, the ZCN will aspire to the value is 
corresponding to this frequency [1]. Thus, applying to a researched signal a number of 
linear filters, with various frequencies of a cut, and determining after each filtration, 
by counting of ZCN, frequency of a dominating component, presence in an analyzed 
signal of periodicity with some frequency is possible to determine.  

As filters it was offered to use simple repeated-difference and repeated-summation 
filters. Realization of the first order of such filters is reduced to consecutive subtrac-
tion (addition) of the next readout of initial sequence of the data, and application of 
such operation to already filtered sequence is realization of the filter of the second 
order, etc. The repeated-difference filter is high-pass filter, and the repeated-
summation filter - low-pass filter. The distinguishing feature of the filters described is 
their simplicity and, as a consequence, the low computational cost. 

As a signal’s ZCN are connected to spectral function of an analyzed signal, in [2] it 
was offered to use this fact for the draft spectral analysis. For this purpose to an initial 
data were consistently applied repeated-difference and repeated-summation filters in 
various combinations (the maximal order of filters is limited) and for each combina-
tion of filters a numbers of zero-level crossing was calculated. Such set of ZCN ob-
tained can be regarded as having a certain similarity to a spectral function, which was 
called a “quasispectrum” in [2]. 

It is obvious, that by means of a quasispectrum is possible to estimation of fre-
quency of a periodic trend in an analyzed data, and with low computation cost. The 
main point of an presented method consists in the following. The quasispectrum of 
the initial sample is calculated a ZCN for any combination of the filters for the Ns 
sample. Hence, the quasispectrum will consist of Ns components, and the specified 
relative frequency ƒr will correspond to the quasispectral component Ωi, the subscript 
of which is defined as i = 2ƒrNs. Since the quasispectral component, essentially, is the 
frequency at which the corresponding value of the ZCN occur, one can judge from it 
whether a periodicity with a specified frequency is present in the initial data. For es-
timation of frequency of a harmonic trend it is necessary to find of maximum value 
quasispectrum’s component and to define a relative frequency appropriate this 
quasispectral component.  

3 Frequencies Estimation Errors 

The estimation of efficiency of a presented method of an estimation of frequency of a 
periodic trend was made on a relative error of definition of frequency. The investiga-
tions were carried out for model of a measuring data as periodic signal in the form of 
a sinusoid of unit amplitude, made noisy by uniform or Gaussian noise. The investiga-
tion have shown, that  an estimation of frequency of a periodic trend for various types 
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of noises have close parameters, but for uniform noise an error of estimation of fre-
quencies is some slight. So here are the results obtained for the case of noisy by 
Gaussian noise. As the research showed, the sample size Ns practically no effect onto 
the value of the relative error, so later the results for Ns = 512 is shown. For research-
ing was used filters are not above the ninth order, and the results were averaged over 
ten experiments. 

In Fig. 1 we shows the dependence of the relative error of frequency f for different 
values of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), calculated as the ratio of the square of the 
amplitude of harmonic to the noise variance. 

The results show that the proposed method of estimating the frequency when the 
SNR values more than three provides error not higher than 0.5% in almost all the 
range of relative frequencies (about 0.05...0.45). At the edges of the relative frequen-
cy range is characterized by the appearance of irregular splash of errors. This fact can 
be associated with poor sensitivity of a quasispectrum for these frequency regions [3]. 
In the case of SNR = 1.0 the frequency range in which the measurement error of fre-
quency trend does not exceed 2%, has the highest value and is about 0.2...0.32. 

 

Fig. 1. The relative error of estimation of frequency 

Thus, it can be noted a significant decrease in the frequency range in which error 
does not exceed an acceptable level at lower SNR. Thus, even when the SNR is equal 
to the average error of 0.5 in the frequency range 0.2 ... 0.35 is approximately 5%. 
Thus, the frequency range where the error is less than 5% is 0.22 ... 0.28. 

Quite good results are shown by the method can be explained by the simple charac-
ter of the spectrum of the signal, which is why quasispectra has fewer false peaks that 
and maximum contribution to estimate error. 

For increase of efficiency of determination of frequency it was offered to look not 
for the general maximum of all values of a quasispectrum’s component, but the local 
maxima is lying in vicinities of true frequency of a trend. It is obvious that the apri-
oristic knowledge of value of frequency of a trend for this purpose is required. The 
results were received by search of local maxima in the field of the relative frequencies 
of ±5% from true value of frequency of a trend. Results of such way of an estimation 
of frequency we are shown in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2. Relative error of frequency when searching for local maxima 

The results indicate a significant decline in the value of the relative error for the 
both the low and high area of relative frequencies. So, when SNR is three the frequen-
cy range in which the measurement error of frequency method proposed does not ex-
ceed 1%, is about 0.03...0.5. For lower value of SNR an error increases substantially, 
and it should be noted that the maximum error accounts for the low-frequency region 
relative spectrum. This can be explained by properties of quasispectrum that is often 
gives for any type of signal a false component that corresponds to the relative frequen-
cy of 0.25. This effect is especially evident for the analysis of low-frequency signals. 

Boundary value SNR for the proposed method can be considered a value of 1.0 as 
a further reduction of SNR often leads to a substantial increase of accuracy of valua-
tion frequency. However, even when the SNR is 0.5, then error does not exceed 10% 
for almost all relative frequency range. 

4 Reducing of Estimation’s Error 

For reduction of an error of an estimation of frequency of a periodic trend for low 
relative frequencies it is possible to offer nonlinear virtual processing of the analyzed 
signal.  For this processing it is necessary to use the term «width of a zero level» 
(WZL). This term is means that the range of values of an signal in which it is condi-
tionally considered equal to zero is set.  

It is obvious, that at usual calculation ZCN the estimation of frequency of periodic-
ity will be strongly distorted by noise. In the same case when a WZL not equal zero, 
the estimation becomes more exact because noisy component formally not crosses a 
zero level. Such processing, from the quasispectrum‘s point of view, can be presented 
as the additional low-frequency filter. This filter is lowering influence of high-
frequency noise to an estimation of frequency of a low-frequency periodic trend. It is 
necessary to note, that presented processing is used only at calculation ZCN and not 
applied to the signal.  

On Fig. 3 dependences of a relative error of estimation of frequency δf for various 
types of a periodic trend and various values of width of a zero level are showed. On 
figure it is designated: 1 - results for WZL = 0; 2 - for WZL = 10 %; 3 - for WZL = 
20 %; 4 - for WZL = 40 %. On figure the behavior of an error of an estimation of 
frequency in low-frequency band is shown. The errors for other frequency band don’t 
shown because the presented method does not influence onto errors for it. 
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Fig. 3. Error of estimation of frequency for various value of WZL  

The received results are shown, that the presented method is essential reduction of an 
error in a range of relative frequencies 0.0 … 0.07. It is necessary to note, that the rela-
tive frequency range 0 … 0.03 is not displayed on Fig. 3, because the error for this area 
though is essentially reduced, but remains in the area far from practical application.  

As a whole, practically for all types of a trend it is possible to note reduction of an 
error on 5 % and more. 

For a harmonic trend decrease reduction of an error as a result of application of an 
presented method in a range of frequencies 0 … 0,047 makes about 12-15 %. On 
frequencies 0,06 and more efficiency of an presented method of reduction of an error 
is close to zero. 

It is necessary to note, that increase WZL more result than 20 %, does not result in 
substantial improvement of a situation. Nevertheless, those at WZL more than 40 % 
are observed increase in an error of an estimation of frequency, in comparison with 
smaller values. Researches have shown that reduction of an error occurs as well at 
reduction ОСШ to the value 0.75, however in this case the received effect represents 
the smaller practical importance. 

5 Conclusion 

Hence, we can state that the proposed method is quite acceptable for operation with 
highly noisy signals, up to at least a signal-to-noise ratio of approximately 0.7–0.8. 
The proposed method of estimating of frequency of the harmonic trend is allows to 
evaluate the frequency trend with a relative error no more than 1% for almost all rela-
tive frequency range with the value of SNR at least three. One must take into account 
that the practical realization of the method is extremely simple and does not require 
any appreciable computational costs, since only arithmetic operations of summation 
and subtraction are used, but an additional buffer is necessary to store the intermedi-
ate results of filtering.  

The presented way of reduction of an error of an estimation of frequency of a peri-
odic trend allows to reduce a relative error of an estimation in a frequency range 0 … 
0,06 not less than by 5 %. Also it is necessary to note, that the presented way is easily 
realized and does not demand essential increase in computing expenses. 
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It should also be noted that the zero-level crossing numbers must be calculated for 
a fixed number of readouts, which, taking into account the features of the filters em-
ployed, requires an increase the volume of the initial sample by the sum of the orders 
of the filters. 
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Abstract. Identifies and analyzes the problems arising from the use of software 
and software - hardware experiment automation. One of the important direc-
tions of digital signal processing is the recognition of waveforms at primary 
classification. Application of wavelet transform as a tool for assessing the 
waveforms in real time greatly simplify the classification algorithm. The paper 
proposes a method for implementing the wavelet filter based on a discrete ana-
log components, with the decomposition signal in real time. The modularity and 
partial implementation of mathematical operations in analog form allows more 
efficient use of hardware solutions for the problems of varying complexity, and 
increases the visibility of the result. 

Keywords: wavelet transform, Haar wavelet, uniform multiply-accumulate 
unit. 

1 Introduction 

In practice, research one of the important tasks is to automate the physical experi-
ment. For example, the known problem of classifying incoming data with the need of 
correction and training recognition system . In [1] showed that for monopulse signals 
and pulse packets may use discrete wavelet transform (DWT), where the classifica-
tion features are the same name wavelet transform coefficients [2]. In this case, due to 
the increased information content of the wavelet transform alphabet working charac-
teristics can be greatly expanded. This simplifies the classification decision rule and 
bring it to the level thresholding. In addition, the problem of classification data can be 
partly considered as a problem "rough" irreversible compression [1]. In this case, the 
developer of systems for collecting and processing data based on fiberboard problems 
may occur: 

• Advance unknown data type. In both the time and frequency domain signals, most 
often non-stationary; 

• The need for an expert as a necessary link in the process of recognition of the pri-
mary signal; 

• Initial classification scheme "data collection - analysis - training of the classifier" 
becomes very difficult. This is due to the fact that this procedure is almost not  
automated; 
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• Complexity study basis function type and depth of decomposition; 
• Complexity study sample size for analysis and recognition, as it is related to the 

level of decomposition; 
• The need for rapid retraining classifier. This feature is due to the fact that as soon 

as new data is necessary to make specification adopted models of signals based on 
the working of the alphabet characters. 

The most relevant direction in this case is to reduce the operation of a routine ex-
pert (automation of the experiment). One way of solving this problem is the use of 
automation systems based on LabView company National Instruments. However, 
application software architecture changes the measurement system requires an ongo-
ing costly data acquisition module with pre-required high sampling rate. Also known 
special cases use DWT based signal processors for image processing [3]. For this 
purpose, a buffer memory needed for storing fragment data to be processed. This 
feature limits the scope of signal processors in step experiment automation. 

2 Discrete-Analog Convolution Module 

One of the methods for solving the above problems - development of a modular spe-
cialized controller that calculates the coefficients of the wavelet transform, the archi-
tecture of which may vary depending on the complexity of the problem being solved. 
In this part of mathematical operations can be performed in analog form without the 
use of analog-to-digital conversion. 

Consider the convolution procedure, the underlying Mallat algorithm (Fig.1): 

 

Fig. 1. Convolution procedure with filter length n = 6 

As the figure shows, each sample signal can participate in n/2 multiplication opera-
tions simultaneously. Thus, s (i)-th signal sample is multiplied by the even numbered 
coefficients of the filter, and s (i +1)-th count - on the odd coefficients. Next, this 
sample is not used. Fig. 2 shows a block diagram of the module that performs this 
operation. Blocks h(0) – h(n) represent cell shift register with preset constants. With 
each sample register is shifted by one clock and the input value is multiplied by the 
current ratio with the addition result to the sum of the previous operations. According 
to the example shown in Fig. 1 filter length n = 6 requires three blocks of multiplica-
tion by a constant and three cumulative summing device with reset. The switch SW 
selects one of the three coefficients prior to reset of cumulative summing device. 
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of the module for calculating the coefficients of the same level of de-
composition 

It should be noted that the operations of multiplication and summation of the 
constant can be easily implemented both for discrete and continuous values for S. 
Since any wavelet filter consists of an even number of coefficients, two times, then it 
can be implemented on the basis of standardized modules. Each module contains a 
multiplier blocks to even and odd ratios and cumulative adder. 

3 Discrete-Analog Haar Filter 

As seen from Figure 2, the filter length n analog shift register is required, which is 
difficult to implement in practice. However, for n = 2 (Haar wavelet) scheme is great-
ly simplified, as the shift register is replaced by a switch h (0) - h (1). Fig . 3 shows a 
functional diagram of the module that performs the above operation . Consider the 
algorithm of the module . Before operating the switches K1 and K2 set sign of the 
input variable S, is multiplied by a predetermined coefficient units U1, U2 (preset 
coefficient sign). S input value is multiplied by the "even" coefficient and enters the 
cumulative adder, where the addition of the multiplication result with the previous 
value. Accumulative adder (U3, U4, U5) is made by a two-stage scheme for the sepa-
ration of operations "storage" and "sum". Further, the analog switch SW3 is triggered, 
after which the multiplication operation is performed on the "odd" coefficient. After 
the n-th multiplication-summation analog switch K4 outstanding results and both 
devices sample and hold (SHA) resetting. Since the input signal is represented in a 
continuous form, the discretization results occurs switching frequency K3. In this 
case, since the SHA has two separate operations (addition with the previous result and 
assignment), the sampling frequency cumulative adder twice the switching frequency 
K3, and the corresponding timing signals SHA 1 and SHA 2 paraphrase. 
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Fig. 3. Uniform multiply-accumulate unit 

Fig. 4 shows an embodiment of multi-level wavelet filter, which is built based on 
the units shown in Fig. 3. Determined for each block length of the filter, the filter type 
(or approximating detailing G and H, respectively), values of respective coefficients 
as multipliers and their signs. To implement M decomposition levels used 2 * M units 
connected in cascade, according to the basic principle of the wavelet transform. Since 
the input and output variables have the same representation and all units operate in-
phase, the input of each subsequent block H is similar to the previous output. Con-
structed in this way for the filter bank each subsequent unit clocked Fosc / 2, used in 
the previous block. 

 
 

 

Fig. 4. Multi-level wavelet filter 

4 The Simulation Results 

Based on the proposed structure was made circuit simulation filter Haar wavelets for 
two levels of decomposition. Fig. 5-8 shows the simulation results of wavelet filtering 
chirp-signal. 
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Fig. 5. Approximation coefficients, level 1 

 

Fig. 6. Detail coefficients, level 1 

 

Fig. 7. Approximation coefficients, level 2 

 

Fig. 8. Detail coefficients, level 2 
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The simulation results showed that the deviation from the calculated coefficients 
for the current signal is less than 5%. 

5 Conclusion 

Described discrete analog modular controller has the following advantages in the field 
of automation technology experiment: 

• The computing power of the whole system depends on the number of decomposi-
tion levels and is determined only by the number of used blocks; 

• The system explicitly no analog-to-digital conversion; 
• The maximum clock frequency used in the system exceeds the conditional sam-

pling rate is not more than twice;  
• The maximum speed of the system is determined by the speed of the modules used 

in the first level of decomposition; 
• The conversion factors are calculated "in tempo" Incoming data with a fixed delay 

of 2 cycles, making available their analysis and processing in real-time; 
• The system is missing the term "sample" that does not cause problems in the pro-

cessing of data in advance of unknown length; 
• Changes in the external clock frequency can change the sampling period of the 

input signal; 
• There is the possibility of rapid system reconfiguration for another type of basis 

function; 
• All processes for the bank of filters are synchronous in time. 

This concept of building a discrete-analog controller can be used in automation 
systems experiment in various fields of engineering, for example - in instrument, 
medicine, technical diagnostics, automation, acoustic emission systems etc. 
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Abstract. This paper proposes novel hardware architecture for real-
time face detection, which is efficient and suitable for embedded system.
The proposed architecture is based on AdaBoost learning algorithm with
Haar-like features and it aims to apply to a low-cost FPGA that can be
applied to legacy analog cameras as a target platform. We propose the
using of cumulative line sum to calculate integral image and an alter-
native method to avoid costly division for the computing of a standard
deviation. The experimental results show that the processing time for a
320×240 pixel image is 42 frames per second with the 100MHz, which is
about 3 times faster than previous works.

Keywords: Face detect, Embedded vision system, AdaBoost, FPGA.

1 Introduction

Face detection is the process of finding and determining the locations and sizes
of all possible faces in a given image or in a video. It is the essential step for
developing many advanced computer vision and multimedia applications such as
face tracking, object recognition, privacy masking[1] and video surveillance. The
object detection scheme proposed by Viola and Jones[2] is one of the most effi-
cient and widely used techniques in face detection due to its high detection rate
and fast processing. Currently, Viola-Jones face detection is mature in personal
computer architecture like Open Computer Vision Library (OpenCV)[3]. How-
ever, implementing OpenCV’s face detection in an embedded system is not suit-
able solution because the processors used in embedded systems are, in general,
not as powerful as those in PCs. This disparity between the real-time process-
ing requirement and limited computing capability clearly shows the necessity of
coprocessor acceleration for image processing on the embedded system. In this
paper, we present an efficient and a low-cost FPGA-based hardware architecture
for the real-time Viola-Jones face detection system applicable to legacy analog
cameras.
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2 Background and Related Works

Viola and Jones proposed a robust and real-time object detection method using
AdaBoost algorithm to select the Haar-like features and to train the classifier.
Haar-like feature consists of several numbers of black and white rectangles and
each feature has pre-defined number and size of rectangles as shown in Fig. 1.

1x 2x

1y
2y

… … …

Fig. 1. (a) Examples of Haar-like features, (b) Haar-like features applied to a sub-
window, (c) Integral image of pixel P (x, y), (d) Integral image computation for rectan-
gle D = P1−P2−P3+P4, where P1, P2, P3, P4 are the integral image at coordinates
(x1, y1), (x2, y1), (x1, y2), (x2, y2) respectively, (e) Cascade structure

To speed up the feature computation, Viola and Jones introduced an integral
image. The integral image is a simple transformation of the original input image
to an alternative image where each pixel location represents the sum of all the
pixels to the left and above of the pixel location as shown in the Fig.1(c). This
operation is described as ii(x, y) =

∑
i≤x,j≤y p(i, j), where ii(x, y) is integral im-

age at the location of (x, y) and p(i, j) is a pixel value in the image. Therefore,
only four values are required to compute a rectangle area of each feature regard-
less of the feature size as shown in Fig.1(d). To achieve fast detection, Viola and
Jones also proposed a cascade structure of the classifier as shown in Fig.1(e).
Each stage in the cascade consists of a group of Haar-like features selected by
AdaBoost learning algorithm.

There has been numerous considerable research efforts to implement face de-
tection system. Most of these literatures mainly focused on the optimization of
feature calculation and cascade structure of classifiers because they are the most
time consuming part. Very few attempts, however, have been made at the real-
ization of the face detection for embedded environment. Bigdeli[4] studied the
effects of replacing certain software bottleneck operations such as image resiz-
ing and floating-point operations by custom instructions on the Altera Nios II
processor, but did not fully implement the entire algorithm in hardware. Wei[5]
proposed an implementation using scaling input images and fixed-point expres-
sion techniques to achieve fast processing with a smaller circuit area, which was
reported to achieve 15 fps at 91 MHz. However, the image size is too small
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(120×120 pixels) to be practical and only three stages of classifiers are actu-
ally implemented. Yang[6] reported another low-cost architecture implemented
on ALTERA Cyclone II FPGA using a complex control scheme to meet hard
real-time deadlines by sacrificing detection rate, which result in the frame rate
of 13 fps with low detection rate of about 75%.

3 Proposed Face Detection System

The logical architecture of the proposed face detection system is shown in Fig. 2.
The TVP5146 module receives the analog video from camera and converts it to
BT.656 video sequences. In all experiments, FPGA was configured to contain a
face detection core, interface block, and feature memory except coordinate data
of features. The detection results of FPGA, a 32-bit data representing coordi-
nates and scale factors for each candidate face, are transferred to the DM6446
processor through SPI interface. The Video Processing Front-End (VPFE) of the
DM6446 captures the input image from FPGA. The ARM processor then calcu-
lates the position of candidate faces and marks the face region on the frame im-
age based-on the transferred detection results. It also performs a post-processing,
which merges multiple detections into a single face. The Video Processing Back-
End (VPBE) finally outputs the result to a VGA monitor, for visual verification,
along with markings on where the candidate faces were detected.
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of the proposed face detection system

As shown in Fig. 3, the proposed face detection system is consists of three
major blocks; the image scale block (ISB), the integral image processing block
(IPB), and the feature processing block (FPB). The ISB receives the input video
frames from the image acquisition module and scales down each frame image.
The scaling is repeated until the down-scaled image is similar to the size of the
sub-windows (24×24 pixels). The IPB is in charge of calculating integral images,
which are used for classification process. We calculate the integral image by sub-
window separately and the sub-windows are scanned from top to bottom and
then from left to right in the frame image and scaled images. The int image
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w h

Fig. 3. Proposed architecture for face detection system

generator of IPB computes the cumulative line sum (CLS) for the single row
(x) of the current sub-window such as CLS(x, y) =

∑y
i=1 p(i, j), where p(i, j)

is the pixel value. The integral image array calculates the integral image of the
current sub-window and its size is identical to the size of sub-window except
the difference of the data width for the pixel values. The data loading for the
integral image array is divided into initial loading and normal loading according
to the y coordinate of the left-up corner of the sub-window. The initial loading
is processed for the first 24 lines as shown in (1).

ii(x, y) =

{
ii(x, y − 1) + CLS(y) if y = 24
ii(x, y + 1) otherwise.

(1)

As the search window moves down one line, it is required to update the corre-
sponding integral image array. The normal loading is shown in (2), where ii(x, y)
represents current integral image, ii′(x, y) means updating integral image.

ii′(x, y) =
{
ii(x, y − 1) − ii(x, 1) + CLS(y) if y = 24
ii(x, y + 1) − ii(x, 1) otherwise.

(2)

AdaBoost framework uses a variance normalization to compensate for the ef-
fect of different lighting conditions. This process requires the computation of the

standard deviation (σ =
√
V AR =

√
1
N ·∑x2 − ( 1

N ·∑ x)2) for corresponding

sub-windows, where V AR represents the variance, x is the pixel value of the
sub-window, and N is the area of the sub-window. To obtain the compensated
threshold (tc), the AdaBoost framework multiplies the standard deviation (σ)
to the original feature threshold (t0) given in the training set; tc = t0 · σ. In
general the square root computing takes much hardware resource and requires
much computing time because of their high computational complexity. There-
fore, as an alternative method, we square and then multiply the reciprocal of
the squared value of the sub-window area to avoid costly division operation as
N2 · t2c = (N · ∑x2 − (

∑
x)2) · t20, which is realized in squared image gen and

variance of IPB. Since the sub-window size is already fixed and the square of the
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threshold values (t20) can be pre-computed and stored in the training set, we can
compute the lighting correction by just using the multiplication and subtraction.

The FPB performs the procedure to determine whether the window includes
a face using seven-stage pipelined classifier and outputs the detected faces’ co-
ordinates and scale factors. During each clock cycle, the integral images and the
trained parameters of classifier are fed from the integral image array and the
external feature memory to calculate the result of classification continuously.
We use one off-chip 64 bits wide Flash memory for coordinates and weight of
features. For storing other feature data, we used the Block RAMs in the tar-
get device. At the end of each stage, the accumulated stage sum is compared
to a predetermined stage threshold (ts) whether the current sub-window is a
successful candidate region to contain a face.

4 Experimental Results

We evaluated the proposed architecture on a self-designed evaluating system, as
shown in Fig.4, which is mainly composed of DM6446 processor and Xilinx Spar-
tan3 FPGA. To estimate the performance of the proposed face detection system,
we processed all input images continuously, for measuring the total number of
clock cycles. The system, which operates at 100MHz, processed 200 test images
in 4.762 sec, an estimated the processing rate of 42 fps. This result is including
actual overhead for switching frames and sub-windows. Additionally, the FPGA
implementation achieved 94% accuracy detecting the faces on the images when
compared to OpenCV software.

video input 

power  

T V P5146 

Spartan FPG A 

DM6446 

video output 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 4. (a) Self-designed evaluating system, (b) Captured example of the face detection

Table 1 presents the comparison of the proposed design with previous works.
A direct quantitative comparison with previous implementations is not practical
because previous works differ in terms of targeting devices and the need for
additional hardware or software. Whatever the target platform is differed, it is
enough to show the rough comparison with previous designs. Considering the
input image size, the number of cascade stages and features, it is clear that the
proposed architecture has superior performance. Therefore, the uniqueness of our
face detection system is that it supports real-time face detection on embedded
systems, which urge for high-performance and small-sized solution.
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Table 1. Comparison with previous works for low-cost face detection

Wei [5] Yang [6] this work

image size 120×120 – 320×240
stage number 3 11 25
feature number 2,913 140 2,913
target device Xilinx Virtex-2 Altera Cyclone II Xilinx Spartan-3
max. frequency 91MHz 50MHz 100MHz
performance 15 fps 13 fps 42 fps
detection accuracy – 75% 94%

5 Conclusion

This paper proposed a low-cost and efficient FPGA-based hardware architec-
ture for the real-time face detection system. The experimental results showed
that the detection-rate is around 94% of OpenCV’s detection results. Moreover,
the proposed architecture is implemented on a Spartan-3 FPGA as an example
of practical implementation. The results showed that our architecture detects
faces in a 320x240 pixel image at 42 fps with 100MHz. Considering the bal-
ance between the hardware performance and the cost of design, the proposed
architecture could be an alternative way of a feasible solution for low-cost re-
configurable devices, supporting real-time face detection on conventional analog
video cameras.
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Abstract. This paper describes the issue of data transfer for the em-
bedded SE(Secure Element) on mobile devices. To enhance their security,
current mobile devices provide the separate physical secure storage that
contains the important and sensitive data for various security services.
On the other hand, there is the problem of data migration for above se-
cure storages such as the embedded SE. It is critical and essential prob-
lem in the embedded SEs because they cannot be removed from mobile
devices. Thus, we explain the above problem in detail and would like to
share the problem with service provider and mobile device manufactur-
ers. To this end, we describe the security requirement for the secure data
transfer of all data stored in embedded SEs. We also propose the secure
data transfer schemes, which meet the proposed security requirements.

Keywords: mobile security, embedded SE, mobile device.

1 Introduction

In recent, the users of mobile devices such as smartphones and tablets are gradu-
ally increasing because of various functions and improved performance of them.
And, with the advanced network connectivity and the convenience of the latest
mobile devices, the various mobile services on these mobile platforms are pro-
vided and utilized by mobile users. They are becoming an important part of
our daily life and even it is possible to use the security critical services including
mobile banking service, payment service and smart work service everywhere. For
the above financial and business mobile services, it results in storing the more
important data including private and sensitive information on smart devices.

Therefore, the security threats for mobile devices and mobile services are be-
coming rapidly increasing in proportion to the number of mobile device users.
Compared with PCs, the mobile environment has more security weakness be-
cause the power is almost on all day and it is always to access to the wireless
network[1], [2]. And because the current most security solutions for mobile de-
vice are used on PCs, they are not appropriate for mobile environments. For
above reasons, it is necessary and urgent to provide the mobile-specific solutions
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against security vulnerabilities and various attacks. Nowadays, for the enhanced
mobile security, hardware-based solutions are studied and introduced. On the
other hand, there is the maintenance issue including backup and migration for
the secure data stored in hardware security module which is protected and phys-
ically separated secure storage.

In this paper, we describe the existing hardware-based security solutions for
mobile devices and proposed the secure data migration method for embedded
SE(Secure Element) that cannot be moved from the mobile device. Also, we de-
scribed the security requirement for the secure data transfer on mobile environ-
ment. The remainder of this paper is constructed as follows. Section 2 describes
related works and motivation and Section 3 shows the data transfer scheme for
embedded SEs. Finally, we present the conclusions of this paper in Section 4.

2 Related Works and Motivations

The current most mobile devices are based on android OS which is the most pop-
ular mobile OS for various mobile devices. On the other hand, android-based mo-
bile devices are still vulnerable to security threats due to the open source project.
In recent, most mobile security mechanisms are software-based solutions which
are used on PCs and modified for mobile devices. Thus, current software-based
solutions have still the security weakness for mobile environments. Nowadays,
the virtualization technology with isolated execution environment has attracted
attention and deployed on mobile devices[5], [6]. This solution is more secure
than other software-based mobile security solutions. Although the virtualization
technology provides the mobile security mechanism with the isolation between
normal and secure execution environments, it is not enough for providing the
secure execution environment and the additional security mechanism should be
added on that technology.

For above reasons, the hardware-based mobile security solution is considered
to be the best security solution. The current representative hardware-based se-
curity solutions are based on hardware security module such as SE. The current
major types of the SEs for mobile devices are UICC(Universal Integrated Circuit
Card), secure microSD card and embedded SE[7], [8]. The UICC is the physical
smart card which contains the application authenticating the user and several
applications such as SIM and USIM. And the secure microSD card support the
secure applications such as credit cards and banking services including security
module and flash memory. Besides both the UICC and the secure microSD card
can be moved to other mobile devices, but the embedded SE cannot be moved. It
means that the latter is more secure than the formers at the viewpoint of security.
The reason is that the embedded SE should be equipped from manufacturing
and should be operated at booting time of mobile devices. In addition to, the
mobile device with the embedded SE provides the secure execution environment
and secure storage physically separated from the mobile device.

As a result, the above hardware-based solutions provide more enhanced secu-
rity mechanism and especially the embedded SE is the most powerful hardware
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security module for mobile security. The embedded SE stores and protects all
important and sensitive data such as key and private information because of the
secure storage separated from mobile devices. On the other hand, when users
want to upgrade the operating system of their smartphone or buy a new smart-
phone, there is the issue of data backup and migration for all data stored on the
embedded SE because they cannot be moved from the mobile device. Therefore,
in this paper we explain the issue of data transfer for the embedded SE on mobile
devices.

3 Data Transfer for Embedded SEs

The current embedded SEs for mobile environment are based on MTM(Mobile
Trusted Module) and TrustZone, etc. TrustZone introduced by ARM enables a
single physical processor core to execute code safely and efficiently form both the
normal world and the secure world[10]. In recent, mobile device manufacturers
have equipped their device with system-wide TEEs(Trusted Execution Environ-
ments) such as TrustZone. TrustZone supports the secure execution environment
and secure storage of user credentials[3]. And, according to TCG(Trusted Com-
puting Group), MTM is a hardware-based trust anchor for mobile devices for
implementing trust in mobile computing platforms. Besides MTM has properties
and features comparable to a TPM(Trusted Platform Module) which that is the
hardware security module used for PCs. Fig.1 shows the security architecture
for mobile devices which contains the embedded SE and provides isolated secure
execution environment. In addition, the embedded SE provides secure storage
and allows to access the only authorized user or services[4].

SE

Embedded SE

Hardware 
Security
Module

Mobile
Device

Non-secure 
Service

Non-secure Service API

Tamper-Proof Secure Storage
Secure Core

Execution Engine

Non-secure Execution Environment Secure Execution Environment

Non-secure Service Execution Engine
Secure Service 

Execution Engine

Secure 
Service

Secure Service API

Secure Service

Access Control

Fig. 1. Security architecture for mobile devices with the embedded SE

As shown in Fig.1, the secure storage contains all of the important and sen-
sitive data such as keys, private and secret information. When the user wants
to change the old mobile device to a new device, the above data stored on the
secure storage should be moved securely to the embedded SE of a new mobile
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device. However, the embedded SE is equipped the mobile device at manufactur-
ing and should never be separated from the mobile device. According to TCG,
the maintenance of TPM is a vendor-specific feature, and its implementation is
vender specific. However, the implementations of the maintenance feature do not
result in security weaknesses[9]. In order to avoid above problems, it is necessary
the security requirements for the implementation of the maintenance.

The minimum security requirements for maintenance or data transfer are
the authentication, integrity and confidentiality of the data stored on secure
storage. The most important security requirement is the authentication process
which protects the sored data from unauthorized users. It is to prove to the
embedded SE if the requestor has permission to access the data and to perform
the function of data migration. And it is important to provide the end-to-end
security solution for preventing man-in-the-middle attacks.

In this paper, in order to above security requirements, we propose the secure
transfer of the data stored on embedded SEs for mobile devices. Our scheme
needs the certified third party such as the service provider. And it needs that the
embedded SE of the mobile device and the third party had the cryptographically
unique RSA key pair respectively. The unique key pair for mobile devices has
generated in processing of the registration before users receive the mobile device
with an embedded SE. In addition to, the unique public key of the third party
has been stored within the embedded SE of the registered mobile device. Also,
the third party has the unique public key of the mobile device. However, the
unique private key of the mobile device is bound to the embedded SEs. Fig.2
shows the proposed data transfer scheme for embedded SE equipped on mobile
devices.

In Fig.2, we assume that the user wants to transfer all data stored within the
embedded SE from the source device(A) to the destination device(B). First of
all, it is possible to use the above data transfer scheme for mobile device after
registration of users and devices. Thus, in step1 and step2, the source device
and the destination device should be registered on the third party(C). In these
steps, both mobile devices have the unique key pair respectively. Also, the unique
public key of the third party is stored in each embedded SE of both devices. And,
in order to authenticate and verify the transferred messages between the mobile
device and third party, all messages are transmitted with each signature and they
are verified with each unique public key. Before the key pair for maintenance is
created, all transmitted messages are encrypted with the unique public key of
the device and third party respectively.

The next step shows from step3 to step4. In order to transfer the data stored
in each embedded SE of both devices, it needs the authentication between the
mobile device and the third party including user authentication. After authenti-
cation, the third party requests the creation of key pair for data transfer to both
devices. If the key pair for each device is created, the public part of the created
key pair is sent to the third party with encryption using the unique public key
of the third party.
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Fig. 2. The secure data transfer scheme for embedded SEs

The next step continues on step 5 and step 6. In step 5, the third party
sends the public key of the destination device in step 3 for data transfer to the
source device. The above public key is transmitted with encryption using the
public key of the source device that is created by the source device in step 4
and transmitted to the third party. The source device receives and decrypts the
encrypted public key of the destination device with its private key. Then, the
source device encrypts all of the data stored within the embedded SE with the
decrypted public key of the destination device. And, the source device generates
the signature with the unique private key of the source device and sends the
encrypted data with its signature to the third party.

Then, in step 6, the third party verifies the message with the unique public
key of the source device and transmits the encrypted data with the signature
which generated with the unique private key of the third party. And the des-
tination device verifies the signature with the unique public key of the third
part and decrypts the encrypted data using its private key of the destination
device created in step 3. If the received messages are verified successfully, the
destination device stores securely the received data of the source devices and
transmits the message of completion for data transfer with its signature to the
third party. Finally, in step 7, the third party requests the deletion of the data
after signature verification, and then the source device deletes the data of the
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embedded SE. During above steps, the transferred data is protected against in-
terception by third party and without loss the data. It assures the integrity and
confidentiality of the important and sensitive data stored embedded SE of the
mobile device.

4 Conclusions

In this paper, we described that it is necessary to securely store and manage
the important and sensitive data such as key and private information on mo-
bile devices. In order to reduce the security threats for mobile platforms, it is
essential to apply the hardware-based security solutions considering the mobile
environment.

Therefore, we proposed the security requirement for the secure data transfer
of data stored in embedded SEs. We also proposed the secure data transfer
schemes, which is hardware-based and meets the proposed security requirements.
Although the data transfer method may be a vendor-specific, we believe that it
should be provided the security requirements and the guidelines for secure data
transfer on embedded SEs.

Acknowledgments. This work was supported by the ICT R&D program of
MSIP/IITP. [13-912-06-901, Development of the security technology for MTM-
based mobile devices and next generation wireless LAN].
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Abstract. The major problems of the nondestructive inspection acoustic emis-
sion method are analyzed in the article. The comparative evaluation of the 
acoustic emission signals effectiveness is conducted. The inappropriateness of 
the analysis method in the narrow band of frequencies is shown in the article. 
The comparative results of the acoustic emission signals spectral analysis for 
different types of ceramic materials are given as an example. The necessity of 
using spectral analysis methods to increase the accuracy and reliability of re-
sults is demonstrated. 

Keywords: ceramic materials, nondestructive testing, acoustic-emission diag-
nostics, spectral analysis, frequency response. 

1 Introduction 

Material acoustic emission is the process of producing elastic waves, provoked by 
local dynamic reconstruction of its structure [1]. Acoustic emission method allows 
detecting and registering of only developing defects, prompting to classify them not 
by the size but by the danger level. Besides, it is the most sensible method of NDT. 
All above mentioned gives acoustic emission method undeniable advantage which 
unfortunately is hard to always realize. 

Another difficulty of AE method realization is associated with the fact that techni-
cally we are not able to record every AE act separately. We are bound to analyze only 
the part of a collective process which appears to be above the equipment sensitivity 
threshold. This fact gives rise to multiple speculations and scientific fantasies. Mostly 
we can only see the tip of an iceberg and the rest data is left behind-the-scenes, under 
sensitivity threshold. As a result, even genuine values of such AE signal physical 
quantities as pulse height and energy are frequently do not allow to establish any cor-
relations.  We need comprehensive knowledge of process physics to evaluate the 
whole process by available data. It is important to realize that forming of the “tip” is 
indissolubly related to sensibility and frequency characteristic of a converter, method 
and accuracy of converter positioning, AE properties of a material and wave charac-
teristics of a survey item, as well as to loading dynamics and structural in homogenei-
ty of the material. We also have to take into consideration that AE formation process 
is comprised by several simultaneous processes part of which are auxiliary and  
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depend on environmental conditions. I have recited just part of the factors to be con-
sidered in AE signal analysis. It is notable that in 70-80s AE was nicknamed as “black 
magic” in scientific back rooms.   

2 Theoretical Analysis 

AE research worker challenge can be substantially simplified by excluding doubtful 
physical parameters. Only unquestionable parameters should be taken. Let’s try to 
prove the necessity of AE signal analysis in broad band. It is well-known that material 
AE is the process of producing elastic waves, provoked by local dynamic reconstruc-
tion of its structure [2]. It is important to give much attention to cracks formation and 
development as emergency situations and breakdowns at industrial facilities are 
commonly stipulated by formation and further development of cracks in material of 
the survey item.  

Solid body is a random set of structural formations. Viewing it in one scale level it 
can be considered as a set of grains on the surface of failure. The grains can be of a 
random shape. Crack development process is easy to consider as a process of succes-
sive destruction of its separate structural formations (grains). Every coherent destruc-
tion of each grain will have its emission of corresponding AE impulse. Each impulse 
will have individual properties reflecting grain’s individual shape and size. The se-
quence of mentioned impulses will thus compose AE process.  

From what has been said we can conclude that the energy of AE signal of the de-
veloping crack will be irregularly distributed along the frequency band [4]. The irreg-
ularity will be of a random nature as every AE signal with its spectrum will be unique 
composition due to it’s formation and development features. These facts were many 
times established and this is the reason why energy and amplitude properties of the 
signal should be measured in broad band, taking into account all frequency compo-
nents. Besides, while material destruction acoustic waves (AE signals) undergo seri-
ous changes when they spread along the survey item.  AE signal in receiver point is a 
sum of signals from different paths. As a result the wave shape becomes distorted and 
impulse signals duration increases by hundreds and thousand times.     

As is well-known, spectrum of signals sum equals sum of spectra, hence effective 
width of summarized signal spectrum should not increase. However, its distortion is 
considerable. Transfer properties of the acoustic tract are described by frequency 
response function (FRF). Classical method of frequency distortion influence exclu-
sion consists of FRF calculation with subsequent adjustment of received signals spec-
tral characteristics. Plane shape objects FRF can be calculated theoretically. Let us do 
FRF calculations for a long rod.    

Metal or ceramic survey item, as well as other items made of high elasticity mate-
rial can be calculated with high accuracy by linear systems.  In a general way spectral 
characteristic module of the signal taken from converter output is defined by the fol-
lowing formula:  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )ωωωω пртрипр KKSS ⋅⋅=  , (1)
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Meanings of the symbols:  ( )ωпрS  and ( )ωиS  are spectral characteristic module of 

the converter output signal and AE source respectively; ( )ωтрK  and ( )ωпрK  stand 

for FRF of acoustic tract (survey unit) and converter respectively. 
With the help of distributed parameters system mathematical apparatus it is possi-

ble to find complex transfer rating coefficient for the separate type of the wave for 
survey unit (long rod) FRF structure effect qualitative and quantitative assessment: 

( ) ( ) ( )[ ]
( )[ ]ljsh

xljch
jKСТ ⋅

−⋅=
ωγ

ωγω ,                                              (2) 

meanings of the symbols: ( ) ( ) ( )ωβωαωγ jj += ; ( )ωα  - acoustic signal fading 

coefficient; ( ) vωλπωβ == 2  - phase coefficient; v  - acoustic wave propagation 

velocity; λ  - length of the wave; x  -  signal source coordinate; l  - rod length.  
If we place the receiver on the end surface of the rod (x = 0), FRF of the rod will 

be defined as follows:   

( ) ( )ωω jKK СТСТ =       (3)

Unfortunately the statement that alterations of ( )ωСТK  with frequency change has 

periodic nature with the following periods lv⋅=Ω π1
 and ( )xlv −⋅=Ω π2

 cannot 

be called ultimate. Influence of theα , l , v , x  parameters on FRF curve distortion is 
much stronger and complex. 

 

 

Fig. 1. FRF of the rod within 0-500 kHz frequency band with following parameter values: 
α=0.4 Np/m,  v=5000 mps, l=0.1 m for signal source coordinate: a) x=50mm; b) x=52mm; c) 
x=54mm; d) x=55mm. 
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Fig.1 represents diagrams of rod FRF relation to geometric center source coordi-
nate. Frequencies beat results in suppression of some frequency components. Owing 

to above said,  1Ω  frequency halves (Fig. 1, a).  2Ω -type frequencies reveal  

themselves while source coordinate slight deflection (Fig. 1; b, c) with FRF curve 
deeply notched (Fig. 1, d). All represented relations are correct if α , l , v  values are 
permanent.  

3 The Experimental Data 

Fading frequency qualities depend not only on geometry of the sample and converter 
positioning but also on material properties of the sample. To evaluate analyzed mate-
rials emission ability 4-point bend tests were conducted. AE signals taken were pro-
cessed by the spectrum analysis device. Spectrum functions were standardized by 
assigned criterion and adjusted due to FRF.   

 

 

Fig. 2. Averaged spectral functions  ( )iср fS  within 20-2000 kHz range 
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Fig.2 represents ( )iср fS  average number diagrams and ranges of limiting accepta-

ble values of AE signals spectrum functions taken directly before destruction.  The 
obtained results confirm high rate of AE signals emission irregularity and large fluc-
tuations of spectrum components. This conclusion is valid for all ceramic materials 
under test.  

4 Summary 

Conclusions made are fortified by performed theoretical and experimental analysis of 
AE signal spectrum properties and FRF samples. Taking into consideration all above 
mentioned I think that: 

1. It is necessary to separate the detectors which are the majority of modern means of 
acoustic emission control from the measuring equipment and in new researches 
make special reference to measuring the limited amount of parameters having 
physical sense. 

2. It is required to bring into sync the acoustic emission measurement units and In-
ternational systems of units, abandon the parameters based on impulses counting, 
or use correction factor when detecting each separate impulse. 

3. When registering signal amplitude it is required to consider its frequency distribu-
tion connecting each amplitude rate with the corresponding vibration rate. 

4. It is strictly contraindicated to measure signal energy in narrow band, naming such 
measures as “energetic parameters”. Energetic parameters as the acoustic emission 
energy itself may be obtained only based on the whole spectrum analysis. 

5. With the purpose to reduce the measurement error it is required to perform receiv-
ing piezoelectric converters calibration right on the tested unit and in the process 
of test analysis consider “unit-converter” transfer characteristic. 
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Abstract. The experimental research results of the acoustic emission properties 
of articles of simple geometrical shapes are analyzed in the article. The research 
was conducted using samples made of different ceramic materials. The research 
results allowed making a conclusion on the necessity to analyze acoustic emis-
sion signals of a wider band of frequencies. The recommendations on increas-
ing the validity of the nondestructive inspection acoustic emission method were 
given. 

Keywords: Acoustic emission, spectral analysis, nondestructive testing, 
frequency response, ceramic materials, hardware-software complex. 

1 Introduction 

In early 60s, when the opposition of two great powers inspired the studies of acoustic 
emission phenomenon, there was no special equipment for that. The peculiarities of 
acoustic emission signals forming and propagation (complex spectrum, low energy 
level, wide frequency and dynamic range, etc.) raise the demands to measuring 
equipment [1]. Acoustic emission equipment should have high sensibility, high ampli-
fication coefficient, minimal noise level and introduce minimal distortions. Ionizing 
emission detecting equipment met all these requirements that time. Besides, the ma-
jority of new phenomenon researchers were nuclear physicists. It is reasonable that 
receiving and measuring devices designed to amplify and measure electrical signals at 
ionizing signals detector output were used to detect weak elastic vibrations of acoustic 
emission signals by simple replacement of detector by piezoelectric converter.  Gei-
ger-Muller-based devices with their scale marked in impulses per time unit were 
widely used to measure ionizing emissions. These devices were called intensimeters 
and the value measured using them – intensity. This was very convenient for detect-
ing the particles with foregone energy characteristics. At that it was meant that to get 
the actual values of ionizing emissions intensity it is necessary to multiply the result 
by the correction factor depending on the converter type, as well as registered  
ionizing emission type and energy. In the process of using this type of electronic 
equipment to detect acoustic emission such sharpness was lost. As a result, the most 
common acoustic emission signals parameter is the intensity or the counting rate  
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became deficient of physical content. Contrary to ionizing emissions the number of 
impulses per time unit here is by no means connected to the intensity of ultrasonic 
wave propagated on the deformable body. 

Experimental studies results inconsistence and huge measuring inaccuracies apply 
not only to parameters based on impulses counting. Such parameters as AE signal 
maximum value (amplitude), AE signal average power, AE signal energy, the physi-
cal sense of which is beyond exception, are measured by modern acoustic emission 
systems with abnormally large error. Just receiving converter calibration error is 30%, 
adding thereto converter unit error and physical quantity measuring error.  

2 Theoretical Analysis 

As is well-known, spectrum of signals sum equals sum of spectra, hence effective 
width of summarized signal spectrum should not increase. However, its distortion is 
considerable. Transfer properties of the acoustic tract are described by frequency 
response function (FRF). Classical method of frequency distortion influence exclu-
sion consists of FRF calculation with subsequent adjustment of received signals spec-
tral characteristics. Plane shape objects FRF can be calculated theoretically. Let us do 
FRF calculations for a long rod.    

Metal or ceramic survey item, as well as other items made of high elasticity mate-
rial can be calculated with high accuracy by linear systems.  In a general way spectral 
characteristic module of the signal taken from converter output is defined by the fol-
lowing formula:  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )ωωωω пртрипр KKSS ⋅⋅=  , (1)

Meanings of the symbols:  ( )ωïðS  and ( )ωèS  are spectral characteristic module 

of the converter output signal and AE source respectively; ( )ωтрK  and ( )ωпрK  

stand for FRF of acoustic tract (survey unit) and converter respectively. 
If we place the receiver on the end surface of the rod (x = 0), FRF of the rod will 

be defined as follows:   

  ( ) ( )ωω jKK СТСТ =       (2)

Let’s take a look at the process in the most preferable 150-350 kHz frequency 
band. It is usually used in material and product AE properties analyses as scientists 
reasonably consider this band to be less influenced by noise and high frequency AE 
signal components fading is inconsiderable. Unfortunately the statement that altera-
tions of ( )ωСТK  with frequency change has periodic nature with the following peri-

ods lv⋅=Ω π1
 and ( )xlv −⋅=Ω π2

 cannot be called ultimate. Influence of theα , 

l , v , x  parameters on FRF curve distortion is much stronger and complex. 
Fig.1 pictures FRF of the rods. Rods length parameters are as follows: l =0.12 m; 

l =0.24 m; l =0.48 m и l =0.72 m, source coordinate x equals half of rod length. 
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Fig. 1. FRF of the rod within 150-350 kHz frequency band with fading parameter α=0.34 
Np/m, v=5000 mps,  x≈l /2mm and length of the rod: a) l=0.12 m; b) l=0.24 m; c) l=0.48 m; d) 
l=0.72 m. 

3 The Experimental Data 

Slight deflections of the x coordinate from critical points leads to 1Ω  and 2Ω  fre-
quencies beat and frequency component emerging.  

 

 

Fig. 2. FRF of the test unit within 560-1880 kHz frequency bands. Frequency-response curves 
are smoothed with 10≅Δf  kHz (curve 1) and 100≅Δf kHz (curve 2) in acceptable value 
range (curve 3, 4)/ 
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Fig.2 displays experimentally acquired FRF of 0,12m-long square ceramic rods. 
Acquired curves are definitely of exponential nature, which gives evidence to the fact 
that the model (2) is not perfect. This model along with other factors makes no allow-
ance for fading frequency dependence. For more precise estimation of fading depend-
ence on frequency the positive verification range is limited to 560-1880 kHz range. 
This allows to evaluate FRF of the test unit with the 30% max error.  

 

 
Fig. 3. FRF of S-C-T-R  (signal source-cone-test unit-receiver)  system within 20-2000 kHz (a) 
range and adjusted FRF of the test unit within 560-1880 kHz range (b)  

Smoothed-out spectrogram represented on Fig. 3 characterize test unit FRF altering 
in relation to receiving converter positioning. When the receiving converter is posi-
tioned on the end surface (curves 1, 2, 3) the FRF has broader band (high frequency 
components increase) as compared to when receiving converter is positioned on the 
surface lateral side (curves 4, 5) irrespective of signal source orientation. In the posi-
tive verification range (560-1880 kHz) curves can be easily approximated by means 
of exponent function.   

 

 
Fig. 4. FRF of the test unit within 560-1880 kHz range 1- electrical insulator porcelain; 2- 
silicium nitride; 3- alumina refractory; 4- alumina-boron nitride 
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Fading frequency qualities depend not only on geometry of the sample and con-
verter positioning but also on material properties of the sample. Fig.4 represents ad-
justed frequency characteristics of the signals passed through different samples made 
of various materials: curve 1 -  electrical insulator porcelain, 2 - alumina-boron ni-
tride, 3 - alumina refractory, 4 - silicium nitride. Frequency characteristics of men-
tioned materials differ significantly.  

4 Summary 

Conclusions made are fortified by performed theoretical and experimental analysis of 
AE signal spectrum properties and FRF samples. Taking into consideration all above 
mentioned I think that: 

1. When registering signal amplitude it is required to consider its frequency 
distribution connecting each amplitude rate with the corresponding vibration rate. 

2. It is strictly contraindicated to measure signal energy in narrow band, naming 
such measures as “energetic parameters”. Energetic parameters as the acoustic 
emission energy itself may be obtained only based on the whole spectrum analysis. 

3. With the purpose to reduce the measurement error it is required to perform 
receiving piezoelectric converters calibration right on the tested unit and in the 
process of test analysis consider “unit-converter” transfer characteristic. 
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Abstract. In vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs), vehicles should ex-
change safety-related messages with each other while processing them
within short time in their embedded on-board units. Most previous au-
thentication schemes unfortunately are not ready to be deployed for
vehicle-to-vehicle communications owing to serious practical shortcom-
ings, such as the enormous expense of building additional facilities (e.g.,
roadside units), computation and communication bottlenecks, a huge
certificate revocation list, and low processing capacity. To alleviate these
problems, we propose an efficient privacy-preserving scheme with which
each vehicle (specifically, its embedded on-board unit) can produce valid
one-time certificates without help from any third party. The scheme is
cost-effective because additional facilities are not needed and it can also
prevent bottlenecks on a certain trusted entity because certificates are
self-produced.

Keywords: Privacy-preserving, security, embedded on-board unit, ve-
hicle communications, ad hoc networks.

1 Introduction

With the rapid growth of wireless communication technologies and mobile appli-
cations, vehicular communications have recently attracted increasing attention
from government, academia, and the automobile industry. According to the Ded-
icated Short-Range Communications (DSRC) standard, vehicles exchange safety
messages containing information regarding its position, direction, speed and ac-
celeration/deceleration, the current time, and traffic events. This information
enables drivers to be more aware of their driving environment and take early
action in response to abnormal situations such as traffic accidents. The security
and privacy of vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) should be addressed before
this attractive technology is applied. Otherwise, an attacker could either inject
bogus information, misleading other drivers and even causing a premeditated
traffic accident, or track the locations of vehicles of interest.
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A variety of privacy-preserving schemes have been proposed for VANETs. Un-
fortunately, most of them are not ready for practical use, especially in vehicle-to-
vehicle (V2V) communications, since they obtain privacy at the cost of efficiency.
The systems described in [13] and [15] place an immense burden on a single cen-
tral authority, causing severe computation and communication bottlenecks. The
schemes in [12, 13, 15, 19] must generally maintain a huge certificate revocation
list (CRL). Those in [2, 7, 8, 11, 12, 15, 16, 18–20] always demand interac-
tion with roadside units (RSUs), which serve as network access points to the
infrastructure operated by such as industrial vendors or service providers. The
schemes in [2, 7, 8, 11, 12, 15, 16, 18–20] cannot even guarantee the privacy of
vehicles when RSUs are compromised by an attacker. The scheme in [18] does
not provide non-repudiation of transactions, and that in [10] cannot deal effi-
ciently with the exclusion of compromised vehicles from the network. The studies
in [5, 9, 14, 17] present various threshold-based schemes that do not require an
RSU; a minimum number of safety messages should be collected to verify the
veracity of the information they contain. This will inevitably cause a delay, even
in a major medical emergency. Besides, the work in [14] depends heavily on a
single central authority because the central authority generates temporary IDs
and then distributes them to a vehicle.

In this paper, we propose a new proxy signature scheme and then we de-
sign a self-certified privacy-preserving scheme (SCPP) based on the proposed
proxy signature scheme to support the construction of practical and secure V2V
communications. An on-board unit (OBU) embedded in a vehicle independently
generates one-time certificates using a proxy (signing) key assigned to the OBU
by a trusted authority (TA) in an authenticated manner during manufacture.
The proposed proxy signature scheme is used to generate a proxy key for a OBU.
The proxy key permits the OBU to generate valid one-time proxy signatures at
any time on behalf of the TA. Thus, the OBU can issue bona fide one-time cer-
tificates by applying the one-time proxy signatures calculated over the one-time
certificates. Furthermore, we use the ring signature scheme [6] to sign a payload
including safety-related messages such as the current time, the vehicle’s position,
direction, speed, and acceleration/deceleration, and relevant traffic events; the
ring signature scheme also enables a vehicle to verify multiple signed messages
in a batch. (Note, however, that the ring signature can be replaced with any effi-
cient signature scheme supporting batch verification.) Consequently, this hybrid
approach effectively meets the empirical challenges mentioned above.
Contributions. Our main contributions are as follows:

– Significant reduction of burden on the TA: In the existing schemes
[13–15], the TA performs many tasks such as periodically generating a large
number of certificates or generating temporary IDs, distributing them to each
vehicle, and bearing the related communication complexity tasks, while in
SCPP the TA is only required to distribute a proxy key to each OBU. Hence,
SCPP can significantly alleviate the burden on the TA.

– Secure against RSU compromise attack: In the event that a certain
RSU is compromised by a malicious entity, the existing schemes in [2, 7, 8,
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11, 12, 15, 16, 18–20] divulge privacy of vehicles that interact with the RSU.
Conversely, SCPP can still protect vehicle privacy, even though all RSUs are
seized.

– Small storage space and efficient revocation process: Since the ex-
isting schemes [12, 13, 15, 19] need to keep a revocation list for all revoked
certificates, the existing schemes require big storage to maintain the revo-
cation list. However, SCPP requires small storage because the size of the
revocation list is the same as the number of revoked OBU, which is much
less than that of the revoked certificates. Furthermore, for the same reason,
SCPP can exclude a revoked entity more efficiently than the works [1, 10].

2 Desired Requirements

– Unlinkability: This means that, given two different messages from certain
vehicle groups, nobody but the TA can determine if the messages were gen-
erated by the same vehicle. Unlinkability guarantees the privacy of a driver
and his/her car.

– Source ID traceability: When a dispute occurs regarding the truth of a mes-
sage, the TA should be able to identify the source from the message.

– Resilience against RSU compromise attack: The entire system should remain
secure, even if all RSUs are compromised by an attacker.

– Message integrity: A vehicle should be able to confirm whether or not the
messages received from other vehicles are altered.

– Non-repudiation: No entity should be able to deny messages generated by
itself, more specifically sender non-repudiation.

– Efficiency: The system should minimize the processing latency and packet
delay time. Also, a revocation list should be kept small to save storage space.

3 SCPP: Self-Generated Privacy-Preserving Scheme

SCPP consists of six stages: system setup, self-production of a one-time certifi-
cate, safety message generation, certificate revocation check, batch verification,
and tracing. System Setup: First, the TA initializes the parameters for proxy
key production, as follows:

1. Choose q,G1, g1, ψ, and e(·, ·) based on the considerations described in the
work [3]. We omit a detailed description of basic notations due to the page
limit.

2. Create Δ (� δ). The TA defines the interval between certificate expirations
δ.

3. Select two large prime numbers p0 and q0, and compute the modulus n0 =
p0 · q0.

4. Select two encryption exponents e0, e1 ∈ Z∗
φ(n0)

, where φ(n0) = (p0 − 1) ·
(q0 − 1) is the Euler totient function.
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5. Set two decryption exponents d0, d1 such that e0·d0 ≡ e1·d1 ≡ 1 (mod φ(n0)),
respectively.

6. Select a collision-resistant cryptographic hash function H0 : {0, 1}∗ → Zn0 ,
H1 : Δ → G1, H2 : Δ → G1, and H3 : {0, 1}∗ ×Δ → Zq.

7. Select a random number x0 ∈ Zn0 .
8. Calculate y0 ≡ x−e0·e1

0 (mod n0).
9. Compute c0 = H0(W,n0, e0, e1, y0). Here, as W is a delegation warrant,

it contains delegation information such as the authorization extents and
restrictions.

10. Set (x0, d0, d1) and (n0, e0, e1, y0, c0) as the TA’s private key and the cor-
responding public key, respectively. Furthermore, set (Δ,W, q, g1, H0, H1,
H2, H3) as public information.

Next, the TA builds the parameters required to distribute a proxy key to OBUi,
as follows:

1. Randomly choose γi ∈ Zn0 , where γi is a unique value later used as a fun-
damental identifier to trace a certain on-board unit, here OBUi.

2. Compute xi ≡ H0(γi)
−d0 · xc0

0 (mod n0).
3. Finally, deliver the proxy key (xi, γi) to OBUi during vehicle manufacture.

The TA stores a tuple (xi, γi) in its database to trace a certain on-board unit
OBUi when an untoward incident occurs. Before producing one-time certificates
using the proxy key received from the TA, OBUi should check whether the proxy
key is valid using the following method:

xe0·e1
i

?
= H0(γi)

−e1 · y−c0
0

(1)

If so, OBUi accepts the proxy key (xi, γi). Otherwise, OBUi returns to the pre-
vious stage.

Self-production of a One-time Certificate: OBUi produces a one-time cer-
tificate, CertOBUi , using the proxy key received from the TA. OBUi first ran-
domly chooses opriOBUi ∈ Zq for a one-time private key and then computes

opubOBUi = g
opriOBUi

1 (mod q) for a one-time public key.

1. Randomly select r1 ∈ Zn0 , where r1 is used for providing unlinkability. The
parameter prevents an attacker from tracing a certain (but unknown) entity
using proxy signatures in the collected one-time certificates.

2. Compute r2 ≡ H0(r1) (mod n0), b ≡ re11 (mod n0), and t ≡ H0(γi)
r2+1

(mod n0).
3. Calculate Θ = H0(M1, n0, e0, e1, y0, c0, b, t) and s ≡ r1 ·H0(γi)

−r2·Θ · xe0·Θ
i

(mod n0).
4. The proxy signature set is Ωi = (Θ, b, s, t).

OBUi then sets the proxy signature Ωi as a certificate signature and completes
the one-time certificate generation.
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Safety Message Generation: A safety message consists of the payload, one-
time signature, and one-time certificate. Let M2 denote the payload for a safety
service, such as an emergencywarning, lane-changing assistance, or road-condition
warning. The one-time signature σOBUi on payloadM2 is generated usingOBUi’s
one-time private key opriOBUi as follows:

1. Calculate τ1 = H1(δ), τ2 = H2(δ), and τ3 = H3(M2, δ). Here, δ is the
expiration time of the corresponding one-time certificate.

2. Compute the one-time signature σOBUi ≡ τ
opriOBUi

1 · τopriOBUi
·τ3

2 (mod q)
where opriOBUi is a one-time private key chosen by OBUi randomly from
Zq in the previous stage.

3. Safety message is SM = M2 ‖ σOBUi ‖ CertOBUi .

Certificate Revocation Check: Using revocation list R, a vehicle can identify
whether a received safety message was generated by any revoked on-board unit
listed in R. The identification procedure in a vehicle is as follows:

1. Given (Θ′, b′, s′, t′) ∈ Ω′ in the certificate in the received safety message and
(x′

j , γ
′
j) ∈ R, check the following equation:

b′
?

�= (s′ · (t′ · x′−e0
j ·H0(γ

′
j)

−1)Θ)e1 (mod n0). (2)

2. If equation (2) is false, the vehicle promptly rejects the received safety mes-
sage and reports it to the TA or other traffic police.

Batch Verification: In VANET where a vehicle receives numerous safety mes-
sages and must process them quickly, batch-verification contributes greatly to
rapid verification. Cheon and Yi [4] reported that in addition to requiring less
computation time, a batch-verification technique generally performs approxi-
mately 4.8 times faster than individual verifications. Assuming that a vehicle
needs to verify a safety message set consisting of n safety messages simultane-
ously, SCPP’s batch-verification procedure uses the following two steps.

1. Validation of One-time Certificates: For each j = 1, · · · , n, we de-
fine CertOBUi,j as the j-th one-time certificate in the j-th safety message
that OBUi receives from other vehicles. CertOBUi,j contains several j-th
parameters: bj , sj , tj, and Θj . Batch verification can be executed using these
parameters as follows:

(a) ∀ j, examine Θj
?
= H0(M1,j , n0, e0, e1, y0, c0, bj , tj), where M1,j is the

M1 included in CertOBUi,j .
(b) Check the signatures (Θ1, b1, s1, t1), (Θ2, b2, s2, t2), · · · , (Θn, bn, sn, tn)

in batch:

n∏

j=1

bj
?
= ((

n∏

j=1

sj) · (
n∏

j=1

t
Θj

j ))e1 · (yc00 )
∑n

j=1 Θj (mod n0) (3)
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2. Validation of One-time Signatures: This step is executed with the ex-
clusion of the false safety messages. Let (σOBUi,j , opubOBUi,j) be the one-
time signature on payload M2,j in the j-th safety message and the corre-
sponding one-time public key in CertOBUi,j , respectively. The batch verifi-
cation procedure is as follows.

(a) For each j = 1, · · · , n, take the random vector (ν1, · · · , νn) in Zq required
by the small exponents test [6].

(b) Derive the certificate expiration δj from the j-th one-time certificate
CertOBUi,j.

(c) Compute τ1 = H1(δj), τ2 = H2(δj), and τ3 = H3(M2,j , δj).
(d) Check the following bilinear-map-based equation:

e(

n∏

j=1

σ
νj
OBUi,j

, g1)
?
= e(τ1,

n∏

j=1

opub
νj
OBUi,j

) · e(τ2,
n∏

j=1

opub
τ3·νj
OBUi,j

). (4)

Tracing: This stage determines the identity of the on-board unit that generated
the fake message.

1. Given Ω′ = (Θ′, b′, s′, t′), ∀γj , search its database for γj satisfying the fol-
lowing equation:

r′1 ≡ b′d1 , r′2 ≡ H0(r
′
1), t′ ?

= H0(γj)
r′2+1 (mod n0) (5)

where (xj , γj) is the proxy key used to produce the fake signature Ω′.
2. Add the matched tuple (xj , γj) to a list R of revoked on-board units.

4 Conclusion

We proposed SCPP, a practical, efficient privacy-preserving scheme for vehicular
communications. SCPP can easily be employed in various applications to provide
secure, practical privacy-preserving communications. In addition to VANETs,
these include military and civilian systems, e.g., shipping and air networks, hand-
held personal computer connectivity, notebook computer connectivity, rapidly-
deployed emergency networks, and other mobile ad hoc networks. We believe
that SCPP will be useful for various peer-to-peer, peer-to-group, and group-to-
group communication applications.
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Abstract. Side channel analysis is a powerful cryptanalytic method to
reveal secret information of cryptographic devices such as smart cards,
USB tokens, OTP devices and secure embedded devices. To prevent side
channel attacks we must implement countermeasures against it and eval-
uate security of these implementations. However, secure embedded de-
vices except smart cards are not easy to evaluate security of them against
SCA owing to their complicated components and circumstances. In this
paper we designed boards for SCA evaluation of software implementa-
tions and tested them with block cipher algorithms.

Keywords: Side Channel Analysis, Security Evaluation Board, SCA,
CPA.

1 Introduction

Paul Kocher introduced side channel analysis (SCA) based on information gained
from the physical implementation of cryptographic algorithms in 1998[1]. Since
then, SCA is known as one of the most powerful cryptanalytic technique against
crypto systems. Especially secure devices such as smart cards require the com-
mon criteria certification including SCA tests. Such a physical security evaluation
against secure devices will be gradually expanded to secure embedded systems.

As side channel test equipment, there are several commercial products such
as the DPA workstation of CRI[2], the Inspector of Ricure[3] and the Sideways
of BrightSight[4]. These pieces of equipment can conduct from collection of side
channel signals to analyzation of them to reveal secret values, however they
are developed for the purpose of the smart card. Secure embedded devices are
not easy to evaluate security of them against SCA because of their complicate
components.

In this paper we designed SCA evaluation boards for software implementations
of embedded systems and tested them with the original ARIA/AES software and
the masked ARIA countermeasure software. This paper is organized as follows.
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Chapter 2 introduces side channel analysis techniques and describes the designs
of software evaluation boards. Chapter 3 reports the test results of evaluation
boards with crypto algorithms. Finally, Chapter 4 presents our conclusions.

2 Side Channel Evaluation Boards

2.1 Side Channel Analysis

SCA reveals secret values with side channel information such as power consump-
tion signals and electro-magnetic (EM) signals which is leaked from devices. The
power consumption and EM signals while a crypto algorithm is running has dif-
ferent shape in contrast to signals while a non-crypto program is running. Power
analysis attack deciphers a crypto system using these physical information. SCA
can be classified as simple power analysis, differential power analysis, and cor-
relation power analysis. Simple power analysis (SPA) uses a power trace (or a
few traces) and interprets the signal without a theoretical analysis method. Dif-
ferential power analysis (DPA) was introduced by Paul Kocher et al [1]. The
basic strategy of DPA is statistical signal processing. While SPA uses just one
or a few signals to analyze a crypto system, DPA requires a large number of
signals to get statistics of traces. DPA can use various statistic models to ana-
lyze power traces, but difference of mean proposed by Paul Kocher is popularly
used. Difference of mean model groups power consumption signals into two parts
with the selection function. Means of each group are calculated, then the max-
imum difference of means indicates the secret key. Correlation power analysis
(CPA) calculates correlation coefficient between power traces and hypothetical
values [5], and the analysis model of CPA is more efficient than DPA. While
DPA separates signals with the select function, CPA makes leakage models for
efficient analysis. The hamming weight model and the hamming distance model
are commonly used for CPA leakage models, and the two models are efficiently
represented in cryptographic devices.

A different type of SCA is realized through the fault injection on power and
clock signals of a cryptographic device and the observation of the corresponding
outputs. Differential fault analysis (DFA) [6] is using this type of attack and
analyzing the outputs. S. Mangard et. al had defined passive non-invasive attacks
as side channel attacks, and active non-invasive attacks are defined as fault
injection attacks using power glitches or clock glitches in their work[7].

2.2 Design of Evaluation Boards

Various types of general purpose processors and complicated components are
used in embedded systems and especially some special crypto processors which
are fabricated with application specific integrated circuit (ASIC) may be used
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in boards for secure applications. It is not easy to implement a SCA evaluation
board under such various circumstances, so we select four types of processors
commonly used and design SCA evaluation boards for them. Processors are
an ARM920T processor (S3C2410 32-bit microcontroller), a MSP430 processor
(MSP430F2618 16-bit microcontroller), an ATmega128 processor (8-bit micro-
controller), and an 8051 processor (AT89C51ED2 8-bit microcontroller). The
evaluation boards can easily collect power signals for SCA of each processor,
and especially for the ATmega128 processor a fault injection evaluation board is
additionally implemented. A user who intends to evaluate security of his security
software against SCA is able to test it on the board which processor is similar
to the processor of his embedded board. Although there is no proper board, he
can conduct basic SCA test of his program on our evaluation boards.

Regardless of type of processors, the following circuit applies to all boards
to measure ground power signals. As shown in Fig. 1, all ground (GND) signal
is merged to one ground signal, which is used for measurement of power traces
and is separated from the common GND signal of the board. When functional
verification of crypto software is conducted, one must switch to the short port,
and when SCA test is conducted, one must switch to the variable resistor port.
The variable resistor is for a drop of electric pressure and its range varies 0 to
50Ω. The concept of this circuit also applies to the power (VDD) measurement.

Fig. 1. GND signal measurement circuit

The Fig. 2 shows the entire configuration and major specification of the SCA
evaluation boards. The evaluation boards are commonly composed of a power
terminal and a power switch, an ISP connection port, a USB port for PC in-
terface, a reset and an interrupt switches, status LEDs, Trigger measurement
ports, a ground signal measurement port and a power signal measurement port,
and so on.

As shown in Fig. 2, another ATmega128 board (AVRv2) combined ARM
board is additionally implemented to be able to inject fault on power and clock
signals for DFA. The ARM board generates and controls fault signals, and the
ATmega board is a target board for DFA. A fault signal on power supply is gen-
erated by the circuit as shown in Fig. 3, and a fault clock from a high frequency
oscillator is switched with normal clock in fault cycle. Fig. 4 shows the effects of
fault voltage and fault clock.
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Fig. 2. Spec of SCA evaluation boards

Fig. 3. Power fault generation circuit

Fig. 4. Effects of fault voltage and fault clock

3 Performance of the Evaluation Boards

We tested the evaluation boards with the ARIA algorithm. The block cipher
ARIA which is based on an involution SPN structure encrypts and decrypts
data in 128-bit blocks[8]. A round operation in the ARIA has key addition,
substitution layer and diffusion layer. The substitution layer uses four S-boxes
(S1, S2, S

−1
1 , S−1

2 ), and S−1
1 and S−1

2 are the inverses of S1 and S2. The ARIA
algorithm is tested on the three boards except the 8051 board, which has 1k
bytes size of memory but only S-boxes of ARIA need 1k bytes memory so there
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is no room for other functions on the 8051 board. Upper pictures in Fig. 5 shows
simple power traces of ARIA on the three boards. Lower pictures in Fig. 5 shows
the tendency graph results of CPA against the ARIA. As shown in Fig. 5, we can
analyze secret keys within about 200 traces if no countermeasure applies to the
crypto algorithm. Masked ARIA algorithm in [9], which uses only one masked
inversion table and computes the four masked S-boxes at each round, is tested
with 100,000 traces, and it results that no key is found against first order SCA.

Fig. 5. Test results of SCA on boards

Fig. 6. Test results of fault analysis

ATmega fault evaluation board is tested with AES algorithm. When AES is
running, we inject power faults at the 9th round operation and then collect its
fault injection results. As shown in Fig. 6, we can analyze all keys of AES with
about 100 fault injection results.
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4 Conclusion

With increasing demands for security evaluation of side-channel resistance
for crypto algorithm implementations, many systems are developed at various
research institutes. Indeed, commercial products came out for the purpose of
evaluation and certification tool of security products. However, various types of
security products including secure embedded systems make it difficult to imple-
ment a security evaluation system for them.

In this paper we designed boards for SCA evaluation for software implemen-
tations of embedded systems and tested them with ARIA and AES block cipher
algorithms. On the SCA evaluation boards using power traces, we can analyze
secret keys within about 200 traces if no countermeasure applies to the crypto
algorithm. We also implemented the fault injection board for an ATmega128
processor. Test results show that we can analyze secret keys of AES with about
100 fault injection results. This works would be helpful for following researchers
who intend to develop side-channel evaluation boards for other security devices.

Acknowledgments. This work was supported by the KLA-SCARF project, the
ICT R&D program of ETRI (Research on Key Leakage Analysis and Response
Technologies)
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Abstract. The main objective of this paper is to demonstrate how simple flu-
id-flow model of TCP (Transport Control Protocol) behavior allows to exploit 
robust control methods earlier developed for nonlinear time delayed feedback 
systems. Test setup consists of “far” and “near”, in terms of transport delay, 
groups of TCP flows and AQM (Active Queue Management) router. It was 
proposed to control “near” flows for “far” long-lived flows stabilization in un-
certain network parameters environment. The comparison of RED (Random 
Early Detect) queue controller and robust controller simulation and experimental 
results are presented. 

Keywords: Networked Control Systems, Robustness, Uncertainty, Popov Ab-
solute Stability Criteria.  

1 Introduction 

Widespread of multimedia traffic observed over the last decade has caused a second 
(after the end of the 90's) wave of interest to the problem of monitoring and ensuring 
the stability of long-lived TCP sessions as the control-theoretic task [1]. Given the 
discrete nature of the processes in such complex objects and a large number of pa-
rameters describing them, for the mathematical description of TCP traffic flows sim-
plified continuous models are widely used. In particular, the paper [3] proposed a fluid 
flow model of the TCP dynamics, which includes packet queue, its service mechanism 
- AQM (Active Queue Management), and adaptive AIMD (Additive Increase Multiply 
Decrease) TCP window mechanism. Comparison with the experimental results in 
subsequent publications of authors [3], [4] showed enough to describe correctly the 
dynamics of TCP, packet queue and queue management mechanisms. There are cur-
rently no less than a dozen industrial AQM implementations and several TCP  
modifications, but most common are RED (Random Early Detect) and TCP Reno [1]. 
Significant nonlinearity of RED mechanism implies that the TCP sessions with the 
largest windows will have a higher probability of experiencing packet marking, causing 
the source’s window size back-off. Thus, a major goal of RED is to avoid a situation in 
which all TCP flows experience congestion at the same time and consequent back-off, 
after which they resume at the same rate, tending to synchronize their behavior [4].  
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In section 2 the base equations of TCP/AQM dynamics developed in [3], [4] are 
presented in more suitable for our task form. Then, in section 3 we recall fluid flow 
model for simple but sufficiently realistic network scenario which includes two con-
current groups of TCP flows whose transport delay significantly differs. We must 
ensure high link utilization and stability for “far” flows by controlled dropping of 
outgoing aggressive “near” flow’s packets. At last,  In section 4 have been compared 
the simulation and experiment of two different queue controllers – RED and the earlier 
developed by the authors robust control law [5] based on Popov absolute stability 
criteria.   

2 Fluid Flow Model of Tcp/Aqm Dynamics 

Simplified single long-lived TCP flow model developed in [1] for the case of one 
congested AQM queue links average TCP window size Wi(t), i=1..N, measured in 
amount of fixed length packets, round-trip time (RTT) Ri(t) (seconds) for this flow, and 
probability p(t)∈[0,1] of dropping a packet or setting an ECN (Explicit Congestion 
Notification) bit in the packet of i-th flow:  
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Next equation describes router’s outgoing queue dynamics: 
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where q(t) is current queue size in packets, index i enumerates N separate long-lived 
flows, C is a constant link bandwidth (packets per second). For each long-lived TCP 
flow its RTT is calculated as: 
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where Di is a transport delay for i-th flow. Due to fixed setup of a router and protocol 
specifications, there are limitations imposed on variables: q(t) ∈ [0,qmax], 
W(t) ∈ [0,Wmax], where qmax and Wmax are the queue capacity and maximum window 
size respectively. The following equation of model describes the AQM mechanism 
which may use router’s software to calculate the probability of packet drop based on 
current queue’s state. Simplest but not preferred due its chaotic behavior [3] is drop tail: 
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More suitable and commonly used are RED which use weighted average queue length 
q*(t) as the probability factor for packet marking: 
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where 0<α<1 is a constant RED setup parameter. Based on calculated average queue 
length, the marking probability is given by  
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where p , th , th - are also constant RED setup parameters. 

The limitations of the system (1)–(5) are well known and have been widely dis-
cussed in papers, for example [3], [4]. 

3 Model of Case Study Network Scenario 

Given network setup consists of remote sources S1 and S2 serving a sets of the local 
clients which receives identical N1 and N2 long-lived TCP flows respectively.  

Also there is AQM router between servers and clients, which queues outgoing from 
clients flow’s packets and  aggregates input traffic arrival rate with declared by up-
stream provider but not always true value of C0 packets per second. So real uncertain 
rate is C(t) ≤ C0. We assume that remote sources linked with constant transport delays 
D1 > D2. The query and the reverse routes for each group are considered symmetrical as 
relates to the delays.  

For presenting system (1)–(3) in this scenario as the time-delayed plant being con-
trolled with outgoing flow rate as output and drop rate as input, we used common for 
such tasks approximation [4] of constant delay: 
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where i enumerate now the set, we will finally get: 
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where Vi(t)=Wi(t)/Ri(t) are the effective flow’s rate in packets per second. Thus we can 
use different control laws p(t) to realize AQM – (4), (5)–(6) or followed earlier de-
veloped in [5]: 
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where )(),(),( tztytz kHm
 are the outputs of  etalon model, observer and compensa-

tor respectively, )(tx H
 is a observer’s state vextor,

000 ,, βα VT are the constant vector 

and scalars which describes uncertainty of networks parameters as shown in [5], Dmax 

=max{D1, D2}. 

4 Experimental vs. Simulation results 

There are five PC was used in experiment – one “far” Internet RTSP server in TCP 
mode, the same “near” in LAN,  two PC in LAN running RTSP clients and software 
router with operating system FreeBSD 9.2.  

 

Fig. 1. Experimental setup 

First series of experiment uses standard version of RED controller implemented in 
FreeBSD kernel. Second experiment uses the robust controller running in userspace. It 
was written on C language where the discrete version of control (11) was realized as 
described in [5]. The logic of software realization is shown in Fig. 2. Actuator was 
released via ipfw queue [6] mechanism. 

Simulation of the system (8)-(10) was made in SIMULINK environment also in two 
variants – at first model of RED (5)-(6), second using controller (11). Numerical pa-
rameters of both experiment and simulation for results shown on Fig. 2, 3 are:    

N1=N2=10, D1=0.24, D2=0.06, C=3500. Uncertain network parameters was pre-
sented by gradual changing of input packet rate of two-fold reduction at t=60 c. and its 
consequent restoration to 90 0% of the initial one at t=140c.  
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Fig. 2. RED controller 

 
(11)

 

Fig. 3. Controller given by equation 

There is common reference value in experiment and simulation – stabilization 
output V1 at value 1000 packets per second. Increased channel utilization by “far” 
sources shown in Fig.3, can be attributed to the fact that the delay compensation in 
(8)–(9) is performed with maximum transport delay, not meeting the requirement 
condition of desirable channel utilization for both groups - V0/C=0.9 in (11). Also 
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approximation of constant delay in (8)–(9) may cause significant discrepancy in 
numerical results but not in similar behavior. 

5 Resume 

A simplified nonlinear system with delays, describing the dynamics of TCP window, 
has been considered. A series of simulations and experiments has been carried out to 
prove the possibility to use a simplified system (8)-(10) instead of the initial (1)-(3) 
with certain assumptions about the network parameters. Comparison has been made of 
the quality of speed stabilization when transmitting data in conditions of competition of 
two TCP groups with different transport delays of controllers (5)-(6)  and  (11). 
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Abstract. We have investigated the effects of multiple scattering on electron 
velocity, current and energy in the drain regions of the Strained-Si diodes. The 
covered cases in this study are ballistic channel Si-diodes with strained channel 
or drain, and with strained channel and drain, respectively. For a selected Ge 
content, the simulation results show that the velocity of electrons in the drain 
regions of strained channel and drain is lower than that of strained drain at the 
lower bias voltages (Vd<0.5V). At the higher bias voltages (Vd>0.5V), the ve-
locity in the drain regions of strained channel and drain regions is lower than 
that of strained drain regions. Meanwhile, the velocity of electrons in the drain 
regions of ballistic channel diodes with strained channel and drain reduces due 
to optical phonon scattering, when bias voltage increases. 

Keywords: Strain, Scattering, Ballistic channel, Si-Diode, Monte Carlo  
simulation. 

1 Introduction 

Strained-Si (substrate induced strained silicon) is recognized as an important technol-
ogy by the International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS) [1]. 
Strained-Si is becoming a promising method to accelerate the improvement of CMOS 
performance, because of its superior transport properties [2-6]. Recent studies have 
indicated that applying relaxed Si1-xGex (mole fraction x represents the Ge content) as 
a substrate layer in metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistors (MOSFETs) is 
one of the most effective ways to introduce larger biaxial tensile strain [7, 8].  

At room temperature, if channel length is reduced to less than or comparable to the 
mean free path of carriers [9], the device operation is essentially governed by ballistic 
transport. Using a novel step/edge technique, the research group in IBM fabricated Si 
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MOSFET with a 20 nm channel length [10]. Simulations also show that as device dimen-
sions shrink to around 30 nm, the carrier transport will become nearly ballistic [11]. In 
the case of ballistic transport, the electrons injected from source and flowed into drain are 
called hot electrons. When the hot electrons rebound, the drain current are significantly 
reduced, because of the effects of the scatterings resulted from the hot electrons [12].  

The effects of scattering on the transport and the ON current of deca-nanometric DG 
SOI MOSFETs are studied for different parts of the device [13]. Influence of energy 
relaxation of hot electrons in drain region on ballistic transport has been studied [14] 
and indicate that the mean velocity in the channel region and steady-state current se-
verely degrade due to the backward flow of the hot electrons which caused by acoustic 
phonons and ionized impurity scattering. However, the effects of scattering mechanism 
in the drain region on the transportation properties of electrons in the channel region are 
not fully studied yet. Thus, the effect of scattering in the drain region on performance of 
ballistic channel strained-Si devices need to be further studied in detail. In this paper, we 
have quantitatively discussed the effects of multiple scattering in the drain region on 
performance of ballistic channel diodes with strained channel or drain, and with strained 
channel and drain. We have implemented a modified ensemble MC simulation method 
which is self-consistently coupled with Poisson’s equation [15, 16].  

2 Simulation Method 

In this work，electron transportation properties in the channel along [100] direction 
of the silicon n+-i-n+ diode were considered. The lengths and width of the source, 
channel and drain of the diode model are shown in figure 1. The doping concentra-
tions of source and drain are ND = 1018 cm−3, and the simulation temperature is 
300 K. The Si grown on a relaxed Si1-xGex substrate in the channel, in the drain and 
the channel and drain regions respectively and the strain is a function of Ge content x.  
The scattering mechanisms comprise the ionized impurity scattering, intravalley 
acoustic phonon scattering, intervalley phonon scattering and impact ionization in the 
source and drain regions. Meanwhile, the channel region is assumed as intrinsic and 
ballistic, i.e., electrons do not undergo any scattering in the channel region. 

The formulae of the scattering rates for the ionized impurity, intravalley acoustic  
phonon scattering, and intervalley optical phonon scattering are same as given in  
reference [16, 17]. Intravalley acoustic phonon scattering can be treated as elastic scat-
tering at room temperature. Phonon coupling constants, phonon energies and the longi-
tudinal/transverse effective masses of the electrons were assumed to be same as the 
values in unstrained-Si for scattering rate 
calculations [5]. The intervalley optical 
phonon scattering is treated as inelastic. 
The phonon scattering model includes 
three f-type and three g-type intervalley 
scattering processes. For intervalley pho-
non scattering, the parameters were same 
as in the references of [18] and [15].  

 

Fig. 1. Schematic figure of n+-i-n+ diode 
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Energy bands were modeled by an analytical non parabolic band with respect to six 
equivalent X-valleys of bulk silicon [15]. Electrons deal with preferentially occupying 
the lower energy levels (X2), when the six-fold degenerate X6 valleys in Si are split 
into X2 valleys and X4 valleys that resulted by in-plane biaxial-tensile strain [19]. The 
non-parabolicity parameter is inversely proportional to the band gap Eg(x) for the 
biaxial strain [20], and Eg(x)=1.11-0.4x. The splitting energy between the lowered and 
the raised valleys is empirically represented by ∆E=0.67x [21].  

3 Results and Discussions 

In this work, we have studied the effects of multiple scatterings on the mean velocity 
(v) of electrons, drain current (Id) and mean energy (Ed) of electrons in the drain re-
gions. Firstly, we have comparatively studied a ballistic channel diode for those cases, 
without strain (unstr), with strain in the channel (ch), in the drain (dr), and both in the 
channel and drain (ch&dr) regions, respectively, when Ge contents x is 0.40. The 
drain voltage Vd varying from 0.2 to 1V by step 0.1 V, respectively. Finally, we have 
selectively compared the effects of multiple scattering on v, Id and Ed in the drain 
region for strained channel and drain case.   

3.1 Bias Voltage Dependence of the Electron Velocity, Current and Energy 

Fig.2 (a)-(c) show the mean value of v, Id and Ed for the bias voltage Vd changes from 
0.2 to 1V for unstr, ch, dr and ch&dr when x = 0.4. They show the current of ch&dr 
are bigger, and the energy of ch&dr are smaller than that of dr in the range of Vd from 
0.1 to 1V. The velocity of ch&dr are bigger than that of dr in the range of Vd from 0.2 
to ~0.5 V and the velocity of ch&dr are smaller than that of dr in the range of Vd from 
~ 0.5 to 1 V as shown in fig.2 (a). The strain causes band splitting. Therefore, the 
suppression of optical phonon scattering of ch&dr case is smaller than that of dr case 
in the range of Vd change from ~0.5 to 1 V. 

 

Fig. 2. The values of velocity of electrons (a), current (b) and energy of electrons (c) of 
unstr,ch,dr and ch&dr cases respectively for x = 0.4. 

3.2 The Effects of Scattering on the Electron Velocity, Current and Energy 

In order to clarify the phenomena shown in fig.2 (a), we have also studied the effects 
of scattering processes in the drain region on v, Id and Ed of ballistic channel strained-
Si diode in the range of Vd from 0.2 to 1V , when x = 0.4. 
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We have selected eight models for scattering processes in the drain regions for bal-
listic channel strained-Si diodes. In Model 1 (All) we have considered all scatterings. 
In Model 2 (NIpI) we have considered all scatterings except impact ionized scattering. 
In Model 3 (NIIp) all scatterings except ionized impurity scaterring are considered. In 
Model 4 (Ac&Op) optical phonon and acoustic phonon scatterings are considered. In 
Model 5 (Op) only optical phonon scattering are considered. In Model 6 (NAc) all 
scatterings except acoustic phonon scatterings are considered. In Model 7 (Ac) only 
acoustic phonon scattering are considered. In Model 8 (NOp) all scatterings except 
optical phonon scattering are considered.     

Fig.3(a)-(c) show the comparison of the ratios of v, Id and Ed in the drain regions 
for ch&dr with the value of unstrained case of ballistic channel comprised all scatter-
ings in the drain regions. Fig.3 (d)-(f) show the comparison of the ratios of velocity, 
current and energy in the drain regions of ch&dr, dr and ch cases with that of un-
strained case of ballistic channel comprised all scatterings in the drain regions.  

At low-fields and in bulk samples, carriers are almost in equilibrium with the lat-
tice vibrations and phonons, thus Coulomb scattering mainly effects the low-field 
mobility [22]. At higher electric fields, mobility becomes field-dependent parameter 
and it decreases with the increase of electric field due to the increased lattice scatter-
ing at higher carrier energies [22]. 

Fig.3 (a)-(c) show the ratios of v, Id and Ed in the case of NIpI coincide with the 
corresponding values of the All case. The ratios of v, Id and Ed in the cases of NIIp 
coincide with the corresponding values for of Ac&Op case. The decreasing tendency 
of the ratios of velocity, current and energy are almost same of Ac case with that 
ofNOp case, and of Op case with that of NAc case, respectively. The optical phonon 
scattering and acoustic phonon scattering are increasing and became dominate when 
Vd changes from ~0.5 to 1 V.   

 

    

    

Fig. 3. the comparisons of the velocity of electrons (a,d), current (b,e), energy of electrons (c,f) 
in the drain region for ch&dr(a-c) and for ch,dr and ch&dr(d-f) with different models of scat-
tering in drain regions. The range of Vd change from 0.2 to 1 V when x = 0.4. 
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Fig.3 (d)-(f) show a decreasing tendency of the ratios of v, Id and Ed of NOp of 
ch&dr case are almost same with that of NOp of dr case. The ratios of v, Id and Ed 
(taken absolute value) are higher of NOp of ch&dr case than that of NOp of dr case. 
The decreasing tendency of the ratios of v, Id and Ed are almost same of NAc of 
ch&dr and dr cases with that of All of ch&dr and dr cases. The ratios of v, Id and Ed 
(taken absolute value) are higher of NAc of ch&dr and dr cases than that of All of 
ch&dr and dr cases. The ratio of velocity is smaller of  NAc of ch&dr case than that 
of NAc of dr case in the range of Vd from ~0.5 to 1 V.   

The fig.3 shows the suppression of optical phonon scattering is smaller of ch&dr 
case than that of dr case in the range of Vd from ~0.5 to 1 V. The ratio of energy in 
the drain of ch is mildly increases in the range of Vd from ~0.5 to 1 V. 

4 Conclusion 

Our study indicates that the velocity of electrons of ch&dr are smaller than that of dr 
in the range of Vd changes from ~0.5 to 1 V. The ratio of energy in the drain is mildly 
increases for ch in the range of Vd changes from ~0.5 to 1 V. The velocity of electrons 
in the drain regions of ballistic channel diodes with strained channel and drain reduces 
due to optical phonon scattering, when bias voltage increases. The results coincide 
with the earlier report that strain could effectively suppress the inter-valley scatterings 
of electrons, electron transporting with small transverse mass and the phonon scatter-
ing increasing with increasing electric field at higher carrier energies [6, 14, 22] 
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Abstract. Augmented reality is a technology which superimposes virtual ob-
jects on real world to provide users with useful information and user interface. 
AR coloring book is interesting application. In this paper, we propose a texture 
extraction method from video and image warping method for augmented reality 
coloring book with vuforia SDK. To realize this idea, we made algorithm to ex-
tract specific rectangular area on a paper from video in real-time, and then 
transforms the image of area into rectangular shape for texture mapping. We 
expect that our approach will be useful when developers implement new func-
tion to AR coloring book with vuforia SDK. 

Keywords: augmented reality, coloring book, vuforia SDK, projection matrix. 

1 Introduction 

Augmented Reality is a concept of computing which superimpose virtual information 
on real world to provide useful information and user interface to users. Azuma defines 
Augmented Reality as systems that combine real and virtual, support user interaction 
in real time, and are registered in 3D space [1].  Milgram et al proposed the virtuality 
continuum that is a continuous scale ranging between real environment, augmented 
reality, augmented virtuality, and completely virtual environment [2].  

Magic book is one of representative augmented reality applications [3]. When a 
user takes video of specific patterns on a paper book with display devices with cam-
era, such as HMDs, the user can see the paper book in real world with 3D animated 
object through the display devices. Early magic book applied marker-based tracking 
technique. ARToolkit is a marker-based tracking library for augmented reality appli-
cations [4]. It was originally developed by Hirokazu Kato who was one of developers 
of Magic book. Later, with the enhancement of natural feature tracking (markerless 
tracking) technology, pictures on the paper book can be used for tracking without 
markers. However, Magic Book shows conversion of real and virtual successfully, 
there was no concrete relationship between pictures or markers on paper book and 3D 
animated objects.  

                                                           
*  This paper was supported by Research Funds of Mokpo National University in 2014. 
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One example of overcoming the limitations of Magic book is ColAR [5]. It is an 
augmented reality coloring application. Children paint color along the contour on 
paper. When they take a video of the painted paper with smart phone, 3D textured 
models are displayed on the screen. In other words, if the children take a video of 
painted drawing on the paper, it shows 3D animated models with the color. To add the 
functions of AR coloring book, we have two choices; one is to implement proper 
algorithms, the other is to use proper existing SDKs. Vuforia SDK is one of powerful 
mobile augmented reality SDK [11]. To implement AR Coloring book with vuforia, 
we need to consider how to extract a specific rectangular area on a paper which is 
displayed trapezoid on the screen. We also need to transform trapezoid into rectangu-
lar for texture mapping.  

In this paper, we propose a texture extraction method from video and image warp-
ing method for augmented reality coloring book with vuforia SDK. To realize this 
idea, we need algorithm to extract specific rectangular area on a paper from video in 
real-time, and then transforms the image of area into rectangular for texture mapping. 
To extract specific rectangular area on a paper, we calculate transform matrix from 
local coordinates to world coordinates, and world coordinates to screen coordinates. 
To warp trapezoid into rectangular, we calculate projection matrix for image warping 
and apply interpolation method.  

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we explain related work. In section 
3, the proposed methods are explained. Implementation is in section 4. Finally we 
conclude our paper in section 5.  

2 Related Works 

History of augmented reality/virtual reality has begun from Ivan Sutherland’s head 
mounted display in 1960s. Azuma defines Augmented Reality as systems that com-
bine real and virtual, support user interaction in real time, and are registered in 3D 
space [1].  Milgram et al proposed the virtuality continuum that is a continuous scale 
ranging between real environment, augmented reality, augmented virtuality, and 
completely virtual environment [2]. After that, various types of augmented reality 
applications have been developed from games to TV broadcasting. 

Magic book was proposed by Mark Billinghurst and Hirokazu Kato. Recently, with 
the development of computer graphics, computer vision, and various input and dis-
play devices, there have been a lot of research activities to combine real paper books 
with digital content. Jun Rekimoto proposed 2D matric code for real time object iden-
tification and registration method for augmented reality application [6]. Saso present-
ed an interactive magic book entitled ‘Little Red’ which fold well-known story [7] 
and Shibata showed vivid encyclopedia which was augmented reality pictorial book 
of insects. Hirokazu Kato presented ‘virtual pop-up book’ which applied natural fea-
ture tracking algorithm. At the same time, digilog book was proposed by Taejin Ha. 
Digilog Book was an augmented paper book that provides additional multimedia con-
tent stimulating readers’ five senses using augmented reality (AR) technologies.  
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Fig. 2. Image warping to make rectangular texture 

4 Implementation 

Our goal is to implement AR coloring book with currently popular mobile AR SDK 
vuforia, because vuforia SDK provides many interesting functionalities. Vuforia SDK 
is known as one of the best mobile AR development kit. It supports both IOS and 
android mobile phone, and Unity3D plugin.  

 

Fig. 3. Screenshot 
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We used Unity3D 4.0 and vuforia 2.8.8 and target device is a smart phone with an-
droid version 4.1. We also prepared paper coloring book and a 3D animated model 
without texture mapping. The coloring book was registered on target manager in the 
vuforia development web site, so that we downloaded dataset for image tracking. The 
two algorithms were implemented with C# language. Fig. 3 shows our result. The big 
drawing is paper for coloring and its shape on screen is trapezoid. The upper small 
rectangular is our processing results.  

5 Conclusion and Future Works 

We proposed an AR coloring book with vuforia SDK. In order to realize our goal, we 
implemented real time image extraction from video and image warping algorithm. We 
expect that our approach will be useful when developers implement new function to 
AR coloring book with vuforia SDK. In future, we have a plan to make an AR color-
ing book with a help of vuforia SDK.  
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Abstract. The Republic of Korea’s Ministry of National Defense has developed 
various defense information systems (IS). Measuring IS utilization is important 
because it is a precondition to get their benefit and it can make it possible to 
find areas of an IS that needs to be improved. We proposed the framework that 
can measure the degree of IS utilization with three perspectives such as task 
support, relevant information provision, and use convenience from the view-
point of users, and conducted an evaluation of defense ISs with it. Based on the 
results, we classified the defense ISs into four groups according to the utiliza-
tion status and the frequency of maintenance demand, and then we made sug-
gestions for better management of the systems in each group. 

Keywords: defense information system, utilization status of defense IS, evalua-
tion of IS utilization. 

1 Introduction 

The Republic of Korea’s Ministry of National Defense (ROK-MND) has developed 
and operated various defense information systems (IS) such as Defense Material In-
formation System, Defense Procurement Agency Management Information System. 
Measuring IS utilization is important because utilization of those ISs is a precondition 
to get their benefit [1,2,3]. The purpose of evaluation of IS utilization is to identify the 
factors that may inhibit the continuous use of the current IS in performing tasks and 
look for complement directions. To this end, the necessity of developing the metrics 
that can measure the IS utilization has been raised. If IS utilization can be diagnosed 
with objective metrics, the fields of improvement can be identified as exactly as pos-
sible and the improvement directions for how to complement can be presented 
through an analysis. Moreover, the time required to improve the IS can be drawn by 
evaluating IS utilization. By doing so, the budgets and resources can be input at  
a right place at a right time and the vulnerability of the IS can be improved more  
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rapidly under the constraints of budgets and resources. This study develops the 
framework for measuring IS utilization in ROK-MND and identifies the plans to  
improve the IS utilization as application cases. 

2 Benchmarking for Evaluation Framework of IS utilization 

The IS utilization stems from the characteristics of well-developed software. This 
study investigated the quality in use characteristics of ISO/IEC 25010 [4], an interna-
tional standard that defines the software qualities, and the IS operation performance 
measurement manual [5] by the Ministry of Security and Public Administration 
(MOSPA). Based on these two models, we developed and proposed the evaluation 
model of IS utilization in defense environment. 

First, ISO/IEC 25010 defines the quality in use characteristics of software and the 
quality evaluation metrics. It provides the fundamental framework that can evaluate 
the quality of software objectively and quantitatively, and defines the major quality in 
use characteristics of software into five categories such as Effectiveness, Efficiency, 
Satisfaction (Usefulness, Trust, Pleasure, Comfort), Freedom from risk (Economic 
risk mitigation, Health and safety risk mitigation, Environmental risk mitigation), and 
Context coverage (Context completeness, Flexibility). 

The MOSPA measures the operational performance of the IS to determine the op-
erational validity of the IS in the government. MOSPA developed the manuals to 
measure the operational performance of the IS. This manual presents the metrics, their 
definition, and procedures to measure the performance and cost of task efficiency for 
the IS which has been operating for over five years. The performance in cost is meas-
ured in relation to operational adequacy, ease of maintenance, and cost efficiency, 
whereas the performance in business task efficiency is measured in relation to the 
effect on job performance, convenience in use, and performance in use. 

3 Framework for Evaluation of IS Utilization in ROK-MND 

Task support 
perspective

Relevant information 
provision perspective

User convenience 
perspective

Information system utilization 
from user perspective

Effectiveness

Usability

Cost benefit

Maintainability

Interoperability Operability

 

Fig. 1. IS utilization evaluation framework in ROK-MND 
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Table 1. Metrics of evaluation framework for IS utilization in ROK-MND 

Measure-
ment item 

Metric Definition Measurement method 

Effective-
ness 

Degree of 
decision 
supporting 

Helpfulness to deci-
sion making through 
the IS 

Survey of users to see if the IS supports 
the performing tasks effectively 

Usability Functional 
usability 

Usability of the IS 
functions in tasks 

Survey of users to see if the IS supports 
the tasks that are being performed 

Task utili-
zation 
functions 

Rate of task utilization 
functions to the entire 
functions in IS 

Survey of users regarding the rate of 
functions utilized in tasks compared to 
the developed functions in IS 

Rate of task 
support 

Rate of tasks support-
ed by the IS compared 
to the entire tasks 

Survey of users regarding the degree 
that IS supports the entire tasks by users 

Average 
rate of 
access 

Average rate of IS 
users 

Analyze and investigate the log infor-
mation in the IS for a particular period 
of time regarding the days of access by 
the users who utilize the IS 

CPU 
use rate 

CPU use rate of IS on 
a daily basis 

Utilize the analyzing instruments of the 
IS and measure the CPU use rate of 
WAS and DB server for a particular 
period of time quantitatively 

Memory 
use rate 

Memory use rate of IS 
on a daily basis 

Utilize the analyzing instruments of the 
IS and measure the memory use rate of 
WAS and DB server for a particular 
period of time quantitatively 

Cost bene-
fit 

Cost bene-
fit 

Benefit from reducing 
the time to perform by 
the IS compared to the 
investment cost / 
development / opera-
tion cost in IS 

Investigate the degree that the IS support 
tasks, task efficiency, total monthly 
amount of use, average wage of civil 
servant, establishment cost, and opera-
tional cost, use them as variables to 
calculate cost benefit, and calculate the 
cost benefit in major ISs 

Maintaina-
bility 

Satisfaction 
of mainte-
nance 

Degree of counter-
measures to mainte-
nance 

Survey of users to see if maintenance 
activity are supported rapidly 

Interopera-
bility 

Operational 
association 

Degree that provides 
the information that 
users expect to know 
in conjunction with 
the data provided by 
the other ISs 

Survey of users to see if the IS provides 
the information that they require to 
know in conjunction with the infor-
mation that users want to know from the 
other system which is associated 

Operability Ease of 
system 

Degree that the efforts 
required for utilizing 
the IS are low 

Survey of users regarding easy IS utili-
zation, easy data input, exclusion of 
redundancy input, response, and pro-
cessing speed 
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The framework for evaluation of IS utilization in ROK-MND is shown in Figure 1. 
It was developed in consideration of the defense environments that limited the collec-
tion of various data by operating the secure and sensitive data in the nature of defense 
area. It measures the IS utilization based on the data that is user-oriented, easy to 
measure and carry out survey, and possible to obtain data [6].  

The framework has three perspectives such as a task support perspective, a relevant 
information provision perspective, and a use convenience perspective in order to 
measure the user-oriented utilization. First, the task support perspective, which is 
composed of effectiveness, usability, cost benefit, and maintainability, measures how 
smoothly the IS supports user tasks. Second, the relevant information perspective, 
which is interoperability, measures how much the information that users want to 
know are provided to users in conjunction with the other ISs. Third, the use conven-
ience perspective that uses operability measures how intuitively and conveniently 
users utilized the IS. The metrics, their definition, and the method of measurement are 
shown in Table 1. 

4 Cases of Utilization Evaluation of ROK-MND’s Defense IS  

To verify the framework for IS utilization evaluation presented in the above, this 
study carried out the evaluation of twenty two defense ISs (seven Unique task IS, 
three Service-based IS, and twelve Administration service IS) used in agencies under 
the ROK-MND. 

The evaluation was performed in a total of six items such as effectiveness, usabil-
ity, cost benefit, maintainability, interoperability, and operability. To this end, this 
study carried out survey, data investigation, and interview with relevant persons tar-
geting the system users in the applicable organizations. To make a comprehensive 
evaluation of the IS utilization based on the six measurement items, this study draws 
analysis results of weighted value as shown in Table 2 through analytic hierarchy 
process (AHP) [7] targeting the professionals in the applicable organizations. It can be 
found that usability and effectiveness are the most weighted areas. The measurement 
results of six items including effectiveness are synthesized depending on weighted 
value as shown in Table 2 to draw the utilization of defense IS. 

Table 2. Analysis result of weighted value 

Effectiveness Usability Cost benefit Maintainability Interoperability Operability 

23.3% 30.0% 9.0% 9.3% 11.6% 16.8% 

 
The quadrant diagram of the utilization of twenty two defense ISs is shown in Fig-

ure 2. The four areas are classified into functional improvement request area, opti-
mized utilization area, stabilization request area, and selective maintenance and repair 
area depending on utilization and maintenance frequency. The X-axis is based on the 
level of IS utilization and the Y-axis is based on the frequency of maintenance  
request. 
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Fig. 2. Quadrant analysis for twenty two defense ISs 
 

Two ISs including E are identified as belonging to stabilization request area where 
utilization is low and maintenance request frequency is high. Systems belonging to 
this area need to make system-stabilization efforts by focusing on maintenance. In 
particular, such a phenomenon can appear in the initial stage of introducing the new 
ISs. In this case, efforts to reduce user repulsion with the introduction of IS are re-
quired by making an intensive investment in user education and support. 

Eight ISs including B and C can be classified into selective maintenance area. The-
se systems are characteristics of low improvement requirement as well as low utiliza-
tion. In these systems, it is considered that it is desirable to review system falling 
behind or new system development.  

Meanwhile, two ISs including D are the systems that belong to functional im-
provement request area. Despite many maintenance requests, the utilization of these 
systems is high. Such systems require urgent reflection of the various user require-
ments and need to satisfy the user requirements or reduce the maintenance require-
ments by expanding the functions of the system and improving the performance.  

Finally, ten ISs including A, F, and G belong to the optimized utilization area. This 
is an area that every IS has to reach ultimately and the IS that belongs to this area has 
less maintenance requirements because utilization is high and system is stabilized. 

5 Conclusion 

The establishment of major ISs in the ROK-MND has been completed to some extent 
through the defense informatization project that she has pushed forward. Accordingly, 
the issue of utilization of the existing ISs is emerging as an important issue in terms of 
effective operation and management of the IS. In this respect, the utilization evalua-
tion plan of defense IS that has been discussed till now can be used as a useful tool to 
identify the problems and draw improvement plans to improve the utilization of the 
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defense IS. In other words, the priority of maintenance cost of various ISs operated by 
the applicable organizations can be determined based on the quadrant analysis of 
utilization presented in the framework. 

The IS that belongs to the functional improvement request area is a frequently-used 
IS because its utilization is higher than the IS that was classified as stabilization re-
quest area or selective maintenance area. Therefore, it is possible to improve the IS 
utilization by executing the limited maintenance budgets in priority over the IS that 
belongs to the functional improvement request area. This will maximize the opera-
tional performance of IS by users. This study also has a limitation that the framework 
was developed in limited and available data gathering environment of defense area. 
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Abstract. The rectification of stereoscopic image is indispensable process to 
implement stereo vision system since the accuracy of estimated disparity 
strongly depends on the alignment of epipolar line. A new and simple rectifica-
tion method is proposed in this paper especially when there are vanishing points 
and lines in two images from separate cameras. In order to compensate the 
mismatch of viewing directions of separate cameras, we estimate the vanishing 
points of two images and make common reference point. After that, the mis-
match of rotation is compensated by calculating the relative distance between 
vanishing lines in two images. The proposed method is very efficient for rectifi-
cation of separate stereo cameras and successfully applicable to the scene of 
streets or hallway where the vanishing points and lines can be easily obtained. 

Keywords: rectification, stereo vision, directional mismatch, rotational mis-
match, vanishing point. 

1 Introduction 

Stereo vision system makes it possible to extract 3D information from two 2D imag-
es. And its applications are expanding from movies or entertainment to various indus-
trial areas. It is also considered as one of key technology for ADAS(Advanced Driver 
Assistance System), such as pedestrian detection and vehicle recognition [1-2]. 

In general, stereoscopic image from two cameras almost never have exactly copla-
nar. And the rectification process, which adjusts the angles and distances between 
cameras and generates row-aligned images, is indispensable step to get reliable dis-
parity map. The most typical rectification method is to use the chessboard since it has 
distinctive corners and lines which can be easily checked the correspondence between 
images [3]. Even though this method can be successfully used to get internal and  
external camera parameters, these parameters may not be relevant but when there are 
vibration or shift in camera mount. Other methods have directly extracted the feature 
points within images [4]. However, these kinds of methods are computationally ex-
pensive and have some difficulty to be implemented in real-time. Therefore most 
conventional stereo cameras have been assembled in a single body to solve the above 
rectification problem. But the constraint of single body is likely to make the  
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Abstract. In this paper, the inter-device authentication and session key distribu-
tion system for the device with the encryption module only. In the proposed 
system, unlike the existing sensor network environment where the key distribu-
tion center distributes the key, each sensor node agrees with generation of ses-
sion keys. In the proposed scheme, the performance is improved so that the  
authenticated device can calculate the session key in advance. The proposed 
mutual authentication and session key distribution system can respond against 
replay attacks, man-in-the-middle attacks and wiretapped secret key attacks. 

1 Introduction 

Machine-to-Machine (M2M) communication provides each component (machine) 
with access to Internet, evolving into the IoT (Internet of Things) technology. IoT, 
which can be regarded as an enhanced version of M2M communication technology, 
was proposed to realize intelligent thing to thing communications by utilizing Internet 
connectivity. Things in IoT are generally heterogeneous and resource constrained. Also 
such things are connected with each other over LLN(low power and lossy Network). 

IoT is a trend where numbers of devices provide the communication service, using 
the Internet protocol. Under this environment, security is a critical element to create 
various types of application and service. Various types of authentication technology 
and session key distribution/agreement technology have been proposed for security 
service under M2M or the sensor network environment. As M2M evolves into IoT, 
the IETF CoRE working group is reviewing the light-weight DTLS for the IoT envi-
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ronment. The following sections provide the examples of authentication technologies 
proposed and the technology proposed by the standardization group. 

2 Security in IoT Environment 

2.1 Authentication and Session Key Distribution between IoT Devices 

The sensor network environment and IoT are similar to each other in that they are the 
light-weight sensor network environment. The communication under the existing 
sensor network environment is between sensor nodes and the infrastructure node 
(base station), which is different from the communication between sensors under the 
IoT environment. Especially, the devices composing WoT which falls under the cate-
gory of IoT can conduct both the web client function and the web server function at 
the same time. Due to this difference, it is difficult to apply the typical sensor-
network-based method as it is to the IoT environment. 

Some of the existing researches have proposed the method of shared key setting 
and session key distribution through the base station and the key distribution center. 
However, the technology requires a communication between a sensor and the base 
station to share the secret key, and then, a communication between the base station 
and the key distribution center. Using both encryption and hash function can be a 
burden for resource-limited sensors where not all the modules can be mounted. 

The key distribution method using the public key under the sensor network envi-
ronment has been proposed. Again, due to the above reason, it is difficult to apply the 
method to a light sensor where the encryption module, such as RSA and ECC, cannot 
be mounted. 

2.2 Lightweight Security Technology for the IoT Environment 

The IETF CORE working group for standardization of the IoT technology is consid-
ering application of TLS, DTLS, IPSec, HIP and PANA, which have been adopted in 
the TCP/IP-based Internet environment. Especially, the basic concept is to apply 
DTLS to CoAP, which is the key protocol. In order to apply the existing IP-based 
security protocol, a plan for lightweight device is required in consideration of the 
calculation capability and the memory space. Also, the messages transmitted must be 
minimized in consideration of the communication capability of LLN. For this pur-
pose, various technologies are proposed. The DTLS protocol can be light-weighted by 
reducing the number of packets of the handshake message or by simplifying verifica-
tion of authentication certificates. 

3 Proposed Security Scheme 

This paper proposes to divide the resource-limited sensors under the WoT environ-
ment presented by the LWIG working group into the Class 0 super-light sensors and 
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the Class 1 or above sensors, and to apply the authentication method and the session 
key sharing method appropriate for the performance of each group of sensors.  

The parameters used in the proposed system are as follows:  

- I is the authentication initiator. 
- R is the responder to the message of the authentication initiator. 
- r1, r2i ñ are random nonce values. 
-  the key shared safely in advance between the authenticator and the responder. 
- sk is the session key shared between the authenticator and the responder. 

3.1 Symmetric Key Based Authentication and the Session Key Agreement 
Scheme 

The proposed system provides the inter-device authentication and session key sharing 
method for the resource-limited devices which can use the symmetric-key-based en-
cryption modules only. This method assumes that  the secret key value, and 
E_k(x), the encryption function, have been saved safely at the device setting stage. 
The procedure for authentication and session key agreement is as follows: 
 
[Inter-authentication and session key sharing procedure] 

(1) Iñ→ Rñ: { I_ID, r1 } 

I generates a random number r1, and sends it with I_ID, which is its own ID, to R. 
 
(2) R → I : { R_ID, E_kIR( r1 || r2 ) } 
R encrypts the received r1 and the coherently generated r2 with kIR, and sends the 
value with R_ID, which is its own ID to I.(3) I, R : sk = E_kIR( r1 ⊕ r2 ) 
 
(3) I and R XOR-operate r1 and r2, and encrypt the value with  to generate the 
session key sk. 
 
(4) I → R : { E_sk( r2 ) } 
I encrypts  r2 with the session key sk, retransmits it to R to get authentication. 
 
[Data encrypted communication] 
(5) ñR → I : { E_sk(Data1) } 
R authenticates I with the message (4), encrypts the data with sk before transmitting 
it.  
 
(6) I → Rñ: { E_sk(Data2) } 
ñI uses sk for encryption of data. 
 
(7) Session End 
The session ends when the encrypted communication is finished, and the two entities 
dispose the sk. 
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With this method, the authentication requestor I and the responder R can authenti-
cate each other, and share a different session key for each authentication session 
without exchanging a new parameter or adopting an additional method because the 
random value used for authentication is used for session key agreement. After trans-
mitting the message (2), the responder R calculates the session key with r1, r2 and 
E_kIR to verify the message (3) immediately, raising efficiency of calculation. R 
encrypts r1 and coherent r2 to transmit the message (2). Therefore, the method for 
XOR operation of r1 and r2 used in generating session keys and the input value are 
different. Because the values of (2) and (3) are different even if the same r1 and r2 are 
used, this method can protect the data against third parties’ message modulating at-
tacks. 

3.2 Analysis of Security of the Proposed Scheme 

The proposed system can respond against replay attacks, man-in-the-middle attacks 
and wiretapped secret key attacks. Attackers can hold the packets transmitted during 
authentication and distribution of the session key between sensor nodes, and replay 
them after some time. Because the system proposed in this paper generates a new 
nonce value for every authentication attempt, no authentication is established if an 
attacker replays the packets after some time. 

For the system described in 3.1, the entities use a new session key after some time 
to prevent replay attacks. A third party may participate in the authentication and ses-
sion key distribution between sensor nodes to pass through the authentication process, 
or acquire hidden information to attempt man-in-the-middle attacks. In the proposed 
system, a third party may pass through the authentication by forwarding a simple 
message, but cannot generate a session key because the attacker has no secret key 
shared in advance. 

For the system in 3.1, the attacker cannot decrypt the encrypted data, nor generate 
encrypted data. Attackers may collect information exchanged for generation of a ses-
sion key to attempt to generate the session key. For the proposed system described in 
3.1, because the random nonce value r2 is encrypted before transmitted, attackers 
must know both the master key shared in advance and the r2 value in order to gener-
ate a session key. Therefore, the system proposed in this paper can provide data se-
crecy and transmission authentication by using session keys. 

4 Conclusion  

In this paper, the inter-device authentication and session key distribution system for 
the device with the encryption module only. In the proposed scheme, unlike the exist-
ing sensor network environment where the key distribution center distributes the key, 
each sensor node agrees with generation of session keys. 

In the proposed scheme, the performance is improved so that the authenticated de-
vice can calculate the session key in advance. The proposed mutual authentication and 
session key distribution system can respond against replay attacks, man-in-the-middle 
attacks and wiretapped secret key attacks. The proposed system, however, assumes 
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that the devices involved safely share kIR. If kIR is exposed illegally, there is a limit 
for the proposed system to provide security. Like many existing proposed systems 
using preset secret key, the system proposed in this paper assumes safe channels and 
storage methods. However, further research is required for safe sharing of kIR. 
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Abstract. Storage Class Memory (SCM) such as STT-RAM, PCRAM, and 
ReRAM can be used as a DRAM or a NAND Flash memory. Owing to the non-
volatile characteristic of SCM, its use as main memory can reduce the overhead 
during boot code loading and decompression whenever the system is switched 
on. Thus, a system with non-volatile memory suffers from less overhead during 
booting than a system with DRAM. The purpose of this study is to design a new 
booting model by analyzing the kernel ELF file and disassembling the current 
booting sequence for a more compatible startup model. To achieve this goal, we 
disassembled the ELF file format including the characteristics of the kernel bi-
nary. To verify the effectiveness of our theoretical model, the time cost in each 
step was measured using several different methods in our experimental setup. 
The results show that our approach reduces the time cost by approximately 
45.25%. 

Keywords: booting sequence, non-volatile memory, kernel, ELF file. 

1 Introduce 

Booting time is an important issue that the device has been smaller and increase port-
ability from PC to smartphone and wearable device. Traditionally, the systems booted 
on the DRAM, which negatively affected the booting time due to the overhead of 
frequent coping and decompressing of the kernel image. This unnecessary overhead 
can be avoided by using a non-volatile main memory like Storage Class Memory 
(SCM) for the boot sequence instead of the DRAM. This paper proposes a fast boot 
sequence by removing unnecessary overheads and providing a more compatible  
booting system based on non-volatile main memory. To design this fast and more 
compatible booting system, we propose a change in the runtime system by using ker-
nel binaries and objects. We design a booting system to distinguish whether it is ini-
tialized, by reading the Executable and Linkable Format (ELF) file that stores the 
rules for further linking and execution. In order to verify our proposed booting se-
quence, we measured the time, in steps, using different ways. Our method reduced the 
boot time by 45.25% approximately. 
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2 Background 

All devices managed by an operating system need to perform booting steps to start the 
operating system, which facilitates communication between the hardware and soft-
ware. During booting, the device prepares its hardware resources such as processors, 
memory, and storage management modules for use. In case of embedded systems, the 
computer environment differs from that of a PC or a hand-held device, in that, they 
have the u-boot, a flash memory, and an application processor rather than the BIOS, 
an HDD, and a CPU. 

The first step in the booting process is to run the bootloader called u-boot. The 
work of u-boot is divided into two stages: (a) initialize the hardware resources and (b) 
prepare them for the kernel. During the hardware initialization stage, u-boot makes 
the interrupt vector table and sets the supervisor mode and the watchdog timer. Then 
it is disables interrupts and sets the CPU clock. It then forks memsetup.s to initialize 
the memory using the cpu_init_crit function. It relocates the armboot function on the 
RAM after returning from start.s. In the next stage, u-boot configures the stack point-
er to run C routines and forks the start_armboot function to initialize the resources on 
the embedded board before returning to the main function. 

The second step of booting involves the running of the kernel. vmlinux includes 
additional data like debugging information, which can change the bzImage. bzImage 
consists of three objects used in booting: head.o, which includes the initializing code 
for the kernel, misc.o, which includes the decompressing code, and piggy.o, which 
includes the kernel core code. After bzImage is loaded by the bootloader, the code is 
decompressed and initialized for running the kernel in piggy.o. The complex nature of 
the kernel is because it involves copying the kernel image from storage and then de-
compressing the code in memory, which leads to an overhead. In case of non-volatile 
main memory, this overhead is reduced due to its non-volatile feature by  loading 
and decompressing the kernel image only once during boot time. 

3 Our Methodology 

3.1 ELF Dynamic Loading Module (EDLM) 

vmlinux is an executable binary file that consists of a program header table and sec-
tion or segment and section header table. The program header table is a set of entries 
where one entry refers to one segment. This table includes segment information, 
which contains the type, location, size, virtual address and physical address of the 
segment. So called this table can be calculated the dynamic area which is changeable 
runtime. The section header table contains the section information, which includes the 
location of the section and its features. This information can be used by the linker and 
debugger for interpreting the ELF object. The linker recognizes the location of the 
section header table in front of ELF header and the stage of linking can be analyzed 
section or segment view. The loader finds the location of the program header table by 
reading the ELF header and on that basis determines what segment is loaded in 
memory. 
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The vmlinux file also includes the architecture of the ELF binary format. This ELF 
binary involves the file structure, which can change the machine code using the link-
er. The ELF file has some rules for linking. Because of this, non-volatile memory can 
be loaded in the area which changes during runtime, and thus, by using vmlinux, 
bzImage, ELF binary, and ELF object; the program header table can be referred to the 
address of a dynamic area, and the section header table can be denote whether it is a 
dynamic area or not. 

 

Fig. 1. The steps of fixing the executable compressed kernel from code 

3.2 Full Booting and Dynamic Booting  

Full booting as well as current booting consists of multiple steps: bootloader step, 
kernel loading step, kernel initialization step, kernel running step, and the init process 
step. In case of embedded system, the booting steps are the u-boot stage, kernel load-
ing, decompression stage and then, mounting the root file system stage to run the init 
process. This booting mode needs to modify the kernel, which gets panic, recover or 
update. Initially, the system progresses with full booting before IMD booting to avoid  
 

 

Fig. 2. The diagram of two booting module; Full Booting and Integrated Memory-Disk Booting 
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the situation of kernel panic or recover. As discussed in section 3.1, in IMD Booting, 
the ELF Dynamic Module finds the dynamic area by running its three units: ELF 
verified unit, ELF calculated unit, and the dynamic loading module, which identify 
the areas changing during runtime. The vmlinux located on the non-volatile memory 
can extract the dynamic area and initialize bzImage, which is an executable kernel 
image. The possible reason for the IMD boot is that the ELF format has unique rules 
for identify its section and segment. 

 

Fig. 3. The file architecture of vmlinux; executable kernel binary and the dynamic module 

4 Experiment 

 

Fig. 4. The configuration of experimental environment 

Table 1. The ways of measurement each steps 

 Booting stage Handling method 
1st step Bootloader grabserial 

2nd step Kernel ftrace 
3rd step User space bootchart 
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Fig. 5. The time measurement in Full boot and IMD boot (ms) 

The system runs the u-boot-s4412 and Embedded Linux Kernel 3.0.15 features on 
a Samsung Exynos 4412 with a Cortex-A9 Quad Core 1.4 GHz processor and 1 MB 
L2 cache, 1GB  LP-DDR2 SDRAM, and 4 GB eMMC Memory. The time for each 
of the booting steps is estimated independently. For three of the five steps, it is esti-
mated using grabserial: first, for the bootstrap step; second, for the H/W init and ker-
nel load step; and third, for the kernel decompression and dynamic loading step. Next, 
the time for the kernel init step is estimated using ftrace. Finally, the time for the shell 
step is estimated using bootchart. As shown in Figure 4, IMD booting can estimate 
the loading kernel step by distinguishing dynamic area based on section information 
and calculate the address based on the segment address while referring to the kernel 
binary. As previously mentioned, by using vmlinux, bzImage, ELF binary, ELF ob-
ject, and the program header table we can identify the address of the dynamic area 
and the section header table can be referred to check if it is dynamic or not. Based on 
this information, we evaluated the dynamic kernel loading module operation.  
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Consequently, the time of loading kernel decreased by approximately 86.51% from 
2561.525 to 345.805 ms and the total time decreased by approximately 45.25% from 
8431.688 to 4700.772 ms. 

5 Conclusion 

In this study, we evaluated the booting sequence based on ARM Linux and analyzed 
vmlinux loading the kernel only in the dynamic area, which can be changed during 
runtime. We proposed the use of SCM as the main memory avoiding the copying and 
decompressing mechanism from storage to memory unlike the conventional memory 
based system. We verified that IMD booting reduce the total time by approximately 
45.25%. We conclude that it can reduce booting time and electric power consumption. 
We are certain that the proposed methodology and our analysis will be help reduce 
the startup time of many embedded systems such as those in smartphones, automo-
biles, and smart watches. 
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Abstract. This paper presents an intelligent multisensor framework
based on the BeableBone Black platform, a complete open hardware and
software embedded computer; the challenge is to create a multi-purpose
hierarchical network composed by smart nodes able to gain and man-
age heterogeneous data and spaces according to the Internet of Things
paradigm. Thanks to several expansion modules, the designed nodes can
become an instrument for monitoring, preservation and protection of sev-
eral environments. As a proof of the proposed framework we conducted
a first prototypal experimentation within the Cultural Heritage domain;
in detail we deployed the system in an art exhibition within the Maschio
Angioino Castle, Naples, Italy.

Keywords: Pervasive Computing, Smart Environment, Internet
of Things.

1 Introduction

The feasibility of equipping everyday objects of a ”digital” identity and to con-
nect them to each other on a network opens up many opportunities, such as
to arouse in the recent past, a growing interest from governments, international
research centres and companies. The Internet of Things (IoT) paradigm sup-
ports the transition from a closed world, in which an object is characterized
by a descriptor, to an open world, in which objects interact with the surround-
ing environment, because they have become intelligent [4,5]. Accordingly, not
only people will be connected to the internet, but objects such as cars, fridges,
televisions, water management systems, buildings, monuments and so on will be
connected as well. Indeed, thanks to recent advances in miniaturization and lower
cost of RFID, Bluetooth Low Energy, sensor networks, NFC, wireless communi-
cations, technologies and applications, IoT is gradually acquiring an important
role in several research fields [6]. As it is well known, embedded computers have
been able to communicate wirelessly for years. However the majority of these
have been in closed systems, with a one-to-one relationship with the central
computer that they talk to. Data aren’t automatically shared more widely and
there is no ability for one embedded computer to interact with another. Hence,
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embedded platforms are transforming, evolving quickly from standalone com-
puter systems to become part of a smarter, more connected IoT [7,8]. More than
just Internet-enabled, these intelligent systems are networked and communicat-
ing, gathering and sharing information that enable insight and solves problems
[9]. In this described scenario, this paper presents the design and a prototy-
pal implementation of a smart multisensor framework based on the Beaglebone
Black (BBB) embedded computer. Thanks to a hierarchical organization and
a modular architecture, the framework can be adopted and deployed in differ-
ent environments adapting itself to their restrictions and needs. The paper is
organized as follows: Section 2 briefly describes the BBB, Section 3 describes
the framework hierarchy and details the system architecture, Section 4 reports
preliminary implementations. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 The Beaglebone Black Board

Beaglebone Black board is a platform distribuited by Circuitco 1. The hard-
ware features can be found here 2; it is an open hardware and software product
equipped with an Unix-based OS and presents a big community that supports
developers also providing several expansion capes. These capes, designed by the
BBB community, are now over 80 for display, motor control, prototyping and
power supply, among other functionalities. The arrival of the BBB has heralded
a time when a small Linux-powered board can easily, and economically, make
sense as a complex sensor or display in the IoT. It also means that developers
can end up using web technology that’s not suited to the Internet of Things,
where the connections may only be occasionally available and as reliable as a
cellphone call and where devices need power while sending and receiving infor-
mation. Figure 1 shows all the components (sensor modules) we have used and
tested in order to design an intelligent framework composed by different nodes
able to (i) sense the environmental parameters like temperature, humidity, gas,
ambient light, etc.; (ii) communicate with other entities like people, servers, other
nodes, smartphones, thanks to a communication layer that relies on bluetooth
low energy and WiFi connectivity; (iii) offer safeguard functionalities.

3 The Multisensor Framework Hierarchy

The smart framework we present can be considered as a hierarchical sensor
network composed by multiple nodes, each of them with specific features and
functionality. In the following, each type of sensor node will be detailed.

– STAND-ALONE: it can be installed in locations without any kind of con-
nectivity. Therefore, the BBB is equipped with a 3G/UMTS cape module.
This cape ensures connectivity to the BBB via a telephone operator and the

1 http://www.circuitco.com
2 http://beagleboard.org/Products/BeagleBone+Black

http://www.circuitco.com
http://beagleboard.org/Products/BeagleBone+Black
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Fig. 1. The BBB with the communication layer and the sensor modules

GPS component provides information about the georeferenced coordinates.
The data collected by the BBB are sent to a remote platform that captures,
stores and supplies data analysis activities.

– CLIENT: in this kind of node the 3G/UMTS module is not installed; the col-
lected data can be viewed via a web browser. This node can be extended with
other capes, such as the camera HD, in order to save images and/or video for
the environmental monitoring. If inside the environment a SERVER and/or
MONITOR nodes are installed, the CLIENT will start to communicate and
share data with them.

– MONITOR: it is an aggregator of CLIENT nodes; when in its surrounding
area are deployed multiple CLIENT nodes, they can connect to it providing
information about the related monitored space. The MONITOR is designed
to aggregate the information received from each CLIENT inside the same
area, track their activities and report bugs. In addition, this node can be
integrated with an LCD cape providing an interface through which the user
can check the information held by the node.

– SERVER: it is an aggregator of MONITOR and the basic features are the
same. In addition, the main task of this kind of node is to oversee the ac-
tivities of the other nodes; the information retrieved by MONITOR and
CLIENT nodes are analyzed in order to eventually start the activation of
the alarm system intrusion, fire protection, etc.

Figure 2 illustrates the smart framework hierarchy and each type of node previ-
ously described.

3.1 The System Architecture

The architecture consists of the following components:
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Fig. 2. A hierarchical sensor network with types of BBB nodes

– The MACHINE component represents the physical BBB. The installed OS
is a Debian Linux distribution, customized to ensure excellent performance
and useful applications; at the same time such OS provides the capability to
extend the machine functionalities by recovering applications from several
repositories. In detail, the system consists of a set of bash scripts and cron
jobs that access to different components and ensure the proper resources
management. A web server configured and equipped with useful extensions
is also installed.

– The FRAMEWORK component represents the platform deployed on the
MACHINE. This platform runs on the web server as it uses the http com-
munication protocol. It is written in PHP language by adopting the MVC
pattern; moreover a number of extensions are enabled like: curl, sqlite, mysql,
imagemagick, gd, json, memcache, pdf, pdo.

– The APPLICATION component represents the implementation of the
MVC platform.

– The LIBRARIES component consists of a set of libraries that support the
APPLICATION; among these libraries should be noted: SLIM - Framework
to create a RESTful system, REDBEAN - ORM for PHP, LOG4PHP -
Library for managing LOG PHP, SMARTY - Template Engine for PHP,
jQuery - Javascript Function Library, Bootstrap - Front-End Framework
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– The LANGUAGES component designed to integrate the PHP language
and Python used to enable the communication between the platform and
the hardware components.

– The SENSOR LIBRARIES component consists of a series of classes and
Python libraries providing access to hardware components such as temper-
ature, humidity, light intensity, pir, ultrasonic sensors.

Services offered by the platform are different; typically each functionality is made
up of a set of services offered by a crud rest mechanism as well as a web interface;
in detail, all services are enrolled in a ”catalogue of services” offered by any board
to a special service implemented in the platform. Each implemented service is
marked with the required input parameters, expected outputs, the related types,
a brief description and how to access them. Other special services are dedicated
to the network nodes management.

Fig. 3. A system architecture overview

3.2 An Example of Use

In order to understand how the sensor network can interact with users and envi-
ronment, we can imagine the following situation (see Figure 4): an user interacts
with the framework through a GUI enabling the PIR sensor on the CLIENT
node. The framework setting out the MVC mechanisms and sends the http re-
quest to the CLIENT node; this node is pending for requests (REST mechanism)
and after it receipts a request, the framework analyzes the information and in-
teracts with the python module to query the PIR sensor. Once PIR is enabled,
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in case of movements within its range, the sensor will notify the state to the
framework. Then the python component (i) intercepts the signal, (ii) enables
any other components and (iii) sends the signal to the APPLICATION. The
APPLICATION sends such information to the SERVER node to notify move-
ments within the environment. The SERVER acquires this message and notify
it through a video stream, e-mail, etc..

Fig. 4. An example of use enabling the PIR module

4 Preliminary Experiments and Implementation

Currently, a case study is conducted to deploy the framework within cultural
environments like museums or art exhibitions, in order to built up a smart cul-
tural space. As real scenario we consider an art exhibition of sculptures within
the Maschio Angioino castle, in Naples (Italy). This space is composed by sev-
eral rooms where we have deployed: three SERVER nodes, five MONITOR nodes
and multiple CLIENT nodes. Outside the exhibition building a STAND-ALONE
node in also installed. This testing scenario has been devised with the aim of

Fig. 5. From a breadboard implementation to the deployment within 3D box
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giving a proof of concept of the smartness principle underlying the design of the
framework, indeed the author of this paper have already experienced the creation
of smart environment within this kind of spaces [1,2,3]. The Figure 5 shows on
the left side the first prototype implementation by using a simple breadboad; on
the right side some prototypes of our sensor nodes by using some box realized
with a 3D printer.

5 Conclusions

In this paper we have presented a smart framework based on Beaglebone black
platform that supports the creation of intelligent environments throught a sen-
sor network composed by different nodes. Thanks to the possibility of multiple
configurations, it is possible to adapt the sensor nodes to the different needs
and restriction of the environments. A first prototypal implementation and de-
ployment of the proposed framework is currently within cultural spaces; the
feasibility model we propose represents the first step towards the realization and
diffusion of this framework in large-scale within Cultural Heritage domain.
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Abstract. This study attempts to calculate CO2 exhausting volumes as green-
house gas with the help of EMME/3 program which is one of the most famous 
simulation tools in the field of transportation planning. Simulation areas are 
residential blocks of Curitiba (Brazil) worldly famous for carrying out Transit 
Oriented Development and Changwon (Korea) where Korea Department of 
Land & Transportation has executed CO2 reduction project. In this study, social 
& economic factors, transportation facilities and land-use styles in the pilot sites 
are under monitoring for calculating CO2 exhausting volumes. As a result, this 
study shows that Curitiba kind of Transit Oriented Development (TOD) is less 
than one tenth of general development concept city. Therefore TOD is strongly 
recommended as an urban development policy for reducing CO2 exhausting 
volumes and sustainable development for future generations. 

Keywords: EMME/3, CO2 exhausting volumes, traffic simulation, Transit 
Oriented Development, Curitiba. 

1 Introduction 

CO2 is a well-known factor of global warming and climate changes. That is why 
reduction of CO2 exhausting volumes these days is one of the most important issues 
worldwide. This study tries to calculate CO2 (known as “the green-house” gas) 
exhausting volumes using EMME/3 program which is one of the most famous 
simulation tools in the field of transportation planning. Simulation area is residential 
blocks of Brazilian city Curitiba that is world famous for its Transit Oriented 
Development (TOD) project. Curitiba is the only city in Brazil that has enhanced its 
growth by integrating urban transportation, land-use development and environmental 
preservation. Curitiba, with 1.8 million inhabitants occupying a total area of 435 
square kilometers (about 4,200 inhabitants per square kilometer), is the 7th most 
populated city in Brazil and the largest in the South of the country. Curitiba has one of 
the highest private car ownership rates in Brazil with almost 400 cars registered per 
1,000 inhabitants. Curitiba is one of the finest examples of integrated transportation 
and land use development. Other comparative pilot site is Changwon (Korea) that 
demonstrates general developing urban form, with CO2 reduction project from 
Department of Land & Transportation of Korea being implemented for 4 years 
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already. Results of the simulation from both cities will be compared to evaluate an 
urban development type's influence on CO2 exhausting volumes. In this study social 
& economic factors, transportation facilities and land-use styles are under monitoring 
for calculating CO2 exhausting volumes. 

2 Previous Studies and Characteristics of This Study 

There are a lot of studies on CO2 reduction in the field of urban planning and related 
supporting policies. For example, Zhou et al (2008) used G-LUM and transport 
demand model at Austin area of Texas, USA. [1] Waddell (2002) with the help of 
UrbanSim program made a simulation for Eugene-Springfield area of Oregon, USA, 
after choosing among the four representative types of urban development models. [2] 

In Korea, Lee (2010) in his studies, based on an analysis of overseas land use 
transportation models, suggested a land-use transport model development scheme of 
turning Korea's large cities into low-carbon-energy-saving urban areas. [3] Lee & 
Choi (2009) developed a planning indicator for carbon neutral on the district unit 
plan. [4] Jin & Park (2012) suggested district unit design for CO2 reduction schemes 
in the field of transportation by simulating more than 100 scenarios. [5] 

There are a lot of city scale studies for CO2 reduction, however there are few 
district scale studies. Though Jin & Park suggested CO2 reduction schemes in district 
scale, their research was applied only for “toy” networks. Therefore this research has 
unique approach of making a simulation for actual cities' CO2 reduction schemes in 
district scale.  

3 Method  

3.1 Attributes of Links and Volume Delay Functions 

As a general trip demand forecasting program, EMME/3, when executing trip 
assignment, follows the first principle of Wardrop. It means that each trip user use to 
choose shortest path with the lowest trip cost, which generally includes time and fare 
cost. Equation (1) shows how to change generalized cost by traffic volume per link 
capacity and value of time (VOT).  

T = T0 ⅹ [1 + α(
VC)β ] + (distance × fare per distance + Initial fare) / VOT     (1) 

Where,  T: Trip time of link (Generalized cost) 

T0: Initial trip time (minutes)  

V: Traffic volumes of link (pcuph) 

C: Capacity of link (pcu) 

α, β: Parameters 

VOT: Value of time (won per minute) 
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First term of equation (1) is called volume delay functions (VDFs). During the 
execution of transportation planning simulation, these VDFs are needed for 
calculating generalized costs of links. In this study VDFs developed by Korea 
Institute of Transportation (KOTI) are adopted because VDFs by KOTI are usualy 
used for simulation of nation-wide transport investment or forecasting in Korea. 
Capacities per one lane according to road types are estimated by parameters of VDFs, 
provided by KOTI studies (2009). [6] Free flow speeds, traffic volumes and capacities 
are needed for using VDFs. Table 1 shows attributes of each link that are used in this 
study. However 600 passenger car units per an hour (pcph) that was suggested in 
Whang & Jin’s study (2012) is adopted for a capacity of an inner district road because 
of absence of nation value. [8] 

Table 1. Attributes of the links 

Link No. of lane Width of a road (m) VDF Free flow speed (km/h) 

Outer road 8 50 8 70 

Inner road 6 35 7 60 

Inner road 4 25 16 50 

Inner road 2 12 11 40 

Dummy link 9.9 - 13 20 

 Source: KOTI (2009). [6] 

3.2 Calculation of CO2 Exhausting Volumes 

Scheme for calculation of CO2 exhausting volumes, which IPCC suggested as an 
international tier 3 level, has a limit because its parameters do not fit Korean vehicles. 
Tier 3 level parameters for calculation scheme still undergo studies in Korea. 
Therefore this study uses KOTI’s scheme for calculation CO2 exhausting volumes 
adopted for tier 2 level. [8] Table 2 shows calculation equations of CO2 emission in 
Korea according to vehicle type.  

Table 2. Calculation equations of CO2 emission according to vehicle type (Korea) 
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3.3 Population, Land Use and Traffic Volumes of the Pilot Study Areas 

Curitiba's pilot study area was chosen randomly among the typical residential blocks 
in Curitiba of Brazil. Figure 1 shows pilot study area bounded by Rd. Republica 
Argentina, Rd. Guilherme Pugsley and Rd. Guararapes. The survey had been 
conducted since January 21, 2013 till January 29, 2013, and provided socio-economic 
data describing traffic volumes of each road, numbers of households, population, 
number of cars etc. As a land use pattern, there are 10-30 floor residential commercial  
buildings (1-3 floors are occupied by shopping or fitness centers) near Bus Rapid 
Transit (BRT) roads and there are also smaller 1-10 floor residential commercial 
buildings and neighborhood facilities (small convenience stores or real estate 
agencies) between BRT roads and one-way motorways. Outside the trinary road 
system there are mostly detached houses. As a comparative pilot site, Changwon of 
Korea is chosen because of CO2 reduction project carried out by Korea Department 
of Land & Transportation. Figure 1 shows pilot study areas and the results of traffic 
volume surveys for each area. 
 

Pilot Study Areas Traffic Volumes Characteristics 

Residential area

of Curitiba has 5,400

vehicles, 15,574

people and 2,650

households. Area:

45,000㎡. 

Residential area

of Changwon has

2,777 people and 868

households. Area:

142,143㎡. 

Fig. 1. General characteristics and results of traffic volume surveys for each of the pilot study 
areas. It is shown that traffic volumes are 2,700 vph bound for city center and 2,300 vph bound 
for outer city for motorways during morning peak time and about 300 vph for each way in BRT 
roads in Curitiba. Also traffic volumes in residential area roads are very few comparatively to 
Changwon’s general block (50 vph to 200 vph). It means that transit modal share rate is very 
high in Curitiba’s residential areas. 
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3.4 Analysis of Traffic Assignment 

In order to estimate the CO2 exhausting volumes, trip assignment simulations were 
implemented by EMME/3 simulation program which is generally used for an analysis 
of transportation demands. Pilot study area in Curitiba consists of 21 inner zones and 
23 outer zones and that of Changwon consists of 8 inner zones and 8 outer zones. 
Though the area in Changwon is bigger than that in Curitiba, it has fewer zones. 
Figure 3 shows zoning systems and the results of network assignment for each area. 

 

Zoning Systems Networks Traffic Assignment 

Fig. 2. Zoning systems and the results of network assignments. RMSE is used for an evaluation 
of the simulation results of a trip assignment. It shows that the simulation results are available 
for making calculation of CO2 exhausting volumes. 

4 Results and Discussion 

As a result, Table 3 shows that Curitiba type TOD is a very efficient system for 
reducing CO2 exhausting volumes. Curitiba’s CO2 exhausting volumes are 90% less 
than that of Changwon. This significant difference seems to be derived from an 
introduction of the RIT (Integrated Transit Network). Curitiba is a model city of bus 
transit and integrating transport and land use planning. The launch of its sixth 
corridor, incorporating several environmental innovations, and the upgrade of existing 
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corridors, indicate the strength of the concepts that have made Curitiba the city that 
efficiently introduces modern technologies.  

Over the years Curitiba demonstrates to the world its potential to produce creative 
and relatively low-cost solutions for urban mobility. Curitiba consolidates 40 years of 
continuous bus-oriented development, and sets new standards for the future of high-
performance CO2 reduction systems. It means that Curitiba type TOD is strongly 
recommended as an urban development policy for reducing CO2 exhausting volumes 
and sustainable development for future generations. 

Table 3. CO2 exhausting volumes per capita 

City Population (persons) CO2 (g/person/day)  

Curitiba 15,574 220 

Changwon 2,777 2,355 
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Abstract. This paper introduces an approach to revise a standard projector 
system into a touch screen system that is not dependent on sensor position. 
While interactive whiteboards (IWBs) are commonly used for meetings and 
lectures, new equipment is often required to provide touch screen functionality. 
Some researchers have attempted to apply the touch function to existing 
projectors by using cameras. However, a sensor must be mounted to a beam 
projector as the integrated type, owing to the limits of the existing coordinate 
correction method. In this study, a touch function has been implemented using a 
standard projector, and without the need for beam projectors, by utilizing a 
different correction approach. As a result, this study demonstrated the 
feasibility of applying advanced touch screen functionality to existing 
projection equipment. 

1 Introduction 

Natural User Interface (NUI) input devices have been drawing substantial attention. A 
NUI interface uses sensors to capture the user’s movements as input. Because it is 
activated by the natural actions of a user, NUIs can be readily used with minimal 
additional training. Moreover, the NUI paradigm reduces the requirements for 
standard input devices such as a mouse or keyboard. 

The increasing capabilities of NUIs are accelerating the adoption of interactive 
whiteboards (IWBs) for meetings and lectures. IWBs have been rapidly replacing 
existing projection systems, because on-screen objects can be manipulated directly by 
touch. In this configuration, the touch screen interface of the IWB is considered to be 
an example of a NUI. 

As a result, existing projectors that were used for lectures and meetings prior to the 
adoption of IWBs may become obsolete. Because IWBs employ an integrated touch 
sensor and display system, existing display-only projectors cannot be used in IWB 
implementations. Therefore, existing projectors, which may have years of useful life 
remaining, must be replaced. If a decision is made to dispose of these still-working 
projectors, additional expenses will result from the disposal process. Furthermore, 
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new touch-capable displays are required to implement IWB touch functions. Thus, 
further expenses are incurred. 

To address these issues, the feasibility of implementing touch screen systems by 
utilizing existing projectors has been actively examined [1-5].  

In this study, a display screen was created that can be activated by touch actions 
using projectors and RGB-D sensors. Furthermore, it introduces a calibration 
approach that is very sensitive to RGB-D sensor and projector direction changes. 

2 Related Work 

For several years, the feasibility of utilizing existing projectors as IWB devices has 
been actively examined. 

Lee [2] introduced the smart touch system using a projector and an infrared 
camera. The infrared rays were expressed as dots and tracked. Next, event signals 
were identified through three-step compensation, compensation of movement, 
rotation, and ratio. Additionally, the hardware was controlled. This approach does not 
require additional sensors, aside from the infrared cameras. However, the 
compensation process is complicated, and the camera must be mounted on the beam 
projector as the integrated type, because the camera must face the projected image. 

Ko [1] proposed the installation of an Optical Receptive Field and an infrared laser 
on a screen or whiteboard. A touch interrupts the beam, and creates a black hole on 
the integrated panel of the optical receptive field, using integration of fiber bundles. 
Next, a camera records the location of the hole and converts it into coordinates. The 
approach is simple, but it requires the installation of additional devices on the screen, 
including a laser. Moreover, it cannot actively manage resolution changes; 
furthermore, the apparatus can be damaged by moisture, owing to the utilization of 
optical fibers. 

Sugita [3] presented an approach where touch was detected by analyzing images of 
the user’s fingernails. However, the approach requires finger pressure to the extent 
that the fingernail’s color will be changed. In addition, the system cannot recognize 
touches from users with polished fingernails. 

Most of these approaches require the installation of additional devices to a screen, 
or the configuration of an integrated system consisting of a projector and a touch 
system.  

The approach proposed in this paper changes the projection field on the existing 
projector into a touch screen by installing an RGB-D sensor. 

3 Touch Recognition 

This paper proposes a system using a projector to project images on any flat surface, 
including screens, walls, or tables, while activating a touch function on those surfaces. 
Furthermore, problems related to the integration of cameras and projectors were 
solved by changing the sensor location. To achieve these results, this study utilized 
the Microsoft Kinect input device as the RGB-D sensor. Thus, the Kinect is the NUI 
device used to achieve the touch function. As displayed in Fig 1, the proposed touch 
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system was divided into input, output, and processing components. The RGB and 
depth images from the Kinect, representing the input component, are transmitted to a 
PC, representing the processing component. The PC identifies the touch field from the 
transmitted images, and compensates for distortion caused by rotation and distance. 
Finally, the identified touch is applied and the processed screen is projected again. 

 

Fig. 1. System Diagram 

In the proposed system, the touch field is automatically identified using image 
processing techniques proposed in this paper; additionally, the proposed system 
automatically compensates for distortions in the touch field. This approach minimizes 
the impact on touch functions resulting from projector or sensor location, and 
projector resolution. Thus, there are minimal restrictions to be managed when 
implementing the touch screen using an existing projector. The algorithm for 
coordinate compensation is the primary subject of this study and a subsequent study; 
the compensation process details will be described in the following sections. 

3.1 Proposed Algorithm for Screen Coordinate Compensation 

After the Kinect and the projector are integrated, the projected screen can be 
transferred to a PC through a Kinect sensor, as displayed in Fig 2. To convert the 
projected screen into a touch screen, the coordinates of the point touched by the user 
must be identified. To accurately identify the touch point coordinates on the screen, 
the screen image obtained by the Kinect sensor will be mapped to the proper 
coordinates by the PC 

              

Fig. 2. Before Compensation for Integrated System   Fig. 3. Different position between  
                                            the Projector and Kinect 
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To implement the touch screen as displayed in Fig 2, the projector screen will 
become analogous to a monitor screen, in regards to touch input. A projector screen 
and a monitor screen become alike through 3-step compensation, which corrects 
rotation, X and Y axis, and ratio inconsistencies [2]. However, when the points from 
the projector and the Kinect sensor are out of alignment, an image is displayed as 
depicted in Fig 3. 

 
Fig. 4. Compensation Process by Perspective Transform 

If the projected image does not coincide with the Kinect sensor, the square shape 
of a projector screen will be distorted, unlike the image displayed in Fig 2. This 
occurs because of the sense of distance that makes distant objects appear small and 
closer objects appear large. In this case, a project screen cannot be aligned to a 
monitor screen by 3-step compensation, rotation, axis X and Y, and ratio. For 
compensation that will not affect the projector and Kinect sensor locations, 
compensation via perspective transform is required. 

As illustrated in Fig 4, a perspective transform changes a quadrangle into a 
quadrangle of a different shape. Using this technique, the captured screen field can be 
directly aligned to a monitor screen. Accordingly, this eliminates the requirement to 
correct rotation, X and Y axis, and ratio inconsistencies. A projected screen field 
distorted into a trapezoidal shape by an improper perspective is changed into a 
rectangular shape; therefore, it will not be influenced by perspective. 

The process that creates the touch screen function on the projector screen using 
perspective transform is presented below. In this study, touch is recognized by 
utilizing the Kinect’s depth sensor. For recognizing touch, the difference image from 
the depth images was used as illustrated in Fig 5. 

 

 

Fig. 5. Difference Image from Depth Images of Background 
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The Kinect’s RGB sensor was used to capture the projected screen field. The 
incoming RGB image was converted to binary, and white pixel blobs lined up in 
sequence were identified. Among the identified blobs, the blob having the central 
point that was closest to the central point of the camera was assumed to be the 
projector screen. 

Next, the contour of the screen field, identified as explained above, was identified. 
Four vertices were then identified and arranged in Top Left, Top Right, Bottom Right, 
and Bottom Left order. The vertices were identified to create the conversion matrix, by 
matching them with the vertices of a rectangle, to perform a one-to-one conversion. 

          

   Fig. 6. Edge of Recognized Projector Screen   Fig. 7. Compensated Touch Area 

The conversion matrix was generated by matching the four vertices identified 
through the process described above to the four edges of the monitor screen, as 
displayed in Fig 6. To compensate for inconsistencies with the monitor screen, the 
created conversion matrix was applied. The subject of the perspective transform was 
not the screen, but the touch coordinates. This is illustrated in Fig 7. Thus, the 
coordinates of a screen field identified using the RGB image and the conversion 
matrix were applied to the difference image of the depth image. Finally, the 
compensated touch coordinates were acquired.  

3.2 Experiment and Results 

The approach proposed in this paper was implemented and subsequently tested using 
TUIO, the open source framework. Software was created using C++ in Windows 8; 
additionally, Kinect for Windows was utilized as the RGB-D sensor. The images were 
captured from a screen approximately 60 cm away. The touch function was activated 
by transmitting touch coordinates acquired by the compensation procedure to the 
program using the TUIO framework.  

 

Fig. 8. Touch Implementation using Kinect 
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Vibration was noted, resulting from limitations of the Kinect sensor. However, it 
was verified that the touch coordinates were properly compensated. Fig 8 displays the 
results of a touch implementation using the Kinect. 

4 Conclusion 

This paper proposed an approach to implement a touch screen using a Kinect RGB-D 
sensor and a standard projector. Accordingly, the touch screen system was 
successfully implemented during this study; additionally, the influence of sensor 
location was reduced by using perspective transform and touch field recognition using 
an RGB image. Thus, existing screens and projectors can be utilized to implement 
touchscreen functions. Furthermore, the approach may contribute to the prevention of 
environmental damage, by applying new functionality to projectors that are 
infrequently used or neglected, and subject to disposal.  

The approach proposed in this paper exposed vibration problems caused by the 
limits of the Kinect sensor. Moreover, the recognition ratio was reduced when the 
distance between the screen and the sensor was increased. For solving such issues, the 
approach will be improved through continuing research. 
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Abstract. Recently, the development of smart phones has been reported the 
number of security vulnerabilities. In spite of these smart phones have a concept 
of Sandbox for the security, sensitive personal information has been still ex-
posed by internal data exchange or root privilege acquisition. In this paper, we 
propose a domain group which is separated into general domain and trusted  
virtual domain (TVD) by virtualization techniques. TVD provides a secure exe-
cution environment in mobile device and makes it possible to protect sensitive 
personal information in the domain. Thus, we suggest together the secure 
filesystem in TVD to securely store and manage significant data of user. This 
results presented by secure filesystem based on TVD would raise expectation 
about the following security virtualization techniques. 

Keywords: Virtualization, trusted domain, Mobile security, secure filesystem. 

1 Introduction 

The recent surge in popularity of smart handheld devices, including smart-phones and 
tablets, has given rise to challenges in protection of personal information, file or data. 
Since sensitive information stored in an insecure manner is vulnerable to theft, espe-
cially, the ways to safely store and manage data have been the focus. The existing 
paper [7] presents two major components to safeguard the privacy of data on electron-
ic storage media. First, data must be stored in a confidential manner to prevent unau-
thorized access, and the solution should not impose significant inconvenience during 
normal use. Second, at the time of disposal, confidential data must be removed from 
the storage media as well as the overall computing environment in an irrecoverable 
manner. Then, it shows that filesystem-level encryption has better performance and 
transparency than application-level or user-level, and it is more flexible than disk 
encryption.  

In addition, virtualization has attracted attention as a compelling approach to enhanc-
ing system security, offering new ways to re-architect today’s systems and opening the 
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door for a wide range of future security technologies [1, 5]. It allows a single computer 
to host multiple virtual boards (or virtual machines), each isolated from one another, 
with the possibility of running different operation systems. The main advantage is that, 
if a virtual board fails, the other ones are kept safe at a reasonable cost [2]. 

Currently, the smartphones still face numerous threats from unauthorized data ac-
cess. As aforementioned, virtualization techniques and filesystem encryption algo-
rithms will help to provide trusted environments separated from existing platform of 
smart electronic devices to perform securely software execution and sensitive infor-
mation that should be protected against malicious attack. Therefore, this paper pro-
poses a secure filesystem based on the virtualization technology, called trusted virtual 
domain, which aims to protect important computing resources and user data from 
attack.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes about virtualiza-
tion. In section 3, we provide details of our secure filesystem based on trusted virtual 
domain, and section 4 presents the experimental results of our secure filesystem. Last-
ly, we summarize and conclude in Chapter 5.  

2 Virtualization 

Virtualization uses a single piece of software, which operates in kernel mode: the 
hypervisor, which is at least two orders of magnitude smaller than general purpose 
OSs and less likely to have failures [3].  

According to [4], there are two main approaches to implement the virtualization 
technique, by using hypervisor either type 1 or type 2.  

In hypervisor type 1, also known as hardware level virtualization, the hypervisor 
itself can be considered as an operating system, since it is the only piece of software 
that works in kernel mode. Its main task is to manage multiple copies of the real 
hardware - the virtual boards - just like an OS manages multitask.  

On the other hand, in type 2 hypervisors, also known as operating system level vir-
tualization, the hypervisor itself can be compared to another user application that 
simply “interprets” the guest machine.  

In this paper, the proposed system for trusted virtual domain is based on the hyper-
visor type 2.  

3 Design of Secure Filesystem 

This section describes the structure and operation of secure filesystem(SFS) for trust-
ed virtual domain in mobile device. Trusted virtual domain(TVD) means a virtual 
machine created by the virtualization mechanism and is strictly prohibited to make a 
direct call to the other. Thus, SFS is performed on a distinct and standalone execution 
environment separated from existing mobile platform.   
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3.1 System Operation for Secure Filesystem 

We aim to provide secure storage through secure filesystem on TVD. The proposed 

system makes TVD running by μC/OS[6] separated from general domain running by 
the existing android OS through hypervisor. Then, it allows only authorized APIs to 
transmit the data between domains using access control schemes.  

Fig. 1 shows the system overview for secure filesystem on trusted virtual domain. 
If services of general domain want to use the security functions like secure file 
filesystem, encryption and key management on TVD, secure service APIs and Inter-
domain communication (IDC) are first required. Apps requiring secure services to 
securely save file call secure service API to use SFS in TVD, and parameters of the 
called API are transmitted to secure service abstraction in TVD through IDC. The 
secure service abstraction block supports to mapping the parameters to APIs which 
call security functions in TVD, and the transmitted data are stored in SFS through the 
related APIs. This means that security functions in TVD can be accessed by only 
authorized secure service APIs accessed through IDC. Thus, our system does not 
permit user to direct access to secure service abstraction or security functions through 
applications. 

Security functions in TVD have mutual relation each other. Secure filesystem calls 
encryption module to encrypt the file receipted from general domain, and encryption 
module calls the key management module to generate the file encryption key. In addi-
tion, the various security functions like access control, authentication and secure poli-
cy can be performed together on platform of TVD.   

 Unfortunately, our system is performed on hypervisor type 2. Thus, secure 
filesystem is designed by logical structure on RAM since the platform of TVD cannot 
access to the physical devices directly. To solve this problem, we periodically store 
the data of secure filesystem to physical hard drive by way of general domain, and the 
stored data can be remounted to memory at the time of booting. Even though the data 
are stored on physical space of general domain, it is protected by the encryption of 
file and filesystem header. In addition, it guarantees the integrity of filesystem as 
performing the data integrity validation process before remounting data on memory. 

 

Fig. 1. The system overview for secure filesystem on trusted virtual domain  
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3.2 Secure Filesystem Structure 

In this subsection, we describe the structure of SFS on TVD. As shown in Fig.2, SFS 
consists of total 4 parts divided into volume, bitmap, objects and files. Volume sup-
ports the system information like boot record, and bitmap is used to manages total 
blocks composed by filesystem and the used block is expressed to ‘1’ in a bit. Ob-
jects, which are sometime called inodes, include information to find and access the 
file as file metadatas. Lastly files mean the real file data to be stored in the storage. To 
simplicity of expression in this paper, the coverage of volume, bitmap and objects is 
called filesystem metadata, and objects sometimes are called file metadatas.  
 

 

Fig. 2. The structure of secure filesystem 

The secure features for SFS have two aspects as follows.  

• File Data Protection 
─ Each file is encrypted by various algorithms and operation modes. The encryp-

tion key can be generated by root key of hardware chip and the seed value for 
generating the encryption key is stored in object for each file. Whether the file 
encryption is applied or not, it is marked to ‘Crypto flag’ field in file metadata. 

─ File integrity is verified whenever the file is read. The hash value of each file 
generated by hash functions like MAC(Message Authentication Code) or MD5, 
and it is stored in file metadata with length 20.  

• Filesystem Information Protection  
─ Exposure of filesystem metadata can still threaten the stored file data. Thus, 

bitmap and objects in filesystem metadata are encrypted to securely protect 
filesystem and file data in hardware. At this time, volume is excluded for en-
cryption since its values should be used to mount filesystem to memory. If the 
FS metadata size imposes loads, nevertheless, some parts of objects can be se-
lectively used for FS encryption.   

─ Integrity of filesystem is also checked when mounting or remounting. Verifica-
tion value is generated using bitmap and objects by the hash function, and it is 
restored in volume.   
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4 Experiment Results 

The SFS for TVD is evaluated as measuring the performance overhead of SFS im-
posed by secure features. Our experiment is performed in two sides.  One is to 
measure the performance of SFS in TVD, and the other is to measure the performance 
of SFS through overall system based on IDC. Namely, the second way means that 
data of user application in general domain are transmitted and stored to SFS in TVD 
as the black arrows shown in Fig. 1. 

All experiments are performed on Odroid-Q2 which is open development platform 
based on Exynos4412 Prime ARM Cortex-A9 Quad Core 1.6GHz with 2GB memory. 
In addition, we used AES algorithm and counter mode for encryption and uses 
HMAC function for integrity validation. The write, read and delete operations of se-
cure filesystem are performed iteratively between 100 and 10000 times, and the per-

formance time are measured in microsecond(μsec). 

We first evaluated the performance of SFS with 256B, 1KB, 2KB and 4KB data in 
TVD as yellow dotted box shown in Fig 1. In Table 1, ‘None’ row shows write and 
read results conducted without secure features, the following show the results applied 
only file encryption, only file integrity and the combination of encryption and integri-
ty at each row. Basically, write operation takes some time, as our write operation 
includes module to check the existence of the identical file name. Thus, the perfor-
mance time of write function has a low increasing rate while read function grows 
faster. The delete operation with 2KB data has average 273μsec(7.49 MB/s) and it is 
not affected by secure features. As the amount of data increases, besides, the pro-
cessing time also increases while the efficiency of data processing increases. 

Table 1. The performance of SFS in TVD 

Opera-
tions 

Data size 
Unit 

256Bytes 1KB 2KB 4KB 

Write Read Write Read Write Read Write Read 

None 
μsec 3031 71 3098 117 3242 184 3407 325 

MB/s 0.08 3.60 0.33 8.79 0.63 11.16 1.20 12.59 

Encryp-
tion 

MB/s 0.08 1.20 0.27 1.43 0.47 1.55 0.72 1.55 
% 105 300 121 613 135 722 168 813 

Integrity 
MB/s 0.06 0.55 0.26 1.03 0.43 1.18 0.57 1.18 

% 133 649 128 855 147 944 212 1067 

Enc. + 
Integrity 

MB/s 0.06 0.42 0.21 0.61 0.35 0.72 0.43 0.72 
% 138 865 159 1441 182 1548 277 1748 

 
Next, we tested the performance time of SFS by overall system based on IDC as 

blue dotted box shown in Fig 1. Here, we only use 2KB data representatively. As 
shown in Table 2, the performance time for IDC itself takes a long time 
fundamentally in this experements. Thus, the time increaing rate by secure features in 
the perforamcne based on IDC is relatively low.  
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Table 2. The performance of SFS by overall system based on IDC  

Operations Unit Write Read Delete 

None 
msec 12.04 8.15 6.35 
MB/s 0.17 0.25 0.323 

Encryption 
MB/s 017 0.24 0.32 

% 102 104 100 

Integrity 
MB/s 0.15 0.25 0.33 

% 116 100 97 

Enc. + Integri-
ty 

MB/s 0.13 0.22 0.32 
% 127 113 101 

 

Finally, we summarize briefly the Table 1 and 2 mentioned earlier. The values in 
green dashed box of Table 3 become reference value for write and read respectivly. 
The values of MB/s means the data throughput, and values of ratio shows the 
increasing rates according to the reference value. And to conclude, the performance 
overhead by secure features is hardly effected by IDC, while the increasing rates by 
secure features in TVD are relatively high. 

Table 3. The increase rate of performance by SFS in TVD and SFS by overall system based on 
IDC 

2048bytes  SFS in TVD 
 SFS by overall system 

based on IDC 

Operation Unit Write Read Write Read 

None 
MB/s 0.63  11.16  0.17  0.25  

Ratio 1 1 3.71 44.42 

Enc. + Integ-
rity 

MB/s 0.35  0.72  0.13  0.22  

Ratio 1.82 15.48 4.73 50.24 

5 Conclusion  

In this paper, we propose a domain group which is separated into general domain and 
trusted virtual domain (TVD) by virtualization techniques in a mobile device and 
suggest secure filesystem for TVD. TVD can provide a secure execution environment 
in mobile device using the access control scheme, and our secure filesystem based on 
TVD enable secure storage and management of sensitive information of user using 
secure features. We evaluated the performance of secure filesystem imposed by secu-
rity features on TVD and overall system based on Inter-Domain Communications 
(IDC). The SFS imposed a lot of time overhead in TVD, but the performance based 
on IDC is almost not affected since IDC comsumes a pretty long time for basic 
communication. It remains many positive possibilities about security functions based 
on virtualization domain.  
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We mentioned various security functions such as access control, encryption and 
key management to be performed in TVD in this paper. For future works, we first 
enhance efficiency and safety of the SFS, and then we will address about each securi-
ty function in detail and suggest a more secure system combined with these.  
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Abstract. Context-aware systems constitute one of the key research ar-
eas in Human-Centric Computing. This paper presents the MHNCS, a
middleware for developing context-aware mobile applications in low-cost
acquisition devices. The middleware provides resources for acquisition,
validation and distribution of context data. The paper describes the mo-
tivations for the development of MHNCS, its architecture and function-
alities, as well as the evaluation results.

Keywords: Context-aware Mobile Applications, Human-Centric Com-
puting, Low-cost Acquisition Devices.

1 Introduction

Human-Centric Computing is a paradigm in which computing resources are
provided to humans anytime and at anywhere according their situations. Context-
aware systems constitute one of the key research areas in Human-Centric Com-
puting. Context is any information used to characterize the situation of an user or
environment. Context-aware systems are able to dynamically adapt their behavior
and functionality according to the current context, but without explicit user inter-
vention [4]. In mobile applications, context information are usually collected from
embedded or connected sensors in mobile devices. However, many of these devices
are not accessible to users with low purchasing power. Therefore, we consider that
providing software for this audience of users, which possesses low-cost devices, is
to contribute to building human-centric solutions.

In order to obtain context information from sensors to applications, fundamen-
tal procedures are required to be executed: acquisition, validation and distribu-
tion of context data. This paper presents the MHNCS (Mobile Health Networks
Context Service), a middleware for developing context-aware mobile applica-
tions. The middleware aims facilitate the establishment of the fundamental pro-
cedures for building applications, specifically in low-cost acquisition devices. In

c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2015 419
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order to achieve this, it provides two main resources: a DDS-based communica-
tion, and a mechanism for notifying context-based events. The MHNCS is used
in the MobileHealthNet [9], a project for improving health care specially for
underprivileged and offside communities by promoting the exchange of informa-
tion, collaboration and social integration between the various actors involved in
health care (e.g., doctors, nurses, health researchers, patients).

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2 is illustrated and
described the architecture and main components of the MHNCS. The section 3
shows the evaluation results of the middleware. In section 4 we discuss the re-
lated work. Finally, the section 5 drive our conclusions and describe the future
improvements in the MHNCS.

2 MHNCS Implementation

The MHNCS architecture was developed aiming to meet the fundamental pro-
cedures for building context-aware mobile applications, illustrated in Figure 1.
However, it has a particular objective: not generate overload in the consump-
tion of processing and memory. This occurs because the o middleware should
be used in low-cost acquisition devices, which have hardware limitations (i.e.,
low computational power). In order to meet this requirement we extended the
Context Management Service (CMS) [7], a middleware for management context
information.

Fig. 1. MHNCS Architecture

The MHNCS allows an application to receive context data in two ways: (i) lo-
cal, when an application locally gets data from the device, and (ii) remote, when
the authorized applications get data published in the DDS (Data Distribution
Service) global space originated from remote devices. DDS is a specification1 cre-
ated by the OMG (Object Management Group). This specification was designed

1 http://www.omg.org/spec/DDS/1.2/PDF/

http://www.omg.org/spec/DDS/1.2/PDF/
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in order to achieve scalability, portability and interoperability among applica-
tions. The DDS use the Data-Centric Publish-Subscribe (DCPS) model, in which
publishers and subscribers communicate with each other through global space.
Context-aware mobile applications are based on data sharing (data-centric) and,
therefore, the DCPS model is more appropriated. In addition, the distributed
publish-subscribe interaction, used in DDS, provides scalability. The DDS im-
plementation used in MHNCS is the CoreDx2. The Context Distribution Service
(CDS) is responsible for performing communication between publishers and sub-
scribers using the DDS specification.

The context data are initially obtained from embedded or connected sensors
(Sensor). Each sensor is registered in a Context Provider (CP), which con-
trols the notifications related to changes in state of the context data. The CMS
has the responsibility to manage CPs. Context providers have the responsibility
for capturing and sending context data from sensors to the CMS. In the mobile
devices, a CP can use one or more sensors to provide the same context data.
For example, the location can be obtained from the GPS or signal strength in
cellular system. In case the CP obtain the same context data from more than
one sensor, it can choose which data should submit to the requester according
to some criteria. A sensor can also be used for more than one CP. In addition,
a CP may obtain context data from another CP to perform additional process-
ing. The MHNCS uses an object-oriented context modeling to represent context
information.

The Context Event Service (CES) offers a mechanism for notifying context-
based events. In the CES we use the push model3 to notify subscribers about
the occurrence of events. In this model, publishers are responsible for notifying
the occurrence of events for subscribers. Initially subscribers define rules with
context constraints using a XML-based language. The CES is a subscriber of
the CDS and, therefore, the CES receives from the CDS only context data used
in rules. When these rules are validated, they activate the notification of events.
Thus, the events can be seen as the validation of one or more rules with context
constraints.

An example of the XML-based language used in CES is illustrated in Figure 2.
The example illustrates the use of MHNCS in an application for remote monitor-
ing of patients to notify health professionals in the occurrence of an emergency
situation. The rule name is written in natural language for the user to under-
stand the meaning of the rules and identify them (e.g., “high blood pressure”).
In the example, when the patient’s systolic pressure is greater than 160 mm Hg
(rule 1) and his/her diastolic pressure is greater than 80 mm Hg (rule 2), the
event is activated and the CES notifies the interested subscriber via CDS. This
event characterizes that the patient needs help, if he/she is hypertensive.

2 http://www.twinoakscomputing.com/coredx
3 http://www.omg.org/spec/EVNT/1.2/PDF

http://www.twinoakscomputing.com/coredx
http://www.omg.org/spec/EVNT/1.2/PDF
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Fig. 2. Language used to define context-based events

3 Evaluation

The evaluation of MHNCS was realized using a case study. We developed a mo-
bile application focused on the remote monitoring of patients with chronic dis-
eases, based on the Patient-Buddy-Build reported in [8]. This application needs
to know the following context data about the patients: heart rate, respiratory
rate, and location. The location information is geographic coordinates obtained
from the GPS embedded into mobile device. The remaining is originated from
a connected sensor to the device via Bluetooth, called Zephyr BioHarness 34.
We consider that this sensor is not funded by the patients, but rather by public
hospitals. In the evaluation, we observe the resources consumed by the MHNCS
in the patient’s mobile device. We do not verify the mobile device of the health
professionals, because we consider that they do not need to use low-cost acqui-
sition devices. The mobile device used in evaluation is a Motorola Milestone,
running the operating system Android version 2.3.3 on a processor Cortex-A8
1GHz and 512MB of RAM memory. The mobile device has a wireless interface,
used to access context data in the DDS global space. This is an example of
low-cost acquisition device at the Brazil.

In this evaluation, the objective is to verify the overhead generated by the
middleware and whether it can be used in low-cost acquisition devices. We mea-
sure the consumption of processor and memory required by CDS, CMS and CES,
varying the amount of CPs running simultaneously in each experiment from 0
to 3 (i.e., heart rate, respiratory rate, and location). This variation aimed to an-
alyze the impact on the progressive increase of CPs running. Each CP obtained
the information from the sensor every 1 second. CPs obtained the context data
from the sensor every 1 second. The Table 1 shows the results. Each experiment
occurred during 20 minutes. In order to obtain the results we use the Dalvik
Debug Monitor Server5.

According to the results, we can see that from the instantiation of the first CP,
the total consumption of processing increases to 10,6%, while total consumption
of RAM memory increases only 0,24MB. With the instantiation of the second
and third CPs, we observe is that the average increase in the total consump-
tion of processing and RAM memory are, respectively, only 3,3% and 0,73MB.
The average increase in the total consumption of processing and RAM memory,
considering the four scenarios are, respectively, 5,73% and 0,56MB. Note that,

4 http://www.zephyranywhere.com/products/bioharness-3/
5 http://developer.android.com/tools/debugging/ddms.html

http://www.zephyranywhere.com/products/bioharness-3/
http://developer.android.com/tools/debugging/ddms.html
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Table 1. Consumption of Processing (%) and RAM Memory (MB)

Component
Number of Context Providers

0 1 2 3

CDS ∼=0 / 14,27 3,2 / 14,35 3,4 / 14,36 3,5 / 14,37

CMS ∼=0 / 14,14 4,5 / 14,16 6,9 / 14,17 7,2 / 15

CES ∼=0 / 14,12 2,9 / 14,26 3,5 / 14,44 6,5 / 14,86

Total ∼=1 / 42,53 10,6 / 42,77 13,8 / 42,97 17,2 / 44,23

although the average increase in processor consumption considering all scenarios
is greater than considering only the last three, the average increase in memory
consumption is slightly lower. From these results, we consider that the MHNCS
consumes few computational resources in low-cost acquisition mobile devices.

4 Related Work

Li et al. [6] propose the COPAL, a runtime middleware for provisioning con-
text information. The component architecture of COPAL ensures that new con-
text processing functions can be added dynamically. Furthermore, it provides
loose-coupling between context and its processing. The COPAL uses a publish-
subscribe interaction model, which supports a full decoupling of the communi-
cating entities in space and synchronization [5]. In our proposal, in addition,
supports a full decoupling of the communicating entities (publishers and sub-
scribers) in time, which is ensured by the DDS specification.

Barrenechea and Alencar [1] propose a distributed event-based framework,
which contains a context-aware event model and a publish-subscribe communica-
tion with use of context filters. The approach proposed in this study differs from
MHNCS mainly because it use a type-based event model, while our middleware
focuses has a content-based event model [5]. In addition, the publish-subscribe
communication used in our approach is distributed.

In the existing literature, there are many proposals for context data distribu-
tion in mobile systems [2]. However, for the best of our knowledge, the proposals
are not focused on proposing solutions to low-cost acquisition devices, saving
the consumption of processing and memory. For example, the SDDL [3] is a
DDS-based middleware used for distribution context information, but it was not
developed to be used in low-cost acquisition mobile devices.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we propose the MHNCS, a middleware designed to meet require-
ments related to the development of context-aware mobile applications for use in
the remote monitoring of patients with chronic diseases. The MHNCS was devel-
oped taking into consideration the low consumption of processing and memory.
The results evaluation show that the middleware consumes few computational
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resources (processing and memory) and, therefore, it can be used in low-cost
acquisition mobile devices. At this time, we are implementing Quality of Con-
text parameters such as precision, accuracy, frequency, freshness, refresh rate
and trust-worthiness. Plans for future work include to evaluate the energy con-
sumption in mobile devices. In addition, new components are being developed
to infer the patient’s situation using context data, in scenarios where he/she is
conducting physical activities.
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Abstract. We propose a personalized information gathering system PerIGS that 
exploits implicit user feedback in a multiple personal device environment. 
PerIGS extracts imposing words that induce user's choice from recommended 
news articles, and constructs user preference profile based on observed user 
behaviors. A user profile is shared by multiple personal devices, and PerIGS 
gathers, filters, and recommends news articles according to this shared profile. 
We organize the user profile in a hierarchical category structure to deal with the 
uncertainty of user interests. This structure also enables the system to track and 
recognize the changes of user interests for each domain more effectively. The 
results of a series of experiments measuring user satisfaction for recommended 
news articles indicated that PerIGS can effectively utilize user profiles for news 
filtering and recommendation.  

Keywords: Personalized information gathering, Adaptive user profiling, 
Implicit user feedback, Multiple device environment. 

1 Introduction 

In recent years, according to a proliferation of personal devices such as smart phones, 
tablet PCs, and notebooks, the number of users who use multiple personal devices is 
increasing. In this multiple personal device environment, users often handle a large 
volume of information through the Web everyday, and as a result, many people have 
difficulty in finding useful information.  

Personalized information gathering is a solution for this issue of gathering, 
filtering, and providing appropriate information to users. However, many existing 
systems of personalized information gathering require user interventions, explicit 
commands, or manual interactions. Although some systems take user profiling 
approach to recognize user preferences, these preferences are mostly applicable for a 
single device, and are also ought to be stored in a profile on each personal device 
separately. This phenomenon forces users to repeat the process of understanding user 
preferences for other personal devices. 

In this paper, we propose an enhanced method of personalized information 
gathering in a multiple personal device environment by exploiting user profiles shared 
by several devices. The method reduces the time to recognize user preferences, and 
improves user satisfaction for news article recommendation by recognizing each of 
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user's multiple personal devices. We implemented PerIGS(Personalized Information 
Gathering System) for the news domain, utilizing user manipulation behaviors on 
news articles as implicit feedback in order to recognize user preferences. PerIGS 
automatically extracts imposing words that induce users to click the selected news 
articles, and these words are used as user preferences for the domain covering the 
news articles. Based on the user preferences stored in the profile, news articles are 
periodically gathered and filtered from the pre-specified news sites. 

To automatically identify each personal device, users have to install PerIGS Client 
to each personal device, and the connection between the server and each client is 
implemented using the Java RMI. When a client is available to be working, it sends 
the device identifying information including userid and device sequence number to 
the server through the connection. 

2 Related Work 

A recent study proposed a framework for gathering pages that are relevant to a 
particular user or group of users[1]. The system consists of three modules: input, 
crawling and feedback. The input module is integrated with topic suggestion 
component extracting search query terms and representative documents from different 
sources. The crawling module is implemented with an intelligent multi-agent system 
for prioritizing the download of appropriate URLs. The relevance of the documents is 
computed based on the interests of the users. 

FOCIH[5] is a tool that lets users specify ontologies without having to know any 
conceptual-modeling language or ontology language. However, the tool usually 
requires a large volume of training corpus and uses various natural language 
processing algorithms to derive features to learn ontologies. 

Recently, a user interest model to optimize the performance of a topic-specific 
crawler was proposed[6]. The crawler can learn from the previous experience to 
improve the proportion of the number of relevant pages among crawled pages by 
using user information which is collected through data mining. 

EUROgatherer Project[2] performs reasoning about the user preferences by using 
implicit and explicit feedbacks from the user, and manages the user profile including 
the preferences. A user profile in this system essentially describes user’s information 
needs and user’s delivery preferences. 

As in the case of recommendation system survey, the researches on personalized 
information gathering focused only on a single device, and often required explicit or 
implicit user interferences. We try to resolve these issues by observing user behaviors, 
and analyzing user preferences from the given implicit feedbacks without any explicit 
user intervention. Moreover, our proposed system can quickly and properly 
recommend by sharing the user preferences across several devices in a multiple 
personal device environment. 
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3 System Architecture 

The PerIGS system employs Web-combined client-server architecture, as shown in 
Fig. 2. The server side of PerIGS consists of the Crawler, the Implicit Data Manager, 
the Feature Extractor, the Reasoner, the Profile Manager, and the Database Manager. 
The client side of PerIGS manages the Client Data Manager. 

 
Fig. 1. The system architecture of PerIGS 

The Crawler periodically visits the pre-specified sites, and gathers all the news 
articles and the RSS feed pages in the sites in a multi-threaded way. We apply the 
same data gathering period(every hour) to all users, because the news is very quickly 
updated. 

The Profile Manager manages the user profiles including users’ preferences for 
each category. This includes creating a new user profile, inserting a new index term 
and its frequency as the user’s preference, increasing or decreasing the frequency of 
the given index term, removing an index term, and deleting the user profile. A user 
preference profile is created in the PerIGS server for each user when a user creates a 
new account, and this profile is updated whenever a valid implicit feedback occurs. 

The Reasoner is an important module of the PerIGS system, and its main function 
is the decision of relevance(or validation) for a given implicit feedback, and the cause 
reasoning (or clue reasoning) for the selected news article to find imposing words. 
The decision of relevance decides whether the selected news article corresponds to 
the user’s interests by analyzing the received implicit feedbacks. Cause reasoning 
infers the reason why the user selected the news article when the received implicit 
feedback is relevant. 

The DB Manager manages the database storing various data such as user 
information, device information, and site information. This includes creating and 
inserting new accounts, deleting accounts, storing the gathered news articles, or 
removing news articles. 

The Feature Extractor extracts features such as the duration of time the user stays 
on the news, whether the news article is printed, or the exit conditions from the pop-
up window via the Implicit Data Manager. Also, it extracts some useful information 
that will be stored to the database from the news articles collected by the Crawler. 
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Useful information includes the title of each news article and its index terms, the 
contents of each news article and its index terms, URLs, and site names. 

The Implicit Data Manager gathers implicit feedbacks that can observe user 
behaviors on the news articles, and checks validation of the given implicit feedbacks 
in order to filter unnecessary or erroneous data. To check the validation, we used the 
results of some previous studies [2], [4], and the checking process is performed by 
applying the extracted features to our modified rule. 

4 Cause Reasoning 

Cause reasoning finds imposing words that induce user’s choice from recommended 
news articles through a probabilistic method, and these words are reflected to the user 
profile as preferences. The data that are exposed to the user include titles, URLs, 
snippets, site names, and categories. Users express his/her own current preferences by 
clicking some interesting news articles, and then the PerIGS system infers the reason 
of user selection by finding imposing words from this implicit feedback. This process 
of cause reasoning is facilitated by defining some implicit feedback features as shown 
in Table 1. 

Table 1. Implicit feedback features 

Feature Description 

DurationSec Time spent on a document 

DocumentLeng Length of the selected document 

ImageCount The number of images in the document 

ExitType End of document visit - either back to list,   or 

kill the pop-up window 

AddFavorite Whether the user adds the document to his/her 

favorites 

Revisit Whether the user revisits the document 

Print Whether the user prints the document 

FileSave Whether the user saves the attached files or 

images 

 
We also define the following rule in order to decide whether the given implicit 

feedback is valid. If the user-selected news article satisfies the rule, the feedback is 
used as positive(or valid) data. Otherwise, the feedback is ignored. 

((DurationSec > 10.6) ∧ (DocumentLeng > 59) ∧ (ExitType ≠ Back to List) ∧ 
(ImageCount > 1) ) ∨ (AddFavorite ∨ Revisit ∨ Print ∨ FileSave) 

Although there are a large amount of useful information that can get from a news 
article, we infer the causes(or clues) just from the exposed parts such as titles, 
snippets, and URLs, because users normally decide to click the news article based on 
these parts of the article exposed to them. 
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However, finding imposing words that induce the user’s clicking behavior is not an 
easy problem. The PerIGS system utilizes the contents of the selected news article in 
order to find these imposing words by calculating the frequency of each word in the 
title of the content, and then choosing words with high frequency values. 

Algorithm 1 shows a pseudo-code for the algorithm to extract imposing words. 

 

The PerIGS system splits a news title into words, and performs preprocessing. 
Preprocessing includes removing stopwords and stemming. To find the imposing 
words, PerIGS visits the web page that includes the news article and extracts the 
contents by using web page segmentation techniques. The content extraction is 
automatically executed, and PerIGS performs preprocessing to the extracted content. 
This preprocessing includes tokenizing, removing stopwords, and stemming. Then, 
PerIGS calculates term frequency of each word in the title, and chooses some words 
with high probability value by using Equation (1). 
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Words are sorted in decreasing order of their probability values, and the system 
calculates the difference of probability values between adjacent words in the sorted 
list. If the difference value of two adjacent words is greater than the threshold (=0.35), 
all predecessors of the words in the list are chosen as imposing words. In this way, 
imposing words are repeatedly chosen until the difference value of two probability 
values exceeds the threshold. 
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Note that if a situation occurs when no difference value is greater than the 
threshold, all the words whose probability values are greater than zero are chosen. 
Another situation when there are more than one cases of difference values being 
greater than the threshold is relatively difficult to be processed because the 
performance can vary according to the choice of the pivot place. In this paper, we 
consider the first occurrence as decision point, so all the predecessor words of this 
point are chosen as imposing words. 

5 User Profile-Based Filtering for Recommendation 

PerIGS recommends filtered news articles based on the user preference profile. A user 
profile is created in the server for each user identified with a unique userid. The user 
profile is represented using the hierarchical category structure as shown in Fig. 3, 
reflecting a result of our previous study [3]. 

 

Fig. 2. A user profile structure 

The parameters for representing a user profile are defined as follows: 

 U: a set of domains 
U = {Domain1, Domain2, … , Domainn} 

  Domainn: a domain that includes the documents selected by the user 
Domainn = <T1:WDnT1, T2:WDnT2, …, Tm:WDnTm> 
WDiTj: the probability of the query using Tj by user in domain Di  
WTiDj: the probability that user will select document Dj 

  T: a term vector for a given user query 
T = {t1 , t2 , t3 , … , tn} 
ti : a term of the user query 

  D: a set of the selected documents by a user 
D = {D1 , D2 , D3 , … , Dn} 
Di= {ti1,  ti2,  … , tin} 
tij: an index term of the selected document by user 
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Table 2. The features for the news recommendation 

Information Domain Attribute Description 

Context 

Information 

 Time The time when the user 

selects the document 

  Device A device sequence 

number 

Document 

Information 

News Title The news title 

  Site The site name that 

includes the news article 

  Category The category that the 

news article belongs to 

 

A user profile is saved in XML format. The domain tag includes the information 
about the click frequency and the category to which the selected news article is 
affiliated, and the term tag consists of the term that is extracted from the title as an 
imposing word, the click frequency, and the probability value of the term for give 
domain. The probability values, WDT and WTD, are calculated based on term 
frequencies. The update of the user profile is performed whenever a valid implicit 
feedback occurs. 

PerIGS probabilistically recommends the filtered news articles to the user for each 
category when a user clicks the “PerIGS” link on the home page of the system. To 
probabilistically recommend some news articles for each category, we employed 
some features as shown in Table 2. 

The probability values of gathered news articles are calculated by using the Bayes’ 
rule as shown in Equation (2). 

( ) ( )∑= kii termcategorydevicetimeDPDP ,,,|  (2)

Equation (2) tells that the probability value of a news article is the sum of the 
probability values for each term that was used in the title of the article. We use 
Equation (3) to normalize the probability value of each news article. 

( ) ( )
( )imax

i

DP

DP
PNorm =  (3)

Note that PerIGS controls the number of the filtered news articles and the number 
of gathered news articles based on the reflection value r as shown in Equation (4). 
Here, list is the number of recommended articles shown to the user, FilteredDocs is 
the number of filtered articles, and GatheredDocs is the number of gathered articles. 

( ) csGatheredDorcsFilteredDorlist ⋅−+⋅= 1  (4)
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By using the reflection value, the system can deal with the cold start problem, and 
reflect the continuously changed user preferences. As showed in Equation (4), the 
recommended news articles consist of filtered news articles and gathered news 
articles with some weight factors designated by the reflection value. This value is 
initialized to 0.5, and updated whenever a valid implicit feedback occurs. For 
example, if the system should recommend 10 news articles and r is 0.5, then our 
system selects top 5 news articles from both filtered and gathered news articles. By 
increasing this value, the number of filtered articles based on the user profile 
increases, while the number of gathered news articles is reduced. 

6 Experiments 

We collected 124686 news articles from 71 sites and recommended 93798 news 
articles to the users who volunteered for the experiment, and the data collection 
spanned approximately 5 months. Each user registered all of his/her devices with the 
server and downloaded and installed the PerIGS Client on all devices. Also, during 
the experiment periods, each user recorded all the news articles that were 
recommended by the system, and expressed his/her satisfaction for each 
recommended article. Moreover, all participants visited the PerIGS Web site 
everyday, checked all the recommended news articles, and received 20 news articles 
for each category. The number of filtered news articles based on the user profile is 
decided according to the reflection value. 

In the experiments, all recommended articles are not recommended again to the 
same user to prevent repetitious feedback for the same article. Based on this data, we 
measured the satisfaction for each user, by using the satisfaction measure shown in 
Equation (5). 

documents drecommende # of

documents  satisfiedof #
SAT =  (5)

For each day, average 890 fresh news articles are gathered, and each user received 
111 news articles in average, resulting in approximately 22 articles in average for 
each category. Table 3 shows the number of gathered fresh news articles for each 
category by PerIGS. The ratio means the percentages of the recommended news 
articles over the gathered fresh news articles. 

Table 3. The gathered news articles for each category 

Category No. gathered 

news articles 

No. recommended 

news articles 

Ratio 

(%) 

Entertainment 36797 29550 80 

Sports 23278 18034 77 

Economy 22600 14048 62 

Social Affairs 20224 14754 73 

Science & IT 21787 17412 80 
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Fig. 3. Average coverage according to the change of threshold 

Table 4. The average elapsed time for filtering based on user profile according to the number 
of news 

The number of 

news articles 

10 20 30 40 50 100 

Filtering 

time(ms) 

2.33 2.67 4 10.17 12.33 26 

 
As shown in Table 3, we gathered and recommended news articles in 5 categories. 

Also, the PerIGS system used the threshold value 0.35 in order to extract imposing 
words. This threshold value is determined through a simple experiment as shown in 
Fig. 5, which shows the average coverage according to the change of the threshold 
value. Average coverage is the sum of the probability values of important words used 
in a news title, where important words have probability values that are greater than 
the threshold value. 

In Fig. 5, the average coverage becomes stationary for the threshold values greater 
than 0.4, and we set the threshold value as 0.35, because the average coverage is 0.68 
when the threshold value is 0.3, and the average coverage is 0.72 when the threshold 
value is 0.4. 

Table 4 shows the elapsed time for filtering based on the user profile according to 
the number of news articles. As shown in this table, we can notice that the filtering 
was performed in a very short period of time. 

Figure 6 shows the change of average user satisfaction for each participant 
measured over 5 months. As shown in this figure, the average satisfaction for each 
participant is gradually increased as the number of imposing words for each category 
is increased over time. Moreover, the abundance of imposing words means the 
expansion of recommendable news article area. 
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Fig. 4. The average satisfaction 

7 Conclusions 

In this paper, we proposed a personalized information gathering system that can 
recommend appropriate news articles by inferring the user preferences based on the 
implicitly and automatically observed user behaviors, and sharing the user preferences 
in a multiple personal device environment. The user preferences are automatically 
managed according to the observed user behaviors for the given news articles. 

Through our experiments, the average number of imposing words that were 
automatically extracted by the PerIGS system is 3.94 and these words were used as 
user preferences. The PerIGS system efficiently performed filtering based on the user 
profile in a very short period of time. The average satisfaction for all participants is 
68%, while the satisfaction value for the final week of the experiment is improved to 
approximately 86%. Although the average satisfaction is relatively low because of 
initial low satisfaction problem, if the experiment for personalization would be 
continued for a long period of time, the satisfaction will be increased. 

To improve the satisfaction, we consider to use various context information and 
features, and to employ a dynamic Bayesian network to personalize each personal 
device for each user. 
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Abstract. Rich-media describe a broad range of digital interactive media that is 
increasingly used in the Internet and also for the support of synchronous and 
asynchronous communication. Communication has become an increasingly crit-
ical role in the crisis management. EduArt programming system is the new rev-
olutionary product determined for realization of recordings and asynchronous 
communications based on the rich-media technologies. That software can be 
operated at any workstation, notebook, netbook, mobile device, etc. with the 
particular supported operating system and can be used at all the phases of the 
crisis management for providing timely and accurate information to the public 
and the support for asynchronous communication. The system surpasses signif-
icantly similar commercial solutions mainly in terms of its mobility, simple  
operation and no requirements for a specialized and costly hardware. EduArt 
system was developed in the frame of the MERLINGO (MEdia-rich Repository 
of LearnING Objects) project activities.  

Keywords: Rich-media, EduArt, mobile, crisis management, asynchronous 
communication, MERLINGO. 

1 Introduction 

The term rich-media describes a broad range of digital interactive media, through 
which it is possible to share and transfer information and communicate in various 
ways. Moreover, rich-media enable interactivity, i.e., bidirectional communication. 
The characteristic feature of the rich-media technologies is their accessibility on-line 
or on-demand, followed by the support of the dynamics of changes. An example can 
be online streaming video reporting, which is updated during broadcast, or a record of 
presentation placed on a web site jointly with the synchronized slide show, which the 
user can interactively work with. Currently, there are several theories dealing with 
various aspects of the rich-media implementation, such as Media Richness Theory [4], 
Media Naturalness Theory [7] and Social Presence Theory [13]. 

At the same time it is obvious, that avalanche-like spreading popularity of mobile 
multi-media devices and ongoing availability of networking services requires the 
natural demands on records and transfer of general communication between “those 
providing” and “those receiving” not in direct, but in asynchronous communication. 
However, user demands are developing faster than the development of tools for pro-
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duction of rich-media recordings, because the communication mediated by asynchro-
nous way via computer networks is more and more perceived as a full-value substitu-
tion of the direct communication. So this is a very current field of research [2], [15] in 
the area of HCI (Human-Computer Interaction), massively invested by forefront com-
panies such as Phillips, Microsoft, Polycom, etc.   

The issue of majority aspects in implementing rich-media technologies at selected 
universities in the Czech Republic is dealt with in the MERLINGO project (MEdia-
rich Repository of LearnING Objects) [11]. So far, the MERLINGO project objec-
tives have been focused exclusively on the areas of rich-media technology implemen-
tation in the teaching process [9]. Based on the SWOT analysis it has been decided on 
the crucial expansion and focus of the MERLINGO project also into the area of rich-
media and asynchronous communication technologies implementation at all the 
phases of the crisis management. 

This article describes the smart solution in the area of mobile rich-media recording 
and publishing systems that was developed by the MERLINGO project researchers. 
The mentioned solution enables the implementation of the rich-media technologies at 
all the phases of the teaching process and also crisis management process for the 
needs of training and informing of large groups of population on-line or on-demand 
with the possibility of the asynchronous communication and the support of persons 
with specials needs. The key elements of this solution are the client-side programming 
systems EduArt [5] and the server-side programming system MediaInTouch [10] of 
Polymedia Technologies that are developed and tested with the cooperation of the 
MERLINGO project investigators. 

2 Rich-Media Technologies and Their Using in the Crisis 
Management Communication 

Communication has become an increasingly critical role in the crisis management and 
it can be used for the prevention and preparation too. Communicating preparedness, 
prevention, and mitigation information promotes actions that reduce the risk of future 
disasters.  

Crisis communication can be defined broadly as the collection, processing, and 
dissemination of information required addressing a crisis situation [14]. In pre-crisis, 
crisis communication revolves around collecting information about crisis risks, mak-
ing decisions about how to manage potential crises, and training people who will be 
involved in the crisis management process [3]. Haddow [6] defines four phases for 
effective communication strategy in the frame of crisis management for providing 
timely and accurate information to the public in affected areas:  

1. Mitigation - to promote implementation of strategies, technologies, and actions 
that will reduce the loss of lives and property in future disasters.  

2. Preparedness - to communicate preparedness messages that encourages and 
educate the public in anticipation of disaster events.   

3. Response - to provide to the public notification, warning, evacuation, and 
situation reports about an ongoing disaster.  
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4. Recovery - to provide individuals and communities affected by a disaster with 
information on how to register for and receive disaster relief.  

It is evident that the needs and demand for distribution of information are different 
in any of these phases. The role of information and notification is also very different 
as well as the requirements for reliable and safe communication channels. It is espe-
cially important for preparedness and responsiveness phases - when the availability of 
communication channels could be very limited and the demand for position-based and 
immediate information from trustworthy sources is extremely high.  

Rich-media technologies with the support of asynchronous communication and 
mobile technologies can be fully implemented especially in the preparedness and 
responsiveness phases.  

3 Rich-Media Based System EduArt and Its Properties 

The strategic goals of the MERLINGO project include also the development of such 
technologies that will support the needs of all kinds of the crisis management com-
munication in the present time. The first main result of the MERLINGO strategic 
goals fulfilment in the area of the crisis management communication support is the 
actual version of the EduArt programming system. EduArt (Education Art) is a new 
revolutionary programming system determined for the realization of asynchronous 
communication and recordings on the basis of rich-media technologies and their pub-
lishing on-line or on-demand. As opposed to similar commercially available products, 
this software can be used on any workstation, notebook, netbook, mobile device, etc. 
with installed operating system Microsoft Windows. Its basic functionality is a possi-
bility of recording and synchronization of image and sound with the presentation on a 
display of particular computer. It also allows using of any programming system (e.g., 
MS PowerPoint, Adobe Acrobat, etc.) for the presentation purposes, followed by vis-
ualizer, electronic table, tablet and other devices connected to the computer with in-
stalled EduArt system via standard input interface.  

Resulting presentation (see Fig. 1) can be passed to the end user on-line or on-
demand and the user can playback it anytime and anywhere required. The record of 
the presentation can be exported to a web server or stored on various memory media 
(CD/DVD/BD, USB keys, external discs, etc.). In the output presentation are syn-
chronously recorded all individual channels in the original distinction (i.e., audio, 
video, images and metadata). End user can playback the presentation as it originally 
was, or via controller of the video-record or views of recorded slides to move forward 
or rewind it thus repeating certain sections, or to look at only those sections of his 
interest. All channels (video, slides and sound) remain continuously synchronous. In 
the presentation can be stored even other metadata, such as URL images which will 
lead the viewer to next connected resources within the Internet (scripts, CVs, manu-
als, etc.). In the case of access to the presentation record on-line the EduArt system 
will ensure continuous data transfer during presentation, i.e., of its audio and video 
content and pages of presentation. 
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Fig. 1. EduArt recording with translation into the sign language 

There are several widely used technologies in the area of crisis management com-
munication in the present time, like KATWARN (Catastrophe Warning), Radio-Help, 
etc. The key characteristics which differentiate the client-side programming system 
EduArt and the server-side programming system MediaInTouch from the above men-
tioned technologies in the area of crisis management are mainly the following: 

• The output of the realized presentation recorded in the EduArt system is the 
presentation in HTML format file which can be playback on any web browser 
without the necessity of special software plug-in (i.e., the output presentation can 
be used especially on any mobile device with any web browser). 

• Existing solutions require specialized and costly hardware while EduArt system 
hardware requirements are flexible and the system can be operated even on com-
mon personal notebooks. 

• Contemporary solutions were designed for IT professionals and are relatively com-
plicated operation-wise, while EduArt system has been designed with respect to the 
fact that it will not be used by IT specialists and thus its control is user-friendly and 
simple. 

• EduArt programming system can be also extensively applied at the practical appli-
cation of the methodology of adaptation of existing and newly created recordings 
for the purposes of persons with special needs (i.e., transcription into sign lan-
guage, lettering, etc., see Fig. 1). 

• Pilot implementation of indexation of audio recordings made by the rich-media 
based technologies of the MediaInTouch programming system and the possibility 
of browsing in them according to entered key words which is technically realized 
by using Automatic Speech Recognition technology with language and acoustic 
models adjusted to a specific nature, subject and proficiency in the specific envi-
ronment. It was implemented in NovaVoice program system by Consulting Com-
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pany Novasoft firm [12]. Indexations of individual recordings have been currently 
done in on-demand mode; however the aim of the investigators´ team is to achieve 
the possibility of indexation of audio recordings and their availability in real time. 

• The transcription of standard text materials in the audio form and their availability 
obtained via podcasting as a part of the MediaInTouch services.  

• Automated transcription of spoken text of the recording into the written text and 
their availability upon request as a part of MediaInTouch services. Those services 
are determined mainly for hearing disability persons. 

• Support for the asynchronous communication based on the rich-media technology 
and pro-active informing user groups, i.e., sending information about new events 
according to each group focus. 

• Complete application programming interface (API) for programming systems of 
third parties based on web services enabling to the authorized application full con-
trol over all functions of the MediaInTouch server including direct bi-directional 
handover of all data. 

• Possibility of realization and administration of records potentially without post-
production as a part of MediaInTouch services, but at the same time enabling the 
variable post-production if needed. 

• Possibility of both asynchronous on-line broadcast of presentations and their con-
current storage and later on-demand availability as a part of MediaInTouch ser-
vices. 

• Full localization in the Czech language of the EduArt and MediaInTouch pro-
gramming systems. 

4 Conclusions 

The first results of the MERLINGO investigators have the pilot character in the area 
of the rich-media technologies adaptation into the crisis management communication 
area. The central repository MERLINGO of the rich-media based recordings, using 
organically the properties and services of a selected document management system, is 
an important step in the introduction of these technologies in the Czech universities. 
Practical integration of the MERLINGO environment with mobile and wireless solu-
tions of recording and publishing is also meaningful step for the fully automated re-
cording of presentations and their on-line publications with the rich-media support.  

Next pilot and innovation activities realized or prepared as a part of the 
MERLINGO project mainly involve: 

• pilot design and implementation of special version of the EduArt programming 
system for the mobile platforms with the iOS and Android operating systems that 
will contain the most of the original EduArt functionalities for the MS Windows 
platforms, 

• pilot design and implementation of recording, publishing and managing of asyn-
chronous videoconferences environment for the crisis management support as the 
part of standard services of  the MediaInTouch programming system. 
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Abstract. This paper proposes a new recommending method  using effective 
purchase pattern mining with weight based on FRAT (Frequency, Regency, 
Amount and Type of merchandise or service) analysis in e-commerce. In this 
paper, using an implicit method without onerous question and answer to the 
users, it is necessary for us to make the task of mining frequent pattern in 
purchase data extracted the most frequently from whole data, to join customer’s 
data, to keep the analysis of FRAT to calculate the weigh and to make the task 
of clustering of item category in order to recommend item with an immediate 
effect by frequently changing trends of purchase pattern. We consider the 
importance of type of merchandise or service and then, suggest recommending 
method using mining frequent pattern with weight based on FRAT analysis to 
forecast frequently changing trends by emphasizing the important items with 
efficiency and to reflect different merchandises on e-commerce being extremely 
diverse for customers’ need. To verify improved better performance of 
proposing system than the previous systems, we carry out the experiments in 
the same dataset collected in a cosmetic internet shopping mall. 

Keywords: FRAT Analysis, Mining Association Rules, Mining Frequent 
Pattern, Incremental Mining. 

1 Introduction 

Along with the advent of ubiquitous computing environment, it is becoming a part of 
our common life style that the demands for enjoying the wireless internet using 
intelligent portable device such as smart phone and iPad, are increasing anytime or 
anyplace without any restriction of time and place (Cho et al., 2012a; Cho et al., 
2012b).  In these trends, the personalization becomes a very important technology 
which can find exact information to present users. The recommendation system helps 
customers to find items easily and helps the e-commerce companies to set easily their 
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target customer by automated recommending process.  Recently, using an implicit 
method without onerous question and answer to the users, not used user's profile for 
rating, it has been actually processed the research of recommendation so as to 
improve the accuracy of recommendation, to reduce customers’ searching effort to 
find out the items with an immediate effect in e-commerce. Therefore, customers and 
companies can take some benefit from recommendation system on e-commerce 
environment. A recommendation system using data mining technique based on RFM 
(Recency, Frequency, Monetary) so as to meet the needs of customers changing 
according to the time, has been actually processed the research (Cho et al., 2012a; 
Cho et al., 2012b; Cho et al., 2012c). Now a day, the demands for e-commerce and 
many different items on e-commerce are increasing. It is crucial to have different 
weight considered the importance of type of merchandise or service. In this paper, we 
suggest recommending method using effective purchase pattern mining with weight 
based on FRAT analysis in e-commerce. We can improve the performance of 
recommendation through a new recommending method using mining frequent pattern 
with weight based on FRAT analysis. The next section briefly reviews the literature 
related to studies. Section 3 is described a new method for recommendation system in 
detail, such as system architecture with sub modules, the algorithm for proposing 
system, and the procedure of processing the recommendation. Section 4 describes the 
evaluation of this system in order to prove the criteria of logicality and efficiency 
through the implementation and the experiment. In section 5, finally it is described the 
conclusion of paper and further research direction. 

2 Related Works 

2.1 FRAT Analysis 

The analysis of FRAT, RFM formula was further expanded by Robert Kestnbaum 
who added a new factor known as T for type of merchandise or service purchased and 
introduced the new formula identified by the acronym FRAT where F stands for 
frequency, R for recency, and A for amount (K Asoka et al., 1998). The FRAT score 
will be shown how to determine the customer as follows, will be used in this paper. 
The categories (F, R, A, T) have five bins. The variables (A, B, C, D) are weights. 

FRAT score = F × A ＋ R × B ＋ A × C  + T × D (1) 

He suggested that what a person buys at present would be indicative of what that 
person would buy in the future. In this paper, we can make the task of preprocessing 
for clustering purchase data to join customer's data using demographic data and 
FRAT scoring method to recommend the item they really want exactly. In this paper, 
we can use the analysis of FRAT in order to consider the importance of type of many 
different items in purchase data, then reflect their different importance of type of 
merchandise and adjust the preference of weight for recommendation system by 
emphasizing the important transactions. And also, we can use mining frequent 
patterns for recommendation system so as to meet the needs of customers considering 
type of merchandise or service on e-commerce. 
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2.2 Mining Association Rules 

Association rules are frequently used by market basket analysis including cross 
marketing and recommendation system in e-commerce. To select interesting rules 
from the set of all possible rules, the best-known constraints on various measures of 
significance and interest can be used. The constraints are minimum thresholds on 
support and confidence. Association rules which satisfy a minimum confidence 
threshold are then generated from the frequent itemsets. The association rules of the 
apriori algorithm can be divided into two steps. The first step finds a large itemsets 
larger than a minimum support. The second step finds larger rules than minimum 
confidence by creating all subsets of a large itemsets that are discovered at the first 
step. If the rule satisfies a specified confidence threshold requirement, then the 
candidate item is added to the recommendation set. Association rules which satisfy a 
minimum confidence threshold are then generated from the frequent itemsets. The 
traditional association rule mining employs the support measure, which treats every 
transaction equally. However, in our real world data sets, the weight importance of a 
pattern may vary frequently due to some unavoidable situations. Usually in an 
association rules, it is expressed in the form of the rule X→Y. The rule of X→Y means 
that the transaction including the item of X tends to include the itemsets. A weight of 
an item is a non-negative real number which is assigned to reflect the importance of 
each item in the transaction database. For a set of items  I = { , , . . . . . , },   
weight of a pattern P { , , . . . . ., } is given as follows:  

Weight(P)   =   
∑ ℎ=1  (2)

And then in an weighted association rules, an weighted support of a pattern is defined 
as the resultant value of multiplying the pattern’s support with the weight of the 
pattern using customer’s RFM score(Cho et al., 2013c). So the weighted support of a 
pattern P is given as follows: s W ( ) =   ℎ ( ) × ( ) (3)

Basically, w-support measures how significantly X and Y appear together; w-
confidence measures how strong the rule is. An weighted association rule mining 
becomes an important research issue in data mining and knowledge discovery by 
considering different weights for different items. It is necessary to consider these 
dynamic changes in different application area such as retail market basket data 
analysis. Much effort has been dedicated to association rule mining with pre-assigned 
weights(G.D et al., 1998)(F. Tao et al, 2003). It is crucial to have different weights for 
different transactions in order to reflect their different importance and adjust the 
mining results by emphasizing the important transactions. 

2.3 Mining Frequent Pattern 

Mining association rule search for interesting relationship among items in a given 
database. It was first introduced by R. Agrawal (R. Agrawal et al., 1993). association 
rules are frequently used by market basket analysis including cross marketing, 
recommendation system in e-commerce. To select interesting rules from the set of all 
possible rules, the best-known constraints on various measures of significance and 
interest can be used. The constraints are minimum thresholds on support and 
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confidence. Association rules which satisfy a minimum confidence threshold are then 
generated from the frequent itemsets. The association rules of the apriori algorithm 
can be divided into two steps. The first step finds a large itemsets larger than a 
minimum support. The second step finds larger rules than minimum confidence by 
creating all subsets of a large itemsets that are discovered at the first step. If the rule 
satisfies a specified confidence threshold requirement, then the candidate item is 
added to the recommendation set. Association rules which satisfy a minimum 
confidence threshold are then generated from the frequent itemsets. The traditional 
association rule mining employs the support measure, which treats every transaction 
equally. The FP-growth method (J. Han et al., 2004) is a depth-first algorithm. In the 
method, Han et al. proposed a data structure called the FP-tree. The FP-tree is a 
compact representation of all relevant frequency information in a database. To 
construct the FP-tree, The first scan is to find all frequent items by an initial scan of 
the database. Then, these items are inserted into the header table in decreasing order 
of their count. In the second scan, as each transaction is scanned, the set of frequent 
items in it are inserted into the FP-tree as a branch. Every branch of the FP-tree 
represents a frequent itemset and the nodes along the branches are stored in 
decreasing order of frequency of the corresponding items with leaves representing the 
least frequent items. Compression is achieved by building the tree in such a way that 
overlapping itemsets share prefixes of the corresponding branches. An FP-tree T has a 
header table, T:header, associated with it. Single items and their counts are stored in 
the header table in decreasing order of their frequency. The entry for an item also 
contains the head of a list that links all the corresponding nodes of the FP-tree. 
Compared with breadth-first algorithms such as Apriori and its variants, which may 
need as many database scans as the length of the longest pattern, the FP-growth 
method only needs two database scans when mining all frequent itemsets. 

2.4 Incremental Mining 

In data mining, association rules play an important role and have been applicable in 
many areas. There are two problems in mining association rules. One is finding 
frequent itemsets. The other is using those itemsets to generate the rules. After the 
frequent itemsets have been recognized, the corresponding rules may be derived 
easily. The knowledge discovered from transactional databases in e-commerce has to 
be maintained, and an incremental updating technique needs to be developed for 
maintaining the discovered association rules from these databases. The concept of 
association rules has been introduced to solve the problem of handling time series by 
including time expressions into association rules. D.W Cheung introduced a new 
algorithm called the Fast Update algorithm(FUP) (R. D. W et al., 1996), for efficient 
maintenance of discovered association rules when new transactions are added. It’s 
similar in its frame work to that of Apriori (R. Agrawal et al., 1993). It contains a 
number of iterations starting at size-one itemsets; at each iteration, all the large 
itemsets of the same size are founded. The candidate sets at each iteration are 
generated based on the large itemsets founded in the previous iteration. FUP 
introduces to handle the incremental database and to update the discovered rules. At 
each iteration the support of size-k frequent itemsets are updated against the 
incremental database to filter out the loser. Only the incremental database has to be 
scanned to do this filtering. While scanning the incremental database, a set of 
candidates is extracted along with their support from the incremental database. 
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3 Our Proposal for a Personalized u-Commerce 
Recommendation System 

3.1 System Architecture 

We can depict the system configuration concerning the recommendation system using 
mining frequent pattern with weight based on FRAT analysis in e-commerce under 
ubiquitous computing environment which is required by real time accessibility and 
agility. This system had four agent modules which have the analytical agent, the 
recommendation agent, the learning agent, the data mining agent in the internet 
shopping mall environment. We observed the web standard in the web development, 
so developed the interface of internet to use full browsing in mobile device. As a 
matter of course, we can use web browser in wired internet to use our 
recommendation service. We can support the system under WAP in mobile web 
environment by using feature phone as well as using the internet browser such as 
safari browser of iPhone and Google chrome browser based on android so as to use 
our system by using smart phone. 

3.2 Mining Frequent Pattern with Weight Based on FRAT Analysis 

In this section, we can describe a new recommending method using mining frequent 
pattern with weight based on FRAT analysis in e-commerce. An existing 
recommendation system using traditional mining has the problem, such as delay of 
processing speed from a cause of frequent scanning a large data, considering equal 
weight value of every item, and accuracy as well. To solve these problems, we use the 
purchase data which is between the score is more than 20 and the score is less than 
40, which is the most frequently purchased data, extracted (sale_dat3) from the whole 
data,  has a lot of purchasing counts in order to prevent delay of processing speed 
from a cause of frequent scanning a large data. We use the purchase data extracted the 
most frequently from whole data, to join customer’s data with  demographic variable 
: the code of classification such as age, gender, occupation, propensity of customer, 
and skin type., make the task of pre-processing for effective mining purchase pattern 
with weight based on FRAT analysis in e-commerce. Then, we make the weight using 
the rank of customer’s RFM score as follows. 

Table 1. Weight Rate based on Customer’s FRAT Score 

Level 

No. 

Range of Customer’s FRAT 

Score 

Customer’s 

Count 

Weight 

Rate 

1 Score >= 90 4 0.41 

2 Score >=80 and Score < 90 9 0.07 

3 Score >=60 and Score < 80 46 1.27 

4 Score >=40 and Score < 60 157 5.84 

5 Score >=20 and Score < 40 51 2.40 

6 Score < 20 0 0 
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We have different weights for different items and generate weighted association 
rules via mining frequent pattern with weight based on customer’s FRAT score. Thus 
we forecast frequently changing trends by emphasizing the important items and 
improve the accuracy of recommender. As a matter of course, we can also only 
process the data by scanning of the large database one time using incremental mining 
in emerging data environment[2], and also we can recommend the items with an 
immediate effect according to the threshold for creative weighted association rules 
with w-support, w-confidence and w-lift. There are two type of the preprocessing 
task. One is mining frequent pattern with weight based on FRAT analysis. The other is 
creating of clusters with neighborhood user-group by customers' the code of 
classification such as age, gender, occupation, propensity of customer, and skin type 
via the task of preprocessing for clustering of item category for recommender with 
efficiency by customers' propensity on the purpose of recommender in u-commerce. 
As a matter of course, we use effective purchase pattern mining with weight based on 
FRAT analysis via a successful structure to mine frequent patterns based on the 
purchase data(sale_dat3) extracted from the whole data(sale), to adjust the result with 
weight.  The procedural algorithm for effective purchase pattern mining with weight 
based on FRAT analysis(MFPWF) for recommender in e-commerce is depicted as the 
following Table 2.  

Table 2. The procedural pre-processing steps for MFPWF 

Step 1 : The system scans the purchase data(sale_dat3) 
extracted from the whole purchase data. 
Step 2 : The FRAT score of customer is computed so as to 
reflect the attributes of the customer, consists of four 
attributes (F, R, A, T), each attribute has five bins divided 
by each 20%, exact quintile. 
Step 3 : The system counts up all the number of customers 
by each rank of customer's FRAT scores, to make the table 
of  the rate of weight. 
Step 4 : The system calculates the rate of weight based on 
the number of customers with each rank of FRAT score, 
then make the table of  the rate of weight. 
Step 5 : Weighted Association rules are created by MFPWF 
Step 6 :  Wsupport  =  ∑ ℎ ⁄   *  Support 
count    /*  N  is numbers of item in the rules */ 
Step 7 : We can create creative weighted association rules 
with w-support, w-confidence and w-lift through mining 
frequent pattern with weight based on FRAT score. 

 
The following Mining Frequent Pattern algorithm is encoded by pseudo code. 

Some of the notations used in this table 4 are shown in Table 3. 
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Table 3. Notations description 

Notation Description 

Old Original database 

Trans Incremental database 

Mas Updated database 

FPWF_Rule_set Table of Weighted Frequent Pattern Rules 

Mining_FPWF_Rule Mining Processing Task 

New Procedural Language SQL of Create 

Append Procedural Language SQL of Update 

Save Procedural Language SQL of Restore 

Table 4. Procedural algorithm of Mining Frequent Pattern with Weight based on FRAT 
score(MFPWF) 

Input : Purchase_DBk, Old, Trans, Mas ; 
Output : FPWF_DBk,  FPWF_Rule_set; 

Begin 
Open Old Trans, Mas; 
 while (!= EOF(Old)) 
 { 
 Old ← Purchase_DBk (sale_dat3); 

// Rename Purchase_DBk  to Old  
FPWF_Rule_set  ← Mining_FPWF_Rule (Old)  ; 
New (Mas) ← Append (Old, Trans) ;   
// New, Append are  mining of PL(Procedural Language) SQL; creating ,  

updating  
 FPWF_Rule_set ← Mining_FPWF_Rule (Mas) ; 
   Save (FPWF_DBk) ← Mining_FPWF_Rule_set ;  
 }; 
EOF:     
Close Old, Trans; 
Close Mas, FPWF_Rule_set_; 
// The FPWF_ DBk is created by using Mining_FPWF_rule (Mas) 

algorithm 
End; 

 
We can apply the mining frequent pattern with weight based on FRAT in this 

paper.  

3.3 The Procedural Algorithm for Recommendation 

The system can search the information in the cluster selected by using the code of 
classification of login user to find the target group for recommendation service. It can 
scan the preference of category for item in the cluster, then suggest the brand item 
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with the highest item score of brand item in the item category. This system can create 
the list of recommendation with TOP-N of the highest score of item to recommend 
the item with an immediate effect efficiently. This system can recommend the items 
with efficiency, are used to generate recommending item according to the basic 
category for item with the highest rate through an clustering of item category. It can 
recommend the associated item using association table created by mining frequent 
patterns to TOP-N of recommending list if users want to have the cross-selling or up-
selling. This system takes the cross comparison with purchase data in order to avoid 
the duplicated recommendation which it has ever taken. This system proposes a new 
recommending method using mining frequent pattern with weight based on FRAT 
analysis and clustering of item category. In order to do that, we make the 
implementation for prototyping of the internet shopping mall which handles the 
cosmetics professionally and do the experiment. It is the environment of 
implementation and experiment below. 

- OS : Windows Environment,   
- Web Server: Apache 2.2.14 / WAP 2.0 
- Server-Side Script :  JSP/PHP 5.2.12 
- Client-Side Script :  XML/WML2.0/ HTML5.0/CSS3/JAVASCRIPT 
- Database : MySQL 5.1.39 
- J2SDK (1.7.0_11) 
- MySQL JDBC  
- jQuery Mobile 
- jakarta-tomcat (5.0.28) 

We have carried out the implementation and the experiment for proposing s
ystem through system design, we have finished the system implementation abo
ut prototyping recommendation system. It could be improved and evaluated to 
new system through the result of experiment with the metrics such as precision
, recall, F-measure as comparing proposing system using mining frequent patterns 
in purchase data extracted the most frequently from whole data via weight based on 
FRAT analysis, previous system using Mining association rule without weight and exi
sting system. 

3.4 Experimental Data for Evaluation 

We used 319 users who have had the experience to buy items in e-shopping mall, 580 
cosmetic items used in current industry, 1600 results of purchased data recommended 
in order to evaluate the proposing system(Cho et al., 2012b). In order to do that, we 
make the implementation for prototyping of the internet shopping mall which handles 
the cosmetics professionally and do the experiment. We have finished the system 
implementation about prototyping recommendation system. We’d try to carry out the 
experiments in the same condition with dataset collected in a cosmetic internet 
shopping mall. It could be proved by the experiment through the experiment with 
learning data set for 12 months, testing data set for 3 months in a cosmetic cyber 
shopping mall(Cho et al., 2012b). The 1st system is proposing system using mining 
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frequent pattern with weight based on FRAT analysis(MFPWF), called by “proposal”, 
the 2nd system is mining association rules without weight(MAR), the third system is 
existing system. 

3.5 Experiment and Evaluation 

The system's overall performance evaluation is used by the metrics of evaluation for 
recommendation system, such as precision, recall and F-measure for proposing 
system in clusters. For performance evaluation of the system, we used metrics most 
widely used for recommender systems using learning data set and testing data set, 
precision, recall and F-measure defined as follows: Precision = recommended relevant 
items / all recommended items, Recall = recommended relevant items / total relevant 
items, F-measure = 2    (Precision * Recall) / (Precision + Recall). The metrics of 
evaluation for recommendation system in our system was used in the field of 
information retrieval commonly  (Herlocker et al., 1999).  

Table 5. The result for t able of precision, recall, F-measure for recommendation ratio by each 
cluster 

Cluster 

Proposal(MFPWF) Previous(MAR) Existing 

Preci 

sion1 
Recall1 

F-mea 

sure1 

Preci 

sion2 
Recall2 F-mea 

sure2 

Preci 

sion3 
Recall3 

F-mea 

sure3 

C1 41.32 72.92 52.75 48.79 55.70 48.41 48.79 31.32 35.64 

C2 48.89 70.83 57.85 49.36 52.53 48.09 49.36 29.54 35.06C 

C3 46.46 68.18 55.26 55.50 23.93 32.19 44.26 21.81 27.65 

C4 49.02 55.88 52.23 52.49 38.37 41.95 52.49 34.98 39.75 

C5 55.42 65.36 59.98 50.41 47.40 45.24 50.41 43.21 43.10 

C6 45.98 75.00 57.01 50.93 37.23 40.03 50.93 36.60 39.64 

C7 55.56 66.67 60.61 47.41 27.27 32.60 47.41 26.81 32.26 

C8 51.59 69.05 59.06 43.60 37.23 38.17 43.60 36.60 37.82 

C9 27.33 70.00 39.31 46.68 28.45 32.62 46.68 25.19 30.28 

C10 52.94 77.45 62.89 67.18 20.69 31.17 46.53 18.32 25.10 

C11 58.64 87.88 70.34 67.23 62.50 60.94 67.23 55.34 57.10 

 
Above Table 5 presents the result of evaluation metrics (precision, recall and F-

measure) for recommendation system. The new recommending method is improved 
better performance of proposing system than both the previous system and the 
existing systems. Our proposing system mining frequent pattern with weight based on 
FRAT analysis(MFPWF) is higher 38.14% in recall, higher 20.36% in F-measure 
even if it is lower 1.32 % in precision than existing system. And also, our proposing 
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system mining frequent pattern with weight based on FRAT analysis(MFPWF) is 
higher 18.15% in recall, higher 15.99% in F-measure even if it is lower 4.22 % in 
precision than previous system using mining association rules without weight(MAR). 
As a result, we could have the recommender to be able to recommend the items with 
an immediate effect. The figure 4 is shown in the site of recommendation of 
cosmetics on a smart phone. The new proposing method is better performance than 
the performance of both previous system and existing system by  F-measure.  

 

 

Fig. 1. The result of recommending ratio by precision 

 

Fig. 2. The result of recommending ratio by recall 

 

Fig. 3. The result of recommending ratio by F-measure 
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Fig. 4. The site of recommendation of cosmetics 

4 Conclusion 

Recently, u-commerce as an application field under ubiquitous computing 
environment required by real time accessibility and agility, is in the limelight (Cho et 
al., 2012b). We proposed a new recommending method using effective purchase 
pattern mining with weight based on FRAT analysis in e-commerce in order to 
improve the accuracy of recommendation, to reduce customers’ searching effort to 
find out the items with an immediate effect. The existing system without weight did 
not reflect the importance of item, and do not consider these dynamic changes in 
different items in the large market basket data analysis. As you knew, in the current 
internet shopping mall, it was sensitive to make the choice for making the decision to 
buy items which they really want by frequently changing trends of variable purchase 
pattern on e-commerce. It was crucial to have different weights for type of 
merchandise or service and adjust the mining results by emphasizing the important 
items based on weight using FRAT analysis in order to improve the accuracy of 
recommendation, to meet the needs of customers changing according to the trend of 
purchasing type of items as time goes by. We have described that the performance of 
the proposing system using mining frequent pattern with weight based on FRAT 
analysis is improved better than both the previous system using mining association 
rules without weight and the existing system. To verify improved better performance 
of proposing system, we carried out the experiments in the same dataset collected in a 
cosmetic internet shopping mall. It is meaningful to present a new recommending 
method using effective purchase pattern mining with weight based on FRAT analysis 
in e-commerce under ubiquitous computing environment. 
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Abstract. This paper is focused on design and implementation of a comfortable 
voice control of operational technical functions in a smart building using KNX 
technology. The paper is divided into three parts. Development of voice recog-
nition application, programming and bringing to life of an already finished 
model and implementing of communication interface between these compo-
nents. The very recognition of voice commands is implemented on .NET 
Framework 4.0 platform using C# programming language. After recognition of 
the voice commands, the commands in machine code are sent through UDP 
(User Datagram Protocol) server using KNX/IP router from the control com-
puter to KNX fieldbus for control of the Smart Home model. In the end, testing 
of functionality and quality of voice command recognition was carried out. 

Keywords: voice recognition, .NET Framework, microprocessor, synthesis, 
fieldbus, KNX, ETS, C#. 

1 Introduction 

Voice commands [2], [3], [4] can be used to provide comfortable control of opera-
tional technical functions in smart buildings [1]. In real-life implementations of the 
designed systems for voice communication with the control system it is necessary to 
resolve an issue with additive noises for the particular environment [5], [6]. Voice 
control in smart apartments is preferred mainly by older or handicapped fellow-
citizens [7], [8]. The task of the designed software G.H.O.S.T for voice control of 
operational technical functions of a smart house is to provide users with easy and 
simple access to control of their house. Application in Smart Home Care for seniors 
and the handicapped suggests itself. 

2 Description of Development Environment 

The application has been created in “Sharp Develop” environment, which is an open 
source integrated development environment.  
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Fig. 6. Results 
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occasionally arise when the application is in idle mode (waiting for activation phrase) 
and a conversation in Czech language is in progress in the room. This problem is 
eliminated by adding a restrictive condition to the program, which passes through the 
initiating phrase when the application is sure of its correctness at least with a 90% 
certainty. Despite this, it may sometimes happen that the program recognizes a Czech 
word as an initiation phrase. As a possible improvement of this work in real-world 
usage, it is advisable to use a microphone network covering whole area of the object 
as an input device. We would also like to implement a suitable adaptive filter for sup-
pression of additive noise in real Smart Home environment to the voice recognition 
application described above. 
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Abstract. Recently, a variety of external accessory devices is applied to the 
smart phone. Among them, external devices which communicate through 
earphone jack are outstanding. The reason is that communication via earphone 
jack can be fixed on the smartphone easily. In this paper, The IR MEMS sensor, 
still under development, is presented. This IR MEMS sensor for smartphone 
can evaluate current temperature of the target and can be applied in many ways. 

Keywords: MEMS, IR sensor, PCM, earphone jack, smartphone. 

1 Introduction 

External accessories for smartphone has already attracted interest and been used 
frequently. Especially, external accessories that are mounted on the earphone jack are 
used for many purposes and facilitate more convenience for the people. Following 
Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 show the examples of the convenience. 

 

Fig. 1. Credit card reader using earphone jack 
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Fig. 2. Smartphone universal remote control 

The communication via earphone jack is compatible to many devices except the 
case that high speed communication is required. So, the communication through 
earphone jack is evaluated high-potentially. Some devices that easily are seen are 
already implemented with the communication through earphone jack. The IR MEMS 
sensor has been developed almost and will be mounted on the earphone jack. The IR 
MEMS sensor can be applied to many areas related the temperature and recognition to 
human. 

2 Structure of the IR MEMS Sensor 

The IR MEMS sensor is mainly composed of two parts. The first is thermocouple and 
the other is infrared-gathering frame including silicon filter[1-3]. A following Fig. 3 
shows prototype of the IR MEMS sensor. 

 

Fig. 3. Prototype of the IR MEMS sensor 
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2.1 Thermocouple 

If there is a contact between each different material in each different temperature, 
electric potential can be generated[4]. This principle is implemented with nickel and 
graphene in the IR MEMS sensor. In IR MEMS sensor, only the infrared can heat the 
inside of the sensor and it is possible by silicon filter. The Fig. 4 shows concept map 
of the thermocouple. 

 

Fig. 4. Concept map of the thermocouple 

2.2 Frame of the IR MEMS Sensor 

The infrared-gathering structure is designed for gathering IR and the target is 10 um 
wavelength infrared. If the components of a sensor are stacked, the height is totally 
2.5 um. Thus, the 10 um IR is captured by the sensor and heats the inside of the 
sensor. The IR MEMS sensor, heated by IR only, can recognize the present 
temperature which radiates its own IR. In this mechanism, the silicon filter blocks 
useless wave and helps sensor reads infrared exactly[1-3]. The following Fig. 5 shows 
adopted silicon filter. 

 

Fig. 5. Structure of IR MEMS sensor 
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3 Connection 

3.1 PCM(Pulse Code Modulation) 

To read the output of a sensor, it is necessary to analyze PCM signal of the 
smartphone[5-7]. However, every smartphone company has its own PCM signal. So, 
extracting common denominator is required. Fig. 6 shows PCM signal of the 
Samsung galaxy4 as an example. And Table. 1 shows result extracted. 

Table 1. PCM waveform 

Sampling 
frequency 

16 kHz 

PCM property 8 bit mono 

Sampling 
speed 

16,000 per second 

Time for 
sampling 

62.5 usec 

 

 

Fig. 6. PCM signal of the samsung galaxy4 

3.2 Data Transfer 

Data transfer is set up via the earphone jack. Then the data is transmitted via the 
microphone connector on the earphone jack. Fig. 7 shows the earphone jack 
connectors which can be used to receive the data. 
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Fig. 7. Earphone jack connectors 

3.3 Measurement 

The Fig. 8 shows output of IR MEMS sensor. It looks like stairs, and each stair 
represent present temperature of the target. The lowest stair correspond to 0℃ and the 
highest stair correspond to 120℃. The electrical output is sampled by smartphone 
through earphone jack. 

 

Fig. 8. Output of the IR MEMS sensor 

4 Application 

Using the smartphone and IR MEMS sensor, whether the person is and the 
temperature are checked easily. And, many purposes can be accomplished depending 
on apps of smartphone. For example, the indoor temperature can be notified and the 
body heat can be measured for health purpose. Even, the smartphone with IR MEMS 
sensor can be replaced to existing products. A following Fig. 9 shows one of the 
possible replacements. 
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Fig. 9. Thermometer 
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Abstract. Proxy re-encryption with keyword search enables users to search on 
encrypted data without allowing the storage server or proxy to learn any infor-
mation from the searching. In this work, we improve the efficiency of a proxy 
re-encryption scheme which supports conjunctive keyword search by removing 
a redundant trapdoor algorithm. Subsequently, we implement the improved 
scheme using J2SE in a data storage environment.  

Keywords: Searchable encryption, data storage, proxy re-encryption. 

1 Introduction 

Moving data into remote storage will give great convenience to the users by increas-
ing the availability of the data. To protect the confidentiality of data, users may en-
crypt all their data that stored in remote data storage. However, the searching process 
is not possible if the data are encrypted. The naive solution that downloads all files 
from the storage and search on local client system is infeasible when data grows very 
large.  

The idea of public key encryption with keyword search (PEKS) was first proposed 
by Boneh et al. [3] to solve the problem of searching encrypted data. This scheme 
allows a user Bob to send a message to a user Alice by encrypting the message using 
Alice’s public key and appending the encrypted keywords in the ciphertext. To search 
the message with keyword “work”, Alice will generate a trapdoor associated with the 
selected keyword and sends it to the server. Using the trapdoor, the server will run a 
Test algorithm to check whether the keyword is within the message and send the re-
sult to Alice without knowing what keyword Alice searches for and the information 
inside the message. 

A proxy re-encryption with keyword search (PRE-KS) scheme [6,8,9] is an exten-
sion of PEKS where it allows the data owner to delegate to other user, the retrieval 
ability of data associated with the selected keywords in remote data storage. A semi-
trusted third party, called “proxy”, is needed to convert a ciphertext computed under 
the data owner’s (delegator) public key into those that can be decrypted using the 
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other user’s (delegatee) private key using re-encryption key generated by the data 
owner [2].  

Contribution. In this paper, we analyse three searchable encryption schemes [4,5,7] 
and select one of the most suitable scheme for the implementation in data storage 
environment. Next, we reduce the computation complexity in the selected Wang et 
al.’s scheme [7] by removing a redundant trapdoor generating algorithm and simplify-
ing the corresponding decryption algorithm. We also implement the improved scheme 
using Java in a data storage environment. 

2 Scheme Selection for the Implementation 

There are many PEKS schemes have been proposed for different purposes since the 
proposed of Boneh’s PEKS scheme [3] in 2004. The following features of a searcha-
ble encryption scheme are desired for data storage application. The scheme should 
enable the data owner to search multiple keywords in encrypted data. In addition, it 
should allow the data owner (delegator) to give access to other user (delegatee) tem-
porarily for searching certain of his/her encrypted data. To find the most suitable 
scheme that meets the above requirements for the implementation in data storage 
environment, three schemes [4,5,7] have been analysed in this work. 

Juang and Shue [5] introduced a secure and privacy protection digital goods trad-
ing scheme in cloud computing by modifying PEKS scheme with multiple keywords 
(MPEKS) proposed by Baek et al. [1]. In this scheme, it requires both sender and 
receiver to authenticate each other and agree on a session key. The session key will be 
used to send the file’s private key for decrypting the encrypted data by the receiver.  

In 2011, Chen and Li [4] proposed proxy re-encryption with private searching 
(PRPS). PRPS combines the function of PEKS, proxy re-encryption (PRE), and dual 
receiver cryptosystem. The ciphertext is decrypted by two independent receivers: the 
user and the proxy. The proxy will do partial decryption before sending it to the user. 
However, PRPS does not support conditional proxy re-encryption. The proxy re-
encrypts all the data using re-encryption key and only after that it will perform testing 
algorithm to check whether the data consists the searched keyword or not. 

To reduce the calculation overhead and maintain the data owner’s access control to 
the data, conditional proxy re-encryption supporting conjunctive keyword search 
(CPRE-CKS) [7] was proposed by Wang et al. in 2012. CPRE-CKS supports condi-
tional proxy re-encryption to reduce the overhead process of re-encryption all 
ciphertexts. It enables the proxy to re-encrypt the ciphertext only if the ciphertext 
contains the selected keywords (conditions). The data owner can also control the ac-
cess of ciphertext by his/her delegatee.  

As shown in Table 1, we can see that both MPEKS and CPRE-CKS fulfill the re-
quirements of searchable encryption in data storage environment. However, MPEKS 
needs more keys and has more overhead processes than CPRE-CKS. PRPS does not 
support multiple keywords search. Based on this result, we have selected CPRE-CKS 
scheme to be implemented in our data storage application. 
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Table 1. Comparison between existing searchable encryption schemes for storage 

 MPEKS [5] PRPS [4] CPRE-CKS [7] 
Data Encryption Symmetric Asymmetric Asymmetric 
Keyword Encryption Asymmetric Asymmetric Asymmetric 
Multiple Keyword Search Yes No Yes 
Access Control Given One file All files Selected files 
Number of Keys Used 4 3 2 

3 Implementation 

We show that there are some unnecessary computations in Wang et al.’s CPRE-CKS 
scheme [7]. In the original scheme, it requires the data owner to generate a trapdoor 
for decrypting its own data. However, we show that the data owner should be able to 
decrypt all data using his own private key only. We thus eliminate this overhead pro-
cess in CPRE-CKS for our implementation. 

3.1 The Wang et al.’s CPRE-CKS Scheme 

The CPRE-CKS scheme proposed by Wang et al. consists of ten algorithms [7] : 

1. Setup(1k): Given a security parameter 1k, set the following parameters: Bilinear 
groups (G1, G2) of prime order p; g = e(P1,P1), h = e(P1,P2), where P1, P2 are two 
different generators of G1; Secure symmetric key encryption scheme ∏ = (G, E, D); 
Hash functions H1:{0,1}*→{0,1}log2p, H2:G2→K, H3:{0,1}*×K→{0,1}log2p, H4: 
:{0,1}*→{0,1}log2p where C, K are the ciphertext/key space for ∏. 

2. KeyGen(1k): Generate public/private keys for the data owner a  (delegator), data 
user b, and other users. Select random numbers [x1, x2, …, xm, xm+1, xm+2, x] ∈ Zp

* as 
the private key SKa for a and output the public key PKa = [X1 = x1P1, X2 = x2P1, …, 
Xm = xmP1, Xm+1 =  xm+1P1, Xm+2 = xm+2P1, X = xP2]. Choose random numbers [y1, 
y2,…,ym, ym+1, ym+2, y] ∈ Zp

* as SKb for b, output b’s public key PKb = [Y1=y1P1, 
Y2=y2P1,…,Ym=ymP1, Ym+1=ym+1P1, Ym+2=ym+2P1, Y=yP2].  

3. Encrypt(PK, D): Take a public key PK and a document D = (M, W) as input, 
where M is a message and W = (W0, W1, ..., Wm) is a set of keywords. Select ran-
dom numbers r1, r2, ..., rm ∈ Zp

* and compute Bi=riXm+1 for 0 ≤ i  ≤ m. Generate a 
session key ssk ∈ K by running the algorithm G and encrypts message M by com-
puting E= E ssk(M). Set r0=H3(M||B1||...||Bm, ssk) and compute Ai=r0(Xi+H1(Wi)P1), 
K=r0Xm+2, R=H2(h

r0)⨁ssk, S=H4(g
r0||A1||…||Am||B1||…||Bm||E||R) for 1 ≤  i  ≤  m. 

Output the ciphertext as C = [E, A1, A2, ..., Am, B1, B2, ..., Bm, K, R, S]. 
4. DTrapdoor(SK, Q): For the input Q = (I1, I2, … , It, Ω1, Ω2, … , Ωt), where Ii is the 

identifier of an ith keyword field and Ωi is the ith keyword, select a random v ∈ Zp
* 

and compute the decrypt-trapdoor TQ
D=[T1

D,T2
D,T3

D,I1,…,It], where 
T1

D=P2/(xI1)+⋯+xIt+H1(Ω1)+⋯+H1(Ωt )+xm+2v), T2
D=(T1

D)/(xm+1), T3
D=v 

5. SKeygen(SK, Q): For the input Q = (I1, I2, ..., It, Ω1, Ω2, ..., Ωt), compute the 
search-trapdoor TS

Q=[TS
1, TS

2, TS
3, I1,…,It], where TS

1 = 
P1/(xI1+⋯+xIt+H1(Ω1)+⋯+H1(Ωt)+xm+2u), TS

2=(TS
1)/(xm+1), TS

3=u. 
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6. RKeygen(SKa, PKb, Q): Take in SKa, PKb, and query Q, output re-encryption key 
rk = (TR

1, TR
2, TR

3), where TR
1=Y/(xI1+⋯+xIt+H1(Ω1)+⋯+H1(Ωt)+xm+2v), 

TR
2=1/(xm+1)TR

1, TR
3=v. 

7. Test(C, TS
Q): Take in C and TS

Q, check the equality of H4 
((e(AI1+⋯+AIt+TS

3K,TS
1))/ (e(BI1+⋯+BIt,TS

2))A1||…||Am||B1||…||Bm||E||R)=S. If so, re-
turn 1 or 0 otherwise. 

8. Reencrypt(Ca, rk): Proxy takes a ciphertext Ca and re-encryption key rk and if the 
result from Test algorithm is 1, outputs re-encrypted ciphertext Cb=(U1, U2, 
B1,…,Bm, E), where U1=e(AI1+…+AIt+TR

3K, TR
1), U2=e(BI1+…+BIt, TR

2). 
9. Decrypt2(C, TD

Q): Takes a second level C and decrypt-trapdoor TD
Q as inputs, 

compute ℎ =e(AI1+…+AIt+TD
3K, TD

1)/e(BI1+…+BIt, TD
2), ssk’=H2(ℎ )⨁R, 

M’=Dssk’(E), and r0’=H3(M’||B1||…||Bm, ssk’). Check the equality of h(r0’)= ℎ . If so, 
output M’; otherwise output ⊥. 

10. Decrypt1(Cb, SKb): Take in SKb and re-encrypted Cb, compute V1=U1
1/y, V2=U2

1/y, ℎ =V1/V2, ssk’=H2(ℎ )⨁R, M’=Dssk’(E) and r0’=H3(M’||B1||…||Bm, ssk’). Check 
the equality of h(r0’)= ℎ . If so, output M; otherwise output ⊥. 

3.2 The Improved CPRE-CKS Scheme 

In the Wang et al.’s CPRE-CKS scheme [7], the data owner decrypts his/her own data 
using a trapdoor TD

Q. In fact, the data owner should retrieve appropriate ciphertexts 
based on the test results on the search-trapdoor TS

Q and he/she is able to decrypt the 
data directly using his/her private key without the decrypt-trapdoor. Our modified 
scheme excludes the DTrapdoor algorithm, and revises the Decrypt2 algorithm. Oth-
er algorithms remain the same as the original Wang et al.’s CPRE-CKS scheme. The 
Decrypt2 algorithm is revised as follows: 

Decrypt2(C, SKa): This algorithm takes a second level ciphertext C and a data own-
er’s private key SKa as inputs. It computes ℎ =e(K, P2/xm+2), ssk’=H2(ℎ )⨁R, 
M’=Dssk’(E), and r0’=H3(M’||B1||…||Bm, ssk’). It checks the equality of h(r0’)=( ℎ ). If 
so, outputs M’; otherwise ⊥.  
 
The correctness of the modified Decrypt2 algorithm can be verified as follows: ℎ = e(K, P2/sm+2)= e(r0Ym+2, P2/sm+2)= e(r0(P1sm+2), P2/sm+2)= e(r0P1, P2)= hr0. 

ssk’=H2(ℎ )⨁R, M’=Dssk’(E), and r0’=H3(M’||B1||…||Bm, ssk’)=r0. Therefore,   
h(r0’)=hr0=ℎ . 

We implement the original Wang et al.’s scheme and our improved scheme using 
J2SE and it shows that the decryption process of our modified scheme is 43.4% faster 
than the original scheme as in Table 2. 

Table 2. Comparison of average run time for Decrypt2 

Algorithm CPRE-CKS [7] Our Modified Scheme 

Decrypt2 
DTrapdoor 122 ms 

614 ms 
Decrypt2 962 ms 
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3.3 System Architecture 

As shown in Fig. 1., the implemented remote data storage system using our improved 
CPRE-CKS scheme consists of data owner, data user, and the proxy server which is 
also the data storage server. Steps A1-A5 show how a data owner uploads and re-
trieves his/her own files associated with keyword “w”. Steps B1-B7 show the process 
of a data user retrieves the files associated with keyword “w” that are shared by the 
data owner.  

 

Fig. 1. System architecture 

To enable the proxy to search files with certain keywords, the data owner will gen-
erate a search-trapdoor and send it to the proxy. Using the search-trapdoor, the proxy 
can use the Test algorithm to return files that are associated with the selected key-
words to the data owner. Fig. 2. shows the server returns two out of the five stored 
files to the data owner. Fig. 3. shows the proxy re-encrypts the files using re-
encryption key that has been generated by the data owner for delegation purpose. 
Using the key, the proxy will be able to convert the ciphertext computed under data 
owner’s public key into a new ciphertext computed under user’s public key. The re-
sult of re-encrypted process will be sent to data user and can be decrypted using user’s 
private key. Data can be re-encrypted using the key if and only if the data contains 
certain keywords. So the proxy has to run the Test algorithm before re-encrypting the 
data. Fig. 4. shows the data owner creates search for files associated with keywords 
“Privacy=Private” and “Category=Fyp”, and two files have been successfully re-
turned by the server. 
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Fig. 2. Server running Test function 

 
Fig. 3. Server running Re-encryption and 
Test functions 

 
Fig. 4. Client searching for files associated with two keywords 
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Abstract. We propose a formal modeling method of malicious software that sup-
port its detection and countermeasure. In order to detect malware there is a need
to posses either digital signatures or behavioral models. As the obfuscation tech-
niques makes the malware almost undetectable the classic signature-based anti-
virus tools must be supported by behavioral analysis. A malware hunting tool we
developed bases on the formal models in the form of Colored Petri nets and the
attitude to modeling is presented in this article.

Keywords: malware, cyber attack, Colored Petri net, malware detection, behav-
ioral analysis.

1 Introduction

The term malware, in the area of computer science, is defined as a malicious code
that executes unwanted and possibly dangerous activities on a computer system. All
malicious activities detected by antivirus tools are classified into particular groups. They
may vary depending on the chosen classification approach. Classification proposed in
this article is based on two interesting sources that have different points of view in
this area, i.e.: the book titled "Practical Malware Analysis. The Hands-On Guide to
Dissecting Malicious Software" [8] and Kaspersky Lab Classification Tree [6].

Malicious software has been divided by Kaspersky Lab into the following main
classes: Malware, AdWare, RiskWare, and PornWare. Further on, the main class – Mal-
ware – consists of the following disjoined sub-classes:

– Viruses and Worms – malicious programs that self-replicate on computers or via
computer networks without the user being aware.

– Trojans – malicious programs that perform actions, which are not authorized by
the user: they delete, block, modify or copy data, and they disrupt the performance
of computers or computer networks. Unlike viruses and worms, the threats that fall
into this category are unable to make copies of themselves or self-replicate.

c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2015 475
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– Suspicious Packers – malicious programs compressed or packed using a variety
of methods combined with file encryption in order to prevent reverse engineering
of the program and to hinder analysis of program behavior with proactive and
heuristic methods.

– Malicious Tools – programs designed to automatically create viruses, worms, or
Trojans, conduct DoS attacks on remote servers, hack other computers, etc.

Malicious 
Tools

Suspicious 
Packers

Trojans
Viruses/
Worms

Downloaders and Launchers

Backdoors

Credential Stealers

Persistence Mechanisms

Privilege Escalation

User-Mode Rootkits

Fig. 1. Overlapping of malware classifications

At it is shown, Kaspersky Lab definition focuses on the characteristics of the ma-
licious code and its possibilities in terms of self dissemination and code composition.
This however is not the only interesting approach. A different classification is presented
in the book "Practical Malware Analysis ..." [8], where other classes of malicious char-
acteristics were listed. These are:

– Downloaders and Launchers that download or launch other malicious code, com-
monly installed by attackers when they first gain access to a system;

– Backdoors that install themselves onto a computer to allow the attacker access;
– Credential Stealers that collect information from a victim’s computer and usually

send it to the attacker;
– Persistence Mechanisms that are used to maintain the malware for a long time in

the infected computer;
– Privilege Escalation that installs itself onto a privileged account;
– User-Mode Rootkits that conceal the existence of other code, usually paired with

other malware, such as a backdoor, to allow remote access for the attacker and
make the code difficult for the victim to detect.

Substantially, this classification is focused mainly on the method for bypassing the
border security controls and gaining access to the system, which is crucial in terms of
malware behavior. Nevertheless, these two classifications in the authors’ opinion are
overlapping as presented in Fig. 1 and allows us to model malware behavior in the form
of Colored Petri nets (CP-nets) [5].
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On the other hand, one of the methods of misleading the signature-based detection
systems is code obfuscation, the aim of which is generating – from already existing
code – a new application that cannot be assessed yet as risky by security control [11].
This technique is simple to be used and potentially successful, so that also success-
ful countermeasures are necessary [1]. One of the examples is to follow behaviors of
malicious software in order to identify them and eliminate from the protected system
and computer machines. This article is focused on modeling of malware behavior with
CP-nets. Our approach was implemented and verified in laboratory environment with
success and various types of malware were detected.

2 Formal Definition of Non-hierarchical CP-Nets

Colored Petri nets is a discrete-event modeling language combining the capabilities of
Petri nets [7] with the capabilities of a high-level programming language [4], [10]. CP-
nets provide graphical notation typical for Petri nets, but net elements are described
using CPN ML programming language, which is based on the functional programming
language Standard ML.

A non-hierarchical CP-net [5] is a nine-tuple CPN = (P, T,A,Σ, V, C,G,E, I),
where:

1. P is a finite set of places.
2. T is a finite set of transitions such that P ∩ T = ∅.
3. A ⊆ (P × T ) ∪ (T × P ) is a set of directed arcs.
4. Σ is a finite set of non-empty color sets.
5. V is a finite set of typed variables such that Type[v] ∈ Σ for all variables v ∈ V .
6. C:P → Σ is a color set function that assigns a color set to each place.
7. G:T → ExprV is a guard function that assigns a guard to each transition t such

that Type[G(t)] = Bool.
8. E:A → ExprV is an arc expression function that assigns an arc expression to each

arc a such that Type[E(a)] = C(p)MS , where p is the place connected to the arc a.
9. I:P → Expr∅ is an initialization function that assigns an initialization expression

to each place p such that Type[I(p)] = C(p)MS .

The initial marking is obtained by evaluating the initialization expressions. A mark-
ing of a CP-net is a function M defined on the set of places P , such that: ∀p ∈
P :M(p) ∈ C(p)MS .

A simulation (execution) of a CP-net is described by means of an occurrence se-
quence. It specifies the markings that are reached and the transitions that occurred. To
make it possible to evaluate arc expressions, it is necessary to assign (bind) some values
to free variables occurring in arc expressions on the arcs connected to the transition and
in the transition guard.

3 CP-Net Malware Models

Malware executes the same functions and operations on the system. Therefore, even
performed among many actually harmless actions, it is possible to detect some diverse
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actions like: (i) operations on files, (ii) operations on system registry, (iii) run processes
and applications, (iv) communication with specific IP addresses, (v) communication
with domains.

The malware detection takes as an input a set of suspicious events received from pro-
cess’ hooking engine, so called PRONTOlogy, developed by authors of this article [2],
[3]. This engine is based on ontology reasoning [9] used for the purpose of filtering
single malicious incidents among hundred thousands regular ones. These single events
are passed to PRONTOnet engine – based on modeled malware with colored Petri nets
– for further investigation.

F VF

RESULTVerify

f1++f2++ … 
++fn

R VR

r1++r2++ … 
++rn

P VP

p1++p2++ … 
++pn

D VD

d1++d2++ … 
++dn

IP VIP

ip1++ip2++ 
… ++ipn

Verification

S

S

S

S

S

F_detected

Acquisition

R_detected

Acquisition

P_detected

Acquisition

IP_detected

Acquisition

D_detected

Acquisition

S

S

S

S

S

V

Fig. 2. CP-net model of PRONTOnet – prime module

PRONTOnet uses malware models and performs its detection passing through par-
ticular places in the model, using CP-net vocabulary and characteristics above described
in Chapter 2. The CP-net model defined by the authors is hierarchical and has been de-
scribed by four modules (prime, acquisition, verification, and Virut module). Detection
process progresses on the basis of these levels of hierarchy and is graphically depicted
in CP-net models presented in Fig. 2, 3, 4, and 5.

The prime module of CP-net model representing PRONTOnet threat tracking tool is
depicted in Fig. 2. On the left hand side of this figure there is a column of places, marked
with ellipses, storing tokens that represent particular assets that might be affected by
malware:

– F – a place storing tokens indicating files;
– R – registry entries;
– P – processes;
– D – domains;
– IP – IP addresses that malware may communicate with.

The second column in Fig. 2 is composed of substitute transitions that are related to
the Acquisition process depicted in Fig. 3. The next column is made up of places indicat-
ing particular assets affected by malware activated in the monitored system. Markings
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of these places are processed by substitute transition called Verify in order to deduce that
system is infected by certain malware type. In consequence place RESULT is marked
with a vector informing about malware and symptoms that indicate this malware.

Let us also explain color sets and inscriptions in Fig. 2, called prime module. For this
purpose we have defined color types and inscriptions in PRONTOnet as presented in
the following listing:

colset S = String;
colset I = Integer;
colset Symptoms = List S;
colset V = Product I * S * Symptoms;

Color type S is a string. This way particular assets are described by variables f, r,
p, d, ip of type S, e.g. file C:\[WINDIR]\System32\svchost.exe or IP address
66.232.126.195. Color set I is an integer and is used as threat identity number, and
color set Symptoms is a list of strings describing assets suspected to be infected by
malware. Color set V is a product that indicates threat identity number, name of the
threat, and list of symptoms that were used for identification which attack was executed
in the system.

s1++s2++ … 
++sn

Symptom_detected VSymptom
S

Symptom
S

PRONTOlogy

x

Trigger
S

t

t

x

[x = t]

x

I/0 Out

Fig. 3. CP-net – Acquisition module

In Fig. 3 symptom acquisition process and co-operation with PRONTOlogy module
is presented. Place Symptom in an input/output port that indicates appropriate places
F, R, P, D, and IP from higher level module (Fig. 2). In the Acquisition module tokens
that represent filtered suspicious activities identified by PRONTOlogy are passed to the
VSymptom place if the same token exists at Symptom place. Identified suspicious actions
mark VSymptom place for further processing by the Verify transition. Marking of Symp-
tom place contains all tracked elements of the monitored system, e.g. all IP addresses
that the system may communicate with and download malicious software. Transition
Symptom_detected is developed in order to test existence of appropriate token in Symp-
tom place in case the Trigger place is marked. If compared tokens are different, the
transition does not react. The conformity of tokens is required by the guard [x = t].
The presented module is also prepared to detect in the monitored system more than one
exploit that uses the same tricks to switch off system security controls or even two or
more malware using the same malicious code. Marking of Symptom place is not reduced
while Symptom_detected transition is enabled. This module shows an important role
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Fig. 4. CP-net – Verification module

of PRONTOlogy in detection of suspicious events and passing them to PRONTOnet
module.

Verification module is presented in Fig. 4. It must be noted that substitute transition
Verify in primary module represents multiple transitions designed for identification of
various malware types. This indicates that in particular marking of V places appropriate
transition for particular malware (verification process) is enabled. An exemplary virus
detection for chosen marking is shown in Fig. 5, which presents detection of malware
called Virut.
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Fig. 5. CP-net – Virut module
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In the presented example, assuming appearance of the current marking, transition
Virut is enabled, which in consequence leads to receiving vector v informing about
detection of the Virut malware. The structure of vector v is as follows:

1’ 1 | Virut | vrt7.tmp, HKLM\...\Security, winlogon, svchost,
zief.pl, setdoc.cn, 209.205.196.18, 94.247.2.38.

The CP-net models presented in this section allow to easily update symptoms of
a new attack by changing initial marking of places. Every time when a new malware
model is entered to the PRONTOnet appropriate actualization of places markings must
be realized.

It is also worth to emphasize that the detection of malware is not limited only to
depicted resources. PRONTOnet may be also used to identification of exploits through
analysis of network traffic and system statistics. If some resource is identified as useful
for malware detection, the primary module needs only to be updated with additional
places and transitions.

4 Conclusions and Future Work

On the basis of presented method an application for malware detection and modeling
was developed witch allowed to detect various types of cyber threats. Formal specifi-
cation of malware behavior with Colored Petri nets enables tracking and tracing sin-
gle incidents produced by malicious software. This is an advantage with comparison
to code signatures which must be produced for each single malware obfuscated many
times with multiple techniques. Authors of this solution are verifying it in laboratory
environment with the use of hundreds malicious codes.
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Abstract. This article describes proposal of the semantic model for context –
aware service provision in disadvantaged environment that is used to dynamically
select adaptation actions performed on SOAP messages flowing from the service
to the client entity.
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1 Introduction

Context – aware applications refer to a general class of mobile systems that can sense
their physical environment, and adapt their behaviour accordingly. They derive from
the ubiquitous (or pervasive) computing concept presented in 1991 by Mark Weiser [1].
In context – aware service provision it is generally important where the client is, what
are his actions/duties, what terminal is he using, what resources are nearby, etc. [2].
In many applications the most important aspect is location but this can be extended to
include different characteristics (user actions, device, surrounding environment, etc.).
Context recognition allows users to take full advantage of the local capabilities within
a given environment, and be able to seamlessly roam between several environments,
choose different services, even as the defined context change.

The idea of context – aware service provision was used in the development of the
Adaptation Framework for Web Service prOvision in disadvantaged environment
(AFRO) [6]. It is aimed at improving successability of SOAP web services’ invocation
in tactical environment, which is characterized by dynamic changes in throughput, error
rate and delay. Successful service invocation in this case is understood as the possibility
to deliver response message requested by the client from the target service.

AFRO follows the assumption that in order for a web service to function more effi-
ciently it is necessary to minimize the amount of data transmitted to the user. The actual
traffic flow related to web services’ interactions is burdened with the XML overhead
which greatly limits communication link goodput. It is highly recommended therefore:
to improve encoding efficiency, i.e. enhancing the ratio of the user data to the manage-
ment data in a SOAP message, and to reduce the number of unnecessary data (or data
that cannot be consumed) sent to the users of degraded networks.

Smaller sizes of messages in wireless networks will improve the successability of
web service calls still supporting users with information crucial for their operation in
the battlefield. Message adaptation actions can be therefore twofold: (i) lossless – e.g.

c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2015 483
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Fig. 1. AFRO architecture framework

actions that improve message encoding enabling the consumer’s side to decode it with-
out losing any of the data, and (ii) lossy – cutting out information that the user agrees
to be filtered out.

Selection of appropriate adaptation action is not a trivial task and needs to be based
on several types of information. Firstly, adaptation does not have to be performed when
the connections are stable, network has high bandwidth, acceptable delay, no losses,
and therefore, does not provide limitations for web service provision. The information
about the network state is important in order not to spoil time on unnecessary actions.

The second important aspect is necessity to take into account users’ preferences in
terms of adaptation. They will be included in, so called, user profile, within which the
user will state his adaptation preferences and device profile, which defines his terminal’s
software and hardware possibilities. This set of information is necessary for selecting
the actions that would meet the user intentions and, at the same time, would not make
it impossible for the user terminal to receive and decode the message. This results from
the fact that when the message is received at the user terminal it is firstly processed by
the software libraries installed on it. Existence of particular software libraries implies
therefore possibility of particular message encoding actions. Additionally, terminal in-
formation can help in parameterizing images and video streams that would be directed
to the user working on a particular device.

Such an approach makes it necessary to provide a mechanism for provisioning and
then efficiently using information about the user, his terminal, the network and service
invoked. This problem has been defined as the need to identify the context of the ser-
vice call. It has been proposed in the form of ontology that allows to clearly define
parameters of entities taking part in the information distribution process and then, on
the basis of the set of rules [7] and the rule engine, efficiently support the decision
process enabling to take adaptation actions improving service successability.

On the basis of previous considerations the architecture of the Adaptation Frame-
work for Web Service prOvision (AFRO) has been proposed (Fig. 1). It bases on the
Decision Support Engine that uses information about the context of the service call as
the input data, and, on the basis of ontology rules, defines the adaptation actions to be
triggered on the SOAP body and SOAP attachments by the Adaptation engine. Such
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a modified SOAP message has smaller size than the original one and as such, is sent to
the requester.

The ontology proposed and the rule engine strongly support dynamic selection of
adaptation actions appropriate for the user. They are used by the Decision Support En-
gine that returns in response a set of actions. These actions derive from the Proxy func-
tionality. They can be embedded (e.g. take the form of the Adaptation engine, see Fig. 2
or distributed. The latter one can be implemented using SOA services orchestration.
After the Proxy selects appropriate actions for the user, it searches for the services that
will provide appropriate mediation (will carry out the action).

Whatever approach to Proxy implementation one can take, the application of the
Decision Support Algorithm and the proposed adaptation ontology (AAO) will supply
him with the dynamic selection of actions to be taken.

It is also assumed that the Proxy will make use of information provided by exter-
nal element – Network Monitoring Element that will support it with information about
currently observed network performance on the link to the user. This performance in-
formation (in terms of throughput, delay and error rate) will be used by the decision
support algorithm. In case the network is categorized as disadvantaged, the Proxy will
make the modifications stronger, decreasing the amount of information that is sent to
the user (in terms of image modifications), however making it more probable to be
transferred to the consumer.

2 Afro Adaptation Ontology (AAO)

The main subject of this article is description of the semantic model of the context of
the service call presented in the form of AFRO Adaptation Ontology (AOO). It should
reflect all the elements of the web service call, which can be used in the decision-making
process to select appropriate adaptations. It must characterize static elements that can
be defined before service call is executed, as well as dynamic elements that depend on
the type of request, type of response and temporary network performance parameters.

Among many known methods of context modelling, semantic description using on-
tologies gives the most satisfactory results. In general, ontology describes formally a do-
main of discourse. In the computer engineering, ontologies are usually employed to
provide semantic interoperability among cooperating systems and increase the level of
automatic reaction to events (e.g. sent/received information). In this Article, ontology
is used to define the context of the service call, making it possible to further process it
and make decisions about the adaptation actions.

For the purpose of the AFRO proxy the context has been defined using the most well-
known and semantically rich languages, i.e. RDF (Resource Description Framework),
RDFS (RDF Schema) and OWL (Web Ontology Language [3])) according to he IOEM
ontology engineering ontology [4]. The context is created based on User profile, Device
profile, Network profile and Service profile. These four entities are connected by the
AAO upper ontology (see Fig. 2 ). According to this ontology the User is connected to
the infrastructure by particular Network and uses as its end terminal particular Device. It
invokes the Service. Every User has a set of prohibited and preferred Actions. They can
be set at the initial stage of gathering user data (the user may indicate them directly)
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Fig. 2. AFRO Adaptation Ontology

or automatically selected by the ontology rules on the basis of information about the
Device.

The information about the User and his device, received by the AFRO Proxy, after
being analysed, is saved in the AFRO Adaptation Ontology (AAO) instances. The User
and Device profiles are therefore used to unambiguously express user preferences in
terms of adaptation actions and express his device limitations. AAO enables to express
the Display limitations, CPU frequency limitations as well as list unsupported MIME
types (e.g. particular formats of images or video) and encoding mechanisms.

After the user logs in, his every request is perceived as a Service call. On the basis
of rules defined in the Proxy, appropriate adaptation actions are selected. An exemplary
rule defining the ChangeResolutionAction as preferred for the user when his device has
low CPU is as follows:

uses(?x, ?y)^hasHWlimitations(?y, ?z)^LowCPU(?z) ->
hasPreferredAction(?x, ChangeResolutionAction)

The Action class is divided into two subclasses: SOAPAdaptationAction and Attachmen-
tAdaptationAction. They allow for creating different actions that the Proxy can provide.

User Profile

The user profile stores all the information that is gathered by the AFRO proxy during
the user subscription. It describes all the user requirements:

– Actions that the user is willing to enforce (hasPreferredActions object property that
indicates actions preferred), e.g. decrease colour depth modification of the message
attachment is necessary because the terminal has grayscale display;

– Actions that the user is willing to prohibit (hasProhibitedActions object property
that indicates actions prohibited), e.g. the user does not allow to make any modifi-
cations of the attachment, or the device does not support particular action.

Moreover he gives details related to the messages’ content adaptation (hasAdapta-
tionPreferences object property).

This makes the user able to influence the AFRO adaptation actions according to
his role and duties. The same object properties are also used by the decision support
algorithm to dynamically indicate appropriate adaptation actions. The user profile also
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indicates the device the user is currently exploiting (Device), the network it is connected
by (Network) and gives basic information for the user’s identification. The user profile
information is related to the User class in the AAO ontology (see Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. User ontology – first level of class taxonomy

The adaptation preferences (see Fig. 4) that the user can set up define parameters
regarding attachment adaptation actions. In case of the actions taken into account in the
Article there have been proposed the following preferences used for modification of the
SOAP with attachments (images): preferred resolution of the image, preferred quality
of the image, preferred colour depth of the image. The values of these preferences will
be taken into account when performing the adaptation.

Fig. 4. User Adaptation Preferences according to the AFRO user ontology

Device Profile

Device profile is based on the Composite Capabilities/Preferences Profile (CC/PP) [5],
which is the W3C recommendation and provides description of device capabilities and
user preferences. It is used by the mobile devices’ manufacturers that provide descrip-
tions of their products in CC/PP vocabulary. Selecting this description model enables
keeping interoperability with existing solutions. The AAO Device profile defines also
additional elements (see Fig. 5). It defines Device Display Properties, Encoding Prop-
erties, Hardware Properties and MIME Types Supported.
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Fig. 5. Device profile according to AAO

Network Ontology

Network ontology (see Fig. 6) describes the performance of the network connection
between the user and the AFRO Proxy. It is defined by the NetworkType, which can
be VeryGoodNetwork, ConstrainedNetwork and DegradedNetwork. Network profile is
dynamically created on the basis of information received from the network monitor-
ing element when the user requests data (sends request message). Additionally, each
network can be classified as CableNetwork or WirelessNetwork.

Fig. 6. Network Ontology

Network state is determined on the basis of information received from external en-
tity – Network Monitoring Element. It is assumed that this element will monitor the
link to the user and supply the AFRO Proxy with information about the current link
performance in terms of currently observed Throughput, Packet Error Rate (PER) and
Delay of packets transmission. This information will be checked whenever the decision
process is to be performed. Researches that have been carried out in [6] proved that
web services efficiency is decreased in particular ranges of values of these three QoS
parameters. On the basis of obtained results there have been defined three levels of the
network state, i.e. “very good”, “constrained” and “degraded” network state defined in
the following way: 1) Degraded network state level is when PER is equal of greater than
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10 or delay is is equal of greater than 300 ms or throughput <10 kbps. 2) Very good net-
work state is when PER <5 and delay <100 ms and throughput is equal of greater than
2000 kbps. 3) The remaining values of link performance parameters define the network
as constrained.

3 Conclusions

The AFRO Adaptation Ontology (AAO) semantically models the user preferences in
terms of the adaptation actions, his device possibilities and limitations as well as current
network connection performance. It defines all entities that are necessary to take appro-
priate adaptation decision and enables to automatically select appropriate adaptation
actions. Its scope covers the required level of detail in describing the entities and rela-
tionships among them. Additionally, there has been proposed a set of rules reflecting all
basic terminal characteristics that may influence usability of messages delivered to the
user. It is used to build Knowledge Base about the users, their terminals and networks
they are connected by in order to dynamically and automatically define the actions that
the AFRO Proxy needs to take in particular network performance conditions. For the
purpose of network state classification there has been proposed an algorithm that bases
on information that would be received from an external Network Monitoring Element.

The proposed adaptation mechanism gives promising effects for low level comman-
ders located at the battlefield, which can be supplied with information generally avail-
able on high command levels.
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Abstract. Spatio-temporal congestion evolution pattern can be reproduced 
using the VDS(Vehicle Detection System) historic speed dataset in the 
TMC(Traffic Management Center)s in that the historical dataset provides a pool 
of spatio-temporally experienced traffic conditions. It is known that traffic flow 
pattern spatio-temporally recurs and even non-recurrent congestion caused by 
incidents has patterns according to the incident conditions. This implies that the 
information should be useful for traffic prediction and traffic management. 
Traffic flow predictions are generally performed using black-box approaches 
such as neural network, genetic algorithm, and etc. Black-box approaches are 
not designed to provide an explanation of their modeling and reasoning process 
and not to estimate the benefits and the risks of the implementation of such a 
solution. That is why the TMCs are reluctant to employ the black-box 
approaches even though there are numerous valuable research papers published. 
In this context, this research proposed a more readily understandable and 
intuitively appealing data-driven approach and developed an algorithm for 
identifying congestion patterns for recurrent and non-recurrent congestion 
management and information provision. 

Keywords: freeway congestion identification, Spatio-temporal congestion 
pattern, traffic flow estimation.  

1 Problem Statements  

The ITS(intelligent transportation system) is widely spreaded to become common 
especially over freeways, whose system is generally composed of VDS(vehicle 
detection system), Data Processing system, and Information Provision System aiming 
for real-time operational efficiency and safety. The historic database built up for the 
real-time traffic management in the TMC(traffic management center) includes exact 
and detailed spatio-temporal information about what are the past experienced traffic 
conditions, i.e., how traffic status changes over time and space. The issues are how to 
extract the information from the huge historic database and whether the information 
should be useful for traffic prediction and/or traffic management.  

It is known that traffic flow pattern spatio-temporally recurs and even non-
recurrent congestion caused by incidents has patterns according to the incident 
conditions. This implies that the information should be useful for traffic prediction 
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and traffic management. Further discussion about this issue is beyond the scope of 
this paper. Rather this paper addresses the issue how to extract the information from 
the huge historic database using the data mining techniques conventional or modified, 
in view of the characteristics of spatio-temporal traffic flow data. 

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides state-of-the-art review 
results. Section 3 describes the basic concept and methodologies. Section 4 provides 
the case study results and finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 5. 

2 State of the Art  

Traffic flow prediction was made mostly based on model-based approaches but now 
data-driven approaches became a big trend with the ITS(Intelligent Transportation 
System) deployments and the historic database open to the public. The historical 
dataset provides a pool of past experienced traffic conditions and shows how traffic 
status changes over time and space [1].  

Traffic flow predictions are generally performed using black-box approaches such 
as neural network, genetic algorithm, K-NN(K-nearest neighbors), and etc 
[2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10]. Black-box approaches among the data-driven approaches are not 
designed to provide an explanation of their modeling and reasoning process even 
though such an explanation is instead very valuable to quickly assess the validity of 
the process that led to the formulation of a control solution and to estimate the 
benefits and the risks of the implementation of such a solution[11]. The TMCs are 
reluctant to employ the black-box approaches even though there are numerous 
valuable research papers published and those approaches are proven to bring out cost-
effective prediction results. 

In this context, more readily understandable and intuitively appealing data-driven 
approaches should be sought for the traffic flow prediction problem. Speed and/or 
volume profile pattern recognition using cluster analysis is more readily 
understandable and intuitively appealing [12,13]. However, considering the high 
variability in traffic speed data, focusing on the spatio-temporal congestion evolution 
is desired. There have been several researches dealing with but not fully exploiting 
the spatio-temporal congestion evolution information containing the historic dataset 
[1], [14,15]. 

3 Methodology 

3.1 Basic Concepts  

Spatio-temporal congestion evolution pattern can be reproduced using the VDS 
historic speed dataset in the TMCs. Based on the reproduced spatio-temporal 
congestion evolution pattern, the experienced congestion growth and dissipation, 
maximum queue length, and the experienced travel time can be accurately estimated 
(refer to Figure 1.). They are essential information in traffic flow management and/or 
information provision. The TMCs usually provide instantaneous travel time rather 
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than the experienced travel time because instantaneous travel time is readily available 
but the experienced travel time is hard to estimate. The difference between 
instantaneous and experienced travel time can be quite significant especially during 
the congestion onset and dissipation. The spatio-temporal congestion evolution 
pattern can make the accurate estimation of the experienced travel time possible. The 
issue is how to automatically extract the necessary information from the huge historic 
database and reproduce the experienced spatio-temporal congestion evolution pattern 
and estimate the related parameters from the pattern. The following section explains 
the algorithm developed for addressing the above-mentioned issue. 

 

Fig. 1. Spatio-temporal Congestion Evolution Pattern 

3.2 Algorithm 

This research developed an algorithm for identifying the spatio-temporal congestion 
evolution. The algorithm produces time-space contour diagram by historic VDS speed 
data and identifies the congested area of the diagram as polygons. And then the 
algorithm estimates the pre-defined geometric characteristic values of each polygon. 
The geometric characteristic values of the congested area are pre-defined as Figure 2. 
The algorithm calculates queue length, congestion dissipation time, experienced time 
using the estimated characteristic values. The characteristic values should restore the 
exact congestion pattern, which would rather be stored in the congestion database 
than the spatio-temporal pattern itself to reduce the dimension.  

To identify the polygon of the congested area in the spatio-temporal speed 
diagram, this research developed a new algorithm. Traditional classification and 
density-based clustering algorithms are combined and modified in accordance with 
the nature of the spatio-temporal speed data. And the characteristic values of the 
polygon are estimated by just simple geometric calculation. The algorithm flow chart 
is provided in Figure 3. The experienced travel time using the characteristic values 
can be done with basic and common traffic engineering principles (refer to Figure 1) 
and therefore, are not included in the proposed algorithm. The concept of module 3 in 
the algorithm flow chart of Figure 4 is presented in Figure 4 and 5. 
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Fig. 8. (continued) 

 

Fig. 9. Correspondency between the Extracted Patterns and the Real Data (Case 8) 
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Table 1. Case Study Results 

 
Max.Queue Length 

(km) 
Queue propagation 

Speed(km/h) 
Queue dissipation 

speed(km/h) 

Non-recurrent
Congestion 

case1 2.0 -10.9 -60.0 
case2 2.5 -7.9 -50.0 
case3 2.5 -7.5 -30.0 
case4 3.5 -7.2 -30.0 
case5 1.5 -12.9 -30.0 
case6 2.5 -8.3 -18.8 
case7 2.5 -7.9 -21.4 
case8 3.5 -8.8 -23.3 
case9 2.5 -6.0 -25.0 

case10 3.5 -7.0 -26.3 
case11 3.5 -5.7 -23.3 
case12 4.5 -4.4 -13.5 
case13 4.5 -8.2 -20.8 
case14 6.5 -10.5 -20.5 
case15 5.5 -8.0 -18.3 
case16 6.5 -8.3 -16.3 

Recurrent 
Congestion 

case17 8.5 -3.6 5.15 
case18 10.0 -5.8 5.17 

Case 19 10.0 -5.6 5.13 

5 Concluding Remarks  

Although historical dataset carries the exact information about spatio-temporal 
congestion evolution of the roadway sections, traffic flow management and/or 
information systems could not take advantage of the information in the historical data 
because there has been no automatic identification method readily available. The 
proposed algorithm can exactly reproduce the past experienced congestion and 
identify the congestion as characteristic values, which bring out more accurate 
prediction and reliable information provision to drivers. 
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Abstract. Honeypots play an important role in network security, since
they obtain information about attackers, their targets, methods, and
tools. This paper offers a discussion about the definition of attack. The
main matter of discuss is when an activity is considered to be an attack.
Paper only focuses on low-level interaction server honeypots and outlines
the definition of attack from the perspective of windows service emulation
and Linux SSH services emulation.

Keywords: attack, honeypot, threat, low-level interaction.

1 Introduction

At present, methods, procedures and targets of intruders have changed. To be
successful in protecting of information systems of organizations, we have to
change our defense tools as well. Honeypots present a sort of relatively new
tools in field of IT security. In 2003 the public forum of over 5,000 security pro-
fessionals defined the term honeypot as ”an information system resource, whose
value lies in unauthorized or illicit use of that resource” [1].

Honeypots can be divided into several types, based on their level of interaction,
purpose, role and deployment. In this paper the classification based on level of
interaction and the role is used. Usually low-interaction and high-interaction
honeypots are distinguished. The difference between these classes is the extent,
to which the attacker is allowed to interact with the system. In paper we focus
on the low-level interaction honeypots that detect attackers using software
emulation of characteristics of a particular operating system and network services
on the host operating system. There are lots of implementations, for example
Dionaea[2] and Kippo[3]. The second classification used in the paper is based
on the role.

The main idea of honeypots is based on the fact that it is ”a system whose
value lies in being probed, attacked and/or compromised” [1]. Since honeypots
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are designed to be attacked, the most significant term associated to honeypots
is the term attack. The definition of attack in the context of honeypots is very
important for honeypot usage, especially their efficiency and quality of the col-
lected data. Request for comments (RFC) 4949 [4] defines the attack as ”an
intentional act by which an entity attempts to evade security services and vio-
late the security policy of a system. That is, an actual assault to system security
that derives from an intelligent threat”. According to this RFC the attacker
is ”the subject performing an attack (either automated represented by a piece
of software or human) and connection is ”sequence of logically tied packets
forming the attack”.

Since 2004 the definition of attack from the perspective of honeypots has been
unchanged. The common approach considers each connection as an attack [1].
Current approaches to the definition of attack are discussed in the following
text in more details. In our opinion, present definitions of attack do not take
current trends in low-level interaction honeypots into account. The contribution
of this paper is discussion of approaches to definition of attack against low-level
interaction server honeypots from the perspective of windows service emulation
and Linux SSH services emulation. Second contribution lies in proposal for the
definition of attack.

2 Current Approaches to Definition of Attack

Some authors [5],[6],[7] considered that each connection is the attack against
the honeypot. This definition is based on the fact that legitimate connections
should not be normally directed to honeypots, since it does not provide any
productive value or service. In this case, we consider any traffic going to the
honeypot sensor as the attack. The above mentioned approach is inconsistent
with the techniques used by administrators of sensors to increase the attractive-
ness of honeypots for research purposes. If sensors would be sufficiently attractive
to attackers, it is necessary to raise awareness of honeypots or pretend already
mentioned productive value.

Another approach to the definition of an attack against honeypot is based
on specific parameters associated with honeypot sensors [8]. In this ap-
proach the method of recognition of an attack is different. An attack can be
each connection as in the first approach or the connection that is associated to
a particular activity ( e.g. running a script) the attacker’s login into the emu-
lated system etc. These criteria are usually chosen by the author of honeypot
implementation and is associated to specific monitoring element. At this point,
it is necessary to define what the attack against a specific element de facto is.
Example of specific parameter in Windows services emulation is protocol SMB.
On the other hand, an example of specific parameter in linux ssh emulation is
protocol ssh or specific port, where SSH service is running.

The above-mentioned approaches had practical significance ten years ago, but
they need to be replaced at present. The reason is great number of connections
and large amount of collected data. Fig. 1 shows three types of connections,
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namely each connections, connections binding to a specific part of honeypot
and connection with further action. These data has been collected during twelve
weeks [9]. As we can see, the number of connections is too high and it contains a
lot of unnecessary data useless for further analysis. In the case that we monitor
only selected honeypot elements, the number of connections is large, too. At
this point, we need to choose another approaches to define the attack against
honeypots.

Fig. 1. Number of connections, which are applied to different definitions of the term
”attack” in practical research

3 Definition of Attack against Low-Level Interaction
Server Honeypots

3.1 Windows Services Emulation Approach

The honeypot Dionaea is very often used for windows service emulation. For
this reason, we use this honeypot as an example. Dionaea can identify connec-
tions that are considered to be accepted. In practice, it means that the session
between an attacker and a sensor has been bound. For example it provides a link
to download a file. It is important to note that it applies to some emulated pro-
tocol, e.g. SMB protocol. This protocol is fully and sophistically implemented in
Dionaea. The connection without further action is considered as attempted
attack.

On the other hand, in some cases, attempted attack can be beneficial for
honeypot administrator. According to the frequency of rejected attempts to login
we can subsequently suppress attempts from IP addresses that did not repeat the
attempt. These attempts provide the additional information about the individual
attackers activity according to IP subnet ranges. Data about destination ports
and operating systems have certain value and they can indicate participation of
computers in botnet. An example of above mentioned is port 445 (SMB) and
Windows operating system. This connection indicates that computer is part of
a botnet.
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In the case of Dionaea honeypot only network connections, in which certain
actions occurred after acceptance of connection, are considered as the attack.
For example, certain actions are download a file and execution of a shellcode. At
this point, it is necessary to mention usage of hpfeeds [10] protocol in Dionaea.
Dionaea spreads different types of events - ”attacks” via the different channels in
hpfeeds protocol. This protocol distinguishes the types of attacks easily and effec-
tively. For example, a normal connection is distinguished from the connection, in
which the file (e.g. malware) was distributed. For each connection specific infor-
mation is sent under the protocol hpfeeds via the channel dionaea.connections. If
the file was downloaded (for malware distribution), the channel dionaea.capture
is used. Honeypot administrator can subsequently determine which channels will
be published in the visualization of received data.

3.2 Linux SSH Services Emulation Approach

In Windows service emulation the Dionaea honeypot is used. In Linux SSH
(secure shell) service emulation the Kippo honeypot is used as an example. At-
tempts to login via SSH have certain significance compared to conventional con-
nections towards the ports used by other network protocols. In emulation of
other network protocols, errors in routing or in legitimate requirement (e.g. dis-
play the content) can occur. An example could be the situation where honeypot
attracts the attackers using the real services (e.g. websites, DNS record, IRC,
FTP server, etc.). In these cases, we cannot consider such connections as attacks.

SSH shell is not among the services that are provided to someone for each
legitimate purpose, though. According to its definition, it is only for remote
server management or file transfer. In honeypots we do not expect legitimate
users. Also the administrator of Kippo does not login to server with Kippo, but
he uses a separate shell running on another network port (usually other than
the well-known port 22). From this the conclusion implies that any attempt
to SSH access can reasonably be regarded as the attack or the attempted
attack. This attempt can indicate the particular interests of attackers to scan
for available SSH shell. It indicates the attractiveness of honeypot for attacker.
It is also possible to monitor used combinations of usernames and passwords, IP
address of the attacker or used version of the attacker SSH client.

However, a login attempt, which ends unsuccessfully (e.g. using the incorrect
combination of username and password), has no information value for further
research besides the above-mentioned facts. It is only possible to use it to create
various statistical reviews. Therefore we can consider the unsuccessful login
to honeypot as an attempted attack.

Successful login has information value in a number of areas. Kippo pri-
marily counts the combination of username and password. Furthermore it can
analyse the IP address or SSH client version used to login. However, if there is no
further activity, in most cases the connection can be considered as an attack ac-
cording to objective assessment of honeypot administrator. This assessment
is usually based on the fact whether attacker breaks weak or strong password
(not commonly used) and probability of return of the attacker.
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There are several examples when the successful login without further
activity cannot be considered as an attack. First example is the situation when
the honeypot automatically generates combination of login and password during
the attackers connections. Other example is phishing emails. If a user replies
to a phishing email or fills in the phishing website form and enters his login
and password, then the attacker logs into email account. In this case, login
into the email account is not to be considered as an attack nor attempted
attack. In order to identify this connection as an attack, it is necessary that
the attacker carries out certain further action (e.g. sending phishing email). The
combination of commonly known logins and weak passwords is also included
into this group since their list is commonly known and attacker tries them first.
An example of this combination is root-root, root-toor, user-password, user-
12345 etc. [9].

In the case the attacker identifies the SSH and its port in the server, determines
the correct combination of name and password, logs in and performs a certain
action, connection can be termed as the attack. At this point, the action means
the execution of some command or downloading a file. The attacker can also
modify the system settings. For honeypot administrator, this type of attack is
the most interesting, whereas he can monitor attack progress, capture any new
tools or find out new procedures. What is even more important, he can analyze
what attack vector is the most common. Based on this, it is possible to prepare
some methods of prevention. Since it is low-level interaction honeypot, Kippo
records all attacker activities to the log or to the central database.

Kippo uses hpfeeds protocol for sharing collected data like Dionaea. In prac-
tice, if we use it, Kippo shares data only via one channel (”kippo.sessions”).
Any connection where the attacker entered both username and password is con-
sidered to be an attack. Information about the kippo.session includes both suc-
cessful and unsuccessful login attempts. Hpfeeds protocol is an example of a case
where the successful connection without any other action is regarded as
an attack. One session can include more login attempts from the same IP ad-
dress. Subsequently, other activity carried out by the attacker is not shown (e.g.
entering commands). The summary of individual cases for Linux SSH services
emulation is shown in Tab. 1.

Table 1. The summary - Windows services emulation and Linux SSH services
emulation

Approach Activity Type

Windows services emulation

Unsuccessful connection Only connection no attack / no attempted attack

Successful connection connection considered as accepted attempted attack

Successful connection TCP connection and further action (shlellcode execution, binary file download) attack

Linux SSH services emulation

Unsuccessful connection incorrectly specified combination of username and password attempted attack

Successful connection automated generation of combination of username and password, weak password (e.g. toor) no attack /no attempted attack

Successful connection correctly specified combination of username and password attack

Successful connection correctly specified combination of username and password and further activity (download file) attack with higher interaction with system
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Activity, which defines attack, is almost always set by subjective criteria.
They are established by the administrator. To create a single rule would not be
easy nor efficient. Based on these argument, we cannot always simply compare
two attacks on two different honeypots according to pre-established standardized
criteria.

4 Conclusions and Future Works

The main focus of the paper is the definition of an attack from the perspective of
low-level interaction server honeypots. As we have shown, currently used defini-
tions of attacks are insufficient. For efficient usage of low-level interaction server
honeypots, it is necessary to determine when the attack occurs. As we stated in
the paper, it is necessary to revise the current definitions of attack. In the paper
the approaches of the definitions of attack, which are based on practical usage,
are discussed. Authors think that 10-year-old approaches are too outdated in the
field of network security, especially honeypots. In case that honeypot community
opens the discussion on the approaches of definition of attack, we propose new
definitions. In the future, the research of definitions of attack should continue.
Authors will focus primarily on approaches of definition of high-level interaction
server honeypots.
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Abstract. Advances in both smart card and biometric technologies have en-
couraged the development of multi-factor remote authentication schemes. For 
example, the usage of smart cards with biometrics allows the verification of us-
ers becomes more secure and reliable. Most of the existing schemes in the liter-
ature maintain the assumption that the biometric matching is an exact matching. 
However, this assumption is not realistic because the biometric features extract-
ed from the same user at different time will be slightly different. In this paper, 
we concentrate on the security flaws on the matching procedure and propose a 
practical solution for biometrics match-on-card. Also, our scheme supports 
password and biometric change without require re-registration.  

Keywords: remote user authentication, match-on-card, biometrics and smart 
cards.   

1 Introduction 

Smart cards are known to be a reliable and flexible form of user authentication tool. 
The cardholder presents his or her smart card during the identity verification in order 
to gain access to a physical infrastructure (e.g., buildings or security doors) or com-
puter-based system (e.g., ATM machine). Authentication schemes that based on fac-
tors such as password, security token, digital signatures, smart card and biometrics are 
common solutions to authenticate the system users. The combination of two or more 
factors forms a multi-factor authentication solution that can enhance the security of 
the systems. For instance, combining smart card and biometrics has been one of the 
popular authentication schemes.  

With the advances of smart card technology, the embedded integrated circuit chip 
(ICC) of the smart card enables it to store large amounts of data and carry out on-card 
functions. Combining smart card and biometrics is a promising solution for remote 
user authentication and provides security advantages to the users. Biometric template 
stored in the smart card can be used as one-to-one verification and strong authentica-
tion of the card owner’s identity. Since the biometric is match-on-card, the remote 
server does not need to store or maintain biometric templates in the server. Hence, we 
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can enhance the security and the privacy for biometric templates. Note that the leak-
age of biometric templates will compromise the user’s privacy forever.  

Most of the existing remote authentication schemes using smart cards and biomet-
rics assume that the biometric features extracted from the same user are the same. 
Hence, they maintain the assumption that the biometric matching is an exact match-
ing. However, this assumption is not realistic because the biometric features extracted 
from the same user at different time will be slightly different. Further, most of the 
schemes do not support biometric template change (only support password change).  

In general, there are four important phases in any remote authentication scheme: 
(1) user registration, (2) user login, (3) mutual authentication and (4) password 
change. Our focus in this paper is on the second phase where the biometric of the 
users is used to verify the login request. We aim to propose a practical solution for 
biometric match-on-card. Subsequently, we want to allow the user to change his or 
her credentials (password and biometric template) locally without require any re-
registration. 

2 Related Works 

Many remote user authentication schemes using smart card and biometrics have been 
proposed in the literature. Most of the schemes utilize one-way hash function ℎ(∙) to 
protect the biometric features of the user (e.g., recent published scheme in [1]). Let 

 and  denote the biometric features extracted from user  during registration 
and login, respectively. The verification of users will be based on the comparison 
between two hashed biometric features (e.g., ℎ( ) and ℎ( )). Since ℎ(∙) is very 
sensitive to the changes of its inputs, the hashed values computed from two slightly 
different biometric features will output a totally different values. Hence, with high 
probability, a legitimate user will be rejected during the login phase. 

Recently, a practical solution for biometric match-on-card has been proposed in 
[2]. Their idea is to use fuzzy extractor to extract biometric features of the user. As 
shown in [3], fuzzy extractor is reliable to extract two uniformly random strings from 

 and  if both biometric features are closed. In this paper, we will propose an-
other practical solution to overcome the biometric matching issues as previously  
discussed. 

3 Our Solution 

3.1 Secret Key and Biometric Template Generations 

In this paper, we propose an alternative solution to perform the biometric comparison 
in the smart card (or known as match-on-card). Our solution is motivated by the secret 
splitting idea which take a secret message, split it up (into several keys), and share the 
keys with a number of users to enhance the security of the secret [4]. To retrieve the 
original secret message, all the shared keys (or partial keys) must be used. By consid-
ering a reverse operation of secret splitting, we can generate shared keys to form the 
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secret message. In our solution, we assume the biometric template of the user is the 
secret message and it is generated by using two shared keys. We generate the first key 
by using the user’s password and use the fresh biometric extracted (e.g., ) from the 
user as the second key. Both operations can be denoted as ℱ ( , ℛ) =  and ℱ ( , ) =  where ℛ is a random string, ℱ  is the first key generation func-
tion and ℱ  is the secret generation function. In ℱ , we can use  or other 
arithmetic functions to compute . For ease of explanation, we will use the follow-
ing example to illustrate the generation of secret message in ℱ : assuming that each 
key is a 8 digits number (note that the real key maybe very long, e.g., 1024). The 
computation of  is a subtraction without borrowing1 between  and .   : 23  46  23  75  : 25  01  77  61 : 08  45  56  14 

As shown in the above example, the absence of  or  will not be able to con-
struct . During the login process, the smart card will use the password of the user to 

recover . Next, it will use fresh biometric  together with  to compute . The 

smart card then compares  and  to verify the user’s identity. The overview of 

the secret message (i.e., biometric template) generation process is shown in Fig. 1. 

 

Fig. 1. Overview of the secret message generation process 

3.2 Practical Biometric Match-On-Card 

In this section, we will explain the details of our propose solution for the biometric 
on-card matching. We assume there is a trusted registration center (ℛ ) that helps 
remote servers to register their users ( ). We further assume there exists a secure 
communication channel between  and ℛ . 

Like other existing solutions, our scheme consists of four phases: (1) registration, 
(2) login, (3) authentication and (4) credentials change. 

                                                           
1  When we need to add 10 for a digit, we do not borrow it from the left digit. Instead, we will 

add 10 to that digit and perform the subtraction operation.  
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Registration Phase. The registration phase is to issue a smart card  to a user . 
This is a mandatory phase for users who want to register with the remote server . 
The user registration is performed by a trusted registration center ℛ  (on behalf of 

). ℛ  registers  and stores all registration information into . Upon the 
completion of user registration phase, ℛ  issues the smart card  to . We 
further assume there is a secure communication channel between  and ℛ .  

Step 1:  selects a password  and a secret key . Next, it computes ℛ = ℎ( )⨁  and sends { , ℛ } together with his or her biometrics 
 to ℛ . Note that  is a biometric features extracted from  by using a trust-

ed biometric sensor.  
Step 2: ℛ  uses  of  to compute a secret key  and generates a bio-

metric template  for  by using  and  (as shown in Fig.1). Also, ℛ  
computes other messages ℳ to be stored in the smart card. Messages ℳ are in-
formation such as session keys and secret messages used for mutual authentication. 

Step 3: ℛ  stores ℛ , , ℳ,  on smart card  and then issues  to 
. 

 

Fig. 2. Overview of the biometric matching process. The dashed line represents the subse-
quence processes for mutual authentication and session key agreement. 

Login Phase. During the login phase,  needs to be verified by  such that he 
or she is a legitimate card owner. The verification at this phase is based on the match-
ing score between the user’s biometric features and the template stored in .  

Step 1:  inserts  into a trusted card reader. Next,  inputs  and 
submits his or her biometric  extracted by the trusted biometric sensor. 

Step 2:  first recovers  of  (by using ) and then it computes  
for  based on  and biometric  (as shown in Fig. 2). Next, it compares the 
generated  with the template  stored in the smart card. The comparison be-
tween  and  will output a score  which will be used to compare with a 
threshold value . If the comparison score is lower than  (e.g., ≤ ), the user 

 passes the biometric verification. Otherwise, the authentication request will be 
terminated. 
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Step 3: After the biometric of  has been verified,  will proceed with the 
mutual authentication process with . After this step, the login phase will continue 
with the mutual authentication between  (or client) and .  

Password and Biometric Template Change Phase. In this phase,  can change 
his or her credentials (password and biometric template) without requires re-
registration process at ℛ . Note that the change of password will incur an update on 
the biometric template stored in the smart card.   

Step 1:  inserts  into a trusted card reader. Next,  inputs { , , ℎ( )} and submits his or her biometric  extracted by the trusted 
biometric sensor. 

Step 2:  first computes ℰ = ℛ ⨁ℎ( ) and verifies that ℰ = . If 
this is hold,  recovers  of  by using  and then computes  for  
based on biometric  and  . Next, it compares the generated  with the tem-
plate  stored in the smart card. The comparison between  and  will out-
put a score  which will be used to compare with a threshold value . If the com-
parison score is lower than   (e.g., ≤ ), the user  passes the biometric veri-
fication. Otherwise, the password change request will be terminated. 

Step 3:  computes  by using  and then generates a new biometric 
template  for  by using  and . Also,  updates messages ℳby 
using the new secret key .  

Step 4:  replaces , ℳ stored in the smart card with , ℳ′  to com-
plete the password and biometric template change.  

4 Security Analysis 

In this section, we will analyze the security of our proposed scheme based on several 
attacks found in the literature. 

1. Security of secret keys  and . In our scheme, the secret key  can be a cer-
tificate or security token which is not easy to forge or duplicate by the adversary. 
This key is needed when the user wants to change his or her credentials (password 
and biometric template). Secret key  used in registration and login phases are 
protected by the one-way hash function. Further, an attacker cannot derive these 
secret keys from the messages (login and authentication request) or information 
stored in smart card. Therefore, we can assume that the security of both secret keys 
can be guaranteed in our scheme.  

2. Practical biometric matching. Unlike most of the solutions in the literature, we do 
not assume direct matching between two hashed biometric features since biometric 
features extracted from the same user at different time will be slightly different. 
Hence, comparison between two hashed biometrics cannot be used to verification 
users because it has a high probability for false rejection. We utilize a threshold 
based biometric matching with secret splitting approach in our scheme. Hence, our 
scheme can guarantee that all legitimate users can be verified correctly if their bi-
ometric matching scores between  and  are satisfied (e.g., under a thresh-
old value determined by the system).  
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3. Stolen smart card attack. Considering the power analysis attacks [5, 6], an adver-
sary can extract all the information stored in a stolen smart card. For our case, the 
attacker may learn  and  from a stolen smart card . However, the adver-
sary cannot learn any sensitive information from  (e.g., secret key  of , 
secret key , password  and original biometric  of ) because these 
information are protected by the one-way hash function. The reveal of  will 
not compromise the privacy of the user because the attacker will not be able to de-
rive the original biometric feature  in the absence of . In addition, an attack-
er who knows  cannot use it to impersonate as legitimate user during the login 
phase because the biometric matching is performed in the smart card. In other 
words, the attacker is not able to input any template for verification purposes. As 
such, we can ensure that our scheme is resist from smart card stolen attack. 

5 Discussion and Conclusion 

In this paper, we propose a practical solution for biometric match-on-card to support 
remote authentication using smart cards and biometrics. In particular, our protocol 
allows the smart card to compare the template stored in the card and the biometric 
features submitted by the user during the verification process. The smart card then 
uses the comparison score  to verify the user’s identity (e.g., compares  with 
the threshold value stored in the card). Also, we allow the user to change his or her 
credentials (password and biometric) locally without re-registration at the remote 
center. Note that we do not show the mutual authentication phase in our scheme be-
cause our focus here is on the biometric match-on-card. However, it is straightforward 
to utilize any existing mutual authentication process into our scheme.  
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Abstract. Current embedded system, such as cell phones and
smart-cards, in corporate security devices or cryptographic processor.
Therefore hardware attacks targets this security devices. In this paper we
discuss brifely Accessibility/Resources/Time (ART) schema that quanti-
fies hardware attacks. Hardware attacks could be covert or overt based on
awareness of the targeted system. In this paper, we provide an overview
of overt attack and quantify the attack using the ART schema.

Keywords: hardware attack, ART schema, hardware security, overt
attack.

1 Introduction

Securing the hardware of computing and communications systems is now the
primary concern of the system designer. Significant research in this area is being
done by industry and academia. Cryptographic devices often store private keys
or other sensitive data, so compromise of this data or the hardware which guards
leads to loss of privacy, forged access, or monetary theft. Even if the attacker
failed to gain the secret information that is stored in a hardware, attackers
may be able to disrupt the hardware or deny service to lead to other kinds of
failures in the security system. Hardware attacks aim at physically accessing the
system to gain access to stored information, study the internal structure of the
hardware, or to inject a fault. Hardware attacks can be classified as covert or
overt. A attack is covert when the victim is not aware that it is taking place. An
attack is overt when the victim is aware that it is taking place. In overt attack
the attacker goals can be one or more of the following goals: 1) Disrupting the
system to avoid the system to work as expected. 2) preventing the system to
work (deny of service). 3) Reversing engineering a system to attack the system
later by covert attack techniques, or to copy the system. Most attacks classified
as overt attack require high accessibility to the system, massive resources, and
long period of time to successes. Therefore, the victim will be aware of those
attacks attempt.
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2 ART Schema

In [1], we proposed a schema to classify hardware attacks based on three criteria:
Accessibility (A), Resources/money (R), and Time/effort/experience (T). These
criteria could be represented in 3D space, where each axis represent one of the
criteria. as shown in Fig. 1.

Time 

Long

Accessibility

ExcessiveLimited ModerateLimited

Partial

Resources

Short

Medium

Full

Fig. 1. ART Schema in 3D Spaces

Each axis is quantized into three levels for simplicity. Based on this schema,
an attack could then be quantified as point in this 3D space, whose coordinates
are p = (a, r, t) , where 1≤ a, r, t ≤ 3

The quantization levels of A are: {Limited Access, Partial Access, Full Access}
≡ {1, 2, 3}, respectively. The quantization levels of R are: {Limited Resources,
Moderate Resources, Excessive Resources} ≡ {1, 2, 3},respectively. The quan-
tization levels of T are: {Short Time, Medium Time, Long Time} ≡ {1, 2, 3},
respectively.

Reference [1] used the L1- norm of the attack point p in the 3D ART space,
to assign an aggregate measure for the attack. The reference also used three
quantization level for the attack L1 value: least demanding, demanding, and
most demanding attack.

This inequality can be expressed in the general form:

Attack Level =

⎧
⎨

⎩

Least Demanding when L1 +Δ ≤ 4
Demanding when 5 ≤ L1 +Δ ≤ 7
Most Demanding when L1 +Δ ≥ 8

(1)

where Δ ∈ {-1, 0, 1}. Further discussion for ART schema is found in [1].
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2.1 Least Demanding Attack

Least demanding attacks are the most serious threats to the hardware security
of any device, because this type of attack requires limited accessibility, resources,
and effort to accomplish, and there is no evidence left about this tamper. This
attack can be either passive or active attack, the passive attack does not require
any interact action with the device under attack (DUA), just depend on observa-
tion and measure of its signals and/or electromagnetic emissions. On the other
hand, the active attack require changing the signals that applied in attacked
device.

Fault Injection Attack (FIT) [(2, 1, 1), L1= 4]
Fault injection (glitch) attack inserts unexpected signals to the device to affect its
normal operation. Usually this change targets the power supply or clock signals
[2]. The injected signal could be implemented using electro-magnetic pulse.

A = 2, since the attacker needs to communicate with the device. R = 1,
because limited resources are needed. T = 1, because this type of attack needs
only basic knowledge in hardware devices.

2.2 Demanding Attack

Demanding attacks are those types of attacks that need some capability from
attacker higher than least demanding attack but at the same time lower than
most demanding attack.This type of attack for the attacker who have higher
accessibility to the chip to get access to its surface, but at the same time, it does
not require creating physical contacts with the internal lines.

Fault Analysis Attack (FAT) [(2, 1, 2), L1= 5]
This type of attack feeds faulty inputs to a cryptographic device, then analyzes
the resulting faulty outputs. The faulty inputs can be accidental or intentional
to discover the key [3]. The response of intentional fault is studied using simple
fault analysis (SFA), or deferential fault analysis (DFA). In SFA, one can use few
faults to recover the secret key, while in DFA one will get the key bit by bit during
the analysis for each fault [4]. This technique is practical for a small circuit but is
less practical for complicated circuit. Fault analysis attack is typically involved
since the targeted system is sequential.

A = 2, since the attacker needs to communicate with the device. R = 1,
because limited resources are needed. T = 2, because the attacker needs to do a
lot of calculation and be experienced in cryptographic algorithms and hardware
devices.

Overt JTAG Port Attack (O-JTAG) [(2, 1, 2), L1= 5]
A JTAG attack is classified as overt when it is used to obtain test vectors and re-
sponses, modify state of authentic part, return false responses to test, or forcing
TMS (test mode select) and TCK (test clock) signals. In Obtaining test vectors
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and responses attack requires two attack chips. One attack chip is placed up-
stream of the victim chip in order to send test vectors to the victim chip. The
other attack chip is placed downstream of the victim chip in order to collect the
responses as they propagate from the device under test back to the tester.

In modify state of authentic part attack, the attacker’s goal is to modify the
victim chip state. The attacker controls the TMS and TCK lines of the victim
chip. The attack chip is placed upstream of the victim chip on the same JTAG
chain. In return false responses to test attack, the attacker’s goal is to deceive
the tester about the victim chips true state. In forcing TMS and TCK attack,
the attacker must hijack the TMS and TCK lines to change the voltage seen by
the victim’s TMS and TCK input pins [10].

A = 2, since the attacker needs to communicate with the device. R = 1,
because this attack needs limited resources to accomplish. T = 2, because this
type of attack needs more knowledge in hardware layout and takes a lot of time
and effort to accomplish.

2.3 Most Demanding Attacks

Most demanding attacks are those types of attacks that require knowledgable
and well equipped attacker to succeed in attacking the chip, by decapsulating
a chip and accessing its internal components. Modern chips are multilayer and
more complicated, the attacker can decapsulate the chip from the rear side,
which only the copper plate under the chip die is the only obstacle.This type of
attacks require full access to the chip and its internal component. For all those
reasons, this attack can not be classified as covert attack.

Microprobing (Micro) [(3, 2, 3), L1= 8]
This type of attack is done by using a microprobe station. It consists of five
elements: a microscope, stage, device test, socket, micromanipulators, and probe
tips. The chip is normally placed in a test socket that provides all the necessary
signals and is controlled by a computer. The probe tip can be either passive or
active. The passive tip can be used for both eavesdropping and injecting signals,
but it has low impedance and capacitance because it is normally connected
directly to oscilloscope.

For that reason, it cannot be used for probing internal signals on the chip, but
can be used for bus lines which are usually buffered. Also, passive tip can be used
to make connections to the bonding pads on a fully decapsulated chip. On the
other hand, the active tips offer high bandwidth with low loading capacitance
and high input resistance [2].

A = 3, since the attacker needs to get full access over the chip. R = 2, because
here the attacker needs only micro probing station and limited man-power. T
= 3, because this type of attack needs more experience in hardware layout and
takes more time and huge effort to accomplish.

Reverse Engineering (RE) [(3, 3, 3), L1= 9]
Reverse engineering for ASIC or custom IC means extracting information about
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the location of all transistors and interconnections. To gain this information, the
attacker progressively removes the layers that formed during fabrication. Finally,
by processing all the acquired information, a standard netlist file can be created
and used to simulate the device. Same idea is used with FPGA, if the attacker
manages to extract the configuration bitstream file from the attacked device, he
will need to spend more time and effort to convert it into the logic equations
and primitive blocks for further simulation and analysis [12].

A = 3, since the attacker needs to get full access over the chip. R = 3, because
here the attacker needs to reach the lowest level in hardware architecture. T =
3, because this attack needs more experience in hardware layout and takes a lot
time and huge effort to accomplish.

Deprocessing (Dep) [(3, 3, 3), L1= 9]
Deprocessing refers to the opposite process of chip fabrication. There are many
layers in standard CMOS chip, the upper layers are usually made from aluminum
and they are connected with each other through vias.

There are three methods of deprocessing: wet chemical etching, dry chemical
etching, and mechanical polishing [11]. In wet chemical etching, each layer is
removed by using specific chemicals. In contrast, dry chemical etching uses free
radicals created from gas inside a vacuum chamber. But mechanical polishing is
performed with the use of abrasive materials, the advantage of this process over
dry and wet etching is that it is non selective. Thus, it is able to remove layer
by layer and view features in the area of interest within the same plane [2].

A = 3, since the attacker needs to get full access over the chip. R = 3, because
a lot of equipments and man-power are needed in this type of attack. T = 3,
because this type of attack needs more experience in hardware layout and takes
a lot time and huge effort to accomplish.

3 Conclusion

There is a security goal for each application according to that application value.
Overt attacks require full access to the attacked hardware, which makes the at-
tack attempt detectable. Such attacks require full accessibility, expensive equip-
ment, experiences, time, knowledge, and effort. Overt attacks have been deployed
to study hardware functionality, effect denial of service, disturb the system, and
retrieve secret information. Reverse engineering, and deprocessing attacks, is
mostly used to study a system to make a copy of that system, or to collect
information to later launch a covert attack.
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Abstract. The Data Encryption Standard (DES) has been the most
known block cipher since its release in 1976. It has been crypt-analyzed
for a very long time and its design principles have been known to the
cryptographic community. However, its Substitution Boxes (SBoxes) have
inputs of length 6 bits and outputs of length 4 bits. In this paper, we
analyze the Linear and Differential properties of DES-like SBoxes which
are randomly generated. This shows that the DES SBoxes were not ran-
domly picked up during their design process. Most importantly, it shows
what possibly can be improved Linearly and Differentially in designing
such SBoxes if we have the choice of re-designing the block cipher again
or re-using some of its design components.

1 Introduction

In this paper, a linear and differential cryptanalysis of DES [1] is presented giving
the reader some insights on the construction of the SBoxes of the DES (Data
Encryption Standard). First we generate random SBoxes suitable for use in the
DES SBoxes of around 210 or almost 1, 000, 000 of size 4× 16. Then, we test all
these SBoxes for their maximum linear and differential invariants and put them
in a distribution table to see the overall properties of these SBoxes generated.
We expect the same properties also holds for the remaining not tested SBoxes
because we will have almost (16!)4, or (21×1012)4 or equivalently 1.9×1053. From
these two tests for the maximum linear and maximum differential invariants, we
keep the best and worst SBoxes in terms of these two values.

We then try to answer the question of whether or not the DES SBoxes were
selected randomly or not. The answer is in fact no as already given by Copper-
smith in [2] while revealing the design criteria behind the particular choice of
SBoxes used in the DES. This analysis should however give the reader the feeling
of how difficult it is to get a particular type of SBoxes and whether there exist
a better choice for the DES SBoxes or not. Additionally, this analysis is geared
towards getting the optimal SBoxes when having 6 input bits and 4 output bits
considering them against Linear [3] and Differential Cryptanalysis [4]. Certainly,
there are other types of cryptanalysis out there but these are the most important
ones and should not be ignored.
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Table 1. System configuration of the Computer that Performs the SBoxes Testing

Machine

Product Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Duo CPU @ 1.66GHz

RAM 1GB

Bus 64 bits

Operating
Linux 2.6.34 with GCC version 4.2.4

System

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the technical
specifications of the machine performing our analysis. Section 3 sheds some light
on the method we have used during the process of generating the random SBoxes
of DES type. Section 4 presents the results of our analysis on the tested DES-
like SBoxes and their Differential and Linear properties. Section 5 presents a
discussion on the performance of our analysis. Section 5 discussed about the
future enhancements of our analysis and how to generalize to other types of
SBoxes. Finally, section 7 concludes our study.

2 Choice of the Programming Language and
Specifications of the Machine

The choice of the programming language for the algorithm calculating the differ-
ential and linear invariants was done in accordance to the priority of the speed
of the computation. Since we are generating one million random SBoxes and
testing each one of them with differential and linear cryptanalysis, we decided
to choose the C programming language because it gives you more speed and per-
formance and it reduces the complexity of the problem in hand. Additionally,
because we are not doing enhanced computations on the values except addition
and multiplication, it is a very good idea to program using the C language or
C++ but not using some fancy computer algebra software like PARI/GP for
example. The specification of the machine performing the testing is as per Table
1 (done by running lshw command on the terminal of the machine running Linux
as its operating system).

3 Random Generation of the SBoxes

In the phase of randomly generating SBoxes of size 4×16, a random permutation
is done according to the Knuth’s Shuffle which guarantees the uniformity of the
random generation [5]. The only crucial part for this algorithm is to have a very
good random number generator. In our case, we used rand() function which is
seeded by the parts of the seconds of the time of the day. This is to guarantee
that we have different SBoxes for our testing phase later. It is very crucial to
have our rand() function to behave almost randomly. Otherwise, we may end
up with repeating some of our SBoxes which will give us the same results in the
testing phase afterwards for the cryptanalysis.
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4 Analysis of the Randomly Generated DES-Like SBoxes
and Their Distribution Table

In this section, we will present our Linear and Differential cryptanalysis on the
DES-like SBoxes which we have generated using Knuth’s Shuffle method. These
measures correspond to the widely used methods in cryptanalyzing any Block
Cipher and specially its SBox.

4.1 Linear Property Indicator

To measure how linear or non-linear the SBox is, we have used the following
common measure which we refer to as the Linear Indicator:

L = maxa,b�=0 |#{x/a · x = b · S(x)} − 32| (1)

4.2 Differential Property Indicator

Similarly, to measure the Differential property of any SBox, we have the following
common measure which we refer to as the Differential Invariant:

D = maxa,b�=0#{x/S(x) + S(x+ a) = b} (2)

In general in order to resist Linear and Differential attacks, the designer has
to keep these values as low as possible. These measures or their equivalents are
used by cryptographers to assess the block cipher resistance against such attacks.
For example in the AES block cipher, the designers kept these values as low as
possibly one can using mathematical means to construct such SBoxes [6].

4.3 Distribution Table of the SBoxes in Terms of Their Linear and
Differential Invariants

After running the test for 3,676 seconds or 1 hour and 1 minute, we have found
the following distribution of the SBoxes in terms of their maximum differential
and linear invariants. Also, the reader should be very clear that this test has been
run several times and this is only one instance of these runnings. The others look
the same in terms of the distribution. We present the distribution of these Linear
and Differential Invariants in Figure 1 and we note that we did not get values for
the differential invariant higher than 30 and for the linear invariant lower than
10. Please note that for a linear or almost linear SBox, you can higher values for
the differential and linear invariants.

In fact to be more precise, we did not count the number of SBoxes where L or
D < 10 or where L or D > 28. In fact, the output of running our program will
print for you the SBoxes corresponding to these values exceptionally. Therefore,
there is no loss of information here but only the counting is done excluding these
extremes.
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Fig. 1. The Distribution of the Differential and Linear Invariants of the random DES-
like SBoxes. x-axis represents the the number of SBoxes satisfying (D,L) in the y-axis

4.4 Worst and Best SBoxes

The highest D we have obtained is 30 and the lowest one is 12. For L, the highest
L is 24 and the lowest L is 10. Therefore, the best SBox (I.e. with the lowest L
and D together) is with D=12 and L=10. And the worst S-Box (I.e. with the
highest L and D together) is with D=28 and L=20 or when D=26 and L=22.
Here we list some of the SBoxes with their D and L values:

• SBox with Worst Found D: This corresponds to Table 2.

Table 2. SBox with D=30 L=16:

Row 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

1 12 9 14 5 1 8 4 11 15 3 2 10 0 7 6 13

2 11 7 13 5 0 9 10 4 14 1 8 2 15 6 12 3

3 2 5 12 8 9 14 3 15 11 13 7 4 6 0 10 1

4 3 13 11 12 7 1 14 15 2 5 10 0 9 8 6 4

• SBox with Worst Found L: This corresponds to Table 3.

Table 3. SBox with D=14 L=10:

Row 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

1 1 2 7 15 9 11 12 5 4 3 8 13 6 10 0 14

2 13 6 0 10 11 8 1 3 7 5 4 2 12 14 9 15

3 12 11 4 3 13 0 9 10 14 6 5 8 15 2 7 1

4 6 15 7 1 10 3 9 0 4 2 13 14 12 8 11 5
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• SBox with Worst Found D and L: This corresponds to Table 4.

Table 4. SBox with D=26 L=20:

Row 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

1 7 9 2 3 0 11 12 14 15 5 10 1 8 13 6 4

2 14 6 0 10 11 3 4 7 5 2 9 1 8 13 15 12

3 2 7 8 15 13 14 9 11 10 0 6 4 5 3 12 1

4 11 5 2 10 7 15 8 0 3 14 12 4 13 6 1 9

• SBox with Best Found D and L: This corresponds to Table 5.

Table 5. SBox with D=12 L=10:

Row 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

1 3 15 4 7 0 10 12 1 14 13 6 2 5 8 11 9

2 2 10 13 9 5 4 14 8 12 7 11 0 3 6 1 15

3 13 3 1 11 0 12 9 2 5 7 4 8 14 15 6 10

4 8 14 10 13 2 5 3 12 6 11 4 1 9 0 15 7

The maximum number of SBoxes which are generated randomly corresponds to
the pair (D, L) = (16, 14) which has almost 25% of the total number of SBoxes
generated. Then, the next pair (D, L) = (14, 14) has a percentage of 16% and
thirdly the pair (14, 12) according to Table 6.

One can also use simple C programs to produce the differential and linear
distribution tables which corresponds to the DES SBoxes or other randomly
generated SBoxes like the above ones.

4.5 In 214 Random SBoxes, What Is the Probability to Get
DES-Like SBox?

In the DES SBoxes, we have the Table 7 that describes their values for D and
L. As you can notice and compare with the values of our randomly generated
SBoxes, the possibility to get a DES-like S-Box in terms of only (D, L) is high
but the problem is that we know that the DES SBoxes are created also to be
resistant against other types of attacks. Therefore, our answer to the question is
that the percentage is high if we only consider these two types of attacks only.

5 Performance of the Analysis

In this section, we investigate the performance and time requirements of our
analysis. We note that about one hour was required on the machine specified
in section 2. If we let the program run on another more powerful machine or
let it take more than one hour, we will get more results. However, these results
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Table 6. The Rankings of the randomly generated DES-like SBoxes Types in terms
of their Differential and Linear Invariants

Rank (D, L) #SBoxes Percentage

1 (16,14) 248,296 24.83%

2 (14,14) 161,872 16.19%

3 (14,12) 131,768 13.18%

4 (16,12) 111,500 11.15%

5 (18,14) 98,979 9.90%

6 (16,16) 66,551 6.66%

7 (18,16) 37,938 3.79%

8 (18,12) 30,168 3.02%

9 (14,16) 26,204 2.62%

10 Others 86,724 8.67%

Table 7. The Differential and Linear Invariants of the DES SBoxes

DES SBox # D L

1 16 18

2 16 16

3 16 16

4 16 16

5 16 20

6 16 14

7 16 18

8 16 16

will be very close to our results here. The most important is to note how the
extreme values of differential and linear invariants will change. Also, it is of high
importance theoretically to note whether some extreme values are achievable or
impossible to attain.

6 Discussion and Further Enhancements

In order to improve our analysis, we propose the following enhancements to be
done on our testing procedures and the following generalizations for our analysis
as well:
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1. Certainly, testing more and more random SBoxes will give you more insight
into what can be done to improve the SBoxes of the DES until we reach all
the possible DES SBoxes of size 4 x 16.

2. One can do the same test on SBoxes of sizes 4 × 4, 6 × 6, and 8 × 8 and
compare the SBox of Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) [6, 7] to these
randomly chosen SBoxes.

3. One can implement the additional criteria of the SBoxes of DES in order to
eliminate so many of the randomly selected SBoxes and cryptanalyze such
boxes. This would guarantee efficient elimination and sieving procedure for
such a large number of possible SBoxes.

4. The random permutation function used to produce the SBoxes can be en-
hanced using a criteria that eliminates the number of possible SBoxes to a
smaller number by considering the partial permutations and ignoring them.
In other words, you try to remove the permutations which do not give you
a good mixing of the numbers between 0 and 15.

7 Conclusion

As it can be seen from the distribution table of the random SBoxes generated in
our program, one can deduce that the DES SBoxes are not randomly selected at
all. There are well chosen according to thwarf differential attacks but not linear
attacks as stated by Copersmith in [2]. Copersmith also mentioned that they
have designed DES SBoxes to avoid other attacks as well which are not covered
in our cryptanalysis here. Even for a higher order differential cryptanalysis, we
did not test for such attacks. Additionally, our cryptanalysis based on linear and
differential characteristics provides a very good and essential tool for testing
the SBoxes for any Block Cipher which have to be resistant against differential
and linear cryptanalysis. Moreover, other types of cryptanalysis are required
in order to guarantee that the given block cipher or the SBox is well guarded
against such types of attacks. We hope that our analysis can stimulate more
research in proving the existence of certain types of SBoxes of a particular size
or their in-existence.
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Abstract. Property-preserving Petri net process algebras (PPPA) were designed 
for the specification and verification of the Petri net processes. PPPA does not 
need to verify the composition of the Petri net processes because all their alge-
braic operators preserve the specified set of the properties. These original PPPA 
are generalized for the newly introduced class of the P/T Petri process nets 
(PPPN) in this article. The only one PLACE-SUBST algebraic operator is de-
fined for the class of PPPN and its chosen properties are presented. The PPPN 
can be with the support of the PLACE-SUBST operator easily applied into the 
area of design, simulation and verification of multithreading programming sys-
tems executed in parallel or distributed environment. This fact is then demon-
strated on the simple example based on the Asynchronous Partitioned Global 
Address Space (APGAS) programming model used in the High Performance 
(Cloud) Computing environment and implemented in the X10 programming 
language. 

Keywords: P/T Petri process net, sound net, property preservation, substitution, 
PLACE-SUBST operator, APGAS. 

1 Introduction 

Petri nets [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] represent a popular formalism connecting advantages of the 
graphic representation of a modeled system with the possibilities of its simulation and 
the formal analyzability. Property-preserving Petri net process algebras (PPPA) [7] 
were originally designed for the specification and verification of manufacturing  
systems. PPPA also follows many ideas that can be originally seen in the class of 
workflow nets [6]. The elements of PPPA are the Petri net processes, an ordinary 
connected Petri nets with a unique entry place, a unique exit place and a set of places 
for handling resource sharing with their initial marking allowed. Among other fea-
tures, PPPA does not need to verify composite components because all its operators 
preserve many properties. Hence, if the primitive modules satisfy the desirable prop-
erties, each of the composite components, including the system itself, also satisfies 
these properties.  

PPPA has five types of operators: extensions, compositions, refinements, reduc-
tions and place-merging. All the operators can preserve about twenty properties (some 
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under additional conditions), such as liveliness, boundedness, reversibility, traps, 
siphons, proper termination, etc. 

In this article we will generalize PPPA for the special class of the P/T Petri process 
nets (PPPN), define the only one PPPN operator called PLACE-SUBST and present 
its base characteristic of the soundness property preservation. This class of PPPNs 
with the support of the PLACE-SUBST operator can be then successfully used in the 
area of design, simulation and verification of programming systems executed in dis-
tributed or parallel environment. This fact is then demonstrated on the simple example 
based on the Asynchronous Partitioned Global Address Space (APGAS) program-
ming model used in the High Performance (Cloud) Computing environment and im-
plemented in the X10 programming language. 

2 P/T Petri Process Nets and Their Properties 

Let N denotes the set of all natural numbers, N0 the set of all non-negative integer 
numbers, ∅ the empty set, ⌐ the logical negation operator and |A| the cardinality of 
the given set A.  

Process net (PN) is an ordered 9-tuple NP = (P, T, A, AF, RP, IP, OP, TP), where P 
is a finite non-empty set of places, T is a finite set of transitions, P ∩ T  = ∅, A is a 
finite set of arcs, A ⊆ (P × T) ∪ (T × P), AF is the arc function, AF: (P × T) ∪ (T × P) 

→ N0, AF(x, y) ∈ N iff (x, y) ∈ A, AF(x, y) = 0 iff (x, y) ∉ A, RP is a finite set of re-
source places, RP ⊂ P, the input place IP is the only place IP ∈ P, IP ∉ RP, such that 
•IP = ∅, the output place OP is the only place OP ∈ P, IP ∉ RP, such that OP• = ∅, 
TP is the transition priority function, TP: T → N, and (P, T, A) is a connected net. 

The finite set of resource places RP is used for expressing conditions of a modeled 
system containing some initial resources and we use circles with the double line for their 
representation. The arc function AF assigns each arc with a natural number that has the 
default value of 1, if not explicitly indicated in the process net diagram. Transition prior-
ity function TP assigns with each transition the natural number value expressing its 
priority (with the default value of 1). Some commonly used notations for PNs are •y = 
{x | (x, y) ∈ A} for the preset and y• = {x | (y, x) ∈ A} for the postset of a net element y 
(i.e., place or transition).  Marking M of the process net NP is a mapping M: P → N0. 
Marking M then expresses the current status of a modeled process.  

Transition t ∈ T is enabled in the marking M of the process net NP if ∀p ∈ •t: M(p) 
≥ AF(p, t) and we denote that fact symbolically in the form of t en M. Firing of transi-
tion t ∈ T results in changing the marking M into the marking M’, where ∀p ∈ P: 
M’(p) = M’(p) – AF(p, t) + AF(t, p), that is denoted by M [t〉 M’. The set of all mark-
ings reachable from the marking M we will denote by the symbol [M〉. 

Let k ∈ N. The following special markings of the process net NP are defined: 

• Static marking Ms: ∀p ∈ RP: Ms(p) ≥ 0; ∀p ∉ RP: Ms(p) = 0; ∀t ∈ T: ⌐(t en Ms), 
• Input marking Mi: Mi(IP) = k; ∀p ∈ (P \ {IP}): Mi(p) = Ms(p), 
• Output marking Mo: Mo(IP) = 0; Mo(OP) = Mi(IP) = k; ∀p ∉ (RP ∪ OP): Mo(p) = 

0; ∀t ∈ T: ⌐(t en Mo). 
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A P/T Petri process net (PPPN) is an ordered couple PTPN = (NP, Mi), where NP 
is a process net and Mi is an input marking of the NP. We will then denote a PPPNs 
by an ordered 9-tuple PTNP = (P, T, A, AF, RP, IP, OP, TP, Mi). Fig. 1, illustrates the 
PN PROC in its static Ms, input Mi and output Mo markings (note the resource place 
R1 with the initial token in the static marking Ms) where no transition must be enabled 
in (any) static or output markings.  
 

 

Fig. 1. Static, input and output markings of the process net PROC 

When enabling individual transitions of given PPPN so called conflicts can origi-
nate in its certain markings (or conflict transitions). At the enabling of transitions t1 
and t2 of the given net in its marking M the conflict occurs, if (•t1 ∩ •t2 ≠ ∅) ∧ (t1 
en M) ∧ (t2 en M) ∧ ⌐({t1, t2} en M)) The term of conflict transitions can be obvious-
ly easily generalized for the case of the finite set t1, t2, …, tn (n ∈ N) of transitions of 
given PPPN. When solving such transitions conflicts we will therefore follow the rule 
which determines, informally said, that from the set of conflict transitions the one will 
be enabled, whose value of transition priority function TP is the highest. If such tran-
sition from the set of conflict transitions does not exist, the given conflict would have 
to be solved by other means. 

Let PTNP = (P, T, A, AF, RP, IP, OP, TP, Mi) be a PPPN. A place p ∈ P is said to 
be n-bounded iff ∃n ∈ N ∀M ∈ [Mi〉: M(p) ≤ n. PTNP is said to be n-bounded iff 
every place of PTNP is n-bounded. We say that PTNP terminates properly if ∀M ∈ 
[Mi〉 ∃Mo: Mo ∈ [M〉.  

A process net NP = (P, T, A, AF, RP, IP, OP, TP) is said to be sound iff the PTNP 
= (P, T, A, AF, RP, IP, OP, TP, Mi) is n-bounded and it terminates properly for its 
every input marking Mi. 

From many properties of PPPNs we are especially interesting in their soundness (in 
the terminology of programming systems this property informally means that the 
programming system modeled by given PPPN will not cause deadlock and memory or 
device overflow). We will then represent multithreading programming system by the 
PPPN, i.e., programming system that will be executed in parallel or concurrently by 
several programming threads. We will start our generalization of PPPA for the class 
of PPPNs by introduction of so called base process nets (BPN). BPN represent the 
class of PNs that are elementary sound (i.e., soundness of these process nets can be 
trivially proved). 
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Fig. 2, shows six simple BPNs in their static markings Ms (i.e., letter m in every of 
their resource places denotes m tokens, m ∈ N). The BPN BASE1 is the simplest BPN 
at all and it contains only one place IOP that is simultaneously its input and output 
place (definition of NP allows this case). BPN BASE3 can be used for the modeling of 
the programming statement IF … THEN … ELSE … (note that the value of the tran-
sition priority function TP of the transition T2 is TP(T2) = 2 and it helps to solve po-
tential conflict in the firing of the transitions T1 and T2), the BPN BASE4 represents 
the model of the programming critical section, where typically m = 1 in the resource 
place R1. The BPN BASE5 then represents the synchronous method calling mecha-
nism, where the called method is represented by the place P2. The BPN BASE6 can 
be used for the modelling of the programming barrier (see the example in the para-
graph 4). For more examples of the BPNs see [8]. 

 

Fig. 2. Examples of base process nets 

3 Place-Substitution Operator and Its Properties  

The only one operator (i.e., place-substitution operator) is defined in the class of PN 
and it is shown to be preserving the soundness property. The soundness PNs form a 
closed set (i.e., the result of applying of this operator on any two PNs with the 
soundness property results in another PN with the soundness property). The design of 
a given programming system will such typically starts with the BPN BASE1 and then 
it follows with the several place-substitution operations (i.e., substitution of the 
selected BPN over the non-resource place in the actual process net) with the support 
of selected BPNs that result into the complex process net that models the whole 
programming system. 
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Definition 1. Let  NP1 = (P1, T1, A1, AF1, RP1, IP1, OP1, TP1) and NP2 = (P2, T2, A2, 
AF2, RP2, IP2, OP2, TP2) are the PNs, let p ∈ P1 is a place of the PN NP1, p ∉ RP1. 
The operation of the PN NP2 substitution over the place p of the PN NP1 we will 
denote by NP2 [p> NP1. The execution of this operation results in the new PN NP = 
(P, T, A, AF, RP, IP, OP, TP), where P = (P1 \ {p}) ∪ P2; T = T1 ∪ T2; A = A2 ∪ {(x, 
y) ∈ A1 | (x ≠ p) ∨ (y ≠ p)} ∪ {(x, IP2) | (x, p) ∈ A1} ∪ {(OP2, y) | (p, y) ∈ A1}; AF = 
AF2 ∪ {((x, y), v) ∈ AF1 | (x ≠ p) ∨ (y ≠ p)} ∪ {((x, IP2), v) | ((x, p), v) ∈ AF1} ∪ 
{((OP2, y), v) | ((p, y), v) ∈ AF1}; RP = RP1 ∪ RP2; IP = IP1, if p ≠ IP1; IP = IP2, if p 
= IP1; OP = OP1, if p ≠ OP1; OP = OP2, if p = OP1 and TP = TP1 ∪ TP2. 
 
Example. The result of the place-substitution operation BASE2 [P2> BASE5 where the 
place P2 of the BPN BASE5 (see Fig. 2) was substituted by the BPN BASE2 can be 
shown in Fig. 3. 

 

Fig. 3. Result of place-substitution operation BASE2 [P2> BASE5 

Lemma 1. Let  NP1 = (P1, T1, A1, AF1, RP1, IP1, OP1, TP1) and NP2 = (P2, T2, A2, 
AF2, RP2, IP2, OP2, TP2) are the two sound PNs, let p ∈ P1 is a place of the PN NP1, p 

∉ RP1, ∀t ∈ p•: (q ∈ •t) ⇒ (q• = {t}). Then the PN NP2 [p> NP1 is also sound. 

Proof. Clear. Because the PN NP1 is sound, it holds that ∀Mi ∃k ∈ N ∀q ∈ P1∀M ∈ 
[Mi〉: M(q) ≤ k. This holds also for the substituted place p ∈ P1. From this follows, 
that also the place IP2 in the resulting PN is k-bounded because the number of tokens 
in any reachable marking of the process NP2 [p> NP1 is at the highest equals to the 
number of tokens in the place p.  Because the process NP2 is also bounded and it 
terminates properly for any of its input markings Mi, from these facts follows that also 
the place OP2 in the resulting PN is bounded and so the whole process NP2 [p> NP1 
must be also k-bounded for any of its input markings Mi. Similarly, because both PN 
NP1 and NP2 terminates properly for any of its input markings Mi (especially for the 
PN NP1 holds true that ∀M ∈ [Mi〉, M(p) > 0, ∃Mo: Mo ∈ [M〉 and for the PN NP2 
holds true that ∀M ∈ [Mi〉, M(p) > 0, ∃Mo: Mo ∈ [M〉) then the whole PN NP2 [p> 
NP1 must also terminate properly for any of its input markings Mi. 

It immediately follows from the previous lemma that the application of the opera-
tor PLACE-SUBST on two given sound PNs results into another sound PN. 
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4 An Example of PLACE-SUBST Operator Application at the 
Modelling of APGAS Programming System 

Partitioned Global Address Space (PGAS) programming model [10] is widely used 
in the High Performance (Cloud) Computing environment and it is implemented in 
the programming languages such as X10, Chapel, UPC and Co-Array Fortran. These 
languages permit the programmer to think of a single computation running across 
multiple processors and sharing a common address space. Each processor may oper-
ate on the data it contains and has the mechanism to access or update data in other 
processors; global barriers are used to ensure the synchronization of the processors. 
The X10 programming language [10] is one of the programming languages imple-
menting the asynchronous PGAS (APGAS) programming model at the present time. 
This language implements the mechanism of programming places as an abstract for 
the computational context with a locally synchronous view of shared memory. Each 
such programming place hosts some data and runs one or more activities (i.e., pro-
gramming threads). Every activity can move to another place to execute a statement 
block.  

PPPNs can be also used in the design, modelling, simulation and verification of the 
multithreading programming systems executed in a parallel or distributed environ-
ment. This fact will be demonstrated on a programming system based on the APGAS 
programming model. In this section, simple example of the basic programming con-
structions will be presented, represented by PPPN like activities, programming places, 
synchronous method calling, etc. 

The chosen example is represented by the X10 method main source code. The 
method main realizes calling of two independent activities in the distinct program-
ming places for the purpose of parallel computation of two factorial values for  
the integer numbers 256 and 1000 following by the computation of their sum as the 
atomic operations in the multi-activities environment and printing the result on the 
system console. The method main is represented by the following listing: 

public static def main(args: Array[String](1)) {  

var sum: Long = 0;  
finish { 
  async {f1 = at(Place.place(1))  
          {return factorial(256);}; atomic sum += f1;} 
  async {f2 = at(Place.place(2))  
          {return factorial(1000);}; atomic sum += f2;} 
} 
Console.OUT.println(sum); 

} 

The sound PPPN modelling the race of the method main is illustrated in Fig. 4, 
and it is the result of the following sequence of place-substitution operator 
application: BASE4 [P11> (BASE4 [P10> (BASE5 [P2> (BASE5 [P1> (BASE2 [OP> 
(BASE6 [IOP> BASE1))))). 
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The software barrier represented by the block finish {…} in the method main 
is represented by the BPN BASE6 (and the transitions T1 and T8 of the resulting 
PPPN), where the firing of the transition T1 starts both of the async {…} blocks 
provided by two activities at the programming place 0. Firing of the transition T2 
(resp. T3) starts the activities at the programming place 1 (resp. 2) represented by the 
tokens in the resource place R2 (resp. R3). The process of the factorial value compu-
tation is then modelled by the place P12 (resp. P13) and the atomic computation of 
the resulting sum is represented by the transitions T6 and T7, where the lock of the 
atomic section is modelled by the token in the resource place R1. Transition T10 then 
represents the statement Console.OUT.println(sum).   
 

 

Fig. 4. Method main representation by PPPN  

5 Conclusions 

There is an opportunity to define additional operators for the class of PPPN and to 
generalize it (for instance operators for connecting two or more process nets). Select-
ed P/T Petri process net represents typically a method in the model of the program-
ming system realized with the support of the Petri nets formalism. PPPNs can be thus 
successfully applied also in the area of the bi-relational P/T Petri nets [9] that repre-
sent an interesting modification of conventional P/T Petri nets and can be applied at 
design, modeling, analysis and verification of generally distributed multithreading 
object-oriented programming systems. A newly introduced term of multiarc signifi-
cantly supports modularization of homogenous P/T Petri nets into formats of net static 
pages, dynamic pages, dynamic pages instances and their subpages which represent 
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classes, their instances, methods, events and other components and relations of ele-
ments of an object-oriented programming system.  

The principles introduced in the PPPNs can be further generalized and implement-
ed in the definition of a class of high-level Petri nets called the sequential object  
Petri nets [11] specially determined for the design, modelling and verification of ob-
ject-oriented and functional distributed multithreading programming systems. The 
representation of elements of  the APGAS programming model and the functional 
programming paradigm, like programming places, activities, clocks, distributed ar-
rays, recursive functions, currying of functions, first-order and higher-order functions, 
lambda functions, inner functions and closures while using modelling capabilities of 
sequential object Petri nets, is  quite interesting. 
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Abstract. The advent of Web 2.0 has provided users with the ability to actively 
participate in the building, management and sharing of contents. This new  
modality to experience the Web has led to the development of new ways of col-
laborative knowledge creation, which have promoted the spread of the earliest 
user-generated contents, not only textual ones but also multimedia ones. The 
most important example of collaborative knowledge base on the Web is defi-
nitely Wikipedia. The increasing involvement of users in the management and 
organization of Web content has encouraged the development of other forms  
related to the knowledge organization and dissemination, including social net-
works and social bookmarking systems. The proposed work deals with the de-
velopment of an innovative system of social bookmarking based on a semantic 
wiki-like approach, characterized by an ex-ante classification conducted on two 
axes: one vertical (hierarchical and taxonomic axis) and one horizontal 
(folksonomic axis through tags). 

Keywords: Multimedia content, social networks, social bookmarking, taxono-
my, folksonomy. 

1 Introduction 

Nowadays the huge variety of User-Generated Contents available on the Web is fun-
damentally altering the field of knowledge management [1][2]. Currently, the most 
important collaboratively edited project and the most popular wiki on the public Web 
in terms of page views is Wikipedia1. However, the model of using a large-scale 
community of editors to compile online content has been successfully applied to other 
relevant open content projects: MusicMoz (an open directory of music resources); 

                                                           
1  Wikipedia, http://www.wikipedia.org 
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ChefMoz (an open content restaurant directory), Open-Site2 (a free categorized ency-
clopedia) and Nupedia project, from which Wikipedia has been developed. Wikis are 
used for many purposes in different fields: from knowledge management to communi-
ty Websites and intranets. Furthermore, according to the different level of access, they 
can permit different editing rights, such as changing, adding and removing material. 
The paper is structured as follow: in Section Two we describe Wikipedia and 
DMOZ3, the two collaboratively edited resources used in our project for semantic 
social bookmarking, and our method of content classification; Section Three deals 
with the proposed approach and focuses on semantic social bookmarking and content 
sharing on social networks; in Section Four we present our conclusions. 

2 Wiki-like Resources for Semantic Tagging 

Starting point of the present paper is the examination of two collaboratively edited 
resources, on which our work is based: Wikipedia and DMOZ, which are used for  
content classification and semantic disambiguation of contents.   

Our proposal introduces a new method of classification based on a wiki approach 
and focuses on a technology that allows an ex-ante disambiguation of contents.  

The final aim is to allow users to create a collaborative knowledge base using a 
new system of semantic social bookmarking [3]. 

2.1 Wikipedia 

Wikipedia is a collaboratively edited, multilingual, free-access encyclopedia which is 
supported by the non-profit Wikimedia Foundation. It is the successor of Nupedia, an 
English-language Web-based encyclopedia that does not exist now, which aimed at 
becoming a professional encyclopedia, whose articles were written by experts and 
reviewed under a strict process. Unlike Wikipedia, Nupedia was not a wiki and due to 
the formal control of content,  it lasted only from 2001 to 2003.  

Except in particularly pages that are protected, Wikipedia allows users to edit text 
without permission and all edits  immediately become public. Each article must con-
cern an encyclopedic topic and must refer to a knowledge that is already established 
and recognized. All entries are semantically disambiguated by means of textual in-
formation, redirects (pages without content that send the reader to other articles) and 
hyperlinks, from which semantic-lexical relationships can be drawn [4]. 

2.2 DMOZ   

The Open Directory Project, also known as DMOZ, is a multilingual open directory 
of World Wide Web links, which is constructed and maintained by a community of 
volunteer editors and licenses its content for open content distribution. DMOZ  

                                                           
2  Open-Site, http://open-site.org 
3  DMOZ (Open Directory Project), http://www.dmoz.org 
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follows a hierarchical editing model: at first editors can edit only in a small category 
and then, when they have demonstrated basic abilities in editing, they can apply for 
additional permissions. It groups site listings into similar topic categories, which can 
also include smaller categories. According to their main topic, all Web sites included 
in DMOZ are semantically classified in a taxonomic hierarchy which includes sixteen 
top-level categories (Arts, Business, Computers, Games, Health, Home, Kids and 
Teens, News, Recreation, Reference, Regional, Science, Shopping, Society, Sports 
and World) and many second- and lower-level categories. 

2.3 Content Classification 

Our work deals with the development of an innovative model of classification of Web 
content (texts, audios, videos) which uses semantic and linguistic information extract-
ed from DMOZ and Wikipedia [5][6]. From DMOZ are drawn the top-level catego-
ries and their sub-categories. These are used by users to classify the contents they 
want to save in an apposite archive, which can be private or public. From Wikipedia 
are collected word meanings and some lexical-semantic relationships. This method of 
classification, which can be easily used by people through an appropriate interface 
and its tools, enables the user to choose a specific semantic meaning for each tag as-
sociated to a content [7][8][9]. Typing the tag “play”, for instance, the user can select 
from the tags menu the most appropriate meaning for his content, choosing one of the 
following senses: «A play is a form of literature written by a playwright»,  «Play is 
the title of …». It is clear how this type of classification, centred on the word meaning 
in place of the word form, is particularly useful in the cases in which a content is clas-
sified with polysemantic words, connoted with more than one meaning. In addition to 
the assignment of semantic tags, based on the semantic information extracted from 
Wikipedia, each content is classified by people with one top-level category and its 
subcategories drawn from the Open Directory Project.  

Moreover, the proposed system enables a further content classification through me-
ta-data, also called faceted attributes, which meet the primary information needs of 
user: “ask or give information”, “test and reviews”, “how to and guides”, “exchange, 
sell or buy”. 

3 The Proposed Approach 

Several online bookmark management services have been developed  to enable users 
to add, annotate, edit and share bookmarks of Web documents, such as Del.icio.us4, 
founded in 2003 by Joshua Schachter.    

The bookmarks can be public or can be shared privately only with specified people 
or groups. In order to understand the content of these bookmarks, users add to these 
bookmarks some descriptions which can be free text comments, votes about their 
quality or metadata in the form of keywords, also called tags. This kind of metadata 

                                                           
4  Del.icio.us, https://delicious.com/ 
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allows users to describe an item in order to allow it to be found again by browsing or 
searching.  The process of adding tags can become a folksonomy, which refers to the 
system of contents classification and categorization [10][11]. Although these systems 
allow to share bookmarks, they do not enable users to do it in a collaborative way 
[12]. 

3.1 Semantic Social Bookmarking 

The proposed approach focuses on an ex-ante classification conducted on two axes: 
vertical one (hierarchical and taxonomic axis) and horizontal one (folksonomic axis 
through tags or keywords). This technique aims at being used by people who want to 
classify semantically a content of interest and add it to the bookmark. All the contents 
classified by individual users will be categorized in a large knowledge base, that 
could be shared with other users. According to the logic of social bookmarking [13] 
and to a new collaborative model of Web 2.0 [14], other users will enrich and inte-
grate this knowledge base through inserting further classified contents, adding other 
classification attributes to the contents already present in the archive, sharing and 
commenting the classified contents on social networks, forums and blogs. These  
features form the basis of the semantic social bookmarking proposed in our work.  

People will be able to use this knowledge base to find contents of interest, search-
ing them by means of their classification or their disambiguated tags. The set of pre-
classification  services and results matching is run by a personal  classification en-
gine. On the side of information architecture, it has been developed a new structure of 
thesaurus (a linguistic database that contains logical, semantic and hierarchical rela-
tions among terms) based on collaborative resources.  

From a software point of view, the system allows users to select through a specific 
plugin whatever Web content and a special bookmarking toolbar enables user to se-
lect areas of text, images or videos which can be classified and added to the book-
mark, with the purpose of making them available on the knowledge base. New fea-
tures of social semantic bookmarking will be provided by this system, with the added 
value of a total ex-ante disambiguation, whose functional and social implications are 
quite extensive. It is therefore evident that our work does not provide a “simple” way 
to bookmark contents which integrates or it is alternative to classic existing social 
bookmarking systems such as Del.icio.us. 

3.2 Content Sharing on Social Networks and New Ways to Create Social 
Communities 

The system will allow people to share the Web contents, which have been ex-ante 
classified through the approach described above, on the main social networks, such as 
Facebook5 and Twitter6 [15]. Moreover, people can semantically classify contents on 
social network, supporting new forms of social crossing interaction and new ways of 

                                                           
5  Facebook, https://www.facebook.com 
6  Twitter, https://twitter.com 
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relationship among users, based on common thematic interests. It is clear, therefore, 
that this model of communication completely differs from the traditional “friendship 
on Web” model, called FOAF (Friend Of A Friend). According to our project, people 
will receive notifications whenever a content pertaining to their area of interest is 
published, supporting therefore the interaction with those people who have inserted 
the content into the knowledge base. This new form of interaction, depending on the-
matic basis, is also different from that of "groups", which is typical of social networks 
and some forums, because in our system the first contact among users does not de-
pend on a general adherence to themes, titles or designations of groups.  

The technique of disambiguation is activated by the personal interests classified by 
the user through a built-in feature, in order to automatically perform searches and 
daily crossings with all the informative items having the same classification or similar 
classification, depending on the set options. This means that once people set a 
"dashboard" of contents and personal interests (freely configurable and upgradeable), 
they will be able to view at each access all the contents and information inserted by 
other users which are consistent to their dashboard. Consequently, people will no 
longer have to search information and contacts. 

Interaction and communication among users will be supported by sharing a com-
mon interest in a topic, which will be easily identified through semantically disam-
biguated keywords or within a taxonomy. 

4 Conclusions 

The approach proposed in our project focuses on an ex-ante classification conducted 
on two axes: vertical one (hierarchical and taxonomic axis) and horizontal one 
(folksonomic axis through tags or keywords), which will enable users to:  

• select and store any Web content (texts, videos, images); 
• create a private content archive or a public collaborative content collection;   
• meet other community users on the basis of shared interests and passions; 
• find contents of interest through the search by title, category and / or keywords; 
• share contents on social networks, forums and blogs and interact on them simulta-

neously through the innovative social crossing.  

The system, which proposes a typical collaborative wiki-approach, can lead to create 
an important user-built knowledge base, consisting of semantically disambiguated 
contents. At this stage of development, the semantic social bookmarking system pro-
posed in this work is under beta-testing by a community of volunteers, who are using 
it to classify, comment and share Web content dealing with defined topics.  

On the basis of the interesting feedbacks provided by beta-testers, we are now de-
veloping a new version which will be soon available on the Web. Consequently, the 
next step of our project deals with the release of the system, which will be freely used 
by users, and its promotion within thematic communities. 
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Abstract. Document management is not often handled appropriately by organi-
sations, if at all. Despite that, and despite the lack of structure in documents, or-
ganisations must face regulations that require owning a document collection 
with semantic content. The technique based on taxonomies and folksonomies 
can easily produce an adequate semantic classification for documents. It re-
quires an adequate setup among the domain experts that apply it. The approach 
we propose uses Lean Kanban to coordinate the phases of definition, validation 
and implementation of taxonomies and folksonomies. It helps organisations to 
create a semantic classification of existing document resources, making them 
ready to be used in ways that were not possible before. At the same time, it 
helps to improve the quality of work of the organisation itself, adding speed to 
document search.  

Keywords: Lean Kanban, taxonomy, folksonomy, knowledge base, Knowledge 
Management System. 

1 Introduction 

Knowledge Management is an important aspect of organizations [1][2]. Documents 
are not always organised in a way that makes them easy to be used by every person 
that needs to access them. The classic folder-based approach becomes a limit as soon 
as the volume of internal document resources grows. But it can become a problem 
much earlier, if those same resources need to be represented in different forms, not 
only for internal use, but also for external users that need to view a very specific set of 
documents according to law. 

In order to correctly represent a specific view, a system of taxonomies and 
folksono-mies can be used to filter and find the exact set of documents that is needed 
for each view. However, creating taxonomies and folksonomies without adopting a 
methodol-ogy would be inadvisable. Some methodologies cannot support the creation 
of such a semantic system and its immediate updating whenever the need arises.  

In our work, we will use a methodologic approach based on Lean Kanban, where 
taxonomies/folksonomies can be assigned to resources possibly as early as when the 
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resources are published, so that they can be updated in an iterative way. The imple-
mentation of a semantic system would benefit an organised document management in 
a company, directly influencing its competitiveness as well. 

The paper is structured as follow: in section two and in section three we describe 
the Lean Kanban approach and the concepts of taxonomy and folksonomy; in the 
fourth section we present our proposed approach and in the fifth section we explain 
the case study; the sixth section includes our conclusions. 

2 Lean Kanban 

The Lean development approach is rather new in the field of agile methodologies, but 
it has rapidly advanced to a leading position [3][4]. The term “Lean” comes from 
Lean Manufacturing, which aims to maximise the value created by an organisation 
and delivered to the end customer. This aim is reached by reducing waste, checking 
variations, maximising the delivery flow, focusing on the whole process and not on 
fixing local issues, and pursuing a continuous improvement.  

The Kanban system is on the cutting edge of the Lean development approach, fea-
turing a visual approach to maximise the flow and remove bottlenecks and other prob-
lems [5]. The Lean approach has become quite popular in software engineering be-
cause it is simple, structured and powerful. It is the first attempt to apply the Toyota 
approach to software processing [6]. 

One of the key principles of Lean is to minimise Work In Progress (WIP), optimis-
ing the whole process. A process is based on different parameters, so a global 
optimisa-tion is difficult. The parameters are usually not fixed, but depend on factors 
such as the number of developers, their skills, the practices adopted by the team, the 
number of features to implement and the effort needed. Those factors vary not only 
among projects, but can also change within a single project. 

3 Taxonomies and Folksonomies in Documents 

A taxonomy represents the classification of information entities in the form of a hier-
archy, according to the assumed relations among the entities they represent in the real 
world [7]. Entities are represented as nodes on a tree. In particular, every node repre-
sents a class, and nodes are bound to the relation “is subclass of” or “is a” (these rela-
tions are usually called parent-child relations). The root of the taxonomy repre-sents 
the most general class. A taxonomy is thus the simplest form an ontology can have, 
and it is a simple hierarchical classification of entities of a field of application. 

Creating a taxonomy is an iterative activity (with a top-down approach), and the 
participants of this activity are coordinated experts in the domain where documents 
are used. Folksonomies, used as a research tool, are based on a bottom-up system: 
users use the system without following strict rules, but referring to a defined and con-
trolled vocabulary [8][9]. Folksonomies are affected by some issues, like ambiguity of 
meaning and the social aspects that are often used to connect users and resources [10]. 
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4 The Proposed Approach 

Metadata (a pivotal means to attach semantic content to documents) can be assigned 
to a document by using taxonomies and folksonomies. Metadata are a substantial tool 
to distribute documents in external systems connected to a document manager. Those 
systems are made of different sections or “views” (usually hierarchical) [11]. Every 
view has its own “mapping” that allows to view the appropriate documents in it.  

Most often, a folder-based system (Foldering Classification) is used. Foldering 
Classi-fication mirrors precisely the external user's view. It enables an Automated 
Classifica-tion, by which copying a document into a specific folder would automati-
cally classify that document as a part of the related view page. However, this ap-
proach has some clear disadvantages: need to create a specific set of folders just for 
some specific external views; distribution of documents in different folders, with 
possibility of duplication on more folders; impossibility of using the folder system on 
other applications. 

In light of all this, we are going to use the Kanban methodology in our work, in or-
der to define, formalise and validate taxonomies and folksonomies (Taxonomy Con-
struction) [12][13]. In particular, we are going to propose a manual approach to the 
creation of taxonomies. Manual approaches are considered burdensome and costly, 
but their use is not forbidden in domains that have not very variable content (unlike, 
for example, taxonomies applied to journalism). There are also some advantanges 
compared to automated systems, such as disambiguity [14]. Moreover, in this specific 
case study, taxonomies must follow some regulations (laws) in making only certain 
documents available to certain external users by a specific view.  

Kanban is well suited for this job, because its main feature lies in fulfilling the 
need to define taxonomies quickly, involving all the stakeholders of a company. The 
defini-tion of taxonomies cannot be done through a waterfall model, but is perfectly 
encompassed by an agile approach, where the laws and regulations act like a customer  
with its own needs, extending or changing the rules for viewing certain documents. 

5 Case Study 

Our specific case involves setting up a system to create a “Transparent Section” of a 
Public Administration. This section, that must be included in the official portal of the 
institution, must have a representative and hierarchical structure regulated by law. The 
section hosts a number of documents that the institution must make available to the 
public. The documents must have a semantical connection to the section name or to 
the people interested in that section. The same document can appear in more than one 
page. The connection between document and page clearly cannot be represented with 
a simple folder-based storage of every document, but needs a metadata mechanism. 

5.1 Implementation 

In our case, a document manager (Alfresco1) is used to implement the knowledge 
base [15], and includes a collection of documents uploaded daily by employees 

                                                           
1  Alfresco, https://www.alfresco.com/ 
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through a folder-based logic that mirrors the internal organisational structure. The 
collection has no system of taxonomy or folksonomy. 

Following the suggestions found in literature, a taxonomy is built, with the experts 
of the domain (originators) building an ontology that is available to everyone, so that 
they can perform the tagging through taxonomies (Corporate Wide Taxonomy). 

The document system resulting from this, with taxonomies and folksonomies, can 
be used to map each view for external users. Views can be mapped by associating a 
suitable combination of taxonomies and/or folksonomies to them in order to get a 
suitable subset of documents. Tags should be chosen by the name of the page where 
the view is shown, and by other rules than could be derived from laws. In particular, 
views for external users were made with the application Drupal2, adequately extend-
ed. When creating the page that includes the view, suitable Tag recommendation sys-
tems were implemented. Kanban will be used in the taxonomy building phase. The 
tasks of the Kanban in this case include the creation of the parts (nodes) that belong to 
a hierarchical tag (tagging task). Folksonomies, on the other hand, are created by 
internal users with only simple guidelines as rules, so they need to be validated by 
domain experts before being applied. Users enter folksonomies, folksonomies are sent 
to experts (through a task), and the experts validate them following a Kanban ap-
proach. Such an approach is necessary to limit the typical risks of folksonomies, since 
they are metadata strongly influenced by the preferences of their authors. 

5.2 Internal and External User Views 

An internal user is a user who peruses documents inside an organisation, often with-
out any knowledge management systems. A view thus represents the way in which an 
internal user sees and accesses documents. An external view, instead, is the way in 
which a user from outside the organisation, called external user, sees the documents in 
compliance with a law, where the law is a group of regulations applied to the repre-
sentation of documents.  

An internal view could belong to two different scenarios, compared to an external 
one: articulation not compliant with law and articulation compliant with law. 

In the first scenario, a significant activity of creation and adoption of new taxono-
mies/folksonomies is necessary, so that the mapping between documents and external 
user views can occur (strong adoption). In the second scenario, taxono-
mies/folksonomies and folders already in existence could be exploited to perform a 
more accurate mapping, limiting new creations (weak adoption). This can guarantee 
an adequate distribution of documents over different external views, i.e. the creation 
of the views themselves, using the documents previously organised by internal users 
in internal views.  

The distribution of documents occurs by establishing a correlation among the name 
of a page, its hierarchical position, and taxonomies and folksonomies. In case of weak 
adoption, folders will be used as well, together with taxonomies/folksonomies. 

 

                                                           
2  Drupal, https://www.drupal.org/ 
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The process to create a view can be broken down into the following phases: 

1. analysis of current document management situation and its internal-user logic; 
2. creation of new taxonomies/folksonomies through a Lean Kanban approach, ac-

cording to regulations on external views; 
3. mapping of taxonomies/folksonomies in external views. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Mapping for implementation of external view 

In the first phase, the existing system of taxonomies/folksonomies is analysed to 
understand how it can be used to create the external user view according to law. The 
condition of strong/weak adoption is assessed. In theory, a complete system of tax-
onomies/folksonomies could suffice to create every view to be offered. Strong adop-
tion occurs when no taxonomies or folksonomies exist, or when the current situation 
is not correlated with an external user view. Weak adoption occurs when a complete 
system of taxonomies/folksonomies, studied following complete methodologies, al-
ready exists. In that case, the Kanban will have a mapping activity, without creating 
new taxonomies/folksonomies, but simply identifying a suitable combination of the 
already existing ones to create an external view for a page. This combination of tax-
onomies and folksonomies, used to represent document resources in a view, is called 
“Mixed System” in literature. 

6 Conclusions 

Adding semantic content to document resources, in the form of taxonomies or folk-
sonomies, is a delicate phase for organisations. In our work, we propose an innovative 
approach that uses Kanban for the definition and validation of taxonomies and folk-
sonomies. This, together with the use of taxonomies and folksonomies, is a mixed 
system used to represent documents in the views that organisations could be obliged 
to create.  

Our approach, exploiting the potential of Kanban, makes it possible for an 
organisa-tion to switch from a complete lack of document management to a situation 
where those same documents can be used in new contexts, thanks to the addition of 
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semantic content. This creates an increase in productivity and complies with new 
regulations that ask for a clear document governance. Future development could in-
volve integrating this approach with Google Apps.  
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Abstract. Never before has data received so much attention from every corner 
of the world. In order to further explore the Big Data industry, we study 
business models of Big Data in this paper. The study identifies 15 different 
cases that are spread across three development stages: introduction, growth, and 
mature stages. In the introduction stage, companies that hold data engage in the 
data providing business. Public agencies and large companies gain access to 
new data resources. In the growth stage, companies deliver solutions based on 
data analysis. In the mature stage, companies that hold data develop direct 
services and deliver the unique services to consumers with different needs. We 
identified the direction and development of the Big Data industry through an 
understanding of these models. This paper contributes to the revitalization of 
the business industry by informing government policy. 

Keywords: Big Data, ecosystem, Business ecosystem. Big Data components, 
Industry. 

1 Introduction 

According to the IDC(International Data Corporation) report released in 2012, the 
global market for Big Data was expected to increase annually by 35% to reach $ 6.8 
billion in 2012 and $ 31.1 billion in 2017. The S/W service industry accounts for 
more than 60% of the total IT service industry. It is a rapidly growing industry with 
seven times the growth rate of that of the IT industry. Wikibon presented a similar 
growing pattern of the Big Data market at CAGR of 60% from $5.1bn in 2012 to 
$53.4bn in 2017. Global companies like Google, Facebook, Amazon and Apple are 
collecting massive amounts of data. They are data providers and users. The market 
competition has intensified with major M/A of key market players. For example, 
Oracle acquired Hyperion Data Analysis Techniques and SUN (DBMS 1 above) to 
strengthen its hardware department.  

The size of the domestic market for Big Data, according to the KISTI (Korea 
Institute of Science and Technology Information), is expected to grow from $1.2 
billion in 2012, with 1.7% of the market share, to $ 4.2 billion in 2017 with average 
annual growth of 28.8%. The portion of Big Data in the domestic ICT-related 
industries is expected to increase from 0.6% in 2013 to 2.3% in 2020. Leading 
companies, major telecommunication companies and portal companies have a 
competitive advantage of an early start to data service. These companies introduced 
                                                           
* Corresponding author. 
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new analytic methods, such as intelligent navigation, flow of population, trade area 
analysis, and location based credit card activity analysis. Data management, social 
analysis, visualization technology companies are emerging in the professional sector.  

The ecosystem of Big Data industry is similar to that of nature. The balance of the 
ecosystem is maintained by interaction among the objects, and the objects evolve 
constantly to adapt to the changing external environment. Business ecosystems focus 
on co-creation of value and co-evolution in the community to foster growth and 
development. Understanding this industry in the context of an ecosystem will help 
predict what to expect in the near future. Big Data ecosystem objects are classified in 
four categories:  data holders, service providers, infrastructure providers and service 
users. Based on this model, we investigate the service model for Big Data. 

In this study, we investigated the development and direction of Big Data from the 
industrial aspect. We also studied the introduction and the growth stage of Big Data 
service in terms of service providers. In addition, in terms of the service user, the 
development and direction of Big Data service models is also discussed. This paper 
will propose the role of government and its political strategy to nurture growth. 

2 Big Data Ecosystem Status 

There are a lot of studies on Big Data Ecosystem, but this study proposes that the Big 
Data ecosystem is the organic network of data holders, service users, service 
providers and infra providers. The data holder digs and collects large amounts of data. 
Service user is to consume the service. The service provider offers value to users 
through S/W, manpower and data. Infrastructure providers give the infrastructure 
such as hardware, S/W and infrastructure for utilizing data.  

The actors of data holders are government agency, Facebook, Twitter, 
telecommunication firms, and portal firms. From the perspective of service users, 
many foreign companies in various industries, from finance to music, are actively 
engaged in advanced analytics and predictive analytics with collaborative solutions as 
well as social and business analysis. However in Korea, competitive service providers 
are relatively limited due to lack of infrastructure. S/W technology is a key element 
for the service provider market. Due to the low barrier to entry in the Korean S/W 
market, global leading S/W companies have entered into competition with the local 
S/W companies.  Unfortunately, Big Data technology in Korea lags two to six years 
behind that of developed countries. The next section is dedicated to explaining the 
direction of Big Data services by studying Big Data industry model. 
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Fig. 1. Big Data Services Industry Overview 
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3 Big Data Industrial Services Model 

3.1 General 

Through studying the participants of the Big Data ecosystem, this paper tries to shed 
lights on various service models. By understanding inter-related activities among the 
participants, we were able to interpret the current market phenomena. Big Data 
ecosystem has four core participants: service users, the data holders, service providers 
and infrastructure providers. Big Data services models will be discussed in terms of 
different types, methods of data retention, types of service, direction of service 
delivery, and whether one is able to provide infrastructure. 

When building a Big Data service, service providers and infrastructure providers 
can work together or separately. A case in which a data holder has either the 
infrastructure or the service is rare. Service users are usually of the two types: data 
holders or non-data holders. In the early market, companies who hold data are more 
actively engaged in Big Data service business. Look at the service model according to 
service delivery type from relationships of the components of Big Data Business, 15 
different cases are developed in the service model in this paper and are presented in 
the following Table 1.  

Table 1. Classification of industrial services on Big Data business 

Classification 
General 
Model 

Extended 
Model 

Non-
hold 
data 

service 
does not 
exist 

Infrastructure 
does not exist 

Case 1 

Case 1-1 
Case 1-2 
Case 1-3 
Case 1-4 

Infrastructure 
does exist 

Case 2 Case 2-1 

service 
does 
exist 

Infrastructure 
does not exist 

Case 3 Case 3-1 

Infrastructure 
does exist 

Case 4 Case 4-1 

Data 
hold 

service 
does not 
exist 

Infrastructure 
does not exist 

Case 5 
 

Infrastructure 
does exist 

Case 6 
 

service 
does 
exist 

Infrastructure 
does not exist 

Case 7 
 

Infrastructure 
does exist 

Case 8 
 

Total 8 7 
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Fig. 2. Industry service model on Big Data business 

3.2 General Model 

1) Case 1: A user contracts with data providers, service providers, and 
infrastructure providers separately. This is the basic model, but it is no longer 
apparent in the current Big Data market.  

2) Case 2: A user with its own infrastructure contracts with service providers and 
data providers separately. This occurs less frequently in the current market. Typically, 
the user owns infrastructure and buys data and services from external suppliers.  
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3) Case 3: A user with service capabilities contracts with data providers and 
infrastructure providers separately. This case is less frequent in the current market.  

4) Case 4: A user has separate data contracts with service providers and 
infrastructure providers. In this case, the user is likely to develop big data services for 
internal use or for external sale. This case is rare in the early stages of the Big Data 
market. Through direct contract, firms are able to save costs by optimizing its 
resources.  

5) Case 5: A user has infrastructure and service and contracts with data providers. 
A user has access to infrastructure and service, but no access to data. The user may 
create a Big Data service for internal use. This type of service is commonly seen in 
the distribution of data. One of the examples for this case is Paris Baguette, a 
predominant bakery chain in Korea. Paris Baguette uses data it gathered from the 
National Weather Service. The chain store uses the weather data to manage 
production of bread, optimize inventory and adjust sales.  

6) Case 6: A user has data and infrastructure, but contracts with service providers. 
As a user, a firm may utilize its internal data and infrastructure to create new service 
with help from outside. One of the examples for this case is consulting companies.  

7) Case 7: A user has data, service, but contracts with infrastructure providers. As a 
user, a firm can provide others with its service platform. This case is relatively less 
frequent. The best practice is to rent the Big Data cloud service platform or to provide 
a direct service.  

8) Case 8: A user has all three, data, service, and infrastructure. In this case, Big 
Data services have already been built. This model is more frequent in the developed 
market. Companies that belong in this case own their own Big Data management 
service. One of example is Samsung because it built and operates its own Big Data 
service.  

3.3 Extended Model 

1) Case 1-1: A user is supplied with data and services integrated in one package 
and with infrastructure as a separate package. User organizations introduce the 
infrastructure directly and obtain integrated package of services and data. In a typical 
case, users will collect data and provide analytic services at the same time as social 
data analytics companies do.  

2) Case 1-2: A users is supplied with services and infrastructure integrated in one 
package and with data in a separate package. This is a widely used model in the 
market. Good examples are IBM, Oracle, and SAS.  

3) Case 1-3: A user is supplied with data and infrastructure integrated in one 
package and services in a separate package. Companies with infrastructure and data 
receive help from service providers to develop their own services.  

4) Case 1-4: A user receives data, services and infrastructure from outside. In this 
case, the service provider will retain data and infrastructure. They discover and use 
their services directly or supply services to users. Service providers receives the data, 
service and infrastructure at the same time. This is expected to be the most active 
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model in a mature market. Few examples are Google, Daum and SKT. In many cases, 
this model is served though an internet-based operation. 

5) Case 2-1: A user has infrastructure and provides integration of data and services. 
In this case, service users introduce Big Data services in its pre-owned infrastructure 
and receives integrated services and data. 

6) Case 3-1: A user holds the service and is supplied with data and infrastructure at 
the same time. Internal development staffs and infrastructure are usually seen in these 
organizations with data provided by outsiders. 

7) Case 4-1: A user holds the data, the services, and infrastructure are supplied at 
the same time. 

The user is holding data and is supplying to the integrated services and 
infrastructure. They are normally present in the market as System Integration 
companies. They provide tailored services to governmental institutions and private 
enterprises. Now days, distinction between each participants is blurred and many hold 
cross-functional roles. One example is S/W packages mounted on a specific H/W 
infrastructure. 

4 Industry Development Direction of Big Data Services 

4.1 Service Provider Side 

The following are presented to discuss Case 4-1, which explains the service model in 
relation to the service provider. Case 8 may be more common in a mature market. 
Case 1-4 is also more frequent in the mature Big Data market.. 
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Fig. 3. Service model development stage in service provider side 

1) Introduction stage model 
The model of case 4 appears frequently in the current market and user organizations 
(enterprise) utilize the internal data through service providers and infrastructure 
providers. It is the most commonly used type in large enterprise deployment. In case 
4, the service users hold the data for use and introduction to private and public 
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sectors. In the current market, in order to create a Big Data service, the data holder 
has a very important role. In the initial market where data are not freely available, 
enterprises and non-data holders have difficulty participating in the market. Case 1 as 
the basic model of industrial services is the most basic form that can occur between 
the entities of Big Data. The user providing service model has separate contracts for 
data, services, and infrastructure. This is a less common model in the market. 

 
2) Growth stage model 
In this model stage, services and infrastructure are closely working together. Foreign 
companies with vertical integration may be present. By the case 4-1 model, global 
companies provide the infrastructure and services in a form of vertical integration. 
These companies usually hold massive amounts of data: an advantage. This model is 
mainly used when domestic companies were first introduced to the first of the Big 
Data services. Compared to the case of domestic firms relative to global companies, 
vertical integration of services and infrastructure is insufficient. Case 1-2 currently 
appears in the market. The user integrates services and infrastructure to utilize 
external data. One of prime examples is building marketing strategy through social 
data analysis or conducting enterprise reputations analysis. 

 
3) Mature stage model 
Case 8 appeared after Big Data services was completely introduced. Companies use 
the service, data and infrastructure in this case. This model usually appears in big 
enterprises within mature markets. Enterprises that hold a large amount of data 
implement Big Data services to create value. Prime examples are Google, Facebook, 
Twitter, and etc. Case 1-4 is when one company holds data, service and infrastructure 
at the same time as a mean of service rather than of publishing. Users of this model in 
a mature market are companies as well as individuals.  Referring to the development 
stage of the market for Big Data, users in case 1-4 who hold the data play a leading 
role in the introduction of Big Data service.  At the mature stage, to create value for 
the company, it is predicted that the firm, experienced with the introduction of Big 
Data move to models of case 1-4. The next section will discuss the development 
direction of Big Data service in terms of service users. 

4.2 Service User Side 

According to the internal needs of large enterprises, case 8 presents utilization of data 
in the company’s day-to-day operation. Case 8 is necessary to build Big Data analysis 
directly for companies. Examples are Samsung and POSCO. Case 1-4 are models of 
service provision to users for a fee. These companies usually provide integrated 
service and infrastructure to users. One of the examples is SKT's data hub. Case 1-4 
models are common in the mature market. Based on their experience, we predict that 
case 8 models will move toward cases 1-4, to serve the needs of users. In the market 
where economy is recovering, incidents of Case 8, the integrated model, is preferred. 
Ultimately, the market will move toward models of cases 1-4 if it keeps growing. In 
cases 1-4, the number of companies that provide data, service, and infrastructure at 
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the same time will increase. By providing internet-based information sharing sites, 
users can access the desired analysis with their ID and password. Most importantly, 
models of cases 1-4 provide free general services to users. Instead, companies find 
profit in offering higher quality services, usually charged to the users who are seeking 
more abundant data with built-in complex analytical solutions. Examples for case 1-4 
are companies like Google and Amazon. Cases 1-4 are competitive in the market. 
These global companies help the local market to grow and expand.  

Local companies should actively engage in data application by utilizing internal 
data. However, these companies usually hold back their data from the public because 
of security issues.  

 

Fig. 4. Service model development stage in terms of service use 

4.3 Implications 

In this paper, we found that data holders have the important role of introducing data in 
the beginning stage. In the growth stage, the portion of integrated service providers, 
such as service and infrastructure, will grow. Therefore, companies like IBM, Oracle 
and SAP have a competitive edge. The number of vertically integrated Korean 
companies, should be increased in order to give the Korean market a competitive edge 
in the global market. At the mature stage, firms with turn-key products will have the 
most market share in the Big Data industry, but niche markets will persist. The 
government should support both markets (general and niche markets) to promote 
overall growth. In this study, through suggestion of the development stages of the Big 
Data business model, we can help identify changes in industry and how to best 
respond to them. With the proposed strategy, this research may contribute to 
understanding by policymakers of the Big Data industry. 

5 Conclusion 

Big Data market continues to grow and its growth are showing interest in many 
industries. This study researched industrial models in Big Data in order to understand 
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the development of the Big Data industry. The development of the Big Data industry 
was defined in three stage models: introduction stage, growth stage and mature stage. 
At the first stage, introduction stage, companies with data develop the service directly 
through a separate agreement with services and infrastructure providers, although this 
only applies to big companies. At the second stage, growth stage, service and 
infrastructure providers are closely related to provide integrated services. 

At third stage, mature stage, companies with data directly develop the service and 
provide the service for a fee. For revitalization of the Big Data industry, data holder 
has a very important role at the first stage. It is necessary to encourage up institutions 
to provide and distribute data. This study will contribute in establishing Big Data 
development and direction in the industry.  
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Abstract. In this paper Robust link-oriented Routing (ROR) protocol is 
proposed taking consideration of fast developing vehicular ad hoc network 
technologies in the urban area. Using the geographical information and speed of 
vehicles, a future vehicular network topology is anticipated with our prediction 
algorithm. Based on this prediction, routing overhead such as route 
reconfiguration due to broken links is minimized by choosing the most robust 
route. Also, transmission failure can be minimized by establishing a new route 
before the existing route is completely disconnected. By way of traffic and 
network simulation, the proposed approach shows improvement in packet 
transmission rate and low latency, with a slight hop count increase. Moreover, 
the simulation result shows that the proposed route maintenance scheme 
reduces the transmission failure dramatically.  

 
Keywords: Ad hoc Networks, VANET, Link prediction, Handover, Routing. 

1 Introduction 

With the advancement of technology in electronics manufacturing, electronic devices 
have miniaturized and many small devices are widely used with wireless 
communication capability. In particular, MANETs (Mobile Ad hoc Networks) 
composed of multiple wireless devices without infrastructure, require multi-hop 
network technologies to communicate with a device located beyond short-range 
wireless transmission radius. However, there were a number of issues in providing 
wireless services on multi-hop networks. To resolve these issues from the 1990s, the 
researchers of MANET have proposed several approaches in terms of transfer delay, 
the number of hops, geographic information, and clustering. As a consequence, two 
types of protocol were proposed. The first type is reactive including AODV (Ad hoc 
On-Demand Vector Routing, RFC 3561) [1] and DSR(Dynamic Source Routing, RFC 
4728) [2]. The other type is proactive such as OLSR (Optimized Link State Routing, 
                                                           
* Corresponding author. 
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RFC 3626) [3] and TBRPF (Topology Dissemination Based on Reverse-Path 
Forwarding, RFC3684) [4].  

Having taken advantage of the merits of MANET for inter-vehicle communication, 
VANET (Vehicular Ad hoc Networks) research by Blum [5] in 2004 made VANET 
widely popular. Currently IEEE 802.p is considered as an inter-vehicle 
communication standard. It was developed based on IEEE 802.11a to provide the 
suitable service for inter-vehicle communication. A part of WAVE (Wireless Access 
for Vehicular Environments) which is a framework for V2V (Vehicle-to-Vehicle) or 
V2I (Vehicle-to-Infrastructure) adopts IEEE802.11p [6]. Meanwhile, in Europe, a 
consortium of automobile manufactures entitled as C2C-CC (Car to Car 
Communication Consortium) has been conducting research and development to 
produce a system similar to WAVE and a wireless terminal for inter-vehicle wireless 
communication [7]. On the other hand, there have been attempts to reuse existing 
infrastructure in recent years. As an example, Federal Communication Commission 
(FCC) announced that unused part in UHF telecommunication channels could be used 
for wireless terminals [8]. Mote proposed to use them for V2I communication [9]. 
When studying VANET, the characteristics of VANET should be considered. Unlike 
the urban areas where vehicle density is high, the suburban areas have low vehicle 
density. Therefore, V2V multi-hop communication is not suitable for the suburbs. 
More V2I techniques have been proposed than V2V for the suburban areas. On the 
other hand, the connectivity of V2V network strongly tends to be densely 
concentrated or fragmented due to the traffic environment [9]. For example, the 
density of vehicles in the vicinity of the traffic light gets high. Another characteristic 
of VANET is that valid routes are frequently invalidated since the network topology 
changes constantly because of fast-moving vehicles. Whenever this change happens, 
the source node has to broadcast a route request message for route search. It makes 
the network more unstable to build a vicious circle by generating more route request 
messages.  

Considering the characteristics of VANET, many of routing protocols have been 
proposed. One of them is ROMSGP [10] taking advantage of geographical 
information. It discovers a route by combining the existing ROMSP (Receive on Most 
Stable Path), LET (Link Expiration Time) algorithm of FORP[11] and node grouping 
algorithm. However, the chance of route discovery failure is high when the node 
density is low. In addition, the network overhead increases to find a route whenever 
LET is expired in a bottleneck node.  

In this study, we would like to decrease packet loss and latency by discovering the 
most solid link based on the strength of signal in VANET. The proposed method was 
verified on the basis of simulation to show it is suitable to inter-vehicle 
communication in the urban areas.  

2 ROR   

Since the network topology frequently changes due to the nature of the mobility in 
VANET a valid route is frequently invalidated. Adapting reactive approach with 
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predictive algorithm the proposed method suppresses the routing overheads and 
promises better performance than the conventional methods. In establishing a route 
the most solid route is selected to minimize the chance of generating the route probe 
message by disconnecting a path within a route in the middle of delivering the 
packets. Unlike DSR, each node over the route continuously verifies links with the 
geographic and the speed information included in the packet and prepares an 
alternative link in advance. Hence, the proposed method prevents the loss of packets 
from abrupt disconnection. 

2.1 Predictive Algorithm 

A prediction algorithm is for anticipating the change of the topology in VANET. In 
FORP, a route having the least number of hops is selected with high priority. In the 
case of the number of hop being same, the route having biggest value of RET (Route 
Expiration Time) is selected. Where RET is decided by the least value of LET (Link 
Expiration Time) of every link comprising a route. The LET is calculated by the 
prediction algorithm of FORP. With the assumption of no changing of node speed 
LET is the time to reach in communication range between two nodes. In 
ROMSGP[10], directionality is considered to increase performance based on the LET. 
However the chance of failure is increased under low density of nodes. 

Unlike FORP where RET is calculated simply based on the distance between two 
nodes, the prediction algorithm in this paper, estimate future locations of the nodes 
after Δt second with the equation (1), (2), and (3) based on the geographic and the 
speed information of each node.  

 

Fig. 1. Route discovery process 

Basically the robustness of link is determined by the strength of the radio which is 
inversely proportional to distance. Taking nonlinear function of distance robustness 
gets lower fast around the maximum radius of the radio. Therefore, high robust link is 
selected as much as possible. And then it is used to represent the strength of link 
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robustness. In selecting a route, only the strength value is used without considering 
the number of hops like AODV and FORP. 

= ln         , √ +    0                       , √ +   =  0                   (1) 

Where TR represents radius of radio. a and b are the distance between two hops in 
x direction and y direction, respectively, in Δt .  = + ∆ − + ∆                      (2) = + ∆ − + ∆                      (3) 

where, a self is a node sending a route request(RREQ) message and a last is a node 
receiving the message (See Figure 1).  ( , ) and ( , ) represent 
the coordinate and speed vector of the last node respectively. Likewise ( , ) 
and ( ,  ) represent the coordinate and speed vector of the self node. In 
this paper it assumed that each node has the device achieving location information 
such as GPS. 

The information of link’s robustness calculated with equation (1) would be 
broadcasted to adjacent nodes by RREQ message. The information has been 
accumulated until the message reaches a destination node. The destination node 
would select the most robust route with the equation of (4). =                   (4) 

Where,  represents the strength of robustness of j-th link in i-th route. In 

other words, the robustness of a route is determined by the weakest link in the route. 
Figure 1 shows an example of a route discovery process. The dotted line represents 
radio radius. Small circles represent vehicles. The small black circle is a node moved 
after Δt second.  Therefore  in the above route and the below route are 80 and 
30 respectively.  

Though FORP and ADOV consider the hop counts as a criteria for selecting a 
better route, it is not considered in this paper. Of cause, the small number of hops 
makes it possible to communicate with low latency. However, it can deteriorate the 
network stability due to frequent disconnection in VANET.  

2.2 Route Discovery  

As a process of discovering a best route among available routes, route discovery 
process operates as follows. 

When a source node needs to send a packet to a destination node, first it checks 
whether there has already been an available route to reach the destination node in the 
routing table. It would instantly send the packet if there is. If not, it would run the 
route discovery process. The source node broadcasts a RREQ message to the 
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destination node. And then it waits a route reply (RREP) message. The neighbor 
nodes receiving the route request message would decide whether aborting or 
rebroadcasting it, using the following algorithm. When a neighbor node rebroadcasts 
the message, it adds its coordinate, velocity vector and its node ID in the message. 
Moreover, it increases hop count and decreases TTL. 

Table 1. Algorithm of Route Discovery and Rebroadcasting at node ni 

1: if ni already received this Request packet or  
    NOW >  Timeout or TTL == 0  
2: then   free(packet) 
3:   return false 
4: end if 
5: Robustnesslink  <- computation of the Robustnesslinki-1 
  (…) 
6: if Robustnesslink < ThresholdForDiscoverylink then 
7:  free(packet) 
8: else if (no  routing entry)               // condition #1 
9: then create routing entry             
10:   seqnorouting    <-    seqnopacket 
11:   rebroadcast() 
12: else if (seqnopacket > seqnorouting )      // condition #2 
13: then seqnorouting    <-    seqnopacket 
14:  rebroadcast() 
15: else if (seqnopacket == seqnorouting &   

 Robustness routepacket > Robustness routerouting ) 
// condition #3 

16: then Robustness routerouting -> Robustnesss routepacket 
17:   rebroadcast() 
18: else 
19:   free(packet) 
22: end if 

 
A destination node selects the most robust route using the equation (4) among the 

received RREQ messages through neighbor nodes. And then it sends back a RREP 
message through the selected route in reverse way  

Each node receiving the RREP message over the route updates its route table and 
forwards the message to the next node, until reaching the source node. When the 
source node receives this message, the route discovery process is terminated, at the 
same time, the source sends packets to the destination and begins route maintenance 
process. 
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2.3 Route Maintenance 

A source node sends data packets with an extra 10 bytes (x and y coordinate, velocity 
of last node and Rlink) for the purpose of route maintenance. Every node over the path 
and destination node receive the packet, and calculate Robustnesslink with the extra 
bytes, similarly the route discovery process. If Robustnesslink get lower than a 
predefined value named TML(Threshold for Maintenace Link) the corresponding 
node generates Handover message including the link information, and then sends it 
back to the previous node over the path. The message will be forwarded to the source. 
In other words, before actually link is broken, Handover message gives a warning to a 
source node which link is vulnerable. To prevent from continuously generating the 
Handover message, the node generating the message once does not generate another 
Handover message during a specific time, λ (Handover waiting time). When receiving 
the message, the source node immediately starts the route reconfiguration process 
which is similar to the route discovery process mentioned in 2.2. Before the process is 
completed the packet keeps being transmitted through the current valid route 
including the node where the handover message generated. 

The route reconfiguration (RREC) message is the same to the RREQ message 
except the link information in which the handover happened. Neighbor nodes 
receiving the RREC message, ignore the message when it has nodes related the link. 
Therefore the chance of falling in infinite loop can be prevented. After receiving the 
RREC message the destination node generates a RREP message like route discovery 
process and forwards it to the source node through nodes over the path. 

In the case of facing a broken link in the middle of transmitting packets, the 
corresponding node sends a route error (RRER) message to a source node through the 
current route. Every node on the path receiving the RRER message removes the route 
and does not send a packet anymore. The source node receiving the RRER message 
starts the route discovery process immediately. The difference to Handover message 
is that link error message does not include the link information of where the 
disconnect happens because the disconnection could be temporal due to unstable 
wireless environment such as artificial obstacles or interference of electric wave. 
Therefore, in our proposal, the link where disconnect happens could be reselected in a 
route reconfiguration process. 

3 Simulation  

In this section simulation is done for the purpose of evaluating the effectiveness of the 
proposed method by comparison with conventional methods in terms of several 
performances. Among the related researches, FORP and MORP protocols used both 
of prediction algorithm and geographic information are selected for the comparison. 
Also AODV and GPRS well known in MANET are evaluated to see a effectiveness in 
VANET. LAR expecting most effective in terms of control overhead is also included 
in order to confirm it.  
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3.1 Environment  

The used road topology in the simulation is a 0.3km equally spaced grid of 1.2km x 
1.2km (See Figure 2). Roadways of each have three lanes divided to left turn, right 
turn and straight. To more accurately simulate the reality of vehicle mobility SUMO 
widely used in traffic engineer is used [12].  

Unlike Random Way Point model commonly used in MANET a constraint of 
vehicle can only move on the lane is given. In addition, in order to give the reality as 
much as possible semaphore like pausing by the traffic signal and giving  
more priority to driving straight ahead vehicle than right or left turning vehicle are 
given at the intersection. The code used in proposing GPSR by Karp [13] is 
implemented. The environment of it is same to when it was proposed. In addition, 
Perimeter method can be carried on when Greedy forwarding failed. In the case of 
AODV it chooses a route having the least hop count. The default values given in ns-2 
 

 

Fig. 2. The used road layout in the scenario. The dotted circle shows vehicle traffic control in 
the intersection by SUMO. 

Table 2. Simulation parameters used in common 

Parameter Value 
Simulator ns-2.33 
Simulation Area 1200m x 1200m 

Propagation Model 
Two-ray ground reflection 
model 

Num. of vehicles 500 
Transmission 
range 

250 m 

Simulation Time 500 sec 
Vehicle velocity 0~25 [m /s] (90 [km /h]) 
CBR rate 4 packets per second 
CBR flows 25 
MAC protocol IEEE 802.11 
Queue size 64 
Data packet size 512 bytes 
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33 are used. However, TTL value at initial route discovery, the second route 
discovery, and the third route discovery are set to 5, 7 and 9 seconds, respectively. 
After then the value is set to 30 seconds. In FORP TTL is set to the same value of 
ROR. In MOPR, The time Δt for finding the lifetime of a link is set to 1 second. A 
packet is delivered to an adjacent node closer to a destination node as shown in [14]. 
It would not be transferred to the node if the distance to the node is beyond a radio 
propagation range. The interval between beacon messages is set to 1 second. LAR 
code is implemented as Camp proposed [15]. There were two ways, Expected Zone 
and Request Zone, for route discovery. In this simulation only Expected Zone is 
conducted. In ROR initial TTL is set to 7 seconds. The value is increased by 3 
seconds in every other trial. The maximum number of trials is limited to 18. Request 
timeout of RREQ message is set to 0.5 second. The Δt in equation (1) is set to 1 
second. The limited value of Robustnesslink is set to 0.01, in other word, 99% of radio 
propagation range.  During managing routes the Δt is set to 2. The waiting time, λ of 
Handover is set to 1 second. Parameters used in common are shown in Table 2. 

3.2 Simulation Results 

From Fig 3, overall performance of ROR is better than the other approaches in term 
of the packet delivery success ratio. In addition, the performance gets degraded 
gradually as the speed of node is increasing. In the case of AODV, FORP and LAR, 
their performance degraded rapidly after 50km/h. Especially FORP uses the 
broadcasting way when it faced Handoff situation. Therefore, We can guess that the 
overhead starts giving bad effects from 50km/h. The performance of MOPR and 
GPSR are significantly low comparing four other approaches. The reason of it could 
expect to increment of transmission failure and route discovery failure as increasing  
 

 

Fig. 3. Packet delivery success ratio for different speed (:GPSR,:AODV, :MOPR, 
:LAR, :FORP, :ROR) 
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Fig. 4. Route discovery success ratio for different speed. (:AODV, :LAR, :FORP, 
:ROR) 

 
Fig. 5. Average end-to-end delay for different speed. (:GPSR,:AODV, :MOPR, :LAR, 
:FORP, :ROR). 

 
Fig. 6. Average hop counts for different speed. (:GPSR , :AODV, :MOPR, :LAR, 
:FORP, :ROR). 
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of node speed because they do not use route management. Therefore route management 
should be required in the environment of topology changing rapidly like VANET. 

While the route discovery ratio gets degraded as the vehicle speed increasing, it is 
notable that AODV which carries on the route discovery process with hop count has 
the highest ratio (See Fig. 4). The reason could guess, (1) TTL (30) of AODV is 
longer than those (18) of the other approaches, (2) the condition about an adjacent 
node in ROR route discovery, Flow-REQ in FORP, and Request Zone  process in 
LAR makes generating a low number of route discovery message.   

Fig. 5 shows an average end-to-end delay. ROR preserves relatively low end-to-
end delay to the other approaches because the reliability of the route selected through 
equation (1) and Handover process is pretty robust. FORP has the worst delay due to 
the high overhead of routing control. The reason of MOPR and GPSR having a 
relatively low delay is that they have a low number of packets as mentioned before.  

Fig. 6 shows the average path length or hop counts. It is well known that the lower 
path length  the shorter network delay in MANET. So GPSR tried to select a node as 
the adjacent node closest to the boundary of radio propagation. However, it causes 
breaking the link down frequently in the VANET where the speed of mobility is high. 
That is why ROR selects most robust link even it has a longer path length. The reason 
of FORP having short path length is that it gives higher priority to hop counts than 
RET. 

4 Conclusion 

In this study, we proposed the ROR protocol suitable for VANET, especially in the 
urban areas. Based on the geographical information and speed of each vehicle, the 
prediction of topological change such as the distance between nodes in the future can 
increase the chance of finding a more robust network route. In addition, the packet 
loss rate can be significantly reduced by anticipating an unstable link and by 
preparing a new path before the link is broken with additional route management 
information. From the simulation result, it was shown that the packet delivery success 
ratio can increase and the network latency is kept low by selecting a more robust 
route, compared with other protocols. In managing routes, packet loss rate can be 
reduced with lower control overhead. For example, FORP broadcasts Handoff 
messages while ROR unicasts Handover messages. Hence, FORP's overall routing 
performance deteriorates due to the dramatically increment of control overhead. ROR 
tends to use slightly longer paths in average. Actually, the number of hop counts is 
not used as a criterion in selecting a route like AODV. We guess that overall power 
usage of ROR could be similar or lower than AODV considering the failure of packet 
delivery and routing control overhead by selecting a less robust route. Instead of 
considering the hop count, the path length can be managed by the limitation of the 
route request timeout.  

According to the simulation result, ROR is a very effective way in the VANET 
environment. However, we need to think more real-world environment, such as 
interference due to obstacles in the urban areas. 
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Abstract. Over the last years, there has been an increasing research interest in 
the application of medical biometrics, which may be applied and implemented 
in new automated recognition systems. The need for more security and health 
monitoring is increasing with new functionalities and features made available. 
To improve different device/application security and health monitoring we 
present a wireless biometric electrocardiography (ECG) system using both 
machine learning approaches and stable template creation/comparison 
algorithms. Unlike other previous work on wearable ECG recognition, which 
were based on full wired non-wireless systems, this paper reports a new 
wireless technology and techniques which can improve the performance, by 
using simple and low-cost components. Several techniques were applied to our 
30 volunteer chest-based ECG dataset that resulted in up to 97.5% identification 
accuracy rate and an Equal Error Rate (EER) of 0.98%. 

Keywords: Wireless ECG, biometrics, performance. 

1 Introduction 

Wireless mobility is in the future and the future is currently in the present. Today's 
personal devices, whether we are dealing with mobile phones, PDAs, iPads, etc. are 
being held or put into the pocket of the user. What we do not have time to do on 
computers or laptops, we do on these devices and this makes the everyday much 
easier. They are not only used for mere communication such as calling or sending text 
messages; these devices are also used in applications such as m-banking, m-
commerce, e-mails and medical monitoring which result in financial and private 
information being stored on the device. Thus, the data on the device represents by far 
the more valuable asset than the pure hardware [1]. Therefore, the security risks 
related to ever-present mobile devices are becoming critical since a mobile device 
ending up in the wrong hands presents a serious threat to information security and 
user privacy. Most common, the protection on portable devices against unauthorized 
usage is based on a PIN, which is not always effective considering security and 
memorability aspects [18]. An additional difficulty with PIN-authentication is that it 
requires explicit action from the user who has to enter it before using the phone. In 
consequence, many users deactivate the PIN-authentication. 

This unattractive situation can be improved by exploiting the attachments with 
mobile device and applying an unobtrusive method for user authentication, which 
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does not require explicit attention nor action of the user. However, the topic of this 
article focuses on one emerging biometric technology, namely the 
electrocardiography (ECG) recognition. This emerging biometric modality has had 
about 15 years of development in research, but not in the field of biometrics. ECG is 
based on physiological signals, rather than more traditional biological traits. These 
have some advantages: Since every living and functional person has a recordable 
ECG signal, the ECG feature is universal. Moreover, heart damage is something that 
rarely occurs, so it seems to be quite invariant across time. 

Finally, it seems very difficult to fake an ECG signature or to attack an ECG 
biometric system [12]. The advantage of this bio signal is that it gives some sort of 
liveliness measurement to avoid spoof attack, which is not inherent in the traditional 
biometrics. Another signal that is related to the heart is the recording movements of 
the heart valves (mitral, tricuspid, aortic, and pulmonary), that produce heart sounds 

Today, mobile devices, such as the iPhone 5S and others [2] implements biometric 
equipment such as fingerprint sensors to improve the security. In addition, by using 
biometric characteristics instead of passwords, PINs, tokens etc., makes 
authentication more efficient since these characteristics are not to be stolen or 
forgotten.  

In terms of security, most biometric characteristics require an explicit (obtrusive) 
user action for authentication, e.g. swiping the finger on a fingerprint sensor. 
However, the proposed method here in this paper does not require an obtrusive action. 
Instead, we introduce an unobtrusive ECG recognition mechanism, where data is 
continuously recorded while the subject is resting, sitting or walking. In terms of 
medical aspect, the ECG is also useful for monitoring, so here we have a multiple 
purpose application. 

All of the published studies on ECG recognition using signal data were mainly 
based on wired dedicated sensors and in the same time slightly aware of fulfilling 
these issues, 1) the system is wireless 2) stable cycle detection approach and 3) fast 
comparison distance metric. 

2 State of the Art 

Earlier studies from dissimilar aspects already give evidence for that human ECG 
holds very unique patterns that can be used for identification and verification 
purposes. Studies has confirmed exponentially distinctiveness of the heart, where two 
heart sounds form different characteristics [11]. 

Even recent work has been devoted to the characterization of ECG features for 
human identification [9], and experimental results have underlined their 
discriminating capacity. Still, studies have focused on the offline processing of 
clinical-grade ECG in an on-the-person approach, with multiple measurement leads. 
[3] were forerunners in the field; in their first work a 12-lead setup was used, and with 
10 fiducially features the authors reported 100% accuracy in identification for a 
population of 20 volunteers. [14] experimented on a group of 20 participants from the 
MIT/BIH database [5]; they achieved 100% accuracy using a fusion of template 
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matching and neural networks. Other experiments were performed by [6] on data 
from 29 subjects; signals were composed at the chest and neck, and 12 latency and 
amplitude features were used. Using LDA, individual waveforms are classified and 
mapped to the identity of the volunteer by majority voting, leading to 100% 
identification rates. Research to date has mostly abandoned the specificities of real-
world application scenarios and acceptability by the potential end-users, which pose 
several limits and research questions. In the work by [15], the authors have resulted 
that a single lead setup suffices; using a V2 chest setup, an identification accuracy of 
100% was achieved. Later, a palmar placement has been shown to perform accurately 
in the work by [7], where for a group of 16 volunteers, even with significantly noisier 
signals, recognition rates of 94.3% for identification and an EER of 10.1% are still 
achieved. Very lately, ECG biometrics has started to be of interest again. In the work 
of [16], a framework is present for ECG biometrics, with focus on some of the latest 
developments and future trends in the field, covering multiple aspects of the problem 
with the aim of a real-world deployment. Alternatively, there are also biometric wired 
ECG biometric research focusing at authentication using Pulse Active Ratio (PAR) 
[13] and fiducially approaches [10] 

3 ECG Sensor Design 

The chip which is used for collecting ecg data is the BMD101 from NeuroSky’s 3rd 
generation bio-signal detection and processing SoC which is 3mm x 3mm in size [8]. 
BMD101 is designed with an analog front-end circuitry and a flexible, powerful 
digital signal processing structure. It targets bio-signal inputs ranging from uV to mV 
level and deployed passes the raw signal through with proprietary algorithms. The 
Low-Noise-Amplifier and ADC are the main components of the BMD101 analog 
front end. Because of the BMD101’s low system noise and programmable gain, it can 
detect bio-signals and convert them into digital words using a 16-bit high resolution 
ADC. The AFE also contains a sensor-off detection circuit. The heart of the BMD101 
digital circuit is a powerful system management unit. It is in charge of overall system 
configuration, operation management, internal/external communication, proprietary 
algorithm computation, and power management. BMD101 also comes with hardwired 
DSP blocks to accelerate calculations, such as various digital filtering, under the 
supervision of the system management unit. Here is detailed info about the BMD101 
Chip [8]: 

• Surface: 3mm x 3mm  
• uV to the mV range of high-performance analog front-end biological signal 

detection 
• Reliable detection and real-time reporting of heart rate (+/- 1bpm) 
• 16 bit High-resolution ADCs 
• Low input noise 
• Automatic detection sensor off  
• Low current consumption: 0.8mA  
• 64-byte TX FIFO UART serial interface (57600) 
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The BMD100 sensor is used for the ECG monitoring device created and the 
diagram can be seen in Fig. 1.  

 

Fig. 1. Wireless ECG-monitor Design. The BMD101 is the black square in the middle. The 
chip takes as input the signal from the electrodes and sent either it to Bluetooth or any kind of 
Microcontroller or PC. 

4 Data Acquisition 

The experiment was carried out indoor. The 30 subjects who participated wore a 
wireless ECG device attached with 2-leads as seen in Fig. 2. 

 

Fig. 2. Wireless ECG-monitor (Size: 70mm x 40mm x 20 mm). Two lead ECG where the red 
and black cables are attached on the body of the participant. The device is put in the pocket. 

The two leds were placed above the right breast and the second sensor were placed 
below the left breast. The ECG placement had more or less had the same orientation 
for all subjects. The subjects performed the experiment over the same day and were 
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asked to sit and relax. The subject had to sit down for 5 minutes while the recording 
was active. After that, each minute was then stored as one session resulting in 5 
sessions totally. The ECG sensor used was a BMD101 commercial sensor, with a high 
accurate sampling frequency rate. The data was sent real-time from the wireless 
device to an Android based phone as seen in Fig. 3 in real-time. The information 
retrieved was the time, raw signal of the ECG and heart rate. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Android screenshot: The raw ECG signal sent from the wireless ecg device to the 
Android tablet 

5 Feature Extraction 

The raw data retrieved from the BMD101 sensor needs to be processed in order to 
create robust templates for each subject. The program for the ECG data analysis has 
been developed in C#. 

Preprocessing: At first, we apply linear time interpolation on the raw signal data 
retrieved from the sensor to obtain a linear observation since the time intervals 
between two observation points are not always equal. Another weakness from the 
sensor is the fact that the ECG data will be outputted with some noise. This noise is 
removed by using a weighted moving average. 

Cycle Detection: From the data it is known that one cycle-length varies between x 
samples depending on the pulse/heartrate of the person. Therefore, we need to get an 
estimation of how long one cycle is for each subject. This is done by extracting a 
small subset of the data and then compare the subset with other subsets of similar 
length. Based on the distance scores between the subsets, the average cycle length is 
computed, as can be seen in Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 4. The yellow baseline area indicate the subset with 70 samples that are extracted, the 
green area is the search area where the baseline is compared against a subset of the search area. 
The 4 black subgraphs are the baseline at those points it has the lowest distance with the search 
area subsets, and the difference between them (blue area) indicate the cycle length. 

The cycle detection starts from a maximum point, Pstart, around the center of the 
signal. From this point, cycles are detected in both directions. By adding the average 
length, denoted  to Pstart, the estimated ending point E = Pstart +  is retrieved  
(in opposite direction: E = Pstart - ). The cycle end is defined to be the maximum  
in the interval Neighborhood Search from the estimated end point. This is illustrated in 
Fig 5. 

 

Fig. 5. Cycle detection showing how each cycle (i.e the steps) in the resultant vector is 
automatically detected 

This process is repeated from the new end point, until all cycles are detected.  
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The end point in the Neighborhood Search is found by starting from point E. From 
this point we begin searching 10% of the estimated cycle length, both before and after 
E for the lowest point. Now three things can happen: 

 

1) The highest point was found in the first  of the search area; in this case, we 

might have skipped too many samples and will therefore search  
 ∗   more samples 

backwards. If a new lowest point was found we would continue to search additional 
samples backwards until no new highest point is found, see Fig. 6(a). 

2) The highest point was found in the last  of the search area, in this case, we 

might have skipped too few samples and will therefore search 
 ∗  more samples 

forwards. Like with the previous step, if a new highest point was found we will 
continue to search forward until no new highest point is found, see Fig. 6 (b). 

3) The highest point was found in the middle  of the search area, in this case we 

assume to have found the correct maximum point, see Fig. 6(c) 

When the maximum point is found, we store it into an array and we begin 
searching for the next maximum point by adding the length of one estimated cycle. 

When forward searching is complete, we repeat this phase by searching backwards 
so all steps in the data are identified. We will therefore end up with having an array 
containing each steps start/end index. These points will therefore be used for the 
extraction of cycles, as illustrated in Fig. 7. 

 

Fig. 6. The Neighbor Search is illustrated for the three options that can happen when we are 
searching for steps, (a) we have jumped satisfactory and the correct maximum is in the middle 
third of our search area. (b) same as with the backward search only that we search forward this 
time since we have jumped too short. (c) we have jumped too far and since the lowest point in 
the search area (blue circle) is in the first third we search additional samples back and find the 
correct maximum point (green). 
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Fig. 7. The cycles have been extracted by taking each steps starting and ending point. Both 
these points are maximum points from the resultant-vector data set. 

Odd Cycle Removal: Before starting on the actual analysis, we ensure to skip cycles 
that are very different from the others. This is done by taking each cycle and calculate 
its distance to every other cycle by using dynamic time warping (DTW), 

, = ( , ) 

where i = 1...N and j = 1...N, which means that we will get a symmetric N x N matrix. 
From this point, we calculate all the averages of one specific cycle to all others.  = 1− 1 ,  

Thereafter we calculate the average of the calculated averages,  = 1
 

which therefore will be the total average. Now we will have the opportunity to see 
how much deviation one cycle differs from another. Thus, the standard deviation, , 
is calculated and to put a realistic border we will accept cycles that are within 2  of 
difference from the total average = [ − 2 ; + 2 ] 

The $2\sigma$ is used to process trial and error. If a lower limit was chosen, we 
might had ended up skipping too many cycles, while a higher limit would lead to not 
skipping cycles we want to skip.  = { , … , } 

When all odd cycles are removed, we are ready to continue with the analysis. In 
this paper all extracted cycles are stored as a template for one subject, denoted  = { , … , }  where each cycle i = 1...N is normalized to a length of k 
observations. 
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Analysis 
The analysis consist of two phases. First phase is the extraction of features from ECG 
cycles extracted. In the second phase, we apply different pattern recognition 
(classification) approaches to evaluate the accuracy from the extracted features.  

For the feature extraction, we need to select and calculate individual features for 
each activity performed. This step is essential and very important due to that it tells us 
the uniqueness of a person’s ecg signal. The features need to be carefully chosen due 
to strong influence in the result of final classification. For each of cycles per user we 
have selected these four features as also shown in Fig. 8: 

 
1. maximum value of the cycle 
2. minimum value of the cycle 
3. the length of a cycle 
4. the standard deviation of the cycle values 

 
The reason why we chose these feature is that each of them output different values 

for different activities. 
For the classification (machine learning) evaluation, we have applied the open 

source software called WeKa. It contains a collection of machine learning algorithms, 
and it has tools for data pre-processing, classification, regression, clustering, 
association rules etc. The five approaches that we have used are the following 

 

 

Fig. 8. One cycle showing the maximum, minimum and cycle-lenght values 

1. Bayes Network 
2. NaiveBayes 
3. Neural Network 
4. Support Vector Machine 
5. RBFNetwork 
6. RandomTree 
7. Linear Model Tree 
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Results 
With the extracted features of 5 session where each session 1 minute of cycles 
performed by 30 subjects we did two different machine learning evaluations; personal 
based and global based and one feature vector comparison. For the machine learning, 
we applied supervised learning approaches consisted of both training and testing data 
and several known algorithms. Therefore, we have split the data into training and 
testing set by using cross validation. Cross-validation with k-fold uses k-1 folds for 
training and the remaining one for training, and splits the data by choosing randomly, 
where k = 10. For the feature vector comparison, we have applied Manhattan, 
Euclidean and the Dynamic Time Warping (DTW). 

 
Personal Cross Validation:  The first performance evaluation we did was cross 
validation for individual-based ECG recognition. This means that we look separately 
at each user’s ECG performance. Table 1 shows the results of classification for 
different classifiers used. From the results, we see the great performance of 
distinguishing one ECG cycle from another of the same user. The best retrieved result 
was given by all with an accuracy of 100%. This rate of 100% indicate how useful 
these two algorithms for correctly identifying ECG cycles performed by a subject. 

Table 1. Cross Validation 

Classifier Personal Global 

BayesNet 100% 95.1% 

NaiveBayes 100% 92.4% 

LibSVM 100% 97.3% 

MultilayerPerc. 100% 96.5% 

RBFNetwork 100% 97.5% 

RandomTree 100% 96.2% 

LMT 100% 95.7% 

 
Global Cross Validation: Second test was global cross validation. In this test, we 
merged all data together from all sessions of all 30 subjects into one file. In contrast to 
the personal cross validation, these results shows how similar or different each 
subjects ECG is from each other for all users. From a performance point of view, we 
would like to strive after higher accuracies. The results shows that the RBFNetwork 
and LibSVM performs better with an average recognition rate of 97.5% and 97.3%, 
for 4 features. This clearly shows that the recognition accuracy is lower compared to 
cross validation used for individual-based ECG classification. This is because some 
peoples ECG might look like other peoples ECG, vice versa. These results are 
satisfactory since peoples ECG types are very dissimilar so that we would have 
overlaps. 

 
Feature Vector Comparison: Several distance metrics such as the Manhattan, 
Euclidean and Cyclic rotation metric (CRM, based on DTW), are applied. The last 
mentioned approach cross-compares two sets of cycles with a cyclic-rotation 
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mechanism to find the best matching pair. Derawi et al [4] describe the method we 
have applied for the comparison in details. 

Having 5 sessions for each person, that would give 
∙( )∙

 = 3960 genuine 

attempts and 
∙( )

 = 10875 impostor attempts.  With these numbers compared 

to other methods applied as seen in Table 2 we gain an increased performance with an 
EER = 0.98 % using the proposed method in this paper. 

From Table 2, we display the performances for three cycle detection methods. 

Table 2. Comparison of various methods – equal error rates (EER) are presented 

Method EER 

Euclidean 3.3% 

Manhattan 4.2% 

DTW 6.6% 

CRM 0.98% 

 
Furthermore, Table 3 shows a more detailed overview that compares Silva et al. 

and Singh et al. who applied different approaches. 

Table 3. Main differences between our experiment and latest by others 

 Ours Silva [16] Singh [17] 

Sensor BMD101 Clinical Clinical 

Leads used 2 12+ 2-3 

Participants 30 32 73 

Sessions 5 1 1 

Algorithm Cross Neural 

Network 

Amplitudes 

& Angle 

Distance 

Metric 

CRM Classification Bayesian 

EER 0.98% 2.75% 10.8% 

6 Conclusion 

This paper looks at interesting aspects of the biometric feature ECG. A wireless ECG 
recognition system has been proposed. Several machine learning and feature 
comparison methods are adapted and applied to data from 30 volunteers. We can 
clearly say that we have achieved promising result with an EER of 0.98% and 
accuracy rate of 97.5%, especially when we look at the number of participants and the 
genuine/imposter attempts of others. Even though that we had slightly fewer 
participants than some of the other databases described in Table 3, we did have more 
recordings per participant, almost up to twice the number of ECG sequences. Our 
achieved EER is at first, much lower than the EERs for other ECG recognition that 
was placed on the body. Secondly, our algorithm is more stable, meaning that we 
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have developed and automated cycle-detection (Neighborhood Search algorithm), and 
finally the comparison that finds the best and most optimal distance score from two 
feature vectors with the use of cross comparison and Cyclic Rotation Metric (CRM) 
as a distance metric. 

7 Future Work 

To make biometric ECG recognition a technology suitable for practical use, further 
research on the dataset, feature extraction, comparison is required. However, the 
achieved result in this paper is promising and by proposing new approaches, we 
certainly have potential for enhancement.  

For the dataset improvement, one would perform the acquisition over different 
days because the ECG might change over time. In addition to this, different mode 
conditions like walking, stress/non-stress, nervous modes have an influence of the 
ECG signal of a person and therefore might influence the biometric recognition 
accuracy. Therefore, signal-data of the subjects will be recorded at several settings. 
This is done in a way that the subject initially trains the system by storing different 
activity templates (i.e., walking, in stress/non-stress, nervous templates) into a 
database. Next time the subject is going to perform a certain activity he/she is going 
to be authenticated. If the activity extracted was a walking, then we compare the 
walking probe template against the walking reference template in the database. In this 
case, we discard to compare the probe reference template with other than different 
types of activity templates. Thus, we ensure that the probability of false matches are 
lower than comparing the probe template against all templates in the database. 

For best optimal results, one might collect more data by using different sensors at 
different positions for further analysis.  

In addition to improving the recognition rates for different setting, we will further 
also improve the feature extraction and comparison methodologies to create ECG 
recognition more robust for verification/identification under different circumstances. 
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Abstract. For the control of operational and technical functions in Smart Home 
or in Smart Home Care was used the xComfort wireless technology, which was 
implemented with the developed visualization application software “Smart 
HomeApp”. Visualization application software “SmartHomeApp” was designed 
with regard to web interface requirements, ability to control the software via the 
mobile phone and also with regard to easy expandability, scalability and modu-
larity. For testing the reliability of radio frequency (RF) control system  
was chosen signal quality measuring method between actuator´s and the USB 
interface in environment with obstacles. 

Keywords: visualization, wireless, Smart Home, Smart Home Care, control. 

1 Introduction 

In recent years many strides have been achieved in the areas of Smart Home and 
Smart Home Care wireless technologies with wireless sensor networks, which are 
based on the application of industrial automation techniques to the home with the goal 
of providing services in areas such as comfort, security or energy efficiency while 
respecting tenants, older citizens or patients privacy and needs [1]. Asencio presented 
a device that improves the interoperability level between Smart Home Control sys-
tems and electronic equipment that can be controlled via infrared signals [2]. Ben 
Hadj Mohamed proposed a monitoring system based on Kinect sensors to control and 
monitor elderly people into a Smart House [3]. Castello presents a novel framework 
for intelligent temperature control in Smart Homes using Wireless Sensor Networks 
(WSN) and geostatistical analysis for total spatial awareness [4]. One of the important 
tasks is also solve context-based access control architecture to fulfill the security re-
quirements of protecting medical data in pervasive healthcare, where the system con-
tinuously collects and analyses medical data, and updates the access control rules to 
the data based on the dynamically changing medical condition of the user [5]. Other 
important task is scoping the potential of monitoring and control wireless technolo-
gies to reduce energy use in homes [6]. For control of operational and technical  
functions in home is possible implementation of the widely used wireless ZigBee 
technology [7], [8], [9]. Implementation of wireless technology is presented also 
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PRIMARY KEY NOT NULL rule defines the column as a primary key, UNIQUE by 
default, but the UNIQUE clause can't be present.  

Actuator Table Creation:  
The table contains information about all actuators in the intelligent home system, 
which have to be controlled.  

CREATE TABLE [dbo].[actor]( 
[datapoint] [bit] PRIMARY KEY NOT NULL, 
[type] [bit] NULL, 
[name] [nvarchar](50) NULL, 
[idRoom] [int] NULL) 

Datapoint -Unique actuator identifier in the system. 
Type -  Actuator type, blind or other. 
Name -  Name, actuator label in the system. It shows during the control process. 
idRoom -  Room identifier. 

Requirement Table Creation:  
The table contains commands for active elements of the flat. It contains both com-
mands executed by saving a value in the executed column and commands waiting to 
be executed. 

CREATE TABLE [dbo].[requirement]( 
[IdReq] [int] PRIMARY KEY NOT NULL, 
[bit0] [bit] NULL, 
[bit1] [bit] NULL, 
[bit2] [bit] NULL, 
[bit3] [bit] NULL, 
[bit4] [bit] NULL, 
[bit5] [bit] NULL, 
[bit6] [bit] NULL, 
[bit7] [bit] NULL, 
[bit8] [bit] NULL, 
[executed] [int] NULL ) 

idReq  Request number.  
bit0 – bit8  A hexadecimal value, constituting the command packet.  
executed  Information about request execution.  

The above mentioned described the database core for active xComfort elements visu-
alisation. By design, database engine usage doesn't matter. However, it is important to 
keep information about rooms and their attributes, and this goal is accomplished by 
the Room table. It is important keep a record which actuator belongs to a room, its 
type for different control and a number, under which it is registered in the active ele-
ments system, and, finally, saving requests for system changes. Command records  
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enable to use the commands later during analyses. The database schema described 
above is not very suitable to analyse system behaviour but it provides us with a core 
to run the system. To analyse operation and technology tools of the flat it is necessary 
to extend the system. 

2.3 Web Application  

"SmartHomeApp" web application is visualisation software of the proposed system. It 
is a web application built on ASP.NET technology. One of the core requests to run a 
web application is a web server. To run an application for .NET, a framework is  
necessary. "SmartHomeApp" requires Framework 3.5. The best tool to meet require-
ments of a web application based on ASP.NET architecture is IIS (Internet informa-
tion services). It is a set of Microsoft applications suited for Internet, including a web 
server. Thanks to its integration into the operating system it can cooperate with appli-
cations built on .NET very well and it can run web applications merged with other 
infrastructures [12].  

2.4 USBinterfeceTrancfer  

“USBinterfaceTrancfer” helps to ensure communication between the database and 
USB communication interface. It is loosely based on the Generic HID open source 
library from products of the xComfort. The program is based on .NET Framework 2.0 
platform and written in C# language. It is designed to keep detecting new records with 
new requests from the database. If a new request is found, the tool sends it to the USB 
communication interface.  

2.5 MyVoice  

MyVoice software tool serves to recognize voice commands. To control 
"SmartHomeApp" visualisation software by voice, a shortcut key control method was 
selected. It is necessary to keep perfect records about using defined keys for shortcuts. 
To fully control the system by voice, shortcuts have to be set for every feature, from 
menu keys to room list to each function. Generally, the browser prefers a HTML 
document shortcut key. For voice control of technical functions is necessary solve 
problem with additive noise in speech signal [13]. 

2.6 Webcam  

A webcam keeps saving photos and then the images are displayed in a web browser. 
This principle is used by many computer programs. Camera 2004 tool is used in the 
project. With regard to the senior citizens' needs (respecting the privacy), it is neces-
sary to activate the camera in dependence on evaluation of a predefined unexpected 
event (water overflow, detection of smoke, etc.). The citizen can decide when the 
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camera should be activated. It is clear that modern technologies have only a support-
ing function in a comprehensive approach to the senior citizens' needs.  

To control operational and technical functions in Smart Home and Smart Home 
Care, xComfort wireless technology is used. This technology uses 868.3 MHz radio 
frequency for communication. Transmission takes up a maximum of 1% of the entire 
time. Data are being confirmed during radio frequency communication between the 
actuator and the sensor. Data transfer may be protected by a password. Increase of the 
reach of RF signal between individual components is possible thanks to automatic 
signal transfer call "Routing”. 

3 Testing the Reliability of Wireless Control System for 
Operational and Technical Functions in Smart Home 

Signal quality measuring method between the actuator (switching, dimming, window 
blinds) and the USB interface was selected to test the reliability of operational and 
technical functions which are controlled wirelessly in a Smart House using the pro-
posed visualization application software.  

 

Fig. 3. The block diagram of distance l (m) measurement with obstacle of 2 brick walls 

 

Fig. 4. Graph with measured values of wireless signal quality in environment with obstacle of 2 
brick wall 
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In predetermined distances was placed a computer with visualization software 
“Smart HomeApp” together with a connected USB interface CKOZ-00/14 and a testing 
brief-case containing a model of an apartment unit. Measurements were performed us-
ing parameterization interface CRSZ-00/01 and software tool Eaton RF-System 2.18 CZ 
Final. Then was measured of maximum communication distance between the actuator 
(switching, dimming, window blinds) and USB communication interface in all meas-
ured environments with using of the created visualization program “SmartHomeApp”. 
We have also simulated real-life conditions using environment with two brick walls. 
This represents a situation when the signal needs to travel through one room for exam-
ple, through a corridor between two rooms. It is clear that in this scenario the signal 
strength travelling through two brick walls rapidly deteriorates. In our simulated envi-
ronment the first wall was placed directly behind the USB communication interface and 
the second wall was placed two meters from the first one. 

Table 1. The distance environment with two obstacles 

Switch actuator 1 Shutter actuator Dimming actuator 

distance  
(from the 
source) 

RF 
signal 

quality 

distance  
(from the 
source) 

RF 
signal 

quality 

distance  
(from the 
source) 

RF 
signal 
quality 

l (m) (%) l (m) (%) l (m) (%) 

0 100 0 100 0 100 

1 91.4 1 85.5 1 88.3 

2 86.6 2 73.2 2 88.8 

2.5 75.5 2.5 54.8 2.5 82.4 

4 73.2 4 40.4 4 64 

5 69.7 5 20.1 5 60 

7 56.5 7 26.2 7 54.4 

9 64.5 9 24.6 9 43.6 

10 48.7 10 18.5 10 52.7 

15 33.6 15 0 15 35.1 

20 28 20 0 20 27.3 

4 Conclusion 

The first part of the article describes the development of the visualization application 
software “SmartHomeApp”and the structure with a wireless system xComfort for 
comfortable control of a building service system in the Smart Home or in the Smart 
Home Care. There is described in detail especially Database server with database 
creation, room table creation, actuator table creation and requirement table creation. 
The second part of the article describes the testing method of the reliability of  
wireless control system for technical and operational functions. Measured values  
correspond with tolerances shown in the USB communication device technical docu-
mentation. Even though the signal quality was rather low, there is possible active 
components control reliably and without any information loss. The quality of RF  
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signal was measured with using parameterization interface CRSZ-00/01. Measuring 
was done in a real apartment and not in a laboratory. Measuring of maximum com-
munication distances between the actuator (switching, dimming, window blinds) and 
USB communication interface was done in all measured environments including. 
During these measurements was established the optimal distance for control of the 
elements. The parameterization interface experiences serious problems trying to find 
active components in distances over 20 meters. This also limits the measurement of 
the signal quality. 
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Abstract. In order to improve the performance of text classification and 
information retrieval in big data of electric power domain, we propose a novel 
Chinese language classification algorithm - De-word classification algorithm. 
Focusing on the key role played by the De-word in modern Chinese language, 
this algorithm examines Chinese text classification method from a unique angle. 
Besides, on the basis of traditional weighted algorithm, it designs a novel 
relevance weighting model - De-TFIDF, and achieves a higher correlation in 
text information retrieval. Experiments show that, De-word classification 
algorithm significantly improves the efficiency of text classification, 
significantly improved information retrieval performance. 

Keywords: big data, classification algorithm, De-word, relevance. 

1 Introduction 

The development of information technology and computer promote the progress of 
human civilization. In recent years, the number of all kinds of electronic documents is 
growing at an unprecedented speed. The global data volume has reached 2.8 ZB at 
2012, and is expected to reach 40ZB at 2020. With the continuous expansion of 
power grid, power informatization construction is gradually advancing, a large 
number of text type data has been produced (QU Zhijian et al., 2013). Face of such 
vast ocean of information, it is particularly important of how to quickly retrieve 
relevant information. It may take longer time to understand information without 
effective classification and retrieval method (Xiaoli Guo and Xiao Han, 2014). In 
addition, the reliability management of massive amounts of information is also a basic 
requirement of the smart grid construction (He L et al., 2012). In the process of power 
grid construction and maintenance, all kinds of text information such as all kinds of 
hidden information, job security, patrol inspection information, etc., all these 
information in the form of text, on the information classification of efficient and 
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effective management, to improve the level of information management of the 
construction of the smart grid. Therefore, how to dig out the useful information from 
the power big data resource has become the hotspot in the research of data mining and 
semantics research area. 

Many kinds of classification and information retrieval technology arise at the 
historic moment. The automatic text classification is one of the key technologies for 
data mining, an effective way of the text data classification and extract, can 
effectively improve the utilization rate of text data and retrieval accuracy (Su JS et al., 
2006). Scholars have proposed many text classification methods, and technology 
already quite mature, this kind of method is through the text and been easily to be 
converted into representation to realize classification or mechanical text matching, 
and neglected the practical significance of the word itself on the semantic, caused the 
classification effect is not ideal, such as inaccurate retrieval problem. In order to solve 
this problem, this paper proposed De-word classification algorithm based on the 
power of big data library retrieval. Based on the weight of the existing algorithm, the 
article used the word "De", which often being ignored and the most common words, 
dig deeper into the correlation between the text information and increase the 
correlation text retrieval accuracy. 

2 Related Work  

Text classification methods usually can be divided into three categories: word 
matching method, knowledge engineering methods and statistical learning methods. 
Typical text categorization algorithm mainly include decision trees, K nearest 
neighbor (KNN), association rules, support vector machine (SVM) (Kumar M A and 
Gopal M, 2010), Bayesian algorithm (Bayes theorem), rough set and neural network, 
etc. Now is generally agreed that K nearest neighbor (KNN) method and support 
vector machine (SVM) method is the best way to effect of text categorization. The 
main text categorization algorithm accuracy is shown in figure 1. 

In recent years, the mainstream of text classification research is basically around 
the text representation method, the characteristics of the reduction, the classifier 
fusion and classifiers to improve the direction. An improved KNN text classification 
algorithm based on clustering center was proposed in Yong Z, et al. To the traditional 
KNN text classification algorithm didn't reflect the different importance of different 
samples (Yong Z et al., 2009). A Sectile algorithm based on mutual dependence and 
the classification of the equivalent radius was proposed in Wang J, et al., Which had 
good extension performance, suited for the occasion of large amount of data (Wang J 
et al., 2005). But the distance coefficient of this method is randomly selected, the 
classification result is instability. 
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Fig. 1. Precision of the main text classification algorithm 

For text classification technology applied in different fields encountering various 
problems, many scholars also give the corresponding solutions. A single label text 
classification method was proposed in Colace F, et al. that performed better than 
baseline methods when the number of labeled examples is small (Colace F et al., 
2014). A multi-subjects text classification algorithm based on hyper-sphere support 
vector machine was proposed in Ai Q, Qin Y P, Li Y C to solve multi-subjects text 
classification can not be solved by standard SVM multi-class classification algorithms 
(Ai Q et al., 2010). But when the sample size are not balanced, the methods of 
training the classification error prone to small sample size categories, so it is not 
applicable to the sample number of unbalanced data set. 

The above described classification algorithms improve the classification 
performance, but also a common problem existence: these methods are starting from 
the angle of how to improve the efficiency of the traditional text classification 
method, but did not find the characteristics of the language itself; there is no unique 
role as special word statement. These special words are usually in the statement to the 
language logic function, which makes the performance limits. Therefore, by the 
integrated use of traditional text classification algorithm and special words, this article 
puts forward De-word classification algorithm, the algorithm of text classification 
constraints, greatly improves the accuracy and the precision of text categorization. 

3 De-Word Classification Algorithm  

3.1 Classifications Idea 

Study found that the modern Chinese language habits the word "De" is the most 
commonly in modern Chinese word, especially in the journal title, there is a common 
feature of some items, that these terms can be divided into two parts, with “De” as the 
boundary, This paper define it as the prefix word and suffix word. Prefix words are 
almost the same circumstances, suffix words although different, but because of the 
existence of a certain relationship, these suffixes and prefixes are therefore, there are 
some inherent links between these suffixes, such as containment, parallel relationship, 
as shown in table 1.  
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Table 1. Sample data table 

(a) 

大 大 大大规 规规 的 保 保继规 继继继继  

大 大 大大规 规规 的 力力 力力 力规 电 电电电  

大 大 大大规 规规 的 网 网网网保输规 规 输 

大 大 大大规 规规 的 力力 力 力力力力规 电电 电  

(b) 
A Survey on Relay Protection for Grid-
Connection of  Large-Scale Wind Farm 
Low-carbon Economic Dispatching for Power 
System with Large-scale Wind Power Integration 
Planning for large-scale wind power grid access 
Commentary 
A New Optimized Dispatch Method for Power 
Grid Connected With Large-Scale Wind Farms 

 
To organize these words, can be unified in the form of are shown in table 2 

below. The prefix words are almost the same, the suffix words are not the same, but 
the suffix words such as relay protection and static voltage stability of a correlation. 
Between the static voltages stability -- will affect the relay protection. Therefore, the 
unique role can use "De" word in Chinese grammar in the classification of the text, 
the discovery of association between the text implied, so as to improve the text 
classification and retrieval efficiency, solve the low retrieval performance. 

Table 2. Example data sorting table 

(a) 

 
大 大 大大规 规规  
 

+的+ 

保 保继规 继继继继  

力力 力力 力规 电 电电电  
网 网网网保输规 规 输 
力力 力 力力力力规 电电 电  

(b) 
A Survey on Relay Protection 

+for+
Large-scale 
wind power 
access 

Low-carbon Economic Dispatching

Planning 
A New Optimized Dispatch Method

3.2 Classification Process 

In this paper, based on the research of the current mainstream method, considering the 
characteristics of electric power big data library, to the general process of the 
classification method based on statistical learning as the prerequisite, First, making 
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the a data set of reasonable classification, reducing the data dimension and the amount 
of calculation. Then the semantic relativity calculation on the basis of investigation, 
specific word for the unique role of text classification, the use of De-word 
classification algorithm is proposed, to make the corresponding adjustment to the 
retrieval results by  relevance weighting model De-TFIDF, truly realized in text 
retrieval, accurately find people to find information retrieval hope, high correlation 
degree of realization of the text. 

De-word classification algorithm mainly includes the following steps: 

Step 1: text preprocessing, including the removal of stop words, assign ID, 
segmentation. 

Step 2: semantic relevancy algorithm is used to calculate and store entries between 
search terms related degrees, and according to the correlation and cluster size 
rearrange entries. 

Step 3: Design relevance weighting model De-TFIDF, based on correlation 
between vocabularies for entry sequence table Step 2 was subjected to re-adjust the 
weight indicators, to get the final retrieval results. 

Parameters of De-word classification algorithm pseudocode is shown in Table 3. 
De-word classification algorithm of pseudocode is shown below. 

Input: A journal topic S, 
Output: S which Like [number][num] 
Begin 
s ←S.split(“De”); 
If s.length>0  
  i ← 0; 
  number←1; 
  while i < s.length do 
   one，two←s[0] assignment to one， 
                s[1] assignment to two; 
   i ＋＋; 
      num←1; 
      while a Like s[0] do 
      b[number++][num++]=s[1]; 
      b[number++][num++].state+=1; 
    End 
  End 
End 

Table 3. Algorithm parameters table 

S[0] before “De-word”
module 

S[1] after “De-word”
module 

S         Journal title state      Relevance 
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4 Relevance Weighting Model De-TFIDF 

4.1 Relevancy Ranking Table 

First, Classifying data set, and setting the ID for text entry, and word processing, 
segmentation process using a IKAnalyzer, Lucene and JE-Analysis of the three open-
source Chinese word segmentation toolkit in segmentation process also word 
dictionaries do expansion and adjust accordingly to make it more applicable to their 
applications. Second, remove stop words and some operations had no effect on the 
classification of vocabulary, which helps to capture the true meaning of the entire 
information to be expressed, and May ultimately, reduce the impact of data 
classification task dimension, to reduce the complexity of the statement of purpose. In 
this paper, the use of power as the experimental data set journal title , and the 
characteristics of the power sector , re-set the stop words , such as some of the 
common library journals , " based on research , models , methods, " and other words , 
given the special nature of the electricity industry , where a number of types of 
vocabulary retention . 

The proposed relevance weighting model De-TFIDF is the text right TF-IDF is 
based on TF-IDF algorithm design of text weight calculation method. TF-IDF is a 
statistical method for assessing a term for a set of files or a corpus of a document in 
which the degree of importance. By TF-IDF algorithm to calculate each class text 
vocabulary weights sort these words, get the weight sort table. 

TF-IDF computation formula is as follows. 
Word frequency formula of TF: 

                   
∑

=
jkk

ji
ji n

n
tf

,

,
,

                        (1) 

Where: ni, j is the number of times the word appears in the document dj, dj in the 
denominator is the number of the document appears, and all of the words. 

Inverse document frequency IDF calculation formula: 

        
{ }ji

i
dtj

L
idf

∈+
=

:1
log                         (2) 

where： |L| is corpus files in total， { }ji dtj ∈:  is the number of files that contains 

words ti 
Then, calculate the weight of each word, formula is: 

        ijiiji idftfidftf ∗= ,,                          (3) 

After the calculations are complete, according to the weight of each word has been 
re-sorted, get the weight sort table. Also, due to excessive dimension feature vectors 
will bring a huge amount of computation and other issues, the text of the feature 
vector dimension reduction is necessary. Select the maximum weighting value K 
words before the word is characterized, such as text feature vector represents. Using 
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these feature vectors can search words with the training set is represented as a vector 
of entry, easy to calculate semantic relatedness between them.  

Assuming term1 and term2 are the key words with a training set of entries, 
according to the above formula to calculate the weight, will be represented in the form 
term1 and term2 vector, weighti vector space a weight of any word, you can term1 and 
term2 is expressed as: 

term1={weighti1，weighti2， ... ，weightiK} 
term2={weightj1，weightj2， ... ，weightjK} 
Calculated using vector cosine correlation between the two, as shown below. 

    ( )
21

21
21 ,Relevancy

termterm

termterm
termterm

×
×=

                 

   (4) 

According to the above formula, the calculated and training focused search term 
relevancy ranking table entry, when the value of the correlation is close to 1, 
indicating that these two texts related to the greater degree, and vice versa is not 
relevant. 

4.2 Correlation Weighting Correction  

After the above calculated relevancy ranking table only calculate the correlation 
between the traditional words, no more words between digging deeper relevance, and 
therefore of relevance to sort the table accordingly amended.  

Definition1. Correlation correction factor α  
Assuming the number of entries in the dataset direct number entry contains the search 
term t is Nt, indirect association with t exist through other vocabulary, max {relevancy 
ranking table} relevancy ranking table indicates the maximum correlation to the 
relevant entry degree value, then the correlation correction coefficient α is defined as 
follows: 

{ }tablerankingrelevancy
NN

N
max

tt

t ⋅′+
=α            (5) 

Correlation value reflects the correction coefficient α is associated with the 
search term correlation between words, the paper used as the standard correction 
relevance ranking tables to meet different conditions, by the value of α is adjusted to a 
reasonable within the scope of the amendment, in order to achieve a high correlation 
to the text retrieval.  

Definition2. Intra-class correlation correction value WSt  
Class S is said on behalf of (the data set according to different categories are set 

to S1, S2, S3 ......), if the total number of entries in the category S is m, then term1 for 
Class S WSt relevance correction value can be expressed as : 

                     
m

m
W t

St α=                                (6) 

Where: mt of term1 number of S in the category. 
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WSt correlation correction value is reflected in the value of each class among the 
respective association with a search word associated with each class of cluster 
analysis are obtained in order to achieve a high degree of correlation between the 
information retrieval based on their relevance.  

When the following conditions exist, calculated in accordance with the appropriate 
sort of correlation tables to make adjustments, making the search results more 
accurate:  

(1) According to the search terms and between different categories of relevance 
size, entry for each class plus its corresponding class correlation correction value WSt.  

(2) Before the suffix word and for the same term in the search term appears in the 
other entries when they are in terms of the correlation plus α.  

De-word classification algorithm with the previous classification algorithm biggest 
difference is that the algorithm is weighted by relevance weighting model De-TFIDF 
sort of text-related degrees, so that when the text retrieval, easy to find the greatest 
correlation with the search term text. 

5 Experimental Analyses 

The algorithm uses the electricity library journal name as the experimental data, 
which are generally highly general and highly specialized terminology and therefore 
less noise data, while in the same field of professional journals Title highly correlated, 
so the algorithm in the experimental part of the journal title selected as the 
experimental data. 

Experiment uses the data from China Knowledge Resource Index in the process of 
electricity journal title as a data set, a total of 100000 journal titles, choose the 80000 
titles, including 70000 journal titles of training sets, divided into power generation 
(PG), substation (SU), transmission (TR), distribution (DI) and electricity (EL) five 
categories, test sets include 10000 journal titles. 

5.1 Evaluation Method 

The adoption of generally accepted evaluation the performance of text categorization 
two indicators: accuracy and recall rate. 

Type of the parameters as shown in table 4. 

Table 4. Parameters table 

 Relevant Not Relevant

Retrieved A B 

Not Retrieved C D 

             BA

A
precision

+
=

                           
(7) 
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                          CA

A
recall

+
=                              (8) 

Classification accuracy rate and recall rate reflects the two different aspects of 
quality, both must be comprehensive consideration, cannot be ignored, therefore, 
there is a new assessment index, the F-measure, the mathematical formula is as 
follows: 

    
recallprecision

recallprecision
measureF

+
××= 2

-                      (9) 

Five kind of data in the process of experiment, to test their accuracy and recall rate 
respectively and F test values, at the same time, will be compared with the 
classification algorithm based on support vector machine (SVM).After that, the 
keywords retrieval experiment was carried out. 

5.2 The Result of the Experiment 

For five types of data classification based on support vector machine (SVM) and 
based on the power of big data library retrieval De-word classification algorithm 
testing their accuracy, the results are shown in figure 2. Can be found, "De" 
significantly better than the accuracy of classification algorithm based on support 
vector machine (SVM) classification method, especially when classifying distribution 
classes, both precision reached 0.891 and 0.763, respectively. Nearly 10% has been 
increased. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Categorization precision 

 

Fig. 3. Recall 
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Using the same test data, calculate the classification based on support vector 
machine (SVM) and based on De-word classification algorithm, the results shown in 
Figure 3. In particular, power class, both classification algorithms recall 0.891 and 
0.763, respectively, the increase of nearly 15%. F-measure is calculated based on 
precision and recall, can be concluded that the F-measure as shown in figure 4.  As 
can be seen, F-measure worth more prominent comparison results, where in the value 
of F-measure the power class respectively were 0.841 and 0.918, F-measure of the 
electricity class were 0.843 and 0.916, respectively. 

 

 

Fig. 4. F-measure 

When retrieving the word "simulation" is, by calculation, will be as shown in the 
table sorted according to relevance ranking search results in Table 5, just to name a 
part of it. 

Table 5. Examples retrieval 

Journal Title 
Relevance 

weights 
Online monitoring of substation 
equipment 

0.00362 

Corona Experiment of Apparatus 
in the UHV AC Power System 

0.00331 

Islanding Algorithm of 
Distribution Networks with 
Distributed Generators 

0.00068 

5.3 Analysis of Experimental Results and Thinking 

(1) From Figure 2, De-word classification algorithm integrated use of a variety of 
segmentation tools , and because the experimental part of the journal title using 
electricity as the experimental data sets , so the segmentation process adjustments are 
classified according to the characteristics of research in the field of electricity 
Dictionary . That the average classification accuracy rate above 90%, significantly 
better than the classification method based on support vector machine. 
(2) Figure 3 shows, De-word classification algorithm dig information between 
implicit intrinsic relevance, focusing on grammatical structure of the special words , 
which effectively improves the recall classification , enhanced text should be 
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classified the degree of recognition , this experiment , De-word classification 
algorithm recall rate in more than 0.862 , and the value maintained at a stable level , 
indicating that De-word classification algorithm has a higher than SVM classification 
method based on and stable recall. 
(3) Figure 4 shows, the results of the use of the classification precision and recall rate, 
calculated F-measure of the algorithm, better classification performance proved De-
word classification algorithm is superior based on SVM. 
(4) By retrieving test, retrieval effectiveness test De-word classification algorithm is 
shown in Table 5 , the results showed that after verification , the retrieved entries with 
high accuracy in classification method based on support vector machine . 

In summary, De-word classification algorithm combines text classification based 
on statistical learning methods and semantics research features , give full play to the 
advantages of a combination of both, the experimental verification, De-word 
Classification and classification algorithm Search results significantly better than 
traditional text classification algorithm based on support vector machine . 

6 Conclusion 

Based on the traditional weighting algorithm and semantic study theoretical results, we 
proposed a novel classification algorithm - De-word classification algorithm that based 
on the power of large data library retrieval , its application in power large data library 
retrieval by calculating precision and recall, and with the support vector machine 
classification algorithm based on doing a comparative analysis of the results showed 
that, De-word classification algorithm improve the accuracy of the premise, focusing on 
the text found between implied correlation significantly improve the recall of text 
categorization, making comprehensive test value F has increased dramatically. 
Secondly, the algorithm can effectively reduce the dimensions of data, reducing the 
amount of computation, a substantial increase in the efficiency of text categorization. 

In future study, the De-word classification algorithm based on the power of large 
data library retrieval will be further improved through more experiments to explore 
the correlation correction coefficient α of factors that may affect such performance 
De-word classification algorithm to achieve ideal state, while more in-depth 
systematic study of semantics, explore more suitable for text classification algorithm, 
in addition, combined with the characteristics of the power of text information, 
making classification algorithms play a more active role in promoting the construction 
of smart grid . 
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Abstract. Internet of Things (IoT) refers to the hyper connection revolution, 
which allows the formulation of intellectual relationships including sensing, 
networking, and data processing, between human beings, things and services, 
which are three separated environments, via internet without the physical 
intervention of human beings, leading changes in a modern society and 
industries. In this study, users aim to design the IoT-AGS(Application-
Gateway-Sensor) HMI system, which is based on the virtual rapid prototyping 
with rapid expandability and reliability, based on virtual SCC (Sensor-CPU-
Communication) and wireless network, through an application and then, 
evaluate its performance. In the information-oriented age, the virtual 
prototyping considers of securing of reliability and expandability of IoT beyond 
its functional and physical boundaries, by reflecting users’ demands and needs 
in a prompt manner. The suggested system managed to conduct the virtual 
prototyping of the wireless network HMI platform, which consists of a virtual 
sensor, components, related devices and applications.  As for the components 
required for communication between IoT factors, 3 managers including Mobile 
Network Manager, Server Manager and M2M Manager are suggested, and 
processes of development, modification and evaluation are realized with the 
virtual prototype, testing an IoT environment and evaluating its performance. 
With the proper development of the virtual prototype-based IoT system, it 
would be possible to expect to secure the dominant position in the IoT market 
in terms of technologies and standardization of technologies, where there is no 
absolute dominator.  

Keywords: IoT(Internet of Things), RapidPLUS, Sensor-Network, Virtual 
Prototyping, HMI. 

1 Introduction 

In 2013, the no. of things connected to the Internet is about 2.6 billion and it is 
expected to increase by 3 trillion by 2020, and it would have a general influence over 
societies and industries. It is reasonable to assume that the age of IoT is just around 
corner (Gartner, 2013). 
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IoT (Internet of Things) was first mentioned by Kevin Ashton (P&G) in 1999 
when he studied RFID at MIT. He said, “By mounting RFID and sensors on our daily 
life objects, the internet of things would be established.” IoT refers to an environment 
in which spatial data created with identifiable objects and people are being connected 
to the Internet and being shared, and it has received the most attention among top 10 
strategic technologies for the future, selected by Forbes & Gartner. For taking an 
advantageous position in the IoT market and IoT technology standardization, global 
corporations have heavily invested on the research into the IoT.  

IoT exerts strong influence to culture and industries including agriculture, fishery, 
construction, automobile, environment, logistics, health care, energy, entertainment 
and others, and it is considered as blue ocean technology and industry while being 
referred as the technological revolution due to its explosive economic effects. 

Things’s are active participants in business, information and social processes 
where they are enabled to interact and communicate among themselves and with the 
environment by exchanging data and information sensed about the environment, 
while reacting autonomously to the real/physical world events and influencing it by 
running processes that trigger actions and create services with or without direct 
human intervention. 

In this study, a virtual prototype of the IoT –AGS (Application-Gateway-
Sensor)HMI is designed and tested in consideration of the expandability of  IoT, 
which is rapid and reliable, in order to suggest a new development methodology The 
suggested system is the SCC(Sensor-CPU-Communication) for communication, 
requiring data collected through heterogeneous devices and sensors, which are based 
on wireless network. 

This study aims to suggest a new IoT system development methodology for the 
user-oriented modeling, which allows of securing its reliability by correcting errors 
with feedbacks, sent after the performance evaluation of the virtual platform, by 
adding SCC components virtually before the establishment of an actual IoT. The 
objectives of this study are to design the virtual platform with relevant technologies 
and study results and to test and evaluate its performance.   

2 Features of IoT   

IoT forms service relationships in which sensing, control, information exchange and 
process are allowed while the scope of communication has been expanded to M2M, 
M2T and T2T based on wireless communication. With application of a concept of 
‘M2M’ on to the Internet structure, the IoT has led an expansion in both scope and 
real-time of sensing, data transferring, data storing, and data convergence and new 
data generation. Therefore, with a concept of interaction between all the information 
of the reality and the virtual world, the usability of functions gets expanded through 
connection. The Figure 1 shows special features of the IoT. 
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Fig. 1. Internet of everything (source :Cisco) 

MQTT is a technology capable of connecting all these remote data-collecting 
devices. With the new capability devices such as smart energy meters, phones, cars, 
trains, satellite locations, and personal health care devices can be new connected, 
enabling transmissions from remote sensors to reach the central systems for 
processing and control commands to be sent out to the devices. (See Figure 2) 

 

Fig. 2. MQTT machine to machine(Source : IBM,Mar.2012) 

3 IoT Today 

At the time of writing, every nation spurs on researches on the IoT and relevant 
technologies for taking a leading position in the IoT market and IoT standards. The 
current status is as the following.   

IBM announced the IoT solution applied with the MQTT in April 2013. Now, 
Oracle, Sysco and Qualcomm are engaged in a fierce competition, which was 
precipitated by the release of the IoT by IBM, for preoccupying the IoT market.  
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In South Korea, several corporations including SK Telecom, KT and Samsung 
Electronics work on the preparation of a proper IoT business direction. Especially, 
Samsung Electronics took over Nano Radio, Sweden, which had wireless data 
communication technologies, a core of the IoT, and CSR Mobile, UK, and it also 
settled the IoT technical cooperation agreement with Google and Sysco in 2014.   

The US is in the process of implementing a plan for investing 400 billion dollar to 
the IoT business, led by the department of energy, and the NIC chose the IoT as one 
of critical innovative technologies that would have a tremendous influence over  
national competitiveness . The state council of China has established the 
Medium/Long-Term Science Technology Plan to be implemented from 2006 to 2020 
and it includes the investment of 600 billion won onto the IoT.  Multinational 
corporations have made extensive investment onto the IoT to gain a competitive edge 
in the IoT market as well as every nation of the world. From this situation, it could be 
inferred that the IoT industry has the most potential to have an explosive growth in 
the future.  

The government of South Korea announced ‘IoT Communication Foundation 
Establishment Plan’ in October 2009, and included the IoT in the top 7 smart new 
industries support strategies, announced in October 2011.  Also, in July 2013, the 
Ministry of Science, KT and Future Planning established the ‘IoT standardization 
conference’ for industry-academic cooperation for the IOT technologies, and 

announced ‘IoT Master Plan (2014.5)’. Also, the ‘IoT Innovation Center’ started to 

operate in May 2014 and ‘IoT global conference’ was assembled. Efforts of the 

government are still continued for securing the national competitiveness in the IoT 
market in the future.  

In 2005, the ITU defined a concept of the IoT and suggested its development 
direction on its report. In this report, it is stated that short-distance and long-distance 
communication modules would be mounted on everything, leading to the hyper-
connection revolution which would allow communication between everything 
including objects and human beings. 

4 Major Technologies of IoT Service  

4.1 Technologies for Information Detection & Collection  

It includes a sensor that allows the collection of information from physical objects and 
major environments. Rather than the existing sensor, which independent and 
individual, a high dimensional multi-sensor technology is commonly used for now. 
Therefore, it would require a proper technology for collecting information by using a 
variety of detection tools including a five-sense sensor detecting light, sound, and 
odor, a climate sensor  detecting climate-related data and motion sensor detecting 
direction, position and motion. It includes traditional types of sensors such as 
temperature, humidity, heat, gas and light sensors as well as physical sensor that can 
collect information from tangible objects and major environment. Remote sensing 
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sensor, radar sensor, location sensor, motion sensor and image sensor are typical 
examples of the physical sensor.   

4.2 Transmission Technologies and Low Power Technologies  

As for wireless transmission technologies, WiFi, Bluetooth, NFC, and 3G/4G/LTE 
and BcN are commonly used. However, sometimes they fail to fully reflect of special 
features of the IoT of detection, collection and transmission of information in real 
time. For instance, if we are willing to use a device measuring the indoor temperature 
and humidity, all we need is the transmission of information on the indoor 
temperature and humidity only a few times a day.  In such case, it would be essential 
to have the super low power technology which can transmit information while 
minimizing the power consumption.  

This area has received a lot of attention along with the IoT technologies.  

4.3 IoT Application Service   

The core technological competitiveness of the IoT is being able to provide the 
optimized service to its user by integrating various technologies, composing the IoT 
system.  

IoT application service could be considered as an IoT-connected service, and 
Cloud in which information is detected and collected with the data detection & 
collection device, Data Mining that allows of mining useful data and insight from big 
data, Information Visualization that intuitively expresses technologies and 
information and all the latest technologies are integrated to make an IoT application 
service possible. And the ultimate objective of the IoT is to provide proper service to 
its users.  

SKT Smart Farm, a representative application of IoT, is now available in 
Seogwipo, Jeju-do and Sungju, Gyeongsangbuk-do. It is a remote-control intelligent 
vinyl greenhouse management system that allows its user to remote control the 
internal temperature, humidity, water supply and even feed supply by using a smart 
phone.(See Figure 3.) 

 

Fig. 3. SKT’s IoT Application -Smart Farm Servcie 
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5 IoT-AGS HMI Evaluation Tool Modeling  

In this study, the IoT-AGS HIM system is suggested for interaction with people and 
communication between heterogeneous systems, consist of sensors, communication 
modules and others. And the suggested HMI system simulation conducts the virtual 
prototyping based on RapidPLUS by Emultek, a representative development tool for 
the HMI realization of entire processes.  

The Figure 4 shows what this study aims to realize and it represents the final target 
system in which human beings and devices, an information detection tool, share 
information through a network module and users’ demands are analyzed in real time 
to provide a proper service.  

 

Fig. 4. IoT-AGS HMI Virtual Platform 

As for this evaluation tool, entire processes including system model creation, HMI 
performance system realization, and flexible operation of SCC, get modeling as a 
virtual prototype, and a virtual system consists of 3 areas. Roles and special features 
for these 3 areas would be discussed in details later.  

5.1 Applications 

It consists of application programs that allow of users to access to the Internet by 
using mobile devices.  

5.2 Gateway and Network  

Based on LAN and WAN, it plays a role of the gateway for collecting of information 
through a communication module between a user and each of devices.  

5.3 Sensor Connection Network   

It is an information detection class for collecting of information, defining intellectual 
functions of devices equipped with communication modules such as Zigbee, NFC, 
Bluetooth and UWB and sensors.  
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Since the suggested system can save time and cost of the establishment of a 
physical system and establish the IoT in a flexible manner, allowing users of design 
and evaluation of the IoT.   

6 Related Researches  

Three core technologies for the realization of the IoT-AGS HMI system can be 
defined as the following.   

6.1 Sensor & Network Hardware Technologies  

A type of the sensor, used for detection and transmission of information on objects, is 
determined upon a type of the object to be detected and a type of the application. 
There is a variety of such technologies including RFID for detecting and tracing 
objects, tag technology such as bar code, GPS for tracing a location, Gyroscope for 
detecting the horizon level, and Accelermoneter for detecting the speed. Data 
extracted from a sensor is classified upon the communication reach scope. As for 
network technologies for transmission of information in a short distance, there are 
Zigbee, NFC(Near Field Communication), Bluetooth and others, and LAN(Local 
Area Network communication network such as Wifi and Ethernet, communication 
network and WAN(Wide Area Network) are for transmission of information in a long 
distance.  

6.2 Middleware Technologies  

It refers to computer software that stores and processes data, which has been 
analyzed, interpreted, expressed, and processed, in order to be used by an actual 
application. It operates with a kind of software infrastructure, creating a model to be 
used at an actual industrial field or real life at the application stage.  

6.3 RapidPLUS 

RapidPLUS is a virtual prototyping modeling tool, used for collecting of data in a 
wide scope and receiving feedbacks rapidly, usually for the development of a product 
with short service life for saving both time and cost of the development process, and it 
is usually used for planning, designing and developing of the Embedded System HMI 
(Human Machine Interface) for reducing a period of time required for the 
development. In this study, RapidPLUS is used as a tool for simulation of processes 
of planning, designing and evaluating of the virtual system. It gets completed by 
integrated the virtual prototype development technology of an actual IoT system and a 
network-based technology, and RapidPLUS uses the strong state chart engine, based  
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on object & component development technologies, and it is equipped with a 
prototype, which can review the logic during  the programming process. These 
special features of RapidPLUS support of the connection with wireless 
communication based sensors and a diversity of communication by supporting 
various connection functions of the 3rd party tool and heterogeneous devices as well 
as external environment. It is for analyzing results of the design and performance 
evaluation in order to correct errors before the actual establishment of the system. 
Thus, it can be employed for designing an evaluation tool which can save both time 
and cost.  

7 System Design   

IoT-AGS system models entire processes in the format of data and designs and 
evaluate them before establishment of an actual system, Therefore, entire processes 
including the modeling of a smart phone, a device with which an user access to an 
application, and the system performance evaluation, is realized with RapidPLUS. The 
design, development and evaluation of this evaluation tool are executed with 
Windows7, RapidPLUS 9.0 and Internet.  

The virtual prototype system consists of three managers and the IoT AGS system 
gets activated with transmission and reception of information between these 
managers, providing services.  

 

  Fig. 5. IoT system state chart 

As shown in the Figure 5, the virtual prototype consists of three manager and 2 
terminals and their roles are as the following.  

7.1 Mobile Network Manager 

It is in charge of control of users for accessing to the wireless communication network 
through an application. Through the wireless network, a user’s command gets 
transmitted to the network and a user’s request gets sent to a user.  
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7.2 Server Manager 

A user’s requirement, transmitted from an application, acts as a gateway for 
communication between devices, and a database manager can be located for strong 
the data collected through the information detection device.  

7.3 M2M Manager 

Since it controls intellectual functions of the communication module of detection and 
collection of information collected from devices equipped with sensors including 
Zigbee, NFC, Bluetooth and UW, it collects information, required for responding to a 
user’s request.  

8 Creation of HMI Function Model  

It should be checked that the HMI platform is implemented in C/C++ for the 
suggested system and with RapidPLUS, the IoT-AGS system has been implemented 
and the state transition diagram, an event to be actually implemented, has been 
created in C.  

 

Fig. 6. IoT-AGS HMI Modeling 

As revealed in the Figure 6, as for the modeling data of the system created with 
three managers, a result of the IoT-AGS HMI modeling is created as the state 
transition diagram on RapidPLUS.  

For implementation of the modeling system created as the state transition diagram, 
it should include the following information. 

- Event list related with HMI  
- Devices and Devices & Communication Module List  
- Device Communication Module and Communication Event and Action List 

Occurred on the Internet  
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Fig. 7. C code Generator in RapidPLUS 

The Figure 7 shows the process of realization of an event of transmission of 
information which has been either detected or collected from devices equipped with 
sensors to 3 managers in C or C++. Since an event of the entire system gets controlled 
by an event manager, the system operates in an intelligent manner.   

9 Experiment and Evaluation   

In this system, users generate events with a smart phone for simulation of the product 
and communicate with devices or sensors through the IoT-AGS HMI platform in 
accordance with the entered event. The performance test for virtual devices such as 
touch, temperature and motor sensors is conducted with a virtual smart phone. For the 
test, 3 sensors and 2 communication modules were used to test the transmission and 
reception of commands through the smart-home application.  

The Table 1 represents an experiment environment for the evaluation.   

Table 1. IoT-AGS HMI Evluation 

 application Gateway Sensor 

1 
Smart-
home 

Bluetooth touch 

2 
Smart-
home 

Bluetooth 
Zigbee 

touch 
temperature 

sensor 

3 
Smart-
home 

Zigbee motor 

 
The Figure7 shows the results of the design, modeling and implementation of the 

design through the HMI virtual prototyping system.  
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Fig. 8. Vitrtual Prototype of IoT-AGS HMI System 

By applying the virtual prototyping development methodology, based on results of 
the performance evaluation of the suggested IoT-AGS HMI system, onto the entire 
processes of the development of the IoT system, it was easy to correct errors of the 
system and to add/delete a function of the system. Thus, a diversity of communication 
modules and devices were tested.  

10 Conclusion  

In this study, current status and special features of the IoT, receiving a lot of attention 
lately, were reviewed and the virtual prototyping development methodology was 
suggested in order to establish and evaluate the IoT service, which continuously goes 
through a series of changes. IoT is expected to be composed of very heterogeneous 
networks, thus standard interfaces should be defined form interoperability. Prototypes 
should be developed at early stages in order to validate the theoretical results by 
measuring the overhead that autonomy can bring to IoT systems. Even though the 
virtual prototyping was employed generally for the development of a product 
performing only a certain function with short service life for saving both time and 
cost of the development process, in this study, it was employed for the entire IoT 
system for taking a dominant position in the IoT market as well as standardization of 
IoT technologies. It was revealed that results of the realization and evaluation of the 
suggested IoT-AGS HIM system are better than of the existing development 
methodology.  

It is expected that it would be possible to secure both reliability and expandability 
of the ever-changing IoT and reduce both time and cost for the establishment of the 
system, in turn creating a new economic model.  It would be necessary to analyze a 
difference between an actual prototype and a virtual prototype in order to suggest the 
proper development direction, and it should be the assignment for the future study.  
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Abstract. The fusion of images which have different focal lengths can play 
important role for visual enhancement. It can also be used as a pre-processing 
step for various processing modules such as edge detection and feature 
extraction in order to improve the performances. In this paper, we propose a 
pixel-based algorithm which uses SML(Sum of Modified-Laplacian) as a focus 
measure for multi-focus image fusion. After the centers of focused areas in 
images are calculated, the 2-level SML comparison map is made by measuring 
the distance from the centers. And we adopt the median filter on the comparison 
map to reduce the effect of noise. Simulation results showed the proposed 
algorithm can successfully improve the visual quality of combined image 
subjectively as well as objectively. 

Keywords: Multi-Focus Image Fusion, SML(Sum of Modified-Laplacian), 
Median Filter, Comparison Map. 

1 Introduction 

Multi-focus image fusion is main interest of this paper, and it is the technology of 
making composite image which is focused in all areas from more than two images of 
which focal points are different from each other. The purpose of it is to provide a 
wide depth of fields and enhance the whole sharpness of composite image. Thus, we 
can get visually clear image after the image fusion and use it as a pre-processing to 
improve performance of image processing or computer vision programming such as 
feature extraction, edge detection and so on. 

There are several techniques which are closely related to the multi-focus image  
fusion. One is focal stacking technique that accumulates the multiple images by 
calculating the degree of focus according to the depth [1]. On the other hands, some 
techniques have used the focus measure through the transform or filtering technique 
and taken the best part of image by comparing its value. IHS(Intensity-Hue-
Saturation) transform, multi scale transform, high-pass filtering and wavelet transform 
are typical examples [2]. In general, most fusion algorithm adopts block-based 
approach. The images are partitioned into square blocks and the better substitutes are 
selected by comparing the amounts of focus within a block. Also, the quad-tree 
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structure has been used for adaptive multi scale fusion to deal with a small-sized 
object [3]. 

In this paper, we propose a pixel-based fusion algorithm which use SML(Sum of 
Modified-Laplacian) as a focus measure. Firstly, the 3-level SML comparison map is 
generated and the pixels in medium level are reallocated to low or high level by 
comparing the distances from the centers of mass of each level. And the median filter 
is adopted to remove the noise in the 2-level comparison map. The final composite 
image can be composed by selecting better candidates according to the 2-level SML 
comparison map. 

2 Multi-Focus Image Fusion and SML  

Figure 1 shows general conceptual diagram of block-based image fusion method. It 
divides the source images to several blocks and calculates focus measure of each 
block. The composite image takes one block which has higher value of focus measure 
between source A and B. 

 

Fig. 1. General conceptual diagram of block based image fusion method [3]. 

Many kinds of focus measure have been introduced to calculate the degree of focus 
within a block [4]. The simplest focus measure is to use the variance of image pixel’s 
gray values. And some measures, such as EOG(Energy Of Gradient) or Tenenbaum’s 
method, use the first derivative of pixel value. SF(Spatial Frequency) method can be 
considered as a modified version of EOG. Meanwhile EOL(Energy Of Laplacian) or 
SML use the second derivative. In this paper, we adopt SML as a focus measure 
because it showed better performance in many cases [5]. 

The SML value of a pixel can be calculated as follows. Firstly, every 
ML(Modified-Laplacian), which is defined by equation (1), is calculated at each 
position in source images. In equation (1), f(x,y) denotes the intensity value of gray 
scale image and the step size always equals to 1 in this paper. ∇ ( , )  =  |2 ( , ) − ( − , ) − ( + , )|                                                          + |2 ( , ) − ( , − ) − ( , + )|. (1) 

And the SML corresponds to the sum of ML within a window only when the value 
of ML is between T1 and T2 as shown in equation (2). The lower threshold T1 is  
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selected as the average of all ML value. The upper threshold T2 is selected as smaller 
value between source A’s and B’s maximum value of ML. The parameter N  
determines the window size of (2N+1) X (2N+1). The size of SML window affects the 
performance, but there is a trade-off between accuracy and computing time. 

                            =  ∇ ( , )         ≤  ∇ ( , )  ≤   .                (2) 

3 The Proposed Algorithm 

3.1 Generation and Filtering of SML Comparison Map 

Figure 2 shows the general block diagram of proposed algorithm. When two source 
images with different focal lengths are given, the output of this process is the 2-level 
SML comparison map to be used for selecting better candidate to produce final 
composite image. The whole process consists of 4 steps. 

 

Fig. 2. The generation and filtering the SML comparison map 

Step 1. Calculation of pixel-based SML: As explained in previous section, SML 
is calculated at every pixel of each source image by window , . The results are  

 and  respectively.  ( = 0, 1, 2, ⋯ , (   ) ) 
Step 2. Generation of 3-level SML comparison map: After the SML values are 

obtained at step 1, the 3-level comparison map can be produced as equation (3). When 
there are significant gap between two SML values at position of given pixel, we think 
that pixel belongs to a low (0) or high (255) level with high probability. But it is 
considered as an ambiguous (128) level when the gap is not greater than a threshold. 

P =      0    ( > ℎ)  >128  ( ≤ ℎ)                                255  ( > ℎ)  <     ,   =  − .          (3) 
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Step 3. Generation of 2-level SML comparison map: In this step, we reallocate 
the ambiguous medium level into low or high level. Because the focal length cannot 
vary abruptly, the comparison map is likely to have large correlation in spatial  
domain. Thus we calculate each image’s center of mass(CoM) of the focus area and 
compare the distance from the ambiguous position to the centers of mass and assign 
the level of closer one. 

Step 4. Median filtering: Even though the 2-level comparison map can be 
obtained at step 3, there are many small-sized noises and these may deteriorate the 
performance. Therefore it is desirable to filtering the comparison map. In this paper, 
we use median filter because it can suppress the isolated noise and preserve the edge 
of level boundary. 

3.2 Making a Composite Image 

To make composite image, we use the 2-level SML comparison map which is 
obtained at step 4. Equation (4) gives the composition rule. When P=0, we take the 
pixel from source image A and vice versa. =    ( = 0)         ( = 255) .                    (4) 

The performance of multi-focus fusion scheme is evaluated in two ways. One is the 
subjective way, the resulting composite image is directly evaluated via human eye. 
Another is to use the numerical objective measure of RMSE [6] to calculate the 
amount of difference between the composite image and the original image of entirely 
focused. 

4 Experimental Results 

4.1 Experimental Setup 

Figure 3 shows test images for making composite image. There are two kinds of test 
data set, one is ‘Clocks’ and the other is ‘Books’ [7, 8]. The test images are gray scale 
and there sizes are 512X512 and 758X569 respectively. This experiment worked on 
Windows 8 64-bits OS and MATLAB R2014a. 

 
(a) 

  
(b) 

Fig. 3. Test images. (a) Clocks; (b) Books. 
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As shown in Figure 6, we can observe the visually enhancement of multi-focus  
image fusion performance in boxed area. Figure 6-(a) has more clear result at plain 
texture area and Figure 6-(b) has more vivid line at the boundary of book. Finally, we 
compute RMSE to check the numerical and objective improvement. As shown in 
Table 1, we can draw a conclusion that suggested pixel-based image fusion method 
improve performance both ‘Clocks’ and ‘Books’ image. 

(a) 
 

(b) 

Fig. 6. Comparison of non-filtered and filtered composite image. (a) Part of ‘Clocks’ 
composite image; (b) Part of ‘Books’ composite image. 

Table 1. Comparison of RMSE between SML comparison map non-filtered and filtered 

Test Image 

Median Filter 

Non-Filtered Filtered 

Clocks 3.13 2.84 

Books 14.01 13.91 

5 Conclusion 

In this paper, we suggested a multi-focus image fusion scheme using SML as a focus 
measure. Most conventional fusion schemes were based on block processing. In 
contrary, the proposed method calculated SMLs at each pixel and the resulting image 
was composed by pixel-based approach to reduce the blocky artifacts. To generate 
more reliable comparison map, we labeled ambiguous pixels which have similar SML 
values as ambiguous level and reallocated them to low or high level according to the 
distance from the centers of focus. Also the median filtering was applied to eliminate 
the isolated error while preserving the edges of comparison map. Simulation results 
said that the visual quality of composite image was greatly enhanced by using the 
proposed algorithm. Also we could find RMSE values were decreased after median 
filtering. 
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Abstract. Stereo Imaging is a powerful technique for determining the
distance to objects using a pairs of camera spaced apart. The extremely
high computational requirements of stereo vision limit application to non
realtime applications where high computational calculation is available.
To overcome the limitation, we reported the general strategy for par-
allelization of dense matching methods with CUDA (Compute Unified
Device Architecture) programming.

Keywords: Stereo vision, CUDA.

1 Introduction to Stereo Correspondence Algorithm

The basic structure of a stereo vision application is shown in figure 1. Two
cameras are spaced apart by the baseline distance B. Each camera images the
object, but from a slightly different angle. The distance to the object can then
be computed by:

D =
Bf

d
(1)

Where D is the distance to the object, B is the baseline distance between
the stereo images, f is the focal length of the camera, and d is the disparity.
d is the difference in location of the image of the object between the left and
right images. Finding d by determining the correspondence between pixels in
the stereo pair is the primary problem to be solved by this application. Our
work computed d in units of pixels, which can be converted to distance units by
multiplying by the pixel size. Also, this simple formula assumes idealized optics.

To decide cost measure function is important in stereo vision. This chapter
will introduce some concepts that are common in stereo algorithms of today. Its
purpose is to give an introduction to the area before looking closer into some
modern stereo algorithms, and before presenting the implementation part of the
project with CUDA programming. In order to find corresponding pixels in
target and reference image, there is obviously need for pixel similarity measure.
It is used the term as dissimilarity measure or matching cost, which increases as
the similarity between two compared pixels decreases.

c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2015 623
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Fig. 1. The basic structure of a stereo vision

Matching cost is a function C(x, y, d) of reference image coordinates and dis-
parity. The cost function returns the value of dissimilarity for a coordinate
(x, y, d) in the disparity space. The disparity space is made by the available
image pixel coordinates and disparity search range. Generally, disparity search
range has to be set manually and depends on the characteristics of the input
image pair. The cost C(x, y, d) is referred to as disparity space image (DSI).
This is due to the fact that for each fixed integer disparity value , the function
represents an image visualizing the cost for every pixel location.

Common measures that are used for pixel-wise comparison are absolute in-
tensity difference (AD) [1], squared intensity difference (SD) [2] and absolute
gradient difference (GRAD). The cost functions for pixel-wise comparison are
written as:

CAD(x, y, d) = |IL(x, y)− IR(x− d, y)| (2)

CSD(x, y, d) = |IL(x, y)− IR(x− d, y)|2 (3)

CGRAD(x, y, d) = | �x IL(x, y) −�xIR(x− d, y)|
+| �y IL(x, y)−�yIR(x − d, y)| (4)
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By extending the comparison to square window regions centered about the
search and reference pixels, these measure are turned into sum of absolute in-
tensity differences (SAD), sum of squared intensity differences (SSD) and sum
of absolute gradient differences (SGRAD). The cost functions based for square
comparison are defined as:

CSAD(p, d) =
∑

q∈Nq

(|IL(q) − IR(q − d)|) (5)

CSSD(p, d) =
∑

q∈Nq

[IL(q)− IR(q − d)]2 (6)

CSGRAD(p, d) =
∑

q∈Np

| �x IL(q)−�xIR(q − d)|

+
∑

qinNq

| �y IL(q)−�yIR(q − d)| (7)

Next following cost measurements relies on calculating at each position of the
image under examination a correlation or distortion function that measures the
degree of similarity or dissimilarity to a template sub image. Among the corre-
lation/distortion functions proposed in literature, Normalized Cross-Correlation
(NCC) [3] and Zero mean Normalized Cross-Correlation (ZNCC) [4] are widely
used due to there robustness in template matching.

CNCC(p, d) =

∑
q∈Np

IL(q) · IR(q − d)
√∑

q∈Np
IL(q)2 ·

∑
q∈Np

IR(q − d)2
(8)

CZNCC(p, d) =

∑
q∈Np

(IL(q)− IL(p))(IR(q − d)− IR(p− d))
√∑

q∈Np
(IL(q)− IL(p))2

∑
q∈Np

(IR(q − d)− IR(p− d))2
(9)

2 Experimental Results

We test out experimental results using middlebury stereo image pairs [5]. We
consider only cost measure functions and used simple window aggregation and
WTA(Winner-Take-All) optimization to test computational complexity [6].
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Fig. 2. The results of depth map: (a)(e)(i)(m)(q)(u): tsukuba image pair.
(b)(f)(j)(n)(r)(v): venus image pair. (c)(g)(k)(o)(s)(w): cones image pair.
(d)(h)(l)(p)(t)(x): teddy image pair.
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NCC
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ZNCC
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FZNCC
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Fig. 3. The results of depth map: (a)(e): tsukuba image pair. (b)(f)(j): venus image
pair. (c)(g)(k): cones image pair. (d)(h)(l): teddy image pair.

Figure 2,3 show the the results of depth map according to the cost functions.
The cost functions based on pixel-wise show the worse results than the cost
functions based on square window in subjective point of view. ZNCC and NC
show batter results than the other cost functions in term of uniform region and
depth discontinuities region.

Figure 4 indicates comparison of the time-consuming performance between
based on CPU and CUDA. By comparing to existing real-time stereo matching
methods, the proposed method is evaluated in terms of speed. Computations
of stereo matching based on CUDA coding is faster than based on CPU cod-
ing about from 4 times to 60 times. Since most time is consumed by memory
allocation and memory copy, the results of time-consuming on CUDA coding
are similar about 80ms regardless of cost functions. The part calculating match-
ing cost is actually performed quickly by splitting the thread unit. The cost
Functions based on square window have high computational complexity in CPU
coding. In the CUDA coding, the cost functions based on square window make
no differences in term of speed.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the time-consuming performance between based on CPU and
CUDA: (a)tsukuba image pair. (b): venus image pair. (c): cones image pair. (d): teddy
image pair.
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3 Conclusion

We have reported the comparison performance between CPU and CUDA coding
in stereo matching in terms of computational complexity. Computations of stereo
matching based on CUDA coding is faster than based on CPU coding about from
4 times to 60 times. In the CUDA coding, pixel-wise cost functions as well as
square window cost functions make depth map rapidly. Hence, to generate depth
map is available near real-time in CUDA coding.
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Abstract. There had accumulated a large amount data in business system of 
university, providing favorable condition for building decision support system 
based on data warehouse. This paper has introduced the architecture, data ware-
house subject and construction process of decision support system in detail. 
Then the paper introduces a application example to show the value of the deci-
sion support system. This system can not only support daily management, but 
also provide data evidence for leader to draw up policies and regulations of uni-
versity, promoting the development of the university. 

Keywords: Data Warehouse, Decision Support System, University. 

1 Introduction 

All kinds of management information system in university have been mature through 
years of construction. There has accumulated a large number of business data. It is a 
research focus of how to use these valuable data resources to provide services for the 
management and decision in university. There are some problems, for example data 
inconsistency, redundancy, heterogeneity, because the data distributes in different 
business systems. This causes there has a bottleneck in analysis and query cross dif-
ferent business system. Constructing enterprise data warehouse will extract, clean and 
transform data from different business system. This process completes data integra-
tion and can eliminate data inconsistency, redundancy, heterogeneity. The decision 
support system based on data warehouse not only can meet the requirement of daily 
query and statistics, but also can plan and manage all kinds of resources globally. It is 
more important to make full use of the results of data analysis to provide decision-
making basis for the management layer, and develop historical data, explore the  
potential and valuable information by data mining. 
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2 System Architecture 

The framework of university decision support system shown figure 1 includes data 
source layer, data processing layer, basis data layer, data mart layer, application ser-
vice layer and access layer mainly. 

  

Fig. 1. Architecture of Decision Support System 

(1) Data Source Layer 
The data source layer is the data source of data warehouse system. The data source 

of university business distributes mainly in human resources system, student system, 
teaching system, scientific research system, financial system, asset system and other 
core business systems. 
(2) Data Processing Layer 

The data processing layer extracts, cleans, transforms original data, and organizes 
the original data according to the structure of the data warehouse model, then loads it 
into the data warehouse. After all procedures, the original data becomes standard data 
of data warehouse with multi granularity, providing support for decision-making. 
(3) Basic Data Layer 

Basic data layer is the core of data warehouse system, which uses 3NF building re-
lational data model. It stores and manages all kinds of business data by subject area  
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and keeps historical data. Basic data layer normalizes business data, establishes uni-
fied code rule, making various business system with the same or similar data format. 
(4) Data Mart Layer 

The data mart layer establishes summary information following dimension for dif-
ferent business applications. The data of data mart layer comes from basic data layer, 
ensuring the data quality and data consistency. 
(5) Application Service Layer 

The application service layer is the core of accessing data warehouse information. 
It receives user’s requests to access the data in OLAP or data warehouse, producing 
various of complicate reports, and shows them in a variety of ways, such as print out-
put, file output, Email output, Web release. 
(6) User Access Layer 

User access layer is the interface between data service and user. This layer pro-
vides users browsing, requesting, accessing the data in data warehouse, also includes 
user authentication, authority management. 

3 Construction Process and Methods 

3.1 Data Warehouse Subject 

Combined with university business and the characteristics of data in university, we 
design eight subjects for university data warehouse, including public, organization, 
person, teaching, scientific research, asset, finance, event. Relations between subjects 
are shown in figure 2. 

  

Fig. 2. Subjects of University Data Warehouse 
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The public subject stores dictionary code of business activities, such as internation-
al standard, university standard, Industry standard and so on. 

Organization subject includes all kinds of organization structure of school, such as 
campus, departments, research institutes, party organizations, etc.. 

The person subject mainly includes all types of personnel data, such as faculty in 
human resources system, all kinds of students in teaching system and all types of 
person in other systems. This subject is the most basic and most central subject of 
data warehouse, because all business activities are focused on all kinds of person and 
this subject has close connection with other subjects. 

The teaching subject stores entities related to teaching activities, including training 
plan, class information, curriculum, teaching activity, course arrangement, course 
selection, examination arrangement, exam results , students' graduation thesis activi-
ties, evaluation of teaching activities and other related contents. 

The scientific research subject stores entities related to scientific research activi-
ties, including scientific research project, project funds, all kinds of scientific research 
product and so on. 

Asset subject stores a variety of of asset data, including building, room, furniture, 
equipment, instrument and other kinds of asset data in university. 

Finance subject includes all kinds of budget, revenue, expenditure data. 
Event subject mainly stores transaction data related to business activities, such as 

payroll records, performance appraisal records, recruitment records, declare scholar-
ship activities and so on. 

3.2 Data Modeling 

The essence of data modeling is to integrate the data coming from different business 
system, specificate data storage, and establish clear relationship  of business data. 
The data warehouse storage architecture generally divides into ODS layer, base layer 
and data mart layer, corresponding to different modeling method. 

(1) ODS Layer Modeling 
ODS (Operational Data Store) is a permanent storage area for business system da-

ta, as a buffer zone for extracting business data. The model of ODS layer is consistent 
with business system’s model. The data of ODS layer maintains consistent with origi-
nal data as much as possible. All tables in ODS layer are added the loading date field, 
provideing the convenience for the future operation and management of ETL.  

(2) Base Layer Modeling 
The base layer is the core of data warehouse, and the data is stored according to the 

subject classification. The function mainly includes: 

• Store the clean data through validation rules 
• Code business data, realizing unification and standardization 
• Store and manage the business entity according to subject classification, as 

the business view for business user and data view for technical user 
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• Use relational model organizing entities and reducing the data redundancy 
• Retain all the historical changes in business, especially business state 

We build the data model of base layer according to 3NF, reorganizing the source 
data and making the data storage structure more reasonable. The base layer includes 
two categories of table, current table and history table. The data in current table re-
flects the latest business state and the data in history table reflects historical business 
state, can query every day history data. 

(3) Data Mart Layer Modeling 
The data mart calculates the statistical metric for specific user in advance, meeting 

the performance requirement. The target of data mart layer is to solve practical re-
quirements, so there not have strict restraint for the model. Considering execution 
time and story space comprehensively, we use dimension modeling method structur-
ing the data mart layer. When there is enough storage space, we take more effective 
redundancy, meeting the needs of performance. We mainly use wide table designing 
the model, combining more dimensions and metrics in one table to meet a variety of 
different application requirements. Storage form can be tables, materialized views and 
views.  

3.3 Data ETL 

Different data storage layers need ETL to complete data extracting, cleansing, trans-
forming, loading, finally finishing the entire data process and coming into the target 
data.  

(1)  ODS Layer ETL 
ODS layer ETL is the process of importing data from source system into the data 

buffer. Because the table structure of ODS is consistent with business system, the 
ETL process does not involve data extraction and cleaning, and the essence of ETL is 
to copy the table from source system to ODS layer. We can use ETL tool or script to 
complete batch development. 

(2) Base Layer ETL 
Base layer ETL achieves data extraction, transformation, cleaning and loading 

from ODS layer to base layer according to the mapping document. In the way of load-
ing, we choose incremental mode or total mode according whether there is business 
date. In the loading strategy, we design loading sequence according to the dependency 
relationship between the tables, generally loading code table firstly, loading business 
entity tables secondly. In the development tool, we can use commercial tools such as 
Informatica, open source tools such as Kettle, stored procedure.  

(3) Data Mart Layer ETL 
Data mart layer ETL develop the data oriented application, generally useing view, 

materialized view and storage process. We select the specific development method 
according to the execution performance and the development complexity. 
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4 Application Example 

Fig.3 is an application example of university decision support system. We can watch 
the trend of paper quantity and forecast future quantity according to the quantity of 
published paper. In Fig.3, the blue line signifies actual quantity, the red line signifies 
estimate quantity, the solid line signifies the real situation, the dotted line signifies the 
trend.  

 

Fig. 3. Trend and Forecast of Paper Quantity 

5 Summary 

With the accumulation of business data continuously, building a decision support 
system based on data warehouse is a inevitable trend. The system of our university 
has shown the value in management and decision. The content of this paper has strong 
guiding significance for university to build decision support system. 
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Abstract. The development framework is the basic and core software resource 
which can provide a general and reusable structure among all the software  
applications. This paper proposes a rapid development framework (RDF) of en-
terprise information system based on software components and JavaEE, the pa-
per not only describes the framework’s structure and the detailed functions of 
each parts in RDF, but also gives an application example. The development 
practice proves that this framework has good maintainability, extendibility and 
stability, it can meet the development needs of most software applications. 

Keywords. rapid development framework, enterprise information system, 
software com-ponent, JavaEE. 

1 Introduction 

With the development of software engineering, many new technologies and methods 
are proposed to develop enterprise information system (EIS), but for most software 
companies, they still cannot implement EIS easily, even though they use powerful 
development platforms, such as Visual Studio.NET, and Eclipse. From users' point of 
view, they need the EIS to adapt the changes of their business, which put forward 
high requirements to software developers, and for developers, they find that it is not at 
all enough to develop EIS only using the advanced application programming interfac-
es (API) which are provided by powerful development platforms. In view of a higher 
abstract level, it is the key factor of solving series of developing problems through 
creating software framework, which is supported by software components and design 
patterns. 

Development framework is a semi-finished product of enterprise information sys-
tems, and it gives a general and reusable structure which can be used among different 
software products. Software developers apply the framework to instantiate application 
systems and extend them to satisfy special needs. Compared with software tool kits, 
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framework provides a unified developing structure, and it can enhances the develop-
ing efficiency from the following aspects. Firstly, the framework can give a complete 
guidance to the software engineering lifecycle; secondly, the framework is an open 
system, and it can use current reasonable technologies to carter for different develop-
ers which have various technological backgrounds; finally, the framework has good 
maintainability, extendibility and stability, it can provide strong support to the rapid 
software development. 

Different scholars [1-6] proposed different software frameworks or architectures. 
Literature [1] proposed a parallel architecture which is based on content retrieval of 
lunar exploration images, and this architecture improves the constructive and retrieval 
efficiency; literature [2] gives a multi-scale description method, and then uses the 
method to develop a mobile user interface generation framework to reduce the com-
munication costs; literature [3] presents an agent-based requirements monitoring 
framework for internetware, and the paper evaluates the effectiveness of framework; 
literature[4] gives an efficient software component frame-work which is suitable for 
embedded distributed computing environment, literature[5] proposes a self-organizing 
semantic integration framework for dynamic and distributed contents in the network 
environment, and it provides the engineering design and technical realization meth-
ods; a multi-level and multi-tenant-oriented scalable SaaS software architecture is 
proposed in literature[6] ,and based on the software architecture, a prototype system is 
developed. 

The above frameworks have been proposed in special domains and most of them 
have a limited application scopes. The framework in literature [1] is only used to  
lunar exploration images, literature [2]’s framework only develops mobile user inter-
face, and the framework in literature [3] is limited to monitor requirements. In order 
to develop web-based enterprise information systems efficiently, this paper abstracts 
reusable components from lots of web applications and proposes a rapid development 
framework (RDF) based on components and JavaEE, the framework can be used to 
implement most of web-based enterprise information systems, and has been used in 
many application systems. The rest of the paper are organized as follows. Section 2 
focuses on the analysis and design of RDF, it details the RDF’s key components and 
their functions, an application example is given in section 3, and at last section 4 con-
cludes this paper. 

2 The RDF Structure and Its Functions 

Development framework is a semi-product of application systems, it provides the 
common structure among all the application systems and is regarded as the core assets 
of software companies. The RDF adopts layered structure and has a series of software 
components to support the general functions, the RDF structure is described by figure 
1.the detailed functions of each component are described as follows. 
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Fig. 1. The RDF structure 

Definition 1: RDF=<PreLC, BusLC, PerLC, BasC> 
RDF can be described as a four-tuple, it reflects the MVC (Model-View-Control) 

design pattern. PreLC is the presentation layer container which is in charge of web 
page expression, presentation technologies are involved in it, such as HTML, CSS, 
JavaScript, and so on; BusLC is the business layer container, it packages all the run-
ning mechanism an environment of business logic; PerLC is the persistence layer 
container, all the mappings and configurations to databases are implemented in it, and 
BasC is the basic layer container which provides the base running environment to all 
the parts of RDF. 

Definition 2: PreLC =<PT, JSPGEN> 
PreLC is a two-tuple, PT is the page template and JSPGEN is the JSP generator. 

PT can provide the unified style for HTML elements in web pages, it also generate 
the menu structure of web part, and it provides the methods to validate the input   
information 

There are many data objects in a large system, the basic CRUD (create, retrieve, 
update and delete) operations of these objects need four JSP pages under MVC pat-
tern, and there are tiny differences between the four pages of different objects. It is a 
hard work if programmer writes these codes manually, and in order to improve devel-
opment efficiency and the code stability, it is necessary for basic operations of data 
objects to use automatic development tool to generate JSP pages. JSPGEN is in 
charge of this task and figure 2 gives the generation flow which takes data object Role 
as an example. 
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Fig. 2. The generate flow of JSP generator  Fig. 3. Classes calling relationship of EJBCF 

Definition 3: BusLC =<BOF, EJBCF> 
BusLC is a two-tuple, BOF is business object (BO) factory which is a light weight 

sub-container implemented by JavaBean, and EJBCF is the EJB calling factory which 
is a heavy weight sub-container used in complex applications. BOF do not access data 
source directly, it accesses data source through data objects (DAO), and it mainly 
handles business objects’transaction relation, integrality，operating stability and 
working flow control, BOF is in charge of generating business objects and cache 
business objects, it also can configure business objects. 

In RDF, all the BOs and DAOs are described by configuration file because of the 
extendibility and configurability, BOF defines the configuration file and then parse it 
to generate the only instance of the corresponding BO.The framework can support 
application system which use EJB to implement business logic layer, EJB calling 
must consider different calling realization from different remoted clients, such as 
browser, application and applet of java, and the objects using J2ME technology. The 
structure of EJBCF is described by figure 3 and it provides the unified interface for 
different clients which calling EJB, it also gives the unified standard for using EJB. 

In figure 3, Client calls ServiceClientFactory dynamically, and the latter packages 
all the remoted calling details. As the implementation sub-class of 
ServiceClientFactory, ServiceFactoryImp delegates the remoted invoke implementa-
tion to HttpClient through RemoteInvocationHandler, and InvokerServlet will acquire 
calling parameters and delegates the calling task to HttpSessionProxy to execute EJB 
calling, at last return the result to Client through HpptRespone. 

Definition 4: PerLC =<DOF, DSCF, EJBCF> 
PerLC is a three-tuple, DOF is the data object factory, DSCF is the data source con-
nection factory, and EJBCF is the EJB calling factory which is in charge of EJB call-
ings in the persistence layer. DAOs mainly handle the physical storage logic of busi-
ness entity objects, and one data object can map to one physical storage entity or more 
than one entity. Considering the difference among data storage mediums and the 
problem of access among different layers, DAOs can be divided into two parts: entity 
data object (EDO) and entity writing-reading logic objects (EWRLO).EDO is used 
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throughout the whole application system, which creates a unified environment to the 
application system. EDO is not a simple mapping to the physical storage objects, and 
it needs to add some extra attributes in order to display it easily in presentation     
layer.DOF can generate entity data objects automatically, it also provides the base 
class of entity writing-reading logic objects. 

The united connection method of data source is the key factor to implement the 
independence of storage medium. The functions in DSCF can be divided into two 
parts, the one part can be used to connect database directly, and it is called DIRECT 
method, another part can connect database through JNDI, and it is named JNDI meth-
od. The JNDI method uses connection pool to optimize the system performance. 
DSCF not only provide the unified method to access data source through JNDI, but 
also provide the method to connect database directly.it also supports to add other type 
database in the case of unchanging interfaces. 

Definition 5: BasC=<ACP, LP, MP, EP, MLP, ACP> 
BasC is a six-tuple, ACP is the application configuration processor, LP is the log pro-
cessor, MP is the menu processor, EP is the exception processor, MLP is the   multi-
language processor, and ACP is the access control processor. ACP’s function is to 
parse the system configuration file (app_config.xml) to assembly all the components 
in an application system. It not only can parse the configuration file of access control 
model, but also can parse configuration information of class factory, and set the in-
formation of all the class factory, make JNDI can access SESSIONBEAN, and system 
can create business objects through business object factory.LP is implemented by 
Log4j, it can monitor the variables’ changes, and write the relevant information to 
analyses them, it can trace the code running track and take them as the audit basis, it 
also can print the debug information to files or console as a debugging machine in the 
integrated development environment. 

A reasonable menu structure is very important to JavaEE software development, 
MP provides series of functions, such as the management of web pages’ relative paths 
and management of package names. It can generate menu structure of configuration 
file according to application server, and can generate the menu structure of Java class 
library and presentation layer. 

In many cases, when system finds some exceptions occurred, it should run contin-
uously rather than return back immediately, it should return back until the serious 
exception occurred. But the system needs to remind all the occurred exceptions when 
the serous exception is thrown. So EP can return more than one exception at one time, 
and the exception information itself does not save in the exception class, the class 
only save the key value and parameters of exception information.EP also can provide 
the unified solving method to the application system according to using unified ex-
ception processing base class. 

MLP provides multi-languages supporting for web pages, data, and error infor-
mation, it is in charge of solving the language code problem of FORM attributes 
which are submitted by STRUTS (a famous open source framework), and it also can 
solve the language code problem of reading key values from PROPERTIES file. The 
security problem of application system is very important and ACP includes two   
functions: the authorization management and access control of authorized users, and it 
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can not only provide the method of permission authentication which combines data 
signature and secret key，but also can provide the implementation of role-based ac-
cess control (RBAC).The workflow of authentication and access control can be de-
scribed by figure 5. 

   
Fig. 5. The authentication and access control workflow  Fig. 6. The RDF application structure 

3 The RDF Application 

We take user information (table: User (UserID, UserName, UserDesc)) as an      
example to explain how the RDF works, In order to simplify the problem, we only 
describe the retrieval operation based on user information, and the operation       
work-flow is described as follows. RDF adopts interfaces and components to design 
the application structure which is described by figure 6.From the following steps we 
can see that many codes are generated automatically by RDF, and the programmers 
only focus on implementing the specialized-domain business logic. 

Step1: to press search button in the page of Userlist.jsp which is automatically  
generated by JSPGEN and operation will turn to UserAction which is generated by 
BLC; 

Setp2: UserAction locates the select function according to page parameter (that is 
“doSearch”), the doSearch function gets the retrieval parameters and configures them 
into EDO which is automatically generated by DOF in PerLC and then calls the BO 
which is generated by BOF in BusLC; 

Step3: function: selectUser (Object obj, UserEntity userEntity) in BO execute the 
corresponding business operations; 

Step4: BO calls another function: selectUser (Object obj, UserEntity userEntity) to 
retrieve the database, this function is defined in the corresponding DAO which is au-
tomatically generated by DOF in PerLC; 

Setp5: the retrieval results return to the web page of Userlist.jsp; 
We used the RDF to develop a series of application systems, and it not only       

enhance the efficiency but also get good system performance, figure 7 gives an     
application example which uses page template to generate two different color styles. 
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Fig. 7. Two color style of one web application using page template 

4 Conclusion 

RDF can satisfy different requirements. For the programmers and maintenance staff, 
the framework can support rapid prototyping method and the extension of self-defined 
components, it can be reusable and is easy to trace and debug when system faces 
problems, all the resources can be shared to support team development. For system 
administrator, the software projects using RDF is easy to deployment and it has good 
maintainability, extendibility and stability, it is also easy to monitor and manage, and 
for company executive, the framework can unify the mode of development and 
maintenance and form the development standard to reduce the development risk and 
decrease the costs. But the RDF need to be improved further, and the future task is to 
add wireless application component and web services to the RDF. 
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Abstract. This paper designs a malware detection system under the high-speed 
network environment.  In the system, all the traffic of the targeted network is 
captured by zero copy technology, then they are parsed and filtered by the pro-
tocol analysis engine, which restoring the original contents on the network. Fi-
nally, we take advantage of the Dynamic Binary Platform DynamoRIO with the 
characteristics of the buffer overflow attack analysis to detect the malware pro-
gram of the network. Experimental results show that this system can effectively 
detect the malware program and outperform the popular antivirus software in 
the high-speed network environment. 

Keywords: High-speed network, malware detection, buffer overflow. 

1 Introduction 

The development of the computer networks has brought important and far-reaching 
influence for the development of modern society and the human production and liv-
ing. At the same time a large number of Trojans, viruses and other malicious software 
existing on the network has brought serious threat to network security [1]. Buffer over-
flows are the most common form of security threat in software systems today and 
become the first step to make APT attacks. 

The network technology upgrades continuously from the initial Ethernet to the gi-
gabit networks and now the 10 gigabit network. The high speed bandwidth and vari-
ous applications have brought serious challenges to network security. At present, the 
mainstream security devices on the market are mostly designed for the gigabit net-
works. The bandwidth and processing performance of these products become  
the bottleneck of the whole network protection ability; currently the market is lack of 
malware detection equipment in the high-speed network environment. Therefore  
this paper aims to detect buffer overflow attacks under the high-speed network  
environment. 
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This paper designs and implements a malware detection system under the 10 giga-
bit network environment. It uses zero copy technology to capture the packets in the 
high-speed network, and using protocol analysis filtering method based on the state of 
efficient management and packet content reassembling method based on fast data 
flow reorganization, in order to complete the protocol reassembling and analyzing. 
Then based on DynamoRIO, a dynamic binary platform, and combined with the char-
acteristics of the execution flow for buffer overflow attack, finally make analysis of 
malware detection for the original content of the network. 

2 Overall Framework 

Figure 1 shows a general overview framework of this system. It consists of packet 
capture, protocol parsing and content reduction, malware detection and analysis, data 
storage and comprehensive analysis and system management. Packet capture module 
captures the packets on the network and transmits them to protocol parsing and con-
tent reduction module, finally output the malicious software list as well as the total 
number of malicious software. DynamoRIO provides the environment to monitor the 
target program. Among them, the buffer overflow detection module is in two steps to 
determine overflow behavior: event capture and overflow judgment. Event capture 
time of buffer overflow might occur pile, capture the timing of the program execution 
CALL and RET instruction, using DynamoRIO accesses instruction execution se-
quence. Overflow judgment module analyzes instruction execution flow and gives 
whether the buffer overflow exists in the instruction stream. 

 

Fig. 1. System framework 
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The malware detection and analysis subsystem is the core component of this system. 
Therefore, this work will focus on the design and implementation of this module. 

3 Malware Detection and Analysis 

At present, there are different types of malware detection method, are mainly based 
on the characteristics and heuristics of the testing technology, among detection tech-
nology based on the characteristics, there are different detection technologies such as 
code, behavior characteristics. The current study of malware detection technology 
focuses on the detection technology based on behavior, for example, the Capture[5], 
CWSanbox [6] and other malicious code analysis and detection system using the API 
Hook method to obtain samples of API calls information; Detection technology based 
on behavior is not dependent on the byte code to detect malicious software, but using 
the abstract semantic features of program behavior as a signature, which can be effec-
tive against malicious programs deformation polymorphism and the shell technology. 

3.1 DynamoRIO 

DynamoRIO is an open source dynamic binary platform suitable for Windows and 
Linux, the platform works between operating systems and applications, which use the 
code cache technology, and execute the target program by copy it to the cache. In the 
execution of the target program, the user can modify target application of binary code 
to achieve the goal of instruction level analysis. 

DynamoRIO copy a basic block to code cache every time and realize internal pile 
commands of each basic block through the addition, modify, or transform of logic 
commands. Basic block refers to transfer control class of instructions for a period of 
the end of the sequence, including return, jump and type of the function call. 
DynamoRIO complete the application code by transferring control to the correspond-
ing basic block code cache, at the end of each basic block, program execution state is 
saved, and returns control to the DynamoRIO through the context switch, ready for 
the copy of the execution of next basic block. DynamoRIO has good extension mech-
anism, which can deal with basic block, execution trajectory and threads. Users can 
use interfaces DynamoRlO provide to write a variety of dynamic binary plug-ins, 
such as stain on data analysis, network protocol reverse parsing plugin [7]. 

3.2 The Theory of Buffer Overflow 

Buffer overflow is a very common and dangerous loophole, which exist widely in all 
kinds of operating system and application software. The buffer is running for tempo-
rary storage of data in memory [8]. Overflow occurs when the program is trying to 
store the data block which size is larger than the advanced size the program applied. 
The attacker can use the buffer overflow vulnerabilities of overflow data covering the  
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key of the program is running, such as the function pointer, the function returns the 
address, SEH chains, and other information, and then make the program failure or 
execute the predetermined code set by the attacker. For example, the following proce-
dures: 

#include<stdio.h> 
#include<string.h> 
void func(char * src){ 
 char dst[8]; 
 strcpy(dst, src); // Buffer overflow occurs 
} 
int main(){ 
 func("abcdefghi");  
 return 0; 
} 

When performing the strcpy function, because the store data in src is beyond the 
capacity of dst, buffer overflow occurs. The ultimate purpose of attack is to gain the 
control of system, then to perform some illegal operation to benefit or sabotage. Buff-
er overflow basically has three kinds as following: firstly, buffer overflow based on 
the stack; secondly, buffer overflow based on the heap; thirdly, buffer overflow based 
on the data segment. Under normal circumstances, the static storage area and the heap 
buffer overflow vulnerabilities are difficult to the attacker to use, and a loophole in 
the stack is relatively easy to use, and has a great risk. Figure 2 shows the process of a 
buffer overflow attack. 

 

Fig. 2. Processing of buffer overflow attacks 

3.3 Buffer Overflow Detection 

Due to the function of the local variable memory allocation is on the stack, and C 
language has no automatic border detection mechanism to the operation of the array 
and pointer, to write a large amount of data into the local variable will result in buffer 
overflow, and the overflow data will overwrite other data in the stack. If an attacker 
exploit the buffer overflow cover and rewrite the function returns the address of a 
stack frame, and make it become the starting address of the attack code. When the 
function returns, the attack code will be executed. 
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Fig. 3. Function call stack frame diagram 

Stack frame structure of functions preserved the runtime activities record, including 
the parameters of the function, the local variable, EBP and the return address. Under 
normal circumstances, the system USES the CALL instruction calls the function, and 
push the return address into stack, when the function terminates, RET command 
popup return address to the EIP register. When a buffer overflow occurs and cover the 
function return address, the system according to the return address directly position-
ing to attack code to execute the attack code, in the aftermath of the attack code exe-
cution system executes RET instruction to return from the attack code. Thus draw the 
conclusion: it is modified through a buffer overflow attack code before executing 
function return address, the system does not use the CALL instruction calls, but after 
the code execution using RET instruction to return, so we can through this instruction 
execution characteristics, use DynamoRIO to extract executed sequence, through the 
analysis of the instruction execution flow, realize the use of buffer overflow attack of 
malicious software. Figure 4 shows the design of malicious software testing process. 

 

Fig. 4. Malware detection process diagram 

4 System Evaluation 

We conduct several experiments to evaluate the performance of the system. In the 
experiment, the captured 20G network traffic from a high speed backbone network is 
replaying in the tested network. The traffic includes 2469 file which contains 748 
samples of malicious software. Hardware environment: two servers equipped with 
Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 3.6 operating system, CPU 2.6GHz, 8GB memory 
and 1TB hard disk. 
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We compare the malware detection performance of our designed system with the 
popular Symantec antivirus software and open source system Cuckoo. We consider 
three measurement metrics: false alarm rate, missing rate and accuracy rate. The eval-
uation results are shown in Table 1, figure 5 and figure 6. 

Table 1. Malicious sample test results contrast 

target Malicious samples measured False alarm  rate  Missing report rate Accuracy rate 

Analytic system 722 2.0% 1.3% 89.8% 

Symantec 698 3.2% 3.4% 82.8% 

Cuckoo 677 4.1% 1.6% 77.0% 

Table 1 shows that the designed malware detection system detect more malware 
samples than Symantec antivirus software and the Cuckoo. The detection accuracy is 
higher than the Symantec and Cuckoo. In the rate of false alarm and missing rate, this 
malware detection system also achieves the better performance. 

     

 Fig. 5. Malicious sample detection result                    Fig. 6. System Overhead 

Figure 5 and 6 shows this malware detection system achieves higher accuracy, 
lower rate of false alarm and missing rate than the Symantec antivirus software and 
Cuckoo, meanwhile resulting in the smaller system overhead. 

5 Conclusions 

In this paper, we introduce the design and implementation of a malware detection 
system under the 10G high-speed network environment. It captures the network traf-
fic and reduces the original content over the network, finally detects the malware 
based on DynamoRIO. Our experimental results show our system outperforms the 
existing antivirus software, which it achieves the higher detection accuracy, smaller 
false alarm and missing rate as well as the smaller overhead. 
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Abstract. As the number of Internet users and the number of accessible Web 
pages grows, it is becoming increasingly difficult for users to find documents 
that are relevant to their particular needs. In ubiquitous computing 
environments, personalized agents have to learn user's preferences in order to 
assist them. If users search using their profile data, they are able to find relevant 
documents. So the proposed intelligent search system is collecting information 
of a user activity and automatically creates the user profile. In addition, this 
system provides a variety of recommendation data for users. In other words, 
topics cloud, similar to the user, author navigation and frequently seen 
keyword/documentation systems are automatically recommended. The feature 
of the proposed system is re-cycling system using the user’s search results and 
used recommend systems. In this paper, we had implemented and evaluated the 
category-based personalized search system. 

Keywords: Intelligent Recommendation, Intelligent agent ubiquitous, profiling 
intelligent recommendation. 

1 Introduction 

In ubiquitous computing environments, personalized agents have to do a very 
important role. For example personalized agents learn user's preferences in order to 
help them. In the web environments, the amount of information on the web increases 
rapidly so it creates many new challenges for Web search. For example, for the query 
"apple”, some users may be interested in documents dealing with “apple” as “fruit”, 
while other users may want documents related to Apple computers. The issue facing 
search engines is that natural language queries are inherently ambiguous [1]. 

Today, Internet and network are being exchanged with a large amount of 
information. As the amount of information on the Web increases rapidly, it creates 
many new challenges for web search. When different users submit the same query, a 
typical search engine returns the same result, regardless of who submitted the query. 
For example, for the query "apple”, some users may be interested in documents 
dealing with “apple” as “fruit”, while other users may want documents related to 
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Apple computers. The issue facing search engines is that natural language queries are 
inherently ambiguous [1]. 

Coping with ambiguous queries has long been an import part of the research on 
Information Retrieval, but still remains a challenging task. 

Due to the ambiguity of the query terms, we will obtain results that are either 
related to religion or photography. Users may have completely different intentions for 
the same query [4].  

Intelligent search system has recently got significant attention in addressing this 
challenge in the search field, based on the premise that a user’s general preference 
may help the search engine disambiguate the true attention of a query. 

Personalization is the process of presenting the right information to the right user at 
the right moment. In order to learn about a user, systems must collect personal 
information, analyze it, and store the results of the analysis in a user profile. 

Information can be collected from users in two ways: explicitly, for example 
asking for feedback such as preferences or ratings; or implicitly, for example 
observing user behaviors such as the time spent reading an on-line document. User’s 
preference automatically based on her past click history and the user preference to 
intelligent search results [3]. 

If we can reduce the time users spend on searching for results on Google by a mere 
1% through effective personalization, over 187,000 (21years!) will be saved each 
month[3]. Analyzing query-query reformulations adds interesting diversity within the 
result set by focusing on user intents that are not well represented in the original 
results.     For example, by looking at logs from a large web search engine, we 
observed that the query “windows” is often followed by specializations such as 
“windows XP” or clarifications such as “house windows” [4].  

As remarked in [5] the 85% of users concentrate on the first ten results of their 
queries and they do not revise their query after the first try for 75% of their queries. 
Effective personalization of information access involves two important challenges: 
accurately identifying the user context and organizing the information in such a way 
that matches the particular context. Since the acquisition of user interests and 
references is an essential element in identifying the user context, most intelligent 
search systems employ a user modeling component [6].  

Recent studies show that users often start browsing through pages that are returned 
by less precise queries which are cognitively easy to construct. Since the users are 
reluctant to specify their underlying intent and search goals, personalization must 
pursue techniques that leverage implicit information about the user’s interests [7, 8]. 
Researchers have attempted to utilize ontology for improving navigation effectiveness 
as well as intelligent Web search and browsing, specifically when combined with the 
notion of automatically generating semantically enriched ontology-based user profiles 
[9]. 

Many studies on intelligent search systems currently are underway. Proposed 
intelligent search system by taking advantage of such a recommendation system for 
easy user information back to the tendency of user reflects the feedback received. 
Feature of the proposed system is re-cycling system using the user’s search results 
and recommend system. So we had developed intelligent system using various 
recommend data to easily obtain user's information. This user’s behavior data is 
applied to the propose system. 
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2 Proposed Method 

The proposed personalized system collects and analyzes the user’s preferences from 
user behaviors, storing the results in a user profile database. It provides search results 
to fit user’s needs and it also provides the various recommendation systems to help 
user. It's always reflected at user profile from user feedback of various 
recommendation systems. In other words, we give users so that you can easily re-
feedback information provides various recommendation systems. 

User input system consist of user queries and clicks. This is base the tendency of 
user to analyze information primary data. 

Analyzing user profile system was analyzed by user profile information. User 
profile was automatically consisted with user explicit feedback. Retrieval system is to 
search document and to provide the result. Result System reflects the information 
between the results and the user's tendency. It is boosting proper documents with the 
tendency of the user. The recommended system of Author Network Navigation 
centered on the user's result of the authors was clustering. This system enables easy to 
navigate authors. The recommended system of Topic Keyword is to provide similar 
topic keyword using the searched keyword of users. It provides to view similar users 
frequently searched keyword and documents. 

The Similar User recommendation system is automatically to recommend similar 
to users. The Similar Document recommendation system is that similar documents are 
automatically recommended with the documents, which users often view. All of these 
processes are learning through interaction. 

As shown in Figure 1, our systems collect personal information from user 
behaviors, analyze it, and store the results of the analysis in a user profile. It also 
provides search results to fit your needs and it provides a system associated with the 
various recommendation systems. It's reflected in user profile again from user 
feedback of various recommendation systems. In other words, we give users so that 
you can easily re-feedback information provides various recommendation systems. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Re-cycling System 
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2.1 Performance  

In this paper, a collection of Korean journal articles of science and technology was 
used in order to carry out the experiment evaluation. Database was consisted of 
800,000 documents [10]. The server specification of the search system used Linux 
Redhat 4.1.2, Memory 4G, and 2CPU Intel Xeon 1.6GHz. 

In this experiment, five voluntary participants of Computer Science were measured 
directly relevant documents. Participants have 5 keywords and relevant documents for 
the top-50 were tested.  

The keywords are important in order to analyze the personal interest. The most of 
users use short words and these have much an ambiguity. We tested using these 
keywords and we tested solvability of the problem of word sense disambiguation 
(WSD). The proposed system was calculated the weight of the user profile as shown 
in the table 2.  

Table 1. User profile information 

Keyword Category 
Code 

TF Weight 

Cell 610 10 0.213 
… … … … 

Virus 600 4 0.024 
… … … … 

Molecular 600 2 0.019 
 

The weighting is calculated by Category Code and keyword frequency. In the table 
2, three maximum values were selected by the user tendency information and these 
information was changed by following user’s keyword. 

 
(1) 

   
 
In an equation 1, as shown in the Tables 2, it is the formula calculating the weighted 

value according to each Category Code and keyword frequency. 
 

(2) 

 
An equation 2 indicates the weighted value of the vector space model. Generally 

this is used in order to calculate the weighted values of documents. 

 
(3)  

 
 An equation 3 indicates the weighted value of a document and user keyword. It is 
the formula which reflects the user tendency information. According to the weighted 
value of this, all documents were re-ranked and re-boosted. 
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2.2 Evaluation 

Finally, we are planning to carry out an evaluation. In this paper, the voluntary 
participants are directly measured relevance documents about top 50 between our 
personalized search system and the system of Korean journal articles of science and 
technology [10]. 

Show in Figure 2, System A is the proposed personalized system and System B is a 
general search system which service Korean journal articles of science and 
technology. Show in Figure 2, five participants were directly to evaluate between 
system A and system B. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Compare System A and B 

As shown in Figure 2, it’s the average measured precision. System A has 195.69% 
higher than system B. Therefore, the proposed system was a higher precision. 

3 Conclusion 

In this paper, we described an intelligent personalized system designed to help people 
select an item. Feature of the proposed intelligent search system is re-cycling system 
using the user’s search results and recommend system. We had developed intelligent 
personalized system with various recommend system that user easily get their needs. 
We try to get user’s all behaviors and analyze it. Our long-term goal is to develop 
even more powerful methods, capable of adapting to a user’s needs and goals.  

Five voluntary participants of computer science part were measured directly 
relevant. Participants had tested with fire keywords and measured relevant documents 
for the top 50. The result from this study, the proposed intelligent search system was 
higher performance than a general search system. Especially our proposed system is 
easily solving the problem of word sense disambiguation. 

Our long-term goal is to develop even more powerful methods, capable of adapting 
to a user’s needs, goals, and preferences over multiple conversations. Of course, there 
are still several open questions and opportunities for improvement. The user model, 
recommend algorithm model, and search models are functional but we plan to 
improve them further. 
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Abstract. This paper presents a method to evaluate join aggregates efficiently 
when overlapping windows are used for data stream processing. To avoid 
duplicate processing, the proposed method divides overlapping windows into 
disjoint segments, which is called window panes in literature. For each pane, 
join results are produced. The pane-level join results are then merged to 
compute window-level aggregate results. Our experimental results show that 
the proposed method has significant performance benefits.  

Keywords: Data streams, sliding windows, join aggregates, window panes. 

1 Introduction 

In ubiquitous computing systems, many continuous queries can be posed to monitor 
the stream of data items generated from remote sources, such as sensor readings, 
network measurements, web page visits, and so on [1, 2]. An important class of these 
queries is a sliding-window join aggregate.  

For example, consider a query to count the number of packets in a network path 
over the last 4 minutes; the count needs to be updated every minute. Suppose that the 
network path consists of three routers, R1, R2 and R3. To identify packets, an equijoin 
can be performed among the three router streams over a common attribute pid, 
denoting a packet ID. Then, a count function can be applied to the join results. The 
query for this purpose can be described as follows.  

Q1.   SELECT COUNT(*) 
FROM R1[RANGE 4 mins, SLIDE 1 min],  

 R2[RANGE 4 mins, SLIDE 1 min],  
 R3[RANGE 4 mins, SLIDE 1 min] 

WHERE R1.pid = R2.pid and R2.pid = R3.pid 

Above, RANGE and SLIDE denote the size and the slide interval of a window, 
respectively. The query Q1 is evaluated every minute, i.e., whenever windows are 
updated. Suppose that the query is evaluated at t seconds. Then, all window intervals 
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are first updated to (t – 240, t], and expired tuples whose timestamps lie outside the 
interval are discarded from memory. After the windowing is finished, join is 
performed over the tuples in memory. Then, COUNT is finally applied to the join 
results. 

Note that, in Q1, each input tuple joins four times with its partners. Similarly, 
COUNT is applied four times to the same join outputs. Such duplicate processing is 
incurred from the window specification where a slide interval is smaller than the 
window size. However, overlapping windows are commonly used in stream 
applications because they help users receive query results more frequently. 

Li et al. [3, 4] have discussed the issue of processing aggregates when overlapping 
window specification is given. In their approach, overlapping windows are first 
divided into disjoint segments, called panes [4]. Then, sub-aggregates over each pane 
are computed. The pane-level aggregates are finally “rolled up” to compute window-
level aggregates. Similarly, Kim et al. [5, 6] have suggested techniques for efficient 
evaluation of join with overlapping windows based on the notion of window panes.  

On the other hand, as far we know, none of the previous study has discussed the 
issue of interfacing the two operators overlapping windows are used. For example, in 
[3, 4], no discussion has made for the case when inputs to aggregate operators are join 
tuples with composite timestamps. Also, the method proposed in [5, 6] did not 
consider the accuracy of query results when the join is followed by aggregates.  

This paper presents a method for efficient evaluation of join aggregate queries with 
overlapping windows. For join, algorithm in [5] is adopted in the proposed method, 
where join is performed in the unit of window panes to avoid duplicate processing 
(Section 2). From the pane-level join results, a method to compute window-level 
aggregates is discussed (Section 3). Then, experimental results are provided that show 
efficiency of the proposed method (Section 4). The paper is concluded with a brief 
summary of the proposed method and its performance benefit (Section 5). 

2 Window Join  

In our query model, a discrete time domain is assumed, and a join is performed over 
m input streams. For each stream, Si (1 ≤ i ≤ m), a variable number of tuples may 
arrive in each unit of time. The windows considered here are time-based, where Wi 
denotes a window size of stream Si in time units (e.g., seconds). At time t, a tuple s 
belongs to Si[Wi] if s has arrived on Si in the time interval (t – Wi, t]. For join, we 
consider an m-way sliding window equijoin [7, 8]. It can be denoted as S1[W1] ⋈A 
S2[W2] ⋈A ... ⋈A Sm[Wm], where A is a common attribute for join. The output of the 
join consists of all m-tuples, denoted (s1, s2, ..., sm), satisfying s1.A = s2.A = ... = sm.A, 
where si ∈ Si[Wi]. 

Note that windows considered here are time-slide windows whose boundaries are 
updated periodically (i.e., slid by time). As mentioned above, overlapping windows 
are common when time-slide windows are used for data stream processing. Let the 
window slide interval of stream Si be Ti. Then, if Ti < Wi, adjacent windows overlap. 
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To simplify discussion, we only consider the windows such that Wi = W and Ti = T for 
some integer W and T. The query Q1 can be an example of this window. 

When overlapping windows are given in a query, duplicate processing may occur. 
For instance, in Q1, all input tuples will join four times. To avoid such duplication, 
the notion of window panes [4] can be adopted for join. A window pane can be 
viewed as the largest disjoint segment of overlapping windows. The size of a pane can 
be calculated as GCD(W, T), where GCD denotes the greatest common divisor. The 
number of panes in a window can be calculated as W/GCD(W, T). 
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Fig. 1. Time-slide window join for query Q1 

At time t, the id of a window pane can be obtained by t/T. Let the j-th pane of 
stream Si be Pi 

j. Then, a tuple s belongs to Pi 
j if its arrival time is in the interval of 

[jT, (j+1)T). For Q1, where the slide interval T is given to 60 seconds, Pi
0 will consist 

of tuples whose arrival timestamps are between 0 and 59 seconds, Pi
1 will have tuples 

with timestamps between 60 and 119 seconds, and so on. 
Figure 1 shows an example of the window join for query Q1. Suppose that the 

latest join has performed at τ minutes from the start of the query. Then, input tuples 
arriving until τ + 1 minutes are added to the buffer of Pi

τ (Figure 1 (a)). At τ + 1 
minutes, the next join is performed for the tuples in Pi

τ. Its result, denoted Rτ, can be 
represented as follows.  

Rτ  =  { P1
τ ⋈ S2[W2] ⋈ S3[W3] } ∪ { P2

τ ⋈ (S1[W1] – P1
τ) ⋈ S3[W3] } ∪ 

 { P3
τ ⋈ (S1[W1] – P1

τ) ⋈ (S2[W2] – P2
τ) } 

After the join, windowing is performed to remove expired tuples. If tuples in a 
window pane are grouped in a hash table, tuple expiration can be performed in a more 
efficient way [6]. For example, the windowing job can simply be done by dropping 
hash tables of Pi

τ-4 from all input streams (Figure 1 (b)). For more details about the 
window join algorithm, refer to [5, 6]. 

3 Join-Aware Aggregate 

Now, let us consider how to compute aggregates over the tuples produced from the 
window join discussed above. In stream query processing, a window specification is 
applied to join and aggregate operators equivalently. For example, consider the 
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following query to count the number of join tuples produced from two window 
streams, R1 and R2. 

Q2. SELECT COUNT(*) 
FROM R1[RANGE 2 mins, SLIDE 1 min],  

 R2[RANGE 2 mins, SLIDE 1 min],  
WHERE R1.pid = R2.pid 
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(a)  After receiving R1 (b) After receiving R2

 

Fig. 2. Examples of memory status of the aggregate operator for Q2  

Given Q2, the scopes of both join and aggregate (i.e., COUNT) are limited to 
tuples arriving for the latest 2 minutes. According to the window semantic [3], join 
must be performed over all tuples whose arrival timestamps are in the latest 2 
minutes. Then, the count must be computed over the tuples generated from the join. 
On the other hand, join in the proposed method (discussed in the previous section) 
produces results for the tuples arriving for the latest 1 minute. If the count is 
computed over the tuples, inaccurate results will be reported.  

To illustrate this, let (i1, i2) denote a group of join results generated from two 
window panes whose ids are i1 and i2. Then, the count must be computed over a 
window-level join result. The result, denoted Cτ, can be represented as follows.  

Cτ = {(i1, i2) | τ – n < i1, i2 ≤ τ and i1, i2 ∈ ℤ} 

Above, τ is an id of the latest window pane that participates in the join, and n is the 
number of panes in a window, such that n = W/GCD(W, T). For convenience, assume 
the unit time is a minute. Then, in Q2, a window-level join result produced at time 2 
can be represented as C2 = {(1, 1), (1, 2), (2, 1), (2, 2)}. Suppose that each tuple group 
has exactly one join tuple. Then, the count will be 4 in this case. On the other hand, 
our join will produce only partial results at time 2, that is, R2 = {(1, 2), (2, 1), (2, 2)}. 
If the count is computed over the results, it will be 3, which is different from the 
expected answer. 

To avoid such inaccuracy, the latest n partial results, Rx (τ – n < x ≤ τ), need to be 
kept in memory until the aggregate computation is completed. In the previous 
example, R1 can complement to make C2. In other words, C2 can be generated from 
R1 ∪ R2. Note that Cτ is not equivalent to a simple union of Rx (τ – n < x ≤ τ). This is 
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because some of Rx includes expired tuples that do not belong to the current window. 
For instance, R1 consists of {(0, 1), (1, 0), (1, 1)}, but tuples in the groups (0, 1) and 
(1, 0) are expired at time 2. Thus, in order to get accurate query answers, those tuple 
groups must be discarded before the aggregate function is applied. 

From the discussion above, the aggregate operator has memory space to keep the 
latest n join results in the proposed method. Figure 2 shows a structure of the 
aggregate operator. It has a circular array whose index corresponds to the window 
pane id. Each array element has a list of the join tuple groups. Whenever a group (i1, 
i2) is received from the window join, it is added to the list of the k-th array element, 
where k = min(i1, i2). 

For example, consider that R1 is inputted from the join at time 1. Among the 
elements of R1, two groups (0, 1) and (1, 0) are added to the array element whose 
index is 0, while (1, 1) is added to the element of index 1. Whenever a tuple group is 
inserted into the list, the aggregate function is applied to its tuples. Then, only the 
aggregate result (i.e., tuple count) is maintained for the group. From this organization, 
memory consumption can be reduced significantly, compared with keeping raw join 
tuples in the operator.  

Figure 2 (a) shows memory status after receiving R1 from the join operator. In the 
figure, a list element (denoted as a rectangle with an arrow) consists of a group id and 
the count of tuples in the group. Based on the count of each group, the total count of 
join tuples can be computed. Here, we assume that there was no join tuples in R0. The 
count 15 will be reported in this case.  

Figure 2 (b) shows the status after receiving R2. Before computing the count, the 
list in the array element of index 0 is discarded from memory because its tuple groups 
are expired at time 2. After that, the count is calculated over the remaining groups, 
and then is reported to users. To enable identification of boundaries between tuple 
groups (and also between Rx), delimiter tuples which have a different format from the 
ordinary tuples can be used, whose discussion is omitted due to lack of space. 

4 Experimental Results 

This section provides experimental results showing efficiency of the proposed 
method. In the experiments, the proposed method was compared with the existing 
approach, where join is performed over all tuples in the windows and aggregates are 
applied to window-level results generated from the join. For experiments, the two 
approaches were implemented in Java. Join and aggregate operators are located in a 
server side and are organized to receive tuples from three remote clients. A tuple 
arrival rate, denoted λ, was set to 10,000 tuples per second. The size of an input tuple 
was about 120 bytes. The experiments were conducted on an Intel Core i3-2120 3.3 
GHz machine, running Windows 7 with 4G main memory. 

Figure 3 shows execution times of the two methods. In the experiments, a window 
size W was set to 30 seconds, and we varied a slide interval T from 1 to 30 seconds to 
see its influence on their performance. Figure 3 (a) first shows join times of the two 
methods. In the proposed method, join time increases as T increases. This is because 
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the number of tuples that participate in the join is proportional to T in our method. On 
the other hand, join time was constant in the existing method, because join is 
performed over all tuples in the windows. In other words, the number of tuples 
participating in the join is proportional to W, not to T, in that case.  

Figure 3 (b) compares times to compute aggregates over the join outputs in the two 
methods. The results were similar to those in Figure 3 (a). This is sound because the 
number of join outputs, which are fed into the aggregate operator, is proportional to T 
in the proposed method, whereas the number is proportional to W in the existing 
method. Note that the aggregate time is much smaller than the join time, which can be 
compared from Figures 3 (a) and (b). From this, execution times (i.e., sums of the join 
and aggregate times) of the two methods show similar pattern as their join times, 
which is shown in Figure 3 (c). These results show that our method provides better 
performance than the existing approach. Their performance gap increases as the slide 
interval gets smaller. 
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Fig. 3. Proposed vs. existing methods (σ = 0.1): (a) join time (left), (b) aggregate time (center), 
and (c) sum of the two times (right)  

5 Conclusion 

In this paper, we proposed a method for efficient evaluation of join aggregates when 
overlapping windows are used in data stream processing. In the proposed method, 
overlapping windows are divided into disjoint segments, called window panes. For 
each pane, join results are produced. Those pane-level join results are then merged to 
compute window-level aggregates. A structure of an aggregate operator to discard 
expired tuples efficiently was discussed. Our experimental results showed that the 
proposed method provides better performance than the existing approach where join 
aggregate is performed over all tuples in the windows.  
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Abstract. Sliding window equijoins can be implemented in two ways. One is to 
allocate a hash table for each data stream, while the other is to allocate a table 
for each set of tuples arriving for the slide interval. In the latter, multiple hash 
tables can be allocated for each stream. In this paper, we analyze costs of the 
two approaches, and show that using multiple hash tables for each stream al-
ways provides better performance than using a single table per stream. We also 
provide experimental results that coincide with the analysis result. 

Keywords: Data streams, sliding windows, window join, symmetric hash join. 

1 Introduction 

Join is important in ubiquitous computing systems that monitor continuous streams of 
remote data items, such as sensor readings, network measurements, web page visits, 
and so on [1, 2]. It is also one of the most resource-intensive operations. Without any 
constraints on input data streams, a join query cannot be answered. This is because 
data streams are inherently unbounded, while a join operator cannot start until an 
entire input is ready. Regarding this, sliding windows are generally used to limit the 
scope of join processing over infinite data streams [3]. 

For example, consider a query to identify packets flowing in a network path over 
the last 5 minutes; the result needs to be updated every minute. Suppose that the net-
work path consists of three routers, R1, R2 and R3. To identify packets in the network 
path, an equijoin can be performed among the three router streams over a common 
attribute pid, denoting a packet ID. This requirement can be described as a join query 
shown in Q1, where RANGE and SLIDE denote the size and the slide interval of a 
window, respectively. For convenience, the window slid by time (i.e., updated period-
ically) is referred to as a time-slide window [4] in this paper. 

Q1.   SELECT * 
FROM R1[RANGE 5 mins, SLIDE 1 min],  

 R2[RANGE 5 mins, SLIDE 1 min],  
 R3[RANGE 5 mins, SLIDE 1 min] 

WHERE R1.pid = R2.pid and R2.pid = R3.pid 

The above query is evaluated every minute. Whenever the slide interval expires, 
windowing is first conducted. Suppose that the query is executed at t seconds. Then, 
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the window boundary is determined with the interval of [t – 300, t). From this, ex-
pired tuples that do not belong to the window are discarded from join memory. After 
the windowing, the 3-way symmetric hash join [5, 6] is performed over the remaining 
tuples. 
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Fig. 1. Hash table organization for Q1: (a) one-table scheme (left) vs. (b) multi-table scheme 
(right) 

When adjacent windows overlap as in Q1, the window join can be implemented in 
two ways. One is to allocate a hash table for each data stream, which has been adopt-
ed in the existing approaches. The other is to allocate a table for each set of tuples 
arriving for a window slide interval. In this case, multiple hash tables are allocated for 
each stream. For Q1, five hash tables can be used for each stream, where each table 
has tuples arriving for one minute. For convenience, the former is called a one-table 
scheme, while the latter is called a multi-table scheme. 

Figure 1 illustrates the two schemes for Q1. In the one-table scheme, windowing 
cost might be large, because all tuples stored in hash tables must be checked to see if 
any of them is expired whenever the slide interval elapses. The cost can be reduced in 
the multi-table scheme, because expired tuples are always grouped in the oldest hash 
tables (e.g., Hi

1 (1 ≤ i ≤ 3) in Figure 1 (b)) and can simply be discarded by dropping 
those tables. On the other hand, join cost may increase in this scheme, which will be 
discussed below. 

In this paper, we analyze costs of the two schemes and show that the multi-table 
scheme always provides better performance than the one-table scheme, whose result 
was verified through experiments. This paper is an extension of our previous work 
[7], which discusses window join algorithms for the two schemes. Distinguished from 
the previous work, through cost analysis, we would provide analytical background for 
the superiority of the multi-table scheme in this paper. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses window 
join algorithms for the two schemes. Section 3 analyzes their costs and provides ex-
perimental results to verify the analysis result. Section 4 concludes the paper. 

2 Window Join Algorithms 

In our query model, join is performed over m input streams. For each stream, Si (1 ≤ i 
≤ m), a variable number of tuples may arrive in each unit of time. The windows con-
sidered here are time-based, where Wi denotes a window size of stream Si in time 
units (e.g., seconds). At time t, a tuple s belongs to Si[Wi] if s has arrived on Si in the 
time interval (t – Wi, t]. For join, we consider an m-way sliding window equijoin [5], 
which can be denoted as S1[W1] ⋈A S2[W2] ⋈A ... ⋈A Sm[Wm], where A is a common 
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attribute for join. The output of the join consists of all m-tuples, denoted (s1, s2, ..., sm), 
satisfying s1.A = s2.A = ... = sm.A, where si ∈ Si[Wi]. 

Note that windows considered here are time-slide windows whose boundaries are 
updated periodically (i.e., slid by time). As mentioned above, overlapping windows 
are common when time-slide windows are used for data stream processing. Let the 
window slide interval of stream Si be Ti. Then, if Ti < Wi, adjacent windows overlap. 
To simplify discussion, we only consider the windows such that Wi = W and Ti = T for 
some integer W and T. Q1 can be an example of this window.  

Let us first consider the one-table scheme which can be described as Algorithm 1. 
Below, f(⋅) is a hash function and Hi is a hash table to store tuples arriving on Si. Each 
hash entry of Hi has a list of collision tuples where hash values are the same. The 
function get(v) of Hi returns the list of tuples having the hash value v from the table. Li 
is a list to store the results returned from Hi.get(v).  

Algorithm. 1 Window join for the one-table scheme 
  Whenever T seconds expire (at time t)… 

1.  (Join) For each tuple s arriving on Sk (1 ≤ k ≤ m) for the last T seconds, 
1.1. (Hash) v  f(s), clear all Li, and Lk.add(s) 
1.2. (Probe) For each Si (1 ≤ i ≤ m, i ≠ k) 

1.2.1. Li.add(Hi.get(v)) 
1.2.2. If Li is empty, go to Step 1.4  

1.3. (Output) Generate a Cartesian product of Lis 
1.4. (Add) Insert s to Hk 

2. (Windowing) For each Hi (1 ≤ i ≤ m),  
2.1. For each hash entry h, 

2.1.1. For each tuple s in h, 
    2.1.1.1. If s.ts < t – W + T, remove s from h 

2.1.2. If h is empty, remove it 

The above algorithm consists of two main steps: Step 1 for join and Step 2 for 
windowing. In the join step, for each tuple s ∈ Sk arriving for the previous T seconds, 
the algorithm first calculates the hash value v and adds the tuple s to Lk; before adding 
the tuple, all Lis are also initiated (Step 1.1). Then, hash tables of all other streams are 
scanned to find partners for s (Step 1.2). If there is no partner during the probe, pro-
ducing output is skipped (Step 1.2.2). If all tables have partners for s and all Lis are 
filled with them, the algorithm generates a Cartesian product of Lis as join results 
(Step 1.3). The tuple s is then added to its hash table (Step 1.4). 

After the join is finished, expired tuples are found and discarded from hash tables 
(Step 2). To see which tuples are outdated, arrival timestamps for all tuples in the 
tables are checked. For this purpose, we retrieve each hash entry from Hi, then access 
each tuple from the entry. This is because each hash entry has a list of collision tuples 
where hash values are the same. For each tuple, we then check whether it is expired, 
using its timestamp. If so, the tuple is removed from its hash entry h (Step 2.1.1.1). 
After the iteration, if h is empty, we remove it from the hash table (Step 2.1.2). 

Now, let us discuss the multi-table scheme. In this scheme, a hash table is assigned 
for a set of tuples arriving for T seconds. To help understand, we use the notion of 
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window panes [8], which can be viewed as the largest disjoint segment of overlapping 
windows. The size of a pane can be calculated as GCD(W, T), where GCD denotes 
the greatest common divisor. The number of panes in a window can be calculated as 
W/GCD(W, T). For instance, a window in Q1 can be divided into five panes, each of 
which is one minute long. 

At time t, the id of a basic window can be obtained by t/T. Let the j-th window 
pane of stream Si be Pi 

j. Then, a tuple s belongs to Pi 
j if its arrival time is in the inter-

val of [jT, (j+1)T). For Q1, where the slide interval T is given to 60 seconds, Pi
0 will 

consist of tuples whose arrival timestamps are between 0 and 59 seconds, Pi
1 will 

have tuples with timestamps between 60 and 119 seconds, and so on. 
Algorithm 2 describes the window join of the multi-table scheme. Below, n is the 

number of window panes, such that n = W/GCD(W, T). A hash table to store tuples in 
Pi

j is denoted as Hi
j (j ∈ ℤ, j  ≥ 0). τ is used to denote an index of the latest pane. 

Algorithm. 2 Window join for the multi-table scheme 
  Whenever T seconds expire (at time t)… 

1. (Join) For each tuple s ∈ Pk
τ (1 ≤ k ≤ m, τ = t/T), 

1.1. (Hash) v  f(s), clear all Li, and Lk.add(s) 
1.2. (Probe) For each Si (1 ≤ i ≤ m, i ≠ k) 

1.2.1. For each Hi
j (τ – n ≤ j ≤ τ) 

     1.2.1.1. Li.add(Hi
j.get(v)) 

1.2.2. If Li is empty, go to Step 1.4  
1.3. (Output) Generate a Cartesian product of Lis 
1.4. (Add) Insert s to Hk

τ 
2. (Windowing) For each Si (1 ≤ i ≤ m),  

2.1. Discard the oldest table, i.e., Hi
τ-n+1 

The above algorithm is different from Algorithm 1 in two respects. The first is in 
Step 1.2, where n hash tables are scanned for each stream Si (Step 1.2.1). The second 
is in Step 2, where the windowing is simply performed by discarding hash tables of 
the oldest window panes. 

3 Cost Analysis and Verification 

Let the number of streams be M and the window size be W. Suppose that λ tuples 
arrive on the query processor every second. To simplify discussion, windows are 
assumed to be updated every second (i.e., T = 1). Below, we estimate the cost to pro-
cess λ tuples every second in each algorithm discussed above. 

Let us first discuss the cost of the one-table scheme algorithm. As shown in Step 1 
of Algorithm 1, for each input tuple, four steps are conducted to perform the join, 
including Hash, Probe, Output and Add. The costs of the four steps are denoted as CH, 
CP, CO and CA, respectively. During the probe, M – 1 hash tables are scanned. From 
this, the cost to join λ tuples can be represented as 

 λ × {CH + (M – 1)CP + CO + CA} (1) 
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The number of tuples in a W-seconds window can be calculated as λW. Thus, the 
number of tuples stored in a hash table is λW. Since there are M hash tables, total 
MλW tuples are stored in the tables. Therefore, whenever the slide interval elapses, 
MλW tuples must be checked to determine whether each of them has expired. Let the 
cost for checking and discarding an expired tuple (i.e., the cost of Step 2.1.1.1 in Al-
gorithm 1) be CD. Then, the cost to deal with expired tuples can be represented as 
MλWCD. From this, the cost to process λ tuples in the one-table scheme, denoted 
COTS, can be represented as follows. 

 COTS = λ × {CH + (M – 1)CP + CO + CA + MWCD} (2) 

The cost of the multi-table scheme can be estimated in a similar fashion. Let the 
number of window panes be N, such that N = W/GCD(W, T). Then, for each input 
tuple, N(M – 1) hash tables need to be probed. In this case, N is equal to W because T 
is set to 1. From this, the cost to join λ tuples every second in this scheme can be 
represented as 

 λ × {CH + W(M – 1)CP + CO + CA} (3) 

In the multi-table scheme, the oldest hash table in each stream is simply discarded 
whenever the slide interval elapses. Let the cost to remove a hash table be CR. The 
windowing cost can then be represented as MCR. 

From the above, the cost to process λ tuples in the multi-table scheme, denoted 
CMTS, can be represented as follows. 

 CMTS = λ × {CH + W(M – 1)CP + CO + CA + MCR/λ} (4) 

To compare the two costs, we take the difference between them: COTS – CMTS. Be-
low, the last term MCR/λ can be omitted because λ is generally large enough. 

 COTS – CMTS = λ × {(M – 1)(1 – W)CP + MWCD – MCR/λ}  

  ≈ λ × {(M – 1)(1 – W)CP + MWCD} (5) 

If the above difference is positive, the multi-table scheme provides better perfor-
mance. The condition can be rewritten as follows. 

   MWCD > (M – 1)(1 – W)CP (6) 

MW is always larger than (M – 1)(1 – W). Thus, if CD is larger than CP, inequality 
(6) holds. In our experiments, CD (i.e., the cost of Step 2.1.1.1 in Algorithm 1) was 
approximately 4 nanoseconds, whereas CP (i.e., the cost of Step 1.2.1.1 in Algorithm 
2) was about 7 nanoseconds. From this, the inequality holds in our experiments. This 
also leads to the conclusion that the multi-table scheme always provides better per-
formance than the one-table scheme. 

To verify the analysis result, we conducted experiments to compare performance of 
the two schemes' algorithms (i.e., Algorithms 1 and 2). For the experiments, the two 
algorithms were implemented in Java. In our implementation, a window join operator 
is located server side and programmed to receive tuples from three remote clients. 
The tuple arrival rate, denoted λ, was set to 30,000 tuples per second, where the size 
of an input tuple was about 120 bytes. The experiments were conducted on an Intel 
Core i3-2120 3.3 GHz machine, running Windows 7 with 4GB main memory. 
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Fig. 2. One-table vs multi-table schemes: join time (left), windowing time (center), and execu-
tion time (right) 

The results are shown in Figures 2, where the one-table and multi-table schemes 
are denoted as OTS and MTS, respectively. In case of join time, OTS showed better 
performance than MTS. This is because the number of hash table scans is smaller in 
OTS. In the figure, join time increases as the slide interval T increases. This is be-
cause the number of input tuples kept in the join buffers increases. In case of the win-
dowing time, MTS was better. This is because windowing can be done simply by 
dropping the oldest hash tables in the scheme. From the results, we finally checked 
execution times (i.e., sums of the join and windowing times) of the two schemes, and 
observed that MTS showed better performance. 

4 Conclusion 

In this paper, we discussed two possible algorithms for time-slide window joins: one-
table and multi-table schemes. Since the two schemes have pros and cons in terms of 
the join and windowing times, we analyzed their costs to determine superiority be-
tween them. The analysis result shows that the multi-table scheme always provides 
better performance than the one-table scheme. Our experimental results also con-
curred with the analysis result. Our findings also imply that the cost to deal with ex-
pired tuples is more dominant than the actual join cost in time-slide window joins. 
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Abstract. In LTE-based mobile communication systems, a Tracking Area Code 
(TAC) is defined by a group of cells for paging operation. The existing TAC 
configuration has been made manually by considering only the geographical 
location of cells, and thus it tends to induce an imbalanced TAC configuration 
and a low paging success rate. In this paper, we propose a reconfiguration of the 
existing TAC configurations to get a more balanced TAC configuration and to 
increase the paging success rate. The proposed TAC reconfiguration scheme is 
designed by considering the mobility (handover) ratio of mobile users between 
cells as well as the number of users in cells. From the performance analysis 
with real traffic data of SK Telecom in Korea, we see that the proposed scheme 
can provide more balanced TAC configurations and also improve the paging 
success rates by 8%, compared to the existing TAC configurations. 

Keywords: LTE, TAC, reconfiguration, handover ratio, paging optimization. 

1 Introduction 

In the design of mobile communication system [1, 2], the paging performance is one of 
the important factors to be considered. The paging operation is initiated to locate a 
mobile user who is currently in the idle mode. In the LTE-based mobile systems, a 
paging area is defined by a Tracking Area Code (TAC) [3, 4], and the paging request 
message will be broadcast to all of the cells in the TAC so as to locate the mobile user. 

Most of the mobile operators have so far configured the TACs manually in an 
arbitrary way, in which only the geographical location of cells in the network is 
considered. However, such scheme may induce imbalanced TAC configurations and low 
paging success rate. In this paper, we propose a TAC reconfiguration scheme to get more 
balanced configurations and also to improve the paging success rate by considering the 
mobility (handover) ratio between cells as well as the number of users in cells.  

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the existing TAC 
configuration and paging operations. Section 3 proposes a new TAC reconfiguration 
scheme with the relevant mathematical optimization model. Section 4 analyzes the 
performance of the existing and proposed TAC configurations with the real traffic 
data of SK Telecom. Section 5 concludes this paper. 

                                                           
* Corresponding author. 
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2 Existing TAC Configuration and Paging Operations 

Figure 1 shows an example of TAC configuration in a mobile network. In this figure, 
there are 11 TACs in a network area, and a group of cells are assigned to a TAC. TAC 
is encoded with 2-byte hexadecimal digit (e.g., 240A), in which the first byte (e.g., 24 
in the example) represents the associated network area, called the Tracking Area List 
(TAL), and the second byte (0A) is used to identify the TAC in the TAL area. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Example of TAC Configuration in TAL 

When a mobile user is connected to a cell, the user is assigned to the TAC in which 
the cell belongs to. Given a TAC configuration, when a paging is required for an idle-
mode mobile user, the paging operations are performed as follows. If the user was 
registered with a TAC, then a paging request message will be broadcast to all of the 
cells in the TAC. This is called the first paging. If the first paging request fails (i.e., 
there is no response to the paging request from the user), then the second paging is 
performed. In the second paging, the paging request will be broadcast to all of TACs 
in the TAL area, and thus a large amount of paging messages will be generated in the 
network, and the paging response time will also get larger. Thus, we need to increase 
the paging success rate for the first paging by optimizing the TAC configuration.  

At present, most of the mobile operators tend to configure the TACs in an arbitrary 
way. In this TAC configuration, only the geographical location information of cells in 
the network is considered, and the network manager manually configures a group of 
cells as a TAC. This is, the handover ratio between cells has not been considered in 
the TAC configuration, which may increase the failure probability for the first paging. 
Such a configuration scheme also tends to generate an imbalanced TAC 
configuration. By this, the first paging is likely to fail in the paging operation, and 
thus the paging success rate is decreased. 

To improve the paging success rate and thus to reduce the paging delay, in this 
paper, we propose a reconfiguration scheme of the existing TAC configuration. The 
proposed TAC reconfiguration scheme is designed by considering the handover ratio 
mobile users between cells and the number of users in cells, so as to get more 
balanced TAC configurations and also to enhance the paging success rates for the first 
paging process. 
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3 Proposed TAC Reconfiguration Scheme 

3.1 Optimization Model 

We first construct a mathematical optimization model for TAC reconfiguration. Given 
a mobile network, the objective is to find an optimal TAC configuration to maximize 
the paging success rates by considering the handover rates between cells, while the 
number of users in a TAC does not exceed the given paging traffic capacity. 

To derive the associated optimization model, we define the following notations: 

 N: a set of cells in the area, with the size of n; 
 M: a set of TACs in the area, with the size of m; 
 λi: average number of users (paging traffic load) for cell i∈N; 
 hij: handover ratio of users from cell i to cell j, where Σj∈N hij = 1; 
 CTAC: the maximally allowable traffic load (number of users) for each TAC; 
 xik: a decision variable, xik = 1 if cell i is assigned to TAC k, xik = 0 otherwise. 
 
Based on these variables and parameters, we can derive an optimization model for 

TAC configuration, as shown in Fig. 2. In the model, the objective function represents 
the paging success rate (PSR) for the first paging, which is calculated as the sum of λi 
× hij. That is, the paging process will be successful, if cell i and cell j were assigned to 
the same TAC k, after a user in cell i moves into cell j.  

 

Fig. 2. Optimization Model for TAC Reconfiguration 

3.2 Reconfiguration Algorithm 

As an input to the TAC reconfiguration, we consider the current TAC configuration 
with n cells and m TACs. Given the traffic distribution (number of users) in cell (λi) 
and handover ratio between cells (hij), we first select the TAC (k1) with the smallest 
number of cells among m TACs. Now, we consider the other TAC (k2), and calculate 
the handover ratio hij between each cell i∈TAC(k1) and each cell j∈TAC(k2). In this 
way, we will consider all of the TACs other than TAC(k1). Then, we will choose the 
TAC(k*) that has the largest handover rate from a cell in TAC(k1) to a cell in 
TAC(k*). Now, the associated cell j in the selected TAC(k*) will be assigned to the 
TAC(k1), if such the assignment satisfies the constraint (1) in Fig. 2.  

These operations will be repeated until no more improvement of PSR is obtained. 
It is noted that this algorithm requires the worst-case time complexity of O(mn2). The 
proposed scheme can be summarized in Figure 3. 
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Fig. 3. Proposed TAC Reconfiguration Algorithm 

4 Experimental Results and Discussion 

In experiment, we use the real-world traffic data of SK Telecom in Korea. The 
proposed TAC reconfiguration scheme was applied to a total of 10 network (TAL) 
areas, and we compare the balance factor (standard variation for the number of cells 
and the number of users in each TAC in the network area) and the paging success 
rates for the existing and proposed configurations. For the paging success rate, we 
calculate the paging success probability (PSP) = PSR / Σi∈N λi, which represents the 
ratio of successfully paged traffics over total paging traffics in the network. 

Table 1 shows the existing TAC configuration and result of the proposed TAC 
reconfiguration scheme for the area 11, which has m (total number of TACs) = 15. 

Table 1. Comparison of TAC Configurations (for Area 11) 

TAC index 
Existing Configuration Proposed Reconfiguration 

# of cells Traffic Load 
(# of users) 

# of cells Traffic Load 
(# of users) 

1100 121 514 115 479 
1101 75 351 77 380 
1102 74 440 78 481 
1103 93 819 93 806 
1104 107 701 113 761 
1105 93 344 90 348 
1106 261 2090 257 2017 
1107 132 1098 139 1185 
1108 191 1609 188 1552 
1109 215 1802 208 1690 
110A 146 365 147 364 
110B 7 1 7 1 
110C 3 2 3 2 
110D 149 310 153 350 
110E 127 175 126 159 

Cell Number Variation 67.27 65.89 
Traffic Load Variation 633.03 606.48 

PSP 82.89% 87.24% 

 

Step 1. The current TAC configuration is given with n cells and m TACs.  
Step 2. Select the TAC(k) with the smallest number of cells among m TACs. 

2-1. For each cell i∈ TAC(k), calculate hij for all j∈TAC other than TAC(k). 
2-2. Let TAC(k*) be the TAC that contains the cell j with the largest hij. 
2-3. Assign the cell j from TAC k* to k, if the constraint (1) is satisfied. 
2-4. If PSR is improved, go to Step 2. Otherwise, go to Step 3. 

Step 3. Consider TAC(k) with the next smallest number of cells among TACs. 
Perform Step 2-1 through Step 2-4. 

Step 4. Perform Step 2 and Step 3, until no more PSR is improved. 
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For the existing TAC configuration in Table 1, we can see that TAC 110C contains 
only 3 cells, whereas TAC 1106 have 261 cells. This implies that the existing TAC 
configuration is severely imbalanced in terms of the number of cells in the TAC. This 
leads to a lower paging success rate. The paging traffic load variation value is 633.03. 
Overall, the existing configuration gives the PSP of 82.89%. 

On the other hand, we can see that the proposed scheme provides more balanced 
TACs and much higher PSP, compared to the existing configuration. The proposed 
TAC reconfiguration scheme gives the traffic load variation value of 606.48. The PSP 
of the proposed scheme is 87.24%, which is greater than the existing configuration. 

Figure 4 shows the existing and proposed TAC configurations for total 10 network 
areas (TALs). From this figure, we can see that the proposed TAC reconfiguration 
improves the PSPs of the existing TAC configuration by 4.72% on the average and 
7.88% in the maximum. 
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Fig. 4. Comparison of PSPs for the Existing and Proposed Schemes 

 

Fig. 5. Comparison of Traffic Load Variations 

Figure 5 compares the traffic load variations of 10 TAL areas for the existing and 
proposed schemes, in which the traffic load variation of the existing configuration is 
set to 100. In the figure, we can see that proposed TAC reconfiguration can reduce the 
traffic load variations of the existing TAC configurations by 3 ~ 4% approximately. 
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This implies that the proposed TAC reconfigurations are more balanced than the 
existing TAC configurations in the viewpoint of the traffic load variations. 

Figure 6 shows the cell number variations (standard derivation of cells) among 
TACs in the 10 areas for the existing and proposed configurations. From the figure, 
we can see that the proposed scheme provides more balanced TAC reconfigurations 
than the existing scheme. 

 

Fig. 6. Comparison of Cell Number Variations 

5 Conclusions 

In this paper, we propose a new TAC reconfiguration scheme to maximize the paging 
success rate and to get a more balanced TAC configuration in LTE-based mobile 
communication networks. The proposed scheme considers the mobility ratio between 
cells as well as the number of users in cells. 

By experimentation with real-world data of SK Telecom, the proposed scheme 
was compared with the existing scheme in terms of the paging success rate and the 
balance factors of the cell number and paging traffic loads. From the results, we can 
see the proposed scheme provides more balanced TAC configurations with higher 
paging success rate than the existing scheme. 
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Abstract. Thanks to the development of the IT convergence technology, the 
healthcare and wellness industry have been being developed to provide 
effective healthcare services. In particular, smart devices such as tablet PC or 
smart phone may be used for rehabilitation of the unilateral neglect patient after 
stroke. However, existing methods such as Albert Test, Line-bisection Test, and 
Star-Cancellation Test have been used in healthcare industry even though they 
have some disadvantages. Thus, we propose a testing and treatment system 
model for unilateral neglect patient based on smart devices that are portable and 
are easy to use anytime, anywhere. Particularly, we try to improve the existing 
evaluation models by developing digital testing methods to mobile applications. 
Based on visual feedback training methods, we try to develop three treatment 
models such as card flipping, obstacle avoidance, and human balance. 

Keywords: Unilateral Neglect Patient, Visual Feedback Training, Mobile 
Application, Card Flipping, Obstacle Avoidance, Human Balance. 

1 Introduction 

Recently, thanks to the development of the IT technology, global convergence of IT 
technology and medical industry is taking place strongly in the world. Also, current 
portable devices are suitable for a medical field. They have a multi-touch interface, 
built-in acceleration sensor and position sensor, and high-speed central processing 
unit. They can easy access to internet services. By using a variety of applications of 
smart devices, we can use smart devices into home-based or network-based remote 
rehabilitation. For instance, smart portable devices are used for remote diagnostics for 
classifying the acute stroke. Those devices set up guidelines of testing and treatment 
methods and determine the presence or absence of neurological damages [1-2]. 

However, the convergence of IT and healthcare industry is not performed easily 
from simple evaluation methods. Until now, for more 20 years, the unilateral neglect 
patient who having a deficit awareness of one side of the space uses the printed paper 
in order to evaluate the degree of the unilateral neglect. In addition, existing methods 
of measuring unilateral neglect have some disadvantages. If the testing error occurs in 
the printed paper, the waste of resources is happened. The inspection time of analog 
testing is higher than that of digital testing. The data management performed by hand 
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is more difficult than that performed by smart devices. Thus, we will develop three 
mobile applications such as Albert Test, Line-bisection Test, and Star-Cancellation 
Test as a tool for unilateral neglect patient testing. 

Moreover, a visual feedback training is more efficient to unilateral neglect patient 
compared to the skin irritation[3]. Because of a visual feedback training can help to 
improve balance of the patient, it has been used for treatment of unilateral neglect 
patient[4-5]. Particularly, a visual feedback training based on the smart device can 
make repetitive training and self-learning. Finally, the unilateral neglect patient can 
check the result of the training at any time. Therefore we will develop three mobile 
applications such as card flipping, obstacle avoidance, and human balance game as a 
tool for unilateral neglect patient treatment. 

2 A System Model Configuration 

The system configuration of unilateral neglect testing and treatment is composed to 
progress rehabilitation of the patient as shown in Figure 1. In the system, a patient 
recognizes his/her status and makes his/her own home-based rehabilitation. For 
instance, a patient can utilize Albert test, Line-bisection test, and Star-cancellation test 
[6-8] by using mobile applications. Also, as unilateral patient treatment methods, a 
patient utilizes mobile games such as card flipping, obstacle avoidance, and human 
balance. 

 

Fig. 1. A System Configuration for Unilateral Neglect Testing and Treatment 

3 The Proposed Digital Testing Methods 

3.1 Albert Test 

For Albert test[6], first, a patient draws the line in the center of the presented lines. A 
device divides the screen from right to left and left to right. The device calculates the 
correct drawing. Finally, unilateral neglect is determined by the numbers of correct 
drawing. If the number of correct drawing is not over the 70% of the total presented 
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lines, the patient is a unilateral neglect patient. Figure 2(a) shows a simple developed 
example of the Albert test. In particular, we utilize a line crossing algorithm in order 
to distinguish the checked line by the patient as shown in Figure 3. This algorithm is 
also utilized in Line-bisection test. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Developed Digital Testing Methods for Unilateral Neglect Patient 

3.2 Line-Bisection Test 

18 lines compose of 100, 120, 140, 160, 180, and 200mm. And they are presented in 
the screen of smart devices to perform line-bisection test[7]. To determine the 
unilateral neglect, first, a patient draws the line in the center of the presented lines. A 
smart device calculates the deviation of two lines such as actual center of the line and 
the checked line by a patient. The value of the deviation is divided by the value of 
actual center line. Finally, the determined value is presented as %. If the checked line 
is biased to the right from the center line, the binary value is shown as (+). Otherwise, 
the binary value is shown as (-). Figure 2(b) shows an example of the line-bisection 
test result. 
 

 

Fig. 3. A Line Crossing Algorithm used in Albert Test and Line-Bisection Test 
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3.3 Star-Cancellation Test 

In star-cancellation test[8], the total stars composed of 28 big stars and 28 small stars 
randomly places on the screen. If a patient touches small stars, the color of the star is 
changed by the device. And then the device calculates the number of the changed 
colors by separating the left and right of the screen. 

4 The Proposed Digital Treatment Methods 

According to the study[9] of treatment of unilateral neglect, three treatment methods 
are generally used. For example, 1) environment adaptation helps to give 
rehabilitation of patient by marking points in the unaware part of the object. 2) 
Damage approach identifies the process of ignoring and the cause of ignoring. Thus it 
can block and control the reason of ignoring using vibration stimulus or repetitive 
image training[10]. And 3) functional approach has traditionally been used in many 
ways to perform routine tasks independently and to practice the challenges that is 
associated with the ignoring symptoms repeatedly. Among three treatments, a visual 
feedback training is the typical method of the functional approach. As visual feedback 
training methods, we develop treatment games such as card flipping, obstacle 
avoidance, and human balance. Figure 4(a) describes the example of the card flipping 
game. Figure 4(b) describes the example of the obstacle avoidance game. Figure 4(c) 
describes the example of the human balance game. 

 

 

Fig. 4. The Proposed Unilateral Neglect Patient Treatments: (a) Card Flipping, (b) Obstacle 
Avoidance, and (c) Human Balance 
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4.1 Card Flipping 

This treatment can cultivate the field of the view more flexibly. Through repetitive 
rehabilitation, the field of the view of a patient can naturally move to the other side. 
First, a patient touch the screen to overturn 16 cards having different numbers. In 
order to check the time, the patient presses the card from 1 to 16 orderly. If the patient 
is unable to press a button for 3 seconds or more, the smart device gives a sound 
feedback. Finally, the distance among cards is widened to make widen the field of the 
view. Figure 5(a) shows the process of card flipping game as a treatment method. 

4.2 Obstacle Avoidance 

When the ram is moving to the unaware part, this treatment can induce the unaware 
part of the field of the view. First, an initial obstacle is placed in the center of the 
screen. If the ram approaches to the obstacle, a patient touches the screen of a device 
for avoiding the obstacle. When the game level is increasing, the obstacle moves into 
the field of the view of the unilateral neglect part. Finally, we increase the number of 
obstacles and increase the moving speed of the ram to make a repetitive practice. 
Figure 5(b) shows the process of obstacle avoidance game. 
 

 

Fig. 5. The Process of Two Treatments: (a) Card Flipping and (b) Obstacle Avoidance 

4.3 Human Balance 

Human balance game utilizes the vertical sense of a patient by performing repetitive 
rehabilitation since the vertical sense of a patient is different to that of the normal 
person’s sense. This treatment helps to exercise to both hands. In particular, the gyro  
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sensor and accelerometer of the smart devices are used in this game. For instance, this 
program makes a balance in order not to drop the ball in the screen. When the level of 
the treatment is higher, the value of an accelerometer is increased gradually. In 
system, accelerometer controls the speed of a ball and the gyro sensor controls the 
direction of a ball. Figure 6(a) shows the process of an accelerometer sensor. Figure 
6(b) shows the process of a gyro sensor. 
 

 

Fig. 6. The Process of Human Balance Treatments: (a) Accelerometer and (b) Gyro Sensor 

5 Conclusion 

In this paper, we presented a new testing and treatment system model for unilateral 
neglect patient. In particular, the printed paper by hands was replaced by digital 
testing methods. We developed mobile applications such as card flipping, obstacle 
avoidance, and human balance game. These developed approaches give an interesting 
to unilateral neglect patient’s rehabilitation by supporting visual feedback training. In 
the future, we will improve the developed system model to making a networked-based 
rehabilitation. 
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Abstract. Smarthome as one of IoT(Internet of Things) services is growing 
more and more interested. Due to the development of mobile network, 
proliferation of smartphones and increasing of interest for personal safety, many 
enterprises enter the smartphone market. However, incidents could happen 
because they provide their services without considering security. This paper 
analyzes security vulnerabilities of smarthome and proposes countermeasures. 

Keywords: Smarthome, Security, IoT. 

1 Introduction 

Smarthome means smart life environment based on human that enables the 
convenience for people, promotion of welfare, and safety of life [1]. Due to rapid 
development of IT technology and diffusion of broadband Internet connection, digital 
devices could get IP addresses to communicate each others. As many service 
providers launch various smarthome based services, smarhome becomes one of 
representative services in IoT (Internet of Things).  Smarthome services market from 
under $2 billion worldwide in 2012 to $10.9 billion by 2017 according to a new report 
from NextMarket Insights [2]. 

In smarthome environment, all home devices are connected via Internet. By doing 
so, many supplementary services are provided and they make our living much more 
convenient. However the more home devices are linked, the more security flaws are 
revealed. There exists only few security flaws when home devices are operated 
independently. Nowadays home devices are accessible via Internet anywhere and at 
any time, many security experts warned they could be used as attacking tool. Recently 
there was an example that smart TVs and refrigerators infected by malicious codes 
sent the bulk of spam mails. Because smarthome devices are tightly coupled with real 
life, incidents could lead to extensive damage. Therefore it is important to analyze the 
possible security vulnerabilities and prepare countermeasures in smarthome. 

We briefly look into smarthome in Section 2. Section 3 analyzes the possible 
security attack scenarios and proposes countermeasures. Lastly, Section 4 discusses 
the study result.    
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2 Smarthome 

According to the development of smart devices and network technology, all devices 
in the home are connected each other through Internet. As appetite for safety is 
expected to pick up, many companies are getting into the smarthome market. In 
korea, three major carriers (KT, LG, SKT) already launched value-added services 
based on smarthome. Security companies and manufacturers also provided 
smarthome services in their own way. Because most companies do not consider the 
security in their services, they have been exposed to the security vulnerabilities.  

Smarthome consists of 4 parts: smart devices, home network. home gateway and 
service platform as shown in Fig. 1. In smarthome system, many devices are 
connected and shared their information via home network. Therefore, there exists 
home gateway to control the information flows among smart devices and connect 
external network. Service platform is normally located in service providers, it could 
be used for delivering various services to home devices.  

 
 

 

Fig. 1. Constitution of smarthome 

As mentioned previously, smarthome services are vulnerable to cyber attack 
because most service provider don’t consider the security in the initial stage. 
According to the recent report, Hackers have successfully compromised smart 
televisions, routers, and even smart refrigerators to carry out a series of spam email 
attacks [3]. The possible security threats in smarthome are eavesdropping, DDoS 
(Distributed Denial of Service), information leakage, and so on [4-5]. These could be 
happened from smarthome components. Smart devices and home gateway are 
threatened with malicious codes and home network also under threat by unauthorized 
access. Contents from service platform are exposed to eavesdropping or falsification. 
The possible security threats happened in smarthome are shown in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2. Possbile security threats in smarthome 

3 Attack Scenarios and Countermeasures 

In section 2, we briefly looked into possible security threats in smarthome. Becuase 
smarthome system is very closely tied everyone’s daily lives, it is dangerous for 
people in case of cyber incidents. In this section, we describe some attack scenarios 
and propose countermeasures. 

3.1 Trespass 

When the smart doorlock would be infected by malicious codes or hacked by security 
flaws, attacker could trespass on his/her home without destroying a doorway as shown 
in Fig. 3. This threat could cause the loss of life and property. To protect this attack, 
password of smart devices could change frequently and hard to infer. Authentication 
and access control also have to be applied. 
 

 

Fig. 3. An example of trespass by hacking a doorlock 
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3.2 Monitoring and Personal Information Leakage 

One of the purposes to use smarthome is safety. Therefore, there are many sensors for 
fire watch, housebreaking, baby monitoring, etc. If these are hacked by malicious 
codes, attackers could monitor inside the home around the clock as shown in Fig. 4. 
Even if sensors are not infected directly, they could be under control when other 
devices were infected. By doing this, they could get sensitive personal information 
and trespass when empty. To protect this attack, data encryption between sensors and 
gateway has to be applied. It is also important to use authentication for detecting and 
blocking unauthorized devices and adopt anti-virus product.    

 

Fig. 4. An example of monitoring 

3.3 DoS/DDoS 

Attackers access smarthome network illegally and send messages such as 
RTS(Request to Send)/CTS(Clear to Send) to smart devices in bulk. They also infect 
a target device using malicious codes and perform dos attack to a target device or 
other devices in smarthome network as shown in Fig. 5. Smart devices are not 
working because of depleting their resources when they receive such attack messages. 
To protect this attack, it is important to use authentication for detecting and blocking 
unauthorized devices. Security techniques such as rate limiting, null0 routing have be 
applied to home gateway. 
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Fig. 5. An example of DoS/DDoS 

3.4 Falsification 

When smart devices communicate application server, attacker could gather packets by 
manipulating routing table in gateway as shown in Fig. 6. Even if SSL(Secure Socket 
Layer) technique is applied, attackers could detour by forged certificate. By doing 
this, they could falsify the contents or leak confidential information. To protect this 
attack, SSL technique with proper authentication has to be applied to smarthome 
components. It is also important for blocking unauthorized devices to access 
smarthome network. 

 

Fig. 6. An example of falsification 

4 Conclusion 

Smarthome as one of IoT(Internet of Things) services is growing more and more 
interested. Therefore it is important to consider security aspects before it is activated. 
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This paper analyzes the possible attack scenarios in smarthome and proposes 
countermeasures. The use of complicated passwords, various security functions, 
information security awareness raising have to be applied when providing smarhome 
services. Proposed countermeasures are carefully reviewed and adopted by security 
policy. With this study, companies could provide various smarthome application 
safely and people could use them at easy. 
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Abstract. This paper presents a method to extract the position and size of  
objects in movie or drama scenes by creating natural image marker from user 
images that were fed into and recognizing the created natural image marker. 
First, the range of natural image marker candidate that the user will utilize in 
the image is defined. Then, the defined natural image marker candidate is 
created and analyzed to recommend final natural image marker. If the user 
image and natural image marker were different, the initial value was set from 
the user, allowing the user to edit the position or size of object. The position 
and size information of character are extracted by recognizing the natural 
image marker. The character image is matched with the image by using the 
extracted information. Therefore, the position of object can be estimated by 
frame, on which basis services applying various augmented reality techniques 
can be developed. 

Keywords: Natural Image Marker, Object Tracking, Augmented Reality, Im- 
age Registration, Spatial Information. 

1 Introduction 

The advancement of mobile devices has led the images to be easily produced even by 
ordinary people. Furthermore, users have the desire to produce images, such as movie 
or drama images, rather than simple images, and want to produce images featuring 
themselves in movies or dramas. Desires images can be created by matching the im- 
ages of ordinary people with those of characters in movies or dramas which were 
shoot beforehand. The information necessary for matching can be obtained by extract- 
ing the spatial images. To obtain the spatial image, the feature point is extracted from 
image which is followed by the feature point matching. 

The image object information can be obtained by matching the feature point, and 
at this time, the spatial image can be obtained [1]. The spatial information created by 
the obtained spatial information can be used in other user images. For that, the range 
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with excellent recognition in the background can be designated as natural image 
marker to obtain spatial information from other user images through feature point 
matching. This paper presents the method to match the character object and user-
created images as background in movie or drama images by recognizing the 
natural image marker created from user background and obtaining the spatial 
information. 

This paper has the following structure: Chapter 2 introduces the related studies. 
Chapter 3 explains the method for creating and recommending the natural image marker 
in images, and elaborates upon the edition of object information and image analysis. 
Chapter 4 presents the analysis of results. Finally, Chapter 5 draws the conclusion. 

2 Related Work 

Researches have been conducted on tracking the objects by using the feature point 
extraction algorithm [2] [3] [4]. Those researches used the feature point algorithm for 
the extraction of feature points and then tracked the objects through feature point 
matching and additional processes. 

2.1 Extraction of Spatial Information by Using the Feature Point of Marker 

Researches have been vigorously conducted which investigate into the method for 
extracting the spatial information from images, and various methods can be applied. 
Among others, ARToolKit[5] is one of the most typical researches that are based on 
markers. This method involves the use of the pre-registered marker and feature point 
of marker to identify the marker in the images and track the camera for use in aug- 
mented reality. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Coordinates frames in our calibration procedure 
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3 The Proposed Method 

This paper presents the method to extract the position and size information of object 
from user image by obtaining recommendation of natural image markers not easily 
recognized in original image. The Fig. 2 below shows overall flow. 

 
 

 

Fig. 2. Framework and Process 

The first stage is indicated in red line and represents the phase of natural image 
mark- er recommendation. The original image is the movie or drama image and 
includes the object that the user wants to match. The range is defined in the image 
background to create the natural image marker. Through the recommendation 
function, the created natural image marker recommends the natural image marker 
easy to recognize. The second stage is indicated in blue line and represents the 
phase of object information edition. The object information edition involves the 
extraction of object information related to the position and movement of object in 
original image, along with the definition of user image initial value and revision of 
user's object information. The information necessary for the extraction and 
calculation of object's position and size information is obtained by setting the initial 
value of image. The position and size of object can be modified by changing the user 
object information. 

The final stage is indicated in green line and represents the image analysis phase. 
The image analysis phase involves the analysis of the modified information and user 
im- age to enable the matching based on the renewed object's spatial information 
and determines whether the matching has been completed well. 

3.1 Recommendation of Natural Image Marker 

The user selects the range to create multiple natural image marker candidates. The 
created natural image marker candidates undergo the tracking test to recommend the 
optimal natural image marker in the input image. The Fig. 3 below shows recommen- 
dation of natural image marker. 
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Fig. 3. Recommendation of natural image marker 

For the analysis of natural image marker candidates, 3 feature point extraction 
algo- rithms are used. In other words, FAST [6], SIFT (Scale-invariant feature 
transform) [7], and SURF (Speeded up Robust Features) [8] algorithms are used. 
Among various feature point algorithms which were presented previously, 
aforesaid 3 algorithms which had excellent performance were selected and tested. 
The original image and feature point extracted from the natural image marker 
candidate were matched. In order to eliminate the noise included in the matching, 
RANSAC (RANdom SAmpling Consensus) [9] algorithm was used to eliminate the 
noise from the matching and then the homography H can be obtained. 

 

                                               (1)

 

The P'n projected on the user image is calculated by using the H which is 
estimated for the apex Pn of the natural image marker candidate. 

                                                    (2) 

In Fig. 4, the 4 corners in the natural image marker are called "P1, P2, P3, and P4". 
The range of natural image marker is identified which has been tracked through the 
recog- nition of natural image marker, and then the central point of range is searched. 
Based on this central point, the expected marker point was calculated. The presumed 
natural image marker corner is indicated as "C1, C2, C3, and C4". The tracking 
results are evaluated by calculating the corner of tracked natural image marker and 
the corner of presumed natural image marker. 

 

Fig. 4. Corners in the natural image marker 

The tracking results can be calculated by using the following formula: 

                                             (3) 

Cn is the corner point of presumed natural image marker in original image, and P'n 

is the corner point of tracked natural image marker. p(i) represents the mean value 
of difference between corner points. 
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                                         (4)
 

'r' represents the tracking results, and 'h' shows threshold value. 'h' value was set by 
the test. 

3.2 Edition of Object Information 

If the natural image marker created from original image is used, the object infor- 
mation edition process can be skipped. However, if the natural image markers created 
from other images are used, the object information edition process cannot be omitted. 
Different images have difference in terms of the shooting direction, distanced, etc. 
This can be corrected by the object information edition. The object information edi- 
tion defines initial position and size of object. Enabling the edition of object infor- 
mation, the object information edition allows the user to directly define the desired 
position so as to set not only the designated position of movies or dramas but also 
other positions, and therefore, provides the user with the results of various image 
matching. Fig. 5(a) below shows the example of object information edited by user. 
The left side shows size alteration while the right side shows position alteration. 

 
 

 

                   (a)                                                                                 (b) 

Fig. 5. Edition of user object information and Variation based on the shooting distance 

3.3 Image Analysis 

The range of natural image marker is searched within the user image through the fea- 
ture point matching. The rotation angle is calculated based on the camera parameter 
extracted from the searching process. The basic information of object is defined based 
on the initial position and size of object information edition. The range of extracted 
natural image marker varies, depending on the frame. The shooting distance changes 
in inverse proportion to the size of range. The shooting distance was calculated based 
on the ratio of initial object information edition and range of extracted natural image 
marker. The size of object becomes larger as the shooting distance becomes smaller 
as shown in Fig. 5(b) By contrast; the size of object becomes smaller as the shooting 
distance becomes larger. 

The objects can be matched in current frame based on object size information 
and position information which are renewed by using the information related to the 
range of natural image marker extracted from the frame. Fig. 6 below shows the 
image representing the information that will be matched based on the position and size 
of object that will be renewed. Matching can be made if the object position and 
size information in the frame is available. 
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Fig. 6. Object position and size 

4 Results 

In this study, the experiment was performed by using the Visual Studio2010 and 
OpenCV 2.4.1 in the Windows7 operating system environment. H.264 Codec was 
used for the image, and 3 data images were used. 100 frames, the whole frames of 
data image, were used, and the information was extracted by frame. The resolution of 
the filmed image was 1920*1080. 

Table 1. Optimization of natural image marker 

Marker Ex- 

tractor 

Basic Max features Half image Size M&H 

Succes 

s (%) 

Time 

(s) 

Succes 

s (%) 

Tim 

e(s) 

Succes 

s (%) 

Tim 

e(s) 

Succes 

s (%) 

Time 

(s) 

Marker1 FAST 100 0.52 100 1.82 100 0.19 100 0.48 

Marker2 FAST 96.61 0.72 99.06 2.28 99.62 0.34 100 0.75 

Marker3 FAST 84.18 0.26 98.87 0.64 50.47 0.59 88.70 0.3 

Marker2 SURF 74.95 0.51 74.95 0.94 73.45 0.17 78.34 0.24 

Marker1 SURF 84.75 0.38 85.88 0.72 58.19 0.19 72.13 0.25 

Marker2 SIFT 89.27 0.32 92.47 0.45 61.58 0.12 70.81 0.12 

Marker1 SIFT 98.87 0.23 97.55 0.32 1.69 0.23 26.55 0.21 

Marker3 SURF 45.20 0.75 48.78 1.36 13.37 0.33 7.91 0.6 

Marker3 SIFT 62.52 0.42 55.37 0.54 0.00 0.23 0.00 0.35 

4.1 Optimization of Natural Image Marker 

The feature point is extracted by using the feature point extraction algorithm in rela- 
tion to the natural image marker candidate. At this time, various options were tested 
for the selection of optimal natural image marker. 

The first one was the basic option that did not show any change. The second 
Max features used the maximum feature number, and the third half image size used 
the half of the marker and test image resolution. The final M&H used the half of 
maximum feature number and image resolution for the test. The success rate results 
in Table 1 show that there is no overall difference. The difference was observed 
based on the natural image marker candidate. The temporal difference drastically 
reduced in the case of half image size. Thus, the recommendation of natural image 
marker does not apply the Max features, but applies only the half image size when 
using the optimization method. 
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4.2 Calculation of Matching Accuracy 

The calculation of matching accuracy verifies whether the pixel of created object 
matches that of original object. Original object means the object appearing in movies 
or dramas, while the created objet means the object that adjusted the position and size 
of original object. The accuracy is as follows: 

                                           (5) 

"Not matching at all" is expressed as 0, and "perfect matching" is expressed as 100. 
In Fig. 7 below, the green line shows the perceived range of natural image marker, 
and the blue line shows the range of original image object. Meanwhile, the red line 
shows the range of created object. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Fig. 7. Matching accuracy 

Table 2. Object accuracy 

image range of original 
image object 

range of created 
object 

Match accuracy 

Jun 9,600 9,380 9,164 93.35
Tu 44,660 44,800 41,752 97.52
House 23,814 23,810 21,460 94.67

 
Table 2 shows the results of input image test, and there is a difference in pixel 

because the size of object varies, depending on the image. Error occurs when 
extracting the size information of object. Therefore, there is a difference between 
the original object pixel and the created object pixel. Error also occurs when 
extracting the position information, and the extent of error occurrence can be 
determined based on accuracy. 

5 Conclusion 

The natural image marker with excellent recognition in user image was recommend- 
ed, and the recommended natural image marker was recognized to extract the spatial 
information of object. The movie and drama objects and user image were matched by 
using the extracted object spatial information. By editing the object position infor- 
mation, the matching can be made even at the position of object as desired by the 
user. In addition, the renewed object information can be provided to the user by using 
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the object information which was stored previously through the natural image marker 
tracking even in the images filmed in other environments. However, frames are too 
many to be processed altogether in real-time, and this problem needs to be improved. 
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Abstract. Recently, big-data processing applications require a fast and energy-
aware cloud storage system. Erasure coding in redundant array of inexpensive 
disks (RAID) consumes a lot of energy and reduces the performance of cloud 
storage systems. This is because traditional RAID erasure coding performance 
is limited to sequential nature of CPU. This paper proposes an energy-aware 
GPU based flash array cloud storage system with higher input/output 
performance and less energy consumption. The proposed cloud storage system 
provides GPU–redundant array of inexpensive disks (GPU-RAID) at a target 
server based on all–flash array storage. GPU-RAID differs from existing RAID 
in that it reduces the number of CPU cycles and coding time to generate parity 
data. Experimental results show that the write performance and read 
performance GPU-RAID is 33% and 41% higher than that of Linux-RAID, 
respectively. The results also show that the energy consumption of GPU-RAID 
is 43% less than that of Linux-RAID.  

Keywords: Cloud computing, Cloud storage system, GPU, Solid state disk 
(SSD), High performance, Energy-aware. 

1 Introduction 

Storage trends report a necessity for researchers to make further technology 
development in high performance and energy-awareness for cloud storage systems 
[1], [2], [3], [4]. In cloud storage system, RAID consumes a lot of energy and coding 
time to do erasure coding. In addition, RAID applies exclusive-or (XOR) matrix 
multiplication to create parity data, and this helps the storage system to resist a 
failure. This is because erasure coding in conventional RAID system is limited to a 
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sequential nature of CPU. Two recent methods for solving this problem are Raptor 
codes on GPU, GPU based file system (GPUfs) [2], energy-saving RAID 
configuration [3], profiling energy costs [4] and power mode scheduling [5].  

This paper proposes high-performance and energy-efficient flash array–based cloud 
storage for big data processing. The proposed GPU based cloud storage consists of an 
initiator server, a target storage server and an high-speed storage network. GPU–
redundant array of inexpensive disks (GPU-RAID) is implemented at the target 
storage server for all-flash array based storage system. GPU-RAID generates parity 
data by converting the sequential erasure coding scheme into a parallel the erasure 
coding scheme. It reduces the number of CPU cycles during encoding data.  

Section 2 presents the background and motivation. Section 3 describes the 
proposed techniques in detail. The experimental environment and results are 
described in Section 4. Section 5 reports conclusions. 

2 Background and Motivation 

Flash array storage is relevant to the number of CPU cycles for generating parity and 
the number of I/O operations per second (IOPS) in terms of IO performance and 
energy consumption. In addition, erasure codes are data recovery technique to provide 
resistance against data failure. However, traditional RAID erasure coding 
performance are limited to sequential nature of CPU. And so, it costs a lot of energy 
and time to generate parity data. 

 
G Galois field; I data matrix; H Coding matrix; D data; w  word size; k the number of data disks; m the 

number of parity disk; d data element; p parity element; 

Fig. 1. (a) CPU based bit matrix multiplication scheme[6](b) CPU based encoding scheduler (c) 
read performance of CPU and GPU based file system[2] 

Fig.1.(a) shows the traditional CPU based bit matrix multiplication scheme. We ass
ume that four data disks k = 4, and one parity disk m = 1 are used. The most basic typ
e of erasure codes, direct parity, is used. F i g .1.(b)  s h o w s  t h e  
CPU based encoding scheduler. Data is split into sixteen data elements D ={d1,1,...,
 d4,4}. An example of sequences of XOR operations for generating parity element
 are shown as follows: 

p1 = d1,1 ⊕ d1,2 ⊕ d1,3 ⊕ d1,4 ; 
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XOR operation is executed between two data elements. Parity data is generated by 
12 times XORing into data vector, and each XOR operation must end before 
executing next the XOR operation. As a result, a total of 12 times delay occurs. Delay 
occurs due to the sequential nature of CPU. Fig.1.(c) shows the read performance of 
CPU-File system and the GPU-File system. This result shows that the file system 
access for GPU kernels improves the read performance[2]. As a result, we propose the 
GPU based RAID system to enhance the IO performance. 

3 Energy-Aware GPU Based Flash Array Cloud Storage 
System 

The proposed architecture of the energy-aware GPU based flash array cloud storage is 
shown in Fig.2. The proposed cloud storage system provides storage services. In the 
initiator server, data chunking assorts files and merges small files into chunks. In the 
target storage server, we propose GPU-RAID, which generates parity data by using 
GPU based I/O scheduler. GPU-RAID is used to reduce the coding time. The 
proposed GPU-RAID needs address translation for GPU based erasure coding 
scheme. Finally, GPU based IO scheduler write data and parity into flash array 
storages.  

 

 
Fig. 2. The architecture of the energy-aware GPU based flash array cloud storage  

3.1 GPU Based Parity Computing 

Encoding request occurs by the write operation from the initiator server. At target 
server, data chunks are loaded into the main memory and GPU resources are allocated 
and so by using address translator data chunks are moved to GPU memory. 

Figure 3 shows the GPU based erasure coding scheme. We assume that there are 
four data disks k = 4 and one parity disk m = 1 for a total of sixteen data elements. 
The proposed scheme is used to reduce time delay for sequential XOR operations. 
The traditional sequences of XOR operations using CPU are divided into two time 
independent parts. In Figure 3, these two independent parts are front disk pair and 
back disk pair. In the first step, the data elements of front disk pair and data elements 
of back disk pair are moved to GPU memory and executed in parallel using eight 
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GPU core at the same time. A sub-parity is a partial result of the XOR operation from 
front disk pair either back disk pair. In the second step, we assign four GPU cores for 
executing XOR operations between these eight sub-parity elements. Finally, we 
produce four parity elements P={p1, p2, p3, p4}. However, a time delay occurs 
between the first step and the second step in the proposed scheme.  

3.2 GPU RAID Scheduler 

Encoding is a generation of redundant coding data from the actual data [6][7]. Table 1 
describes the pseudo-code of the proposed GPU-RAID scheduler at the target storage 
server. In the first step, the scheduler reads chunks from the iSCSI target.  

 

Fig. 3. GPU based erasure coding scheme 

Table 1. The pseudo-code of the GPU-RAID scheduler 

Algorithm:  GPU_scheduler (Data chunks, n, k) 

1. read  k Data chunks from iscsi-target and allocate it into CH[β][ n]. 
2.   for  ( i =1; i ≤ β ; i ++) 
3.       for  ( j=1;j ≤ n ;j++) 
4.        write CH[i][j] into Data SSD[j]. */ IO redirector using Linux RAID 0 */ 
5.      end for   
6.   Update address translation(); 
7.   parity [i] = GPU_parity_compute (CH[i], n). */ Parity creation using GPU RAID*/ 
8.   write  Parity [i] into Parity SSD. */ IO redirector */ 
9.   end for

Data chunks: a data file with a name and type; n:  Total number of data chunks after adaptive 
chunking; β:  The number iteration is equal to β = n / k; CH[β][k]: Two dimensional data 
chunks; k: The  number data disks; Parity [β] : One-dimensional parity chunks; 
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Then, the proposed GPU_parity_compute function uses the proposed scheme in 
Fig.3 to generate parity chunks from data chunks. Finally, IO director writes parity 
chunks into parity SSD, respectively. The performance of storage system is typically 
described by the rate between data size and encoding time, as shown in Eq. (1).  

Throughput = (data size / encoding time ).                                         (1) 

Eencoding =  tactive eactive + tidle eidle + tcoding eCPU                               (2)  

E proposed encoding =  tactive eactive + tidle eidle + tcoding eGPU                         (3)  

Where   tactive=tread+twrite                                              (4) 

In terms of energy efficiency in the SSD-based IO scheduler, SSDs have various 
power modes, such as ON, OFF, sleep, active and idle. The total energy cost of CPU 
based encoding is calculated based on Eq. 2 and Eq. 4, where tidle , tcoding , and tactive are 
denoted as the idle time, the time to generate parity, and active time, respectively. The 
power consumption for active and idle modes are denoted as eactive , and eidle. And so, 
the power consumption of coding using CPU and GPU (eCPU , e GPU) depends on the 
number of CPU cycles and GPU cycles, respectively.  

Table 2. Target and initiator server specifications 

 
OS CPU Memory

CPU GPU 

Memory 

GPU 

Target Storage Server Cent OS 6.2 DDR3 32GB Intel Xeon 2.0GH 2GB    NVIDIAGTX 550 Ti 

Initiator Server Cent OS 6.2 DDR3 8GB Intel Xeon 3.1GH - - 

Table 3. SSD specifications 

Manufacturer eactive eidle Capacity Max read Max write 

Samsung 830  0.15 watts 0.08 watts 64 GB 520 MB/s 320 MB/s 

Samsung 840  0.07 watts 0.05 watts 128 GB 530 MB/s 390 MB/s 

4 Experimental Results 

GPU-RAID is implemented under the Centos operating system using open source 
Jearsure code software [6,7]. Table 2 shows the target and initiator server hardware 
specifications. SSD specifications for flash array storage are shown in Table 3. GPU-
RAID 6 is the proposed RAID 6 configuration, whereas Linux-RAID 6 is the 
traditional RAID 6 configuration. In particular, read performance with GPU-RAID 6 
becomes higher when the number of assigned threads for read operations increases. 

A. Read and Write Performance  

Fig. 4.(1) shows read performance of Linux-RAID 6 and the proposed GPU -RAID 6. 
The average read performance of GPU -RAID 6 improves by 33% compared to that 
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of Linux-RAID 6. Fig. 4.(2) shows write performance of Linux-RAID 6 and GPU-
RAID 6. The average write performance of GPU-RAID 6 improves by 41% compared 
to that of Linux-RAID 6. This is because the parity generation time and the number of 
CPU cycles decrease by applying the GPU-RAID.  

 

Fig. 4. (1) Read performance.(2) Write performance. 

B. Energy Consumption  
Fig. 5 shows energy consumption of Linux-RAID 6 and GPU -RAID 6. The average 
energy consumption of GPU -RAID 6 is improved by 43% compared to Linux-RAID 
6. Besides that, GPU-RAID 6 has steady energy consumption regardless of file size. 
In GPU-RAID 6, tcoding decreases as the number of CPU decreases, and replaces by 
GPU-RAID parity generation. 
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Fig. 5. Energy consumption 

5 Conclusion 

This paper proposes an energy-aware GPU based flash array cloud storage system 
with higher input/output performance. The proposed cloud storage system provides 
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GPU-RAID at a target server based on flash array storage. We present hierarchical-
based GPGPU Encoding Scheduling techniques. As a result, using the GPU is 
efficient technique called hierarchical encoding scheduling. GPU-RAID differs from 
existing RAID in that it reduces the number of CPU cycles to generate parity data in 
the RAID system. Experimental results show that the write performance and read 
performance of GPU-RAID are 33% and 41% higher than those of Linux-RAID, 
respectively. GPU-RAID also shows 43% less energy consumption than Linux-RAID. 
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Abstract. We propose a meanshift segmentation guided local histogram 
equalization method which enhances the visual quality of a single low contrast 
image. The meanshift segmentation partitions the image into local regions 
according to the spatial and intensity distances between pixels. After the image 
is partitioned into local regions, the local range of intensity and the number of 
pixels in the local region are taken into account to compute the new local range 
of intensity. The local contrast is well enhanced with the proposed method even 
in regions which have small histogram components, for which the global 
histogram equalization fails to obtain an enhanced contrast.  

Keywords: Histogram Equalization, Meanshift Segmentation, Tone Mapping. 

1 Introduction 

Contrast enhancement is an important preprocessing step in digital signal processing 
since it helps to better perceive digital signals with weak contrast [1]-[3]. In computer 
vision, this results in an image with better visual quality and higher contrast such that 
important information in the image can be retrieved. The most common method for 
contrast enhancement of images is histogram equalization [4]-[6].  

The original histogram equalization method computes a transformation function 
using the cumulative distribution function of the input gray levels, which remaps the 
gray levels of the image [4]. Histogram equalization methods can be categorized into 
global and local methods. Global histogram equalization methods use the histogram 
information of the entire input image to compute the transformation function. Thus 
the overall contrast of the image becomes enhanced, but for certain regions the 
contrast may not be sufficiently enhanced or may even become weaker. This is due to 
the fact that the contrast stretching is decided by the overall cumulative distribution 
function of the image. Therefore, some regions which have small histogram 
components may not be stretched enough and suffer from low contrast. 

                                                           
* Corresponding author. 
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To overcome this problem, local histogram equalization which consider the local 
characteristics in the histogram equalization process have been developed. Such 
approaches define sub-blocks and retrieve their histogram information [5], limit the 
contrast to avoid artifacts [6], or divide the histogram equalization process into 
several sub-processes based on the intensity value of the pixel itself [7]. 

In this paper, we propose the use of the meanshift segmentation method to obtain 
local regions in which the histogram equalization is performed spatially adaptively. 
The meanshift segmentation is performed taking the spatial and range distances into 
account. The spatially adaptive histogram equalization stretches the range of the 
intensity based on the number of pixels and the original range of intensity inside the 
local regions. Thus, it can be said the proposed method uses the number and closeness 
of pixels into account as well as the closeness and the range of the intensity values. As 
a result, the proposed method produces a well stretched intensity range in the 
localized regions, which results in an image with good global and local contrast. 

2 Proposed Meanshift Guided HDR Imaging 

The proposed scheme first performs a meanshift segmentation on the original image, 
and then uses the segmented regions as a guidance for the spatially adaptive histogram 
equalization. The proposed method is performed by the following three steps:  

1. Perform meanshift segmentation on the image. 
2.  Calculate the range of the stretched histogram inside each localized region. 
3. Perform the histogram equalization using the range of the stretched 

histogram as the parameter. 

2.1 Meanshift Segmentation  

The meanshift segmentation method [8] is an edge preserving segmentation method 
which segments images according to the similarity of colors and adjacency of the 
pixels. The result of the meanshift segmentation differs based on the kernel bandwidth 
which takes the spatial and range distance between pixels into account. Figure 1 

shows the mean shift segmentation results for different bandwidths. Let ix  and iz , 

ni ,...1=  denote the d-dimensional input and filtered image pixels in the joint 

spatial-range domain. Furthermore, let 
iL  denote the label of the i-th pixel in the 

segmented image. The meanshift segmentation is performed by the following steps: 

1.  Perform the meanshift filtering procedure [8] in the d-dimensional space 
corresponding to the image and store all position information of the basin of 

convergence in iz . 

2.  Group all pixels iz  for which the distances are closer than 
sh  in the 

spatial domain and 
rh  in the range domain into the same clusters 

kC , 

nk ...,21=   
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3. Assign iL  = { }kCik ∈z|  for each ni ...,21= . 

The information of the labelled regions 
kC  is used as a guidance for the spatially 

adaptive histogram equalization as explained in the next section. 

 

Fig. 1. Showing the result of performing the meanshift segmentation [8] for different 
bandwidths. (a) input image (b) segmented with large bandwidth (c) segmented with small 
bandwidth.  

2.2 Meanshift Segmentation Guided HDR Imaging 

We denote by 
kΩ  the region corresponding to the cluster 

kC . The histogram 

equalization is performed independently for each 
kΩ . The new intensity value 

)r(newI  at the pixel 
kΩ∈r  can be obtained by the following equation: 

}r|)r(min{
'))r((

)r( kkkIkR
N

Ikcdf
newI Ω∈+×=                 (1) 

Here, ))r((Icdfk
 denotes the cumulative distribution function value of the current 

intensity )r(I at pixel r , where )(⋅kcdf  is the cumulative distribution function, 

and }r|)r(min{ kkkI Ω∈  denotes the minimum intensity value of the pixels inside 

the region 
kΩ . The value '

kR is computed as 

}),(min{' 01 α+= kk RR                         (2) 

where the operator },min{ ba  computes the smaller value of a  and b , and 
kR  

denotes the range of intensity value inside the region 
kΩ , i.e., denotes the subtract 

between the maximum intensity value and the minimum intensity value. Furthermore, 

N

n
c k=α , where N  is the total pixel number of the image, 

kn  is the number of 

pixels inside 
kΩ , and c  is a constant. In the experiment, we let 50.=c .  
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 Now we will explore the characteristics of (1). Since 0≥))r((Icdfk
, the minimum 

of )r(newI  occurs when 0=))r((Icdfk
, which is }r|)r(min{ kkkI Ω∈ . The 

maximum of )r(newI  occurs when 
kk nIcdf =))r(( , which is 

'))r((
}r|)r(min{ k

k
kkk R

N

Icdf
I ×+Ω∈ . Therefore, the range of intensity in the 

region kΩ  changes from 

  }r|)r(max{~}r|)r(min{ kkkkkk II Ω∈Ω∈  

to '))r((
}r|)r(min{~}r|)r(min{ k

k
kkkkkk R

N

Icdf
II ×+Ω∈Ω∈  

where, '))r((
k

k R
N

Icdf ×  is spatially adaptive to the region kΩ .  

Figure 2 illustrates the change in the intensity range due to the localized histogram 
equalization.  Now, we explain the effect of the proposed HDR method. Observing 
the fact that the maximum intensity value is stretched to 

'))r((
}r|)r(min{ k

k
kkk R

N

Icdf
I ×+Ω∈ , it can be seen that the range of intensity 

becomes large if the number of pixels in kΩ  is large, since kn  and 
'
kR are 

proportional to the number of pixels. This is based on the assumption that a region 
with a large number of pixels has a high possibility that the range of the intensity 

values is large. Furthermore, since 
'
kR  is proportional to the original intensity range 

in kΩ , i.e., to kR , it can be seen that the intensity range is stretched not too much if 

the original intensity range is narrow. This prevents an overstretched intensity range. 
The localized histogram equalization is performed in each local region, where each 
local region is obtained also by considering the local characteristics of the region, i.e., 
the spatial and range distances between pixels.   

  

Fig. 2. Illustrating the stretch of the intensity range by the proposed method  
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Therefore, as a result, the proposed method takes the number of pixels, the intensity 
range, the spatiality and the range distance of the local regions into account, and, due to 
the several local characteristics information, shows good contrast enhancement even in 
regions with low intensity range and/or small histogram component. 

2.3 Experimental Results 

We experimented on an image taken at night having a low contrast. Figure 3(a) shows 
the original low contrast image and Fig. 3(b) shows the segmented regions after 
applying the meanshift segmentation on Fig. 3(a), where regions with the same 
intensity value indicate the same region. Figure 3(c) shows the result of applying the 
original histogram equalization on Fig. 3(a). 

  
Fig. 3. Experimental Results (a) original (b) meanshift segmented regions (c) result of original 
histogram equalization (d) result of proposed method (e) showing some enlarged regions of (c) 
(f) showing some enlarged regions of (d)  
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It can be seen that the contrast decreases for certain regions as can be observed also in 
the enlarged regions in Fig. 3(e). However, with the proposed method the contrast is 
well enhanced as can be observed in Fig. 3(d) and also in the enlarged regions in Fig. 
3(f). The result has a good visual quality, suppressing also over-enhancement due to 
the consideration of the local characteristics. 

3 Conclusion 

In this paper, we proposed a meanshift segmentation guided spatially adaptive 
histogram equalization method which performs a localized histogram equalization 
based on the characteristics of the local region. Since the meanshift segmentation 
performs a segmentation based on the intensity range and the spatial distance between 
pixels, the local histogram equalization becomes dependent on the intensity range and 
the spatial distance between pixels. The range of the equalized histogram is also 
dependent on the number of pixels in the local region and the range of the original 
histogram. Due to the use of the local characteristics, the proposed method produces a 
well enhanced image with good contrast in low range as well as in high range regions. 
 
Acknowledgments. This work was supported by the Basic Science Research Program 
(2013R1A1A4A01007868) through the National Research Foundation of Korea 
(NRF) funded by the Ministry of Education, Science and Technology. 
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Abstract. In this paper, we present 3D target recognition under photon-starved 
conditions using axially distributed sensing and nonlinear correlation. 3D object 
in low light level environment may not be recognized due to lack of the number 
of photons. To detect active photons for 3D objects, photon counting imaging 
system can be used. In addition, axially distributed sensing can be introduced to 
visualize 3D images. However, it may be difficult to recognize 3D object 
because the visual quality of the 3D image may be remedied under photon-
starved condition. To solve this problem, nonlinear correlation technique can be 
applied for 3D target recognition. We implement optical experiments to prove 
our 3D target recognition system. 

Keywords: 3D target recognition, axially distributed sensing, nonlinear 
correlation, photon counting imaging. 

1 Introduction 

Passive 3D imaging systems such as integral imaging, axially distributed sensing, and 
stereo vision have been widely researched, recently [1-6]. Especially, integral imaging 
and axially distributed sensing can provide full parallax and continuous viewing zones 
without any special glasses. Thus, they have no visual fatigue. In addition, axially 
distributed sensing is more convenient for implementation than integral imaging 
because it uses 1D movement of image sensors to capture multiple images with high 
resolution and different perspectives otherwise integral imaging uses 2D movement of 
image sensors [2]. Using computational volumetric reconstruction algorithm [3], 3D 
images can be reconstructed at each depth plane. Also, occlusion can be removed by 
the average effect of overlapping pixels on the depth plane. However, these 
techniques can be applied in day-light environments. For low light level environments 
or photon-starved conditions, 3D photon counting imaging systems can be used [4]. 
However, for sufficient visualization, the number of photons should be large enough. 
To recognize 3D object in severely photon-starved conditions, nonlinear correlation 
technique may be introduced. In this paper, we describe 3D target recognition system 
under severely photon-starved conditions using axially distributed sensing and 
nonlinear correlation. 
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2 Related Works 

Photon counting imaging system can be used to detect the image in low light level 
environment [7]. However, classical photon counting imaging technique can capture 
the only 2D image. Thus, photon counting integral imaging has been reported to 
detect and visualize 3D images [4]. To capture multiple 2D images with high 
resolution and different perspectives, camera array or single camera with 2D 
movement may be applied. This system may not record the dynamic 3D scene 
because its 2D movement or high costs. Therefore, new photon counting imaging 
system is required for the dynamic 3D scene. In this paper, we introduce photon 
counting axially distributed image sensing technique [6] which uses single camera 
with 1D movement to detect the dynamic 3D scene. In addition, to recognize the 3D 
target, we used the nonlinear correlation filter [8]. 

3 Photon Counting Axially Distributed Sensing and 3D Target 
Recognition Using Nonlinear Correlation 

Photon counting detector can be modeled by statistical distribution such as Poisson 
distribution because photons occur rarely in unit time and space [7]. Figure 1 shows 
the concept of photon counting imaging system. Photons can be extracted from the 
image under photon-starved conditions by the follows [4, 7]: 

( ) ( )
( )

1

xN

x

I x
x

I x
λ

=

=
∑                                  

(1) 

( ) ( ) ( )~ pC x x Poisson N xλ λ⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦                           
(2) 

where I(x) is the light intensity of the image at pixel x, Nx is the total number of pixels 
of the image, λ(x) is the normalized irradiance (i.e., photon-starved conditions) of the 
image at pixel x, Np is the expected number of photons, and C(x) is the number of 
photons of the image at pixel x, respectively. 

 

Fig. 1. Concept of photon counting imaging system by statistical distribution 
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To capture multiple images with high resolution in integral imaging, 2D movement 
of the image sensor or an image sensor array may be required. To reduce this 
complexity, axially distributed sensing has been introduced [5]. In this technique, 
single image sensor moves along the optical axis to detect multiple images with 
slightly different perspectives. Figure 2 describe photon counting imaging with 
axially distributed sensing. In Fig. 2(a), multiple photon counting images can be 
recorded by moving a single image sensor along its optical axis. Figure 2(b) shows 
the computational reconstruction of axially distributed sensing. On reconstruction 
plane, the magnification of each image should be matched because each photon 
counting image has slightly different magnification.  

 

Fig. 2. Photon counting imaging with axially distributed sensing. (a) Image sensing. (b) 
Computational reconstruction. 

In addition, maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) can estimate 3D images 
because each photon counting image is statistically independent. The process of the 
computational reconstruction of photon counting axially distributed sensing using 
MLE is presented as the following [7]: 

( ) ( )1

1
r

L

z l
lp l r

x
I x C

N L M z=

⎛ ⎞
= ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
∑

                         

(3) 

where Ml(zr) is the magnification corresponding to reconstruction depth zr and the 
index of the captured images l. 

For 3D target recognition, we use the nonlinear correlation filters such as kth law 
nonlinear correlation filter as the following [8]:  

( ) ( ){ } ( ){ } { }1 exp
r

k
k

z rI
corr x r x I x j θ θ− ⎛ ⎞⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤= ℑ ℑ ℑ −⎜ ⎟⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦⎝ ⎠        

(4) 
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where ℑ and ℑ-1 are the Fourier transform and inverse Fourier transform, 
I

θ  and rθ  

are the phase of the reconstructed image and reference image, k is nonlinear 
coefficient, and r(x) is the reference image, respectively. 

4 Experimental Results 

Figure 3 shows the experimental results. To record multiple images, we used single 
camera with focal length f=50mm and 1000(H)×1000(V) pixels. Axial separation 
between image sensing positions, Δz=2mm and 3D object is located at zr=320mm. 
Then, we captured 51 multiple images. As shown in Fig. 3, we notice that 3D 
reconstructed image using Eq. (3) has better visual quality than 2D photon counting 
image using Eq. (1) and (2). Figure 4 shows the correlation results using Eq. (4) for 
3D target recognition under photon-starved conditions (Np=2000). Figure 3(a) and (c) 
are the reference images for 2D and 3D correlations. For comparison, we normalized 
the correlation results by maximum correlation value between 2D and 3D cases. In 
the case of the correlation result for 3D reconstructed image, the higher peak 
(maximum value is 1) can be detected than 2D correlation result (maximum value is 
0.2657). It means that 3D target recognition is implemented well. 

 

Fig. 3. Experimental results. (a) Original image, (b) 2D photon counting image with Np=100, 
(c) 3D reconstructed image using original image, (d) 3D reconstructed image using photon 
counting images with Np=2,000. 
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Fig. 4. Nonlinear correlation results (k=0.3). (a) 2D image and (b) 3D reconstructed image. 

5 Conclusion 

We have presented 3D target recognition under photon-starved conditions using 
photon counting axially distributed sensing and nonlinear correlation. The 
degradation of visual quality for photon counting image due to lack of the number of 
photons can be improved by photon counting axially distributed sensing technique. In 
addition, using nonlinear correlation technique, 3D target recognition can be done 
well. We believe that this technique can be applied to various applications especially 
defense. 
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Abstract. With the development of cloud computing technology, database 
outsourcing has recently attracted much interest. However, because the users' 
data may contain sensitive personal information, it is essential to encrypt the 
database to be outsourced for protecting users' privacy. Meanwhile, cache-
based Top-k query processing schemes were proposed to support efficient 
analysis of a large amount of data. However, the existing works have a problem 
that they cannot process a Top-k query on the encrypted data. To solve this 
problem, we propose a cache view-based Top-k query processing algorithm by 
using an order-preserving encrypted index. To improve the performance of the 
top-k query processing, we newly design a score function for calculating the 
similarity between a given query and the cached query. Finally, we show from 
the performance analysis that our scheme outperforms the existing work in 
terms of the query processing time and the query result accuracy. 

Keywords: Sensitive data, Top-k query processing, similarity base score 
function, Cache history based encrypted Top-k query. 

1 Introduction 

Due to the advancement in cloud computing technologies, the research on the 
outsourced database has been spotlighted as a new paradigm of database management 
system. Small-size businesses outsource their database to a service provider (SP) in 
order to reduce costs for managing data. However, the SP is not fully trusted and 
he/she may sell the data to a competitor. Because the outsourced database may 
include sensitive data, such as personal location, financial and medical records, 
database protection techniques have widely been studied [1-2].  

Top-k queries aim to retrieve k number of highest ranking tuples calculated from a 
score function by considering the relations of attributes. The motivation of answering 
queries using views is to find an efficient method that makes use of a set of previously 
performed queries stored in the form of materialized views. Therefore we can 
improve the query answering performance by using views. However, the existing 
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view-based top-k query processing algorithms [3-5] do not support the privacy 
protection of database.  

To solve the problems, we propose a cache view-based top-k query processing 
algorithm that supports encrypted data analysis. To support an encrypted top-k query 
processing, we generate a cache view index that stores previous query results as 
views. Once a query is processed, a materialized data of the query that contains its 
ranked data with score is generated. When the materialized data is large enough to 
guarantee an answer to the top-k query, we make use of the cached data. To compare 
the similarity between a query and the cached view, we utilize three different score 
functions: union-based, angle-based, and distance-based ones. We show from our 
performance analysis that our scheme efficiently performs top-k query processing 
while guaranteeing the accuracy of the result, compared to the existing algorithms.  

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the existing view-
based top-k query processing algorithms. In Section 3, our top-k query processing 
algorithm is introduced. Section 4 provides the experimental analysis of the existing 
and proposed methods. Section 5 concludes this paper with brief summary. 

2 Related Work 

First, the Threshold Algorithm (TA) [6-8] is a representative work in the field of Top-
k query processing. The basic idea of TA is to scan the tuples sorted by scores until 
meeting a stopping condition. The stopping condition is determined by comparing the 
previously retrieved tuples’ scores with the current tuple’s score. If the current score 
is greater than or equal to the stopping condition, the algorithm returns all retrieved 
tuples as a query result. TA can greatly reduce the I/O cost for accessing the data 
because it avoids scanning the whole data. However, TA requires both high execution 
cost and high space overhead for maintaining the sorted list of each attribute. 

Secondly, Das et al.[4] proposed Linear Programming adaptation of the Threshold 
Algorithm (LPTA). The main idea of LPTA is to choose an optimal subset among all 
available views to minimize the number of accessed tuples. The stopping criterion is 
similar to TA. LPTA terminates when the minimum score in the candidate set 
becomes greater than the maximum score of the unseen tuples. The stopping 
condition is calculated by calling linear programming (LP) solver. But this algorithm 
has a high computation cost because it calls the LP solver every time when it accesses 
each data in selected views. 

Finally, to solve the problem of LPTA, Xie et al.[5] proposed LPTA+, which 
contains an improved LP solver and kd-tree based data index. To reduce the 
computation cost, LPTA+ conditionally calls the LP solver based on an input query. If 
the query does not change the stopping condition, the algorithm returns the previous 
result for the query; otherwise it computes the new stopping condition by using LP 
solver. LPTA+ can greatly reduce the number of LP solver calls, so it shortens the 
query processing time. However, query accuracy can be decreased since the algorithm 
uses all the cache data for processing a query when LP solver is not called. 
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3 Cache View-Based Top-k Query Processing Algorithm 

The existing view-based top-k query processing algorithms perform on the original 
databases. In order to preserve data privacy in outsourcing environment, the 
transformed database should be decrypted prior to the score computation. This causes 
the disclosure of the original data and processing overhead. To solve the problems, we 
propose a cache view-based top-k query processing algorithm which supports 
encrypted data analysis. Figure 1 describes the overall system architecture of the 
encrypted data analysis. Because our model assumes that the service provider is honest 
but curious, the data owner encrypts his databases before delegate their management to 
the service provider. In this paper, we use AES[1] for the original data encryption.  

 

Fig. 1. Overall system architecture 

3.1 Encrypted Top-k Query Processing and Cache Index Generation 

We process top-k queries on the encrypted dataset until the cache size exceeds 
threshold. Each query result is stored as a view, which contains the processed query 
and its ranked data with score. For this, we generate an encrypted index by using an 
order preserving encryption scheme, called POPIS[2]. In POPIS, the ith value in the 
plaintext domain is mapped to the ith value in the ciphertext domain, such that the 
order between plaintexts is preserved. Once the encrypted data index is built, we can 
perform a top-k query based on the order-preserving property of POPIS. For this, an 
encrypted index key for each data is generated by applying a linear expression ax+b. 
Here, x is the original value, a and b are secret coefficients. Then, POPIS adds some 
random noise to each index key, in order to strengthen the security of encrypted data 
index (equation 1).  

E(x)= + + ( > 0) (1)

Because the resulting data index keys keep the order of original data, we can use 
the domination relationship among data for retrieving top-k result. To generate the 
encrypted index, we divide a whole data into buckets and apply different linear 
functions to each bucket. Each bucket contains the accumulated counts of data from 
the first bucket and the starting index key. We can use the aggregated data count to 
retrieve top-k data tuple. The example of encrypted data index is shown in figure 2.  
For the query processing, the service provider first finds the bucket whose data range 
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4 Performance Analysis 

We compare the proposed cache-view based Top-k query processing algorithm with 
LPTA+ [5], in terms of query processing time and query result accuracy under 
different settings. We implemented our three algorithms, i.e., SFI, SFA and SFD, by 
using Visual studio C++ 2010 and ran the experiments on Window 7 operating 
system with Intel(R) Core i5-3470 CPU 3.2 GHz and 4GB RAM. For our experiment, 
we make use of USA Census data[9] containing 32,552 tuples. Properties of dataset 
are name, marital status, child quantity, sex, level of education, birth and earnings.  

Figure 4 and 5 shows the accuracy of top-k query result. In Fig. 4, when the value 
of k is 50, LPTA+ has 22% of accuracy while SFI, SFA and SFD achieved 92%, 90% 
and 91% of accuracy, respectively. Figure 5 shows the query accuracy of algorithms 
with varying the cache size from 100 to 500. When the cache size is 400, LPTA+ has 
55% of accuracy whereas our SFI, SFA and SFD achieved 92%, 90% and 94% of 
accuracy, respectively. This is because our algorithms compute the score of caches by 
considering the similarity of all attributes included in the query. On the other hand, 
LPTA+ obtains the query result by sequentially reading from materialized views, 
regardless of the similarity of enclosing attributes between a query and views.  

Figure 6 illustrates the query processing time of our algorithms with varying k (the 
highest ranked results) values. Here, we excluded LPTA+ because it requires whole 
database decryption for query processing and the query accuracy of LPTA+ is not 
suitable to meet the high quality of service. When k is 50, SFI, SFA and SFD require 
125, 1780 and 80 seconds. This is because the score functions of SFI and SFD  

 

 
Fig. 4. Query accuracy with varying k Fig. 5. Query accuracy with varying cache 

size  

 
Fig. 6. Query execution time with varying k Fig. 7. Query execution time with varying 

number of query attribute
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compute the scores of cached data and compare them with the query view until finding 
k ranked tuples. The SFA shows the worst performance because it is performed by a 
trigonometric function requiring time-intense operation. Figure 7 plots the query 
processing times of proposed algorithms with the number of attributes ranging from 2 to 
4. When the number of attribute is 3, our SFI, SFA and SFD algorithms require 0.5*10-
7, 1.7*10-7 and 0.5*10-7 seconds, respectively. As a query has more number of 
attributes, the number of candidate tuples for the comparison is increased. This incurs 
high computational cost and slows down the query processing procedure.  

5 Conclusion 

We proposed a top-k query processing algorithm based on cache view, which is 
executed on the encrypted database. To preserve the privacy of original data, we 
designed an index key generation scheme by using an order-preserving encryption 
technique. To improve the performance of top-k queries, we proposed a query 
processing algorithm based on a score function for calculating the similarity between 
a given query and the cached query. From the performance analysis, we showed that 
our scheme achieved up to 9 times better performance than the existing work, in terms 
of the query result accuracy. 

As future work, we plan to expand our top-k processing algorithm based on cache 
history to perform skyline queries. 
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Abstract. Influence of IT revolution represented by Internet in late 20th century 
keep growing with glaring development of computer and network performance, 
constructing cyber infrastructure. The paradigm has already changed education 
and life style rapidly. Especially, It affects behaviors of growing generation and 
learning style. Method of motivating interest of engineering and science is 
needed, reflecting growing generation’s learning style. Web contents also get a 
lot of changes with rapid propagation of web accessible devices like 
smartphone and tablet pc. Existing web contents were implemented only for PC 
and supplied same contents regardless of devices. For servicing contents fit for 
different mobile environment, same contents are developed for every devices. 
As a result, development duration is enlarged and maintenance expenditure is 
increased. To resolve these problem, we will develop interactive mobile 
learning environment for computational science simulation task processing in 
this paper. It is better than existing education based on experiment in that it 
enables user to access the service everywhere with mobile device and its 
maintenance expenditure is cheaper than existing laboratory maintenance. we 
need not to consider each OS platform because it uses web page platform. 

Keywords: Computational Science and Technology, Higher Education, 
Simulation, Mobile Learning. 

1 Introduction 

Influence of IT revolution represented by Internet in late 20th century keep growing 
with glaring development of computer and network performance, constructing cyber 
infrastructure. The paradigm has already changed education and life style rapidly. 
Especially, It affects behaviors of growing generation and learning style. Method of 
motivating interest of engineering and science is needed, reflecting growing 
generation’s learning style.  

Computational science and engineering research receives attention with glaring 
development of computing technology. Computational science and engineering now 
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has been important research method understanding and developing many applied 
research section. 

Students can understand many scientific concepts by computer simulation in 
education using computational science and engineering technology. Because it shows 
how knowledge learned in textbook is applied in research to students, It gives direct 
help to science and engineering education. Utilizing educational environment based 
on cyber infra developed for many computational science and engineering fields, we 
can efficially educate students called internet generation. 

Recently smart learning which is concept including mobility, individual education 
and bidirection in Elearning and Mlearning is aimed. smart learning is learning 
method learner centric, personalized, intellectual and communicational method based 
on learner and educational contents[2]. 

Mobile education’s rapid propagation was expected but it doesn’t propagate in real 
university education[3]. Web contents also getting a lot of changes with rapid 
propagation of web accessible devices like smartphone and tablet pc. Existing web 
contents was implemented only for PC and supplied same contents regardless of 
devices. For servicing contents fit for different mobile environment, same contents are 
developed for every devices[4]. As a result, development duration is enlarged and 
maintenance expenditure is increased. To resolve these problem, we will develop 
interactive mobile learning environment for computational science simulation task 
processing in this paper. It is better than existing education based on experiment in 
that it enables access to the service everywhere with mobile device and its 
maintenance expenditure is cheaper than existing laboratory maintenance.[1]   

2 Developing Interactive Mobile Learning Environment for 
Processing Computational Simulation Task  

Simulations using supercomputing, high performance cluster and grid computing are 
utilized not only for research but also many applied section such as education, society, 
medicine, economy, national defence[5]. Also many developed countries having 
simulation technology are trying to connect outcome of the newest scientific 
technology with education and research environment. 

Students can understand many scientific concepts by computer simulation in 
education using computational science and engineering technology. Because it shows 
how knowledge learned in textbook is applied in research to students, it gives direct 
help to science and engineering education. Utilizing educational environment based 
on cyber infra developed for many computational science and engineering fields, we 
can efficially educate students called internet generation. 

The interactive mobile learning environment in this research uses RESTFul Open 
API in middleware of EDISON[6]. 

EDISON is business servicing online simulation program for university student, 
graduate student and industrial practician to utilize the newest research outcome. It 
support stable user service, providing Computational Fluid dynamics, Nano physics 
and Chemical with supercomputer and super fast research network(KREONET) 
resource. 
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Fig. 2. 4.9inch(Galaxy S4)          Fig. 3. 9.7inch(Ipad Air) 

Figure 4 is capture of status check screen of simulation execution. 
Figure 5 is capture of visualization of simulation result with OneDplot. 

    

           Fig. 4. Simulation monitoring          Fig. 5. Simulation result visualization 
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3 Conclusion 

The past web pages used only simple text and images. And it also started utilizing 
multimedia for better quality.  

Recent web pages has a lot of multimedia contents such as video, flash, music and 
image. But these contents is only accessible through Plugin or ActiveX. Web browser 
companies give a lot of disconvenient to users and developers, making mismatch with 
other browsers by supplying nonstandard tags for users to use their browser. We 
introduce mobile learning environment for processing computational science 
simulation task using HTML5 interactive web to solve this problem. 

Interactive web means supporting mobile device resolution by transforming 
desktop web page. 

We need not to consider each OS platform because it uses web page platform. It 
provides equal service regardless of different mobile device. Also it supports each 
mobile resolution and it can reduces cost and period of development and maintenance. 
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Abstract. In this paper, we introduce a task scheduling methodology to help 
systems to resiliently maintain their availability and reliability. Particularly, this 
method can quickly improve system recovery from failures as well as achieve 
an optimized performance while considering the customers’ monetary cost and 
network condition. As comparison is made between our work and some similar 
existing approaches, apparently, it shows that ours has higher effectiveness and 
efficiency than the other ones. 

Keywords: Parallel computing, task scheduling, recovery time, big data, cloud. 

1 Introduction 

Nowadays, the emerging cloud computing (CC) model [9] is praised as an ideal 
replacement for the conventional computing models (e.g.: grid computing, clustering, 
etc.), in which multiple servers coordinate to achieve high performance, availability, 
and reliability of provided services and to efficiently schedule tasks for applications 
[4]. To make any cloud data centers to be more reliable, specific mechanism has been 
designed to handle failures should there be any of them occurring. Despite the fact 
that the probability of experiencing such failures in the lifetime of a server is 
relatively rare, it might be magnified across all devices hosted in the data center [5], 
resulting in considerable loss in finance and reputation of businesses, which could be 
as high as millions of dollar per minute [1]. Therefore, to deliver better services to 
customers, cloud-based infrastructures are expected to come up with failure-tolerance 
and resiliency, which implies that those systems can be quickly recovered from failure 
and restored to normal working state. Literally, there are two main categories of 
recovery time reduction methodology, including heuristic-based approaches [8, 6] and 
stochastic optimization [2]. In fact, neither is completely efficient because they have 
not yet considered users’ cost and network connectivity. 

One of the main targets of our paper is to mitigate the drawbacks of these two 
mentioned methods and takes them as foundation to introduce a novel algorithm in 
minimizing recovery time and in achieving an optimized performance of cloud-based 
systems. Additionally, to fulfil the above shortcomings, our work closely looks at the 
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aspect of user cost, so as to draw a reasonable and cost-effective model for system 
recovery. As such, quality-of-service (QoS) can be improved, and so is user 
experience. Our work includes numerous simulations in order to prove its better 
effectiveness and efficiency when compared against other existing methods. As 
primary contributions, generally, not only the time aspect, including execution and 
recovery time, could be optimized, but also a better cost-effectiveness model has been 
proposed.  

The rest of our paper has the following organization: Recent relevant problems are 
visited in section 2; Section 3 reveals the motivation behind the work, with a detailed 
scenario; Section 4 formulates the main problems and their proposed solutions; 
Section 5 is focused on the implementation and performance evaluation. Section 6 
concludes the paper and discusses possible future work. 

2 Related Studies 

There have been various studies that attempt to solve task scheduling problems in 
homogeneous and heterogeneous systems, where the sequence of the tasks 
(workflow) is popularly presented by a directed acyclic graph (DAG) as shown in Fig. 
3a. In [7], the authors propose a task scheduling approach for assigning processors to 
task graph templates prepared in advance. The limitation of this method is that it does 
not consider network contention. Sinnen et al. [8] present an efficient task scheduling 
method based on network contention, however the method does not take into account 
the monetary cost paid by cloud customers (CCs) for use of cloud resources.  
Authors in [10, 11] introduce a cost-efficient approach to select the most appropriate 
system to execute the workflow according to a deadline constraint as well as cost 
savings. However, failure of computing devices is not considered in their proposal.  

Zhang et al. in [3] introduce a solution to recover from failure according to check-
pointing in stream processing system. With this way, when the system has failure, it 
finds the closest ancestor node which is not impacted by failure to resume the results 
from the saved state in that node. In [6], the proposers present a scheme to reduce the 
recovery time in case of failure but they do not contemplate the cost of suppliers’ 
services. As much as we studied, no scheduling approach available already has 
concern both device failure and network contention as well as the cloud cost is 
conducted. Thereby, in this paper, we introduce a method to solve the above 
shortcoming. 

3 Motivating Scenario 

In this section, we discuss the importance and applicability of our work, by presenting 
relevant scenario. In a cloud datacenter, there are a lot of physical servers (PSs), 
which have capacities to host the processors, functioning as virtual machines (VMs), 
to solve some computationally intensive tasks. Whether each physical server is 
capable of hosting all processors or not, doing so is generally not recommended in 
order to avoid complete service unavailability in case outage occurs. There is one 
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network interface shared among the processors. Due to the high stability of network 
among processors in the local physical server compared with the Internet, the average 
data transfer rate of internal communication is always higher than that of external one. 
With regard to the transfer rate, existing schedulers try to utilize this high speed link, 
resulting in the fact that many dependent tasks are assigned to processors hosted in 
the same PS.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(a)                                              (b) 

Fig. 1. Motivating scenario 

Fig. 1(a) illustrates an example of task scheduling created by an existing approach 
which does not consider the failure of the system. In this scheduler, task v1, v2, and v3 
are assigned to processor P1 and P2 that are located in the same PS in order to utilize 
the high speed communication between processors. After task v1 and v2 are executed 
in parallel, task v3 can be processed on processor P1. However, if the PS on which P1 
and P2 reside fails, when task v3 is being executed, the results of all task nodes are 
lost. If we want to recover the results, all the tasks v1, v2, and v3 have to be executed 
again on another physical server. This may double time consuming as Fig. 1(b).  

Assume that all tasks in the critical path are assigned to processors in the same 
physical server, the worst case happens when a failure occurs during the time the last 
tasks are being executed and the entire set of tasks have to be executed again for 
recovery. The critical path here means the longest execution path between the 
beginning task and the ending task of the workflow and this greatly influences the 
completion time of the DAG [6]. Hence, the tasks in the critical path should be 
distributed among processors residing in different PSs to improve the recovery time, 
though this may increase overhead due to inter-processor communications. 
Consequently, our paper tries to reduce that overhead as much as possible to deal with 
the following issues: Scheduling tasks to minimize the execution time in regular 
operation and, in case of failure, to reduce recovery time while considering the 
contention and the cloud cost.  

4 Problem Formulation and Solution 

In this section, we first define the terms used and then formulate the problem. 
Task scheduling on a target system is defined as the problem of allocating the tasks 

of an application to a set of processors in order to minimize total execution time. 
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Thus, the input of task scheduling includes a task graph and a process graph. The 
output is a schedule representing the assignment of a processor to each task node. 

Definition 1. A task graph, e.g. as in Fig. 2(a), is represented by a DAG, G =(V, E, 
w, c), where the set of vertices V ={v1,v2,...,vk} represents the set of parallel subtasks, 
and the directed edge eij = (vi,vj )∈E describes the communication between subtasks vi 
and vj, w(vi) associated with task vi ∈V represents its computation time and c(eij) 
represents the communication time between task vi and task vj with corresponding 
transferred data d(eij). We presume that a task vi without any predecessors, prec(vi)=0, 
is an entry  task ventry, and a task that does not have any successors, succ(vi) =0, is an 
end task vend . The task consists of workload wli, which delimits the amount of work 
processed with the computing resources. Besides, it also contains a set of preceding 
subtasks prec(vi) and a set of successive subtasks succ(vi) of task vi, ts(vi,Pj) denotes 
Start Time and w(vi, Pj) refers to the Execution Time of task vi∈V on processor Pj. 
Hence, the finish time of that task is given by tf(vi, Pj)= ts(vi, Pj)+ w(vi, Pj). 

 

 

 

 

 

                                (a)                                                                        (b) 

Fig. 2. A sample DAG and a processor graph  

Suppose that the following conditions are satisfied:  

Condition 1. A task cannot begin its execution until all of its inputs have been 
gathered sufficiently. Each task appears only once in the schedule. 

Condition 2. The ready time tready(vi, Pj) is the time that processor Pj completes its 
last assigned task and be ready to execute task vi. Therefore, 

            
      (1) 

where exec(j) is a set of tasks executed at processor Pj, tf(ezi) = tf(vz)+c(ezi). 
Condition 3. Let [tA,tB]∈[0,∞] be an idle time interval on processor Pj in which no 

task is executed. A free task vi ∈ V can be scheduled on processor Pj within [tA,tB] if 

                                                                       (2) 
 

 Definition 2. A processor graph TG=(N,D) demonstrated in Fig. 2(b) is a graph 
that describes the topology of a network between vertices (processors) that are cloud 
VMs. In this model, N is the finite set of vertices, and a directed edge dij ∈ D denotes 
a directed link from vertex Pi to vertex Pj with Pi,Pj∈N. Each processor Pi controls the 
processing rate pi and bandwidth bwi on the link connecting it to other processors. 
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• Problem Formulation 
Let tt(s) be the total time of a schedule s. Entire schedule is denoted en(s,v) with 
schedule s  is executed and a failure happens at task v. Our purpose is to try to find 
and move the last tasks in the critical path over multiple machines to minimize the 
execution time before failure and recovery time and avoid the worst case. That means 
finding the schedule s such that  

                                                                                    (3) 

• Proposed Approach 
This section shows some assumptions for the proposed method. Given a task graph G 
= (V, E, w, c) and the processor graph TG=(N,D), our approach has two steps:   

 Determining the task priority  
In this step, each task is set a priority based on the upward rank value of this task in 
the task graph. Here, a priority of a task vi is estimated by the length of the critical 
path leaving the task. Recursively defined, the priority value pr of a task vi is as: 

 
(4) 

 
where      is the average execution time of task  vi  and       is the average 
communication time between task vi and vj, correspondingly:  

 
              ,                                                                                (5) 

 

with n is the number of processors in the cloud environment. 

Finally, we sort all tasks with a descending order of pr, which is the length of 
remained schedule, whose benefit is to provide a topological order of the tasks.  

 Choosing the most appropriate processor to execute the above tasks  
The start time of a task is defined when the last preceding task is completed. 

Thence, to determine that start time, the earliest idle interval [tA,tB] on processor Pj 
has to be searched and found to satisfy condition 2 and condition 3. As a result, the 
start time ts of task vi on processor Pj is set as: 

 
(6) 

      
Thus, Earliest Start Time (EST) of a task vi executed on a processors Pj is 

computed as follows: 
(7) 

                                                
where            is the communication time between processors Pk and Pj defined as:  
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Here,        is the amount of input data stored at processor Pk and used for executing 
task vi and dozi is amount of outgoing data executed from Pk  then transferred to Pj. 
Therefore, Earliest Finish Time (EFT) of the task vi is calculated as:  

   (9) 
 
In addition, the algorithm also considers the cost paid by cloud customers to 

execute the tasks. The cost C(vi,Pj) for task vi  executed at a VM Pj is defined by: 
(10) 

 
In equation (10), each cost is calculated as follows: 

Cost of processing is expressed as: 
                                             

(11)    
where c1 is the processing cost per time unit on processor Pj with processing rate pj .  
Let tmin be the finish time of the task which is completed first out of the parallel tasks 
and there is no available task after this one, c2 be the waiting cost per time unit and ti  
be the finish time of the task vi. Then the cost of waiting time is as: 

 
                                   (12)    

Suppose that the amount of money per time unit for transferring outgoing data 
from processor Pj is c3, then the cost of communication time is defined as follows: 

                                                                      
                                                                                                                              (13) 

           
Let c4 be the storage cost per data unit and sti be the storage size of task vi on 

processor Pj . Then the storage cost of task vi on processor Pj is calculated as: 
(14) 

 
Further, we compute the cost of using the memory of processor Pj for task vi as: 

(15) 
 
where smem is the size of the memory used and c5 is the memory cost per data unit. 

Using these costs, we can calculate a utility function that computes the tradeoff 
U(vi,Pj) between the cost and EFT to determine the most appropriate processor, which 
is the one obtains the minimum value of this tradeoff, as follows: 

 
(16) 

5 Implementation and Analysis 

This section attempts to justify the proposed approach, the Contention-Cost aware 
Scheduling algorithm (CCaS), by applying numerical simulations to evaluate and  
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compare its performance with other methods, in terms of monetary cost and network 
bandwidth. The compared methods include the well-known Contention-aware 
Scheduling (CaS) algorithm [8], which considers only network contention; the Greedy 
Cost Reduction algorithm (GCR) which merely concerns the cost; and the Interleaved 
Scheduling method (IS), which allocates tasks across multiple processors of all PSs, 
according to only EFT. All the parameters in the simulations are different task graphs 
G=(V, E, w, c), processor graph TG=(N,D) as shown in Table 1. We developed the 
simulations on Java with JDK-7u7-i586, Netbeans-7.2 by using CloudSim [11].  

Table 1. Characteristics of the target system 

Parameter Value 
Topology model LAN, fully connected 
Operating system Windows 7 professional 

Number of processors [5, 30] 
Number of tasks [20, 90] 
Processing rate [10, 750] 

Bandwidth [10, 100, 512, 1024] Mbps 
Cost per a time unit executed on processor Pj [0.1, 0.5] 
Cost per outgoing data unit from processor Pj [0.2, 0.6] 

 
The following figures illustrate obvious differences between simulated scenarios. 

In an environment with no failure as shown in Fig. 3(a), the GCR produces the worst 
case in terms of schedule length, CaS obtains the best result while the IS algorithm 
and our approach are in the middle, with our method being generally better than IS 
and GCR (by 14% and 26% respectively) as the number of tasks increases. However, 
in Fig. 3(b), when the system has a failure that increases the recovery time since some 
physical machines have to restart. Processing time of the workflow also increases in 
this case because some task nodes’ results are lost and must be reacquired. Our 
proposal produces a workflow schedule with better performance than others 
regardless of the number of tasks. Particularly, it achieves a greater than 20% and 
35% increase in speed compared with the CaS and GCR respectively.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                     
(a)                                                                        (b) 

Fig. 3. Schedule length comparison (a) without failure and (b) with failure  
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(a)                                                                          (b) 

Fig. 4. Cost comparison (a) without failure and (b) with failure  

Regarding the monetary cost, in case of no failure illustrated in Fig. 4(a), although 
CaS provides the best performance, it has the highest cost, while the opposite is true 
for GCR. Our solution is balanced between schedule length and cloud cost. The CCaS 
has a slight economic advantage compared with IS. In fact, when compared with CaS, 
our method can save about 17% cost for CCs while performance reduction is not 
greater than 19%. Nonetheless, under failure occurrence, if number of tasks increases, 
the CaS requires the highest monetary cost, the GCR is intermediate and the proposed 
method has the lowest cost as Fig. 4(b). Notably, the cost of our approach is 24% less 
than the cost of the CaS and saves 18% when compared with the GCR cost. 

6 Conclusion 

The paper presents a novel methodology in optimizing cloud-based infrastructure, 
with focus placed on availability, reliability and resiliency of cloud services. In 
particular, contributions of the paper includes a new task scheduling algorithm in 
order to maximize performance of cloud-based services and applications while 
minimizing recovery time in case of failures. Besides, the research considers both 
aspects of user cost and network condition in order to determine a finically and 
operationally optimized solution of high performance with low cost. As future work, 
the proposed solution can be run under various platforms and simulation 
circumstances to achieve higher reliability and performance. 
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Abstract. This paper designs an interaction mechanism for the service 
architecture of electric vehicle information systems, focusing on a tour 
scheduler capable of reducing waiting time involved in battery charging. A 
common database table coordinates the interaction between the cost estimator 
which preprocesses traffic information and the tour scheduler which executes a 
variant of traveling salesman problem solver. According to the criticality of the 
link cost change, the cost update propagates to the tour scheduler and thus 
mobile applications either in periodic or an event-driven manner. Each entity, 
implemented in its own language for better development and run-time 
efficiency, exchanges message with specific database connectivity and object 
access protocols, for the sake of implementing a specific information service. 
The interaction design opens a way for diverse entities to collaborate to 
implement a new information service. 

Keywords: electric vehicle, information service architecture, database 
connectivity, interaction coordination. 

1 Introduction 

Intelligent computer algorithms are very important for EVs (Electric Vehicles) to 
overcome their drawbacks in long charging time and short driving range. To make 
smarter EV information systems, it is necessary to incorporate a variety of 
information and to coordinate the interaction between diverse entities [1]. Each entity, 
implemented in its own programming language, processes its data and shares the 
results with other ones by storing at and retrieving from centralized or distributed 
database. Particularly, the EV information system is comprised of so many 
heterogeneous entities including mobile terminal applications, high-end computing 
servers, diverse information handlers, sensor applications, and so on [2]. Here, a 
single service can be implemented by combining a set of relevant objects and it is 
necessary to elaborately define their interaction scenarios for a given goal. 

One of the most promising EV services is tour planning, which is useful for EVs 
visiting multiple destinations beyond their battery capacity [3]. A tour plan tells a 
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visiting order and where to charge. For this service, the inter-destination cost, which 
can be driving length or battery consumption, must be known in priori. The cost is 
usually estimated according to the real-time traffic change, be it regular-basis or 
event-triggered. In addition, some information like selectable destinations can be also 
updated, even not so frequently, and the updated information is needed to propagate 
to mobile terminal applications. They can automatically update the change in the 
application initializing phase. In this regard, this paper presents an EV service 
framework and designs a coordination mechanism for tour scheduling service 
applications. Moreover, essential information such as the locations, availability, type 
(AC or DC) of chargers must be retrieved for more elaborate planning. 

2 Paper Preparation 

Figure 1 depicts the service architecture, which is evolved from our previous work [4]. 
The tour schedule service decides a visiting order minimizing the waiting time for the 
set of destinations selected by an EV driver. The schedule engine runs a variant of TSP 
(Traveling Salesmen Problem) solvers for the given requirement, such as an additional 
place recommendation or multiday schedule generation in response to the user request 
issued in mobile terminals [5]. For better efficiency by preprocessing, the set of 
selectable destinations is fixed. It brings tremendous overhead if we calculate the inter-
destination distance without any preprocessing every time a request is issued. The cost 
estimator runs the shortest path algorithm to build a cost matrix containing the distance 
between every pair of selectable destinations. A mobile application, running on the 
Android operating system, not only provides a user interface by which EV drivers pick 
destinations but also displays the calculated route on the map. 

Electric Vehicle Information Infrastructure

MySQL DB
JDBC

Cost Estimator

ODBC

Traffic Information

SOAP

TSP Engine

Android App.

 

Fig. 1. Service architecture 

Each entity interacts with each other via MySQL, which stores the cost matrix, 
road network, and other information acquired from the underlying EV information 
infrastructure. The cost estimator stores the cost matrix via JDBC (Java Database 
Connectivity) interfaces. Here, the table can be altered when the selectable set 
changes. The change in this set or cost due to a critical traffic accident must promptly 
propagate to the tour scheduler. Basically, the scheduler, implemented in C#, 
periodically retrieves the cost matrix from MySQL via ODBC (Open Database 
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Connectivity). Even though the C# program running on the .NET platform extends 
the execution time, the enhanced interoperability outweighs it. However, the cost 
estimator directly notifies critical events to this server. In addition, the mobile 
application interacts with the tour scheduler via well-defined web service protocols. 
This interaction scenario is summarized in Figure 2. 

Regular update

Terminal
Mobile

Change in set

Boot−up check

MySQL

Push

Cost
Estimator

Sensored

Critical

Change

Change

 

Fig. 2.SoC stream plotting 

3 Service Extension 

For a more sophisticated service design, a variety of information is given to the 
database. One of the most necessary information for EV tour scheduling is charging 
facility distribution and the current availability of respective chargers. Our project team 
builds a charging facility monitoring system, making it possible to integrate current 
charger status to a tour-and-charging schedule, as shown in Figure 3. Particularly, DC 
chargers are now being deployed in the EV service area for fast charging, in spite of 
sharp and unpredictable load increase in the grid [6]. The locations of DC chargers and 
their current availability (or reservation status) must be available in the database for the 
TSP engine to generate a more efficient schedule [7]. Here, the tour schedule is 
recommended to include at most a single DC charger a day not to shorten the battery 
life. Hence, charger status information is inserted into the MySQL database and 
retrieved by a spatial query. Specifically, the set of candidate DC chargers is first 
selected and then each one is evaluated with the set of feasible visiting orders. 

Service

Chargers

Governmental facilities

Authority
Management

System
Req./Rep.

Chargers

Civil facilities

Charger monitoring middleware

Web service

Database

Req./Rep.

Application

 

Fig. 3. Cooperation with charging facility DB 
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4 Conclusions 

Advanced information technologies are essential to the penetration of EVs, alleviating 
their inconvenience in battery charging. It is advantageous that diverse entities, 
developed in their own environments collaborate to achieve a common goal, while the 
database-centric information sharing is most widely-used and efficient. In our tour 
schedule service, the cost estimator stores the cost matrix in the MySQL via JDBC, 
while the scheduler engine retrieves through ODBC. The DB application periodically 
fills the relevant tables from external services such as charging facility monitoring. 
The cost change propagates to the scheduler and mobile applications according to the 
criticality of the event. With this architecture, more information-centric services can 
be implemented for smart EV driving. 

As future work, we are planning to integrate more information either by direct 
cooperation or by delayed updates with EV tracking systems, rescue systems, and EV 
dispatch systems. It will make it possible to build an EV-specific information portal 
which provides every one-stop service necessary for EVs. 
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Abstract. This paper proposes a novel method that enables location sensing for 
a mobile object by utilizing deployed passive UHF Radio Frequency 
Identification (RFID) tags and a stationary RFID reader. In order to estimate the 
mobile object location, the proposed method utilizes the second order under 
damped system based tag to tag interference model. The empirical study using 
RFID systems and a mobile robot verifies the effectiveness and performance of 
the proposed method. 

Keywords: Tag Interference, Object Tracking, Passive UHF RFID. 

1 Introduction 

In many location based service (LBS) applications, an accurate real time location 
sensing is a fundamental and critical function to provide the application’s own goals. 
In a decade, several RFID based localization methods have been proposed for a 
mobile object in the monitoring area [2]. However, in our best knowledge, there is 
any approach that uses stationary passive UHF RFID for real-time localization 
system, since it cannot guarantee a minimum requirement of accuracy of the LBS 
application due to passive UHF RFID system’s negative characteristics such as 
multipath and easy interference by background noise.  

In this paper, we propose a novel mobile object localization method, which is 
considered simplicity, cost efficiency, and accuracy, using homogeneous and 
stationary passive UHF RFID. 

2 Tag to Tag Interference Based Location Sensing 

2.1 Impact of Tag to Tag Interference  

Since a passive RFID tag approaches a certain existing tag, as a reference tag, the 
reference tag’s IC impedance is significantly affected, and the tag’s backscattered 
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signal strength is changed [1]. A metal tag antenna impacts to an adjacent tag’s 
backscattered signal strength, when the tag places in certain distance. Figure 1 shows 
our empirical results about the impact of tag to tag interference in 2-D space under 
ideal and practical conditions. Distance between the reader antenna and the reference 
is set 200cm, and the reader antenna, with 10° orientation, height is 100cm from the 
ground. RSSI of reference is initially -57.7dBm without the mobile tagged object’s 
interference, and the volume of RSSI is substantially changed by the relative distance 
of the existence of the mobile tag as shown in Figure 1 (b). According to an 
observation of the empirical results, the fluctuation of RSSI variation under tag-to-tag 
interference shows a sine wave form with exponential decay depending on the tag to 
tag distance under both experiment conditions, and it is represented by a second order 
under-damping system as followed [3]:  

 0)()(2)( 2
0

.

0

..

=Δ+Δ+Δ rssirssirssi CCC ωζω   (1) 

where Δ denotes an Euclidian distance between tags, ζ is the damping factor, and ω0 
denotes the un-damped natural oscillator frequency.

  

      
 

(a)                                  (b) 

Fig. 1. Impact of Tag to Tag interference under mobile object condition. (a) Test set-up in the 
anechoic chamber (b) Variation of reference tag’s RSSI. 
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Fig. 2. System model for RFID based mobile object localization 

2.2 Localization 

A monitoring area is covered by a stationary mono-static single UHF reader and its 
antenna. Total n of passive UHF RFID tags as references are deployed, and there is a 
RFID tagged single mobile object in the monitoring area as shown in Figure 2. The 
localization system estimates the spatial information of the mobile object per p of 
time interval. We assume there is no reference false positive interrogation. 

Let R denote the set of tag IDs of known references within the reader antenna’s 
coverage area, and RST denotes the set of the means of measured Received Signal 
Strength Indicator (RSSI) values for each reference. Whenever the system detects an 
invisible reference (as false negative reading case), which can be interrogated by the 
tag to tag interference, the system assigns the minimum reader antenna sensitive 
power for the invisible reference. 

An observation cycle index, i, is initialized to 0, and sequentially increased by each 
cycle. The system maintains the latest RS history within a given window size, w, 
which is used for calculating the variance of current target position. 
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Fig. 3. Flow Chart of the proposed location sensing technique 

1) Most Interfered Reference Group Selection Stage 

The localization system continuously activates the reader with certain duration to 
identify and collect reference and moving target tag IDs and RSSI values. Whenever 
the target moves near to or far from a specific reference tag, a trajectory of the  
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reference RSSI value shows the second order under-damping system due to a 
movement of target. Using this phenomenon, the system selects reference tags, which 
might be the most interfered references by the target, to estimate target location.  
With the use of RS history in the window, the system analyzes a degree of RSSI 
variation and its pattern to determine the level of interference for each reference. The 
main idea of the most interfered reference group selection is that the system estimates 
the currently most interfered area by the mobile target object. Instead of selection of 
an individual reference tag within the monitoring space as k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN), 
the most interfered reference group method selects a group in which members are 
spatially close. 

2) Localization Stage 

Using the most interfered reference group after ith interrogation cycle, the system 
estimates the mobile target’s location in the monitoring area. Weight of the reference 
tag among the group members is dependent on the level of encountered RSSI 
variation in w by the target tag. The weight can be calculated as follows: 

 ∑
=

=
GroupSize

j

i
j

i
sgi

sg

E

E
Weight

1

   (2) 

where E denotes a summation of encountered RSSI variation in w. The estimated 
target location (ex, ey) is calculated by the weight value and actual coordinates of the 
selected reference group member, sg. Figure 3 address the proposed mobile object 
localization algorithm using a flow chart.   

Table 1. Specification of System Setup 

Specification Details 
Reader SIRIT INFINITY 510  
Antenna Poynting Patch-A0025 with 6 dBi of gain 
Reference Tag 30 Alien Squiggle Gen 2 Passive tag s 
Target Tag Alien Squiggle Gen 2 Passive tag 
Mobile Object Single HEX BUG micro robot 
Frequency 915 MHz 
TX Power 30 dBm (1 Watt) 
Monitoring Area 100cm ×15 cm PVC form-board on the ground 
Antenna Location 80cm above the ground 

Environment    Ordinary office envrionment 
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(a)                                  (b) 

Fig. 4. Performance analysis. (a) Experimentation set-up under office environment. (b) Mean of 
estimation errors with various window sizes. 

  

Fig. 5. Comparison between the true path of the mobile robot and estimated position 
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3 Implementation 

In our simple experiment, 100cm × 150cm PVC form-board, as the monitoring area, 
placed in an ordinary office environment, and a single reader antenna covers the area. 
Total 30 of Gen 2 UHF Passive tags are uniformly deployed the monitoring area with 
25cm interval for references. Location sensing interval (as p), is 60 seconds. For a 
mobile object, we use HEX BUG micro robot, and a passive RFID tag is attached on 
the robot as shown in Figure 4 (a). All of detail test setup is addressed in Table 1. 
Additionally, a vision sensor captures the test-bed to find a true path of the robot. 
Figure 4 (b) shows the empirical results of localization for mobile target under 
window sizes. Figure 5 illustrates a comparison between the true path of the mobile 
robot and estimated position, when window size is set to 5. 

4 Conclusion and Future Work 

In this paper, we present a far-field passive UHF RFID based localization method to 
achieve simplicity and cost efficiency for mobile object tracking and localization. To 
tackle the major challenge of lack of accurate localization in passive UHF RFID 
systems, we present the tag to tag interference based location sensing method. The 
localization system performs average 15.34cm estimation error for mobile robot 
tracking. For the future work, the observed tag-to tag interferences between the 
mobile tag, as the target of interest, and the stationary tags, as the reference tags, have 
to be modelled. 
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Abstract. This paper addresses a high capacity and quality reversible 
watermarking algorithm for medical imagery which is directly applicable in 
medical scanners or PACS systems. After the characteristics of medical 
imagery are analyzed, a reversible watermarking algorithm using difference 
histogram shifting is modified. The watermark that is private information is 
inserted into the original image by modifying the difference histogram of 
adjacent pixels. After the watermark is extracted from the watermarked image, 
the original image is perfectly restored. The inherent overflow and underflow 
issues are solved by applying an error compensation technique. In experiments 
using various medical imagery such as MRI, CT and X-Ray, the performance is 
analyzed in aspect of capacity, perceptual quality and the reconstruction rates. 
Results show that the algorithm performs well for medical imagery. 

Keywords: Reversible Watermarking, Difference Histogram, Histogram 
Shifting, Medical Imagery. 

1 Introduction 

The security or privacy protection of medical scanners or PACSs(picture archiving 
and communication systems) is very weak against attacks. For medical imagery, we 
presents a high quality and high capacity reversible watermarking algorithm directly 
applicable in medical scanners or PACSs, where the private information is regarded 
as the watermark. The characteristics of medical imagery with the difference to 
general-purpose imagery are quantitatively analyzed and the efficient strategy for 
reversible watermarking of medical imagery is considered by analyzing depending on 
the technique of medical image scanning systems. 

Previous reversible watermarking researches studied for general-purpose imagery 
to increase capacity and perceptual quality [1, 2]. Histogram-based research which is 
one of common techniques achieves high capacity by repeating the watermarking 
process. Although these researches for general-purpose imagery from CCD or CMOS 
sensors can be applied for medical imagery, the specific designed algorithm will be 
more efficient because medical imagery has differences in the characteristics. 
                                                           
*  Corresponding author. 
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The primary requirement of reversible watermarking is high capacity and perfect 
reversibility. Also, the perceptual transparency is required. Recently, because of the 
wide usage of mobile devices having limited resources and computability, the 
complexity of the algorithm should be low [1].  

To satisfy these requirements, the presented algorithm is modified high capacity 
and high quality reversible watermarking using difference histogram shifting and 
error compensation [2, 3]. The difference histogram between adjacent pixels is 
calculated and the watermark is inserted by shifting this difference histogram. The 
inherent overflow and underflow problem are solved by using a location map and 
JBIG compression after applying error compensation technique [1, 4]. At watermark 
extraction, the inserted watermark is extracted from the difference histogram between 
adjacent pixels and the original image is restored. Differently from general-purpose 
imagery, medical imagery is used for doctors to diagnose the diseases of patients. 
Although the original image can be restored, quality degradation after watermarking 
can raise severe problems. To show the perceptual quality of the algorithm, the 
capacity with the perceptual quality is analyzed by increasing the repeat count from 1 
to 9 because it depends on the repeat count.  

The paper is composed of as follows. In Sec. 2, we analyze the characteristics of 
medical imagery and present a reversible watermarking algorithm. Sec. 3 analyzes the 
performance of the presented algorithm and Sec. 4 concludes. 

2 Reversible Watermarking for Medical Imagery 

2.1 Characteristics of Medical Imagery  

In general-purpose imagery, color images have 3 channel and 24 bits and gray images 
have 1 channel and 8 bits. However, the medical imagery is gray scale having 12 bits 
for each pixel. A pixel has an intensity range from 0 to 4091. To acquire general-
purpose imagery, the visible light during a specific interval is measured using CCD or 
CMOS sensors. For medical imagery, however, there are many techniques such as 
MRI, CT, and X-Ray. Also, they measure the emitted energy or the penetrated X-ray. 

Figure 2 shows the target objects of medical imagery such as human or animal 
body. In many cases, they include many noisy features and black regions or pixels 
which are usually background regions or do not belong to region of interest. 

In histogram-based reversible watermarking, after histogram is calculated, the peak 
location is searched. Then, this histogram is shifted to make an empty space for 
watermarking. Finally, the watermark is inserted by increasing or decreasing the pixel 
values corresponding to this peak location. Hence, in order to achieve high capacity, 
the number of pixels corresponding to the peak location should be large enough. 
Initial histogram-based reversible watermarking has considered the spatial histogram 
from pixel values themselves. However, this paper considers difference values among 
adjacent pixels to increase the peak value and hence the capacity. 

Figure 1 depicts the histogram from spatial domain (upper) and the difference 
histogram from adjacent pixels (lower). When we consider difference values between 
adjacent pixels, most difference values are near 0 because of locality. Therefore, the 
use of the difference histogram can achieve high peak and that lead to high capacity. 
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(a) MRI-Brain 
 

(b) CT-Bone 
 

(c) XRay-Brain  (d) CT-Cardiac  

Fig. 1. Spatial histogram and difference histogram for each medical imagery 

Especially, the profile of spatial histogram in medical imagery varies depending on 
scanning techniques or scanning objects. However, the difference histogram is almost 
similar and concentrated near 0 regardless of scanning techniques or objects. It means 
that medical imagery has large locality and that helps to achieve high capacity and 
remove overhead information about peak location. In general, background regions of 
medical imagery are meaningless to diagnose diseases and hence the strategy to 
separate objects and background will be useful to increase the perceptual quality.  

2.2 Watermark Insertion, Extraction and Original Image Reconstruction 

In our algorithm, a private information, the watermark, is inserted by modifying the 
difference histogram. Overall 4 steps for watermark insertion is as follows. 

(Step 1) Error compensation: For original image I, the predicted error pixel is 
compensated by considering the overflow and underflow possibility depending on the 
repeat count R. When the pixel value is larger than 65535-R, R is subtracted. When 
the pixel value is smaller than R, R is added. Then, modified pixels are marked in the 
error location map Om. Through this step, the error compensated image Ic can be 
calculated. Also, for the efficiency, this error location map is compressed by JBIG 
compression and inserted into the image itself as the part of the watermark. 

(Step 2) Difference histogram calculation: Using the error compensated image Ic, 
difference histogram H is created by calculating difference values between adjacent 
pixels. Also, an absolute difference image D(i, j) is calculated. 
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(Step 3) Histogram shifting and watermark insertion: To make an empty space for 
watermarking, the peak location MAXi in the difference histogram H is searched and 
shifted to the right direction, which means that all pixels larger than MAXi are 
increased by adding 1 (Hs = H + 1 if H > MAXi). Usually, the peak location will be 0 
in the probability. However, depending on the characteristics of imagery or repeating 
count R, this peak can locate at other values. Hence, this peak information is 
additionally transmitted for the watermark extraction.  

To insert the watermark, the pixels in the absolute difference image D(i, j) which 
correspond to MAXi are searched and modified as follows: (1) when the watermark bit 
is 0, the pixel value is not modified and (2) when the watermark bit is 1, the pixel 
value is added by 1. This inserting step is repeated depending on the repeat count R. 

(Step 4) Watermarked image generation: the watermarked image Iw can be 
acquired by applying the absolute difference image Ds(i, j) to the error compensated 
image Ic. Modifying Ic should consider the direction as follows, where Ico is the fixed 
point and Icp is the compared point with Ico in the difference image calculation.  
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To detect the watermark, the repeat count R and the peak location MAXi for each 
repeat are required. Overall 4 steps for watermark detection is as follows. 

(Step 1) Difference histogram calculation: From the watermarked image Iw, the 
difference histogram H and the absolute difference image D(i, j) are calculated. 

(Step 2) Watermark extraction: Using the peak location MAXi, the watermark is 
extracted as follows. (1) the watermark bit including the location map Om is 0 if D(i, j) 
is equal to MAXi and (2) the watermark bit is 1 if D(i, j) is equal to MAXi +1. 

(Step 3) Histogram shifting and image reconstruction: The difference histogram of 
the original image is perfectly reconstructed by applying the following histogram 
shifting and the absolute difference image Do can be restored. Also, the error 
compensate image Ic can be successfully reconstructed using Do where Iwo is the fixed 
point and Iwp is the compared point with Iwo for the difference calculation. 
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(Step 4) Error compensation: Using the repeat count R and the location map Om, 
the original image I is perfectly reconstructed by adding or subtracting the repeat 
count R depending on the location map Om. 

3 Experimental Results 

The performance of the presented algorithm is tested using MRI, CT, X-Ray images 
which are widely used in medical fields. Also, various objects are considered such as 
cardiac, brain and bone. Since the capacity depends on the repeat count, we have 
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changed this count from 1 to 9 and measured the reversibility, the capacity and 
perceptual quality. The watermark following uniform distribution is considered.  

To calculate the effective capacity, the overhead information size is subtracted 
from the calculated capacity. For perceptual quality, SNR and PSNR are measured. 
Although medical imagery has 12 bits or 16 bits for each pixel, display devices have 8 
bits depth for each pixel in gray scale and hence PSNR analysis is meaningful.  

Figure 2 depicts an original image, its watermarked image and its difference image 
after 8 bits format conversion. There is no perceptual quality difference. Especially in 
the CT bone, the watermarked pixels in background regions is almost equal after 8 
bits format conversion and the pixels belonging to the bone area are different. 

 

(a) CT Cardiac 

 

(b) X-Ray Brain 

 

(c) CT Bone 

 

(d) MRI Cardiac 

 

Fig. 2. Original image, watermarked image and difference image after 8 bits conversion 

In Table 1, capacity and perceptual quality is summarized depending on the repeat 
count R. The capacity gradually increases with the repeat count. Especially, the 
capacity of CT bone image drastically increases because it contains wide background 
regions. Also, this image has high SNR and PSNR values over 54 dB, which means 
that there is no difference in perceptual quality. 
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Table 1. Capacity and perceptual quality depending on the repeat count 

XRay-Brain image CT-Bone image 

R Capacity (bpp) SNR PSNR Capacity (bpp) SNR PSNR 

1 0.01bpp (2,938bits) 99.15 63.59 0.45bpp (119,144bits) 94.21 73.88 

3 0.03bpp (7,368bits) 89.69 58.88 0.91bpp (238,212bits) 84.80 69.11 

5 0.04bpp (11,320bits) 85.29 56.67 1.14bpp (298,051bits) 80.42 66.88 

7 0.06bpp (14,901bits) 82.38 55.24 1.36bpp (357,318bits) 77.47 65.28 

9 0.07bpp (18.292bits) 80.21 54.05 1.48bpp (387,480bits) 75.00 55.25 

MRI-Cardiac image CT-Cardiac image 

R Capacity (bpp) SNR PSNR Capacity (bpp) SNR PSNR 

1 0.06bpp (4,177bits) 98.73 62.96 0.02bpp (4,722bits) 99.48 63.32 

3 0.17bpp (10,966bits) 90.03 59.14 0.05bpp (13,660bits) 90.15 58.77 

5 0.25bpp (16,396bits) 86.21 57.79 0.08bpp (22,164bits) 85.95 56.78 

7 0.32bpp (20,695bits) 82.86 56.14 0.12bpp (30,431bits) 83.15 55.42 

9 0.38bpp (24,751bits) 80.68 54.99 0.15bpp (38,177bits) 81.14 54.38 

4 Conclusions 

In this paper, we presents reversible watermarking having high capacity, high perceptual 
quality and low computational complexity. After the characteristics of medical imagery 
are analyzed, the efficient algorithm is designed considering this characteristics and 
tested using medical imagery such as MRI, CT and X-Ray. Since the algorithm 
performs in the spatial domain, low complexity is achieved. Since the watermark is 
inserted by shifting difference histogram and that usually modify pixel values in a small 
amount, high capacity and perceptual quality is achieved. Using the private information 
as the watermark, the privacy and security can be efficiently protected. 
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Abstract. Previous page storage models do not show good performance in 
mixed OLAP and OLTP workloads because they are originally designed for 
only one of these workload types. Therefore, we propose a new page storage 
model for mixed OLAP and OLTP workloads which is based on column 
groups. We also present a dynamic page layout method that generates 
correlated column groups by analyzing the current workload and then 
dynamically reorganizes the data pages. The proposed page model shows a 
considerable performance improvement in the mixed workload environment. 

Keywords: Databases, mixed workload, page storage model, page layout. 

1 Introduction 

Traditional database management systems have been developed to work with one of 
the two different workload types, namely Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) and 
Online Transaction Processing (OLTP) [1]. OLAP concentrates on analytical 
operations over a large amount of data while OLTP focuses on read, write, and update 
operations over a small fraction of the data. Nevertheless, the distinction between 
OLAP and OLTP is becoming less meaningful as enterprise markets are moving 
toward the management and analysis of real-time big data where both of these 
workload types need to be processed efficiently at the same time [2]. Among many 
components of the traditional database systems that need to be redesigned for the new 
requirement, page storage model and page layout management are particularly 
important [3]. 

Row stores and column stores are the two most popularly used page storage 
models. The former model stores full data records sequentially and thus are suitable 
for OLTP workloads which usually request accesses to only a few records. The latter 
one stores multiple values of the same attribute continuously and thus suitable for 
OLAP workloads which typically require accesses to a few columns over a large 
amount of data. However, none of these storage models shows good performance 
with mixed OLAP and OLTP workloads. Therefore, in this paper, we propose a new 
Column Group-based page storage Model (CGM) to solve the problem. We also 
present a new page layout management method to get the highest performance 
improvement from our page storage model. 
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2 Background 

N-ary storage model (NSM) [4] is the most popular page storage model in relational 
database systems. NSM stores data records sequentially and is suitable for OLTP 
workloads. However, NSM shows poor performance with OLAP workloads where 
only a fraction of each record is required. Meanwhile, the decomposition storage 
model (DSM) [5] is a page storage model that partitions data vertically into sub-
relations. Each sub-relation contains the values of one attribute in a relation. DSM 
shows good performance when the query requires a single-attribute scan. However, 
DSM is not suitable for multi-attribute queries because the database system has to join 
the sub-relations to answer these queries. Partition Attributes Access (PAX) [6] is a 
page storage model that partitions the records within each page, storing together the 
values of each attribute in minipages. PAX thus does not increase record 
reconstruction cost significantly. Overall, these page storage models are static ones in 
which the page layout is fixed. Therefore, they are not efficient for dynamic 
workloads. 

3 The Proposed Page Model 

Fig. 1 illustrates our column group-based page model (CGM). CGM consists of 
subpages that stores values of correlated attributes. For example, consider a relation 
Movies (title, year, length, genre, studio) and a sample query as follows. 

SELECT title, length 
FROM Movies 
WHERE studio = ‘Fox’ and genre = ‘comedy’ 

To get the query result, the database system accesses studio and genre attributes in 
Movies and then accesses title and length attributes if studio and genre attribute 
values satisfy the query condition. The above query does not access year attribute in 
Movies relation. Therefore, we can group the correlated attributes in Movies relation 
by query access patterns such as Movies ({title, length} {genre, studio} {year}). 

3.1 Page Structure 

In CGM page model, each page consists of a page header and a set of subpages. The 
page header provides general information of a page, including (a) Page ID, (b) The 
number of subpages, (c) Offset array of subpages, (d) The number of attributes and 
the number of records, and (e) Attribute-subpage mapping information. 

Each subpage has a subpage header, an array that stores Item objects, and data of 
the tuples. A subpage header contains four location values, namely start, end, lower, 
and upper. The start and end fields have start and end offset values from the start of 
the page. The lower field points to the end of the Item array and the upper field points 
to the start position of the last tuple. Each Item object consists of an offset value and a 
length value of the corresponding tuple.  
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Each tuple consists of a tuple header and a set of attribute values. The tuple header 
has the number of attributes and tuple length. In addition, the tuple header has an 
object array that consists of value length and value offset of each attribute. 

 

Fig. 1. A CGM page model structure 

3.2 Page Operations 

A new data record is inserted if there is space available in the page. If there is no more 
space to insert data, a new page is created and the record is inserted into the new page. 
To search a record or a part of attributes in a record, the system finds the subpage to 
access by interpreting the page header. Then, it reads items and get data using offset 
and length values. For an update operation, if the new data’s size is equal to or 
smaller than the existing data’s size in the tuple, the operation is done immediately. 
Otherwise, the system must reorganize the page first and then update the data. To 
delete a record, the system removes the item entry in the item array. This causes 
fragmentation in pages. Therefore, the system periodically reorganizes pages by 
running page compaction. 

4 Dynamic Page Layout Management 

For our CGM model, we develop a dynamic page layout management system, 
illustrated in Fig. 2. The page monitor collects the names and selectivity of the 
attributes accessed by the query processor. In addition, it collects IDs of the pages 
accessed by the system when evaluating the queries. In short, the page monitor 
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collects and manages information that is necessary to create column groups of each 
page. Next, the page layout manager periodically extracts the efficient column groups 
from the current workload and provides the storage manager with column group 
information. To select the best column groups, the page layout manager requires a 
cost model and a column group selection algorithm. The cost model is based on cache 
miss so the page layout manager computes the number of cache misses when 
processing the workload. The process for extracting column groups is as follows. 
First, the page layout manager receives a page list accessed by query evaluation from 
the page monitor. Second, the page layout computes all possible costs about all 
possible attribute combinations and extracts the best column groups. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Dynamic Page Layout Management 

The dynamic page layout reorganizer periodically gets new column groups of the 
page from the layout manager and reorganizes the page. Note that, the page layout 
reorganizer does not reorganize all pages. Instead, it reorganizes only hot pages. A 
page is considered to be “hot” if the number of accesses is greater than a threshold. 
The dynamic page layout reorganizer consists of a candidate page manager and a 
candidate page reorganizer. The candidate page manager decides if a page is a hot or 
not. The selected hot pages are sent to the candidate page queue. The role of the 
candidate page reorganizer is to reorganize old pages. For the page reorganization, 
first, it reads a candidate page from the candidate page queue. Second, it reads a page 
header and checks if the current column group information is equal to the new column 
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group information. If the answer is “yes”, page reorganization is ignored and it reads 
the next page from the candidate page queue. Otherwise, the candidate page 
reorganizer starts reorganizing the page according to the new column group 
information. 

5 Performance Evaluation 

We compared the performance of the proposed CGM and the existing NSM and PAX 
models. All experiments were performed on a PC with 2.83 GHz Intel(R) Core(TM) 2 
Quad Processor and 4 GB of main memory. The operating system was Ubuntu 12.04 
64-bit with kernel version 3.5.0. The page size of all pages is 8 KB. 

Fig. 3 shows the performance of all storage models with OLAP workload. PAX 
and CGM are superior to NSM. It is because NSM reads all attributes to search for 
only one attribute, thus causes more cache misses than PAX and CGM. When the 
number of attributes increases, the improvement ratios of PAX and CGM over NSM 
also rise. CGM resulted in 36% faster evaluation time as compared to NSM. When 
the size of the dataset becomes bigger, the performance of PAX and CGM is also 
30% better than NSM. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Response time comparison with OLAP workload 

Fig. 4 illustrates the OLTP performance. Because PAX has to reconstruct the 
record with significantly high costs to search for data, its performance is worst among 
all models. With regard to the number of attributes (tested with 200,000 records), 
CGM is 16% faster than PAX. As for the number of records, CGM performs 6% 
better than PAX. 

 

Fig. 4. Response time comparison with OLTP workload 
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Fig. 5 shows the performance comparison with the mixed OLAP and OLTP 
workloads. CGM is superior to the other models because it consists of subpages that 
are optimized for the mixed workload and causes less cache misses. In summary, for 
the mixed workload, the column group-based page model shows the best performance 
while, for pure OLAP or OLTP workload, the performance of our model is 
acceptable. 

 

 

Fig. 5. Response time comparison with mixed workload 

6 Conclusions 

In this paper, we have proposed an efficient page storage model for processing mixed 
OLAP and OLTP workloads. To overcome the drawbacks of previous models, which 
are good for only OLAP or OLTP, we organize tuple data into subpages dynamically. 
Different subpages contain data of different column groups, constructed by analyzing 
the data access pattern. We also monitor page access, re-compute column groups, and 
reorganize the layout of hot pages periodically to improve the system’s efficiency. 
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Abstract. The IEEE 802.11 standard provides multiple transmission rates. 
When using multiple transmission rates, the capacity of wireless LAN 
improves, but the performance anomaly problem may occur. Cooperative 
communications were introduced to alleviate the performance anomaly problem 
with the help of relay nodes with higher transmission rates. Previous 
cooperative communications protocols are based on the IEEE 802.11 DCF 
MAC protocol. In this paper, we apply the IEEE 802.11e EDCA features such 
as TXOP and block ACK for cooperative communications. Simulation results 
show that the proposed protocol works well and improves network 
performance. 

Keywords: Cooperative communications, EDCA, WLANs. 

1 Introduction 

The IEEE 802.11 wireless LAN is widely used for wireless access due to its easy 
deployment and low cost. The IEEE 802.11 standard defines a medium access control 
(MAC) protocol for sharing the channel among nodes. The distributed coordination 
function (DCF) was designed for a contention-based channel access. The DCF has 
two data transmission methods: the default basic access and optional RTS/CTS 
(request-to-send/clear-to-send) access. The basic access method uses the two-way 
handshaking (DATA-ACK) mechanism. The RTS/CTS access method uses the four-
way handshaking (RTS-CTS-DATA-ACK) mechanism to reserve the channel before 
transmitting long data packets. 

The IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol cannot support quality of service (QoS) 
requirements. In order to support QoS in the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol, the IEEE 
802.11e has been standardized. It introduces a contention-based new channel access 
mechanism called enhanced distributed channel access (EDCA). The EDCA supports 
the QoS by introducing four access categories (ACs). To differentiate the ACs, the 
EDCA uses a set of AC specific parameters. The EDCA also introduces a TXOP 
(Transmission Opportunity) parameter to provide service differentiation and QoS of 
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the traffic. A node can continuously transmit multiple packets for the duration of a 
TXOP. In the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol, each data packet is immediately 
acknowledged after a successful transmission. The IEEE 802.11e MAC defines the 
block ACK scheme to reduce the ACK transmission overhead by integrating multiple 
ACKs. 

These standards provide multiple transmission rates, which can be changed 
dynamically according to the channel condition. When using multiple transmission 
rates, the capacity of wireless LAN improves, but the performance anomaly problem 
may occur [1]. In a wireless LAN, when a node gets an opportunity to access a 
channel, a node with lower transmission rate tends to occupy more channel time than 
a node with higher transmission rate. Therefore, when there are more nodes with 
lower transmission rate, then overall network performance decreases. That is, in a 
wireless LAN supporting multiple transmission rates, the network performance is 
affected by nodes with lower transmission rates. 

Cooperative communications were introduced to alleviate the performance 
anomaly problem with the help of relay nodes with higher transmission rates [2]-[6]. 
The cooperative communications are based on the fact that the transmission is much 
faster when sending data packets to a destination node through a relay node with 
higher transmission rate, rather than sending data directly to the destination node at 
low transmission rate. 

To the best of our knowledge, none of the existing work has focused on 
cooperative communications in the IEEE 802.11e EDCA. Therefore, we propose a 
novel cooperative MAC protocol for QoS enhancement in WLANs based on the IEEE 
802.11e EDCA MAC protocol. It is called ECC-MAC (EDCA based Cooperative 
Communication MAC). In the proposed protocol, the TXOP and block ACK features 
of the EDCA are applied for cooperative communications to improve network 
performance and to overcome overheads by reducing the number of control packets 
for multiple data transmissions. 

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the proposed ECC-MAC protocol 
is presented in detail. In Section 3, performance studies are carried out through 
simulation results. Finally, we draw a conclusion in Section 4. 

2 ECC-MAC Protocol 

We describe how to select a helper node and flow of packet exchange in subsection 
2.1, and then how to decide block ACK size in subsection 2.2. 

2.1 Helper Node Selection and Flow of Packet Exchange 

As shown in Fig. 1, each node maintains a table, referred to as the ECTable (EDCA 
Cooperative Table). A node overhears transmissions of packets such as RTS, CTS, 
DATA, and ACK by other nodes, and then updates its ECTable. The ECTable 
contains 5 fields. Data in the first field is MAC address of a helper node. In the time 
field, time of the last packet received from the helper node is recorded. In the 
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transmission rate fields, transmission rates (RS,H, RH,D) between source node S and 
helper node H, and between helper node H and destination node D are stored, 
respectively. In the last field, channel credit (CH) of the helper node is stored. The 
channel credit tracks the channel status of the particular helper node. This value is 
used to calculate the block ACK size, which is the number of data packets to be 
transmitted and to be acknowledged by a single block ACK. How to calculate the size 
is described in detail in subsection 2.2. 
 

 

Fig. 1. Format of the ECTable 

When there are data packets to send in a queue, a source node looks for helper 
node candidates in the ECTable. If there are one or more helper node candidates, then 
a node with the least packet transmission time is selected as a helper node. Packet 
transmission time is L/RS,H + L/RH,D. In here, overhead is omitted and L is the size of 
data packet in bits. 

Although the proposed ECC-MAC protocol has the similar procedure of 
exchanging packets to that of the CoopMAC protocol, it uses a different method in 
transmitting data packets. 

After selecting a helper node, a source node sends an RTS packet to the selected 
helper node. The helper node checks whether it can provide the service wanted by the 
source node after receiving the RTS packet. If so, the helper node sends an HTS 
(Helper ready To Send) packet. Finally, the destination node sends a CTS packet to 
the source node. 

After receiving the CTS packet, the source node sends several data packets to the 
helper node, which forwards the packets to the destination node. The destination node 
sends a block ACK packet to the source node and helper node. Fig. 2 shows the 
packet exchange procedure in the ECC-MAC protocol. 

 

    

(a) Control packet exchange            (b) Data packet exchange 

Fig. 2. Flow of Packet Exchange in the ECC-MAC Protocol 
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2.2 Block ACK Size Decision 

The block ACK scheme allows multiple data transmissions without an immediate 
acknowledgement separated by SIFS time period. The single acknowledgement 
packet, block ACK, is sent by a receiver for a block of data packets transmitted by a 
source. A block ACK size is the number of data packets to be transmitted without an 
ACK packet. 

A source node decides the block ACK size based on channel credit in the ECTable. 
Channel credit is the channel status of the selected helper node. The start value of 
channel credit is 50, which may be changed from 1 to 100 according to the status of 
the channel. This value can be changed by using the success ratio of packet delivery. 
The success ratio of packet delivery at helper node i is as follows: 

tx

ack
i N

N
Succ =            (1) 

where, Ntx is the total number of data packets sent from a source node and a helper 
node; Nack is the number of ACK packets. The value of Succi is located between 0 and 
0.5. For cooperative communications, a source node sends data packets to a helper 
node, which in turn sends them to a destination node. When receiving all data packets 
without error, the destination node sends ACK packet for each data packet. If there is 
no error as above, to deliver a data packet, it is necessary to send the data twice, while 
delivering ACK packet for one time. Therefore, in this case, Succ is 0.5. If there is an 
error, then it is necessary to consider the retransmission of the data packet, this value 
decreases. 

For the obtained Succi, the range of values is readjusted by using the following 
equation: 

520 −⋅= ii SuccrSucc           (2) 

where, x  is rounded off value of x and rSucci has a value between -5 and 5. A 

source node changes the channel credit (Ci) by using rSucci as follows: 

iii rSuccCC +=                 (3) 

By using the channel credit of helper node i, a source node decides block ACK size 
(BS) as follows: 

⎥⎥
⎤

⎢⎢
⎡ ⋅= MBS

C
BS i

100
         (4) 

where, ⎡ ⎤x  is raised value of x, and MBS is the maximum block size. In the 

denominator, 100 is the maximum value of the channel credit. 
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3 Simulation Results 

Let us discuss the simulation results of the proposed ECC-MAC protocol. To validate 
the proposed protocol, we compare them to the results of the CoopMAC protocol. In 
the simulation, nodes are randomly deployed within the transmission range of an AP. 
Data rate of each node is determined according to the distance to the AP. We use the 
TXOP limit of 8000us. Every node sends data packets to the AP. A constant data 
packet size of 1500 bytes is used. 

Fig. 3 shows the throughput based on the number of nodes. In the figure, PKT(n) 
means that each node generates n data packets at each packet arrival time. That is, the 
larger n value is, the more data packets are generated, and the larger the volume of 
transmission becomes. The proposed ECC-MAC protocol always shows better 
performance than existing CoopMAC protocol. In the ECC-MAC protocol, as PKT(n) 
is increasing, the throughput is also improving. This is because that as the larger 
PKT(n) becomes, the larger the number of packets generated by each node, and 
therefore the volume of transmitted data is increasing. However, as the number of 
nodes is increasing, the increase of the throughput becomes slower. As the number of 
nodes is growing, difference in the throughput of the two protocols becomes larger. In 
the proposed protocol, TXOP and Block ACK features of EDCA are applied to 
cooperative communications. Accordingly, it is possible to send multiple data packets 
with a backoff process and exchanging of control packets. In this way, the overhead is 
reduced, while the performance is improved. However, the CoopMAC protocol does 
not apply these features, it has larger overhead, and as a result, has poor performance. 
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Fig. 3. Throughput according to the number of nodes 
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4 Conclusion 

The IEEE 802.11 & 11e standards provide multiple transmission rates. When using 
multiple transmission rates, the performance anomaly problem may occur. 
Cooperative communications were introduced to alleviate the performance anomaly 
problem. None of previous cooperative communications protocols has focused on 
cooperative communications in the IEEE 802.11e EDCA. We proposed a novel MAC 
protocol, which applies the TXOP and block ACK features of the EDCA for 
cooperative communications. Simulation results show that the proposed protocol 
works well and improves network performance. 
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Abstract. This paper constructs a data processing framework for massive data 
streams created from electric vehicle-related business models, such as vehicle 
tracking systems, charger status monitor systems, and vehicle sharing services. 
Hadoop is employed to cope with the size and heterogeneity of spatio-temporal 
streams, while PIG provides a data flow style script interface. Focused on the 
currently available state-of-charge streams and charger operation status records, 
our framework converts the stream into Hadoop-readable format and makes a 
PIG script filter a core subset essential for further analysis required by battery 
consumption modeling and power demand tracing. By this framework, we can 
explore the massive amount of data which will be collected from our electric 
vehicle service system, possibly making it possible to design a new 
sophisticated consumer-friendly information services. 

Keywords: electric vehicle, massive data analysis, state-of-charge stream, 
charger operation records. 

1 Introduction 

Smart grid tries to achieve energy efficiency in power systems, taking advantage of 
sensor techniques, intelligent computer algorithms, embedded technologies, and the 
like [1]. Almost all grid entities, ranging from power generation to consumption, are 
always working devices and keep creating sensor data. Hence, a vast amount of 
sensor readings are being accumulated and need to be analyzed for the decision of 
control actions, the establishment of operation plans, and the development of 
consumer-friendly services [2]. Meantime, EVs (Electric Vehicles) are appearing as a 
peculiar grid entity in that they can move and are activated by the battery-stored 
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electricity. While driving, EVs creates spatio-temporal sensor streams including 
location stamps, time stamps, and battery remaining, or SoC (State of Charge). 
According to the increase in the number of EVs, the data set will explode and how to 
handle such massive data is becoming more and more important [3]. 

By the analysis of EV-generated spatio-temporal streams, we can catch up with EV 
distribution changes and decide where to build charging facilities over the service 
area.More importantly, it is possible to better understand the battery dynamics and 
develop an energy-efficient path-finding service [4]. The battery dynamics essentially 
depend on terrain effects, for example, whether an EV takes a plain, curved, or steep 
road. Accordingly, it is necessary to collect as many datasets of SoC changes as 
possible and find the common feature for major roads in the city. However, the 
problem lies in the unmanageable data size, so an efficient data processing framework 
is needed to solve this problem. It will employ well-known tools such as Hadoop and 
its subsidiary utilities [5], which will process raw data streams to temporally or 
spatially filter the meaningful subsets, making it possible to conduct the intensive 
analysis. 

Our project team has been developing efficient EV service solutions to alleviate the 
user-side inconvenience, especially in battery charging [6]. It covers an EV tracking 
system, an emergency rescue service, a charger status monitoring mechanism, and a 
battery consumption model. Upon completion, each component will keep creating 
sensor streams obtained by sensoring the target object status. It is easily expected that 
the amount of EV-related data will get soon enormous. Hence, it is necessary to 
develop an appropriate data management scheme capable of exploring the tremendous 
volume of sensor streams to find useful information. At this stage, the available 
stream includes SoC change records and charger status records. The first one is an 
instance of spatio-temporal streams and its main fields are latitude, longitude, and 
SoC. The second one is just a temporal stream, its main fields being the operation 
status and consumed amount. Basically, both have a time stamp and include many 
redundant data, which may be useful in the future. 

2 Data Processing Framework 

Figure 1 illustrates our data processing framework. To begin with, it is not necessary 
to explain about Hadoop, which is one of the most famous and widely used big data 
processing software in the world [5]. To easily invoke underlying Hadoop functions, 
we install PIG and program by means of data flow style scripts. Actually, the sensor 
stream is designed to be automatically inserted into the local database table. The 
analysis procedure retrieves the data and stores in a text file format readable from 
Hadoop. If necessary, for example, to be compatible with a complex data type 
supported in Hadoop, raw data are converted to a suitable format. Then, PIG scripts 
will filter the essential records necessary for the given analysis goal. In spite of many 
efforts for spatial analysis in Hadoop [7], they are not commonly used. In our data 
analysis, temporal and spatial inferences are equally important, so we separate the 
series analysis step from Hadoop. 
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Fig. 1. Framework architecture 

As for the SoC stream, each EV reports with a period of 1 second a record 
consisting of time stamp, location stamp, SoC, and other auxiliary fields such as 
altitude, speed, temperature, and so on [8]. First, it is necessary to extract only the 
field of our interest. The primary analysis goal is to trace the SoC change along a 
specific road, so first 3 fields are extracted by a basic filter command for those 
columns. Then, if the location stamps are equal for two records, the duplicated one 
will be removed by DISTINCTIVE option in the filter operation. To find a common 
SoC pattern out of multiple streams, which have different initial SoC values, each 
stream must be normalized. A PIG script can find the maximum and the minimum 
values for each stream, mapping the SoC values onto the range of (0, 1). Now, the 
raw data stream is converted to a new spatio-temporal series appropriate for further 
analysis such as artificial neural networks. 
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Fig. 2. Charger operation monitoring 

Next, the charger status monitor continuously captures the current charger 
operations. Basically, the static information, such as identifier, location, type, and IP 
address, is preregistered in the database table and also in the Hadoop-readable file. In 
addition, the alarm history is being accumulated, describing the occurrence time and 
the duration of an alarm condition. Each charger operation record includes the start 
and end time of charging, the amount of supplied electricity, the current price, the 
vehicle ID, and many others. Figure 2 plots the temporal change of the amount of 
discharged electricity to supply to EVs in the chargers-of-interest for the specific time 
interval. The x-axis is the time instant the charging operation has begun, while the y-
axis is the consumed amount. Here, the minute-by-minute consumption is calculated 
by adding the amount of energy spent in each charger. 

In addition, Figure 3 plots the number of daily trade statistics for the specific set of 
chargers. It tells that only a subset of chargers is intensively used currently, as EVs 
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users are concentrated in the downtown area. Such data retrieval can be also done in 
the traditional database, as it can create more compact tables by joining and filtering 
necessary fields. However, we think our system works more efficiently for the 
massive volume of sensor data, possibly scattered over the multiple storage servers. 
They can possibly have heterogeneous data organization mechanisms. 
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Fig. 3. Charging operation statistics 

3 Conclusions 

Like other cyber-physical systems, the smart grid will create a massive amount of 
stream data when the power network is fully in operation, as its components are 
always-working devices. In this paper, we have constructed a data processing 
framework for the spatio-temporal streams obtained from our EV service systems, 
mainly targeting at SoC changes and charger operation records. It converts the raw 
data stream into Hadoop-readable format and makes a PIG script filter core subset 
essential for further analysis required by battery consumption modeling and power 
demand tracing. As future work, we will combine spatial queries in our data 
processing framework, as EVs inherently move on the road network. 
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Abstract. As in the conventional databases, an index can be used to improve 
performance in MapReduce when processing OLAP queries with it. Regarding 
this, Hadoop++ suggested Trojan index to reduce network I/O by storing a 
partitioned data and its index together into a same data block, which is a data 
storage unit in MapReduce. However, this approach requires complex 
computation to put the data and index into the same block, from which index 
generation time can significantly increase. In this paper, we propose a new 
indexing method to resolve this issue. The basic idea of the proposed method is 
to insert the data and index into separate blocks, and force them to be co-located 
in the same node. Our experimental results show that the proposed method 
provides better performance than the existing indexing scheme, including the 
Trojan index. 

Keywords: MapReduce, Hadoop++, Trojan index, OLAP, co-location. 

1 Introduction 

Recently, Google's MapReduce (MR) has attracted substantial interest as a platform 
for data-intensive computing [1, 2]. The number of enterprises adopting MapReduce 
for online analytical processing (OLAP) is growing nowadays. For example, 
Facebook introduced Hive [3, 4] as a data warehousing system, which was built on 
top of Hadoop [5], the most popular open-source implementation of MapReduce. 
Walmart also adopted MapReduce to analyze users' interests from a huge amount of 
social media feeds [6]. 

On the other hand, many researches have discussed its inefficiency due to frequent 
local and network I/Os. MapReduce follows a data shipping paradigm [7], where 
many partitioned data blocks move along distributed nodes. Frequent checkpointing 
required for fine-grained fault tolerance also reduces efficiency of MapReduce. 
Regarding this, Anderson and Tucek [8] showed that Hadoop is scalable but achieves 
very low efficiency per node, less than 5 MBytes per second processing rate. In the 
same vein, Kim and Kang [9] showed that I/O cost accounts for about 70% of the 
total processing cost when OLAP queries are executed under the MR framework. 
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To resolve this issue, several studies have proposed methods utilizing indexes for 
I/O reduction when processing OLAP queries with MapReduce. Hadoop++ [10] and 
HAIL [11] can be categorized in this approach. In Hadoop++, its indexes, called 
Trojan indexes, are embedded into logical input splits (i.e., partitioned data inputted 
to mapper nodes). From this, indexing can be performed without modification of the 
Hadoop structure. HAIL was proposed to improve efficiency of Hadoop++ by 
conducting data loading and index generation at the same time. 

On the other hand, those methods require much care to put a partitioned data and 
its index together into an input split. This may degrade indexing performance 
significantly as the number of input splits increases. In what follows, we discuss a 
new indexing method to resolve this issue when processing queries on relational data 
(with schema) under the MapReduce platform. 

2 Backgrounds 

To perform a MR job, a data set should be loaded into the distributed file system 
(DFS) and partitioned into multiple data segments, called input splits. The size of an 
input split is typically 64 Mbytes. A master node picks idle nodes and assigns each 
one a map or a reduce task. Then, the following two steps are performed. 

1. Map phase: Each input split is assigned to a mapper. For each record in the 
split, the mapper applies a given map function and selects records satisfying its 
conditions. The selected records are stored in a local disk of the mapper. 

2. Reduce phase: After all mappers finish their jobs, each reducer reads the 
output records from mappers, and merges them according to their keys. The 
reducer then applies a reduce function to the merged data and produces final 
(aggregate) results. 

As in the conventional databases, indexes can be used in MapReduce to improve 
performance of query processing on relational data. A simple approach is to generate 
an index for a whole input data. But this approach may result in frequent network 
I/Os, because the index can be stored separately from its data. For example, suppose 
that an input data is partitioned into 3 splits and distributed to each mapper. Before 
the partition, an index will be generated from the input data. Then, it can be placed in 
any of the mappers or in a totally different node. In any case, at least two mappers  
are separated from the index, from which network transmission cost increases. For 
convenience, this approach is called a naive method in this paper. 

To resolve this issue, Hadoop++ introduced the Trojan index [10], where the data 
and its index are stored together into the same input split. However, in this scheme, 
partitioning of input data should be conducted carefully. For instance, input data 
cannot be divided evenly by 64 MBytes. This is because an input split must contain 
an index as well as its corresponding data segment. For each partitioned data, the size 
of its index can be different. From this, index generation and its injection (into a split) 
can be a time-consuming job when the number of input splits becomes larger. 
Actually, index generation time of the Trojan index is quite high, which will be 
discussed in our experiments. 
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Fig. 1. Comparison of three indexing approaches: (1) naive method, (2) Trojan index, and (3) 
proposed method 

3 Proposed Method 

3.1 Basic Idea 

The proposed method is similar to the Trojan index in that an index is generated for 
each partitioned data. On the other hand, input data is evenly divided (e.g., by 64 
MBytes) and inserted into each data block in our approach, where the block is a data 
storage unit in MapReduce1. Then, an index is generated from the partitioned data, 
and it is inserted into another block. These two blocks are grouped in the same input 
split, which can be viewed as a data transfer unit in MapReduce, and are forced to be 
co-located in the same node. From this simple variation, index generation time can be 
reduced significantly, because complex computation to adjust the data and index (to 
put them into a split) is not necessary in this approach. 

Figure 1 compares the three indexing approaches: the naive method, the Trojan 
index (in Hadoop++), and the proposed method. Let D denote input data, which can 
be represented as a union of D1 to D3 or a union of smaller data units from D1′ to D4′. 
In the figure, we assume that Di (1 ≤ i ≤ 3) has the same size that is equal to the 
maximum size of a data block, and is distributed to node Ni. Then, in the naïve 
method, Di is assigned into input split Si. In this approach, an index is generated from 
the whole input data, which is denoted as I. The index can be placed separately from 
its data, as shown in the figure. 
                                                           
1  A data block is different from an input split, which is a data transfer unit in MapReduce. As 

shown in Figure 1, more than one data block can be included in the same split. In principle, 
input splits are assigned to separate nodes. 
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In the Trojan index, the data and its index should be stored together into the same 
block. Let Ii denote the index generated from data Di. Then, in this approach, Di and Ii 
cannot be stored into a same block because their size exceeds the data block size. As a 
result, the smaller data unit, Di′ (1 ≤ i ≤ 4), must be used in this case. In the figure, we 
assume that the size of Di′ and Ii′ is smaller than the block size, thus they are assigned 
to Si together. Note that the size of Ii′ can vary according to its source data Di′. From 
this, much care is required in the computation of the best-fit sizes for the data and its 
index in this approach. 

On the other hand, the data and index can be stored in separate block in the 
proposed method. Therefore, Di can be stored in each block of Ni, as in the naïve 
method. Its index Ii is stored in another block. Then, it is forced to be stored in the 
same location where its data resides in. From this, both Di and Ii are located in Ni 
together in our approach. 

From the co-location of data and index, network transmission cost can be reduced 
in the proposed method (compared with the naive method). In addition, by 
maintaining separate blocks for them, index generation time can also be reduced 
significantly (compared with the Trojan index). In the next subsection, experimental 
results are provided that show the superiority of the proposed method. 

3.2 Experimental Results 

To see the performance benefit of the proposed method, experiments were conducted 
over a cluster consisting of 8 nodes; one was a master and the other 7 nodes were 
slaves. All nodes were equipped with an Intel i5-2500 3.3 GHz processor with 8 GB 
memory and a 1 TB hard disk, running on CentOS 6.4. They were connected via a 
Gigabit switching hub. For experiments, TPC-H benchmark [12] was employed, 
which has been widely used for performance evaluation of OLAP queries. The 
proposed method was compared with two existing approaches: the naïve method and 
the Trojan index in Hadoop++.  

First, we compared the time to generate indexes from input data in the three 
approaches. We varied the size of input data from 1 GB to 256 GB, and then checked 
its index generation time of each method. Its results are shown in Figure 2 (a), where 
the naïve method, the Trojan index, and the proposed method are denoted as NAIVE, 
TINDEX, and OURS, respectively. The indexing time is proportional to the input data 
size in all test cases. Especially, the time of the Trojan index steeply increases as the 
size increases. In the results, the proposed method provided the best performance, 
whereas the performance of the Trojan index was the worst. This shows that the 
strategy of how data and index are stored in data blocks gives significant influence on 
the performance of index generation.  

We then compared the query processing time of the three approaches. We also 
checked the time for each input size, as in the previous experiment. Its results are 
shown in Figure 2 (b). In this case, the naïve method shows the worst performance. 
This is because the method does not consider the co-location of the data and index, 
from which network transmission cost significantly increases.  
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Fig. 2. Performance comparison of the three indexing approaches, including the naive method 
(NAÏVE), the Trojan index (TINDEX), and the proposed method (OURS): (a) index generation 
time (left) and (b) query processing time (right) 

As summarized, index generation time of the proposed method was approximately 
2.5 and 10 times faster than the naïve method and the Trojan index, respectively. 
Also, its query processing time was about 3 and 1.5 times faster than the two 
approaches. These results show the superiority of the proposed method. 

4 Conclusion 

In this paper, we proposed a new indexing method to improve performance of OLAP 
query processing with MapReduce. In the proposed method, a partitioned data and its 
index are stored into separate blocks, and those blocks are forced to be co-located in 
the same node. By using the separate blocks, index generation time can be reduced 
significantly because complex computation to put the data and index into the same 
block is not necessary. In addition, by co-locating the blocks, network transmission 
cost can be reduced, which leads to performance improvement of query processing. 
Our experimental results showed that the proposed method provides better 
performance than the Trojan index in Hadoop++. Its index generation time was about 
10 times faster than the Trojan index, while the query processing performance was 
about 1.5 times better. 
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Abstract. The recent trends on the circumstances of the social donation is 
evolving and the ways of social donation activity or campaign are diversified 
depending on rapid shifts of state-of-the-art ICT technology, perceptual changes 
of the individual donor about donation, and the cultural diffusion of sharing 
economy services. The purpose of this study is empirically focused on that 
explores and defines the cognitive and behavioral features of millennial (the 
generation born between 1980 and 1993) generation people in the basis of three 
theoretical factors, ‘reputation’, ‘emotional satisfaction’, and ‘individual 
characteristics’ concerning the degree of involvement in gamification contents, 
so-called mobile game application of social donation program converging with 
ICT and sharing economy. For this, respondents surveyed are targeted on young 
people in their twenties who are experienced in mobile game and familiar with 
the smart devices and wireless network. To conclude, this study proposes the 
theoretical definition of three differentiated millennial consumer groups through 
hierarchical clustering analysis and a research framework segmenting market or 
consumer in a marketing perspective as a preceding research for future studies. 

Keywords: Gamification, sharing economy, mobile game, consumer 
segmentation, social donation, converging service, hierarchical clustering analysis. 

1 Introduction 

The social and cultural meaning and necessity of donation activity is importantly 
acknowledged in all ages. Today, the way and the range of donation activity and 
campaign are evolving and diversified on the strength of the development of 
information communication technology and the change of awareness and attitude of 
people about donation. Statistically, the current trend of donation shows that types of 
monetary donation has decreased during 2011 (84.3%) and 2013 (70.4%), on the 
contrary types of talent donation has increased from 6.4% to 9% and the number of 
voluntary donor has also increased from 20.7% to 25.4% during the same period [1]. 
It is shown differently according to environmental variables such as nation and 
ethnicity, culture and religion, social class, generation, and subculture [2]. 

The purpose of this study is, firstly, to propose theoretical framework of strategic 
market segmentation required for creating marketing communication tool, which can 
                                                           
* Corresponding author. 
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promote involvement of common public about donation activity, secondly, is to 
empirically explore the differentiated perceptual characteristics among three 
millennial generation groups about the so-called ‘gamification’ up-to-date donation 
programs converging mobile game and donation activity contents through a statistical 
clustering analysis in the basis of three factors of donor involvement including  
‘reputation (VIS)’, ‘emotional satisfaction (EMO)’, and ‘individual characteristics 
(IND)’. The individual respondents in their twenties (millennial generation) were 
selected as samples. These people are ‘baby boomlet’ generation who especially 
prefer computer or digital game and are skilled in handling the latest smart mobile 
devices or wireless communication network [2]. Lastly, the theme of this research, 
gamification, reflects the advanced donation trends that applies chronological changes 
as converging service among social donation, game, and ICT field. Further, in order 
to derive differentiated characteristic among groups based on some factors; the 
donation activity involvement, demographic and donation awareness and behavior 
characteristics, and intent to participation. 

2 Theoretical Background 

2.1 Social Donation Activity on Donations 

The dictionary definition of donation is indicated as, to provide money or goods 
without being paid, to help charity and public enterprises. Donation has meaning 
more than simply giving out goods as the value of donator can be expressed and 
performed through donation [3]. The meaning of donation is the passage to express 
citizenship and device to directly involve in change of social issues and solution [4]. 
Terminologies related to ‘Donation’ are ‘contribution, donation, and give’, however it 
is differentiated as first, there is clear subjectivity about purpose of use from the 
moment to donate money or goods, and second, what donator provides are hope to be 
used and reproduced as valuable resources. The types of donation are classified as 
main agent of donation activity, method of donation payment, donation program type, 
donation participation passage and method, and donation objective [5]. 

The trends of prior literatures focused on donation activity were mainly biased on 
the topic of citizen’s perceptual or attitude of donation. Lee et al. (2012) research 
suggested the method to spread donation culture and intensified the understanding of 
donation activity by searching passage to form donation activity of Koreans, from 
establishing donation activity model that combined donation motive and planned 
activity theory [6]. No (2011) suggested necessity of management method considering 
the reality of social welfare organization, through the research that donator 
management activity of social welfare organization has positive influence on 
awareness of donators and donation activity [7]. Kang et al. (2010) research provided 
practical implication to understand characteristic about population having donation 
loyalty among general public, and to raise loyalty based on this [8]. Moreover, as 
many researchers used research topic of donation activity, there are many researches 
about donation in a view of corporate and social responsibility, in other words 
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) of enterprises and its donation effect. 
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2.2 Gamification 

Gamification is defined as the method to approach friendly by substituting 
characteristic of game into general field, to solve problems easily by increasing 
engagement, and to increase efficiency of certain field [9][10]. Werbach (2012) 
proposed four success factors of gamification ‘motivation’, ‘meaningful choices’, 
‘structure’, and ‘potential conflicts’[11][12]. This research is focused on the current 
awareness of public about donation application that is connected as mobile. Through 
the mobile application similar to ‘TreePlanet’, in addition to the donation effect, the 
companies with cooperative relation can have advertisement effect as differentiation 
strategy as well as the recognition as a good company. Jeong (2011) research suggests 
mobile donation application which users can participate easily, using AR technology 
and QR code & Barcode recognition technology, as the users can practice and 
participate in donation by themselves [13]. 

There are various types of donation applications currently. ‘GiveTalk’ is an 
application where users install on the mobile and sign up, and after each phone call 
the donation page automatically shows up, then users simply choose and click on the 
donation click button. ‘Uniwalk’, the application of Unicef, is an application where 
users choose the character, and delivers the points collected by the distance of 
walking as donation to children. ‘Big walk is’ the similar concept as ‘Uniwalk’, 
however the walking time and distance, and calories are measured additionally, so 
users can also manage their health. ‘Freerice’ is a quiz apps that for each correct 
answer, 10 grains of rice are collected as actual food to extreme poverty children. 

3 Research Methodology and Design 

3.1 Data Collecting and Measurement Items 

In a view of empirical study, this research performed the awareness and preference 
investigation of public about donation activity connecting to the mobile application. 
About donation program connected with mobile game application, in other words 
gamification, the survey was conducted for 161 of Y generation (the age of 20’s) 
people. The data were collected and analyzed using online questionnaire (Google 
Docs) and social network services (SNS). The measurement items were composed of 
demographic variable, donation activity involvement and participation behavior, and 
mobile gamification. Concretely, the involvement about donation activity was 
measured as the three variables, reputation, emotional satisfaction, and individual 
characteristics, as 7 point scale. IBM SPSS 20 version statistics package was used for 
data analysis; frequency and descriptive statistical analysis, cluster analysis, cross 
tabulation, and one-way analysis of variance. 

3.2 Descriptive Statistics and Frequency 

This empirical research investigated to segment Millennials Y-generation people 
according to the degree of each respondent’s donation activity involvement including 
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three variables; reputation, emotional satisfaction, and individual characteristics and 
to explore differentiated features among clustered groups. These young people called 
Y-generation is very accustomed with utilization of emerging IT devices and wireless 
network communications. Firstly, demographical items of samples include gender, 
age, education status, income, occupation, religion, residential, and preferred 
electronic device etc. The distribution of gender showed that male (59.6%) showed 
higher statistics than female (40.4%). In terms of religion, it was shown as None 
(50.9%), Christian (27.3%), and Buddhist (11.2%). Lastly, household income 
distribution was found to be less than 2 million KRW (51.6%), more than 5 million 
(16.1%), and 2-3 million (11.8%). Secondly, next measurable items are composed of 
respondents’ individual characteristic of social donation activity.  

There is a difference between the ‘positive’ response and ‘negative response’ 
concerning the interest of social donations activity, with ‘positive’ answers 
outnumbering ‘negative’ at least 7 (140, 86.9%) to 1(21, 13.0%). On the other hand, 
positive respondents on the degree of donation activity (54, 33.5%) were almost 
double the figure than negative respondents (30, 18.6%). Neutral respondents (77, 
47.8%) took highest statistics, also most of respondents answered that donation is 
valuable (124, 77.0%) and involves important meanings (115, 71.4%).  

4 Results 

4.1 Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) 

This research carried out factor analysis of three latent factors; visible effect 
(reputation), emotional effect, and personal propensity variables. <Table 1> shows the 
result of the exploratory factor analysis and is the result of hierarchical clustering 
analysis and one-way ANOVA. Group 1 (65 people), Group 2 (25), Group 3 (69) 
were verified with statistical significance in the significant level of F-, p-value (0.000) 
of above three factors. In order to segment group according to reputation, emotional 
satisfaction, and individual characteristics variable concerning each respondent’s 
involvement and awareness about gamification donation program. Hierarchical cluster 
analysis applied Ward method and Euclidean distance.  

Table 1. Factor analysis and Clustering Samples Based on one-way ANOVA 

Donation type Cluste
r 

N Mean Std. Deviation F/Pvalue Cronbach’s a 

Reputation and 
Visual Benefit(VIS) 

1 67 4.3184 0.63943 96.612/ 
0.000 

0.771 
2 25 2.0267 0.75719 
3 69 2.5604 1.07784 
Total 161 3.2091 1.28982 

Emotional 
Satisfaction (EMS) 

1 67 3.5622 1.4476 127.227/
0.000 

0.922 
2 25 3.8533 0.53645 
3 69 1.4928 0.55013 
Total 161 2.7205 1.36367 

Individual 
Characteristics 
(IND) 

1 67 4.8458 0.96979 23.712/0.
000 

0.774 
2 25 5.1733 1.134979 
3 69 3.7633 1.17449 
Total 161 4.4327 1.23201 

KMO(0.765), Χ2(705.040), d.f.(36), p-value(0.000) 
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To explore and define the characteristic differences among the three groups, we 
conducted a sequential cross tabulation, an one-way ANOVA, and a clustering 
analysis on the following variables; respondent interest in social donation activities, 
the degree of interest, the perception of valuable donation, actual donation 
participation or intention, attitude of donation request, and perception of gamification 
program to donate through mobile gaming and user experiences. All variables were 
verified as statistically different between groups at the 95% significant level. 

If community members are distributed by one-way ANOVA, cross-tabulation 
results are summarized as follows. First, cluster 1 show the highest value of reputation 
factor (4.3184) when compared to other clusters. Looking at the characteristics of 
these specific samples, respondents whose income is more than 5million KRW 
showed comparatively many. As a result, cluster 1 is aware of “Noblesse oblige”. 
Cluster 2 shows disposition of giving weight to emotional satisfaction. According to 
the cross tabulation, cluster 2 answered strong intention on duration of donating 
(88.0%) and donation has important meanings (88.0%) Group 2 was similar to other 
clusters, except ratio of Christian (32.0%) and university students (80.0%) ratios were 
higher. Cluster 2 has their emotional satisfaction by donating. Lastly, the third 
distribution compared with other groups, most responders’ household incomes were 
less than 200 million KRW (56.5%) and none religion (62.3%).  The community 
member results were lower than those of other groups on visible satisfaction (2.5604), 
emotional satisfaction (1.4928), and individual characteristics (3.7633). Overall, 
Group 3 had the low interest in community donation and negative gamification. 

Table 2. Cross-tabulation Analysis 

Criteria Items Cluster1 Cluster2 Cluster3 Total 
Freq.(%) Freq.(%) Freq.(%) Freq.(%) 

Donation involvement 
χ² =23.828, p=0.000 

Yes 63(94.0) 24(96.0) 9(13.0) 49(30.4) 
   53(63.8) 91(56.5) 
No 4(6.0) 1(4.0) 16(23.2) 21(13.0) 

Importance of 
donation 
χ²=20.776, p =0.023 

Negative 3(4.5) 0(0.0) 6(8.6) 9(5.6) 
Neutral 12(17.9) 3(12.0) 22(31.9) 37(23.0) 
positive 52(77.7) 22(88.0) 41(59.4) 115(71.4) 

Donation Program 
χ²=20.525, p =0.000 

Yes 17(25.4) 7(28.0) 6(8.7) 30(18.6) 
Willing to 30(44.8) 13(52.0) 21(30.4) 64(39.8) 
No 20(29.9) 5(20.0) 42(60.9) 67(41.6) 

Duration 
χ² =48.708, p=0.000 

Negative 10(15.0) 0(0.0) 33(47.8) 43(26.7) 
Neutral 21(31.3) 3(12.0) 17(24.6) 41(25.5) 
Positive 36(53.7) 22(88.0) 19(27.5) 77(47.8) 

Gamification 
application 
χ² =32.796, p=0.001 

Negative 44(65.6) 18(72.0) 63(91.3) 125(77.6) 
Neutral 8(11.9) 3(12.0) 2(2.9) 13(8.1) 
Positive 15(22.4) 4(16.0) 4(5.8) 23(14.3) 

Positive attitude 
χ² =36.457, p=0.000 

Negative 17(25.4) 5(20.0) 42(60.8) 64(39.8) 
Neutral 24(35.8) 11(44.0) 15(21.7) 50(31.1) 
Positive 26(38.8) 9(36.0) 12(17.3) 47(29.2) 

Donation attitude of 
low BOP 
χ² =39.595 
P =0.000 

Negative 27(40.3) 6(24) 54(78.2) 87(54.1) 
Neutral 29(43.3) 13(52.0) 11(15.9) 53(32.9) 
Positive 11(16.4) 6(24) 4(5.7) 21(13.0) 
Total 67(100) 25(100) 69(100) 161(100) 
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5 Conclusion 

This study is an academic research to examine the involvement of users and elucidate 
the utilization form. This paper targeted members of Generation Y who are relevant to 
the use of mobile devices. We conducted a quantitative survey with the variable 
awareness of the act of donation. Through a cluster analysis, we determined three 
groups of users and discriminative property. On the other hand, the amount of 
gamification research is still lacking; however, as information technology develops, 
gamification is expected to become popular. Further, this study is expected to be used 
in marketing strategy in present study. However, the limitation of this study was that 
the sample confined to 20’s so it is difficult to generalize, data on the donation-
making tendencies of every generation are missing. Future research should 
complement the current study. 
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Abstract. Modern embedded systems are constrained by several factors such as 
performance, power consumption and size. Since those constraints are affected 
by memory subsystems, efficient use of a fast data transfer technique in 
memory subsystems is ever becoming more important. A burst transfer is well 
known technique to improve the performance of memory subsystems. The burst 
transfer capability offers an average access time reduction of more than 65 
percent for an eight-word sequential transfer. However, the problem of utilizing 
burst transfer to improve memory performance has not been generally 
addressed. Thus, we propose an approach that provides the maximum 
utilization of burst transfer for memory accesses with local variables in code by 
reorganizing variables placement. 

Keywords: Memory hierarchy, Data placement, Burst access, Optimizing 
compiler, Code optimization. 

1 Introduction  

To attain a desired performance goal with limited resource in embedded systems, 
processors are designed assuming software would make heavy use of their special 
hardware features. One potentially profitable such hardware feature is a burst data 
transfer provided by DMA engines in memory subsystems. 

For example, ARM core supports a burst access in 5ns while a normal access 
requires 10ns. Therefore, maximizing the utilization of the burst data transfer is ever 
becoming more important since it alleviates the performance bottleneck caused by  
the delay of memory accesses. Most of the modern DRAMs used in mobile and 
embedded systems design support efficient memory access modes such as the burst 
transfer [1][2].  

In this work, we propose a technique to maximally utilize the burst transfer including 
subword sized variables. The proposed technique performs to relocate stack variables 
to DRAM so that the efficient burst mode is maximally generated. 

                                                           
* Corresponding author. 
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2 Problem Formulation 

We first define a set of constraints that should be satisfied in the process of generating 
burst accesses. Then, we formally define a variable placement problem (VPP) for 
maximizing burst accesses. The optimization problem is, given a set of read/write 
operations, to find a stack variable location with maximum number of burst accesses 
(e.g., ARM chips [3]).  

Definition 1 (Burst order constraints) 
In a burst access, the sequence of m variables’ location must be contiguous starting 
from the address specified by the content of offset, i.e., Var[offset], Var[offset +Type], 
…, Var[offset +Type*m-Type] where Type represents corresponding size of the 
variables. Var[offset], Var[offset +Type*1], Var[offset +Type*2], Var[offset +Type*3] 
- i.e. sequential beginning at the first access. Note that when a burst access is to be 
formed from reads or writes, the task of satisfying burst order constraint is closely 
related to the task of assigning variables to memory (i.e., variable placement). 
 
Problem 1 (VPP) For a set RWtot of read/write operations in assembly code C, the 
VPP is to generate a set RWburst of burst accesses from RWtot while satisfying the 
burst order constraints as well as the data dependency constraint of C. It maximizes 
the total sum of the number of burst accesses (i.e., |RWburst|) and minimizes the 
number of normal accesses (denoted as |RWnorm|). The objective function is 
minimizing the number of accesses of |RWburst| + |RWnorm|. 

The objective function stands memory access latency. The latency usually depends 
on hardware features. For the sake of generality of our algorithm, we assume that 
|RWburst| and |RWnorm| represent the number of normal R/W operations served for 
burst and normal accesses respectively. For example, 4 words are transferred by the 
burst mode, where 4 read operations are involved. Then, |RWburst| must be one. The 
reason is that the first access spends most of burst transfer time since it initiates the 
burst transfer. The other 3 accesses consisting of the burst transfer just hit caches. It is 
relatively short time compared with normal accesses, thus we does not count them as 
a factor of |RWburst |. 

We describe the VPP and our proposed solution to the problem using an example 
code fragment from a multimedia application where the original ARM code is 
translated into 3-address form for a better readability. R-regions (Read regions) and 
W-regions (Write regions), marked with vertical bars on the right side of Figure 1, 
represent the maximum ranges of cycle steps in code, in which the corresponding read 
and write operations can be executed without violating the data dependency specified 
in the code, respectively. For example, the read from the variable d in the basic block 
B1 of the code has an R-region stretching from cycle 0 to cycle 6 in B1 because there 
is no write before the read in B1 and the value read to r2 is first used at cycle 6. 
Similarly, W-region for the write into the variable a in the block B1 stretches from 
cycle 7 to cycle 8 in B1 since the written value is defined at cycle 6 and there is no 
read from a in B1 after the write. 
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Then, the problem is to generate burst accesses by grouping the read/write 
operations whose R/W-regions are overlapped, so that the objective function is as 
minimum as possible while satisfying the burst order constraints. The results of 
variable placement would critically affect the satisfaction of the burst order constraint 
of each R/W operation.  

3 The Proposed Approach 

We propose an efficient approach, called VPP Solver, that consists of two steps: 

 

Fig. 1. 3 basic blocks (B1,B2,B3) of the 3-address code and the R/W-regions for reads/writes of 
each block 

(Step 1) From RWtot, we construct a graph, called variable placement graph, Gvpp, 
which describes relations between variables in forming burst accesses; (Step 2) we 
propose a burst access forming technique and apply it to the Gvpp obtained in step 1, to 
generate burst accesses that minimizes the factor of |RWburst| + |RWnorm|. 

Step 1.1 (Construction of Gvpp): Nodes of graph Gvpp represent the variables used in 
the read/write operations in RWtot. Gvpp is a multi-graph, and there is a unique edge 
between two nodes ni1 and ni2 if there is a pair of reads or writes operations Oj1 and 
Oj2 in RWtot that satisfies two conditions: (condition 1) {var(ni1), var(ni2)} = 
{var(Oj1), var(Oj2)}, where var(x) indicates the variable transferred by x if x is a read 
or write operation, or indicates the corresponding variable if x is a node in Gvpp; 
(condition 2) the lifetimes of Oj1 and Oj2 overlap. Note that each edge of Gvpp is 
labeled with a pair of operations. These operations are a pair of reads or writes for the 
variables corresponding to the end nodes of the edge.  

Step 1.2 (Adjustment of Gvpp): The  previous step does not consider variable size. 
A node can have several variable sizes such as one byte character, two bytes short 
integer, eight bytes double. 
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We observe that many media and network processing applications make extensive 
use of subword data. Therefore, for such applications, by packing multiple subword 
variables into a single word, we can generate storage layouts that further reduce the 
cost of memory accessing in an efficient way. 

Thus, nodes of Gvpp should be adjusted with fitting to four bytes a node since a 
basic unit of a burst transfer is a word (four bytes). To fit each node into four bytes, 
we define an adjustment operation, called node coalescing for subword variables. 
Normally, double types variables are manipulated as two word variables, thus, no 
more specific operation is necessary to split such two word variables. Only two nodes 
could be coalesced together as each was two bytes, in general more than two variables 
may be coalesced into a single location assuming that their combined byte widths do 
not exceed 4 bytes. While a single coalescing operation involves exactly two nodes, 
by iteratively performing coalescing, more than two variables can be made to share 
the same location.  

Node Coalescing Operation: Given an access graph G(V,E), node u, v ∈ V can be 
coalesced into uv if the following condition holds: Bitwidth(u) + Bitwidth(v) ≤ 32bits 

Step 2 (Generation of burst accesses): This step groups read/write operations to form 
burst accesses using the Gvpp graph obtained in step 1. Since the formation of burst 
operations should satisfy burst order constraints, and the constraint is tightly related to 
the result of variables’ location in memory space, our key algorithm in this step is to 
find an optimal location of the variables that leads to a formation of burst accesses. We 
formulate the problem of finding such a variable location by finding a path cover in 
Gvpp. The proposed algorithm is designed as an iterative method. 

Initially, we have an empty path P, and Gvpp. At each iteration, we select an edge in 
Gvpp among the “candidate” edges and expand P by including the edge to P and update 
Gvpp by merging the two end nodes of the edge into a new node. More precisely, in the 
ith iteration of the algorithm, for every edge (vi, vj ) in Gvpp such that the inclusion of 
(vi, vj) to P does not cause a cycle in the initial Gvpp, the operations corresponding to vi 
and vj are merged into a burst access, and compute the cost. Cost represents the number 
of burst R/W operations involving in P. The first RW operation is not counted in cost 
computation since it takes full of memory access time to initiate the burst transfer. After 
cost calculation, we select, among the candidate edges, the edge (vi, vj) with the largest 
cost value, and merge the operations of vi and vj into burst accesses. P is then updated 
by including (vi, vj), and Gvpp is also updated by merging the nodes vi and vj and 
updating the connected edges accordingly. The process repeats until P becomes a path 
that covers all the nodes in the initial Gvpp. Figure 2 shows a step-by-step procedure of 
the generation of burst accesses by our proposed algorithm from Gvpp. The table in 
Figure 2(a) summarizes the value of cost of edges in the initial Gvpp. Edge (a,d) is 
selected because its cost is the maximum. Consequently, two new burst accesses, 
O(1,6) and O(11,13), which respectively come from the results of merging operations 
O1 and O6, O11 and O13, are produced. The left side of Figure 2(b) shows the updated 
Gvpp where the thick edge indicates a (partial) path cover (i.e., P). Edge (a, b) is then 
selected, and thus two new burst accesses are generated accordingly. Figure 2(c) shows  
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the updated Gvpp and computations of the cost in the third and fourth iterations in step 2 
of VLP Solver, respectively. Finally, Figure 2(c) shows the final path cover d-a-b-c, 
which becomes exactly the memory layout of variables. From the results, we can 
predict that the total reduction of memory latency is about 12 if ARM ISA (instruction 
set architecture) [3] supports three cycles’ load operation and one cycle spent in burst 
mode. The reduction is 45% of the total memory latency of the code in Figure 1. 
Finally, each variable should be assigned onto memory followed by the obtained 
solution.  

 

Fig. 2. Example for illustrating the detailed procedure of step 2 
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4 Experimental Results 

We conducted a set of experiments to check the effectiveness of the proposed variable 
location optimization algorithm, called VPP Solver. Our algorithm was implemented 
in C++ and evaluated it on a set of benchmark programs in DSPStone [4]. The 
evaluation wad conducted on an ARM 7 processor. VPP Solver is applied to a set of 
‘unoptimized’ (initial) ARM assembly codes of benchmark programs to see how 
much reductions of execution cycles VPP Solver can purely achieve. Two code 
version ARM assembly code from DSPStone benchmarks are generated; the first 
version is the one which uses normal data transfers with an exception in procedure 
boundaries in which burst transfers are limitedly used to save few status registers, 
whereas the second version is the one generated by the application of VPP_Solver to 
the first version. The first version places variables in alphabetically sorted order in 
stack, since traditional commercial compilers (like ARM ADS, TI’s code composer) 
arrange non-array variables in such order [3]. The second version places variables with 
an optimal order generated by VPP_Solver.  

Table 1 summaries the two code versions. Init_code and Init+VPP_Solver represent 
the first and second versions of code, respectively. Further, R/W operations and burst 
accesses indicate the numbers of memory access and the number of burst accesses 
among them in the corresponding code versions, respectively, and total cycles indicates 
the total number of execution cycles of the corresponding codes. The comparisons of 
the results in Table 1 reveal that VPP_Solver is able to reduce the execution time by 
8.4% on average with increasing burst accesses when a normal ARM processor is used. 
Note that the exploitation of burst transfers by VPP_Solver does not lead to a dramatic 
decrease in the total execution time. However, considering that, although it is not shown 
explicitly in here, we can successfully further reduce the running time after when every 
effort was already made by the compiler for code optimizations.  

Table 1. Comparisons of performances before and after the application of VPP Solver to initial 
ARM assembly codes of DSPSton benchmarks 
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Fig. 3 graphically shows how much the total energy consumption is actually saved 
by our VPP_Solver over the conventional method. Energy consumption of each 
program is considered as the base line (100%), and each bar represents its 
corresponding energy consumption. The energy savings are due to the more optimal 
variable location decisions that are possible for making burst accesses compared to 
that made according to the alphabetically ordering policy. As a result, the proposed 
technique consumes 9% to 47% less energy than the comparison.  
 

 

Fig. 3. Energy consumption of the benchmark programs 

5 Conclusions 

In this paper, we proposed a comprehensive solution to the problem of assignment  
for variables to achieve a full utilization of an efficient DRAM access mode,  
called burst transfers. Since memory access is one of the major bottlenecks in 
embedded system’s performance, the proposed technique can be effectively used in 
DRAM-access-intensive embedded system applications. For utilizing burst transfers, 
the contributions are that we showed that the problem is NP-hard and we propose a 
formal definition of the problem and solution of efficient variables’ layout algorithms, 
called VPP_Solver for the burst mode generation. From a set of experiments with 
benchmark examples, it was shown that the proposed techniques used on average 7.2 
times more burst accesses over generated codes from the ARM commercial compiler. 
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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a method to detect and mitigate the selfish 
behavior in 802.11 Wi-Fi networks. The proposed approach promptly detects 
the presence of selfish misbehavior in a Wi-Fi network based on the distinct 
characteristics of selfish carrier sensing: the selfish node will (i) cause a severe 
asymmetry between uplink and downlink collision probabilities, and (ii) have 
shorter inter-packet backoff intervals than legitimate nodes. To properly 
mitigate the impact of selfish behavior on system performance, we present a 
simple 802.11-compliant mitigation mechanism to be used by the AP. The 
effectiveness of the proposed scheme is evaluated via extensive simulation with 
ns-2. Our evaluation results show that the proposed approach accurately detects 
the misbehavior and mitigates the selfish carrier sense behavior effectively.  

Keywords: Selfish Behavior, Carrier Sense Tuning, 802.11, Wi-Fi. 

1 Introduction 

Recent advances in wireless radio technology such as Software-Defined Radios 
(SDRs) [1] make it possible to implement the MAC protocol in software rather than 
in hardware. By exploiting SDR’s flexibility and reconfigurability, users can modify 
their wireless interface software and change the protocol parameters for their own 
need. However, this programmability can be easily abused by selfish users and cause 
a serious problem, particularly in distributed wireless networks. For instance, by 
manipulating the channel access function, a selfish user may attempt to achieve 
throughput gain at the expense of other well-behaving users’ performance. It is thus 
important to detect the presence or absence of such a misbehaving node promptly, and 
devise an efficient mechanism to mitigate its impact on the performance of well-
behaving users. 

In this paper, we address the problem of detecting and mitigating the selfish 
behavior that adopts a large carrier sense threshold in a Wi-Fi network [2]. First, we 
investigate the effect of selfish behavior on system performance via simulation. We 
observe that, with TCP downstream flows, increasing the clear channel assessment 
(CCA) threshold has a clear incentive of throughput gain. By contrast, there is no 
actual benefit for uplink UDP flows in increasing the CCA threshold due to the 
performance anomaly [3] triggered by the operation of auto rate adaptation 
mechanism as well as increased packet drop rate. 
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In addition, we address how to detect such misbehavior and present a mitigation 
method at the access point (AP). The first step in detecting misbehavior is to 
understand and identify the behavioral characteristics of selfish carrier sensing that 
are different from legitimate behavior or other types of misbehavior. Our key findings 
are: (i) a selfish node will cause a large asymmetry in uplink and downlink collision 
probabilities, and (ii) the selfish node’s inter-packet backoff interval observed at the 
AP is much shorter than legitimate nodes’. Based on these observations, we develop a 
two-step mechanism, consisting of (i) link asymmetry monitoring, and (ii) mitigation 
mechanism. The basic idea of the mitigation method is to leverage the buffering 
mechanism of the 802.11 power saving mode (PSM) to enforce large delays on the 
selfish node’s flows, thus reducing its channel access probability. This way, the AP 
can effectively mitigate the impact of selfish misbehavior on the performance of 
legitimate nodes without revealing the control mechanism to the selfish users. Our 
simulation results show that the proposed scheme, despite its simplicity, is effective in 
mitigating the selfish behavior. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 uses simulation to 
investigate the effect of selfish behavior. The proposed mitigation scheme is detailed 
in Section 3. The performance of the proposed scheme is evaluated via simulation in 
Section 6. The paper concludes in Section 5. 

2 Effect of Carrier Sense Tuning 

Preliminary: Carrier Sense in Wi-Fi. Carrier sensing is a Wi-Fi’s fundamental 
mechanism, which is used in CSMA based 802.11 DCF [2]. The 802.11 DCF 
decreases the backoff counter only if the medium is determined to be idle while it 
freezes the backoff counter if the medium is sensed to be busy. The 802.11 DCF has 
two carrier sense mechanisms: (i) physical carrier sense and (ii) virtual carrier sense. 
In the physical carrier sense, a node measures the received signal strength (RSS) and 
compares with to a predefined clear channel assessment (CCA) threshold (or physical 
carrier sense threshold) to determine the medium’s condition (i.e., busy or idle). On 
the other hand, in the virtual carrier sense, a node regards the medium busy for the 
time duration indicated in the MAC frames they correctly receives. Here we focus on 
the physical carrier sensing. 

By increasing the CCA threshold, a selfish node becomes less sensitive in 
detecting other concurrent transmissions. As a result, well-behaving nodes will suffer 
from severe collisions with the selfish node’s transmissions, thus increasing their 
backoff intervals. On the other hand, the selfish node can increase its own throughput 
by accessing the medium aggressively without deferring its backoff countdown even 
in the presence of other nodes’ transmissions. 

Effect of Selfish Carrier Sense Behavior. To understand the impact of selfish CCA 
tunning on userlevel applications, we investigate their impact on the behavior of 
transport-layer protocols (i.e., TCP and UDP) in 802.11 Wi-Fi environments. For this, 
we consider a scenario where wireless stations communicate with each other through 
an AP, as shown in Fig. 1. This simple scenario suffices to show the effect of CCA 
threshold tuning. 
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Fig. 1. Network topology in the consideration: A selfish node decrease its carrier sensing range 
by tuning its CCA threshold 

We assume that the selfish node will not increase its CCA threshold beyond the 
observed RSSIs of signals transmitted by the AP so as not to lose the connectivity 
with the AP [4]. Under this connectivity constraint, a node located close to the AP can 
increase the CCA threshold more, resulting in a smaller carrier sensing range. Thus, a 
selfish nodes is assumed to be located close to the AP so that it can achieve a 
throughput gain by increasing the CCA thteshold. 

 

     
                (a) TCP traffic                   (b) UDP traffic   

Fig. 2. Impact of selfish carrier sense behavior on throughput with ARF enable 

Fig. 2(a) shows the average throughput of the selfish node and well-behaving 
nodes under TCP flows. The selfish node achieves a significant throughput gain, 
while still suffering from high packet loss rate (i.e., loss of upward TCP-ACK 
packets) as in the UDP case. This is attributed to the cumulative ACK mechanism of 
TCP. That is, even if TCP ACK packets are lost due to severe collisions, it does not 
necessarily invoke the TCP congestion control mechanism. Instead, it waits for the 
next ACK packet with a higher sequence number until the timer expires.  

Fig. 2(b) shows the average throughput of nodes with ARF enabled [6]. The figure 
shows that the selfish node achieves a better throughput without cheating, and hence, 
there is virtually no benefit to gain from increasing the CCA threshold. This 
performance degradation stems from the increased number of collisions caused by the 
aggressive medium access of the selfish node. This will, in turn, trigger the rate-
downshifting in nodes, resulting in a performance anomaly [3]. Moreover, the packet 
loss ratio of the selfish node also increases drastically because of consecutive 
collisions, e.g., loss rate is almost 10% when contending with 4 well-behaving nodes.  

From these observations, we can conclude that, with TCP flows – the majority of 
today’s Wi-Fi traffic flows, the increasing CCA threshold has the clear incentive of 
throughput gain by sacrificing other legitimate nodes’ throughput performance. Thus, 
we need to devise an efficient scheme for detecting and mitigating the selfish 
behavior in order to discourage nodes from misbehaving and abide by the protocol. 
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3 Mitigation of Selfish Carrier Sensing 

We now address the problem of mitigating the impact of selfish behavior. 
Specifically, we would like to minimize legitimate nodes’ throughput degradation by 
controlling the selfish node’s channel access instead of evicting the selfish nodes from 
the network. Here we focus on TCP downstream traffic as there is no incentive for 
UDP nodes to tune its CCA threshold, as discussed in Section 2. 

Characterization of Selfish Carrier Sense Behavior. The key features of selfish 
carrier sensing that distinguishes itself from legitimate behavior are: the selfish node 
(i) may initiate a transmission regardless of the presence of other active nodes, and (ii) 
may refuse to freeze its backoff counter even when there is an on-going transmission 
from a nearby node. Such misbehavior makes the medium very unstable and 
unpredictable. Based on these distinct behavioral features, we have the following 
observation that is essential in detecting the selfish misbehavior: the aggressive 
medium access of selfish node will cause an asymmetry in uplink and downlink 
collision probabilities. This is because the downlink traffic from the AP will be 
respected by the selfish node, but uplink traffic from legitimate nodes will suffer from 
severe collisions with the selfish node’s. 

Basic PSM Mechanism. Before discussing the proposed mechanism, we briefly 
summarize the basic PSM mechanism and the buffering mechanism used in it (see [5] 
for details). When a node is in PSM mode, the AP buffers incoming frames destined 
for the node, and periodically announces its buffer status via the traffic indication map 
(TIM) conveyed in the beacon frames. The client nodes periodically (e.g., 100ms) 
wake up to receive the beacon frames. Upon receiving the notification of buffered 
packet(s), the node sends a PS-Poll frame to the AP to retrieve data, and the AP 
responds to each poll with one buffered frame. When there are remaining packets to 
transmit, the AP sets a ‘more data’ bit to inform this to the client. Once the client 
retrieves all the data packets from the AP, it goes to sleep mode to save energy. A 
client node can simply turn off PSM by setting the PS-Bit off and notifies the AP. 

Proposed Mitigation Algorithm. Our goal is to minimize the impact of selfish 
behavior on the nearby well-behaving nodes’ throughput performance. This is done 
by introducing delay on the selfish node’ downlink flows. This is simple yet efficient 
since the packet reception delay in a TCP flow will prolong RTT (or will even time 
out), resulting in the decrease of flow rate as well as its channel access rate. Once a 
node is marked as selfish by the detection process, all the packets (e.g., TCP 
downstream) destined for the selfish node will be buffered in the PSM queue 
regardless whether the node uses PSM or not, instead of being delivered to the 
transmission queue at the LLC layer. This way, the AP can arbitrarily defer (or chock) 
packet transmissions to the selfish node until the packets are retrieved from the PSM 
queue to the MAC queue. Moreover, the packets buffered in PSM queue are hidden at 
the selfish node, i.e., its buffering status is not exposed by setting its corresponding bit 
(association ID or AID) in TIM to zero. 
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(a) Basic PSM        (b) proposed method 

Fig. 3. The operation diagrams of (a) basic PSM, and (b) proposed control modification on top 
of the PSM mechanism 

At each beacon period, the AP determines whether or not to release such choked 
packets according to the packet release probability Prelease, which is a control 
parameter. Clearly, Prelease determines the degree of suppression; the smaller Prelease, 
the higher the delay in packet transmission, and vice versa. We set Prelease inversely 
proportional to the degree of link asymmetry, i.e.,(pup – pdown)/(1 + pdown), observed 
during the last beacon period. Intuitively, the uplink collision probability (pup) will 
increase more The operation diagrams of basic PSM and the its modification for the 
proposed mechanism are depicted in Fig. 4. Algorithm 1 shows the detailed 
description of the proposed control mechanism. 

 

 

4 Performance Evaluation 

In this section, we evaluate the proposed detection and mitigation framework via ns-2 
simulations. 

We evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed mitigation mechanism. We set the 
parameter = 0.25 in calculating the packet release probability prelease. In the 
simulation, we assume that there is one selfish nodes, which starts transmission at 15 
sec. Fig. 5 shows the downlink TCP traffic of selfish and legitimate nodes without 
any mitigation mechanism. The figure shows that the throughput of the misbehaving 
node starts increasing as it starts the transmitting, while the throughput of legitimate 
nodes start to decreases. On the other hand, with the proposed mitigation mechanism, 
the throughput of legitimate node starts to regain the throughput at 18 sec as the 
selfish node is identified by the detection scheme. In this case, the selfish node’s 
throughput become worse than without being selfish, thus discouraging nodes from 
misbehaving. 
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Fig. 4. Effectiveness of Proposed mitigation scheme 

5 Conclusion 

In this paper, we addressed the problem of (i) detecting the selfish nodes that 
intentionally increase its own carrier sense threshold to gain unfair access of wireless 
medium, and (ii) mitigating the impact of such misbehavior on legitimate nodes’ 
throughput. Specifically, we exploit the MAC-layer characteristic that a selfish node 
introduces: i.e., increase in uplink collision probability, and skewed distribution of 
backoff intervals, both of which can be monitored at the AP without any modification 
to the 802.11 protocol. To mitigate the impact of such misbehavior, we devised a 
simple mechanism that enforces high delay on the selfish node’s downlink flows by 
simply leveraging the buffering mechanism of power saving mechanism (PSM). The 
extensive simulation results show that the proposed approach accurately detects the 
misbehavior and mitigates the selfish carrier sense behavior effectively. As a future 
work, we are considering the implementation of the proposed framework on 
commodity network devices. 
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Abstract. In recent years, social media has become ubiquitous and important 
for social networking and content sharing. Especially, in the disaster area, social 
media supports backchannel communications, allowing for wide-scale 
interaction that can be collectively resourceful, self-policing, and generative of 
information that is otherwise hard to obtain. At the time of great Japan and Haiti 
earthquake, social media channels actively were utilizing to grasp the damage, 
to warn, and to exchange information. In this paper, we introduce the real-time 
monitoring system of social big data, named Social Big Board, for disaster 
management. This system crawls social big data, especially Twitter, analyses 
the disaster-related tweets in real time, and displays disaster issues and trends in 
a map. We substantiated that there is the potential for utilization on our system 
to monitor disasters situations and trends in real time and grasp the point from 
big tweet data.  

Keywords: Disaster Management, Disaster Issues, Social Big Data, Monitoring 
System. 

1 Introduction 

During a crisis, social media supports backchannel communications, allowing for 
wide-scale interaction that can be collectively resourceful, self-policing, and 
generative of information that is otherwise hard to obtain [1]. User-generated contents 
through social media will often the first publicly provided material. The most 
immediate forms such as micro-blogging (Twitter) and social media (Facebook) will 
be prevalent in the earliest stages. For example, within one week of the 2010 
earthquake in Haiti, “more than one in 10 Americans(13%) - including 24% of those 
younger than 30 - say that they’ve gotten or shard information about the Haiti 
earthquake through Facebook, Twitter, or another social networking site[2]. Social 
media should also be accessible during crisis from multitude of digital handheld 
devices. 

At the time of great Japan earthquake, social media channels actively were utilizing 
to grasp the damage, to warn, and to exchange information. Consequently, social 
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media has opened up the infinite potential of utilization for a prompt, accurate, and 
intelligent disaster management. During hurricane Sandy, New York was, 
unsurprisingly, the world headquarters of tweets about sandy. Its involvement in 
storm, coupled with its population, made the city the overwhelming social media 
voice of the event. The left map in Fig. 1 which geo-tagged tweets occurred in the 
days before and during the storm was created by Floating Sheep. Tweet locations are 
aggregated to census blocks. What they found was that Manhattan, with the greatest 
population and wealth, put out the most tweets. The right map in Fig. 1 show total 
number of tweets referencing floods per county during hurricane Sandy. Red dots in 
this map indicate locations of tweets. Tweets referencing flooding are almost exactly 
where you would expect them to be; in other words, the vast majority of tweets were 
located in the path of the hurricane. In this sense, the geography data shadows drawn 
from Twitter appear to be quite effective at reflecting experiences of the storm [6].  

  
Fig. 1. Hurricane sandy and the geographies of flooding on twitter 

 

Fig. 2. Mappler service for reporting gas stations 

Community information and other communication activities enabled by social 
media have increasingly gained prominence in the disaster area. The millions out of 
power in areas affected by super-storm Sandy have been struggling to find gas 
stations still open with resources. But one group of high school students in New 
Jersey has overnight devised a solution. Members of IMSOCIO at Franklin High 
School gathered Wednesday night to launch a crowd-sourced map that locates open 
gas stations in the New York-New Jersey area. Stations are identified by green, red, or 
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yellow pins-each representing an open, sold out or charging station, where anyone 
could report on the availability of gas at stations there were visiting. The innovative 
use of social media and mapping technology to make live fuel supply data streams 
available filled a significant community information gap. 

 

Fig. 3. The number of tweets for a day 

In Korea as well as in the world, there were many cases related to disasters 
showing the power of social media. For instance, On July, 2011, Gangnam inundation 
damage occurred affected by a localized torrential rainfall in Seoul city. At that time, 
there was no media promptly informing the damage situations. Only twitter reported 
inundation sings, status, evacuation tricks, and so on using pictures and messages 
related to inundation damage in real time. Fig. 2 shows the number of tweets for a day 
at the time of Gangnam inundation damage. At the time of Gangnam inundation 
damage, 4 million tweets occurred for a day in Korea, and after filtering words related 
to inundation: flood, torrential rain, flowing backward, disaster, and so on, there 
remained 97 thousand tweets. Through extracting just tweets containing the location 
information of Gangnam, we could find out that 57 hundred tweets related to 
Gangnam inundation damage occurred. One more cases, at the time of Asiana aircraft 
accident in San Francisco, 2013, the first report to inform the accident occurred by a 
passenger’s tweet after 1 hour, and this tweet was faster than any media. Since social 
media can also be constructed as a form of collective wisdom which is prompt, 
accurate, and well-formed information with a high propagation capacity, it has a big 
potential power on a disaster, and especially it can be used like a human sensor to 
report the occurrence of disaster initially and the situation of disasters promptly in the 
scene[5][6]. 

With social media, everyone has the potential to be watchdogs, citizen journalists, 
photo journalists, and caring or nosy neighbours who can constantly survey the world 
around them and share what they find online. Like the above-mentioned, social media 
has the big potential for disaster management. In other words, disaster damage can be 
prevented or mitigated beforehand through the system and capacity to excavate and 
cope with disaster signs which can be detected by monitoring social media. 

Therefore, in order to mitigate disaster damage, the enhancement of a scientific and 
intelligent disaster management system through the integrated analysis between 
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unstructured data such as social media and structured data such as precipitation is 
necessary. 

In this paper, we introduce the real-time monitoring system of social big data, 
named Social Big Board, for disaster management. Although there are many cases to 
use social media for disaster management, the system monitoring, analyzing social 
big data, and providing disaster issues in real time did not exist. Our system is new 
and first system in disaster area. This system collects data through social big data 
crawling, especially Twitter written by Korean, analyses the disaster-related tweets 
using the procedure of Korean language processing, and displays disaster situations 
and trends on a map in real time.  

2 Social Big Board 

2.1 Definition 

Twitter which is an extremely popular online microblogging service has attracted lots 
of attention from a disaster management organization for the immense potential it 
provides for signs, situations, and feedback of disaster. So, we developed the real-
time monitoring system of Twitter, named Social Big Board, for disaster 
management. This system can inform disaster signs and trends through social media 
at one view. To sense disaster signs and trends, several procedures described in Fig. 4 
are necessary. First of all, collecting the real-time tweets, about 360 thousands tweets 
occurring in Korea, by API functions provided by Twitter is performed, and then 
Korean language processing: a morpheme analysis for elimination of stop and spam 
data, extracting main keywords from tweets, and filtering disaster-related tweets 
through comparing extracted keywords with pre-defined keywords by disaster experts 
will be performed. Finally, disaster-related tweets will be classified into 71 types of 
disaster involving social disasters as well as natural disasters. 
 

 

Fig. 4. Procedures of collection and analysis system 
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2.2 Main Functions 

There are two main functions in Social Big Board: real-time social monitoring and 
social trends for disaster management. A screenshot of Social Big Board shown in 
Fig. 5 is a service screen of real-time social monitoring. 

 

 
Fig. 5. A screenshot of Social Big Board 

A Korean map in the middle of a screen represents tweet frequencies of any 
disaster during a specific period by regional groups such as administrative districts. 
Colour of a region represents frequencies which a region name appeared in tweets, 
and the redder region’s color is, the more tweets occur. We made a mapping table to 
match an extracted region name into an administrative district which involves until 
the second small unit. If click any administrative district of a map, information of a 
lower unit will be presented. To represent information in more exact location, we are 
researching using POI (Point Of Interest). Also the text and location of a tweet 
opening GPS (Global Positioning System) data could be identified on a map. The 
result of analyzing accumulated tweets, we are founded that the ratio of tweets 
opening GPS among disaster-related tweets is lower than 1%. To uplift the ratio of 
tweets opening GPS among disaster-related tweets, we plan to operate the supporter 
group and promote the safety consciousness to twitterians. 

On the left-hand side of Fig.5, there are sub-windows which provide following 
functions: tweet frequency trends hourly, tweet frequency of regional groups, tweet 
texts.  

In addition, there is a window to inform disaster issues at the right hand of Fig.5, 
this system can detect skyrocketing disaster types beyond the normal frequency for an 
hour and inform this issue to a disaster monitor. For this, we defined the probability 
model which was built using Possion distribution based on disaster-related tweet 
frequencies in the past (Fig. 6). The model was made differently and has a different 
criterion to determine rising issues urgently, according to disaster types. The model 
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shape of all disaster types are tend to be biased on the left hand. Especially in cases of 
disasters such as explosion and marine accident rarely occurred, the bias of a model 
shape was prominently.  

 
  

  

Fig. 6. Probability models of partial disaster types 

Second main function is social trends related to disasters. That provide related 
words set to any disaster. This could make easy to grasp the point without reading 
whole tweets related to a disaster. And also, provide emotional information which is 
analysed using pre-defined emotional words such as negative, neutral, and positive. 
Since this information represents people’s emotion on a risk and a disaster, it will be 
useful information to plan and prepare the disaster policy reflecting people’s demands 
according to disaster management levels. 

The core techniques of Social Big Board are development of natural language 
processing algorithms and building language resources appropriate to disaster 
domain. We have the plan to improve the algorithms to filter, classify, detect disaster 
issues,  and extract related and emotional information through refining language 
resources: disaster-related words and a word network. 

3 Conclusion and Future Works 

It cannot be emphasized enough that social media allows for wide-scale interaction 
that can be collectively resourceful, self-policing, and generative of information that 
is otherwise hard to obtain in a disaster area. In this paper, we introduce the real-time 
monitoring system of social big data, named Social Big Board, for disaster 
management. This system crawls social big data, especially Twitter, analyses the 
disaster-related tweets, and displays disaster situations and trends in a map. From 
Dec. 2013, Social Big Board has been test-operated at National Disaster Management 
Institute in Korea. Using Social Big Board, there were many monitoring cases: 
contagious disease, heavy snow fall, yellow dust, ferry sinking, and so on. By using 
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monitoring information, we started to public the monthly disaster issues report, named 
Social Media & Disaster, from Mar. 2014.  

By using our system to manage disasters, we could expect the changes of disaster 
management: not predicting a simple hazard based on the structured data but sensing 
and analyzing signs using social data as well as the structured disaster data. We have 
a long way yet to put this system to practical use. For intelligence disaster 
management, we plan to research and develop the big data technique for disaster sign 
detection and response from 2013 by two step planning. First, for sensing disaster 
using unstructured data, we will develop the analysis and monitoring technology of 
unstructured data, mainly text, and then build the disaster sign sensing system. In the 
future, by developing the integrated analysis between structured data and unstructured 
data, namely big data, an intelligence disaster response system will come true. 
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Abstract. NAND flash memories have been widely adopted as storage on 
computing devices, since it has strong effectiveness on performance. However, 
asymmetric operation performance of NAND flash memories still impedes high 
performance. To mitigate this performance hurdle, most storage devices of 
NAND flash memories have used Flash Translation Layer (FTL). In this paper, 
we propose a novel workload-aware FTL mapping policy, called Multi-level 
Associated Sector Translation (MAST). MAST divides log block depending on 
characteristics of data, and dynamically detects hot pages to avoid unnecessary 
merge operations of FTL. In experimental results, we show that our approach 
outperforms FAST method by 10% and LAST by 3%, respectively. 

Keywords: NAND flash memory, Flash translation layer, Address translation, 
Associative mapping. 

1 Introduction 

Recently, NAND flash memories have been widely used as storage on computer 
environments, such as desktop, server, and smart device. Compared to HDDs with 
mechanical part, they provide low access latencies, shock resistance, and uniform 
random access speed [1]. However, NAND flash memories have asymmetric read and 
write performance feature whose read operations are faster than write operations [2]. 
The major reason of asymmetric property is that NAND flash memory blocks have to 
be erased before they are written again because they do not allow in-place update. In 
addition, erase operations take about 100 times longer than write operations. To 
mitigate this performance hurdle, most storage devices, which consist of NAND flash 
memories, have used Flash Translation Layer (FTL). The FTL is located in between 
host and NAND flash memories and maps logical addresses to physical flash 
addresses. To improve performance of NAND flash memory, most researches have 
focused on FTL mapping policies which can be classified into three categories: block-
level mapping, page-level mapping, and hybrid mapping [3]. First, in the block-level 
mapping, logical page address must be first translated into a physical block and then it 
is stored into fixed page based on offset value. Although it keeps small mapping table 
on DRAM, it causes high garbage collection overhead for copying valid pages. In the 
page-level mapping, logical page address can be mapped into any page with in 
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NAND flash memory. Therefore, page-level FTL improves performance because it 
reduces garbage collection overhead. However, it maintains large size mapping table 
on DRAM [4-6]. In the hybrid mapping, it partition flash blocks into data blocks and 
log blocks to adopt advantages of previous mapping policies such as small mapping 
table and low garbage cost. The data blocks are managed at the granularity of block 
(i.e., block-level mapping). On the other hands, the log blocks are managed at the 
granularity of page (i.e., page-level mapping). However, most hybrid mapping FTLs 
ignore the temporal locality [7-14]. Lee et al. proposed a LAST, which adopts hybrid 
mapping policy and considers the temporal locality by distinguishing pages into hot 
page and cold page [10]. Im et al. introduce ComboFTL, which manages a small SLC 
region for hot data and a large MLC region for cold data by exploiting the SLC mode 
of MLC flash memory [11]. However, the LAST can significantly induce the memory 
overheads because it must save recency of each page and maintain them to classify 
pages. 

In this paper, we propose a workload-aware FTL mapping policy, called MAST, to 
mitigate asymmetric read and write performance. The MAST also adopts the hybrid 
mapping approach to improve performance of NAND flash memory and it efficiently 
classifies pages into hot page and cold page without any memory overheads. The key 
idea of MAST dynamically detects hot pages to avoid unnecessary merge operations 
of FTL. The main contributions of this paper are follows: 
 

2 MAST: Multi-Level Associated Sector Translator for NAND 
Flash Memory 

Fig.1 shows the architecture of the MAST. The MAST classifies a log block into 
three log areas based on data properties: Locality detection Area (LA), Hot Area (HA), 
and Cold Area (CA). The LA is composed of small log blocks and used to detect hot 
pages. The detected hot pages are stored in the HA. The cold pages are stored in CA. 
Finally, LA and HA manage their pages based on Least Recently Used (LRU) 
algorithm. More details of MAST are described in the remainder of this section. 
 
 

∙ We introduce a workload-aware FTL mapping policy, which adopts the hybrid 
mapping approach.  

∙ Depending on data update frequency, MAST classifies pages into hot page and 
cold page without any external information and efficiently manages pages on 
attributed area in log block. 

∙ To reduce merge cost of FTL, MAST first find a victim block, which has the 
maximum number of valid pages as well as the minimum associated data blocks, 
in separated area for cold pages and then performs merge operations in the idle 
time of NAND flash memory. 

∙ In evaluation, we show that our approach outperforms existing FTL mapping 
techniques 
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Fig. 1. The architecture of MAST 

2.1 Locality Area 

The LA is divided into sequential log blocks and random log blocks to separate the 
sequential request from the random request. Classifying sequential requests are very 
important to reduce merge cost because sequential requests positively impacts 
performance and then it can lead to lower cost with switch merge. To effectively 
achieve this separation, we follow the basic rules of FAST [8], and make separated 
sequential requests be stored in sequential log blocks. When a new write request is 
issued from host, we checks whether the requested page is hot page or not by 
scanning pages in LA. If the requested page is stored, we consider it as hot page and 
then we send hot page to HA because it will update frequently within a very short 
period. If there is no free space in LA, to create the space when the stored page in LA 
is requested during next scan, we consider the page as cold page and then transfer a 
page from LA to CA. To minimize the copying overhead for valid pages, we also 
migrate a block in LA to CA, when the number of valid pages in a block of LA is 
larger than threshold. 

2.2 Hot Area and Cold Area 

The HA maintains hot pages to reduce unnecessary merge operation. However, hot 
pages can be dynamically changed cold pages according to workload. Therefore, we 
check a recency of page based on LRU algorithm when a page is modified by a write 
request. If there is no free space in HA, we migrate a valid page to CA because it is 
the most unlikely to be updated in the future. 

In normal, the CA keeps almost valid page as the cold page. Therefore, the rate of 
valid pages in block is higher than other area and it means that the associativity 
degree of a log block can be increased. To reduce the associativity degree of a log 
block, we select a block that has the maximum number of valid pages as well as the 
minimum associated data blocks as a victim block. As a result, MAST significantly 
reduces merge cost when the victim selection is triggered. 
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3 Dynamic Area Size Optimization 

The performance of the MAST is determined by the size of LA and HA because it 
suffers from frequently copy and merge overheads due to eviction operation. Large 
LA and HA size will place cold pages in their area instead of CA because eviction 
operation of LA and HA does not occur frequently and classifying hot pages are not 
easy. On the other hand, small LA and HA size will place hot pages in CA due to 
frequently eviction operations. As a result, unnecessary merge operations are 
increased according to workloads. Therefore, MAST decides the size of LA and HA 
needs properly depending on their utilization. If the number of log blocks in LA is 
small, it refers that hot data frequently moves to the CA. Thus, if the CA’s utilization 
is less than a threshold value or gradually decreasing, it is necessary to diminish the 
size of CA and increase that of LA. Otherwise, if too many blocks is in the LA, cold 
data are frequently recorded in the HA, and the utilization of the HA becomes higher. 
Therefore, if the utilization of the HA is more than a threshold value and gradually 
growing, it is needed to reduce the size of LA and increase that of CA. 

4 Experimental Result 

For evaluating MAST, we measured the system call trace to collect properties of 
workloads in PC environment. In evaluation, we use simulator for NAND flash 
memory, whose specifications are 4GB capacity, 128KB block size, 2KB page size 
and 256 log blocks. 

4.1 Utilization Analysis 

Fig. 2 shows the utilization of each log block area in three micro applications. The 
utilization of application represents the rate of valid pages among all pages in each 
area. As shown Fig. 2, the utilization of the HA is lower and that of the CA is higher 
in application. It represent that hot and cold data are divided well and sent to a right 
area in accordance with goal of MAST. Utilization of application 2 and 3 are similar 
with application 1. 
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Fig. 2. Utilization by each area 
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4.2 Merge Operation Analysis 

Fig. 3 shows the ratio of each types of merge operation. In Fig. 3, we observed that 
the FAST [7] method had the largest percentage of the full merge and the lowest of 
the dead merge. It represents that when a merge operation was occurred, estimation 
cost was large. LAST [10] technique had higher rates of the switch merge and the 
dead merge than the FAST. However, the rate of the full merge was still higher and 
that of the partial merge was lower. In comparison with these, MAST had the lowest 
rate of full merge operation and the highest rate of dead merge operation. It represents 
that the independent management focusing on hot data had done well. 
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Fig. 3. Merge operation ratio in comparison 
of existing techniques 

Fig. 4. Efficiency in comparison of existing 
techniques 

4.3 Efficiency Analysis 

Fig. 4 shows the efficiency of MAST. In application 1 of Fig. 4, MAST outperformed 
FAST technique by 7% and LAST by 3%, respectively. We observed that it is due to 
ratio of the full merge operation and dead merge operation in Fig. 3. In application 2, 
MAST performed 5% more efficient that FAST, whereas performed 2% lower than 
LAST. This lower performance is within the margin of error. Lastly, in application 3, 
MAST outperformed FAST by 12% and LAST by 4%, respectively.  

The MAST shows a similar efficiency to the LAST. However, it is strength that 
MAST requires little external information with even similar capacity to LAST. 

5 Conclusion 

In order to improve the performance in NAND flash memories which has asymmetric 
performance properties, mapping policy technique in FTL have been researched. We 
propose a workload-aware FTL mapping policy, called MAST, to mitigate 
asymmetric read and write performance. MAST divides log block depending on 
characteristics of data, then dynamically detects hot pages to avoid unnecessary 
merge operations and manages hot and cold pages on attributed area in log block. In 
experimental results, we showed that our approach outperforms FAST method by 7% 
and LAST by 3%, respectively. 
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Abstract. Commodity operating systems have become extremely large to 
provide a lot of services, and then their vulnerability has been targeted by 
malicious attack. In order to increase security in operating system, there have 
been many attempts to reduce the size of Trust Computing Base (TCB). 
However, most of the approaches have applicability limitations due to 
hypervisor vulnerability and additional hardware requirements. To address 
these limitations, instead of reducing TCB size, we propose a novel approach to 
enhance the security of the system. We hide secure TCB for sensitive 
applications, and thus build an isolated secure environment using a well-
equipped infrastructure. For evaluation, we implement a prototype, called 
Remote-Launch, which runs a security-sensitive process on the borrowed 
secure TCB. 

Keywords: Confidentiality, Integrity, Hybrid platform, TCB. 

1 Introduction 

Modern operating systems have been getting larger increasingly and more 
complicated to provide various services efficiently. For a security perspective, 
increased service functions cause that the TCB size get grown so much, then modern 
operating systems have become much more vulnerable to malicious attacks. The 
increased TCB size makes it difficult to establish strong trustiness in the system. 

In order to reduce TCB size, there have been many attempts using virtualization, 
hardware assistance, and other technologies. Chen et al. [1] introduced a virtual-
machine-based system, called Overshadow, which improves the security and integrity 
of application data. McCune et al. [2] proposed a secure infrastructure, called Flicker, 
which provides complete isolation for executing security-sensitive code. Moreover, 
Xia et al. [3] proposed HyperCoffer which is a hardware-software frame-work that 
guard the privacy and integrity of tenant’s VMs. Using hardware assistance such as 
Intel's TXT [4] and AMD's SVM [5], Flicker reduces the TCB size so that security-
sensitive code can be executed in an isolated and attestable environment. McCoyd et 
al. [6] proposed MinVisor which is a protection layer running on bare hardware that 
helps an untrusted guest create a hypervisor for a single guest. Zhang et al. [7] 
introduced secure nested virtualization, called CloudVisor, which also reduces the 
TCB size based on a late launch. They provide a secure isolated environment using 
hardware-based dynamic root of trust measurement (DRTM) for trust computing. 
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Cheng et al. [8] introduced generic solution, called DriverGuard, which dynamically 
protects the I/O flows. To avoid increasing the TCB size, DriverGuard assume that 
administrator allows every driver to be installed in the platform and the hypervisor 
has been pre-configured with the administrator’s public key. Criswell et al. [9] 
introduce VirtualGhost that protects applications from a compromised or even hostile 
OS. In order to avoid the complications of recovering encrypted application data after 
a crash, VirtualGhost requires the application to decrypt data explicitly. This approach 
simplifies the design and reduces VitualGhost’s TCB size. 

However, both virtualization technology and hardware assistance still have 
limitations to provide the secure environment completely. When the isolated 
environment is structured based on virtualization technology, a hypervisor can be 
compromised by malicious attacks. Also, the late launch requires special hardware 
support which is available only for server products, and it cannot support many virtual 
machines simultaneously. 

Moreover, in order to preserve privacy, hybrid approaches is regarded as a 
promising solution. For example, cloud service vendors are trying to build a hybrid 
cloud system, which uses both a public and a private cloud; the public cloud for 
computing on non-sensitive data and the private cloud for computing on security-
sensitive data. Zhang et al. [10] introduced the hybrid cloud system, called Sedic, 
which is a privacy-aware MapReduce [11] framework. However, the scope of Sedic is 
limited to MapReduce computation by partitioning a computing job according to 
security level, and it does not support other general computations. 

To overcome the challenge of the untrustworthy local system without using 
virtualization technology or hardware assistance, we introduce a novel approach which 
is applicable to every security-sensitive workload and can run on most platforms 
including cloud servers, desktops, and mobile phones. To achieve these properties, 
Remote-Launch establishes an isolated execution environment by borrowing secure 
TCB from the external environment. Remote-Launch executes a secure process on the 
physically isolated memory in the borrowed secure TCB. To provide a complete 
isolated environment, kernel service is provided separately with original platform in 
most public case even though security-sensitive process is executed in remote secure 
platform. Consequently, our approach defends the system against memory corruption 
attacks made by malicious processes and/or kernel rootkits. 

Especially, Remote-Launch is effective in insecurity systems that are more 
vulnerable than secure server, such as embedded devices, mobile phones, tablet PCs, 
and desktop PCs. In addition, it is useful in public servers, which make client users 
nervous, since a public server manager can steal personal information, confidential 
data, and secret files. 

2 The Goal of Remote-Launch 

In general, most malicious attacks compromise system security through memory 
corruption. A vulnerable process could be arbitrarily inspected and tampered by the 
malicious process, kernel rootkit, and hypervisor. The goal of Remote-Launch is to 
provide the security and integrity of security-sensitive code and data by providing an 
isolated execution environment without hardware assistance. It prevents malicious 
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attacks from inspecting or modifying sensitive memory region. In contrast to the late 
launch which provides an isolated environment by using hardware assistance such as 
Intel's TXT or AMD's SVM, Remote-Launch provides an isolated environment in the 
remote secure platform. The main contributions of this paper are as follows;  

 

 
In this paper, we assume that the secure platform and the network have the 

following capabilities. First, we assume that the secure platform is a safe zone which 
is invulnerable and endurable to malicious attacks, similar to the environment 
provided by the late launch. Although there is no completely safe platform, we can 
find relatively well-prepared platforms such as an enterprise server, the private cloud, 
or other intra systems. And, we assume that the secure platform is attestable using 
software based attestation scheme [12]. Also, we assume that the network, which is 
required to connect remote secure platform, is also secure by using some secure 
protocols such as SSL. 

3 Design of Remote-Launch 

In this section, we introduce the design of our architecture by defining a new concept 
and describing how to run a process on our platform. Fig.1 shows the overall 
architecture of Remote-Launch, which provides a way to utilize secure platform for 
executing security-sensitive code and data, while integrating public platform for non-
secure code and data. As illustrated in Fig.1, we define the remotely secure 
environment as secure platform, and the original execution environment as public 
platform. From the user perspective, both the ordinary process and security-sensitive 
process execute on public platform. However, security-sensitive process is launched  
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Fig. 1. The structure of Remote-Launch 

∙ We introduce a secure hybrid platform which achieves an isolated environment 
without hardware assistance, by borrowing the remote secure TCB. 

∙ We propose Remote-Launch which makes a security-sensitive process be 
executed transparently. 

∙ We propose Context-Launcher which supports a delivery of process context in 
Remote-Launch 

∙ We propose SystemCall-Launcher which supports a management of system calls 
in Remote-Launch 
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to secure platform by Remote-Launch. For transparent execution of the security-
sensitive process, Remote-Launch manages initialization and execution of the 
security-sensitive process. 

In order to execute security-sensitive process in the prepared secure platform as 
well as to look like that they are executed in public platform, Remote-Launch requires 
handling page fault and system call, which are serviced by public platform even 
though security-sensitive process is executed in secure platform. To accomplish this 
characteristic, Remote-Launch provides two components: Context-Launcher and 
SystemCall-Launcher. 

① Initilization (eip, esp)

② Page fault error

③ Page contents

Public

Platform

Secure

Platform

(a) Process Invoking & Page Fault

① System call (number)

copy_from_user(),

Public

Platform

Secure

Platform

(b) System Call

copy_to_user()

③ return④ resume

②

 

Fig. 2. The operation sequence of Remote-Launch: Context-Launcher and SystemCall-
Launcher 

Fig.2a shows the operation sequence of Context-Launcher for exchanging essential 
execution context. Firstly, starting address values for process execution, such as eip 
and esp, are delivered to secure platform. Using these entities, security-sensitive 
process could begin to run on secure platform. Subsequently, page contents, which 
include entry point code and data, are delivered. Namely, page contents are delivered 
on-demand by page fault of the security-sensitive process. Although security-sensitive 
code and data are loaded on the remote physical memory, overall process context is 
managed by public platform. Similarly, even though initial process information and 
page contents are delivered to secure platform, the management of initialization and 
page fault is managed by public platform. 

Fig.2b shows the operation sequence of SystemCall-Launcher. System calls are 
also serviced by public platform. Therefore, when system call is requested during 
execution of the security-sensitive process, secure platform sends system call message 
to public platform. Some system calls need the communication between public 
platform and secure platform for invoking copy_from_user() or 
copy_to_user(). After resolving system call request, public platform lets secure 
platform continue to run by conveying return value of the system call. Every kernel 
service for the security-sensitive process is managed mainly by public platform. The 
difference with the operation in typical Linux kernel is just the support to connect 
platforms for utilizing the remote physical memory. This concept makes platform 
design simple, and it provides flexibility for adopting to various platforms. 

Consequently, security-sensitive process is loaded into isolated physical memory, 
and is protected from malicious processes and compromised kernel. In our system, the 
vulnerable constituents, which cause unintended behavior on secure process, can be 
classified roughly into two groups. One is a group of vulnerable factors threatened by 
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public platform, and the other vulnerability is hampered by secure platform. 
However, we do not consider the threat by secure platform, because we assume that it 
is secure and attestable. In public platform, there are two kinds of vulnerable 
procedure. One is the procedure during the delivery of page contents, and the other is 
the procedure during copy_from_user() or copy_to_user() in system call 
request. In these two procedures, we guarantee integrity and confidentiality using 
secure network protocol and public key based cryptography protocol. We assume that 
security-sensitive code and data is only decrypted in secure platform, and network 
transmission is protected by secure network protocol. Thus, security-sensitive code 
and data cannot be corrupted by malicious threat during the two procedures. 

Therefore, we can provide the securely isolated and attestable execution 
environment to security-sensitive processes. For example, even though malwares try 
to inject malicious scripts using buffer overflow vulnerability, these attempts cannot 
succeed because virtual address space of security-sensitive process is protected by 
Remote-Launch. Likewise, although kernel rootkits try to dump memory for hooking 
security-sensitive data, this also cannot succeed because Remote-Launch makes it 
impossible to access sensitive data. 

4 Experimental Result 

We implemented Remote-Launch prototype based on Linux kernel version 2.6.31, 
and our experiments are performed on desktop PCs using Intel Core i7 Quad-core 
processors. Public platform and secure platform are loaded onto two different desktop 
PC, respectively. To connect public platform with secure platform, the two desktop 
PCs is connected via a switching hub.  
 

Fig. 3. Total performance overhead during kernel service 

In the security-sensitive process execution, total performance overhead consists of 
program execution time and kernel service time which is mainly taken to handle page 
fault and system call. Again, performance overhead for kernel service consists of 
kernel execution time and page transmission time which means the time to transfer 
the data between public platform and secure platform. We estimated performance on 
page fault service time and system call execution time incurred during login 
procedure of secure protocol such as SSH, SSL, SFTP, as seen in Fig.3 As expected, 
the network latency between public platform and secure platform mainly affects to 

 
(a) Page fault service time 

 
(b) System call service time 
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the performance overhead negatively. 95 percent of entire page fault service time is 
required for page transmission. And, in system call service time, page transmission 
accounted for 99 percent. Namely, most time is consumed for page transmission. 
However, it is not a problem because most of secure codes are small in size. 
Therefore, it only takes a small portion of time in executing secure process including 
page transmissions. And, it is possible to improve the performance using spatial 
locality enhancement by transferring spatially adjacent pages near the other pages to 
be accessed in near future. Hines et al. [13] also reduced VM migration time based on 
spatial locality enhancement. 

5 Conclusion and Future Work 

We introduce security enhanced platform using the remote secure platform. As a 
hybrid platform, our approach provides the secure execution environment. By 
isolating physical memory, our system guarantees the privacy and integrity of the 
security-sensitive code and data. As to proof our concept, we implemented a 
prototype to demonstrate our design concept and showed high performance. We will 
minimize the number of network connections by utilizing a pre-fetching scheme [13] 
based on memory locality as our future work. 
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Abstract. The shape space that is composed of the configurations matrices of 
landmarks extracted from a given video is represented by a product manifold. 
Therefore, we proposed new method that can recognize a human action using 
mathematical properties of product manifold and Procrustes shape analysis. In 
the first step, we factorize each volume images belonging to training dataset as 
a time ordering sequence of images, and we extract pre-shape configuration 
vector of landmarks from each frames consisting an image sequence. Then, we 
have obtained a random sample of pre-shape configuration vectors from all 
videos stored in tanning database by using similar procedure, and we compute 
mean shape vectors for random sample of extracted shape vectors. In the second 
step, in order to recognize the query human action video, we derive a sequence 
of the pre-shape configuration vectors from given query video, and we project 
each shape vector on the tangent space with respect to the pole taking on a 
sequence of the mean shape vectors corresponding with a target video. We 
recognize a query video as target video that can minimize the distance between 
two sequences of the pre-shape vectors and the mean shape vectors. We assess 
the performance of our method using Weizmann human action dataset. 
Experimental results reveal that the proposed method performs generally very 
well on this dataset.  

Keywords: Human action recognition, Product manifold theory, Procrustes 
shape analysis, Landmark, Configuration matrix, Geodesic distance, Tangent 
space, Euclidean distance. 

1 Introduction 

The automatic classification and localization of human actions in video sequence has 
become an important research topic in computer vision, which are very useful for 
various applications. Among those, several key applications are including advanced 
human-computer interaction (HCI), assisted living, physical therapy, movies, 3DTV 
& animations, gesture-based interactive game, a sport motion analysis, smart 
environments, surveillance system, and video annotation [1-2].  
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Three aspects for human activity recognition are addressed including image 
representation, human action classification, and software developments. The key 
contribution of our work is to provide a novel approach for human action recognition 
by applying Product manifold theory and Procrustes shape technique for 2D landmark 
shape sequences. The main idea is to compute the full Procrustes mean shape vector 
for a sample of configuration matrices of landmarks belongs to product manifold, and 
compute the partial Procrustes tangent space using a pole as the full Procrustes mean. 
To measure the distance between two different human actions represented as two 
volume images, we have shown that the geodesic distance between two volume 
images belongs to product manifold can be approximate by the Euclidean distance 
between two vectors in tangent product space corresponding to these volumes. And 
then, we are looking for a human action in which can minimize this distance. In order 
to implement these results, we first consider the mathematical properties of product 
manifolds and the content of Pocrustes shape analysis. 

2 Mathematical Properties of Product manifolds 

In general, a product manifold may be viewed as the cross section of lower 
dimensional objects [3-4]. Formally, let ℳ , ℳ , ... , ℳT  be a set of manifolds. 
Then, the set ℳ × ℳ × ⋯ × ℳT is called the product of the manifolds where the 
manifold topology is equivalent to the product topology. Hence, a product manifold is 
defined as: 

  ℳ = ℳ × ℳ × ⋯ × ℳT   = {( , , ⋯ , ): ∈ ℳ , ∈ ℳ , ⋯ , ∈ ℳT}, 
where the operate × denotes the Cartesian product, ℳ  represents a factor manifold, 
and  is an element in ℳ . Note that the dimension of a product manifold is given 
by the sum of all factor manifolds.  

The geodesic distance γ(t) in a product manifold ℳ is given by the product of 
geodesics γ (t), = 1, ⋯ ,  in ℳ , ℳ , ... , ℳT . Hence, for any differentiable 
curve γ(t)  parameterized by t , we have γ(t) = (γ (t), γ (t))  where γ(t)  is the 

geodesic on the product manifold ℳ, and γ (t) and γ (t) are the geodesic distance 

on the factor manifold  ℳ  and ℳ  respectively. From this observation, the geodesic 

distance on a product manifold may be expressed as a Cartesian product of canonical 
angles computed by factor manifolds. Further, let ℳ  and ℳ  be smooth manifolds 
with dimension and  respectively, and ℳ = ℳ × ℳ   be the ( + ) -
diemnsional product manifold of ℳ  and ℳ . Here, we can obtain the following 
result. 

Result 1: Given points ∈ ℳ  and ∈ ℳ , the tangent space ( , ) ℳ of product 

manifold ℳ at the point ( , ) is given as the direct sum of ℳ  and ℳ .  

By synthesizing the results discussed so far, we can see the following facts. The 
geodesic distance between any two points on the product manifold is given by the 
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Cartesian product of the geodesic distances between two points on the factor 
manifold. Moreover, the geodesic distance between two points on each factor 
manifold can be approximated with the Euclidean distance of two points in the 
tangent space. Consequently, the geodesic distance between any two points on 
product manifold can be approximated with the Cartesians product of the Euclidean 
distances between two points on the tangent space defined on each factor manifold.  

3 Procrustes Shape Analysis 

The configuration is the set of landmarks on a particular object [5-6]. The 
configuration matrix  is the ( × )  matrix of Cartesian coordinates of the  
landmarks in  dimensions. The configuration space is the space of all possible 
landmark coordinates. A configuration matrix  is not a proper shape descriptor, 
because it is not pose invariant. In order to get a shape descriptor invariant under scale 
and translation, several constraints on  can be used. For example, they can be 
normalized for translation (moving original to the centroid of the configuration) and 
then scale (normalizing the translation normalized vector by its Euclidean norm).  

Consider two complex configurations  and  , with corresponding pre-shape 
vectors, = (x , ⋯ , x )Tand = (y , ⋯ , y )T. The full Procrustes fit of pre-shape  
onto  is chosen as to minimize DF( , ) = − (βe + (a + ib) )  . 

Then, the full Procrustes fit F of pre-shape   is given by  

F = βe + (a + ib) ), 

where the matching parameters are given as  a + ib = 0, β = ∗ , θ = arg( ∗ ) = − arg ( ∗ ), 

and also ∗ and ∗ denote respectively the transpose of the complex conjugate of  
and . Moreover, the full Procrustes distance between corresponding pre-shapes  
and  is given by  DF( , ) = (1 − ∗ ∗ ) / . 

Consider a set of  pre-shapes , , ⋯ ,  . Then the Procrustes estimate of an 
unknown mean shape for these pre-shapes is obtained by minimizing the sum of 
square full Procrustes distance from each  to an unknown mean pre-shape  , that 
is, = arginf ∑ DF ( , ). 

As shown in Dridyn and Mardia(11), the mean shape can be computed as the 
principal eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue of the complex sum of 
squares and products matrix, i.e. 
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= argmax : ∗ = argmax : ∗(∑ x∗) . 

Here, the projection vector  of pre-shape vector  for configuration matrix  in 
the tangent space at a pole  is given as follows: = [ − T] , 

where  is the Procrustes fit vector of  on  , that is,  = e  , θ = arg ( ∗ ). 

Finally, we can obtain the following results for any projection vector in the tangent 
space. 

Result 2: The Euclidean norm of a project vector  in the Procrustes tangent space 
is equal to the Procrustes distance from the original pre-shape vector  to an icon 
vector of a pole  . 

Because it is easily seen that = 1 − ∗ ∗ = DF( , ). 

Consequently, this result is very useful at the human action recognition that will be 
discussed in next section.  

4 Action Recognition 

For modeling human action or motion activity involving multiple interacting objects, 
we represent body joints or silhouette as the landmark points and the corresponding 
activity is represented as a sequence of deforming landmark shapes over time. Here, 
we will use the following two steps to recognize the human action; the first step is to 
compute Procrustes mean shape vectors corresponding to various human actions, and 
the second step is to classify an input human action. In the first step, we extract a 
sample of pre-shape descriptors from each frame image belonging to a sequence of 
images in training data, and we compute mean shape vectors from a sample of 
extracted shape descriptors. And we represent these mean shape vectors to a matrix 
with time sequence. In the second step, in order to recognize the input human action, 
we derive a sequence of the pre-shape vectors from a query video describing on some 
human action, and we also take on a sequence of the mean shape vectors 
corresponding to a target video in human action database. Next, by computing the 
Euclidean distance between two sequences of the pre-shape vectors and the mean 
shape vectors, we classify a query video with a category that minimizes this distance. 

5 Experimental Results 

The Weizmann human action dataset 8 people performing 10 action classes, namely, 
bend, jumping, jack, jump forward, jump in place, jump sideways, skip, run, walk, 
wave with two hands, and wave with one hand. Each video sequence contains one 
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actor performing an action.  All video sequences are resized of 180 × 144 × 60. In 
order to standardize to a length of 60 frames, we take the middle 60 frames, and 
recycle frame for video shorter than 60 frames. 

The classification results for our method and Dou's method [7] are presented in 
confusion matrices in Figure 1. Each cell in the configuration matrix is the 
classification rate obtained from Weizamann dataset. The confusion matrices show 
that our method and Dou's method handle individual actions differently. Our method 
is doing better at jack, jump, run, skip, walk, and wave1 actions, but Dou's method is 
doing better at bend, pjump, side, and wave2 actions. Furthermore, the lowest 
performance of Dou's method for actions is 93%, compared to 78% for our method. 
On the other hand, the highest performance of Dou's method for action is 97%, 
compared to 100% for our method. Finally, the average performance of Dou's method 
for action is 94.2%, compared to 92.2% for our method. 

                    
            Our Method                       Dou's Method 

bend 0.78    0.22          bend 0.93 0.02  0.02   0.01   0.02   

jack   1.00  jack 0.04 0.93 0.02 0.01   

jump   1.00  jump 0.03 0.95   

pjump   0.22 0.78  pjump  0.01 0.97 0.01 0.01 

run   1.00  run  0.97 0.02 0.01   

side   0.11 0.89  side  0.97 0.02 0.01 

skip   1.00  skip  0.02 0.01 0.92 0.04   

walk   1.00  walk 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.92 0.01 

wave1   1.00  wave1 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.94   

wave2   0.11          0.11  0.78 wave2  0.01   0.02  0.01 0.11 0.01 0.95 
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Fig. 1. Confusion Matrices for Weizmann dataset 

6 Conclusion 

This paper shows that the geometry properties of product manifold and Procrustes 
shape analysis can be a useful tool for human action classification. Here, a 
configuration shape vector extracted from each frame image of a video constitute a 
factor manifold. Hence, the total shape space given from a video can be represented 
by a product manifold. A natural metric between two videos may be given by the 
geodesic between two points in the product manifold. Moreover, the geodesic on the 
product manifold is given by the product of the geodesics on the factor manifolds. On 
the other hand, the geodesic distance on the factor manifold is approximated with the 
Euclidean distance on the tangent space corresponding to its factor manifold. Finally, 
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a natural metric between two videos is approximated by the Cartesian product of 
Euclidean distance on the tangent space defined from each frame image. In our paper, 
this distance is formulated and applied to the problem of action classification. 

Experimental results show that our method performs generally very well on public 
video dataset and hence emphasizes the practical application of product manifold 
theory and Procrustes shape analysis. The proposed approach provides a mathematical 
computation method of natural metric for video datasets, and it is easy to combine the 
more advanced classifiers. Our future work will extend the proposed method to other 
video recognition problems such as 3D human action recognition, gesture recognition, 
and surveillances system.  
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Abstract. The DDoS attack is one of the biggest threats in traditional network 
infrastructures which increases every year. This threat of making the target 
unserviceable still exists in the newly arising network architecture called SDN. 
In this paper, we propose a model for detecting zombie PCs, which are systems 
infected by malware used for launching the DDoS attack, on the SDN. Using 
this model, we can block malicious packets from the local network which 
generates them. It can also detect and treat zombie PCs, vulnerable hosts, to 
improve the security of both end host and local network. 

1 Introduction 

Recent IT industry is growing rapidly by the development and commercialization of 
virtualization technologies such as big data and cloud computing. However network 
area has remained at a stagnant state. To overcome this situation, Software-Defined 
Network(SDN) was proposed as an alternative of the traditional networking system. 
SDN originated from OpenFlow research, headed by Stanford University in 2007[1]. 
Using SDN, we can flexibly control our network. SDN changes network paradigm 
from existing individual network device based routing to central controller based 
routing by open network device. Furthermore, centralized controller provides a simple 
programmable framework. These properties enable SDN to have a global view and 
make it easier for modification. In contrast to the traditional network, which requires 
network engineers to change every network node for modification of the network 
architecture, only controller software programming is required in SDN. However, 
SDN has no fundamental solution for various network threats. As a result, existing 
network attack techniques is still operable. This means that one of the most 
devastating network attacks, distributed denial of service(DDoS), also works on SDN. 
In this paper, we propose DDoS and zombie PC detection method on local network of 
SDN. Our idea is based on the fact that IP Spoofing is heavily used in most DDoS 
attacks. Generally, people think that target is the only victim but zombie PCs, which 
are controlled by attackers, are also victims as well. In zombie PCs, computing 
resource is abused for DDoS and sensitive information(ID, password, confidential 
document, etc) can be seized[2]. Furthermore, zombies are a security hole of the 
whole local network and can be used as a point of contact of Advanced Persistent 
Threat (APT) attacks. 
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In this paper, we propose DDoS and zombie PC detection method on SDN local 
network during the process of a attack. Basic idea depends on one of the DDoS packet 
properties, which is a spoofed IP address[4]. In the SDN, switches are controlled by a 
centralized controller and software update of the controller is possible to apply new 
technologies. As a result, our model can be offered without hardware modification. 

2 Related Work 

2.1 Software-Defined Network(SDN) 

Differing from the traditional networking system, SDN has a separate control plane. 
Control plane is connected to several network nodes and performs routing. Network 
administrator can easily program centralized controller and manage network flexibly.  

 

Fig. 1. SDN architecture 

As shown in Fig 1. SDN architecture is composed of three different layers which 
are network node, centralized controller, and application. Network node takes charge 
of actual forwarding, and it is made up of one or more flow tables, group tables and 
SSL. Controller is the operating system of SDN and is responsible of routing. 
Through southbound API, controller performs addition, deletion, and modification of 
flow tables in the network switch. Application is installed on the controller and 
provides functionalities for access control, traffic/security monitoring, and energy-
efficient networking. Packet arriving at the switch passes through several flow tables, 
and the first flow table is called as table 0. Each table contains various fields like 
match, priority, counter, instructions, timeout, and cookie. In the flow table, firstly a 
packet finds matching entries through comparing packet information with matched 
field. Next, highest priority entry among them is chosen and is counted. Finally, 
modifies the packet pipeline operation and action. If there is no matched entry, table-
miss entry is chosen and performs packet drop or sends information to controller[8]. 
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2.2 Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) 

DDoS is one of the most well known cyber attacks, that paralyzes the target host by 
using the large volumes of packets. Attacker injects malicious code into a vulnerable 
web page, and then connected hosts get infected by malware and are turned into 
zombie PCs. The zombies perform attack by given orders from C&C(Control and 
Command) server. Network of zombie PCs are called botnet. This botnet is used for 
not only DDoS but also spam mail, SMS spam, and seizing information.  Defense for 
botnet-related issues can be classified according to mitigation time: (1)prevention, 
(2)detection during incubation period, (3)detection during actual attack. (1) is 
protecting hosts from vulnerable web sites or malicious files to avoid zombie 
infection. (2) detects during incubation period is zombie PC or zombie detection 
method before attack. Flow monitoring to find botnet communication is a 
representative research in (2). (3) is detecting DDoS and treating or preventing it 
during attack. A large number of DDoS mitigations belong to (3) and most of the 
researches are focused on the victim side. This paper falls into (3) category but 
focuses on the zombie side, not the victim side.  
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Fig. 2. DDoS Classification according to attack path 

DDoS is divided into direct attacks and reflect attacks by attack path(Fig 2)[5]. In 
direct attacks, attack packets are directly delivered to the target host. Target replies to 
source address of that packet, but most of the replies are not transferred to zombies 
because most of packets have spoofed source IP address. With spoofed source 
address, zombie hosts can hide himself. In general, direct attack packet has header 
like {SA: unrelated node, DA: victim}. In reflect attacks, packet passes through a  
reflector. Reflect packet has header like {SA: victim, DA: reflector}. Reflector is a 
network node, which replies packet to the sender, like web servers, DNS servers, and 
routers. Thus, lots of DDoS packet has mismatched source address {direct attack: 
unrelated host, reflect attack: victim}. In this paper, we focus on this property, that the 
attack packet has mismatched source address, to detect DDoS attack packets and 
zombie PCs. 

3 DDoS, Zombie Detection Model 

In this paper, we propose a DDoS and Zombie PC detection model which is driven 
through SDN controller application. We detect source IP-spoofed packets and record 
it on an application database and assume that packet is a DDoS attack packet and the 
source is zombie. Our ‘DDoS & Zombie Detection Model’ identifies zombie host 
through the adjacent switch and the ingress port information of that switch. Therefore 
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our model is not efficient on a transit network. Our model delineates DDoS and 
Zombie detection method just on a stub network. 

3.1 Detecting IP Spoofing Packets 

Zombie PC detection method using IP spoofing on simple SDN is shown in Fig 3. 

 

Fig. 3. Example of SDN structure 

Our zombie detection model begins from inserting ‘new table 0’ in front of the 
original Table 0. Table insertion is also performed by the southbound API command. 
The ‘new table 0’ checks if the ingress packet has proper source address or not by 
using ingress port number. 

SDN switch S1 is connected to host A to E through port 17, 31, 11, 46, and 23. 
Therefore matched field of ‘new table 0’ has {17-ingress port number, A-host IP}, 
{31, B}, etc. If a packet from port number 17 has source address Z, there is no 
matched entry. So table miss entry is chosen and switch sends the packet information 
to the controller. On the contrary, if ingress packet has proper source IP address, then 
just goes to next table(‘original table 0’). Consequently in this proper case ‘new table 
0’ does nothing. Another this case, packet from ingress port 3 can have every source 
address because the port 3 is connected to external network.  

3.2 Detecting DDoS Attack and Zombie PCs 

DDoS and Zombie PC detection application must have table for storing received 
information from SDN switches. Fundamentally, the table should have five fields for 
switch information, ingress port number, SA(source address), DA(destination 
address), and counter. Switch information is identification of switch which one sent 
packet to controller. Ingress port number means the ingress port of the spoofed 
packet. Controller can identifies packet sender by a combination of switch 
information and ingress port number. For example, (S1, 17) indicates host that 
connected switch S1 through port 17. Therefore, the packet sender is host A in Fig 3. 
SA and DA field signify the addresses written in packet header. Counter is meaning 
the transfer frequency of the relevant packet. Following table 1 is simple example of 
mismatched packet table.  
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Table 1. Example of mismatching table in controller application 

switch port SA DA counter … 

S1 17 M P 3  

S3 24 K J 4  

S1 17 A P 2  

S2 41 U P 3  

S1 46 K I 1  

S3 24 K L 2  

S2 41 A P 5  

S1 46 K J 4  

S1 17 K L 5  

 

Look at the Table 1, several hosts have equal DA(P) but it has many different SAs 
like M, A, U. We can guess the packets are DDoS direct attack packet heading for 
host P and regard that the sending hosts (S1, 17) and (S2, 41) are under control of 
same attacker. Now scan other packets, we can catch there are many Ks in SA field. 
The packets are presumed to reflect DDoS attack packets that using J, I, and L as a 
reflector. And according to this analysis, we can define host (S3, 24), (S1, 46), and 
(S1, 17) performs same malicious action. As a result, Table 1 has two botnet groups. 
One is attack host P directly, and the other one is attack host K indirectly. 
Furthermore, host can belong to two or more botnet groups like host (S1, 17).  

In this way, the application manages estimated zombie hosts by grouping to botnet. 
This accumulated information is effective to derivate characteristics of each botnet. In 
addition, analysis of the collected data is expected to help study of advanced DDoS 
mitigation method. 

4 Evaluation 

To prove the utility of proposed model, we compare to a couple of other DDoS 
mitigation models on SDN with qualitative analysis. 

Table 2. Compare other mitigation models on SDN  

 
Detection Time 

(location) Method 
Detection 

Type Other Features 

Proposed Model During attack 
(sender side) 

IP spoofing IP spoofed packet 
Zombie PC detection 

& botnet grouping 

Shin et al. [9] During attack 
(target side) 

Switch impersonate  
target host and send 
SYN/ACK packet to 

sender 

No response for 
SYN/ACK 

Hardware 
modification is 
needed(switch) 

Mehdi et al . 
[10] 

During attack 
(target side) 

Traffic anomaly 
detection 

Port scan,  
flood attack 

 

Yao et al. [11] During attack IP spoofing IP spoofed packet 
Modify commercial 

router 

 

All of the mitigation models are detecting threat during attack. We think that is 
because of other two types of mitigation cannot make no large difference between 
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SDN and traditional network. Our model and [11] are detecting IP spoofed packets. 
And [9] detects no response packet and [10] detects abnormal traffic. All of other 
models just block DDoS packet, but our model can detect zombie PCs. Furthermore 
our model records spoofed packet data, and we can analyze it for better mitigation. 

5 Conclusion 

DDoS attack is still valid in SDN architecture that emerges as an alternative to the 
existing network. In order to mitigate DDoS we have to detect and treat zombie PCs 
as well as target hosts. For these reasons, we proposed DDoS and zombie PC 
detection method on a SDN local network during the actual attack. Using SDN which 
provides simple programmable architecture, we can detect DDoS and zombie PCs in a 
stub network without hardware or individual network switch software modification. 
We can reduce attack traffic by blocking the packets and improve entire security of 
local network through detection of zombie PCs. As a further research, we will 
concrete proposed idea and implement the application. Research for utilization of 
collected information also seems to be necessary. 
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Abstract. Although it is important to analyze and predict corporate situation 
accurately in the rapidly changing environment, there are few systems to 
support that. Therefore, in this paper, we propose the integrated system which 
can monitor, predict and evaluate corporate current situation using AHP 
technique. As AHP, one of the decision making techniques, is based on 
hierarchical analysis and pairwise comparison method, it can provide fraud 
classification, assessment list and risk detection scenario through industrial 
sector analysis. The proposed system is linked to the existing legacy systems 
and it performs analyzing and verifying items of assets and insolvency 
evaluation which a corporation needs. Therefore the proposed system can 
manage the corporate assets and risk reliably and it can increase the company’s 
competitiveness and profit through non-performing assets recovery. In addition, 
the proposed system prevents complaints, corporate incidents and legal cost by 
adopting forensic readiness and forensic monitoring system which collects 
digital evidences about criminal and civil dispute in advance. 

Keywords: AHP, Forensic Readiness, Assets and Insolvency Prediction. 

1 Introduction 

In order to develop a long-term stable growth, it is essential for recent industries to 
predict changes in current environment and structures to respond them correctly. 
Because there is a wide range of environment depending on industrial types, the 
research for situation analysis and prediction model is necessary. The model can cope 
with the changes using diverse environmental information and experts’ assessments. 
In many organizations, it is important to understand the correlation between legacy 
systems such as ERP and to integrate them through the management information and 
analysis. In addition, they need risk management, efficiency increase, integrated 
financial services, and long-term financial planning techniques [1]. 

Also, in the case of assets and insolvency prediction, some models are used to 
reflect intuition and subjective opinions, but objective analysis methods are required 
to ensure reliability of the results and needed to be used easily for decision makers. 
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In addition, recently the damage in companies and banks increases by privacy 
invasion and security incidents. In United Kingdom only, they adopted forensic 
readiness to protect personal information, but awareness and understanding of 
forensic readiness are insufficient. In particular, laws and policies for forensic 
readiness are not prepared nowadays, therefore there are few real applications 
adopting forensic readiness. In order to resolve these problems, we need the 
institutionalization of the forensic readiness through adopting it to the real systems 
and we need the principles to manage and extend it [2]. 

In this paper, we propose the system which can analyze the situation of current 
organizations and support digital evidence collection depending on industrial types 
using AHP technique and forensic readiness.  

Section 2 reviews related work. In section 3, we introduce the design and 
implementation of the proposed system. Section 4 draws conclusions and discusses 
the directions of our future research. 

2 Related Work 

2.1 SAIP (System for Assets and Insolvency Prediction) 

SAIP is the system which is specialized in analyzing and predicting the finance and 
bonds status of companies to improve its profit [3]. SAIP consists of several 
containers, data analysis container, ISTA container, security & forensic container, and 
others. Each container contains its TA (Technical Architecture) and components 
which have specific functions. Fig. 1 shows the overall architecture of SAIP 

Data Analysis Container. It converts legacy system data and supports conversion of 
structured and unstructured data to be analyzed. And it has extraction function to 
analyze and validate data which were generated in SAIP. 

ISTA Container. It manages industrial standard TA and reflects newly created TA 
according to changes in the environment. 

Security & Forensic Container. It monitors entries about rights disputes and fraud 
risk management through forensic readiness. It collects digital evidence and keeps 
various data such as log data, history file, etc. assuring integrity. 

2.2 Forensic Readiness 

Forensic Readiness is frequently detecting a cyber-accident occurrence before it 
happens, and a system to prepare obligatorily establishment policy to maximize 
analysis capability and collecting the evidence when it happens [2]. Forensic 
Readiness aims winning a lawsuit with risk management, service recovery and 
identification through detecting incident timely, analyzing root cause and responding 
incident. However, it requires to secure a legal evidence can be guaranteed that the  
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state needs the integrity of the evidence collected, authenticity, integrity, and 
reliability including the results of the log or monitored unlike existing information 
protection requirements [4]. 

 

Fig. 1. Overall Architecture of SAIP 

2.3 AHP (Analytic Hierarchy Process) 

AHP is a hierarchical analytical technique for solving complex decision problem and 
selecting the most appropriate alternative through mutual comparison of two 
attributes [5]. It can compare several attributes regardless of unit and it can determine 
preference of alternatives without distinguishing qualitative and quantitative 
attributes. We use the simple calculation to obtain weight (importance) and CI 
(Consistency Index) [6].  

3 Design and Implementation of the Proposed System 

3.1 Dataflow of the Proposed System 

The algorithm of the proposed system is composed of 5 stages. First, collect 
customers’ diverse requirements from surveys according to industrial types such as 
manufacturing, financial, retail, etc., and design the requirement analysis TA through 
customization. Second, convert the obtained data to the database format which is 
suitable for SAIP. Third, analyze the measurement list through mean variables of 
research group and weight values determined from AHP technique, which is one of 
multi-criteria decision making models. Fourth, apply standard TA from the analyzed 
assessment items to SAIP. Fifth, construct databases about fraud risks such as 
disputes, financial incidents and infringement of the personal information through 
forensic readiness component. And design new TA again from log data, transactions 
and post management which are generated in web system management.  
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Fig. 2. Dataflow of the Proposed System 

3.2 Implementation Result of AHP Component  

There are 4 measurement items, which are contract that generates a claim, 
preservation of claim, legal prescription and collection of claims in bond management 
area. And each measurement item has 4 sub-measurement items. We calculated the 
relative weights and CI of each items. The CI of all items are less than 0.1, therefore 
we can conclude that the result of AHP analysis is reliable. And we can know that 
legal prescription and judgment day are high priorities. Fig 3 shows an AHP analysis 
result. 

Surveys were conducted to evaluate weights of measurement items and ensure 
objectivity. In Fig. 4, the first graph shows the relative importance of preservation of 
claim compared with contract that generates a claim, and the second graph shows the 
relative importance of legal prescription compared with contract that generates a 
claim. The last graph illustrates several importance that 20 people evaluated from 
survey, and then we adjusted importance values calculating the geometric mean. 

 

 

Fig. 3. An Example of the AHP Analysis Result 
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Fig. 4. The measured weights of items from survey 

3.3 Implementation Result of Forensic Readiness Component 

We analyzed and extracted the entries that disputes, criminal/civil litigation, 
complaints may occur according to industry types. Table 2 and 3 show the forensic 
readiness entries for manufacturing and finance industry area. 

Table 1. Forensic Readiness for Manufacturing (Mold and Coating Formulation) 

Raw Materials 
Raw Material 

Input 
Mold 

Maintenance Injection Molding
Inspection 

Management 
Packaging and 

Shipping 
· import inspection 
· storage 
· grinding and 
pressing 

· mixing & drying 

· supply storage 
management 

· adequacy of supply 
method 

· mold signed 
· mold PM cycle 
· temperature control 
· metal detection 
management 

· PGB condition 
management 

· product-specific 
optimal condition 

· external & 
dimensions function 
inspection 

· product management

· packaging 
specifications 

· container label & 
LOT & inventory 
management 

· Process diverse data such as machine status, sensor data, etc. 
· Classify actual output data, point of production, product LOT number, output, etc. automatically 
· Accumulate digital data and evidence for responsibility of defective product, standard of working process, etc. 

Table 2. Forensic Readiness for Finance (Bond Management) 

Authentication 
Transaction 

Ledger 

Assets and 
Insolvency 
Prediction 

Assets and Bonds 
Management 

Accounting 
Business 

Management 
Materials Offer 

· bonds contract 
· debt reduction 
· delegation lawsuit 
· legal costs 

· loan balance 
· elapse of prescription 
· incident loans 

· completion of 
extinctive prescription
· bonds types 
· unrecoverable bonds

· bonds assignment 
· debt settlement 
· exclusion period 
· post management 

· bond recovery 
· billing costs 
· legal costs 

· litigation materials 
· law firm 
· customer 

· Process diverse data such as legacy databases, accounting data, network, etc. 
· Legal disputes which can be caused by withdrawal of bonds such as legal prescription, reduction  
· Forensic monitoring for financial incident such as complaints, misappropriation, misuse, etc. 

 

Also, SAIP applied each measurement item to industrial disputes and fraud risk 
factors through requirement analysis [7]. And it has the combination function which 
reconstructs the databases table and field of forensic readiness for fraud risk detection 
and analysis. Fig. 5 shows the screenshot of forensic readiness component in SAIP. 

 

Fig. 5. Combination function of Forensic Readiness Component 
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4 Conclusion 

In this paper, we proposed and implemented the system for analyzing corporate’s 
current situation depending on industrial types using forensic readiness and AHP 
technique. The system can prevent corporate’s disputes, complaints and infringement 
of personal data by adopting forensic readiness and preparing the related digital 
evidence in advance. And as the system suggests new standard technical architecture 
by analyzing and verifying the data generated from the SAIP and legacy system, 
customers can use this TA as a guideline to manage their company.  

In addition, SAIP was developed for managing and supporting companies’ assets 
and insolvency actually, it helps a company to achieve increased recovery rate and 
maximization of profits through the control of bonds. And as we have implemented 
the system based on cloud computing and government standard framework, it is easy 
to add other functions, and reuse and compatibility are ensured.  

In the future, we are going to extend the developed system to apply not only 
manufacturing and finance but also other industrial types such as wholesale and retail 
trade, transport business, law firms etc., and we will develop a universal verification 
container which validate standard TA.  
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Abstract. With rise in energy costs, operational costs for managing
cloud infrastructures are also increasing. This is an opportunity to present
an energy-aware recommendation system for cloud platforms. This paper
presents one such system that implements a pure software approach for
generating energy efficient recommendations for cloud infrastructures.
This system performs offline profiling of cloud nodes to generate energy-
aware profiles which are later matched with runtime usage feed. Accord-
ing to the real-time data, energy efficient profile is matched and provided
to provisioning for implementation; consequently, achieving an energy ef-
ficient cloud platform.

Keywords: Energy-efficiency, Energy-aware, Cloud Computing, Gan-
glia, Profiling.

1 Introduction

Cloud platforms are primarily built on large-scale infrastructures, i.e. clusters
and data centers. These infrastructures have large energy footprint. In 2006, it
was estimated that large-scale IT infrastructure in the US consumed 61 billion
kWh for the total electricity cost of 4.5 billion dollars [1]. By following the con-
sumption trend, it was estimated to be doubled by 2011, costing 7.4 billion dollars
annually [2]. Moreover, due to high energy consumption, data centers are also
impacting on the environment with large carbon footprints. This issue has been
recognized and consequently several initiatives like The Green Grid [3], Green
Computing Impact Organization (GCIO) [4], and Green Electronics Council [5]
have been taken. IT infrastructure development companies like DELL, HP, Intel,
AMD, IBM, and Lenovo are active members of these initiatives. The objective
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of these initiatives is to propose and develop such techniques and technologies
that can contribute largely in reducing the energy costs of IT infrastructure from
a small scale desktop to large-scale data centers. Consequently, energy efficient
schemes and techniques are adapted in infrastructure manufacturing and are
becoming a key selling point for IT infrastructure.

The energy consumption of a large-scale infrastructure is not just the result
of utilization of physical infrastructure. Instead they are also dependent on how
this physical infrastructure has been provisioned. Resource utilization and ap-
plications running over these infrastructures has an important role to play on
the energy bill of a data center. Therefore, the scope of energy efficiency varies
from macro level (data center) to micro level (CPU utilization). This provides
an opportunity for researchers to contribute at several different layers. Our re-
search focus is closer to micro level in which the core of energy consumption is
the CPU.

Among the electronic components equipped with a server machine, CPU is
the most power hungry component [6]. However, of the recent innovations in mi-
croprocessor technologies like Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS)
and multicore processors, this power efficiency of a CPU has improved. Multicore
processors are particularly mainstream, where each core is utilized as a virtual
CPU in a virtual machine via virtualization. Hypervisor virtualization is the
backbone of today’s cloud computing where virtual machines share a common
hardware and provide a facade of a dedicated machine to the client. These vir-
tual machines are allocated depending upon the needs of the customer and scale
up and down as the requirements change. If not provisioned properly, situations
like idle nodes or many under-utilized nodes may occur.

For an ideal energy efficient cloud platform, virtual machines have to be pro-
visioned such that the possibilities of idle systems can be reduced. This is the
motivation of our paper where we propose a node profiling-based system that
generates energy-aware recommendation to cloud mediators regarding resource
provisioning particularly virtual machines. As most of the servers and commodity
machines utilize standard configurations, we avail this opportunity and propose a
machine profiling mechanism where our system profiles a new hardware regard-
ing its energy efficiency and uses these profiles to generate recommendations
regarding virtual machine migration and provisioning.

This paper is arranged as follows: Section 2 describes related work in en-
ergy efficiency. Section 3 describes the details of our proposed system. Section 4
provides the evaluation and results. Section 5 states the conclusion of the paper.

2 Related Work

Although there are many resolutions pertaining to enery-efficient IT infrastruc-
tures, some of them are not either virtualized or some of them are only for ho-
mogenous clusters (e.g., [7], [8], [9], [10], and [11]), both of which are not compre-
hensive enough for today’s cloud computing platform. However, systems which
support heterogenous clusters with virtualization are best suited and closer to
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today’s needs. Among these systems is Virtual Power [12], which is a hierar-
chical power management system implemented over Xen with minimum-energy-
consumption policies for guest VMs and overall data center. It utilizes DVFS,
VM consolidation, soft scaling and server power switching to minimize energy
consumption of a data center.

Another proposed technique which supports virtualization and heterogenous
clusters is proposed in [13]. The proposed system itself is an association of five
independent power management solutions built to minimize power consumption
to meet the power budget. Similar to Virtual Power it uses DVFS, VM consoli-
dation, and server power switching techniques for power management.

In [14] a multi-tiered on-demand resource scheduling scheme is mentioned. It
offers a multi-tiered scheduling level mechanism over Xen for maximum resource
utilization. This technique scales from applications running over the VM to a
global-level scheduler that controls the resource flow among the applications.

An estimation-based power and performance management system is proposed
in [15]. Unlike others, this system captures the application behavior and uses
limited look-ahead control (LLC) for prediction using Kalman filter. It is im-
plemented by using VMWare API and utilizes DVFS, VM consolidation, server
power switching as power saving techniques.

Hypervisor-based implementation based on VMWare ESX is proposed in [16].
A sharing-based mechanism is proposed to distribute resources among the VMs
with the assumption that minimum and maximum resources that can be allo-
cated to a VM are specified. It utilizes DVFS and soft scaling to minimize power
consumption. Similarly, pMapper [17] is implemented based on VMware ESX. It
is a combination of three effective components built to minimize power consump-
tion. However; unlike [16], pMapper’s dynamic performance manager monitors
applications behavior and resizes VMs according to resource and SLA require-
ments. Intelligent live migration and new placement of VMs are performed by an
arbitrator and migration manager. DVFS, VM consolidation, and server power
switching are invoked as power saving techniques.

In contrast with the above-mentioned systems, our proposed system imple-
ments a pure software approach for generating energy-aware recommendations
by node profiling of participating nodes. Depending on the underlying hardware,
each node behaves differently during execution. This profiling enables our system
to support heterogenous cloud nodes, as each profile has one to one correspon-
dence with a participating node. Furthermore, in case of a new node with the
same configuration, it is involved in the ecosystem without profiling.

3 Proposed Methodology

Our proposed architecture is described in Figure 1. Our system utilizes Ganglia
for monitoring and usage profile of cloud nodes. Cloud mediator interface acts
as a bridge between our system and ganglia. This interface hosts the Gmetad
component of ganglia and communicates with Gmond component deployed at
individual cloud nodes. This communication enables our system to collect the
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Fig. 1. Proposed Architecture

required vital signs for node profiling and cloud resource utilization during exe-
cution.

Our system consists upon two types of execution, i.e. offline and online. Of-
fline execution is used for profiling the individual nodes by grabbing the usage
data over a specified interval of time. The online process performs real-time
matching of real-time usage data with offline generated profiles. Incase of pro-
file is not identified the online data is considered for learning during an offline
process. This step increases the accuracy of the system by large as more learn-
ing data participates heavily in profile creation accuracy, which is later used for
recommendation generation.

Inside cloud mediator interface, the cloud usage data is gathered by using
a data acquisition component. Usage logs are utilized by usage profile genera-
tion module to generate energy-efficent usage profiles. These logs are reviewed
by profile generator depending upon the profiling mechanism. A profiling mech-
anism can work solely or cummlately to generate a better node profile. After
profiling, the most efficient profile is coupled with the usage scenario and evalu-
ation features which are in our case the utilization of CPU and possible energy
efficiency. These profiles are also tagged with underlying hardware specification
which includes the CPU type, its available cores, available memory, and hyper-
visor type. This feature enables our system to avoid profiling nodes with similar
hardware specification, saving evaluation time. Incase of a new but similar node
is added to the cloud they can be directly utilized on the very first instance.
Usage profile generation, evaluates these usage logs as an offline process and
generates the most energy-efficient usage profile for the application and persists
this profile in usage profile database. For profiling, the foremost activity is to
generate adequate data as usage logs of cloud nodes over several intervals and
several load configurations. This data includes information regarding CPU us-
age, network IO, disk IO, and memory utilization. These logs effectively provide
the usage patterns and extraction of possible energy-efficient schemes that can
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be used during runtime for generating recommendations. For usage U and load
interval L, usage at defined interval of times is:

UL ← {cpu, diskIO, networkIO,mainMem}
This usage (UL) can be collected for several usage scenarios, for example, in

case cloud being used as a compute cluster, possible scenarios can be distributed
video encoding or scientific application, and for several load intervals. Total usage
for cloud nodes over several load intervals is:

UT ← ∑time
i=1 ULoadInterval| LoadInterval = {10, 20, 30, 40....., 100}

P ← f(UT )

Utilization patterns from total usage (UT ) are extracted and persisted as
usage profiles. Among these profiles, the most energy efficient ones are persisted
as target schemes for recommendation generation. For total usage per scenario
(Us), f(x) extracts the profile (P ) information. Function f(x) matches the real-
time values of (UL) parameters to the profile parameters saved in usage patterns
and profiles. Incase of a possible match, a profile is returned. This match is a
threshold based instead of an exact match.

During the usage, Gmetad returns the real-time usage data. This usage is
mapped to profiles persisted for possible match by predication manager. In case
of an exact match, energy efficiency scheme for particular usage is returned as
intermediate recommendation.

Profile ← h(Gmeta(d)
⋂
P )

CreateRecommendation(Profile)

Intermediate recommendations are aggregated with recommendations from
recommendation engines which can include heuristics, for example, utilization
of many cores on a single CPU is more energy efficient than multiple processors,
best practices, and custom algorithms. Final recommendation is forwarded for
provisioning.

Our system uses a four step mathematical model for power calculation of a
task. For the first step, variance (�v) between the node of stress and idle level
is calculated. This variance provides our system the scale on which the power
of task will fluctuate. Power usage of stress and idle level is provided by CPU
vendors in their specification.

�v = UStress − UIdle

To map the actual usage to variance scale, load to power ration (LPRNode)
is calculated.

LPRNode =
(�v×Ucpu

100

)
+ UIdle

At this point our system knows how much power the actual usage is con-
suming; however, power usage of participating hardware components is added
to calculate the total power of actual usage (PTotal) in KWh. These hardware
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components include memory. storage drives, fans and power supply unit. Power
usage of these components is provided in their vendor provided specifications.

PTotal =
(
LPRNode+Pmem+PHdd+PFan

1000

)
+ PSUε

Finally, the total power of task is multiplied to the amount of running time
for the task.

PTask = PTotal × T imehrs

4 Evaluation

We have executed compute intensive scientific application over the cloud for pro-
file generation. These profiles are generated over three configurations. For con-
figuration I, the tasks are evenly distributed among 4 Virtual Machines (VMs).
Each VM utilizes single core with two threads. This scenario is profiled over two
test cases. For the first case, each VM is deployed over 4 different cloud nodes.
For the second case, the task was distributed over 2 cloud nodes with each node
hosting 2 VMs. For configuration II, the tasks were distributed among 3 Virtual
Machines (VMs). Each VM utilizes single core with two threads. This scenario
is further profiled over two test cases. For the first case, each VM is deployed
over 3 distinct cloud nodes. For the second case, tasks were distributed over 2
cloud nodes with one node hosting 2 VMs and another hosting only 1 VM. For
configuration III, the tasks were distributed among 2 Virtual Machines (VMs).
Each VM utilizes single core with two threads. This scenario is profiled over two
test cases. For the first case, each VM is deployed over 2 separate cloud nodes.
For the second case, tasks were distributed over 1 cloud node hosting both the
VMs.

The cloud platform we used is equipped with Intel(R) Corei7-3770k Ivy-bridge
microprocessors with 4 physical cores and two threads per core, i.e., a single
core can be virtualized with two threads per virtual machine. Xen is used as
hypervisor for virtualization. Following is the power specification of the used
hardware: CPU at Idle = 55 Watts, CPU at Stress = 141 Watts, RAM = 3
Watts/stick, Fan = 2 Watts, Hard disk drive = 2 Watts, Power supply efficiency
80%, total power at idle time = 0.081 KWh, and total power at stress time =
0.188 KWh. Generated profile is presented in table 1.

After profiling, this system was tested with two different test cases. Initial
test case is of scientific application with distribution provided in a static file
(machine.conf). The proposed distribution is of 3 Virtual Machines with 2 cores
each scheduled to be distributed on 3 different machines. Our system is matched
with the proposed distribution with the node profile and calculated the total
power consumption will be 0.109 x 3 = 0.327 KWh. After communicating with
Ganglia, our system recognized an available slot of 2 VMs with 2 cores on one
machine. Consequently, a recommendation was generated to change the distri-
bution as 2 VMs with 2 Cores on one machine with 1 VM with 2 Cores on
another and shut down the third node. The calculated power consumption of
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Table 1. Node profile

OS VMs Cores CPU Power Consumption

Win7(64bit) 1 1 14% 0.096 KWh

Win7(64bit) 1 2 26% 0.109 KWh

Win7(64bit) 2 2 54% 0.139 KWh

Win7(64bit) 3 2 78% 0.165 KWh

Win7(64bit) 4 2 99% 0.187 KWh

this recommendation is 0.139 + 0.109 = 0.248 KWh, which is 24% more power
efficient than the original distribution. This result is illustrated in Fig 2.

(a). Test Case-I (b). Test Case-II

Fig. 2. Test case evaluation results

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented our system for energy-efficient recommendations gen-
eration. Our proposed system implements a pure software approach by profiling
the contributing cloud nodes. Usage data from cloud nodes is evaluated and the
most energy efficient profile is generated for every node. Real-time usage feed
is matched to the profile and recommendations are generated as a result. Our
system was evaluated over two cases in which recommendations generated for
provisioning saved 24% and 22% power consumption by the cloud platform. So
far our system has only been evaluated over limited cloud nodes with limited set
of applications for profiling. However, for future research over large-scale imple-
mentation still requires evaluation over numerous nodes with homogenous and
heterogenous nature.
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Abstract. In this paper we propose new authentication scheme that is suitable 
for Software-Defined Networks (SDN). Basically our approach is based on One 
Time Password (OTP). To check legitimacy of OTP, our model uses an 
additional parameter, which is related with the path information where packet 
passed through. This is possible because SDN controller can monitor the entire 
network status. Proposed scheme can be briefly described as follows. First, a 
specific path is assigned to the network manager and his OTP packet should 
pass through this path. The controller modifies corresponding flow rules to 
forward OTP packet along correct direction. Consequently, OTP packet of legal 
user will be forwarded on pre-assigned path. Using this model, SDN controller 
can be protected from attack even when attacker knows the OTP because SDN 
controller accepts OTP packet only if it is forwarded along specific path. 
Finally we analyzed overhead caused from our authentication mechanism. 

Keywords: Software Defined Networks, Security, Authentication. 

1 Introduction 

Development in network technology reaches the limit. There are not much things left 
to do to improve current network. Furthermore, the size of network and enterprises 
getting bigger, it is hardly possible to meet requirements of current market with 
traditional network architecture. In this circumstance, Software-Defined Networks has 
been very attractive to researchers. In traditional networks, control plane and data 
plane are included in one network node so that you should access the device directly 
if you want to change the configuration. The main concept of SDN is decoupling of 
control plane and data plane. Diverse applications can use controller to manipulate 
networks. Network node inside the data plane can be a router, switch, wireless access 
point, etc. SDN controller is able to manage and communicate with these elements in 
Data Plane via API. OpenFlow is most popular open interface [1]. 

The relationship between controller and network nodes is one-to-many, and that is 
why SDN controller is also called centralized controller. The controller can have a 
global view of networks and easily manage the networks. SDN is also called 
programmable networks due to this ability, which is one of main advantages of SDN. 
However, ironically, it is also a main cause of security vulnerabilities of SDN. 
Security issues of SDN have recently started to attract attention. There are several 
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studies that try to resolve these issues [2][3]. However, these studies concentrate on 
other security issues, such as flow rules conflicts or resource protection, than SDN 
controller itself. Once attacker succeeds to compromise the SDN controller, he can 
get the power to control the whole network. That is the reason why centralized 
controller is very appealing target for adversary likewise any centralized entity in any 
other system. Therefore, secure and strong authentication scheme is required when 
network manager accesses to the SDN controller. Most simple and widely used 
method is ID/password authentication. However, simple ID/password authentication 
method has many well-known vulnerabilities against common attacks [4][5]. OTP 
scheme, which is stronger than ID/PW scheme, is proposed to prevent man-in-the-
middle attack or replay attack. Though it is still vulnerable to perfect-man-in-the-
middle attack in which attacker intercept OTP and use it before OTP expires. To 
address this problem, we introduce new path-based authentication scheme that 
additionally checks OTP's validity utilizing the characteristics of SDN. The packet 
containing OTP in their payload should be forwarded along specific pre-assigned 
path. Path is assigned to each network manager respectively. When SDN control 
server receives the OTP, controller figures out the path that received packet passed 
through. Consequently, only packets that have been forwarded on registered path are 
accepted. 

2 Proposed Model 

Network manager and SDN controller in proposed scheme use OTP for authentication 
and conduct additional verification procedure which verifies authenticity of source 
host who sent OTP. Each network manager is assigned with designated subpath that 
consists of several switches. If registered manager sends the OTP packet, the path 
which OTP packet is forwarded on should include this subpath. The controller that 
received an OTP packet checks whether this packet is forwarded on registered path or 
not. This mechanism is feasible because SDN controller is able to specify a route 
where a packet is forwarded to and track a packet. 

Our scheme consists of three phase: initialization, forwarding packet and 
verification. At initialization phase, network manager is registered to control server 
and specific subpath is registered as well. After the initialization, OTP packets are 
forwarded along the route which includes registered subpath. SDN controller that 
received OTP packet checks whether this packet is forwarded along correct path. 

2.1 Initialization 

If network manager wants to access SDN controller, he or she needs to be registered 
on SDN control server first. After the registration, unique id M_ID and hashed 
password M_PW = H(pw||r) are stored in control server database. After that, the 
subpath is assigned for registered network manager. Subpath information is stored as 
a list of switches Sp. Registered manager should access to controller through the path 
that contains Sp as a subpath. For path validation, controller checks PV which is 
generated from hash function, and it is computed step by step, by each switch in Sp. 
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The correct value of PV that packet should have at last is decided at early stage of 
forwarding packet phase because final PV value depends on the initial value PVi, and 
PVi is assigned at forwarding phase (we will describe detail computation procedure of 
calculating PV in next section). Forwarding packets is entirely up to switches, and 
they decide where packet should be forwarded to referring flow rules. Therefore, after 
that path Sp is decided, control server should define corresponding flow rules and add 
them to switch's flow table. These rules will lead registered user’s packet to the 
controller along the registered path. 

2.2 Forwarding Packet 

Once initialization is established successfully, several rules are added to switches 
which are included in pre-assigned subpath. OTP packets arriving at these switches 
are forwarded to next switch according to flow rules. Consequently, the OTP packet 
sent by registered user always passes through the corresponding registered subpath. 
However, we cannot assure that the network manager's host machine will directly 
send packets to the exact first node of subpath, and except for subpath switches, the 
rest of switches do not have flow rules about OTP packets yet. Therefore, the SDN 
controller first needs to lead the packet to starting point of the subpath. In case that 
one of switches residing out of subpath receives OTP packet, that switch will report 
packet-in event to the controller to request proper flow rules. To prevent adversary 
from acquiring flow rules by sending illegal OTP packet, controller checks digital 
signature of OTP packet and adds flow rules only if signature is verified as 
authenticated manager. If signature is valid, then SDN controller constructs a 
complete path which is including pre-assigned subpath and sends messages to 
switches to add proper flow rules. 

For path checking and verification, every time packets pass the switch, SDN 
controller needs to know which switches packets are received and forwarded by. 
There are two possible methods that can be used to accomplish this. First one is that 
making subpath switch reports to the controller whenever packet arrives and wait 
until it get an answer from the controller that it is okay to forward packet to next 
node. In this way, switches completely rely on the controller for decision. This is 
feasible because in SDN environment, controller can monitor entire network status. 
However, to report and have to wait every forwarding step is big overhead. Therefore, 
we are interested in second approach that is based on hash value comparison. In this 
approach, a hash value is computed switch by switch and switches report to the 
controller about packet arriving event so that controller can track the packet in real 
time. In this approach, switches do not need to wait for response from the controller. 
To make this mechanism possible, forwarding process at subpath switches need to be 
slightly different from the one at the other switches. Subpath switches calculate path 
value PV using path tag stored in packet's header, value of which is initialized with 
PVi at initialization phase. This value keeps changing on each session. 

OTP message is constructed by concatenating M_OTP and its corresponding 
digital signature. As described before, initial value PVi is added in the header as a path 
tag and forwarded to the switch. The complete packet transmitted between host machine 
and switch, and between subpath switches is depicted in Fig. 1. PVk is a hash value  
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Fig. 1. Message forwarded between network devices 

that is computed at the switch Sk and stored in OTP packet header when it passes 
between switch Sk and Sk+1. PVn that is stored in header after packet passed all 
switches of subpath will be used for verification at the controller. Assume that 
subpath is a list of n switches, S1 to Sn, then PVk is calculated as follows. 
 

PV1 = H(PVi ⊕ H(MACS1 )) 
... 

PVk = H(PVk-1 ⊕ H(MACSk )) 
... 

PVn = H(PVn-1 ⊕ H(MACSn)) 
 

H(x) is hash function, and MACSk is MAC address of switch Sk. To get PVn, hash 
function and MAC address of switches on the subpath are used in sequence. First, 
switch S1 gets an initial value PVi from path tag of arrived packet. Then it is 
exclusive-ORed with hashed MAC address of S1. S1 hashes this result again, replaces 
the path tag with final result, and forwards the packet to S2. After that, every switch in 
subpath repeats this procedure ultimately generating PVn at Sn, the last switch of the 
subpath. As a result, only packets that have passed every switches of subpath in 
proper order will get valid path value PV. 

2.3 Verification 

The SDN controller which received an OTP packet from the network manager has to 
check whether this message is sourced from registered manager or unauthorized user 
who is trying to access to the controller illegally. Controller can check this by 
observing the path that packet has passed through. At forwarding phase, every 
switches on the subpath reports to the controller when they forward OTP packet to 
next switch, so that an illegal OTP packet arriving at the controller without any report 
is discarded even if it has valid PV. Overall verification process is shown in Fig. 2. 
Note that this verification procedure is executed only in case controller got reported 
that packet is being forwarded by subpath switches. Controller checks the validity of 
signature in the payload at the very first. Secondly, controller checks path value. From 
the received packet, M_OTP and PVn are extracted and exclusive-ORed. XORed 
result is stored in M_OTPpn. Separately with this result, SDN controller computes 
S_OTP which is corresponding with M_OTP. To get S_OTP, control server retrieves 
M_PW and M_ID from its database, and use time value which can be easily earned 
by network protocol such as NTP (Network Time Protocol). PV can be pre-calculated 
after PVi is determined because the controller knows MAC address of every switch in 
Sp. S_OTP is XOR-ed with PV, finally generating S_OTPp. S_OTPp will be compared  
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Fig. 2. Path verification on SDN controller 

with host generated value M_OTPpn. If S_OTPp and M_OTPpn are same, and at the 
same time, signature is also valid, that packet is considered as the packet coming from 
legal user with correct OTP. 

3 Overhead Analysis 

3.1 Packet Detouring 

Because the controller specifies the route that packet should pass through for 
authentication, it is not guaranteed that packet is forwarded on shortest path. 
Therefore, packet could detour to the destination causing delayed arrival time. On 
Mininet, we measured the time increment as the number of switches that packet 
passed increases. On average, packet arriving time was delayed 0.0034ms as one 
switch is added in the path. However, our authentication mechanism is used only 
when login event occurs. Assume that login traffic form less than 5% of entire 
network traffic, this time delay is negligible when security aspect that proposed 
mechanism brings is considered. 

3.2 Hash Computation Time 

On every switch that belongs to subpath, hash value is computed to update PV. 
Primary function of switch is packet forwarding, and speed is most significant factor. 
Because additional procedure is added to forwarding step, time delay will occur when 
our authentication mechanism is used. To estimate hash computation overhead, we 
compare the execution time it takes to conduct table lookup only and to compute hash 
function after table match was found. Time overhead was observed within 10μs. 
Because we implemented it in software, we expect that this overhead will be cut down 
when it is implemented in hardware. 
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4 Conclusion 

In this paper, we propose strengthen authentication scheme for software-defined 
networks which can be used for verifying authenticity of network manager who is 
trying to access SDN controller. The main idea of proposed scheme is making 
specific packet to be forwarded along registered path, and controller accepts only 
packets that passed registered path. This concept is facilitated by centralized 
controller which has the view of entire networks. The controller does not assign 
complete path from start to the end. Instead of that, subpath is assigned and all paths 
which include a subpath are considered as valid paths. By allowing this, user can use 
any network devices because valid path changes flexibly depend on the location of 
user's machine. As described in section 3, the overhead that caused by additional 
authentication is endurable. We plan to implement our scheme on white-box SDN 
switch in future works.  
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Abstract. Recently, there is lots of interesting about Bigdata in Korea. Social 
Bigdata which is created by socialmedia has people’s opinion and idea, so 
government and other organizations want to use social Bigdata to find out 
public opinion and information. Utilization of this social Bigdata has been 
studied in disaster management. In our institute, we studied a way to quickly 
detecting disaster occurrence through the analysis of social Bigdata. In this 
paper, we describe the detecting method using the lexical patterns, and we 
present the results of applying this method on tweets related to three types of 
disaster. There are other results depending on the types of disaster. In this 
experience, tweets of collapse accident are the best result to apply the lexical 
patterns(94% accuracy). So the possibility of detection disaster using the lexical 
patterns was confirmed. 

Keywords: Socail Bigdata, Disaster, Disaster detecting, Lexical, Korean lexical 
pattern. 

1 Introduction 

The amount of data has been exploding even now so a lot of people and organizations 
have an interest in Bigdata. Therefore, Korean government also wants to use Bigdata 
to take advantage of the policy. Also the field of disaster management and 
corresponding has been tried to use social Bigdata to get new disaster policy [1].  

A lot of Korean people assertive communicate through social media so the 
government’s disaster management turns a one-sided way using the press into a two-
way communication way using social media. In addition, the Korean government 
based on scientific analysis of social Bigdata is also researching into ways of 
managed and corresponded beforehand to a disaster. In more detail, we should get 
information about disaster occurrence, disaster situations and disaster location by the 
result of analyzing social Bigdata created by people in the disaster situation. 

In disaster management, disaster occurrence detecting is one of the most important 
problems because quickly disaster occurrence detecting could be possible to minimize 
the disaster damage. There are some cases which reported disaster occurrence more 
quickly than the press by social media in Korea. Therefore, the disaster managers 
need the disaster occurrence detecting techniques in social Bigdata. We describe the 
disaster detecting method using Korean lexical pattern. 
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2 Detected Disaster Message by Lexical Patterns 

There are a lot of needs in order to detect the disaster message in social Bigdata. We 
explain experimental data, lexical patterns and evaluation methods in this section 

2.1 Experimental Data 

First, the type of disaster and actually disaster accident were selected. In the process, 
we looked up human disaster or complex disaster during 2011 in Korea. We selected 
three type of disaster such as train accident, collapse accident, and ship accident. 
These disaster types have a total of 36 accidents. Second, we had to set Korean lexical 
patterns about each type of disasters. It did not exist in the absence of prior studies so 
we directly made lexical patterns by analyzing the disaster text messages. In the 
process, we required the set of Korean keywords associated with the disaster. 
Therefore, we used the set of keywords by published other research [2].  

Third, the experiment needed disaster occurrence messages and wrong messages. 
There are many people’s messages about disaster and we need to find the necessary 
information in the pile of text messages. We prepared about 700 disaster occurrence 
messages which are made by people who use twitter. Next, we also prepared about 900 
wrong messages. In this progress, repeated messages and news articles were excluded. 

2.2 Lexical Patterns 

We were defined lexical patterns through original disaster occurrence messages. In 
the pattern definition process, we used the set of Korean keywords and regular 
expressions [3]. The created lexical pattern is referred to as the basic pattern and each 
type of disaster were to have their own lexical patterns. In addition, there are two 
derived patterns which are made by basic pattern. Derived patterns are comprised of 
regional pattern and negative pattern. Regional pattern contains the area keywords. In 
disaster message, people made messages about the occurrence of the disaster with 
area, so we considered local keywords. Negative pattern has the negative keywords. 
Disaster is used as negative sense, and disaster messages have negative expression. 
The Defined lexical patterns for each type of disaster describe in the next section. 

 Table 1. Regular expressions 

Expression Significance 
AB 
A|B 
Word 
Keyword 
\distance{n, m} 
/distance{n, m} 
[Keyword A]|[Keyword B] 
A \distance{n, m} B 

A next B 
A or B 
Stated one ‘word’ 
The set of ‘keyword’ 
Undirected distance n to m 
Directed distance n to m 
The set of ‘Keyword A’ or the set of ‘Keyword B’ 
Exist less than m and larger than the n word between A and B 
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2.3 Pattern Evaluation 

The accuracy of lexical pattern was verified using Confusion Matrix. The Confusion 
Matrix provides recall and precision. We use F-measure value which is fusion of 
recall and precision to evaluate the lexical patterns. 

 
Confusion Matrix 

Predicted Class 

Negative Positive 

Actual Class 
Negative a b 

Positive c d 

 Precision, P =  db + d               Recall, R =  dc + d F − measure =  R(1 − β) +  P(β)2 (0 ≤ β ≤ 1) 

Fig. 1. The Confusion Matrix and the formula 

In Confusion Matrix, recall and precision are trade-off, so the importance of recall 
and precision is determined by β value. We decided β=0.5, so F-measure value is the 
average of recall and precision. If basic pattern’s precision value is 0, derived patterns 
are not need to evaluation. Derived patterns have more information from basic 
pattern, so there are no more results. We made a comparison group which is has a 
similar pattern are included, and the highest performing pattern is defined as a 
representative pattern. Last, we examined the results of applying all of representative 
patterns. 

3 Experimentation 

3.1 Train Accident 

The train accidents occurred many times so there are a lot of messages about train 
accident. However, these messages are not enough to use analysis lexical patterns. 
The reason is that these messages are short and simple. We selected the appropriate 
messages and we choose only 323 messages. The patterns of train accident use a total 
of seven set of keywords which are train accidents, cause, administrative area, place, 
human damage, corresponding and response, and negative. 11 kinds of basic patterns 
are defined based on the form of the actual messages. 
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Table 2. Lexical patterns of train accident 

Pattern type Pattern 

Basic 

([administrative area]|[place]) /distance{0,5} [train accidents] 
([administrative area]|[place]) /distance{0,5} [train accidents][cause] 

([administrative area]|[place]) /distance{0,5} subway[negative] 
[administrative area]line /distance{0,3} [train accidents] 

[administrative area]line /distance{0,3} [train accidents][cause] 
[administrative area]line /distance{0,3} subway[negative] 

KTX|train|subway /distance{0,5} [train accidents] 
KTX|train|subway /distance{0,5} [train accidents][cause] 

[train accidents] / distance{0,3} [train accidents] 
[train accidents] /distance{0,5} [train accidents][cause] 

([administrative area]line|[train accidents]| KTX|train|subway) /distance{0,5} 
derailment 

Regional Basic pattern /distance{0,5} ([administrative area]|[place]) 
Negative Basic pattern /distance{0,5} ([human damage]|[corresponding and response]|[negative]) 

 
The train accident experiment uses 323 correct answer messages and 1,162 wrong 

answer messages. There are Specific keywords in disaster messages, and 11 kinds of 
basic patterns using specific keywords were generated. Similar forms exist in the 
lexical patterns so we had to find the best pattern among similar patterns. Therefore, 
we made a comparison groups and representative patterns which are the best 
performance patterns of each comparison group. In this experimental, the lexical 
patterns of train accident have lots of specific keywords. Although the recall value of 
one lexical pattern is low, the recall value of several patterns of values. In addition, 
some lexical patterns detected only disaster tweets. The results are detailed in Table 3. 

Table 3. The experimental result of train accident 

 Recall Precision F-measure 

Comparison1 

Basic1 0.5758 0.3765 0.4761 

Negative1 0.2167 0.2904 0.2535 

Basic2 0.5696 0.4269 0.4982 

Negative2 0.2105 0.3300 0.2703 

Comparison2 Basic3 0.0092 1 0.5046 

Comparison3 Basic4 0.1455 1 0.5727 

Comparison4 
Basic5 0.0030 1 0.5015 

Basic6 0.1424 1 0.5712 

Comparison5 
Basic7 0.1517 1 0.5758 

Basic8 0.0835 1 0.5417 

Comparison6 

Basic9 0.3808 0.3682 0.3745 

Regional9 0.3034 0.3161 0.3097 

Negative9 0.2291 0.3363 0.2827 

Basic10 0.0319 1 0.5309 

Comparison7 Basic11 0.2352 1 0.6176 

 Total 0.8916 0.3829 0.6373 
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3.2 Collapse Accident 

The collapse accidents occurred many times in the urban areas so there are enough 
disaster messages even less accident cases. We use only 278 disaster messages and 
1,207 wrong answer messages. The patterns of collapse accident use a total of seven 
set of keywords which are collapse, road in an accident, administrative area, place, 
human damage, corresponding and response, and negative. 5 kinds of basic patterns 
are defined based on the form of the actual messages. 

Table 4. Lexical patterns of collapse accident 

Pattern type Pattern 

Basic 

([administrative area]|[place]) /distance{0,5} [collapse] 

([administrative area]|[place]) /distance{0,3} [collapse]|bury 

[collapse] /distance{0,3} [collapse]|bury 

[road in an accident] /distance{0,5} [collapse] 

[road in an accident] /distance{0,5} collapse|bury 

Regional Basic pattern /distance{0,5} ([administrative area]|[place]) 

Negative Basic pattern /distance{0,5} ([human damage]|[corresponding and response]|[negative]) 

 
There are Specific keywords such as ‘bury’ in disaster messages, so 5 kinds of 

basic patterns using specific keywords were generated. In this case, the proportion of 
collapse keyword set and ‘bury’ is too high, so almost all lexical patterns results are 
good. We only made a 5 comparison groups. The results are detailed in Table 5. 

Table 5. The experimental result of collapse accident 

 Recall Precision F-measure 

Comparison1 
Basic1 0.8812 0.7469 0.8141 

Negative1 0.4316 0.6417 0.5366 

Comparison2 Basic2 0.5143 1 0.7571 

Comparison3 Basic3 0.8920 1 0.9460 

Comparison4 
Basic4 0.9316 0.6540 0.7928 

Regional4 0.8597 0.7515 0.8056 

Comparison5 Basic5 0.5 1 0.75 

 Total 0.9424 0.8343 0.8884 

3.3 Ship Accident 

The ship accidents occurred small number so there are not enough disaster messages. 
We use 137 disaster messages in the experiment. The patterns of ship accident use a 
total of seven set of keywords which are marine accidents, drowning accidents, 
administrative area, place, human damage, corresponding and response, and negative. 
8 kinds of basic patterns are defined based on the form of the actual messages. 
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Table 6. Lexical patterns of ship accident 

Pattern type Pattern 

Basic 

([administrative area]|[place]) /distance{0,5} [marine accident] 
([administrative area]|[place]) /distance{0,5} [marine accident] [marine accident] 

sea /distance{0,3} [marine accident] 
sea /distance{0,3} [marine accident] [marine accident] 
[marine accident] /distance{0,5} [drowning accident] 

[marine accident][marine accident] /distance{0,5} [drowning accident] 
sea /distance{0,3} [marine accident] /distance{0,5} [drowning accident] 

sea /distance{0,3} [marine accident] [marine accident] /distance{0,5} [drowning 
accident] 

Regional Basic pattern /distance{0,5} ([administrative area]|[place]) 
Negative Basic pattern /distance{0,5} ([human damage]|[corresponding and response]|[negative]) 

 
There are Specific keywords such as ‘sea’ in disaster messages, and 8 kinds of 

basic patterns using specific keywords were generated. In this case, lexical patterns 
are good at finding disaster tweets, but lexical pattern also good at finding wrong 
tweets. It is necessary to coordinate the lexical pattern of ship accident. We made a 4 
comparison groups, and the experimental result applying 4 representative patterns is 
recall=0.96, precision=0.27, and F-measure=0.61. The results are detailed in Table 7. 

Table 7. The experimental result of ship accident 

 Recall Precision F-measure 

Comparison1 

Basic1 0.9124 0.3968 0.6546 
Negative1 0.7080 0.4470 0.5775 

Basic2 0.7153 0.3951 0.5552 
Negative2 0.4160 0.4222 0.4191 

Comparison2 

Basic3 0.0145 0.6666 0.3406 
Regional3 0.0145 1 0.5072 
Negative3 0.0145 1 0.5072 

Basic4 0 0 0 

Comparison3 

Basic5 0.7518 0.6602 0.7060 
Regional5 0.6861 0.6482 0.6672 
Negative5 0.7372 0.6558 0.6965 

Basic6 0 0 0 

Comparison4 
Basic7 0.0145 1 0.5072 
Basic8 0 0 0 

 Total 0.9635 0.2710 0.6172 

4 Conclusion 

We built the lexical patterns with the meaning of disaster occurrence, and we 
experimented on actual disaster messages using lexical pattern. Then, the possibility 
of detection disaster using the lexical patterns was confirmed. Finally, we want to 
apply this research on the social Bigdata monitoring system(SBB1). 

                                                           
1 SBB(Social Big board) : Social Bigdata monitoring system developed by Korea National 

Disaster Management Institute 
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We know that the lexical patterns have a lot of vulnerabilities and are not enough 
to apply system. The first reason is that there is a lack of experimental messages. We 
used only the massages more than about 1600, so the result is not enough to assure the 
accuracy. Second, other forms of the lexical patterns are required. In this experience, 
we use only hand-made patterns, so we need to study about other forms of the lexical 
patterns. Last, the lexical patterns are not easy to apply to big data systems. The 
lexical pattern has a lot of vocabulary, so it is difficult that applying a lexical patterns 
to the social bigdata monitoring system which handles real-time messages.  

Although the lexical pattern has many problems, its potential is enormous. This 
research is a starting stage, so the lexical pattern research needs more time and effort. 
Through continued research, we are going to solve the problems, and we may detect 
real-time the occurrence of a disaster using by social Bigdata monitoring system. 
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Abstract. A small terminal node with compuation and communication 
capability is a basic building block for IoT. It is deployed on every objects with 
sensors and low power wireless communication features and interacts with 
human as well as other physical or virtual objects. As such, it transmits 
collected information for IoT to provide intellectual services. Although the 
progress has been made consistently in sensor technology, human’s 
intermediate intervention is still required in the industries or the facilities 
critical for vigilance, security and inspection. Thus, a GUI support in terminal 
node is needed to make a correct and instant interaction with human. Because 
of the lightweight computing environment where the terminal node has very 
small size of storage as well as low performance in computation and 
communication, the trite GUI programming scheme that makes high 
computation and memory requirement is inapplicable to the terminal node. In 
this paper, two image data structures are presented to minimize space 
requirement of storage for character fonts. They do not reduce the storage 
requirement for fonts but also decrease communication traffic over the low 
power and lossy network. 

Keywords: IoT, terminal node, graphic user interface, stroage space, low 
performance, communication network. 

1 Introduction 

Currently, we are verging on hyper-connectivity era that every objects are connected 
via various networks. All networks on the globe, most of them still being closed, will 
be merged to make an hardware infrastructure for an IoT [1,2]. Intellectual computing 
services could be allowed over the IoT by connecting physical or virtual objects with 
human as well as other objects. Like a capillary vessel spread throught the human 
body, teminal nodes connected with low power and lossy network collect and transmit 
surrounding data incessantly to neighboring nodes and higher level nodes to construct 
information infrastructure for reasoning and intellectual decision. 

Collection of surrounding information is largely done by electronic sensors 
installed on terminal nodes because high sensor technology has been developed and 
sensors are diversified. However, information collection intervened by human are still 
performed in large area such as industries and public or private facilities critical for 
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vigilance, security and inspection as shown in Fig. 1. It is because the human senses 
are still more accurate than electronic sensors and cannot be replaced in many parts. A 
human inspector does not need to be an IT expert and his/her activity of examining 
and putting surrounding data into a terminal node should not take unnecessary time, 
which is generally incidental on the main working flow. Therefore, GUI with high 
visibility, simplicity and user convenience should be provided with terminal node.  

 

Fig. 1. Lightweight computing environment 

Traditional GUI programming is generally done by taking advantage of graphic 
services offerred by operating system such as window library and graphic library, 
which provides a consistent and stable UI operation. However, in the lightweight 
computing environment, applications are developed by firmware programming 
without operating system or on the platform of operating system with basic kernel 
services [3]. It is because of high resource constraints of terminal nodes in lightweight 
computing environment which typically have 8~16 bit MCU, several hundred 
kilobytes of program memory, several ten kilobytes of data memory and several ten 
kbps commucation capability.  

New approach to support GUI programming is needed for lightweight computing 
environment because of the following four attributes which are found only in the 
lightweight computing device: First, the main mission of terminal node simply 
collects and transmits information to the server, which does not make lots of 
computation. Thus, it is not proper to prepare high cost device only for graphic 
processing requiring high performance and big size storage. Second, button select 
method is generally preferred rather than keystroke method to put surrounding 
information promptly to the terminal node especially in the industrial field. Third, the 
phrases used to interact with human are predefined and very limited. Terminal nodes 
are usually connected with a high performance server over the network. It means that 
they can inquire server to do complex computation such as image creation and 
modification and get the result online. 
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In this paper, image data structures, especially focusing on the character image, are 
proposed to minimize storage requirement for GUI programming by taking advantage 
of the characteristics of lightweight computing environment. Basically, a terminal 
node has a subset of character data enough to print interactive phrases while general 
purpose devices include all set of character image to support conventional GUI 
allowing keystroke input. A set of character images to interact between human and a 
terminal node is called an interactive phrase. Server save all set of character image 
and sends the requested image to the terminal node online. The interactive phrases are 
classified into static phrases and dynamic phrases. While static phrases are not 
changed during runtime, dynamic phrases can be changed during runtime. String code 
table structure is presented as data structure for static phrases and the curtate code 
table structure is proposed for dynamic phrases. These two structures do reduce the 
storage requirement but also decrease network traffic for message communication.  

2 Considerations for Providing the Lightweight Computing 
Devices with Graphic User Interface 

The GUI screen consists of a set of background images, icon images and character 
images according to data attributes to be stored. The background image is a geometric 
shape with single color. Thus, the data attributes for background image will be point, 
angle and distance. Icon image is the one with multiple irregular shapes and colors so 
that it cannot be expressed as a single definite mathematical equation. The icon image 
is fitted into a rectangular box that can have color values at its every pixel. This is a 
bitmap image usually requiring far more storage than any other types of image. To 
reduce the storage requirement, various image compression algorithm could be 
applied for the bitmap image but it brings about additional computation to 
decompress the image to load into memory [4]. Adopting image compression into the 
high resource constrained terminal node should be carefully considered in terms of 
hardware cost and software complexity. 

For character image, fonts are maintained at every characters. Font types are 
largely classified into bitmap font, outline font and structured font [5]. Bitmap font 
has a dot matrix where each dot indicates the inside and outside of the corresponding 
character. It is a simple visual representation method for character to be used in many 
embedded programming but cannot deal with character size variation properly. To 
resolve the shape distortion of character, several bit map fonts are generally 
maintained by each size of a character. Thus, the bitmap font has an inherent problem 
of high storage requirement. The outline font has information about the contour of a 
character dividing into several parts such as straight line, curved line and spline. It has 
a strength of displaying several size of character images with a reduced distortion. It 
is lower in terms of storage requirement but higher in the computation and complexity 
than bitmap font. The structured font represents a character by stroke skeleton and 
basic characteristic component table extracted from a set of characters. It has the 
lower storage requirement than the other two font types but it takes the longest 
rendering time. 
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Over the last few decades, the efforts have been made to construct a standard 
worldwide character encoding model for computer. Although there are still many 
character encoding schemes used in nations and industries, it gradually tends to be 
converged into one standard called the Unicode [6]. The Unicode has 16-bit long 
value to encode all characters over the world so that it can represent up to 65,536 
characters. Because the fonts should be kept at each character, the storage requirement 
and the development time are very significant. Especially, if eastern letters such as 
Korean and Chinese characters are provided, the lightweight computing devices with 
very limited storage and computing capability would groan under a heavy burden of 
font maintenance. 

GUI can be classified into frame interface and frameless interface depending on 
whether sharable window templates are provided or not. The frame interface is 
adopted by most general purpose operating systems such as Microsoft windows, Mac 
OS and several Linux distributions. It can minimize the time to design UI due to 
abundant graphic library services as well as to learn its features due to the consistency 
of interface. Meanwhile, it is mainly used in high specification of hardware since the 
graphic service library is relatively huge equipped even with scarce features to be 
shared among several applications. The frameless interface can provide a flexible UI 
to design a user interface suited for a specific application with high visibility and 
intuition. Thus, it is largely used in a mission specified device rather than in a general 
purpose computer. However, it would take longer time to develop UI due to the 
shortage of graphic library. A terminal node deployed in the industrial field prefers 
frameless interface because of its strong characteristics of simplicity, visibility and 
usability. 

3 Font Table Structure for Efficient Storage Management 

Terminal nodes deployed in the lightweight computing environment, which 
incessantly collect and transmit surrounding data in the field to the neighboring nodes 
and the higher level server, mainly use button selection method rather than key stroke 
method to interact with human. The button selection method displays a menu 
composed of several phrases and allows one or more of them to be chosen. The 
phrases used in the menu are predefined and designed to be short and compendious. 
In addition, the number of the phrases are generally limited. Thus, the conventional 
font management scheme that have fonts for every character code is inefficient for 
this lightweight computing environment. In this section, two font table structures, i.e., 
curtate code table structure and string code table structure are explained to store the 
bitmap fonts and allow a font data to be accessed efficiently in the small size storage 
of terminal node. 

The phrases used in the button selection method are largely classified into static 
phrases and dynamic phrases. Static phrases cannot be modified and a new static 
phrase cannot be created during runtime. Because the length and number of phrases 
are limited (at most 20 character long and two hundred phrases), it is more efficient to 
store font data in its string base. Fig. 2 shows the structure of string code table and an 
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access flow of a font data to maintain static phrases. The table header contains table 
version, the number of phrases and the base address to point the start address of font 
data. The table version is used for correct message transfer. Before setting to 
communicate between a terminal node and a server, server compare the node’s table 
version with its own version. In the vector table, entries per each phrase are 
maintained. Added with the base address in the header, the offset address in the entry 
points the start address of font data for a specific phrase. Because the length of the 
phrases are different each other, the string code table must have the length of the 
phrase in the string length field of the vector table entry. In addition, the font size is 
also kept in the vector entry since the phrases can have different font size each other. 
The bound address to point to the end of a specific phrase can be calculated by the 
string length field and the height and width field of font size. 

 

Fig. 2. String code table structure and font data access 

The curtate code table is designed to store the font data for the dynamic phrases. 
Contrary to the string code table on a string basis, the curtate code table is maintained 
on a character basis. Both the server and terminal node have the same curtate code 
table. The dynamic phrase is the one that can be created or modified dynamically 
during runtime. All phrase creations and modifications are done only by the server, 
which brings about any insertion or deletion of font data in the table. The server 
informs terminal nodes the modification of table in the terminal node side and have 
all terminal nodes keep the same curtate code table. 

Fig. 3 shows the structure of the curtate code table. Like the string code table, it 
has the table version in the header table to force all terminal nodes maintain the same 
curtate code table. Since it stores font data on the character basis, the data size is 
constant irrespective of a character. However, it must keep all set of font data on a 
size basis. The vector table has n entries containing the offset address of a character, 
which is added to the base address in the header to find out the beginning address of 
the font data. Because a character has several font data in its size, the exact address of 
a specific font-size data is obtained by the mapping unit which has the size of font. If 
some characters used in a newly created phrase are missed in a full curtate code table, 
a replacement policy must be set up to choose a victim entry. The victim data is 
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selected by FIFO rule. The history based policy such as recently least used algorithm 
would be more efficient. 

The number of entries should be chosen deliberately in the curate code table since 
it affects the overall performance of the code table scheme in terms of storage 
requirement and network traffic. That is, small number of entry can decrease the 
storage requirement but increase the communication traffic between terminal node 
and server due to the frequent table update. An efficient replacement policy is also 
needed since it can reduce the missing event that font data for a requested character 
does not reside in the curtate code table. 

 

Fig. 3. Curtate code table structure and font data access 

4 Conclusion 

Because surrounding things are watched and examined by human as well as various 
electronic sensors in the lightweight computing environment, it is needed to provide a 
terminal node with a simple, easy to use and high visible GUI. A new image saving 
structure is needed for hardware resource constrained terminal nodes since the 
conventional image management schemes requires high computation and storage 
space. In this paper, two font saving structure is proposed to save and manage font 
data for character images effectively. They do reduce the storage requirement for font 
data but also bring to an effect of decreasing communication traffic by removing 
phrase transfer between server and terminal nodes. The research to figure out the 
optimal number of phrases and characters to be stored in the code table are left for the 
future work along with a replacement policy.  
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Abstract. A General Data Protection Regulation that has been proposed in 
European Commission in January 2012 brings about active debate over the rights 
to be forgotten. If the right to be forgotten is approved, people can protect their 
personal information through strengthened personal information protect. 
However, this can lead to restraining the freedom of expression on internet. Thus, 
this article will present a standard that can protect freedom of expression and right 
to be forgotten by grading the exposed information on internet. Also, this article 
will reinterpret the right to be forgotten cases by applying new standard. 

Keywords: Right to be forgotten, personal information, privacy, deleting 
information. 

1 Introduction 

As new digital technology such as big data and cloud system develops, a lot of 
personal data are left behind and easily searched by using search engines. The fact 
that it is hard for people to control their personal data, the right to be forgotten which 
allow people to demand deletion of their personal information began to increase. In 
internet, it is easy to generate information. However, deleting the information is 
another story. When it comes to deleting the created information, it is very 
inconvenient. That is why “the rights to be forgotten” is taken in to consideration.  

According to the EU Data Protection Directive, 95/46/EC, European Court of Justice 
announced Google to delete links that contains personal information on may, 2014. This 
is the first time in Europe to apply the right to be forgotten in the internet. In order to 
fulfill the courts announcement, Google created webpage that gathers the request of 
people who demand their personal information to be deleted. On the first day of 
webpage opening, 12,000 request of personal information deletion was registered. The 
Google, however, answered that not all the registered request is being accepted. 
According to Google, they will go over the ‘rights of personal privacy protection’ and 
‘public rights to know’ to make standard. If the request does not fulfill the standard 
made by Google, they will not delete the personal information data [1], [2]. 

However, fact that case, range or standard on personal information data deletion does 
not exist lead to disputes. Thus, this article will present the new definition on the right to 
be forgotten and suggest standard on deletion of the personal information data. 
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2 Related Research 

2.1 Definition of Forgetting 

Memory is storage of past experience. It does not matter how or what information is 
stored. If it is in the brain, it is memory. After experience becomes memory, there 
comes a time when people cannot remember the experience. It is called forgetting. 
Forgetting does not mean that memory is deleted. It is failure of recalling the 
information from the brain cell. Forgetting is effected by many different aspects. The 
psychological status, environmental status, time and space of the experience affect the 
degree of forgetting [3], [4]. For example, if the memory or the experience is valuable 
and important, it is harder for people to forget the experience that they had. 

Also, if experience recalls another experience or memory, it is memorized much 
easier. Thus, even if the experience is same, some people can remember the 
experience better since the environment and importance of the experience is different. 
Also, in psychological status, attitude toward the experience or motivation effect 
forgetting greatly. 

2.2 Right to be Forgotten Inside Korea 

Korea partially accepts the right to be forgotten. In Korea, Personal Information 
Protection Act contains regulations on the right to be forgotten. Personal information 
protection law Correction or Deletion of Personal Information (Article 36) and 
Suspension, etc. from Managing Personal Information (Article 37) is the laws on the 
rights to be forgotten.  

Korean government provides rights to correct or delete the false personal 
information in order to protect the personal from false, incorrect and manipulated 
personal information under Correction or Deletion of Personal Information (Article 
36). However, since undiscerning correction or deletion could lead to problem. 
Requesting deletion is impossible if other law require personal information. So, if 
other law does not require the information, deleting and modifying the data is possible 
when ever personal wants to. Personal Information protection law Suspension, etc. 
from Managing Personal Information (Article 37) allow people to stop their personal 
information from using. This idea is stronger than rights to withdraw. It is right of 
termination provided by law which allows people to stop the process if it is not 
confirmed by them [5]. 

Overall, Personal information protection law allow people to control their personal 
information when their personal rights are infringed just because their personal 
information is on the internet. However, in following example, personal information 
data cannot be corrected or deleted because of the right to be forgotten [6]. 
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Table 1. Impossible to correction and deletion information 

Contents 
Personal information collected pursuant to the Statistics Act, among personal 

information managed by public institutions; 
Personal information collected or requested to provide for the purpose of analyzing 

information related to national security; 
Personal information managed temporarily as it is urgently necessary for ensuring the 

public safety and security, including public health, etc.; 
Personal information collected or used by the press, a religious organization or a 

political party to achieve its intended purpose, such as collecting or reporting news, 
missionary work, recommendation of electoral candidates, etc. 

2.3 Right to be Forgotten Outside Korea 

The problem and legal conflict caused by initiating the right to be forgotten is rising. 
Recently EU applied the right to be forgotten and announced that people can now ask 
Google for deletion of their personal information for the first time. However, because 
USA considers ‘right to know’ and ‘freedom of expression’ more important than 
personal privacy, USA has different position. Since USA is collecting personal 
information data for national security, they have different position compared to EU [5]. 

2.4 Current Issues and Technology on 'Right to be Forgotten' 

Today, overall current view or issue on the right to be forgotten is as follow [7].  

- Requiring the deletion of writings, picture, or video on internet website 
- Requiring the restriction on browsing through google or other search engine. 
- Preventing exposure of information in news article. 
- Requiring update or modification of pre-posted news article. 
- Requiring deletion of information if personal information or past happened 

fact harm personal property. 

In order to solve the current problem, new standard has to be presented in the area. 
There are 3 principle agents in 'right to be forgotten'. However, each stands are 
different from each other. Personal that require elimination of information, provider 
who posted information that were requested to be deleted, and mediator who connects 
through link in the middle is 3different principal agents. Major mediators that has 
technological or potential in browsing or SNS must make standard to protect 'the right 
to be forgotten'. 
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Recently, as issue on ‘the right to be forgotten’ expand, numerous technological 
and management methodologies are being presented. Among the methodologies and 
technology, there is an interesting technique called ‘Digital Aging System (DAS)’[8] 
in the field. DAS is like attaching ‘aging timer’ to digital data. When user post their 
picture or writing on internet, user can set aging timer to eliminate the data at the time 
when the user set their data to be erased. It is like a time-bomb exploding at the pre-
set time. If this program is operated in the internet, users can prevent their pictures or 
videos from spreading through internet or SNS unknowingly. Also, by eliminating the 
data, users can prevent their personal information infringement that happens because 
of permanent characteristic of the today’s data on internet. This technology can be the 
core technology in ‘the right to be forgotten’ which is on the way of being legislated. 

3 Body 

3.1 New definition on the Right to be Forgotten 

Before redefining the right to be forgotten, examining its meaning and property is 
mandatory. 

Even if there are disputes on whether the right to be forgotten is basic human right 
because it is not stated in the constitution, this can at list be seen as contents in 
informational self-determination to individuals which was announced by 
constitutional court in 2005. However, the right to be forgotten has to be balanced 
with basic human rights. This means that rights to protect personal information has to 
be enforced under a condition that it is balanced with right to know, freedom of 
expression, and freedom of press. In order to define the right to be forgotten, range of 
information that is being considered has to be decided. In this article, the information 
that is going to be dealt with is information that is exposed on online. For example, 
the right to be forgotten could not be applied to information that has been collected 
legally by government or agency. Thus, the right to be forgotten has to be applied 
after grading the personal information by dividing it with conditions such as 
information that can be deleted and information that cannot be deleted. When 
information is divided in to two, then we have to consider the balance with ‘freedom 
of expression’ and ‘rights to know’. 

3.2 Types of Personal Information  

Personal information types in Korea are wide and diverse. As technology advances, 
information that is considered as personal information also expended. The examples 
are in table 2 [9]. 
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Table 2. Types of personal information 

Information type Personal information list 

Normal Name, social security number, driver license number, address, phone 
number, birthday, nationality etc… 

Family Birthday, social number driver, job, phone number etc… 
Education and 

training 
Educational information (attendance details, school record etc…), 
technical qualification certificate etc… 

Military Military serial number, military hierarchy etc… 

Real estate Ground, vehicles, etc… 

Income Annual income, career, bonus, financial income etc… 

Other income Insurance contract, tax income, ground income etc… 

Credit Debit balance, payment circumstances, credit card etc… 

Employment Employer, company address, job evaluation records etc…  

Law Criminal record, a bankruptcy and guarantee filing, pay record etc… 

 
Today, the range of personal information is expending. This made information to 

include data that was not distinguished as personal information. As technology 
advances, personal information area will expand which can lead to disputes and 
debates on the right to be forgotten. 

3.3 Standard for Personal Information 

Present new standards for applying the right to be forgotten on personal information 
that are exposed on internet. 

Table 3. New standard of personal information 

Grade 
Personal 

information type Example 
Possibility of 

applying rights 

1 
National security or 
public safety data 

Criminal record, medical record, 
Military record etc… 

Impossible 

2 
Political  

or electoral data 
Political party record, election record 

etc… 
Impossible 

3 Financial data 
Credit card record, social security 

number etc… 
Possible 

4 
Falsely spread 

rumor data 
Malicious rumors, Scandal etc… Possible 

5 
Past reminiscing 

data 
Album, dairy, notice board, foster 

etc… 
Possible 

6 Daily life data 
Family record, income record, 

Education and training record etc… 
Possible 

Applying the right to be forgotten can be divided in to information that has to be kept 
or deleted.  
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Information that has to be kept is graded 1 and 2.  
Grade 1 contains information that is used in national security or public safety.  
Grade 2 contains personal information that shows political color.  
Even if these types of information are opened in internet, it cannot be deleted in order 
to secure public safety.  

 
Information that can be deleted is grade 3, 4, 5 and 6. 
Grade 3 contains information that is used in financial purpose. 
Grade 4 contains information that spreads false rumor. 
Grade 5 contains personal memory, retrospect data. 
Grade 6 contains private life related information. 
The right to be forgotten can be applied in grades from 3 to 6. 

3.4 New Interpretation of Previous Cases 

Case1. Germany’s ‘Walter Sedlmayr’ case 
Wolfgang Werlé and Manfred Lauber were sentenced with 15 year in jail for 
murdering actor named Walter Sedlmayr in 1990. After releasing from the jail, they 
asked Wikipedia to erase the incident and articles.  

German Hamburg court ordered Wikipedia and German sites to erase the 
information related to Wolfgang Werlé and Manfred Lauber in January 2008 
considering that these two people already paid for their action and even criminal’s 
privacy has to be protected.  

However, Wikipedia rejected the Hamburg’s court order and left the related 
information by presenting the United States freedom of expression law on First 
Amendment to the Constitution (Article 1) [10]. 

If this incident were to be reinterpreted with the standard presented in this article, 
murder case is grade 1 which is personal information associated with national security 
and public safety meaning that the right to be forgotten cannot be applied 

 
Case2. The United States ‘Stacy Snyder’ case 
The United States undergraduate Stacy Snyder had to give up her dream of becoming 
teacher due to one picture that she uploaded on myspace.com. School announced that 
the picture that she uploaded on her homepage shows that her behavior does not 
qualify to receive teacher’s license. Because of the incident, she demanded deletion of 
the picture. However, it was rejected (Snyder v. Millersville university et al.). 

If case 2 was reinterpreted with new standard, this information goes in to grade 5 
personal memories which are retrospect and private life related information. Grade 5 
can apply the right to be forgotten can be applied [11]. 
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Table 4. Comparing the results of the current law and the new standard 

Classification 
The right to be forgotten based on current law The right to be 

forgotten based on new 
standard U.S. EU 

Case 1 Impossible Possible Impossible 
Case 2 Impossible - Possible 

4 Conclusion 

Today, importance of the right to be forgotten is being raised due to expansion of the 
personal information range on internet. In the past, there have been numerous disputes 
regarding the right to be forgotten. However, no one suggested clear standard. This 
article considered the United States and EU’s position to present new standard so that 
many other countries can apply the standard. This article grades the importance of the 
information in a scale of 6 so that information can be categorized in to whether if the 
right to be forgotten can be applied or not.  

This Article understands the conflict between human rights and different positions 
of the countries. In order to apply the ideas of many other positions and situation, 
grading where balanced with care. 

For further research, not only feature of the personal information, more detailed 
categorization such as information publication time or information post order should 
be considered and applied on order to make more detailed decision. 
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Abstract. In recent decades, advances in research and hardware have 
significantly improved the quality of augmented reality applications. However, 
efforts of combining real illumination and virtual illumination have made little 
progress thus far [1, 2, 3]. In this paper, we propose the position estimation of 
multiple light sources using a specular reflective sphere placed in front of a 
camera for relighting in augmented reality applications. For position estimation, 
we take images to estimate light directions, and then, we estimate the positions 
of light sources in real time using a sequence of images taken by moving the 
camera. Our method improves illuminant integration, as more accurate shadows 
of virtual objects are obtained in comparison with the traditional methods of 
light source estimation [4, 5, 6, 7]. Further, we obtain not only the direction but 
also the position of light sources. 

Keywords: Natural Feature, SURF, Camera Pose Tracking, Augmented 
Reality, Relighting, Multiple Light Sources Estimation, Specular Reflective 
Sphere, Ray Tracing. 

1 Introduction 

For decades, Augmented Reality (AR) technology has attracted great interest because 
of its numerous applications in entertainment, education, navigation, etc. With 
advances in hardware, the visual quality of AR has also improved significantly. A 
technique in visual improvement involves rendering the shadow and reflection of the 
surrounding environment on the virtual objects. In this paper, we introduce a method 
for position estimation of multiple light sources that uses a specular reflective sphere 
placed at a rigid position in front of a camera, as shown in Figure 1. Furthermore, we 
move the camera as shown in Figure 2(b), and the intersection point can be thought of 
as the real position of light sources. Unlike the traditional methods that can be used to 
estimate only the direction of light sources, our proposed method can be used to 
obtain the real position of light sources as well. 
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Fig. 1. Camera configuration 
with a specular reflective 
sphere at rigid position 

Fig. 2. Intersection of reflection vectors from the same 
highlight spot: (a) the reflection light at the camera 
coordinate system, and (b) their vectors with camera motion 

2 Related Work 

In 1999, Kato et al. [8] introduced a traditional method of AR, which has been widely 
used in various AR applications. Even now, the black-white QR marker is utilized in 
some AR applications [9]. These visible markers and the virtual objects with rigid 
shadows appear incongruous with the surrounding real environment. Instead of 
unnatural markers, Lowe et al. [10] introduced a method for extracting distinctive 
invariant features from images; this method can be used for tracking camera pose 
without any visible marker when an AR system is in operation. On the other hand, 
there are a number of studies on relighting and illumination estimation. Chen et al. [4] 
used a single image to estimate the direction of a light source, his method involved a 
large amount of geometric operations to obtain a sparse map of the environment 
structure. However, this method cannot be applied to real-time AR processing, and 
the result is not ideal for the indoor environment because the method relies only on a 
single image to speculate the direction of light. Therefore, the researchers have been 
searching for an indirect way to solve this problem. To obtain a wider image of 
surrounding environment in only one video frame, an ultra-wide-angle lens (fish-eye 
lens) [11] can be used. It produces strong visual distortion intended to create a wide 
panoramic or hemispherical image. However, the strong distortion feature is not 
suitable for the camera-pose estimation of AR applications. Instead of this unsuitable 
high-cost equipment, we use a relatively cheap way (specular reflective sphere) to 
obtain the same result, like Schneider [5]. In our previous work [6], we obtained 
excellent results in estimating the direction of light sources by using a specular 
reflective sphere. However, the estimation of the position of light sources is an 
unsolved problem. Therefore, we present a method to estimate the position of 
multiple light sources using a specular reflective sphere. 
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3 Position Estimation of Light Source 

We broadly divide our method into two parts, as shown in Figure 3: camera-pose 
tracking and position estimation of light sources. The camera pose supports the AR 
process. Also, only the camera produces the transformation between two different 
frame, the two different sets of reflection rays from the same highlight spot can 
provide a folded angle. This small angle makes two rays intersect at one point which 
can be thought of as the real position of light source. 

3.1 Camera-Pose Estimation 

In AR rendering, the first step is camera calibration, which estimates the position and 
orientation of the camera with respect to the model coordinate system of the 
predefined object [6]. Through the calibration, a scene view is formed by projecting 
three-dimensional points onto the image plane by using a perspective transformation. 
Simultaneously, we can calculate the camera matrix and camera distortion 
coefficients. In our method, the entire procedure is based on full-camera calibration. 
The distortion error directly leads to deviation in the light direction measurement. 
When we project the highlighted spot from image plane to the world coordinates, this 
distortion causes the highlight spot to be projected at a wrong position on the sphere 
surface. Considering that the entire process of AR must be under the real-time 
condition and that the camera-pose estimation result must be sufficiently stable for 
rendering virtual objects, we employ the speeded up robust features detector (SURF) 
[12], as shown in Figure 4(a). SURF makes an integer approximation in the 
determinant of the Hessian blob detector, which can be computed extremely quickly 
with an integral image. By matching these obtained features of real-world scene 
(object features) with the corresponding natural marker features (image features), the 
object transformation matrix is obtained as depicted in Figure 4(b). Hence, the camera 
pose can be calculated by inverting the object transformation matrix. Thus far, we 
have obtained sufficient data for AR. Furthermore, all the computation in camera-
pose estimation is performed by a GPU, which can greatly increase the processing 
speed when the AR system is executed. 

Fig. 3. Block diagram of proposed system  
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Fig. 4. (a) The feature detection and matching result. (b) The RGB-axis is rendered as a virtual 
object by object pose. The white sphere is rendered at the same position (3D), same size with 
real sphere.  

3.2 Direction Estimation 

In real-world scenarios, the real sphere reflects many light rays to the camera. In order 
to find the direction of light sources, we need to reverse this process (ray tracing). If 
we know the normal vector of the bright spot on the surface of the sphere, we can 
easily estimate the direction of reflected light through ray tracing. In our method, the 
sphere is always at the same position in the image plane because of the rigidity of 
relative position between the sphere and the camera. The highlight spot on the sphere 
is represented as p(x, y, 1) in the image plane. By using the camera inverse matrix, 
this highlight spot can be projected onto the world coordinate system, which can be 
represented as p’ (x’, y’, z’). Then, by joining the center point of camera pose with p’, 
we create vectors from the camera center to the highlight spot on the surface of the 
sphere, which we call viewing vectors. Assume that the position of the virtual sphere 
is accurately calibrated with respect to the real sphere in the world coordinate system. 
These camera viewing vectors should have intersection points with the surface of 
sphere [13]. We can obtain the normal vectors of the highlight spot on the sphere 
surface by joining the center of the sphere with these intersection points, which in turn 
can be used to calculate the reflection vectors of light sources (or direction vectors of 
light sources). The reflection vectors R can be computed using R = I - 2(I • N) N, 
where I is the viewing vector and N is the normal vector, as shown in Figure 5(b). 

3.3 Position Estimation 

As described above, in order to estimate the position of light sources, we need at least 
two sets of light directions. However, two three-dimensional vectors generally do not 
intersect at a point; they may be parallel or coincident, but most often, only their 
projections onto a plane intersect. When they do not exactly intersect at a point, they 
can be connected by a line segment. The shortest line segment is unique (common 
perpendicular line segment of two lines), and the center point of this line is often 
considered to be the intersection in three dimensions [14]. Therefore, determining the 
shortest line segments of two sets of reflection vectors in three dimensions is the main 
objective of this section. In our method, we calculate the shortest line segment from 

(a)                           (b) 
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the positive direction of two vectors. Because the position of highlight spots and their 
area vary in each frame, we group the area of each highlight spot by the center normal 
vector of the respective spot on the sphere surface. Hence, the number of reflection 
vectors becomes equal to the number of light sources, as shown in Figure 5(d). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5. The overall process of light position estimation. (a) The highlight spots are detected on 
the sphere. (b) Use these blob the camera viewing vector and the normal vector on the surface 
of sphere can be computed. And by the relationship of ray tracing, the reflection vector also is 
computed (c), the red lines are the camera viewing vectors, the cyan lines are the spot normal 
vectors and the yellow lines are the reflection vectors. For calculating the light position we 
group the vectors like (d). (e) Finally, the two sets of reflection vectors will be saved to 
calculate the middle point of shortest line segment. 

4 Experiment 

The environment of our experiment is a square room with the following dimensions: 
6.6m × 6.6m floor area and 2.7 m height. There are four polygonal light sources on 
the ceiling, as shown in Figure 6(a). We attempt to estimate the position of light 
sources. First, we set the reflection light direction of four light sources as the 
reference reflection vector set at the 100th frame. The camera then takes images of the 
marker with random motion, and in every 10 frames, the other set of light direction 
vectors is saved to calculate the middle point of shortest distance to the reference 
reflection vector set. The algorithm was tested in 3,000 frames, and the result is 
shown in Figures 6(b) and 6(c). There are false detections that lie on the direction 
vectors. In our method, three factors cause the two vectors to not intersect at the real 
position of the light source. First, the data fluctuates during camera-pose estimation. 
In the domain of AR, error is inevitable in the calculation of the camera pose through 
estimation by matching features with the video image frame. Second, the camera 
calibration is inaccurate. To project the highlight spot in the screen image coordinates 
onto the world coordinate system, we must use the inverse of the camera to image 
transformation matrix, which is computed by camera calibration. Third, we consider 
the intersection point of two vectors in three-dimensional space. Because two vectors 
in three dimensions do not always have an intersection point, we calculate the point at 
which two vectors are closest to each other. Any minor error resulting from the 
aforementioned factors would result in wrong measurement. Despite this, after 

(a)              (b)                  (c)                 (d)            (e) 
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numerous experiments, we find that the farthest estimated intersection point can be 
thought of as the real position of light sources. We calculate the length by joining the 
origin of the world coordinates (marker position) with each light position in the real 
environment, and we compare the calculated length with the distance of the origin of 
the world coordinates from the farthest points of the four light sources that were 
estimated. The result is presented in Table 1. 

Table 1. The accuracy of estimated light position 

 Light 1 Light 2 Light 3 Light 4 Average 

Accuracy 52.77% 95.87% 78.00% 96.84% 85.10% 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 6. There are four light sources in the experiment room, and the lights have the position 
relationship like image (a). (b), (c) The blue cuboids are the ground truth position of four lights, 
the white points are the estimated light positions which lie on the reflection vectors and finally 
target to the real light position. 

5 Conclusion and Future Work 

In this paper, we proposed a method to estimate the position of light sources and 
improve the effects of AR. The ultra-wide-angle features of a sphere, which were 
used to obtain the maximum-range image of the surrounding environment, proved to 
be an advantageous tool for estimating the position of light sources. In our method, 
any two sets of reflection vectors can theoretically be used to estimate the position of 
light sources. On the other hand, from our method, we obtain usable data in part, and 
the highest difference between the position of the light source and the direction of 
light in relighting can be calculated; hence, we can determine the distance between 
the light sources and the virtual object we wish to render. In real life, a distant light 
source can always be detected, but it does not always create shadows of objects, 
especially in an environment with multiple light sources, as in Figure 7. This, again, is 
an advantage over the traditional method. In the future, we will test the maximum 
range of position estimation using our method and conduct more repetitive 
experiments to test its accuracy. We also hope to use all the light rays to calculate the 
intersection area and reduce the error. It was shown in the experiment that distance 
affects the accuracy. Furthermore, we are considering the use of the SLAM algorithm 
to free the camera for wider estimations. 

(a)                         (b)                                (c)  
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Fig. 7. Because we get the position of lights, even there are multiple light sources, just only the 
closest light can provide the shadows 
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Abstract. As more and more electronic devices and their software are applied 
to vehicles nowadays, the standard on development of vehicular software is 
getting important to get reusability and structured architecture. AUTOSAR is a 
leading standard and the majority of companies are using it around the world. 
However it is hard for software developers to test their own AUTOSAR 
software components because the testing of the software components needs its 
physical hardware and high setup cost. To overcome the difficulty, some  
researchers are working on virtual prototyping as a solution. We propose a 
method to apply virtual prototyping in AUTOSAR software components by 
modification of the existing open-source OSEK operating system. 

Keywords: Virtual Prototyping, AUTOSAR, OSEK OS. 

1 Introduction 

From the beginning of 21st century, the customers have begun to request of the 
vehicle manufacturer to adopt advanced functionalities like telematics. And they have 
used electronic device on an extensive area to satisfy their customers’ requests. As a 
result, the importance of software has increased in vehicles. Because the vehicular 
software is seriously related to safety, the continuous testing and the reusing of 
existing safe software component is needed from the earlier development phase to 
reduce the risk and improve the safety. To realize that goal, the vehicle manufacturers 
have begun to establish the standard to make vehicular software structural and easily 
reusable. Then AUTOSAR[1] was made by the consortium organized by the 
manufacturers and it is working as a standard. AUTOSAR software developers 
develop their software components following AUTOSAR methodology, and when the 
components are done, it has tested on physical hardware generally. However the 
testing on physical hardware has a problem that is costly and hard to be done in the 
development step. As a solution of the problem, virtual prototyping, to run and test 
software component on virtual prototype replaces physical hardware, is proposed. 
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When it encounters the hardware dependent parts in the software running cycle under 
virtual prototyping, the virtual prototype acts as physical hardware. Then the 
developer can get a result of testing without physical hardware. 

In this paper, the method to use virtual prototyping to test AUTOSAR software 
components is proposed. The proposed method uses existing open-source OSEK 
operating system and modify and add the functionality about virtual prototype to 
them. By the modified OSEK OS, the AUTOSAR software developers can run and 
test his software components on the virtual prototype. 

2 Related Works 

Virtual prototyping[2] technique can be used to various industrial areas like 
mechanical engineering, computer science, and so on. In many times, virtual 
prototyping is being used to test and enhance design of product and make a prototype 
rapidly on development process[3]. 

There are some tools can be used as a basis of the virtual prototyping. Simulink[4] 
and its extensions run a virtual prototype made by VRML graphics and the models 
from Simulink or codes from MATLAB. Rational Rhapsody[5] assists user to make 
UML models and generate source code. Because Rational Rhapsody has the API and 
library about communication, so we can make the generated code connected with 
virtual prototype. For example, Liu and Cao use Simulink and Rhapsody to do virtual 
prototyping of UAV flight control system[6], Bruno and 4 people showed the 
technique about virtual prototyping using MATLAB and Simulink[7]. 

However, virtual prototyping still have some problems. The major one is that the 
virtual prototyping will be extra overhead. At first, it’s hard to make and implement 
virtual prototype itself. Then some researches are doing in field that making virtual 
prototype in PC by using GUI or Adobe Flash(SWF) easily[8][9]. But still now the 
problem is left that we couldn’t use the source code to virtual prototype as it is. For 
instance, Rational Rhapsody uses its own library and communication for virtual 
prototyping, and Simulink runs programs in MATLAB code or Simulink models. 
That means the program should be rewritten by target systems’ language or library 
after the virtual prototyping. To reduce the extra overhead and be easier to use virtual 
prototyping, the simulation and virtual prototyping technique based on target systems’ 
source code is needed. 

3 Modification of Open-Source OSEK OS to Connect Virtual 
Prototype 

AUTOSAR software components are designed to use API in OSEK OS to access 
input/output of hardware ports. So running the software component in a physical 
hardware will be OK, but there may be some problem when we try to run the 
component in PC because there is no the hardware or API for them. To solve this 
problem, the OSEK OS should have the implementation of API to communicate the  
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input/output of virtual prototype with software components. As the scope of 
implementation is limited to inner API, there is no impact to software components. 
Then, the software components designed to run in physical hardware can be run in PC 
with virtual prototype by using the OSEK OS implemented virtual prototype 
functionality without modification of the source code of the component. 

 

Fig. 1. The Implementation of Virtual Prototype Input/Output to Open-source OSEK OS 

Figure 1 illustrates how the input/output of virtual prototype can be communicated 
with AUTOSAR software component by the implementation of the additional 
functionality on OSEK OS. In the case of FreeOSEK[10] and Arctic Core[11], the 
input/output API are defined to the place called Dio(Digital I/O Driver). Dio consists 
of channels to handle input/outputs, methods to read/write channels, and so on. As an 
external input try to write the channel, the external input calls WriteChannel() 
method, and as an software component try to read the channel, the software 
component calls ReadChannel() method and gets the return value. In the open-source 
OSEK OSs, the source codes of API used for Digital I/O are opened so we can add 
the virtual prototype functionalities by modifying the implementation. 

 

Fig. 2. The Connection of Virtual Prototype to Software Component Using Shared Memory 

Figure 2 illustrates how the software component interact with user by using virtual 
prototype and open-source OSEK OS added virtual prototype functionality. This 
paper proposes the using of shared memory concept to input/output driver of OSEK 
OS[12]. The shared memory has the data structure describes multiple I/O channels 
that store digital values of ports. Then the interface for virtual prototype should be 
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added to access the values of shared memory from virtual prototype. By this way, 
channels act like the ports of physical hardware by accessing from both virtual 
prototype and software component and have an interaction. The virtual prototype uses 
the interface on shared memory when it attempt to access them, the software 
component uses the API defined to OSEK device driver. As a result, it is realized that 
the virtual prototype can put the input to the software component by writing shared 
memory and can get the output from reading value of shared memory. So the user can 
test the software component using virtual prototype. 

 

Fig. 3. The Communications on Multiple software components with Virtual Prototype 

In many cases on automobiles, multiple electric devices are running with 
connection each other[13]. It implies that the software components on electric devices 
can be connected with other one. Because of this, if the tester want to test vehicular 
software with virtual prototype effectively, the communication functionality among 
the multiple software components is necessary. Because POSIX-based open-source 
OSEK OSs such as FreeOSEK has not implemented the communication, we need to 
implement the communication functionality in order to run and test multiple software 
components have the interaction. OSEK OSs are using API to communication to other 
components and the API is located in Communication Driver called Com, and the 
API defines that the communication is done by signals[14]. However the real vehicles 
are using CAN, Ethernet, etc. on its internal communication, because the physical  
hardware on communication is also replaced to virtual prototype in PC on virtual 
prototyping, the implementation is done into IPC(Inter-process Communication) or 
sockets. Figure 3 shows the interaction on multiple software components using virtual 
prototyping. A software component requires the transmission to the other one by the 
communication API in OSEK OS, the OSEK OS extended virtual prototype 
functionality in this paper transmit the signal. The signal is moved via virtual bus 
replaces physical network bus in virtual prototype. Then the signal arrives at the 
target software component and processed by them. Finally the result of the processing 
appears to virtual prototype. 
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4 Case Study on FreeOSEK and Discussion 

In prior to apply to the AUTOSAR software component, we have tried to run a simple 
program based on OSEK OS with the proposed method. We used the r554 revision of 
FreeOSEK on Subversion, that is the latest one in July 2014. As the OS included 
some examples run on respective embedded systems, we used the proposed method to 
them to run it on Linux PC. 

We installed FreeOSEK from its Subversion repository to the PC installed Ubuntu 
10.04 64bit Edition. Then we picked an example named Blinking that reads the state 
of buttons and blinks the LEDs. It is designed to run on LPC2468[15] microcontroller 
and uses a device driver for the microcontroller. 

 

Fig. 4. The header inclusion on source code and the positioning of stub 

In order to run with the minimal change on source code and OIL configuration, we 
added the stub of device driver acts as microcontroller and input/output devices. 
Figure 4 shows the procedure. The source code includes the headers of device drivers. 
The drivers are stored to a directory named Drv on FreeOSEK. It consists of 
Mcu(microcontroller), Dio(digital I/O), and so on. We filled the stub that replaces the 
physical device into the directories and named it POSIX. Then we modified Makefile 
in the root directory of FreeOSEK to use POSIX instead of embedded board and 
microcontroller and compile to the executable. As a result, the source code will use 
the stub header by the inclusion, and it can run in PC with virtual prototype. 

Table 1. Comparison results between testing and virtual prototyping methods 

Functional Items Testing on 
physical system 

Existing 
VP methods 

Proposed 
method 

Enabling early testing No No Yes 
Using original source code Yes No Yes 
Testing in accelerated speed No Yes Yes 
Additional knowledge required No Yes No 
Physical restriction Yes No No 
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We discussed about the comparison of testing methods into Table 1. Testing on 
physical system, the conventional method, is hard to be done in earlier step because 
the time has to be taken to make the physical system. The existing virtual prototyping 
method also has the similar problem. Because the existing virtual prototyping method 
has to make a virtual prototype using VRML, Simulink models, or Rational Rhapsody 
API and library. It makes the tester to get the needs to have additional knowledge and 
the virtual prototype be made later. However, in the proposed method, tester only use 
the interface of OSEK OS predefined and the shared memory interface for the virtual 
prototype to test their software components. It may be simple to understand and easy 
to attach a virtual prototype. That’s why the proposed method can test the component 
in the earlier step and the unmodified source code can be tested in proposed method. 
Also as the virtual prototyping can be done without the physical environment, we 
don’t need to care about physical restriction like the space and time. 

5 Conclusion 

In this paper, a method to run and test the AUTOSAR vehicular software component 
on PC using virtual prototyping is proposed. This method is based on POSIX-
compatible, open-source OSEK OS. We proposed to implement the additional 
functionality for virtual prototype to the OSEK OS. At first, we proposed using virtual 
I/O driver to replace physical I/O hardware into virtual prototype application in PC. It 
made the user interact to the software component without physical hardware. Then the 
addition of the communication using virtual bus that follows the API on OSEK OS is 
proposed. Finally, we have tried to run a simple software in PC applying the proposed 
method to FreeOSEK. That will show the running of multiple software component 
using communication. This proposed method is expected to broaden the space of the 
testing of vehicular software. 
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Abstract. In a saturated IEEE 802.11-based wireless network, stations tend to 
face back-off delay and retransmissions because of the basic characteristics of 
DCF based on CSMA/CA. Several relay-based cooperative mechanisms have 
been proposed to improve the performance of the IEEE 802.11 WLAN. However, 
they require complicate procedures for the optimal cooperation among stations. In 
this paper, we propose a compensation-based cooperative mechanism that can 
improve the throughput of the IEE 802.11 WLAN and give fair chances to 
stations. The main idea of our proposed mechanism is that when the transmission 
of a station fails, one of its neighbor nodes with better channel quality transmits 
the failed frame as well as its own data frame using the MSDU aggregation 
scheme. After that, when the failed station grabs the channel, it gives its right to 
transmit to the proxy node as compensation. Simulation results show that the 
proposed mechanism significantly improves throughput and throughput gain. 

Keywords: IEEE 802.11, cooperative mechanism, overhear, MSDU 
aggregation, compensation. 

1 Introduction 

During the last few years, IEEE 802.11-based wireless networks have become 
extremely popular among mobile users due to the advantages of low cost, mobility 
support and high data rate. Two different MAC mechanisms are supported by the 
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IEEE 802.11 standard [1]: One is called the distributed coordination function (DCF) 
which is a mandatory contention-based channel access function. The other is called 
the point coordination function (PCF) that employs an optional centrally controlled 
channel access function and is built on the top of DCF. DCF provides an equal chance 
of channel access to every station using a random access scheme, based on the carrier 
sense multiple accesses with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) protocol. When a 
station experiences a transmission failure caused by a collision or bad channel 
condition, it retransmits the failed frame according to the binary exponential backoff 
algorithm. This makes the performance of the IEEE 802.11 WLAN severely poor as 
the number of retransmissions increases. 

In this paper, we propose an efficient compensation-based cooperative mechanism 
to improve the performance of the IEEE 802.11 wireless LAN (WLAN). Our 
proposed mechanism consists of two parts, the cooperative part and the compensation 
part. The idea of the cooperative part is that when the transmission of a station fails, 
another station (a proxy station) with better channel quality transmits the failed frame 
as well as its own data using the maximum service data unit (MSDU) aggregation 
scheme. To do so, every node has to maintain the overheard table to store the not-yet-
acknowledged overheard frames. In the compensation part, if a station has a right to 
grab the channel and has been helped by a proxy station, it sends a request-to-send 
(RTS) frame containing the address of the proxy station to the AP. And the AP replies 
a clear-to-send (CTS) frame to the proxy so that the proxy station can get 
compensation for the retransmission of the failed frame. Our proposed cooperative 
mechanism simplifies the relay station selection procedure and adds the compensation 
scheme to give fair chances to stations. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the related work is 
given. Our proposed overhearing-based cooperative mechanism is described in 
Section 3 and the simulation results are presented in Section 4. Finally, we conclude 
in Section 5.  

2 Related Work 

In [2], the authors designed a relay-enabled DCF protocol, called rDCF, to exploit the 
physical layer multirate capability in wireless ad hoc networks. According to the 
channel condition, data can be transmitted with different rates and some data packets 
may be delivered faster through a relay node than through the direct link if the direct 
link has low quality and low rate. rDCF uses a triangular handshake among the 
sender, the relay node and the receiver so that they can agree on whether to perform 
relay and which rate to use according to the real-time channel condition. 

In [3], the authors proposed the relay-aided media access (RAMA) protocol that 
takes advantage of the existence of multihop high-rate links instead of a single-hop 
low-rate path in a wireless ad hoc network. The RAMA protocol exploits the relay 
effect to improve the performance of low-rate transmission. Whenever there is an 
intermediate node between the low-rate sender and receiver, the sender can utilize the 
intermediate node to relay its frames to the receiver after gaining access to the 
channel, in which a low-rate link is replaced by two much higher rate links. 
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The cooperative media access control (CoopMAC) in WLANs is proposed in [4]. 
CoopMAC uses the table-based relay node selection by maintaining a table to keep 
cooperation information, such as transmission rates of source-to-relay node and relay 
node-to-destination links. 

The authors in [5] proposed an optimal relay selection MAC protocol that takes 
into account the MAC overhead and adopts a cooperative mechanism considering 
transmission failures due to node contention and transmission errors. They also use 
the triangular handshake procedure to facilitate cooperative communication. 

Most of the recently proposed cooperative mechanisms focus on selecting the relay 
node with high overhead. Up to our knowledge, none of the previous work considers 
the MSDU aggregation to enhance the network throughput. 

3 A Compensation-Based Cooperative Mechanism 

Our proposed mechanism is composed of two parts, the cooperative part and the 
compensation part, and requires each station to maintain its own overheard table. In 
the cooperative part, if a station overhears a frame from another station and knows 
that the frame has not been acknowledged within a specific time period, it buffers the 
frame in its overheard table. If the station grabs the channel and its received signal 
strength (RSS) is larger than the average RSS, it checks whether there are any frames 
in the overheard table. The average RSS is calculated and announced by the AP which 
collects the RSS information of each station in its coverage area. If the overheard 
table is not empty, it selects one or more frames from the overheard table while the 
condition, α ≤ β, is satisfied, where α is the total MSDU size for sending including 
its own MSDU to send and β is the maximum MSDU threshold (2304 bytes). 

After that, it acts as a proxy node of the stations having sent the chosen overheard 
frames. Then, the proxy node aggregates its own MSDU and the MSDU(s) of the 
chosen overheard frame(s). The proxy node fragments the aggregated frame if the 
MSDU size is larger than the fragment threshold. Finally, it sends the aggregated 
frame to the AP in lieu of the failed station(s). 

Fig. 1 shows the operation of our proposed mechanism. A station is illustrated in a 
circle in which the alphabet after ‘:’ means the name of the station and the number 
after ‘:’ implies the order of channel access. For instance, the circle with ‘4,1:A’ 
implies that the station A accesses the channel as the first and the fourth station. At 
first, the station A accesses the channel to transmit its own data, but it turns out to be 
a failure. At that time, the stations B and C overhear this failed transmission and store 
the overheard frame in their overheard tables. After that, when the station B accesses 
the channel, it checks its overheard table. If its SNR is higher than the average SNR 
AP, it combines the chosen MSDU (i.e., the failed frame from B) from its overheard 
table with its own MSDU. Finally, it sends the aggregated frame to the AP. However, 
in this example, this transmission from the station B also fails. Then, the next turn is 
given to the station C which finally succeeds to transmit the frame aggregated with 
the MSDUs from its overheard table (i.e., the failed MSDUs from B and A) and its 
own MSDU. If a station receives a selective AcK for an overheard frame from the 
AP, it deletes the overheard frame from its overheard table. 
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Fig. 1. The operation of cooperation 

For the compensation part, we need to consider two cases. The first one is the case 
when a station with the right to access the channel has a debt to another (proxy) 
station. In that case, the station sends an RTS containing the address of the proxy in 
the TA field to the AP. Then, the AP sends a CTS to the proxy instead of the original 
sender of the RTS, which implies that the original sender of the RTS hands over the 
right to send to the proxy. The modified usage of RTS/CTS frames and the example 
of compensation for Fig. 1 are illustrated in Fig. 2. When the station A gets the right 
of channel access as the fourth, it checks whether there exists a node which it has to 
compensate for. In this case, the station C is the proxy that the station A has to 
compensate for. Thus, the station A sends an RTS containing the address of station C 
in the TA field to the AP. The AP replies a CTS to the station C. The second case is 
the situation that a station accesses the channel with the handed-over right as 
compensation. In this case, even when the station has a debt to another station, it does 
not hand over its right to send to the station and sends its own MSDU to the AP. 

 

Fig. 2. Modified RTS/CTS usage and a compensation example 

4 Performance Evaluation 

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our proposed mechanism by carrying 
out the NS-2 based simulations. Our mechanism is compared with the legacy IEEE 
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802.11 DCF protocol. The simulation network consists of 10 nodes randomly placed 
in the 50 m × 50 m area. The AP is located at the center of the network. All the nodes 
have uplink and downlink UDP traffic and are communicating via the AP. The data 
transmission rate is set to 11 Mbps and the maximum number of retransmissions is 3. 
We have considered throughput as the performance evaluation factor. In Fig. 3, it is 
shown that the throughput increases as the MPDU size increases. The reason for this 
is that the relative overhead to transmit an MPDU decreases as the MPDU size 
increases. Fig. 4 depicts the throughput gain of our proposed mechanism over the 
IEEE 802.11 DCF for various MPDU sizes. A larger MPDU size gives a higher 
throughput gain. This is because of the fact that a larger MPDU size means a higher 
frame error rate (FER) (i.e., more retransmissions) and our mechanism reacts to 
transmission failures more successfully with the cooperative operation than the IEEE 
802.11 DCF.  

 

Fig. 3. Throughput vs. the MPDU size 

 

Fig. 4. Throughput gain of the proposed mechanism over the IEEE 802.11 DCF 
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5 Conclusion 

In this paper, we have proposed a compensation-based cooperative mechanism to 
improve the performance of the IEEE 802.11 wireless LAN. The main idea is that 
when a station fails to transmit a frame, another station with better channel quality 
retransmits the failed frame, which was overheard, for the original sender. After that, 
when the original sender gets the chance to access the channel, it hands over the right 
to send to the proxy station as compensation. The performance of our proposed 
mechanism is evaluated through the NS-2 based simulations. The simulation results 
indicate that our mechanism outperforms the IEEE 802.11 DCF in terms of 
throughput and throughput gain. 
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Abstract. TCP suffers from high packet loss rate and tends to overreact to the   
ever-changing network dynamism of wireless network that experiences 
considerable delay variation. And also, it undergoes backoff state repeatedly 
and enters into a slow starting mode, which in turn leading to the low 
throughput and excessive end-to-end latency. On the other hand, UDP does not 
consider recovery of lost packets and the problem of out-of-order delivery 
resulting in much more data loss. For these reasons, RUDP was proposed at the 
IETF Internet Draft[1]. In this paper, we focused on the minimization of data 
packet delay time and aimed to reduce packet loss and deliver the data in order 
with the proposed protocol. Hence, using OPNET Modeler 14.5 PL8 program 
under the identical environment, we conducted the comparative analysis 
simulations between TCP, UDP and RUDP considering "Retransmission 
function" and sequence acknowledge numbers that are used to monitor packet 
loss and the order of the received packets, and various timers as major testing 
factors. The purposes of the simulations conducted for RUDP in this paper are 
to supplement "unreliable" characteristics of UDP, which is considered as a 
major problem, and thereby produce reliable data like TCP produces by making 
use of better characteristic of UDP not just imitating TCP's characteristics.  

Keywords: Simulation, Protocol, OPNET, OPNET Simulation, RUDP. 

1 Introduction 

Today, TCP and UDP are the widely used transmission protocols for both wired and 
wireless networks. Even though TCP and UDP both guarantee in-order data delivery 
and provide congestion control function[2,3,4,7,8], UDP holds a lead in the reliability 
in focusing on real-time delivery of data packets. Based on RDP (Reliable Data 
Protocol)[2,6,8], RUDP (Reliable User Datagram Protocol) was proposed in the 
Internet Draft 1999[1] as a transmission protocol that could offer reliability similar to 
TCP while preserving low-delay characteristic of UDP[2]. 

The purposes of the simulations conducted for RUDP in this paper are to 
supplement "unreliable" characteristics of UDP, which is considered as a major 
problem, and thereby produce reliable data like TCP produces by making use of better 
characteristic of UDP - not just imitating TCP's characteristics. 
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2 Related Research 

2.1 RUDP Model 

[Fig. 1] shows a RUDP node model and RUDP process model. RUDP node model 
was implemented using app_UDP module on Tpal. This model, Layer2, has been 
developed to utilize Ethernet MAC and perform TCP/IP transmission. Examining the 
model, the additional attributes in RUDP node model are the port numbers, the 
number of retransmissions, time-out periods and the transmission protocols.  

The RUDP process model was implemented to use all of TCP, UDP, RUDP 
transmission protocols, and for TCP and UDP, TCP and UDP protocols which are 
being provided by OPNET. For the RUDP model, we’ve used a methodology that 
guarantees packet reliability by transmitting the packets in accordance with the 
“Sequence (order) Number” and receiving Ack packets after message deliveries are 
completed. This is called as a “Selective Repeat Protocol”. If the Ack packet does not 
arrive within the designated time-out period, prior sent packet will be retransmitted 
until the fixed maximum number of retransmission has been met. The model is 
expected to discard the packet if it is unable to receive the Ack packet at the end. The 
number of retransmissions and time-out periods are defined with “Property Window” 
so that the user can run the simulations by altering them each time. 

 
Fig. 1. RUDP node model and RUDP process model 

The RUDP DEMAND model is to simulate traffic generation and as below [Fig. 
2], the attribute for the Start Time is the traffic occurrence time; End Time is the 
traffic (occurrence) ending time; Interarrival Time means traffic occurrence cycle; and 
Packet Size, the size of the traffic occurrence. 

 
Fig. 2. RUDP DEMAND model arrributes 
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2.2 Retransmission Function 

This function is to guarantee data reliability, and with this function, the Receiver node 
sends back Ack packets once it receives the data packets sent by the Sender node. 
That is, in this function, packets are retransmitted by the Sender node even if they do 
not receive Ack packets from the receiver node so that the reliability of data can be 
assured. 

3 Performance Evaluation 

[Fig. 3] shows a scenario construction. For the scenario construction, we’ve made it 
identical for all situations. For node arrangement, 1 Client, 1 Server, 2 Switches and 2 
Routers, and as for the traffic, we’ve evaluated the performances differentiating the 
transmission protocols using RUDP DEMAND model. Simulation run time is 1 hour 
and performance index has been determined with the traffic data send/receive rate and 
end-to-end transmission delay time. 

 

Fig. 3. Scenario construction 

3.1 TCP Analysis Scenario Evaluation 

The analysis results of TCP performance evaluation scenario using traffic statistics 
are as follows. 

- Traffic speed (bits/sec): The message transmitting rate equaled the traffic speed 
initially set at 300 bytes/sec and so was the message receiving rate. All messages were 
received without any loss. Since there weren't any 'Background Traffic' flows on the 
network and instances of message losses, 100% success rate was achieved. 
- End-to-End Delay (sec): End-to-End delay means the time taken when a packet is 
transmitted from the sender node to the receiver node. The average end-to-end delay 
during the packet transmission/reception (i.e., from client node to server node) was 
measured at 0.00042sec. 
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3.2 UDP Analysis Scenario Evaluation 

The analysis results of UDP performance evaluation scenario using traffic statistics 
are as follows. 

- Traffic speed (bits/sec): The message transmitting rate equaled the traffic speed 
initially set at 300 bytes/sec and so did the message receiving rate. All messages were 
received without any loss. Since there weren't any 'Background Traffic' flows on the 
network and instances of message losses, 100% success rate was achieved. 

- End-to-End Delay (sec): The average end-to-end delay during the packet 
transmission/reception (i.e., from client node to server node) was measured at 
0.00035sec. 

3.3 RUDP Analysis Scenario Evaluation 

The analysis results of RUDP performance evaluation scenario using traffic statistics 
are as follows. 

- Traffic speed (bits/sec): Also in this scenario, the message transmitting rate was 
the same as the traffic speed initially set at 300 bytes/sec. The message receiving rate 
did not differ. All messages were received without any loss. The existence of the 
'Background Traffic' flows on the network and instances of message losses were 
negative, leading to 100% success rate. 

- End-to-End Delay (sec): The average end-to-end delay during the packet 
transmission/reception(i.e., from client node to server node) was measured at 
0.00035sec. 

3.4 TCP_UDP_RUDP Packet Discard Scenario 

[Fig. 4] shows a Traffic Setting. The scenario that sends the packets from Client to 
Server on a cycle of every 1 second and the packet is lost in a certain time, enabling 
TCP/UDP performance analysis. [Fig. 5] is the Packet Discard Setting. The packet-
discard scenario is composed as below to randomly generate packet loss situations. 

 

             Fig. 4. Traffic setting                       Fig. 5. Packet Discard Setting 

The analysis results of TCP_UDP_RUDP Packet Discard performance analysis 
scenario using statistical traffic data are as follows. [Fig. 6] shows the amount of end-
to-end delay. 

-end-to-end delay (sec): for TCP’s case, the result showed that the end-to-end delay 
time increased when the packet had been lost. Since UDP does not consider any 
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packet loss condition, it was quite steady, and for RUDP, the packet loss is 
compensated to a certain extent with a value in between UDP and TCP values. 
Comparing the average end-to-end delay times, the result showed as UDP >RUDP > 
TCP, in the order of lower values (i.e., better delay time). 

 

Fig. 6. Amount of end-to-end delay 

[Fig. 7] Shows the amount of packets received. 
-packet reception rate (packets/sec): Comparing the packet reception rates (i.e., 
volumes), it was 100% success for TCP but there were packet loss events for UDP. 
This is because TCP adopts the reliable retransmission algorithm which becomes 
active in the event of packet loss, contrary to UDP in which such algorithm is 
unavailable and thereby impossible to guarantee 100% packet delivery. But to the 
contrary, RUDP shows medium level performance. We’ve set the number of 
retransmissions to 3 times but it may be possible to achieve 100% reception rate if 
we’d increase the number. 

 

Fig. 7. Amount of packets received 
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Below [Table 1] shows the total accumulated number of received packets. 100% 
success rate is shown for TCP, approx. 99.86% for RUDP, and 98.57% for UDP. 
Comparing the success rates based on the simulation results, RUDP had a lower rate 
than TCP but was higher than UDP. This demonstrates that RUDP is superior than 
UDP in terms of reliability. 

 Table 1. Number of received packets 

 

 TCP RUDP UDP 
packets 

transmitted 
97.22222 97.22222 97.22222 

packets received 97.22222  97.08333 95.83333 

Success rate 100% 99.86% 98.57% 

4 Conclusion 

An identical analytic scenario was applied in designing and construction of TCP, 
UDP and RUDP and OPNET Modeler 14.5 PL8 program was used for the 
comparative analysis of their functions. 

As seen in the simulations, TCP has a function that connects sessions and checks 
the Ack reception status after the message has been sent out. Even if the Ack packet 
does not arrive (i.e. loss of sent packet), it retransmits the packet. However, UDP does 
not have this retransmission function so that reliable transmission cannot be 
guaranteed. Since the RUDP protocol simulated in this paper is one that guarantees 
reliability by using UDP as a transmission protocol, the level of reliability has been 
enhanced depending upon the number of retransmissions but exhibited some 
drawbacks. The problems in the process and memory overhead are the results from 
the additional complexity in the simulations conducted for RUDP and can be regarded 
as one of the major concerns. 

The processing and memory overheads are the major additional complications that 
could follow in our proposed protocol. As a future study, it may be possible to 
implement congestion control mechanism. The protection for the transmitted data was 
not taken into consideration in our protocol so that the discussion concerning the 
protection methodology can also be one of the future studies. 
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Abstract. From cloud computing environment, cloud service consumers may 
request virtual infrastructure resources and cloud service providers may 
provision the virtual resources e.g. virtual machines based on the diverse 
provisioning options. Through the cloud service broker, the cloud service 
consumers acquire their on-demand services instead of contacting to each cloud 
service provider. In order to provide VM services in on-demand infrastructure 
clouds, we deal with the requirements of each cloud stakeholders and metadata 
from the view of cloud service broker. 

Keywords: virtual machine, cloud infrastructure, cloud service broker. 

1 Introduction 

In the cloud service environment, there are the 3 types of stakeholders such as Cloud 
Service Consumers (i.e. CSCs), Cloud Service Providers (i.e. CSPs), and Cloud 
Service Brokers (i.e. CSBs). The consumers are increasingly requesting on-demand 
services (e.g. Service as a Service (SaaS), Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), and 
Platform as a Service (PaaS)) from the cloud computing environment.  

By CSPs, the on-demand services are offered. But through intermediation by the 
CSC, CSCs may find easily their wanting services and CSPs sell more number of 
services with the support of service intermediation [1] [2].  

In this paper, we cover the research issues and requirements especially based on IaaS 
model by dealing with virtual machine provisioning. We consider the placement of VMs 
to decide each VM to a host in the cloud infrastructure of CSPs. The VM placement is a 
challenge to realize the concept of IaaS even though CSCs need infrastructures with 
diverse constraints associated with a Service Level Agreement (SLA) [3]. For 
perspective of cloud service providers, VM-requesting incoming-demands unpredictably 
go into the providers. VMs are deployed and relocated according to the conditions 
requesting the resources such as resource usage among VMs.  

In this paper, we focus on the requirements and metadata handling for VM 
placement from the CSCs to the CSPs in the cloud environment. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we define the 
requirements for the resource provisioning and VM placement while in Section 3 we 
present the proposed our CSB system aimed at provisioning the infrastructure 
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resource. In addition, we describe the metadata and flows for obtaining VM 
placement. In Section 4, we conclude the paper. 

2 Requirements and Considerations for Resource Provisioning 

In this section, we summarize the requirements from the 3 types of cloud stakeholders 
such as CSBs, CSCs, and CSPs required for the VM placement and infrastructure 
service provisioning. 

First, the CSB’s service requirements should be analyzed to identify which type of 
service is required to satisfy specific constraints. The CSC specifies the service 
requirement in CSCs. The CSC SLA contains the resource elements, service 
conditions, guaranteed conditions, and etc.  

Second, CSB system should control the SLA after the contract between CSB and 
CSP is established through the broker system. 

Third, CSB should relocate VMs to satisfy consumers in unsatisfied situations, 
which is caused by the fluctuating resource usage and provisioning status. 

Table 1. Outputs of the 3 types cloud stakeholders during resource provisioning 

Type Service Phase Output 

CSC Requesting service CSC SLA 
CSB Resource placement Placement decision 
CSP Providing resource Resource consumption state 

2.1 Requirements from the View of CSPs 

The CSP provides the service subjects into the service catalog, which contains the 
resource list of the types such as distributed computing, network, application 
framework. Therefore, CSPs should to make VM specification abstract and then show 
the abstract service product to the consumers. When CSP subscribes, CSP register the 
CSP-SLA manifest with the service products to give resource information in on-
demand clouds.  

The service products are listed, registered, and shown using the web interface in 
service catalog of CSP provider’s portal [4]. The provider portal makes CSC to access 
easily the service with user familiarity. Each item of the service catalog should 
describe the region name, service type, available quantity, price, and SLA description.   

As owner of target resources, the CSPs should manage available capacity and 
receive a series of request stream. By CSC, the VM placement for the specific 
resource is performed based on the selection of a set of CPU, memory, and storage 
under authorization through the CSB. 

2.2 Requirements from the View of CSCs 

The CSC should review the distributed computing resources which are listed with in-
depth detail information by referencing the information of the service catalog 
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provided by the CSP. The CSCs search services by inputting the region, prices, 
guaranteed policies, and the quota regarding to the provided services by CSPs [5]. 
The web interface for CSCs should provide the functions for searching services and 
specification generation. 

The customers’ demands may be changed so the quantities and service-quality-
conditions need to be re-requested by reflecting the changes through CSC portal of 
the CSB. 

2.3 Requirements from the View of CSB 

CSB should deal with to find the best suitable CSP and interconnect indirectly the 
service contract between each CSC and CSP. In the view of CSB, after the requesting 
conditions by a CSC are fixed, then one or more CSP candidates are selected through 
the placement methods of the CSB.  

The CSCs’ service-request-specification is delivered to the CSB which validates 
and analyzes service conditions and determines whether the service can be 
provisioned or not. The analyzed service specification is transformed in the internal 
metadata of the CSB and then used for managing the service instances in the state of 
service-in-use.  

For the service efficiency of the CSB, the set of VMs and the hosting machines are 
reserved and one of them is assigned to the CSCs at specific time during the 
provisioning phase. We assume that the CSB is full of the reserved VMs and the 
amount of actually assigned VMs is managed for the time being deployed. 

3 On-Demand Metadata for Service Provisioning 

During the actions for provisioning infrastructure resources, the request of the CSCs 
functions as the input to the CSB. Due to easy reachability through the web user 
interfaces, the CSB provides the broker portal accessible by CSCs and CSPs. Before 
presenting the architecture from the broker portal in Figure 1, we introduce on-
demand metadata for service provisioning and placement decisions. 

During the placement, the metadata of the CSB system needs to define the CSB 
system operations for describing resources in the level of the service instances, SLAs, 
and placement algorithms. First, the service is implemented to configure the incoming 
requests to a target VMs. The service instance is the service name, the service region, 
providers’ information, and the information reflecting the state of the placement, and 
the decisions from the placement operations [4]. 

Second, SLA is the metadata describing service level agreement from the service 
contract phrase. The information such as who are the initiators, the responders, and 
the service and guaranteeing conditions. The SLA is reflected when the placement is 
decided and used for regrouping the set of service elements based on the content of 
the described SLA. 

Third, the placement algorithms are related with the conditions of the SLA, quotas, 
pricing of the CSP. The placement algorithm is used to select one or more choices 
regarding to the service elements composing of a service instance.  
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To deal with the upper requirements in Section 2, we describe the architecture 
dealing with the metadata in Figure 1.  

 

 
Fig. 1. The Architecture for On-demand Infrastructure Provisioning 

In the Figure 1, the Manifest-validation is for validating service requesting inputs 
and the SLA-management-and-control is for guaranteeing the conditions for service 
provisioning. The Service-Registry is for containing and listing the service products 
achievable and reserved from the CSPs. 

3.1 Metadata from the View of CSCs 

The CSCs search services by inputting the region, prices, guaranteed policies, and 
quota regarding to the provided services by CSPs. In Figure 2, we represents service 
placement plan which is the transformed information to provision infrastructure 
resource (such as VM, storage, and memory) by satisfying both service requirements 
and guaranteed conditions of the CSC.  

Except the service specification from the service placement plan, other information 
is decided by CSB platform to request services by a CSC. Therefore, the service 
placement plan is combined with the service specification (in the manifest), the 
resource amount counted in a quota, and the infrastructure platform operations. 

For every service request, each service placement plan is specified, transformed, 
and managed from the time of the service placement during VM provisioning. 
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Fig. 2. The service placement plan 

3.2 The Decisions for the Changes from CSB 

Every time new requests arrive at the CSB system, the request needs to be analyzed 
and validated to compute placement. During continuous provisioning and maintaining 
services, a sub-allocation of the service elements to VMs is activated from the CSB 
system and often VM migrations may be occurred. The already allocated service 
elements to VMS should be re-computed and decided how to improve the current 
placement. For the improvement of placement, the CSB should identify the new 
candidate hosts by finding on-demand clouds and measure whether the better 
placement is performed or not. 

In addition, for continuous provisioning VMs, the CSB have two kinds of 
representative placement decisions, which may be placed in the provisioning phase, 
especially in the sub-phase of the CSB negotiation. 

First, the block for managing selection of cloud-services is shown in Fig. 3. 

 

Fig. 3. Cloud Service Placement from the Service Provisioning Phase 
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It deals with the service request for the whole time starting from initial contract to 
finish VM placement. However, the CSCs request their services by changing the 
demand characteristics, for example, service functional and quality requirements.  

Second, the Cloud-Service for the Best Placement performs the placement on the 
most suitable VM from the reserved hosts based on the planning placement. To make 
decision for the best placement, the placement policy is applied to the cloud-service 
best placement by the placement algorithm, i.e. quota-based, price-based, scoring-
based, and default algorithms according to the actual demands.   

4 Conclusion 

We describe the requirements of the cloud computing environment from the 
perspective of provisioning VMs. After the on-demand requests from the CSC are 
represented in the service manifest, the placement decisions are determined through 
the CSB by transforming the service manifest into the actual service provisioning 
plan. By referencing the sub-components of the CSB system, we describe the 
processing of the metadata required to provision VMs. 
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Abstract. One of the most popular service types that Bus Information Systems 
(BIS) provide is bus line recommedation. Given a start bus stop and a 
destination bus stop, a bus line recommendation system returns a list of bus 
lines that run through those bus stops. That is, the user can reach the destination 
bus stop by taking the buses running the bus lines returned by the bus line 
recommendation system. We can find recommended bus lines by analysing a 
directed graph that represents bus stops and bus lines. Bus stops are represented 
as nodes in the graph and bus lines are represented as arcs. This paper applies 
node fusion algorithm in order to improve the efficiency of bus line 
recommendation.  

Keywords: Graph, Shortest path, Smartphone, Sensors, Bus Information 
System. 

1 Introduction 

Bus information system (BIS) provides real-time bus service information for bus 
users. One of the most popular service types that BIS provide is bus line 
recommendation. Given a start bus stop and a destination bus stop, a bus line 
recommendation system returns a list of bus lines that run through those bus stops. 
That is, the user can reach the destination bus stop by taking the buses running the bus 
lines returned by the bus line recommendation system.  

Bus lines can be represented as a directed graph. Bus stops are represented as 
nodes in the graph and bus lines are represented as arcs. A shortest path from the start 
bus stop to the destination bus stop suggests the bus lines the user should take. There 
are many efficient graph algorithms that find shortest paths. However, there are 
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Research Foundation of Korea(NRF) funded by the Ministry of Education (NRF-2011-
0006942) and by ‘Development of Global Culture and Tourism IPTV Broadcasting Station’ 
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usually many bus lines and bus stops in a city. Therefore, this paper introduces an 
idea of improving the bus line recommendation system by fusing nodes of the graph. 

2 Related Works 

The authors of [1] proposed a BIS structure described in Figure 1. An up-loader is a 
smartphone app that reads GPS values regularly, detects if the bus stops, and sends 
the current time and GPS value including latitude and longitude to the server if the 
bus stops. A requester is a smartphone app that sends a pair of (start bus stop, 
destination bus stop) to the server, receives the current location of the bus that the 
user is waiting, and marks the location on the map on the smartphone window.  

 

Fig. 1. Three components of the system [1] 

3 Design of the Bus Line Recommendation System 

We have BusStops table as shown in Figure 2. BusStopID uniquely identifies a bus 
stop, but BusStopName does not. For example, there could be more than one bus 
stops named "Education Bureau of City." There are more than 1,000 bus stops in 
Gyeongju city. 
 
BusStopID BusStopName BusStopLatitude BusStopLongitude 

410319 Seorabul College Dorm 35.8428851 129.1813103 

410320 Education Bureau of City 35.8456283 129.2294377 

... ... ... ... 

422249 Sabang Hall 35.9383671 129.2296107 

Fig. 2. The structure of BusStops Table 

Similarly, we have busLines table as shown in Figure 3. BusLineID is a unique 
identifier for a bus line. Bus lines are stored in busLinesList table as shown in Figure 4. 
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BusLineID BusLineNo 
1520000 10(central market.Sunduk Girls High School.Gyeongju World) 
1520002 100(central market.BookKoon three-way intersection) 

... ... 
1520257 272(Cheonbook Industrial Complex) 

Fig. 3. The structure of busLines Table 

_id BusLineID ord BusStopID 
1 1520180 1 421993 
2 1520180 2 421985 
... ... ... ... 
40 1520085 1 435551 
41 1520085 2 421977 
... ... ... ... 

Fig. 4. The structure of busLinesList Table 

 

Fig. 5. An example graphical representation of bus lines 

s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 s6 s7 s8 

s1 0 1 99 99 99 99 99 99 

s2 99 0 1 99 99 99 99 99 

s3 99 99 0 1 99 99 99 99 

s4 99 99 99 0 1 99 1 99 

s5 1 99 99 99 0 99 99 99 

s6 99 99 1 99 99 0 99 99 

s7 99 99 99 99 99 99 0 1 

s8 99 99 99 99 99 1 99 0 

Fig. 6. A matrix representation of Figure 5 

Given a busLinesList table, we construct a matrix that represents those bus lines in 
the table. For example, the bus lines shown in Figure 5 is represented as the matrix 
shown in Figure 6. 
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Given a matrix representing bus lines, we reduce the matrix by fusing vertices vi 
and vj if arc (vi, vj) is a unique incoming arc to vj and a unique outgoing arc from vi. 
We call such an arc a unique in-out arc. For example, s1 and s2 in Figure 5 can be 
fused. We fuse vertices as many times as possible by applying the algorithm shown in 
Figure 7. The find-rowAndCol-single-one( ) method finds a unique in-out arc (vi, vj). 
In the matrix representation, if there is exactly one 1 entry on i-th row and the 1 entry 
is the only one 1 entry on the j-th column, then (vi, vj) is indeed a unique in-out arc.  
 

structure two-stops // two vertices to be fused  
{ 
    int vi  // (vi, vj) is the unique outgoing arc from vi 
    int vj  // (vi, vj) is the unique incoming arc to vj 
} 
  
reduction (matrix A) 
while(1) 
{ 
     two-stops to-be-fused = find-rowAndCol-single-one (A) 
    if !to-be-fused then return A 
   else { 
       B= fuse(A, to-be-fused); 
       reduction(B); 
} 

Fig. 7. An algorithm to reduce a matrix representing a graph 

Given a matrix representation of a graph and a unique in-out arc (vi, vj), the fuse( ) 
method fuses vi and vj  and returns the resulting matrix. Our algorithm of fuse( ) is 
shown in Figure 8.  
 

fuse(A, to-be-fused)  
{ vi= to-be-fused.vi, vj= to-be-fused.vj; 
  for (k=0; k<A.size; k++) {if (A[vj][k] == 1) A[vi][k]=1;} // outgoing arcs from vj  
                               // should be outgoing arcs from the fused vertice 
    for(i=0; i<A.size; i++)            // delete vj column 
       for(j=vj+1; j<A.size; j++) 
             A[i][j-1] = A[i][j]; 
    for(i=vi+1; i<A.size; i++)            // delete vi row 
       for(j=0; j<A.size; j++) 
             A[i-1][j] = A[i][j]; 
    B = new array[A.size-1][A.size-1]; 
    for(i=0; i<A.size-1; i++)            // copy the resulting matrix to B 
       for(j=0; j<A.size-1; j++) 
             B[i][j] = A[i][j]; 
   return B; 
} 

Fig. 8. Our algorithm to fuse two vertices 
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4 Implementation 

We implemented the MultiArrayList and ReductionUtil classes. The structure of 
MultiArrayList is shown in Figure 9. We represent a matrix as a MultiArrayList. In 
the MultiArrayList, the methods to manipulate elements of a two dimensional matrix 
are defined. For example, the getRow(int i) method returns i-th row, get(int i, int j) 
returns the element at the i-th row j-th column.  
 

 

Fig. 9. The structure of MultiArrayList class 

Our ReductionUtil class shown in Figure 10 performs the algorithm shown in 
Figure 7 and 8. Given a two dimensional array, the constructor ReductionUtil(int [][]) 
transform the array into a MultiArrayList and returns it. 

5 Conclusions 

We have implemented a matrix reduction system. Bus lines in a city can be 
represented by a graph and a graph can be represented by a matrix. Our reduction 
system preserves shortest paths in the graph. We are developing a practical bus 
information system using the reduction system. 
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Abstract. The Closed Circuit Television (CCTV) systems have been used at 
large scale for tracking and getting popularity with every passing day. The most 
common goal of CCTV system is prevention of crime and disorder by tracking 
the objects. In the future, the efficiently usage of CCTV is the protection of 
crime based the tracking system for predication about abnormal situations. In 
this paper, we propose a tracking model for prevention of crime by using 
Kalman Filter. The tracking model uses some extracted characteristic of objects 
and relationships among objects from CCTVs on the street. So, this paper 
studies the tracking model that consists of three steps as follows; object 
assessment, situation assessment, and risk assessment. 

Keywords: CCTV systems, Smart Devices, Tracking Model, Kalman Filter, 
Situation Assessment, Decision Making. 

1 Introduction 

A common goal of most CCTV systems has been the prevention of crime and disorder 
by tracking and observation [1]. There is a need of intelligent video surveillance 
technologies for CCTV systems to automatically monitor the scenes for important 
events and behaviors. One of the most important technologies for video surveillance is 
to track objects over time. CCTV object tracking system provides crucial information 
about a person's behavior, reactions, interactions and relationship between objects. 

In this paper, a tracking model with new notion also is being proposed which may 
help the user to secure his security when being in dangerous situation. Information 
about location of pedestrian can be getting by using GPS and some environment 
information about surveillance features can be getting by using both multi modal 
sensors in the street and pedestrian’s smart device. The environment information 
includes the characteristic of pedestrian, the weather and lightness of surrounding 
area, and the dangerous status of moving area. In the proposed tracking model, the 
decision making rule about abnormal situation for a pedestrian will use the 
environment information that can coupled with CCTV system in this that CCTV 
cameras can monitor one particular chain of events.  

The best use of this tracking model might be in that case when a pedestrian feels 
danger around or not sure about the security of surroundings. This way, the proposed 
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tracking system inherently provides two core services: (a) identification, since the 
people detected in the video streams can be recognized and (b) prediction, as the 
tracking model learns the dangerous situation for its pedestrian location in the process. 

2 Related Work 

2.1 An Efficient Approach to Detecting 

Using these techniques, tracking isolated objected is relatively simple but tracking can 
be very challenging when it comes to moving objects especially in a crowded place. 
There have been an increasing number of literatures which deals with tracking multiple 
objects through crowded places. Over the years, many tacking techniques have been 
presented and been used in relative situations and fields. Multi object tracking has 
always been a challenge for the researchers to develop an approach with maximum 
detection proficiency [3]. 

2.2 Tasking Networked CCTV systems 

The detected objects are compared with the match model of database, and then, the 
object can be analyzed. These days, CCTV systems are using a variety of well-
established methods for detection of people. In general, any object detection 
algorithm can be used which may vary its complexity depending on its features and 
use. Moreover this fact can be used that the object is moving. Thus the motion 
detection techniques can also be used. The mentioned methods must be supported by 
additional algorithms to distinguish between the types of objects, and to select people 
only. 

The surveillance camera takes images and encrypts them before sending them to 
the image monitoring control server in a safe manner. Image information sending and 
receiving, and image information processing between surveillance cameras and image 
monitoring control servers are conducted over several steps. These steps include 
sending the encrypted image information, decryption of the received image, facial area 
detection, creation of the image with privacy protection, and image saving. Secure 
image transmission should be guaranteed between CCTV cameras and image 
monitoring control servers [4]. 

3 Tracking Model for Multiple Network CCTV 

The model of tracking system is shown in the Figure 1. The tracking model consists of 
the three steps as follows; Object Assessment, Situation Assessment, and Risk 
Assessment. The object assessment extracts the characteristic for objects that are 
tracking. The situation assessment step tries to percept the situations for tracking and 
analysis for the relationship among objects. The risk assessment step is a key factor for 
tracking model. This step makes the decision for an abnormal situation by which is 
detected based on a prediction algorithm. 
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Fig. 1. Tracking Model : The tracking model consists of the three steps as follows; (a) Object 
Assessment based on Sensing, (b) Situation Assessment based on Filtering, and (c) Risk 
Assessment based on Learning. These modules can be segmented into sub modules. 

3.1 Object Assessment 

Object assessment is responsible for capturing images and collecting the data from 
CCTV that are located in surveillance. This can be explained more as real-time 
context monitoring which can be divided into two parts as motion detection via 
CCTV camera and sensors of surveillance environments. In the Figure 1 shows the 
two steps that support the recognition and perception of the object for the captured 
images from CCTV and multi moral sensors. These two steps consist of the object 
detecting and feature classifying for the object assessment step.  
 
1)  Object Detection 
Object detection by CCTV, is the first step in visual surveillance system. Object 
detection methods attempt to locate connected regions of pixels that represent the 
moving objects within the scene; different approaches include frame to frame 
difference, background subtraction and motion analysis using optical flow techniques. 
The process of object detection usually involves environment modeling, motion 
segmentation, and object classification, which intersect each other during 
processing[3],[ 5]. 

The object detection is also the recognition of the action state of each object. The 
recognition function can be detected abnormal actions such as hand shaking, hugging, 
kicking, pointing, punching, and pushing. This stage is used to assessment the 
abnormal activity for single object and it is the pre-process for next stage when multi-
object will be assessed. 
 
2) Feature Detection 
In this section of the application’s model, data is collected from the environment 
sensors like GPS, pedestrian’s smart device and weather sensors. The system will 
perform real-time analysis on the data retrieved by the embedded sensors (smart device 
and weather sensors) to infer the activity of the user. This inference is done in order to 
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make the system reactive to the actual movements of the user. These information are 
then stored for further processing through data analysis techniques and/or knowledge 
representation formalisms at appropriate levels of abstraction. 

The feature extraction module can get the characteristics for the detected objects 
from smart devices. For example, the characteristics are object’s gender, age, and 
position etc. Also, this module can get the weather information and historical 
information of moving location, like normal and dangerous status from the multi 
moral sensor that are separated individually. 

3.2 Situation Assessment 

Situation assessment module is responsible for the situation ontology. Processes such 
as object relationship, tracking, and behavior perception are the next step after motion 
or object detection. 

1) Object Relation 

The detection of people and their movement is an initial process for the tracking with 
multiple objects in multiple CCTV network. The multiple object tracking must be 
supported by additional methods for clear-cut object relationship, like object 
classification. Different moving regions may correspond to different moving objects 
in natural scenes. To further track objects and analyze their behaviors, it is essential to 
correctly classify moving objects. Object classification can be considered as a 
standard pattern recognition task. There are two main categories of approaches for 
classifying moving objects [3]. To define the object relation, the tracking model will 
uses a distance model to distinguish the relation among multiple objects. 

 
2) Object Understanding 

The object understanding is a key issue for the multiple objects tracking to detect an 
abnormal situation. Object tracking can be described as a correspondence problem and 
involves finding which object in a previous location related to which object in next 
location. Tracking methods can be roughly divided into three major categories, and 
algorithms from different categories can be integrated together [3, 6]. From understand 
the object behavior, the situation assessment cause and discovery a situational 
knowledge for current tracking scene. We define a cognitive Lattice function to 
understand the situation among objects. The cognitive understanding function 
generates a new situation knowledge that will occur in the future, like predictive next 
situation. 

3.3 Risk Assessment 

This is most crucial and important module of the tracking model. Enhanced Kalman 
Filter (EKF) is used for estimation process. EKF would calculate the estimated values  
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of sensors which will then going to define behavior of user. Results from EKF are then 
transferred to human tracking algorithm which will define the behavior of the user. The 
risk assessment module can be divided into two sub modules: 
 
1) Situation Analysis 

This module can be advanced part of filtering module. After applying all filtering and 
reasoning approaches and techniques to context, information which is going to be used 
for decision making, is stored here. 

2)  Decision Making 

This module is responsible for the making decision based on the information which has 
been extracted from the situation knowledge and received from Human tracking 
algorithm. The decision making is a really challenging process which will follow a 
particular set of artificial intelligence techniques.  

4 Detection Algorithm for Abnormal Situation 

After detection and analysis of objects in frames, it process estimation step and 
Kalman filtering. Estimation step creates error variance. These error variances are 
used for Kalman filter in case of the large difference between a priori estimate and 
measured value. 

 

Fig. 2. The process of Kalman Filter to predict the abnormal situation 
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The flow chart of suggested algorithm is shown in Figure 2. The Kalman Filter 
falls into two steps: estimation step and Kalman filtering. A new definition of 
'estimation step' is suggested by adding a new calculation process of Kalman gain, 
error variance to the existing method to setting an initial value in Kalman Filter. 

 

Fig. 3. The Entire Process for decision making in the Tracking System 

We denote the entire process in Figure 3. Staring detection of objects, match with 
database. For tracking, it uses Kalman Filter, but each step of Kalman Filter will 
modify according to tracking environment. All data are analyzed and combined using 
Fuzzy theory. Fuzzy theory can reflect probability of the prediction of the real world. 
It is smart middleware that these step consist of Kalman Filtering and analysis with 
Fuzzy theory for tracking of objects. As a result, we would be served optimal 
suggestion. 

This algorithm can be studied with additional details regarding the security 
problem. Tracking by mobile phone with security aspects have been using at 
commercial bases but in open market it is still a big thought. As it seems to be a big 
application with many steps and features, it is not easy to make it with a price which 
is affordable for a common user. But this application can be very helpful for 
government departments e.g. law enforcement department and may other firms which 
has to deal such a situations where their workers has to operate in dangerous 
surroundings. 

5 Conclusion 

This paper suggested a new notion of tracking model for detection of abnormal 
behavior in the multiple CCTVs network. The tracking model has three steps as 
follows; Object assessment, Situation assessment, and Risk assessment. The each 
assessment has several functions to detect the object from CCTV, extract the features 
from multi moral sensors, including smart device and environment sensors, 
understand the object relationship, percept the new situation, and make the decision 
for abnormal situation.  

So, each function needs an algorithm to handle itself function. In this paper, we 
suggest a decision making algorithm, called Kalman Filter, to detect the abnormal 
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situation. In the future, we will enhance the suggested tracking algorithm by using the 
Enhanced Kalman Filter model, that will considers the multiple sensing data of 
mobile user with network CCTV environment. 
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Abstract. In mobile environments, application authentication is necessarily 
requested for providing secure service and managing transparently the source of 
application. In this paper, we propose an application authentication and key 
management for application using a Mobile Trusted Module (MTM). After 
application is normally authenticated using the expected value stored in MTM, 
we generate a Storage Root Key (SRK) to independently operate key 
management system for each application. SRK for each application is created as 
similar as take ownership process of a Trusted Platform Module (TPM) by 
using two hash values. Proposed scheme will solve the performance problem of 
a conventional MTM key management scheme and provide more secure 
environment as a consequence of key isolation between applications. 

Keywords: MTM, Application, Authentication, Key Management. 

1 Introduction 

Recently, as security threats to various types of mobile devices including a computer 
system are suddenly increased, solutions thereto have been researched and developed 
at different angles [1]. Among the solutions, a software security scheme has been 
mainly used. However, the software security scheme has a disadvantage in that when 
a memory is lost or maliciously hacked from the outside. In that case, personal data 
and important key values stored in the memory are completely leaked. Besides, the 
existing security scheme has another disadvantage in that since an encryption key 
may be easily exposed to the outside, any function of protecting the mobile device 
from hacking may not be provided. 

One of the security challenges to make up for the weak points as shown above is 
provisioning of building blocks for trusted computing. Trusted Computing can 
provide the following properties within the mobile context, which are useful for a 
range of services [2][3]. 

- enabling a user to have more confidence in the behavior of their mobile platform. 
In particular, users can have more trust in their platform to handle private data. 

- recognizing that a platform has known properties. This is useful in situations such 
as allowing mobile platform to access a corporate network and providing remote 
access via a known public access point 
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The Trusted Computing Group (TCG) aims at developing and supporting open 
industry specifications for trusted computing across multiple platform types and 
Mobile Phone Work Group (MPWG) in TCG [4] specifically deals with trusted 
computing in mobile environment. The Mobile Trusted Module (MTM) is a security 
element and a newly approved TCG specification for use in mobile and embedded 
devices. MTM supports secure key management hierarchy, protected functions, 
shielded location, and various cryptographic functions as well as platform integrity 
measurement. 

However, in case the depth of key hierarchy and the number of MTM protected 
keys is increasing, processing time grows longer when the key load or key store 
function is processed. And also, when an external attack is occurred on the key 
management system for MTM, the safety of all applications is not guaranteed since 
various applications installed in the mobile phone share a same key management 
system. In addition, various types of malicious code is increasing every year due to 
security vulnerability of the mobile app stores, but countermeasure for that is 
insufficient 

To solve aforementioned problems, we propose a method for mobile application 
authentication and enhanced secure key management scheme using MTM. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Next, we give some overview on 
MTM focusing on Roots of Trust mechanism and key management hierarchy. In 
Section 3, we describe the proposed application authentication and key management 
scheme using MTM. Section 4 concludes this paper with a summary and future 
works. 

2 MTM 

2.1 Roots of Trust 

Root of Trust (RoT) means a hardware or software mechanism that one implicitly 
trusts. The hardware-based root of trust is a significant improvement over software-
only protection schemes, since software is vulnerable to the same attacks from the 
malware that it attempts to thwart. In contrast, the more robust hardware-based MTM 
approach can manage user authentication, network access, data protection and more. 
In other words, attestation or vouching for the accuracy of information, as well as 
authentication, or proof of identity, are among the tasks enabled by the root of trust 
established by the MTM. 

TCG defines four roots of trust (Root of Trust for Measurement, Root of Trust for 
Reporting, and Root of Trust for Storage) mechanism [5]. First, Root of Trust for 
Measurement (RTM) is a computing engine capable of making integrity 
measurements and doing something with those measurements. The RTM makes the 
measurements and stores the answers in the MTM. In particular, CRTM (Core Root 
of Trust for Measurement) is a set of RTM instructions and it is the first piece of code 
that executes on a platform at boot time. So, it must be trusted to properly report to 
the MTM what is the first software/firmware that executes after it. Second, Root of 
Trust for Storage (RTS) is a computing engine capable of maintaining an accurate 
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summary of values of integrity measurements and the sequences of measurements 
made by the RTM, and provides a mechanism to protect sensitive data, e.g., 
cryptographic keys. RTS uses Platform Configuration Registers (PCRs) and RSA 
encryption to protect data and ensure that data can only be accessed if platform is in a 
known state. The RTS will be established by the Storage Root Key (SRK). Third, 
Root of Trust for Reporting (RTR) is a mechanism to securely report that state of a 
platform to a third party. The idea is to digitally sign the PCR values inside the MTM 
and send the signature to the requester. Endorsement Key (EK) forms the RTR. 
Finally, the Root of Trust for Verification (RTV) is necessary for checking 
measurements against reference values before they are extended into the RTS if the 
secure boot process is considered. An immutable piece of code for the initial 
measurements constitutes the RTV. Figure 1 shows a chain of trust concept using 
MTM. 

 

Fig. 1. Chain of trust concept using MTM 

2.2 Key Management Hierarchy 

The Protected Storage service which is a part of the implementation of the RTS was 
designed to enable a MTM to act as a portal to potentially unbounded amounts of 
confidential data outside the MTM. Using its protected storage functionality a MTM 
can generate an unlimited number of asymmetric key pairs. For each of these pairs, 
private key use and mobility can be constrained. Since the protected storage is 
essential to hold application data (such as encryption or authentication keys used by 
various applications running on the trusted platform), key management hierarchy is 
requested for securely managing and storing keys and arbitrary data (such as user’s 
private data, certificate and so on). 

A MTM object hierarchy is organized like as a tree [5][6]. Usually that encryption 
key is itself stored outside the MTM as another MTM protected key object, which can 
be stored anywhere it will not be lost or corrupted. It follows that the set of MTM 
protected objects form a tree, with each child MTM protected objects wrapped by the 
encryption key in the parent MTM protected object as shown in Figure 2 (a). Only the 
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encryption key at the root of the tree is actually stored permanently inside the MTM. 
The root, called a SRK, is generated inside the MTM when the MTM owner takes 
ownership of the MTM. Therefore, MTM stores securely keys and data based on SRK 
safety.  

However, in case the depth of key hierarchy and the number of MTM-protected 
keys is increasing, processing time grows longer when the key load or key store 
function is processed. And also, when an external attack is occurred on the key 
management system for MTM, the safety of all applications is not guaranteed since 
various applications installed in the mobile phone share a same key management 
system. 

 

      (a) Conventional Key Hierarchy         (b) Proposed Key Hierarchy 

Fig. 2. Key Management Hierarchy of MTM: (a) conventional MTM key hierarchy, (b) 
proposed independent key hierarchy for each application 

3 Application Authentication and Key Management Using 
MTM 

3.1 Application Authentication Using MTM 

Application authentication is necessarily requested for providing secure service and 
managing transparently the source of application in mobile environments. Until now 
various application authentication methods have been developed and proposed [7][8], 
but we propose a simple and secure application authentication method using MTM. 

Figure 3 expresses proposed application authentication and key management 
process. At first, application service provider measures App1 data and generates 
authentication value for App1. And then, authentication value of App1 is encrypted 
by using Pukauth (public key for encryption). Encrypted authentication value is finally 
inserted into the App1 package. Second, authentication management module 
measures App1 package and extract encrypted authentication value while App1 is 
installed on the mobile device. Third, authentication management module sends 
measured value of App1 and encrypted authentication value to a MTM, then MTM 
decrypts encrypted authentication value using Prkauth (private key for decryption). 
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Hereafter, MTM compares measured value of App1 with decrypted authentication 
value. If two values are equal, App1 authentication is completed successfully. 
Otherwise, it can be determined that the App1 is corrupted or infected with a virus. 

 

Fig. 3. Proposed application authentication and key management scheme 

For application authentication, Pukauth, Prkauth key pair is used between application 
service provider and MTM, Pukauth, Prkauth key pair should be securely generated and 
managed by service provider or device manufacturer. Pukauth, Prkauth key pair may be 
different for each application. Besides, service provider or device manufacturer 
should permit only a user who gets the access right of the tool by setting the 
identification data for recognizing the application developer in case of providing the 
authentication data generation tool for the developer. 

3.2 Independent Key Management Scheme for Each Application 

After a successful application authentication, step 4 in Figure 3 is processed to 
generate SRKApp1 when a user wants to operate a separate key management system. 
SRKApp1 is created as similar as take ownership process of TPM by using two hash 
values which are hash value of Prkauth and authentication value of App1. At this time, 
hash value of Prkauth is used as a user password and authentication value of App1 is 
used as a password for SRK generation. If a Mobile TSS (Trusted Software Stack) 
sends a command for generating SRK for an application, MTM makes a hash value of 
Prkauth and enter the two password values to the key generation function. Thus, 
SRKApp1 is generated. 

After a SRKApp1 generation, MTM informs key management module of generation 
of SRKApp1, and key management module constitutes a key hierarchy based on the 
SRKApp1 as shown in Figure 2 (b). Further, key management module securely stores 
and manages app’s key hierarchy independently. 
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SRKApp1 is used only for managing and storing critical data of application and 
application service providers have an authority for SRKApp1 generation and SRKApp1 

disposal. 
Proposed key management method will solve the performance problem of a 

conventional MTM key management scheme and provide more secure environment 
as a consequence of key hierarchy isolation between applications. 

4 Conclusions and Future Work 

In this paper, we introduced the design and conceptual procedure of application 
authentication and key management scheme using MTM. Utilizing the MTM’s 
security features, such as physical safety, shielded area, and protected storage, we can 
authenticate application on the mobile device with safety. In addition, we can build a 
more secure and convenient key hierarchy using authentication parameters. 

In our future work, the study for an efficient and a safe method about distribution 
of authentication key pair is necessary and also an analysis of the security 
vulnerabilities that may occur when using authentication data generation tool or 
setting the identification data of application developer is required. 
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Abstract. In recent, energy consumption in data center is becoming a hot issue 
as its service scale up. We focus on energy consumption of Web service in data 
center. To reflect directly real data center, we evaluate proposed mechanism in 
the structure of realistic Web service. Our main controllers for energy saving 
are power capping and CPU governors. Also, we apply skyline query 
mechanism to select an optimized result. The evaluation of proposed 
mechanism shows that a significant amount of energy is saved without 
sacrificing the limited performance.  

Keywords: Energy Saving, Web Service, Power Capping, DVFS. 

1 Introduction 

In this paper, we propose a novel mechanism which saves a significant amount of 
energy in Web service. Internet services such as Web search, data analytics, data 
serving, media streaming, have become part of our life. These services are demanded 
to guarantee high availability and stable performance. Many servers hosted in Internet 
Data Center (IDC) are utilized to achieve these goals. Also, to minimalize the space 
of the IDC, it usually deploys hundreds or thousands of blade servers. These IDCs 
grow rapidly in both quantity and scale. So, the energy consumed by IDCs, directly 
related to the number of hosted servers and their workload. In recent, the energy 
consumption of IDCs has been skyrocketed and the reduction of energy consumption 
in IDC is a hot issue. In report of Gartner, all physical server shipments by Region, 
2009-2016 shows that the server shipments will continue to increase for various IT 
services. It triggers the increase of the energy consumption of IDC.  

To avoid the energy high consumption in IDC, another issue is that Extreme Low-
Energy (ELE) server. ELE servers, also known as low-energy dense servers, have 
started increasing their presence in the market. The first set of ARM SoC-based 
servers will be fully deployed in production environments in the second half of 2014. 
But the market will be limited because these servers can offer benefits to only specific 
workloads. Figure 1 shows ELE Server Total Available Market Forecast (in x86 
Server Equivalent Units) and Share of the Total x86 Server Units, Worldwide [1]. The 
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ELE server units will replace about 4% of the x86 server units by 2017 with specified 
workload targets. Because of high usage of x86 server units, we limited our study to 
X86 servers. Because Web service has a large proportion of IDC services [5, 6], we 
focus on Web service as target service of the energy reduction, among several 
services of IDCs.  
 

 

Fig. 1. ELE Server Total Available Market Forecast (in x86 Server Equivalent Units) and Share 
of the Total x86 Server Units, Worldwide  

The contributions of the paper are: 

• We characterize performance, power, and user experience models for realistic 
Web service based on the benchmark of CloudSuite 2.0[2]. 

• We design new energy saving algorithms that allow significant amount of energy 
saving (up to 7%) without sacrificing the limited performance of Web service, i.e., 
response time is 100ms. 

2 Energy Saving Mechanism for Web Service 

To set realistic Web services, we refer the structure of Amazon Web service. We 
improve in power consumption of Web services with the power capping and CPU 
governor. We use the CloudSuite 2.0 as the benchmark for testing our performance.  

2.1 CloudSuite Benchmark 

CloudSuite is a benchmark suite for emerging scale-out applications. The second 
release consists of eight applications that have been selected based on their popularity 
in today's datacenters. eight applications are data analytics, data caching, data serving, 
media streaming, software testing, graph analytics, Web search, Web serving. The 
benchmarks are based on real-world software stacks and represent real-world setups. 
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We use Web serving of the CloudSuite, because Web serving is a main service in 
the cloud. Traditional Web services with dynamic and static content are moved into 
the cloud to provide fault-tolerance and dynamic scalability by bringing up the needed 
number of servers behind a load balancer.  

2.2 Web Service in Datacenter 

Most of Web service is built using three tiers. It is a common approach to 
constructing commonly electronic commerce Websites. The first tier consists of edge 
servers that interface with clients. These servers provide firewalls, caching, workload 
distribution, and the HTTP interface for client interaction. The second tier consists of 
application servers, which perform functions such as content generation and 
personalization. The last tier is made up of traditional database servers that provide a 
reliable data repository with sophisticated processing capabilities. Figure 2 shows the 
structure of Amazon Web service which consists of Amazon EC2 and Amazon S3 as 
well-known services.  

 

 

Fig. 2. The structure of Amazon Web service 

The service is advertised as providing a large computing capacity much faster and 
cheaper than building a physical server farm. Also, Amazon Web service is built 
using three tiers too. Its application servers and Web servers can be automatically 
scaled. We used three tiers used in Amazon Web service for setting realistic Web 
services. 

2.3 Energy Saving Mechanism 

To significant improvement in power consumption of Web services, we apply the 
power capping and CPU governor like DVFS (Dynamic voltage and frequency 
scaling) as the key components in the control. Used governors in Web service are a 
default Ondemand governor [3] and our proposed Average governor. The proposed 
Average governor applies various DVFS depending on average load of CPU before 
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several seconds. Also, it can set different DVFS according to the type of task such as 
I/O bound and CPU bound. 

To get optimal setting values for best performance per watt, we collect multi-
attributed values of evaluation such as total used energy value, average response time 
and disconnection rate and we select meaningful results (optimized evaluation values) 
from result values with the skyline query mechanism [4]. The skyline query returns all 
the data objects that are not dominated by other objects in D Specifically, given a d-
dimensional data set D. We can say that a data object A (a1, a2, …, ad) dominates 
another object B (b1, b2, …, bd), if attribute ai of A on each dimension is never greater 
than attribute bi of B (for all i ∈ [1, d]) and there exists at least one attribute aj which 
is smaller than bj of B. The objects which are not dominated by other revalues are 
meaningful results as optimal setting values. Figure 3 shows the structure of the 
proposed energy saving mechanism. 

 

 

Fig. 3. The structure of the proposed energy saving mechanism  

If meaningful results are obtained from the skyline query mechanism, proposed 
mechanism saves system information values, setting value of power capping and CPU 
governor at database. The saved data is used as history data. 

3 Evaluations  

With similar real data, we simulate 2,000 connections on Web service. The real data 
includes about 50,000 people records and saved at MYSQL database. Table 1 shows 
the detail specification of frontend server and backend server and they connected with 
1G Ethernet. We use Wattman to get real power consumption value of each server.  

Table 1. The detail system specification of frontend server and backend server 

 Frontend server Backend server 
The number of processor 32 32 

CPU cores 8 8 
CPU Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2650 Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-4620 

cache size 20480 KB 16384 KB 
Memory  98946544 kB 98957752 kB 
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Figure 4 shows the structure of evaluation system that consists of monitoring pc, 
frontend server and backend server. Our optimal setting value is that frontend server 
is Average governor /default power capping (64w) and backend server is Ondemand 
governor(default)/ low power capping (35w / default is 50w).   

 

 
Fig. 4. The structure of evaluation system  

Figure 5 shows the power consumption of frontend server. It shows that range of 
evaluated power values of proposed method is smaller than that of normal method.  

Proposed method allows the amount of energy saving up to 5% without sacrificing 
the limited performance of Web service. 

 

 
Fig. 5. The power consumption of frontend server  

Figure 6 shows the power consumption of backend server. It shows that range of 
evaluated power values of normal method is bigger than that of proposed method. In 
many parts, the power consumption of normal method is bigger than that of proposed 
method. In the case of backend server, proposed method allows the amount of energy 
saving up to 7%. 
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Fig. 6. The power consumption of backend server  

4 Conclusion 

To reduce energy consumption of Web service of data center, we proposed a novel 
saving mechanism that a significant amount of energy is saved without sacrificing the 
limited performance. Many existing methods for power management consider all 
workload types but it is hard to apply them in real services. Therefore, we present the 
energy saving mechanism of web service that can get optimal setting values for best 
performance per watt. In future, we will develop automatic energy saving system for 
Web service. 
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Abstract. This paper proposed awareness home automation system (HAS) 
based on mobile sensing. Some of the ideas have been proposed in HAS but 
most of them still requires human intervention such as click the button, voice 
commands, etc. We want to design and develop HAS which can understand and 
comprehend the user desires without having to wait for commands from the 
user (awareness HAS). In this research we exploit two of android sensors. First, 
accelerometer sensor for identification and activity recognition, second, 
magnetic field for user indoor positioning system and defined the context 
related to physical environment. This paper presenting the result of used both of 
the sensors for developing awareness HAS. 

Keywords: Mobile sensing, awareness home automation system. 

1 Introduction 

Internet of Things (IoT) is one of the hot topics discussed by researchers. This idea 
made all of things (wide variety of devices) connected with Internet. One of 
interesting example of IoT is HAS. HAS make people live more comfortable because 
its will help people to doing their housework or household activity. There are many of 
solution for HAS in industry and market such as X-10, ZigBee, UPB, INSTEON, and 
Z-Wave. Our lab also would not miss to take this big challenge and opportunity in 
this field. In our research lab we divide two teams, First team [1] have been presented 
their research about optimized design and energy aware for wireless sensor network 
(WSN) based on IPv6-USN. We are second team who want to implement that design 
for HAS but we focus on artificial intelligence issue. In the case of artificial 
intelligence (AI) we believe the Moravec’s paradox. Maravec’s paradox that 
explained by Steven Pinker in his book [2] defined two type of AI problems: "hard 
but easy" and "easy but hard". First term "hard but easy" means human assume a 
problem is very hard to be solved such as playing chess, theorem proving but actually 
machine can solved easily. Otherwise, second term "easy but hard" means human 
assume a problem is very easy but it is too hard to solved by machine (i.e, image 
processing, human identification, natural language processing, perception and 
sentiments, etc). The most of problems in HAS as second term "easy but hard". We 
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think the majority of research in this field are divided into three part : HAS design 
such as optimize design for communication and low power [1,3-5], authentication and 
security such as using PIN, biometrics, etc[6,7], and human interaction such as using 
android client application, voice commands, etc [8,9]. Our research focus to develop 
awareness HAS which can automatically give response as user want based on mobile 
sensing. The core of this research is we try to exploit accelerometer and magnetic 
field sensors in android phone. The functions of accelerometer are for user 
identification [10] and user activity recognition [11,12,13]. We use magnetic field to 
defined user position (indoor positioning) and to aware the zone especially the context 
related to physical environment [14,15,16].  

2 System Architecture, Scenario, and Methodology 

2.1 System Architecture 

In this research we use Raspberry Pi as our server and use two types of android 
devices for client (Galaxy Note II and Google Nexus 7 Tablet). 

 

  

Fig. 1. HAS Client App Fig. 2. Lab Room 445 engineering building CNU 

Table 1. Alice and Bob behavior 

Alice behaviors Bob behaviors
He has desk A and chair A.  He has desk B and chair B. 
Every day he enter to lab room around 
09:00 AM - 11:00 AM. 

Every day he enter to lab room around 
08:00 AM - 09:00 AM. 

He always use jean trouser, the 
percentage he put his phone in the front 
hip his trousers is 97 %, 3 % he bring his 
phone with his hand. 

He use tablet (Google Nexus 7), he 
always put his tablet on his small side 
bag. 

He always use elevator, after enter to the 
lab room he turn on the light, take his 
shoes and walking and sit on the chair A.

Sometime he use elevator or stairs, after 
enter to this room he turn on the light, 
take his shoes and sit on the chair B. 

After sit on the chair A, he playing music 
with his headset and favorite songs in his 
play list and then he start working. 

After sit on the chair B, he always open 
the browser and open his favorite news 
portal. 
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We use Heimcontrol 2  library in server as command receiver and modify 
Heimdroid3 application in client as data sensor collector and processing. User can 
give command directly using the button in client application, in this research we only 
use two of actions, there are: turn on light and play media. To use automatic mobile 
sensing user can check the check box, after that this application will automatically 
record the user sensor data, processing, and then sending the request to the server 
based on user behavior. The GUI of client application can be shown in Fig. 1.  

2.2 Scenario 

We performed our experiments in our lab room. Fig.2. shows the design of our lab. In 
our experiment, we have two subjects called : Alice and Bob. Actually most of 
people, they have similar schedule for every day, for example: after he wake up and 
then preparing to go to office, they have arrived to their office 09.00 AM, and it 
happened continue over and over again in the working day. So, in this research we use 
the scenario according to the subjects behavior, what are their behavior when they 
come to lab from their house until enter to the lab and what they are doing when they 
arrived to lab, etc. More details about their behavior can be seen in Table 1. We have 
three scenario as follows :  

1. We perform experiment for 5 days, every day we ask the subjects to enter the lab 
room with theirs behavior 10 times, finally, we have 100 data from two subjects.  

2. We also try to inverse it, what happened if Alice enter the lab and he walk and 
sit down to Bob’s chair and vice versa, we also get 100 data from two subjects.  

3. In Fig. 3, we have "chair C", we also use it for the testing, we ask the subjects to 
doing same thing but after they enter the lab room they not sit down in theirs 
chair but they sit on chair C.  

Finally, we have 100 data from each scenario and the total is 300 data. We doing this 
scenario for two times, first, when we collect the data for developing our system 
(training data) and the second we use this scenario again for testing after we finished 
our system, for the second time we count how many our HAS system give right and 
wrong response. 

2.3 Methodology 

We have 4 types of signal for accelerometer and magnetic field data including X,Y,Z-
axis signal and the magnitude M. 

 

To extracting features we use time and frequency domain features, time domain 
features such as average maximum and minimum acceleration, average absolute 
difference and standard deviation. We use Fast Fourier transform (FFT) to transform 
                                                           
2 http://ni-c.github.io/heimcontrol.js/ 
3 http://jorism.github.io/Heimdroid/ 
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the data from time to frequency domain, we use the first 50 FFT coefficients. Support 
Vector Machines (SVM) with Radial Basis Function (RBF) was applied on feature 
vectors for classification. 

3 Result and Discussion 

The previous work [10] from our lab have been presented that they can achieved 
92.7% accuracy for user identification based on gait pattern. In this research for 
identification system we implement that method. The next are about activity 
recognition and indoor position. Fig. 3. shows the magnitude (M) from accelerometer 
data, the first figure is data generated by Alice and the second by Bob. We have five 
events on the figure [A,B,C,D,E]. A means user walk from elevator to the door lab, B 
means user stand and open the door, C means user take his shoes, continue walking to 
his chair, D means user standing before sit down, E means user sit down. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Magnitude (M) accelerometer Alice/Note II (first), Bob/Nexus 7 (second) 

The events A and B for the both user is similar because they doing same activity 
walking from the elevator and then open the door. Bob has longer time than Alice for 
the event C, if we look at again in Fig. 2, we show Bob has longer distance from the 
door to his chair than Alice. The event D means standing before they sit down but the 
data from Bob look strange, it is because of he put his tablet in side bag, when he 
standing before he sit down, he move his side bag and put it to his desk. We use 
magnetic field to determine user position based on our experiment we can achieved 
high accuracy but this sensor easily influenced by other events that occurred in mobile 
phone. Fig. 4 shows the example FFT signature values of magnetic field data, the data 
we collected on the same activity (when user sit down), the blue point means the FFT 
values of the magnetic field data when user only sit down and the red point means 
when user sit down and get incoming call. In this research, we perform two times 
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based on our scenario. First scenario is subjects enter the lab with their behavior such 
as Alice enter the lab and sit down in his chair (50 data) and Bob also enter the lab 
and sit down in his chair (50 data), second scenario is Alice enter the lab and then sit 
on the Bob’s chair (50 data) and Bob sit on the Alice’s chair (50 data), the last 
scenario is Alice and Bob enter the lab and then sit down in “chair C” (50+50 data). 
In this research we have two types of responses, turn on the light and play media. 
Based on all of our experiment, the HAS give 100% correct response for the turn on 
the light when user enter the lab (open the door) but for the second response in the 
first time experiment when we analyze the data in local PC, we achieved 94% 
accuracy but in the second time when we applied in real environment we only get 
88% accuracy, the detail result can be seen in Table 2. From the result we saw that the 
accuracy is quite different between when we applied our approach in local PC and 
when we tried in real environment (mobile phone). 

 

Fig. 4. FFT magnetic field, blue point (sit down), red point (sit down+incoming call) 

Table 2. The number of correct response of our HAS when analyzed in PC and when tested in 
real environment (A= Alice, B=Bob, c= chair, C= chair C) 

 A ⇒ Ac B ⇒ Bc A ⇒ Bc B ⇒ Ac A ⇒ C B ⇒ C Total 
PC 45 44 49 47 48 49 282 
Real env. 43 40 46 44 46 45 264 

We thought that caused by many reasons such as the environment in mobile phone 
like subjects get SMS or call, it will affect the magnetic field sensor and another 
reason like limited resources in mobile phone to do some complex processing, it will 
be our challenge for the next research.  

4 Conclusion 

This paper shows that with mobile sensing we can create awareness HAS which can 
automatically give response as users want based on theirs behavior. We have been 
presented that by using accelerometer and magnetic field we can create awareness 
HAS and using our approach we achieved 88 % accuracy. The contributions of this 
paper can conclude to as follows:  
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1. We provide our testbed architecture of awareness HAS and the realistic scenario 
which according with subject behavior.  

2. We implement user identification, user activity recognition and indoor 
positioning (mobile sensing) to get automatic response from our awareness 
HAS.  
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Abstract. This paper presents an interaction mechanism between EVs (Electric 
Vehicles) and a microgrid to broker electricity trades according to V2G 
(Vehicle-to-Grid) scenarios, aiming at improving energy efficiency by 
balancing supply and demand. Each EV submits a sales request specifying the 
earliest and the latest arrival times, plug-in length estimation, and the amount to 
sell. The brokering agent is activated to assign those requests not yet accepted 
by submitters to appropriate time slots until either the predefined deadline 
expires or its electricity demand is met. The scheduler, possibly running on the 
aggregator of the microgrid, traverses the search space to find the best schedule 
capable of minimizing the lacking amount of energy for the given time interval. 
The proposed scheme can enhance the profit for EV owners, cut down energy 
cost for microgrids, and shift the peak load for the power system. 

Keywords: Vehicle-to-grid, brokering service, message exchange mechanism, 
search space traversal, demand-supply balance. 

1 Introduction 

These days, EVs (Electric Vehicles) are expected to replace gasoline-powered 
vehicles due to their advantages in eco-friendliness and energy efficiency in many 
aspects, for example, they do not depend on fossil fuels [1]. Here, it must be noted 
that they have battery devices, which store electricity and discharge when driving. 
Besides their original role, namely, driving, EVs can provide massive energy storage 
to the grid [2]. That is, they absorb the excessive electricity from the grid and give 
back when necessary. Excessive energy is created in such cases as power 
overproduction, lower demand than expected, and the like. From the viewpoint of EV 
owners, they can charge their EVs when energy price is low during the night time and 
sell to a grid or microgrid on peak hours [3]. This capability does not only increase 
the revenue of EV owners but also distributes the energy load of the grid over the 
time interval. 
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Called V2G (Vehicle-to-Grid), this technology must be supported by a two-way 
message exchange between EVs and the grid. However, the national grid hardly 
supports V2G scenarios due security threats, management difficulties, and complex 
price policies. On the other hand, microgrids such as shopping malls and office 
buildings can save much money by avoiding purchasing expensive electricity during 
peak hours and making use of cheap EV-stored energy as much as possible. 
Specifically, for the customers participating in a demand response price plan, the peak 
hour rate is 10 times as high as the overnight rate. The microgrid on which more EVs 
can be concentrated can better benefit from the V2G application, EV owners being 
better rewarded. However, it is necessary to intelligently regulate the energy demand 
and supply between the microgrid and potential electricity sellers. It can be developed 
taking advantage of the ICT (Information and Communication) infrastructure, 
especially powered by sophisticated computer algorithms [4]. 

In this regard, this paper designs an interaction mechanism between a V2G-enabled 
microgrid and respective EVs aiming at balancing demand and supply by scheduling 
the connection time of individual EVs to the microgrid. The main criteria to the 
efficiency will be the difference between demand and supply is. Such imbalance 
arises due to excessive or insufficient number of available EVs in the microgrid at the 
specific time intervals. By scheduling the electricity purchase for each unit time and 
accordingly adjusting the arrival time of each EV at the microgrid, such as shopping 
malls, we can enhance the profit for EV owners, cut down energy cost for microgrids, 
and shift the peak load for the power system. To this end, it is necessary to clearly 
specify the trade requirement on both sides, design a message exchange protocol, and 
develop a demand-supply match scheme. This service can also alleviate the supply-
demand mismatch across different microgrids. 

2 Electricity Flow Control 

2.1 System Model  

Figure 1 depicts our message exchange mechanism between the microgrid and an EV. 
The aggregator of the microgrid, playing a role of a V2G-enabled buyer, first 
announces its desire to purchase electricity from EVs, specifying the purchase amount 
and the price for each time unit. Receiving the announcement, an EV submits its 
desired sales amount and possible trade time. On each submitted request from any 
EV, the scheduler is activated to make a trade plan and gives it to participating EVs. 
Those EVs satisfied with the current schedule, accept it. Then, the scheduler confirms 
the agreement and the assignment for the EVs will not be changed. The EV must 
arrive at and leave from the grid according to this agreement. Otherwise, they do not 
respond and wait for the next schedule, which will be created on the arrival of another 
request for the desire to sell. The scheduler takes into account only unconfirmed 
requests until either the predefined deadline expires or its electricity demand is met. 
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Fig. 1. Interaction mechanism design 

EVs submit sales requests to the aggregator, specifying their earliest and latest 
arrival times as well as the amount to sell. Here, EV drivers can adjust their travel 
plan and the arrival time at the grid according to the scheduled trade time. In addition, 
the plug-in duration, which corresponds to the stay time in the mall, is also given. For 
each request, the server makes an electricity purchase plan and calculates its 
efficiency in terms of surplus and wasted amount of energy in EV batteries. Here, like 
other scheduling policies [5], the time axis is divided into fixed-size time slots. This 
makes the scheduling problem more manageable and its execution time predictable. 
The EVs plugged-in to the grid are connected or disconnected from the grid just on 
the time slot boundary. For each time slot, whose demand is forecasted in advance, 
the scheduler selects the EVs to discharge to the microgrid out of all available ones. 

2.2 Scheduling Mechanism Formulas 

Our task model can be explained with an example shown in Figure 2. In Figure 2(a), a 
sell request, Ri, consists of (Ei, Li, Ai, Di), where each element denotes earliest arrival 
time, latest arrival time, amount to sell, and plug-in duration, sequentially [6]. The 
time scale is aligned with the length of a time slot, for example, 0.5 hours. Here, we 
assume that the amount of the electricity from the EV to the grid is fixed and thus 
linear to the number of time slots during which the EV is connected to the grid. After 
all, the amount to sell can be also represented by the number of time slots. In addition, 
the curve plotted in Figure 2(b) shows the electricity demand along the time axis. 
Actually, the demand is the amount of energy the microgrid wants to buy from EVs. 
When there isn’t a sufficient number of EVs, the microgrid has to consume the 
expensive peak-rate electricity. 
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Fig. 2. Task model and an example of the scheduling procedure 

For Ri, the EV can arrive during the interval from Ei to Li, so the number of feasible 
arrival times is Li−Ei+1. It is plugged-in during Di slots and connected to the grid for 
Ai slots. We assume that Di is fixed irrespective of when the EV arrives. After all, the 
number of feasible connection/disconnection schedules for Ri, namely, Fi is calculated 
as in Eq. (1). 

Fi = (Li − Ei + 1) ×                              (1)

The scheduling problem is analogous to assigning resources to a task. As there is no 
restriction on the maximum number of allocated resources, the allocation of each 
resource is mutually independent. Figure 2(b) also shows an example of EV assignment 
to each time slot. The number of boxes in each time slot is decided by the power 
demand. Here, Ri has already accepted and agreed on the current schedule and its 
allocation will not be changed. The, Ri will arrive at time 0 and can leave after time 4. 

3 Conclusions 

V2G technologies are expected to shave peak load exploiting EV batteries. They can 
be charged during the low-load low-rate time interval and give electricity back to the 
grid during the high-load peak-rate time interval. For the local microgrid to efficiently 
invite the EVs, it is necessary to match hour-by-hour energy demand and supply as 
well as to decide the trade time between the grid and each EV. In this paper, we have 
designed a V2G brokering service which can clearly specify the trade requirement on 
both sides, presented a message exchange protocol, and developed a demand-supply 
match scheme. This mechanism can enhance the profit for EV owners, cut down 
energy cost for microgrids, and shift the peak load for the power system. Moreover, 
EV-supported grids can overcome the intermittency of renewable energies [7]. 
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Abstract. In this paper, a novel fractional frequency reuse (FFR) based overlap 
resource power control (FFR.OVER) is proposed. In the FFR.OVER scheme, 
the FFR technique is implemented in combination with the power control 
mechanism. For macrocell users (mUEs), the power is uniform in the central 
and edge regions. The D2D receiver (D2DR) uses uniform power to transmit 
data in all regions except for the areas where more than one D2DRs use the 
same resource block (RB). In such situations, the power for those D2DRs which 
compete for the resource with mUE is reduced to low power in order to avoid 
further generation of interference. The simulation results show that the 
proposed scheme brings a significant increase in overall system capacity as well 
as the user outage probability in the system.   

Keywords: LTE-Advanced, Device-to-Device Communication, Interference 
avoidance, Fractional Frequency Reuse, Resource allocation. 

1 Introduction 

Recently, there has been a huge increase in the amount of multimedia traffic treated 
by cellular networks due to the sudden increase in the use of smart terminals, mobile 
devices and their applications. However, the challenge remains to the providing of 
high-quality and large-capacity multimedia services, because the radio systems are 
limited. The implementation of the Device-to-Device (D2D) communication as an 
underlay to the cellular network has received increasing attention recently, and it has 
become an important technology for future networks with the increase of the 
requirements of local communication services. In [1], it has been proposed to handle 
the local peer-to-peer traffic in a reliable, scalable, and cost-efficient manner by 
enabling direct D2D communication as it possible for two or more D2D receiver 
(D2DR) to directly communicate with each other in cellular network without the 
intervention of the base station. The spectral efficiency is improved in D2D 
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communication as it shares the same resource with cellular commu-nication. 
However, when sharing spectrum with mUEs for data transmission, D2D links may 
generate high interference to mUEs located in their communication areas [2][3]. 

 

Fig. 1. System Topology 

In our work, an effective scheme to mitigate the interference between mUEs and 
D2DRs for downlink (DL) resource sharing is proposed. The fractional frequency 
reuse based overlap resource power control (FFR.OVER) scheme partitions the cell 
bandwidth into the central and edge regions and uses a power control mechanism to 
control the D2DRs power to avoid further generation of interference. The detailed 
explanation and the description of the scheme are given in section 3 of this paper.  

The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we describe the system model. In 
Section 3, the proposed scheme aiming to efficiently use the bandwidth and control 
the power of D2DRs and mUEs is elaborated and described. The interference 
scenarios of D2D networks are also described in this section. Performance evaluation 
is discussed in Section 4 and finally, Section 5 concludes the paper. 

2 System Model 

2.1 System Topology 

As shown in Figure 1, we consider a system topology with 7 hexagonal macrocells, 
where the inter-site distance is  designated in meters (m). We assume that each 
mBS is located at the center of each macrocell and has cell identification (ID).  mBS 
denotes an mBS with cell ID = i is described as . mUEs and D2D senders 
(D2DSs) are randomly deployed in the macrocell coverage and are stationary. Then, 
D2DRs are separated from their corresponding D2DSs with distance q, where q is a 
uniform random variable in [1, 20] m. The target cell is the center macrocell, , 
and interfering neighbor mBSs to mUEs and D2DSs in each cell site of . The 
physical frame structures in our D2D network is the OFDMA frequency division 
duplex (FDD). The length of each frame is 10ms and a frame consists of 10 sub-
frames. Also, each sub-frame has two slots (a slot is 0.5ms) and each sub channel per 
slot is the unit of RB [4].  
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2.2 Signal Power Model 

The signal power received, Pr, at mUE and D2DR from mBS and D2DS can be 
expressed as 

( /10)
10

PL
LP Pr t

−⋅ ⋅= ,                (1) 

where Pt is the transmit power of mBS and D2DS, PL is path loss, L is the shadowing 
effect, with a log-normal distribution with a zero-mean and a standard deviation of σ. 
We consider a path loss model for mUE and D2DR, where PL UE ,  is the link 
between the mBS  and the m-th mUE, mUE , , in the coverage of mBS  and PLD DR , ,  is the link between the j-th D2DS and the h-th D2DR, D2DR , , , in the j-th 
D2DS coverage of mBS , as shown in (2) and (3).  

The path-loss is modeled according to the micro-urban models ITU-R report [5]. 
We apply different path-loss models to D2DRs and mUEs as given in Eqs. (2) and (3) 
[6]. The path-losses of the micro-urban models for D2DRs ( , , ) and mUEs 

( , ) are expressed as 

, ,2 10 1040log [ ] 30 log [ ] 49
i j hD DR cPL d km f MHz= + + ,          (2) 

, 10 1036.7log [ ] 40.9 26log ( [ ] / 5)
i mmUE cPL d m f GHz= + + ,          (3) 

where d represents distance between a sender and a receiver, and  means the carrier 
frequency of the system. 

3 The Proposed FFR.OVER Scheme 

The D2DRs share the resources, i.e., RBs with mUEs and any D2DRs are free to use 
any RB. However, sharing the same resource between the mUEs and D2DRs generate 
serious co-channel interference. To mitigate and avoid further generation of 
interference, the fractional frequency reuse based overlap resource power control 
(FFR.OVER) scheme is deployed. The FFR.OVER scheme combines the FFR 
techniques and the power control mechanism. The whole frequency band is 
partitioned into two parts, the central and edge sub-bands.   

The edge region is further partitioned into three other sub-bands and these are used 
in three adjacent cells to prevent the Inter-cell interference (ICC) and adjacent cell 
interference, hence helping in improving the overall system capacity. The sub-bands 
are denoted by Fn, where n is the number corresponding to the associated sub-band as 
shown in Figure 2. From the figure, F0 is the central sub-band and F1, F2 and F3 are 
sub-bands at the edge regions. In our scheme, all users, i.e., mUEs and D2DRs, 
transmit data in their respective indicated bands with uniform power and they are 
randomly allocated over the regions. For the macrocell, different frequency sub-band is 
allocated to each macrocell sub-area according to the FFR. The central area uses the 
reuse factor of one, while the reuse factor of three is adopted in the edge regions. 50 
RBs, i.e., 10MHz of bandwidth, are considered in this scheme and the mUEs are free 
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to transmit in any of these RBs. The mUE at the inner region will be transmitting using 
the central sub-band F0, whereas at the outer regions it will be transmitting data using 
the corresponding allocated sub-band in that region, i.e., avoiding using the central 
band and the remaining two edge sub-bands. For example, if the UE is at the center 
cell, it will transmit at the central region using sub-band F0 and at the edge region with 
F1 avoiding transmitting using F2 and F3. For D2D communication, the D2DR can 
transmit using any part of the sub-band it is allocated.  

 

Fig. 2. Proposed Resource Allocation Scheme 

For example, when it is at the center region, it will use F0 for transmission and F1, 
F2, or F3 when at the edge regions depending on its location. This creates interference 
and the interference is even further accelerated when more than one D2DRs 
simultaneously share the same RB with another D2DR or mUE for transmission and 
these D2DRs use high power (PH) for their transmission. In order to mitigate and 
prevent this further generation of interference, D2DRs sharing the RB are set to 
transmit with low power (PL) for those D2DRs which compete for the resource with 
mUE. The sub-band is reused as much as possible since the transmit power of the 
D2DS is reduced to low power. Reusing the sub-band with a considerable number of 
D2DRs which transmit with low power not only greatly avoids the interference but 
also improves the system performance. 

4 Performance Evaluation 

We evaluate the performance measurement in terms of three measurement indicators, 
i.e., signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR), system throughput and outage 
probability. The detailed explanation and the description of the performance 
measurement are given [7].   

We compare the performance of the proposed scheme to the network without D2D 
and a scheme which allocates RB randomly selected from an entire frequency band to 
D2D links. Four cases are considered: 1) consider having only mUEs (w/oD2D), 2) 
mUEs and D2DRs randomly allocated (wD2D conventional), 3) the FFR scheme with 
D2DRs (wD2D FFR), and 4) wD2D FFR.OVER presenting our proposed scheme.  
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Table 1. System Parameters 

Parameter Value 
Carrier Frequency 
Bandwidth for DL 
Bandwidth of sub-channel 
mBS/D2D radius 
mBS Tx power ( ) 

2GHz 
10MHz 
180KHz 
866m/20m 
41.7 dBm(15W) 

D2DS Tx power ( ) 

Noise power density (N ) 
PL = 8dBm(6.3mW), PH= 24dBm(251mW) 

-174dBm/Hz 

 

    Fig. 3. System throughput for mUEs         Fig. 4. System throughput for D2DRs 

 

   Fig. 5. Outage probability for mUEs          Fig. 6. Outage probability for D2DRs 

Figure 3 shows the system throughput of mUEs for the increasing number of 
D2DRs per 50 mUEs. Since the resources are randomly selected, the throughput for 
the conventional scheme decreases as the number of D2DR increases. For wD2D FFR, 
there is improvement in system throughput. Though there exist interference between 
mUE and D2DR for those resources shared by mUE and D2DRs (collision areas), the 
system throughput is improved because the D2DR transmits only in RBs allocated. 
The throughput is further improved in our proposed scheme. This is due to the fact that 
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our scheme avoid further generation of interference by reducing the power of D2DRs 
competing for the resources with either another D2DR or mUE.  

Figure 4 shows the results of D2DRs system throughput that increases linearly, as 
the number of D2Ds increases. Due to RB exclusion, D2Ds’s available RB is less than 
that of FFR scheme and Conventional Scheme; thus, there is a decrease of D2DRs’ 
system throughput. However, the percentage of decrease is so small that it can be 
ignored when we take a look to the outage probability of D2DRs.  

In Figure 5, there is a slight decrease in outage probability in wD2D FFR. Unlike 
in conventional schemes, the users in wD2D are uniformly distributed which in turn 
reduces the outage probability. The outage probability is further reduced in the wD2D 
FFR.OVER scheme as the users are uniformly distributed and that the D2DRs use 
low power for data transmission which largely mitigates the interference. The 
resources also are well utilized in the FFR.OVER scheme. 

In Figure 6, the outage probability of the FFR.OVER scheme is generally higher 
than the conventional and FFR schemes. There is a slight increase in outage probability 
of the FFR.OVER. However considering the overall system throughput and the benefit 
of our proposed scheme in mUE outage probability, this increasing does not impose a 
significant effect as only a small number of users will be denied the service.  

5 Conclusion 

We have studied and evaluated interference mitigation using the fractional frequency 
reuse based overlap resource power control (FFR.OVER) scheme in LTE-Advanced 
D2D networks. The impact of D2D interference on capacity of the overall system was 
also investigated. In this paper, we proposed an FFR.OVER scheme for D2D outage 
probability and system throughput. Simulation results showed that the proposed 
scheme brought a significant increase in the overall system capacity as well as the 
user outage probability in the system.   

Inter-cell interference is one of the key problems for D2D networks. Thus, we plan 
to study the improved resource allocation scheme considering Tx power management 
and the efficiency frequency planning of D2DSs to enhance system performance. 
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Abstract. In cellular networks, the base station (BSs) is obligated to more than 
50% energy consumption of the networks. Therefore, reducing the power 
consumption of BSs is crucial to enhance the energy efficiency of cellular 
networks. Cognitive radio, an enabling technology, is a new system design 
paradigm for next cellular networks. In this paper, we proposed an optimal 
bandwidth sharing based on the selection scheme which exploited the 
cooperation between multiple primary base stations (PBSs) and several 
secondary base stations (SBSs) to enhance the spectrum as well as energy 
efficiency of cellular networks.  

Keywords: power consumption, optimal bandwidth sharing, energy efficiency, 
repeated non-cooperative game, Nash Equilibrium. 

1 Introduction 

During the last decade, the rising energy costs and carbon footprint of operating 
cellular networks have led to an emerging trend of addressing energy-efficiency 
amongst the network operators and regulatory bodies. This trend has simulated the 
interest of research in an innovative new research area called “green cellular 
networks” [1]. In this regard, the European Commission has started its Seventh 
Framework Programme to address the energy efficiency of cellular networks, namely, 
“EARTH”, “TREND ” and “C2POWER ” [2, 3, 4]. 

In [5], an auction-based energy-spectrum trading (EST) scheme is proposed, which 
exploited the cooperation between a primary base station (PBS) and several secondary 
base stations (SBSs) with cognitive capacity, improved a primary base station energy 
efficiency. However, a simply system scenario was considered that a PBS coexists 
with several SBSs in [5]. Actually, it was not suitable for practical cellular networks. 
It is necessary to exploit a more practical system model for study.  

In this paper, we extended a system model consisted of multiple PBSs and several 
SBSs and formulated a competitive pricing model based on the repeated non-
cooperation game model to describe the cooperation between multiple PBSs and 
several SBSs problem. Nash Equilibrium, a unique solution, means the optimal 
bandwidth is shared between PBSs and cooperative SBSs in this paper. 
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2 System Model and Assumptions 

In this paper, we consider a graphic area consisting of multiple PBSs and several 
SBSs like [5]. The PBSs provide the service to primary users (PUs) within its 
coverage area via licensed spectrum. The SBSs opportunistically utilize the licensed 
spectrum to transmit data to secondary users (SUs). The PBSs have the exclusive 
access to the licensed band. However, owing to the wireless channel characteristics, 
the PBSs will consume more power to service PUs located at the cell edge. In order to 
reduce the PBSs’ power consumption, PUs within the SBS’s coverage area can be 
associated with either PBS or SBS.  

PBSs can cooperative with SBSs to serve for PUs located far from PBS but in 
SBS’s coverage. That is, SBSs can share the partial bandwidth of PBS to serve for 
PUs and SUs. To simplify the analysis of the problem, we assumed a system model 
with two PBSs and several intra-cell SBS. We focused on the optimal bandwidth 
allocated to PUs and SBSs rather than which part of the spectrum is to be allocated. 
We also assumed that the time horizon is divided into time frames of duration.  

3 Game Theory and Selection Algorithm 

Owing to selfishness of PBSs, each PBS is willing to cooperate with SBSs for 
reducing itself power consumption. Meanwhile, SBS makes a decision at the 
beginning of each time frame and repeats it in the whole duration . Hence, a 
repeated non-cooperative game frame is suitable to present the behaviors between 
PBSs and SBSs. 

3.1 Utility Model 

Utility of SBS: Quadratic utility function in [7] is used for SBS as follows. 

 ( b )= ∑ bN M( )-   ∑ bN + 2 ∑ b b   - ∑ p b   .N      (1) 

where  = [ , , … , ]  denotes the SBSs demand the transmission bandwidth 

from cooperation PBS.  is the price offered by PBS. ( )  denotes the spectral 
efficiency of a SBS using idle spectrum owned by PBS . Spectral efficiency   is 
obtained from [8]: 

  =  log (1 + ),  = 
.( . ⁄ ) .                 (2) 

where  is the SNR at the receiver and  is the target bit-error-rate(BER). To 
derive the optimal spectrum demand of SBS, we differentiate (  ) with respect to 

 as follows: 

  
(  )

 = ( ) −  −  ∑ −  = 0                   (3) 

   =  ( ) −  −  ∑  .           ≥ 0          (4) 
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    ( ) − ∑  .        (5) 

  is total amount bandwidth of PBS , obviously, 0 ≤   ≤              (6).  
Utility of PBS: For the PBS, the utility function is considered by difference value 
between revenue function and cost function. There is no cost for PBS when it shares 
the idle spectrum with SBS. For this reason, we express the utility function of PBS  
as follows: 

  ( ) =  = ( ) − −  ∑   .                (7) 

3.2 Repeated Non-Cooperative Game 

For each PBS, owing to selfishness, is willing to maximize its utility in competitive 
pricing model. It is expressed by  

        argmin − ( ) .                             (8) 

  s.t.      ( ) − ∑  ∀  ∈ [1, ] 
   0 ≤   ≤  ∀  ∈ [1, ] 
We assumed vector b  is given as an initialization. b  means bandwidth required by 
SBS from its cooperation PBS. To PBSs, b  is the optimal bandwidth shared with 
SBS. For this assume, the players in this game are the PBSs, denoted by ℕ. The 
strategy of each player is maximizing its utility which is denoted by . The payoff 
function, denoted by  ∶  → ℝ , which measures the outcome for playing   
determined by the strategy of all plays. The payoff of each player is the optimal 
bandwidth offered to share. Given the above definition and notations, a repeated non-
cooperation game is denoted (t+1) can be obtained as follows: 

     ( t + 1)=                         (9) 

    

,   ( ) −  ∑ ( )  ≤ 0 ( ( ) −  ∑ ( )) 2⁄ , 0 ≤    ( ) −  ∑ ( )  ≤      ,   ( ) −  ∑ ( ) ≥                       

where ( ) −  ∑ ( )  < 0 means PBS  does not share bandwidth with SBS 

because    ( ) − ∑ ( )  is a constraint condition. In order to guarantee 
the convergence of algorithm, we set  in here,  is small constant number and 
closet to zero. 

Nash Equilibrium: Seeking a Nash Equilibrium is another key component in this 
paper. As the proofs following, we know there is a unique Nash Equilibrium of this 
game. The unique solution is optimal bandwidth of PBS to share with SBS. The proof 
of existence and uniqueness as follows. 
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Existence 

Corollary 1: A repeated non-cooperative game ℕ, ( ), ( )  at least has a Nash 
Equilibrium, if solve for Eq. (8) through iterative solving.   

Proof 1: For all  ∈  ℕ, the strategy space is [0,   ]. Hence strategy space b  is 
non-empty compact convex subset of a Euclidian space, and the payoff function  is 
continuous and quasi-concave on . In addition, according to Eq. (7), obviously, (b)  is concave with b  (t) is known. Concave game theory has a Nash 
Equilibrium at least according to proof in [8]. Proof 1 is completed. 
Uniqueness 

Corollary 2: A repeated non-cooperative game ℕ, ( ), ( )  has an uniqueness 
Nash Equilibrium, if solve for Eq.(8) through iterative solving. 

Proof 2: According to corollary 1, there is a Nash Equilibriumb∗, set b∗ = (b∗) 

Positivity: (b∗) > 0 according to Eq. (9) 

Monotonicity: For arbitrary PBS , set   ∗,  we can obtain as follows: 

( ) - ( ∗) = 

−  ,   ( ) −  ∑ ≤ 0,   ( ) −  ∑  ≤ 0 −   ( )  ∑  ,   ( ) −  ∑ ≤ 00 ≤    ( ) −  ∑ ≤  ( )  ∑ −    ( )  ∑  , 0 ≤    ( ) −  ∑ ≤0 ≤    ( ) −  ∑ ≤  ( )  ∑ −   , 0 ≤    ( ) −  ∑ ≤  ( ) −  ∑ ≥−   ,   ( ) −  ∑ ′ ≥  ( ) −  ∑ ≥  
 

hence ( ) - ( ∗) ≤  0 , ( ∗) is monotonicity. 

Extensibility: For ∀α > 1, we can obtain as follows: 

α ( ∗) −  (α ∗) =  
−  ,   ( ) −  ∗ ≤ 0   (α − 1) ( )2  , 0 ≤    ( ) −  ∗ ≤
−  ,   ( ) −  ∗ ≥ 0 

  
hence  α ( ∗) −  (α ∗) ≥  0, ( ∗) is extensibility. 

As the proof shown above, (b∗)  possesses the features of positivity, 
monotonicity and extensibility. It demonstrates (b∗) is standard function. There is 
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synchronous and totally asynchronous convergence to a unique fixed point [9], 
namely a unique Nash Equilibrium. Proof 2 is completed.  
Selection Algorithm: As the analysis as above, we can obtain pseudo code of 
selection algorithm for edge SBSs as follows: 

S1: Initialize vector  with a smaller value of constraint, iteration t with 0, τ  
S2: t = t+1, calculate  ( + )  ) with Eq. (9) 
S3: If (  ( t+1) -  ( t ) ) ≤ τ , SBS selection PBS  as cooperation PBS 
   Else go to S2 

4 Simulation Results 

We consider a cellular network environment with two PBSs and three edge SBSs. The 
cellular networks environment parameters are similar with [5]. However, considering 
the heterogeneous of networks, PBS1 located at Wi-Max network and PBS2 located 
at UWB network. The maximum transmit power of PBS1 toward individual PU is 
14W, and PBS2 is 5W. The maximum bandwidth sharing for cooperation SBS is 
1MHZ. We adopt iterations to simulate the game repeated actions. The number of 
iterations is 20.  

Fig. 1 shows the transmission power of PBS1 versus its pricing which the PBSs 
allocated the optimal bandwidth sharing (OBS) to SBS actually. In the figure, the plot 
reflects the PBS’s transmission power and OBS in 20 iterations. As the curves 
showed, the bigger optimal bandwidth sharing to SBS, the transmission power of 
PBS1 is lesser. It demonstrated the power consumption of PBS is reduced by 
allocating the bandwidth to SBS service for PU. 

 

Fig. 1. Transmission power of PBS1 versus different optimal bandwidth sharing and Utility 
function of PBS1 versus different optimal bandwidth sharing 

The utility function of PBS1 as Eq. (7) is shown in Fig. 1. In the figure, the plot 
reflects the PBS1 utility function versus optimal bandwidth shared with SBS. The 
more optimal bandwidth shared with SBS, the bigger utilization rate of PBS1. That is 
because, for PBS1, there is no cost for PBS when it shares the idle spectrum with SBS 
but PBS can reduce the transmission power with bandwidth share. 

Fig. 2 shows the simulation results of PBS2. We can obtain same conclusions as 
PBS1. 
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Fig. 3 shows the situation that transmission power of PBS1 and PBS2 with 
cooperation SBS or not, respectively. Obviously, when there is no cooperative SBS 
with PBS, the more transmission power is needed by PBS. They prove that the power 
consumption of PBSs which serve for cell edge user is reduced through cooperating 
with SBS located near to cell edge user. 
 

 

Fig. 2. Transmission of PBS2 versus different optimal bandwidth sharing and Utility function 
of PBS2 versus different optimal bandwidth sharing 

 

Fig. 3. Contrast of PBS1 with Cooperation SBS or not and Contrast of PBS2 with Cooperation 
SBS or not 

5 Conclusion and Future Work 

In this paper, we adopt the repeated non-cooperative game theory to achieve the 
optimal bandwidth sharing among the PBSs and the SBSs. Furthermore, we proposed 
an optimal bandwidth sharing-based selection scheme, in which the PBSs and SBSs 
share the idle licensed bandwidth to improve power efficiency for PBS. The 
simulation results verify that scheme is an efficient approach for reducing the 
transmission power of PBS. In the future work, we will extend study for how the SBS 
within MIMO technology serve multiple PBSs in each time frame.  
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Abstract. One of the major challenges in the design of mobile systems will be 
provisioning of Quality of Service (QoS) that application’s demands guarantee 
under diverse networking infrastructure. We believe that it is necessary to use 
resource reservation and adaptation techniques to deliver these QoS guarantee 
to applications. However, the reservation and pre-configuration in the entire 
service region is overly aggressive, and results in schemes that are extremely 
inefficient and unreliable. To overcome those, the mobility pattern of a user can 
be exploited. If the movement of a user is known, the reservation and 
configuration procedure can be limited to the regions of the network a user is 
likely to visit. Our proposed scheme is not sensitive to increasing of the search 
cost than other schemes, and it shows that the total cost is lower than others as 
the Session-to-Mobility Ratio (SMR) increases. 

Keywords: Proxy-UMP, Mobility Management, PMIPv6, PBS, MPBS. 

1 Introduction 

Many mobile users are moving on particular path in daily life. If you know the route 
information of mobile users in this manner on a daily basis, it is possible to solve the 
signaling traffic burden for location updates. On the basis of these patterns, Profile-Based 
Scheme (PBS) [1] is proposed. In this approach, user’s lifelog information is stored in the 
profile. If the user has same mobility patterns, location update doesn’t necessary and its 
traffic can be reduced. In the user mobility pattern-based [2] mobility management, it is 
based on movement of the user by using User Mobility Patterns (UMP). 

Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) has proposed network-based PMIPv6 [3] and 
Fast Handover for Proxy MIPv6 (F-PMIPv6) [4]. However, in IP-based next-generation 
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of Science, ICT & Future Planning (No.2010-0020737). Also, this research was supported 
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mobile networks, current mobility management schemes have new challenges such as, 
for increasing of mobile users, mobility and further demand for Quality of Service (QoS). 
Signaling traffics for location management increase as the number of users increase. In 
the network-based mobility protocol that Mobile Node (MN) does not require any 
operation associated with mobility, only mobility management scheme considering the 
movement patterns of the user can be these alternatives to solve the above problem [6]. 

In this paper, we propose a novel Proxy-UMP scheme based on mobility pattern. 
Session-to-Mobility Ratio (SMR) of mobile users is very important performance 
metric in PBS. Proxy-UMP uses a different searching method for the user, so it can 
minimize UMP costs. This scheme is used to minimize the burden of location update 
and searching traffic using UMP. In mathematical analysis, Proxy-UMP generate 
much less signaling traffic than PMIPv6 and PBS, and its searching delay shows 
shorter than others. In the next generation wireless communication system, service 
provider assigns network resources for the service request of the user, so user-centric 
services are possible. The advantage of Proxy-UMP is that the system can predict the 
future location of the user. And it can assign the user's resources to high-priority 
applications in advance. 

This paper is configured as follows; our Proxy-UMP is described in section 2. In 
section 3, we model the cost of signaling to analyze the results of the performance 
evaluation, and conclude our paper at section 4. 

2 Mobility Management Based on User Mobility Patterns 

In the next generation wireless communication networks, there are many service 
requirements for various users. Heavy traffic load causes to network delay, and it can be 
reduced the system performance significantly. Virtual Management Network (VMN) [7] 
is proposed to solve the problem. It overlaps the management networks with the existing 
wireless mobile network that processes the intelligent functions and proposes the new 
features of LMA. Based on PMIPv6, Each LMA is connected to a set of MAG, and it can 
be configured according to the latest traffic burden of the network dynamically. VMN 
can be connected to the center of Operations, Administration and Management (OA & 
M). Fig. 1 represents the system architecture of Proxy-UMP. 

 

Fig. 1. System architecture of Proxy-UMP 

Proxy-UMP scheme is to reduce the user’s update cost and searching cost. In 
comparison with PBS, the residence time 

iT  of location 
iA  and the user time to enter 

iA (
iT ) are added to the user's profile. LMA maintains a list (

iA ,
iT ,

it ,
ia ) for each user. 
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We assume that the number of user sets is k, and the tuple is in 
iA  from the list but 

not applied to 
iT . 

jA  is same as 
iA , for i = j. Proxy-UMP is defined as mismatching 

of user patterns, for 0φ > . 

1

1
k

i
i

a
=

Φ = −∑  

For 0φ > , it is the probability for users to move out of the MAG registered in the 

list. This situation called as "Out of scope of the pattern", otherwise "In scope of the 
pattern". 

 

Fig. 2. Concept of Proxy-UMP 

Fig. 2 shows a conceptual diagram of the Proxy-UMP. The user lives in MAG_A1, 
and works at the office in MAG_A4 via MAG_A3 and MAG_A2. And the user has 
lunch at a restaurant in MAG_A5. If the information on the movement path of the 
user is stored in the user profile, the network can find the user based on location 
profile and current time of the day. This scheme defines the behavior of the user more 
accurately, and location update traffic is reduced when the user operates UMP. 

3 Performance Analysis 

We analyze the total signaling cost of the location management method of Proxy-
UMP and PBS. In this paper, the cost is calculated and the performance of each 
method is also compared. 

The hexagon plane is considering as Fig. 3 for cost modeling. An MN move to one 
of neighbor areas with probability of 1/6. Before the MN moves out of the network 
domain, k is defined as the number of step of moving from the first cell to another 
cell. Assuming routing probabilities are the same as shown in the following Fig. 3, 
and the cell in a network domain is classified into four type states [8]. This figure 
depicts the cluster of 6 subareas, and ●, based on line-1 - line-3, is distributed in the 
same relative position in each area and belongs to the same group; the properties are 
also the same. Each cell has a property such as ( , )x y  type; the property of subarea-0 

is (0,0) . 
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Fig. 3. Network architecture for performance analysis 

Looking at the state transition diagram for this model, the state does not change 
temporarily. It can be seen that it would like to circulate in one state. Therefore, 
Markov chain attributes can be applied to analyze the operation of the proposed 
model [9]. If P is a matrix of transition probability, we can obtain the steady state 
probability vector PI when the number of states is m. 

1

, 1
m

i
i

Pπ π π
=

= =∑  

If the user is defined as the probability of the searching cost 
( )search iC  in i and 

iπ  

state, when a session request arrives in i state, the total cost of Proxy-UMP is as 
follows. 

4

( )

( )
( ( ) /

Pr
) i search i

i

k U
Intra buC a RS RA d

oxy UMP MN MAG k
Cρ ω

−
= ⋅ + ⋅ × +

− −
⎡ ⎤
⎣ ⎦ ∑  

4

( )( ( ( ) ( ) /
Pr

) )
MAG LMA i search i

i

U
Inter buC a RS RA d PBU PBA d

oxy UMP MN MAG k
Cβ ρ ω−= ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ × +

− −
⎡ ⎤+⎣ ⎦ ∑  

It must be calculated 
( )search iC  to calculate the total cost of the Proxy-UMP scheme. 

For this scheme, if session requests are arrived in the case of state 1, MAG will be 
searched based on the user’s profile. However, there is a possibility that the user 
moves to the next MAG after current MAG is detected. The next MAG needs to 
check whether the user is found if the response does not come back to the current 
region in pre-defined time. We assume that 

,i actual it t−  follows the normal distribution 

and variance σ that means 0. The probability is 0.5 ( / )Q T σ− Δ , which the user moves 

to the next MAG after searching message arrives. The probability of crossing one or 
more MAGs during the user call is ignored because searching expiration time is very 
short. 

[ ] [ ](1) 1.5 ( / )0.5 ( / )search search search searchC Q TC Q T C Cσσ = − Δ= + − Δ  
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For state 2, the next MAG is needed session request because user’s the first 
m(m<k) MAG is not existed, when a session request arrives. If the average number of 
session requests for MAG is ( )E k′ , 

(2)searchC  can be written as follows. 

(2) ( )search searchC E k C′=  

In the actual situation, it is difficult to calculate the conditional probability. 

(3)searchC is same as in the case of the PBS scheme, and 
(4)searchC  is the same as PMIPv6 

approach. 

(3) (4)( ) ,search search search searchC E k C C C= =  

We applied that the state update message is same with the registration message. In 
this paper, we assume that there are three kinds of distributions such as uniform, linear 
and exponential [1]. Definition of the probability distribution is given as follows:  

1) Uniform distribution: 

2 ... 1 / ;i k kβ β β= = = =  

2) Linear distribution: 
2( 1 ) / ( 1)i k i k kβ = + − +  

3) Exponential distribution: 
( 1)2 (1 ) /i

bi b b b ke e e eβ − − − − += ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤− −⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
, b is a constant.  

For i ≠ j, the order of the profile is 
iA ≠ jA , assuming 

it  and 
ia  are the same. 

Table 1. Parameters for performance analysis 

Parameter Value Description 
m 2 Location when crossing the MAG 
i 9 MAG is the location of the i-th 
K 0.1 Out-of-pattern (Probability)  

pi1/pi2/pi3/pi4 0.8/0.15/0.5/0 Probability of state 1/2/3/4 

buU 10.24 The cost of updating the location information 

RS/RA 16/64 Router Solicitation/ Router Advertisement 
PBU/PBA 90/82 Proxy Binding Update/ Proxy Binding Ack 

 

 

Fig. 4. Location update cost ratio of the Proxy-UMP scheme to PMIPv6 (left) and Total costs 
ratio of the Proxy-UMP scheme to PBS-based PMIPv6 (right) 
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Proxy-UMP can reduce the load of the signaling traffic to update the location. 
Table 1 shows the parameters and its values for performance analysis. In PMIPV6, it 
indicates the cost of updating the relative position of the Proxy-UMP in Fig. 4 (left). 
In this simulation, the probability that the out of pattern is Ø = 0.1. In three states, the 
possibility of the user is set as the contents described in the cost model. Applying its 
contents as in Fig. 4 (left), it is possible to view the cost of updating the location 
information in the Inter and Intra methods of Proxy-UMP. 

Fig. 4 (right) shows the total cost ratio of Proxy-UMP and PBS-based PMIPv6 
under the same conditions. Searching cost is to apply the same conditions in 10kb, 
searching delay depends on the user distribution, but is applied in uniform 
distribution. Difference is on the total cost in Fig. 4 (right) because the searching 
delay has occurred. Searching delay of Proxy-UMP is less than one of PBS-based 
PMIPv6 because all MAGs in the list are possible to be called in PBS-based PMIPv6 
scheme.  

4 Conclusion 

In this paper, we make sure the performance of PBS-based PMIPv6 scheme based on 
different probability distributions, searching cost and SMR, and can also show the 
effect of out-of-pattern probability of users. So, the new location strategy Proxy-UMP 
scheme is proposed and compared with the PBS-based PMIPv6 scheme. Performance 
analysis shows that there is no significant difference for generating update messages 
when the Proxy-UMP scheme compared with the PBS-based PMIPv6 scheme, but the 
total cost of Proxy-UMP scheme is less than the PBS-based PMIPv6 scheme in 
general. One of the most important factors of QoS in next generation wireless 
communication system is a searching delay. The simulation results show that the 
searching delay of Proxy-UMP scheme is about 70% less than the PBS-based 
PMIPv6 scheme, and Proxy-UMP scheme can be operated very well as SMR value is 
change. 
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Abstract. Devices for smart media services have been widely distributed. As 
everybody caries a smart device all the time, smart media based tourism is 
extremely demanded. This paper introduces our design of an Android app for 
Gyeongju smart tourism. 

Keywords: Smartphone, Android app, Tourism. 

1 Introduction 

Gyeongju is one of the most popular tourist cities in the world. We have developed 
smart media based tourism system for Gyeongju tourism. It provides news, TV, 
tourism information, and life information. It also allows users to upload any useful 
information as shown in Figure 1. 

2 Related Works 

The authors of [1, 2] developed an open smart media platform that provides 
application programming interfaces with which programmers can conveniently 
develop applications. Among the APIs, DPS_GET_CHANNEL_V1 returns channel 
information, given a specific channel DPS_GET_SCHEDULE_CHANNELID_V1 
returns the program schedule of the channel, news.asp returns information of news 
and news_list.asp returns information of news in detail.  
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Fig. 1. A screenshot of our Android app 

 

Fig. 2. The APIs the server provides 

3 Design of the System 

Our app fetches electronic program guide from the server, displays the program on 
the user interface and plays the program selected by the user. Therefore,  we need to 
implement classes shown in Figure 3. The DTLiveChannel class is used to store the 
information fetched from the EPG server. All the variables, except ArrayList, are 
initialized by the creator and never changed. Therefore, all methods, except 
addLiveChannelItem, defined in the class are all getters. The DtLiveChannelContent 
class is to store information of the content consisting of the live channels. All the 
variables in this class are also initialized by the creator and never changed. The 
DtLiveChannel class is used to store information of broadcast program. The variables 
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cal_start and cal_end are initialized by aitstarttime and aitendtime in Calendar format. 
The DmHttpClient class performs communication with the server. The feed_url is 
initialized by the server URL, params are initialized by the parameters specified in the 
connection command, and the result shows the connection result. The RequestJson( ) 
method handles HTTP POST method whereas the Request( ) method handles HTTP 
GET method. The readFeedPost( ) method receives the result of communication.  
The DmLive class retrieves and stores the live channel information. The 
getDomElement( ) method generates a document from the XML result. The 
getNodeValueByTagName( ) method  returns the tagNameOfNode obtained from  
the parentNode. The remoteGetChannel() method retrieves and parses channel 
information from the DmLive class. This method uses the parseJsonObjectChannels( ) 
method for parsing. The remoteGetChannelItems( ) method retrieves program 
information for all the channels. This method uses the parseJsonObjectSchedule( ) 
method for parsing. The DataManager class manages program information. This class 
is defined as static so that it can be invoked anywhere in the program. The 
LoadingThread class executes network connection to the server. In Android, we need 
a thread because an HTTP connection in the Main causes an exception.  

 

Fig. 3. Classes to connect to the server  

The classes needed to initialize the app are shown in Figure 4. These classes 
fetches data from the server using the classes shown in Figure 3.  

After fetching the electronic program guide information from the server, the 
classes shown in Figure 5 display the main page of the user interface, read user input, 
and execute user's instruction.  
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Fig. 4. Classes to fetch the electronic program guide from the server 

 

Fig. 5. Classes to save and retrieve information 
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4 Experiments 

We have implemented the Android app and tested it. Figure 1 is a screenshot of the 
app. User report is one of the submenus shown in Figure 1. The user interface for 
User Report is shown in Figure 6. From this page, the user can take a picture, take a 
video, select a picture and select a video file, then upload it to the server. 

 

Fig. 6. The user interface of the User Report submenu 

5 Conclusions 

Nowadays everybody has at least one smart device and carries one all the time. 
Therefore, demand for smart media based tourism systems grows rapidly. The 
performance of those smart devices is very high and multimedia service can be 
handled without awkward delay. This paper introduced our design of Android app for 
Gyeongju smart media tourism. The main content type this app provides is high 
quality video. We are now implementing the system. 
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Abstract. Google’s MapReduce has emerged as a popular framework for data-
intensive computing. It is well-known by its elastic scalability and fine-grained 
fault tolerance. On the other hand, there are some debates in its efficiency. 
Especially, local and network I/Os can be a primary factor that degrades the 
performance of MapReduce, because it follows a data shipping paradigm where 
many partitioned data blocks move along distributed nodes. In this paper, we 
conduct a performance study to examine the I/O cost of MapReduce. Our 
results show that the I/O cost accounts for about 80% of the total processing 
cost when processing OLAP queries in the MapReduce platform. 

Keywords: MapReduce, data shipping paradigm, OLAP, TPC-H benchmark. 

1 Introduction 

Recently, the size of data being collected is growing rapidly owing to development of 
IT technology. It is not uncommon to see Petabyte data warehouse nowadays [1]. 
From the explosive data growth, it becomes intractable to analyze the data with 
traditional data warehouse solutions [2]. Such a massive volume of data is referred to 
as big data in literature, which can be characterized by three properties, including 
volume, velocity and variety [3]. 

As a platform for analysis of big data, Google introduced MapReduce (MR) [4]. 
The platform enables the processing of a large amount of data in parallel with many 
low-end computing nodes. It handles various types of failures and can easily scale to 
tens of thousands nodes, while providing flexibility to deal with structured as well as 
unstructured data. From these characteristics, it is becoming a de-facto framework for 
processing and analyzing big data. 

So far, a number of online analytical processing (OLAP) systems have been built 
on top of Hadoop [5], which is the most popular open-source implementation of Map-
Reduce. For example, Microsoft proposed SCOPE [6] to support a declarative query 
language for the Cosmos system, a Microsoft clone of MapReduce. Facebook 
introduced Hive [1, 7] as a data warehousing system that supports SQL-like query  
language on top of Hadoop. Walmart also adopted MapReduce to analyze users' 
interests from a huge amount of social media feeds [8]. 
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On the other hand, many researches have discussed its inefficiency due to frequent 
local and network I/Os. MapReduce follows a data shipping paradigm [9], where 
many partitioned data blocks move along distributed nodes. Frequent checkpointing 
required for fine-grained fault tolerance also reduces efficiency of MapReduce. 
Regarding this, Pavlo et al. [10] showed that Hadoop was 2 to 50 times slower than 
parallel database systems, except in the case of data loading. Anderson and Tucek 
[11] showed that Hadoop is scalable but achieves very low efficiency per node, less 
than 5 MBytes per second processing rate. 

In this paper, we conduct a performance study to examine the I/O cost of Map-
Reduce when processing OLAP queries with it. Our experiments were conducted with 
TPC-H benchmark [12], which has been widely used for performance evaluation of 
data warehousing solutions. In the experiments, we varied the size of input data and 
the selectivity (ratio of inputs to outpus), and then checked the size of data transfer, 
query execution time, and the rato of I/O cost. We also checked how the cost varies 
according to the types of queries.  

The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes how a 
job is processed in the MapReduce platform. Section 3 provides experimental results 
showing I/O cost of the platform when processing OLAP queries. Section 4 concludes 
the paper. 

2 Backgrounds 

MapReduce is a programming model as well as a framework that supports the model. 
The MR model consists of two primitive functions: map and reduce. Map is generally 
used for filtering or preprocessing input records (key-value pairs), and reduce is for 
merging or aggregating the output records generated from the map function. The two 
functions are specified by users according to their application requirements. 

In run time, a master node of the MR framework picks idle nodes and assigns each 
one a map or a reduce task. To perform a given MR job, the following five steps are 
conducted, which is shown in Figure 1. Below, Ri denotes the i-th partitioned block of 
an input data file R, and Ri

k denotes the set of records with key k of Ri which satisfies 
a selection/filtering condition described in the map function. Here, we assume there 
are only three keys from a to c. 

1. Input file R is loaded into the DFS and is partitioned into three blocks, R1, R2, 
and R3. Each data block is then transferred to its corresponding mapper. 

2. Map() is applied to each record in the data block. During this execution, 
records that do not satisfy the map condition are discarded. 

3. The selected records are stored on the mappers' local disks. 

4. After mappers finish their jobs, reducers read the selected records from the 
mappers. Then, the records are merged according to their keys, which process 
is called shuffling. In Figure 1, we assume that records with keys a and b are 
processed in Reducer 1, while records with key c are processed in Reducer 2. 
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Fig. 1. Job execution process in MapReduce 

5. Reduce() is applied to the merged data. For each key, an aggregate result is 
produced. The results are written back to the DFS. 

As discussed above, MapReduce follows a data shipping paradigm. In this 
scheme, many partitioned data blocks move along distributed nodes to complete a 
given job. From this, local and network I/Os can frequently occur. For example, in the 
job execution process discussed above, network transmission occurs in two points: 
Step 1 to send partitioned data to its corresponding mappers and Step 4 to transfer the 
mappers’ outputs to reducers. Also, local disk I/O occurs in Step 3 to perform 
checkpointing to increase fault-tolerance of long-time analysis. Due to these frequent 
I/Os, performance of MapReduce can be degraded significantly. In what follows, we 
provide experimental results showing the I/O cost when processing OLAP queries. 

3 Performance Study 

Experiments were conducted over a cluster consisting of 8 nodes; one was a master 
and the other 7 nodes were slaves. All nodes were equipped with an Intel i5-2500 3.3 
GHz processor with 8 GB memory and a 1 TB hard disk, running on CentOS 6.4. 
They were connected via a Gigabit switching hub. For experiments, TPC-H 
benchmark [12] was employed, which has been widely used for performance 
evaluation of data warehousing solutions. Among its queries, Q1, Q3 and Q6 were 
examined for the evaluation: Q1 and Q6 were selected as aggregate queries, and Q3 
was selected as a join query. As the MR framework, Hadoop 1.2.1 was used. 

In the experiments, we varied an input size from 16 to 128 GB, and then checked 
three parameters, including the size of data transfer, query execution time, and the 
ratio of I/O cost. In TPC-H, an input size is determined by a scale factor. Given a 
factor of 1, a database is generated whose size is 1 GB, consisting of multiple tables. 
Since each query is typically specified with one or two tables, the size of input data 
necessary to run a query is smaller than a given scale factor. 
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Fig. 2. Performance when σ = 0.1: (a) size of data transfer (left) and (b) query processing time 
(right) 
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Fig. 3. Performance when σ = 0.5: (a) size of data transfer (left) and (b) query processing time 
(right) 

Figure 2 (a) first shows the size of data transmission in each query when the 
selectivity (i.e., ratio of inputs to outputs), denoted σ, is given as 0.1. In the result, the 
size of Q3 was the largest. This is because Q3 is a join query that needs to receive 
input tuples from multiple tables, whereas other two queries are aggregates receiving 
inputs from a single source. From the result, query processing time of Q3 was also the 
largest, which is shown in Figure 2 (b). In case of other two queries, Q1 provided 
slightly worse performance. This is due to that Q1 reads more attributes and performs 
heavier aggregation over them, compared with Q6.  

We also varied the selectivity and checked its influence to the performance of 
query execution. Figure 3 (a) and (b) show the size of data transmission and execution 
time in each query, respectively, when σ is set to 0.5. Compared with Figure 2, both 
the data size and execution time slightly increase. This is because more tuples are 
outputted from mappers and transferred to reducers in this case. The results shown in 
both Figures 2 and 3 imply that query processing time is proportional to the network 
transmission cost in the MapReduce platform. 
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Fig. 4. Ratio of I/O cost: (a) when σ = 0.1 (left) and (b) when σ = 0.5 (right) 

Finally, we checked the ratio of I/O cost in the query execution. For this purpose, 
we measured data transmission time in each query, and divide the total query 
processing time with it. Figure 4 shows the results when σ is given to 0.1 and 0.5, 
respectively. In both results, the I/O cost of Q3 was the largest, whose average was 
about 95%. The cost of Q1 was smaller than that of Q6. This is because Q1 performs 
more CPU calculation (i.e., aggregation) than Q6, as mentioned earlier. The ratios of 
Q1 and Q6 were about 75% and 80%, respectively. Note that the ratio of I/O cost was 
not influenced by the change of selectivity, as shown in Figure 4 (a) and (b) together. 
This is because, as the size of data transferred to reducers increases, computation time 
to perform aggregation in reducers also increases. 

4 Conclusion 

In this paper, we conducted a performance study to examine the I/O cost of Map-
Reduce when processing OLAP queries with it. The experiments were conducted with 
TPC-H benchmark, which has been widely used for performance evaluation of data 
warehousing solutions. Our results showed that query processing time heavily 
depends on the data transmission cost. We also observed that the I/O cost of a join 
query is much larger than that of an aggregate query. In both types of queries, the 
ratio of I/O cost was larger than 75% in our experiments; their average was about 
80%. This result implies that reducing I/O cost is essential to improve the 
performance of Map-Reduce. 
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Abstract. Energy-awareness is a critical issue in wireless sensor networks 
(WSNs). Clustering protocol is a efficient way to prolong the network lifetime. 
To balancing cluster, it’s important to select cluster head(CH). Previous 
researches have utilized information for selecting CH, probability, residual 
energy, density of neighbor nodes, neighbor energy and so on. However, some 
are not sufficient to uniformly distribute CH, others spend numerous energy to 
collect necessary information. We propose a two-layer cluster head selection 
based on distance. Sensor nodes are divided into two layer, first layer and 
second layer that is sub layer of first layer, and sequence per each layer 
according to distance between nodes and base station(BS). CH is selected in 
same sequence of second layer without communication with other nodes. 
Simulations show that this proposed protocol could enhance the network 
lifetime. 

Keywords: two-layer, cluster head selection, wireless sensor network. 

1 Introduction 

WSNs composed of sensor nodes enables to communicate with each other without 
router or infrastructure. The network lifetime is equivalent to that of sensor nodes. 
Therefore, to prolong the network lifetime, it’s important to perform effective energy 
management scheme of sensor nodes. 

Clustering protocol has scalability and energy efficiency by self-configuration and 
hierarchical routing. A set of CH is selected from nodes, other nodes are organized 
into clusters. Member nodes collect data and transmit to CH. CH receives data from 
member nodes in its cluster and aggregates the received data. And CH transmits the 
compressed data to the BS. CH plays a role of making cluster, data collection, 
compression and transmission. CH is required more energy than the other nodes. 

In the previous researches, various factors are considered to select CH such as 
probability, residual energy, density and energy of neighbor nodes [1-4]. Probability 
and residual energy make unbalanced cluster formation. To utilize information of 
neighbor nodes, nodes need additional communication. 
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In this paper, we only use information of node itself for CH selection and cluster 
formation without communication with other nodes. First, every node is divided into 
two- layer, namely first layer and second layer that is sub layer of first layer according 
to distance between nodes and BS using the received signal strength indication from 
BS. In the setup phase at every round, CH is selected themselves in the same 
sequence of the second layer in order. And CH makes cluster of predefined size using 
signal strength of CH. In result, it contributes to the distribution of the energy 
consumption to every node and the increase of the energy efficiency. 

2 Related Work 

LEACH [4] is a typical cluster-based routing protocol which rotates CH to distribute 
the energy load evenly among the nodes in network. CH is selected with certain 
probability. CH broadcasts its status to around nodes. Nodes received this message 
choose CH with the strongest signal strength and send a message of the response. A 
role of CH rotates periodically in order to block the excessive energy drain and 
disperse energy. But LEACH which randomly selects CH has a drawback that the size 
and number of clusters is not even. And it entails the imbalance of the energy 
consumption and the inefficiency of the data compression. 

XUHUI [5] is based on LEACH. Every node has different thresholds using the 
weight and the residual energy contrasted with the initial energy. The probability of 
high energy nodes is higher than low energy nodes. The low energy level nodes can 
avoid to be selected as CH. 

ZHONG and YU [6] give nodes time delay in reverse proportion to residual 
energy. If a node has not received any CH’s messages until time delay expires, a node 
will become CH itself and broadcasts a message to its neighbors with predefined 
transmit power. CH makes cluster using distance and residual energy. If a node 
receives CH’s messages before time delay expires, it will become a member node. 
The node selects CH with the highest residual energy. 

3 A Two-Layer Cluster Head Selection Based on Distance 

Let us assume that N sensor nodes uniformly deployed over two-dimensional network 
to continuously monitor the environment. Nodes are location-unaware and can know 
distance with sender through received signal strength and control power to transmit 
within scope which they want and know the best size of cluster. 

The proposed protocol in this paper consists of two-layer setup, formation of 
cluster and data transmission. Data transmission is same with the previous method. 

3.1 Two-Layer Setup 

After deploying nodes, BS announces the start of network composition to all nodes at 
a certain power level. Nodes received this message computes the distance to BS based 
on the received signal strength indication. They calculate first layer sequence using 
predefined size of the first layer. First layer is assigned the sequence from 1 to n with 
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1 being the closest to BS and n being the farthest to BS. Then the first layer is divided 
into second layer by predefined size. Second layer is also assigned the sequence like 
first layer. We counted sequence each layer according to equation 1, 2: 

 

first layer seq(n) = 1
__
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Where n is node, both first_layer_size and second_layer_size are predefined and 

d(BS, n) is the distance between n and BS. 

3.2 A Formation of Cluster 

For organizing cluster, this algorithm selects CH in the same sequence of second 
layers and then make cluster around it. All nodes compute their waiting time 
depending on its residual energy, layer sequence and d(BS, n). If any node receives no 
message for selection of CH when waiting time expires, it becomes CH itself and 
advertises as a CH to nodes within predefined its radio range. 
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To any node n, waiting time T(n) is given. Wt1, Wt2 in equation 3 is arbitrary 

waiting time as weight exponents. The more the residual energy is high and the 
sequence of first layer is low, the more waiting time is short. α is weight factor. This 
is shortened when round sequence is same with the sequence of second layer. α is 1 
when the residual energy is lower than the energy threshold. The threshold is whether 
the residual energy is enough to send the collected data to BS or not. 

Each node becomes CH circularly and repeatedly according current round and 
second layer sequence. A Node that became a CH at current round announces 
advertisement message to around with the predefined signal strength. Nodes received 
this message decide CH and become member node. Both CH and member nodes 
become a cluster. 
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4 Performance Evaluation 

4.1 Simulation Environment 

In this paper, we compare proposed the model with LEACH [4] and the residual 
energy [5] and the time delay [6] by using Matlab. 100 nodes randomly are distributed 
in a 100mⅩ100m area. The environment variables are given in Table 1. We use 
FORM (First Order Radio Model) [4] that is a simplified model to measure energy 
dissipation.  

Table 1. Parameters of simulations 

Parameter Value Parameter Value 
Initial energy 0.5 J Eelec 50 nJ/bit 
Data packet size 4000 bits Efs 10 pJ/bit/ m2 
First layer size 50 m Emp 0.0013 pJ/bit/ m2 
Second layer size 25 m Eda 5 nJ/bit 
Cluster radius 30 m Threshold distance 87 m 

4.2 Simulation Result 

To evaluate the performance of the proposed model, we compare a number of live 
nodes per round. Figure 1 shows the number of live nodes for 200 rounds. We 
confirm distribution level of energy consumption based on criteria energy exhausted 
node is found at first time. 

Here, first energy exhausted node is found each at the 55 rounds, 67 rounds, 103 
rounds and proposed model is found at the 114 rounds. This is in effect equivalent to 
network lifetime. LEACH and the residual energy model have a drawback that CHs 
are not uniformly distributed by using a certain probability. The proposed model has 
more effect of energy consumption dispersion that CHs are arranged following the 
distance to BS than time delay model. 

 

Fig. 1. The number of live nodes 
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5 Conclusion 

We proposed a two-layer cluster head selection based on distance that sensor nodes 
are divided into two-layer(such as first layer and second layer) according to the 
distance between nodes and BS, CH is selected in the same sequence of second layer 
in order. CH restricted cluster size using CH’s signal strength control. This uniformly 
distributed CH over networks and improved network lifetime. It is suggested that the 
further research related to this study will include an optimized cluster and layer size 
account and apply multi-hop routing to the proposed model. 
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Abstract. In a typical server-client business model, a server should be in charge 
of both the authentication of the paid customer and the distribution of the 
contents. The drawback of it is that if the customers' requests go on growing 
rapidly for the specific contents, the quality of service is degraded due to the 
server overload or bandwidth restriction. On the contrary, in a P2P network, if 
more and more users participate in the service, the quality of service is 
improved, because a peer (a customer) that has same contents can act as a 
seeder (a server). But, the drawback of the P2P is that there are too many 
servers to manage, thus it’s more prone to occur illegal distribution of contents. 
In this paper, we propose the dynamic group authentication scheme suited to 
P2P based contents streaming. The proposed scheme consists of group key 
generation, key update, signature generation, and verification protocols. It can 
control the seeder's state whether the seeder is joining or leaving the network. 
The proposed scheme can be applied to hybrid P2P based business model where 
the index server covers sales transactions and the contents are distributed by the 
P2P protocol. 

Keywords: Dynamic Authentication, Hybrid P2P, P2P Security, Group 
Signature, Mobile Commerce. 

1 Introduction 

With the wide spread use of smartphones and wireless Internet services, it’s expected 
to increase the demands to view the contents in real time. The users want to view the 
contents while downloading it. Typically, server-client based streaming is used to 
deliver the video contents. It’s popular for the Internet business, because the server-
client model is relatively easy to manage the contents, subscribers, etc. [1, 2]. 

As the volume of video contents is bigger than that of other contents, it requires 
more network bandwidth to transmit. If many users demand specific popular video 
contents, the corresponding server will be overloaded soon. As a result, the data can 
be dropped or delayed, and customers will experience poor quality of service [3]. 
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In a P2P protocol, a peer (a client) can act as a seeder (a server). If more and more 
peers are added to the network, the number of seeders is increased simultaneously. 
Thus, the P2P protocol provides better service quality to the popular contents [4]. 

In a pure P2P protocol, contents search is done with peers by passing the queries. If 
there exists a lot of seeders for the specific contents, it’s very easy to find the contents 
in a short time. But, if the case has been reversed, it is very hard to find them. Thus, 
it’s more effective to use traditional client-server model for the contents search such 
as Google, where web crawlers periodically collect and store the location of contents. 

The hybrid P2P protocol is introduced to fill the gaps of pure P2P and the server-
client model. In hybrid P2P protocol, the contents search is done with the centralized 
index server, and the file transfer is done through the pure P2P protocol [4, 6].  

In a server-client based contents streaming, the service provider has to pay the 
money to buy high performance facilities to maintain the service quality. As a result, 
the contents streaming business is tending to be monopolized for the big IT portal 
companies. For vitalizing the contents business, the small companies could be able to 
participate in the market. Thus, it’s essential to use P2P based streaming service that 
requires low cost to implement. It seems to be best suited to apply hybrid P2P for this 
service. 

In this paper, we propose dynamic group authentication scheme suitable for hybrid 
P2P based e-commerce. In section 2, the scope of this study and a hybrid P2P 
reference model is described. In section 3, the proposed scheme is presented, and in 
section 4 the security of our scheme is analyzed. In section 5, we make a conclusion. 

2 Research Background 

In a server-client model, the server manages overall transactions, for it could make 
and provide various server policies. On the contrary, in the P2P based models, there 
are too many servers to manage, and its role is restricted to contents delivery only. 
Thus, it’s not easy to control the seeders to apply policies to protect illegal 
distribution of the paid contents. 

For the business transaction, it’s necessary to secure a legal binding force [7]. In 
P2P based commerce, the peer who has paid for the contents and downloaded, can do 
the role of the seeder for contents distribution. To block out the illegal acts, only the 
authorized seeders have to distribute the paid contents. 

In a hybrid P2P, it’s possible to grouping seeders according to contents, for the 
index server can make such policies related to the business transactions. It’s also 
feasible to make PKI based authentication path between the server and the trackers, 
and it can be composed in a static manner in advance of the business launching. 

Figure 1 shows our reference model for the contents streaming in a hybrid P2P 
network. A peer (a customer) buys the contents from the commerce server, and a 
tracker makes the seeder group consists of members who have same contents. The 
tracker sends the peer’s request to the seeder group. The seeders deliver the contents 
to the corresponding peer. 
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(1) The first seeder S1 

Step 1: The tracker hashes the purchase order of the peer (the customer). Then, the 
tracker sends it to the first seeder S1 and requests the group key generation. All 
seeders of the group have to share it to sign the document. 

    ℎ = _ℎ ℎ( ), f_hash() : Hash function 
    ≡ [ || || ℎ || ⋯ ], orderC : Customer’s purchase order 

Step 2: The S1 selects a random number k1 relatively prime to p-1. Then, the S1 
generates R1 and G1 as follows. The PK1 is as same as the public key of the S1. The S1 
sends (R1, G1, PK1) to the next seeder S2 in regular sequence of the ordered list. ≡ ℎ   ,  ≡   ,  =  

(2) The seeder Si (The i-th seeder, i=[2..n]) 

Step 1: The i-th seeder Si receives (Ri-1, Gi-1, PKi-1) from the Si-1. ≡   ,  ≡   ,  ≡    

Step 2:  The Si chooses a random number ki relatively prime to p-1. The Si generates 
Ri and Gi as follows. In addition, the Si makes the PKi with its own private key. The Si 
sends (Ri, Gi, PKi) to the next seeder Si+1. 

  ≡   ,  ≡   ,  ≡    

Step 3: If the Si is not the last order of the list, then step 1 and 2 are repeated. The 
seeder Sn, the last order of the list, makes R, G and PK as follows, and sends them to 
the seeder group and the tracker. 

  ≡ −1   ,  ≡   ,  ≡    

3.2 Group Key Update 

For the maintenance of dynamic group state, the following key update protocol is 
launched when the new seeder is added to the group, or the existing seeder is retired 
from the group. 

(1) The subscription of the new seeder Sn+1 

Step 1: The tracker sends (R, G, PK) to the newly added seeder Sn+1. 

Step 2: The Sn+1 chooses a random number kn+1 relatively prime to p-1. The Sn+1 
updates R and G as follows, and modifies the PK also with the private key of its own. 
The Sn+1 sends updated (R, G, PK) to the seeder group and the tracker. 

  ≡ +1  ,  ≡   ,  ≡    

Step 3: The tracker adds the seeder Sn+1 to the ordered list, and signs on it. Then, the 
tracker registers updated group key (R, G, PK) and the signature. 

(2) The retirement of the existing seeder Sb (b=[1..n]) 
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Step 1: The tracker sends (R, G, PK) to the Sb that will give up the membership and 
be deleted from the list. 

Step 2: The Sb updates R and G as follows, and modifies the PK with the private key 
skb. The Sb sends (R, G, PK) to the seeder group and the tracker. As kb and skb are 
relatively prime, the multiplicative inverse of kb exists [10]. 

  ≡ −1  ,  ≡ −1  ,  ≡   ,   
Step 3: The tracker deletes the Sb, and updates the sequence of the seeders. The 
tracker signs the updated list, and registers newly updated (R, G, PK) to the server. 

3.3 Creation of Group Signature 

Step 1: Each seeder of the list signs the purchase order, and sends the signature signi 
to the tracker. As ki and p-1 are relatively prime numbers, there exists a unique 
solution for the signi [8, 10]. ∙ ≡ ∙ − ∙ ℎ   − 1 

Step 2: The tracker combines signi to make the group signature SIGN, and makes the 
signature package composed of (orderC, hmsgC, R, G, PK, SIGN). The tracker 
registers them to the server, and distributes them to the seeders of the group. ≡ ∏ ℎ +     

3.4 Verification of the Group Signature 

Step 1: Each seeder of the list hashes the purchase order, and then confirms whether 
the hash result is as same as the hmsgC. If two values are same, then step 2 will be 
carried out. Otherwise, the verification protocol is terminated. 

Step 2: Each seeder verifies the group signature SIGN. If ≡    holds, 
the seeder accepts connection request from the peer. Then, the seeder sends the 
contents to the peer. Otherwise, the seeder declines the peer’s request.                  

4 Security Analysis 

Theorem 1. The seeder group cannot repudiate the group signature SIGN. Only the 
authorized seeders can participate in distribution of the paid contents. 

(Proof) In section 3.1, each seeder uses a random number ki and its own private key to 
make (R, G, PK). The ki and the corresponding seeder’s private key are only available 
to himself/herself. Thus, the hacker who wants to find ki and the private key must 
solve following equations, but those are the discrete logarithms over GF(p). From the 
definition 1, it’s computationally infeasible to solve them [10]. ∏ ≡ log   ,  ∏ ≡ log   ,  ≡ log    

The followings are the proof of the verification equation in section 3.4. ≡ ∏ ∙( )  ,  ≡ ∏ ∙    ∏ ∙ (ℎ + ) ≡ ∏ ∙   − 1,  ∴ ≡     Q.E.D. 
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Theorem 2. The key update protocol can be applied to authenticate the dynamic 
seeder group where the join and the retirement of group members are prone to occur. 
(Proof) To prove theorem 2, we have only to show that we cannot infer secret data 
from both the updated key and the original key. We assume that the updated keys are 
(R’, G’, PK’) and the original keys are (R, G, PK).  ′ ≡ ℎ ∏ +1=1   ,  ′ ≡ ∏ +1=1      ′ ≡ ∏ +1=1   , ≡ ℎ ∏ =1   , ≡ ∏ =1   ,  ≡ ∏    

To find kn+1, we have to solve the following equation. But, it’s discrete logarithms 
over GF(p), and from the definition 1, it’s computationally infeasible. ∏ ≡ log ′   ,  ∏ ≡ log      

Even if all seeders collude, and as a result ki is extracted from the R’, we must 
solve following equation to get the kn+1. ′′ ≡ ′∏ −1=1 ≡ ℎ +1  ,  ≡ log ′′    

This is also the discrete logarithms over GF(p). Thus, the security of R and R’ are 
same. (G', G, PK', PK) are also to be proved in a same manner. In case of retirement 
of the seeder, the security of it can be proved in a similar way. Q.E.D. 

5 Conclusion 

In this paper, the dynamic group authentication scheme is proposed for P2P based 
commerce. The proposed scheme consists of group key generation, key update, signature 
generation, and verification protocols. The key update protocol is proposed to represent 
the seeder group state, which is dynamic due to the join and retirement of the seeders. 
The security of it is also analyzed. The seeders who participate in the group signature 
protocol are legally bound to distribute the paid contents. Therefore, it’s possible to 
distribute the contents in secure and efficient in a P2P based business model. 

Acknowledgement. This work was supported by the ICT R&D program of 
MSIP/IITP. [2014, Development of distribution and diffusion service technology 
through individual and collective intelligence to digital contents]. 
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Abstract. HPC is representative tools for performing large-scale scientific 
calculation both academia and industry. Tachyon is a high-performance parallel 
computing system which constructed based on SUN Blade X6275. It composed 
of 3,200 computing nodes and infra-facilities. Also, this machine works with 
various software stacks such as file system, archive manager, compiler, 
debugger, parallel tools, etc. In this paper, we handle the requirements and 
requisites to build and manage an HPC cluster environment. In addition, we 
analyzed the history of batch job which include information performed by 
scheduler. By doing so, we are able to gauge the needs and performance of the 
next system to be introduced. 

Keywords: HPC, Supercomputer, Cluster Management, Benchmark, Scheduler. 

1 Introduction 

Tachyon is a supercomputer, which is Linux based cluster, built by SUN (Oracle) at 
KISTI for uses in a variety of science applications. This system composed a series of 
hardware and software stack. In the aspect of hardware, it is made up of compute 
nodes, file servers, archival storages, etc. In Tachyon, each machine is connected by 
InfiniBand network. In the case of software, it works with various software stacks 
from system level to application layer. This context focuses on system level software 
like OS (Linux), file system, storage archive manager, compiler, debugger, parallel 
tools, etc. 

Tachyon supports a lot of applications range of various sizes from small to large 
scale for multi users. Indeed, on the July 2014, CPU usage rate is above 80% and the 
total number of processing jobs was 17,784. Tachyon compute blades are constructed 
based on SUN Blade X6275 which is two compute nodes (Node0 and Node1) on a 
single board. Each of the two nodes in the blade are based on a two-socket Intel Xeon 
X5570 2.93GHz (Nehalem) and 24GB DDR3 Memory. As we mentioned above, 
Tachyon is Linux (RedHat 5.3) based cluster system which deployed in 2009 with 
3,200 computing nodes and it performs at a theoretical peak of 300 teraflops. This 
system is operating over the RedHat 5.3 and using Lustre [1] as a filesystem, which is 
connected by InfiniBand [2]. SAM-QFS is the archival storage system for data 
backup periodically. Fig. 1 and Table 1 show a brief of Tachyon System [3]. 
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Fig. 1. Summary of Tachyon System 

This environment mixed a large of computing node, infra facilities and some of 
software. We need to analyze and adjust each element for unified cluster system. In 
this paper, we provide management strategies for overhead minimization and 
performance optimization across thousands of compute nodes. Also, we analyzed the 
history of batch jobs, which performed by scheduler on Tachyon system. Tachyon 
uses Sun Grid Engine (hereinafter referred to as “SGE”) as a scheduler [4]. 

In this work, we can obtain requirements of the next system to be introduced and 
measure the performance of each component in advance [5]. 

Table 1. Software List of Tachyon System 

OS RedHat 5.3 

Kernel 2.6.18-194.17 

Parallel File System Lustre 1.8.6 

OFED 1.5.2 

MPI 
MVAPICH 1.1 ~ 1.2, MVAPICH2 1.2 ~ 1.5 

OpenMPI 1.3.2 ~ 1.4.2 

Compilers PGI 8~9, Intel 10.1 / 11.1, GCC 4.1.2 / 4.4.6 

Job Scheduler SGE 6.2 u4 

Profiler/Debugger TAU / Totalview 

Provisioning YACI 

Monitoring NAGIOS, Ganglia 
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2 Cluster Management in HPC 

2.1 Compute Node Diagnosis 

The compute nodes of HPC should provide a stable performance to be performed an 
application in a certain amount of time even if replacement or repair of parts. To 
verify performance stability, we used HPL (High Performance Linpack). HPL 
Benchmark solves a dense system of linear equations in double precision (64 bits) and 
the TOP500 list of supercomputers determines based on the HPL Benchmark [6]. In 
the TOP500 List table, the computers are ordered first by their Rmax value. Rmax 
measured the highest score using the LINPACK benchmark suite. On the other hand, 
Rpeak is the theoretical peak performance of the system, which reflected by the 
number of CPU, clock frequency, performance factor values, etc. Usually the actual 
measured value (Rmax) is lower than the theoretical performance (Rpeak) values 
because there are several overheads on top of application execution such as OS or 
other applications. In general, Rpeak calculated the simple equation as below.               •  ℎ   ( )                 =     ×       ×                                                                                                                      (1)                •      ℎ                           =  8  × 4  ×  2.93   = 93.76   

Previously we referred, a SUN Blade X6275 consists of two compute nodes on which 
each of them has Intel Xeon 5570 quad core at 2.93 GHz of 4 floating point operations 
per cycle. In Tachyon system, theoretical performance (Rpeak) per compute node is 
93.76 GFlops (46.88 GFlops x 2 Sockets). Based on this value, HPL Benchmark result 
shows at Fig. 2 on the 2 nodes (16core) with187.52GFlops (93.76GFlops x 2nodes).  

The HPL LINPACK Benchmark measures a floating point computing power and 
aims how fast a computer solves a dense linear equations Ax=b by LU factorization. 
To get HPL Benchmark result, MPI (OpenMPI, MPICH) and math library (BLAS, 
CBLAS, ATLAS) should be installed in advance. In this experiment, we installed 
GotoBLAS2 [7] that provides matrix-matrix multiplication routing, called GEMM in  
BLAS. The HPL Benchmark can be tuned via parameters and each run of the 
benchmark may test several parameter combinations. 

Table 2. Tunable List of HPL Benchmark Parameter Option (HPL.dat) 

 

N Problem size Pmap Process mapping

NB Blocking factor threshold for matrix validity test

P Rows in process grid Ndiv Panels in recursion

Q Columns in process grid Nbmin Recursion stopping criteria

Depth Lookahead depth Swap Swap algorithm

Bcasts Panel broadcasting method L1, U to store triangle of panel

Pfacts Panel factorization method Align Memory alignment

Rfacts Recursive factorization method Equilibration
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The problem size N relies on total memory size and set to a large value as possible. 
The amount of computations scales as the cube of number N, which means doubling 
N requires eight times more computation. Normally, a recommendation is to ensure 
that HPL is not going to use more than 80% of the memory available to that system 
because OS kernel itself consume own resources. As 80% of total memory, we can 
estimate the problem size as below [8]. 

       =      ( )× %    (  )                          (2) 

We evaluate the Tachyon compute nodes so as to ensure the performance stability. 
Also, we can optimize results of HPL by tuning the HPL.dat configuration file. 
Through this test, we obtained performance as Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. The more problem 
size optimized, the better performance [9]. 

 

Fig. 2. HPL Benchmark parameter options and test result 

 

Fig. 3. HPL Benchmark on the Tachyon computes nodes 
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2.2 Provisioning  

Provisioning is an important tool to manage many cluster nodes. It deploys OS images 
and sometimes can include software stacks to bare machine. Tachyon system uses YACI 
(Yet Another Cluster Installer) that is a lightweight system management tool set with the 
daunting task of reliably and quickly installing large-scale (and small-scale) Linux 
clusters [10]. In this method is based on Kick start mechanism to deploy custom OS 
image over PXE from a pre-selected server. Before using this function, provisioning 
server activate and support to DHCP, TFTP and DNS services. To conclude, YACI 
provides a simple tool for the deploy cluster environment of large HPC system.  

2.3 Analysis of I/O Performance 

Besides compute nodes, Tachyon system has infra facilities, such as file system, 
InfiniBand, archiving storage, etc. In particular, the filesystem has to guarantee the I/O 
performance in order to run well from small size to large-scale applications of users. For 
this purpose, in HPC systems uses parallel filesystem like Lustre, GPFS, etc. In general, a 
parallel file system stripes data blocks, in parallel, across multiple storage devices on 
multiple storage servers. In this way, we can get a scalability and coherency. Also we 
figure out the I/O bottleneck of I/O-intensive applications. Tachyon system has Lustre 
with 36 OSSs, 144 OSTs, 72 JBODs, each delivering about 6GB/s data transfer 
bandwidth, providing a theoretical about 54GB/s aggregate I/O rate [11]. Basically, 
network bandwidth measures aggregated bandwidth of the OSTs. Fig. 4 shows the 
measured aggregate I/O bandwidth using IOR [12] benchmark on 2 nodes (16core). This 
experiment is divided into two part, POSIX/MPIIO and single-shared-file/file-per-process. 

 

Fig. 4. The I/O performance under different file size on Tachyon (POSIX/MPIIO and single-
shared-file/file-per-process) 
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3 Job Management in Tachyon 

Tachyon uses Sun Grid Engine (hereinafter referred to as “SGE”) as a distributed 
resource management scheduler. When user submits a job to cluster, the qmaster in 
SGE sorts the jobs in order of priority. Job priority is derived from scheduler polices. 
The sorted list of pending jobs is assigned to job slots (CPU) in order of priority [13]. 

Fig. 5 shows the number of total job and success rate from Tachyon system during the 
two months of July and August, 2014. In Particular, Tachyon system applied exclusive 
nodes by SGE in order to minimize interference between running jobs. In other words, 
only one job is processed in a single node. Even if only one CPU in use on the node any 
other job cannot be run on this node. Blue line (upper) that is usage of nodes and red line 
(lower) that is usage of CPU shows the share of nodes and CPU (core). (July 9, 2014 in 
bottom graph is periodical maintenance and so usage of that day dropped abruptly). 
 

 

Fig. 5. The number of total job and success rate from Tachyon (July, 2014 ~ August, 2014) 

4 Conclusion 

In this paper, we described some of requirements used to operate large scale HPC 
cluster over Tachyon system. Actually, there are many elements for management of 
HPC environment. Above all, we handled evaluation of compute nodes, filesystem 
I/O performance and analyze executed batch job.  
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In a few years, we will introduce new system which is more huge and complicate. 
Therefore, we have to understand new architecture and management skills for large-
scale HPC. In the future works, it is necessary to break down and categorize of each 
element of HPC. 
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Abstract. Virtualization is to provide virtually all types of technologies used on 
the physical PC. However, in a virtualization technique, services can be modi-
fied and adjusted to satisfy user requirements, the cost of hardware purchases 
and hardware constructions is not occurred. Beside, this virtualization supports 
multiple guest operating systems on a host OS. It is helpful for virtualization to 
build cost-effective IT infrastructure. In general, virtualization can be classified 
into two categories: full virtualization and para-virtualization. Full virtualization 
does not require a direct interaction with host resources, but in para-
virtualization a direct interaction with frequently used resources can substantial-
ly improve performance of computation. In this paper, we study the effects on 
the performance when the VCPUs map to the physical CPUs in para-
virtualization. And we study the effects of the mapped VCPU in an overcommit 
environment that the number of virtual cores is more than the number of physi-
cal cores. The purpose of these experiments is to find out the best CPU alloca-
tion method in various environments of para-virtualization. 

Keywords: virtualization, scheduling overhead, overcommit scheduling, 
mapped CPU. 

1 Introduction 

Virtualization is to provide virtually all types of technologies used in the physical PC. 
However, in virtualization technique, services can be modified and adjusted to satisfy 
user requirements, the cost of hardware purchases and hardware construction is not 
occurred. As this virtualization supports multiple guest operating systems on a host 
OS, this technique give a simplicity, an excellent scalability and flexibility for  
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many applications on a PC. It is helpful for virtualization to build cost-effective  
IT infrastructure. Currently there are a lot of companies that adopt virtualization  
technologies. 

In general, virtualization can be classified into two categories: full virtualization 
and para-virtualization [1][2]. The difference between two types is whether virtual 
machine can support a direct interaction with host resources. In full virtualization, 
hardware resource cannot be a direct interaction because of not possessed by an oper-
ating system but shared by a hypervisor. On the other hand, in para-virtualization that 
has an interaction frequently with hardware resources, such as CPU, RAM, it shows 
better performance because a virtual machine access resources via a hypercall. Para-
virtualization, however, has a shortcoming that the kernels need to be modified [3]. 

In this paper, we study the effects on the performance of that makes a mapping the 
VCPUs to the physical CPUs in para-virtualization. And we study the effects of the 
mapped VCPU in an overcommit environment that the number of virtual cores is 
more than the number of physical cores. The purpose of these experiments is to find 
out the best CPU allocation method in various environments of para-virtualization. 

2 Related Works 

Hypervisor, also called virtual machine manager, is a part of computer software that 
helps use effectively resources of host machine. There are some typical examples of 
hypervisor, such as KVM, Xen [4][5]. KVM is a full virtualization solution and Xen 
is a form of para-virtualization. 

L. Nussbaum evaluates the suitability of KVM virtual machines, by comparing 
them with solutions based on Xen and compare to overhead of each type [1]. Because 
of the experiments based on the default type, these experiments did not take account 
of different environments. 

S. Bharadwaja did not apply the scheduling for many idle resources in para-
virtualization. And this scheme should find idle CPU resources whenever there exists 
a hypercall[6]. But finding an idle CPU resource is a pure overhead. 

3 Performance Evaluation 

3.1 Experimental Configuration 

We performed an evaluation among various types in para-virtualization, such as existing 
VCPU machine and mapped VCPU machine. Firstly, we build Xen para-virtualization 
environment for performance evaluation that is a bare metal virtualization platform.  
Figure 1 shows three kinds of architecture for our experiment. Table 1 shows the config-
uration of the host system in our experiment. 
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Fig. 1. Traditional hypervisor VS Nesting hypervisor 

 

Table 1. Configuration of host system 

Category Specification 

CPU (Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2650 @ 2.60GHz, Octa-core) x 2 

RAM 72GB 

HDD 1TB 

OS Ubuntu 12.04 (kernel version: 3.11.0-24-genetic) 

 
 
We performed our experiment in Ubuntu Linux OS environment on Intel CPU. To 

compare the performance of each CPU option, we used matrix multiplication pro-
gram. The number of VM’s VCPUs is four. Firstly we evaluate the performance on a 
existing VCPU virtual machine. Secondly evaluate the performance on a mapped 
virtual machine that is mapped one VCPU to one LCPU in para-virtualization.  

Table 2 is the configuration of each virtual machine. As shown in Table 2, each 
virtual machine has four CPU cores, 8GB of RAM, and 20GB of Disk. 

The first evaluation was performed in a mapped VCPU and an existing VCPU ac-
cording to the ratio of the number of CPUs and LCPUs in para-virtualization. And the 
second evaluation is to check how many times each virtual machine performs a matrix 
multiplication for an hour. 
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Table 2. Configuration of virtual machine 

Category Specification 

VCPU 4 cores 

RAM 8GB 

HDD 20GB 

OS CentOS 6.5(kernel version: 3.11.0-24-genetic) 

3.2 Experimental Results 

Figure 2 shows the throughput of matrix program, which processed data operation 
adding a virtual machine in physical machine each time.  

Figure 2 (A) shows performance when the number of virtual cores is less than 16 
physical cores. The throughput in the existing VCPU is 259, which is about 2.6% 
more than that in the mapped VCPU. There is little difference between the mapped 
VCPU and existing VCPU in para-virtualization. It is because Xen scheduling is not 
applied, due to a lot of idle cores. 

 

Fig. 2. Performance measurement of each CPU options 

Figure 2 (B) shows performance when the number of virtual cores is more than 16 
physical cores and the number of logical cores is less than 32 virtual cores. The 
throughput in the mapped VCPU is 201, which is about 18% more than that in the 
existing VCPU. In existing VCPU, overhead is mostly occurred due to Xen schedul-
ing. Therefore the throughput in the mapped VCPU is better than in the existing 
VCPU because of the absence of Xen scheduling [7].  

Figure 2 (C) shows performance when the number of virtual cores is more than 32 
logical cores. The average throughput in the existing VCPU is 127, which is about 8% 
more than that in the mapped VCPU. There is due to that scheduling overhead occurs 
result from overcommit status to few resource environment. Therefore the existing 
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VCPU preforms better than the mapped VCPU. In existing VCPU and the mapped 
VCPU, the more VCPU is, the larger the difference is [8]. 

4 Conclusion 

In virtual machine, it is important to reduce overheads of works. In this paper, we are 
to study an effect of overheads occurring in resource allocations. Therefore, we com-
pared a mapped VCPU with an existing VCPU in para-virtualization. Evaluation was 
performed in mapped VCPU and existing VCPU according to the ratio of the number 
of CPUs and LCPUs in para-virtualization. When the number of virtual cores is more 
than the number of physical cores and is less than the number of logical cores, the 
mapped VCPU preforms better than the existing VCPU. The result shows the over-
head is reduced by using scheduling. In future we will implement the flexible Xen 
scheduler based on this experiment. 
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Abstract. Following the recent technological trend, it would be possible to 
create high quality teaching-learning contents more easily utilizing functions 
supported by various application programs using accessible, convenient smart 
devices. Also, not only the teachers but the students who use a smart pad to 
study will be able to create learning contents autonomously, sharing contents 
with other students and forming u-Learning with collective intelligence. This 
study proposes a plan for designing learning contents for teachers and students 
using the learning contents authoring tool in smart devices in a bid to apply this 
to the project-based learning model. Apple’s iPads were used as the smart 
device, and the application used was ‘Explain Everything’. The learning 
contents created through the project-based learning were in different formats 
such as video clip, image, and PDF file. And in applying this in pilot test, over 
90% said they were satisfied with the learning in the survey on the overall 
satisfaction of the learning. 

Keywords: Smart Learning Contents, Project-Based Learning, Teaching-
Learning Model, Smart Devices. 

1 Introduction 

Keeping pace with the ubiquitous era, studies on new teaching-learning are conducted 
actively, and smart devices rapidly coming in wide use accelerate emergence of 
fusion contents coping with the new educational environment [1]. With the 
commercialization of smart devices such as smart phones and smart pads, users 
quickly adapt to these tools. The field of education is also paying attention to the 
utilization of smart devices for their easy accessibility, mobility, and convenience. 
And the development of educational applications is conducted actively. However due 
to the screen size of smart phones and their usability, there are several limitations in 
actually utilizing the educational applications in the education field. Therefore they 
are more effective in using and storing educational contents. Moreover, with the fast 
supply of wireless communication technology and mobile devices, existing web-
based learning system is becoming replaced with mobile learning system that 
overcomes the limitations regarding space and time. Such change in the educational 
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paradigm requires methods that could utilize new smart devices in learning and 
development of appropriate educational contents [2]. With the rapid development of 
informatization, e-learning, which was active until recent years, took place in the 
cyber space with the computer as the medium. However due to the physical 
characteristic of computer required the students to learn at a specific place where it is 
installed, bringing limitations regarding space and time [3]. The teachers who create 
the learning contents also face physical and spatial constraints. Yet following the 
recent technological trend, it would be possible to create quality teaching-learning 
contents more easily utilizing functions supported by various application programs 
using accessible, convenient smart devices. Also, not only the teachers but the 
students who use a smart pad to study will be able to create learning contents 
autonomously, sharing contents with other students and forming u-Learning with 
collective intelligence. Based on this background, this study aims to develop a 
teaching-learning model based on project-based learning using the smart learning 
contents authoring tool in smart pad to achieve u-Learning. The application named 
Explain Everything was used to produce and share the smart contents. 

2 Theoretical Background 

2.1 Smart Pad 

Smart pad is a tablet PC with touch system. Its benefits compared to existing UMPC, 
netbook, and tablet PC are that it is based on touch interface, is easily portable and 
can be used conveniently. Smart pads with the iPad leading the market uses multi-
touch system that uses fingertips enhanced the usability with intuitional use. Devices 
that were released recently support more complex multi-gesture functions [4]. The 
field of education also utilizes this expansion of smart pad users. There is an attempt 
made under the name of U-campus that aims to establish digital environment that will 
allow users to access the network whenever and wherever. Using a smart pad 
application that could provide more convenient interface than smartphone makes it 
more useful in the U-campus environment and educational aspect [2]. This study uses 
iPad among different smart pads to use the learning content authoring tool. 

2.2 Application: Explain Everything 

Explain Everything, one of the content creation application supported by iPad, is 
designed so that beginners could easily use. The application supports different 
functions such as animation, narration, and presentation. Using Explain Everything’s 
usefulness and integrated design interface enables dynamic interactive class activity, 
activity, evaluation, and tutorial [5]. Also, commentary and animation can be 
designed easily thus an animation can be produced without difficulty. The iPad2 
video display enables the presentation, and one can directly draw on the screen during 
lecture and give an explanation, which will be recorded. An image, PDF, PPT, 
Keynote, Dropbox, Evernote, and emails can be opened. And the contents can be 
saved in different formats including MP4, PNG, and XPL project file. The key benefit 
of this application is that the users can make a tutorial video that explains how to use  
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the contents, and they can share the project file with others to work on the content 
together [1]. In this study, Explain Everything was used as the smart learning contents 
authoring application that will used by the teachers and students.  

3 Smart Learning Contents Creation 

This chapter proposes a methodology for creating learning contents with the iPad 
application Explain Everything. The learning contents will be produced in three 
formats: video clip, image, and PDF. Teachers and students will produce and 
distribute learning contents as a part of class activity. Fig.1 shows the general flow of 
smart learning contents creation. 

 

Fig. 1. Key idea for each stage of smart learning contents creation 

In the ‘contents design’ stage, teachers and students plan a story with learning 
materials and multimedia resources to meet the objective and propose an overall 
composition. Here, the theory of visual organizer is applied, and visual materials are 
designed to significantly influence the understanding of electronic text. The ‘contents 
organization’ stage is where the ideas designed in the previous stage are realized with 
the application. Using the slide forming functions of Explain Everything, contents are 
arranged and objects are inserted. In the ‘contents creation’ stage, the contents 
produced in the previous stage are collected to be shared. The outcome can be 
produced in three different formats: video clip, image, and PDF. When creating a 
video clip, animation and narration need to be added depending on the formation of 
the learning contents. Lastly, in the ‘contents distribution’ stage, the learning contents 
can be shared real-time through the cloud service, YouTube, and e-mail. Fig.2 depicts 
an example of creating an actual learning contents based on the smart learning 
contents creation methodology proposed above. This process is used by both teachers 
and students at the teaching-learning site, and they will use smart pads to produce 
contents real-time. 

 

Fig. 2. Example of smart learning contents creation on iPad 
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4 Design and Application of Teaching-Learning Model 

4.1 Designing Teaching-Learning Model Based on Project-Based Learning 

Project-based learning fundamentally includes collaborative learning process and 
reflection with a clear objective, emphasizes higher order of thinking such as problem 
solving, decision making and reflective thinking, and induces enthusiastic 
participation of students to autonomously produce outcome [9]. In this study, a model 
was developed to allow students share resources and opinions on the learning-related 
topics whenever and wherever using the smart learning contents authoring tool to 
create learning results in the process of participating in the project-based learning. In 
doing so, following matters were considered. First, a smart environment was secured 
for the students to enable them to search for materials and produce contents by 
themselves with the smart pad anytime and anywhere. Second, the cloud service is 
used as the cooperative space for the students to progress the project-based learning. 
Third, teachers will provide the basic learning materials in the smart device and have 
the students easily apply them in class without special technological gadgets. 

Table 1. Teaching-learning model based on project-based learning using smart learning 
contents authoring tool 

Teaching-learning stage Details 
Goal setting and proposal 
of assignment 

-Propose the learning objective and project assignment 
-Set detailed objective for each learning unit 
 

Preparation -Provide learning contents for teachers (create and distribute smart 
learning contents) 

-Organize teams based on previous experience with participation in a 
project  

-Project design (deciding the learning activity type) 
-Analyze elements to solve the assignment 
 

Application -Interactive teaching-learning activity between students and teachers 
-Learning activity promotion (teachers) 
-Resource analysis, organization, and communication using the smart 

learning contents authoring tool 
 

Evaluation and 
modification 

-Sharing of information between students and content modification 
-Evaluation of level of knowledge acquired by the students 
-Evaluation of project stages, cooperation attitude of the participants 
-Evaluation of effective use of the medium, quality of the smart learning 

contents produced 
 

Result and presentation -Presentation of result produced through the project-based activity 
(distribution of smart learning contents) 

-Share experience and achievements of the participants 

The procedure of the project-based learning using the learning contents authoring 
tool in the smart pad can be divided into five stages as shown in Table 1. In all stages 
of learning activity, the teachers and the students use the smart learning contents 
authoring tool to create, share and distribute learning contents, and create learning 
results real-time. 
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4.2 Application of Teaching-Learning Model 

The project-based teaching-learning model using smart learning contents was pilot-
tested in between June and August 2014 with 30 university students – both male and 
female. Five students formed one project group, and total 6 project groups 
continuously carried out learning for a week. Using a cloud service like Google Drive, 
the teachers and the students were able to exchange different ideas. The students’ high 
utilization of smart pad allowed the project assignment solving process easy. The 
subject for the project and the assignment was basic use of computer. After carrying 
out the project-based learning using the smart learning contents authoring tool, a 
survey was conducted to find out the level of satisfaction of the students, and the 
result is shown in Table 2. 

Table 2. Questionnaire and the pilot-tested result on project-based learning using the smart 
learning contents authoring tool 

No. Question Answer No. of 
respondents 

Ratio 
(%) 

1 Did you find the project-based 
learning with the smart learning 
contents creation satisfactory? 
 

Very satisfied/Satisfied 
Average 
Dissatisfied/Very Dissatisfied 

18 
9 
3 

60 
30 
10 

2 Was it convenient to receive the 
learning materials through the 
smart pad? 
 

Very satisfied/Satisfied 
Average 
Dissatisfied/Very Dissatisfied 

18 
9 
3 

60 
30 
10 

3 Was it convenient to carry out 
the project with the smart pad? 
 
 

Very satisfied/Satisfied 
Average 
Dissatisfied/Very Dissatisfied 

12 
12 
6 

40 
40 
20 

4 Was it effective to communicate 
with others using the cloud 
service? 
 

Very satisfied/Satisfied 
Average 
Dissatisfied/Very Dissatisfied 

15 
9 
6 

50 
30 
20 

5 Did the output of the project help 
the learning effect? 

Very satisfied/Satisfied 
Average 
Dissatisfied/Very Dissatisfied 

21 
9 
0 

70 
30 
0 

 
The questionnaire showed that over 90% responded that the level of satisfaction from 

the project-based learning using the smart learning contents authoring tool was above 
average. Also, over 90% of respondents said the convenience of receiving the learning 
material in the smart pad was above average. However, 20% of the participants were 
dissatisfied with using the smart pad to carry out the project. And another 20% said they 
were dissatisfied with having to communicate using the cloud service. This is seen as the 
limitation of a smart device, which has a relatively smaller screen than desktop PC, as the 
participants need to perform the project and communicate with others on this small 
screen. On the question that asked whether the final outcome of the project helped with 
the learning effect, 100% answered above average. And this shows that the level of 
satisfaction towards the learning was quite high. 
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5 Conclusion 

This study designed a teaching-learning model that utilizes a smart learning contents 
authoring tool supported by smart pads for project-based learning. Then the model 
was pilot-tested and it surveyed the participants’ level of satisfaction. The level of 
satisfaction of this project-based learning was 90%, which was very high. This can be 
considered significant in that it contributed in realizing u-Learning where learning 
materials are produced and distributed real-time anytime anywhere, surpassing the 
conventional teaching-learning method where the PC-based learning contents were 
produced in advance and then shared non real-time. However, the model in this study 
was only pilot-tested, and its educational utility was not approved at the actual place 
of learning. The learning contents creation design only focuses on contents sharing 
and distribution, and does not provide the basic smart learning functions that could 
create active communication and collective intelligence. If a function that helps with 
communication such as social networking service (SNS) in addition to this basic 
learning contents design, it will enable more convenient learning environment. Also, 
it is expected that this study will propose a direction to the smart pad-based teaching-
learning strategy in the future and provide various forms of learning environment. 
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Abstract. The existing digital forensic research on Windows 8 Style UI 
applications is conducted on native applications and there is a lack of study on 
other 3rd party applications. Therefore, we analyze 3rd party instant messengers 
of Style UI and we propose a digital forensic methodology. In this paper, we 
identify artifacts of Viber and Line, which are popular instant messengers, and 
analyze them in various ways. The proposed approach is expected to help 
criminal investigation by efficiently and rapidly providing information about an 
ongoing case in court. 

Keywords: Digital Forensic, Style UI, Instant Messenger, Viber, Line. 

1 Introduction 

Digital data, which is created and recorded on digital media, increases at an 
exponential rate and it often serves as evidence material in court. Digital forensics is 
defined as a concept of technology and procedure of collecting, examining, analyzing 
and preserving digital data in order to present in court [1].  

Windows 8 supports PC and mobile devices that are based on SOC (System on chip). 
Therefore, it is possible to interwork smartphones and tablet devices, and we can use 
applications without a separate player in PC. Since smartphones are equipped with various 
sensors and communication capabilities, the data for operating PC’s applications remains 
by synchronizing with smartphones. Especially because these traces leave the information 
such as application type, run time, timestamp, etc. they can be clues or evidences to 
understand criminal behavior patterns in the perspective of digital forensics [2].  

In this paper, we check instant messengers based on Style UI, where we can find 
the artifacts like contacts, chat, location information, etc. and we suggest the 
methodology of digital forensic analysis. 

Section 2 reviews related work. In Section 3, we analyze Style UI instant 
messengers in terms of digital forensics. Section 4 draws conclusions and discusses 
the directions of our future research. 

2 Related Work 

2.1 Research on Windows 8 Style UI Forensics 

Style UI, former called Metro UI, is a user interface that is appropriate for mobile 
devices. The artifacts are created automatically by using operating systems and 
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applications. Analysis of artifacts and traces can be classified as digital forensic 
analysis. Therefore, when analyzing the Style UI applications, it is possible to know 
the user’s habits, preferences, etc. and we can find the user’s various private 
information, from mail and SNS (Social Network Service) applications, as an 
investigation clue. Table 1 shows the Style UI artifacts of basic applications in 
previous researches [3, 4]. You must have administrator permissions in order to 
access the contents of the listed paths in Table 1.  

Table 1. Windows 8 Style UI artifacts 

Artifacts Path 
App EXE %SystemDrive%\Program Files\WindowsApps 
App Short cut %UserProfile%\AppData\Local\Microsoft\Windows\Application Shortcuts 
App Package List & 
Setting status 

%UserProfile%\AppData\Local\Packages 

App internet user 
trace data 

%UserProfile%\AppData\Local\Packages\[AppName]\AC\[Sub folders] 

App storage %SystemDrive%\ProgramData\Microsft\Windows\AppRepository 
Notification setting HKLM\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\PushNotifications 

\Applications 
  

2.2 Instant Messenger Forensics 

As smartphones are wide spread, the number of users who use the messenger 
applications instead of SMS services increases rapidly. Recent instant messenger 
applications do not only provide the feature of sending instant messages but also 
multimedia transaction, file sharing etc. Therefore, it is likely to obtain useful 
information on a criminal investigation by analyzing the messenger. 

There are further researches on smartphone instant messengers. Information was 
extracted and analyzed, on both Android and iOS, out of twelve messenger 
applications, such as Facebook Messenger, WeChat and KakaoTalk [5]. Viber and 
WhatsApp were analyzed on Android in more detail, as well as People, the basic 
application of Windows 8 [3, 6].  

In the existing research, many types of messenger applications were studied, but 
there is a lack of study on Style UI messenger applications. 

3 Forensic Analysis on Instant Messenger of Style UI 

We analyze Viber and Line, which are instant messenger applications for Style UI. 
Viber and Line are widespread applications in the world and they provide many 
functions such as chat, free calls and sending images, where we can find a lot of 
information for criminal investigation. 

Especially Viber and Line are synchronized to the account applications at first 
launch. Therefore, we can identify some artifacts like contacts, phone numbers, and 
names. They have many functions to contact other people, where we can find  
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messages, temporal information, GPS, and call logs. We present the analysis 
methods and procedures of the two applications more specifically in the following 
subsections. 

3.1 Viber 

In the case of Viber, there are diverse information in SQLite database file, ‘Viber.db’. 
We can access that file through the following path and Table 2, 3 and 4 show the 
detailed artifacts and description of Viber.db.  
 
DB-File Path. \%SystemDirve%\Users\<username>\AppData\Local\Packages\2414F 

C7A.Viber-FreePhoneCallsText_p61zvh252yqyrLocalState\viber.db 

Table 2. Events table in Viber.db 

Field Description 
Event ID An event ID 
Timestamp An event time 
Direction 0: A Send Event  1: A Receive Event 
Type 2: Phone   5: Message, Emoticon, Map information 

6: Photo, Movie, Doodle 
7: Sticker message  8: Voice message 

Contac Longitude GPS longitude 
Contact Latitude GPS latitude 
Number A phone number 

 
Table 2 shows event type, direction, time and the phone number that a user 

contacted. Also, the GPS coordinates information, where the event occurred, is stored 
in the form of thousand fold of WGS84 format. 

Table 3. Message table and Chatinfo table in Viber.db 

Message Chatinfo 
Field Description Field Description 

Status 0: User 3: Others Chat ID Chat ID 
Body Chats Token A phone number 
Payload Path Exchanged file’s name Creation Date Started time of chats 
Thumbnail Path Exchanged file’s 

thumbnail 
  

Thumbnail Width Thumbnail’s width   
Thumbnail Height Thumbnail’s height   
Description Exchanged file’s title   
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In the Message table, it is possible to extract all chats which occurred in the 
application and we can know the file name of images and movies. When we sending 
and receiving them, the thumbnail is generated in JPG format and the path is as 
follows. 
 
Thumbnail-Files Path. \%SystemDirve%\Users\<username>\AppData\Local\Packag 

es\2414FC7A.Viber-FreePhoneCallsText_p61zvh252yqyr\LocalState\Thumbnails 

 

Fig. 1. UploadFile table in Viber.db 

There are hash values of transferred files in UploadFile table and DownloadFile 
table respectively. By comparing the hash values, the investigators can determine 
whether the secret file was revealed and whether the illegal file was shared. 

Table 4. Contact table and Origin Number table in Viber.db 

Contact Origin Number 
Field Description Field Description 

Contact ID Number of contacts Number Phone number 
First Name First name Client Name Full name 
Second Name Second name Avatar Path Profile picture name 
Account Type ID Unique number of 

database 
Download ID Profile picture ID 

  Message Count ID the number of received 
messages 

  Calls Total 
Duration 

Calls duration (sec) 

 
When Viber is executed at first, it requires synchronization with a smartphone. At 

this moment, the contact information is brought to PC, where we can see all of the 
user’s contacts. Phone numbers, registered name, the number of received messages 
and call duration are in the Contact table. 

3.2 Line 

In the case of Line, there are artifacts in the databases file in the form of SQLite and 
profile pictures are in the cache folder. The paths and descriptions are as follows. 

 
DB-File Path. \%SystemDirve%\Users\<username>\ AppData\Local\Packages\ 

NAVER.LINEwin8_8ptj331gd3tyt\LocalState\Database 
Profile Picture. \%SystemDirve%\Users\<username>\AppData\Local\Packages\ 

NAVER.LINEwin8_8ptj331gd3tyt\LocalState\Cache\p 
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Table 5. Chat table and Login table in Line-db 

Chat1 Login1 
Field Description Field Description 

MID Chat ID User ID Access Account 
Mid Type The type of Chat 

0: one on one chat 
2: group chat 

  

Display Name Person or chat name   
Status Message The last message   
Last Modified 

Time 
The occurrence time of 

the last message  
  (EPOCH time) 

  

 
The Line has a different structure with Viber’s one. We can identify the user’s 

access ID, last message, the type of chat and timestamp from the database file, but 
other information is restricted or hard to get.  

The profile pictures of synchronized contacts are stored in the cache folder. The files 
don’t have no extension but we find that they have JPG header signature from Fig 2. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Profile pictures in cache folder of Line 

4 Conclusion and Future Work 

In this paper, we analyzed Viber and Line application that are based on Windows 8 
Style UI. We can find various artifacts and private information like access account, 
contacts, chats, transferred file and so on. 

We examined the Style UI applications proactively, which are not much 
researched, since the investigation on Style UI applications is not a widely researched 
area, we expect this paper to help investigators to examine windows mobile devices.  

Cloud computing is one such emerging paradigm that makes use of contemporary  
virtual machine technology.  

In the future, we are going to add visualization methods that are using the extracted 
data from Style UI in order to support criminal investigation more efficiently and 
intuitionally. 
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Abstract. As a social infrastructure, emergency rescue system aims increased 
survival rate. It consists of several steps: spot emergency, report emergency, 
give first aid and send to hospital. In order to efficiently use the golden time, 
the survival time of emergency patient, rapid action and proper first aid are 
necessary. Since emergency situation is reported verbally nowadays, it’s very 
difficult to identify the patient and the emergency location and hence, the 
golden time is wasted. Even though there were some attempts to use 
smartphone GPS sensor to figure out the emergency location, those were 
abortive since people felt far less responsibility of reporting emergency through 
smartphone application than through verbal explanation. Smartphone is a 
complex device that has various sensors of various functions. Recently, with the 
advent of the finger scan sensor, users are able to not only capture facial images 
and record voices but also scan fingerprint that can be used to identify a person. 
In this study, we propose a biometric based emergency rescue system, which 
utilizes various smartphone sensors. This system minimizes the time waste by 
automatically locating emergency spot and identifying both the reporter and the 
patient. Biometric data is used to identify the reporter and the patient. Since 
reporter is identified with biometric data, reporter holds responsibility of the 
report. Furthermore, trained technician gives proper first aid instruction to the 
reporter via visual telecommunication and this process is encrypted to ensure 
privacy. 

Keywords: Emergency Rescue System, Biometric Authentication, Biometric 
Encryption, eHealthcare, mHealthcare. 

1 Introduction 

In modern society, as medical technology has improved a lot, emergency rescue 
system emerged and became the essential part of society. Efficient time management 
is very important in order to save the patient in emergency since the golden time, a 
period during which the survival of the patient is decided, is inflexible. Therefore, the 
process of reporting the emergency situation should be quick and simple. There were 
efforts to utilize smartphone GPS sensor in order to reduce the time wasted while 
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verbally explaining the exact location of the emergency. However, since reporters 
held less responsibility for reporting emergency situation through smartphone 
application, those efforts turned out to be futile. 

When the patient is transported to the clinic, identifying his or her ID is the first 
step. Based on the medical information of the patient, doctors can make decisions. 
Therefore, if the medical information of the patient is identified early, quick and 
efficient treatment will be possible. 

Administration of proper first aid by the witness is as important as time 
management since appropriate first aid is critical to the survivability. However, the 
witness should be very careful because poor first aid can be lethal. It should be 
thoroughly guided by the trained technician. In most cases, the witness briefly 
explains the situation of the patient and the technician verbally instructs the suitable 
first aid. 

In this study, our aim is to propose improved emergency rescue system that has 
simple steps and enables best medical treatment. Smartphone and biometric based 
cryptographic functions are used to achieve those goals. 

2 Background Research 

2.1 Current Emergency Rescue System and Smartphone Technology 

Emergency rescue system should be quick and efficient in order to ensure the survival 
of the patient. In most cases, the witness reports the emergency situation verbally 
through mobile phone call. However, the witness wastes time explaining the exact 
location of emergency situation and identifying the patient when he or she uses verbal 
method of reporting. In this research, we propose a new emergency rescue system that 
uses smartphone to prevent the time waste and increase the survival rate of the 
emergency patient.  

As the smartphone became more advanced and versatile, its scope of use is very 
broad especially for the medical purpose. A lot of studies are conducted on the use of 
smartphone for real-time health care and telemedicine system. There are a lot of 
applications and external sensors that can be connected to smartphones for the 
medical use. It can also identify a person with its sensors; camera captures facial 
images, microphone records voices and finger scan sensor captures fingerprints. Its 
GPS sensor can locate the spot precisely without any verbal explanation. In this 
research, we use those technologies to make the emergency rescue system more 
efficient. 

2.2 Biometric Authentication 

In this research, biometrics is used to identify the reporter and the patient. Since the 
fingerprint is private data, the reporter holds responsibility for the report. Therefore, 
the reporter cannot make nuisance call that wastes social resources. This biometric 
information can be used to generate the symmetric key, which is used to encrypt and 
decrypt the communication between reporter and the emergency agent. Also, it can 
save much time since the reporter and the patient are identified automatically and the 
symmetric key is generated simultaneously.  
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3 The Proposed Emergency Rescue Model 

We propose emergency rescue model, which consists of four steps: user registration, 
reporter call, patient identification, and mobile first aid. 

 
Assumption 1. The followings are key pairs of the CA (Certificate Authority), the ID 
server, the reporter, and the patient. The modulus p is a large prime number, and a 
finite field GF(p) is cryptographically secure [7]. The g is a generator and it has to be 
less than modulus p. The biometric templates of the reporter and the patient are 
cancelable biometric templates [8]. If the biometric template is disclosed, it can be 
canceled and regenerated. We also assume that the biometric template registration 
center (the ID Server) is trustful. 

Nodes 
Private 

Key 
Public Key 

Symmetric 
Key 

Biometric 
Template 

PKI 
Certificate 

CA <  ≡ - - Root 

ID Server <  ≡  - = ( ) 

Reporter <  ≡  _ = ( ) 

Patient <  ≡  - _ = ( ) 

3.1 User Registration 

(1) Generation of the cancelable biometric template 
In our emergency rescue reference model, the reporter and the patient have to register 
their own biometric templates to the ID server, which is managed by the center 
(emergency rescue center). The term user A means the reporter or the patient. 

Step 1: The user A’s biometric data is captured by a smartphone sensor.  

Step 2: The feature points are extracted from the captured image, and the biometric 
template file is created, which consists of coordinates of the feature points. 

Step 3: The biometric template is transformed into the cancelable template [8]. 

Step 4: The user A encrypts the template with the public key, and saves it to the 
smartphone. The term ER means asymmetric key encryption function such as RSA 
algorithm [9]. 

    ( _ ) : Encrypted template of the user A 
 

(2) Registration 

Step 1: The user A signs the template with the private key of its own, and encrypts it 
with the public key of the ID server. 

   ( _ ): A’s signature, ( ( _ )): A’s encrypted signature 

Step 2: The user A sends ( ( ( _ )), certA) to the center. 

Step 3: The center decrypts the encrypted signature as follows. The term DR means 
asymmetric key decryption function.  
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Step 1: The reporter and the center establish secure video communication channel 
with the symmetric key, which is generated from step 5 of section 3.2. 

Step 2: The reporter and the center communicate each other through encrypted video 
channel. 

4 Conclusion 

In this paper, we proposed new emergency rescue system that consists of four steps: 
user registration, reporter’s call, patient identification, and mobile first aid. This new 
system manages time more efficiently and enables better treatment than the previous 
systems do. Biometrics is used to identify the reporter and the patient. Keys used for 
the encryption and decryption of the private data shared by the reporter and the 
emergency agent are generated from the biometrics.  
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Abstract. In this study, we apply system dynamics approach to simulate the 
diffusion of intelligence-driven cloud solutions in law enforcement authorities. 
As such solutions are developed and marketed by commercial enterprises, their 
diffusion will primarily depend on vendors’ spending on advertisement and on 
positive word-of-mouth within law enforcement authorities. We propose multi-
stage system dynamics model of technology diffusion based on Bass model. We 
perform base experiment and sensitivity analyses to test potential adoption rates 
and diffusion patterns of intelligence-driven solutions.  

Keywords: System dynamics, innovation diffusion, big data analytics, crime 
prevention. 

1 Introduction 

Growing availability of various sources of data can be effectively used to solve crime 
problems, which cost society millions of dollars and many human lives. 
Criminologists have indicated that 10% of criminals commit around 50% of the 
crimes [1]. Thus, detecting criminal patterns through analysis of social behavior is 
important. One of the possible scenarios in this case is adoption of intelligence-driven 
cloud solutions by law enforcement authorities. Intelligence-driven cloud solutions 
for security domain rely on big data analytics to provide advanced predictive 
capabilities. As a result, by using such solutions law enforcement authorities are able 
shift their efforts from investigation to prevention of a crime and violence in society.  

Diffusion of intelligence-driven cloud solutions among a larger number of law 
enforcement authorities may have a big impact on how criminal behavior patterns are 
recognized and instant preventive measures are initiated. Diffusion is a process by 
which an innovative technology is communicated and spread among the members of a 
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given social system [2]. By applying system dynamics approach, we can model and 
simulate the diffusion of intelligence-driven cloud solutions among law enforcement 
authorities. One of the key benefits of this approach is that we can evaluate potential 
adoption rates and diffusion patterns to help managerial decision-making process. 

In this paper, we propose a multi-stage system dynamics model to simulate the 
diffusion of intelligence-driven cloud solutions among a fixed number of law 
enforcement authorities. Based on the Bass theory, we consider causal factors such as 
advertisement and word-of-mouth effect, vendor support, price, learning time and 
others that influence the diffusion of intelligence-driven cloud solutions among law 
enforcement authorities.  

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows: In Chapter 2 we provide related work. In 
Chapter 3 we describe our proposed system dynamics model. In Chapter 4 we discuss 
simulation results. Finally, in Chapter 5 we provide conclusions.   

2 Related Work 

As we mentioned above, intelligence-driven cloud solutions are based on predictive 
capabilities of big data analytics. Kwon et al. [3] defined big data analytics as data 
mining technologies and analytical methods large data sets that can enhance firm’s 
productivity in various aspects. Authors examined the factors that lead firms to 
acquire and adopt big data analytics by considering internal IT capabilities as well as 
external pressure on a firm. The empirical findings showed that firms, which are 
focused on utilizing external data sources are more likely to adopt big data analytics 
than those, who mainly use internal data sources. Given the fact that law enforcement 
authorities are extensively considering external and environmental data from various 
data sources, we assume that they are less reluctant to acquire and implement big data 
analytics in in day-to-day policing.   

There are several cases of successful implementation of big data analytics in day-
to-day policing by several US states, such as Los Angeles Police Department, Detroit 
Crime Commission, Australian Crime Commission, and others. In particular, Los 
Angeles Police Department has achieved 33% reduction in burglaries, 21% reduction 
in violent criminal acts, and 21% in property crime as a result of using intelligence-
driven solutions [4]. In South Korea, where property crimes such as theft, fraud and 
vandalism are more often than violent crimes, the deployment of such solutions could 
significantly improve the productivity of law enforcement authorities. Local law 
enforcement authorities have documented decreasing rates of violent crimes such as 
assault and robbery; 15.7% in 2003 compared to 5.3% in 2014 [5]. However, growing 
rate of property crimes makes crime detection and prevention difficult for law 
enforcement authorities in South Korea.   

Big data analytics is an innovative technology. Thus, its adoption and diffusion 
process is influenced by a number of factors. Skogan and Hartnett [6] studies the 
diffusion of innovation in local law enforcement authorities in US. Authors made 
difference between the adoption and actual use of innovation by law enforcement 
authorities. Environmental factors and prior experience of law enforcement 
authorities with databases drove the adoption process, while organizational resources 
and expertise in using the innovation were determinants of actual use. In addition, 
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Skogan and Hartnett [6] found that adoption of innovation did not trigger risky 
organizational changes. Therefore, we assume that adoption of intelligence-driven 
cloud solutions will not create unforeseen organizational difficulties for law 
enforcement authorities. Moreover, as we are considering solutions provided over a 
cloud, law enforcement authorities do not need to deal with IT infrastructure as well.  

3 Proposed Method 

In this paper we apply system dynamics approach to simulate the diffusion of 
intelligence-driven cloud solutions among law enforcement authorities. Diffusion 
process is modeled based on Bass theory, using feedback loops and stocks. Feedback 
loops represent the cause effect relationships between other components of the model 
[7]. Fig. 1 presents our proposed system dynamics model that illustrated the 
innovation diffusion process from producer-consumer perspective. For this purpose, 
we have extended two-stage diffusion model proposed by Chen [8]. First stock 
represents potential adopters, who are mainly influenced by positive feedback loop of 
word-of-mouth. In the case of intelligence-driven cloud solutions, potential adopters 
are law enforcement authorities. Initial adoption rate shows the rate at which law 
enforcement authorities become initial or trial-mode users of intelligence-driven cloud 
solutions. Potential adopters is not a regenerative stock as we assume a fixed number 
of potential adopters. Thus, this creates a negative feedback loop that explains the 
market saturation, i.e. increasing number of initial adopters proportionally decrease 
the number of potential adopters. This implies that there is a limited potential market 
for intelligence-driven cloud solutions among law enforcement authorities.  

 

Fig. 1. Proposed system dynamics model 
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Actual adoption rate shows the rate at which initial or trial-mode adopters among 
law enforcement authorities become actual adopters. It was discussed in Section 2 that 
internal capabilities and expertise in working with innovation are crucial factors in 
innovation diffusion among law enforcement authorities. Thus, learning time and 
complexity of intelligence-driven cloud solutions negatively affects the actual 
adoption rate, while vendor support accelerates the transformation process. However, 
one of the possible limitations of the proposed SD model is that it assumes a fixed 
number of potential market for intelligence-driven cloud solutions. Also, the initial 
model does not consider the stock of dissatisfied adopters and their negative effect on 
initial adoption rate through a negative word-of-mouth. We are intended to address 
these issues in the future research. 

4 Simulation Results 

We have conducted base simulation experiment and sensitivity analyses based on the 
system dynamics model presented in Section 3. The base simulation experiment 
demonstrates the overall dynamics of the model under baseline parameters. For base 
simulation experiment, potential adopters were set to 10,000; initial adopters were set 
to 10. Fig. 2 illustrates the model behavior under these parameters. As it can be seen, 
number of actual adopters of intelligence-driven cloud solutions grows exponentially 
and reaches the equilibrium in a time period of fifteen years.      

 

Fig. 2. Base simulation experiment 

In order to test the proposed model under different assumptions and parameters, we 
have conducted sensitivity analyses. Sensitivity analyses test whether the model 
output changes significantly when different input parameters are used in certain range 
of uncertainty. First, sensitivity analysis on the Adoption fraction and Marketing and 
promotion effectiveness were conducted. Adoption fraction was incrementally 
changed to (0.02; 0.04; 0.06). Fig. 3 demonstrates that changing the adoption fraction 
in small steps results in only moderate degree of change in the number of actual 
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adopters. Simulation run 1 corresponds to adoption fraction 0.02, while simulation 
run 3 corresponds to adoption fraction 0.06. As it can be seen, higher adoption 
fraction results in earlier and sharper growth of the number of actual adopters.  

Sensitivity analyses on Marketing and promotion effectiveness demonstrated 
similar dynamics. This parameter indicates the effectiveness of the marketing efforts 
of solution vendors. Differently from word of mouth, marketing and promotion are 
artificial ways of converting potential adopters into initial adopters. Consequently, it 
requires significant marketing spending from vendors. In this set of sensitivity 
analyses, marketing effectiveness was incrementally changed to (0.01; 0.05; 0.1). The 
analyses showed that changing the marketing and promotion effectiveness even in big 
steps does not significantly affect the diffusion dynamics. This can be explained by 
the dominance of the word of mouth over advertisement in the diffusion of innovative 
technologies.  

 

Fig. 3. Sensitivity analyses on adoption fraction    

 

Fig. 4. Sensitivity analyses on learning time 
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Finally, the sensitivity of the learning time value was also tested. Learning time 
describes the complexity of the Intelligence-driven cloud solutions and the time spent 
by law enforcement authorities to learn the system. Higher learning time slows down 
the transformation of initial adopters into actual adopters. In this set of sensitivity 
analyses, learning time was incrementally changed to (1.0; 3.0; 5.0). As a result, a 
significant impact was seen on the diffusion curve as learning time was varied from 1 
to 5. Fig. 4 shows the simulation run with learning time value 5 performs poorly and 
does not reach equilibrium within time period of fifteen years. Simulation run with 
learning time value 1 performs best and shows the highest number of actual adopters.    

5 Conclusion 

In this paper, we have investigated the diffusion of intelligence-driven cloud solutions 
among law enforcement authorities. We have proposed a multi-stage system 
dynamics model of diffusion using ISEE iThink software package. The proposed 
model contributes to (a) understanding the diffusion process of the intelligence-driven 
cloud solutions, and (b) test potential adoption rates and diffusion patterns. Based on 
the proposed model, we have conducted base experiment and sensitivity analysis. The 
results identified adoption fraction, word of mouth effect, and learning time as 
dominant factors in the diffusion of intelligence-driven cloud solutions.     
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Abstract. This paper provides a new approach for solving the problems of 
modeling and structural syntheses of information networks of automated 
control systems by applying fuzzy sets theory, fuzzy logic and genetic 
algorithms. Modified genetic operators of crossovering, mutation, and 
algorithms of evolutionary syntheses of information network systems are 
developed. The results of computational experiments on the influence of using 
the crossovering and mutation operators are demonstrated.  

Keywords: Information Computer Network (ACN), soft computing, fuzzy set 
theory. 

1 Introduction 

Designing the Information Computer Network (ACN) in Automated Control System 
(ACS) is a complicated and multi-step iterative process. It is difficult to forecast all 
the circumstances we could face in the design of the system [1, 2, 3, 5]. In addition, 
ACN designing is carried out mainly in conditions of uncertainty and vagueness of 
initial data, and thus, it requires to consider many factors, intractable rigorous 
quantitative assessment and engineering intuition of the decision maker (DM). 
Difficulties raises when a customer, who is not a specialist in the field of information 
technology, usually formulates a number of conditions to the network performance, 
such as reliability and security, possibility of its expansion and modernization, cost of 
its construction in the form of hard formalized verbal assessments [2, 3]. These 
requirements enable decision maker to formulate specific functional requirements of 
the system, i.e. to set a task-synthesis system with desired properties in terms of fuzzy 
initial information and uncertainty [2, 3, 4].  

This paper proposes a new approach for solving above mentioned problems by 
applying fuzzy sets theory, fuzzy logic and genetic algorithms. In this paper, we 
provide the modified genetic operators of crossovering, mutation, and algorithms of 
                                                           
* Corresponding author.  
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evolutionary syntheses of ACN are developed. Additionally, we demonstrate the 
results of computational experiments on the influence of using the crossovering and 
mutation operators in the proposed method. 

2 Problem Statement 

We assume a geographically distributed ACN of ACS, presented in the form of an 
undirected graph  

G = (V, R),              (1) 

where, KAV ∪=  is a set of graph nodes, which corresponds to nodes of a network, R 
is a set of edges of graph, which corresponds to communication channel of a network; 

},...,,{ 21 an
aaaA =  is a subset of user parts of a network and },...,,{ 21 kn

kkkK =  is a 

subset of switching points of a network. Each element of a set },...,.{ 21 n
vvvV =  is 

characterized by a collection of data transfer speed. This indicates the intensity of an 
information exchange )(μiQ , where }...,,,{ 21 qnμμμμ =  is a set of network 

technologies. 
Assume that user parts’ },...,,{ 21 an

aaaA=  and switching points’ },,...,,{ 21 kn
kkkK=

coordinates, data streams ),(μiQ  distance between network nodes 
ka

ak
ij

ak njnidD ,1 ,,1 , ===  

and 
kk

kk
ij

kk njnidD ,1 ,,1 , ===  are given. Additionally, a set of switching equipment of 

different types },...,,{ 21 hn
hhhH = , various types of communication channels between 

user parts and switching points with data throughput
ka

ak
ij

ak njnipP ,1 ,,1 , === , 

,,1 ,,1 , kk
kk
ij

kk njnipP === cost of construction of communication channels

ka
ak
ij

ak njnicC ,1 ,,1 , === ,
kk

kk
ij

ak njnicC ,1 ,,1 , ===  and switching points 
k

h
j

h njcC ,1  , ==  are 

given. It is required to define structure of a network and its parameters, which 
maximizes the efficiency of the network performance. We define the following 
formula to perform this task: 

,)),(,()),(,(
1

1

1 11 1
∑∑∑∑∑

=

−

= +== =

++=
kk ka k n

i

h
i

n

i

n

ij

kk
ij

r
ijij

kk
ijij

n

i

n

j

ak
ij

a
iij

ak
ijij cdQcydQcxF μλμλ       (2)   

 
under restrictions on:  network topology and types of switching equipment (SE); data 
throughputs of communication channels amount of ports of switching points (SN- 
switching node); and values of their speed; delay of transfer of a package in 
communication channels; productivity in the frames of the switching equipment (SE) and 
maximal productivity of its system bus and size of the address table of switchboards.  
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3 Solution on the Basis of Evolutionary Search Methods  

S is a set of all possible structures for potential solutions of the designed network, 
represented as a graph (1), and constraints on the system: the network topology and 
types of SE, bandwidth of communication channels, the number of ports SN and 
values of their speed, the delay in packet transmission communication channels, the 
performance in frames of SE and maximum performance of its system bus and 
address table size and switches.  

Space of representations Z, which corresponds to all possible structures of a 
network from space S is presented as: ),( *** ZZconcatZ = , where ),...,,( **

2
*
1

*

anzzzZ = - 

part of chromosome, representing the information on interrelations between the users 
and switching points of a network; ),...,,( **

2/)1(
**

2
**

1
**

−=
kk nnzzzZ - part of chromosome, 

carrying the information on interrelations only between switching points of a network. 
These parts of chromosome, we name respectively FP (First Part of Chromosome) 
and SP (Second Part of Chromosome) – parts of chromosome. 

The elements of a vector of FP-part of chromosome, submitted by a vector *Z , are 
strictly ordered according to a number of network users

ai niAa ,1, =∈ . Every ith 

element of a vector ** Zzi ∈  contains a number of switching points Kk j ∈ , by which 

the ith user of a network is connected Aai ∈ : 

⎪⎩

⎪
⎨
⎧

∈∈

∈∈
=

KktoconnectednotAaif

KktoconnectedAaifk
z

ji

jij

i  ,0

,
*                      (3) 

SP- part of chromosome submitted by vector **Z is concatenation of rows of 

adjacency matrix Y, laying above of the main diagonal 

       ijl
уz =**

**
, jiniil

i

k −+−∗−+= ∑
=1

** )1(
η

η ,                          (4) 

where,   jinijni kk <+=−= ,1,1,1 .
 

Obviously, the length of the chromosome in such a coding is: 

2/)1( −+= kka nnnL ,                                        (5) 

However, dead chromosomes, i.e. decisions which do not satisfy the parametrical 
and structural conditions of a network ∞=)(ZF  may be formed as a result of 

applying genetic operations of crossovering or mutation. Thus, modified operators of 
crossovering and mutation are proposed to eliminate the possibility of dead 
chromosomes. 

3.1 Modified Operator of Crossovering 

We assume two parental structures 1Z  
and 2Z  are submitted by the graphs 

),( 111 cpcpcp RVG =  and ).,( 222 cpcpcp RVG =  Based on these graphs, we aim to obtain a graph 
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),( спспсп RVG =  to structure of descendant ,3Z formed as a result of applying 

crossovering operator. For this purpose, we assign sub graphs on the graph 
1cpG  and

2cpG : 

),( 111
ak
cpcp

ak
cp RVG = , ),( 111

kk
cpcp

kk
cp RKG = ,                      (6) 

),( 222
ak
cpcp

ak
cp RVG = , ),( 222

kk
cpcp

kk
cp RKG = ,                     (7) 

where,  

1111111 ,, cpcp
kk
cp

ak
cp

kk
cp

ak
cpcp KVRRGGG ⊃∅== ∩∪ , 

2222222 ,, cpcp
kk
cp

ak
cp

kk
cp

ak
cpcp KVRRGGG ⊃∅== ∩∪ . 

We form sets of communication channels that have no coincidence with 1cpG and

2cpG :  

)(\)( 2121
* ak

cp
ak
cp

ak
cp

ak
cpak RRRRR ∩∪= ,                          (8)  

)(\)( 2121
* kk

cp
kk
cp

kk
cp

kk
cpkk RRRRR ∩∪= ,                              (9)    

Further, we introduce the following notation: *

1cpakR , *

1cpkkR . Accordingly, a subset 

of edge types <subscriber.node>→<switch.node> and 
<switch.node>→<switch.node> belongs to only to a parental structure ,1cpG  

1
*

1 cpak RR
cp

⊆
 
and 

1
*

1 cpkk RR
cp

⊆ ; .  that is a subset of edge types 

<subscriber.node>→<switch.node> and <switch.node>→<switch.node> belongs only 
to a parental structure ,2cpG 2

*

2 cpak RR
cp

⊆
 
and 

2
*

2 cpkk RR
cp

⊆ . Thus, the following is 

formed: 

            
******

2121
,

cpcpcpcp kkkkkkakakak RRRRRR ∪∪ == ,                      (10) 

We define a vertex set *
1V and *

2V , incidental edges out of the sets *
akR and *

kkR .  

The position of edge components from sets 
*

1V and
*

2V , respectively in vectors 1Z

and 2Z , the point of crossovering is defined. We form a set of weight factors of edges 

))(( *
1VRW akak

 
<subscriber.node>→<switch.node> types, incidental to users’ part 

from the sets *
1V and a set of weight factor ))(( *

2VRW kkkk which is 

<switch.node>→<switch.node> type, incidental to switch node from the sets *
2V such 

as: 

      
{ },)(())(( *

1 i
ak

ij
akakak vrwVRW γ=

                    (11) 

*

2cpakR
*

2cpkkR
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where,                       

),(5,0

)(

)()(
))(( 21

1

21 ak
sp

ak
spN

l
l

i
ak

ij
ak

ijijp
dddivide

ZF

ZFZF
vrw −−+−=

∑
=

γ

 

*
1

*
1 , ,,1 Vvm ivi

∈∀=γ , *
1m - power of set *

1V ; ak
cpd 1

– length of communication channel (edge) 

*
1 1cpij ak

ak
cp Rr ∈ ; ak

cpd 2
– length of CCh (edge) *

2 2cpij ak
ak

cp Rr ∈ ; ]1,0[)( ∈xdivide – brought 

(normalized) length value of  CCh. 
Weight factors of ))(( *

2VRW kkkk  is computed by using the following formulae  

     
{ },)(())(( *

2 j
kk

ij
kkkkkk vrwVRW η=                      (12) 

Respectively, *
2

*
2 , ,,1 Vvm jvi

∈∀=η , *
2m  - the power of set *

2V ;  – length of CCh 

(edge) *
1 1cpij kk

kk
cp Rr ∈ ; kk

cpd 2
 – length of CCh (edge) ;*

2 2cpij kk
kk

cp Rr ∈ ]1,0[)( ∈xdivide – 

brought (normalized) length value of communication channels. 
The formation structure descendant ),( спспсп RVG =

 
is realized stage-by-stage 

solving the task of formation FP and SP - parts of chromosome descendant. 

1. We form FP - parts of chromosome by way of section graph: 

, 
 
and ,                           (13) 

Since the entire network nodes are in the structure of descendant, a set point of 
graph of the descendant 

 
is equal to the set point of graph, presented by any 

parent structure, i.e. 
. 

We determine subsets of edges  of the 

graph , connecting user parts of a network to its switching point by the following 

sequence:  

a) Let  be an empty set of edges of a <user part>→< switching point> type. 

We add a subset of edges to a set , that coincide at parental structures  and

:  

    
,                                (14) 

User parts which belong to a subset  remain not connected to the 

switching points after performance of the given operation in the subgraph . Here, 

  is a subset of user parts of a network, that incident to the edges of the set . 

kk
cpd 1

),( ak
спсп

ak
сп RVG = 1cpсп VV ⊆ 2cpсп VV ⊆

спG

21 cpcpсп VVV == ak
спR

ak
cpG

0ak
спR

0ak
спR ak

cpG 1

ak
cpG 2

)( 21

0' ak
cp

ak
cp

ak
сп

ak
сп RRRR ∩∪=

*** \AAA =
ak
спG

*A
'ak

спR
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b) We randomly choose a number  and form a subset of edges

, that incident to user parts , where 

            (15) 

c) We merge subsets of edges  and : . The result is 

the subgraph ),( ak
спсп

ak
сп RVG =  that displays the structure of FP - a part of 

chromosomes of descendant, representing the information on connection of user parts 
of the network with the appropriate switching points. 

2. We form SP - part of chromosomes as the following subgraph: 

  ),(1
kk
cпcп

kk
cп RKG = ,                  (16) 

where,                

21 cpcpсп KKK ==
 
and 

21, cpспcpсп VKVK ⊆⊆ . 

From
21 cpcpсп VVV == , we obtain

21 cpcpсп KKK == . Granting this, the decision of the 

second subtask can be reduced to definition of a subset of edges сп
kk
сп RR ⊆ : 

a) Let 
''kk

спR - be an empty set of edges of <switching point>→<switching point> 

type. We define a subset of edges, that coincide at parental structures kk
cpG 1  

and kk
cpG 2

:  

)( 21

' kk
cp

kk
cp

kk
сп RRR ∩= ,       (17) 

We divide the subset of switching points спK into two nonintersecting subsets 
*
спK

 
and *

спK :  

***
спспсп KKK ∪= , ∅=***

спсп KK ∩ ,  *** \ спспсп KKK =  ,                     (18) 

where *
спK  is a subset of switching points of the network, that incident to the edges 

of set 
'kk

спR , **
спK is a subset of weighted switching points. 

b) By randomly selecting the switching point **
спi Kk ⊆ , we find an edge *

ijr  from 

subset of the edges *
kkR , which connects it with any other switching point **

спj Kk ⊆  on 

minimum expense criterion, i.e. { }** min kkij Rr = . We sum found edge in a subset
''kk

спR , 

and translate switching point 
ik from the subset **

спK  to *
спK :  

***
iспсп kKK ∪= , ***** \ iспсп kKK = ,                               (19) 

]1,0[∈ξ

{ }'''' ak
ij

ak
сп rR = **Avi ∈

⎪⎩

⎪
⎨
⎧

=≥∈

<∈
=

,,1,))(( if ,

,))(( if ,

*
1

*

*

22

11''

mvrwRr

vrwRr
r

i
ak

ijak
ak

ij

i
ak

ijak
ak

ijak
ij

cpcp

cpcp

γξ

ξ

γ

γ

'ak
спR

''ak
спR

''' ak
сп

ak
сп

ak
сп RRR ∪=
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The search of an edge *
ijr  from a subset of edges *

kkR  is carried out until the 

subset of the weighed vertexes becomes empty, i.e. ∅=**
спK . 

c) We merge subsets of edges 
'kk

спR  and
''kk

спR :  

''' kk
сп

kk
сп

kk
сп RRR ∪= ,               (20) 

d) Isolated subgraphs are formed in the case of ∅=**
спK  in graph ),(1

kk
cпcп

kk
cп RKG = .  

These subgraphs are sequentially merged by randomly selected edge **
ijr  from set of 

all possible edges R . 
After performance of the given operations, we have SP - part of chromosomes of 

descendant, representing information on connection of switching points among 
themselves as a subgraph: 

),( kk
cпcп

kk
cп RKG = ,                          (21) 

We can define the graph ),( спспсп RVG = , which represents the chromosome 

structure of descendant Z3, as:  

     ,kk
сп

ak
спсп GGG ∪=                          (22) 

where,                    ,kk
сп

ak
спсп RRR ∪= cpcpchcpсп KVVVV ⊃== ,21  

Thus, we get the graph ),( спспсп RVG =  representing structure descendant of 3Z , 

which is formed as a result of crossovering operator. 

3.2 Modified Operator of Mutation 

We assume a parental structure срZ , which is presented in the graph 

).,( cpcpcp RVG =  The graph ),( спспсп RVG = is obtained as a result of applying of 

mutation operators, corresponding the structure descendant спZ , forming from the 

graph ),( cpcpcp RVG = . 

To solve this problem at the initial stage, we suppose that:  

cpсп GG = ,                        (23) 

Taking into account equations (9) and (10), we determine following subgraphs in 

the graph ),( cпcпсп RVG = :  

),( ak
cпcп

ak
cп RVG = ,   ),( kk

cпcп
kk
cп RKG = ,           (24) 
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Such as, 

,,, kk
cп

ak
cпcпспспcп

kk
cп

ak
cпcп RRRKAVGGG ∪∪∪ ===  

.,, cпcп
kk
cп

ak
cпспсп KVRRKA ⊃∅=∅= ∩∩  

From set of edges cпR ,
 
we choose casual edge cпij Rr ∈  and eliminate it. 

ijспсп rRR \' = ,                                  (25) 

If this edge falls in the edge type of <subscriber.node>→<switch.node>, i.e.
ak
cпij Rr ∈ , subscriber node ,спi Av ∈  remained switched off the network, we connect 

the switching node according to the following rule: 

⎪⎩

⎪
⎨
⎧

≤∈

>∈
=

,5,0

,5,0if

**

**

'

'

''

ξ

ξ

η ifRrR

RrR
R

ak
спiсп

ak
спjiсп

cп ∪

∪
   (26) 

where *i
 
is the number of subscriber node network спi

Av ∈*

 
remaining as the result of 

operation (24); *j
 
is the number of subscriber node network 

cпj
Kv ∈*

 
defined on the 

minimum cost criteria { }ak

jijji
dd *** min=

 
; *η  is a random natural number, 

corresponding the number of switching node of the network cпKv ∈*η
 , ],1[*

kn∈η ; ξ  
is a random number, lying in interval ]1,0[ , ].1,0[∈ξ   

In similar way, the changes will be made in FP - parts of chromosomes спZ . If the 

remote edge belongs to the class of edge types <switch.node>→<switch.node>, i.е. 
kk
cпij Rr ∈ , then isolated subgraphs are formed as a result of the operation (25) in 

graph ),( спспсп RVG = : 

  ),( ***
спспсп RVG =  , ),( ******

спспсп RVG = ,   (27) 

Such that,  ,, ****** ∅== спспспспсп VVVVV ∩∪ ,, ***
спспспсп VVVV ⊃⊃  

.,

,,\
******

******

∅==⊃

∅==

спспспспспсп

спспijспспсп

KKKKKV

RRrRRR

∩∪

∩∪
 

In this case, the isolated subgraphs are connected as follows: 

⎪⎩

⎪
⎨
⎧

≤∈

>∈
=

;5,0

;5,0

****
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'

'

''

k
kk
спjiсп

k
kk
спjiсп
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ifRrR

ifRrR
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kk

ξ

ξ

∪

∪
         (28) 
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where *
ki , *

kj
- respectively, the rooms and the network switching nodes *

* спi
Kv

k
∈

 
and **

* спj
Kv

k
∈ , defined by a minimum cost; { }kk

ij
ij

ji
dd

kk
min** =  ;  **

ki , **
kj - respectively, 

random integers, corresponding to the numbers of switching nodes- *
** cпi

Kv
k

∈ and

**
** cпj

Kv
k

∈ , ],1[**
kk ni ∈ , ],1[**

kk nj ∈ ;  
kξ  - a random number in the range ]1,0[ , 

]1,0[∈ξ . As a result of this procedure there will be changes in SP-part of a 

chromosome спZ . Thus, assuming ''
cпcп RR = , we obtain a graph ),( спспсп RVG = , that 

represents the structure of the new offspring chromosomes спZ .  

On the basis of the proposed solution, a special software has been developed and 
computing experiments have been conducted. The experiments explore the influence 
on the rate of convergence of the algorithm and the quality, i.e. accuracy of the 
obtained solutions of different genetic operators, selection schemes individuals-
parents and the initial population size.  

4 Conclusion 

In this study, we have proposed conceptual model of the evolutionary synthesis based 
on genetic algorithms that does not require additional information on the nature and 
properties of the target function. We have proposed a joint-application and elite 
selection method of individuals to improve the efficiency of the genetic algorithm in 
the new generation. As a result, periodic use of elite selection (with probability 0.2-
0.3) led to the convergence of the algorithm to speed up the solution, and a 
proportional sample (with probability 0.8-0.7) allowed to carry out a detailed analysis 
of the area and improve the search results. Optimal use of the probability of crossover 
operators (0.6-0.7) and mutation (0.4-0.3) determined experimentally for different 
networks with the number of nodes from 20 to 100. The computing experiments have 
established that the application of the proposed modified genetic operators leads to an 
improvement in the average of the obtained solution at 9-14% as well as to reduce the 
search time solutions for 21-27%. 
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Abstract. Emotion recognition field can be useful for music discovery and 
recommendation, because emotions can precisely describe the actual habits of a 
listener. In this paper, we propose a new concept called Ranked Attributes that 
are useful to make reasonable music recommendations. More precisely, we 
propose to consider additional attributes to emotion, such as weather and time, 
and build a Ranked Attributes Tree (RAT) that enables to recommend a music 
piece based on a combination of all ranked attributes. In this paper, we describe 
the following parts of the proposed method: database design, voice and emotion 
recognition, and music recommendation.  

Keywords: Emotion recognition, text mining, ranked attributes.  

1 Introduction 

A large volume of digital music causes the difficulty in the effective and accurate 
selection of music pieces, and thus, raises the requirements for more sophisticated 
music recommendation methods. Emotion recognition field can be useful for music 
discovery and recommendation, because emotions can precisely describe the actual 
habits of a listener. Several analysis of music recommendation using emotion 
recognition are realized in [1, 2]. However, there are many cases when emotion can 
be ambiguous that leads to a wrong recommendation. Unlike previous methods, in 
this paper we propose to consider additional attributes to emotion, such as weather 
and time. These attributes are useful to make more accurate music recommendations. 
For example, while a person would like to listen to a calm and peaceful song at night 
time, he or she would probably like to listen to a sorrow song when it is raining.  

More precisely, the contributions we make in this paper are as follows. 

• We propose a database design that contains of various tables to store 
keywords of emotion, weather and time.  

• We propose a voice recognition method, which receives the user’s voice via 
smartphone microphone, and extracts text from user’s voice using Google  
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Text-To-Speech API. We also propose an emotion recognition method that 
matches the emotion from the text and compares it to the keywords of an 
emotion in database. 

• We propose a music recommendation method. Specifically, we propose a new 
concept called Ranked Attributes that is useful to make reasonable music 
recommendations. We also propose a Ranked Attributes Tree (RAT) that 
enables to make recommend a music based on a combination of all ranked 
attributes.   

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 discusses the related work. 
Section 3 describes the proposed method. Section 4 highlights conclusions.  

2 Related Work 

There have been a number of emotion recognition methods proposed to make various 
recommendations. In this section, we briefly describe them.  

Charu et al. [4] proposed a method to recognize the user’s emotions in social 
networking services (SNS) via text-mining. According to this method, we are able to 
extract user’s emotions through SNS due to user’s active posting of the keywords related 
to various emotions. The authors suggest to use the proposed method to extract emotions 
from various SNS, such as blogs and discussion forums. Similarly, He et al. [5] proposed 
a method to measure the customer’s emotion for pizza shops. The proposed method uses 
a text-mining approach to recognize the customer’s emotions for the pizza, and share this 
information with pizza shops to increase their competitive edge.  

3 Proposed Method  

This section describes the proposed methods in details. Section 3.1 describes the 
design of database. Section 3.2 explains voice and emotion recognition. Section 3.3 
describes the music recommendation.   

3.1   Database Design 

Database table, shown in Table 1, stores four emotions, such as happy, sad, angry and 
nervous, and keywords that describe these emotions. The emotion is extracted through 
SELECT query, if a word said by a user matches with one of the keywords of an 
emotion. For example, if a user says romantic keyword, then happy emotion is extracted.  

Table 1. Table for storing emotions 

 

Database table, shown in Table 2, stores emotions of each music piece. We classified 
all music pieces according to four emotions mentioned in Section 3.1. We define 

Emotion Type  Keywords 
Happy  Romantic, Love, Dream, Passionate, Stability, Satisfied, Comfortable 

Sad  Painful, Parting, Orphan, Death, Divorce, Lonely, Exhausted, Discourage 
Angry Dispute, War, Fraud, Jealousy, Envy, Mad, Serious, Harsh, Impolite 

Nervous Afraid, Puzzled, Embarrassed, Worried, Shocked, Terrified, Absurd 
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emotions of a music piece via combination of keywords in large title, short title, sub title 
of a music piece, and variety of chord type. For example, Rhapsody in Blue of G. Gershin 
uses a love theme in the music, which tells us that this music has a lovely and happy 
emotion. A music piece in this table is extracted according to the person’s emotion.  

Table 2. Table for storing emotion of music pieces 

 
 
Database table, shown in Table 3, stores weather and time information of each music 

piece. We classified all music pieces according to the sunny, cloudy, rainy, thunder, snow 
and foggy weather, and morning, afternoon, midnight and deep night time. Similar to 
Table 2, we express emotions of a music piece via combination of keywords in large 
title, short title, sub title of a music piece, and variety of chord type. For example, C. 
Debussy’s Children’s Corner that has a sub title as ‘Snow is dancing’ resembles us a 
snowy weather. Using this information, we can recommend a music piece to the user 
depending on the current weather and time, which increases the accuracy of emotion 
recognition.  

Table 3. Table for storing weather and time information of music pieces 

 

3.2   Voice and Emotion Recognition 

Transform Voice into Text algorithm is voice recognition algorithm. It first receives  
the user’s voice via smartphone microphone, and then extracts text from it using  
Google Text-To-Speech API algorithm as shown in Figure 1. Note in Algorithm 1, 
shown in Figure 1, Google Text-To-Speech API algorithm is designated as 
Action_Recognize_Speech. 

 

Emotion Type Id Large Title Short Title Sub Title Composer 
Happy 1 Rapsody in Blue null Null G. Gershin 
Happy 2 Piano sonata no.2  1st mov Null F. Chopin  
Happy 3 Lisle joyeuse null Null C. Debussy 
Happy 4 Prelude de piano null Null C. Debussy 
Happy 5 Passionate sonata  1st mov Passionate L. Beethoven 
Happy 6 Etudes op.25 no. 10 Ocean F. Chopin  

Sad 8 Piano sonata no.14 1st mov Moonlight L. Beethoven 
Sad 9 Kinderscenen no. 7 Null R. Schumann 
Sad 10 Piano sonata no.26 1st mov Les adieux  L. Beethoven 
Sad 13 Piano sonata no.2  1st mov Null F. Chopin 

Angry 14 Piano sonata no.1 1st mov Null B. Bartok 

Weather Type Id Large Title Small Title Sub Title Composer 
Hot  1 Libertango null null A. Piazolla 

Sunny 2 Piano Sonata no.10 1st mov null A. Mozart 
Rainy 3 Jeux deau null null M. Ravel 
Snow 4 Children corner no. 4 snow is dancing C. Debussy 
Foggy 5 Piano sonata no.5 1st mov null A. Scriabin 
Dawn 6 Lisle joyeuse null null C. Debussy 

Morning 7 Piano sonata no.10 1st mov null A. Mozart 
Midnight 8 Rapsody in Blue null null G. Gershin 
Deepnight 9 Jeux deau null null M. Ravel 
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Fig. 1. Transform Voice into Text algorithm 

Figure 2 demonstrates Save Text of Voice algorithm that stores the voice text 
extracted from Transform Voice into Text algorithm. In Save Text of Voice, we first 
match the emotion from the text and compare it to the keywords of an emotion in 
database. The result of this comparison MySpeech is stored in a person database table 
that stores current emotion of a user.  

 

Fig. 2. Store Text of Voice algorithm 
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Fig. 5. Build Tree and Recommend Music algorithm 

4 Conclusion 

In this paper, we have proposed a music recommendation method with emotion 
recognition using ranked attributes. Unlike previous methods, the proposed method 
deals with additional attributes to emotion, such as weather and time. For the further 
study, we plan to carry out the experiment results that compare the proposed method 
with state-of-the-art methods in music recommendation field.  
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Abstract. Object recognition and tracking are very important task in several 
computer vision applications in our life. Most of feature matching approaches 
have problems which are high computational complexity and weak robustness 
in various environments. In this paper, we proposed a low complexity and 
robust object recognition and tracking using advanced feature matching for real 
time environment. Our algorithm recognizes object using invariant features and 
reduces dimension of feature descriptor to deal with the problems. Our 
experiments demonstrate that our work is more fast and robust than the 
traditional methods and can track object accurately in various environments. 

Keywords: object tracking, object recognition, feature matching. 

1 Introduction 

The video surveillance and security monitoring system have developed rapidly in 
order to monitor several circumstances of the public area in recent years, due to they 
have great powered performance and precision. One of most active research field 
related those system object recognition and tracking. In order to track a dynamic 
object in video sequence, firstly, feature points are extracted in the interest object, and 
then target object is recognized by extracted features[1][2]. Finally detected object 
tracking is carried out[3][4]. It is very important technology in computer vision. The 
object recognition consists of two main steps. One is extracting of interest feature 
point in target object. The other is matching corresponding point at target video 
sequence. In object recognition based on feature, extraction of accurate feature in 
target has influenced the performance of the object recognition. The performance of 
recognition can be improved by a large number of feature points which are extracted 
interest region. However, it is impossible to recognize the object in real time 
environment owing to increased computation complexity. On the other hand, it cannot 
carry out precise recognition. Therefor an algorithm of object recognition requires 
detecting accurate object and decreasing computational complexity in real time 
surveillance system. The interest object tracking is used CamShift[4][5][6]. CamShift 
is the object tracking method by color histogram as its target model[7][8]. In this 
paper, we proposed a low complexity and robust object recognition and tracking using 
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advanced feature matching for real time environment. The rest of this paper is 
organized as follows. Section 2 gives a short survey of some related works for feature 
extraction. Section 3 concentrates on our proposed method for for object tracking by 
CamShift and object recognition by advanced feature extraction. The object 
recognition and tracking implements and experimental results follow in section 4. 
Finally, section 5 presents our conclusions and future work. 

2 Related Works 

The video surveillance system is mainly composed of object recognition and tracking. 
In object recognition, the most important thing is accurately feature extraction. 
Feature extraction methods are generally used SIFT and SURF in object recognition 
[9][10][11]. SIFT is a method of transformations into set of regional characteristics 
with robust feature against the object's size, rotation and projection[9]. SIFT method 
as image size increases will be plenty to calculate the amount of data, because of the 
high-dimension characteristic[12,13]. If the amount of data is increased, the method 
has the problem which increased amount of computation time as increasing volume of 
calculation[14]. SURF is presented a faster method using Fast-Hessian detector[15]. 
SURF has fast feature extraction and feature descriptors to reduce the complexity of 
the operation in feature extraction and matching step on SIFT method[8]. It is 
performed good result and high speed using feature extraction methods and feature 
descriptors by decreasing processing time. However, SURF is plenty of 
computational time for object recognition in real time. Thus, we need to development 
an algorithm to perform precise object recognition while reducing the amount of 
computational time. The CamShift is one of the most important algorithms for object 
tracking. The CamShift is an adaptation of the Mean Shift algorithm in computer 
vision. The primary difference between CamShift and MeanShift algorithm is that 
CamShift uses continuously adaptive probability distributions while MeanShift is 
based on static distributions, which are not updated unless the target experiences 
significant change in shape. 

3 Proposed Method 

The CamShift is an algorithm to track interest object for real time environment. The 
method is only used color features, so it is not robust to the surrounding environment 
and illumination. This algorithm has the problem that lost interest target when similar 
color existing in the background. In this case, there is a need for a way to find the 
object by using the feature points. SURF can find out target object using feature 
extracting and matching. Fast and accurate object recognition needs to find out 
matching points efficiently in real time environment. The proposed method extracts 
the features and find out the corresponding matching points in video sequence. Also 
we reduce dimension in feature descriptor to effectively decrease computational 
complexity to carry out object recognition. 
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3.1 Object Tracking  

Continuously adaptive mean shift (CamShift) algorithm is an adaptation of the Mean 
Shift algorithm for object tracking [3][4]. The basic idea of the CamShift method is 
that perform MeanShift operations for frame of the video sequence. The CamShift 
method makes the result of last frame to be as the initial value of the next frame for 
MeanShift algorithm, and performs those step iterative [5][6]. In CamShift, the 
important process is what can adaptively adjusted target region in order to continue 
the tracking, when the target size is changed. The CamShift algorithm can be 
described in the following steps[5][6]. Step 1 is that determine the initial position and 
size of the search window. Step 2 is that calculate the distribution of intensity in the 
center of the search window. Step 3 is that repeat the MeanShift algorithm. Step 4 is 
that change into the center of distribution of intensity that is obtained the position and 
size of the search window in the following frame at step 3. Final step is that repeat 
step 2 to 5. After object tracking, the size and angle of the target in the image, can 
calculate the first and second moment of distribution of intensity in the search 
window. It can be expressed as the equation (1). 
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where ),( yxI  denotes the pixel value at ),( yx  in the image, and x  and y  is 

represented the range of search window. For the convenience of calculation, the 
intermediate variables, a, b and c, define as equation (2). 
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where ),( cc yx denotes the center of search window.  

The horizontal and vertical size and the angle which are detected distribution of 
intensity in the search window is calculated as following equation (3). 
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3.2 Object Recognition 

First step of our scheme is quickly extract features using the extractor based on 
Hessian matrix. In this case, the extractor based on Hessian matrix extract features of 
images for changing of various scale by resize of box filter without changing of image 
scale. Hessian matrix can be obtained by convolution of the second derivative of 
Gaussian filter and an image, and it can be expressed as the equation (4) [15]. 
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where ),( σXLxx denotes the convolution of the second derivative of Gaussian filter 

and an input image at the point of ),( yxIX =  in an input image having a scale 

of σ . In addition, ),( σXLxy and ),( σXLyy  is represented convolution of the 

second derivative of Gaussian filter and an input image for xy  direction (diagonal) 

and y  direction (vertical). However, there will be occurred problems which 

increased processing time and slow down its speed as large amount of processing 
time. The method uses the box filter adapted approximation of convolution of the 
second derivative of Gaussian to solve problem increasing processing time[16].  

The feature descriptor of accurate and robust feature points for rotation is needed to 
extract a lot of complexity. The conventional algorithms using 64-dimension 
descriptor have superior performance for exactly finding out feature points. However 
the methods are not suitable for real time environment, since computational 
complexity of them for extracting the feature points is high. Therefore, the reduction 
of dimension in feature descriptor is necessary to effectively decrease computational 
complexity to carry out object recognition in real time environment[12]. 

The reduction of dimension in feature descriptor is used calculated direction vector 
through scale s to determine dominant orientation and expanding its window. First, 
the rectangle window is made up by a circular neighborhood of radius 15σ  around 
the feature points. 

At this time, a rectangular window centered on the direction of the feature points 
according to the position the dominant orientation. The interest region is divided into 
sub-region as shown in Figure 3. 33×  sub-region is re-divided into 55×  sub-

region. As equation (5), the feature descriptor 18( 233 ×× ) dimension descriptor in 

segmented regions of makes up with two feature vectors 

],[ ∑∑= dydxVsub  (5) 

We calculate sum of the Haar wavelet responses in horizontal( dx ) and vertical ( dy ) 

direction. Our method generates suitable accurate and robust descriptor for scale and 
rotation through expansion of orientation window and reduction of dimensions in real 
time environment. It also decreases computation complexity. 
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4 Experimental Result 

We have experimented object recognition and tracking method under windows with 
the Core i3 CPU@3.30GHz and 4GB RAM memory in Windows 7, and have 
implemented in Visual Studio 2013. We have test many video sequence.  
The computing task focuses on target modeling and matching, and concentrates 
feature point detection and matching, and is in proportion to tracking window size. 
Figure 4~8 have shown the result images through proposed method in real time 
environment. 
 

  

Fig. 1. Object feature detection result 

 

Fig. 2. Object recognition and tracking result 

Table 1. Object recognition and tracking result 

Algorithm Recognition Time(sec) 

Proposed 0.49 

SURF 0.65 

SIFT 4.82 

 
Figure 1 describes object recognition result using our approach which is a low 

complexity and robust object recognition by advanced feature matching. Figure 2 
shows object tracking result using our method which is improved CamShift. As the 
change of interest object, its region can adapt to resize of window correctly. Table 1 
shows improved performance in the comparison with existing algorithms of the 
proposed algorithm. 
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5 Conclusion  

In this paper, we proposed a low complexity and robust object recognition and 
tracking using advanced feature matching for real time environment. Our algorithm 
recognizes object using invariant features and reduces dimension of feature descriptor 
to deal with the problems. Our experiments demonstrate that our work is more fast 
and robust than the traditional methods and can track object accurately in various 
environments. As future researches, our method needs to detect object in simple 
environment and recognize multiple objects in real time environment. 
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Abstract. In this paper, a genetic algorithm considering the item exposures is 
applied to improve the efficiency of composing near optimal test sheet from 
item banks to guarantee item selection uniformly. We compare the results of 
general genetic algorithm (GA) and Genetic Algorithm with item exposure 
(GAIE). From the experimental results, the GAIE approach is desirable in 
composing near optimal test-sheet from large item banks with item exposure 
evenly. 

Keywords: Genetic algorithm, item exposure, test-sheet composition. 

1 Introduction 

Due to the development of computing technology, it becomes very easy to grade 
examination papers and analyze items and furthermore, computerized tests conducted 
by computer improve accuracy and effectiveness of the assessment significantly. One 
of fields which achieved rapid development with development and execution of 
computerized tests is automated test assembly (ATA) which automatically selects 
items suitable for conditions in item bank. Unlike paper-and-pencil test which can 
conduct singular test type for many subjects at the same time, computerized tests 
should be conducted at different time because of the restrictions of test equipment and 
space, so lots of test types are necessary. Especially, tests guaranteeing fairness of the 
assessment should have same or similar measuring information and content 
composition to test types conducted several times. However, lots of time and costs are 
taken to produce same or similar test types manually and there are lots of cases that 
produced test types have unsatisfied homology. To solve those problems, ATA 
methods lots of test types whose measuring and content conditions are same or similar 
are automatically composed by computing technology have been studied since 1980s.  

Algorithm applied to ATA can be greatly divided into linear programming (LP) 
and weighted deviation method (WDM). LP means optimization method for finding 
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optimal answer satisfying given conditions. WDM is one of heuristic methods defined 
by the procedure finding answer for given type of item based on intuitive idea [1]. 

Among the optimization methods, there are lots of studies which intend to 
compose test paper with genetic algorithm. Most of genetic algorithms define 
objective function and compose item set for objective function. In other words, if test 
range is same as test difficulty, the goal is to compose optimal item set for it. 
However, existing method using objective function tends to select only items which 
were selected all the time, so item exposure tends to be biased. If same items are 
continuously exposed, possibilities of item exposure are increased, so correct answers 
can be sometimes gotten by memorization. Therefore, it's necessary to control item 
exposure in CAT. This thesis intends to suggest the method various items are selected 
in the field by adding frequency of item exposure to fit function. 

2 Related Work 

In case of criterion-referenced assessment that validity of contents, conditions, etc. of 
tests are focused, such as license and certificate test, selection methods have been 
variously developed so as to secure validity and ATA applying those methods became 
possible due to the development of computer [2]. Especially, ATA should obey 
previously fixed criteria of test development, test specification, so as to secure 
homology among the plural test types. Van der Linden defined test specification as 
“statement demands for attributes of test or items composing the test are formalized” 
and divided attributes into quantitative attributes, categorical attributes and logical 
attributes [2]. Quantitative attributes are test information function, item information 
function, correct answer percentage, etc., categorical attributes are item type, 
assessment type, recognition level, etc. and logical attributes are applied by 
conditional sentences. 

2.1 Linear Programming 

Linear programming can be used when satisfying lots of restrictions and finding 
optimal value for one objective function. Van der Linden arranged various measures 
composing test sheet by applying linear programming and mixing items of item bank 
[2]. For example, in item bank established by item response theory, there is a measure 
that test information function of item response theory composes optimal test paper by 
satisfying all of test specifications. This measure can satisfy conditions such as 
number of items required to assessment tool, content field, behavior field, etc. and 
draw items of one set so as to be the closest to test information function.  

Theunissen firstly suggested linear programming using variables of 0 and 1 for 
selection of each item so as to select minimum items that test characteristic function 
of item response theory is bigger than the objective value [3]. After the research of 
[3], measures that reliability, test characteristic curve, test information function, etc. 
compose optimal test sheet by satisfying several conditions included to test 
specifications with linear programming were presented [4]. 
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In addition, when there are lots of items stored in item bank and many restrictions, 
studies on algorithm for solving problems caused by restriction of computer 
calculation ability, etc. were conducted [1][5].  

2.2 Genetic Algorithm 

Genetic algorithm is one of optimization method made by Holland [6] in the middle 
stage of 1970s. Recently, it is widely applied to several optimization problems such as 
machine learning, time table writing, shortest path finding, etc. by [7][8]. Genetic 
algorithms (GA) can be a process to find optimal value while chromosome of one 
generation is changed for user's intention. Genetic algorithm is based on the evolution 
theory forming genes from their parents'. Genetic algorithm is composed by 
assessment function, genetic operator and chromosome indicating answer of problem. 
And, there are selection, crossover, mutation, etc. for basic operators. 

Genetic algorithm is composed by 4 stages such as initialization, fitness assessment 
and selection, crossover and mutation. First of all, it creates population formed by lots 
of chromosome meaning tentative answer. On early stage, chromosomes are selected 
as either random distribution in answer space or empirical learning method.   

On the next stage, it assesses fitness of chromosomes. If the value of fitness is 
relatively set in chromosome, it passes selection which selects lots of chromosomes 
with much fitness, crossover which exchanges genetic information among the selected 
chromosomes and mutation which performs random change of genes. Chromosomes 
with good performance are selected more and duplicated. On the other hand, 
chromosomes with bad performance go out of existence from the population. The 
population formed by three operators newly is assessed again and repeats a series of 
operation performed previously until optimal answer is discovered.  

3 Research Structure 

3.1 Research Method 

Generally, test-sheet composition using linear programming selects a set of more than 
one item for the conditions of item composition of question plan or assessment tool 
based on the item information of item bank. So, it's necessary to data of virtual item 
information whose form is same as item information of item bank so as to find 
optimal mixture of item difficulty optimizing distribution of original grades with 
linear programming. This research composes virtual item bank with 1,000 items 
including content field, behavior field, item difficulty and discrimination information. 
The range of content field and behavior field was respectively by 4 chromosomes. In 
case of correct answer percentage of item (item difficulty), 5% unit was set from 20% 
to 95% and 4 populations were categorized from very difficulties to easiness. And, 
1,000 random numbers were created in uniform distribution and allocated to each 
item and then, item information was randomly set by dividing into 4 sections so as to 
create 4 item information randomly for 1,000 item information. And, separated 
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random numbers were created and allocated to individual item so as to embody 
function of random item mixture with linear programming. Table 1 shows descriptive 
statistics for item information of virtual item bank created by this researcher.  

Table 1. Item information description of the itembank 

Content domain Behavior domain Difficulty Discrimination 
category freq. category freq. range freq. range freq. 

C1 264 B1 248 -2~-1 255 0 ~ 0.3 268 
C2 252 B2 266 -1~0 249 0.3~0.6 226 
C3 244 B3 243 0~1 244 0.6~0.9 229 
C4 240 B4 243 1~2 252 0.9~1.2 269 

3.2 Chromosome Structure 

This paper represents chromosome for test sheet using binary string. I = 1 means that 
item i will be used in this test set, and i = 0 means item i is not included in the test 
sheet. Fig 1 shows chromosome structure on total 10 items in the itembank, and test 
sheet consisted of 5 items. 

 

Fig. 1. Chromosome structure 

3.3 Fitness Function 

Fitness functions are used to evaluate the quality of results of genetic algorithm. The 
selection of the fitness function is crucial as it leads the search by genetic algorithms 
towards the optimal solution. Many fitness functions have been suggested for 
generating test sheets. If item i is included in a test sheet,  is represented by 1 
otherwise 0. 

     (1) 
In this paper, we defined a fitness function as an optimal solution for constructing 

test sheet as follows.  
 = + + + + +  (2) 

 
The distDC function indicates a difference of discrimination between set point as 

discrimination by test maker and an average discrimination of test items by genetic 
algorithms. The formula for distDC is as follows: 
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= ∑ | − |   (3) 
 

where n is the number of items in a test,  indicates a discrimination of item i,  indicates set parameter as discrimination by test maker. 
The distDF function indicates a difference of discrimination between set point as 

discrimination by test maker and an average discrimination of test items by genetic 
algorithms. The formula for distDF is as follows: 

 = ∑ −    (4) 
 
where  indicates a difficulty of item i,  indicates set parameter as difficulty by test 
maker. 

The distTM function indicates a difference of test time between set parameter as a 
total test time by test maker and a total test time of test items by genetic algorithms. 
The formula for distTM is as follows: 

 = (∑ ) − ̂   (5) 
 
where  indicates time to solve item i, ̂ indicates a total test time set by test maker. 

The distCO and distBE function indicates a difference of the number of items 
included in test sheet correctly between set parameter as a the number of items on 
each content domain, behavior domain by test maker and the number of items on test 
items by genetic algorithms. The formula for distCO and distBE are as follows: 

 = ∑ | − | ∈    (6) 
 = ∑ | − | ∈    (7) 

 
where  is the number of item on content domain c set by test maker,  is the 
number of item on content domain c set by genetic algorithm,  is the number of 
item on behavior domain b set by test maker,  is the number of item on behavior  
domain b set by genetic algorithm  

The distFQ function is the total sum of the frequency used for tests. The formula 
for distFQ is as follows:  

 = ∑     (8) 

4 Experiments and Results 

This researcher compared the results between experiment including exposure 
frequency controlling function to fitness function and experiment which is not 
includes exposure frequency controlling function. Test sheet No. 100 was respectively 
composed by setting same test range, difficulty and discrimination and applying 
environment which is not include exposure frequency controlling function and fitness 
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function including exposure frequency controlling function. Test range, difficulty and 
discrimination were controlling for those experiments and results of items were 
analyzed. Even selection of items was confirmed by comparing frequency and 
dispersion of selected items.  

To evaluate the fitness of test sheets, we adopted entropy as a measure. Table 2 
shows results of entropy with general genetic algorithm (GA) and genetic algorithm 
considering the item exposure (GAIE). In all categories, the result by GAIE is higher 
than by GA. This means that a method considering the item exposure in fitness 
function leads item selection equally. 

Table 2. Results of entropy with GA and GAIE 

Category GA GAIE 
C1 79.47 79.54 
C2 79.98 80.17 
C3 80.38 80.44 
C4 80.17 80.54 
B1 79.85 80.17 
B2 79.26 79.63 
B3 79.96 80.35 
B4 80.53 80.95 

5 Conclusion 

If composing test sheet under the same test range and difficulty in ATA, there is a 
problem that items of item bank are evenly released and a few items are continuously 
selected due to the characteristics of algorithm which intends to draw optimal 
objective function all the time. Therefore, this thesis suggested the method to control 
exposure frequency of items with genetic algorithm. If there is an item with high 
question frequency by applying question frequency to fitness function assessing 
fitness of each chromosome as a variable in genetic algorithm, items of each field 
were released evenly as a method to reduce the value of fitness. In results of 
experiment, selection biased to particular items among the items of item bank was 
reduced by applying exposure frequency controlling function.  
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Abstract. A defect detection vision system for the automatic optical inspection 
of wafer has been developed. For the successful defect detection, several 
thresholding methods are compared and the improved Otsu method is adopted 
so that it can handle both unimodal and bimodal distributions equally well. An 
automatic defect detection software was developed with the function of 
detection of ROI, fast thresholding. Finally each defect pattern in the wafer is 
classified and grouped into one of user-defined defect categories and more than 
14 test wafers are tested for evaluation of detection and classification accuracy. 

Keywords: defect detection, thresholding, defect classification, Otsu 
thresholding, 

1 Introduction 

Defect detection in semiconductor assembly manufacturing has become increasingly 
important over the past several years as a means of quickly understanding and 
controlling contamination sources and process faults, which impact the product yield. 
To address the above issue, automation technologies in defect detection are being 
developed by industry and institutes. Several techniques were adopted, such as 
automatic defect classification(ADC) on the sub-die or defect level and spatial 
signature analysis (SSA) on the whole-wafer level[4][5]. One of the few 
commercially available defect detection systems extracts numerous spatial and 
textural features from the defect region, and applies a set of user defined defect 
candidates for defining the defect classes. Finding defects without the aid of a 
reference image is relatively easy for a human, but is still extremely challenging task 
for a computer vision system. Automated techniques that have been developed 
recently are highly application-specific because the image processing techniques are 
tuned for the specific object and background that are expected to be present in the 
image[3][4][5]. Several well-known techniques, such as rule-based inspection, 
template based matching inspection and neural networks system have been developed 
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and reported by several research groups for classification of the feature vectors and 
the defect classes[4].  

Automatic thresholding is an important technique in image segmentation and also 
an basic step for the defect detection applications. The basic idea of automatic 
thresholding is to automatically select an optimal gray-level thresholding value for 
separating objects of interest in an image from the background based on their gray-
level distribution. Automatic thresholding techniques can be roughly categorized into 
global thresholding and local thresholding[1][2]. Global threshold selects a single 
threshold value from the histogram of the entire image. Local threshold uses localized 
gray-level information to choose multiple threshold values; each is optimized for a 
small region in the image. Global threshold is simpler and easier to implement but its 
result relies on uniform illumination. Local threshold methods can deal with non-
uniform illumination but they are complicated and slow. For automated visual 
inspection applications, where non-uniform illumination is usually not an issue due to 
limited and controlled lighting conditions, global threshold is commonly used for its 
simplicity and speed. Among the global threshold techniques, the Otsu method 
(Otsu,1979)[1] was regarded as one of the better threshold selection methods for 
general real world images with respect to uniformity and shape measures. The Otsu 
method is good for a histogram with bimodal or multimodal distribution. The Otsu 
method, however, fails if the histogram is close to unimodal. Because defect detection 
applications range from no defect to small and large defects, the gray-level 
distributions range from unimodal to bimodal. As a result, to successfully detect 
defects in the automatic visual inspection applications with the Otsu method, we need 
to revise the method so that it will handle both unimodal and bimodal distributions 
equally well[2][3]. 

In this research, a defect detection vision system for the automatic optical 
inspection of wafer has been developed. For the successful defect detection, several 
threshold methods are compared and improved Otsu method is adopted so that it can 
handle both unimodal and bimodal distributions equally well. An automatic defect 
detection software was developed with the function of detection of ROI, fast 
threshold. Finally each defect pattern in the wafer is grouped and classified into one 
of user-defined defect categories and more than 14 test wafers are tested for 
evaluation of detection and classification accuracy. 

2 Wafer Defect Detection System 

2.1 Automatic Threshold Selection 

In this section, we briefly review the Otsu method for selecting optimal image 
threshold. We show the problem of using the Otsu method in threshold small defects 
in an image. Later, we will present the valley-emphasis method, a revised version of 
the Otsu method for detecting small to large defects. An image can be represented by 
a 2D gray-level intensity function f(x,y). The value of f(x,y) is the gray-level, ranging 
from 0 to L-1, where L is the number of distinct gray-levels. Let the number of pixels 
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with gray-level i be 
i

n and n be the total number of pixels in a given image, the 

probability of occurrence of gray-level i is defined as: 
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The average gray-level of the entire image is computed as: 
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In the case of single threshold, the pixels of an image are divided into two classes C1 
= {0,1, . . . , t} and C2 = {t + 1, t + 2, . . . , L-1}, where t is the threshold value. C1 
and C2 are normally corresponding to the foreground(objects of interest) and the 
background. The probabilities of the two classes are: 
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Using discriminant analysis, Otsu (1979) showed that the optimal threshold t* can be 
determined by maximizing the between-class variance; that is: 
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The example results using Otsu method is shown in figure 1 

 

 

Fig. 1. Result Image(Otsu Method) 

For the defect detection applications, defects range from small defects to large 
defects. Histograms of images containing small defects do not show clear bimodal 
distributions. Because the contaminant is very small comparing to the background, the 
histogram demonstrates a unimodal distribution. The desired threshold should be the 
value that separates the small contaminant from the background. However, the Otsu 
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method gives the incorrect threshold value and fails to isolate the contaminant. The 
idea of the valley-emphasis method is to select a threshold value that has a small 
probability of occurrence (valley in the gray-level histogram), and also maximize the 
between group variance, as in the Otsu method. The formulation for the valley-
emphasis method is:  

}))()()()()(1({ 2
22

2
11

10

* ttttpMaxArgt t
Lt

μωμω +−=
−<≤

 (6)

The key to the valley-emphasis formulation is the application of a weight, )1(
t

p− , to 
the Otsu threshold calculation. The smaller the 

t
p value (low probability of 

occurrence), the larger the weight will be. This weight ensures that the result 
threshold will always be a value that resides at the valley or bottom rim of the gray-
level distribution.  
 

 
 

Fig. 2. Flow diagram of Wafer Defect Detection Process in this study 

2.2 Practical Defect Detection Process Using Improved Threshold Method 

The inspection system proposed for defect detection in this study is based on 
Automatic Optical Inspection(AOI) system of LED wafer. As a result of high 
resolution camera capture, the detected image contains both light and dark regions. To 
obtain wafer ROI(Region of Interests) easily, low resolution images are generated 
first for the low computation complexity. After obtaining low resolution ROI mask, 
high resolution ROI mask is also generated and is combined with original high 

LED Wafer Input Image Acquisition 
24576 * 26000 (X * Y)

Image Resolution Reduction (244*256) 

Low Resolution Mask Generation 

High Resolution Mask Generation 

Wafer Internal RoI Generation 

Image Split into 14 

Local Threshold & Combine 
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resolution input image to produce final ROI region of input image as shown in figure 
2(early 5 steps). For the thresholding process, we provide two kind of threshold 
scopes, global or local threshold approaches.  For the very high resolution input 
images, we suggest local threshold approach( In our example, we split  it into 14 
local input regions) and for the other low resolution input cases we used global 
threshold method for threshold.  

By using the effective threshold methods mentioned above and analyzing the local 
contrast in each region of the input image, the presence of defects can be reliably 
detected. After threshold process, morphological method and labelling process was 
implemented to define clear defect region and the number of defects. In the final 
process, binary and labelled images are going through the process which classifies  
each undefined defect into proper best match category by using template matching 
algorithms. All processes are shown in figure 4 as blow. 

3 Experiments 

3.1 Threshold Comparison Results 

To compare the error rate, the equation is defined in (7) and error comparison 
between Otsu method and Valley Emphasis method is show in table 1. 

Error rate =  the number of pixels of difference image/ total input pixels  (7)

Table 1.  Error Rate Comparison between Otsu method and Valley Emphasis Method 

  Otsu Valley 
Emphasis 

Experiment 1 The number of pixels in 
difference image 

710286 19512 

 Error Rate 0.580 0.015 
 The number of pixels in 

difference image 
560437 94544 

Experiment 2 Error Rate 0.457 0.077 

3.2 Performance of Defect Detector 

Fig.3 shows developed automatic defect detecting software which includes several 
principle threshold methods, classificaton and labeling methods and display windows 
for the input and out images. Fig. 4 also represents a result of final localizaton, area 
estimation and classification of defects for the input images and Table 2 shows the 
practical example of final classificaton results for the specific wafer. To classify three 
kind of defects(pit, pinhole, scratch), two criteria(the area and the gray value of the 
center gravity of each defect object) are used and the criteria for the classification is 
shown in table 3 and the 3 kind of defect images are shown in Fig.5. 
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        Fig. 3. Developed Program GUI      Fig. 4. Detection and Classification Result 

  
    (a)            (b)                                    (c) 

Fig. 5. 3 Defect Examples Classified (a)Pit(1pixel) (b) Pinhole(67pixels,White) (c) 
Scratch(785pixels,Black)  

Table 2. Final Classification Result of Defect 

Classification The number of defects 

Pit 11 

Scratch 11 

Pinhole 33 

Total 55 

Table 3. Categories of Defect Classification 

Classification Category1(Area) Category2(Gray Value of 
Center Gravity) 

Pit 1~2 pixel(s) No corresponding 

Pinhole Over 2 pixels White 

Scratch Black 

4 Conclusions 

A defect detection vision system for the automatic optical inspection of wafer has 
been developed. For the successful defect detection, several threshold methods are 
compared and improved Otsu method is adopted so that it can handle both unimodal 
and bimodal distributions equally well. An automatic defect detection software was 
developed with the function of detection of ROI, fast thresholding. Finally each defect 
pattern in the wafer is grouped and classified into one of user-defined defect 
categories and more than 14 test wafers are tested for evaluation of detection and 
classification accuracy 
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Abstract. We present the evaluation of our synchronous mobile learning 
system that supports tablet clients for instructor and student. It allows students 
to watch an instructor and slide with annotation as well as to send feedback to 
instructor and interact through text chat in real time with their tablets. For 
evaluation, we first identified the categories that affect the effectiveness of 
learning: learning: content delivery; feedback from the student and interaction; 
and student’s concentration on learning. Then, we had a student group use the 
prototype and surveyed them about each category. Then, we further looked into 
the result in each category, had discussion with students and identified aspects 
that make the system less effective than the conventional classroom learning 
environment. Then, we surveyed them about these aspects. 

Keywords: Mobile learning, synchronous collaboration, tablet. 

1 Introduction 

The recent popularity of mobile devices such as smartphone and tablet led researchers 
in the field of distance learning to shift their focus from desktop PC to mobile device 
since the mobile devices provide enough performance to be used as client for mobile 
distance learning as well as high portability that allows users to participate in distance 
learning from anywhere they can carry their mobile smartphones or tablets [1]. 

Classroom Presenter [2] supports sharing of slide with annotation between 
instructor and students using tablets. But it requires an instructor and students to be in 
the same classroom and, therefore, doesn’t support video feed of the instructor. 
Although MLVLS [3] provides a synchronous mobile learning system that allows 
students to watch an instructor and the slide with annotation using their Symbian-
based smartphone, it lacks support for interaction between instructor and student.  

Since our previously developed a synchronous mobile learning system [4] 
supported tablet client only for student while the instructor uses PC, causing letter 
recognition problem among students due to the size difference between PC monitor 
and tablet display, we newly developed a synchronous learning system that supports 
tablet client not only for student but also for instructor to solve those problems. 

This paper presents the evaluation of our synchronous mobile learning system as 
follows. First, we identified the following major categories that affect the 
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effectiveness of learning: the effectiveness the delivery of learning content; the 
effectiveness of the feedback from the student and interaction between instructor and 
student; and the student’s concentration on learning without distraction. Then, we 
surveyed a group of students after having them use the prototype of the system on 
each category. Then, we further investigated on the result in each of those categories 
by having discussion with students, identifying aspects that prevent the system from 
getting the perfect score, and then surveying those students about those aspects. 

This paper consists of the following sections. Section 2 shows the architecture and 
use of the presented synchronous mobile learning system. Section 3 presents the 
evaluation of the system. Finally, the section 4 describes the conclusions and the 
future work. 

2 Synchronous Mobile Learning System 

Figure 1 shows the presented synchronous learning system supporting tablet clients 
for instructor and student. It is based on client-server architecture. 

Instructor’s tablet client

Server

student’s tablet clients

Video

Audio

Slide

Anno.

Chat
Session

Video

Audio

Slide

Anno.

Chat
Session

 

Fig. 1. Synchronous mobile learning system 

The instructor’s tablet client works as follows. The video of instructor is captured 
by the front cam of the tablet, encoded in H.263 [5] and sent to the server. The 
instructor’s voice is captured through the microphone, encoded in G.723.1 [6], and 
sent to the server. The slide page selected by the instructor is encoded in pdf and sent 
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to the server. A series of annotation events made by the instructor in a short period of 
time are grouped into a packet and sent to the server. The chat text typed by an 
instructor is sent to the server. The session message (e.g., Mike joined the session) is 
also sent to the server. The session message from the server causes the update of 
session data on the instructor’s tablet client. It should be noted that the video, slide, 
annotation, chat text, and session message from the instructor are rendered locally on 
the instructor’s tablet display along with the chat message from the server. 

The server works as follows. The video, audio, slide and annotation come from the 
instructor’s client and are broadcast by the server to all the student clients. The chat 
and session message coming from instructor’s tablet client or student’s tablet client 
are sent by the server to other clients. The server also updates its own data for the 
current slide with annotation, chat, and session upon receiving those data from clients. 

The tablet client for student works as follows. The video of an instructor from the 
server is decoded with H.263 and rendered on the student’s tablet display. The 
instructor’s voice is decoded with G.723.1 and played through the student’s tablet 
speaker. The slide page from the server is decoded with pdf and rendered on the 
student’s tablet display. The annotation packet from the server is ungrouped into a 
series of annotation events and rendered on the student’s tablet. The chat message and 
the session message are handled in the same way as the client for the instructor. 

Figure 1 also shows the user interface of the prototype for the instructor’s tablet 
client and student’s tablet client. In the instructor’s tablet client, the video shows the 
instructor giving a lecture. The participant list shows the names of participants in the 
current learning session. The slide shows a slide page with annotation being made by 
instructor. The slide controls including arrows and a pen allow the instructor to move 
to the next or previous slide page or to make annotation. The chat shows messages 
between participants such as questions from student and discussion messages. 

In the student’s tablet client, students can watch the instructor’s face through the 
video while listening to his/her voice. Through the slide, they watch the slide with 
annotation being made by the instructor. They can see participant names through the 
participant list. Students can ask questions and discuss through chat. The instructor 
can answer to the questions using video, voice, slide with annotation, or chat. 

The client is being implemented in Objective-C language using the Xcode 5 and 
iOS 7 SDK [7] on Mac OS X 10.9. The client runs on 9.7 inch iPad. The server is 
being developed in Microsoft Visual C++ with MFC on Windows 7. 

3 Evaluation and Discussion 

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the presented synchronous learning system, 
we identified the following three major categories that affects the effectiveness of 
learning: (1) how effective the delivery of content is; (2) how effective the feedback 
from the student and interaction between instructor and student is; and (3) how well 
the students can concentrate on learning without being distracted. 
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Thus, we surveyed 13 undergraduate students in our department of Computer 
Engineering at Hongik University after they used the prototype system for three days. 
The scale of each category of effective learning ranges from 1 (lowest) to 5 (highest). 

Table 1 shows the survey result. The mean values of student’s perception on the 
effectiveness of learning content delivery (mean: 3.97) and feedback and interaction 
(mean: 4.00) are higher than the middle (3), meaning that the system enables students 
to learn and interact to a certain extent. However, the mean value for student’s 
concentration on learning (mean: 2.54) is lower than the middle (3), meaning that the 
system has problem with making students concentrate on learning without distraction. 

Table 1. Students‘ perception on effectiveness of learning 

Category Frequency Mea
n 

SD 
1 2 3 4 5(highest) 

Effectiveness of 
content delivery 

0 1 3 7 2 3.97 0.80 

Effectiveness of 
feedback and 
interaction 

0 1 2 6 4 4.00 0.88 

Concentration on 
learning w/o 
distraction 

1 6 4 2 0 2.54 0.84 

Average 0.33 2.67 3.00 5.00 2.00 3.50 0.84 

 
Then, we further investigated on the result in each category by having discussion 

with those students, identifying important aspects that prevent the system from getting 
the full score, and then surveying them about the aspects, which is shown in Table 2. 

About what makes learning content delivery less effective, three aspects that we 
identified after we had discussion with the students, are as follows: (1) The size of the 
panel for the slide with annotation on tablet is still small; (2) Our presented tablet 
client lacks blackboard (or whiteboard) function that supports instructor’s free 
drawing for in-depth explanation; and (3) Our system doesn’t support video of full 
body gesture. Then, we surveyed those 15 students about each of these 3 aspects. 

7 students said the UI panel of the slide on 9.7 inch tablet is still small for effective 
content delivery compared to the classroom learning environment that supports a big 
projection screen that matches the size of the blackboard. This opinion leads us to feel 
that a bigger tablet of 10+ inches could be considered a good candidate for mobile 
learning. However, it can lower the mobility of the system, one of its biggest merits. 

6 students felt that the system lacks the capability of the face-to-face learning in a 
classroom where an instructor can freely draw for prompt and detailed information 
delivery on a large blackboard. Although the presented system provides annotation 
capability, it is limited in the space of the slide page so that an instructor may not 
have enough space to draw things in detail. Due to the small screen real estate of the 
tablet, it is not easy to add whiteboard panel in the user interface of the client. 
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4 students felt that the presented system showing only the instructor’s face could 
limit the information delivery to the student. They thought that in the conventional 
classroom learning, the upper body movement and hand gesture of instructor help 
them to understand various things more easily. Since in our system, the instructor 
typically sits down in front of tablet while annotating on a slide of tablet display, and 
the video panel of an instructor is small again due to the small screen real estate, it is 
currently not easy to support a video panel that shows the full body gesture of an 
instructor who are standing and giving a lecture. 

Table 2. Student’s perception on aspects under each category making system less effective (A 
student was allowed to choose multiple aspects under each category) 

Category Aspects making the system less effective Num of 
students  

Effectiveness of 
content delivery 

Small size of the slide with annotation on the tablet 
Lack of blackboard (or whiteboard) for the instructor’s 
free drawing 
Lack of video support for full body gesture 

7 
6 
 

4 
  Effectiveness 
of feedback and 
interaction 

Slowness of  feedback (or interaction) typing and 
reading 
Cumbersomeness of feedback (or interaction typing 
and reading 

7 
 

4 
 

  Concentration 
on learning  w/o 
distraction 

Student’s awareness of the fact that the instructor is 
not watching them. 
Constant notifications for apps, e.g., iMessage, 
Facebook, Twitter, news apps 
Lack of video support for the full body gesture 
Availability of fun apps (e.g. games) on the tablet 

11 
 

9 
 

5 
3 

 
About what makes feedback from students or interaction between instructor and 

student less effective than conventional classroom learning, there are two aspects that 
we identified after we had meeting with the students. Those are: (1) Typing feedback 
and reading other’s messages on chat are slow; (2) Typing and reading messages on 
chat are often cumbersome. Thus, we surveyed them about each of these two aspects.  

7 students said that typing and reading messages on chat is usually slower than the 
conventional classroom learning where students use voice to ask questions and others 
listen to them. This means our system consumes more time for feedback and 
interaction compared to the conventional classroom learning. We also found that 
slowness becomes more serious in typing than in reading especially on a tablet. 

4 students said that typing and reading messages are more cumbersome than 
speaking and listening in conventional classroom learning so that they sometimes 
don’t feel like asking questions or doing interaction. 

We didn’t allow students to use voice for asking questions and doing interaction, 
because audio data from a number of students could cause network congestion. We 
need to further investigate on allowing students to use voice without causing network 
congestion. Interestingly, there were 5 students who felt that using chat for feedback 
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has its merit because it is less intimidating to ask questions on chat than the real 
classroom environment and they feel more comfortable in asking questions using 
chat. 

About what makes students distracted during learning session, four aspects that we 
identified after we had discussion with the students, are as follows: (1) Students are 
aware of the fact that the instructor cannot see them during learning session; (2) There 
are constant notifications from other apps (iMessage, Facebook, Twitter, news app, 
etc.) during learning session; (3) There is no video support that shows full body 
gesture; and (4) There are fun apps such as games on the tablet that attract student’s 
attention.. Thus, we surveyed them about each of these four aspects.  

11 students said that since they know that the teacher can’t see them, they feel like 
doing other things than concentrating on learning. This awareness also makes students 
feel less connected with the teacher, which also could lead to the student’s distraction. 

9 students said that they feel like reading messages from iMessage and responding 
to them, reading posts on Facebook and putting some comments on them, reading 
Twitter messages and retweeting them to others during learning session. Since those 
message app and SNS apps are typically used and loved the most by students, they 
had hard time concentrating on learning when those notifications came in. 

5 students said that since they can’t see the instructor’s full gesture, they find 
learning less immersive and boring. Since in our system an instructor gives a lecture 
while sitting in front of tablet and annotating on the tablet display, and the video panel 
of an instructor is small due to the limited screen size of tablet, it is difficult to 
support a video that shows the entire body gesture of an instructor giving a lecture. 

3 students felt like playing interesting games on their tablet during learning 
session. 

We didn’t support student video to reduce distraction for two reasons. Firstly, it 
could lead to more serious network congestion than student voice as more students 
participate. Secondly, even if we support it, it is hard to figure out what students are 
doing from looking at them through video. Thus, we need to devise other options to 
reduce distraction, such as blocking notification from other apps during learning 
session or monitoring student’s activity with tablets and reporting to instructor. 

4 Conclusion 

We evaluated our synchronous learning system supporting tablet clients for instructor 
and student. We identified categories that affect the effectiveness of learning: content 
delivery; feedback from the student and interaction; and student’s concentration on 
learning. Then, we surveyed students on each category after they used the prototype. 
Then, for each category we had discussion with them, identified aspects that make the 
system worse than the classroom learning, and surveyed them about the aspects. One 
of important findings is that students feel less concentrated on learning than the 
conventional classroom environment since they know the instructor doesn’t know 
what they are doing behind tablets. As future work, we plan to conduct research to 
improve our system in the aspects that were mentioned in the evaluation. 
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Abstract. While training set design has received less attention from academia 
compared to its significance, it becomes crucial in big data environments. We 
propose a novel way to construct a training set for information extraction. An 
effective data collection considering the trade-off between system quality and 
annotation difficulty is the core of the proposed approach. Instead of a random 
collection of data like usual systems, well-defined key expressions are used as 
sampling queries. This work is a part of an on-going R&D project and now in 
process of manual annotation that would be evaluated via final system quality. 

Keywords: Training set, Information Extraction, Relation & Event Extraction. 

1 Introduction 

Preparing good training set is a crucial factor for all kind of learning tasks. In a big 
data environment the importance increases because a learning system covers often a 
wide range of data. But training set design has received less attention from academia 
compared to its significance. Most studies about training set focus on preprocessing 
data for better training such as data cleaning, normalization, instance selection, or 
feature selection from existing training data pool [1-3]. There are also studies on the 
way to collect training data but usually intended for a small specific domain [4-6]. 
Works on general training set design including data collection are rarely found in the 
literature [7]. The main reason is that the target data size is small enough to not 
consider a special collecting process or manual annotation is not too complicated. 
Samples are therefore randomly selected then a manual annotation is conducted on 
the selected samples. But this simple sample collection is not really effective in big 
data especially when manual annotation is highly expensive. Information Extraction 
(IE) can be thought of as an exemplary task in that case. 

An IE system aims at extracting structured information from a set of unstructured 
dataset. A typical task of this kind of system is sequence labeling such as named 
entity recognition or bibliographic reference parsing. Both require a labor-intensive 
manual annotation to prepare a training set. Traditional research circumvents the data 
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collection issue because target data scope is in general restricted. But when practically 
applying an IE system on real-world data, we firstly confront that issue.  

We tackle this problem by proposing a systematic procedure to construct training 
set for information extraction. Three different but closely correlated IE tasks are our 
concern: named entity extraction, relation extraction, and event extraction. The 
proposed approach has been actually initiated in process of developing a total IE 
system including the three above tasks on technology domain that is a part of an on-
going R&D project.  

In section 2, we introduce information extraction in the viewpoint of machine 
learning techniques. Section 3 deals with our proposed design of training set 
construction especially data collection. Finally we conclude in section 4 with 
perspectives. 

2 Information Extraction with Machine Learning 

Information extraction refers to a category of tasks extracting structured information 
from unstructured data. As it might be estimated from definition, it covers a wide 
range of tasks. Many of them can be classified in sequence labeling from the point of 
view of machine learning that we take in this paper. In section 2 we briefly introduce 
three information extraction tasks as well as some existing datasets for the task. 

2.1 Named Entity and Relation Extraction  

Named entity extraction (or recognition) is a traditional natural language processing 
task aiming at finding named entities in text string. Named entities here signify 
predefined entity types such as persons, organizations, locations etc. One of the 
famous named entity recognition (NER) systems accessible on the Web is the 
Stanford Named Entity Recognizer (Stanford NER). The system has used CoNLL-
2003 corpus extracted from Reuters news data [8], for its initial version. The corpus 
now becomes one of the benchmarks in this domain.  

Relation extraction can be thought of as an extension of NER that involves a 
relation in a tuple of different entities [9]. Many approaches treat the relation 
detection as a multi-class classification [10]. To summarize, once named entities are 
extracted from a string, a classifier judges if there is a relation in the string. The most 
common datasets are MUC-7 1  (Message Understanding Conference) and ACE 2 
(Automatic Content Extraction) data. The former is intended for detecting three 
relations and one event and the latter is about general relation or event extraction. 

2.2 Event Extraction 

An event is not clearly defined in the literature [11]. Even though an event is usually 
attached with a verb such as ‘die’, ‘transfer’, ‘elect’ or ‘sue’, sometime it is not 
                                                           
1  http://www.itl.nist.gov/iaui/894.02/related_projects/ 
muc/proceedings/muc_7_toc.html 

2 http://www.itl.nist.gov/iad/mig//tests/ace/ 
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explicitly distinguished from relation extraction [11-13]. We suppose that event 
extraction can be considered as a special type of relation extraction as seen in many 
earlier studies. That is, if there is an event involved with one or more entities that 
cannot be simply described with a single relation, we can designate it as an event 
extraction case. The simplest approach to deal with event extraction is to apply same 
technique with relation extraction on event training set. ACE program includes also 
event extraction track having 33 categories related to personal, organizational or 
general events. The corpus deals with general events but the main target is accident or 
economy related event. 

2.3 Practical Training Issues 

Whatever we use as method for sequence labeling or multi-class classification, we 
need an appropriate training set. To analyze the necessary conditions for an effective 
training set let us list the important factors in a ML system. 

 Training objective: among three IE tasks 
 Data domains: technology domain, economy domain… 
 Data types: web documents, scientific article… 
 General or specific system: a system including all sub-domains or not 
 Training set size and proportion of sub domains 
 Tradeoff between training set quality and the manual annotation cost 

These factors influence the training data collection process that will be detailed in 
the following section. 

3 Designing Training Sets 

In this section we describe our propositions to construct training set for three different 
information extraction tasks: named entity, relation and event extraction. By keeping 
in mind the practical issues discussed in the previous section, we first show how to 
reflect these issues on collecting training data. Then we detail the general data 
collection steps. Meanwhile, we restrict the target data to scientific and technology 
area that is actually the first concern of our IE system. 

3.1 Considered Factors 

The desirable way to prepare a training set is to reflect the reality as much as possible. 
We define several essential characteristics to be underlined as training set so as to 
provide the instructions of collecting properly target data. 

General or Specific System. Coverage of an IE system depends on the user objective 
and training data. A general system applicable to any kind of data would be ideal but 
is in general of less performance than a specific system specialized for a set of 
homogeneous data. Data domain such as sports, economy or political section in news 
data is a typical scale for a specific system. However it is not easy to estimate the 
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degree of consistency of data samples sufficient to construct a reasonable IE system. 
That is, we are not sure if we can construct a general system using a single model for 
a given dataset. Although this is an important issue for the practical construction of an 
IE system, it has not been studied much in the literature. We are interested in 
constructing a general IE system that can be realized as either a single model or as the 
combination of several different statistical models. 

Data Domains and Types. While domains refer to the data categories judged by 
contents, data types are defined by the data source. We are handling four different 
types such as scientific articles, patents, web news and Wikipedia documents. An 
important question here is whether we separately construct a model per type or not. 
The question seems similar to the choice between general or specific system except 
the separation basis is not domain but source type. In the earlier studies, data type has 
been homogeneous and datasets with different sources were not mixed together. 

Training Set Size and Proportion. When actually constructing an IE system the size 
of training set is also a factor to be advisedly considered. The size would vary 
according to the size of the target data, domains, and types. A well-designed training 
set would reflect well the real distribution of data, by maintaining maximum the real 
proportion of domains and types. 

Randomness. In fact, this is the most important at the moment of collecting data. 
With the previous factors, an ideal collection should be a perfect random selection of 
instances. But practically it is not recommendable because we should manually verify 
if the selected data really contains the meaningful information to be extracted. 

3.2 Collection 

Now we introduce our training data collection process. Our system called InSciTe IE 
treats general technology & science domain including all sub-domains such as 
mathematics, natural science, applied science, technology, etc. Table 1 summarizes 
the characteristics of the training set with consideration of the trade-off between 
system quality and annotation difficulty. First three criteria have been discussed 
before. The core of the collection process is the effort to keep the randomness with 
small annotation cost. In brief, we collect samples with key expressions and the 
samples are used for all the three IE tasks. InSciTe IE extracts the predefined types of 
entities, relations and events. A relation or an event involves two entities and the 
corresponding relation or event. For example, the relation similarProduct is tied with 
two different products, which are similar each other. 

Table 1. Characteristics of the training set for InSciTe IE 

Criterion Characteristics 
Domains Sub-domains in Tech. & science 
Types Scientific articles, patents, web news and Wikipedia documents 
Generalization A system for all domains and types 
Randomness Seed expression-based random selection 
Data sharing Single data collection for the entity, relation, event extraction 
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The detailed collection process is represented in Figure 1. First, the types of entity, 
relation, and event to be extracted are defined.a Then for each relation or event type, 
we also define expressions describing well the type.b An expression contains a word 
and conditions about the relative location among the word and entities. Once the POS 
variations of each word are also added in its corresponding expression list,c we would 
obtain total M expressions about relation or event.d Then per expression, we search N 
sentences including the corresponding word and necessary entities.e To this end, we 
need at least an entity dictionary per type. Since the entity matching is used only for 
data collection, we do not need the dictionaries to be perfect. Finally we obtain M*N 
sentences as initial training data with automatically annotated information.f We expect 
this pre-annotation would facilitate manual annotation. 

 

Fig. 1. Training data collection for entity, relation, and event extraction 

3.3 Manual Verification and Annotation 

When the collection is finished, the sentences should be manually verified and 
annotated. In readiness for irrelevant sentences, sufficient sentences should be 
collected before. The verification and annotation process is simple. By verifying each 
sentence, exclude it if no information is found or correct wrong annotated 
information. Three types of information are verified and annotated simultaneously. 
However, the training is separately conducted to construct an extraction system per 
type. 

4 Conclusions 

We proposed a novel way to construct training set for information extraction 
especially data collection process that has been devaluated in the literature so far. The 
necessity of a detailed design for training set has arisen when constructing a practical 
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IE system on real-world data. In our proposed method, data samples for three 
different information types are simultaneously collected via predefined expression 
lists and external entity dictionaries. A set of training data has been actually collected 
according to the procedure and is in the process of being manually annotated for the 
InSciTe IE system. As a matter of fact, the procedure does not reflect exactly all the 
discussed issues in Section 3.1. For example, the domain proportion is supposed to be 
considered through the sentence search in step e. in Figure 1. Thus a possible 
direction for the future work would be refinement of the collecting process with 
consideration of real domain proportion as well as that of data type. The effectiveness 
of the proposed method would be empirically confirmed that would be the very next 
step of this paper. 
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Abstract. Data from Social Networking Services (SNS) are extensively used to 
convey the users’ sentiments (positive or negative) and detailed opinions on 
issues promptly. In this paper, we use SNS data to conduct the satisfaction 
analysis of a school meal. We analyze approximately 15 million tweets in order 
to investigate students’ satisfaction level with the meals. Moreover, we divide 
the school meals into three categories – vegetables, meats, and seafood – and 
determine the satisfaction level of each category along with reasons for it by 
using 14 criteria. 

Keywords: SNS, sentimental analysis, school meal, satisfaction level. 

1 Introduction 

It is important for students to be satisfied with their school meal, which is served to 
them at least once a week in most schools over the World. The school meal ought to 
be nutritious, healthy, and tasty. However, students usually consider only the taste of 
a meal in order to decide whether they will have it, because of which taste becomes 
the sole determinant of students’ satisfaction with the food. In other words, even 
though it might be healthy and nutritious, students will not eat school meals if the 
taste is not to their liking.  

Past research into the level of student satisfaction with school meals has primarily 
been carried out using the traditional five-point scale [1, 2]. This method is unable to 
obtain accurate results because the choice of answers in the relevant questionnaires is 
very limited. Moreover, the method only aims to acquire numerical data, whereas it 
would also be helpful to know why students assign a particular level of satisfaction to 
a school meal. For this reason, text big data is becoming key clues to understand 
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users’ intention [4, 5]. Especially, data from Social Networking Services (SNS) have 
been widely used for satisfaction analysis. Users on SNS express their opinions, such 
as the status of their satisfaction with services or products that they have experienced, 
using short sentences and can describe the reasons for their opinions [3]. We use these 
characteristics of SNS data to obtain students’ satisfaction levels for items in a school 
meal. Furthermore, we determine the food category most favored by students. By 
analyzing 14 factors related to student dissatisfaction with the food, we also offer 
suggestions to the school meal provider to improve the quality of school meals. For 
our analysis, we collected Korean twitter data for four months between January and 
April 2014 and obtained about 15 million sentences. In this paper, we describe the 
results of our analysis of the data. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe our 
method to calculate the satisfaction levels of students with the school meal by 
analyzing their tweets. Section 3 summarizes our research and contains our 
conclusions. 

2 Satisfaction Analysis of School Meals 

The aim of our research is to analyze the satisfaction levels of a school meal to 
ascertain the specific reasons for students’ dissatisfaction with it. We have designed 
an algorithm for this purpose, as shown in Figure 1. In this section, we describe each 
component in detail. 

Tweet Analyzer

Twitter

Collector

Tweets DB

Tweets 
related to 

school food

Tweet
Streaming

T
w

ee
ts

Food Extraction

Sentiment
Analysis

Satisfaction DB
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analysis on
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Fig. 1. Architecture for the analysis of satisfaction levels of school meals 
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2.1 Data Collection 

We used a streaming open application programming interface (API) provided by 
Twitter1 to collect tweets. The API allows us to collect data by using keywords. 
Therefore, we prepared 10 keywords (directly or indirectly) related to the school 
meal, such as school meal (“급급”), school cafeteria (“학학급학,” “학학급학 ”), school 
lunch (“학학급학,” “학학급학 ”), and so on. Since our research, aims to analyze the 
satisfaction levels of a Korean school meal, the keywords are in Korean. Using these 
keywords, we collected approximately 15 million tweets from January 3 to April 13, 
2014 and stored them in a database. 

2.2 Tweet Analyzer for School Meal 

Our tweet analyzer consists of two modules: the food extraction module and the 
sentiment analysis module. The food extraction module retrieves the names of 
ingredients in school meals, and the sentiment analysis module analyzes the positive 
and negative emotions expressed in tweets that contain the name(s) of particular foods 
or ingredients. 

Food Extraction. We extracted nouns from tweets by using HanNanum 2 , a 
morphological analyzer and part-of-speech (POS) tagger that is a plug-in component 
architecture-based tool, and classified food names manually among the nouns. We 
finally identified 129 different food names that were mentioned five times or more in 
the data. 

Sentiment Analysis. The sentiment analysis module determines emotions expressed 
in tweets about the school meal and divides these into positive and negative 
expressions. To accomplish this, we defined description patterns of sentences and 
applied them to the analyzer, and manually confirmed the results to ensure reliability. 
The satisfaction level of each kind of food was calculated according to the rate of 
positive or negative tweets associated with it, as follows: 

( ) ( )
( ) ( ) 100×

+
=

negativePpositiveP

positiveP
foodSL i  (1)

where, SL represents satisfaction level, and P is the number of (positive or negative) 
tweets. The satisfaction levels of all foods can be measured using the above equation. 
Table 1 shows part of the results. 
 

                                                           
1 Twitter Developers: https://dev.twitter.com/. 
2 HanNanum – Semantic Web Research Center (SWRC), KAIST Computer Science Dept.: 

http://semanticweb.kaist.ac.kr/home/index.php/HanNanum. 
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Table 1. Satisfaction levels of menu items 

Food items 
(Korean name in Roman characters and in Korean characters) 

Satisfaction levels (%) 

Spicy stir-fried chicken (Dak-galbi, 닭닭닭) 100 
Banquet noodles (Janchi guksu, 잔잔잔잔) 100 
Rib (Galbi, 닭닭) 83.33 
Tornado potato (Hoeori gamja, 회회회감감 ) 85.71 
Omelet rice (Omeu rice, 회오오오오) 75.00 
Barbecued beef (Bulgogi, 불불불) 69.57 
Pickled radish (Danmuji, 단단단) 25.00 
Hot spicy meat stew (Yukgaejang, 육육육) 22.22 
Rice cake soup (Tteokguk, 떡잔) 16.67 

2.3 Cause Analyzer 

To understand students’ preferences in food, we divided food items into three 
categories – namely, vegetables, meals, and seafood – according to their main 
ingredients, and measured the satisfaction levels for each category. Moreover, we 
tried to understand reasons for student dissatisfaction with each food category by 
analyzing the negative tweets.  

Satisfaction Analysis of Food Categories. We divided the food items on the menu 
into three categories – vegetables, meats, and seafood – according to their ingredients, 
and measured the satisfaction levels of each category. Table 2 lists the results of the 
favorite and the least favorite items from each category. 

Table 2. Overall satisfaction levels of different food categories, and examples of favorite and 
least favorite menus 

Food 
categories 

SL (%) Most favorite menu Least favorite menu 

Vegetables 37.63 Potato, sweet potato, salad, 
radish kimchi, … 

Bell pepper (paprika), mushroom, 
cabbage, bean sprouts, … 

Meats 64.51 Spicy stir-fried chicken, hot 
and spicy chicken with 
cheese, sausage, rib, fried 
chicken, … 

Stir-fried tripe, hot spicy meat stew, 
deep-fried chicken in hot pepper 
sauce (Kkanpunggi), Korean 
sausage, sweet and sour pork, … 

Seafood 38.57 Prawn, squid, … Anchovy, fish cutlet, mackerel, … 

SL: Satisfaction level 
 
As shown in Table 2, students usually prefer meats (64.51% satisfaction) to other 

categories.  

Cause analysis. The goal of our research is not only to figure out the level of students’ 
satisfaction with the school meal, but to also analyze the causes of their dissatisfaction 
with certain foods in order to improve the quality of the school meal. For this purpose, 
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we collected 13 criteria such as taste, temperature, amount, variety, nutrition, hygiene, 
quality, and so forth from the Seoul Metropolitan Office of Education3 because the 
criteria have been regularly used for question investigation every year. In addition to 
these criteria, we need to consider another one additionally, that is a personal 
preference because the students mentioned lots of causes related to the private issues 
such as weight management, food allergy, bad experiences in the past, and so on. 
Therefore, we used totally 14 criteria for cause analysis. Following this, we manually 
assigned all negative tweets to the relevant representative criteria based on their 
content. Figure 2 shows four different sets of results of the analysis of the causes of 
dissatisfaction, for entire categories (vegetables, meats, and seafood), vegetables, 
meats, and seafood. 

Entire categories

 

Vegetables

 

Meats 

 

Sea food

 

Fig. 2. Results of causes of dissatisfaction with food (Top-left: entire categories; top-right: 
vegetables; bottom-left: meats; bottom-right: seafood) 

In the case of the entire categories, the taste of the food was chosen as the major 
cause of dissatisfaction, followed by preference, variety, and hygiene. In the case of 
vegetables and seafood, students’ preference was the major cause of dissatisfaction 
because of their idiosyncratic eating habits, such as eating only what they want. 
Furthermore, we can see that school meal providers should concentrate on 

                                                           
3 Soul Metropolitan Office of Education: 
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maintaining the freshness of seafood and improving its quality. For meats, which 
recorded the highest satisfaction level of 64.51%, students selected the taste as a 
major cause of dissatisfaction. This means that the satisfaction level of meats can be 
raised further by improving their recipes for meat dishes. At the same time, a number 
of students reported avoiding meats because of concerns about weight, which we 
categorized as a personal preference. Table 3 shows the reasons for students’ 
dissatisfaction with each category. 

Table 3. Reasons for dissatisfaction with food 

Food category Reasons 

Vegetables Bad texture, too salty, restricted range of vegetables (always the same 
vegetables), unacceptable cooking materials, allergies, … 

Meats Too greasy, burned food, bitter taste, too chewy, vegetarian, diet, … 
Sea food Fishy (smell of fish), rotten, too greasy, restricted range of fishes, 

deception of origin of food ingredients, visually disgusting, … 

 
Their requirements for the school meals have been being changed and increased. 

The provider cannot meet the requirements of students, however they should try to 
apply the opinions step by step to lead healthy world. 

3 Conclusion 

In this paper, we analyzed twitter data to understand the degree of students’ 
satisfaction with their school meals, and investigated the causes of dissatisfaction in 
order to help school meal providers improve the quality of the service. For this, we 
collected 15 million tweets, extracted the names of foods mentioned in them, and 
analyzed the sentiments expressed in the messages. Moreover, we measured the 
satisfaction levels of 129 food items, and categorized the food items served at school 
meals into vegetables, meats, and seafood. The result of our research can help identify 
important factors to improve the quality of school meals. 

In the future, we plan to devise a method for big data-based school meal 
recommendation. Extending our present research through extensive analysis, our next 
paper will include caloric and sodium content information of each food item to ensure 
proper nutrition as well as a high level of student satisfaction. 
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Abstract. In recent years, image processing has been used usefully in many 
fields such as traffic information systems, illegal intrusion detection system. 
Now image processing techniques are required in position of moving observers 
rather than fixed observers because it helps the control of the camera-equipped 
device. In order to achieve the goal, the algorithm should derive the desired 
results quickly and accurately. So this paper considers two characteristics; 
Functional performance and temporal performance. The former is about how 
well the desired results can be derived, and the latter is about how fast the result 
can be calculated. This paper suggests real-time image algorithm based on 
optical flow. The algorithm determines the horizontal or vertical movement, etc. 
and extracts the displacement. And the results will be presented in the 
functional performance and temporal performance. The proposed algorithm can 
be used to control the UAV (quad-rotor) in situation of Flows in parallel by the 
inertia or external forces by wind. The proposed algorithm is efficient for 
achieving “Drift stabilization” or Detect movement quickly. 

Keywords: Optical flow, UAV vision, Optical Flow Optimization. 

1 Introduction 

Recently, there is a growing trend of using image process from a camera mounted on 
the device such as UAV, Robot and Automobile etc. It causes same effect of the 
device has the ability to look around. But in these cases, image processing should be 
used more carefully in the fixed situation because it implies risk of unexpected 
situations. Furthermore, the results of an incorrect image processing can create a 
serious hazardous situation. In order to eliminate these risks, the algorithm should be 
designed to consider the number of cases and prevent mistakes by elaborate methods 
so that the result of the reliability by image processing is increased; however, it causes 
a great increase the operation time. For this reason, the image process algorithm 
requires a proper balance between the two factors because operation time is 
considered as a very important factor in real-time image processing.  

This paper presents the image processing algorithm to detect the movement of the 
camera-equipped devices and estimate the displacement. And it presents optimized 
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method to achieve the goal effectively and then analyze the effectiveness and 
reliability of the algorithm. 

2 Related Work 

There has not been found a paper which has the goal which has detection algorithm 
that the flow phenomenon by using a real-time image processing and the ability to 
calculate the displacement of devices. However presents several of papers which 
propose similar methods such as optical flow, object tracking and so on. 

Related paper [1] tracked the displacement of its edges by extracting prominent 
features and rotates the image by using the extracted displacement or movement. 
Related paper [2] calculated the quad rotor movement to assume a change in the 
Edge. Quite similar to the topic of this paper but algorithm of paper [2] have poor 
performance of movement detection and did not consider optimization. Related paper 
[3] is similar Research paper [2]. Related paper [4] determined movement until the 
current state based on the characteristics of past (edge extraction based). Related 
paper [5] proposed a concept for tracking camera motion using the MPEG video. 
Paper [5] is similar to the algorithm of this paper but it is not possible to extract 
displacement and not suitable for use in real-time. Some papers are presented which 
detect the movement of the object and determine the displacement using image 
processing by the camera. These are excellent achievements, but those achievements’ 
must be improper algorithms to calculate very short time and reflect immediately on 
the control. For this reason, the paper is great contribution in the field. 

3 System Design 

3.1 Overall Architecture  

This system has six steps as shown in Figure 1. It receives real-time video and makes 
frame image until step 3. The system performs the optimization in step 4 and 
feedback system is also considered.  
 

 

Fig. 1. The overall architecture 

This system performs the Lucas-Kanade Optical Flow. According to the reference 
paper [7], the time complexity of the algorithm is )()( 332 nOnNnO =+  
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That means the performance is the Lucas-Kanade Optical Flow is excellent but it is 
very heavy. So it needs optimization process. Displacement vector can be extracted 
which is a result of performing Optical Flow. 

3.2 Optimization - Dead Zone and Feedback 

As mentioned above, Although performance is excellent, Lucas-Kanade Optical Flow 
is very heavy algorithm. The system proposes the optimization process following 
because it is not reasonable using the algorithm in real-time. 

 

Fig. 2. Dead zone and division 

Dead zone is center of the image region of frame and does not perform image 
processing. It is a reasonable because center of the image region has less contribution 
of purpose of this system. Processing time can be reduced by 73.8% if only setting 
dead zone area at 36%.However, in most cases it will be equal to the result or 
functional performance. As shown in Figure 2, Vision area is divided into four areas, 
except the dead zone. Each part of area performs the image processing and extracts 
vectors. The weight factor of extract vector is same for all areas but the weight factor 
can be adjusted for specific areas to keep a balance between other areas. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Feedback of the optimization process 

As above Figure 3, the proposed feedback system makes it possible to extract the 

appropriate vectors for Dead zone and each Area. 

3.3 Integral-Based Displacement Extraction 

The vectors can be obtained by performing the Optical Flow. The camera motion can 
be estimated by using these vectors. Propose following equations to use vectors 
effectively for detecting movement. 
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Above equations mean sum of all vectors on x-axis and y-axis. Definition of 
energy is the sum of all scalar of vector. 

 

Fig. 4. Command Manger 

Now it is possible to detect the motion as shown in Figure 4 with the components 
of the vector which is extracted. It can be summarized as follows: First, the situation 
is stopped. 
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All x and y components are zero and the sum of all scalar vector also is zero. It can 
be considered with no camera motion, that is, a stopped state in this case. 
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The situation of moving forward (Figure 4 left hand side), x and y component will 

be closer to zero value but the energy value is very large because vectors are spread 
radially. 
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The situation of moving left (Figure 4 right hand side), x component will be 
positive value and y component will be also a little positive value by the coordinate 
system of Figure 2. Energy is positive value but it will be less than situation of 
moving forward.  
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The integral displacement can be defined as above. The current displacement can 

be described as the integral of the displacement at the moment. The system applied 
low-pass filter in order to compensate for vibrations or moment error. Epsilon is 
introduced to compensate for cumulative error. It is not cover in this paper.

 

4 Implementation and Experiments 

4.1 Implementation 

Proposed system is implemented by MFC language using visual studio 2008 on 
windows 8 system. And the system uses Open CV 2.3 for image process.  
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Fig. 5. System implementation 

As shown in Figure 5, the program works if the camera is moved. It extracts 
vectors dynamically from the region except for the dead zone.  

4.2 Experimental Results 

The following experimental results are in the table 1. (I5@4.5GHz, 12Gb ram) 

Table 1. Results of the experiment 

 Proposed System Normal Systems 
320× 240 166FPS 

(6.02ms) 
96.2% 
(100%) 

83FPS 
(12.05ms) 

94.2% 
(100%) 

640× 480 48FPS 
(20.83ms) 

93.9% 
(100%) 

11FPS 
(90.91ms) 

95.7% 
(100%) 

Edge 400 (Almost) 400 (Fixed) 
Dead zone 36%(fixed) 0% 

Detected Direction Left side 

The proposed system shows about 4 times improvement of the performance. In 
addition, the proposed system shows equivalent result in the movement direction of 
extraction. Except that it does not sense by low-pass filter, both systems show the 
result of 100% exactly movement direction performance. 

 

Fig. 6. Experiment result 

The graph above (Figure. 6) shows the results displacement extraction based on the 
integration. The x-axis means sampling time (every 0.05 seconds) and the y-axis 
means non-dimensional displacement. The result shows that the algorithm well 
represents the actual displacement. 
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5 Conclusion 

This paper proposes movement detection algorithm and the displacement 
measurement algorithm based on real time image processing. Especially the proposed 
feedback system is powerful method for achieving purpose of this research. The 
experiment shows excellent results in functional performance and temporal 
performance.  

The proposed direction extraction algorithm is as accurate as original systems 
although the operation time is reduced to a quarter. Reduction of processing time in 
the real-time image processing produces the effect such as reduction of costs, more 
focused on the safety device and making additional tasks to enhance the performance. 

However, there are points to be improved in this paper. Especially the most urgent 
need is to improve the displacement measurement algorithm based integration. The 
algorithm may have cumulative errors by continuous minor integration errors and 
problems may arise because external environment is not a static. 

The following research will improve the displacement measurement algorithm 
using the scalable block shown in Figure 1. Therefore, this system will be more 
reliable and excellent system. 
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Abstract. Researchers establish their strategies by continually analyzing 
research performance and estimating future research directions to enhance their 
capability. Prescriptive analytics can be a solution to an advanced-analytics 
method that provides the optimal strategy from among the various actions and 
methods available for achieving an established goal. This paper introduces a 
journal recommendation model which provides prescribing a strategy to 
enhance research performance using the 5W1H methodology from the InSciTe 
system. This model suggests a journal-submission strategy for achieving the 
goal of strengthening the research capabilities of researchers in terms of their 
performance by considering their research subjects and capabilities. 

Keywords: Prescriptive Analytics, Strategic Planning, Journal 
Recommendation, Optimization, Research Performance Enhancement. 

1 Introduction 

Researchers should continually identify their current research levels while estimating 
future research directions and preparing strategies in response, and they should do so 
by monitoring R&D trends to enhance their research performance. In addition to 
identifying their current research level, researchers’ future research level can be 
estimated by analyzing their previous and current research data. Moreover, to enhance 
their research capacities, detailed objectives must be established and the optimal 
methodology for achieving objectives must be derived. The process of finding the 
optimal methodology is referred to as prescriptive analytics. 

Prescriptive analytics is the third and final phase of business analytics (BA), which 
includes descriptive, predictive, and prescriptive analytics. It suggests decision 
options on how to take advantage of a future opportunity or mitigate a future risk and 
shows the implication of each decision option [1,2,3]. When applied to methods 
seeking to enhance a researcher’s performance, prescriptive analytics involves 
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prescribing an optimal result using various strategies for identifying research 
capabilities, subjects, and the time needed for achieving a goal. In this paper, a paper-
submission strategy is proposed to enrich future research performance by analyzing 
the current performance of researchers as a way to enhance their capabilities. 

2 Design of the Prescriptive-Analytics Platform 

The InSciTe system, developed to enhance the research capability of researchers, 
consists of three processes. First, the research performance of researchers is analyzed 
from past to present. Second, their role models are identified using the analyzed 
results. Finally, prescriptive analytics is performed using the 5W1H methodology. 
This final process provides an optimal scenario for achieving the goal, and results are 
estimated by expressing actions in terms of what to do (What), with whom to 
cooperate (With Whom), where to conduct research (Where), when to perform 
research (When), and why research should be conducted (Why). Together, these 
results form a strategy to achieving the goal in a manner consistent with the role 
model (How). Table 1 describes the respective functions of the 5W1H methodology. 

Table 1. Description of 5W1H questions [4,5] 

5W1H Description 

What to do It describes the goal of the research activities needed to 
follow the role model researchers 

With Whom It recommends appropriate researchers and organizations to 
do that and also describes the reason why they are 
recommended 

Where It provides recommendations for which companies or 
organizations are the most appropriate for them to reach the 
level of role model researchers Thus, to answer ‘Where,’ 
suitable organizations are suggested along with the reasons 
for why they are recommended. 

How/When It describes detailed strategies and future direction in each 
year for being like members in the selected role model group 

 
The plan developed by the InSciTe system for achieving research performance is 

based on rules and heuristics. However, detailed strategies are recommended and it is 
desirable to present future research directions based on a more systematic and 
optimized model. Hence, regarding the strategy for How/When, this paper introduces 
a model that recommends appropriate journals to researchers who plan to submit 
papers as an optimized method for improving their research capabilities in terms of 
their research performance. 
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Fig. 1. Springer’s journal selector 

Publishers such as Springer offer a journal-selector tool for recommending the 
appropriate journals to researchers. Springer’s journal selector,1 as shown in Fig. 1, 
recommends the most appropriate journal based on semantic technology when data is 
input from abstracts and research summaries. Search results are displayed in order of 
suitability and can be re-arranged based on the impact factor (IF), the publication 
interval, and the publishing model using the advanced-matching option. These tools 
recommend results according to the parameters inputted by users who subsequently 
select the appropriate journals for themselves. However, the model proposed in this 
paper uses an automated method without the need for users to intervene, and it offers 
a strategy for recommending journals that are appropriate to the respective research 
levels of users by analyzing their research performance and the subjects researchers 
have studied in the past and intend to study in the future. 

The most basic and important strategy for researchers in terms of their research 
performance is to find the most appropriate and influential journal suitable to their 
research levels. The considerations for implementing this strategy are numerous: 

 
1. Confirmation is sought as to whether the subject researched is included in the 

journal’s subject field. 
2. The level (SCI or SSCI) and the IF of the journal should be identified based on 

the journal’s rating and its IF. 
3. The publication period of the journal should be considered. To obtain 

performance results in a short period of time, a journal that publishes 
quickly—or one with a short publication interval or a high publication 
frequency—should be selected. 

 

                                                           
1  http://www.springer.com/gp/authors-editors/journal-author/ 
journal-author-helpdesk/preparation/1276 
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3 Journal-Recommendation Model 

The journal-recommendation model selects academic journals that enable researchers 
to improve their research performance by quantitatively and qualitatively analyzing 
information from their published papers. Researchers identify their research 
performance and establish role models using InSciTe’s analytics service explained in 
Section 2. To achieve their performance goals within a certain period of time based on 
their research performance and the role models, researchers are provided with 
strategies for submitting papers to journals sorted in optimal order. When these 
strategies are provided by the model, the journals to which a researcher will consider 
submitting should be judged by considering the items mentioned in the previous 
section. 

Before making a decision, a researcher must anticipate what might follow in terms 
of the research technology, IF, publication date, and consequences of any given 
decision. 

In this paper, the IFs of the journals in which the researchers published their papers 
were used to measure the research performance. The IF of an academic journal is a 
measure reflecting the average number of citations to recent articles published in the 
journal. The IF is one of the criteria for evaluating the influence and quality level of 
an academic journal. Although its effectiveness is controversial, the IF is the most 
common criterion used by researchers for selecting academic journals to publish their 
papers. It can also serve as the basis for evaluating the influence of academic journals, 
because journals with high IF values are believed to be subjected to a more rigorous 
editor- and peer-review process. 

In this paper, a researcher’s influence and impact is measured using the IF at the 
journal and category levels provided in the Journal Citation Report. 2  There are 
approximately 8,411 journal categories, and the method for recommending candidate 
journals appropriate to researchers is as follows. First, a list of suitable candidate 
journals is created by analyzing the researcher’s previous and current research 
techniques and by estimating their future research techniques. Subsequently, technical 
terms are extracted from the titles, abstracts, and author keywords in journals through 
a process of text mining. Thus, a list of the techniques frequently applied in the 
subject fields of each journal can be obtained. 

In the journal recommendation model, )ce(JtanAccep i  
refers to the likelihood of 

a paper being accepted when it is submitted to a particular journal. Its value is based 
on the two assumptions listed below. For high-performing researchers, journals 
accepting papers from authors with a relatively lower research performance than 
theirs tend to have higher )ce(JtanAccep i  values. It is defined as  

capa_r*w*
)J(IF

)t,J(cetanAccep t
i

i

1
=

                           (1) 

1. Journals with higher IF values have lower acceptance rate. 
2. Papers can more easily be submitted to journals with higher annual-publication 

frequencies.

 
 

                                                           
2 http://thomsonreuters.com/journal-citation-reports/ 
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Table 2. Description of acronyms 

Acronym Description 
n  Number of journal-candidate lists for the researcher 
t  For three years from now  
i  Index of journal-candidate lists( i =1,2,…, n )  
j  Index of each year 

)j,i(α  1 or 0, if iJ  is submitted in the year j   

capa_r  Capability of the researcher, average IF over the previous five 
years 

capa_elmodrole  Capability of the role model, average IF over the previous five 
years 

)ce(Jtanaccep i  Easiness of writing papers for the iJ  journal 

relavancytech_  Relevancy of the technology to the journal 

jw
 

Weight for submitting to the iJ  journal during the three years 

(0-1) 
)j(rewards  Reward weight per year 

totalN  
Number of papers that can be submitted to journals over three 
years 

maxN  
Maximum number of papers that can be submitted to journals in 
a year 

 
After analyzing the research capability and the number of published papers for 

each researcher, a combination that derives the maximum values is sought using the 
formula below. )( jrewards  refers to the reward that can be received by submitting a 

paper to the pertinent journal. The values 1.2, 1.1, and 1.0 are arbitrarily provided 
such that a higher reward value can be given when the paper is submitted more 
quickly. 

∑∑
t

j

n

i
ii )j(rewards*)J(relavancy_tech*)t,J(cetanaccep*)i,j(αMAX

1= 1=            
(2)

 

In the formula above, the number of papers that can be composed annually by the 
researcher and the criteria for reaching the performance level of the role model are 
reflected by the following constraints: maxN is the maximum number of papers that 

can be submitted annually by the researcher; totalN is the number of papers that can 

be submitted over three years; and the average IF value for the papers that have been 
written over the course of three years should be greater than the capability of the role-
model. These three constraints can be formalized as follows: 

max
j

n

i
N)i,j(α ≤∑∑

1

1= 1=                           
(3) 

total
j

n

i
Nijα =),(

3

1= 1=
∑∑                        (4) 
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n

i

N

IF_unalselectedjo
capa_elmodrole

∑

≤
1=

                (5) 

Table 3 indicates the results from deriving the optimal combination of the 
appropriate journals for researchers using the journal recommendation model 
proposed in this paper. Recommendation journals are ‘0306-4379’,’0167-
9236’,‘0925-9902’, ‘0306-4379’. If researchers succeed in submitting their papers to 
journals according to strategies suggested for the first, second, and third year, their 
research capabilities will reach those of their role models in terms of research 
performance. 

Table 3. Example of relevant-journal recommendations 

n issn IF 1st year 2nd year 3rd year year 

1 0942-4962 2.460 0.012385 0.025407 0.011687 
2 1066-2243 2.201 0.010979 0.028396 0.013062 
3 0925-9902 2.055 0.383429 0.760341 0.349757 
4 1536-1268 1.768 0.158065 0.671663 0.308965 
5 0306-4379 1.613 0.674778 1.084935 0.49907 
6 1570-7873 1.603 0.026216 0.077979 0.03587 
7 1365-8816 1.522 0.05177 0.123193 0.056669 
8 0950-5849 1.500 0.327786 0.375 0.1725 
9 0167-9236 1.158 1.654824 2.590674 1.19171 
10 1383-469X 1.109 0.049261 0.112714 0.051849 
11 1380-7501 1.014 0.497323 0.493097 0.226824 
12 0020-0190 0.833 0.454039 0.45018 0.207083 
13 0306-4573 0.817 0.298333 0.611995 0.281518 
14 0167-4048 0.596 0.10929 0.209732 0.096477 
15 1939-1374 0.551 0.244058 1.814882 0.834846 
16 1939-8018 0.488 0.18084 0.256148 0.117828 

4 Conclusions and Future Work 

Among the various methods for strengthening the performance of researchers, this 
paper proposed a journal-recommendation model that presents a strategy for reaching 
a research-performance goal to enhance a researcher’s performance capability. In 
proposing this journal-recommendation strategy, constraints were established, such as 
the target capability of the researcher, the researched technology, and the available 
time. Subsequently, optimal results that satisfied these constraints were obtained. 
Furthermore, it is anticipated that the journal-recommendation model proposed in this 
paper will be applied to the prescriptive-analytics services in the InSciTe, which 
supports the enhancement of research performance. 
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Abstract. This paper proposes an extended association rule mining algorithm to 
improve the accuracy of the Onto-Apriori algorithm which is one of the 
association rule mining algorithm. The Onto-Apriori algorithm considered the 
usage of ontology in the association rule mining algorithms. However it does 
not reflect relationships between items which might have similarity between 
them. Therefore generated rules from the algorithm are not sufficient to find 
association between items. To solve the problem, we propose an algorithm, 
XOnto-Apriori, that can generates association rules and can suggest more 
valuable candidate item sets applying ontology reasoning function. 
Experimental results show our proposed approach. The XOnto-Apriori 
algorithm shows more effective results. 

Keywords: association rules, mining methods and algorithms, personalization, 
ontology, reasoning. 

1 Introduction 

Nowadays, personalized recommendation is getting important and ontology tagging 
has an important role in business intelligence (BI) domain. With the recent influence 
of Web 2.0 and Internet of Things (IoT), an increasing number of Internet services 
support ontology tagging. The ontology tagging facilitates the classification and re-
searching of contents and enables interoperation based on the understanding of the 
meanings of contents. Furthermore, many studies are being conducted on 
personalized recommendation systems that provide users with the correct information 
according to their needs and preferences [1, 2]. In particular, electronic-commerce 
websites such as Amazon and eBay are already using personalized recommendation 
systems to provide personalized services to users, and they are attracting much 
interest from the business world and academic circles for their usefulness and value 
[3, 4]. However, studies on the application of the Semantic Web, which is actively 
being used these days to analyze information defined in different websites and to 
provide recommendations, are still insufficient. The reason is that it is difficult to 
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reflect and analyze the meaning information of various transactions that occurred 
from different web sites even though ontology tagging are used to classify those 
transactions to help understand the meaning among items [5]. 

Association rule mining has become more attractive for recommending systems 
because various methods have been proposed for efficiently mining association rules 
[6, 7]. However, most of the existing methods are only focusing their efficiency, but 
not enough effectiveness. There are many diverse approaches to solve above problem 
and to enhance the performance of personalized recommendation by discovering 
significant patterns [9], evaluating the novelty of rules [10]. Therefore, an algorithm, 
Onto-Apriori algorithm, was proposed to solve the problem that is produced by being 
dependent on statistical measurements [11]. The Onto-Apriori algorithm can actively 
analyze the purchasing tendency from various items by generating association rules 
from transactions with tagged ontologies. However, the Onto-Apriori algorithm has 
an issue that the ontology meaning cannot be sufficiently utilized because the 
algorithm only calculates support index without identifying the properties of items 
expressed by ontology and the relationships between classes. 

Thus, in this paper, we propose an extended Onto-Apriori algorithm, called XOnto-
Apriori, to resolve the problem of the Onto-Apriori. The Onto-Apriori algorithm 
generates rules by comparing the identifiers or names of ontology classes, while the 
XOnto-Apriori algorithm produces rules by inferring similar items using ontology 
reasoning functions with ontology properties. Experimental results show that the 
accuracy of personalized recommendations is higher than the previous algorithms and 
rule generation time is reduced. 

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the 
details of our proposed algorithm, which highlights an association rule mining process 
with the proposed algorithm. In section 3, we describe a prototype system for 
personalized recommendation system based on the proposed algorithm and 
experimental setting. We analyze and validate the results achieved in section 4. 
Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.  

2 XOnto-Apriori Algorithm 

2.1 Overall Process for a Recommendation System 

The overall process for a recommendation system is shown in the figure 1 including 
XOnto-Apriori algorithm. The proposed algorithm generates association rules using 
transactions that have passed through the pre-processing step. Once the patterns of the 
extracted association rules are analyzed, and the rules are generated. Based on that 
rules, the recommendation engine can suggest users who can get recommendations 
items from this system. Because Ontology can represent relations and concepts about 
items and transactions the proposed algorithm also apply the Ontology concept to 
Apriori algorithms. 
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Fig. 1. The overall process of the prototype system for recommendation based on XOnto-
Apriori algorithm 

2.2 Ontology 

Ontology is a formal and explicit specification of shared conceptualization [12]. 
Ontology also widely used to describe the hidden structured or semi-structured 
knowledge in a domain of interest. 

 

Fig. 2. An ontology schema and examples for representing classes and properties which are 
widely used in SNS applications 

Therefore for considering transaction data, we defined an ontology schema as 
shown on the left in the figure 2. The ontology schema contains key classes with their 
own properties which can be used as important features to merge the same items 
which can be appeared in different applications such as Facebook, twitter, and so on. 
Through the information such as classes and properties, we can acquire the support 
and confidence indexes which are used to extract association rules from different 
transactions. An example for transaction items is shown on the right in the figure 2. 
Each application instance is created by following the defined ontology schema.  

Table 1 represents sample transactions with items. Each item means that an 
application name which is downloaded by users on their smartphone. tn is a part of the 
transaction set of users, which is used to explain the algorithm as an application 
example. 
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Table 1. An initial set for testing to the XOnto-Apriori mining process 

Transaction Smartphone application 

t1 {<Twitter>, <WhatsApp>, <Buzz>, <iLoaderforFacebook>} 
t2 {<Twitter>, <Facebook>, <AwesomeNote>, <Informant>} 
t3 {<AwesomeNote>, <Informant>, <Bump>} 
t4 {<Twitter>, <Bump>} 
t5 {<Twitter>, <Facebook>, <AwesomeNote>, <Informant>} 
t6 {<WhatsApp>, <Foursquare>, <Buzz>} 
t7 {<Twitter>, <WhatsApp>, <Facebook>, <AwesomeNote>} 
t8 {<AwesomeNote>, <Informant>, <iLoaderforFacebook>} 

2.3 XOnto-Apriori Mining Process 

This section describes the mining process of the proposed algorithm with an 
application example in SNS. In Apriori algorithms, the support and confidence are 
widely used to generate rules. Therefore the XOnto-Apriori algorithm also uses the 
concept of support and confidence and the algorithm extends the support and 
confidence with the properties of X and Y for the problem as shown in the expressions 
below. 

Support = {Reasoning(X, ) ∪ Reasoning(Y, )}
 

Confidence = {Reasoning(X, ) ∪ Reasoning(Y, )}Reasoning(X, )  

 

(1)

(2)

Table 2 shows the list of frequent-item sets F1, which is generated by calculating 
the support considering the number of reasoning count from initial item sets as shown 
the table 1. Each candidate item cn, which is a subset of transaction collections consist 
of only one element. Because <Facebook> and <iLoaderforFacebook> items can be 
similar, a new candidate item will be generated as one item based on their properties 
using ontology reasoning function, while they have different property about operating 
systems. For the new candidate item, the name is generated by combining with the 
logical sign + like c10, and the support of the new candidate item is also newly 
calculated. According to this rule, <Facebook> and <iLoaderforFacebook> become 
different items, and their support is smaller than the minimum support, and they are 
not selected as level-three candidates. 

While the proposed algorithm generates a new candidate item set with the similar 
items and infers them as the same items when calculating the support; thus, they have 
the support of 5/8. It allows <Facebook> and <iLoaderforFacebook> to be generated 
as level-three candidate items, and allows the maintenance of the downward property, 
which is a principle of the Apriori algorithm. 
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Table 2. A list of the level-two candidate item set derived from the iteration process 

Candidate item set Support 
c1 = <Twitter> 5/8 
c2 = <WhatsApp> 3/8 
c3 = <Facebook> 3/8 
c4 = <AwesomeNote> 5/8 
c5 = <Informant> 4/8 
c6 = <Bump> 2/8 
c7 = <Foursquare> 1/8 
c8 = <Buzz> 2/8 
c9 = <iLoaderforFacebook> 2/8 
c10 = <Facebook, iLoaderforFacebook> 
 <Facebook + iLoaderforFacebook> 5/8 

 
We can extract the second frequent-item sets F2 such as {<Twitter>}, 

{<Facebook>}, {<Bump>}, and {<Twitter>, <Facebook>} by comparing the support 
of C2, which is a level-two candidate with the minimum support 0.5. If the candidate 
generation algorithm is performed once again, we can retrieve the level-three 
candidate items as shown in Table 3. 

Table 3. A list of the level-three candidate item set derived from the iteration process 

Candidate item set Support 
c1 = <<Twitter>, <Facebook + iLoaderforFacebook>> 4/8 
c2 = <<Twitter>, <AwesomeNote>> 3/8 
c3 = <<Twitter>, <Informant>> 2/8 
c4 = <<Facebook + iLoaderforFacebook>, <AwesomeNote>> 3/8 
c5 = <<Facebook + iLoaderforFacebook>, <Informant>> 3/8 
c6 = <<AwesomeNote>, <Informant>> 4/8 

 
As the subsets generated from frequent-item set F3, which has the minimum 

support C3 or greater support, are no longer extracted as frequent items, they become 
the final frequent-item set. The association rule set R is shown in the table 4. As all 
the association rules of R have a confidence greater than minconf 0.5, they are used as 
the final association rules for recommendations. 

Table 4. A list of the level-three candidate item set with each confidence value 

Candidate item set Confidence 
r1 = <Twitter> → <Facebook + iLoaderforFacebook> 4/5 
r2 = <Facebook + iLoaderforFacebook> → <Twitter> 4/5 
r3 = <AwesomeNote> → <Informant> 4/5 
r4 = <Informant> → <AwesomeNote> 4/4 
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3 Comparative Evaluations 

This clause compares the proposed XOnto-Apriori algorithm with Onto-Apriori 
algorithm including xPMiner proposed for applying ontologies into Apriori algorithm 
which is a plug-in for the Protégé ontology tool [13]. 

3.1 Scalability 

The processing time is one of the most important features for comparing the proposed 
algorithm to others. Therefore, we measured the time while increasing the minimum 
support and the number of transaction item sets. 

 

Fig. 3. Time comparison results about transaction size between the proposed algorithms and 
other algorithms 

Fig. 3 shows the processing time measurements that were made while varying the 
minimum support and the number of item sets. The lower the minimum support is, the 
more the candidate item sets and the lower the processing speed. When the number of 
item sets is increased, the overhead increases because the number of comparisons 
increases in the process of generating the candidate item sets.  

Fig. 4 shows the processing speed measurements of each algorithm by changing 
the minimum support. The lower the minimum support is, the greater the item count of 
the candidate sets, which considerably decreases the association rule extraction speed. 
When the minimum support was low, the XOnto-Apriori algorithm had a lower 
performance time than the other algorithms. As the minimum support was raised, 
however, the processing speed is reduced. Hence the XOnto-Apriori algorithm can 
improve the processing time because it can extract meaningful association rules 
through the ontology inference even if a high minimum support is set. At low 
minimum supports such as 0.1, the XOnto-Apriori showed lower performance 
compared to the conventional algorithms because as most frequent items are selected 
as candidate items, the effect of the items added through property comparison is low. 
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Fig. 4. The minsup results between the proposed algorithms and other algorithms 

3.2 Precision and Recall 

The rule generation results of the proposed algorithm are evaluated via precision and 
recall. Precision represents the number of proper rules in the generated rules, and 
recall represents the number of extracted rules in all the proper rules. As precision and 
recall are inversely proportional to each other, if the minimum support is raised to 
increase the precision, most of the proper rules cannot be extracted. 

 

Fig. 5. Precision-recall results among three algorithms compared 

Fig. 5 shows the evaluation result of precision and recall. When the minimum 
support is raised to improve precision, the number of items Cn is decreased and it 
resulted in lower recall. The Onto-Apriori algorithm shows the lowest precision and 
recall. On the other hand, the XOnto-Apriori algorithm shows the best precision and 
recall because it applies even similar items to rule generation through the inference of 
ontology properties. 

4 Conclusion 

This paper proposed the XOnto-Apriori algorithm. The proposed algorithm as an 
extension of the Onto-Apriori algorithm is designed to enhance precision and recall 
rate by supporting ontology inference facility. The evaluation results showed that the 
XOnto-Apriori can get better performance than the others in terms of time and 
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transaction size. It means that even though items are derived from different domains, 
if the items are represented by ontologies then the proposed algorithm can 
recommend specific items to users based on their preference applying different 
association rule strategies. Future studies need to be focused on big data environment. 
It means that the time for generating association rules and extracting candidate items 
needs many iteration times. 
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Abstract. Due to the development of IT and scientific technology, huge 
amounts of data are continuously being created and the big data era can be said 
to have arrived. Therefore, triple store inserting and inquiring into knowledge 
bases has to be scaled up in order to deal with such large sources of data. To 
this end, we propose a triple store system based on a distributed database that 
uses bulk-loading for billions of triples to store data and to respond to user 
queries quickly. In order to achieve this purpose, we introduce a bulk-loading 
algorithm using the MapReduce framework and the SPARQL query processing 
engine to connect to a large distributed database. Experimental results show that 
the proposed bulk-loading algorithm can use 101K triples per second to load 
approximately 33 billion triples. This implies that we will be able to deal with 
billions of triples.   

Keywords: triple store, Hadoop, MapReduce, RDF, big data. 

1 Introduction 

IT and science technology have developed so much that a huge amount of data is 
continuously being generated. In the past several decades, we have analyzed data 
using sampling techniques. However, in current days, we can analyze entire sets of 
data because we have entered the era of big data [1]. The data have become the most 
important element for the analysis. To popularize the use of valuable data, data are 
published using an open knowledge base. We call such a knowledge base LOD 
(Linked Open Data). An LOD is constructed using a collaboration of the intelligence 
of many people. The LOD set considered in this research consists of billions of triples 
that represent the relationship between entities. As the size of the LOD can very 
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rapidly increase, the study of large triple store management of such large sources of 
triple data is being actively pursued. 

Jena-Hbase [2] and H2RDF [3] are the main studies so far in this field. They store 
the data to Hbase [4], which is a distributed database for big data. Also, they process 
queries by connecting Hbase to Jena [5], which is a well-known SPARQL query 
processor. SPARQL is the query language for inquiring into the knowledge base.  

In this paper, by analyzing the above two main studies, we design a triple storage 
scheme that can allow us to efficiently search billions of triples. And, we develop a 
MapReduce framework [6] based bulk-loading algorithm to store massive triple data 
efficiently for the proposed storage scheme. In addition, we also design a SPARQL 
query processing algorithm to connect to the proposed triple store.  

2 Related Works 

There have been two main triple stores for managing big data. They are Jena-Hbase 
[2], which was proposed by V. Khadilkar1 et al and H2RDF [3], which was proposed 
by N. Papailiou et al.  

At first, the research group that developed Jena-Hbase proposed six storage 
schemes for indexing triples. Those storage schemes are called the simple, vertically 
partitioned indexed, hybrid, hash, and indexed storage schemes. Jena-Hbase 
integrated Hbase (i.e. the distributed database) with Jena (i.e. a SPARQL query 
processing engine). The authors of Jena-Hbase evaluated all six storage schemes in 
terms of query processing time. As a result, the hybrid storage scheme was found to 
have the best performance among the six schemes. The hybrid storage scheme is 
made using a combination of simple and vertically partitioned storage schemes. The 
simple storage scheme stores the subject, predicate, and object indexing tables. The 
vertically partitioned storage scheme makes the indexing tables for each predicate. 
However, this system has a problem in dealing with massive data because the authors 
only evaluated small sets of triples.  

Next, the study of H2RDF proposed a MapReduce based bulk-loading algorithm 
that is inserted into Hbase. H2RDF indexes all triple patterns such as SPO, SOP, PSO, 
POS, OSP, and OPS, where S, P, and O represent the subject, predicate, and object of 
the triple element analysis, respectively. H2RDF processes SPARQL queries as 
follows. First, it analyzes the query patterns using triple statistics. If a join cost of a 
query is high or a result set is very large, then the query is processed using the 
MapReduce framework. H2RDF has an advantage when processing queries using the 
MapReduce framework because H2RDF indexes all triple patterns. However, in 
general, the number of predicates is much fewer than that of subjects or objects, so 
that the system suffers from searching overhead when searching by the predicate.  

3 Triple Store for Billions of Triples 

The researchers who created Jena-Hbase proposed various triple storage schemes and 
evaluated those schemes in terms of query processing time. As a result, the hybrid 
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3.2 Bulk-Loading Algorithm 

The loading of triple data consists of several MapReduce job work flows. Also, the 
triple store generates intermediate results for each MapReduce job as a compression 
file. The snappy compression codec [7] is generally used for compression since the 
compression velocity is fast and the compression ratio is adaptable.  

As can be seen in Figure 2, the loading algorithm works via the following steps. 
First, the map function splits the values of S, P, and O of the triple and then the reduce 
function aggregates and counts the divided data. Triple statistic data is built by 
counting the information; statistical data is used to analyze the query pattern. 
Counting information also is used for standardization in the pre-split regions, which 
are the the block units in Hbase.   

Second, the map function merges divided triple data, such as the S, P, and O data, 
and then the reduce function removes duplicated data. After that, triple store provides 
a sequential key for the intermediate data in order to generate the dictionary data.  

Third, the map function sorts by entities of the dictionary data and by subjects of 
the triple data. It also converts predicate triples to index data using an in-memory 
hashing table because the number of predicates is very few. The reduce function 
converts subjects of triples to encoded data. After that, the second MapReduce job 
converts objects of triples to encoded data.  

Finally, after the encoded data are generated, triple store loads the dictionary and 
the encoded data. To do this, triple store makes tables using the pre-split method 
described in the first step. After that, triple store executes the MapReduce jobs and 
loads the data using the Hbase bulk-loading library for each index table, such as SPO, 
SOP, OPS, and OSP. In addition, in the case of tables that index predicates, triple 
store should be make tables for each predicate instance. Therefore, the MapReduce 
job partitions the triple data by predicates and then triple store loads each set of 
partitioned triple data.  

 

Fig. 2. Work flow of MapReduce based bulk-loading algorithm 
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3.3 Query Processing Algorithm  

As can be seen in Fig. 3, we have designed the query processing algorithm for the 
proposed triple store. First, when a user query is given, triple store encodes the URIs 
from the query using the dictionary encoding table. Second, triple store predicts the 
join cost of the query by analyzing the triple statistics. Third, if triple store predicts 
that the query will require a high join costs or a very large query result set, then 
MapReduce jobs are launched for each query pattern. The map function searches a 
query triple pattern given by the divided region in Hbase. The reduce function 
aggregates from the output of the map function. Otherwise, triple store searches the 
query results using the Jena SPARQL query processing engine connected to Hbase. 
Finally, the query results are converted from encoded data to real URIs or Literal data 
using the dictionary decoding table. The final query results are transferred to the 
client or to the user.     

 

Fig. 3. Workflow of SPARQL query processing  

The proposed triple store has distinct advantages, as follows. First, since all triple 
indices store to Hbase, the join cost of query processing can be minimized. Second, as 
the dictionary encoding key is sequential and compresses to bytes, those bytes of data 
enable triple store to manage storage space efficiently, especially when triple store 
manages billions of triple data, and the compressed representation has more stronger. 
Third, dictionary encoding and loading of billions of triples cause very intensive disk 
I/O and network communications. The proposed system of triple store uses a snappy 
codec to reduce the size of intermediate files while it generates a shuffling step, a part 
of the MapReduce job.  

4 Experimental Results  

In this section, we present the preliminary loading evaluation results for billions of 
triples. For this performance evaluation, 21 servers each with eight Intel i7 cores, 32 
GByte memories, and 2 TB storages were used; we used Hadoop 1.2.1 and Hbase 
0.96. Hadoop Cluster consists of 1 master server and 20 slave servers. For the data 
set, we generate an LUBM 240 K data set using benchmark software [8]. To generate 
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the data fast, we allocate 12 servers to generate the LUBM data set and each server 
generates 20 K universities’ information. Each server generates approximately 2.7 
billion triples. The total quantity of the triple data used in the evaluation is 
33,305,892,863 triples (approximately 33 billion triples). We measure the loading 
time for each step of the proposed bulk-loading algorithm. And, we calculate the 
triple loading rate (TPS) using Equation 1.  Triples Per Seconds (TPS) = the number of triplestotal loading  seconds                                      (1) 

Table 1. Loading Performance 

Step Time(seconds) 
Making dictionary  141917.475 
Encoding triple set  51840.525 
Loading dictionary table 16268 
Loading encoded triples 
(computation) 

114761.62 

Total loading time 324787.62 
 
As can be seen in Table 1, the total loading time for 33 billion triples is 324787.62 

seconds. Since we are working on evaluating loading time for encoded triples, we 
simulated loading encoded triples time as a performance of 27 billion triples. This 
time can be converted to 101 KTPS. This means that our proposed triple store can 
manage billions of triples. 

5 Conclusion 

We propose triple store for fast searching to billions of triples. For this, we design 
storage scheme, bulk-loading algorithm and query processing technique. Proposed 
storage scheme has all patterns of triples and tables for each predicates for fast search. 
To load billions of triples, bulk-loading algorithm converts triples to encoded data and 
use MapReduce framework to load billions of triples. As an experimental result, the 
loading performance of 33billion triple shows that it can deal with billions of triples.  

In further research, we would like to study about query optimization and reasoning 
for efficiently searching billions of triples.  
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Abstract. We introduce a revised way of inspecting retrieval engines based on 
the term’s weight which we call it as discrimination power of a term. The aim 
of this methodology is to make engine developers find the indexing or query 
processing components that are problematic in ranking retrieved documents. 
The internal processes of indexing and query processing are modeled in a 
Bayesian inference network. The nodes in this model can be terms, phrases, 
sentences, documents, etc. The layers represent internal step-by-step processing 
components like stemming, tokenizing, POS Tagging, parsing, etc. By 
computing and showing the extent to which each node plays a role in causing a 
relevant (or irrelevant) document to be ranked high (or low), the proposed 
method can signal the nodes to be examined and hence the components to be 
modified. We insist that the proposed method can be used for automatic failure 
analysis of a system with test runs and that its effectiveness can be improved 
even automatically. 

Keywords: Failure Inspection, Discrimination Power, Retrieval Engine, 
Bayesian Inference Network, Term Weighting. 

1 Introduction 

For decades, researchers in Information Retrieval (IR) have developed various search 
models and methods for various components to improve retrieval effectiveness. The 
usual steps for improvements have been to implement a new idea and several existing 
ones for that new idea to be compared against, often by building multiple versions of 
a retrieval system, running experiments with a test collection, and confirming the new 
idea. In this cycle, it can take the researcher a significant amount of time and effort to 
analyze the data and conjecture what might have gone wrong by focusing on certain 
failures. This failure analysis often includes examinations of rankings and similarity 
values of low-ranked relevant documents as well as high-ranked irrelevant 
documents. As a result, the researcher can identify possible causes in various 
components and algorithms and modify them for another round of experiments. 
However, discovering a fault in algorithms and system components is almost an art, 
which requires not only time and effort for the various runs of experiments with 
different parameter values and changes of the components but also insight obtained 
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through research experience. The difficulties in identifying exact causes for failures 
stem from the fact that an IR system consists of many components that affect the final 
ranked results. Therefore, we have been studied on how to identify clues for failures 
causes since 2012[9,10,11]. We have modeled the retrieval process, including 
document and query analyses, in a Bayesian inference network[3,5], in which nodes 
and layers represent terms and different processing components, respectively. By 
computing and showing the extent to which each node plays a role in causing a 
relevant (or irrelevant) document to be ranked high (or low), the proposed method can 
signal the nodes to be examined and hence the components to be modified. By 
aggregating this information over a set of queries, the user of this tool would be able 
to identify which nodes are problematic and hence which layers (i.e. components) 
need to be modified. A clear strength of the inference net-based IR models is that they 
allow for both structured queries with a rich set of probabilistic operators and a 
principled way to combine multiple sources of evidence[5,6,7]. 

The previous work [11] introduced a semi-automatic seeing through retrieval 
engines. However, it uses the formula and the methodology introduced in our other 
work[9,10] of discrimination power, which is designed not for failure analysis but for 
term weighting. So, we introduce advanced formula of discrimination power for 
seeing through search engines and show its effectiveness via experiments and results. 

2 Related Work 

To our knowledge, a relatively recent workshop held in the summer of 2003 is the 
only concerted effort of research on failure analysis; the analysis undertaken at this 
workshop was also different from instances of failure analysis often found in 
individual research papers. The RIA (Reliable Information Access) workshop 
organized by NIST ran for six weeks with the goal of understanding the contributions 
of both system variability factors and topic variability factors in IR engines to overall 
retrieval variability[2]. The workshop brought together seven different top research IR 
systems and set them to common tasks. In the workshop, several tools are utilized for 
failure analysis, such as Waterloo User Interface (WUI), Beadplot from NIST, AWB 
from Clairvoyance, and SMART_retro1. 

The WUI, a major tool used for examining retrieved documents for a system, 
provides relevant/irrelevant or retrieved/non-retrieved information for a user selected 
topic. BeadPlot enables a visual comparison between a target ranking and each of 
several other retrieval rankings by showing whether the color patterns of the two 
rankings are similar. On the other hand, AWB allows for grouping of documents by 
arbitrary pipe-lined filters, with each having an analysis or clustering of the groups. 
The SMART_retro offers a special ability in that it attempts to construct an optimal 
vector query given by aggregating all the relevant documents for a query[1]. 

3 Discrimination Power 

We refine the concept of discrimination power (DP) introduced in the previous 
work[9,10] in order to apply it to failure analysis of search engines. The DP is a 
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term’s ability to correctly discriminate relevant documents from irrelevant ones for a 
set of past queries. In the context of our inference net based failure analysis, DP can 
be computed for any internal nodes, including different representations of queries for 
a certain information need, although we limit our discussion to the nodes in the 
document processing layers. DP is computed based on the degree to which a term 
separates the similarity distributions of relevant and irrelevant documents. To do this, 
we first need to define the concept of position correctness of a ranked document. For 
an intuitive understanding of the concept, suppose there are 20 ranked documents 
including 6 relevant and 14 irrelevant ones. In an ideal case, all the relevant 
documents are ranked first and the irrelevant ones follow in the result list. By 
measuring the distance between the actual position of the document and its ideal 
position, we can compute the degree of position correctness. Since the internal 
rankings among the relevant documents and among the irrelevant documents are 
unimportant for this computation, we posit that in the ideal situation, all the relevant 
documents should be ranked at the first position and all the irrelevant ones at the last 
position. 

We define CR and CN as position correctness for a relevant and non-relevant 
document, Di, respectively, with its similarity, Simi and rank, Ranki, as follows: 

CR (Simi,Ranki )=(Rank PowerR )*(Similarity PowerR ) 

 

CN (Simi,Ranki )=(Rank PowerN )*(Similarity PowerN ) 

 

where N=Predefined # of Documents (the size of a run), Ranki=Rank of document 
i (Ranki∈{1,2, …. ,N}), Simi=Similarity value of document i (0≤Simi≤1), 
SimMAX=Maximum similarity value, and SimMIN=Minimum similarity value. 

Now, using CR and CN, we can define DP as follows: 

 

where α is a parameter for the importance of relevant documents, and R1 and R2 
are the numbers of relevant and irrelevant documents in the retrieved list. The 
Bel(N|Q,D) is the belief score of a node in the inference network[4]. Since DP(Nij|Qq) 
is dependent on a particular query, Qq, we can compute the average DP over all the 
queries as follows. 
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In order to distribute the DP values with their center at 0, we subtract from 
DPavg(Nij) the average of DPavg(Nij)’s for all the sibling nodes on the layer i. 

                        (1) 

where A is an amplifier for a small DP value. The final DP(Nij) is considered to be a 
goodness value for a node; it is based on past queries and their relevance judgments 
but independent of any particular query or document. 

4 Verification 

While the overall approach to failure analysis we propose in this paper can be best 
evaluated by developing a tool and having it evaluated based on a user study 
involving search engine developers and researchers, such a test environment would be 
hard to construct. Besides, it would be difficult to quantify the benefits of such a tool 
in comparison with other tools. Instead of trying to directly prove a general statement 
that such a tool using inference network representation of system components would 
help users reduce the amount of time required for failure analysis, we attempt to show 
that knowledge about an individual node’s inherent value measured by DP is useful. 
DP values for individual nodes allow the users to identify problematic layers and 
change them as a way to adjust their belief values. In this Section, we show that the 
DP values of nodes are indeed useful in adjusting the node belief values and 
subsequently enhance retrieval effectiveness. To this end, we revise the belief 
computation to include DP(Nij), an inherent value of Nij, in addition to the 
document/query dependent belief calculation part, P(Nij|Qq,Dd). The final belief 
calculation formula is as follows: 

 

          (2) 

where the query/document independent probability of Nij, which is estimated by 
DP, is multiplied. 

For comparison purposes, we built two retrieval engines: one is the base line 
engine that includes tokenization, normalizing & stopping, and stemming 
components, and the other is the same engine except that DP scores are used in 
calculating belief values. The first search engine is actually a special case of a more 
generalized engine with the value of DP being 1. Our hypothesis is that a search 
engine using DP values for belief calculation would improve retrieval effectiveness 
over the baseline engine.  We used the TREC-3 collection for evaluation, which 
contains about 740k documents that amount to about 3GB, and 50 queries from 151 to 
200. We indexed the documents using the proposed multi-layered inference network. 
The experimental search engine is a basic one consisting of a document layer, a  
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tokenizing layer, a normalizing & stopping layer, and a stemming layer. The nodes in 
the document layer correspond to the documents themselves, whereas those on the 
tokenizing layer are terms tokenized by predefined delimiting characters such as 
blanks, special characters, etc. The normalizing layer just converts uppercase letters to 
lowercase. We borrow both the stopwords and the Porter stemmer module from the 
Indri system. In the belief calculation for each layer, we had to determine a method 
for computing the weight of a node. For this, we used a standard TF and BM25[8]’s 
IDF. There are 50 queries in the TREC-3 collection, 49 of which were used for 
training the DP score for each node and the rest for testing. Training DP scores means 
that we obtained DP scores for all the nodes in the inference network according to 
Equation (1). 

5 Results 

We compared the results between the DP applied search and the basic search. The 
basic search engine includes four document processing layers: tokenizing, 
normalizing, stopping, and stemming layers. There are five pairs of bars, each of 
which corresponds to different cases: the baseline and the four cases in which DP was 
used for the nodes on all the four layers, on the 2nd (tokenizing) layer only, on the 3rd 
(normalizing & stopping) later only , and on the 4th (stemming) layer only, 
respectively. For each case, the taller bar indicates the MAP (Mean Average 
Precision) value whereas the shorter one shows the % increase in MAP compared to 
the baseline. The baseline system produced 0.2203 of MAP while the DP applied 
search system in all the layers achieved a 13.20% increase compared to the baseline. 
The results clearly show that using DP values for belief calculations improves system 
effectiveness and makes us believe that presenting users with information on DP 
values for the nodes would be helpful in identifying problematic nodes and layers. 

6 Conclusions 

We have presented a novel failure analysis method that can help IR engine developers 
in failure analysis. The method provides a graphical user interface that enables 
researchers to examine all nodes and their relations in an inference network. It also 
offers groups of outstanding nodes that may give hints of failure sources using a node’s 
advanced Discrimination Power, which is the inherent importance of a single node.  
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Abstract. The existing IP mobility management protocols such as mobile IPv6 
(MIPv6) and proxy mobile IPv6 (PMIPv6) are based on a centralized mobility 
entity, which processes all control and data traffic together. However, these 
centralized mobility management protocols have some limitations such as traf-
fic concentration into the core network and serious service degradation by a 
single point of failure, etc. Therefore, in this paper, in order to overcome these 
limitations, we propose an enhanced signal-driven PMIPv6 for distributed mo-
bility control. Numerical results indicate that the proposed scheme has apparent 
potentials to alleviate serious limitations of a related distributed mobility man-
agement protocol (i.e., signal-driven PMIPv6 (S-PMIP)) as well as PMIPv6, 
while reducing the total mobility management cost. 

Keywords:  Proxy Mobile IPv6, Signal-driven Proxy Mobile IPv6, Distributed 
Mobility Management. 

1 Introduction 

The current IP mobility management protocols such as PMIPv6 [1] rely on a central 
mobility entity (i.e., local mobility anchor (LMA)) that manages both data plane and 
control plane. Therefore, they result in significant amount of data and control traffic 
being pushed into the central mobility entity of core network, which may cause serious 
bottleneck. In addition, the use of such a central mobility entity may be vulnerable to a 
single point of failure and degrade overall system performance seriously [2, 3, 4].  

In order to overcome such limitations of centralized mobility management, IETF 
has recently discussed the Distributed Mobility Management (DMM) [2, 3], which 
can be considered as the partially distributed approach where only data plane is dis-
tributed and the fully distributed approach where both data and control planes are 
distributed in the network. In [3, 4], as a partially distributed approach, S-PMIP was 
proposed, which introduces the querying mechanism to find the mobile node’s 
(MN’s) location from the LMA when the data packets sent from the correspondent 
node (CN) arrive at the CN’s mobile access gateway (MAG), and thus enables the 
splitting of control plane and data plane by placing the routing functionality at MAGs. 
                                                           
* Funding for this paper was provided by Namseoul University.  
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However, even if S-PMIP is an efficient distributed mobility approach, it still can’t 
solve the following problems: i) the potential bottleneck at LMA that may be incurred 
by a huge number of proxy binding update (PBU) messages, and ii) long handover 
delay and packet losses due to long distance between LMA and MAG. Therefore, in 
order to alleviate such problems, we propose a pointer forwarding-based S-PMIP, 
called FS-PMIP, which adapts the well-known pointer forwarding concept [5, 6, 7] to 
S-PMIP for more efficient PMIPv6-based distributed mobility management.  

2 An Enhanced Signal-Driven PMIPv6 for Distributed Mobility 
Control 

We propose a pointer forwarding-based S-PMIP, called FS-PMIP, which adapts the 
pointer forwarding concept to S-PMIP for more efficient PMIPv6-based distributed 
mobility management. In order to do this, we assume that the MN’s predefined-
pointer forwarding threshold (K) and the MN’s current pointer forwarding length 
(Kcur) that increases by 1 if Kcur is less than K whenever the MN crosses the MAG 
coverage area. Also, we assume that the MN’s current MAG’s proxy-CoA can be 
additionally included in the AAA server when compared with PMIPv6. 

The illustrative operational example of FS-PMIP is shown in Fig.1. First of all, the 
binding update procedures are as follows. When an MN1 first enters the PMIPv6 
domain and attaches to an access network connected to the MAG1 (Step 1), the 
MAG1 sends an AAA query message including the MN1’s identifier and the MN1’s 
current MAG’s (i.e., MAG1’s) proxy-CoA to the AAA server (Step 2). After  
receiving the AAA query message, the AAA server performs the following three  
procedures:  
 

(a) The determination of where to send the PBU message after comparing 
between the MN1’s Kcur and K: if Kcur is less than K, the value of Kcur 
is increased by 1 (Initially, the value of Kcur at AAA server is configured 
with -1). In this case, the PBU/PBA message exchanges with the previous-
ly-visited MAG, not LMA, are performed after the current (i.e., new) MAG 
receives the AAA reply message. On the other hand, if Kcur is equal to K, 
the value of Kcur is reset to 0. In this case, the PBU/PBA message ex-
changes with LMA are performed just like in PMIPv6. 

(b) The creation of the AAA reply message including either the MN1’s pre-
vious MAG’s proxy-CoA (in case of Kcur < K) or the MN1’s LMA ad-
dress (in case of Kcur = 0 or K), and then storing the MN1’s current 
MAG’s proxy-CoA (i.e., MAG1’s proxy-CoA) in the AAA server.  

(c) Normal authentication procedure defined in PMIPv6.  
 

After that, the AAA server sends the AAA reply message to the MAG1 (Step 3). 
Note here that if the MN1 first enters the PMIPv6 domain, the previous MAG’s 
proxy-CoA will be null. Otherwise, this address will be the MN1’s previously-visited  
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Fig. 1. The illustrative example of FS-PMIP 

MAG’s proxy-CoA. Then, since Kcur is equal to 0, the proxy binding update (PBU) 
and the proxy binding acknowledgement (PBA) messages are exchanged between 
MAG1 and LMA just like in PMIPv6 (Steps 4~5). Then, when the MN1 attaches to 
MAG2 coverage area (Step 6), after the AAA query/reply message exchanges be-
tween MAG2 and AAA server are performed just in the same manner as mentioned in 
Steps 2~3, the tunnel originating from the MAG1’s proxy-CoA is setup by PBU/PBA 
message exchanges between MAG1 and MAG2 (Step 7).  

Similarly, when the MN1 attaches to MAG3 coverage area (Step 8), the tunnel origi-
nating from the MAG2’s proxy-CoA is also setup by PBU/PBA message exchanges 
between MAG2 and MAG3 (Step 9). For simplicity, the AAA query/reply message 
exchanges when the MN1 enters the MAG2 and MAG3 coverage areas are not drawn in 
Fig.1, and these procedures follow the same manners in Steps 2~3 in Fig.1. 

Now, the packet delivery procedures are as follows. As shown in Fig.1, the CN sends 
data packets to the MN1 (Step 10). Then, the CN-MAG (i.e., CN’s MAG) sends a 
proxy binding query (PBQ) message to the LMA in order to find the MN1’s anchor 
MAG (Step 11) (In this paper, we call the MN1’s MAG which has last registered with 
the LMA as the MN1’s anchor MAG.). On the reception of the PBQ message, the LMA 
responds with a proxy query acknowledgement (PQA) message including the MN1’s 
anchor MAG’s proxy-CoA to the CN-MAG after lookup of its binding cache (Step 12). 
During this process, the CN-MAG starts buffering the data packets received from the 
CN to prevent the packet losses. Now, the CN-MAG sends the data packets directly to 
the MN1’s anchor MAG (Step 13). Then, as shown in Fig.1, the data packets are deliv-
ered from MAG1 to MAG2, and from MAG2 to MAG3 through the lookup processes 
of the MN1’s binding caches at MAG1 and MAG2 (Steps 14~15). Finally, the MAG3 
(i.e., MN-MAG) forwards the data packets to the MN1 (Step 16).  
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Table 1. Parameters used for cost analysis 

Parameter Description   

)( SLE  The average session length (in numbers of packets) 

)( CNE  The average number of MAG coverage area crossings during  
a communication session 

lmd  The transmission cost of a single packet between LMA and MAG 

cmd  The transmission cost of a single packet between CN-MAG and  
anchor MAG 

mmd  The transmission cost of a single packet between old MAG and  
new MAG 

ρ  The transmission cost of a single packet in the wireless link between  
MAG and MN 

K The predefined pointer forwarding threshold 
X
BUC  Binding update cost of X scheme (X ∈ {PMIP, SPMIP, FSPMIP}) 
X
PDC  Packet delivery cost of X scheme (X ∈ {PMIP, SPMIP, FSPMIP}) 

3 Analytical Modeling 

In this section, we analytically derive the total costs of PMIPv6, S-PMIP, and FS-
PMIP, respectively.  For the analysis, we consider the binding update (BU) cost and 
packet delivery (PD) cost during an MN’s communication session. Table 1 shows the 
parameters used for analytical modeling. Generally, the total cost of a mobility man-
agement scheme can be composed of BU cost and PD cost. Thus, based on the opera-
tional procedures of BU and PD in PMIPv6, each cost of PMIPv6 can be expressed as  

 lmC
PMIP
BU dNEC )(2=  (4.1) 

  )()(2 ρ+= lmS
PMIP
PD dLEC   (4.2) 

Similarly, the BU and PD costs of S-PMIP can be calculated as 

 lmC
SPMIP
BU dNEC )(2=   (4.3) 

 ))(1)(())(2( ρρ +−++= cmSSlm
SPMIP
PD dLELEdC   (4.4) 

Also, similar to Eq.(4.1) - Eq.(4.4), the BU and PD costs of FS-PMIP can be  
computed as 
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C
represents the number of pointer updates during 

a communication session, respectively. Also, since the pointer chain is refreshed eve-
ry K MAG coverage area crossings, the average pointer chain length that the com-
municating data session travels can be approximated to K/2 in Eq.(4.6). 

4 Numerical Results 

For numerical analysis, we set parameter values 
lmd =30, 

cmd = 20, 
mmd = 2, 

and ρ = 3, respectively.  These values were assigned based on the work in [1] by 

considering the hop distance between mobility agents (i.e., LMA and MAG).  
Fig.2 shows the effects of SMR (session-to-mobility ratio) on the total costs of 

PMIPv6, S-PMIP, and FS-PMIP when E(Ls) is set to 100 and 500 (in number of 
packets), respectively. In Fig.2, we consider the relative total costs of S-PMIP and FS-
PMIP when the total cost of PMIPv6 is normalized to 1. When the SMR is low, the 
costs of FS-PMIP for K=2, 3, and 4 show the best performance gain against PMIPv6 
and S-PMIP, respectively. However, as the SMR gets larger, the cost of S-PMIP is a 
bit lower than or equal to those of FS-PMIP for K=1 and 2. This is due to the follow-
ing facts: as the SMR gets smaller, the binding update cost gets dominated. However, 
in case of larger SMR, the packet delivery cost gets dominated. So, as K gets larger, 
the side effect due to longer routing path compared with S-PMIP can occur. As shown 
in Fig.2 (a) and (b), we can see that the total cost of FS-PMIP for K =2, on the whole, 
shows the good performance regardless of SMR.  
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Fig. 2. Effects of SMR 
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5 Conclusions 

In this paper, we adapted the pointer forwarding concept to S-PMIP for more efficient 
PMIPv6-based distributed mobility management. By effectively distributing the bind-
ing functionality as well as the routing functionality at the MAGs, the proposed FS-
PMIP has shown apparent potentials to overcome the serious limitations of PMIPv6 
and S-PMIP, while reducing the total mobility management cost.  

Future research directions will be focused on i) more in-depth work on the exploit 
of an MN’s mobility/traffic characteristics for more efficient PMIPv6-based distribut-
ed mobility management and ii) the design of the enhanced version of FS-PMIP that 
can change the value of K adaptively according to the MN’s mobility/traffic pattern. 
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Abstract. The purpose of this research is to develop an unconstrained infant 
monitoring system, including respiratory activity and environment monitoring. 
For this, we developed the mattress-type sensing platform based on the flexible 
pressure sensor as well as the respiration detection algorithm. A pilot study was 
carried out to evaluate the feasibility of the developed system. Two infants were 
participated and pressure signals were recorded from each subject using 
developed mattress-type sensing platform. The result shows that the respiratory 
components are successfully extracted from the measured pressure signal in 
every subject. 

Keywords: Infant monitoring, Sudden Infant Death Syndrome, Unconstrained 
monitoring, u-Healthcare. 

1 Introduction 

Infants need intensive monitoring because they are very sensitive to internal changes 
as well as the outside environment such as temperature or humidity. Especially, 
respiration, one of the most important physiological activities in infant, has to be 
managed carefully because the respiratory problem of infants could 
cause devastating results. For example, abrupt increase of the respiration rate and 
short apnea within 10 seconds could incur the fatal aftereffect such as the hypoxemia, 
the hypotension or the decrease of the cerebral blood flow [1], sometimes irregular 
heartbeat could be occurred from improper oxygen delivery [2]. However, since the 
respiratory center is not fully-grown, infants could have difficulties in breathing in 
trivial environment conditions such as high temperature [3]. Moreover, under the low 
percentage of humidity, various harmful viruses, molds or mites easily infect infant 
due to the incomplete immune system, and it can cause the respiratory disease. 
Otherwise, high percentage of humidity can lead to the asthma or rhinitis [4]. 
                                                           
* Corresponding author. 
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The most serious problem that threatens the infant’s health is Sudden Infant Death 
Syndrome (SIDS). SIDS is the representative cause of unexpected infant death, which 
is not predicted by medical history and remains unexplained after a thorough 
forensic autopsy and detailed death scene investigation [5]. According to the 2011 
report of center for disease and prevention, annually 1910 infants passed away due to 
SIDS. This is the half of total unexpected infant deaths, and it is also the third of total 
infant death causes [6]. Because the exact mechanism of SIDS is still unknown, 
particular attention is needed to prevent SIDS. 

The best way to protect infant from various threats, including SIDS is the 
continuous monitoring of the status of the infant. Recently, accompanied with the 
progress of u-healthcare technology, unconstrained unconscious monitoring 
techniques have developed actively. There are several studies and products for the 
unconstrained monitoring based on wearable platform. For instance, Owlet 
commercializes the boots-type vital monitoring system for infant, which could 
measure the body temperature, heart rate, oxygen levels, breathing as well as send 
alerts when baby rolls over while asleep. Though this kind of system can measure 
various types of information, it could impose a constraint on the infant activity and 
could cause the skin problem in the severe case of the very sensitive skin. These 
problems could be partially solved by perfectly unconstrained infant monitoring 
system. As a related approach, mattress- or bed-type system has been researched for 
an unconstrained monitoring [7-9]. However, mattress or bed systems, specialized for 
the characteristics of infants, have not been developed yet. 

The purpose of this study is to develop the unconstrained respiration and 
environment monitoring system for infants. For this we defined the optimal sensor 
positioning considering the anthropological characteristic of infants, and developed a 
sensing system based on mattress, moreover we developed the algorithm for 
respiration detection.   

2 Measurement System 

2.1 Mattress-Type Pressures and Environment Measurement System 

Observing chest and abdomen movement could speculate respiration because it is a 
kind of mechanical activity. In the supine position, these movements generate 
pressures to the contact surface of the chest and abdomen. Therefore, we could 
measure the respiration by monitoring the pressure changes between body and 
ground.  In this research, we implemented pressure-sensing platform to measure 
pressure variation caused by respiration. The Pressure sensing platform is fabricated 
with the bar-type flexible pressure sensor, FSR-408 (Interlink Electronic, Camarillo, 
USA), and totally four FSR-408 were used. Sensors are attached in parallel to the 
memory-foam mattress (Kizco, Incheon, Korea) which dimension is 87 cm × 56.5 cm 
× 3 cm (height × width × depth). Sensor location is decided by considering the  
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anthropometrical characteristic of an infant. Generally, the height of newborn and 12-
month infant is about 49 cm and 75 cm, respectively [10]. Because one-fourth of 
height is head length in case of infants, we divide the total infant height by 4 sections 
and determine the second section and one-fourth of the third section as an interest 
area to include the chest and upper part of the stomach. Sensor location and mattress-
type monitoring system is described in Figure 1. We also use SHT71 (Sensirion, 
Switzerland) to measure the temperature and humidity simultaneously. SHT71 is 
integrated into the analog front-end of pressure sensing system. The characteristics of 
FSR-408 and SHT71 are represented in Table 1. 

 

Fig. 1. System Dimension and Sensor configuration 

2.2 Data Acquisition System  

The configuration of data acquisition system is shown in Figure 2. We use the DAQ 
USB-6008 (National Instruments, USA) for data acquisition. DAQ-6008 contains 12 
bits analog-to-digital converter and provides 8 analog inputs (4 differential) and 12 
digital I/O. In our research, four analog inputs and single digital input are used for the 
FSR-408 output and SHT71 output, respectively. USB-6008 is connected to the 
personal computer, and LabVIEW (National Instruments, USA) used to visualize and 
to store data. Figure 3 shows the front panel of data acquisition software implemented 
using LabVIEW.  
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Table 1. Characteristic of FSR-408 and SHT71 

Sensor Property Value 

FSR-
408 

Actuation Force 0.1 N 
Force Sensitivity Range 0.1 - 1000 N 
Force Repeatability 
(Single part/Part to part) 

± 2 % / ± 6% 

Force Resolution Continuous 
Dimension 
(Length × Width × Depth) 

622.3 × 15.2 × 
0.2~1.25 mm 

SHT71 

Temperature Resolution  
(min. / typ. / max.) 

0.04  / 0.01  / 
0.01 °C 

Temperature Accuracy ± 0.4 °C 
Temperature Operating 
Range 

-40 ~ 123.8 °C 

Humidity Resolution 
(min. / typ. / max.) 

0.4  / 0.05  / 
0.05 %RH 

Humidity Accuracy ± 3.0 %RH 
Humidity Operating Range 0 ~ 100 %RH 

 

Fig. 2. System Configuration for Data Acquisition 

 

Fig. 3. User interface of data acquisition software 

2.3 Respiration Detection Algorithm 

Recorded signal contains noises such as motion artifact. Thus, noise removal 
procedure is required prior to detecting respiratory component. The representative 
noise factors of recorded signal are motion artifact and baseline wandering. Motion 
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artifact that occurred with infant movement during sleep can make an abrupt change 
of waveform. Sometimes, this change is too drastic to conserve the signal 
information. Generally, motion artifact could be reduced by simple frequency filtering 
if frequency range is fully separated between the artifact and the desired signal. 
However, if frequency range is overlapped, advanced signal processing methods are 
required to remove motion artifact. In case of baseline wandering, very slow changes 
of the baseline, it could be removed easily by frequency filtering because it has 
specified frequency range, near DC. Respiration has its own frequency range, 
generally respiration frequency is defined within 0.1 Hz ~ 0.5 Hz. Therefore, in this 
research, we extract respiratory range component by frequency filtering, then detect 
fiducial points. The respiration detection procedure is represented in Figure 4. We use 
2nd order Butterworth high pass filter to remove the baseline wandering and low 
frequency motion artifact. Cutoff frequency (fc) is 0.15 Hz. Then, we use a moving 
average filter for smoothing the waveform because high pass filtered signal could still 
contain the high frequency noises such as burst peak. Moving window is designed to 
have 1-second duration. Finding the peaks of the signal, zero-crossing technique is 
used. Zero-crossing technique finds the fiducial point based on differentiation. Every 
procedure of signal processing is implemented using MATLAB 2013b (Mathworks, 
USA). 

 

Fig. 4. Signal processing procedure for respiratory component detection 

3 Experimental Results 

We tested developed system to evaluate its feasibility. Two infants (male) were 
participating in the experiment. One is 4 months and another is 10 months after birth. 
Height/weight of subjects is 76 cm/10.2 kg and 64 cm/8.2 kg in 10 months and 4 
months infant, respectively. Subjects have no reported disease, including respiratory 
and cardiovascular problem.  Every data were obtained in the supine position during 
sleep with 10-minute length. The signal is recorded from 4 FSR-408 and SHT71, 
simultaneously, with frequency is 100 Hz. 

A part of the results are represented in Figure 5. Figure 5(a)-(c) shows raw signal, 
high pass filtered result, and smoothed waveform including peaks, respectively. In 
Figure 5(a), we can find that baseline wandering (slow baseline changes) and motion 
artifact (abrupt baseline drift) distorts the original signal. Figure 5(b) shows that high-
pass filtering considerably reduces these distortions, baseline is flattened and DC 
components are removed. After smoothing and detecting peaks, we can find that the 
high frequency variation is removed and peaks are detected successfully. Because the 
subject lying in the middle of the mattress and there was no position change, 
respiratory component is detected only in FSR2 and FSR3.  
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Figure 6 shows the respiration interval (RI) measured by the proposed system. RI 
means the time interval (s) between respirations, and it is calculated from peak 
positions. The result shows that the derived respiration interval is 1~3 second per 
breath with regularity and it coincides with observations performed by the facilitator. 
Though derived RI is slightly shorter than general adult case (5~8 seconds/breath), 
it’s not abnormal because clinically infant has a shorter respiration rate compared 
with adult. Figure 6 (a) and (b) is the result of the first subject (4 month, male) using 
FSR2 and second subject (10 month, male) using FSR3, respectively. Represented 
results were derived from different FSR position to validate the feasibility of each 
sensor. Because subjects are laying in the middle of mattress in every test, proper 
signal was not observed from FSR1 and FSR4. 

 

Fig. 5. Resultant waveform of respiratory component detection (a) raw pressure changes, (b) 
after high-pass filtering, and (c) after moving averaging and peak detection 

 

Fig. 6. Respiration Interval (RI) derived by respiration-to-respiration (a) RI from FSR2 (subject 1), 
(b) RI from FRS3 (subject 2) 
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4 Conclusion 

This research aims to develop an unconstrained infant monitoring system based on 
mattress type sensing platform, and performs a pilot test to confirm its feasibility. For 
this, we implemented the sensing platform using infant mattress and flexible pressure 
sensors. Sensing platform is designed by considering the anthropometrical 
characteristic of infant to find the optimal sensor position. We also developed the 
signal-processing algorithm for respiration detection, and validated the feasibility of 
the developed system. 

The result of this research shows that the proposed system successfully detects the 
respiration. However, there are some limitations to solve in the future research. First, 
as a pilot study, the number of subjects is not enough to validate its feasibility 
quantitatively and statistically. Moreover, more actual situations such as awakening, 
movement during sleep, snoring, coughing, and so on should be considered in 
recording because this research was taken only static sleeping condition. Furthermore, 
considering the feedback for the abnormal condition may increase the system 
usability. 

In future studies, we will gather more cases to validate the feasibility of the 
proposed system quantitatively. Also, we will extract more physiological parameters 
such as balistocardiogram by adapting advanced signal processing algorithm such as 
multi-dimensional signal processing based on multiple sensor inputs. Development of 
feedback method is another goal of future study to use this system practically. We 
expect that proposed concept could be utilized for unconstrained infant monitoring by 
improving the user experience and optimizing.  
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Abstract. This research aims the development of the preliminary system for 
driver’s posture correction and the feasibility validation of developed system. 
For this, we developed the seat-embedded force-sensing platform based on 
piezo-resistive film as well as a posture classification algorithm. Feasibility test 
was carried out with five subjects for four types of posture such as sit straight, 
tilt left, tilt right and lean forward. As a result of the experiment, developed 
system shows higher than 90% of classification accuracy in right and left tilting 
posture, however, it shows the limited performance in distinguishing the normal 
and leaning forward condition (< 50%). 

Keywords: Driver’s Fatigue, Driving Safety, Force Sensor, Posture 
Monitoring, Velostat. 

1 Introduction 

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration reports that the drowsy driving 
causes 100,000 of traffic accidents and 72,500 of road causalities per year [1,2]. This 
shows that the driver’s fatigue is a critical factor of car accidents and suggests that the 
real-time fatigue monitoring system could play an important role in improving 
driver’s safety as well as in reducing the risk of the traffic accident.  

Researches for monitoring driver’s fatigue have been carried out in several ways. 
Steering wheel movement analysis [3], physiological parameter analysis [4,5] such as 
an Electroencephalogram, and posture analysis [6-8], face and head analysis [9], eye 
movement analysis [10] are the representative techniques for driver’s fatigue or 
discomfort monitoring.  

Among these approaches, posture-based fatigue monitoring technique is helpful 
not only in the fatigue monitoring, but also in the posture correction for 
skeletomuscular health. There are several techniques of posture-based fatigue 
monitoring. First, in long hour driving, drivers gradually change their posture 
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unconsciously to relieve the discomfort of sitting posture. Therefore, the pressure 
distribution of seat back was changed by fatigue, and this means the fatigue could 
be estimated from the pressure distribution [11]. Another way of fatigue 
monitoring is the fatigue estimation with driver’s posture [12]. In previous 
research, analyzing the angle between the spine and the pelvis in sitting position 
quantizes driver’s fatigue. The angle, between the centerline of the hip joint-the 
shoulder joint and the perpendicular line in the middle of the hip joint, is increased 
after driving. Also, average fatigue is also increased significantly from 1.78 % to 
4.37 % (p<0.05).  

All of these researches are based on posture sensing. Major preceding researches 
for posture recognition are based on image recognition using installed camera [9, 10] 
or pressure sensing in sitting condition [7,8,11,12]. 

In image processing based monitoring, posture is estimated with coordinates that 
are extracted from the driver’s image. In this approach, the amount or the trend of 
joint angle variation could be observed since posture is plotted sequentially after 
storing and analyzing the images in real-time. However, this approach is not able to 
detect posture when the driver moves fast. Also, as camera-based research depends on 
the ambient light, measured value is varied continuously by ambient condition; also it 
decreases the detection performance. Moreover, though the posture is successfully 
recognized, detail area is hard to be separated exactly due to the limitation of 
resolution. Another previous research, pressure sensing based posture monitoring, 
uses the pressure sensor to measure the pressure distribution in sitting position and 
classify the postures. This kind of researches could be utilized in the posture 
recognition as well as in the designing the optimal car seat [7].   

Though many researches have been performed to recognize the driver’s posture, 
there are several unsolved problems such as detecting the fast motion and recognizing 
the posture with high accuracy. Especially, effective feedback method correcting the 
improper posture should also be considered for practical use. In this research, as a 
preliminary study for driver’s fatigue management, we developed the driver’s posture 
correction support system, including the pressure-sensing platform and posture 
classification algorithm, and proposed the feedback scheme using a graphic user 
interface for more effective posture sensing and feedback. 

 

Fig. 1. System Dimension and Sensor Configuration 
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2 Posture Correction Support System 

2.1 Pressure Sensing Platforms Based on Piezo-Resistive Force Sensor 

We designed novel force sensor based on piezo-resistive film, VelostatTM (3M co., 
USA). Developed sensor has layered architecture for measuring the resistance 
variation derived by force changes. The sensor has the symmetrical structure, 
which consists of VelostatTM, copper foil, electric wire and polyvinylchloride film. 
In fabricating the proposed force sensor, first we surrounded the VelostatTM film 
with conductive copper foil tape, which is connected to the electric wire. Then, we 
cover the copper foil tape with polyvinylchloride film to block electrical 
conduction. Adhesive was also used between polyvinylchloride and copper foil 
tape. 

Characteristics of materials that used for fabrication of the force sensor are 
represented in Table 1. Developed sensor could have any shape as necessary. In this 
research, we fabricate a sensor as a square shape which has a dimension of 12 cm × 
12 cm including 11 cm × 11 cm VelostatTM (width × height). The architecture and 
dimension of the sensor are described in Figure 1. 

To construct the similar environment to practical driving environment, we installed 
the developed force sensors to the seat that is uninstalled from the Grandeur XG 
(Hyundai Motors, Korea).  

Totally, 8 force sensors are placed in the seat in a lattice structure, which has 3 
rows (left, center, right) and 3 columns (back, center, front). Sensors are placed at the 
intersection of each row and column. But, center-front is excluded because it may be 
less influenced by driver’s posture changes. Figure 2 shows the sensor placement 
inside the seat. LB, CB, RB, LC, CC, RC, LF and RF means left-back, center-back, 
right-back, left-center, center-center, right-center, left-front and right-front, and 
pressure, which measured at each position is represented as a PLB, PCB, PRB, PLC, PCC, 
PRC, PLF and PRF, respectively. 

USB-6008 (National Instrument, USA) data acquisition board was used for analog-
to-digital converting and interfacing to the laptop. Data was collected with 125 Hz 
sampling frequency at each channel. Every signal is stored and visualized by 
developed software using LabVIEW (National Instrument, USA). 

2.2 Posture Classification Algorithm 

We define 4 postures for classification; normal, tilt left, tilt right and lean forward. 
Figure 3 shows the procedure of posture classification. In the first stage of this 
procedure, we calculate the single-side the sum such as the sum of the left-side (PL), 
the sum of the right-side (PR), the sum of the backward (PB) and the sum of the 
forward (PF). Then, we calculate the difference between each side; the total force  
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Fig. 2. Force Sensor Placement inside the Seat 

 

Fig. 3. Posture Classification Procedure 

Table 1. Material Characteristics of Force Sensor 

Material Property   Typical Value 
VelostatTM Thickness   104 μm 

Volume Resistivity < 500 ･Ω cm 
Static Decay < 2 s 

Polyvinyl 
choride 

Electrical Volume 
Resistivity  

5.4 × 1015 Ω 
/cm 

Dielectric Constant  3.19 (60 Hz) 
Dissipation Factor  0.0096 (60 Hz)  
Loss Index  0.030 (60 Hz)  
Dielectric Strength  21417 

Volts/mm 
Copper 
Foil 

Backing Thickness 0.04 mm 
Electrical Resistance 0.005 Ω 

                      Typical values for 0.1 mm film 
   *Physical characteristics will change with other thicknesses 
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difference between left- and right-side (PLR), and between backward and forward 
(PBF). (See. Eq. (1)) 

PL = PLB + PLC + PLF( )
PR = PRB + PRC + PRF( )
PB = PLB + PCB + PRB( )
PF = PLF + PRF( )
PLR = PL − PR

PBF = PB − PF  

(1)

Posture is classified with criteria that are empirically selected based on PLR-PBF 
scattering plot. Equation (2) shows basic 4 criteria, which used in this research. 
Posture detection is carried out using a combination of these basic criteria. For 
example, to be classified as tilting right, PLR and PBF should satisfy the right-tilt 
criteria, CR which is a combination of C1 and C2. In the same way, tilting left, tilting-
forward is classified with CL and CF, respectively. In Equation (3), subscript C means 
a compliment. 

C1  : PBF ≤ − 16
9

(PLR − 0.19) − 0.21

C2  : PBF ≥ 69

55
(PLR + 0.47) + 0.22

C3  : PBF ≤ 1.52(PLR + 0.16) + 0.04

C4  : PCB < 23

26
(PRB − 0.39) + 0.39

 

(2)

(3)

2.3 Visual Feedback Scheme 

Classified result could provide visual feedback to suggest posture correction if driver 
is under improper posture such as tilting left or tilting right. Figure 4 is an example of 
user interface (UI) of visual feedback implemented on the dashboard. Figure 4(a) 
shows the example of UI in case of the proper posture. However, if a driver is under 
improper posture, the UI could give the warning using graphical method including 
blinking or color change like Figure 4(b) or (c). 
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Fig. 4. An example of visual feedback to support posture correction (a) proper, (b) tilting-right, 
(c) tilting-left 

3 Experimental Results 

We tested developed system to validate its feasibility. Five healthy undergraduate 
subjects (1 male and 4 females) were participating in the experiment. Subject age is 
22.2 ± 0.45 years old, height is 165.9 ± 8.1 cm and weight is 57.6 ± 13.1 kg. Subjects 
change their posture siting straight, tilting left, tilting right and leaning forward in 
order following by facilitator’s instruction. At this time, tilt angle was controlled 
between 15º and 30º from the perpendicular line of ground. The test was repeated by 
10 times per subject in every 4 positions. As a result, fifty events per each posture and 
totally 200 events were collected from experiment. 

Table 2 shows the classification result. From this result, we can find that the 
proposed method has relatively high accuracy in tilting left (92 %) and right (90 %) 
case (Accuracy = true positive / total cases). However, the proposed method 
misclassifies a lot of events of the leaning forward for normal case (44 %). On the 
contrary, the proposed method misclassifies twenty percent of proper sitting for 
improper posture. 
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Table 2. Comparison Table of Posture Classification 

 Actual 
N L R F 

Classified N 40 2 4 22 
L 1 46 0 4 
R 4 1 45 0 
F 5 1 1 24 

N(Normal), L(tilt left), R(tilt right), F(lean forward) 

4 Discussions and Conclusion 

The aim of this research is to develop the preliminary version of the driver’s posture 
correction support system. For this, we developed pad-type pressure sensing platform 
based on conductive textile as well as the posture classification algorithm. The result 
of this research shows the acceptable (>90% accuracy) performance in classifying 
left-right tilting. However, proposed system shows limited performance in leaning 
forward case. We postulate that there are several factors in the limitation of this 
research. For example, small data size, materials of seat or sensor positioning could 
have great effect on the force measurement. Therefore, we expect that the technical 
advances in the sensor size or in the sensor placement or in the posture classifications 
algorithms could improve the performance of the proposed method. Moreover, 
expanded experiment including the enlargement the dataset as well as the test in the 
actual driving condition would be carried out to secure the significance of proposed 
schemes.  
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Abstract. In the end to end data transfer protocols, it is a big issue to maximize 
the transmission rate in order to occupy available bandwidth without packet 
loss. UDT(UDP based Data Transfer) estimates the available bandwidth based 
on the pair packet algorithm on the receiver side, and controls the next sending 
rate with considering the estimated value. However, for a congested network, 
the estimated value has a tendency to be much greater than the actual 
bandwidth, and fluctuated in time, so it results in in high loss probability. In this 
paper, we propose a congestion degree index based bandwidth estimation 
method using pair packet delay. Experimental results show that the proposed 
method reliably occupies the available bandwidth with stable bandwidth 
estimation. The packet loss probability is greatly reduced compared with that of 
UDT.  

Keywords: Bandwidth estimation, UDT, Pair packet, Congestion degree index. 

1 Introduction 

In the end to end data transfer protocols, it is very important to occupy available 
bandwidth by exactly estimating current bandwidth without packet loss, in order to 
achieve to good performance. TCP(Transmission Control Protocol) has been a very 
popular transfer protocol for many applications so far, along with providing reliability 
and usability. However, as the most critical disadvantage, it is not able to quickly 
occupy available bandwidth, so resulting in a poor performance. This phenomenon is 
more severe in LFN(Long Fat Network), mainly due to slow start and 
AIMD(Additive Increase Multiplicative Decrease) mechanism[1]. 

UDT(UDP based Data Transfer) has been designed to quickly occupy available 
bandwidth in LFN. Nowadays it is widely considered as an alternative transfer 
protocol of TCP. Its main concept is to make use of the rate control mechanism in 
sender side, with utilizing the bandwidth estimation technique in receiver side by 
using pair packet algorithm. The rate control solely relies on the bandwidth 
information. The rate control in UDT is characterized as independent timers in the 
sender(Sync timer: every 10ms) and the receiver(ACK timer: every 10ms). During the 
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time, the sender sends packets continuously without waiting ACK from the receiver. 
These make UDT performance to be aggressive especially on the dedicated LFN. 

It is well-known that a pair packet based bandwidth estimation algorithm is prone 
to overestimate, even frequently fluctuate in time, the actual bandwidth. As a result, 
an estimation of available bandwidth results in incorrect, so increasing the packet loss 
probability. If a network is congested, this issue is getting to be more critical. 
Therefore, an adaptive algorithm with considering of congested network is greatly 
required in UDT; especially the bandwidth estimation value should be close and 
stable to the actual bandwidth. Here, we aim to propose more moderate and reliable 
UDT version. In this paper, overall performance enhancement is out of scope. 

2 UDT(UDP Based Data Transfer) 

UDT is an application layer transfer protocol, which supports data transfer in 
efficiently and reliably[2]. Figure 1 describes an overview of UDT data transfer and 
rate control based on receiver based pair packet bandwidth estimation.    
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Fig. 1. An overview of UDT data transfer and rate control 

Two parties, the sender and the receiver, have an independent timer. With the 
timer, the rate control in the sender and the bandwidth estimation in the receiver are 
performed respectively. The rate control is a task to decide packet sending period 
which is based on the available bandwidth. The available bandwidth can be estimated 
using the difference between the current send rate(e.g., 1/period) and the estimated 
bandwidth. The sender sends a pair packet every 16th packet to the receiver. When 
ACK timer(every 10ms) is triggered, the receiver conducts a median filtering to get 
one average value. Then, the bandwidth is estimated using this average value as 
shown in Figure 1. The receiver sends this estimated bandwidth to the sender by 
packing in ACK. If the sender receives it, it updates the current available bandwidth 
by using EWMA(Exponential Weighted Moving Average) algorithm. It is utilized to 
decide the sending period for next sync time. As the size of the available bandwidth is 
large, the send period becomes short, so resulting in sending more packets. 

UDT tends to quickly occupy the available bandwidth by its rate control, but if the 
estimated available bandwidth is inaccurate, the packet loss probability is also 
increased. This means that the bandwidth should be correctly estimated to correctly 
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calculate the available bandwidth. However, the pair packet based bandwidth 
estimation is easily instable; it results in increasing packet loss probability as pointed 
out in[3]. Also, it can be affected by cross traffics in a congested network. So, it is 
necessary for UDT to mitigate some factors which affect to the bandwidth estimation. 

3 The Proposed Method 

Interval of the pair packets is represented as a congestion degree index. With the 
index, we modifies EWMA algorithm to estimate bandwidth in the sender side. With 
the proposed method, the fluctuation of bandwidth estimation is minimized and the 
estimation value is getting to be closed to the actual bandwidth.  

3.1 Congestion Degree Index 

The packet delivery time from the sender to the receiver reflects an overall network 
status. If we utilize this information in the congestion control, it can be a proactive 
signal to anticipate current network status[4]. The total delay of data packet 
transmission can be represented as bellow. 

 

 

Where, Ttrans is transmission delay, Tproc is processing delay, Tprop is propagation 
delay and Tque is queue delay. Generally, Tque is utilized to measure the current 
network status. Here, we make use of the total delay to calculate Congestion Degree 
Index(CDI). That is, pair packet of UDT is used for CDI calculation as below.  

minmax

mincurDelay
CDI

DelayDelay

Delay

−
−=  

Table 1. CDI calculation on ACK from the receiver in the sender side   

pseudo algorithm for CDI calculation 

 

processCtrl on ACK { 
delay_queue.push(delay_cur); 
delay_queue.pop(); 
 
delay_min = delay_queue.min(); 
delay_max = delay_queue.max(); 

 
if(delay_cur < delay_min) delay_min ← delay_cur; 
if(delay_cur > delay_max) delay_max ← delay_cur; 

  
CDI = (delay_curr – delay_min) / (delay_max - delay_min); 

}  

 

quepropproctrans TTTT +++=delayT
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CDI can be represented as a value between 0 and 1, which reflects the current 
network status. As shown Figure 1, the receiver sends the ACK packet to the sender. 
So, we can utilize this value in the sender for CDI calculation. Table 1 represents the 
pseudo algorithm for CDI calculation. 

3.2 Bandwidth Estimation  

After receiving the bandwidth measured from the receiver, the sender updates the 
current bandwidth with EWMA algorithm. However, in the point of the pair packet 
view, the bandwidth is generally estimated much greater and fluctuated than the 
actual bandwidth. The bandwidth fluctuation is more critical on a congested network. 
Therefore, we apply CDI to existing EWMA algorithm to estimate the bandwidth 
which is more adaptive to the current network status. With this rationale, the proposed 
method aims to estimate more moderate and reliable bandwidth.  

Table 2 represents the modified EWMA algorithm. EWMA algorithm of UDT 
weights to the current value than the estimated value. However, we divide it into two 
steps. In Table 2, BW is an estimated bandwidth received from ACK and BWest is 
estimated value by EWMA algorithm of UDT using BW. We compare BWest with the 
current value. Then, different weight is given based on CDI. In each step, the CDI is 
compared with threshold α, β for weight. Here, we set the threshold value to 0.875 and 
0.125 respectively. Firstly, in case BWest is less than BWcur and CDI is more than α, we 
give more weight to BWest because CDI means that the network status is much congested. 
In the other case, we use the existing EWMA algorithm. Second, in case BWest is more 
than BWcur and CDI is less than β, we give more weight to BW and multiply CDI.  

Table 2. The modified EWMA algorithm for bandwidth estimation 

 

if (BWest < BWcur)  
if(CDI > α) BWest =BW*CDI + BWcur*(1-CDI) 
else BWest = BWcur *0.875+BW*0.125 

else  
   if(CDI < β) BWest = BWcur * 0.125 + BW * CDI * 0.875 
   else BWest = BWcur *0.875+BW*0.125 
 

4 Experimental Result  

To evaluate the proposed method, we constructed network model as shown in Figure 
2. The proposed scheme implemented on the UDT ver. 4_7[5]. WANEM[6] is used to 
virtually set network environment. Link capacity was set to 50Mb/s. Real data were 
transferred from the sender to the receiver by increasing the number of flows. Then, 
we measured the packet loss probability and the bandwidth estimation results. Then 
we compared the results with that of UDT. Our experiments are also conducted in 
coexisting some cross traffics.  

We measure the packet loss probability by increasing the number of flows. The 
experimental result is shown in Table 3. 
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Fig. 2. Network model for experiment 

In our proposed method, probability is much less than that of UDT. We believe 
that the result is due to reliable bandwidth estimation with CDI resulting in moderate 
transmission rate. 

Table 3. Results of loss probability measurement and comparison as an increase of the number 
of flows between (a) UDT and (b) proposed method 

Num. of flows (a) probability(%) (b) probability(%) 
1 0 0 
2 2.71(10-4) 0 
3 9.07(10-3) 1.17(10-3) 
4 1.49(10-2) 2.21(10-3) 
5 2.25(10-2) 2.13(10-2) 

 
Figure 3 and Figure 4 represent the result of bandwidth estimation and goodput 

estimation respectively, in the situation of coexisting some cross traffics. iperf is used 
to generate the cross traffics. In case of bandwidth estimation, the proposed method 
shows more moderate and reliable value. In UDT, it shows much fluctuated shape. As 
mentioned Chapter3, this under/over estimated bandwidth will result in packet loss. 
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Fig. 3. Bandwidth estimation result  
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Fig. 4. Goodput estimation result 

Figure 4 is a result of goodput how many packets are transmitted to the receiver in 
second. At a first, the proposed method yields the sending rate in aggressively, after a 
while, it gradually shares the network link with the other traffics. This means that, 
with applying congestion index, the proposed method is getting to send packets more 
reliably than that of the basic UDP. It comes from the careful reflection of the 
network status.  

5 Conclusion  

It is a critical issue to maximize the transmission rate with exact bandwidth estimation 
for an end to end transfer protocol. The proposed method is based on the congestion 
degree index based bandwidth estimation method using pair packet delay, and the 
revision of EWMA algorithm. Our experimental results show that the proposed 
method can reliably occupy the available bandwidth with less packet loss probability. 
These results are expected to greatly contribute to fairness and friendliness of UDT.  
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Abstract. Recently global collaboration research related to High Energy 
Physics, Astronomy, Climate Change, etc. has been gradually increased based 
on international research networking with hybrid networking service. For more 
than 10 years, GLIF Open Lightpath Exchanges (GOLE) in Global LambdaGrid 
Integrated Facility (GLIF)  with hybrid networking technology like lightpath is 
critical stack to transfer big e-Science data that support global collaborative 
research. KRLight has become a key GOLE in Asia-pacific area bridging 
research network between Asian research network and North American and 
European research network with dynamic circuit networking facility. Today 
emerging technologies such as Science DMZ, Software-Defined Networking, 
perfSONAR and GLORIAD Insight system could be leverage networking 
technology to support data-intensive science with more effective and flexible. 
In this paper we proposed new GOLE architecture to apply these network 
technologies into current GOLE architecture as a key international research 
networking infrastructure and validated it through adaptation into KRLight. 

Keywords: Open Lightpath Exchange, Lightpath, Software-Defined 
Networking, Data-Intensive Science, Science DMZ, perfSONAR. 

1 Introduction 

Recently global collaboration research related High Energy Physics, Astronomy, 
Climate Change, etc. has been gradually increased based on international research 
networking with the hybrid networking service. It has provided high performance 
networking environment that traditional IP network (best effort service) couldn’t 
service and the researchers could overcome the limits of time and space to do the 
research with these environment. There are many issues in the data-intensive science 
like data analysis, simulation and process, movement, and storage [5]. Among the 
issue, the transportation of the big science data is critical to enable the science 
successful.  

Since 2011, in order to support the data-intensive science efficiently with the 
development of the hybrid networking technology, Global LambdaGrid Integrated 
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Facility (GLIF) has built the LamdbaGrid with the optical wavelength technology and 
has tried to settle out the big data transfer issues. As a result, the Lightpath service 
that circuit networking service with bandwidth guaranteed has become production 
service for international research networking in the GLIF. Inter-domain Lightpath 
provisioning is also widely used in various advanced science applications. 

KRLight was established in 2005 based on GLORIAD (Global Ring Network for 
Advanced Application Development) project and after that has become key GLIF 
Open Lightpath Exchanges (GOLEs) in Asia-pacific area to support data-intensive 
science. Now KRLight provided the Lightpath provisioning manually and 
automatically with other GOLE like Pacific Wave, StarLight etc [6].     

Nevertheless today performance bottleneck between backbone research network 
and campus network, fixed network and the difficulty to troubleshoot end-to-end 
performance degradation remain as critical issues. In order to resolve those issues, 
Science DMZ model as campus network architecture, Software-Defined Networking 
with the separation of data plane and control plane, performance measurement and 
troubleshooting tool have emerged today. In this paper we suggest new architecture of 
GOLE with consideration of those technologies as enabler for data-intensive science 
and validate it through adaptation into KRLight. 

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents GOLE in GLIF and KRLight 
Infrastructure. Section 3 describes new network technologies for data-intensive 
science as key enabler. Then in Section 4 new GOLE architecture and KRLight with 
suggested architecture are presented. Section 5 concludes with remark. 

2 KRLight as a GOLE in Korea 

2.1 GOLE in GLIF 

GLIF is an international virtual consortium supporting data-intensive e-science based 
on interconnection (LambdaGrid) of optical wavelength for over 10 years. And 
GOLE is located distributed and providing Lightpath, dedicated high-capacity circuits 
world-widely and has become key infrastructure to make physical and virtual high 
performance global network. GOLE as open exchange that give “policy free” cross-
connect among GOLEs is independent of the connection between GOLEs and has a 
virtually unlimited capacity, whereas GOLE as aggregate network is operational ease 
for use but is completely dependent on the aggregator network owner. Today most 
GOLE is open exchange but it seems that the type of some GOLE is combination of 
open exchanges and aggregate network [8]. 

To implement multi-domain Lightpath globally, Lightpath stitching is widely used 
and in recent years the on-demand dynamic Lightpath provisioning system has 
developed and deployed in most GOLE under the automated GOLE project. Now it 
becomes the production service as key hybrid networking service of GOLE. Also to 
linking inter-domain dynamic circuit networking, Network Service Interface (NSI) 
has defined under Open Grid Forum (OGF) and implemented.  
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2.2 KRLight as a GOLE in Korea 

KRLight, has built and operated by Korea Institute of Science and Technology 
Information (KISTI) since 2005 is key GOLE among 19 GOLEs over the world and 
becomes the largest Open Lightpath Exchange in Asia-Pacific area. KRLight is 
distributed Open Lightpath Exchange and global Gigapop of KRLight are located in 
Daejeon, Korea, Seattle and Chicago, US, and Hong Kong in China. The key role of 
KRLight is providing high performance Lightpath bridges between Asian county and 
North America, and at the same time KRLight is fundamentally an international 
optical switching gateway of Korea Research Environment Open NETwork (KREONET), 
national research network of Korea. Moreover KREONET and KREONet2 could 
easily make peering with other National Research and Education Network (NREN) 
based on KRLight facility.    

 

Fig. 1. KRLight as a GOLE in Asia-Pacific Area 

3 Network Technologies to Supporting Data-Intensive Science 

3.1 Hybrid Networking 

The rationale for hybrid networking emerged in 2001 when data-intensive scientific 
applications need the transportation of elephant data flow that was not supported by 
traditional IP routing service. The hybrid network provides both IP routing service 
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and Lightpath service with bandwidth guaranteed. Today the hybrid network service 
is necessary to deliver high-volume research data on a dedicated network path which 
are separated from mice flows from general internet service like business transaction, 
e-mail, internet browsing, etc [8]. 

Recently hybrid network is still key network component of e-Science infrastructure 
and layer 2 transport technologies like Carrier Ethernet technology based on PBB, 
PBB-TE, MPLS-TP with traditional optical protocol like SONET and SDH become a 
technology to provide Lightpath with more flexible and easier to provide to users. We 
predict hybrid networking technology will be continuously serviced for the time being 
to support data-intensive science. 

3.2 Science DMZ 

Science DMZ, introduced by Energy Sciences Network (ESnet) in US, is a network 
architectural model to support data-intensive science flows at campus network. It 
sometimes defined some arrangement of switch and router between research 
backbone network and campus network to enhance data transport capability based on 
TCP and provide more scalable and extensible architecture to remove packet loss that 
degrade TCP performance extremely [3].   

The main concept of Science DMZ is the distinction of data-intensive science flow 
and general internet flow like email, web searching, etc. This separation enables 
different security policy and enforcement mechanism could be applied to the network. 
Explicit security system like firewall (L4~L7) could be applied to general internet 
service that needs more secure framework and just Access-Control List (ACL) on 
border router could be enough to data-intensive science flow. It makes high 
performance data transfer from campus to WAN. Dynamic (virtual) circuit 
networking could be leveraged to make a dedicated communication channel. 

The institution that has big science data and big research facility like 
supercomputer and storage started to deploy this framework into their campus 
network. We could consider Science DMZ in GOLE to directly support big science. 

3.3 Software-Defined Networking 

Software-Defined Networking (SDN), representative as OpenFlow, emerged from 
performance improvement of CPU, breaking out closed network system that tightly 
coupled between vendor-specific operating system and switch itself, and so on [4]. 
SDN is known as providing an API for programmatically controlling the switching 
hardware and networking application through the separation of data plane and control 
plane. Various new networking services that were impossible to implement with 
current non-SDN network solution could be created. OpenFlow is a standard interface 
between the data plane and control plane [7]. 

Today SDN has started to implement in campus network and data center and some 
provider like GOOGLE was using on their WAN network between data centers to  
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save CAPEX and OPEX. SDN could be considered to settle out last mile problem in 
end-end-end data transfer and also as a seamless adopter between local network and 
WAN. 

3.4 Network Measurement Infrastructure: perfSONAR and Insight System 

PerfSONAR is an active measurement middleware and infrastructure developed 
through an international collaboration led by Internet2, ESnet, RNP and GEANT for 
measuring and monitoring the network performance of end-to-end network traversing 
a single-domain and multi-domain. Today over 1,100 nodes have deployed all over 
the world and enough critical mass to troubleshot network performance problems of 
data-intensive science [1]. 

GLORIAD Insight system is a passive network flow monitoring system developed 
by the GLORIAD team to address the improved operations and measurement of the 
performance of network based on the ARGUS framework. It provide to user and 
operator to tracing elephant flows and to finding out the packet loss for each flow. It 
enables efficient troubleshooting environment for performance degrading of each 
flow [2]. 

To support data-intensive science, we need more explicit network measurement 
and monitoring environment to know what going on the network. And perfSONAR 
and Insight system could be the actual solution.  

4 Proposed GOLE Architecture and Adaptation into KRLight 
for Data-Intensive Science 

4.1 Proposed GOLE Architecture for Data-Intensive Science 

A GOLE is composed of big switches such as optical switch that handle SDH, 
SONET, OTN, L2 native Ethernet, and carrier Ethernet switch. Sometimes L3 IP 
switch could be involved. Also for the dynamic Lightpath provisioning, dynamic 
circuit networking facility would be in the GOLE and using NSI it provides multi-
domain Lightpath provisioning capability. If a L3 routing domain is on the GOLE, the 
network easily makes peering with other network through the Lightpath. 

We proposed a new GOLE architecture that could support data-intensive science 
through building Science DMZ in a GOLE. To establish lightweight Science DMZ, 
we put border route in a GOLE and it connects directly a big GOLE switch. The role 
of the border route is a gateway router that the ACL is enabled, to secure the data-
intensive science flow. Also in order to support access connection from a lab or a 
special campus network, a Science DMZ switch is also connect to GOLE switch. The 
proposed framework is making high performance access network that data-intensive 
science users can directly connect to, through putting a border router and ae Science 
DMZ switch into a GOLE. 
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Fig. 2. Proposed GOLE Architecture for Data-Intensive Science 

The perfSONAR infrastructure to manage the performance between GOLEs or 
networks is connected to a GOLE switch, a Science DMZ switch and a border router. 
To manage end-to-end network, the perfSONAR is installed at the campus network or 
lab network. The SDN infrastructure can support new networking service that the 
traditional network couldn’t provide. For example it enables to easily make a high 
performance communication channel between switching backbone of a GOLE and 
access network like campus network. Moreover an isolated SDN infrastructure in a 
GOLE could connect to other GOLE’s SDN infrastructure via VLAN stitching or 
static/dynamic Lightpath between GOLEs. 

4.2 KRLight Architecture for Data-Intensive Science 

The architecture of KRLight is very similar with traditional GOLE architecture. There 
is L1/L2 switches in distributed area such as Daejeon, Seattle, Chicago and Hong 
Kong. Also On-demand Secure Circuits and Advance Reservation System (OSCARS) 
and DynamicKL are located as the dynamic circuit networking facility of KRLight. 
The border router of KREONet2 network that is an international network of 
KREONET is connected to KRLight switch. There is a Science DMZ switch as a 
virtual switch on the same hardware platform with KRLight switch. KRLight SDN 
Infrastructure as a testbed as a service directly is linked to the KRLight backbone 
switching infrastructure and supports Software-Defined eXchange (SDX) via 
Lightpath or VLAN Stitching. The perfSONAR infrastructure is connected to 
KRLight switch to measure the performance between KRLight and other GOLE.  
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Moreover KREONET backbone switch is connected to KRLight backbone switch 
and it enable more flexible networking between KREONET and other network via 
GOLE facility including KRLight. For instance, the national supercomputing network 
of KISTI linked to KREONET backbone switch and it could reach other 
supercomputing network in other network domain over GOLE switching facility. 
Also the supercomputing network could peer with other supercomputing network via 
global switching infrastructure between GOLEs. 

Actually the network of several data-intensive sciences like high energy physics, 
astronomy and bio technology have connected to Science DMZ of KRLight GOLE. 
For example, the Large Hadron Collider Optical Private Network (LHCOPN) for 
CERN LHC Alice tier 1 center of KISTI, e-KVN (e-VLBI network in Korea), NGS 
(Next Generation Sequencing) farm network are already linked to KRLight Science 
DMZ switch. All these network need high performance network to WAN and via 
KRLight they could reach other site to transfer big science data. 

 

 

Fig. 3. KRLight Architecture for Data-Intensive Science 

In these cases, KREONet2 have responsible for controlling ACL for these science 
networks and anyone from out of these science network needs to get the allowance 
from KREONet2 for accessing these networks through the KREONet2 border router . 
It means more precise and systemic approach for the security is needed. 

To monitor elephant flow on KRLight, we are installing the Insight system and 
additionally have developed a 3D visualization system for elephant flows based on 
the ARGUS framework the same as the flow collection engine of the Insight system. 
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5 Conclusion 

For more than 10 years, GOLE in GLIF with hybrid networking technology like 
lightpath is critical key stack to transfer big e-Science data that support global 
collaborative research. KRLight has become a key GOLE in Asia-pacific area 
bridging research network between Asian research network and North American and 
European research network with dynamic circuit networking facility.   

Today emerging technologies such as Science DMZ, Software-Defined 
Networking, perfSONAR and GLORIAD Insight system including traditional hybrid 
networking technology could be leverage networking technology to support data-
intensive science with more effective and flexible.  

In this paper we proposed new GOLE architecture to apply these network 
technologies into current GOLE architecture and validated it through adaptation into 
KRLight. With gradual increase for global collaborative research, the role of KRLight 
will be extended as open exchange for science based on emerging network 
technologies. 
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Abstract. Recently, a huge network backbone with 100Gbps or higher as well 
as 10Gbps has been developed and used in various R&D sectors. Based on this 
kind of a large-scale backbone network, international collaboration and sharing 
of a lot of research resources have become more common in R&D activities. It 
is very important to design and support an appropriate national R&D network. 
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1 Introduction 

The Korea Research Environment Open NETwork (KREONET) is a national R&D 
network designed to support high-tech R&D activities in science & technology fields. 
There have been continued efforts to strengthen national R&D activities by providing 
the latest network technology and resources to high-tech R&D sectors in which 
common commercial networks and ordinary network technologies are hardly useful. 

Thanks to the growth and development of network technology around the globe, 
recently, a huge network backbone with 100Gbps or higher as well as 10Gbps has 
been developed and used in various R&D sectors. Based on this kind of a large-scale 
backbone network, international collaboration and sharing of a lot of research 
resources have become more common in R&D activities. 

The transmission of large R&D information by R&D group and sharing of 
computing resources have spread, and big-data environment has been established. 
Furthermore, a conventional collaboration-centric R&D system has settled as the 
ground for cyber R&D environment. In addition, international collaboration has been 
strengthened to construct huge resource database and build global real-time R&D 
environment.  

Therefore, it is critical to design and support an appropriate national R&D network. 
At the same time, effective budget input and design of a suitable network have 
emerged as hot issues. This study attempted to review a design plan through L3 
network redundancy and efficient L1 optical circuit with a goal of strengthening 
support on high-tech R&D activities. 

                                                           
* Corresponding author. 
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2 Related Work 

‘Internet2’, an R&D network in the U.S., provides interworking services in all layers 
from L1 to L3. In addition, it is structured to support IPv4, IPv6, multicast and other 
high-tech networking protocols. In fact, it is a playground for the latest R&D 
activities such as Xsede and cloud as well as for network interworking among 
different layers. 

 

Fig. 1. Internet2 Infrastructure Topology 

‘SURFnet’ in the Netherlands has major optical facilities which connect Europe 
with North America. It plays an interworking point’s role among other European 
countries. SURFnet6 is equipped with a ring-type topology on each website based on 
two core transmission equipment in Amsterdam. Because it is linked with external 
networks including GLORIAD, GLIF and GEANT2 through core transmission 
equipment, it is convenient in allocating vertical lightpath even though it is not full-
mesh structure.  

This study provides IP routing and lightpath services based on the DWDM-based 
optical infrastructure. In case of IP routing services, unicast services on IPv4 and 
IPv6, which have been provided by SURFnet5 are additionally offered.  

3 National R&D Network Design Plan 

The conventional KREONET backbone was comprised of star topologies on 16 
different regions to actively respond to rising demands for R&D activities and make 
economic investments. Since the star topologies are connected peer-to-peer, their 
construction cost is relatively low. However, a fault in the middle can cause a serious 
damage on the system. Hence, it is needed to secure stability by developing 
replication environment, not through a single line on the central point.  

In addition, the selection and response to the target users are required from the 
perspective of network backbone design in order to provide R&D environment. In 
other words, this study aimed to duplex general researcher and advanced application 
researcher for an optimum network which meets the purpose of use.  
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3.1 Higher Stability through L3 Routing 

The conventional KREONET L3 routing backbone is star-structured with a single 
node in the center so that it is vulnerable to a fault. As shown in Figure 2(A), a star 
configuration centering Seoul and Daejeon was dualized in Figure 2(B). In addition, 
survivability and stability were enhanced by duplexing circuits among regions. 

 

Fig. 2. Legacy and Proposed Topology 

Chassis Duplexing at the centers of the regions A and B as well as circuit 
duplexing has been perfectly implemented, improving stability. The specific increase 
is verified in Chapter 4. In the sections ‘a’ and ‘b’ in Figure 2 (A), IP router’s hop was 
further formed in the past. Now, L3 routing’s hop is improved through direct 
interworking as the same layer as illustrated in ‘a’ and ‘b’ sections in Figure 2(B).  

3.2 Physical Duplexing of L1 Optical Circuit 

To support advanced application researchers, circuit-based backbone services such as 
L2 services which use carrier Ethernet as well as L3 routing and lightpath-based 
Optical Private Network (OPN) have been provided. To configure this kind of circuit-
based network or professional R&D network differentiated from other L3 traffics, 
there has been demand for a separate advanced R&D service network.   

Based on extensive experiences in R&D support, the structure of a perfect network 
for advanced application researchers has been designed, considering economic costs 
for the construction of a physical network. In consideration of the economic effects  
of input cost and geological conditions, the backbone of an advanced R&D  
service network was additionally constructed in five regions, and 87% of total 
advanced application researchers were clustered in these areas for easy and 
convenient support.  
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Fig. 3. Circuit Stitching 

Based on these five regions, L2 and L3 service access points were configured. In 
other regions, circuits were stitched in a star configuration to support conventional 
general researchers, configuring a separate R&D network with the reduction of 
economic costs. 

4 Stability Test on Structural Changes 

This study aimed to estimate ‘network stability’ as more accurate management 
information which reflects the matters which haven’t been considered before as well 
as the weighted values of fragmented nodes and links. First of all, all factors used in 
estimating network stability are extracted, and their weighted values are calculated. At 
the last stage, all these data are sorted out and applied to a network stability 
calculation formula as shown in the figure below to measure a network’s structural 
stability. 

 

Fig. 4. Test Scenario and algorithm 
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This study implemented regional circuit duplexing from a single link on the nodes 
in 16 regions as shown in Figure 1 to chassis duplexing in the regions ‘A’ and ‘B’ as 
illustrated in Figure 2. Network stability was enhanced by adding two nodes and 
inter-node circuits and implementing circuit and chassis duplexing. After setting aside 
the weighted values of traffic volume, the initial weight value of all nodes was set to 
‘1’. The weighted value of all traffic volume was set to ‘1’ as well. Then, stability was 
estimated using a program.  

As a result of calculating using this algorithm, it is more 4times higher than 
conventional topology. If assumed that the amount of all traffic occurring on the 
network and each node’s initial weight value are the same, in other words, the 
structural changes such as duplexing improve a network’s structural stability. 

5 Conclusion 

Unlike the network stability estimation algorithm proposed in this study through 
various examples, objective values can be suggested in order to predict changes in 
stability after network construction prior to the alteration of network configuration 
through the measurement of stability suitable to changes in various network 
structures. Based on these results, therefore, more reliable network management 
information could be provided. If weighted values on each network component are 
available, a network administrator may easily figure out which part is important in the 
network and carry out his/her management jobs more efficiently. At the same time, 
he/she would be able to detect and inspect network vulnerability and verify 
improvement effects by performing a pre-stability test on the redesigned structure. 
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Abstract. Throughout the world, the demand for employing the wireless 
Internet using a simple authenticaton method is rapidly increasing due to the 
development of wireless network and the functional advancement of mobile 
terminals. In this paper, we review the network roaming technologies which 
support the seamless extension of wireless Internet access and presents the 
current deployment status of the global WiFi roaming technology in Korea. 
Besides, we present the development status of WiFi roaming service among 
domestic universities in Korea. Last, we present some strategies to activate the 
global WiFi roaming service throughout the country in the future.  

Keywords: WiFi roaming, eduroam, federated identity management, AAA, 
RADIUS. 

1 Introduction 

As the functions of recent mobile terminals advances gradually, the traffic type with 
which they are dealing shifts from simple voice traffic to data-intensive and high 
speed traffic such as web, e-mail, and movies. In addition, the demand for wireless 
Internet is greatly increasing so much so that 35 percent of domestic Internet users are 
trying to access to the Internet on the move [1]. The same phenomenon happens 
abroad and many foreign countries are requested by their users to enable them to 
employ the wireless Internet using a simple authentication scheme. As a result, most 
of the countries are providing such a service to their users. 

Especially, today’s globalization requires ubiquitous network connectivity that a 
researcher can unlimitedly access the Internet to share his or her research results and 
deliver them to any colleague on the net. For this reason, the research and education 
networks which look at those researchers as main users initiated such a global 
network roaming service and the demand for the global network roaming is spreading 
over the world. Since KREONET(Korea Research Environment Open NETwork) [2] 
which offers the high bandwidth and quality based research environment to 
researchers is connected to abroad leading research networks, it is best suited to 
provide such a premium service. According to this, KISTI(Korea Institute of Science 
and Technology Information) operating the KREONET opened the global WiFi 
roaming service(eduroam [3]) in Korea in 2012 and is extending the service-enabled 
institutes gradually. However, the extension of the eduroam service is still in the 
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infantile state. Therefore, rapid and far-flung extension of the eduroam service is now 
required to provide a tetherless and seamless extension of research environment to 
domestic researchers. 

In this paper, we first look over the network roaming technologies which were 
developed abroad. Next, we review the current deployment status of eduroam service 
in Korea. Subsequently, we review the current deployment status of keduroam service 
which is a WiFi roaming service between domestic universities. Last, we present 
some methods to bloom the domestic extension of the eduroam service in the future 
as a conclusion of this paper. 

2 Network Roaming Technologies 

eduroam(educational roaming) [3] started from the desire that researchers and students 
want to access the wireless network in a visiting institute and get various services as if 
they are in the home network. TERENA(Trans-European Research and Education 
Networking Association) made a task force team to satisfy the desire and started to make 
a global roaming technology which enables a user traveling the whole Europe to access a 
wire or wireless network regardless of the traveler’s location. This global roaming 
technology aims at overhead minimization, good applicability, wide-range security, and 
scalability. To achieve this aim, TERENA’s mobility task force adopted the 802.1X with 
the RADIUS hierarchy for the underlying technology of the global roaming. 

eduGAIN [4] is a service to establish a confederation of identity providers where 
institutes belonging to different federations can securely exchange information. 
Because there are a lot of federations in Europe to control the access to a network and 
its applications, it is very difficult for a user to login and access information securely 
at an institute belonging to a different federation. Under the circumstance, when a 
user tries to access a restricted resource and service, the user first should get an 
authentication ticket and get an appropriate authorization. The aim of eduGAIN is to 
automate these procedures by interacting with each other. The information to look for 
the location of users belonging to different federations is stored in the central 
repository which is called metadata service. 

Shibboleth [5] is a standard and open source based software package which 
implements the SSO(Single Sign On) within a single domain or between multiple 
domains. Shibboleth makes service providers determine whether they allow an 
individual access for their protected online resources or not relying on the submitted 
information from the requester. 

CAF(Canadia Access Federation) [6] had been made by CANARIE(Canada’s 
Advanced Research and Innovation Network) to provide a trustworthy access 
management using the Shibboleth to the research and education community of 
Canada. In 2012, 14 Canadian universities made and activated a Shibboleth access 
environment in their website and about 10 electronic publishing service providers 
registered with the CAF. 

Gakunin [7] is an academic identity federation which encourages the cooperation 
between Japanese universities through academic access control and it consists of 
many universities and research institutes located in Japan. Gakunin enables students 
and staffs to get a web-based authentication service using the SSO(Single Sign On) 
technology. Gakunin was created by adapting the Shibboleth to laws, rules, and 
circumstances of Japan. 
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3 Current Status of Global WiFi Roaming Technology in Korea 

3.1 eduroam Deployment Status in Korea 

At present, 6,000 institutes over almost 60 countries are operating the eduroam 
service and an eduroam user can get the wireless network roaming service through the 
infrastructure. In 2012, KISTI(Korea Institute of Science and Technology 
Information) cooperated with the TERENA which is the top level authority of the 
eduroam service and built the eduroam service testbed. Then, KISTI performed the 
interoperability test with the Netherland’s Surfnet and succeeded a field test at the 
Supercomputing Conference 2012 held in the U.S. In 2013, KISTI deployed the 
eduroam service in KAIST and GIST and started to provide the eduroam service to 
domestic users in Korea for the first time. Besides, at the 36th APAN meeting in 
August of 2013, KISTI supported the eduroam service to abroad users who come 
from about 10 countries over the world. In 2014, KISTI extended the eduroam service 
to KIAS at Seoul and POSTECH at Pohang. Table 1 shows the deployment process of 
the eduroam service in Korea. 

The eduroam authenticates a user through RADIUS servers which are 
hierarchically structured and provides the roaming service which supports user’s 
mobility using the proxy function of the RADIUS servers. Table 2 shows the 
elements for eduroam service and their function. 

Table 1. Deployment process of eduroam service in Korea 

Date  Event 

Mar. 2012 
Agreed the build of Korea eduroam testbed with TERENA eduroam 
project group 

Apr. 2012  Designed Korea’s eduroam testbed 

May 2012 
Perform the interoperability test between Korea’s FLR(Federation Level 
Radius) and the eduroam TLR(Top Level Radius) 

Jul. 2012 
Visited the TERENA and had a meeting about activation and extension 
of Korea’s eduroam service 

Aug. 2012 
Submited the compliance statement to the TERENA (acquired the 
Korea’s RO(Roaming Operator) position) 

Sep. 2012 
Completed the Korea’s eduroam testbed and interoperability test 
between Korea’s FLR and the eduroam TLR 

Nov. 2012  Completed the field test at the Supercomputing Conference 2012 

Jun. 2013 
Completed the eduroam service deployment at KAIST(Korea Advanced 
Institute of Science and Technology) and GIST(Gwangju Institute of 
Science and Technology) 

Aug. 2013 
Supported the eduroam service to overseas eduroam users at the 36th 
APAN meeting(KAIST, Daejeon) 

Apr. 2014 
Deployed the eduroam service at KIAS(Korea Institute of Advanced 
Study) and POSTECH(Pohang University of Science and Technology)  
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Table 2. Elements of eduroam and their function  

elements function 
User terminal Terminal to access the eduroam service 

AP(Access Point) 
A device which delivers a user’s access request to AP 
controller or ILR(Institution Level RAIDUS) and sends 
back the result to the user 

AP controller 
A device which centrally manages many APs. It 
generally performs the function of NAS(Network Access 
Server) 

ILR(Institution Level 
RADIUS)  

A RADIUS authentication server which is deployed by 
an institute operating the eduroam service and which 
provides authentication service to a user at a wireless 
access network of the institute. 
An access request from a user who belongs to other 
institutes is passed to the upper layer’s FLR(Federation 
Level RADIUS) 

FLR(Federation Level 
RADIUS)  

A RADIUS authentication server which is deployed by 
the RO(Roaming Operator) of an eduroamed country and 
it contains the information about its ILRs and the 
TLR(Top Level RADIUS) 
An access request from a user coming from a foreign 
country is passed to the TLR 

TLR(Top Level 
RADIUS, overall 
eduroam authentication) 

A RADIUS authentication server having information 
about all eduroamed countries 

3.2 eduroam Service Status in Korea 

Currently the eduroam service in Korea is being provided in three types. First service 
is a domestic roaming service that a user from a domestic eduroamed institute is 
allowed to access a wireless network at a different eduroamed institute. KISTI 
succeeded all roaming tests between the KISTI and domestic eduroamed institutes. 

As the second service, KISTI supported the roaming service to a domestic eduroam 
user who visits an overseas eduroamed site. That is, when a domestic user of an 
eduroamed institute travels abroad, the visited site provides a WLAN roaming service 
to the traveler through the traveler’s eduroam account. Fig. 1 shows the scenario 
where a domestic user of an eduroamed institute gets a roaming service using his or 
her eduroam account at an overseas eduroamed site. 

The third service is providing a roaming service to an eduroam user coming from 
an overseas eduromed institute at a domestic eduroamed site. That is, when an 
overseas user who employs the eduroam service at his or her institute visits a 
domestic eduroamed institute, the visited institute provides the wireless roaming 
service to the overseas user through his or her eduroam account. Fig. 1 also shows the 
scenario where a user of an overseas eduroamed institute gets a roaming service using 
his or her eduroam account at a domestic eduroamed site. 
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Fig. 1. eduroam roaming service between different countries 
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Fig. 2. keduroam service configuration 

4 Current Status of Domestic WiFi Roaming Technology in 
Korea 

In 2012, the information council of Korea’s national and public universities agreed to 
facilitate interaction and cooperation among their universities and to save the 
extension cost for information technology facilities by sharing their WLAN(Wireless 
Local Area Network) infrastructure. According to this agreement, the council have 
been doing research about a sharing method for WLAN of national and public 
universities since April of 2012 and opened a trial service which is called keduroam. 
At now, the keduroam is providing the WiFi roaming service by interconnecting 26 
universities in Korea and members of the keduroam are divided into nine universities 
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in the central region of Korea, eight universities in the southern west region of Korea, 
and nine universities in the southern east region of Korea. In addition, the Chonnam 
University is playing the role of the top level server of the keduroam service and the 
integration with the eduroam is ongoing at this time. Fig. 2 shows the configuration of 
keduroam service. As shown in Fig. 2, the keduroam can support only the domestic 
roaming service to their members at now. However, since the integration with the 
Korea’s FLR is going to be completed within this year, the users of the keduroam will 
soon get the global WiFi roaming service. 

5 Conclusion 

We think that the following strategies are very helpful to activate the eduroam service in 
Korea. First, the KREONET which is Korea’s research network for science and 
technology communities has about 180 member institutions and their information 
resources including their wireless network infrastructure have a tremendous value in 
terms of availability. Second, many convention centers spreading over the country are 
now holding many international events and the event participants from overseas will 
welcome the open of the eduroam service at those sites. Third, the Korea Research 
Council of Fundamental Science and Technology has 11 government-funded research 
institutes and the Korea Research Council for Industrial Science and Technology has 14 
government-funded research institutes under their jurisdiction respectively. Therefore, 
their wireless network infrastructure and research resources have inexhaustible values in 
terms of providing the ubiquitous research environment and sharing the research results. 
Forth, since the keduroam is providing the domestic WiFi roaming service by 
interconnecting 26 public and national universities, the integration between the eduroam 
and the keduroam is very helpful to the spread of the eduroam service in Korea. Last, if 
we can incorporate the rest universities in Korea into the eduroam service, we can step 
forward to making the eduroam nationwide and implementing the ubiquitous research 
environment for research communities in Korea. 
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Abstract. Software Defined Network (SDN) emerged to fundamentally solve 
high cost and complexity in construction/operation/management of existing 
networks. Current SDN is in the initial stage of research /development and has 
been studied focusing on small and medium scale networks such as data center 
network, campus network and enterprise network. In addition, various 
approaches have been attempted to apply SDN to big scale networks such as the 
network of internet service provider(ISP). In this regard, this study will analyze 
the technical trend of SDN and possible problems, and present the future 
direction for development.  

Keywords: Software Defnied Networking, NFV. 

1 Introduction 

Explosive growth of wireless data has been triggered by smart phone as well as fusion 
industry centering around cloud computing, M2M, smart TV and ICT, which, in turn, 
has required creation of new opportunity for growth in the area of network along with 
network enhancement through another technical innovation. However, existing 
network cannot live up to change in environment of the network market. In addition, 
demand for technical innovation from ICT area has emphasized the formation of 
ecosystem through interaction, system and evolutionary processes. Software-Defined 
Networking (SDN) is the trend that has appeared to overcome limitation of current 
network structure and to accommodate new requirements with introduction of 
innovative concept to existing network structure.  

SDN has emerged as the practical alternative that can change existing paradigm by 
providing effective management function and flexibility of network configuration to 
cope with various changes in environment and converting hardware-oriented network 
to software-based one.  

                                                           
* Corresponding author. 
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While SDN technology is in the initial phase of market formation currently, it has 
considerable potential since it is evaluated as the technology(knowledge base, 
standard) that can fundamentally change or innovate the market structure of existing 
global network industry. Accordingly, SDN has surfaced as the opportunity to 
reinforce competitive edge in Korea which shows absolute disadvantage in the area of 
network equipment. In this regard, this thesis will analyze technical trend related to 
SDN and possible problems, and present future direction of development.   

2 Related Works 

2.1 Software Defined Network 

Software defined networking is new type of network where network control function 
is separated from packet forwarding and supports programming directly. In the past, 
control function of individual network equipment was not separated from hardware. 
However, SDN is the logical or virtual entity. As control area is separated into 
accessible computing device and migrated to computing device, it enables application 
that can manage or control network and use the network service.  

In terms of logical structure of SDN technology, core function of network is 
concentrated on the control device based on software that controls the network on the 
whole. Accordingly, network appears as an application like one logical switch. 
Company and communication carrier can obtain the control ability on the network 
while not depending on the network supplier from a logical point of view of 
simplifying network design and operation. So, it is not necessary to understand and 
process over thousands of protocol standards any more and SDN simplifies  
the network equipment simply by controlling the control device. In particular, the 
network operator and manager can set the network more simply by using the 
programming type than setting through input of manual code line in various network 
devices distributed. In addition, IT department can reduce the time required for 
arranging new application and network service and can solve network problems real 
time by utilizing centralized intelligence of SDN control device. By concentrating the 
network on the control layer, SDN can provide flexibility to the manager in terms of 
network setting, management and security, and optimize the network competency 
through dynamic and automated SDN program. Such type enables the user to 
implement customized network service suitable for business goal, including routing, 
multi-cast, security, access control, bandwidth management, processor, storage 
optimization, service quality, amount of energy use and policy management of all forms.  

2.2 Principle of SDN  

SDN has 2 principles largely. First, SDN should deliver software definition. It means 
that data transfer function executed by hardware like switch should be controlled 
through open-type interface and software. Hardware executes specific operation by 
receiving [header template, transfer behavior] set from software. For example, packet 
can be “transferred“ or “discarded“ to certain network port. But, specific action is 
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executed for the packet corresponding to ”header template“ of [header template, 
transfer behavior]. Here, header template may include wild card which means ”all 
packets“ or ”groups of certain packets“. Software definition transfer of SDN must 
include open-type interface and software, and OpenFlow technology corresponds to 
“open type interface”. 

Second, SDN aims at abstracted global management or abstraction of global 
management. SDN should be able to develop leading network management tools by 
supporting abstraction of basic global management. For example, such abstraction 
tools may include global time of network, network situation(creation of new flow or 
change of topology), and the function to control network elements. 

3 Analysis on Technical Trend 

Different from existing networking technology, SDN and OpenFlow expands the role 
of software that performed the auxiliary role of existing network equipment, based on 
simple mechanism, and actively introduce the established concept in software such as 
distributed system, operating system and database, making efforts to configure 
ecosystem and structure that can enhance speed of innovation. While hidden behind 
the advantage of raising speed of innovation through maximization of software role is 
the risk that error of software module may exert a bad influence on overall network, 
SDN/OpenFlow analyzes SDN programming related technology trend into 3 
viewpoints such as language, verification technique and virtualization to reduce the 
problem of software error. 

3.1 SDN Language 

Dedicated languages of SDN/OpenFlow currently active include FML, Frenetic, 
NetCore, Nettle and Procera, which were introduced recently through academy.  

▪FML(Flow-based Management Language) : FML is the basic logic language for 
SDN suggested first and was developed for the purpose of defining the policy to be 
applied to enterprise network as declarative type.  

▪Frenetic : Frenetic is based on database query language of declarative type same as 
FML. Frenetic provides single tier abstraction and modulation that cannot be provided 
in existing language, in order to overcome several limitations that may encounter in 
the stage of creating application for NOX controller, supports processing for 
competition conditions in terms of language runtime so that NOX application 
developer can focus more on forming the desirable works.  

▪Nettle : Nettle is the FRP-based language that appears in the similar period as 
Frenetic, and is featured to handle discrete and continuous at the same time. Nettle 
can handle the event and message sent and received by OpenFlow controller and 
switch, in the unit of object abstracted as one stream. Nettle is based on Haskell 
language and has the following hierarchy. 
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3.2 Verification Technique 

Recently, studies on verification and testing for network directly related to 
SDN/OpenFlow are actively conducted. It should be handled as the important subject 
of research in that it can supplement the potential problems that may occur if 
SDN/OpenFlow is widely applied in the future. The following are the techniques 
introduced through NSDI, SIGCOMM and ONS in 2012.  

▪NICE : model checking-based verification and test tool to detect the programming 
error of OpenFlow network. 4 heuristic techniques optimized for OpenFlow were 
developed and configured to substantially reduce the number of cases according to the 
sequence of event and pay more attention to find potential errors. NICE can be 
regarded as the main case of model checking application for SDN in that it does not 
simply apply the model checking technique which was mainly applied to real-time 
system or hardware design but supplements the problem of bigger status space that 
has been brought up consistently.  

▪Kinetic : it defines the theoretical model of SDN mathematically, abstracts the 
network setting update process in the unit of packet and flow and provides the 
theoretical foundation that can strictly analyze the main attribute that should be 
guaranteed in the network in connection with several actions that may occur in the 
process of network update.  

▪FortNOX : it is the expansion module developed to reinforce security function to 
existing NOX controller. It was implemented to cope with various security threat 
situations dynamically, and to naturally guarantee security related attribute in the 
course of adding the function for preventing collision between OpenFlow rules to 
SDN/OpenFlow controller. While existing SDN/OpenFlow technology guarantees the 
minimum security attribute that separates flow into several slice using the 
virtualization technique like Flowvisor and not interfered, FortNOX went one stage 
further to guarantee several security attributes that should be guaranteed in one slice 
and added to NOX, the rule optimization stage for detect and avoid collision between 
several rules and modules for performing role-based source certification before 
transferring OpenFlow command to network device. 

3.3 Virtualization 

SDN programming language and verification tools examined earlier may operate in 
close connection with SDN/OpenFlow environment. Platform for providing such 
environment treats the network virtualization as the main element technology. Thesis 
related to SDN virtualization, Open vSwitch, open source based software switch and 
OpenStack, an open interface based platform for cloud as well as virtualization related 
technology trend are briefly summarized.  

▪Slice abstraction : new mechanism that supports the network abstraction unit of slice 
from the dimension of programming model so that virtual networks can replace the 
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network virtualization technology that depends on mechanism of low level like 
VLAN based on non-interrupting model.  

▪Open vSwitch : software switch for network virtualization that is actively developed 
as an open source project. It loads the function required to configure virtual network 
for data center or OpenStack based cloud.  

▪OpenStack : could platform of the structure where heterogeneous modules in charge 
of computing, storage or network, interact with each other in message que or REST 
API based platform independent interface.  

4 Limit of SDN 

4.1 Scalability of SDN 

Scalability of SDN in the initial stage of study remains as the dilemma since its 
scalability depends on its architecture and implementation method like web-based 
application. There are many functions of SDN that are difficult to implement actually 
among the functions of SDN expected by OpenFlow and SDN supporters. Main 
example includes global load balancing of flow in session unit that is handled at 
network. To implement this, one switch should treat every single flow that reaches 
over hundreds of thousand flows, which is difficult to implement in reality. hop-by-
hop routing type is restricted by scalability. Some solutions use OpenFlow in the 
restricted area only due to scalability problem. For example, NVP of Nicira uses 
OpenFlow in controlling virtual switch in hypervisor(Xen, KVM) of cloud business 
operator. Switches in hypervisor managed by NVP are independent from switches in 
other area of management and do not interact with each other. In addition, NVP does 
not manage physical switch, but entrusts the NIC bonding or failover of server to 
linux kernel.  

Solutions for scalability at present is to design structure in combination with 
existing technology such as Linux or IP network(RouteFlow, Overlay type routing) or 
to restrict the area of management like NVP.  

4.2 Structural Problem 

SDN controls the network by separating and concentrating the plane of control. 
However, it is natural that the system with distributed control is superior to the system 
with concentrated control in terms of overall performance. The reason why the router 
that uses IP protocol has been used in global internet for last 20 years is because 
routing processing operates distributed in the unit of node. On the other hand, 
SONET/SDH, Frame Relay and ATM used in the restricted area is the technology of 
depending on concentrated VC setting. If it exceeds over 50ms before concentrated 
controller determines the occurrence of failure in the link or node of network and 
sends the control command, it becomes impossible to restore the service while 
keeping the QoS of voice service. In addition, it is also difficult to implement the line 
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card protocols that detect the link failure between 2 forwarding engines like 
BFD(Bidirectional Forwarding Detection), with concentrated type of controller. 
While NFC commercializing the OpenFlow switch and controller for the first time 
implemented such functions in the concentrated controller, it takes about 200ms to 
detour the broken links (differ depending on scale of network). Link detour problem 
can be solved by distributing certain intelligence or saving the calculated path in the 
network node. That is, while traditional WAN technology, SDH/SONET, uses the 
method of installing preliminary line for fast failover, it wastes half of bandwidth.  

To avoid such structural problem of OpenFlow, Google uses OpenFlow only in G-
scale network data center. OpenFlow controllers manage devices in the center only, 
use BGP and ISIS between remote data centers, and manage the flow using the traffic 
engineering technology similar to MPLS-TP in terms of function. NEC also reaches 
the limitation in real-time control of OpenFlow product. One OpenFlow controller 
can control up to 50 OpenFlow switches even if not operating line card protocols such 
as LACP(Link Aggregation control Protocol) or BFD(Bidirectional Forwarding 
Detection), or routing protocol with external device or STP(Spanning Tree Protocol). 
OpenFlow network interworks with external world through static root and static 
LAG(Link Aggregation Groups). 

5 Development Direction of SDN 

5.1 Combination of SDN and WIFI 

Korean communication carriers have paid attention on SDN as the effective 
wire/wireless network operation management measure that can solve sudden rise of 
traffics. Main communication carriers have expressed their opinions at ‘SDN Special 
Conference’ that they may apply SDN technology which emerged as the major issue 
in network area, for reduction of network investment cost, improvement of operation 
efficiency and creation of new service. Overseas operators as well as domestic ones 
have applied or considered application to data center, policy-based flow control, wi-fi 
off loading or network management areas.  

While dip packet inspection(DPI) technology has been utilized for optimization of 
video traffics, it is forecasted that intelligence much more enhanced than present can 
be implemented by applying SDN to policy-based flow control and giving 
instructions to all routers and that it can be the form of combining open flow 
controller and PCRF that takes charge of policy function in current environment. In 
addition, it is also expected that application of SDN into core network of base station 
may result in 20% cost reduction by separating the DU(Digital Unit) in charge of 
digital signal processing, virtualizing and utilizing into the telephone exchange. Like 
this, combination of SDN and WIFI is considered to be of great help in reducing 
network investment cost, improving operation efficiency and creating new service, 
contributing much to WIFI industry. 
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5.2 Combination with Cloud Computing 

Vision presented by VM ware, the leader in virtualization area, is Software Defined 
Datacenter(hereinafter SDD). SDD refers to the status when all infrastructures in the 
data center are virtualized. Virtualization has been mainly on the server up to now. 
Server virtualization is to put hypervisor(virtualization engine) on the server, and to 
run virtual machine over it. On the other hand, SDD takes all infrastructures such as 
storage, network and security system as well as server, as the target of virtualization. 
The person concerned in VM ware explained that “SDD is the status where all 
infrastructures are provided as virtual services, and the control of such data center is 
completely automated as software.” In addition, he explained that SDD would be the 
final stage of evolution for cloud computing. Cloud computing is proceeded in the 
order of standardization→virtualization →automation→SDD.  

For example, the 1st stage is to integrate hardware into one standard like x86 
system and the 2nd stage is to virtualize the server. The 3rd stage is to configure 
virtualized servers as pool and to automate the provisioning and orchestration. Cloud 
computing discussed at present is up to stage 3. VM ware emphasized that true cloud 
computing environment can be completed when it proceeds up to the stage 4 of SDD. 
Up to now, corporate IT system exists separately from each other. For example, 
ERP(enterprise resource planning) system and collaboration system have separate 
server, storage and network. Each application possesses its own infrastructure, which 
caused wastes of time and resource. There are lots of resources left in data center on 
the whole since infrastructure is configured based on peak time of each application. It 
takes lots of time to introduce new application as short as 2 or 3 month or as long as 
3~4 years. On the other hand, SDD configures and virtualize the server, storage and 
network as standard equipment and provides capacity required by application.  

The biggest advantage of SDD is the fact that a company can get out of the 
limitation of hardware. IT departments of companies have frequently encountered 
with limitation of hardware up to now when they try something new. For example, it 
was difficult to configure disaster recovery environment with different storage 
equipment. On the other hand, SDD means the status where something a company 
needs can be implemented immediately through software.  

Given this, combination of SDN and cloud computing may result in considerable 
effects in terms of cloud computing.  

6 Conclusion 

As the network is advanced through technical innovation, existing network type 
showed limitation and a new technology called SDN emerged. SDN is the networking 
technology of next generation that can conveniently handle complicated operation 
management, network path setting and control through software programming.  

We have analyzed the technical trend of SDN from 3 viewpoints of language, 
verification technique and virtualization. In addition, scalability, structural problem and data 
network issue, pointed out as limitation of SDN, were analyzed, and development 
through combination of wifi and cloud computing was suggested for future direction.  
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The following are more macroscopic conclusions that can be proposed through 
such investigation and research. It is necessary to have the strategy to develop 
resources and competency by focusing on the area where supplementary 
knowledge(competency) is secured or competency can be build fast in terms of value 
chain that changes with introduction of SDN. In addition, it is also required to build 
the support system so that SDN supplier(star-up) can obtain necessary abilities and 
easily access the demand company in terms of policy. Lastly, it is urgently required to 
build the reference site with reliability. Accordingly, various consortium should be 
formed focusing on the voluntary market actors, which is exclusive in terms of value 
chain, motivation and ability, while providing the space of experiment where various 
market actors can voluntarily participate at the level of niche market. 
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Abstract. This study attempted to design and construct a scheme to get 
information on the type and method of recent attacks. When performing 
specific attacks, the way attackers mostly use IP spoofing, they use IP address 
barely used to make it their own IP address. This kind of IP spoofing-based 
attack packet collection & analysis system is called ‘Sinknet’ in this study. This 
study aims to analyze attacks on the Internet by type after investigating current 
attack type, method and victim through the design and construction the Sinknet. 

Keywords: Network security, IP spooping, Darknet, audit. 

1 Introduction 

The Korea Institute of Science and Technology Information (KREONET) has 
organized and operated ‘Cert-KREONET’ and collected information through this 
infringement response unit. Based on the connected information, then, it has provided 
infringement response services. The Cert-KREONET monitors and detects an 
infringement against KREONET members for 24 hours a day throughout the year. 
Once this attack is detected and reported, it responds to it properly. It provides 
technical support for the fast and accurate response to the incident and spreads a 
current situation to its member organizations to prevent a similar incident and remove 
potential infringement factors. This study intends to come up with precautions against 
this kind of attack and security recommendations and distribute them after collecting 
and analyzing attack information through the Sinknet. In addition, it is planned to take 
preemptive measures against infringement by sharing infringement-related 
information after establishing a collaborative network with related organizations in 
Korea and abroad.   

2 Overview of Sinknet  

In the recent Internet security field, an intelligent sustainable attack has emerged as a 
big issue. It does not end as a one-time attack. Instead, it constantly proves the 
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target’s weakness and keeps attacking. When it continuously attacks the target until 
its goal is accomplished using diverse technologies, a victim cannot respond to the 
attack until a direct damage is detected. Therefore, this study attempted to design and 
construct a scheme to get information on recent attack type and method and target of 
the attack. Most attackers use IP spoofing to hide themselves when attacking the 
target by disguising an unused address as its address. Considering these facts, Sinknet 
collects IP-spoofed information using the backscatter.  

 

Fig. 1. Operating Mechanisms of Sinknet 

3 Construction of Sinknet 

To construct Sinknet, unused IP addresses are needed. However, these IP addresses 
should not use bogon IP addresses. In addition, IP address on the interface in which 
packets are brought in the Sinknet and those on the management-purpose interface are 
required. Fig. 2 reveals a connection between server and router which are needed for 
constructing the Sinknet. For the construction of Sinknet, it should be noted the 
following. First, it is needed to check the consumption of network interface using the 
SNMP-based network monitoring tool. In addition, the processes from the Sinknet 
should be monitored. Lastly, it is required to check the consumption of Sinknet server 
disk regularly. 

 

Fig. 2. Configuration of Sinknet Router and Server 
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4 Result of the Construction of Sinknet  

The data on actual attack response have been received from the Sinknet since January 
1, 2014, and based on these data, the attacks found in the KREONET were analyzed 
by the type. We extracted data on KREONET from the data collected in the sinknet. 
In the destination institution that is registered with the KREONET is a lot of traffic, 
the attack has been executed. For this, data from January and February 2014 were 
analyzed.  

4.1 Analysis of Sinknet Data by the Port 

In this study, KREONET-related data were extracted from the data collected in the 
Sinknet. According to data analysis, there were attacks on the KREONET-member 
organizations with traffic in diverse routes. Fig. 3 reveals the frequency of attacks on 
the KREONET-member organizations during January 2014. In this figure, a regular 
pattern of attack fluctuations is found, which means that the attack occurs regularly 
through the periodic execution of the program, not in an improvised or sporadic 
manner. When analyzed by the protocol, surprisingly, there was the greatest attack on 
the port #1433 in the Microsoft SQL server, followed by the MS WBT server and 
Microsoft-DS port, which means that there have been attacks on the weakness of 
Microsoft solutions.   

 

 

Fig. 3. Analysis of Attack Data from January 2014 

Fig. 4 shows attack data from October by protocol in the graphs. In overall, the 
attack pattern is similar to that of September. Still, the attack on the Microsoft SQL 
server accounts for the greatest portion, followed by HTTP, MS software, MySQL 
and SSH. According to the figure, most attacks are found in the TCP port because 
TCP is the most widely used Internet service, and TCP ports have been kept open. 
According to this figure, among the top 10 services, UDP service is the only SIP. 
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Fig. 4. Analysis of Attack Data from February 2014 

4.2 Analysis of Sinknet Data by the Protocol 

Among the attack data collected in the Sinknet, attack frequency on the protocol was 
analyzed in order. Based on these data, current attackers’ tendency and trend can be 
analyzed. 

 

Fig. 5. Attack Analysis by Protocol (January) 

The data collected in January were classified by the protocol and digitalized. As 
shown in Fig. 5, there was the highest percentage of the attack on the TCP port, 
followed by the attack on the UDP port. If the attacks on TCP and UDP are 
combined, the percentage reaches up to 94%, which means that most attackers target 
TCP or UDP services. In addition, there is a slight attack(2%) on EIGRP, a routing 
protocol used in Cisco routers. 
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Fig. 6. Attack Analysis by Protocol (February) 

Fig. 6 reveals attacks on the Internet in February 2014. Compared to the January 
attack, the portion of attacks on TCP services decreased while the portion of UDP and 
ICMP services increased. As shown in this figure, the attacks on TCP services are still 
high with 67%. Meanwhile, the attacks on UDP services increased by 10% from the 
prior month, and attacks on other services such as DNS, DHCP and IRC increased. In 
particular, the portion of the attacks on ICMP services doubled from the previous 
month. Even though the attacks on EIGRP declined from January, but the difference 
is not meaningful.  

In sum, most attacks were found in TCP and UDP services because most Internet 
services use TCP and UDP protocols. Even though most network equipment has its 
own defense system against these attacks, there still have been attacks on ICMP. 
Therefore, there should more thorough preparation against these attacks.  

5 Conclusion 

Recently, there have been cyber attacks on big websites which have significant social 
ripple effects, causing social turmoil and unrest. The rapid changes of the Internet 
environments such as the gradual expansion of social network services, spread of 
smartphone, expansion of mobile Internet services and popularity of cloud services 
have been a new threat to cyber security. However, as the infringement becomes 
sustainable and intelligent, the conventional security control and monitoring are not 
enough to handle these attacks. However, if these attacks are analyzed by protocol 
and service using the Sinknet, and attacks on the KREONET are predicted, there 
might be a preemptive response to these attacks, ensuring a safer and more stable 
network operation. In the Sinknet-based data analysis, furthermore, a more accurate 
and faster service system could be developed through data analysis using cloud 
services. 
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Abstract. Human eyes are important in our lifetime. We first brief how eyes, 
visual acuity, visual field and phenomenon react when human eye processing 
over their limit. Next, we introduce display size and optimal viewing distance. 
With this information, we propose our concept of how technology could assist 
human protecting their eyes. We implement a prototypical distance monitoring 
system. This system provides suitable information to notify human keeping 
their watch distance. Finally we demonstrate system.  

Keywords: Depth sensor, Depth image, 3D space, Angle resolution, 
ophthalmic medical, optical, eye protect, Field of view. 

1 Introduction 

This study will introduce the depth-based technology application to warn and protect 
human eyes when we are too close to a screen, computer monitor or television. This 
application is especially helpful to protect children, whose body is still growing, from 
eye-related syndromes.  

We use a popular RGB-D sensor which has various approaches. RGB-D sensor 
currently has education, medical, and robots application. Novel Liquid Crystal Display 
(LCD) screen such as ASUS products VK266H, VK228H, VK248H [24] have 
equipped RGB-D sensor. Also, we can use extended a RGB-D sensor, such as Kinect 
[22], ASUS Xtion [23]. In this study we provide a concept which is how to protect 
human eyes and implement it with RGB-D sensor. 

We will discuss Ophthalmology which is ophthalmic medical, eyes work at first. 
Next we briefly introduce the screen size and watching distance, as well as connection 
of those two subjects—optimal watch distance, aka optimum viewing distance. Some 
researches pointed out Diseases of Affluence comes from when human use modern 
technology. Then we implement our system which can provide suitable distance 
information and recommend people to keep in a good watching distance. 
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2 Related Work 

Human eyes, which are part of body organ, are important to sensor vision. We use 
eyes day by day for our entire lifetime. How it still work well and protect on our life 
is important, therefore we need to take good care of them. Screen has been published 
over half of a century since the television (TV) was introduced to the world. It 
became part of our life, but it also cause new diseases. Nowadays, computer screen 
has caused the same problems too. In the past, we didn’t know how far the distance 
between human and the TV is suitable. Even we realize it; we usually ignore it when 
we are watching. Researches in recent years have pointed out that it will cause eyes 
diseases, which are part of diseases of affluence of ophthalmic diseases. There are 
many ophthalmic diseases. Nearsightedness, which is usually happened on children, is 
a common issue. Nearsightedness has a cause with the eye operation. Eye operation 
normally comes how eye see research, which is Ophthalmology.  

The research about “how human see” has been conducted over 2000 years. This 
research involves optical science, frequency science, electromagnetism and 
Ophthalmology. Researchers of optical science also debated about whether light 
belongs to particles or wave. Those arguments were continued until 19th century. We 
simply brief those connections.  

Ophthalmic medical includes Ophthalmic Refraction, Neuro-ophthalmogoy, which 
are discussions of image formation by the eyes. However, there weren’t sufficient 
knowledge in early years, people usually discusses this as an mythology. According to 
mythology, people thought that the eye can see is because human eyes can project out 
light. 

Vision research form B.C. 424 Arostophans [11,12], he used a large number of 
angled hexagonal mirrored surfaces to ignition material, make fire. Euclid proposed 
Catoptrica, which is described optical reflection and image-forming phenomena. 
Claudius Ptolemy conducted a more advance research about angles of incidence and 
refraction but without mathematical proof until Snell’s law was introducted in 1621. 

Johannes Kepler described inverse square law governing the intensity of light and 
research pinhole camera, optical and human vision. He finished law of refraction. In 
his research, he described how human eyes see. He is the first research who proposed 
human visual hypothesis. He precisely described image recognition is that the object is 
projected inversely and reversely by the human eyes’ lens onto the retina, and 
explained myopia and hyperopia. Ophthalmic medical accepted his visual hypothesis 
and the visual hypothesis became a part of Ophthalmology theory. This axiom 
continues until 1850s a scientists used microscope to observe eye and confirmed it. 
Latter, Willebrord van Roijen Snell proposed a famous law, which is Law of 
Refraction, a.k.a. Snell’s law. This contribution of this law is that we can calculation 
those phenomena in mathematics [11,12]. 

The great scientists Isaac Newton, whose optical contribution is foundation color 
research. He used dispersive prism decompose white light into the colours of the 
spectrum, which is sun light combine multiple colors of light. This research also 
separated studies of optical and color. Those two topics are always connected no mater 
how separated they are, which is commonly known as “Optical”. Newton argued that 
light is composed of particles, and published his issue “Opticks” in 1704. Today, we all 
agreed Newton was a pioneer of particles studying [7,8,11,12,13,14]. 
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Alhazen who discovered that human could cause  eye disease if they watch the Sun 
directly. He proposed Proved Intromission. He also proposed that left and right side of 
human eyes would generate different see phenomena. This issue became an 
establishment stereo vision until Ken Nakayama re-proposed this issue [11,12]. 
Because past in Europe have Index Librorum Prohibitorum [27] event eye-dissection 
science start on 1850s. Today we have eyeglasses which was invented by George 
Biddle Airy. This help human to correct eye Optical Axis. 

We could learn more detailed knowledge of eyes and gain further proof of early 
hypothesis science the eye-dissection in 1850s.  More detail eye contracture can 
reading and studying form [7–12].  

However, optical also is the branch of physics. Christiaan Huygens proposed a wave 
theory of light. But this theory had difficulties against to Isaac Newton’s Corpuscular 
theory of light. Thomas Young proved that wave theory of light until 19th century. 
Thomas Young also proposed RGB theory but without mathematical deduction. W. 
David Wright in 1928 and Guild John in 1931 have proposed how to calculation RGB 
in mathematical [29,30]. It was first time we can calculate RGB and implement it on 
technology. Also W.D Wright was first proposed gamut. Thomas Young’s researches 
also extended colour research such as Musell and Ostwald systems. 

Ophthalmic Refraction is the science of how eyes watching object. It is ophthalmic 
medical [7–12,15,16,17]. Image-forming is very complex process which phenomena  
can also treated as visual perception processing. This hypothesis begins from Johannes 
Kepler's research which using pinhole camera to describe this phenomena. This 
research is that an object was projected via eye sensor, generating information through 
nerve to brine for image-forming, then human recognize its shape and name.  

There is distance between the object and human eyes.  Size deformation occurs 
while distance change. Moreover, our vision has limited watch cover area, witch are 
range and field.  

Object need on optical axis, through eyes, via lens, project onto Macula Lutea [7–
12]. Macula consists of Rod cells and Cone cells. Rod cell, which have 120 million 
cells, can process dark and light. Dark means that scotopic vision, which is the vision 
under low light condition. Cone cell, which have 7 million cells, can process RGB 
color. Through science research we know human eyes can sensor 3~5nm spectrum of 
color different, which mean human eyes can identify at least 10  million colors. 

Human have 5 kind of perceptions. Perception, which is after sensor processing. 
Visual Perception is eyes through processing, overlapping then to image forming to for 
human knows [7–12]. 

The term “Filed of View (FOV)” as shown in Figure 1 is primary reason we brief 
above. It is about vision field. Each signal eye can see is about 150 degree of sector, 
and 50 degree for angle of elevation and 70 degree for angle of depression. Those 
degree form a 3D image. Vision acuity is typically measured that normal eye can see 
20/20 ophthalmic refraction [7–12]. Also Naked eyes resolution, which is minimum 
angle of resolution when eyes vision on 1.0 minimum of arc [7–12,18,19,20]. 

Human eyes have its limitation of processing data. In [7–12], we know angular 
resolution, also human eyes in medical are preference this. According to optical, 
image, ophthalmic research and books [7–13,15,16,17], we know photography 
technology is a process of converting object into image, is a visual perception. 
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Fig. 1. Illustration field of view 

The size of our eye is about 24 mm among adults, and the size of Macula is about 6 
mm [7–12], you can imagine our eyes as a small size camera. Macula is  
Complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) sensor or a Charge Coupled 
Device (CCD) sensor. Also we can imagine our eyes and brain are the same as CCD 
and computer. Processing the CCD is needed after is has capture photos. If computer 
are not equipped with enough buffer, it might loss message and attempt to bug or crash 
system. It means that you have limited capability acquiring image message, and you 
need to process them quickly. If you were overusing your eyes, it might crash your 
“system”. It’s just like the way PC will react if it was not capable processing the data 
from CCD, which points out that out our eyes have limitation of pixel processing and 
our body will gain symptoms. 

Alternatively, Angle resolution is probably a diseases of affluence which symptoms 
for human begins are nausea and vomit.  

According to angle resolution, we can image that naked eye have it process ability 
and maximum limit. It usually causes symptoms when naked eye has processed over 
its ability. This is notification for human that having a break is need. Many researches 
had pointer out this reason and provide us reference how much distance is better [4]. 

3 System Design 

This section we will describe our system design. Both hardware device and software 
program combined a new approach propose new application. Imagine the following 
scenario: In the future people who own large display device, in their family always 
forget keeping away from screen when there are watch. We design a system which will 
provide message that alarm people to keep away. We implement our system in 
simulations via PC, computer monitor and RGB-D sensor. 
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Figure 2 shows our system architecture. This system contains a screen, RGB-D 
sensor and PC. The PC, which processes our algorithm, is a simulated intermediary 
hardware that could be portable equipment and become one of the functions of screen 
in the future. We also assume that RGB-D sensor will be developed into every 
household or become basic equipment when new screen is installed. 

Our system will be initiated when people are in front of the screen. RGB-D sensor 
will detect the distance of human while PC processing our algorithm of calculating 
display size and judging distance from the screen. After the computer finished its 
judgment, a message regarding distance would be provided to the user. User who 
receiver the message can adjust their position afterwards. 

Detector

Screen

Distance Detector

 

Fig. 2. System Architecture 

3.1 Platform 

Our platform consists of PC, a computer monitor and a RGB-D sensor. Our system 
developed on PC. We used PC implement prototype system. After we finished system, 
this system can portable and migrate to any platform and software development. Our 
PC is equipped with Intel E2200 CPU, 4G of RAM, and is working on the 64 bits 
Windows 8.0 Operation System (OS). This means that doesn’t need high resource. 

To implement our scenario, we use PC as a simulated intermediary hardware or a 
new function for its portability. Our system hardware consist a screen which a 
computer monitor is used as the TV. 

In addition, current Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) or Light-emitting diode (LED) is 
major display device we have been using nowadays. Moreover, the simple display 
screens are different from the TV, which depend on whether it has been equipped with 
TV-BOX. This means that any screen without TV-BOX is simply a monitor, but a TV 
which can receive signal of TV channel if it equipped with TV-BOX. 

This system also requires a RGB-D sensor. We used RGB-D sensor to implement 
our suggested simulation. RGB-D sensor is novice technology which has been adopted 
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in many studies such as Augmented Reality (AR), field detector and motion capture. 
Researches about the applications of RGB-D sensor still go on.  

Additionally, RGB-D sensor may become a standard device for future Screen. In the 
future, we assume RGB-D sensor developed every house or with new screen equipped. 
This system we also used RBG-D sensor be our simulation device. 

In our study we adopted Microsoft Kinect. Kinect is a motion sensor announced in 
2009 and has been published on 2010/09 by Microsoft. Dependent on Microsoft 
release datasheet and specification, it’s work on Windows 7 or more up-to-date version 
of OS. Kinect have microphone array, 2 micro motor and 3 cameras, which is a RGB 
camera, IR camera and IR emitter. This means that kinect can track movement, 
identify gesture or attitude through algorithm, and recognizing voice. Microsoft  
released development tools kit on February 21, 2011, which allowing more people  
can develop their own application for research, art, hobby and education propose. 
Kinect, which contains special patent, is a novel technology. Depth maps, aka depth 
image, depth frame, and depth stream, are a part of Microsoft Kinect’s novel 
technology patents. Even Asus Xtion has to pay royalties to Microsoft for using those 
patents. 

3.2 Software Template 

This system requires algorithm to process and calculate our method. Here, we used 
Microsoft Visual Studio Express [2] to design our system application software. 
Microsoft announce Visual Studio Express for free and student program [1]. This 
announcement helps engineer, researcher, artists, hobbyist and novice to fulfill their 
dreams. About its principle datasheet, technology report of how to encode and more 
detail function, reader can visit Microsoft Developer Network (MSDN) [3].  

Microsoft Visual studio has provided C++, C#, Basic and more program language. 
C# language have Command line mode, Windows Form Application mode 
(WinForm), Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF) mode, Active Server Pages 
(APS) .Net Mode. Each mode has its features and templates. Those various program 
language and mode means that it’s difficult for programmer to study and specialize on 
it. In this study we are using used C# language, and coding on WinForm mode and 
WFP mode.  

3.3 Suggest Optimal Watch Distance 

Human eyes have limited FOV and comfortable watching distance when we are 
viewing vision. One of importance issues of eyes is how to protect eye. Some 
companies and research Labs has issued reports about optimal watch distance with 
different size [4,5]. According to ophthalmic medical research there is a limit of work 
performance of human eyes. Also Taiwan’s ophthalmic doctor recommend [15]. [4] 
suggest dependent which one screen have different recommend. Normally the 
recommend watching distance is screen size times 2.5. Formula below. 

OptimalDistance=DisplaySize*2.5. (1)

When people are too closed to screen, our system will send a warming message to 
notify the user. 
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using System.Windows.Forms; 

double screenWidth = Screen.PrimaryScreen.Bounds.Width; 

double screenHeight = Screen.PrimaryScreen.Bounds.Height; 

4 Implementation 

We describe to implement our system in this session. The system composes hardware, 
software and algorithm. Imagine our scenario atmosphere: Computer process our 
algorithm when system start up. At beginning computer will first acquire screen 
information and then measure distance between human and screen. After that it will judge 
the information and send message to notify the user if he is standing or sitting too closeto 
the screen. The message will keep show up until adjust his position into proper distance. 

We use display size, which is diagonal measurement multiplied by optimal viewing 
distance [4,5,6], as our warning distance. This means that warning distance is a least 
yet sufficient distance to satisfy human eyes processing image-forming limitation 
suggest from FOV [4,5,6]. Moreover, our design can provide multi-functional and 
automatic selective warning system via variety display size. 

Listing 1: C# Code, Get Display Information 

First of all, we need to know display size. There various screen size which each size 
follows its standard. Display size [18] is measuring by its diagonal since first 
generation of Cathode ray tube (CRT) television. However, display size measuring 
include its cover edge and this is not misleading for the consumer, but normally its 
happened [18]. After, considering to display resolution [19], and computer display 
standard [20], their report information about screen’s scale,  diagonal, width and 
height. Manufacturers on their products have way to get the message. Now, to get 
computer screen information are primary work, C# have a methods called 
“Screen.PrimaryScreen.Bounds” which can acquire screen Width and Height. Listing 
1, we show our program code how to do this. 

After we acquire screen information, we used use information to calculate display 
size. following formulas to design our calculation. Our program can automatically use 
the following formula to calculate screen size. We know current technology normally 
screen edge is that each inch are 96 pixels resolution, which is pixel per inch and dot 
pre inch [21,31]. 

196/ wwidth =  (2)

196/ hheight =  (3)

22 111 hwDiagonaleDisplaySiz +==  (4)
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Secondary, we need to know the distances from the position of human to screen. 
Kinect sensor is used to capture distance from the viewer. Human distance 
intelligence come form depth image, this intelligence provide us that each pixel data 
information with distance. Then we use algorithm to identify human data and distance 
from depth image.  

After we acquired human distance and display size information, we need to 
determine whether the human distance is the sufficient watching distance. Our 
calculated formula is as follow. 

DistanceHumanDistanceOptimal ≥  (5)

Figure 3 show our software flow chart. Computer program will calculate and judge 
whether system should issue a warning message or not. This system can provide 2 
modes to issue warning message, one is show on screen message and others are 
warning sound.  

First warning message is a text message. Our system will show it on screen if the 
user too close the screen. (Human distance is less than optimal distance.) Message 
words are such as: “Warning, you are too close from the Screen, Suggest distance is 
+Message”, while +Message is after judge screen and calculated result. 

Second warning message is computer voice sound system. We activate computer 
voice system, and ask computer speak out such words: “Warning, you are too closing 
from the screen, we suggest proper watching distance is +Message, please move your 
position”. Both type of warning message can modify by human, and while +Message is 
judgement result from the previous calculation. All system photos we show on Figure 4. 

start
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Get Screen 
Information

Capture 
human 

distance

 Call 
computer 
process

Act 
Voice 

Voice 
warrning

End

Judge Distance, 
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Msg On 
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Fig. 3. Software flow chart 
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Fig. 4. Our system photo 

5 Conclusion 

In this paper we proposed our methods and implemented our system. We simply brief 
how human see, this research for long times. We want this brief human can take a 
good care of their eyes. For that purpose, we designed and implemented distance 
monitoring system. The system can detect distance of viewers from the screen by 
RGB-D sensor and issue a message to warm viewers to back away if they are too 
close from the screen. We hope this paper can easily warn and remind people staying 
in a proper distance while watching screen. In addition, we hope the system can 
assistant parents to supervise their children not being too close from the screen and 
prevent from eye disease. For the future screen, computer monitor or television may 
have equipped with RGB-D sensor and provide this system to service human.  
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Abstract. In the field of document editing, a real-time collaborative editing that 
multiple users edit a same document simultaneously has been actively studied. 
The co-editing session should be kept for the synchronization about the changes 
during the real-time collaborative editing of documents among the participants. 
If the session ends during collaborative editing, they wouldn't be able to 
continue co-editing anymore. The purpose of this study is to develop a 
framework for Continuous Real-time Collaborative Editing that disconnects the 
session in unintended situations. Participants should be able to terminate editing 
at any time in opened co-editing session, and a certain participant is able to 
disconnect because of unstable networks. In this case, the editing session should 
be maintained without termination. 

Keywords: Collaborative editing, Continuous, Real-time, Server 
Transformation Method. 

1 Introduction 

As wide dissemination of social network service (SNS) supporting a variety of 
communication, the importance of information sharing regardless of time and space 
and cooperation are increasing. 

Collaborative file editing is a representative cooperation. Real-time collaborative 
editing is applying to each user’s document synchronizing others’ editing contents 
while multiuser edits shared document at the same time. Real-time collaborative 
editing needs to satisfy the following requirements: Responsibility, Simultaneity, 
Consistency, Flexibility, Stability. 

Each editor generates replicas of shared editing documents to guarantee both 
responsibility and simultaneity of real-time collaborative editing. OT (Operational 
Transformation) and CRDT (Commutative Replicated Data Type) are developed as 
the synchronizing methods for consistency of each replica. Such synchronizations are 
not able to maintain collaborative editing session when the network connection of 
editors and servers is terminated or servers are terminated because one server is in 
charge of them. This paper proposed framework which enables real-time collaborative 
                                                           
* Corresponding author. 
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editing secured flexibility and stability as maintaining continuously collaborative 
editing session regardless of network environment and participants change. 

2 Related Work 

Real-time collaborative editing system consists of several editors which synchronize 
each replica of documents with connection to computer networks and the architecture 
usually follows client-server model [4-7]. 

2.1 Editor Server Specification Method 

This is the method to assign an editor initiating collaborative editing session as a 
server and an editor participating in session as client. It is a method used in real-time 
collaborative editors such as Gobby [8] developed in Linux environment. 

Because an editor initiating collaborative editing session is assigned as a server we 
can build a single complete collaborative editing session only by editors with 
connection to subnetwork. However, since a host of editors taking on a role in server 
is usually a personal computer, it lacks flexibility as well as reliability because it 
cannot leave session by the end of collaborative editing session. 

2.2 Dedicated Server Generating Method 

Dedicated server at a certain host is operated and all the other participating editors 
become clients when collaborative editing session is initiated. It is frequently used in 
web based real-time collaborative editors including Etherpad [9]. 

Dedicated server host operates superiorly in terms of performance and stability in 
order to only play a role in server but it is difficult to optimize network connection 
cost between a server and a client because the geographical position of server on the 
network is fixed and the reliability of network connection determines the stability of 
editing system so it is disadvantageous to the stability of collaborative editing system 
based on recently rapidly disseminated mobile communication network or wireless 
Internet. 

3 Collaborative Editing Framework Architecture and 
Implementation 

We propose our editor server transformation framework which improves stability and 
flexibility of collaborative editing system. 

3.1 Editor Server Transformation Method 

Proposed editor server transformation method which assigns editors initiating 
collaborative editing session as servers and assigns editors participating in session 
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thereafter as clients is similar to editor server specification method. The difference 
between proposed method and existing editor server specification one is that it 
is0020possible to alter editing server during collaborative editing session progress. 
This editor server transformation method consists of two significant mechanisms. 

First one is participant information control mechanism of editing server. Editing 
server has ‘Active User List’ and ‘Member User List’ which are the participants’ 
information of collaborative editing session. These participants’ information includes 
each IP address of participating nodes, port numbers. Editing client provides their 
information to editing server when it participates in or withdraws editing session. 
Editing server detects arbitrary editing client unexpectedly withdrawing editing 
session by periodically transmitting ping messages to all editing clients. 

The second is preliminary editing server mechanism. In this research, we used a 
strategy which assigns the client with the longest expectation performance time 
among editing clients participating in collaborative editing session as preliminary 
editing server. Editing server and preliminary editing server mirror collaborative 
editing documents and whole information regarding session. Editing server amicably 
hands its role over to preliminary editing server by informing preliminary editing 
server of it when editing server is supposed to leave session. On the other hand, 
editing server and preliminary editing server periodically exchange each ping 
message, monitor each other. When server unexpectedly leave collaborative editing 
session, preliminary editing server detects it, transforms itself into editing server and 
resynchronizes network connection of all clients participated in collaborative editing 
session and collaborative editing replica using documents and session information 
saved in it. 

Fig. 1 shows an example of collaborative editing network consisting of three 
editors. Let us assume that editor A became editing server as it begins collaborative 
editing session and editor B participated in session first and then editor C did so but 
editing server assigned client editor B that took part in session earlier as preliminary 
editing server. 

 

Fig. 1. Session Diagram before Editor Server Transformation 

When Editor A, an editing server, leaves collaborative editing session, Editor B, a 
preliminary server, transforms into editing server. Fig. 2 indicates an example that 
Editor A is disconnected from collaborative editing network but Editor B plays a role 
in editing server and Editor C becomes editing client and still maintains collaborative 
editing session.  
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synchronized results in server replica to its own document copy. Server replica 
implements consistency management algorithm such as OT [1,2] or CRDT [3] and 
synchronizes alteration of all client editors to maintain consistency of alterations 
between document copies. Replica creates server network or client network according 
to the role of editor. Replica manages user ID, name, authentication information, 
connection information by recording in active user and member user. 

Network implements network to transmit messages between editors engaging in 
session, and manages connection by creating it from user information of replica. 

Connection stores IP addresses of connected editors and controls queue to manage 
waiting lines of messages. 

4 Performance Evaluation 

In this passage, we proposed framework which can analyze the performance of 
proposed server transformation method in terms of flexibility and impact of load. The 
following collaborative editing environment is assumed to develop performance 
analysis framework of server transformation method. 

Until editing work is finished, editors (a server editor and more than one client 
editor) enough to maintain session exist and each collaborative editing workers can 
participate in or withdraw collaborative editing session whenever they want during 
session time T . Whenever new client editor enters into session, current server 
editor assigns it as preliminary server editor. If a client editor operating in the same 
host computer as current server editor drops out of session, the server editor would be 
dropped out and editor server transformation procedure performs. 

In collaborative editing session, the more server transformation occurs, the greater 
the effectiveness or necessity of the method needs. That is, the effectiveness of server 
transformation method can be expressed by mathematical expectation of server 
transformation occurrence number. To figure out this, calculate random variable 
distribution in respect of server transformation event at first [10]. Since the 
probability of occurring server transformation within arbitrary interval t is determined 
conditionally by the state of current server editor, occurrence interval time of adjacent 
server transformation   , n = 1,2, … has memoryless property of random process 
with exponential distribution.  indicates the time between nth and (n+1)th server 
transformation. In other words, it would be nth server working time. From an 
arbitrary view, the probability distribution of occurring server transformation within 
interval t  ( ) is defined below. ( ) ≡ P{ ̃ ≤ t} = 1 −  (1)P{E}  is the probability of occurring event E and   means the average occurrence 
probability of server transformation. Fig. 4 represents ( )  on ten-hour session 
interval with = 0.3[hour-1]. When t=0, we can figure out that the probability of  
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Fig. 4. Theoretical Probability Distribution of Server Transformation ( = 0.3) 

occurring server transformation is getting greater as time goes by pdf and expectation 
of  ̃   are as follows respectively. ( ) =  (2)

E{ ̃ } = 1
 (3)

Collaborative editing session time T   is the time taken from the editing work 
started until ended. Expectation of server transformation number occurring during 
collaborative editing session    can be calculated as below: = { ̃ } =  (4)

 is a reciprocal number of the average remaining working time of client editor 
. That is, = 1/  . Thus the effectiveness of the proposed server 

transformation method gets higher as each collaborative working time takes short 
time or session sustainment time is long. 

From now on, we analyze the performance of traffic load degree of editor server 
transformation method. Let the number of client editors, in the session, N, the average 
of synchronization requirement number of each client editor R and the average size of 
Replica images transmitting to each client whenever synchronizing M. Then, we can 
calculate the amount of traffic  generated by requirement of Replica 
synchronization of N clients in collaborative editing session. =  (5)

In a server transformation procedure, one Replica synchronization occurs and then 
Server Replica is transmitted to N Client editors. The amount of synchronization 
traffic  by server transformation procedure in the session is defined as below. =  (6)
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and expectation of transformation occurrence, we figured out the effect of 
phenomenally improving flexibility and safety by making the session maintain 
continuously in the frequently terminating server. 
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Abstract. Recently as society enters the aging era and the ageing population as 
well as senile patients increase, health and safety issues are seriously emerging. 
The society requires the system that correctly detects and analyzes the faint, one 
of senile symptoms; and promptly responds the emergency situation by 
activating an alarm and reporting it to the situational center at the same time. 
Therefore, this paper proposes the faint situation recognition and response 
system that continuously tracks certain seniors living alone with images from 
thermal camera in combination with the Kalman filter and Camshift’s tracking 
algorithms, and analyzes change in size and time of traced trajectories. The 
sucess rate of faint situation recognition was 86%. system proved continuous 
tracking and correct faint situation recognition performance. 

Keywords: faint detection, object tracking, Kalman filter and thermal image. 

1 Introduction 

When a senior falls by fainting elderly or senior patients may experience, falling 
impact may cause a bodily injury or an emergency situation to his/her body. The 
further body condition of a person fainted depends on how long it takes to rescue and 
how well he/she gets emergency treatment. Therefore, in order to promptly respond to 
accidental situations by such faint situation detection, the system should track objects 
under whatever situations day and night by using thermal cameras as well as 
determine faint situations correctly. 

The paper [1] monitored faint situations by a simple faint detection algorithm using 
thermal camera. However, this theory relies on simple detection algorithm and it is 
hard to get good results under complicated field environment. 

The paper [2] proposed the detection method wearing a sensor and reporting faint 
by pressing a button. However, if a user forgets to wear it or suddenly faints and 
becomes unable to press the button, the system cannot respond effectively. If the 
thermal image is used along with an application that detects a human body under the 
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condition where the surrounding temperature greatly differs to that of a human body, 
it can provide good effect in identifying and tracking a moving person.  

The other strength of the thermal image is that it is possible to detect the bottleneck 
shadow or the lighting source that occur in most of motion tracking system based on 
visible wavelength, which means the thermal image is a lot better for motion tracking 
[3] than ordinary color camera images. Since the thermal camera outputs the 
multilevel image that requires less data processing than the color camera image, it 
should be processed intelligently to achieve superior performance. 

In this paper, the proposed system uses the difference between two consecutive 
frames to extract an object and continuously tracks it by the Kalman filter and 
Camshift algorithms. It also proposed the response system that recognizes a faint 
situation based on analysis on change in size and time of traced trajectories; and upon 
a faint situation, generates an alarm as well as immediately notifies it to the situation 
center or monitoring staffs. 

This paper is composed as follows: Chapter 2 describes the Kalman filter algorithm 
and the Camshift algorithm respectively. Chapter 3 describes the system model, 
object extraction, definition of the faint situation, and the faint detection algorithm 
when a senior is home alone. Finally Chapter 4 describes experiments and conclusion. 

2 Kalman Filter and Camshift Algorithms for Thermal Image 
Motion Tracking 

2.1 Kalman Filter Algorithm 

The Kalman filter algorithm [4] is well known in the motion prediction field. It is a 
recursive algorithm that derives error minimized optimal estimation from state vectors 
in the linear dynamic system interfered by white Gaussian noises. The Kalman filter 
algorithm is divided into three steps of estimation, measurement and update. Efficient 
body tracking of the Kalman filter requires an appropriate tracking model to be set. In 
this paper, the state vector is set as the center coordinate (x, y) for the change amount 
(ΔX, ΔY) of the body detected between the previous frame and current frames. 
The state vector of the Kalman filter is defined with respect to time t as follows: 

  ( ) = [ , , ∆ , ∆ ]    (1) 

The Kalman Filter evolves along with the system state vector, x(t) and time. x(t + 1) = ∅(t)x(t) + ω(t)                             (2) 

w(t) is the Gaussian noise of which is a zero mean with the covariance Q(t) and is 
defined by the covariance Q(t). 

( ) = 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 1 00 0 0 1                                (3) 
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The measurement vector is given. ( ) = ( ) ( ) + ( )                             (4) 

V(t) is the Gaussian noise of which is the other zero mean with the covariance R(t) 
and is defined by the covariance R(t). ( ) = 1 00 1                                  (5) 

In this paper, the state change matrix ∅(t) is defined under the assumption that the 
human face moves in uniform speed and straight direction. 

∅( ) = 1 0 1 00 1 0 10 0 1 00 0 0 1                               (6) 

The input vector is a 4 dimensional vector using center x and y coordinates, and is 
defined by the measurement matrix H(t) with respect to △x and △y coordinates and 
changes in the body. 

( ) = 1 0 ∆ 00 1 0 ∆0 0 1 00 0 0 1                               (7) 

2.2 Camshift Algorithm 

The Camshift algorithm [5] is that improves the mean shift algorithm which is the 
color segment method to use in the tracking environment. It supplements the mean 
shift shortcoming by the method self-adjusting the size of the search window. It is 
used to track an object at high speed, but has poor performance under lots of 
background noises and illuminance changes. It uses hue distribution of the detected 
object region to predict the position to be changed, and tracks the object as finding its 
center after detection. 

The RGB color model is much more sensitive to the lighting change. Therefore, 
this algorithm converts the RGB color space into hues of the HSV color model to 
reduce the lighting influence on the tracking object. It builds and saves the linear 
histogram in the region of interest and uses it as the tracking model. 

The Camshift algorithm is one of variants of already well known mean-shift 
algorithm and is the search algorithm working on the empirical distribution to extract 
an arbitrary object. 

Figure 1 illustrates the Camshift algorithm flowchart. 
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Fig. 1. Camshift Algorithm Flowchart 

3 Faint Situation System by Changes in Size and Time of 
Traced Trajectories 

3.1 Thermal Camera Features and Full Faint Situation System Structure 

FLIR A300 thermal imaging camera: The thermal detection camera used in this paper 
measures temperature accurately. It detects slight temperature difference in the range 
between +50 oC and -15 oC by the resolution of 320X240 pixels with scan rate of 50 
Hz or 60 Hz. It captures images by temperature. A300 is available with connection 
options. The Ethernet version uses IEEE802.3 and is connectable to a network router. 
It can be used for the best surveillance system. 

Figure 2 illustrates the faint situation detection system model using a thermal 
camera proposed in this paper. 

This system requires a high precision thermal camera, a notebook PC or a personal 
computer, and an alarm system. 

 

Fig. 2. Faint situation detection system model using a thermal camera 
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3.2 Object Extraction and Faint Situation Definition 

Images captured from the thermal camera are split at times t-1, t and t+1 by frames. 
The split frames and the differential image data from consecutive frames represent the 
changed region. This region serves as data to detect an object in motion. As a 
differential frame, it is defined as follows. FD(x, y, t) = 0   if|f(x, y, t + 1) − f(x, y, t)| ≤ threshold,1   otherwise.                                                                (8) 

f(x, y, t) and f(x, y, t+1) means there are pixels at the coordinate (x, y) of frame t and 
frame t+1. In order to effectively extract a split object in motion, appropriate edge 
enhancement, outline extraction and noise removal theories are used to increase 
detection effect. The detected result is presented as illustrated in Figure 3. 

 

Fig. 3. Detection Result Using Frame Difference 

The faint situations are determined by two conditions. Figures 4-7 illustrate 
tracking results from a standing situation, a bending situation, a situation just before 
lying down and a faint situation respectively. The first condition is the average time to 
faint, which takes approximately 35-45 frames which are derived from lots of 
experiments. When a person lays himself/herself down willingly, it takes 
approximately 75-90 frames. By this condition, our program determines a faint 
situation if less than 50 frames. The second condition is if a person stays in the same 
size and the same place for 10 seconds after the first situation. F=300 is set for the 
system to determine a person faint under such condition. 

 

 

Fig. 4. Stood Situation                      Fig. 5. Bent situation 
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       Fig. 6. Just before Lying Down                       Fig. 7. Faint Situation 

The approach proposed in the paper [1] detects the person faint by tracking 
methods. Besides, since the Kalman filter successfully detects the object state in  
the next frame, it is possible to track it. Since the Camshift algorithm is able to adjust 
the window size, it is possible to adjust the window size according to the object 
motion. 

3.3 Faint Situation Recognition Algorithm Flow 

Because the Kalman filter is able to successfully predict the object state in the next 
frame, it is possible to track the object properly. Because the Camshift algorithm is 
able to adjust the window size according to object motion. It is possible to recognize 
the faint situation based on changes in the window size and the change time analysis. 
Full situation recognition algorithm flow is as follows. 
 
Step 1: Define full range parameters: Full range parameters used in the algorithm are 

defined as Hp = a person’s height in the previous 
      image, Hc = his/her height in the current image, Wp = his/her width in the 

previous image, Wc = his/her width in the current image, Hmax = his/her 
maximum height, Yp = his/her maximum height in the previous image, Yc = 
his/her maximum height in the current image, Yth = the height determining 
his/her bending, fc = the current frame number, fm = the frame number when 
he/she has begun to bend, fn = the frame number when he/she is laid down, f = 
accumulation of images he/she is laid down, F = total frames (time) 
determining if he/she is faint and S = the interval frames (time) determining if 
he/she is faint. 

Step 2: Obtain images from the thermal camera and save them as RGB or gray 
images. The object is extracted from the difference 

      between the current frame and the previous frame and is indicated in a box 
frame. 

Step 3: Predict by the Kalman filter. The Kalman filter prediction is used to locate the 
initial search window position for the Camshift 

      algorithm. The Camshift algorithm performs tracking. 
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Step 4: Calculate the box size and perform the faint detection. 
    If Hc≥ Wc, it is considered the person stands still, walk or is bent. 
    The operation continues in the step 5. 

If Hc<Wc, Wc≠ Wp, Hc≠ Hp and f < F, it is considered the person crawls 
or is bent. The operation continues in the step 5. 

If Hc<Wc, Wc = Wp, Hc = Hp and f < F, it is considered the person crawls or 
is laid down for a moment. The operation 

continues in the step 6. 
If Yc<Yp, Yc<Yth, fm = 0 , it is considered the person starts to lay 

himself/herself down or starts to faint and fm = fc. 
If Yc<Yp, Wc≒Hmax, fm> 0 and fn = 0, it is considered the person is laid 

down or faint and fm = fc. 
If Yc>Yp, Yc>= Yth, fm> 0 and fn> 0, it is considered the person starts to 

stand, fm = 0 and fn = 0. 
If Hc<Wc, Wc = Wp, Hc = Hp, f > = F and fn– fm< S, it is considered the 

person is faint. The operation continues in the step7. 
Step 5: Reset the faint frame counter and starts the new cycle.: Set f=0, update Wp = 

Wc and Hp = Hc and Yp = Yc. Repeat the step 2. 
Step 6: Increment the faint counter and starts the new cycle. 

      Set f = f + 1, Update Wp = Wc and Hp = Hc and Yp = Yc. Repeat the step 2. 
Step 7: If faint, generate an alarm, perform rescue and reset the system manually. 

4 Experiments and Conclusion 

4.1 Object Tracking Performance Comparison 

Since it should be able to correctly track a specific object to correctly detect the faint 
situation even if the object is with another person, performance of the proposed specific 
object tracking was compared with the tracking performance of company ‘A’ in this 
paper. In the following figures, tracking performance results of company ‘A’ are shown 
at the top and the proposed tracking performance results are shown at the bottom 
respectively. Experimental images were taken in-door. The first comparison experiment 
tested tracking performance under the situation both objects overlap. While the program 
of company ‘A’ lost the selected object when it moved behind the unselected object 
under the overlapping situation, our program continued to track without losing it even if 
it moved behind. Figure 8 illustrates the said comparison result.  

 

Fig. 8. Both Object Overlapping Situation 
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The second experiment tested situations the object of interest goes out of the screen 
and other object hides it. In this experiment, while the program of company ‘A’ lost 
the selected object, our program continued to track without losing it even if its body 
was hidden partially. Figure 9 illustrates the said comparison result.  

 

Fig. 9. Situation the Body Disappears Partially 

The third comparison experiments tested situations the object takes various poses 
such as suddenly turning while facing the front and sitting down hurriedly. In this 
experiment, while the program of company ‘A’ lost the selected object, our program 
continued to track without losing it as changing the size of the object box frame. 
Figure 10 illustrates the said comparison result. 

 

Fig. 10. Situation Turing to the Side from the Front 

By the three comparison experiments as above, it was proved that this program was 
superior to the program of company ‘A’ in tracking performance that is the basic 
requirement for faint situation detection. 

4.2 Experimental Result on Difference between Faint Situation and Lying 
Down Situation 

Presented are frame by frame experimental results on difference between the faint 
situation as mentioned above and the lying down situation. The images in this paper 
were taken from a male object in 20s. Figure 11 shows frame by frame images for 
laying himself down. Figure 12 shows those images for faint situations. 
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Fig. 11. Frame Changes in the Willingly Lying Down Situation 

 

Fig. 12. Frame Changes in the Faint Situation 

 

Fig. 13. Alarm on Faint Situation Detection 
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These images were taken 29.7 frames per second. It took 77 frames (2.59 seconds) 
for him to normally laying himself down when he was standing. It took 37 frames 
(1.24 seconds) which are relatively shorter for him to fall as like the faint situation. It 
was because the faint situation did not exhibit bending and crouching steps which 
were shown when lying down normally. Since the paper was intended to detect the 
faint situation of the elderly, it was considered that the elderly cannot lie down faster 
than the male object in 20s. The male object was asked to lie down in the usual speed. 
This experiment was performed on several objects, but the statistics didn’t exceed 75-
90 frames when willingly lying down. Based on this experiment result, it was 
assumed that the elderly take way beyond 90 frames. It was considered that it would 
take similar time for the male object in 20s and the elderly to fall from the faint 
situation temporarily unconscious and lost balance. The system was set to 50 frames 
(1.68 seconds) for the detection time to faint situation, which is higher than the 
experimented average. 

Average number of frames were appeared as above for the normally lying down 
situation and the faint situation. Detection success rate was 86% for male target 
images and 81% for female target images. The results are can be seen in Table 1. 

Table 1. Comparison on Average Number of Frames and Success Rate for the Normally 
Lying down Situation and the Faint Situation 

 

Number of Frames 
for Willingly Lying 

down Situation 

Number of 
Frames for 

Faint Situation 

Number 
of Images 

Success Rate of 
Faint Situation 

Detection 

Male 83.3 41.5 500 86% 

Female 89.3 43 500 81% 

 
The failure rate was appeared high when falling straight toward the camera and 

falling backward. Under the situation fainted as straightly facing the camera, it was 
noticed that the detection rate dropped significantly. It failed while calculating a 
certain time and a certain number of frames which are the first condition to detect the 
faint situation. By cause analysis on detection failure, too many various changes in the 
box frame or the square form of the box frame led to detection failure. How to correct 
it is explained in the conclusion. 

4.3 Conclusion 

This paper proposed a powerful faint situation detection algorithm. Since the object 
tracking result was supposed to be used for analysis and detection of the faint 
situation, the object was extracted from the difference between two consecutive 
frames. The Kalman filter and Camshift algorithms were used to track the object. 
Because the good tracking performance also was required to detect the faint situation 
correctly, the tracking performance was compared. By the experiment results, our 
program proved superior to the program of company ‘A’ for various situations such as 
taking various poses, overlapped objects, partially hidden or even going out of the 
screen. Our program that changed size of box frame according to the object size is 
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more effective in tracking the object than the program of company ‘A’ without the 
object selection method and the box frame change. Based on such results, this paper 
proposed the faint situation recognition and response system that continuously tracks 
certain seniors living alone with images from thermal camera in combination with the 
Kalman filter and Camshift’s tracking algorithms, and analyzes change in size and 
time of traced trajectories. The proposed system demonstrated continuous tracking 
and accurate faint situation recognition performance. However, we have learned from 
multiple tests that the system did not correctly detect the faint situation when falling 
forward or backward as straightly facing the camera under the single camera 
condition. If stereo cameras are used instead of a single camera, we believe multi-
directional simultaneous monitoring would remove blind spots and improve the 
failure rate. Even under the situation that a camera failed to detect the faint situation, 
we believe other camera in the other direction would detect the faint situation and 
initiate the system to provide the chance to respond promptly. However, our plan is to 
surely develop an algorithm having better detection success rate with a single camera 
instead of stereo cameras for better system configuration in the further study.  
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Abstract. This paper discusses the possibility of usage of dynamic biometric 
signatures (DBS) as an alternative of “advanced” electronic signatures. The 
authors refer to the issues of uniqueness of DBS in terms of individual’s 
characteristic motion, and hence the validity of parameters required for methods 
of identification of users and their authentication in the “electronic” world. 
Furthermore the authors focused on the issue of the use of DBS in connection 
with legal acts of people and the integration of authentication tools, based on DBS 
in the legal systems of the EU countries. The conclusions set out in the paper are 
supported by the results of experiments, when panelists created their biometric 
samples under different conditions that may have a significant impact, especially 
for set-up setting of FNMR parameter (False Non-Match Rate). 

1 Identification and Authentication 

Today we are dealing not only with the identification and authentication of 
individuals (when entering buildings, logging onto any device, etc.), but also with the 
content of the messages occurring in various forms – paper and electronic. However, 
more often there appears also the need to identify other objects – animals, weapons, 
vehicles, etc. Authentication is crucial especially in case of remote communication in 
computer networks and distance contracting - verifying that the entity really is the 
right one as specified by this identity. 

In practice, the identification in case of documents is performed most often by 
stating the first name, surname, address or other information about the individual 
(login). Authentication, i.e. verification, that the document was actually signed by this 
individual or that the individual actually is the declared individual, is performed 
through signing, signing in front of witnesses or notarised signature or electronic 
signature. 
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The methods of authentication used should meet the variability demands both in 
terms of utilised technologies and systems, as well as in terms of the users 
themselves. Additionally the proposed solutions must also be based on the rights of 
the individual parties for the communication between the authorised participants and, 
in case of economic or banking operations, satisfy the demands of proper contract or 
execution of the transaction. The methods must provide a high level of protection 
against breach or misuse, meet the requirements of the regulations on protection of 
personal data and at the same time avoid placing unreasonable demands on the 
complexity of the process for the users as well as on the technical implementation. 

The sufficient level of security for authentication and authorization is provided 
only by those tools and methods that are based on multi-factor authentication, which 
will: 

a) eliminate (in maximum possible extent) the possibility of an attack on the user 
or rather his equipment, as well as prevent its error or failure, 

b) show an adequate, but reasonable, degree of resilience against sophisticated 
methods of advanced attackers. [1] 

The method for increasing the security of authentication and authorization may 
include adding another factor for user identification. The current trend is to find a 
method that does not require the user to perform the steps that are outside of his 
normal behaviour. Therefore, the use of electronic signatures based on asymmetric 
cryptography did not catch on, because problems with keys and certificates proved to 
be a serious barrier not only in private but also professional use. 

2 Biometric Methods 

There is much discussion about static biometric methods, consisting of scanning and 
evaluation of certain characteristics that are unique to each person, or their match 
within the entire population is very minimally probable. 

A number of devices is protected from unauthorized access with fingerprint reader. 
Here, the authentication is carried out by comparing the sample fingerprint stored by 
the user on the first use. In our opinion, this method does of authentication does not 
provide higher level of security than the current method of entering the input code. 
Such protection can protect the contents of your phone if it is lost or against family 
members, but not against a professional attacker with high motivation. 

Another problem of static biometric methods is that if there is a need for rapid 
implementation of identification and authentication, some of the above methods are 
applicable only in limited fashion (e.g. the comparison of fingerprints can be done in 
only real time over not so large database or not at all (e.g. acquisition of a blood 
sample at each arrival to work could lead in long term to a decrease in employee 
numbers as such). 

Therefore, for all reasons the focal point became the behavioural biometric 
characteristics, based on the dynamic expressions of humans, such as voice analysis, 
dynamics of computer key presses or mouse movement, the rhythm of walking 
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(locomotion) or handwritten signature. In the last authentication method we are 
actually returning to what people knew and used centuries ago, however – thanks to 
the development of science and technology – in a new quality. 

3 Dynamic Biometric Signature (DBS) 

Automated verification based on the signature identification of the inspected 
individual belongs to the most practical ways of verifying human identity. 
Verification of an individual through his signature is therefore one of the most natural 
biometric methods, where the method used does not particularly bother anyone on 
either the technical level, or the socio-cultural level. 

A recent research shows that basic properties of the performed signature, more 
precisely its characteristic parameters, can be determined and mathematically 
described, and hence automatically reproduced. [2] Therefore, it is necessary to 
consider this fact when setting the scope of scanned biometric data that result from 
the performed signature, as well as the affiliated process of selecting a system for 
individuals’ verification. 

The systems utilising DBS record handwritten signature using a special "pen" and 
a digitising tablet that records the data, which enable the analysis of both static and 
more importantly dynamic properties of the signature associated with the typical 
behaviour of the signatory. The system can thus analyse not only the signature data 
acquired from the coordinate (pictorial) frame, but also other identifiers. These 
include: 

a) the time duration of the signature, including the duration between individual 
strokes, 

b) points and curves in different parts of the signature, 
c) pressure applied by the pen onto the pad at different times of the signing 

process, 
d) the total size of the signature, 
e) the form and shape of the signature, 
f) the length and angle of the line, arcs and curves, the number of loops , 
g) the speed of individual strokes, the acceleration and deceleration, 

i.e. the basic features of a handwritten signature, which form "biometric sample". It 
is important that the proposed systems were not proprietary, but in accordance with 
established standards. Those are, specifically for the purpose of biometric 
authentication, ISO/IEC 19794 series, which can significantly affect the diversity and 
the associated guarantee of credibility. 

The dynamic characteristics of a biometric sample are expressed as a time function 
which characterizes the signature at any given moment of its creation. These time 
functions describe the position of the tip of the writing instrument in 3D space i.e.  
x(t), y(t), z(t)  and  velocity v(t), acceleration a(t), the time intervals between the 
separate parts of the signature (ti, tk), the pressure of the pen tip on the pad p(t) etc. It 
is important that is possible to take advantage of the characteristics of the overall 
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movement of the writing instrument above the pad when the signatory raises and 
lowers the writing instrument. The 3D dynamic motion is unique to the signatory and 
achieves far greater accuracy of the method. 

According to ISO/IEC 19794-7 are defined the required and optional channels 
(DBS parameters), which are integrated in biometric sample. [3] 

There is defined uniform sampling (i.e. a constant time difference between two 
adjacent sample times). In case of optional channels is obvious that the more scanned 
parameters are included the more it applies that: 

a) the computational complexity of processing will increase, especially during 
verification, 

b) the certainty of correct identity verification will increase, i.e. the value of False 
Acceptance Rate (FAR), which is the probability that false identity will be considered 
correct, will decrease, 

c) it is not possible to predict what will be the effect on the value of False 
Rejection Rate (FRR), which indicates how often a misinterpretation of valid 
signatures occurs that results in refusal of the signature of the authorized person. In 
this case a further investigation is necessary. 

In our view, the more relevant problem is high FAR value indicating high 
acceptance of unauthorized entities, rather than high value of FRR, i.e. the refusal of 
authorised entity. In case of authorised entity not being authenticated, it is always 
possible to ask for a different authentication – personal, through an advanced 
electronic signature or by other means. 

Therefore, if we look at the output of signing process utilising DBS, we will firstly 
obtain the image of the signature, and secondly the information about its dynamics. 
Thus we can speak about at least two-factor authentication, because the image and 
dynamics of the signature are virtually independent of each other, where even when a 
significant change in the resulting image occurs, the dynamic parameters remain 
within specified limits. A skilled counterfeiter can thus make a faithful copy of the 
signature image, since his activities are intended to achieve compliance with the static 
signature characteristics – the similarity of the image is being assessed. However, the 
values of the dynamic parameters of the forgery will be significantly different. The 
counterfeiter is not able to reconstruct with sufficient accuracy the second 
fundamental factor of DBS, which is time. Each individual has a unique set of sub-
movements. The stability of the set of sub-movements during the realisation of the 
signature in turn allows for its verification. On the other hand, a unique set of sub-
movements significantly eliminates the possibilities of reconstruction by forger. [4] 

An important attribute of a dynamic biometric signature is not only that it already 
in itself contains the element of "aliveness" of the entity (the writer), but also the fact 
that the signature was consciously created by the writer. Hence there is no need to 
develop additional mechanisms testing whether the entity is alive or not, contrary to 
the static biometric methods (e.g. checking the biometric prints of fingers, hand, eye, 
etc.). We can also assume that the individual knew what he was signing, where this 
condition is ensured by displaying the document to-be-signed is purely a 
technological issue. 
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4 Practical Use of DBS 

Principally we can distinguish between two variant of DBS use: 

1. DBS is used only as a "smart" alternative to the existing handwritten signature, 
with the possibility of more sophisticated authentication of signature if necessary, 

2. DBS is simultaneously tested against a database of DBS samples, in order to verify 
the authenticity of the signature, or possibly for the purpose of identifying the 
signatory. 

According to the EU and national directives on the protection of personal data, 
sensitive data is also biometric data, which allows direct identification or 
authentication of the person, therefore, sensitive data may be processed only if the 
person has given explicit consent for the processing. The administrator are obliged to 
adopt such measures to prevent unauthorized or accidental access to personal data, 
their alteration, destruction, loss, unauthorized transfers, unauthorized processing or 
any other misuse.  

However, the main problem is the fact that once the DBS sample is leaked, the 
person to whom the sample belongs, will be forever compromised by the possibility 
that such obtained pattern will be attached to a document by someone. Theoretically, 
one could point toward the requirement for creating database of samples as a highly 
secure information system, but nevertheless, we believe that the risks remain too high. 
Therefore, it is recommend the use of DBS only for legal activity, not for the use in 
authentication, i.e. automated authentication of signatures against the held database of 
samples. 

5 Use of DBP for Signing Documents 

Currently, in order to ensure security and verification of electronic documents tools 
utilising cryptographic methods. However, more and more, the disadvantage of the 
certificates, whose validity is time limited - usually 1 to a maximum of 2 years, is 
becoming an issue. The expiration of certificate leads to the inability to verify the 
authenticity and validity of the document following a longer time period. 

The introduction of DBS as another variant of electronic signature creates a new, 
much simpler option for signing electronic documents and may remove the existing 
main complication related to management of private cryptographic keys and also 
significantly reduce the need for building PKI (Public Key Infrastructure), issuance of 
certificates, etc. 

This technology compared to the current electronic signatures based on certificates 
and asymmetric cryptography, possesses in particular the following advantages: 

1. Unlimited period of validity, the signature is based on time-limited certificate. 
2. Easily "portable", i.e. it is not necessary to install a certificate and associated keys 

on every computer where one wants to sign. Signature tablet is simple and 
relatively inexpensive device. 
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3. One see what is being signed, and the signature has a visual form easily 
understandable to the average user. 

4. DBS can be used by anyone who can sign himself, and it is not necessary to 
prearrange a certificate in advance. 

On the other hand, when preparing the implementation of DBS, it is necessary to 
address the following issues: 

a) Attaching the signature to the document. 
b) Signature verification. 
c) The possibility of obtaining "signature material" fraudulently. 
d) The possibility of annulment of "signature material." 
e) The verification of the signatory creating tools by the signing person. 

6 Legal Aspects of DBS 

The assumption for validity of a written legal act is the signing by the acting 
signatory. 

The legal systems of many states allow creation of not only handwritten signature 
(on the document), but also electronic. 

EU laws distinguish between several types of electronic signature: a) "ordinary" 
electronic signature, b) the advanced electronic signature, c) the advanced electronic 
signature based on a qualified certificate and d) advanced electronic signature based 
on a qualified certificate issued by an accredited certification service provider. 

Electronic signature is a signature that is used as a method to unambiguously verify 
the identity of the signatory in relation to a data message, without further specification 
of concrete implementation. Neither electronic signature itself, according to EU 
directive, bound to a specific technology. Only the combination of this kind of 
signature with a qualified certificate leads us into the realm of asymmetric 
cryptography.  

Except for the “highest” combination ad d) is permissible to also use other forms of 
electronic signature. [5]   

The use of DBS for signing electronic documents also meets the requirements set 
out in UNCITRAL Model Law on Electronic Signatures [6], where “electronic 
signature” means data in electronic form in, affixed to or logically associated with, a 
data message, which may be used to identify the signatory in relation to the data 
message and to indicate the signatory’s approval of the information contained in the 
data message.  

In general, nothing prevents the use of DBS in the commercial area while in 
government it depends on legislative measures in individual countries. [7] 
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7 Conclusion 

Currently the commercially offered systems provide high enough confidence level 
when rejecting the true DBS, as well as accepting false DBS for one to rely on this 
particular method. 

To verify these conclusions we performed experiments in which we focused on the 
issue of creation of DBS on the tablet with an objective to identifying the causes that 
may have a significant impact, especially for set-up of FNMR parameter (False Non -
Match Rate). 

Each panelist created a biometric sample under different conditions and for the 
different purposes. The results of experiments in which the person creates its 
signature model (repeatedly) within a certain degree of stress are very interesting. In 
these experiments this person was focused on the image of its signature and thus 
significantly changed the dynamics compared to its routine signatures. After 
experiments with counterfeiting of its own and someone else’s signature after its prior 
practice in accordance with a model we have also obtained interesting results in terms 
of setting the FAR / FRR / FMR / FNMR parameters within the systems using DBS to 
authenticate clients. 

The results of executed experiments showed that to continue in this direction is 
very useful in promoting of DBS into the routine practice, as it gives arguments in 
relation to the credibility of DBS and in case of pressure on usage of AES based on 
cryptographic methods. 

If we do not deal with maintaining a highly secured database of DBS models for 
on-line verification, but the signatures will be used for legal acts, then the deployment 
of DBS is highly beneficial in terms of the use and possibilities of subsequent 
examination by experts in the event of a dispute concerning the authenticity of the 
signature. 

The technology of dynamic biometric signatures can provide same level of security 
for the signing of legal acts as in the case of electronic signatures using cryptographic 
methods based on certificates. 
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Abstract. While developing high quality software, it is relatively important to 
perform reliable software testing. However, it may also raise the development 
cost, manpower and time-consuming. Limitations of different resources such as 
testing software and computers may also be postponed the development cycle. 
Cloud computing shares different resources over a network seems an alternative 
solution to software testing. But how to evaluate and assign these powerful 
resources to specific testing programs are still needed further investigation. 
Therefore, this study proposed an automatic software testing service with the 
benefits of real-time software testing and automatically computation scaling. It 
can perform software testing in parallel, and can automatically pare the source 
code to perform statistics analysis, generate test drivers and cases, and profile 
the consumed resources. Experiments were carried out to help users figure out 
the bottleneck of existed testing program and cloud systems. 

Keywords: software test Service, automatic test, testing performance, parallel 
test. 

1 Introduction 

With the rise of cloud technologies, enterprises can develop their cloud-based software 
without pre-investment in hardware and software. Diverse purpose subsystem can be 
built quickly with any scale according to their demands. There are commercial cloud 
services, such as Amazon, Google and Microsoft Windows Azure, which provide 
software services, platform services and infrastructure services. There are also open 
systems such as Open Cirrus, ETRI and Open Nebula, which provide limited hardware 
resources and software APIs for advanced users. They all referred as a server 
connected through a communication network such as the Internet and local area 
network. These network-based services appear to be provided by real server hardware 
and are in fact served up by virtual hardware simulated by software running on one or 
more real machine. Therefore, it can be moved around and scaled up or down on the 
fly without affecting the end user. Therefore, it can meet the demands of diver users 
with more powerful computing recourses or green energy concerns. 
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Software testing is the key of software quality control, which include unit testing, 
GUI testing, regression testing, functional testing and stress testing. However, software 
testing requires plenty of time, manpower and hardware resources and may increase 
the development life cycle. Besides, the repeating of software testing may become 
more difficult owing to the complexity of different errors that may cause by software 
testing and human beings. How to test the software in parallel become relatively 
important to shorten the development life cycle. To accelerate the software testing 
efficiency and extend the testing scalability, cloud technology seems the alternative 
ways to solve the problems we mentioned above.  

This study proposes PCATS [1] which can automatically parse the source code, 
perform statistics analysis, generate test drivers and test cases, testing in virtual 
environments, paralleled testing and profile the consumed resources. The main idea is 
to provide a feasible model and the evaluation methodology. It aims to provide the 
prediction of resource requirement of different software testing types through the 
existed testing profiles. The paper is organized as follows. Some related works are 
presented in section 2. Section 3 introduces the system architecture. Section 4 
describes the detail of experiments and we conclude in section 5. 

2 Related Works 

Kaur [2] provided an overview of existing cloud testing projects, and concluded the 
benefits of using cloud testing, including flexibility, simplicity, comprehensiveness, 
indicative testing, cost reduction, cleaner, greener, geographic transparency, 
traceability, and driving standardization.  

Testing as a service (TaaS) such as Cloud9 [3] is the first testing system, which 
uses the symbolic testing technology. VATS [4], on the other hand, is a framework 
for testing cloud system. It can tests and reveals the information of virtual 
infrastructure and performance. They all provide only manual and semi-auto testing 
environment that may limit the population of using cloud software testing. Riungu [5] 
noted that using web user interface and API can help reduce the complexity of 
software testing. Besides, how to estimate the proper hardware resources for dives 
software testing is another challenge. Malhotra [6] also stand for the same opinion 
that with the proper prediction of resource requirement can enrich the commercial 
development and reduce the cost of the industry. 

3 System Architecture 

To implement the service-oriented cloud based testing services, several controllers 
were designed to analysis the state of each working node. Cooperating with the whole 
testing process, different controller were designed including Main Controller (MC), 
Service Controller (SC), Pre-Processing Controller (PPC), Test Case Controller 
(TSC), Test Driver Controller (TDC), Test Execution Controller (TEC), Merge Result 
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Controller (MRC), Result Analysis Controller (RAC), Billing Controller (BC) and 
Task Monitor Controller (TMC). MC handles the request queue and launches a test. 
SC is responsible for whole tasks and schedules each module. PPC, TSC and TDC 
response for the preprocessing tasks that parse the source code, generate test cases 
and test drivers in parallel. TEC handles the cross-compiler to generate the 
corresponding execution files for dedicate platforms. MRC collaborates the 
distributed information include environment, test cases and test results. RAC analyzes 
the existing results and integrate into readable graphs, please refer to Fig. 1. 

 

Fig. 1. PCATS architecture 

4 Experiments 

The main purpose of this experiment is to reveal the information about proposed 
parallel cloud-based software testing. Functional correctness, performance 
assessment, workload observations and suitable computing resource scales are 
considered during the testing process. By analyzing the turnaround, network 
transmission, and aggregation times can help figure out the bottleneck of the 
established cloud computing environment. 

4.1 Experiment Setup 

Twenty-five VMs and a visual host were involved in this experiment. Ten test programs 
and 10000 test cases were launched to evaluate the testing performance. Coverage and 
unit tests were adopted to analyze the correctness of the test program. Please refer to 
table 1 for the hardware information in detail. Then we got the result presentation as 
Figure 4. The test programs were initially dispatched to only one VM, and repeat with 
the tests by increasing numbers of VM (e.g. two VM, three VM, and so on). 
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Table 1. Experiment setup 

 Host Guest (VM) 
CPU 1 1 
Memory 2G 1G 
Host OS CentOS 6 Win XP 
Hypervisor(VMM) Qemu-KVM Virtual Box 
Guest OS Ubuntu 11.04 Ubuntu 11.04 

 
Fig.2. shows the testing result and statistics at the end of testing tasks. The 

information includes the location of error occurs, the number of success, error and 
failures. All the information can help programmers to figure out the defects of 
submitted testing programs. 

 

Fig. 2. Turnaround and transmission time using different number of VM 

4.2 Turnaround Time Analysis 

Fig.3 shows the statistics of turnaround and aggregation time. Turnaround time is the 
total time taken between the submission of a task for execution and the return of the 
complete output to the GUI. Aggregation time is the total time consumed between the 
task finished and the message return to master node for aggregation. Y-axis is the 
execute time in millisecond and x-axis is the number of VM. Generally, it is expected 
that with the growing number of VM, the average turnaround time will decrease 
accordingly. For example, while using two VM to perform the same task, the 
execution time drops to half as before (Fig.3). However, the experimental results 
show that the decreasing curve has stopped while using more than nine VMs, which 
means it meet the bottleneck of performing parallel software testing. On the other  
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hand, the aggregation time grows smoothly with the increasing VM numbers, which 
means that the turnaround time is not affected by the aggregation processing. 
Therefore, we conduct another experiment to investigate the possible obstacles while 
performing software testing in parallel. 

 

Fig. 3. Turnaround and transmission time using different number of VM 

4.3 Consume Time Analysis 

PCATS also gathers the statistics of CPU and dispatch transmission time (Fig.4). The 
total CPU time is the total time taken by executing sub test tasks. Transmission time 
is the total time consumed by dispatching sub tasks to each testing node/VM. Y-axis 
is the execute time in millisecond and x-axis is the number of VM. Generally, it is 
expected that with the growing number of VM, the average CPU time and 
transmission will decrease respectively. For example, while using two VM to perform 
the same task, the average CPU execution time drops to half as before (Fig.4). 
However, the experimental results show that the decreasing curve becomes slower 
while using more than four VMs, which means it meet the bottleneck of performing 
parallel software testing. The main reason may be the CPU overhead while executing 
the sub test tasks and the network overhead while dispatching the sub test tasks. Fig.4 
shows the total CPU execution time is fixed at 200,000, which means CPU can handle 
the sub testing tasks well without overhead problems. On the other hand, the network 
transmission time for each VM grows with the increasing VM numbers, which means 
it takes more time to dispatch the sub testing tasks. The reason may be the network 
topology, file system, and the number of master nodes. 
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Fig. 4. Turnaround and transmission time using different number of VM 

5 Conclusion 

This study proposes an architecture of parallelized could-based automatic system, 
which can perform the software testing procedures automatically. An experiment is 
also conducted to verify the proposed model and profile methodology. The 
experimental result is acceptable and the statistics can be used for analysis of 
resources requirement and execution efficiency. Findings include the testing 
performance may not always correlate to hardware resources. The growing demand 
may slow while the parallelism becomes the side effect and meet the bottleneck. In 
the future, we will work on the algorithm and predicting formulas to help reveal the 
correlations of the degrees between software and hardware resources. 
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Abstract. We describe a method for generating H-Anim character animation 
using general graphics tools and motion capture data. An H-Anim character 
model can be designed with a general graphics tool using a procedure that 
defines the skeletal hierarchy of a human character. The character model is then 
provided with motion capture data. H Anim character animation is generated 
and displayed using a general X3D browser. The H-Anim character animation 
is obtained by converting captured motion data into X3D interpolator nodes. 
We have defined a conversion algorithm that provides H-Anim characters with 
motion by applying any motion capture data to the H-Anim character model. As 
well as an H Anim viewer, we have developed an H-Anim editor that is used to 
display and edit the hierarchy of an H-Anim character model and also generate 
its animation interactively using motion capture data. 

Keywords: Humanoid Animation (H-Anim), H-Anim character model, motion 
data definition, H-Anim character animation, X3D interpolators, H-Anim 
editor. 

1 Introduction 

ISO/IEC 19774 H-Anim (Humanoid Animation) [1] is an international standard that 
defines a data structure for representing and exchanging human models and animation 
through networks. Corresponding H-Anim bindings for Extensible 3D (X3D) 
Graphics are found in [2] which can be expressed in multiple language encodings and 
compressed binary syntax. The H-Anim specification also includes definition of 
keyframe and kinematic animation using X3D interpolators. Other animation methods 
using motion capture, and dynamic and other algorithmic animations, are also defined 
by converting all animation parameters into X3D interpolators. 

Several research projects related to H-Anim have been done since its inception. 
Tools, such as H-Animator and Web3D Toolbox [3][4], have been developed to  
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generate H-Anim character animation. Other research describes ways to generate H-
Anim animation using keyframe, inverse kinematics, or motion capture data[5][6][7]. 
All this research was focused on the generation of animation using H-Anim models.  

Our work is intended to include motion definition in the H-Anim specification for 
the purpose of exchanging humanoid animation between different applications and/or 
between different platforms when generating animation using H-Anim character 
models and motion capture data. We presume the motion capture data is obtained 
independently of the H-Anim figure model. This means, therefore, that the motion 
captured model is completely separate from the H-Anim figure model. We consider 
the reusability of motion capture data so that any motion capture data can be applied 
to any H-Anim figure model. This paper describes the procedure and exchange format 
for generating H-Anim animation using motion capture data for an H-Anim character 
designed using a general graphics tool. 

The H-Anim character model and motion capture animation are stored in an H-
Anim X3D file, and then a general X3D browser displays the motion capture 
animation of the H-Anim model. Two converters are required for this procedure, one 
to convert the 3D character model (in this case, a VRML .wrl model) designed using a 
general graphics tool to an H-Anim X3D model, the other to convert from motion 
capture data to H-Anim X3D interpolators for motion definition. We have developed 
an H-Anim viewer and an H-Anim editor that includes the converters. 

2 H-Anim Character Animation Process 

This section describes an overall procedure for generating H Anim character 
animation. It defines motion for a character model designed using any graphics tool or 
generated from a scanning device. Motion data generated using an animation 
algorithm or obtained from capture devices can be used to define motion and to 
generate human animation sequences that are exchangeable through networks of 
heterogeneous computer systems. An H-Anim character model can be designed with 
any general graphics tool according to the hierarchical structure defined in the 
ISO/IEC 19774 H-Anim or the ISO/IEC 19775-1 X3D specifications. The character 
model is designed independently of motion data obtained or generated using specific 
algorithms. Motion parameters necessary for animating the H Anim model can be 
defined. Several kinds of motion data can be applied to generate animation sequences 
for the character model; conversely, one kind of motion data can be applied to 
multiple character models. 

Fig. 1 shows the procedure for generating and storing H-Anim character animation 
sequences using motion capture data, keyframe animation, and algorithmic animation 
methods including kinematics and dynamics. They can be transferred and exchanged 
through different computing and application environments. The motion of an H-Anim 
character model designed using one graphics tool can be applied as the motion for 
another character designed using a different graphics tool. 
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Fig. 1. H-Anim character animation  

3 H-Anim Character Modeling 

In order to define motion in the H-Anim specification, we need a process to prepare 
the modeling data for an H-Anim human figure. Generally, character animation data 
have special characteristics that combine segments and joints according to their 
motion generating roles. Each segment has motion dependency on its related joints 
and should be uniquely identified. Therefore, it is necessary to follow certain 
guidelines when preparing modeling data so that each segment and joint can be 
identified and its related motion parameters can be retrieved consistently. 

To uniquely identify each segment, we use the H-Anim specifications precisely 
defined naming scheme. The other modeling requirement is that a character model 
must be created by combining separately designed segments. Using any graphics tool, 
each segment must be designed separately, each with a predetermined name. Then, 
the separate segments are integrated into a combined character model. Lastly in the 
modeling process, the combined model is stored in a VRML or an X3D file in the 
same way as when generating 3D models for Web3D applications. Many commercial 
graphics tools provide this functionality. 

At this last step of the procedure, it is important to define the center of each joint, 
also stored in the VRML or X3D file. VRML or X3D data can be converted to X3D 
H-Anim format with the center of each joint consistently maintained. 

4 Motion Definition of an H-Anim Character Model 

There are various motion generating algorithms for 3D character models such as 
keyframe, interpolation, kinematics, and dynamics for human figures. These are 
optionally selected based on the application. Details about the algorithms themselves  
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need not be provided in the specification, but their interfaces should be included. 
Necessary parameters should be provided so that the H Anim character can be 
animated using the specified algorithms. This section describes which algorithms can 
be selected and the kinds of parameters that must be defined for each. 

When defining the motion of a character using motion generating algorithms or 
motion capture data, motion parameters and motion parameter values go hand in 
hand. In addition to the motion parameters themselves, motion parameter values must 
be able to be transferred between various applications. Therefore, motion parameters 
and motion parameter values should be defined in the motion definition part of the H-
Anim specification. This section describes how to define a unique interface for 
motion parameter values from various motion algorithms and motion capture data. 
We can use X3D interpolators when defining keyframe animation.  Animation 
sequences generated using other algorithms and motion capture data can also be 
defined using X3D interpolators in H-Anim.   

5 Conversion of Motion Capture Data into X3D Interpolators 

This section describes an algorithm to take motion capture arrays and create the X3D 
interpolators, PositionInterpolator and OrientationInterpolator[8][9]. Given its broad 
and unconstrained availability, we presume to use BVH motion data for motion 
capture[10]. The following sections describe the procedure for converting BVH data 
into X3D interpolators, step by step. Further details can be found in [11]. 

5.1 Interpolator Key Array  

In X3D, an interpolator key is typically a fraction from 0 to 1.0. Take the total time 
interval of the BVH file, e.g. 8.01667 seconds, divided by the number of intervals, 
e.g. 481.  The resulting key array would consist of fractions incrementing by (1.0 / 
481) = 0.016667. The result is: 

key = "0 1/481     2/481       3/481      ...etc... 1" 
 

Note that the X3D Interpolator keyValue array will be the same length as the 
rotation array.  We must convert each triple of Euler angles to a corresponding 
SFRotation.  The result will be, e.g: 

keyValue="0 1 0 0.0, 0 1 0 0.111, 0 1 0 0.123 ... 
etc ..." etc. 

5.2 TimeSensor Key Array  

TimeSensor fraction_changed output is ROUTED to OrientationInterpolator 
set_fraction. Result: 
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<TimeSensor DEF="AnimationClock" cycleTime="8.01667" /> 
<OrientationInterpolator DEF="X3DMotionArray" 
  key = "0 0.002079  0.004158    0.006237   ...etc... 1" 
  keyValue="0 1 0 0.0, 0 1 0 0.111, 0 1 0 0.123 ... etc 
..." /> 
 <ROUTE fromNode="AnimationClock" 
fromField="fraction_changed" toNode="X3dMotionArray" 
fromField="set_fraction"    /> 

5.3 Computing KeyValue Arrays  

This section examines how BVH values are excerpted and converted into various 
keyValue arrays. In other words, we take two frames of a BVH file to produce 
PositionInterpolator and OrientationInterpolator nodes. Below is an example of a 
unmodified, unmarked BVH frames: 

 
BVH Motion 

 Frame 0: 

1.662 31.427 60.304  -1.249 -4.859 -3.582  4.463 1.354 0.075   -13.732 3.052 3.999   95.677  
1.705 -1.512   5.541 -3.491 0.339   1.259 -3.022 1.790   6.765 2.405 -4.446   -91.027 -7.187 
4.910   -3.633 0.867 0.043   -2.879 0.120 -5.688   -1.132 -1.858 0.809  -2.969 -8.472 1.461   -
1.304 3.919 -2.045   1.054 9.006 -0.191   2.695 -1.341 -0.615  0.361 4.452 4.756   0.484 8.095 
0.193   -6.340 -0.815 1.224 

 
Next, we use excerpts from the above BVH frame values to show example 

conversions into X3D PositionInterpolator and OrientationInterpolator. The keyValue 
array for the PositionInterpolator is obtained from the first three values at all frames. 
The keyValue array for each OrientationInterpolator per joint are obtained by Euler-
to-SFRotation conversion from the corresponding three values at all frames for each 
corresponding joint.  

Color codes: translation values (red), joint 1 rotations (orange), joint 2 rotations 
(green), and joint 3 rotations (blue) 
 

BVH Motion 

Frame 0: 

1.662 31.427 60.304  -1.249 -4.859 -3.582  4.463 1.354 0.075   -13.732 3.052 3.999 ... 

<PositionInterpolator DEF='HumanoidRootTransInterp' key='0 1/481 2/481 3/481 ...' keyValue= 
'1.662 31.427 60.304,  1.659 31.427 60.307, ...' /> 

<OrientationInterpolator DEF='HumanoidRootRotInter' key='0 1/481 2/481 3/481 ...' keyValue= 
'f(-1.249 -4.859 -3.582), f(-1.268 -4.835 -3.588), ...'/> 

<OrientationInterpolator DEF='sacroiliacRotInterpo' key='0 1/481 2/481 3/481 ...' keyValue= 
'f(4.463 1.354 0.075), f(4.487 1.352 0.080), ... '/> 

<OrientationInterpolator DEF='l_hipRotInterpolator' key='0 1/481 2/481 3/481 ...' keyValue= 
'f(-13.732 3.052 3.999), f(-13.802 3.059 3.999), ...'/> 
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where f(phi,theta,psi) means euler-to-SFRotation conversion. Using other 
expressions, here is a pattern for the conversion mapping from BVH to X3D 
keyValue arrays. The meaning of these BVH value labels are as follows: "0-tz" means 
"frame time 0, translation along z axis". "1-rotz2" means "frame time 1, single Euler-
rotation angle about z axis, for joint 2" 

5.4 Euler to SFRotation Conversion Algorithm 

X3D viewers only use axis-angle SFRotation values, not Euler angles. For example, 
in an X3D OrientationInterpolator, if (1 0 0 0.5) means x-axis rotation with 0.5 
radian, then (1 1 1 0.5) means an arbitrary axis from (0 0 0) to (1 1 1) with 0.5 radian 
rotation about that axis, using the right-hand rule for direction. Define the function 
f(phi,theta,psi) for converting a single BVH Euler-angle triplet into a single X3D 
SFRotation axis-angle value. 

The transformation from BVH Euler angles to SFRotation has considerations as 
follows: Simply put, we must transform a triple value (x-rot y-rot z-rot angles in 
degrees) into a quadruple value (x y z w angle in radians). Therefore, our 
transformation algorithm is as follows: 

1) Choose the largest rotation angle amongst the three Euler angles.  
2) Define the axis value as 1 for the rotation axis with the largest rotation angle for 

the quadruple. 
3) Convert the largest angle in degrees into an angle in radians. This will be w for 

the quadruple. 
4) The remaining axis values are calculated from the proportion of the rotation 

angle of the largest rotation angle. 

For example, consider Euler angles (in degrees) x=90, y=45, z=-180. Based on the 
algorithm, SFRotation is x=0.5, y=0.25, z=-1, w=3.14. For another example, consider 
Euler angles x=30, y=30, z=30. Based on the algorithm, SFRotation is x=1, y=1, z=1, 
w=3.14/6. The following is the implementation code of the algorithm: 
 

void HAnim::ConvertEulerToSFRotation(float& x, float& y, float& z, float& w){

   #define piover180 0.01745329252f 

   float fAbsoluteX = abs(x); 

   float fAbsoluteY = abs(y); 

   float fAbsoluteZ = abs(z); 

float fMaxAngle = 0; 

   if(fAbsoluteX > fMaxAngle) fMaxAngle = fAbsoluteX; 

   if(fAbsoluteY > fMaxAngle) fMaxAngle = fAbsoluteY; 

   if(fAbsoluteZ > fMaxAngle) fMaxAngle = fAbsoluteZ;  

   float fRatio = 0.0f; 

   if(fMaxAngle > 0.0001f)  fRatio = 1.0f / fMaxAngle;    

   x = x * fRatio; 
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   y = y * fRatio; 

   z = z * fRatio; 

   w = fMaxAngle * piover180; 

   w = abs(w); 

} 

6 Implementation of an H-Anim Viewer and Editor 

We have implemented both an H-Anim viewer and an H-Anim editor. The viewer 
reads an X3D character converted from a WRL character designed using a general 
graphics tool. Using the viewer, the X3D character is converted into an H-Anim X3D 
character with a hierarchy representing relationships between joints and segments. 
Then, a motion capture file, such as BVH, is imported. Finally, the viewer retargets 
the motion at each joint of the motion capture character to the motion of the H-Anim 
X3D character using the motion capture conversion described above. Fig. 2 shows the 
H-Anim viewer displaying a sample motion capture animation of an H-Anim 
character model. 

The editor provides functionality for interactive changeable skeletal structure for 
an H-Anim character model. This means that the hierarchical structure of a humanoid 
model can be modified interactively. Motion capture data can also be updated in the 
editor interactively. An H-Anim X3D character model and its motion capture 
animation are displayed and controlled in the editor. The editor can also be used to 
generate an H-Anim X3D animation file from an H-Anim model and a motion capture 
file. Fig. 3 shows the H-Anim editor. On the left is an edit window for the hierarchical 
structure of the H-Anim model, and on the right is an edit window for motion capture 
data applied to the H Anim model. The H-Anim model is displayed and synchronized 
according to the information in the edit windows. 

 

    

         Fig. 2. H-Anim viewer                        Fig. 3. H-Anim editor 

7 H-Anim X3D Authoring Tools Strategy 

Using the above methods, H-Anim X3D humanoid animation is obtained using 
motion capture data. X3D browsers display this motion capture animation for an H-
Anim X3D model. This section describes the strategy for generating H-Anim X3D 
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animation sequences using our H-Anim authoring tools. Fig. 4 shows the procedure 
for generating motion capture animation for an H-Anim X3D model. It illustrates that 
H-Anim animation definition can be exchanged between different animation tools. An 
H-Anim X3D model and motion capture data is imported into the H-Anim editor and 
converted into X3D interpolators. Then, motion capture animation of the H-Anim 
X3D model can be displayed using the X3D browser because the captured motion is 
applied to the H-Anim X3D model with the interpolators.  Current work includes 
further verification of algorithm correctness and completeness by creating an 
independent implementation in the open-source X3D Edit authoring tool [12].   

 

Fig. 4. H-Anim authoring strategy for composing X3D H-Anim models with mocap-derived 
animation behaviors 

8 Considerations about Possible Revisions to H-Anim 
Specification 

As described in the previous section, motion capture data for an H-Anim character 
model can be converted into X3D interpolators which are used for generating 
keyframe animation. In order to generate the motion capture animation of an H-Anim 
model, a converter must be provided. When converting the motion capture data into 
X3D interpolators, large sets of keys and duplicate keywords are generated. These can 
cause inefficiency when using motion capture data for H-Anim character animation. 

It is important to point out that motion capture animation is not keyframe 
animation. This is because motion capture data already has all parameter values at all 
frames. X3D interpolators are appropriate for keyframe animation that requires in-
between parameter values, that is, between key values. Therefore, motion capture 
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animation has no need for the concept of keys and key values.  As a result, 
interpolators are unnecessary when an H Anim viewer is able to display all the motion 
capture frames consecutively after matching the joints of the motion capture data to 
the joints of the H-Anim model. 

In this section, another representation of motion capture animation of H-Anim 
X3D models is considered. It is, simply, to add motion capture data to H-Anim X3D 
model data after matching joints between a motion capture and an H-Anim character. 
Although this matching is a prerequisite function for an H-Anim viewer, it is easily 
obtained since motion capture data generally has a similar joint hierarchical structure 
to H-Anim. The new representation includes the definition of a joint node and a 
motion node. The joint node is almost the same as before except two fields are added: 
number of channels, and channel parameter values (Fig. 5). The motion node is newly 
defined by the number of frames, frame time, and transformation parameter values 
(Fig. 6). 

 
Interface Joint { 
 // the same as the existing joint node  
   float[3] bboxCenter 0 0 0  
   float[3] bboxSize -1 -1 -1  
   float[3] center 0 0 0  
   sequence<Object> children []  
   sequence<Object> displacers []  
   sequence<float[3]> llimit []  
   float[4] limitOrientation 0 0 1 0  
   string name ""  
   float[4] rotation 0 0 1 0  
   float[3] scale 1 1 1  
   float[4] scaleOrientation 0 0 1 0  
   float[3] translation 0 0 0  
   sequence<float[3]> ulimit [] 
// define additional fields  
   int[2] ChannelsNumber 
   sequence<string> Channels 
} 

 
 
Interface Motion { 
     int Frames 
     float FrameTime 
     sequence<float> transformation 
} 

 Fig. 5. Joint node with proposed field additions        Fig. 6. Motion node, proposed 

9 Conclusions 

In this paper, motion capture animation using H-Anim X3D models and X3D 
interpolators was defined by providing a conversion algorithm to convert from 
captured motion to X3D interpolators. The captured motion is retargeted to the H-
Anim model and is then displayed with a general X3D browser. With this conversion 
algorithm, motion capture data is easily defined in an H-Anim X3D file for the 
motion of an H-Anim model. 

That said, because X3D interpolators are designed for keyframe animation, note 
that the converted motion capture H-Anim file includes keyframe animation concepts 
and keywords, such as key, key values, and interpolators, that are not necessary for 
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motion capture animation. In order to simplify H-Anim motion data definition, we 
have proposed a method to directly combine an H Anim model and motion capture 
data by defining an updated joint node and a new motion node for the H-Anim 
specification.  

All these works have been progressed in the H-Anim Working Group of the 
Web3D Consortium in cooperation with the ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 24 standardization 
group. The H-Anim working group is developing ISO/IEC standards for H-Anim 
revisions. The work described in this paper was done as a part of the development of 
the standards. 
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Abstract. In recent years, wearable computing was more popular. Wearable 
computing is a device which user can use their own equipment and computer 
more efficiently and assist them to acquire information from database or 
sensors. Currently, wearable computing focus on health, such as body sensors 
which can monitor accurate heartbeat, pulse, and even can count calculate you 
walking how distance. But not all of them are integrated and connected with 
computer. This paper will propose wearable computing such smart phone or 
tablets via wire or wireless connection to connect buildings with Arduino and 
air sensors. Such sensors are harmful air detecting devices which used statistic 
to judge and warn human to avoid form danger when they walk into unknown 
areas and without sufficient information. We describe some background we 
need. We finished and demonstrate our system.  

Keywords: sensors, gas sensor, methane, CH4, atmosphere of earth, mine, gas 
detector, Harmful air. 

1 Introduction 

Because human technology has grate improvement, everything can be tiny or be 
micronized, especially for chip set. Those chips are only still keeping on the piece by 
piece element or equipment without powerful function and stand alone themselves. 
That means those are without communication such as connected to your computer 
device. Readers might re-design the product if you want it the function that connects to 
your wearable computing. In recent years, wearable computing was more popular. 
Wearable computing is a device which user can use their own equipment and computer 
more efficiently and assist them to acquire information from database or sensors. 
Currently, wearable computing focus on health, such as body sensors which can 
monitor accurate heartbeat, pulse, and even can count calculate you walking how 
distance. But not all of them are integrated and connected with computer. This paper 
will propose wearable computing such smart phone or tablets via wire or wireless 
connection to connect buildings with Arduino and air sensors. such sensors are harmful 
air detecting devices which used statistic to judge and warn human to avoid form 
danger when they walk into unknown areas and without sufficient information.  
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Wearable computing mostly served in health care area, especially the “elderly 
health care”. Further, people want equipment which is wearable and can assist them to 
process their work more efficient. We should know human have 5 perceptions. But 
those perceptions don’t very sensitivity. Optical illusion is usually symptom when 
visual perceived images that diff form objective reality. People building a wearable 
computing can assist and increase their ability of perception. For example, Night 
vision allows human to see in low light conditions. Night vision also provide from 
observer to object distance and some parameters.  

Google glass, which is Google published their wearable device, via Google Glass 
project [11]. Function of Google Glass contains shooting picture, recording, and  
accessing Google Map. Engineers can creating information and algorithm to help people 
using Google Glass. Also this device may be able to apply on medicine by using this 
equipment to monitor human health. Many company also published their own glass, and 
many applications are Augmented Reality (AR) or for other atmosphere.  

There are many types of wearable computer such as dress, wrist-worn, glasses or 
headset. But not all of those devices are connectable to others such as connection with  
smart phone or tablets, which is all devices are stand alone. Smart phone or tablets, 
which are powerful computers, are most owned portable devices. Although they are 
very functional, those functions are not sufficient enough to help human--they do not 
have executive capability. Engineer should not waste its powerful computing ability 
when they design the product. Some wearable computing is equipped with body 
sensors to collect health data and provide information to notify human to be careful  
their behave. Our research focus is to run more capability of the device. We combine 
wearable computing and other device for a more complete function.  

In various working environment, people does not have enough information 
knowing they are already in danger or not, nor the idea to face it. Human have 5 
perceptions, however each perception has limit function. Visual perception has optical 
illusion [11]. This is because eye works and optical jamming. According to this 
reason we need to use more sensors to assist human acquire information. After 
acquire information, we need further more to use algorithm to inspect information. 
Inspection information can let people know real and true data. 

Also human have to breathe air, however some environments are full of harmful 
gases. Manhole is always easy to full of gases. It might still have gases even we open 
the cap and inject fresh air. That would be very risky if people could not identify and 
inspect gases. Human nose’s olfaction can sense smell but can’t identify harmful 
gases. Due to the inefficient sensitive of human nose, we need gas sensor to detect 
and analysis it. We design portable sensors which can connect to computer device; 
therefore, this information can provide and save human life. There are still many 
places with dangerous, but if without system it can not provide information to notify 
human in real time. For those reason, we design and provide cheap wearable 
computing to assist human avoiding dangerous. 

2 Background; Atmosphere, Toxicology and Statistical 

Engineers need to extend their knowledge such as Atmosphere, Toxicology and 
Statistical. Those knowledge can help them do a batter design. This study is related to 
atmosphere, biology, chemistry, and medicine course. In this paper we only brief the 
part that concerned.  
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Atmosphere of Earth, aka gases surrounding the planet Earth. The common name 
given to the atmospheric gases used in breathing and photosynthesis is “air”. Air 
consist Nitrogen ( )2N  78%, Oxygen ( )2O  20.9%, and Argon (Ar) 1,1%. Argon 

(Ar) compose many gases, such it compose of Carbon dioxide ( 2CO ) 

397ppmv(0.0397%), Methane ( 4CH ) 1.79ppmv(0.000179%), Carbon monoxide 

(aka, CO ) 0.01ppmv(0.000001%). 
Normally, Argon would be harmful or eve fatal to human if its concentration rate is 

high. Human breathing over median lethal dose [7] will have symptoms or even 
worse--death. Some disaster happened and can cause like this. Mine shaft, limnic 
eruption, and some environment would cause disaster. When disaster happens, it 
always brings harmful air. That harmful air contains various gases such as methane, 
carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, or decreasing concentration of oxygen. Such air 
may harm human multiple times if we conduct rescue operation.  

Carbon monoxide ( )CO  would kill human if it’s concentration is over 35ppmv 

(0.000035%) in air. Such conditions could be easily in mine shaft and some areas 
cause disaster.  

Carbon dioxide ( 2CO ), is an asphyxiant gas and not classified as toxic. But it still 

could harmful human. When concentrations up to 1% carbon dioxide, it will make 
people have outcome symptoms, such drowsy and stuffy. 

Methane ( 4CH ) can kill human too. Methane is a colorless and odorless gas. It is 

not toxic, but it is an asphyxiant. If concentration rate of methane ( 4CH ) in air when 

it rises up and oxygen level is below 16%, it could cause some symptoms. Most 
people can sustain when oxygen level is between 16% to 21%. And most people will 
become unconscious or prove to be lethal in some cases when their oxygen in the 
body depletes to anything less than 12%.  

In Addition, methane is more dangerous because it explosible and flammable. 
Methane gas explosions are responsible for many deadly mining disasters. Oxygen in 
air is usually near to 21%. When methane gas is between 5% to 16% and oxygen over 
10%, this would easily to explode, and 9.5% was strong explosion. The other case is 
when methane gas over 30% in air, it is flammable.  

Otherwise, we should know coal gas is also included in methane gas. Mine 
accident normally is this type of disaster. Natural gas also contains large methane gas. 
Liquid petroleum gas; however, is mostly propane and should have no methane gas is 
require with different sensor was.  

Each gases have its feature, those conditions let engineer design system for 
difficult in real world, and methane gas detector and prevent distract occur are more 
difficult. Researches should share their knowledge and fully communicate to design a 
good system. 

3 System Design 

This section we will describe our system design. Both hardware device and software 
program combined a new approach propose new application. 
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Fig. 1. Gas sensor. Top is a MQ5 sensor, and other is a MQ7 sensor 
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3.1 Platform 

Our system compose Arduino, sensors, wearable computer, and algorithm. Arduino 
control sensors, collect data from sensor, simply computing and transmit data to 
computer. Wearable computing means computer receiver data from sensor and 
compute. We record data and use our algorithm to judge whether current situation was 
safely or not. 

3.2 Arduino 

There are various type of boards of Arduino. Arduino LEONARDO [9] is new version 
boards. It is ATmega32U4 chip on board, provides 5 voltage output, 6 analog pins, 20 
digital Input/Output pins, 1 UART, and 1 SCL/SDA IIC Bus Communication. 
According to chips datasheet and arduino function, it also provide 7 pins of PWM 
outputs, and extern 6 pins an analog input.  

3.3 Sensors 

Gas detection sensors have variety type sensors, MQ5, MQ7 and more can inspect 
harmful gases. Each type sensors have their ability. MQ5 sensor can inspect methane 
gas, aka 4CH . MQ7 sensor can inspect Carbon Monoxide, aka CO. Both two gases 

can harmful human. MQ135 or MG811 have ability to inscape CO2. Those two 
sensors have its feature respectively. We use those sensors in this studying. Figure 1 
shows Mq5 and MQ7 sensors. 

3.4 Software 

First software is Arduino software. Reader can download free version from Arduino 
website [8]. This software is Arduino development software which was written by C 
language. Arduino is popular open hardware. People can used it freely   any resource 
to build and fulfill tour dream.  

Second software is User Interface software. Our system can works on windows 
Operation System. This system requires algorithm to process and calculate our 
method. Here, we used Microsoft Visual Studio Express [2] to design our system 
application software. Microsoft announce Visual Studio Express for free and student 
program [1]. This announcement helps engineer, researchers, artists, hobbyist and 
novice to fulfill their dreams. About its principle datasheet, technology report of how 
to encode and more detail function, reader can visit Microsoft Developer Network 
(MSDN) [3].  

Microsoft Visual studio has provided C++, C#, Basic and more program 
language. C# language have Command line mode, Windows Form Application mode 
(WinForm), Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF) mode, Active Server Pages 
(APS) .Net mode. Each mode has its features and templates. Those various program 
language and mode means that it’s difficult for programmer to study and specialize on 
it. In this study we are using used C# language, and coding on WinForm mode and 
WFP mode. Figure 2 shows software. 
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Fig. 2. This fig shows our user interface which is Visual studio Express version and 
Arduino(lower right), all are free software 

4 Implementation 

We design our hardware circuit. This circuit consist multiplex air sensors, connection 
to microcontroller -- Arduino. We shows in figure 3. We design our system of which 
the ability recognize gases levels. Those designs should notify and warn people in 
advance -- early warning. People can protect themselves by the info been provided. 
We first read all of sensor values and then classify those values. Those values refer to 
different works in our each design and background. Also we need calculate and apply 
it. 

Despite we have sensors; further understanding of harmful parameters is needed. 
Atmosphere of Earth is gases surrounding the planet Earth as we brief previously. 
Toxicology, which is branch from biology, chemistry, and medicine, is a study 
concerning with the adverse effects of chemicals on living organisms. US federal 
standard, CO should be lower than 9 ppmv in outdoor air. That parameter keeps 
human safe. We arrange gases and harmful relationship date in a table which will  
decide our design. 
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Fig. 3. Our hardware 

 

Fig. 4. Our implementation 
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Table 1. Gases and harmful data 

 Oxygen Methane CO CO2 Note 
Normal air 20.9% 1.79ppmv(0

.000179%) 
0.01ppmv 397ppmv Good 

Hypoxia Below 16% ----- ----- 1% Worse 
Explosion ----- 5%~16% 12.5%  Worse 
Flammabl
e 

10% 30% -----  Worse 

Lethal 
dose 

----- ----- 35ppmv in 
air 

1% Worse 

Kill ----- ----- 1.28% in 
air, less than 
3 minutes 

6% Worse 

 
Now, we used statistic data for our design. We consider few condition in our 

system alarm and set them into different level. We used those levels to ensure people 
can prepare to prevention earlier. People can leave, get masker, or inhale oxygen. We 
classify our system into 2 parts, sensors processing, and wearable computing. 
Sensor’s microcontroller is Arduino, we set middle value to for early to warning 
people. We design our detector algorithm, compare to previous research.  

We express one of gas sensor work. Let methane gas sensor as “Mgs” which works 
very quickly, it is should dozens pre second. Because each second can acquire 
information multiples, we assume and set they acquire information in each micro 
second (100ms). Therefore one second can collect 10 times values. We set our timer 
for 100 ms -- acquire 10 times data each second. But we get its average value as 1 

second data. Now we sum them and computed average. ∑
=

n

i

Mgs
n

1

1
, and if each value 

is position in tolerate values, we assume this is in safe. We retains variance be our 
adjust value, because we can fix it error gaps when system occur cumulative error. 
We design our warn levels as show follow table. 

Table 2. Design of warn levels 

Levels Oxygen Methane(CH4) CO CO2 
Normal At least 19% 1.79ppmv 0.01ppmv 397ppmv 
Yellow warning Between 17~19% 1%~3% and Oxy 

ove 10% 
1~10ppmv 
(0.0001%) 

2000ppmv(0.2%) 

Red warning Below 17% 5%, and Oxy 
over 10% 

Over 
10ppmv(dead 
35ppm, 
0.0035%) 

10000ppmv(1%) 
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Wearable computer acquire those data and compute with our algorithm. It can 
judge the situation through the data and provide message to human. People can adopt 
proper method to protect themselves. 

5 Future Work 

We created a function which can monitor environment with wearable computing.  
We can extend this work to robot for further possibility. Therefore, robots will have 
more functions that can seek out, to explore and deploy sensors more flexible. The 
robot can used in more dangerous environment. The robot can replaced human to face 
dangerous environment. 

Our system can also to extern to a database for long term environment monitoring. 
When it was equipped more capability wireless communication system, this system 
can become an automatic environment monitoring system. The only thing to consider 
about is the energy for it to work lifetimes. Also we have not troubleshooting for long 
term environment monitoring system, we need re-design the timer. 

6 Conclusion 

We wide survey knowledge and used our specialist skill to design system which can 
provides and assists human to prevent they meet dangerous. We finished Gas sensors 
combine wearable computing to assist human safe their life. Normally Gas sensors 
was work in house, under fool, and indoors environment. But they normally set up in 
fixed and without to connected and communication to wearable computing. This 
paper proposes reader to build they own, small, portable and can communication to 
wearable computing. Human can real-time to acquire important intelligence and safe 
them life. System can inspect, adjust and level to warring human. When people into 
unknown areas, what air compose especially harmful human air detector will very 
important. Therefore, deploy sensors should safe them life, and especially sensors can 
transmission data to wearable computing.  
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Abstract. This study utilizes a panel threshold regression model to investigate 
the non-linear relationship between economic and life insurance development in 
10 Asian countries from 1979 to 2008. The empirical evidence shows that one 
optimal threshold level exists. Also, when the GDP is higher than the threshold 
value, the positive impact of GDP growth on life insurance development is 
clearly more substantial than that when it is lower than the threshold value. 
Furthermore, this study verifies that financial development, interest rates and 
savings positively influence the development of the life insurance market.  

Keywords: Life insurance development, Economic development, Panel 
threshold model, Asian Market. 

1 Introduction 

The life insurance market has grown rapidly in recent years, as it facilitates a myriad 
of economic transactions through risk transfer and indemnification, while also 
promoting financial intermediation (Ward and Zurbruegg, 2000). Between 1979 and 
2008, the global life insurance market expanded 9.46 times, from 0.45 trillion U.S.D. 
to 4.26 trillion U. S. D. (Swiss Re 1980, 2009). Between 1980 and 2008, the life 
insurance premium in Asian market increased by 15.7 times, from 43.9 billion to 69.1 
billion (Swiss Re, 2009). The market share of the Asian market was 16.6% in 2008. In 
the same year, Japan, South Korea, Taiwan and India were respectively ranked 
second, eighth, ninth, and tenth in the global life insurance market. Clearly, the Asian 
market has become an important player in the life insurance market worldwide. 

This rapid growth of the Asian market is beginning to attract scholarly attention. 
However, in time series analysis, only cross-country comparisons give results on the 
                                                           
* Corresponding author. 
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patterns of socioeconomic variables, which evolve over time (Li et al., 2007). 
Therefore, in this study, we focus on 10 Asian countries from 1979 to 2008, so that 
the estimates and model selection can more accurately reflect the development of the 
life insurance market in Asia. 

Following the suggestions and findings of Enz (2000), Ward and Zurbruegg (2002) 
and Zheng et al. (2008), this study proposes to test the possible non-linear relationship 
between economic development and the life insurance market. Unlike the linear or 
logarithmic linear model used by previous studies, the current study adopts the novel 
panel threshold regression model proposed by Hansen (1999). This model has several 
advantages. First, it enables us to accurately examine the possible number of 
inflection points, where they occur, and to estimate the slope parameters for the 
different regimes in the model. Second, unlike the traditional grouping method, which 
relies on subjective judgment, the panel threshold regression model allows individual 
observations to be objectively split into classes based on observed variables. This 
enhances the validity of analysis and may also lead to specific suggestions for 
policymakers. 

We use a panel data set of 10 Asian countries from 1979 to 2008, and it includes 
both cross-country and time-series variations in its data. The purposes of this study 
are threefold. First, it examines the possible determinants of the demand for life 
insurance in Asian markets based on a literature review. Second, by using a novel 
panel threshold regression model, the study verifies the non-linear relationship 
between economic development and the development of the life insurance market. 

2 Literature Review 

Browne and Kim (1993) and Li et al., (2007) suggested that an enquiry into the 
demand for life insurance should include many socioeconomic variables. These 
include economic development (such as income), the age dependency ratio, social 
security expenses per capita, financial development, foreign shares, inflation, and real 
interest rates. Building on these variables, this study categorizes the determinants of 
life insurance demand into five factors: income, financial development, the saving 
rate, the real interest rate and the age dependency ratio. 

Income: economic development positively influences the growth of the life 
insurance market. Theory and evidence indicate that the economic development 
positively influences the growth of the life insurance market, and that the effect of 
income on the development of the life insurance market is larger in Asia than in 
OECD countries (Ward and Zurbruegg 2002). Furthermore, scholars argue that there 
is a non-linear relationship between these two variables. Accordingly, we consider 
income as the most critical factor in determining the development of the life insurance 
market and adopt it as the threshold variable. 

Financial development: previous studies confirm that financial development can 
encourage the development of the life insurance market (Browne and Kim, 1993; 
Outreville, 1996). More recent studies have confirmed that this finding and also the 
influence of financial development on economic growth and insurance development 
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(Arena, 2008; Ward and Zurbruegg, 2000). Jawadi et al., (2009) supported a 
significant and positive relationship between the insurance and financial markets. 
Finally, Adams et al., (2009) showed that the financial market was an important factor 
in economic and insurance development in Sweden from 1830 to 1998. In view of 
these findings, the impact of financial development is investigated in this study. 

Saving rates seem to be an important influence on the development of the life 
insurance market in Asian countries. Outreville (1996) and Ward and Zurbruegg 
(2002) suggested that saving rates in Asia are significantly higher than they are in the 
developed countries, and the empirical studies of Beck and Webb (2003) showed that 
a higher private saving rates is positively associated with the consumption of life 
insurance. However, the relationship between saving rates and the growth of the life 
insurance market is ambiguous. Drawing on the data of Asian counties, this study 
further investigates the saving rate effect. 

Real interest rates: there is divergence of opinion on whether real interest rates 
have a positive effect on the demand for life insurance (Li et al., 2007). On one side, 
some scholars proposed that an increase in the interest rate may decrease the cost of 
insurance products, thus prompting the demand for these products (Beck and Webb, 
2003). On the other hand, higher interest rates decrease the present value of financial 
assets including the value of life insurance products, and this may attenuate the 
demand for life insurance (Li et al., 2007). Outreville (1996) argued that the effect of 
real interest rates on the life insurance demand is almost insignificant. Since the 
relationship between interest rates and the development of the life insurance market is 
highly controversial, this is one issue that the current study attempts to resolve. 

The age dependency ratio: both empirical evidence (Hammond et al., 1967) and 
theory (Campbell, 1980) indicated that the main purpose of life insurance is to 
provide financial indemnity in the case of the wager earner’s premature death. Several 
studies indicated that the age dependency ratio positively related to the development 
of life insurance (Beck and Webb, 2003; Outreville, 1996) Therefore, this study 
considers the impact of the age dependency ratio on the development of the life 
insurance market.  

3 Data and Methodology 

3.1 Data Description and Variable Measurements  

We adopt the panel threshold regression advanced by Hansen (1999). This paper uses 
the panel data of 10 Asian countries1 from 1979 to 2008. The annual life insurance 
premiums are from the Sigma database provided by Swiss Re. The annual GDP, gross 
domestic savings, real interest rate, the age dependency ratio, index of CPI and the 
ratio of M2/GDP are all from the World Development Indicators (WDI, 2009). The 
annual data of Taiwan is from the AREMOS economic statistics database, which is a 
public database compiled by the Ministry of Education in Taiwan. The life insurance 

                                                           
1  Japan, Taiwan, South Korea, India, Indonesia, Singapore, Malaysia, Israel, Thailand, 

Philippines. 
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premiums and GDP have the base year 2000. Table 1 provides the definition of all 
variables in our model. 

Descriptive statistics for the key variables are shown in Table 2. There is a 
divergence among the life insurance premiums in the 10 Asian countries. The average 
life insurance premium is 3,696 million US dollars. The average of the real GDP is 
998,527 million US dollars. The maximum is 4,328 times the value of the minimum. 
This indicates that the disparity of the GDP is larger than the life insurance premium 
in these 10 countries. Thus, the panel threshold regression model shows that the 
varied impacts of different GDPs on life insurance development is significant. 

Table 1. Definition of Variable  

Variable  Definition 
LIP (Life Insurance Premiums) Gross life insurance premiums/CPI* 
RGDP (Economic development) Real GDP=GDP/CPI* 
S_GDP (Saving rates) Savings/GDP 
M2_GDP(Financial development) M2/GDP 
r (Real interest rate)  Deposit rate minus inflation rate 
Adr (Age dependency ratio)  The ratio of the total number of children under 15 

and above 65 to the total number of persons 
between 15 and 64 

  Note: “*” the base year = 2000 

Table 2. Summary of Descriptive Statistics  

Variables Mean Std. Dev. Min Max Lower 
quartile 

Median Upper 
Quartile 

LIP 3,696 9,666 5 51,818 91 291 1,228 
RGDP 998,527 4,521,765 15,200 65,787,720 93,242 173,045 471,463 
S_GDP 136.05 929.74 8.04 11,374.46 25.81 37.76 52.15 
M2_GDP 649.48 4,792.8 7.37 67,623.57 70.84 104.46 151.69 
r 5.43 7.90 -25 88 2 5 8 
Adr 9.93 5.11 5.17 32.31 6.76 7.69 11.51 

Note: The observations are 300. The unit of the life insurance premiums and GDP is in US million dollars. 
The unit of the S_GDP, M2_GDP, real interest rate, and age dependency ratio is in percentage. 

3.2 Threshold Autoregressive Model (TAR Model)  

Here we employed a panel TAR (Hansen, 1999), where individual observations can 
be objectively separated into classes based on the some observed variable. Therefore, 
we can investigate where the possible inflection points occur, and estimate slope 
parameters for the different regimes. 

The analysis of the panel TAR involves a test for the presence of a threshold 
against the null hypothesis of no threshold. If we cannot reject null hypothesis, 
threshold effect does not exist. However, the threshold value is not identified under 
the null hypothesis which would generate the nuisance problem (Davies, 1977, 1987). 
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The existence of nuisance problem means the test statistics follow a nonstandard 
distribution, and that would overly reject the null hypothesis. To overcome the above 
question, Hansen(1999) provides a bootstrap procedure for calculating the first order 
asymptotic distribution of test statistics and verifying the significance of threshold 
effect. Because the Ordinary Least Square (OLS) method is not easy to estimate in a 
non-linear model, Hansen(1999) suggested a two-stage OLS method to test panel 
TAR. In the first stage, for any given threshold (γ), the sum of squared errors (SSE) is 
calculated respectively. In the second stage, utilizing the figures computed in the first 
stage, the estimation of (γˆ) is attained by minimizing the sum of the squares. After 
the value of threshold is determined, it can be used to estimate the slope parameters of 
each regime. Accordingly, we used the hypothesis test procedure proposed by Hansen 
(1999) in our analysis. In this study, we apply “real GDP” as the threshold variable, 
and construct our threshold model of the relationship between economic and life 
insurance development as follows: 

1

2

1 2 3 4( , , , , ) , ( , , 2 _ , _ )

i it it it it
it

i it it it it

it it it it it

h x if x
y

h x if x

h ADR r M GDP S GDP

μ θ α ε γ
μ θ α ε γ

θ θ θ θ θ

′+ + + ≤⎧ ⎫
= ⎨ ⎬′+ + + >⎩ ⎭

′ ′= =
 

(1) 
where ity  denotes the proxy variable for life insurance development, which is the 

real life premium; and itx  denotes the real GDP, which is the indicator of economic 

development. itx  is the independent variable and also the threshold variable which 
can divide effectively all the observed values into two regimes. The term γ  is the 
specific estimated threshold value. In order to isolate the effects of other factors that 
have predictable influences on life insurance development, we adopt five control 
variables ith  which are the age dependency ratio (Adr), real interest rate (r), the 
indicator of financial development (M2_GDP) and the saving over GDP (S_GDP). In 
addition, iμ  is the fixed effect that reveals the heterogeneity of firms under different 

real GDP. The error term itε  is assumed to be independent and identically distributed 

with mean zero and finite variance 
2σ  (

2~ (0, )it iidε σ ). The subscript i indicates 
different countries, and the subscript t indicates different periods. 

4 Empirical Results 

This study follows Hansen’s (1999) bootstrap method to obtain the approximations of 
the F-statistics and calculate the bootstrap p-values. By using ΔRGDP as a threshold 
variable, Figure 1 and Table 3 summarize the empirical results of the test for a single 
threshold and double threshold in our panel threshold regression model. After 
repeating the bootstrap procedures 500 times for the panel threshold regression tests, 
we find that only the bootstrap p-value is significant in the single threshold. The test 
of the double threshold model is statistically insignificant.  
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Our empirical results confirm that the first difference of real GDP (ΔRGDP) has a 
significant single threshold effect on the development of the life insurance market 
(ΔRLIP). Moreover, Table 4 shows that the optimal threshold level of ΔRGDP is 
281.9. In addition, Table 5 presents the estimated coefficients for the threshold 
variable and control variables. Accordingly, the panel threshold regression model can 
be set up as the equation (2). 

 

Fig. 1. Confidence interval construction in single threshold model 

Table 3. Tests for threshold effects 

Test for a single threshold  
  F1 37.2*** 

  P-value 0.005 
  (10%,5%,1% critical values) (7.55, 11.89, 23.63) 
Test for a double threshold  
  F2 0.296 
  P-value 0.97 
  (10%,5%,1% critical values) (15.02, 21.15, 55.85) 

Note: F-statistics and p-values are obtained from repeating the bootstrap procedures 200 times 
for each of the two bootstrap tests. ***,** and* indicate significance at the 1, 5and 10% level, 
respectively 

Table 4. Threshold estimates 

 Estimate 95% confidence interval 
γ̂  281.90690 [ -498.41927  ,  561.92729 ] 
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Table 5. Regression Estimates: a single threshold model 

Dependent variable :ΔRLIP 

Variables Coeffi
cients 

Estimates 
value 

OLS se tOLS White se tWhite 

ΔADR 
1̂θ -20.9717 17.350064 -1.209 25.281342 -0.83 

R 
2̂θ 0.15053 0.10840601 1.38* 0.20511372 0.733 

M2/GDP 
3̂θ 1.58155 1.0943974 1.45* 1.3772419 1.14 

S/GDP 
4̂θ 0.04519 0.02040279 2.215** 0.035414924 1.276 

ΔRGDP 
1α̂ 0.01708 0.00590647 2.89*** 0.010346571 1.65** 

ΔRGDP 
2α̂ 0.08487114 0.00861909 9.85*** 0.031314628 2.71*** 

Note: *** , ** and * Indicate significance at the 1, 5 and 10% level, respectively 

 
Hwang and Greenford (2005) indicated that life insurance premium is one kind of 

fund. This fund can indemnify for the gap between an ex ante consuming plan and ex 
post income interruption. Based on the social security demand, the literatures mostly 
support the notion that income is positively related to the life insurance demand. 
Consequently, income is viewed as the most critical factor in purchasing life 
insurance products (Outreville, 1996; Ward and Zurbruegg, 2002; Li et al., 2007; 
Zheng et al., 2008). However, economic growth and social security demand differ 
across countries. In general, higher living standards will be found in countries with 
higher income, and life insurance premium income will increase with higher income 
levels. 

1 2 3 4

0.0171 281.91

0.0849 281.91

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ( , , , , ) ( 20.97, 0.151, 1.582, 0.045) '
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i it it it it

it it it it it

h RGDP if RGDP
RLIP

h RGDP if RGDP

h Adr r M GDP S GDP

μ θ ε
μ θ ε

θ θ θ θ θ

′+ + Δ + Δ ≤⎧ ⎫
Δ = ⎨ ⎬′+ + Δ + Δ >⎩ ⎭

′= = −
′= Δ             (2) 

The empirical results of this study are in line with important findings in recent 
studies (e.g., Browne and Kim, 1993; Outreville, 1996; Ward and Zurbruegg, 2002; 
Li et al., 2007). Income does have a positive and significant impact on the 
development of life insurance, as our study indicates. However, previous studies 
mostly focused on the liner relationship between variables. Unlike the methods used 
by previous studies, the current study employs a panel threshold regression model to 
analyze the non-linear relationship between change in real GDP (ΔRGDP) and the 
real life insurance development. Our results indicate that the ΔRGDP significantly 
influences the first difference of the real life insurance premium (ΔRLIP). Table 5 
shows that when the ΔRGDP is smaller than 281.91 million US$, 1 million US$ of 
change in real GDP will generate 0.017 million US$ of change in real life insurance 
premiums. When the ΔRGDP is larger than 281.91 million US$, 1 million US$ of 
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change in real GDP will generate 0.0849 million US$ of change in real life insurance 
premiums. This finding indicates that when the ΔRGDP is higher than the threshold 
value, it will increase real life insurance premium more than when the ΔRGDP is 
lower than the threshold value. More specifically, when the ΔRGDP is higher than the 
threshold value, its effect on real life insurance premiums is five times more than the 
ΔRGDP is below the threshold value.   

Overall, the results of this study reveal that when change in income is larger, 
consumers increase the gap between consumption and possible income interruption in 
the future, and this may generate an increase in life insurance demands. Compared 
with the positive relationship between income and life insurance demand that 
previous studies indicated, our study using panel threshold regression analysis gives 
more valid results.  

The financial industry is positively associated with the economic development of a 
country (Browne and Kim, 1993; Outreville, 1990, 1996; Li et al., 2007; Adams et al., 
2009). There is a growing trend toward making life insurance market function in a 
similar capacity. Outreville (1996) indicated that this trend is significant and obvious 
in developing countries. With regard to the influence of financial development 
indicators on life insurance development, the empirical findings of this study are 
consistent with previous studies (Outreville 1990, 1996; Li et al. 2007; Adams et al., 
2009). The financial development of a country is a strong and significant determinant 
of life insurance development. Our result indicates that the ratio of M2_GDP has a 
positive and significant impact on life insurance premiums. When the indicator of 
financial development increases by 1%, the change in real life insurance premiums 
will increase 1.58 million US$. 

Whether the directions of real interest rate affect the real life insurance demand is 
controversial (Li et al., 2007). This study verifies that the real interest rate is 
positively related to life insurance premiums. In other words, when the real interest 
rate increases, customers will expand their purchasing budget on life insurance 
products in Asian countries. More specifically, the results of this study reveal that 
when the real interest rate increases 1%, the change in real life insurance premiums 
will increase 0.15 million US$. 

With regard to the saving rate, its impact on the real life insurance demand is still 
ambiguous in theory and the empirical evidence has also been ambiguous. In line with 
the finding of Headen and Lee (1974), this study indicates that the ratio of savings to 
GDP positively influences the development of real life insurance premiums. 
Accordingly, when the saving rate increases 1%, the change in real life insurance 
premiums will increase 0.045 million US$. 

5 Conclusions 

The purpose of this study is to explore the non-linear relationship between the 
economic growth and life insurance development in Asia from 1979 to 2008. First, to 
avoid the possible spurious regression caused by non-stationary data, this study 
proceeds with the panel unit root tests. It then, utilizes a panel threshold regression 
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model to estimate the non-linear relationship between key variables. The empirical 
results show that the change in real GDP has a positive and significant impact on the 
development of real life insurance premiums, which is similar to the findings of 
previous studies (Browne and Kim, 1993; Outreville, 1996; Ward and Zurbruegg, 
2002; Li et al., 2007).  

However, the current study finds that one optimal threshold level exists, and this 
indicates two regimes where the effects of the real GDP on the development of life 
insurance market differ. This single threshold level of the ΔRGDP is 281.9 million 
US$. When the ΔRGDP is higher than the threshold value, the effect of real GDP 
growth on life insurance development is clearly more substantial than that of real 
GDP growth when the ΔRGDP is lower than the threshold value. This finding 
represents an important contribution to studies on life insurance development. In 
addition, the current study finds that the indicator of financial development 
(M2_GDP) is positively related to real life insurance premium development. With 
regard to the return of investment, the real interest rate significantly and positively 
influences the development of life insurance. The saving ratio also has a positive 
influence on real life insurance premium development. However, the age dependency 
ratio shows no effect on the development of the life insurance market.  
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Abstract. This paper studies the detection of singing segments using various 
features, such as MFCC (Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients) and LPCC 
(Linear Predictive Cepstral Coefficients), with the HMM (Hidden Markov 
Model) models. The audio clips under test in this paper include isolated 
segments from different sound tracks and all segments entirely from a sound 
track. In the literature, these two cases are usually individually investigated. 
However, we have a unified treatment to both types of segments using the same 
features and classifiers. In the experiments, we design five experiments to fully 
examine the performance limitation of the approaches studied in this paper.  

Keywords: MFCC, LPCC, vocal, bootstrapping. 

1 Introduction 

One of the fundamental problems in music identification is to determine whether a 
segment of audio contains vocal (singing voice) of not. This information may be used 
in content-based retrieval [1] to reduce the search time. Specifically, suppose that a 
segment of audio is used to query the artist of the work (known as query-by-example). 
If the query audio is a vocal segment, the search space can then be confined to only 
those vocal segments in the database, and thus the search time is greatly reduced. 

In terms of vocal detection, we need to consider two different application 
scenarios: during query operation and during construction of the database. The first 
case is that the user presents a query audio to the database, and the vocal detection is 
performed on the query segment only. Referred to as isolated-segment detection in the 
following, the testing audio clips in this case are many isolated segments excerpted 
from different sound tracks (song titles). For the second case, to construct an audio 
database with the vocal/nonvocal information, we need to identify the vocal segments 
from the entire sound track. Therefore, the detection is carried out to the entire sound 
track. Called all-segment detection in the following, the testing audio clips to this case 
are all segments with (typically) same duration partitioned from a sound track. Since 
the accuracy of the isolated-segment problem heavily depends on the number of 
“representative” training (audio) segments, more training segments usually result in 
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better detection performance. Thus, how to obtain more training segments is an 
important issue. However, for most experiments, the training segments are tailored 
and examined by experimenters. Thus, the size of training segments is limited. If this 
problem can be effectively solved, it is possible to automatically generate training 
segments (samples) from sound tracks. Thus, the isolated-segment detection problem 
can be better approached. 

As mentioned previously, to construct an audio database and to handle query to the 
database are two different cases of singing segment detection. Unfortunately, most 
research papers in the literature address only one of the two cases, but not both. In this 
paper, we intend to review some techniques proposed by other searchers for detecting 
vocal segments, and to report the accuracy by applying these techniques to the same 
dataset for both cases (if appropriate). 

2 Related Work 

Berenzwei and Ellis [2] used HMM (Hidden Markov Model) and statistical features 
to detect singing segments in audio recordings. Their experimental results showed 
that the accuracy was around 80 %.  

Vembu and Baumanny [3] studied the detection rates of various features, and 
found that combining more than one type of features yielded better results. With the 
combination of three different types of features with smoothing technique, the 
accuracy was around 84 %.  

For the detection of singing segments, Rocamora and Herrera [4] studied various 
types of features and different classifiers. Their results revealed that MFCC (Mel 
Frequency Cepstral Coefficients) was better with the accuracy of 78%. 

Lukashevich et al. [5] investigated the problem of dividing a sound track into vocal 
(singing) and nonvocal segments. They also used MFCC as the first step and then 
used ARMA (Auto Regressive Moving Average) model to smooth the detection 
results. Based on the combined efforts, the accuracy for nonvocal segments was 90%; 
whereas the rate for singing segments was 75% (average rate of 82.5%). 

New et al. [6] used Multi-Model Hidden Markov Model to include the structure 
information of the music for segmenting a vocal one from a nonvocal one. When 
combined wit the bootstrapping technique, the accuracy achieved 86.7%. 

Based on the above description, the accuracy of identifying a vocal segment with a 
nonvocal one is around 80 % to 87 %. Therefore, it is not so easy to achieve accuracy 
higher than 90 %. In addition, it is obvious that detecting a singing segment and 
partitioning the singing segments in a complete song are two different types of 
problems. They were previously separately studied. 

3 Experimental Procedure 

This section covers the basics of the features and classifiers of the experiments. In 
addition, some details about the experiments are also described. 
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3.1 Extracted Features and Classifiers  

There are many featured proposed for the vocal detection problem. Among the 
features, we choose to examine the performance of MFCC, LPC (Linear Predictive 
Coefficients), and LPCC (Linear Predictive Cepstral Coefficients) [6]. Since the 
features are all well-known, we will not give detailed explanation here for brevity. For 
computing MFCC, however, we will consider several alternative equations given 
below. 

The MFCC features have been widely used in speech and audio recognition 
problems. In terms of implementation, however, there are at least two MFCC 
equations available in the literature. A widely used equation is as follows [7]: 

)
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Another MFCC equation, given in (2), was proposed by Lindsay & Norman [8]. 
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Since there are more than one MFCC equation, we may also design our own 
equations. Based on our previous experiments, we know that the low-frequency parts 
are more important in detecting the vocal segments. Therefore, we intend to 
emphasize the low-frequency parts by using the MFCC equations given in (3) and (4). 
These two equations put more weight on the low-frequency portion and less weight 
on the high-frequency part. Figure 1 depicted the curves of all four equations. It can 
be seen that (1) and (2) have similar curves, whereas (3) and (4) emphasize low-
frequency (below 1 kHz) part. 
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  As to the classifier, among the possible candidates, we choose to use the HMM as 
the classifier. During the training phase, we separately obtain the features from vocal 
and nonvocal segments, and then use them to train two HMM models (one for vocal 
and the other one for non-vocal). During testing phase, the Viterbi decode is used to 
find the likelihood of the test segment from the models. The audio segment is a vocal 
segment if the vocal HMM model yields higher likelihood value. Otherwise, the 
segment is determined as a nonvocal segment. 
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Fig. 1. The MFCC curves. Curve (a) is for eq. (1), (b) for (2), (c) for (3), and (d) for (4). 

3.2 Training and Testing Datasets  

Previously we mentioned that there are two different cases for singing segment 
detection. In terms of detecting vocal segments in the isolated-segment case, we can 
further consider two classes of segments during testing, namely, “vocal vs. 
instrument-only” and “vocal vs. interlude.” For the “vocal vs. instrument-only” class, 
the training and testing datasets are randomly excerpted from two kinds of music: 
singing music for vocal segments and instrument-only music for non-vocal segments. 
The singing music contains pop, rock, country music, etc. with male or female 
performers. The instrument-only music includes piano solo, orchestra concerto, guitar 
solo, and so on. 

For the “vocal vs. interlude” class, the training and testing datasets are all from 
singing music. Vocal and nonvocal segments are excerpted from the singing and non-
singing parts (e.g., introduction, bridge, interlude, or break) of the songs. We treat 
“vocal vs. instrument-only” and “vocal vs. interlude” as two different classes in order 
to understand whether these two classes have different detection accuracy. If so, we 
can then conduct experiments based on the class which is more difficult to detect. 
Actually, previous literature did not make such a distinction in conducting 
experiments. Thus, the answer to this problem is meaningful. 

Since we use the same framework to conduct experiments, the training dataset is 
shared by both the isolated-segment and all-segment cases. As a typical setting, the 
testing segments are not presented during training. For all of the experiments, the 
ground truth, i.e., whether a segment of audio is vocal or not, is manually examined. 
The training and testing datasets are audio clips excerpted from various CD titles. The 
sample rate is reduced to 16 ks/s before MFCC, LPC, or LPCC features are computed. 
For isolated-segment detection, the dataset contains 530 segments of 5-second music, 
of which 265 are vocal and another 265 are nonvocal. Recall that for “vocal vs. 
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instrument-only” and “vocal vs. interlude” cases, the datasets are different (but both 
with the same number of segments). Among the 530 segments, 75 % of them are 
randomly selected for training, and the rest 25 % are for testing. The reported results 
are the average performance over 25 independent trials. For the all-segment 
experiment, the training segments do not contain any segment from testing sound 
tracks. 

3.3 Conducted Experiments  

In this paper, we intend to answer the following five questions by conducting 
corresponding five experiments: 

1. Between “vocal vs. instrument-only” and “vocal vs. interlude” classes of 
audio clips, which class has lower detection accuracy? As mentioned 
previously, we will conduct the rest four experiments only with the lower-
accuracy class. 

2. Among the four MFCC equations, which one yields higher detection 
accuracy? For this problem, if any altered equation is better, we need to 
conduct more experiments to figure out how to design the “best” MFCC 
equation for vocal detection.  

3. Among MFCC, LPC, and LPCC, which type of features is more effective? 
The accuracy obtained in this experiment also serves as the baseline to 
judge if combining two types of features produces higher detection 
accuracy. 

4. Can we increase the detection accuracy by combining two types of 
features? For this problem, the decision is made by trusting the models 
with larger likelihood differences. For example, if a test segment has a 
likelihood difference of 0.9 from HMM models trained with MFCC and 
0.7 from models trained by LPCC, the combined decision will be made 
based on the MFCC decision. On the other hand, if the LPCC models 
produce higher likelihood difference, then the decision is based on the 
LPCC models. 

5. Can any post-processing technique improve the detection accuracy for the 
all-segment problem? Among possible post-processing techniques, we 
choose to examine the bootstrapping technique [6], which contains the 
following steps. First, we divide a sound track into many segments of 
audio, and then use the trained HMM models to determine the status 
(vocal or nonvocal) of each segment. Second, we randomly choose some 
of the examined segments and mix these segments into the training dataset 
by pretending that the classification results in the first step are all correct. 
Third, train the HMM models again with the mixed training segments. 
Finally, a second-round classification is performed for all of the segments 
from the testing sound track. In next section, this experiment is denoted as 
bootstrapping (A). As an additional step, we also include some of the 
testing segments after the second-round classification into the original 
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training dataset (containing vocal and nonvocal segments) to train the 
HMM models, and use the trained models to classify the “isolated” audio 
segments (not from the previous testing sound track). This experiment is 
denoted as bootstrapping (B) in next section. This additional experiment is 
to know if we can take advantage of the bootstrapping technique for 
classifying any isolated segment in the “isolated-segment detection” case. 

Based on the above description, we conduct five experiments. The experimental 
results are given in the next section. 

4 Experimental Results 

This section covers the experimental results. The experiments are designed to answer 
the problems given in section 3. The results are outlined below. 

For the first experiment, the results are shown in Table 1. From the results, we 
conclude that detecting the vocal segments from the interlude segments is a more 
difficult problem. Therefore, we will perform experiments based on this case. 

Table 1. Detection accuracy between two classes in the isolated-segment detection problem 

 Vocal vs. Interlude vocal vs. instrument-only 
Accuracy (%) 89.9 94.2 

 
For the second experiment, the results are given in Table 2. It seems that it is not 

necessary to make any change to the existing MFCC equation, as the altered 
equations do not yield better accuracy.  

Table 2. Detection accuracy based on features computed from four MFCC equations 

 Eq. (1) Eq. (2) Eq. (3) Eq. (4) 
Accuracy (%) 89.9 88.0 84.5 89.7 

 
The simulation results for experiment three is given in Table 3. The results show 

that HMM models trained with MFCC performs slightly better than the counterparts 
trained by LPCC or LPC.  

Table 3. Detection accuracy between various features 

 MFCC LPC LPCC 
Accuracy (%) 89.9 62.4 86.7 

 
As to whether combining MFCC and LPCC yields better accuracy, the answer is 

yes. Given in Table 4, the accuracy is higher, but the improvement is not exceedingly 
large. 
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Table 4. Detection accuracy with or without combining two features 

 MFCC MFCC+LPCC 

Accuracy (%) 89.9 92.3 

 
Regarding the use of the bootstrapping technique, the simulation results are given 

in Table 5. Please note that in previous experiments the accuracy is computed based 
on many audio segments excerpted from different song titles. For this experiment, the 
accuracy is computed based on all of the segments in all 100 songs. Therefore, the 
accuracy of this experiment may not be appropriate to directly compare with the 
accuracy in Table 1 to 4.  

From Table 5 we know that the bootstrapping technique can improve the accuracy 
(Bootstrapping (A)). However, it is only useful to classify the segments within the 
same song. If we use the classified segments as the training samples, the results 
(Bootstrapping (B)) are not so good. This is because the misclassified training 
samples (from bootstrapping) in a large degree affect the HMM performance. Thus, 
the accuracy decreases. This experiment indicates that the bootstrapping technique 
can only be used for re-classifying the segments from the same song (title), but not for 
any arbitrary segments. Furthermore, the number of segments from the testing song to 
be included in the training set is also a crucial factor affecting the accuracy of the 
bootstrapping technique. Therefore, more study should be carried out to figure out 
which segments should be added, and how many segments should be added in order 
to obtain optimum performance  

Table 5. Detection accuracy with or without using post-processing 

 MFCC Bootstrapping (A) Bootstrapping (B) 

Accuracy (%) 85.6 88.5 64.6 

5 Conclusions 

This paper reports the performance comparison for various methods in different 
situations. The results show that it is more difficult to detect singing segments among 
the interlude segments (without vocal). On the other hand, it is easier to distinguish 
singing segments from instrument-only ones. When comparing the accuracy between 
different MFCC equations, the results show that alternation is not necessary. Among 
the MFCC, LPC, and LPCC features, our simulation results show that MFCC is 
better. If we can afford to combine two features, we can have slightly higher 
accuracy. As to the bootstrapping technique, it works only if we apply this technique 
to reclassify segments from the same sound track, but it can not be applied to obtain 
training segments for the vocal-detection problem in general. 
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Abstract. In the paper, we have developed a music display system in which a 
music performer can easily turn the page of music by using simple hand 
gestures. A three-dimensional data representation called motion history volume 
has been adopted for the feature extraction module of the hand gesture 
recognition system. In order to reduce the computation of the learning process 
and to improve the effectiveness of the learning, we propose a feature selection 
technique based on a modified fuzzy min-max neural network. We have defined 
a relevance factor which can measure the relevance of a feature to classify the 
specific pattern classes. The feature selection method can remove ineffective 
features and erroneous features in the learning data set by using the relevance 
factor data. Through the experiments using 120 test data for 6 pattern classes, 
the effectiveness of the proposed method is discussed. 

Keywords: Pattern Classification, Gesture Recognition, Feature Selection. 

1 Introduction 

It is uncomfortable for musicians to turn pages by themselves while playing music 
and it can even disturb a musical performance. Thus, in this paper, we consider a 
method to control pages easily by recognizing simple hand gestures. For the purpose, 
we introduce an effective data representation technique in order to present the motion 
information in video. 

For the data representation[1-2], we have adopted a three-dimensional structure 
named Motion History Volume (MHV) which is generated by stacking the motion 
information along the time dimension. 

Fuzzy Min-Max (FMM) neural network is a hyperbox-based pattern classification 
model [3-4]. In our previous research, we proposed a learning method which reflect 
the frequency factor of a feature value in the learning data [5]. It prevents the 
performance degradation caused by some abnormal data and overcomes the 
ambiguity of classification without the contraction process for overlapping 
hyperboxes during the learning process. Furthermore, it enables us to generate rule-
based knowledge by quantification of relevance factors between features and pattern 
classes from the trained neural network. However, in some problems such as image 
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recognition, the learning data may include erroneous data or ineffective data because 
there may exist an unexpected variations in the image data. They degrade the 
recognition rate and effectiveness of the learning process. 

In this research, we propose a methodology to select an effective feature set by 
extending the FMM neural network model. We have defined a relevance factor which 
measure the relevance of a feature with its pattern classes. The feature selection 
method removes ineffective and abnormal features from the learning data set by using 
the relevance factor data. The applicability of the music display system and its 
performance of recognition have been tested with the residual features. 

2 Music Display System 

As shown in Fig. 1, the music display system consists of two processes: learning 
procedure and pattern classification process. The motion history volumes generated 
from the input video data are converted into three-dimensional feature maps. The 
feature selection process computes the relevance factors for each unit of the feature 
map for the pattern classes. Erroneous features are removed through the process and 
selective features are used for building the pattern classifier. 

 

 
Fig. 1. The structure of the music display system. 

Fig. 2 shows the image of page turning action in the developed music display 
system. 

We have defined six types of hand gesture patterns: next, previous, speed up, speed 
down, pause and restart. 
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Fig. 2. A demonstration of the system 

3 Feature Extraction and Recognition Module 

As a preprocessing module, the video data of the dynamic hand gestures are 
converted into MHVs. As illustrated in Fig. 3, the MHV is generated by extracting the 
motion information and stacking it for each frame along the time dimension. In order 
to reduce the number of features, we generate three-dimensional feature map of size 
(5 × 5 × 5). We use a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP), a conventional neural network 
model, for the pattern classification module. Fig. 4 shows the examples of the MHVs 
generated from the 6 patterns in each video. 

 
Fig. 3. Examples of the MHV and its feature maps 
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Fig. 4. Example of MHVs of 6 patterns: (a) next, (b) previous, (c) speed up, (d) speed down, (e) 
pause, (f) restart 

The feature map in which the size can be (3 × 3 × 3) or (5 × 5 × 5) remarkably 
reduces the size of feature set from the original MHV. However, it may contain 
erroneous features which increase recognition error rate. 

In this study, we propose a feature selection method to generate an optimal feature 
set by calculating a relevance factor of each feature. The detailed algorithm is 
described in the next section. 

4 Feature Selection with FMM model 

In our previous work, we had proposed a method of a rule extraction for pattern 
classification using FMM neural network [5]. In this study, we suggest an extension 
of the previous model for the feature selection. We define a relevance factor  as 
follows: = | | ∙ ∑ (1.0 − ∩| |, ), . (1)

In the equation,  is the relevance factor of the ith feature related with the kth 
pattern class and  is the number of patterns used for pattern class k for the learning 
process.  means the feature range of the hyperbox in ith dimension.  ∩   is 
the length of the overlapping area of the two ranges for k and j. The equation 
represents that it is proportional to the frequency of the pattern classes and inversely 
proportional to the length of feature range. Also, the relevance factor increases when 
the size of overlapping area between the different classes is small. 
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However, FMM neural network model based on hyperbox facilitates analyzing of an 
association between the features and the pattern classes. The feature selection method 
proposed in this paper combines the advantages of the two neural network models. 
This modified method provided the numeric representation of the relevance factors, 
which classification module uses to remove the ineffective features. Reduced number 
of the features not only increases the recognition rate but also curtails the computation 
time of the system. For the performance improvement, grouping of the pattern classes 
according to the relevance factors will be considered on our next research. 
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Abstract. Due to the rapid development of the Internet and need for 
recommendation systems, there have been several recommendation systems 
using the various information on the Internet and more and more systems are 
using the SNS information. However, most of them only consider the simple 
direct friend relationships. In this paper we use the intimacy and similarity 
between users on the SNS to compute the weight of an evaluating person for 
recommendation purpose. The intimacy between users considers the direct and 
distant friend relationships on an SNS which contains direction and importance 
information among friends. The similarity between users is computed by using 
the mutual friends as well as the relationship between the user’s preference and 
the given item. In order to enhance the objectivity among user’s evaluations, the 
evaluation was performed on several item attributes. We have used real SNS 
data to carry out experiments and show how well the intimacy and similarity 
can predict the target user’s evaluation ratings. 

Keywords: social recommender system; social information filtering; social 
recommender algorithm; intimacy measurement; similarity measurement. 

1 Introduction 

The increasing amount of data on the Internet makes it necessary for recommender 
systems to provide more effective ways to recommend meaningful information to 
users. Recommender Systems(RS) provide users with a list of recommended items 
ranked in order by calculating similarity of ratings among different users. Research on 
recommendation system has focused on providing algorithms to effectively and 
precisely compute rating predictions. Several approaches suggest that similarity and 
intimacy between the users who have evaluated the items have effect on judgment and 
decision making[1]. 

Social networks provide important information regarding users and their 
interactions. This information is especially useful to RS. This kind of RS usually uses 
friend relationship. However one of the major problems of such a RS is that in reality, 
most immediate friends of the target user may not have reviewed the target item. The 
main reason is that there are a lot of items in recommender systems but users may 
only evaluate a few of them. Therefore, since they do not have immediate friends who 
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evaluate the target item, the ratings of many users cannot be predicted. In order to 
solve the data sparsity problem, we propose an approach where both relationships 
with distant friends and similarity between users using friendship, evaluation and 
personal information is considered.  

The main contributions of this work are summarized as follows. 

 We consider the direction and importance of immediate and distant friend 
relationship when we compute the intimacy between users. 

 We consider mutual friends along with the frequency of mutual friend’s 
occurrence when calculating the similarity between friends. Also, we 
consider the correlation between the given item and user’s information 
which has effect on the similarity calculation. 

 Evaluation of the item is performed using several attributes to increase the 
objectivity for the similarity of the evaluation among users.  
 

The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2 reviews related work and 
section 3 provides an overview of the proposed mechanism for recommender systems 
and describe in detail the algorithm for social recommender systems. Section 4 
evaluates the proposed approach and section 5 offers concluding remarks and 
discusses future work. 

2 Related Works 

2.1 Social Recommender System 

Traditional recommender systems usually assume that users are individually 
considered, and ignore the relationships among users. However, social recommender 
systems are defined as using social friends network to improve recommender systems. 
Even though these work use social information, it only explores the similar users to 
generate recommendations. It does not utilize all of the social network information[2]. 

It is very useful to use the social friends information to predict the rating of target 
user’s rating. Using friend relationships as a starting point could be useful to solve the 
cold start problem because it is hard to guess their preferences given the insufficient 
information[3]. 

In general RS Collaborative Filtering(CF) is the most widely used approach. CF 
predicts a target user’s rating towards an item by aggregating ratings given to that 
item by other users who have similar preference to the target user. The KNN 
algorithm is effective at computing users’ similarity. In the KNN algorithm, usually 
the correlation between users’ rating vectors is used as the similarity between users. 
Vector Cosine method and Pearson Correlation method is often used to compute 
correlation between two rating vectors. In our research, however, we suggest that the 
evaluation item is divided into several attributes to increase the objectivity of the 
evaluation. 
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2.2 Distant Friend on SNS 

In general social recommender systems ratings of a target user’s immediate friends on 
a target item is usually used to predict the target user's rating on the same item. 
However there are so many items in recommender systems, where users only evaluate 
a few of them. So there are some target items reviewed by immediate friends of the 
target user. Even though an immediate friend of the target user has no rating on the 
target item, if an immediate friend(A) has his/her own immediate friends who 
evaluated the target item, the immediate friend’s(A) rating on the target item can be 
predicted using the immediate friend inference, and then to predict the target user's 
rating based on the estimated rating of the target user’s immediate friend(A)[5]. 

Kwang-soo Seol et al take a different approach by using the distant friend to 
measure the intimacy between social network users [6]. In our research, however, we 
suggest that, in order to predict the accuracy, we use the concept ‘support’(What 
percentage of the population satisfies the rule?) in data mining instead of using 
Jaccard’s Coefficient.  

3 Proposed Algorithm for Social Recommender System 

In this section, we give a general overview of our proposed mechanism for 
personalized recommender system using social network data. In order to reflect the 
characteristics of individuals we do not give equal importance to all evaluation values. 
The weights are used to increase or decrease the importance given to the individual 
rating. We calculate weights using the similarity between users, user’s expertise and 
evaluation history.  

The following formula represents the basic integration concepts of information 
recommendation elements. R = × + × + ⋯ + ×∑  (1)

Where  is the weight of each person and  is the rank value for each 
person. Therefore, we can calculate R by  multiplied by the weight  which 
depends on the reliability. 

The weight  is composed of two parts, ( ) and ( ), in the 
following formula. ( )  is the weight function using the social network 
information and ( )  is the weight function concerning user’s evaluation 
history and verifies how reliable the user’s evaluation is. = ( ) + ( ) (2)( )  can be subdivided into two parts ( , )  and ( , ), in the following formula. ( , ) is the weight function  
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which is calculated using confidence between users based on the social network 
information and ( , ) , is the weight function concerning user’s 
professionalism on recommended item.  ( ) = ( , ) + ( , ) (3)

As previously stated,  ( , )  is the weight function concerning 
confidence between users based on the social network information. Function ( , )  consists of three parts: friend relationships( ), evaluation 
information( ) and similarity( ) between users using social network information, in 
the following formula. 

( , ) = + +3 , 0 ≤ + + ≤ 1 (4)

The next subsection will discuss in detail the weight function, ( , ). 

3.1 Usage of Friend Relationship 

This part uses the relationship between users including distant friends to compute 
similarity and intimacy between users. Function ( , ) , which is the weight 

function on friend relationship is divided into two parts ( , ) and ,  .  
We can represent various social relations between users as the following formula: ( , ) = × ( , ) + × ( , ) (5)( , )  is used to calculate the values of intimacy between users using 

immediate and distant friends and ,   is used to calculate the values of 
similarity between users using their mutual friends. Mutual friends denote friends 
who are immediate friends with user  and user . ( , ) = × ( ,  ) + × ( , ) + × ( ( , )) + × ( ( , )) (6)

If user  and user  have immediate friend relationship, the value of function, ( , ) and ( , )  is 1. The function ( , ) means that user  sends a “friend 
request” to user  and the function ( , )  also means that user  sends a “friend 
request” to user . Also in the same manner, if user x and user y are distant friends, 
the value of function ( , ) is 1. The value of ( , ) is adjusted using the 
Hyperbolic Tangent function. 

The modification factor α and β adjusts the value of the function, ( , ) and ( , )  to reflect the characteristics of individuals in an SNS. For example 
“Follower on Twitter” is not more important than “Friend on Facebook” so we 

decrease the modification factor α on Twitter. We assign the modification factor γ  
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and δ  to 0.95 and × .  based on the experiment result of the research on 

Comparison of the performance of SNRS with and without distant friend inference[4]. 
The modification factor σ is a multiplier applied to the values of ( , )  to 

express which is more important between ( , ) or ,   in certain SNS.  ( ,  ) = ( ( ) ∩ ( ))( ( ) ∪ ( )) (7)

 =  ( ( ) ∪ ( ))
 (8)

Function ,  is ( ( ) ∩ ( ))  divided by ( ( ) ∪ ( )) . ( ( ) ∪ ( )) is the cardinal number of a union of two sets, which are mutual 
friends whom user u and user Pn have. ( ( ) ∩ ( )) is the cardinal number of 
the intersection of two sets which is the overlap of immediate friends.  is the 

modification factor which is a multiplier applied to the values of ,   to 
reflect the difference between the data size of the user(u)’s distant friends and the 

user(Pn)’s. In other word the modification factor of ,   depends on how 
frequently the relationships appear in SNS. N is the average number of immediate 
friends of every user which is made in certain SNS.  

3.2 User’s Evaluation Information  

This part uses user’s evaluation data to compute similarity between users. We used 
the correlation between user’s rating vectors as the similarity between users. To 
compute correlation between two rating vectors, we used the Pearson Correlation 
method. We chose the Pearson Correlation method because the user’s evaluation 
pattern for items within the same category is more important than the difference 
between user’s evaluation values for items within the same category.  

( , ) =  ∑ ( − ) −∑ ( − ) × ∑ −    (9)

Correlation based similarity is defined in 3.8. where attriuk and attriPnk denote the 
rating given by target user u and every user Pn on i-th attribute of the k-th item and 
attriuk and attriPnk represent the average rating given by target user u and every user 
Pn on i-th attribute of item. Since we want to know the user’s evaluation pattern for 
items within the same category, we assume that the Pearson correlation coefficient is 
calculated based on the category. Also the evaluation item is divided into several 
attributes to increase the objectivity of the evaluation. We calculate the Pearson 
correlation coefficient for each attribute of an item and then obtain the average of the 
coefficients.  
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3.3 User’s Information (Similarity) 

This part uses user’s information (age, gender, nationality, address, nationality 
(national origin), interesting field, language) to compute similarity between users. 
Those attributes have effect on user’s preference[7,8]. In order to determine which 
users are ‘similar’, we need to define a similarity function, where the Euclidean 
distance is used. 

( , ) =  ( − ) + ( − ) + ( − )+ ( _ − _ ) + ( − )  /
 (20) 

This mechanism has focused on considerations for characteristics of user’s 
information attributes. There are two important considerations for the characteristics 

of an attribute. The modification factor α, β, γ and δ adjusts the value of  the 

Euclidean distance to reflect the difference among the units of the attributes. The 
following table summarizes the modification factors.  

Table 1. Modification Factor for Similarity of User’s Information 

Modification Factor Description 
α Depend on the correlation between age and 

preference for given item 

β Depend on the correlation between gender and 
preference for given item 

γ Depend on the correlation between location and 
preference for given item  

δ Depend on the correlation between interesting field 
and preference for given item 

ε Depend on the correlation between language and 
preference for given item 

 

When γ is used to revise the value of the Euclidean distance regarding the location, 

we can calculate γ by the modification factor for the distance multiplied by the 

modification factor for the nation. For example, if two users have different 
nationalities, the user’s preference can be different no matter what the distance 
between two users is. 

4 Experimental Results 

In the experiments we evaluate the performance of our proposed algorithm 
considering friend relationships in the Yelp dataset. We carry out experiments with 
real data sets taken from the Yelp web site. The original data set contains real ratings 
given by 70,817 users, which include friend relationship. Ratings are discrete and in 
the range of [1,5] and the social network structure is an undirected graph. In the term 
of friends, the average number of immediate friends of every user (N)is 8.18.  
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Fig. 1. Scatter plot showing the value of Friend Relationships of target user with his/her 
immediate friends as a function of the difference between target user’s rating and his/her 
immediate friends’ for (a) n = 62, (b) n = 196, (c) n = 213, (d) n = 300, (e) n = 632, (f) n = 1258 

The scatterplot shows the value of Friend Relationships of target users with his/her 
immediate friends on the x-axis, and the difference between the target user’s rating 
and his/her immediate friends’ on the y-axis. The value ‘n’ on the plot is the number 
of immediate friends of target user(u). Experimental results on this dataset show that 
our proposed algorithm improves the prediction accuracy of recommender systems as 
the number of immediate friends(n) among the users increase. Also the figures show 
that the difference between target user’ rating and his/her immediate friends’ 
decreases as the value of Friends Relationships increase.  

5 Conclusion and Future Work 

In this paper, we present the algorithm for a recommender system to improve 
accuracy in predicting user’s rating using social network information and test the 
performance of the algorithm based on both similarity and intimacy between users 
using friend relationships. The function similarity and intimacy, which computes 
similarity and intimacy between users, in this paper plays a role in distinguishing 
different preferences between users. 

The next step is to fully develop the whole recommendation algorithm framework 
and evaluate whether the recommendations improve with the changes. We hope that 
the issues presented in this paper will contribute to improving the performance of 
social recommendation techniques.  
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Abstract. This paper presents preference measurement of user using user 
response electroencephalogram (EEG). Today users are faced with overflowing 
image data and images are sorted with time, location, and event. In this paper 
we introduce a noble way to pick out the preferred image using user response 
EEG wave. The EEG wave data are gathered through experiment using 
consumer grade EEG device sensors. Images were classified into preferred 
image and unnoticed images. The accuracy of image classification using 
gathered EEG wave was 88.54%. Also we found significant difference of alpha 
waves on position F8 and T8 between EEG wave recorded during preferred 
images and not preferred images. Using this analysis, we are able to service 
preference based personalized service. 

Keywords: Electroencephalogram (EEG), Brain-computer interface (BCI), user 
response.  

1 Introduction 

The electroencephalography (EEG) has been studied to extract and classify 
sentiments, intentions, and mobility [1]-[3]. Its trials have shown the promising future 
for using EEG device for next generation interaction. However these EEG wave data 
and measurements cannot be used in real world application, because they are 
measured and calculated with minimum noise. Movement of facial muscle, eye, blink 
of eye, and electronic power line can cause noises in EEG wave data [4], that we 
cannot apply EEG wave data analysis from publication to real world. 

Recent development in consumer-grade EEG device has allowed EEG wave data to 
be gathered easily [5]. Gel-type head caps are more accurate with high resolution 
EEG data. However, head caps are not preferred to be used with everyday electronics. 
EEG headset with sixteen wet EEG sensors [6], were used in this study. Also EEG 
headset sensors contain gyro sensor, and facial movement detecting algorithm that 
can be used to filter the head movement and facial movement. 

EEG wave has been around for long time and currently as consumer grade EEG 
device has been developed, the field of Brain Computer Interface (BCI) and the use of 
EEG wave became crucial for future interaction. Current studies are limited to 
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sentiment, intention, and mobility mining. These studies showed roadmap for future 
interaction. However, these studies cannot be used in the real world due to experiment 
constriction of lab grade devices. Therefore the use of EEG wave in interaction is 
limited in publication. In this paper, we try to overcome the limit by using consumer 
grade lab work. 

EEG waves change during visual events. We wanted to find if these wave changes 
differ when user sees preferred pictures to when user sees non-preferable pictures. 
And since picture data are becoming more common and huge in amount, the need for 
sorting picture data by user preference has increased. Through analyzing the EEG 
wave of preferred pictures and non-preferable pictures we wanted to automatically 
sort two classes using EEG waves. 

The flow of our paper is as follows. On section II of our paper, we introduce 
background knowledge about EEG and its classification algorithm. Section III is 
about EEG devices and experimental materials that we have used, and how we used 
these materials in our preference measuring experiments. On section IV of our paper, 
we show our classification results, analysis results, and classification using 
significantly changed EEG wave position. Then we end our paper with discussion and 
conclusion. 

2 Background 

2.1 EEG 

The gathered EEG is characterized by physical position and magnitude of 
frequencies. The raw EEG wave is converted into waves by its frequencies. Waves 
that are characterized by 1 to 4 Hz frequencies is called delta wave, which normally 
shown in slow-wave sleep of adults and in continuous-attention taking tasks. Wave 
that is characterized by 4 to 8 Hz frequencies is called theta wave, which normally 
shown during drowsy tasks.  8 to 13 Hz wave is known as alpha wave, which 
normally shown in relaxed state.  Beta wave is a waves between 13 to 30 Hz, which 
is normally shown in active concentration. Gamma wave is wave between 13 to 100+ 
Hz, which is shown during short term memory. [7] These characterized waves are 
used to select to extract the features of EEG.  

2.2 EEG Classification Algorithm 

There are several ways to classify EEG. First method is classifying the EEG with 
predicting event related potentials (ERP). ERP are generated when some events are 
evoked to the user. Such events as auditory or visual events cause ERP. One of well-
known potential is P100, which is named for positive potential appearing at 100ms 
after the events [8]. Second method is classifying the waves by the long term events. 
Such as alpha waves are known to have high magnitude in relaxed state, while beta 
waves are known to have shown in active state [9]. 
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From the raw EEG wave, the Fast Fourier transform (FFT) is applied to extract 
features of each frequency [7]. From the extracted features of each frequency, 
necessary summation of magnitude and combination of frequencies are applied to 
gather final features for classification. 

3 Material and Method 

3.1 EEG Sensor Specifications 

The EEG sensor used in this research is Emotiv EPOC. There are 14 channels of EEG 
sensors positioned at AF3, F7, F3, FC5, T7, P7, O1, O2, P8, T8, FC6, F4, F8, and 
AF4. Figure 1 shows the position on EEG sensors on the head. The sensor has 
sampling rate of 128 (2048 Hz internally) with bandwidth of 0.2 – 45 Hz [10]. Sensed 
values were collected using Emotiv EPOC Research Edition software. We used 
consumer grade EEG sensors to show the implementation of our algorithm to real 
world application.  

 

Fig. 1. Position of EEG channel used in the experiment 

3.2 Materials 

Parts of the pictures used in the experiment are shown in Figure 2. Four kinds of 
white Gaussian noise are randomly shown between pictures. The EEG gathered and 
classified with Gaussian noise was used to verify the visual effect of same pictures. 
However the results did not show the visual effect therefore results are not shown in 
this paper. Pictures contain famous celebrity, logos, environments, movies that 
participants have high probability of knowing the data. Also survey after the 
experiment asked about pictures that participants did not know about, and those data 
were removed from the dataset. 

Figure 3. shows the experiment setting and picture of experiment. The EEG 
capturing program is executed on the left computer. The participants of the 
experiment sat before the TV screen where we visually showed the noise and pictures 
for them. 
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Fig. 2. Part of pictures used in the Experiments 

 

Fig. 3. Experiment setting. EEG capturing device (left), TV screen and eyetracker. (right) 

3.3 Analysis Algorithm 

The raw waves captured from 14 EEG sensors are divided into alpha, beta, theta, 
gamma waves using FFT. For each waves we captured its magnitude to be used as a 
feature. Using 52 magnitudes the features used for Support Vector Machine (SVM) 
classification were combined. [11] 

SVM is a supervised classification method where with each input is considered as 
a vector and classification algorithm tries to find a hyper plane with minimal error and 
large classification margin using least number of vector. The classification using 
SVM is preferred with large amount of data. 

Also since we wanted to find out the different wave used we combined the features 
as all wave used, theta wave, alpha wave, beta wave, and gamma wave. Equation 
below shows how magnitude of alpha wave was captured.  

 

        
(1)

 
 
Average magnitude of raw wave is subtracted to the raw wave, removing the base 

line. Since 128 samples are captured in every one second, 128 samples are grouped 
into one wave sample. FFT is done to the normalized wave gathered in 1 second. Mod 
function is applied to gather the magnitude of each wave at each frequency. Since 
alpha wave 8 Hz to 13 Hz features are needed, summation of magnitude from 8 Hz to 
13 Hz is calculated for alpha wave. This process is required at every 18 position. And 
different frequencies are summed to gather theta, alpha, beta, and gamma waves. 
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The symmetric similarity and difference of extraction place were used. As shown 
on Figure 1. The position of the extraction is symmetrical. The AF3 is symmetric to 
AF4, F3 is symmetric of F4 and so forth. When comparing the magnitude, we can 
either have both of places with high magnitude or one place has different value to the 
other place. We defined former as symmetric similarity and the latter as symmetric 
difference.  

 

                   
(2)

 
 

                
(3)

 
 

The data were first cleaned with removing noise data and duplicated data where 
signal values were 0 and signal received before was duplicated into current signal. 
The EEG gathered time was synced with shown picture time. The survey of 
preference was recorded after the experiments. 

After the analysis, we used Welch’s t-test, which test the significance of two 
classed sample of unequal sample size and unequal variances, to find the region of 
significant difference. For t-test of alpha at AF3, with classes of remembered (r) with 
not remembered (n) following equation is used. 

 

                      
(4)

 
Where 

 

                 
(5)

 
 

= number of remembered sample 

= number of not remembered samples 
S = variation of sample. 

 
The equation was formed such a way that wave as samples in a two Gaussian 

distribution with unequal sample size and unequal variance. Each instance of a wave 
is considered as sample from each class’s distribution. 
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4 Experimental Results 

4.1 Experiment Method 

The results of the experiment were gathered from 11 participants (6 men, 5 women, 
age 25-39) that did not have history of head injury, mental illness, visual impairment 
or hearing impairment. We hypothesized that preferred images will be remembered 
while not preferred images will not be remembered. Participants were not asked to 
remember images to be used for classification.  

We prepared 53 images including 3 replicate images then we showed each images 
for 6 seconds followed by 6 seconds of noise image.  

While viewing the image through TV EEG data were gathered total of 895,920 raw 
EEG data from 16 wet sensors (position: AF3, 171 F3, FC5, T7, P7, O1, O2, P8, T8, 
FC6, F4, F8, AF4, including two reference CMS, DRL shown in Fig 1.) using EEG 
collecting software on separate computer (shown in Fig. 3). After the data collection, 
the participants were asked to fill in the survey where we asked which images the 
participants remembered. Also we gathered information about subject’s knowledge 
about the contents of the picture. 

Using the remembered cases as classes, the EEG data were analyzed using the 
analysis algorithm described on section 3.3. Also for reference, classifying between 
images to noises was analyzed. We hypothesized that the remembered image was 
more preferred image to the user then not remembered images. 

After the classification, we verified the difference between remembered images and 
not-remembered images using Principal Component Analysis (PCA). And also we 
discovered the regional difference in EEG between two classes using Welch’s t-test. 

4.2 Classification 

The class of remembered images and not remembered images, and the class of images 
and noise images were used as class data, and EEG data as set of features. Ten-fold 
cross validation was used to verify the classification accuracy.  

Table 1 shows the classification accuracy between images and noise images. Using 
all waves as a feature showed most accurate result with 75.44% classification 
accuracy. Table 2 shows the classification accuracy of remembered picture to not 
remembered images. Also classification using all waves as a feature showed best 
accuracy of 88.54%. Table 3 shows one instance of ten-fold cross validation using all 
waves as a feature. FP and TP has low value due to the sparsity of remembered 
images. This instance shows average accuracy of 90%. 

The notable inference of the result is that classification between remembered image 
and not remembered image EEG is more classifiable then classification between 
image and noise image, which means that there exist similarities between noise 
images to not remembered images. 
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Table 1. Classification accuracy using 10-fold cross validation between images and noise 
classified using All, Theta, Alpha, Beta, Gamma EEG waves as a feature 

All Theta Alpha Beta Gamma

sub1 72.62 64.41 66.83 65.70 65.38

sub2 79.90 67.01 69.59 70.79 71.31

sub3 74.92 65.67 66.46 58.62 63.32

sub4 76.73 66.98 68.55 61.01 64.62

sub5 79.00 65.83 69.12 68.03 62.23

sub6 73.94 65.46 63.11 68.60 67.35

sub7 73.51 59.87 67.08 60.66 63.32

sub8 75.51 63.42 64.36 62.32 64.21

sub9 74.06 64.78 63.84 66.19 69.18

sub10 72.52 62.14 61.66 64.06 64.06

sub11 77.12 59.72 64.26 65.05 62.70

Total 75.44 64.12 65.90 64.64 65.24  

Table 2. Classification accuracy using 10-fold cross validation between remembered images 
and noise using All, Theta, Alpha, Beta, Gamma EEG 

All Theta Alpha Beta Gamma

sub1 84.54 83.41 83.57 83.41 82.93

sub2 93.30 90.55 88.32 88.83 90.55

sub3 89.81 89.03 89.97 89.34 87.46

sub4 87.89 86.79 86.79 83.96 85.22

sub5 88.24 82.92 82.92 81.97 80.88

sub6 88.23 84.30 83.20 83.99 84.77

sub7 89.81 84.48 85.27 84.01 85.27

sub8 89.80 87.28 86.81 87.28 87.76

sub9 90.88 88.52 89.47 89.31 88.99

sub10 87.70 83.39 86.10 84.66 82.75

sub11 83.70 78.84 79.15 80.09 79.94

Total 88.54 85.41 85.60 85.17 85.14  

Table 3. One instance of ten-fold cross validation, Classification result of remembered images 
vs. not remembered images using all waves as a feature in SVM classifier 

TP TN FP FN Sensitivity Specificity Accuracy

sub1 32 254 0 23 0.582 1.000 0.927

sub2 27 255 1 9 0.750 0.996 0.967

sub3 5 279 0 29 0.147 1.000 0.907

sub4 5 267 0 38 0.116 1.000 0.879

sub5 16 258 1 37 0.302 0.996 0.881

sub6 3 259 0 51 0.056 1.000 0.837

sub7 18 261 2 36 0.333 0.992 0.883

sub8 19 277 0 20 0.487 1.000 0.937

sub9 12 279 0 15 0.444 1.000 0.951

sub10 25 258 0 28 0.472 1.000 0.911

sub11 6 249 0 55 0.098 1.000 0.823

average 15.3 263.3 0.4 31.0 0.344 0.999 0.900  
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4.3 Classification of Region of Interest 

We performed Welch’s t-test on the analyzed data to classify the region of interest. 
From the regions that EEG was gathered, which are shown in Figure1, we wanted to 
know the position of difference of EEG wave signals between remembered images 
and not remembered images shown during the experiments. We classified the waves 
into remembered group and not remembered group. Then we performed a Welch’s t-
test for each subjects at 95 percent confidence interval. The average p-values of each 
subject’s waves and locations are shown on Table 4. 

Two position showed significant difference in Alpha wave of F8 and Alpha wave 
of T8. 

Table 4. Average p-values of t-test of remembered images EEG wave distribution and not 
remembered images EEG wave distribution with each wave at specific position from all 
subjects. 

Theta Alpha Beta Gamma Average

AF3 0.2572702 0.2466882 0.2260135 0.2452871 0.2438148

AF4 0.2595054 0.1158512 0.2628106 0.2440092 0.2205441

F7 0.162106 0.1352318 0.1669264 0.1834239 0.161922

F8 0.2189405 0.097088 0.1799229 0.1643989 0.1650876

F3 0.1203887 0.1721307 0.2085067 0.1826706 0.1709241

F4 0.2713451 0.1886776 0.2838716 0.322149 0.2665108

FC5 0.1744378 0.2120083 0.2805044 0.2925129 0.2398659

FC6 0.2205668 0.2462614 0.3084765 0.3117902 0.2717737

T7 0.2233737 0.2632533 0.358216 0.2709607 0.2789509

T8 0.3894682 0.062177 0.2215119 0.2009728 0.2185325

P7 0.1521176 0.1316785 0.2550733 0.3339076 0.2181943

P8 0.3543087 0.155708 0.1592581 0.1389109 0.2020465

O1 0.1697518 0.1989168 0.1583997 0.2441801 0.1928121

O2 0.1380158 0.1876521 0.2615858 0.1820972 0.1923377

Average 0.2222569 0.1723802 0.2379341 0.2369479  

4.4 Classification Using Region of Interest 

After discovering the region of interest, F8 and T8, we constructed a classifier to test 
the validity of using two electrodes EEG for classification of remembered images and 
not remembered images. Average accuracy shows 83.64%, 5 % drop of accuracy 
from using all wave sources at all detected source shown on Table 2, but it is higher 
average accuracy of classifying pictures and noise shown on Table 1. 

5 Discussion 

The main problem we face with implementing EEG data into consumer electronics is 
that every user has a unique EEG data patterns. Every user must train their EEG data 
to model a classifier, making it difficult to implement zero-configuration EEG-based 
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services. Therefore EEG should be used as a subsidiary to support better main 
interaction. 

Second problem of implementing the EEG to consumer electronics is the object 
recognition implementation. Currently we implemented the service algorithm to the 
known objects. The object recognition part must be improved to service EEG pattern 
based services in real time. 

Third obstacle to overcome when using EEG is the simplification of the devices 
worn during the capturing of the EEG. The hardware of the EEG device should be 
improved to be used in everyday service. 

6 Conclusion 

Using SVM classifier, with radial kernel, we have modeled each participants EEG; 
remembered image, not remembered image and noise. Images were classified into 
preferred image and unnoticed images. As shown on the Table 2, classifying the 
remembered image from noise and not remembered image has high accuracy, while 
classifying the noise to visual image shows lower accuracy. The accuracy of image 
classification using gathered EEG was 88.54%. 

Also we discovered the region of difference F8 and T8. With further investigation 
we found that using two-electrode device to capture the preference of the user can be 
achieved with accuracy of 83.64%. This result shows that EEG waves gathered visual 
information has different EEG pattern to noise and not remembered images that we 
can use these information for service. 

The results of this research can be used in e-learning scenario. Such as when 
remembering words with slide cards, contents that student does not remember is 
shown more often than those of remembered words. Also when sorting the pictures 
with preference, it can be done as easy as looking through the pictures one by one. 

In this paper, we have shown the possibility of using commercialized EEG sensors 
to be used for services, and even though there are limits to using EEG alone for 
interaction, it shows the possibility of serving as one of subsidiary modules to support 
main interaction classification. 
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Abstract. An Information Security Management System (ISMS) has become 
more important for any organization to manage its information assets securely. 
However, it is not easy for the organization to establish own ISMS, and for em-
ployees to work according to the ISMS. Therefore, ISMEE, an Information  
Security Management Engineering Environment, was proposed as the first en-
gineering environment for supporting organizations with ISMSs. ISMEE inte-
grates various tools to support all participants in an organization to perform all 
tasks in from preparation to abolishment of an ISMS based on ISO/IEC 27000 
series, which are the international standards for ISMSs. This paper presents our 
implementation of ISMEE. At first, the paper investigates technical issues to re-
alize ISMEE. Then, the paper shows how the issues are addressed and presents 
our current implementation of ISMEE.  

Keywords: ISMEE, Information Security Management Engineering Environ-
ment, Information Security Management System, ISO/IEC 27000 series.  

1 Introduction 

An Information Security Management System (ISMS) has become more important for 
any organization to manage its information assets securely. An ISMS is a manage-
ment system encompasses management of humans, processes, and technologies to 
establish, implement, operate, monitor, review, maintain, and optimize information to 
preserve confidentiality, integrity, and availability of information [3]. However, ISMS 
is a complex management system [5], and therefore it is not easy for the organization 
to establish own ISMS, and for employees to work according to the ISMS. 

ISMEE (Information Security Management Engineering Environment) was proposed 
as the first engineering environment for supporting organizations with ISMSs [6]. 
ISMEE is an engineering environment that integrates various tools to support organiza-
tions to perform all tasks in preparation, establishment, implementation and operation, 
monitor, improvement and optimization, certification, and abolishment of ISMS con-
sistently and continuously based on ISO/IEC 27000 series which are the international 
standards for ISMS [2]. The basic idea of ISMEE has been proposed, its requirements 
and functions have been defined, and its architecture has been designed [6]. 
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This paper presents important implementation issues of ISMEE, shows how these 
issues are addressed, and presents our current implementation of ISMEE. The rest of 
this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents an architecture of ISMEE, Sec-
tion 3 presents implementation issues of ISMEE, Section 4 presents our current im-
plementation of ISMEE, and some concluding remarks are given in Section 5. 

2 Architecture of ISMEE 

ISMEE consists of 19 support tools that collaborate among each other which can be 
categorized into 2 types: a central database system that manages necessary data to 
provide support in ISMEE and a series of integrated support tools based on ISO/IEC 
27000 series for supporting various participants to perform their tasks in ISMS ac-
cording to their responsibilities. Fig. 1 shows an architecture of ISMEE and usage 
sequences of tools for all participants in ISMS. 

 

Fig. 1. An architecture of ISMEE 

3 Implementation Issues of ISMEE 

The most important technical issues of ISMEE as an environment is how to realize 
continuous and consistent support. Continuous support in ISMEE is to support par-
ticipants to perform tasks in a work-flow from beginning to end, and to perform tasks 
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repeatedly according to Plan-Do-Check-Act (PDCA) cycle. Consistent support is to 
support the participants to perform tasks according to standards, and ensure the results 
satisfying a certain level of quality. 

Continuous support is important for collaboration among tools in ISMEE in order 
to support participants to perform various tasks in ISMS. There is a lot of tasks in 
ISMS, and these tasks need to be supported by various tools because each method to 
support each task is different from method for other task. Furthermore, these support 
tools need to cooperate each other because tasks in ISMS are related to each other.  

Realization of continuous support in ISMEE can be achieved if we can deal with a 
workflow that consists of a series of related tasks, PDCA model that focuses on con-
tinuous improvement, and version of standards that is periodically revised. To realize 
continuous support, we have to consider that a work-flow in ISMS should be per-
formed completely according to PDCA model and various versions of standards. 

To control the work-flow, an output of a tool supporting a task need to be used as 
input by other tool supporting the next task. We defined a fixed format of data to be 
shared among the tools. Furthermore, it is important to identify which participant 
perform what task in ISMS. Therefore, we managed progress of the task by recording 
the following information for every single action performed: tasks, executors, docu-
ments created and its versions and status, the task’s start and complete time. 

To address PDCA model, from the viewpoint of maintenance of documents that 
increasing gradually in number day by day, we propose a traceability concept to man-
age the relationship among the documents. Traceability among documents in ISMS is 
the ability of a document to be traced from/to other documents according their rela-
tionship. We provided a mechanism to manage traceability in ISMEE by allocating 
each document with a unique identifier, and manage the relationship among document 
by storing the relationship among identifiers.  

To manage versions of ISO/IEC 27000 series, we managed all available version of 
all standards in the series as a database system in a structured manner. To manage 
various versions of standards, we constructed a meta-database system that manages 
several databases to manage standard for each version separately [7]. 

Consistent support is important in ISMEE to ensure quality of all tasks and its 
documents in ISMS. To ensure quality of tasks and its documents, common standards 
shared by various participants are necessary. It is important to ensure that all tasks and 
documents satisfy a certain level of quality according to the standards because there 
many participants with different roles perform tasks at different times and places. 

Consistent support in ISMEE can be achieved with ISO/IEC 27000 series. We used 
the standards to generate templates of ISMS documents, to manage the documents, 
and to ensure all tasks are performed without lacks. 

We used ISO/IEC 27000 series a basis to generate templates of various documents 
in ISMS. It is important to define mandatory items for each documents in ISMS. Al-
though ISO/IEC 27000 series provides guidelines of what need to be in certain docu-
ments in ISMS, the standards do not specify the format of the documents. We identify 
mandatory contents for documentation in ISMS from examples provided in ISO/IEC 
27000 series and various published samples. Based on the mandatory item, we gener-
ate a template of documents in ISMS.  
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We managed all ISMS documents in ISMEE according to documents control best 
practice defined in ISO/IEC 27000 series. ISO/IEC 27000 series provides best prac-
tices on how to manage and control documents and records in ISMS. Based on the 
best practices, we identified information that is necessary for managing documents 
and embed them in all documents as meta-data of the documents. Tools in ISMEE 
then use this information to control the documents when supporting participants. 

We used ISO/IEC 27000 series as a guideline to ensure all tasks in ISMSs are per-
formed without lacks. Based on ISO/IEC 27000 series, we analysed all tasks and all 
documents need to be created in ISMS. We then defined input and output for each 
task and relationships among all tasks. Based on the information, we enforce users to 
complete document of each task and together with the progress of tasks, we check 
whether documents of tasks are created or not to ensure all tasks are performed or not. 

Other implementation issue of ISMEE is to manage users in ISMEE. There are 
various users with different roles in ISMS. It is important to control which user can 
perform which task in ISMS. It is also important to allocate a person with appropriate 
authority to allocate users with roles in ISMS.  

We identified that a Chief Information Security Management (CISO) nominated by 
board executives of an organization should allocate roles for users in ISMS. He or she 
should control who can perform what tasks in ISMS. In ISEE, we enforce that all 
tasks can only be started after role of a user has been allocated by CISO. 

4 Current Implementation of ISMEE 

4.1 Overview 

Initial phase of implementation of ISMEE focuses on development of tools for sup-
porting participants to perform tasks related to development of policy documents in 
ISMS because policies are the most important documents and are the central focus of 
every activity in an organization’s ISMS [1]. Therefore, we implemented ISMDS, 
Policy Document Creator Support Tool, Procedure Document Creator Support Tool, 
and Measurement and Monitor Support Tool as the first step to develop ISMEE. 

To realize continuous and consistent support, we defined an XML format for poli-
cy and procedure documents which consists of several tags to define all mandatory 
contents and necessary information that need to be described the document according 
to documents control best practice of ISO/IEC 27000 series.  

To manage traceability among policy and procedure document, we manage policy 
and procedure documents in separated tables in a database, and define its relationships 
as meta-data for each document and relationships among record of the table. 

To realize continuous support, for each activity in a work flow, we record which 
participants performed what task in ISMS. Based on the information, we measure task 
progress by the documents mandatory item completion status. Then, according to the 
tasks and documents status, we monitor the progress of tasks in ISMS.  

We implemented current ISMEE as a web application to support various partici-
pants to perform their tasks anywhere anytime within the organizations network. 
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4.2 ISMDS, an Information Security Management Database System 

ISMDS is a meta-database system that manages several databases of ISO/IEC 27000 
series for various versions and translations as well as ISMS related documents [7].  
At present, ISMDS manages data of following important standards in ISO/IEC 27000 
series: ISO/IEC 27000:2009 English, ISO/IEC 27000:2012 English, ISO/IEC 
27001:2005 English, ISO/IEC 27001:2005 Japanese, ISO/IEC 27002:2005 English, 
ISO/IEC 27002:2005 Japanese, and ISO/IEC 27003:2010 English versions. 

We have implemented ISMDS as the core component of ISMEE to provide infra-
structure for integration of support tools in ISMEE. We stored information of partici-
pants and their authorization to perform what tasks and what document. The infor-
mation is shared by various tools in ISMEE and used for collaboration among tools. 

4.3 Policy Document Creator Support Tool 

Policy Document Creator Support Tool is a tool to support users to create policy doc-
uments in ISMS. The tool supports users to generate templates of the documents 
based on ISO/IEC 27002 [4]. The tool also supports users to revise the documents 
according to the latest version of ISO/IEC 27002.   

The tool retrieves security controls of ISO/IEC 27002 to generate a set of rules for 
templates of policy document based on organizations asset, threat, and target scope 
information, and manages all generated documents in ISMDS.  

4.4 Procedure Document Creator Support Tool 

Procedure Document Creator Support Tool is a tool to support users to create proce-
dure documents for target policy documents. The tool support users to generate a set 
of templates of procedures documents that are necessary for a target policy document 
based on ISO/IEC 27002 [4].  

Based on set of rules in the policy document created by Policy Document Creator 
Support Tool, the tool retrieves guidance of each security control of ISO/IEC 27002 
to propose necessary procedure documents that need to be created to implement target 
policy, and generates templates for the procedure documents.  

4.5 Measurement and Monitor Support Tool 

Measurement and Monitor Support Tool is a tool to measure task implementation 
progress in ISMS and support users to monitor progress of the tasks. The tool also 
supports users to generate reports of measurement results.  

According to measurement target, the tool retrieves necessary data from ISMDS 
that are accumulated periodically while using tools which are Policy Document Crea-
tor Support Tool and Procedure Document Creator Support Tool, and measures and 
supports users to monitor the tasks progress carried out by those tools.  
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4.6 Other Components 

 For the implemented tools above, we provide user’s role allocation function to man-
age which users can person which tasks in ISMS. CISO of an organization can use the 
function to allocate role for users to perform tasks in ISMS. 

Other remaining 15 support tools of ISMEE will be implemented according to the 
approaches used to develop tools above. The method we used to support the task re-
lated to policy and procedure documents can be used to implement support tools for 
supporting tasks related with other ISMS documents. The method used for measuring 
and monitoring also can be used to measure and monitor other support tools. 

5 Concluding Remarks 

We have discussed some issues that need to be considered in order to implement an 
is,engineering environment for supporting organizations with ISMSs and also showed 
how we addressed such issues to develop ISMEE.   

We have present our implementation of ISMEE. Current implementation of 
ISMEE can support various participants to perform tasks related to policy in ISMS 
consistently and continuously based on ISO/IEC 27000 series as an engineering envi-
ronment. 

As the future work, we will implement all remaining tools of ISMEE and evaluate 
usefulness of ISMEE. We will also integrate useful methods from information securi-
ty and management engineering in ISMEE. We will also improve ISMEE according 
to revision of ISO/IEC 27000 series and provide its services in various languages.   
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Abstract. An Information Security Management Engineering Environment 
ISMEE has been proposed to support organizations with Information Security 
Management Systems (ISMSs) based on ISMS international standards, 
ISO/IEC 27000 series. However, there is no evaluation that shows that ISMEE 
is really useful to support organizations with ISMSs. This paper presents an 
evaluation of ISMEE to show its usefulness. At first, the paper explains ISMEE 
briefly. Then, the paper proposes an evaluation method to evaluate the useful-
ness of ISMEE, shows how the environment is evaluated, and discusses how 
ISMEE is capable and useful to provide organizations with comprehensive fa-
cilities to perform all tasks in ISMS consistently and continuously based on 
ISO/IEC 27000 series. 

Keywords: ISMEE, Information Security Management Engineering Environ-
ment, ISMS, ISO/IEC 27000 series, evaluation, usefulness. 

1 Introduction 

An Information Security Management System (ISMS) has become more important for 
any organization to manage their information assets securely [1]. An ISMS is a man-
agement system encompasses management of humans, processes, and technologies to 
establish, implement, operate, monitor, review, maintain, and optimize information to 
preserve confidentiality, integrity, and availability of information [1]. However, ISMS 
is a complex management system [5], and therefore it is not easy for the organization 
to establish own ISMS, and for employees to work according to the ISMS. 

ISMEE, an Information Security Management Engineering Environment, was pro-
posed as the first engineering environment for supporting organizations with ISMSs 
[5] and has been developed [6]. ISMEE integrates various tools to provide compre-
hensive support to all participants in an organization to perform all tasks in ISMS 
consistently and continuously according to ISMS international standards, ISO/IEC 
27000 series. However, there is no evaluation of ISMEE to show that ISMEE is really 
useful to support all participants to perform all tasks in ISMS consistently and contin-
uously based on ISO/IEC 27000 series.  
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This paper proposes an evaluation method to evaluate the usefulness of ISMEE and 
shows how we evaluated ISMEE based on the method. At first, the paper explains 
ISMEE briefly. Then, the paper proposes a method to evaluate usefulness of ISMEE. 
Based on the evaluation method, the paper, then, shows how the environment is eval-
uated at both design level and implementation level, and discusses how ISMEE is 
capable and useful to provide organizations with comprehensive facilities to perform 
all tasks in ISMS consistently and continuously based on ISO/IEC 27000 series. 

2 ISMEE 

ISMEE is an engineering environment that integrates various tools to support all par-
ticipants in an organization to perform all task in preparation, establishment, imple-
mentation and operation, monitor, improvement and optimization, certification and 
abolishment of ISMS continuously and consistently based on ISMS international 
standards, ISO/IEC 27000 series [5]. ISMEE provides continuous and consistent sup-
port for organizations with ISMSs to address issues related with evolving risks, peri-
odic changes in standards, and different level of quality among participants in ISMS. 

ISMEE consists of 19 support tools that collaborate among each other which can 
be categorized into 2 types: a central database system to manage necessary data to 
provide support in ISMEE, and a series of support tools based on ISO/IEC 27000 
series for supporting various participants in an organization to perform their tasks in 
ISMS according to their responsibilities. We have developed ISMEE [6]. The current 
implementation of ISMEE consists of tools to support participants to perform tasks 
related to policy development in ISMS.  

3 Evaluation Method 

Usefulness of ISMEE depends on the following characteristics: completeness, com-
pliance, and usability because these characteristics are important for ISMEE to sup-
port all participants in an organization to perform all software supportable tasks in 
ISMS continuously and consistently based on ISO/IEC 27000 series. Aside from gen-
eral software characteristics for quality evaluation [3], the evaluation of usefulness of 
ISMEE should focus on its completeness to support all tasks and its compliance with 
standards to provide continuous and consistent support to organizations with ISMSs.  

Completeness of ISMEE is its capability to provide components to support all 
software supportable tasks in ISMS. We have clarified 77 software supportable tasks 
in ISMS which are software that can be performed by software tools [4]. Software 
supportable tasks in ISMS are tasks related to documentation, calculation, and visual-
ization. From the viewpoint of completeness, ISMEE need to cover all the software 
supportable tasks in ISMS. In other words, ISMEE need to provide tools to support all 
the software supportable tasks.   

To evaluate the completeness of ISMEE, we need to measure coverage of support 
towards tasks in ISMS. We need to check whether or not ISMEE provides corre-
sponding functions to support all the software supportable tasks.  
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Compliance of ISMEE is its capability to satisfy a certain level of quality in ac-
cordance to ISO/IEC 27000 series. Compliance of ISMEE can be categorized into two 
categories: best practices compliance and mandatory content compliance. 

Best practices compliance means that ISMEE can provide the necessary compo-
nents that comply with best practices provided by ISO/IEC 27000 series to support 
software supportable tasks in ISMS. Compliance with best practices can ensure that 
ISMEE can support tasks in ISMS according ISO/IEC 27000 series. 

In order to evaluate the best practices compliance, we need to check whether or not 
components of ISMEE comply with environmental best practices. Environmental best 
practices are best practices that can be adapted and can be performed more effectively 
by software tools. From 13 security clauses of best practices of ISO/IEC 27002:2005 
[2], we have analyzed and identified 6 security clauses should be handled by ISMEE 
as follows:  

(i) Asset management (ISO/IEC 27002 Clause 7., 2 best practices) 
(ii) Communication and operation management (ISO/IEC 27002 Clause 10., 10 

best practices) 
(iii) Access control (ISO/IEC 27002 Clause 11., 7 best practices) 
(iv) Information systems acquisition, development and maintenance (ISO/IEC 

27002 Clause 12., 6 best practices) 
(v) Business continuity management (ISO/IEC 27002 Clause 14., 1 best prac-

tices) 
(vi) Compliance (ISO/IEC 27002 Clause 15., 3 best practices) 

To measure that ISMEE can comply with these security clauses, we need to check 
whether tools in ISMEE can provide functions that comply with and provide support 
according to the best practices of each security clauses. 

Mandatory content compliance means that ISMS documents include all mandatory 
contents according to ISO/IEC 2700 series. Compliance of documents can ensure that 
all documents created by support tools in ISMEE satisfy a quality based on ISO/IEC 
27000 series.  

To evaluate mandatory contents compliance of ISMS documents, we need to check 
the existence of all mandatory contents of target documents. From some examples of 
documents provided in ISO/IEC 27000 series and samples of published documents, 
we clarified mandatory items that need to be included in ISMS documents. 

The usefulness of ISMEE should be evaluated at design level and implementation 
level. Mandatory contents compliance only can be evaluated at implementation level 
through the implemented tools. Furthermore, it is also necessary to check how ISMEE 
can ease issues encountered by organizations when performing tasks in ISMS.   

4 Evaluation 

4.1 Design Level Evaluation 

Based on the evaluation method, we evaluated design of ISMEE. We have proposed 
our basic idea of ISMEE and its design [5]. Based on the evaluation method for  
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completeness and compliance, we evaluated the completeness and compliance of 
ISMEE at design level through the components of ISMEE. In order to evaluate com-
pleteness of ISMEE, for all 19 tools in ISMEE, we checked if the tools can functions 
to support all software supportable tasks in ISMS or not. In order to evaluate compli-
ance of ISMEE, we checked that the tools can support the tasks according to envi-
ronmental best practices or not.  

As the result, at the design level, ISMEE satisfies evaluation criteria for complete-
ness and compliance. From the viewpoint of completeness, 19 tools in ISMEE cover 
all 77 software supportable tasks in ISMSs. The tools in ISMS provide functions to 
support tasks according to the best practices. ISMEE provides tools to classify and 
manage organization’s information asset, create and communicate policy and proce-
dures documents and monitoring, manage access control, secure data, assess risks, 
and audit. Therefore, the tools can support according to the 6 security clauses of best 
practices of ISO/IEC 27002. 

From above, ISMEE is useful engineering environment for supporting organiza-
tions with ISMSs at design level. ISMEE can support all software supportable tasks 
according to best practices of ISO/IEC 27000 series. 

4.2 Implementation Level Evaluation 

We, then, evaluated implementation level of ISMEE through its current implementa-
tion. We have presented our current implementation of ISMEE [6]. By having support 
tools of the current implementation of ISMEE used by users, we evaluated its com-
pleteness and compliance according to the evaluation method. Through the usage of 
the support tools, we also investigated to what extent the current implementation of 
ISMEE can help solve problems encountered while performing tasks in ISMS. 

We evaluated completeness of ISMEE from a viewpoint of importance of tasks in 
ISMS that can be covered by the current implementation of ISMEE. In order to meas-
ure the weight of tasks that can be covered by ISMEE from the viewpoint of the 
task’s importance, we have analyzed the importance of all 77 software supportable 
task in ISMS and allocated each of them with a weight according to the degree of 
importance of each. Important task is an origin task in a series of related tasks and 
produces mandatory documents in ISMS as output. Weight of a task indicates the 
portion of the task from the viewpoint of its importance from overall 77 software 
supportable tasks in ISMS.  

From the evaluation, the current implementation of ISMEE can support more than 
half total weight of the importance of overall tasks in ISMS at a total of 54%. It can 
support the following important kind of tasks in ISMS. Percentage in the bracket indi-
cates the weight of task from the viewpoint of its importance in ISMS.  

• Creation, edit, review, and revision of policy and procedure documents (36%)  
• Measurement of improvement and review of the measurement result (8%) 
• Management of ISMS documents, logs, and documents (10%) 
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We, then, evaluated best practices compliance of ISMEE. We checked whether or 
not implemented tools have the necessary functions to support tasks according to 6 
security clauses of environmental best practices defined in ISO/IEC 27002.  

From the result, the current implementation of ISMEE can support tasks according 
to best practices of Communication and operation management (ISO/IEC 27002 
Clause 10.) and Access control (ISO/IEC 27002 Clause 11.) of ISO/IEC 27002.  

Then, we evaluated mandatory contents compliance of ISMS documents created by 
implemented tools. In fact, at the first place, the implemented tools instruct users to 
input all mandatory contents when generating templates of documents. We checked 
whether documents created by tools in ISMEE contain all mandatory contents or not. 

From the result, the ISMS policy and procedure documents created by support 
tools of the current implementation of ISMEE satisfied the level of quality required 
by ISO/IEC 27000 series. Both documents include all mandatory items that need to be 
included in the documents according to the standards. 

The current implementation of ISMEE also solved problems encountered while 
performing tasks in ISMS. The usage from a tool to another tool in a sequence solves 
issues related to inappropriate order of tasks and lack in tasks. While creating docu-
ments, users are provided with instruction to fill up the necessary information, and all 
mandatory items of each document are automatically generated based on standards, 
and this address the issues related with low quality of document in ISMS. Because the 
relationship among documents are also managed as well, when a document is revised, 
related documents that need to be edited, revised, or deleted can be easily identified, 
and this reduces the burdensome to create and manage various documents in ISMS. 

Table 1. Evaluation result 

 Design level Implementation Level 
Completeness 100 % tasks 54 % tasks 
Best practices compliance 6/6 Security Clauses 2/6 Security Clauses 
Mandatory content  
compliance 

- All contents of policy 
and procedure document 

 
Based on the evaluation result, ISMEE can support a lot of important tasks in 

ISMS and ease problems encountered while performing the tasks. The collaboration 
among support tools in the current implementation of ISMEE can support various 
participants with different roles to perform tasks related with policy development in 
ISMS consistently and continuously based on ISO/IEC 27000 series as an engineering 
environment. Furthermore, the quality of documents is ensured to be based on 
ISO/IEC 27000 series. Through all tasks, according to their roles, participants are 
provided with guidance and instruction to perform tasks in a correct sequence even 
though the tasks are performed by various participants at different times and places.   

Therefore, we can conclude that ISMEE is useful to help various participants in an 
organizations to perform all tasks in from to abolishment of ISMS consistently and 
continuously based on ISO/IEC 27000 series.  
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However, there are several improvements need to be done to improve the useful-
ness of ISMEE. All tools of ISMEE need to be implemented to provide comprehen-
sive facilities for organizations with ISMSs.  

Furthermore, from the view point of completeness of ISMEE, not only tasks that 
can be covered need to be measured, but also participants performing the tasks in 
ISMS. Although ISMEE covers 100% and 54% of tasks at design and current imple-
mentation level respectively, completeness of ISMEE also should be evaluated on all 
participants in ISMS to measure to what extent can ISMEE can cover the participant’s 
roles in ISMS when they performing their tasks. 

5 Concluding Remarks 

We have proposed an evaluation method to evaluate the usefulness of ISMEE and 
evaluated it based on the method through its current implementation from the view-
point of its completeness and compliance at its design level and implementation level. 
Our evaluation results show that ISMEE is useful to support all participants to per-
form all tasks in ISMS consistently and continuously based on ISO/IEC 27000 series. 

In the future, all tools of ISMEE will be implemented and ISMEE will be evaluat-
ed from other aspects. We will evaluate usability of support tools, reusability of data, 
adequacy of instructions to support tasks, consistency of various ISMS documents, 
security od ISMEE, and so on to show its usefulness. We will also evaluate complete-
ness of ISMEE from the view point of participant’s role support coverage. 
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Abstract. The threats to privacy and security have received increasing attention 
as ubiquitous healthcare applications over the internet become more prevalent, 
mobile and universal. In particular, we address the communication security is-
sues of access sharing of health information resources for threats of APT attack 
decrease in the ubiquitous healthcare environment. The proposed scheme re-
solves the sender and data authentication problem in information systems and 
group communications. We propose a novel key management scheme for gen-
erating and distributing cryptographic keys to constituent users to provide form 
of data encryption method for certain types of data concerning resource con-
straints for preparatory secure communications to APT attack in the ubiquitous 
healthcare domains. 

Keywords: APT Attack, Health Information, Ubiquitous Healthcare, Key Tree.  

1 Introduction 

Recently, Ubiquitous environment with variety of sensors is caused by activation of 
smartphones and development of wireless sensor network technology. 

The field of ubiquitous healthcare has enabled personalized, adaptive, and any-
where and anytime patient monitoring and assistance that creates new or extend cur-
rent possibilities for efficient and patient-friendly healthcare [1].   

Healthcare services can be delivered efficiently by enabling technologies which in-
clude wireless sensor and ad hoc networks performing location tracking, sensing, 
sensor data analysis and aggregation, and context awareness. The increasing interest 
of healthcare institutions in sharing access of their information resources paved the 
way for existing healthcare information systems (HIS) to utilize networked computing 
systems for recording and accessing medical records [2]. The movement towards 
interoperable electronic health records and transmission of sensitive patient medical 
information over the networked computer systems create challenges with respect to 
protecting the security and privacy of health information.  

Security mechanisms are needed in order to address communication security issues 
described above. Much research has been done in promoting health information  
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technologies to increase its efficiency, reduce medical errors, improve quality of care, 
and provide better information for patients and physicians. 

However, Dell's secure report [3] announced that it is vulnerable to APT(Advanced 
Persistent Threats) attacks and threats by a number of institutions that operate the 
ubiquitous healthcare services. 

Despite efforts for increased security of patient information, u-healthcare is a still 
shortage of security management.  

One of the researches for APT Attack focuses on creating key management 
schemes to meet the notion of security, authentication, and privacy. The security 
scheme is established on the basis of a secret group key that is shared among the priv-
ileged users, but is unknown to non-group members. Typically, a key management 
scheme can be achieved by encrypting the group communication using the group key. 
However, due to dynamic access control causes difficulty in managing cryptographic 
keys used for group communication. For backward or forward secrecy [4], the group 
controller must change the group key every time a member is added to or deleted 
from the group.  

In this paper, we present a novel key management scheme for health information 
exchange in a networked environment to solve the dynamic access control problems. 
The dynamic key management problems, such as key generation and renewal are 
discussed. Additionally, we describe key trees in constructing a novel key manage-
ment scheme in a uniform and coherent way.  

2 Related Works 

A considerable number of security issues have been exposed by the increasing access 
sharing of patient information resources in a networked environment. In the early 90s, 
security threats to patient information were recorded [5].  

 

Fig. 1. Flow of Health Care Information in US System[5] 

Bohn et. al. [6] researched on the dependability issues of ubiquitous computing in a 
healthcare environment. Some significant privacy-protecting solutions to security 
issues were the hash-based access control, randomized access control, and silent tree 
walking concepts invented by Weis et. al. [7].  
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A fundamental issue regarding key management in healthcare systems is their co-
operative nature. A role-based delegation framework [8] is a suitable security scheme 
for shielding transport and sharing of medical data and protects healthcare applica-
tions over the Internet. Ensuring data confidentiality in secure communications usual-
ly requires use of symmetric keys by both senders and receivers. Keys that are used to 
encrypt different data flows should be managed through key management mecha-
nisms[4][9] to ensure that only legitimate members can access data. For human ware 
applications forming a wireless body area network (WBAN), a novel architecture for 
efficient key management was proposed by Raazi et. al. [10][11]. However, the con-
cept was designed for a general ubiquitous computing and not directly applicable to 
addressing security issues in ubiquitous healthcare systems such as authentication, 
confidentiality, integrity and non-repudiation.  

3 Health Information Exchange 

Networked computing systems enable ubiquitous healthcare systems to provide func-
tionalities of recording and accessing medical records of patients. The increased mo-
bility of the patients and the changes in the structure of healthcare information sys-
tems allows a patients medical information to be accumulated in a variety of loca-
tions. Health information is exchanged between different agencies and collaboration 
of both public and private sectors in order to provide information to different types of 
users. Healthcare services can be accessed by users via remote workstations and com-
plex networks supporting one or more organizations, and potentially within a national 
information infrastructure. The users of the system can be designated as senders and 
receivers of exchanged health information in the form of text, voice, video, audio, 
mail, etc. such as shown in Fig. 3.  

 

 

Fig. 2. Health Information Exchange 
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4 Decision Support Scenario 

Key management is one of the main issues for health information exchanges over a 
networked environment. To ensure data confidentiality in group communications, it 
normally requires use of symmetric keys by both senders and receivers. To provide 
security, keys that are used to encrypt different data flows should be maintained to 
ensure that only legitimate users in the ubiquitous environment can access and ex-
change health data.  

Key generation and renewal are the key management typical tasks in a group 
communication. In the key generation process, the two step process were implement-
ed. This process involves parameters generation and interpolation polynomial genera-
tion [12]. 

(a) Generation of Key Parameters 
(i) Generate a random number rand for URGi. 
(ii) Compute KMi  as KMi = Es(rand), where s is a secret key, and E is a se-

cure symmetric key encryption algorithm. 
(iii) Assign KMi to URGi. 

(b) Generation of interpolation polynomial 

(i) Compute Newton’s interpolation function Hi(x) at points {x, y}  for all 

URGi  where x = (h(name(URGi)  KMi), and y = KMi. Here, h is defined 
as a cryptographic one-way function. 

(ii) Assign secret parameters KMi and Hi to URGi. 

As soon as the keys are generated, notification messages are sent. Once they are re-
ceived, members of the user resource group are added to the key table as show in 
Table 1. The key generation scheme is combination of indirect and direct approach at 
the same time. This scheme allows security addition such as a member joining or 
leaving a group. 

Table 1. Key table maintained by URG members 

Group Key 
2 KM2 
3 KM3 
5 KM5 
6 KM6 

 
To ensure data confidentiality, key renewal is necessary such as when a sender or a 

receiver joins or leaves the group. In that case, a new group member should not be 
allowed to access health data before he joins the group. This conforms to the require-
ment of backward secrecy. The process of key renewal is composed of generating a 
new key and sending it to the previous members encrypted with the current key, and 
sending a separate copy to the new group member using his individual key. Converse-
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ly, a leaving group member should not be allowed to access health data after he leaves 
the current session. This follows the requirement of forward secrecy.  

To make the key renewal, we performed the technique of dividing the group into a 
set of subgroups, and assign them different keys. Subsequently, we then use the keys 
to distribute the new key. This technique is much more efficient and key trees are 
commonly used to implement it. 

To ensure data confidentiality, key renewal is necessary such as when a sender or a 
receiver joins or leaves the group. In that case, a new group member should not be 
allowed to access health data before he joins the group. This conforms to the require-
ment of backward secrecy.  The process of key renewal is composed of generating a 
new key and sending it to the previous members encrypted with the current key, and 
sending a separate copy to the new group member using his individual key. Converse-
ly, a leaving group member should not be allowed to access health data after he leaves 
the current session. This follows the requirement of forward secrecy.  

To make the key renewal, an implementation of the technique of dividing the 
group into a set of subgroups, and assign them different keys were performed. Subse-
quently, we then use the keys to distribute the new key. This technique is much more 
efficient and key trees are commonly used to implement it. 

To meet the security requirements in key management, our novel key management 
scheme employs key trees which are widely used in centralized approach. This tech-
nique consists of building a centralized key tree which contains all group members in 
the leaves of the tree. A key tree is a graph with no cycles, in which keys are repre-
sented by nodes. Leaves are individual user keys. A user possesses all keys on the 
path from his individual key to the root. Nodes in a key tree maintain all keys of in-
termediate nodes on the path to the root. Intermediate keys are used in the key tree to 
manage access to health data. In the example shown in Fig. 2, u2, u3, u5, and u6 are 
subscribed to the same resource r1.  

 

Fig. 3. Key Tree Example 
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In our scheme, each member maintains keys of all health data to which he has ac-
cess. The health information being exchanged between users are in the form of text, 
voice, video, audio, mail, etc. To make a uniform and consistent presentation of the 
key tree approach, was the creation of a matrix model that defines resources accessi-
ble by each user where the value is 1 if the user can access a resource, otherwise the 
value is 0. From a resource point of view, users having to access a given resource 
from a resource service group as represented in the matrix below. In addition, from 
the user’s point of view, users having exactly access to the same subset of resources 
form a user resource group. 

U =
0 1 2 3 41 0 0 0 02 1 0 0 13 1 0 0 04 0 0 0 15 1 1 0 06 1 0 1 1

                        (1) 

5 Conclusion 

The ubiquitous computing environment extends the existing healthcare services pro-
vided in medical institutions to the individual and the home. While ubiquitous 
healthcare introduces great convenience, it also poses at the same time equally great 
risk.  

This paper proposes a novel key management scheme of health information ex-
change in a ubiquitous environment for APT Attack. The proposed scheme resolves 
the sender and data authentication problem in information systems and group com-
munications. It also guarantees security while requiring less performance overhead 
with regard to the communication, computation, and storage. The novel key mecha-
nism is applied here not only to provide end-to-end authenticity and confidentiality in 
a single step, but also to save network bandwidth and computational power of wire-
less devices. 
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Abstract. This paper exhibits a Model of integration of the metacognition in the 
curriculum, taking into account a competency-based formation model, using the 
computer engineer career as case of study. The model allows to an extreme 
feedback on physical and virtual environments. Thus, it allows detecting and 
diagnosing the student weaknesses through three schemes taking into account 
the following aspects: analysis, application, understanding and knowledge.  The 
model uses an approach based on thermal bath by means of metacognition 
operators such as: learning guide, integration workshop, competency tracking 
and academic staff. The introduction of the ICTs allows to the interaction 
among different peers, therefore, it offers different way to obtain the particular 
information through the informatics forum and social networks where all 
answers are published and shared with all students in the group. 

Keywords: Metacognition, Competency-based formation, Extreme feedback, 
Thermal bath, Information communications technologies (ICTs). 

1 Introduction 

New trends around the world rise to impulse important reviews about the way to 
impart education [1, 2]. Among them are stand out: globalization, the technological 
development [3-5], the new enterprise organization structure and the work 
organization.  Diverse initiatives give origin to: models, methodologies and practice 
which have been inserted into college education.  A common factor appears among 
them, the orientation toward a competency-based education. The competencies are 
those: behaviors, skills and visible attitudes that the persons contribute to a specific 
activity scope in order to act in an effective and satisfactory way [6]. 

The University Catholic of Temuco (CUT) implements its formation process by 
means of a competency-based education [7]. The new model has as mainstay the 
formation by competencies, as answer to the environment requirements. By this way, 
each student must validate a set of generic competencies to egress in the teaching and 
learning process. 
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The Catholic University of Temuco imparts the computing engineer career in 
which four specific competencies are included in the formation model. In particular, 
these are: software developing, information technology management, applies 
computer science procedures, applies engineering sciences.  The curricula integration 
process is carried out by means of vertical and horizontal integration during the 
professional formation.  The career has identified a key factor to know that happens in 
the student mind which belongs to communities that lack multifactorial situations.  
Therefore, the model allows the generation of meta-analysis in the students where it: 
lacks of suitable resources, formats, TIC's support, preparation by teachers among 
others. 

The metacognition [8] must be consider as an reflex of the person about the 
cognition of an multidimensional space, with at least five dimensions:  the learning 
situations (testing), temporality (before, during and after),  the reflection objects 
(productions or processes that lead up to it), the awareness levels (student), the 
observability level (teacher) and operations (judgment, analysis and the regulation).  
According to the previous facts, it reveals that do not exist a methodology for design 
of the physical and virtual environment for monitoring the student metacognition on 
the dimensions of: temporality, the awareness level, reflections and observation of the 
teacher. It lacks of mechanism for monitoring in the dimensions of metacognition for 
the student evaluation, it neglects the triple concordance between methods, goals and 
evaluations in the formative course [9]. 

The aim of this work is to answer to the research question: ¿is it possible 
monitoring the student metacognition by means of a physical and virtual environment 
for an extreme feedback, supported by TICs in a competency-based model; before and 
after of the evaluations with focus into cover the gaps observed in the cognitive 
process? 

1.1 CUT Formation Model  

The CUT implements a competency-based formation model in which the 
competencies are: "know acting in order to mobilize own and foreign resources for 
effectively and ethically responsible solve real problems" [6]. Furthermore, it assumes 
two competencies: generic and specific [7]. Generic competencies are those shared 
with other career whilst the specific are those related with the own professional 
aspects.  The computer engineer career is introduced in the new formation model 
since 2010 [6]. In particular, the curriculum considers four specific competencies, in 
each of one in three progressive levels of domain; where they are defined [7]. The 
way to evidence the competencies is through the learning outcomes which are defined 
and implemented in each course.  During the development of a course, the student 
must validate the competence by means of a process of development of capabilities in 
order to show evidence in each activity that carry out. 
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2 Model of Integration of the Metacognition in the Curriculum 
(MIMC) 

The model of integration of monitoring in the metacognition curriculum (MIMC) is 
carried out by a thermal bath approach [10], for extreme feedback for the monitoring 
operations such as: learning guide, integration workshop, tracking of competency and 
teaching staff.  Figure 1 shows the thermal bath model of MIMC for the student self-
evaluation by means of the monitoring operations of the metacognition.  

 

Fig. 1. Model of integration of monitoring in the metacognition curriculum (MIMC) 

The model develops the monitoring operations to allow the vertical and horizontal 
integration of the formation, i.e., the courses of the same level, among them are 
coordinated and help to develop of the formative competencies. The courses of 
different levels in the same line of developing are articulated, coordinated and help to 
specialty formation.  The student can relate, link and contextualize its performances 
on different courses that he takes. The model of thermal bath for extreme feedback 
implements the following four monitoring operations: 
 
Operation 1: Learning guide   
 
The learning guide is an instrument used by the teacher for the teaching and learning 
in the room in which it allows monitoring the self-analysis of the student: 
 

1. The developing or clarity with own interests and motivations related with its 
professional expectations. 

2. The developing of the levels for progressive understanding one time inserted 
into of the formative process. 

3. The developing of the learning instances focused on the competencies that 
allow understanding and acting on professional contexts real or simulated. 

4. The feedback of its activities must be accurate and diagnostics. 
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Operation 2: Integration workshop 
 
Those workshops are articulated as course at the end of year. In these, the students 
must evidence in concrete way its performances in each of one of the specific and 
generic competences.  The two key tasks in these workshops are: the construction of 
an individual repository and group project. In this fashion, each student generates a 
reflection for each activity selected, at the end of course must present and defend its 
repository to teacher committee and expose its product in a community fair. 
 
Operation 3: Competency tracking 
 
A strategy for the competency tracking of the students is based in two components to 
metacognition, how to learn and operate about its own performance and processes. It 
is supported by Leclercq and Poumay [9] where the metacognition implies: 
 

1. Mental operations: judgment, diagnosis (analysis) and regulation. 
2. Kind of objects: their own production processes or to produce. 
3. Moments relative to an activity:  before and after. 
4. Kind of activities: when do I learn? and when do I act (produce informs, take 

test, etc.)? 
 
Operation 4: Academic staff 
 
The academic staff is involved in the courses of the new formation model and they 
form a worktable called "School executive committee (SEC)" who weekly join for 
checking aspects related with the student progress. Its focus is based on micro and 
macro strategies. This work exhibits three schemes to detect weaknesses in the 
students related with knowledge, understanding, application and analysis. The 
schemes are the following: 
 

1. Tutorship face to face (TFF): it defines the feedback between teacher and 
student in which the physical and virtual environments and technological 
resources are used.   

2. Tutorship mentoring peer (TMP): is the feedback among student peers in the 
physical or virtual environment. 

3. Tutorship for collaborative activity (TCA): is the interaction of collaborative 
feedback of the groups in virtual environments, teachers-student, teacher-
student and teachers-teachers. 
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3 Design of Physical and Virtual Environment: Extreme 
Feedback 

The following case of use (shown in Fig 2) exhibits the activities of the extreme 
feedback process under a design of the extreme learning methodology [11,12] by 
means of an environment physical and virtual supported by TICs. 

 

Fig. 2. Use case design physical and virtual environment for extreme feedback 

The methodology of extreme development is proposed by the developing the 
metacognition of the students in their specialization of computer sciences as follows: 
 

1. Goal: this use case allows defining goals with a suitable deadlines or 
reachable. These goals define the student milestones. Furthermore, it defines 
the student strategy and the work group that will interact in the formative 
process. 

2. User stories: this use case allows defining the user stories that happen in the 
short-time actions in order to generate contents for analyzing and designing, 
tests and validations. 

3. Prototype requirement: this use case allows proving evidences and pinnacle 
for the consecutive advances. 

4. Extreme feedback: this use case allows to proving spaces for feedback in 
physical and virtual modes. 

5. Tuning: this use case allows doing tuning in order to detect weaknesses about 
knowledge, understanding, application and analysis. 

6. Self-evaluation: this use case allows to students carry out the self-evaluation: 
before, during and after of the evaluative processes. 

4 Results 

This work exhibits a design of a methodology that implement from building physical 
and virtual environments. By the other hand, it generates mentoring workshops to 
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reach the execution process of the extreme feedback in the schemes: TFF, TMP and 
TCA. The advances of the design of the methodology for physical environment are 
described as follows: 

 
1. Supporting resources: are those such as: entrepreneurship workshop, writing 

workshop, lectures, mentoring meetings, tutoring meetings, MOODLE, etc. 
Those resources must be: standardized motivators and contextualized to a 
particular scope. 

2. Teachers and tutors: they must act as motivators and facilitators learning, 
therefore, they report the feedbacks.  Moreover, it carries out periodical 
meeting in order to systematize the learning of the experience. 

3. Physical space: it provides a physical space that includes: a) writing peers; b) 
blackboard, c) monitors, d) coffee brakes, snacks, internet and Moodle 
platforms. 

 
The advances of the design of the methodology for virtual environment are described 
as follows: 
 

1. Informatics forum: is a customize workflow for tracking and control [14, 15] 
where the students publish theirs doubts and questions about a particular 
topic. All content published by the students are filtered by the moderator 
who links to tutor (teacher) or the suitable person to respond the questions.  
Furthermore, it appears into Moodle platform and the same time is published 
in the student facebook's wall where the answer is visible for all students in 
the group.   

2. Virtual community for learning: is an environment non-hierarchical that 
allows the collaboration for supporting the learning and reviews. In addition, 
it includes a contents organizer (repository), blogging and tracking system as 
shown in Fig 3. 
 

The next design of user case is carried out during the extreme feedback process 
activities, under a design of the learning and teaching methodology [11, 12] by means 
of virtual and physical environment supported by ICTs. Another result from the 
design of the physical and virtual extreme feedback environments have allowed 
observe the advances of the alumni inserted into world of work who gives opinions 
about theirs results. 
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Fig. 3. Use case design physical and virtual environment for extreme feedback 

5 Conclusions 

This paper exhibits a Model of integration of the metacognition in the curriculum, 
taking into account a competency-based formation model, using the computer engineer 
career as case of study. The model allows to an extreme feedback on physical and 
virtual environments.  Thus, it allows detecting and diagnosing the student weaknesses 
through three schemes TFF, TMP and TCA, taking into account the following aspects: 
analysis, application, understanding and knowledge. The model uses an approach based 
on thermal bath by means of metacognition operators such as: learning guide, 
integration workshop, competency tracking and academic staff. The developing the 
metacognition of the students can be improved using a methodology based on extreme 
development. A use case is proposed for the design of physical and virtual environment 
which it involves: goals, user stories, prototype requirement, extreme feedback, tuning 
and self-evaluation. In particular, the introduction of the ICTs allows to the interaction 
among different peers, therefore, it offers different way to obtain the particular 
information through the informatics forum and social networks where all answers are 
published and shared with all students in the group. As results, the model provides a 
physical and virtual environments where the students develop the metacognition by 
means a continue feedbacks in their learning processes. 
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Abstract. Our knowledge base of attacks is always not enough for developing 
and maintaining information systems. An information system, which is devel-
oped and maintained according to an insufficient knowledge base of attacks, 
has no capability of defending against new attacks from the complicated envi-
ronment.  To mitigate this circumstance, we should continuously predict new 
attacks and add them into the knowledge base of attacks such that by enriching 
the knowledge base of attacks, information systems can be developed and main-
tained more countermeasures to confront those new attacks.  However, there is 
no methodology proposed for predicting new attacks.  This paper presents an 
analysis and discussion for predicting new attacks and shows the challenges is-
sues in predicting new attacks.  The paper also proposes a reasoning method 
for predicting new threats.   

Keywords: Information security, Predict new attacks, Attack analysis, Forward 
reasoning.  

1 Introduction 

Today, in this insecure, complex, and changing world, any information system always 
faces to the enemies (active persons acting as assailants/crackers) who intend to break 
the security of the system.  Because assailants/crackers are active persons who can 
get knowledge and skills day after day and then continuously attack the weakest parts 
and/or links in target systems always with the newest techniques, we have to improve 
the security of a target system continuously (anytime, all the time) [9].  On the other 
hand, our knowledge base of attacks is always not enough for developing and main-
taining information systems, because assailants/crackers often find new attack tech-
niques that are not included in the knowledge base.  It is obvious that an information 
system, which is developed and maintained according to an insufficient knowledge 
base of attacks, has no capability of defending against new attacks from the compli-
cated environment.   

To keep high security and survivability over time, the target system needs to de-
fend itself against any attacks that introduced by changes in the environment or 
changes to the elements that compose the system [1].  Some methods or models [3], 
[4] are proposed to identify the attacks as the first step of developing information 
systems, but those methods or models are all based on given knowledge base of  
attacks and has no solutions for defending against new attacks.  
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To mitigate this circumstance, we should continuously predict new attacks and add 
them into the knowledge base of attacks such that by enriching the knowledge base of 
attacks, information systems can be developed and maintained more countermeasures 
to confront those new attacks [9]. However, there is no methodology proposed for 
predicting new attacks.  

This paper presents an analysis and discussion for predicting new attacks and 
shows the challenges issues in predicting new attacks. The paper also proposes a rea-
soning method for predicting new threats.  

2 Predicting New Attacks 

Firstly, we analyzed the structure of attacks and find that each attack consists of some 
basic factors. An attack is an assault on system security that derives from an intelli-
gent act that is a deliberate attempt to evade security services and violate the security 
policy of a system [5]. To modeling the attacks against the system, attack trees repre-
sent them in a tree structure, with the goal as the root node and different attack meth-
ods as leaf nodes [2].  

However, the basic factors of attacks do not only include the attacking goals and 
attacking methods, but the resource belonging to attackers, assets of systems (the 
targets of attacks), authentication mechanism to the assets and the countermeasures 
should be also considered as the factors at least. The attack factors can provide help to 
analysis the attacks, but independently existing factors is meaningless and they must 
combined with each other’s to describe a specific context.  

Each of attacks is combined with some factors by following a specific pattern. The 
pattern of combination is a generic representation of the context in which the attacks 
occur [3]. Intrinsically the procedure of an attack is a generic representations of the 
context in which the attack occur, and some procedures of attacks has similar pattern. 
Once the patterns were clarified, we can predict some new attacks by combining dif-
ferent factors in different the patterns and select the real useful ones from those result.  

For example, Fig. 1 shows that an attacker invaded the target system (System A) by 
using a known Account List (0). The attacker succeeded in invading the System A and 
acquires the assets Account List (A). Next the attacker also can succeed in invading 
System B by the same method because two systems has a same record of ID and 
password and the account list belonging the System A has been acquired by the  
attacker.  

In this example, the attacks against the two systems have the same pattern: using a 
certain data set to invade the target system by the same method. We can represent this 
pattern as {Resource, Attack Method, Assets}, and the attack against System A can be 
represented as {Account List (0), Masquerade, Account List (A)}. For the attack 
against System B, the attacker has acquired extra dataset his resource increased. Thus, 
the attack against System B can be represented as two: {Account List (0), Masquer-
ade, Account List (B)} and {Account List (A), Masquerade, Account List (B)}. Ac-
cording to the representation of the attacks, we can deduction a new attack:  
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using Account List (0) to invade System A and acquired Account List (A) to invade 
System B. This example is just a rediscovery of the attack, but it can show the feasibil-
ity of predicting new attacks.  

 

Fig. 1. A Simple Example of Attacks 

3 A Reasoning Method for Predicting New Attacks  

To predict new attacks, we can predict new attacks by using a proposed forward de-
duction approach based on strong relevant logic [6], [7]. Forward deduction is a pro-
cess which is repeatedly applying inference rules to the given premises and the de-
duced conclusions until the new conclusions satisfy the terminal condition. This for-
ward deduction approach takes logical premises and empirical premises as input. To 
apply this approach in predicting new attacks, we should use the degrees of logic 
operators and the logic fragments of strong relevant logic as logical premises, use 
known facts about attacks, attack factors and the factors' combining patterns as empir-
ical premises, and use the inference rules of strong relevant logic to do the forward 
deduction. Under the approach, predicting new attacks has succeeded if some new 
and interesting combinations of attack factors, which are found from a set of conclu-
sions deduced by forward deduction, were proved reasonable.  

The complete process of predicting new attacks includes four steps: producing log-
ical theorems from logical premises, producing empirical axioms from empirical  
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premises, forward deduction to produce empirical theorems and obtaining new empir-
ical knowledge, i.e., new attacks. Fig. 2 shows the whole process.  

• As the first step of the process, we need to use the degrees of logic operators and 
the logic fragments of strong relevant logic to deduce the logical theorems as the 
one input of forward deduction. This process is also a forward deduction aiming to 
produce the logical basis for the consequent inference process.  

• The second step is to formalize the empirical premises, which include the known 
facts about attacks, representations of attack factors and the factors' combining pat-
terns. Attacks are existing in the context, the context of attacks should be converted 
into empirical axioms totally, and otherwise the completeness of final result 
would be influenced. The result of conversion will be used as the empirical axioms 
in the forward deduction for predicting new threats.  

• The third step is to apply inference rules repeatedly to the given logical theorems, 
empirical axioms and the deduced conclusions until the new conclusions satisfy the 
terminal condition. The forward deduction approach introduces the concept “loop” 
into this deduction process and the control to the deduction is realized by setting 
the numbers of loops. Until the result could not satisfy the requirements, the loops 
would be continued and the deduction would be repeated. The result of deduction 
is empirical theorems that are a set of logical representation of new attacks.  

• The last step is to validate the real useful attacks. Each representation of the result 
from third step must be rigorously validated to confirm whether it is a useful at-
tack. After validation, the logical representation should be converting to the hu-
man-readable format.  

 

Fig. 2. The Complete Process of Predicting New Attacks by Applying the Reasoning Method  
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4 Challenges of Predicting New Attacks and Applying the 
Reasoning Method  

Analysis of the attack factors is a difficult process. After initial analysis, six factors 
have been found: the attacking goals attacking methods the resource belonging to 
attackers, assets of systems (the targets of attacks), authentication mechanism to the 
assets and the countermeasures. There need rigorous validation on whether the six 
factor is enough for composing the attacks. Moreover, analysis of the attack factors 
needs basic data set of attacks. Although some published attack data set can be easily 
obtained, they are expired yet. It is difficult to obtain the “real-time” attack data set. 

It is necessary to provide methods to convert the empirical knowledge into logical 
theorems or axioms. The empirical knowledge includes the representation of attack 
factors, representation of combining pattern, the definitions and known facts involv-
ing attacks and information security, etc. Different empirical knowledge needs differ-
ent formalizing methods. The context of attacks is very important, the completeness 
of converting context will influenced the final results, and therefore the conversion of 
the context must be performed completely and strictly. To assure this point, the con-
version methods of empirical knowledge should be well designed and well verified 
before they are put into use.  

To perform the reasoning method for predicting new threat, the deduction process 
needs some supporting tools. Forward deduction is a process which deduction is re-
peatedly performed until the new conclusions can satisfy the terminal condition. This 
process will produce a lot of data, which it is impossible for human beings to operate. 
Thus some software tools to provide support for the forward deduction is necessary. 
FreeEncal [8] is a forward reasoning engine for general purpose, and is hopeful can-
didate to do forward deduction based on strong relevant logic automatically, because 
it can provide an easy way to customize reasoning task by providing different axioms, 
inference rules and facts. But FreeEncal has its own formats of input and output, the 
logical theorems or axioms from the empirical knowledge must be converted into the 
specific input format and the output date from the deduction is also needed to be  
converted.  

For filtering out the useful new attacks, it is not easy to validate the quality each 
deduced attack. The results of the deduction are all reasonable because the correctness 
of prediction is depending on logic system by adopting forward deduction, not abduc-
tion or induction. The feature of deduction is if the premise is correct, then the con-
clusion is correct. The rest problem is how to distinguish which one is meaningful. To 
filtering out attacks, we can perform semantics analysis on these results and basing on 
the analysis to choose attacks. Another possible solution is to apply formal verifica-
tion methods. But it is necessary to formalize the attacks into formal language, this is 
not easy work. And the context of the attacks is also needed to be formalized.  
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5 Concluding Remarks  

We analyzed the factors of threat and their combining patterns and proposed a reason-
ing method for predicting new attacks based on a forward deduction approach. We 
showed the whole process of predicting new threats by using the reasoning method. 
We also showed the challenges in performing the prediction in the last. In the future, 
we will provide the reasoning method for predicting new threat and provide any nec-
essary software tools for performing the method. With this method, we can predict 
new threat in advance and prepare the information systems with higher security by 
developing more effective countermeasures.  
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Abstract. ISO/IEC 15408 and ISO/IEC 18045 are a pair of international 
standards for security evaluation and certification of IT systems. However, 
security evaluation based on this pair of standards is not an easy work. There 
are many activities and documents in the whole evaluation process. 
Complicated tasks in evaluation process may cause people making mistakes in 
intermediate products and evaluation results. It is also difficult to ensure that 
evaluation is fair and transparent, although each evaluator tries to evaluate a 
target system earnestly, evaluation results may be different because of 
evaluators' biases. Moreover, to manage a lot of intermediate products in 
evaluation process is not easy task even for experienced evaluators. This paper 
presents a supporting environment for IT system security evaluation based on 
ISO/IEC 15408 and ISO/IEC 18045 which can support all tasks related to 
security evaluation by guiding and helping evaluators to perform these tasks 
regularly, and also can support the management of all documents and 
intermediate products in the whole evaluation process. 

Keywords: ISO/IEC 15408, ISO/IEC 18045, IT system security evaluation, 
supporting environment. 

1 Introduction 

ISO/IEC 15408 (CC, Common Criteria) [7], [8], [9] is an international standard for 
evaluation and certification of security facilities in IT systems. ISO/IEC 15408 
provides common criteria of security evaluation and certification for IT systems and 
gives a unified vocabulary to describe security characteristics of the target systems. 
The standard is composed of 3 parts: Part 1 is an introduction to the framework of 
ISO/IEC 15408; Part 2 is the security functional components; Part 3 is the security 
assurance components.  The abstract security requirements are provided in Part 2 and 
Part 3 of ISO/IEC 15408. ISO/IEC 18045 (CEM, Common Evaluation Methodology) 
[10] is a companion standard, and provides the methodology to evaluate target IT 
systems according to ISO/IEC 15408. The evaluation based on the two ISO standards 
provides a unified way of comparisons among the IT systems, such that the customers 
can easily choose the systems according to their needs and the evaluation results [5], 
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[6]. Until now, 26 countries have taken these two ISO standards as a national standard 
to measure the security of target IT systems [3]. 

However, security evaluation based on this pair of standards is not an easy work. 
Security evaluation of a target system based on ISO/IEC 15408 and ISO/IEC 18045 
contains hundreds of activities and involves many documents used as evaluation 
evidences [10]. Because the evaluation is complex and difficult even for experienced 
evaluators, it is a costly and time-consuming job. On the other hand, the target 
audiences may doubt the certificate of evaluation results because the huge number of 
activities and documents involved by evaluation cause people making mistakes in 
intermediate products and evaluation results. And it is difficult to ensure that 
evaluation is fair and transparent. Although each evaluator tries to evaluate a target 
system earnestly, evaluation results may be different because of evaluators' biases. 

Thus, it is necessary to provide a supporting environment that can support all tasks 
related to security evaluation and also can support management of all documents and 
intermediate products in the whole evaluation process to reduce human mistakes, and 
ensure fairness and transparency. 

This paper presents a supporting environment that we are developing for IT system 
security evaluation based on ISO/IEC 15408 and ISO/IEC 18045 as a part of ISEE 
[2]. The environment can provide comprehensive facilities to support all tasks relating 
to security evaluation by guiding and helping evaluators to perform these tasks 
regularly, and also can support management of all documents and intermediate 
products in the whole evaluation process. The rest of the paper is organized as 
follows: Section 2 introduce the evaluation process in ISO/IEC 15408 certificate 
schema. Section 3 presents requirements of the supporting environment. Section 4 
presents our design of the supporting environment. Section 5 presents the current 
implementation. Section 6 shows the concluding remarks and the future work. 

2 Evaluation Process in ISO/IEC 15408 Certificate Schema 

The whole security evaluation process [11] can be summarized as evaluators receive 
the evaluation evidence from the developer performs the evaluation activities and 
provides the results of the evaluation assessment. The Figure 1 shows the process. 
The evaluation evidence is tangible evaluation deliverable. Evaluators perform 
evaluation activities to verify whether a target system complies with ISO/IEC 15408 
and ISO/IEC 18045. In the case of a fail verdict, the evaluator shall provide an 
Observation Report (OR) to reflect the evaluation result or express clarification needs. 
Then developers improve the target system based on OR analysis.  Until there is no 
more fail verdict, evaluators shall provide a draft Evaluation Technical Report (ETR) 
which presents technical justification of the target system's security situation to 
Certificate Authority. The  Certificate Authority shall verdict ETR and give 
Certification Review (CR), and evaluators present ORs to developers according to 
CR. Developers modify the target system until it pass the certification, then 
evaluation authority  provides final ETR, and certification authority award 
certification of the target system. Moreover, through the whole evaluation process 
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evaluators shall ensure all evaluation evidences and intermediate products are 
maintained the confidentiality and protected from alteration or loss. And when the 
TOE evaluation is completed, evaluators shall deliver ETR and OR (if available) to 
the evaluation authority, and control the disposal of evaluation evidences by 
returning, archiving or destroying. 

 

Fig. 1. Flow diagram of Security Evaluation based on ISO/IEC 15408 and ISO/IEC 18045 

To ensure the achievement of the universal principle of repeatability and 
reproducibility of results, ISO/IEC 18045 defines the structure and minimum content 
of the Observation Report (OR) and the Evaluation Technical Report (ETR). 

The evaluation activities can be organized into 7 groups according the 
corresponding assurance class [9]: Security Evaluation activities are performed on the 
specification. Development Evaluation activities are to assess the design 
documentation to understand how the functionality meets the Security Functional 
Requirements (SFRs) and how the implementation of these SFRs cannot be tampered 
with or bypassed. Guidance Documents Evaluation activities are to judge the 
adequacy of the documents describing how the user can handle the target system in a 
secure manner. Life-cycle Support Evaluation activities are determine the adequacy of 
the security procedures that the developer uses during the development and 
maintenance of the target system. Test Evaluation activities are to determine whether 
the target system behaves as described in the specification and as specified in the 
relevant document. Vulnerability Assessment Evaluation activities are to determine 
the exploit ability of flaws or weaknesses in the TOE in the operational environment. 
Composition Evaluation activities are to determine whether the components can be 
integrated in a secure manner, as defined in the specification for the composed target 
system. 

And by analyzing the evaluation process in certificate schema, we found there are 
some difficulties excising: 

D1: It is difficult for evaluators to protect the evaluation evidences from loss and 
alteration because there are many participants in evaluation process and a evaluation 
evidence may be used times. 
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D2: It is a challenge for evaluators to find specific document from a large number 
of evaluation evidences. And there are some situations evaluators need to search 
specific information from long and complex evaluation evidence.  It is hard and time-
cost work even for experienced evaluators. 

D3: It is a challenge to ensure all evaluation evidences is maintained the 
confidentiality because there are many participants in evaluation process and a 
evaluation evidence may be used times. 

D4: It is a challenge for evaluation authority to ensure that their evaluators perform 
all activities satisfying a certain level of quality. Because it is difficult for workers to 
follow the ISO/IEC 18045 since the standard is not easy to understand. Different 
evaluators may understand the standards in different levels. And even if the evaluators 
understand the standards, the huge number of sub-activities cause people making 
mistakes in intermediate products and evaluation results. 

D5: It is difficult to ensure that evaluation is fair and transparent. Although each 
evaluator tries to evaluate a target system earnestly, evaluation results may be 
different because of evaluators' biases. 

D6: It is also a difficult theme for evaluation authority to ensure all evaluation 
activities are performed in an appropriate sequence. Because there are some 
dependencies between some sub-activities, and the relating sub-activities may be 
performed by different evaluators. It is not easy to balance their work schedule and 
ensure intermediate products exchanged safely. 

D7: It is difficult to ensure the generated ETRs or ORs achieve the ISO/IEC 18045 
requirements for information content of report, because ISO/IEC 18045 is not easy to 
understand and evaluators may have different understanding of necessary content and 
regular structure of  ETR or OR. 

3 Basic Requirement of Supporting Environment 

We analysis the whole evaluation process and defined following basic requirements 
that should be satisfied by our supporting environment to supporting evaluators work 
and improve the quality of evaluation process. 

R1: In order to improve the efficiency and accuracy of the results, the environment 
must provide support users to locate evaluation evidences easily and search target 
information quickly and accurately. 

R2: In order to ensure the correctness of the results, the environment must support 
user protect evaluation evidences and intermediate products from modify and loss. 

R3: In order to maintain the confidentiality of evaluation evidences from irrelevant 
person, the environment must support verify user identity. 

R4: In order to ensure the fairness of the evaluation, the environment must support 
to ensure evaluators perform evaluation satisfying a certain level of quality and force 
the activities are performed fairly. 

R5: In order to prevent evaluation results from human mistakes as possible, the 
environment must support performing evaluation activities as automatically as 
possible. 
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R6: In order to maintain the confidentiality of target system, the environment must 
provide supporting for evaluator to control the disposal of evaluation evidences, 
intermediate products and ETR/OR according to the scheme requirement. 

R7: In order to ensure that ETRs and ORs achieve the ISO/IEC 18045 
requirements for information content of report, the supporting environment must 
support to guide  generating qualified ETR and OR. 

4 Design of Supporting Environment 

An ideal supporting environment must provide supporting for user to solve all the 
difficulties they are facing, and satisfying the requirement. To solve the difficulties 
existing in evaluation process, we proposed the solution as following: 

S1: Because the evaluation activities only focus on the content of evaluation 
evidence, we can change the format of evaluation evidences. We choose to use the 
evaluation evidences in XML-based format, such that we can ensure the evaluator or 
the tool can find the specific information from the evaluation evidence accurately and 
rapidly by using the XML tags. 

S2: To ensure that the evaluation evidence performed as fair as possible and 
prevent human mistakes, the supporting environment must provide tools and facilities 
to support performing the specification evaluation activities [1] without evaluator 
verdict as many as possible. For the activities must generate verdict by human, the 
environment should provide guidance enough to force evaluators do it in a high 
quality. 

S3: To ensure all evaluation evidences and intermediate products protected well 
from being alteration or loss and can be locate  accurately and rapidly, the evaluation 
environment should manage all of them by using security database, store all relating 
document with the only identify information and provide supporting with relationship 
management. 

S4: To ensure all sub-activities are performed in appropriate sequence. The 
environment should contain sequence controller checks and ensures all activities or 
tasks in evaluation process are performed according to appropriate sequence through 
the whole life cycle processes. 

S5: To force evaluators edit ETR and OR satisfying ISO/IEC 18045, the 
environment should provide evaluator with template for ETR or OR and detail 
enough guidance. 

Based on requirement analysis and solutions if difficulties we found, we proposed 
a contacted-based supporting environment contains a set of tools. Our environment 
aims to improve the quality of security evaluation, and reduce the complexity and 
difficulty of IT system security evaluation. And we also proposed all of the 
supporting tools as following: 

Database System: It is a central database that can store and manage related 
supporting documents as the basis of all other supporting tools. And the database shall 
support managing XML-based format documents well. 
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Format Translation: It is supporting to translate evaluation evidences into XML-
based format automatically without changing or losing useful content of original 
documents. 

OR Editor: It provides a secure and round composition environment to compose 
Observation Report (OR). The OR Editor shall provide supporting for evaluators in 
generating OR to force them complete OR satisfying ISO/IEC 18045. 

ETR Editor: It provides a secure and round composition environment to compose 
ETR by providing evaluator with ETR template and detail enough guidance. The ETR 
Editor shall provide supporting for evaluators in generating ETR to force them 
complete ETR satisfying ISO/IEC 18045. 

 

Fig. 2. Architecture of a supporting environment for security evaluation 

Sequence Controller: Controller control not only shall ensure all tasks are 
performed in appropriate sequence, but also control the order that TOE Evaluators 
performing evaluation activities.  

TOE Evaluators: They are tools that provide facilities to support performing the 
specification evaluation activities without evaluator verdict as many as possible.  
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For the evaluation activities must generate verdict by human, the environment should 
provide guidance enough to force evaluators do it in a high quality. 

5 Current Implementation 

We shall build a database system to support saving evaluation evidences, intermediate 
products and ISO/IEC 15408 and ISO/IEC 18045. And there already have an ISO/IEC 
15408 database based on an information security engineering database system 
(ISEDS) [4]. The database system is implemented by using DB2 Express-C Database 
Management System that provides hybrid management of XML data as well as 
relational data in the same time.  Thus in the future, we are going to extend the 
ISO/IEC 15408 database such that is can be suitable for our needs. 

To make processing the ST document data easily for the software tool, we defined 
XML-based format (named ST-XML) for the ST according to ISO/IEC 15408 and 
ISO/IEC 18045. We adapted the normative structure in ST-XML, and defined every 
necessary tag that is sufficient for the STs. We also defined some necessary tags 
relating to evaluation activities to make the ST-XML more suitable for the evaluation. 
And we are going to extend the set of ST-XML tags to make it suitable for all 
evaluation evidences. 

We are going to develop all supporting tools to perform all evaluation activities 
and the supporting tools for verification and validation of Security Targets [1] has 
implemented already. The Security evaluation supporting tool is completed, and we 
are going to develop all other evaluation activity supporting tools. 

Now we are developing ETR-Editor and OR-Editor. To force evaluators edit ETR 
and OR satisfying ISO/IEC 18045, ETR-Editor and OR-Editor provide guidance and 
help functions, as well as interpretations of technical terms and abbreviations related 
with ISO/IEC 15408. ETR-Editor and OR-Editor both can generate templates for 
evaluators, and guide evaluators to put in necessary information in. With help of 
ETR-Editor and OR-Editor, evaluators not only can effectively compose and maintain 
ETR and OR with visualization presentation of structure of them, but also securely 
manage ST by cooperation with an information security engineering database system 
(ISEDS) [4]. And we are going to connect ETR-Editor and OR-Editor with other tools 
in our supporting environment in the future. 

6 Concluding Remarks 

We have presented a supporting environment we are developing for IT system 
security evaluation to provide comprehensive facilities to support all the activities 
relating to security evaluation based on ISO/IEC 15408 and ISO/IEC 18045, guide 
and help evaluators to perform the whole evaluation process with quality, support the 
management of all documents and intermediate products, reduce the human mistake, 
and improve the efficiency and accuracy of evaluation results. 

There are many challenging research problems and implementation issues on our 
supporting environment. Firstly, an ideal security evaluation supporting environment 
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shall support multi-language because ISO/IEC 15408 and ISO/IEC 18045 are now 
widely used in many countries. Secondly, we should improve the degree of our 
supporting environment's automation to reduce human action as many as possible. 
Thirdly, an ideal security evaluation supporting environment shall support updating 
automatically with standards updating. Fourthly, there are kinds of other documents 
like Test Plan that need be make by evaluators during evaluation process, our 
environment should not only supporting guiding evaluators generating ETR and OR, 
but also should guiding or helping evaluators making all these documents. 

In the future, we will continue our work and try to solve all the challenge we are 
facing to implement our security evaluation supporting tools as ideally as possible. 
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Abstract. Recently, wireless sensor networks can provide a practicable real-
time monitoring system because wireless sensors can be easily deployed in 
various environments. To provide secure and efficient communication, various 
user authentication schemes have been proposed. In 2012, He et al. proposed a 
robust biometric-based user authentication scheme but Yoon and Kim 
demonstrated that He et al.’s scheme has various security problems. And they 
proposed an advanced biometric-based user authentication scheme. In this 
paper, we analyze Yoon and Kim’s scheme and perform the cryptanalysis. We 
find out that it has still various security weakness such as no perfect forward 
secrecy, session key exposure by GW node, a DoS attack, no revocation phase, 
and biometric recognition error.  

Keywords: User authentication scheme, Cryptanalysis, Wireless sensor 
networks. 

1 Introduction 

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) generally consist of sensors, users, and gateways. 
Sensors monitor various conditions, such as temperature, pressure, and real-time 
traffic monitoring but they have limited resource such as computational ability and 
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energy. To reduce using the resource of sensors and to enhance the security of 
authentication scheme, various user authentication schemes have been proposed. 
Wong et al. introduced a dynamic user authentication scheme using a hash function 
[1]. Watro et al. proposed a user authentication scheme employing the RSA and 
Diffie-Hellman algorithms [2]. Tseng et al. demonstrated that Wong et al.’s 
authentication method was vulnerable to stolen-verifier attack, replay attack and 
forgery attack [3, 4]. 

In 2009, to enhance the security, Das proposed a two-factor user authentication 
scheme based on a password and smart card. Das demonstrated that his scheme is 
secure against various real-time attacks [4]. He et al. demonstrated that Das’s scheme 
is vulnerable to insider attacks and impersonation attacks, and that there is no 
provision for users to change their passwords. To address these security threats, He et 
al. proposed an enhanced two-factor scheme [5]. Khan and Alghathbar show that 
Das’s scheme did not provide mutual authentication between the gateway and the 
sensor, and was vulnerable against gateway bypassing attack and privileged-insider 
attack [6]. Chen et al. demonstrated that Das’s scheme did not provide mutual 
authentication between gateway and sensor. Chen et al. proposed a robust mutual 
authentication scheme for WSNs and claimed that their scheme provides more 
security than the Das’s scheme [7]. In 2010, Yuan et al. [8] proposed a biometric-
based user authentication but it has various security problems. Yoon et al. point out 
that Yuan et al.’s scheme has vulnerability on insider attack, user impersonation 
attack, GW node impersonation attack and sensor node impersonation attack. To 
solve these problems, Yoon et al. proposed improved user authentication scheme [9]. 
However, in 2012, He et al. demonstrated that Yoon et al.’s scheme is still vulnerable 
to the denial of service (DoS) and the sensor node impersonation attack and then, He 
et al. proposed the improved scheme to overcome the security problem [4]. In 2013, 
Yoon and Kim point out that He et al.’ scheme still has various security 
vulnerabilities such as the poor reparability problem, user and sensor node 
impersonation attack. And then, Yoon and Kim proposed advanced biometric-based 
user authentication scheme for WSNs. Yoon and Kim demonstrated this scheme has 
more efficiency and strong security compared with related schemes [10]. To verify 
the security of Yoon and Kim’s advanced scheme, we analyzes the scheme and 
perform the cryptanalysis. As results, we found out that it has some security problems 
such as no perfect forward secrecy, session key exposure by GW node, a DoS attack, 
no revocation phase, and biometric recognition error. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews 
Yoon and Kim’s authentication scheme while Section 3 provides a detailed security 
analysis on the scheme. Section 4 concludes the paper and proposes the 
countermeasures briefly. 

2 Review of Yoon and Kim’s Authentication Scheme 

In this scheme, the gateway node has two master keys (x and y). Before starting the 
system, the gateway issues long-term secret key h(SIDj || y) to sensor node Sj. x is 
used for Ui. In registration phase, the gateway issue the smart card stored h(IDi || x) to 
Ui [10].   
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2.1 Registration Phase 

In the registration phase, the user Ui securely communicates with the gateway. The Ui 
sends important information regarding user’s ID and biometrics. Figure 1 describes 
the registration phase and detailed steps are as follows; 
 
(1) The user Ui chooses IDi and imprints his biometrics Bi on the specific sensor 
device. Then, Ui computes Ei = h(IDi, Ei) and sends IDi and Ei to GW node using 
secure channel.  
(2) The GW node computes two values;  
   · Ri = h(IDi || x) ⊕ Ei     · Vi = h(IDi || Ei) 
(3) The GW node inputs < IDi, Ri, Vi, h(·), d(·), τ > into a smart card, and sends the 
smart card to user Ui. h(·) is a one-way hash function and d(·) is a symmetric 
parametric function and τ is a predetermined threshold for biometric verification. 

 

Fig. 1. The registration phase of Yoon and Kim’s scheme 

2.2 Login Phase 

(1) Ui inserts his smart card into the card reader and imprints his biometric ∗ on 
specific device to verify user’s biometrics. 
(2) The smart card compute two values,  

· ∗ = h(IDi , ∗),     · ∗ = h(IDi || ∗). 
(3) The smart card compares the computed ∗ and the Vi, which is stored in the 

smartcard. If d(Vi , ∗) ≥ τ, user’s smart card stops the login phase. Otherwise, the 
smart card generates a random number ri.  

(4) The smart card compute three values;  
· Di = Ri ⊕ ∗, · ki = h(Di || Ti) ; Ti is the current timestamp. · Ci = Eki(IDi || ri). 

(5) The smart card sends the login message M1 = < IDi, Ci, Ti > to the GW node. 

2.3 Authentication Phase 

Figure 2 describes the login and authentication phase of Yoon and Kim’s scheme  
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(1) GW node checks the freshness of Ti using (T’ – Ti) ≤ ∆T. ∆T is the expected time 
interval for the transmission delay. If Ti is not fresh, the GW node rejects user’s 
request.  
(2) GW node computes three values; 

·  = h(IDi || x),    · ki = h(  || Ti),   ·  ||  = Dki (Ci ). 
(3) GW node checks whether IDi and  are equal. If they are not equal, GW node 
stops the session. Otherwise, GW node picks up the current timestamp Tg. 
(4) GW node computes two values; 

· kg = h( h(SIDj || y) || Tg),  · Cg = Ekg (  ||  ). 
(5) GW node compute M2 = < IDi, Cg, Tg > and sends it to the sensor node Sj. 

Sj receives M2 and performs the following actions. 

 

 

Fig. 2. The login and authentication phase of Yoon and Kim’s scheme 
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(1) Sj checks the freshness of Tg using (T’’ – Tg) ≤ ∆T.  
(2) Sj computes two values;   = h( h(SIDj || y) || Tg),   ||  = Dk’g (Cg ). 
(3) Sj checks whether IDi and  are equal Sj picks up the current timestamp Ts. 
(4) Sj generates RM and computes Vs. RM is respond to the query of Ui. 

·Vs = h(  || ||RM || Ts). 
(5) Sj compute M3 = < RM, Vs, Ts > and sends it to the user Ui. 

 
Ui receives M3 and executes the following actions. 

(1) Ui checks the freshness of Ts using (T’’’ – Ts) ≤ ∆T.  
(2) Ui computes  = h(IDi || rs || RM || Ts) and checks whether Vs and  are same.  
(3) If all authentication phase is finished without any problems, Ui accepts RM. 
(4) Ui and Sj communicate with each other securely using session key sk. 

· Ui and Sj compute sk = h( IDi || ri || Ts). 

3 Cryptanalysis of Yoon and Kim’s Authentication Scheme 

3.1 No Perfect Forward Secrecy 

Perfect forward secrecy means that a session key derived from a set of long-term keys 
will not be compromised if one of the long-term keys is compromised in the future 
[11]. 

Unfortunately, Yoon and Kim’s authentication scheme does not provide the perfect 
forward secrecy. So an adversary can compute the session key sk between the Ui and 
Sj if the adversary knows the one of long-term key Di in future. Figure 3 describes no 
perfect forward secrecy of Yoon and Kim’s authentication scheme. In advance, the 
adversary got Ci, Ti and Ts in previous communication between the Ui and Sj. The 
adversary knew one of user’s long-term secret Di. Then, the adversary can compute ki 

and decrypt the Ci using the ki. So the adversary can figure out IDi and random 
number ri. Finally, the adversary can compute the session key sk using IDi, ri, and Ts.  

 

 

Fig. 3. No perfect forward secrecy of Yoon and Kim’s scheme 
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3.2 Session Key Exposure by GW node 

The session key sk is used for secure communication between Ui and Sj after 
successfully finishing authentication phase. Even if GW node is trust node, it is not 
necessary for GW node to know the sk because Ui usually wants to communicate 
secretly with Sj without the observation of GW node. However, in Yoon and Kim’s 
authentication scheme, GW node can compute the sk without difficulty. GW node can 
collect previous IDi and ri in Ui’s authentication phase and get all Ts in public channel. 
Then, GW node can compute all sk = h( IDi || ri || Ts) between Ui and Sj. So, GW node 
can decrypt the encrypted message between Ui and Sj, figure out Ui’s all secret 
messages. 

 

Fig. 4. Session key exposure by GW node of Yoon and Kim’s scheme 

3.3 A DoS Attack 

Figure 5 shows the possibility of a DoS attack of Yoon and Kim’s authentication 
scheme. The adversary can send malicious messages < IDi, Ci, Tc > generated to 
consume the battery power of the GW node and sensor node. The adversary got IDi 
and Ci in previous public channel and generates the current timestamp Tc. When the 
GW node and sensor node receive the malicious messages < IDi, Ci, Tc >, they first 
checks the freshness of the timestamp Tc. But the Tc generated by the adversary is 
current, GW node and sensor cannot check that the IDi and Ci are previous messages. 
So they executes various functions such as hash function, decryption function, and 
verification function before checking whether IDi sent by the adversary and computed 
IDi are same. So the adversary can execute the DoS attack without difficulty. 

GW node has sufficient resources to be used in the system, but sensors are 
different. The sensor nodes have limited computational ability, low battery, low 
bandwidth, and a small amount of memory. The computational cost of a sensor node 
is a critical consideration in the design of WSNs as it increases the consumption of the 
battery power of the sensor [12, 13]. Often it is economically advantageous to discard 
a sensor rather than recharge it. For this reason, the battery power of a sensor is 
usually important in wireless devices, with its lifetime determining the sensor 
lifetime. So it is significant issue for sensor node to protect from the DoS attack. 
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Fig. 5. A DoS attack on Yoon and Kim’s scheme 

3.4 No Revocation Phase 

Yoon and Kim’s authentication scheme does use user’s password but only uses user’s 
IDi and biometrics Bi. So password change phase is not necessary. For this reason, 
when an adversary steals or picks up the user’s smart card, revocation problem 
occurs. When GW node issues the user’s smart card, it always makes same < IDi, Ri, 
Vi, h(·), d(·), τ  > if the Ui sends the same IDi and Bi to the GW node. So though Ui 
reissues new smart card, Ui cannot discard the lost smart card because the reissued 
smart card and lost smart card are same. So user Ui has to change his ID for reissuing 
different smart card.  

 

Fig. 6. No revocation phase in Yoon and Kim’s scheme 
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3.5 Biometric Recognition Error 

Yoon and Kim’s authentication scheme provides the biometric verification using a 
one-way hash function. The hash function can be used to map data of arbitrary size to 
data of fixed size, with slight differences in input data producing very big differences 
in output data. Figure 7 describes the biometric recognition error of Yoon and Kim’s 
scheme. Biometrics have general limitations such as false acceptance and false 
rejection. It means that the output of imprinted biometrics is not always constant. 
Though Ui inputs own same biometrics to the scanning device, it is possible to output 
the different Bi. Therefore, same biometrics can generate different output such as the ∗ and ∗ . Different ∗  causes slight differences between the ∗ and ∗ . So this 
difference makes very big difference between ∗ and ∗  due to the property of hash 
function. Big difference between ∗ and ∗  causes the biometric recognition error 
so the legal user can fail to accept the verification of smart card. Therefore, it is 
needed to provide the advanced techniques for enhancing the success rate of legal 
user’s verification.  

 

 

Fig. 7. Biometric recognition error of Yoon and Kim’s scheme 

4 Conclusion 

To solve He et al.’s security problem, Yoon and Kim proposed an advanced 
biometric-based user authentication scheme. In this paper, we have identified that 
Yoon and Kim’s biometric-based authentication scheme designed for WSNs is 
vulnerable to: no perfect forward secrecy, session key exposure by GW node, a DoS 
attack, no revocation phase, and biometric recognition error. Lastly, to solve these 
security vulnerabilities, we briefly propose the use of fuzzy extractions for imprinting 
biometrics in registration phase, it is error-tolerant cryptographic primitives for 
biometric security. And also we propose the use of sensor node’s random number and 
elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) for exchanging random number between user and 
sensor node in authentication phase. ECC can maintains the same degree of security 
with smaller key size than other public-key cryptography, so it is suitable for wireless 
devices which have limited resources.      
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Abstract. Today, many location-based applications call for both spatial and 
non-spatial predicates (e.g., keywords). For example, a traveler asks for nearby 
restaurants (i.e., spatial predicates) with “night view, beach and Korean food” 
(i.e., non-spatial predicates). In this paper, we focus on the problem of finding 
nearest neighbors that match user-specified non-spatial keywords. We utilize 
the IR-tree due to its efficiency for processing such queries, and propose a new 
search algorithm on the IR-tree. The proposed algorithm uses the MapReduce 
framework for parallel processing because traditional single machine-based 
query processing methods might suffer from drastic performance degradation 
when the size of the dataset becomes extremely large. Our experiments 
demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed algorithm.  

Keywords: Indexing, location-based service, mapreduce, nearest neighbor 
search. 

1 Introduction 

Recently, many location-based application such as geographic information systems 
(GIS), navigation systems, urban planning, and traveler information systems users call 
for spatial information as well as non-spatial keyword information concurrently. For 
example, a traveler Alice wants to find “nearby restaurants that have a good night 
view and Korean food”. The “nearby restaurants” is spatial information and the “night 
view and Korean food” are non-spatial keyword information. In this case, the traveler 
information system has to provide spatial search and keywords search at the same 
time. 

In this paper, we integrate both nearest neighbor query and keyword search to 
solve the above problem. However, processing those queries efficiently is complex 
and requires the hybrid index that has both spatial indexes and keyword indexes.  
Therefore, in order to process those queries efficiently, we use IR-Tree [1] for 
indexing. The IR-Tree is efficient for spatial filtering and textual filtering. Those 
features produce good performance for processing such queries. The spatial 
information of the each object is indexed by Minimum bounding rectangle (MBR). 
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The keywords of each object are indexed by signature [2]. Each entry of IR-Tree has 
the indexed keywords those are represented as bit string.  

We use the MapReduce [3] for parallel processing in both the baseline algorithm 
and the proposed algorithm because traditional single machine-based nearest neighbor 
search with keywords might suffer from drastic performance degradation when the 
size of the dataset becomes extremely large. So, we focus on reducing the search time 
by using MapReduce.  

In the following section, we will evaluate the efficiency of our proposed method by 
comparing with baseline algorithm. The baseline algorithm processes the spatial 
search and the non-spatial keywords search separately. However, the spatial search 
and the keyword search are processed at once in the proposed method. In summary, 
we make the following contributions in this paper. 

- We propose efficient algorithm using IR-tree in order to answer nearest 
neighbor queries with keywords 

- We utilize MapReduce for processing the large dataset efficiently 
- We conduct experiments on synthetic datasets to verify the efficiency of our 

proposed search algorithm  

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the detailed proposed 
algorithm to solve the problem and review the IR-Tree. Section 3 experimentally 
compares our search algorithm to baseline algorithm and we conclude in Section 4. 

2 The Proposed Method 

In this section, we review the IR-Tree after which we explain the baseline and the 
proposed algorithms. The baseline method process spatial and non-spatial predicates  
 

 

Fig. 1. The 2-dimensional objects and MBRs 
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separately but those are processed at once in our proposed algorithm. The problem 
definition as follows:  

Problem. Let O be a set of objects. Our goal is to combine keyword search with 
finding nearest neighbor such as restaurants, hotels, etc. We only focus on 2-

dimensionality but our technique can be extended. Each object o ∈ O is represented 

as (o.ID, ox, oy, Ko). ), o.ID denotes identifier of o, ox denotes x-coordinate of o, oy 
denotes y-coordinate of o. An object is has a set of keywords that is represented as 

Ko= {k1, k2, k3, …, kn}. Each k ∈ K is denoted by bit string (e.g., Korean food=0010 

1101). For example, if o is a restaurant, Ko can be have menu information (e.g., 0010 
1101, 1010 1111, and 1001 1010) of the restaurant. The query is to finding nearest 
neighbor with keywords. A query q is represented as (k, qx, qy, Kq). The k is the 
number that we will answer, qx denotes x-coordinate of q, and qy denotes y-coordinate 
of q. Kq is a set of keywords that we will find. For example, if a query q is (2, 2, 1, 
{beach, Korean food}), the result set of the query is {o1, o3} in Fig. 1. The object o6 
has same keywords but the object is too far to be a result set.  

2.1 IR-Tree 

In this section, we present IR-Tree that is efficient for spatial filtering, textual 
filtering, and relevance computation and ranking. In order to answer nearest neighbor 
query with keywords efficiently, we use IR-Tree that is a combination of the R-Tree 
and the signature files. For each object, the spatial predicates (e.g., x-coordinate and 
y-coordinate) are indexed by an MBR in Fig. 1. The keywords of the each object are 
indexed by a signature in Fig. 2. Fig. 2 shows an example of an IR-Tree based on the 
example in Fig. 1. Each entry has keyword that is denoted by signature. In a signature 
file, each keyword in the textual field is hashed into a fixed length signature (i.e., bit 
string). A signature of query is generated in the same method. For example, the object 
o1 has keyword set {Beach, Korean food} before hashing those are hashed by 
signature. The object has keywords {01010001 11000010} in Fig. 2.    

 

Fig. 2. Example of IR-Tree  
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2.2 The Baseline Algorithm  

In this section, we explain the baseline algorithm. The baseline process nearest 
neighbor search and keyword search separately. The detailed process is as follows: 

MapReduce Solution: we process the queries in two MapReduce steps. The output of 
each step is the input to the following step. The first MapReduce step finds every object 
those have same keywords with Kq of the query. The second MapReduce step sort the 
object set of first step’s result with distance between query point and the object. The 
distance between query point and the object is computed by MINDIST [4]. Suppose that 
the input to the map function is in the following form: < oi.ID, Koi>, ∀o ∈ O.  

Step 1: In this step, we find every object those have same keywords with Kq of the 
query. For each object o in the O, < oi.ID, Koi> (i.e. <key, value>) is emitted as the 
intermediate output by the mappers (i.e., Keyword_Map). Then, the reducers (i.e., 
Keyword_Reduce) aggregate the intermediate output. If the oi has same keyword with 
query q, add the object to the result set R.  
Step 2: In this step, every object in R is sorted in ascending order according to 
MINDIST between query point and the object and return k objects from scratch in R. 
For each point o < oi.ID, Koi > (i.e. <key, value>) is emitted as the intermediate output 
by the mappers (i.e., Nearest_Map). Then, the reducer (i.e., Nearest_Reduce) aggregate 
the intermediate output and sorts the result set R and returns k objects from scratch.  

For example, suppose that a query q is (2, 2, 1, {beach, Korean food}) in Fig. 1, the 
first MapReduce returns {o1, o3, o6} in R. The second MapReduce sorts the result set 
R and returns {o1, o3}.     

Algorithm 1 The Baseline Algorithm  

Input: object set O, a query q 
Output: result set R  

1:   R ← 0 
2:   function Keyword_Map(key,value)  
3:          emit (oi.ID,Koi) 
4:   end function  
5:   function Keyword_Reduce(key,value) 
6:      for each object oi in O do  
7:          if Kq matches with Koi 
8:                 R=R∪oi 
9:         end if 
10:     end for 
11:  end function 
12:  function Nearest_Map(key,value)  
13:           emit (oi.ID, Koi) 
14:  end function  
15:  function Nearest_Reduce(key,value) 
16:     sort every object in R with distance  

between query point and the object  
17:   end function 
18: return k objects from scratch in R 
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2.3 The Proposed Algorithm 

In this section, we explain the proposed method. The proposed method answer the 
nearest neighbor query and keywords search at once using IR-Tree. The spatial 
information (e.g., x-coordinate and y-coordinate) of the object set are indexed by an 
MBR. The keywords of the each object are indexed by a signature in Fig. 2. The 
detailed process is as follows: 

Table 1. Queue contents of the proposed algorithm 

action queue contents resultSet 
access root <e5, 1><e6, 7> {} 

expand e5 <e1, 1> <e2, 6> <e6, 7> {} 

expand e1 <o1, 1> <o2, 5> <e2, 6> <e6, 7> {} 

insert o1 <e2, 6> <e6, 7> {o1} 

expand e2 <o3, 6> <e6, 7><o4,10> {o1} 

insert o3 <e6, 7><o4,10> {o1, o3} 

 
MapReduce Solution: we process the queries in one MapReduce step. The output of 
mapper is the input to the reducer. The keyword of query Kq is indexed by signature 
before the Map step in Line 3. Suppose that the input to the map function is in the 
following form: < k, Keyword >. 

Map: In this step, we only emit the output to reducer for MapReduce processing. The 
input to the reduce function is in the following form: < k, Keyword >. 

Reduce: In this step, we answer the nearest neighbor with keyword search. If the 
node E is a non-leaf node and the keywords of node include K, we compute the 
distance between the MBR of the node and query point and expand the node to child 
nodes in Line 11-14. If the node E is leaf node and has same keywords with query, the 
distance between the object and query point is computed and adds the object in Q in 
Line 15-18. 

For example, a user makes a query (2, 2, 1, {beach, Korean food}). First, the 
proposed method makes a signature of the query (i.e., 01010001 11000010). Then, 
some nodes (i.e., N4) are ignored because those nodes have different keywords in Fig. 
2. Table 1 describes the queue contents of the proposed method. The objects o2 and 
o4 are discarded from priority queue due to different keyword of the object. Finally, 
the resultSet has o1 and o3 after that, the algorithm is terminated.   
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Algorithm 2 The Proposed Algorithm  

Input: the root of IR-tree IR, a query q, a priority queue Q 
Output: k objects 

1: Q ← IR  

2: Keyword ← signature the Kq 

3: num ← 0 

4: function Map(key, value) 
5:        emit(k, Keyword) 
6: end function 
7: function Reduce(key, value) 
8:   while  num < k 
9:      while not Q.IsEmpty() 

10:      E ← Q.Dequeue() 

11:      if E is a non-leaf node 
12:           if Keyword ∈ Ek 
13:            for each child node ei in E  
14:                 Q.Enqueue(ei, dist(q, MBRei)) 
15:     else if E is a leaf node  
16:         for each object oi in E  
17:            if Keyword == Koi  
18:               Q.Enqueue(o, dist(q, oi)) 
19:     else  
20:     end while 
21:     if E is an object  
22:         num++ 
23:         resultSet.add(E) 
24:   end while 
25: end function  
26: return resultSet  

3 Performance Evaluation 

This section compares the performance of the baseline algorithm and the proposed 
algorithm. We run several experiments to verify our proposed method and used 
MapReduce in order to process the queries rapidly in all experiments. 

Table 2. Parameter Settings (the bold values are default value)   

Parameter Values 
Number of results(k) 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 
Number of keywords 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 
The size of keyword 21, 22, 23, 24, 25 
The size of dataset 0.1MB, 1MB, 10MB, 100MB 
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We implemented two algorithms (i.e., the baseline algorithm and the proposed 
method) in Java. We tested those algorithms using our MapReduce cluster. We compared 
the baseline algorithm and the proposed method with query answer time. To ensure the 
performance of our method, we generated the dataset and conducted our experiments on 
the synthetic datasets. In all experiments, we use default settings in Table 2.  

3.1 Experiment on the Proposed Method  

In this subsection, we compare the performance of the proposed method with the 
baseline method. We run the proposed method and the baseline method on an 
increasing number of data sources in Fig.3. We can see that as dataset increases, the 
query response time of both methods increases exponentially. The results show that 
the proposed method has better performance than the baseline method. 

 
(a) the number of node = 1         (b) the number of node= 2 

 
(c) the number of node = 3         (d) the number of node = 4 

Fig. 3. Response time varying the size of dataset and node 

Fig. 3 shows that the query time changes according to the cluster size. The graph 
demonstrates that as the number of node increases, the query time of both method 
decreases exponentially. In this experiment, we can confirm that the proposed 
algorithm have better performance than the baseline algorithm. 
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4 Conclusions 

In this paper, we proposed a new algorithm for answering nearest neighbor queries 
with keywords. We utilized IR-tree for better performance of the proposed method 
than that of the baseline method. To process the large dataset rapidly, we used 
MapReduce framework and processed the queries in distributed environment. We 
conducted experiments and the results demonstrated that the proposed method can 
process the nearest neighbor search with keywords efficiently better than the baseline.  
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Abstract. The accomplishments of our study are summarized as follows: the 
“planned buying” and “impulse buying” process extended models are combined 
quantitatively after the field research of several different shoppers’ behavior, 
transformed to be applicable to automatic computer processes, substantiated in 
our field experiments, and their significance is confirmed in actual shops. Our 
analysis method focuses on the characteristic of the shoppers’ human motions and 
specifically human bio-information to indicate the shoppers’ intentions to 
purchase. The characteristic feature quantity in this work should be effective to 
distinguish between these two purchasing models. This method should prove 
helpful to shop owners’ management in order to increase sales efficiency, service 
quality, merchandising, displays and to produce improved service innovation.  

Keywords: Planned Buying, impulse buying, purchasing behaviour process, 
bio-information. 

1 Introduction 

In the recent past, retailers have analyzed and focused on the tendency of shopper’s 
purchased items using sales records and in term, this analysis is utilized for their sales 
forecasts, promotions, displays, product development and merchandising. Currently, 
one of the biggest challenges for the retail industry is how to keep mining the tons of 
customer data and utilize this data for more effective optimization and productivity in 
their services which contributes to maximizing sales revenue and stimulating the 
shoppers’ motivation for purchasing. Furthermore, in a highly competitive situation, 
retailers should be required to derive relevant and adaptable insights from customers 
not only to analyze past data but also about what the customer will want in the future 
through the development of sophisticated modeling techniques [1]. They will be key 
success factors for increasing customer service efficiency, satisfaction and retention 
purchasing ratio. However, it is difficult to recognize the reasoning behind each 
particular shopper’s purchasing behavior as well as the triggering of the shopper’s 
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purchasing intentions based on the analysis from sales records. Our analysis method 
focuses on characteristic shoppers’ human motions and more specifically human bio-
information to indicate the shoppers’ intentions to purchase using our shoppers 
buying behavior models of“Planned Buying” and “Impulse Buying”. 

Previous field research has demonstrated that purchasing behavior can be classified 
in two ways: “Planned Buying” and “Impulse Buying” [2].The method of 
distinguishing between “Planned Buying” or ”Impulse Buying” would be one of the 
powerful solutions to estimate shoppers’ intention of purchasing and it will contribute 
to maximize sales with services efficiency. The shoppers’ buying process by Sorensen 
has been well studied [3]. This literature is very useful not only for retailers but also 
business owners, and insists that shoppers’ behavior is the best predictor of buying 
behavior. Especially, the remarkable idea to describe three steps in the shoppers’ 
buying process model namely “Reach”, “Stop and Hold” and “Closure”, which 
contribute to estimate the buying intent. However, the explanations of the intention of 
purchasing and shoppers’ buying process model are described conceptually in a 
qualitative manner, not a concrete way to distinguish the three steps from measuring 
human behavior. Thus, these studies are hardly applicable to automatic computer 
processing [4] in terms of numerical analysis of shoppers’ buying intent. 

The purchasing behavior model in our study is an extended model of the previous 
studies and it is aimed at realistic execution models that are suitable to small shops. 
The purpose of this paper is to determine the likelihood of “planned buying” or 
“impulse buying” by extracting feature quantities with non-invasive sensing methods 
of human information in regards to the established theory that bio-information will be 
reflected in psychological data [5]. 

2 Purchasing Behavior Model  

First of all, the conceptual model [3] is considered and modified into a useful model, 
and then a buying behavior model in a quantitative expression is proposed in this 
chapter. The results of this modification showed more concrete explanations for the 
three steps in [3] as follows; 

• “Reach” is when shoppers recognize an item visually then cognitively 
• “Stop and Hold” is when shoppers stop and hold in front of the items with 

intention. 
• “Closure” is when shoppers bring items to the cashier to buy 

Second, another step, “the onset of psychological conflict and struggle” [6] [7] was 
added in as follows; 

• “The onset of psychological conflict and struggle” is when a shopper has 
psychological conflicts between purchasing the item or not and struggles 
with a desire to get the items. 

From the early stages of this study, several different shoppers’ behavior patterns 
were recorded by video. Observations of various purchasing behaviors in front of or 
inside of each shop, the shoppers’ intentions were analyzed. 

Finally, it was concluded that shoppers’ buying intentions are divided into eight 
phases that have 1~4 points above and 5~8 points below: 
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• “Enter the shop” is when shoppers come into the shop 
• “Searching planned items” is when shoppers are looking for the items they 

planned to buy. 
• “Hanging around” is when shoppers with no planned items to buy are 

browsing 
• “Making a decision to buy” is when shoppers consider whether or not to 

purchase the items  
 

Following our investigation of the shoppers’ buying behavior from the videos, four 
specific characteristics were identified unambiguously from biological information of 
human motions such as head movement or body position e.g. “ bowing” and “stance“ 
and the pulse wave in certain phases in the purchasing models. Furthermore, these 
sequences have an important meaning to show buying intention. With these 
considerations in mind, the novel model to explain the shoppers’ behavior process is 
shown below (Fig.1). The processing method in each box in Figure1 is described above. 

 

Fig. 1. Purchasing behavior process  

3 Selection of Features 

Four typical feature quantities have been identified in this study: head movements, 
bowing, standing and pulse wave ( Fig.2). 

To begin, “head movements” are identified characteristics when shoppers approach 
the store shelf and stop. The velocity and the path of head movement are likely to be 
different between impulse buying versus planned buying. “Head” point was tracked 
by Kinect [8] motion capture, recording the local XYZ axes depth information for use 
in calculations of feature quantities. 

Second, “bowing “, which is different from social bowing, has been identified as a 
characteristic when shoppers are watching the store shelf , bending at the waist, 
leaning without bending knees and gazing at interesting items. There are differences 
in frequency, duration, and in the change of bending angles over time. 

Third, the pulse wave is variable in mental activities and controlled by the 
autonomic nervous system. The assumption was made in our study: the pulse wave in 
the time when shoppers recognize items will change in correlation to the autonomic 
nervous system. In the actual experiment, there was no significant observable 
difference of pulse wave of shoppers in planned buying versus impulse buying. But, 
on the other hand, the shoppers’ timing in the ”reach” phase and the ”making 
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decision” phase could be predicted since this timing shows the first and the second 
spikes of autonomic nerve systems using the feature quantity of the pulse wave. In 
term, these timings show the intention of purchasing, therefore, “pulse wave” has 
been selected for characteristic studies in our research. 

Finally, “Triangle posture” is when shoppers stop in front of the shelf, gaze, 
wonder whether to buy or not and as a result, open their knees. On the other hand, 
shoppers with planned items pick them up quickly without opening their knees. 
“Triangle posture” is defined as a trapezoidal area using four depth points: left knee, 
right knee, left hip, and right hip.  “Uprightness posture” is defined as a rectangular 
area using these same depth points. The thresholds of each figure quantity changes 
proportionally as the person’s height changes. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Selection of four-feature quantities 

Three different kinds of feature quantities are calculated using the path of “Head 
movement “(Fig2.1): First, the path of head movement when shoppers reach for the 
shelf and stop, second, the deceleration velocity when shoppers stop at the shelf, and 
third, the time spent in front of the shelf. In planned purchasing, shoppers usually do 
not move their head frequently, the deceleration of the velocity is higher and the time 
spent in front of the shelf is shorter. On the other hand, in impulse purchasing, 
shoppers move their head more frequently, the deceleration of the velocity is lower 
and the time spent in front of the shelf is longer. The change in the autonomic 
nervous system (Fig2.2) is calculated using a method that includes the characteristics 
of a pulse wave. In Impulse buying, the blue line (Fig2.2.b) shows the sympathetic 
nerve fluctuation. After reaching the time border, the sympathetic nervous system is 
overridden by the parasympathetic nervous system. In contrast, for planned buying, 
there is no reaction.  

The pulse wave is one of the feature quantities of the characteristics and allows us to 
measure the change in the autonomic nervous system with the feature of heart rate 
variability. The pulse wave in impulse buying becomes significant when the transacting 
boundary time is exceeded. In contrast, in planned buying it is insignificant.  

“Bowing”is one of the feature quantities of the characteristics that consists 
of“time-duration” and “the frequency of bowing”for shoppers(Fig2.3). The bowing 
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angle is between the line created from the center of the shoulder to the center of the 
hip and the vertical line. Generally, this angle θ is more than 30 degrees and is held 
more than 3 seconds. The feature quantities happen more frequently in impulse 
buying than in planned buying. 

“Triangle posture” and “uprightness posture” are the feature quantities of the 
characteristics that consist of “time-duration” and “the frequency of bowing” for 
shoppers(Fig2.4). In impulse buying, the triangle posture area, which is created 
between four points: left hip, right hip, left knee, and right knee, becomes greater than 
X cm2 where X is the threshold value. But, on the other hand, in planned buying, it 
becomes less that X cm2. 

Four feature quantities were selected as typical characteristics of general shoppers’ 
buying behaviour through our field observation in retail shops and investigation of 
shopper’s motions using videos. In terms of these quantities, thresholds were set to 
reduce personal differences for various buyers. 

4 Discriminants and Equation 

4.1 These Four Formulas Feature Quantity 

• Human Motions “Bowing” 
• Cosθ as defined in Fig.2 is obtained using a 3D motion sensor 
• Heart rate variability is calculated as a series of the conventional power 

spectrum of time of the heart rate (autonomic nervous system & sympathetic 
nervous system) 

• Head Movement groups 
Deceleration velocity (m/s2)= ⊿ ⊿Z/( t)2 at v=0  

    Staying Time (sec)=T exit – T enter , Z<Z area 
    Head Movement (m/sec)= Z max – Z min , Z<Z area  
• Human Motion “Triangle posture ”&”Uprightness posture (duration (sec) & 

frequency) i=1 shows the area of the upper triangle(A), i=2 shows the area of 
the lower triangle(B) These areas are added together to yield the feature 
quantities for“Triangle posture” &”Uprightness posture”. 

4.2 The Multiple Regression Analysis (“Decision Analysis”) Delivered a 
Discriminant.  

• The explanatory variables are selected differently in the case of “Impulse 
Buying” compared to “Planned Buying” in four feature quantities based on 
bio- information (Fig.4).These are the following steps; 

• Factor analysis brought correlated strings between shopper’s survey results 
(psychological information) and feature quantities based on bio-information. 

• Three latent factors that contribute more than 80% of the distinguishing factors 
for either “Planned Buying” and “Impulse Buying” were identified 

• Selected potential effective feature quantities consisted of the three latent 
factors as explanatory variables for the multiple regression analysis. 
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• All experiments were carried out in triplicate. Coefficients α β were calculated 
for either Impulse buying or Planned buying using the results in Figures 5 and 
6. The behavioral characteristics that frequently show up in purchasing 
environments and feature quantities are described by the following 
discriminant (Table1). 

• 16 subjects  were used to produce the discriminant whose coefficients were 
then tested on the remaining 12 subjects 

• The result of which gave us an accuracy rate of: “Planned buying” at 93.75% 
and “Impulse buying” at 87.5% with 5% level of significance 

• Coefficients produced by the discriminant using 16 subjects out of 28 sample 
data apply to the analysis for the rest of the data with an accuracy rates: 
“Planned buying” of 54.5% and “Impulse buying” of 66.7%  

• The discriminant led to a simple way to distinguish between “planned buying” 
and “impulse buying”. This method should prove invaluable and it may be 
necessary to consider other calculation methods and do further investigation. 

 

Fig. 3. Method of Distinguishing between “Planned Buying” and “Impulse Buying” based on 
bio- information 

Table 1. Discriminant 

5544332211 Χ×+Χ×+Χ×+Χ×+Χ×+=Υ βββββα  

 
chi-square value N number P-value

Planned Buying 14.1705 16 0.0068
Impulse Buying 11.7845 16 0.0379  
※5% level of significance 
※Outlier is removed  

Y(Planned Buying) Y(Impulse Buying)

χ1＝ Uprightness posture (sec) χ1＝ Bowing (sec)

χ2＝ Bowing (sec) χ2＝ Triangle Posture(sec)

χ3＝ Deceleration velocity(m/s) χ3＝ Head Movement(m/s)

χ4＝ Sympathetic Nerve( Purchasing) χ4＝ Staying time( sec)

χ5＝ Autonomic nerve(Reach)

Planned Buying Impulse Buying
α = 0.0698 α = -2.2090

β
1 = 0.1158 β

1 = 0.0881

β
2 = -0.2936 β

2 = 0.0430

β
3 = 0.4525 β

3 = 4.6655

β
4 = -23.8827 β

4 = -0.0121

β
5 6.2306                    
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5 Experiments 

5.1 Preliminary Experiments 

The preliminary experiments took place in a mock simulation shop in a studio on 
AIIT campus. A display shelf is located the center of the area (9.1m x 4.1m) 
surrounded by white panels. The purpose was to find significant feature quantities 
with a conditional requirement the subjects behaved based on the hypothesis 
containing the “planned buying” and “impulse buying” process models (Fig.5). 
Following each of the experiments, an experimenter interviewed each subject by 
showing a recorded video taken during the experiment to collect their psychological 
cognitive information. In one instance, we tried to determine both the feeling and 
impression qualitatively and measure the decision time quantitatively at the exact 
moment the subject found the items and the exact moment the subject made a buying 
decision. This psychological data was analyzed to find the relationship between the 
bio-information and psychological information using factor analysis. It was verified 
and incorporated into the hypotheses of the purchasing behavior model. These results 
contributed to the reevaluation in calculating the feature quantities, the appropriate 
threshold, the experimental environment for sensor measuring range, and making 
future modifications in the experiments. These circumstances have created the best 
environment for subjects to show the most remarkable characteristics of specific 
human motions of shoppers purchasing behaviour and the highest frequency in both 
planned buying and impulse buying. 

 

Fig. 4. Preliminary experiment at the mock shop 

5.2 Verification Experiment 

The verification experiment took place in a consumer retail shop. Seven display 
shelves are located on the north and east side walls of the shop and the register is 
located in the management service area on the west wall of the shop. The consumer 
area is 2.97m by 2.12m as shown (Fig.7). Inside the shop, the red taped box (Fig.6) 
designates the area where the subjects must stand. Subjects for “planned buying” were 
instructed to buy a specific item namely a Nabisco potato chip box for Prof. 
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Hashimoto without specifying flavour and giving an allowance of 1,000 yen. Subjects 
for “impulse buying” also brought 1,000 yen and entered the shop without any buying 
instructions i.e. buying items on their own motivation or not buying anything. All 
subjects did not see the shop prior to the experiments. Therefore, they had no 
knowledge of the layout of the shop, the kinds of items on the shelves, or any other 
relevant information. The sequence of the verification experiment is shown (Fig.8). 
This experiment resulted in: verification of the significance of the feature quantities 
and confirmed the high probability distinguishing between the “planned buying” and 
the “impulse buying” using this model. 

 

 

Fig. 5. Verification experiment 

 

Fig. 6. Layout of Verification experiment 
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Fig. 7. The sequence of the verification experiment 

6 Conclusion 

6.1 Our method to distinguish between “Planned Buying” or ”Impulse Buying” 
which was developed and carried out, resulted in a higher “Planned buying” 
accuracy rate of 93.75%  and a higher “Impulse buying” accuracy rate of 
87.5%. 

6.2 The verified significance feature quantities allow the higher probability of 
distinguishing between the “planned buying” and the “impulse buying” using 
our purchasing behavior models. 

6.3 The feature quantities for these characteristics such as “head movement”, 
“pulse wave”, “bowing” and “triangle or uprightness postures” are effective in 
distinguishing between these two purchasing models with a higher accuracy 
rate.  

6.4 Our experimental research has confirmed the “Impulse Buying” and the 
“Planned Buying” purchasing process models which were constructed as an 
extended model of the previous studies is applicable to automatic computer 
processing.  

6.5 The extended shoppers purchasing model will be a more realistic and ideal fit 
model of the human behavior. It will be able to adapt to any other feature 
quantities of characteristics within human motions. The model opens up a new 
genuine possibility for automatic processing. 

6.6 The validity of these models has been proven with these methods as well as 
their effectiveness using both “product reach" and "purchase decision" phases 
which were confirmed in the buying behavior process.  

6.7 The method to distinguish between “Planned buying” and “Impulse buying” 
using  various feature quantities in the determination should be reliable, 
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efficient and consistent since the discriminant value is dependent on the 
normalized error resulting from uncertainly in order to reduce inconsistencies.  

6.8 There is a successful correlation between “psychological information” and 
“feature quantities “based on the bio-information. 

• Psychological information was tabulated from the results of an 
interview and survey from each subject.  

• Four groups of feature quantities of characteristics are reflected by 
their bio-information. 

• These methods indicated a correlation between “psychological 
information” and “feature quantities “based on bio-information 

6.9 A method of discrimination analysis was established using factor analysis. 
Factor analysis shows latent factors among psychological information factors 
and feature quantity factors. The results from this analysis have contributed to 
the assumption of the background of particular shoppers’ human behavior 
characteristics. In addition, a contribution ratio was utilized for selecting 
significant feature quantities. 

6.10 These experiments verify whether our selected feature quantities are 
significant in a particular, limited environment. Further investigation will be 
necessary in future experiments relating to any given environment using a 
system reliability perspective. 
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Abstract. With the development of multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) 
techniques, distributed antenna systems gain more attention because of better 
signal coverage than centralized antenna systems. However, hardware costs and 
computational complexity appear to be a big problem with the growth in the 
number of antennas in distributed antenna systems as well. Research on antenna 
selection performance is conducted on indoor distributed antenna systems 
environment in order to solve the above problem. An antenna selection 
algorithm based on eigenvalues is proposed. Simulation results show that the 
algorithm cannot only achieve good antenna selection performance, but also has 
a much reduced computational cost. 

Keywords: Distributed antenna systems, Eigenvalues, Complexity, Information 
capacity. 

1 Introduction 

With the growth of city size and the appearance of skyscrapers, underground markets 
and so on, better mobile communication network quality is in demand. Saleh intro-
duced the Distributed Antenna Systems (DAS)[1] concept in order to improve indoor 
signal coverage. Compared with centralized MIMO systems the advantages of DAS 
are smaller average access distance, smaller radiated power, stronger received signal, 
especially in marginal regions [6][7] and the channel capacity is more insensitive to 
the antenna positions. People have shown great interest in distributed antenna systems 
due to their many advantages. 

The capacity of wireless communication systems operating in fading environments 
can be increased substantially using multiple transmissions and receiving antennas. In 
practice, however, the main limitation of increasing the number of transmission and 
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receiving antennas if typically not the number of sensors, the cost of the correspond-
ing RF channels for these antennas and the high complexity for the signal encoding 
and decoding. A promising way of capturing a large portion of the channel capacity in 
MIMO systems at reduced hardware costs and computational complexity is to select 
the optimal small number of “best” antennas from the larger set of antennas available. 

Antenna selection problems have been intensely studied in the literature [8][9][10]. 
The optimization antenna selection algorithm that exhaustively searches all antenna 
subsets is in demand for a large number of operations that make it inapplicable in 
most situations [8]. Most research about antenna selection algorithms is concentrated 
mainly in reducing the algorithm computational complexity. An asymptotic optimiza-
tion antenna selection algorithm was proposed by Gorokhov [9]., Greshlnan proposed 
an ascended antenna selection algorithm [10] and so on. Compared with these classi-
cal algorithms the algorithm proposed in this paper can achieve good antenna selec-
tion performance, but also has a much reduced computational cost. 

2 Distributed Antenna Systems 

We assume the system is composed of narrowband downlink channels with a single 
user and single carrier for simplicity. The wireless access points obey a uniform dis-
tribution, as shown in Figure 1. The normalized distance between two antennas is 
defined as 1. The wireless access points can simultaneously send messages to a user 
when they fall within a circle with radius R. We define the circular region as a visible 
region. Meanwhile these wireless access points in the visible region are activated. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Wireless access points distribution in an indoor environment 

2.1 Antenna Selection 

There are  wireless access points active in the visible region. It is assumed that the 
user terminal is equipped with only one antenna.  
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The matrix between   active wireless access points and the user is 

           (1) 

Where is the small-scale fading gain and E[ ]=1,  reflects the path 

loss and shadow fading characteristics between the  wireless access point and the 

user.  is expressed as 

                         (2) 

Where   represents the normalized distance between the   wireless access 

point and the user;  represents path loss coefficient which is usually defined as 

3~4 in the Rayleigh fading channel ,  represents shadow fading that obeys the 

logarithmic normal distribution, the probability density function of is 

                  (3) 

Where  is mean value,  is standard deviation of . 
As the correlation between different APs can be ignored for big antenna spacing, 

the correlation matrix can be derived by fully considering the distributed antenna 
system characteristics. The diagonal matrix can be expressed as 

                      (4) 

Where , then antennas are selected 

for data transmission according to the size of the eigenvalues.  

2.2 Instantaneous Information Capacity 

It is assumed that the number of the selected antennas is  and the transmitting sig-

nal is a vector of  : 
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                       (5) 

Where  represents the average transmission power,  represents precoding 

matrix and , represents transmitting symbol, and . 

The information matrix after selection is ,the received signal  can be ex-

pressed as 

                (6) 

Where  is white Gaussian noise signal. 
Instantaneous information Capacity can be achieved [11] 

                    (7) 

Where  is the received signal-to-noise ratio, and 

                 (8) 

3 Simulation Results and Analysis 

We assume that the user is located in a limited scope  dur-

ing the simulation process. The corresponding coordinate system is shown in Figure1. 
The number of access points in the visible region could be two (in the arch region), 
three (the area close to the access point) or four (the middle area), depending on the 
user’s location. Two antennas are selected for each case. The power allocation is also 
optimized before the signal is transmitted. The simulation assumptions are shown in 
Table 1. 

Figure 2 shows the cumulative distribution function of the information capacity 
processed by different kinds of antenna selection algorithms for point (0.1 -0.1), 
SNR=10dB. This figure shows that our algorithm achieves nearly the same capacity 
as the classical selection technique when terrible channels exist in the visible region. 

Table 1. Simulation assumption 

Visible region R 1 
Path loss exponent  3 

Mean value of logarithmic normal distribution  1 
Standard deviation of logarithmic normal distribution  10 

Received SNR 10dB 
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Fig. 2. Cumulative distribution function of the information capacity processed by different 
kinds of antenna selection algorithms for point (0.1 -0.1), SNR=10dB 

Figure 3 shows the cumulative distribution function of the information capacity 
processed by different kinds of antenna selection algorithms for point (0.5 -0.5), 
SNR=10dB. This figure shows more antennas are beneficial for system performance 
when terrible channels do not exist in the visible region. 

 

Fig. 3. Cumulative distribution function of the information capacity processed by different 
kinds of antennas selection algorithms for point (0.5 -0.5),SNR=10dB. 

4 Conclusion  

This paper presented a new fast algorithm proposed for antenna selection in indoor 
distributed antenna communication systems. Some sub channels with higher gain are 
selected for data transmission according to the size of the eigenvalues. The simulation 
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result shows that the proposed algorithm can achieve good antenna selection perfor-
mance and also greatly reduce the computational cost. All of the above demonstrate 
that our method has potential application. 
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Abstract. An emotion assessment method based on supported vector data  
Description was proposed to get objective assessment of emotional states. Three 
different physiological signals of our participants were obtained including gal-
vanic skin response, skin temperature, and ECG. Physiological indicators were 
considered model inputs, to guarantee the method real-time assessment; Sup-
ported Vector Data Description (SVDD) was used to infer affective states. The 
experimental results show that proposed method was useful. 

Keywords: Motion, Affective Computing, Physiological Signals, SVDD. 

1 Introduction 

Continuous monitoring of the affective state of individuals can expand our under-
standing of stress and emotions in daily life and their relationship to performance, 
health and disease. In this paper, a method was proposed to get objective assessment 
of emotional states in those remain in bed for disease or disorder vie real-time estima-
tion of emotional experiences from physiological signals. 

Affective computing can be defined as computing that ‘relates to, arises from or 
deliberately influences the user’s emotions [1]. Currently there are two main ap-
proaches to affective computing: Audio-based techniques to determine emotion from 
spoken word are described for example in [2,3] and video-based techniques that ex-
amine and classify facial expressions are described in [4]. However, those methods 
were not suitable for target population subject to their physical state or environment. 
Another way of estimating the user’s affective state is by using physiological meas-
urements. Examples of recent advances in affective computing include the emotion 
mouse, which measures the user’s skin temperature, galvanic skin response (GSR), 
and heart rate [5]. Another example is car drivers’ stress recognition by measuring 
heart rate, activations of the trapezius muscle, respiration and galvanic skin response 
[6]. It has also been suggested that pupil size and facial electromyography (EMG) 
could be potentially useful input signals in human–computer interaction [7]. 
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In emotion classification procedure, a wide range of methods has been used to infer 
affective states. Most of them are part of the machine learning and pattern recognition 
techniques. Classifiers like k-Nearest Neighbors (KNN), Linear Discriminant Analy-
sis (LDA), neural networks, Support Vector Machines (SVM) and others are useful to 
detect emotional classes of interest. In this paper, an emotion assessment method 
based on supported vector data description (SVDD) was proposed. Firstly, electrocar-
diography, skin temperature and galvanic skin response were selected as physiologi-
cal signals.  Physiological indicators were considered model inputs, to guarantee the 
method real-time assessment, supported vector data description was used to infer 
emotion states. 

2 Signals Selection  

To get the satisfaction result, driver distraction detection method should integrate the 
data from multiple sources. One way to address this need is to construct a data fusion 
system to integrate data from multiple sources, align data sets, correlate related varia-
bles, and combine them to support detection or classification decisions. Various phys-
iological activities and performance related to emotion states can be measured by the 
normal sensors. However, acquisition of a high quality database of physiological and 
performance signals are vital for emotion recognition. First, the signals should be 
chosen in full consideration of easiness and convenience. Second, the sensors collect-
ing the signals should not perturb the user in order to avoid parasite emotions like 
pain too. In this study, three physiological signals were chosen as Table 1: 

Table 1. the features selected in this study 

Feature Index Definition 

ECG 

LF 
The mean value of the amplitudes between the 
frequency range from 0.04Hz-0.15Hz 

HF 
The mean value of the amplitudes between the 
frequency range from 0.15Hz-0.4Hz 

VLF 
The mean value of the amplitudes between the 
frequency range from 0.0033Hz to 0.05Hz. 

LF/HF The ratio of LF and HF 

GSR galvanic skin response 

ST skin temperature 

3 Supported Vector Data Description 

The SVDD method, which approximates the support of objects belonging to normal 
class, is capable to achieve better classification results when fewer samples are avail-
able. Compared to its peer methods, SVDD features high computation speed, strong 
robustness and good classification ability. It is derived as follows. Consider a ball B 
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with center da ∈ and radius R, and the training data set D consisting of objects 
d

ix ∈   , i=1,…,N. The main idea of SVDD is to find a ball that can achieve two 
conflicting goals (it should be as small as possible and contain as many training data 
as possible) simultaneously by solving 
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Here, the slack variable iξ
 represents the penalty associated with the deviation of 

the ith training pattern outside the ball, and C is a trade-off constant controlling the 
relative importance of each term. The dual problem of equation 1 is 
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From the Kuhn–Tucker condition, the center of the SVDD ball can be expressed as

1

N

i ii
a xα

=
=∑ , and the radius could be computed by utilizing the distance between any 

support vector on the ball boundary. After the training phase is over, one may decide 
whether a given test point belongs to the normal class by utilizing the following crite-

rion: 
2( ) 0if x R x a≅ − − ≥ .In order to express more complex decision regions in 

d
, 

one can use the so-called feature map, : d Fφ → ,and balls defined on the feature 
space, F. By proceeding in a similar manner to that described above and utilizing the 

kernel trick, ( ), ( ) ( , )x z k x zφ φ = , one can find the corresponding feature-space SVDD 
ball, BF . In this paper, Gaussian Radial Basis Function (RBF) was chosen as kernel 
function: 
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then the SVDD formulation is equivalent to 
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and the resulting criterion for normality is represented by 
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4 Experiment Procedure and Data Analyses 

4.1 Subjects 

Six participants with a mean age of 25.2 years (S.D.=2.2; 6 males and no females) 
participated in a test session. Subjects were randomly selected from a large group that 
consisted of university students. Participants were only admitted into the study if they 
were currently healthy, did not have a diagnosed sleep disorder (as determined by a 
pre-study interview). All participants gave their informed consent before the study. 

4.2 Stimuli 

The picture stimuli were taken from the International Affective Picture System 
(IAPS). These databases are generally accompanied by affective evaluations from 
experts or average judgments of several people. The IAPS mean valence rating values 
reported in IADS ranging from 1 (negative) to 9 (positive) were used as criteria for 
stimulus selection. For the calibration block, the stimuli were selected and divided 
into three categories, eight stimuli per category: negative stimuli with a mean valence 
of 2.0 and a mean arousal of 5.0, neutral stimuli with a mean valence of 5.0 and a 
mean arousal of 2.0, and positive stimuli with a mean valence of 8.0 and a mean 
arousal of 5.0. Strong negative and positive pictures were selected to ensure that the 
subjects’ physiological responses were large enough so that the estimation models 
could be successfully formed. For the testing block, to facilitate regression analysis, 
the stimuli were selected so that they were evenly distributed on the valence dimen-
sion.  

4.3 Procedure 

As the subject entered the laboratory, and then seated in a comfortable chair. The 
subject’s skin was cleaned and slightly abraded with electrode paste. Next, the elec-
trodes were attached. In this experiment, three different physiological signals of our 
participants were obtained by FlexComp system including galvanic skin response, 
skin temperature, and ECG.  

After the electrodes had been attached, the subject was seated to view the screen so 
that the distance from the center of the screen to the subject’s eyes was 100 cm. Then 
the subject was asked for seeing 60 pictures.  In this process, the subject was  
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instructed to rate his affective experience after each stimulus. The ratings were given 
on the computer using the semantic differential method. The subject gave the ratings 
on a 1–9 scale. On that scale, one represented negative, five represented neutral, and 
nine represented positive affective experience. The valence rating scale appeared on 
the screen without a delay after each stimulus. 

4.4 Statistical Analyses and Result 

The proposed method is implemented in Matlab 7.0 and VC++. The LIBSVM [9] is 
used for SVM implementation. The index of ECG, including galvanic skin response, 
skin temperature, these 6 indicators were considered model inputs. In all experiments 
we have used the SVDD with a Gaussian kernel. The Gaussian kernel was used with 
g=2-8, and C was set to 10; these values were obtained by doing tenfold cross valida-
tion on a small subset.  In each subject experiment, 45 groups of experimental data 
were selected randomly as the training samples, and the other 15 were testing sam-
ples. The experimental results were shown in Table 2. 

Table 1. the assessment average accurasy of SVDD  

subject 
Estimation accuracy 

Positive/ negative  Positive/neutral/negative 

1 74.7 68.2 

2 72.3 77.8 

3 76.5 81.5 

4 79.1 67.9 

5 86.7 73.6 

6 84.4 79.7 

In classifying categorically into negative and positive responses the average esti-
mation accuracy of all the models was78.95% (range72.3–86.7%). In classifying into 
negative, neutral, and positive responses, the average estimation accuracy for all 
models was 74.78% (range 67.9–81.5%).And for the feature of SVDD, test time of all 
subjects was very short. The experimental result showed the method can meet the 
requirements of monitoring on the emotion of the target population in real time. 

5 Conclusion 

An emotion assessment method based on Supported Vector Data Description was 
proposed. Firstly, electrocardiography, skin temperature and galvanic skin response 
were selected as physiological signals.  Physiological indicators were considered 
model inputs, to guarantee the method real-time assessment; Supported Vector Data 
Description (SVDD) was used to infer affective states.  The experimental results 
show that proposed method was useful. A number of following studies and usage in 
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applications will show to which extent this new approach can serve the variety of 
requirements of emotion-related activities. 
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Abstract. In this paper, two new classifiers based on class mean (CM) and 
mean representation based classification (MRC), called improved class mean 
(ICM) and improved mean representation based classification (IMRC), are pro-
posed for face recognition. ICM classifier uses the novel method to gain new 
mean vector of each class subspace for classification. IMRC classifier utilizes 
the novel class mean vector and decision rule for classification. A large number 
of experiments on AR face database and YaleB face database are used to assess 
the novel classifier. The experimental results show that the proposed classifier 
gains better recognition rate than MRC classifier, LRC classifier, CM classifier 
and nearest feature centre (NFC) classifier. 

Keywords: Mean Representation, Nearest Neighbor, Class Mean, Face  
Recognition. 

1 Introduction 

The procedure of face recognition contains two steps. The first step is feature 
extraction. For instance PCA [1], LDA [2], ICA [3] and other methods [4-6]. The 
second step is classification. Two of the most popular classifiers are the nearest 
neighbor (NN) classifier [7] and class mean (CM) [8] classifier. CM classifies the test 
sample with the minimum distance between the test sample and the mean sample of 
each class. So CM classifier is also called minimum distance (MD) classifier. Recently, 
as the extended of CM classifier, linear regression classification (LRC) [9] is proposed 
for face recognition. After that, mean representation based classification (MRC) [10] 
and nearest feature center (NFC) [11] are proposed.  

In this paper, two new classifiers based on class mean (CM) and mean representa-
tion based classification (MRC), called improved class mean (ICM) and improved 
mean representation based classification (IMRC), are proposed for face recognition. 
ICM classifier uses the novel method to gain new mean vector of each class subspace 
for classification. IMRC classifier utilizes the novel class mean vector and decision 
rule for classification. A large number of experiments on AR face database and YaleB 
face database are used to assess the novel classifier. The experimental results show 
that the proposed classifier gains better recognition rate than MRC classifier, LRC 
classifier, CM classifier and nearest feature center (NFC) classifier. 
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2 Background 

Let { , 1,2, , , 1, 2, , }c D
i cY y c M i N R= = = ⊂  denote the prototype set, 

where 
c
iy  is the ith prototype belonging to c-class, M is the number of class, and 

cN is the number of prototypes belonging to the c-class. Each image is transformed 

to column vector such as 1c a b c q
i iy R x R× ×∈ → ∈ , where q=ab. 

2.1 Class Mean Classifier 

The detailed information of class means (CM) [9] is as follows. CM classifier forms a 

class-model cX by stacking the q-dimensional image vectors belonging to the same 

class. 

1 2[ .... ]
c

c c c q N
c NX x x x R ×= ∈                    (1) 

Then use all the class- models cX defined in (1) to get the mean vector cm of the 

class. The distance between the test sample and the cth class subspace can be comput-
ed as 

( ) || ||c cd x x m= − ,                          (2) 

The CM classifier will classify the test sample into the class with the minimum dis-
tance as 

*
min ( ), 1, 2,...,cc

d x c M= .                        (3) 

2.2 Mean Representation Classifier  

The detailed information of mean representation based classification (MRC) [10] is as 

follows. MRC classifier forms a class-model cX by formula (1) and gets the mean 

vector cm of the class to constitute the novel matrix J as 

1 2[ ... ] q M
MJ m m m R ×= ∈ .               (4) 

For the mean representation based classification (MRC), we solve the least square 
optimization problem as 

1( )T Tr J J J x−=                        (5) 

The MRC classifier will classify the test sample into the class with the maximum 
value as 

*
max , 1,2,...,c

c
r c M= .                  (6). 
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3 The Proposed Methods 

3.1 Improved Class Mean Classifier 

The classification procedure of improved class means (ICM) is as follows. ICM de-

velops the class-specific model cX  by using the formula (1). For improved class 

means (ICM), we compute the distance between the test sample and each prototype 
sample of the class-model. Then sort the distances of each class with descend. What is 

more, re-compose the class-model cX , which is corresponding to distances sorted. 

The novel mean vector of each class can be calculated with iterative procedure, which 
is shown by the formula (7)-(9). 

1 1
c cI X=                              (7) 

1 2
2

2
c c

c

I X
I

+=                            (8) 

1

2

N N
N c c
c

I X
I

− +=                           (9) 

where N
cI is the result of the Nth times iterative and N is the number of sample of the 

cth class. Then use the novel mean vector N
cI to get the distance between the test 

sample and the cth class as 

( ) || ||N
c cd x x I= − ,                         (10) 

The ICM classifier will classify the test sample into the class with the minimum dis-
tance as 

*
min ( ), 1, 2,...,cc

d x c M= .                    (11) 

3.2 Improved Mean Representation Classifier  

The detailed information of improved mean representation based classifier (IMRC) is 

as follows. By using the formula (7)-(8), IMRC gets the novel class mean vector N
cI , 

which is similar to the procedure of ICM classifier. Then utilize all the novel mean 
vector constitute the novel matrix J as 

1 2[ ... ]N N N q M
MJ I I I R ×= ∈ .               (12) 
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Then use the novel global model J to solve the least square optimization problem and 
get the parameter as 

1( )T Tp J J J x−=                      (13) 

Calculate the predicted vector of the cth class as 

c c cg J p=                              (14) 

Compute the distance between the test sample and the cth class as 

( ) || ||c cd x x g= − ,                          (15) 

The IMRC classifier will classify the test sample into the class with the minimum 
distance as 

*
min ( ), 1, 2,...,cc

d x c M= .                       (16) 

4 Experimental Results 

The classification performance of ICM classifier and IMRC classifier are compared 
with MRC classifier, LRC classifier, CM classifier and NFC classifier in this section. 
Two databases are used in the experiment. The first database is called AR face data-
base [12]. In our experiment, the subset of AR database includes 1680 face images 
were manually cropped into 50×40 pixels. The second database is YaleB face data-
base [13]. We selected a subset of 1924 face images of 31 subjects. Each image is 
downsampled to a 32 × 32 gray image. In our experiment, “First N” scheme is used: 
the first N images of each class are utilized as the prototype samples. The rest images 
of test database are utilized as test samples.  

In the first experiment, we adopt the “First N” scheme on the AR face database. 
Table 1 shows the result. In the second experiment, the “First N” scheme is used on 
YaleB face database. The results are shown in Table 2. From the Table 1 and Table 2, 
compared to MRC classifier, LRC classifier, CM classifier and NFC classifier, we can 
learn that recognition rate of IMRC is superior to that of them, the recognition rate of 
ICM is better than that of CM, when the first 5, 6 samples are used as prototype sample. 

Table 1. Comparison of recognition rate (RR) and average RR (ARR) using “First N” scheme 
on AR face database when N belongs to 5, and 6 

Classifiers 5 6 ARR 
NFC 61.85% 67.29% 64.57% 
CM 56.11% 54.79% 55.45% 
LRC 70.28% 71.56% 70.92% 
MRC 68.24% 67.29% 67.77% 
ICM 62.04% 66.88% 64.46% 

IMRC 73.33% 74.58% 73.96% 
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Table 2. Comparison of recognition rate (RR) and average RR (ARR) using “First N” scheme 
on YaleB face database when N belongs to 5, and 6 

Classifiers 5 6 ARR 
NFC 41.99% 42.10% 42.05% 
CM 30.07% 30.92% 30.50% 
LRC 45.87% 45.44% 45.66% 
MRC 41.61% 42.55% 42.08% 
ICM 40.68% 43.66% 42.17% 

IMRC 46.09% 48.17% 47.13% 

5 Conclusion  

In this paper, two novel classifiers based on class mean and mean representation 
based classification are proposed. The proposed classifiers use the iterative procedure 
to gain the new mean vector of each class for classification. The recognition rates of 
novel classifiers exceed that of the several other classifiers. The experimental results 
on AR face database and YaleB face database confirm the effectiveness of the pro-
posed classifier. 
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Abstract. Smart devices with easy Internet accessibility, mobility and usability 
are changing various service environment such as mobile office, smart work, 
mobile finance, e-government and so on. Meanwhile, these smart device has 
widened into military area in an effort to enhance mission command and 
situational awareness. This paper describes functional considerations in 
military-grade mobile security platform based on a mobile hypervisor. The 
military-grade mobile platform will be provided more security enhancement 
than current mobile services. We suggest four features for enhancing a mobile 
platform including domain separation, secure file management, secure 
middleware and access control. 

Keywords: Mobile Security Platform, Mobile Hypervisor. 

1 Introduction 

The increased usage of smart devices including smart phones and tablets are no more 
surprising news, because it is an essential item in our living life. These smart devices 
with easy Internet accessibility, mobility and usability are changing various service 
environment such as mobile office, smart work, mobile finance, e-government and so 
on.  

On the other hand, those services are requiring smart devices to have trusted 
environments for software execution and sensitive information that should be 
protected against malicious attacks [1]. Because of risks of damage are effected by 
compromised devices has become much higher than ever expected. Ensuring security 
technology which consider threatening mobile security in such as smart work 
environment is necessary. The most urgent security issue is illegal outflow of business 
or private information that should be secured for privacy of customers or advanced 
smart work infrastructure.  

Meanwhile, the US Army has installed a Samsung Galaxy Note II smartphone into 
the Nett Warrior (NW) system in an effort to enhance situational awareness in the 
battlefield. The NW system, carried out by part of the army's focus on the tactical 
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network modernization, is provided by the installation as the chest-mounted end-user  
device. It is designed to offer enhanced mission planning, monitoring, communication 
and situational awareness to the soldier during combat operations. Moreover, the US 
Army’s Joint Battle Command – Platform(JBC-P), which is a networked battle 
command information system with connected by various military devices such as the 
NW system, is the first developed under an Army effort to devise an Android-based 
smartphone framework and suite of applications for tactical operations [8]. It enables 
ground units to share near real-time friendly and enemy situational awareness 
information, operational maps and graphics, and combat messages [9]. As a result, 
these movement indicate that applying smart devices, as a commercial-off-the-shelf 
device, to military or government services will be increased around the world. 

On the other hand, security technology is an essential part of modernizing military 
system to apply smart device in an effort to enhance mission command and situational 
awareness. It is necessary with considering private or military data leakage protection, 
because of growing prevalence of smart device, security concerns are also increasing. 
Thus, researching mobile security countermeasure is urgent including unauthorized 
access prevention, data leakage protection by hacking, etc. 

In this paper, we describe what we need to provide security functions in military-
grade security platform using a mobile hypervisor. The goal of this security platform 
is military-grade security mobile solution for protecting classified military 
information against unauthorized accesses and ensuring a trusted execution 
environment for identity authentication and sensitive data process using domain 
separation based on mobile hypervisor. 

2 Backgrounds 

Mobile malwares are rapidly increasing since a few years ago, which steal personal/ 
private information and induce monetary damages from a mobile billing services 
using malicious code installed on smartphone. Android platform’s openness has 
arisen high market share of smartphone, and then, it effects on most of the malicious 
code attacks make it for Android devices as side effect [1]. The current technology 
mobile security solution have limitations that the initial stages, compared to existing 
security technique. And then it focus on the study rapid detection and response 
against compromised devices.  

In addition to conventional malware detection and response technology, mobile 
virtualization technology, for separating domains to compensate for the fragility due 
to the openness of the fundamental features of Android platform, has been actively 
studied. For the purposes of security enhancement, it separates two different domains 
which are consist of conventional Android operating domain and security domain for 
business or security service. In other words, mobile virtualization is emerging for 
separating domain to process and manage the security key features such as m-
financial service or managing persona sensitive information, which is separated with 
the common Android platform.  
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The recent announcement of Samsung Electronics, as KNOX platform, is one of 
popular opportunity to let peoples knows a domain separating technique in the market 
and research area. The KNOX smartphone technology separates the security zone 
against common user area in Android smart phone. Although the domain separation in 
KNOX technically is not based on mobile virtualization, that is based on logical 
separation by marking specific area which applications works in, it will be a positive 
movement to increase market expansion of mobile virtualization in the future. 

2.1 Separating Domain Techniques 

In this chapter, we describe several domain separation technology. First of all, Mobile 
Trust Mobile (MTM) is improved by a suitable platform within mobile environment 
for trusted execution operating environment, which is based on the computer-based 
security technology as Trusted Platform Module (TPM). It is configured to support 
cryptography features in hardware-related library module internally.  

TrustZone supporting ARM processor since version 6 architecture provides secure 
mobile security environment in the level of the processor chipset [4]. It is divided into 
the two operation mode with normal and secure mode. According to their functions of 
general or security application, which specific mode operate will be classified. The 
ARM processor allows that which operation mode change by this classification. It 
also provides a secure booting and isolated memory for individual data management 
with blocking feature for data leakage into other operation mode.  

 

Fig. 1. A TrustZone API architecture 

Mobile virtualization, as known as Hypervisor, is mainly used to ensure a trusted 
operating environment out of former computer virtualization technology to increase 
flexibility by abstracting the existing physical computing resources [2][3][7]. Secure 
Execution (SE) is a technique to ensure the secure execution environment by making 
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possible to communicate isolated through an authorized channel created by each of 
the multiple virtual machines. Corresponding to the malicious attacks, SE are 
separated by isolated domains by virtualization. It used to operate in the security 
domain to ensure user-sensitive information protection separately, such as contacts, 
call history, photos. Furthermore, financial transactions, mobile banking are operated 
in secure domain. Several ongoing techniques are following: General Dynamics 
Corporation by OKL4, an open source project Xen-ARM [5], TeeMo by the ETRI, 
MVP (Mobile Virtualization Platform) by VMware and others. Fig.1 shows a 
TrustZone API architecture, which describes the programming interface for the client 
application to communicate with security services in security environment that is 
consist of independent location by abstraction [4]. 

3 Functional Considerations in Military-Grade Security 
Platform Using a Mobile Hypervisor 

We have been researching a project to develop military-grade security mobile solution 
(hereinafter MISP, MIlitary-grade mobile Security Platform) based on security 
platform with mobile hypervisor with CC EAL4 certification and mobile security API 
for military purpose as final products of our ongoing research.  

MISP has been developing for widely used smart devices in order to ensure 
essential security applications such as military system, m-banking service using two 
divergent domains with separated execution environment, as secure domain for 
operating security service with a trusted execution environment versus normal domain 
for existing mobile operating system such as Android OS. And we will try to deploy 
our products to various mobile-based services to provide security such as military 
service, secure smart work, e-government, and secure BYOD (Bring Your Own 
Device) service.  

 

Fig. 2. A prototyping service using military-grade mobile security platform 
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Most of military systems like an example of US Army’s Nett warrior system 
consist of special software and linked to military radio system with exclusive 
cryptography algorithms. But, a design to enhance mobile security platform is not 
limited to a specific country and their system, thus we focused on how we can 
enhance security features of military-grade security platform on general purpose. Fig. 
2 shows the prototype of Military Fusion Security Mobile Solution including security 
platform with hypervisor, Cryptography SW, Military security service and its 
installed commercial smart devices. 

In this chapter, we shows functional considerations in military-grade mobile 
security platform using a Hypervisor. The military-grade mobile security platform 
will be provided more security enhancement than mobile security services such as 
mobile office, mobile banking and others. We suggest four features for enhancing a 
mobile platform. 

 Domain Separation 
 Secure File management 
 Secure Middleware 
 Access Control 

First of all, the domain separation techniques such as mobile hypervisor is essential 
part of security platform to protect classified military information against 
unauthorized accesses and ensuring a trusted execution environment for identity 
authentication and sensitive data process in mobile devices. Although security 
enhanced Android platform are adopted in NW system, the domain separation using 
hypervisor is more secure than a fundamental Androids. Using mobile hypervisor is 
able to consolidate security features as we mentioned above.  

The secure file management is important to protect confidential or sensitive 
information in case of stolen or lost the device. The secure file management can be 
consist of secure file system with file encryption, secure deletion with recovery 
protection, continuously file deletion on maintenance period, remote format of file 
system, etc. Moreover, it is an effective solution to provide the secure domain (or 
military domain) on volatile memory utilizing the characteristics of type 2 hypervisor.  

Secure Middleware should be provided to protect inter-domain channel against 
malicious attacks such as man-in-the-middle-attack. The encrypted inter-domain 
channel will be more reliable option than specially encoded message, on the other hand, 
it can have a side effect as performance reduction. Most of a file size in a single photo 
will be exceeded almost 2 Megabytes in current smart devices. Thus, it could be 
provided large message transportation on the inter-domain channel [6]. Finally, access 
control is a fundamental feature in MISP to protect unauthorized access. It can be a 
reliable function to two-factor authentication by a user and an application who/which 
request security services in the military domain. Moreover, checking the integrity of 
military service applications periodically is essential part of access control feature. 

4 Conclusion and Future Works 

In this paper, we shows functional considerations in military-grade mobile security 
platform using a Hypervisor. The military-grade mobile security platform will be 
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provided more security enhancement than mobile security services such as mobile 
office, mobile banking and others. We suggest four features for enhancing a mobile 
platform including domain separation, secure file management, secure middleware 
and access control. We has completed design verification for core modules of MISP 
and developed a mobile hypervisor for security platform. And we developed 
cryptography software for KCMVP certification and a prototype mobile application 
for military security service, called TMZ (Trusted Military Zone). 
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